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Free Tickets

A completely new system of tick- -f

et procurement • and distribution

Vs been established for entertain-

ment and sports events for mem-'
hers Of the armed forces visiting

New York. This is now handled

by a central agency—the Interserv-

ice Ticket Committee, thus elimi-

nating the separate requests from
different service units.

New agency, headed by Lt. Col.

Dwight H. Sloan, maintains a New
York office at the Century Hotel,

W. 46th St., manned by two en-

listed men—Pfc Walter Beacham
and Cpl. Bruce Balaban,*son of the

former Roxy managing director,

A. J. . Balabah. ^ .Job of the

Gl ticket agency Is to act as

wholesalers. They ; collect all

tix to radio-tv shows, film the-

atres, legit shows, concerts, opera
and sports events and forward
them to more than 15 armed forces

camps in the eastern area.

Under the new system, the In-

terservice Ticket Committee will

distribute on* the average of 100,-

000 free iickets monthly. The
’ headquarters at the Century Hotel
is donated free. The, telephone
service is paid for by a contribu-
tion from show bizities.

2D LAMBS’ ‘TRYOUT’

HEADED FOR B’WAY
The Lambs Club seems to be

developing into a testing ground for
Broadway - targeted plays. “Back-
bone," by Andrew McCullough,
which was given a one-shot per-
formance by* the club Feb. 14, is

slated” for Broadway production
next fall. Drama is following the
same route taken by “Stalag 17,"

which \yas also a Eatnbs preem.
Play, which was produced for

The Lambs by Steve Parker and
Bernard Hart, is currently under-
going revisions. Parker intends to
put the play on the boards cither
as sole producer or in a partner-
ship deal. According to Parker,
the production put on “Backbone"
will run around $65,000, with most
of the’ backihg already accounted
for. Cast that appeared in The
Lambs “production will remain
Pretty much intact for Jthe fall

T>resentation.

Martin & Lewis 50G May
Set Las Vegas Peak Wage

Las Vegas, March 2,

Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis are
dickering for their first date in the
gaming capital of the U.S. at a
price which will set a new high in

cafe history. Negotiations are cur-
rent for the . Sands Hotel, Las
Vqgas, for two weeks at a price re-
ported to be $50,000 per week.
•They’ll supply their own show.
The comedy duo favors the Sands

because of longstanding friendship
with Jack Entratter, inn’s manag-
ing director. Entratter is the for-

mer manager of the Copacabana,
N.Y., where they established them-
selves as top boxoffice. Music Corp.*
of America is working out the deal.

Evangelical Guest StarsAre Reformed

Drunkards, Gamblers, Cons and Reds

The showtune field, which has
offered the disk companies meager
pickings this season, is set for an
aboutface with more than 10 top-

flight musicals slated for the com-
ing year. The 1954-55 legit season,
which kicks off in June, is ex-
pected to spotlight such veteran

’ Minneapolis. March 2,
Considered typical of western-

style modern Revival meeting
4-Year-Old Drummer To _ _ _
Tour With Hampton Band

]
showmanship is the Minneapolis

Lionel Hampton, who discovered •

Evangelistic Auditorium here.

Sugar Chile Robinson at the age <
House^ plays a succession of attrac-

of eight, has now come up with
\

^ons. The bill changes about

a four-year-old drummer who will !®veiy two weeks. Guest stars are

,
tour with the band. Youngster, ' former prize fighters, reformed ex-

songsmiths as Irving Berlin, Rod- < known as Little Hamp Jr., played 5 CODWts’ rehabilitated drunkards,
gers & Hammerstein and Cole

| W1th Hampton at the Apollo Thea- •

gamblers and Communists. Also

Farewells (Plural)

Like Lauder For

Georgia Jessel

George Jessel plans a series of
“farewell" appearances, a la Sir
Harry Lauder. First will be May
19 at El Rancho Vegas, La Vegas,
for two weeks at $18,500. Another
Jessel farewell may take form of

a Palace two-a-day stint this sum-
mer or next fall. Actor has been
talking to RKO Theatres prez Sol
A. Schwartz on the vaude idea, a la

Danny Raye, Betty Hutton, Judy
Garland, but says show-wise Jessel.
“1 want to make sure of a reM stock

bill surroqnding me."
A sidebar to the Las Vegas stint

Was the possibility of Eddie Cantor
“opposing" his lifetime pal Jessel

at' The Sahara, according to ji bid

(Continued on page 69)

Rooneys In ’Dog House’
South Sutton, N. H., March 2.

The two men. presiding over
the sizzling frankfurters “Dog
House” here would surprise their
show biz cronies. They're the Pat
Rooneys, father and Son.

.

Dishing out the dogs means re-
creation and profit during off-

seasons for the 75-ytoar-told song
and dance man and his offspring.
They chose this community as a
permanent home because it is

the hometown of the younger Pat’s
wife, Estelle.*
As she explains 'it, “Here Pat

gets away from all the .worry and
tensions of show business Retying
not dogs and playing golf.". f

Three Bid For Theatre

TV Rights To June 17

Marciano-Charles Bout
Three different groups are bid-

ding for closed-circuit theatre tv

rights to the June 17 fight of

Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles.

They are Nate Halperln’s Theatre
Network Television, Milton
Mound’s Box Office Television and
Ed Dorfman’s Stadium Television.

Dorfman’s; outfit, backed by new
coin, reportedly in .the boxing
business, is showing its first real

activity although it has existed as

a company for about a year.

Championship bouts have so far

proved" the best - closed-circuit

events for theatres. Halpern so

far has been the only, one to cap-

ture the 'rights to championship

bouts. Last year .her shettfed ont

A. guarantee of $100,000 to corral

the Marciano-LaStarza tiff.

Porter.
Breakthrough of such legit-origi-

nated tunes as "Wish You Were
Here," “No Other Love,” “I Love
Paris” and “Stranger Ih Paradise”
during 'the past couple of years has
softened up the record company
artists & repertoire men to the ex-
tent* that most of them are now

|

scrambling for legit product as
j

well as original cast albuin rights, i

Slated for production dtirifig the
j

upcoming season (with jtUnesmiths
parenthesized) are “Fanny” (Har-
old Rome), “L’il Abner” (Burton
Lanto-Alan Jay Lemer), “Saints

and Sinners” (HaroRi Rome-Fred-
erick Loewe), “Seventh Heaven”
(Victor Young-Stella Unger), “Silk
Stockings" (Coje Porter), “Boy
Friend” (Sandy Wilson)* “On Your
Toes” (Rodgers-Hart),
In The Underworld” (Yip

burg -Offenbach),

tre in Harlem recently. 1 sta°^n* young boy and girl

Hampton deadpanned that he spellbinders. Plenty of advertising

{first saw the kid playing drums
'

111 newspaper, radio and even tv

j

supports the evangelical guest star

j
policy.

two years ago in Detroit.-

In DuMont Deal

Showmen here comment that the
religious folk operate the house far
more boxoffice-smartly than the

, former tenant who operated
I premises as the Alvin Theatre with
i a burlesque policy. Instead of a
: parade of rampant strippers, there

|
is now a parade of repentant sin-

WV* I im/i v\1 • Iners. Marquee which once read

With NBC Blessing3 * To the Atomic Age.”

Despite the fact that she’s under .

exclusive contract to NBC until
;

$20,000 rental, having outbid the

next September, Gertrude Berg former theatrical tenant. Money is

may move her “Goldbergs” tv show • Faise^ ^ standard basket psss-

“Orpheus
\ to DuMont network, taking over

'* sa*e of pamphlets. The
yip Har-

j Bishop Fulton Sheen’s Tuesday at
’ burlesque operation also sold

Reuben - Reu-
j
8 spot when the latter and his 5

Pamphlets featuring skin rather

ben" (Marc Blitzstein) and “Can-

1

Admiral sponsor go off for an ex-
‘ than sin.

nery Row" (Rodgers-Hammerstein),
j

tended spring-summer
Chappell Music is set to publish

j

She’ll be sponsored by
(Continued on page 55)

Mel Ferrer In

Ticklish Spot

On ‘Ondine’ Hit

hiatus.

Vitamin
erstwhile Mobile Brit Tii Office

Sends Orders Via Radio
London, March 2.

Prowse & Co., leading

Mel Ferrer, costar of the new
Broadway hit, “Ondine,” is appar-
ently in a contradictory position.

He’s conceded to be largely re-

sponsible for the play’s success,

but drew mixed* personal notices
from the critics, being virtually
ignored in the unprecedented
raves for costar' Audrey Hepburn.
Finally, he’s understood to be in

the doghouse with the show's man-
agement.
The film actor’s key function in

the situation stems from the fact

that It was he who first suggested
Miss Hepburn for the femme lead
in “Ondine,” took the script to her*j

and, over the reported opposition
of some of her friends and associ

ates, persuaded her to take the
assignment. Overwhelming con-
sensus of the reviews .was that
without Miss Hepburn, “Ondine*
would have little chance.

Practically -from the
-

start’ there
were reports of dissention between
Ferrer and the management, the
Playwrights Co. There was also

friction between the actor and Al-

fred Lunt, whose staging drew en-

(Continued on page 68)

Corp. of America, her
sponsor on N&C-TV.

It’s understood that a clause in
?

Mrs. Berg’s contract permits her
j

to make such a move during the
;

period of her contractual obliga- Keith
tion to NBC in the event that the British ticket brokers, have taken
network cannot find a time period . delivery of their first mobile radio
for her. ; booking office, which will make
Oddly enough, Mrs, Berg during :

daily fours of race meetings,
the spring period of the replace- ! sporting events, markets, etc., to

ment time would be competing
]

sell seats for London theatres,

against Milton Berle. It was on
]

Claimed to be the first of its

the Berle show as a guestar on sev-
\

kind, the mobile hooking office

eral occasions during the last year I maintains contact with the com-
that she projected herself into a

;
party’s central clearing house in

new prominent position as a tv per-
j

the West End by two-way VHF
sonality.

*
1

1radio.

Roosevelt Hotel
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

• Currently presents

The Hour ofCharm
... '.

A!! Girl Orchestra and CJiolr

Featuring EVELYN, and her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALMY
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Eddie Fisheras ‘Jessei’

Hollywood, March 2.

George JesseL Is here to discuss

two picture deals with Howard
Hughes, via RKO.

Onfc'is the “Jessei Story,” bioplc

with Eddie Fisher to play the
stellar role, and the other is “Rip
Van Winkle” which Jessei will pro-

duce with Jinuny Durante in the

title role.

By GEORGE GURJAM
Sao Paulo, March 2.

The International (lira festival

here Is over and, despite some un-

pleasant after-tastes, is generally

considered a success despite the

fact that the quality of the entries

on the whole didn’t come up to ex-

pectations.
The biggest attraction of the

whole affair was the large Ameri-
can delegation which made the trip

to the festival, led by Motion Pic-

ture Export Assn, president Eric
Johnston who tame with the rank
of an Ambassador. Until they ar-

rived, things were going poorly,

with plenty of squawks all around.
The best-liked Hollywood entry

' was Paramount’s “Roman Holiday.”
The biggest disappointment, at

least from the local point-of-view,

•The Glenn Miller Story,” which
opened the fete. “Julius Caesar”
%ot a lukewarm reception. An-
other U. S. entry in the prizeless

competition was “Hondo.” Among
• the extra-official pix shown were
‘The Lawless Breed,” “The Sword*.

,
. ... .

and the Rose,” “So This Is. LoVe” S
Carlo,. Cannes and Nice with each

and “Marching Along,” none of one ou
.

t
.

s
Vf?s °^, !?

oney

which brought more than polite
,
toP *tt”cU?nVvl

,

th ft
applause.

;

pea!. The Monte Carlo led off the

Italy’s “Pane Amore” and “Fan-
;

battle by using top ballet com-

tasia,” on the other hand, were !
P^1?5 *“? *tars^ L?“<

J
on s

welcomed, as was the French ;
Festival Ballet who featured Moira

•Wages of Fear ” which, however, f
Shearer, Yvette ChauviM* and coro-

also wasn’t an official contender, f
Pany director Anton polio. Pre-

Among the stars who showed up
|

reding them was the Roland Petit

fere Irene Dunne, Rhnnria Flem- ^o.. with Colette Marchand and

Ing, Errol Flynn, Joan Fontaine, t
Leslie Caron and to follow these

Jane Powell, Ann Miller, June two *s the fuU Pans Open Ballet

with ail its stars, including Serge

I Lifar. *

Interwoven with the ballet at the

Monte Carlo Theatre is an opera
season with singers Mario del

Monaco, Elisabeth Schwarzhopf,
Lisa della Casa, Mado Robin and

Riviera Resorts

Slow Biz Lures
By ED QUINN

Nice, Feb. 23.

The winter season on the Rivi-

era has brought a minor battle be-

tween the holiday 'resorts—Monte

( Continued on page 63;

Senator Lands Folsom

For “Forthright’ Stance

On Gv3 Rights Law

HORACE HEIDT
Currently Hotel Statter, Now York

Under Personal Management
WALTER PLANT

Statlor Hotel, Now York City, N, Y.

N. Y. Theatres

fit Omaha Speech Fingem 2Qth«Fox on Softening

.. Script Against Soviets -

5th Are. Artie Opens
Following extensive rennovatlon,

the Fifth Avenue Cinema, N. Y„
formerly the Playhouse, opens
March 29 with “The Diary of a
Country Priest,” a French import.

The house, continuing on an Art

policy, is now being operated by
Pathe Cinema of France. It seats

275.

guest stars from the Scala de Milan
r and the Vienna Opera House. The

Washington, March 2. |
opera season will conclude w ith

Statement of RCA prexy Frank the world preem of “L’Opera de
M. Folsom on discrimination in j

Quafsous,” by Kurt WeilL
l

employment, made last week to a I Backing up the theatre presenta-
Senafe committee in Washington.! (Continued on page 711
was characterized by Sen. Alex-! .

—
ander Smith (R., N. JJ as one of 1

the most forthright he had ever:
heard on the subject. Folsom ap-
peared before the subcommittee;
on civil rights of the Senate Com- •

mittee on Labor & Public Welfare
; Tokyo, Feb. 23.

to present RCA’s handling of the • Trek of Hollywood stars to Japan
employment problem in coonec- in 1954, begun by Marilyn Monroe,
tion with hearings on a bill to pro- recently honeymooning here, is ex-
hibit discrimination because of

.
pected to continue with visits by

race, color, national origin or either Elizabeth Taylor or Cyd
ancestry.

j

Charisse, who will bally Metro’s
In pressing for adoption of the 30th anni, according to an an-

Iegislation, Folsom, declared that nouncement by Seymour Mayer,
•ince the founding of RCA in 1919 ‘ chief of the studio's Oriental Divi-
the company has based its hiring

Other R’wood Stars May

Follow Monroe to Tokyo

sion.

Paramount also plans to spend
some of its frozen yen on a p. a.

tour by Audrey Hepburn in April
when its “Roman Holiday” will be
roadshown here.

and promotion of personnel strict

ly on initiative and ability.

“RCA is in no way unique among
managements in practicing non-
discrimination,” Folsom said, “but
we are proud to be among those |

,

.

who have practiced it from the I More GI Shows Set
start We believe such a policy is

j
Hollywood, March 2.

both right and practical. Experi- f Hollywood Coordinating Com-
ence has fully justified this belief.

,
mittee is lining up two special

Not only has RCA derived benefit .shows to entertain troops^ in iso-

from the improved human and
;
lated air force bases at Thule,

community relations that result Greenland, and the Limestone
from equal opportunity for all. but Base in Maine. Terry Moore and
we feel that in the process we have Johnny Grant will each head one
promoted the national Interest as unit.
well.” CoL Joseph F. Goetz, chief, of
The RCA prexy noted that the the Armed Forces Professional En-

Negro market, for instance, con- 1 tertainment Branch, is in Holly-
ftisting of about 14,000.000 persons, - wood to round up volunteers, not
spends some $12,000,000,000 annu- , only for these two shows’ but for
ally on the goods produced in this [future entertainment at air force

(Continued on page 22 )
1 bases in Europe,

Juve Delinquents

In conjunction with ifrew York
City's unified drive to combat ju-

venile delinquency, the film indus-
try will be in the forefront of a

campaign against juve vandalism
in theatres. A “positive aspect

campaign” is currently being for-

mulated by the two N. Y. exliib

organizations — the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Assn, a i
the Independent Theatre Ow ’s

Assn.— in cooperation with city

officials.

Discussions anent
1

the program
revolve around how the theatre

drive can fit in with the overall

city efforts to crack the whip on
the wayward young. Theatre out-

fits will work. closely with the Po-
lice Athletic League, schools and
various settlement houses. The
exact program, which will consist

of many special theatre activities,

hasn’t been formulated as yet. It’s

indicated, however, that theatres
will* be ‘employed for specially su-
pervised events and may involve
tie-in with local major league base-
ball clubs. Special film programs
are also listed as possibilities. .

Problem of juve delinquency, on
the increase since the end of
World War II, has plagued city

authorities throughout the country
and has been a particular thorn
in the side of theatres. Increasing

(Continued on page 71)
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Crusade For Freedom

Gotham Bid Lags As

Show People Stay Away
Difficulty in lining up sufficient

numbers of show people to help in

the Gotham bid for Crusade for
Freedom is being faced. The Cru-
sade. which raised a simulated
tower in the heart of Times Square
to promote Radio Free Europe,
sent out a call to several person-
alities, some of whom made ap-
pearances there during this last

week and many more of whom
were either unreachable or had
other commitments.
Much of the work involved In the

promotion has been done by the
Indie Theatre Owners group, with

(Continued on page 63)

Arenas Seeking

New B.O. Draws
Arena Managers Assn, is again

on the lookout for a series of new
shows for the spots. The organi-

zation, comprising arena and audi-

torium managements, is meeting
at the Statler Hotel, Buffalo,

March 10-11, to study a whole
series of propositions that has

been offered them and some pack-

ages that AMA is developing.

Preliminary deals under discus-

sion include negotiations with legit

producer Max Gordon to restage

several of his early legit hits

in arena dimensions.
As in former years, the AMA is

looking over the products - from
virtually every field in an effort to

keep their halls going. This year,

some ‘ important moneymaking
properties have evaporated. Among
them are the Roller Derby and
Horace Heidt show, which used to

consume a lot of time on the arena
circuit. Others include the lesser

playing time devoted to rodeos.

Neither Gene Autry nor Roy Rog-
ers is playing as many dates this

season as in the past
The AMA meet will scan all sub-

missions in order to arrange sched-

ules for as many attractions as pos-

sible. The problem of getting suf-

ficient shows with enough b.o.

value has increased considerably

over the past few years. The dis-

appearance of some troupes plus

the wearing out of the b.o. in oth-

ers, creates a displacement prob-

lem.
On the other hand, there’s no

paucity of submissions to AMA.
Problem is to weed out the lesser

layouts end what’s left is too fre-

quently insufficient to meet AMA
requirements.

PILOT FILM DUE FOR

HOLLYWOOD BUILDUP
With three or four of the film

studios now fully cooperating, the

American Broadcasting Co. expects
to have a pilot of its Hollywood tv

series ready for showing within 10
days, according to Robert Weit-
man, ABC v.p.

Series was planned as a mutual
project with the Motion Picture
Assn, of America and has bogged
down at various stages, mainly due
to the unavailability of stars.

Modesty By Tape
Production Code Adminis-

tration demanded 136 cuts in
Howard Hughes’ “The Outlaw”
when made 10 years . ago.
Hughes balked -at any scissor-
ing, and PCA finally approved
the pic anyway. As related by
Look mag in a recent issue,
Hughes came up with 4,000
stills from other pictures, each
showing more of other ac-
tresses than was revealed by,
Jane Russell in “Outlaw.”
The airman also produced a

university mathematician who,
armed with calipers and tape
measure, proved Miss Rus-
sell’s modesty as compared
with other well endowed
femme players on the screen.

Berlin, Berle Top Talent

At D. C. Scribes’ Ike Feed
Washington, March 2.

Milton Berle and Irving Berlin
top the talent list for the annual
dinner of the White House Corres-
pondents Association to the Presi-
dent Saturday night (6) which Is

being arranged for the newsmen
by ASCAP, whose toppers will be
present for the dinner.

Also listed to entertain are the
McGuire Sisters, and Jaye P. Mor-
gan. Berle, it’s understood, will
bring one or two acts from his
NBC show. He is to emcee the per-
formance.

English Aids Red Probe
Hollywood, March 2,

Richard English, writer and ra*-

dio producer, has been subpoenaed
to appear before the House Un-
American Activities Committee
in Chicago on May 2 as a friendly
witness in connection with his anti-
communist NBC air shfiw, “Last
Man Out.”
On a recent program, English

interviewed Helen Wbods Birnie,
former Commie organizer, about
Red infiltration in the midwest
farming districts.

, March 2.

William Farter, a security an-
alyst at Strategic Air, Command
headquarter^ here, last week loos-

ened a blast at the motion pic biz

In general and ?0th Century-Fox in

particular as a highlight of the
Omaha Freedom Fonim.

Parker, a civilian whose SAC
assignment

,

is to check on Com-
munists In the country, cited ex-

amples of the way pro-Commies
can influence what the public sees

on stage and screen.

“How many shows have you seen
recently in which Stalin or Malen-
kov have been, caricatured like they
used to do Hitler?”' he asked.
“They have been rare. How long
has it been since you have seen a

take-off on a smirking commissar?”

Parker, former FBI agent, then
related how BclmeiLaywiJr/^nvriter
of “Twelve O’clock High ” was
blocked by a20th Century-Fox big-
wig in an, antl-Communist script
about a Soviet atoriT bomber.
The plot in brief, according to

Parker, was this:

American intelligence officers
learned that something unusual
was going on in Siberia. Chiang
Kai-Shek supplied a submarine
which took a landing party to Si-
beria to investigate. It was learned
the Russians had 'Built a plane that
looked like ’a B-29~and were man-
ning it with men in American uni-
forms. They planned to load it with
an atom boipb and send it to South
Korea. There it would swing to-
ward North Kprea, would meet a
flight of MiG’s' ahd be shot down.
The resulting blast would give the
Russians the propaganda claim
that the United States .had tried to
drop the atom bomb. However
since the film had to have a happy
ending, the submarine would shoot
down the bomber as it was* taking
off from Siberia.
Parker declared Lay submitted

his script to the Department of De-
fense and it was. cleared. Then he
took it to his Studio, 20th Century-

(Continued on page 63)

McCarthy TV Opens Brit.

Eyes to U.S. Witchhunts;

‘Rosy PinkBlush’ to Pix
London, March 2.

A film record of a Senator Mc-
Carthy Ihquiry shown to British
audiences via BBC-TV in the
“Americans at Home” series, pro-
voked a strong reaction in the
London press last week. The pro-
grams are prepared by Aida Crew-
ley, a former Labor M. p; and one-
time junior minister in the Labor
government.

The Liberal News Chronicle
headlined its frontpage story,
"This Was Not Very Pretty,” and
its columnist, James Thomas,
thought it “hard to believe that
one was watching an everyday
event in the public life of a democ-
racy. It is one thing to read about
the witchhunt and another to see
it at close quarters. Maybe it

was out of context, maybe it is dif-

ficult for us to understand Amer-
ica’s point of view. The fact re-

mains that last night’s piece of

television was enough to make
the black and white screen blush
a rosy pink.”

The Dally Herald, official Labor
sheet, commented that British

televiewers were able to see what
a McCarthy witchhunt really

means. The Senator, described
as “handsome and swarthy,” did

not rant. His voice wag a low,

relentless monotone.

The Conservative Daily Mail

described the program as disturb-

ing. They said it emphasized
painfully the dilemma of our

times—how to preserve freedom
in a democracy when its enemies
are using democratic institutions

to destroy those institutions. Al-

though the feature was disturbing,

the Mail columnist, Peter Black,

considered it the most stimulating

in the series so far.

The film televised dealt with

the investigation of Reed Harris,

a government official who was be-

ing examined on a book written m
1932 attacking commercialism m
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A Bum Rap From Omaha
Frpm Oinahathls week comes a story that ought to get plenty

of high-level attention from the leadership of the motion picture
industry. In- effect a local “security analyst,” identified as an ex-
FBI agent, has reached out from the prairie country and hand-
picked an incident of alleged inside-studio Hollywood politics

and has used this alleged incident as springboard and takeoff

for a public speech .against the film industry, and against 20th .

Century-Pox in particular. It ain't funny and it ain't minor. If

any local Tom, Dick or Harry can get in the headline act this

way, a real public relations, problem, of hew dimensions, arises.

The “security analyst” in Omaha argues that Hollywood film

studios ridiculed and satirized Hitler but failed to do the same
with respect to the Soviet leaders. He does not remark, and per-
haps does not; remember, that the United States was then offi-

cially at war With Germany and is still officially at peace with
Russia.

'

In fche public speech an elaborate tale was told the citizens of
Omaha of how a film writer named Beirne Lay Jr. tried to get

'

some anti-Russian slants into an unnamed feature produced by
an unnamed executive of 20th Century-Fox and how this angle
was played down. Without attempting any discussion of the pur-
ported incident, the. “plot” in question Ysee news story) reads
like a potential international provocation on a level with the
very “phoney” propaganda stuff Jthe Russians themselves per-
petrate and. the United States is justified in criticizing, but hard-
ly in emulating.

The Omaha guy seemingly does not know, or perhaps does not
care, that 40% of the American film industry's revenues come
from foreign rentals and in many countries, which cherish their
neutralism, or.haye sensitive political balances to respect, Holly-
wood-made jibes at the Soviet Union are poison for the boxoffice.

Nonetheless Hollywood,has made, since Omaha's professional
analyst seems not to know it, the following anti-Commie films,

among others: "My. Son John,” “Never Let Me Go,” “Big Jim
McClain,” “Atont)i<r City,” “The Iron Curtain,” “Man on Tight-
rope,’ “I Was A Communist For The FBI.”

It was H. L. Mencken who once declared that whenever .four
Americans get together three of them form a society and make a
speech to reform the fourth.

GUYS & DOLLS’

STILLGATHERS

OFFERS
On the basis pf bidding so far,

screen rights to tlife musical legit-
er, “Guys and Dolls,” figure to
bring the tallest coin since Univ-
ersal paid $1,000,000 for “Harvey.”
William Goetz originally an-

nounced ' that he had “Dolls”
wrapped up via an offer reported
at $300,000 against 10% of the
worldwide gross. Columbia, which
has a partnership deal with Goetz,
listed the pic in aids on its upcom-
ing lineup of releases. But legit
sources now make clear that no
pact with Goetz has been finalized.
Musical is still open to bidding.

SamueL Goldwyn, who has
shown interest in “Dolls” since
last year, and Metro since have
made offers, Goldwyn’s being the
tops at $650,000.
On the “Dolls” side it's apparent

that the play’s reps intend to hold
out for as long a time as possible
with the view of bringing all po-
tential buyers into the bidding,
thus upping the price to the maxi-
mum. The click show was pre-
sented on Broadway by Ernest
Martin and Cy Feuer with music
and lyric by Frank Loesser and
book by Abe Burrows.
Most recent top-money play buy

(Continued on page 22)

English I, II in Schools

Assures New ’Generation’

For Reissued ’Hamlet’
Chicago, March 2.

Reissue of “Hamlet,” which Is
having a kind of popular-price
trial run for Universal at the Surf
Theatre here, is proving that the
biuk of its audience lies with the
high school group that was too
young to see the pic in its original
stand four years ago. Unusual for
this Gold Coast arty is the fact
that .matinees, hitherto mild for
most attractions, are hopping with
school groups while evening biz
with the regulars has slackened.

Pic is compiling neat grosses in
the first two weeks of its run and
is in for a minimum' of four frames.

VIDEO BUILDUP FIGURES

Reevaluate Status of O’Connor.
And Durante in Old Pix

Universal is undecided whether
to package its “The Egg and 1”

reissue with “Harvey” or “The
Milkman” and may end up using
both in different sections of the
country.

Argument, in favor of “Harvey”
is that the film, starring James
Stewart, never grossed up to ex-

pectations even though the play
from which it was taken was a
legit smash. “The Milkman”
starred Donald O’Connor and Jim-
my Durante. It was a 1950 release.

Feeling at U is that both O’Con-
nor and Durante have gained a lot

in stature since then, partly due
to their tv shows. .

Europe’s Theatre Shortage

Robs Exhibs There of Any

Incentive To Experiment
Europe is still suffering from a

grave shortage of theatres, Ben

Cohn, Universal assistant foreign

sales manager, reported in N. Y.

last week.

Returning* from a five-week

swing through France, Germany,
Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Nor-

way and Sweden, Cohn also said he
had noted a great deal of theatre

construction work going on, par-

ticularly in western Germany.

An effect of the theatre shortage
— and it’s one that causes U. S.

distribs a big headache — is that

exhibs are apt to yank a film after

a week regardless of b.o. perform-

ance. “I asked one exhibitor who
had pulled a picture despite 100%
attendance why he was doing it,

and he - explained it was so as not

to disappoint his regular patrons,”

Cohn related.

Regarding Cinemascope, he

found European exhibs less inter-

ested than Yanks for the new med-
ium, partly due to the costs in-

volved and partly on account of

the high level of assured business

which robs European theatre men
of the incentive for experiment.

Nonetheless,wide screens are being

installed all over the continent.

Cohn reported that “The Robe,”

the only Cinemascope Europeans
have seen so far, has met with

“varying degrees of success,” with

the “non-religious” Scandinavian
(Continued oh page 26)

V

P^StEff nctmEs

Allied Stalk on Own Studio Idea; .

Asks Indie Producers to Up Output

Indie production, on the upbeat
for the past several months, is get-
ting an added assist from exhibs.

Last week, Allied States let it be
known that It would move to en-
courage independent filmmakers
both to go into production and to
step up their output. Now Fred
Schwartz, Century circuit prexy,
has gone a step further.

Century has set up. a special
financing unit and intends to dis-

pense coin for two or. three pix a
year as a starter. Arrangements
for the first one have already been
made by Schwartz with Joseph
Kaufman,

Film is “Long John Silver,” a
sequel to “Treasure Island,” which
Kaufman will roll in Australia in
May, It’ll be in color and tailored
for the wide screen. Schwartz is

already engaged in negotiating for
financing i. second pic. *

While he wouldn’t comment on
it, it’s understood that the Cen-
tury topper is contemplating the

(Continued on page 26)

MGM British

Sacks 300; Hit

On Q.T. Decision
London, March 2.

The wholesale sackings (about
300 jobs) which took place at the
MGM British Studios last week
have precipitated a criticsm by the
Assn, of Cine Technicians on the
policy of remote control by Holly-
wood of a British outfit.

An official statement from the
union makes no criticism of the
method by which the studio has
operated the firings and sympa-
thizes with the company in that it

had no alternative but to carry out
decisions “taken several thousand
miles away,” MGM, they .assert,

had always pointed to their* studio
as one of the stable features of the
British film industry, and their

recent decision “shows how idle

(Continued on page 26)
"*

No Publicity Pushover
New York City film company

publicists are asking them-
selves these days: “What’s the
Mayor got against us?”

Seems Mayor Robert F.

Wagner isn’t' publicity-hungry

as was his predecessor, Vin-
cent R. Impellitteri. Wagner's
tuning down invitations to
theatre premieres and even
refused to get into the March
of Dimes act because it was
tied up with a film.

FILM 29% NOT

MOST DISLIKED

TAX
Minneapolis, March 2.

Minneapolis Sunday Tribune

canvass to learn what federal ex-

cise taxes Minnesotans are most
desirous to have eliminated'* has
the impost on film admissions far
down on the priorities list.

There were only 2% of those in-

terviewed who named the federal
admission tax paid by film patrons.
This compared to 32% who wanted
to get rid of the telephone and tel-

egraph federal excise taxes, those
being the ones they find most ob-
jectionable.

Taxes on refrigerators and home
freezers were most disliked by
22%, followed .

by 16% for auto-

mobiles and 7% for tires and inner
tubes. Taxes on electric .light

bulbs, cosmetics and travel tickets

also are more in disfavor than the
admission tax, according to the
poll.

The Tribune’s representative
cross-section of the state's adult
population was handed the list of

taxes and asked “supposing you
had your choice of getting rid of

one of these special taxes, which
one would you pick to do away
with?” Those interviewed also

were asked for their second and
third choices.

National Boxoffice Survey
Key City Trade Tapers; ‘Miller

5 Again Ifakes 1st,

‘Trailer
9
2d, ‘Cinerama9

3d, ‘Money9
4th

Admitting that its plan to con-
trol distribution policy via stock
control of a particular film com?
pany would take “considerable
time,” Allied States Assn, is seek-
ing more immediate remedies for
the product shortage. Exhib org,
following a board meeting in New
York last .week, said It has “de-
cided to investigate and encourage
movements among Independent
producers to resume produc-
tion or to increase their output.**
Allied, it was noted, had already
held conversations with one group
“and others will follow shortly ”

The. exhib outfit stressed that it

was not abandoning its stock acqui-
sition plan, hut has firmly resolved
“to pursue with vigor and determi-
nation” the stock program. Efforts
will be made, it was indicated, to
promote production by. every avail-
able means. Included in the means
will be “appeals to the stockhold-
ers of one of the existing film
companies in an effort, by proxy
fight if necessary, to supplant the
present disastrous policies of such
company with more liberal policies
consistent with the preservation
and prosperity of the whole indus-
try and compatible with the laws
of the United States.”*
Th6 Allied committee on stock

acquisitions and amassing play-
(Continuedpa page 22)

Foresee 'Cain Mituy’

At 70-30 Teiins With

Increased
Subject of upped admission

prices is headed for another airing
via Colombia’s release next sum-
mer of Stanley Kramer’s **Tho
Caine Mutiny.” Col hasn’t revealed
any official plans but indications
are that the company will ask for
a 70-30 distrib-exhib split on thea-
tre gross.

In such percentage arrange-
ments theatremen invariably hike
admission prices because, they
claim, it’s the only way they can

(Continued on page 24)

Usual offish trend expected after

Washington's Birthday week is in

evidence this session. However, the
big grossers sti)l continue to rack
up sock totals. The trouble is, for
most exhibitors, that there are not
enough of them. Bulk of boxoffice
gravy this stanza is coming from
six pictures although a couple of

the newcomers show promise.

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) is easi-

ly capturing first place for the sec-

ond week In succession. Playing in

some 19 keys covered by Variety,
it ranges from socko to record in

nearly all locations. Pic hung up
new highs in Toronto and Denver,
and is pacing the field in every city

where just opening. In some, it is

getting the biggest money even
though in second weeks.

“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G)
again is sceond as it was last week.
Biz done by this film is confound-
ing crix who feared that tele stars

(Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz) would
not catch on in a screen produc-
tion. “Cinerama” (Indie) is finish-

ing third, the same as a- week ago.

“Money From Home” (Par) is

moving 'up into fourth spot, and
doing much better than last stanza

wften it finished sixth. “Knights of

Round Table” (M-G) is winding up
in fifth position. “Hell, High Wa-
ter” (20th) is sixth.

“Living Desert” is climbing to

seventh spot while “Julius Caesar”
(M-G) is taking eighth money.
“Public Enemy”-“Little Caesar,”

WB reissue combo, and “Couldn't
Say No” (RKO) are runner-up pix.

“Phantom of'Rue Morgue” (WB),
although out in only five keys this

round, is showing plenty enough to

tip that it will be a high grosser. It

is sock in Detroit, hefty in Cincy,

wow in Louisville, solid in Indiana-
polis and bandup in Cleveland.
“Ribt in Cell Block 11” (AA), also

new, shapes okay in Detroit, great
in Boston and sturdy in N. Y.

“Jubilee Trail” (Rep), just get-

ting started, looks smash in Chi
and okay in Seattle. “New Faces”
(20th), a newie, was rated fine in

Chi but light in N. Y.

“French Line” (RKO) is rated

great in L.A. and fine in Denver.
“Top Banana” (UA), also new, very
good in N. Y., shapes okay in To-
ronto, fair in Philly and dull In

Denver. “Wicked Woman” (UA),

oke in Cincy, is fine in Frisco and
Buffalo.
“Forever Female” (Par) looks

okay in Frisco. “Man Between”
(UA) is fine in Chi. “Gun Fury”
looms oke in Indianapolis.

“Creature From Black Lagoon”
(U) is okay in L.A. “Act of Love”
continues big in N. Y, “Best Years
of Lives” (RKO) (reissue), due soon

at N. Y. Criterion, is wow in To-

ronto.

“Robe” (20th) shapes fair in Bal-

lo and light in N. Y., both second-

run dates. “Bait” (Col), slight in

N. Y., is mild in Chi.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on

i
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$94,800,000 10-YR.

Loew’s, Inc. chalked up a total*4

profit of $94,800,000 after taxes for

the period covering the last 10
years. Sum before the deduction of

taxes was $167,000,000. These fig-

ures were revealed at Thursday’s

(25) annual , stockholders, meeting
at the N.Y. homeofflce.

Meeting, presided over by vee-

pee Leopold Friedman, was punc-
tuated by some sharp questioning
from the stockholders, out^in gen-
eral was a harmonious session with,

many stockholders coming to de-
fense of the management. Turnout,
according to Friedman, was the
largest yet for a Loew •meeting.
There were about 100 standees in

the company’s screening room, re-

sulting from Friedman that next
year’s session would be shifted :to

the Loew’s State Theatre.

Where’s Nick?

Biggest beef of the* stockholders
was the continued absence of presi-

dent Nicholas M. Schenck from the
annual meetings. Schenck is cur-
rently in Florida and Friedman

Np Bars for Brass
Lewis Gilbert, the ubiqui-

tous minority stockholder, took
Loew’s executives somewhat
aback with a query relating to

“liquor bars.” Gilbert said

there was a "rumor” that
many bars were being installed

in executives’ private offices

as the homeofGce building was
being realigned for separation
of the distribution and theatre
companies.
He was told: “We are not

installing any bars.”

Preminger’s ‘Jones’

Set for 20th Release
Carlyle Productions, a limited

partnership, was established this

week by Otto Preminger for the

filming of “Carmen Jones," the

property which he obtained re-

cently from Billy Rose. Picture,

which Preminger will make inde-

pendently, will be released by

20th-Fox,
; probably in the Cinema-

Scope process. Deal with 20th

is not part of Preminger’s con-

tract with the film company, but

strictly an indie venture.

Preminger is currently in New
York working with Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d in fashioning the

screenplay from latter’s original

libretto. Like the original Billy

Rose Broadway production, the

film will have an all-Negro cast.

Preminger heads for the Coast in

mid-April to establish an office

there and to- begin actual work
on Jones.’*-

*

Preminger, meanwhile, has

dropped his option on George Ber-

nard Shaw’s “The Doctors
Dilemma" because of casting dif-

ficulties. He, however, has kept

on his active production list

’‘Galatea,” the novel by
Tain,

Chesapeake $11 Seeks

Royer For 16. Films;

Sealed Bids Too L’il

Chesapeake Industries* still has
the for-sale sign k'grtUp of>10
features which the company owns
following its unsuccessful to ped-
dle the pix on bidding; basis. Bids
were closed but it’s understood all

were short of the $300,000 which
Chesapeake Is angling for.

Outfit is now talking a deal with
several unidentified groups which
earlier had refused , to compete in

the sale-via-bid plot. In the event
terms cannot be agreed upon,
Chesapeake intends to license the
films on its own, first to theatres
and then To tv.

Onlookers on 42d St.- and Broadway buzzed with excitement
.recent# when a couple of busses pufled up before the Stanley
Theatre, showcase for Russian features in N.Y. A'group of West
Point cadets lined up and marched into the house lh formation.
Was the Army taking over?

Explafaation: Cadets were part, of the Russian class at the
Point, coming to see “Cossacks of the Danub.e/’ • ,

Post Script; Operetta has Ukranian dialog^ which none of
them ooiild understand. ;V

'

‘SALT OF EARTH’ IN

QUEST OF B'WAY BERTH
Deal for roadshowing '‘Salt of

the Earth" on a two-a-day basis at
the Booth Theatre, N.Y. * is re-
portedly in the offing. Controver-
sial pic may premiere next week.
However, there were indications

that the Shubert interests may be
souring on the arrangement. Shu-
bert spokesman said Monday (1)

; that negotiations are going on “but

Brandt Gets Yonkers,

NBC Seeks Lexington;

James
; Nve are snu faj- apart.”

!
"Salt" crew is hedging on the

Shubert terms.. Latter call for a
minimum of four weeks on a two-
a-day basis with a weekly $6,500
guarantee for the Shuberts.

,
Negotiations are also going on

V AAvar’c IWnnc TniMlhrAQ ; with ops of the Bijou, Astor andLoew s urops ineairebi HoUday theatres Its uniikeiy that

Harry Brandt is continuing in an
; any of the three wiljJbook the pic.

_ . . . . , t expansion mood, the newest ac- 1 “Salt” has been hi hot water
Loew topper to attend next year s

> q^ition by the N. Y. Brandt chain ever since it started. Made by Her-
me^ing was deemed umecessary

; being Loew’s Yonkers. Loew’s was
; bert Biberman. it- was backed by

by Fnedman who indicated that he
forced to give up the house in ac-

. the United Mine, and Smelter
dellver message to

^
cordage with the divestiture pro-

' Workers Union. However, Biber-
acnencK.

: visions of its decree in the indus- ; man insists the union has no money
As a; tesult of questioning from

! try antitrust case and Brandt takes
J

in it and the film is privately
the floor, from individual share-

i over Sunday (7). Brandt had op-
j

(Continued on page 26)
holders as well as representatives

| erated the Strand Theatre In the
j

—
from brokerage firms and banks,

; same town but closed it last Sun- • JUDGE WANTS MORE PROOF
the session covered a' broad range) day <26* to concentrate on the: .

of subject relating to the com- i Loew’s situation, For Tijne Being RKO and U Can’t
pany & activities. Replies to the Loew’s has another N. Y. spot on ! See Blands’ Books
queries were handled by Friedman,

|
the bIocky the 72d Street Theatre,

veepee and treasurer Charles C.
, wbich also must be divested. Na-

CHI CHIEF O’CONNOR’S

2D LOOK AT ‘FRENCH’
With pressure groups, notably

Catholic organizations, ' spouting
fire at the city administration for

its complete okay of RKO’s
“French Line" for Chicago exhibi-

tion, Police .Commissioner Timo-
thy O’Connor has capitulated and
will -review the feature again, al-

beit the Police Censor Board
earlier gave the film the green-

light. It’s entirely possible now
that ‘“Line" may be banned in Chi,

or the controversial dance 'se-

quence cut.

Chief spokesman for the opposi-

tion has been the New World, of-

ficial Catholic newspaper for the
Archdipcese of Chicago, which for

the past month has1 been running
scathing front-page editorials de-

nouncing the pic and the theatre

which has booked it. Owner and
manager of the Woods Theatre
say they think the film is “family
entertainment.”

noted that this is the tune that he
usually takes his vacation. A mo-
tion and a second to compel the

\

Moskowitz, and veepee and the-
• tional Broadcasting Co. showgjU

fnnnzw* TacaaFi D . YTAfTAl r T « ^
Chicago, March 2 ..

RKO and Universal studios here
.

. , . , .. . f some interest in taking the house were directed in Superior Court
Answers elicited the following m- ^ * 1— j j .i— .- j— . ...... F

,.. . . ..

topper Joseph R. Vogel.

\ but then dropped the idea. Net-
j
last week to amend their complaint

iormauon. work would prefer to take Loew’s against Seymohr and Julius Bland,
As a ‘result of renewed interest ; Lexington Theatre because of its ! dropping allegations of fraud. .The

In the possible.presence of oil be- {more convenient midtown location! two distribs had asked court for
low the company's studio property,) but Loew’s has refused to part

‘ right to inspect the books and rec-
Moskowitz disclosed that Loew’s

[
with fhe property. NBC is scouting i ords of the Ideal Theatre, owned

lAmnAviiAfl 4a : 4L fam m a a— i a. i r»i i _ • 1. 1 . i x* _has invited several companies to
j
theatres for possible conversion to
broadcasting studios, to make up
for loss of its Center and Inter-

i.Continued on page 26)

*20,000 LEAGUES’

RELEASE UNSET

by the Blands, claiming that the
theatre had misrepresented its ac-
tual take on certain percentage pix

j

national Theatres, both of which
j and defrauding the two distribs of

are being razed. , revenue.
—

|

Judge denied right to inspect
Stanley Kramer latched on to a books temporarily until new brief

literary click when he purchased
j
is submitted. The distribs have 10
days to prepare one and the
Blands, repped by attorney Rich-
ard Orlikoff, have 15 days to an-
swer.

U Won’t Waive TV, So

Mari Blanchard Loses Her

Big Role In Mexico
Hollywood, March 2.

Hecht - Lancaster Productions
has swapped Mari Blanchard for

Denise Parcel in “Vera Cruz"
when Universal declined to grant
indie television rights Which H-L
says major has in Blanchard con-

tract. Miss Darcel is freelance.

“We think this unfortunate in

j
case of Miss Blanchard who, we

'

felt, had every opportunity to

reach top stardom in ‘Vera Cruz,’
”

Hecht-Lancaster declared “while
we have no intention selling tele-

vision rights to this picture or _any

of our films in foreseeable future,

lack of these rights made recast-

ing our only alternative."

Switch was made only hours be-

fore Miss Blanchard was to have
left for Mexico for start of Gary
Cooper-Burt Lancaster starrer on
location.

screen rights to the late Morton
Thompson's “Not As A. Stranger”

j
last October. Novel, published Jan.

Distribution plans have yet to be ' now in sixth printing,
set

.
for Walt Disney's “20.000

i

Leagues Under the Sea,” which is

shaping as one of Hollywood’s cost-
liest productions. Authoritative es-
timates of negative outlay run as
high as $5,000,000.

Disney product *has been chan-
neled through RKO for the past
16 years. But in view of the film
company's unsettled internal af-
fairs, there’s considerable trade
speculation that Disney might
swing to another outfit.

Skiatron Near $15,000,000 Deal

Tollvision Promotion Handicapped by FCC’s
Inscrutability on Policy

An important financial

.. . , , . .
! whose identity as yet is undisclosed

,

a shift,
is in the final stages of negotiation

though, is the choice deal which
Disney has at RKO. Distributor
takes only 22VSs% of the domestic
revenue, whereas the average slice
taken by other distribs is about

The Disney org itself is holding
;

prqximately $15,000,000 in cash anil
off on any decisions pending com- guarantees, is expected to be con-

group ' the conviction is growing that the
atmosphere is a favorable one.

Zenith Radio Corp., in behalf of
with the Skiatron Electronics Corp. Phonevision, already has an appli-
to take over the latter’s Subscriber- cation for a commercial permit
Vision method of pay-as-you-see I pending with the FCC. SWatron
tV

'rs ,
. . . . .

. . .

• !
»» expected to file one as soon as

Deal, which has been simmering the new group takes over Sub-
i
for a long time and involves ap-

< Continued on page ,22) eluded within the next couple of
weeks. Signature is seen pushing

!
toll-tv into the limelight via a deAmerico Aboaf to S.A.

Americo Aboaf. Universal’s for- 1 ^rm,ned
.

m°ve to get the Federal
eign sales manager left N Y last p°mmunic3tions • Commission to

Week .27) for an inspccUon ' to, r i

Wk
r?

8
?
osi,io

?
°n f^scription-tv.

of several Latin American terri- ( u
Desp,te varlo“8 tests

. the FCC
tories.

er.can tern
. has nevcr actuany saW Aether it

t- okays commercial pay-as-you-see.

Hr
1nd

r

h
i
!

?
tn

P
ln t,me at-, The Commission has ordered a re-

rnnfah in «
L

t

at,n American sales-
j

port on the entire subject and isconfab in Buenos Aires March 15. expected to hold hearings on it.
countries covered by Aboaf in- Meanwhile ther<» has ‘Wn (n~ B

if°xV
Trinidad

>
Vcne-

' soundin^OTt’of FCC Com! the Vy. ' ? a*”
"

zuela, Brazil and Uruguay. - missioners by toll-tv interests and I (Continued on page 24)'

scriber-Vision.
The third system—Telemeter

—

in which Paramount Pictures has
a controlling interest, is currently
testing public response via its
Palm Springs, Cal., Installation.
Telemeter, for the moment at least,
appears intent on concentrating on
communlty-tv. It has begun to ex-
pand to Glendale which, like Palm
Springs, doesn’t have its own tv
station but gets its shows over a
mountain relay.
Group which is taking over Sub-

scriber-Vision intends to concen-
trate on launching the system in

N. Y. to L. A.
Desi Arnaz
Lucille Ball
Jack Benny
Curtis Bernhardt
Myrt Blum
Lewis Cooper
Irving Fein
Melvin Frank
Leopold Friedman
Milton Gordon
Ben Goetz
Michael Grace
Paul N. Lazarus Jr.

Mark Leddy
Dick Lyons
Mae Murray
Norman Panama
Harry Rigby
Karl Tunberg
Sam Zimbalist

Europe to N. Y.
Catherine Damct
Friedrich Gulda
Phyllis Hill
Ilya Lopert
Ronald Neame
Murray Silverstone
Spyros P. Skouras

N. Y. to Europe
Doris Barry
Richard Brooks
Wolfe Cohen
Lew Grade
Rex Harrison
Laurence Harvey
Van Johnson
Alicia Markova
Lilli Palmer
Ronald Rogers
Marion Ross
Billy Sheppard
John Stephen •

Rise Stevens
Walter Surovy

Kansas City, March 2.

Censorship authority
.
here was

severely curtailed as the result of

a decision handed down by Judge
Sam C. Blair of the Cole County
Circuit Court in Jefferson City,

Mo., the state capital, last Tuesday,
Kansas City’s film censorship or-

dinance was on trial there and was
ruled unconstitutional .by Judge
Blair in a case involving “The
Moon Is Blue." Suit was. byjlolm-
by Productions, Inc., United Art-
ists and Dickinson, Inc., circuit
which headquarters here.

“Moon" was ordered cut when
viewed by the city censor, Mrs.
Lora M. Williams, • last summer.
Cuts were refused- and the film

owners took the case before the
censorship board of appeals, a five-

man volunteer group appointed by
the city manager. This group not
only upheld Mrs. Williams’ stand,
but banned the film entirely. After
that the case was taken to the out-

state court.

The city ordinance now has been
declared in violation of the First

and 14th Amendments of the U. S.

Constitution, which guarantee free-

dom of speech and of the press and
of due process of law. This is in

accordance With recent Supreme
Court rulings and he could do' no
more than affirm this stand, Judge
Blair said.

“Owing^to the failure of the or-

dinance to establish a constitution-
al form or method of censorship,
the authorities of Kansas City were
without any right {p censor,” Judge
Blair wrote in his opinion.

Just what effect the ruling will
have immediately wag still being

( Continued on page 22

)

NO NEW FILMS

GO TO CHILE
American companies have

clamped the lid on further export
of films into Chile in the face of
the Chilean government’s new in-

sistence on a 220-peso instead of
the regular 110-peso to the dollar
exchange rate.

What films are going in arc be-
ing shipped on the strength of old
licenses guaranteeing the 110-pcso
rate. *

Robert Corkery, Motion Picture
Export Assn, assistant v.p., Is due
in Santiago following the Argen-
tine film fete to carry on nego-
tiations.

L. A. to N.Y.
Irving Allen
Irving Berlin
Ralph Blane
Jack Carson
Bennett Cert
Fred Clark
Edward Conne
Stanley Donen
James Dunn
Roger Edens
Vera-Ellen
Chester Erskine
Hugo Fregonese
James R. Grainger
George Heimrlch
Le'na Horne
George Jessel
Bronislau Kaper
George R. Marek
Hugh Martin
Tony Martin
Stephen McNally
Eva McVeagh
Joseph II. Moskowitz
Tony Owens
Buddy Pepper
Paula Raymond
Mickey Rooney
David Ros*
Edith Sitwell
Red Skelton
Harry Tobias
Henry Tobias
Claire Trevor
James Woolf
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. l|o«e Marie
? (CTSCOPE—COLOR)

Siow-nMfetar version of famil-

iar operetta, but with suffi-

cient Ingredient* to make it

b.o.

Metro release of Mervyn LeRoy produc-
tion. Stars Ann Blyth, Howard Keel and
Fernando Lamas. Features Bert Lahr and
Marjorie Main. Directed by LeRoy.
Screenplay, Ronald Millar and George
Froeschel, based on the operetta '‘Rose
Marie" presented by Arthur Hammer-
stein, book and lyrics by Otto A. Harbach
and Oscar Hammersteln 2d, music by
Rudolf Frlml and Herbert Stotharl; lyrics
for screen version by Paul Francis Web-
ster; additional music and lyrics by Frlml,'
George StoU and Herbert Baker; musical
direction by Stoll; musical numbers
staged by Busby Berkeley; camera, Paul
Vogel: editor, Harold F. Kress. Previewed
in N.Y., March 1, '54. Running time, 104
MINS.
Rose Marie Lemaitre Ann Blyth
Alike Malone Howard Keel
James Severn Duval. .. .Fernando Lamas
Barney McCorkle Bert Lahr
Lady Jane Dunstock Marjorie Main
Wanda Joan Taylor
Inspector Appleby Ray Collins
Black Eagle Chief Yowlachte

“Rose Marie,” a p.erreni&l oper-
etta favorite since first presented
on Broadway in 1924, was first con-

verted to the screen as a silent

picture in 1928 with Joan Craw-
ford in the leading role. Then
“Rose Marie” talked and sang
when Metro teamed Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Nelson Eddy in 1936.
Now the Rudolf Friml-Herbert
Stothart-Otto A.. Harbach-Oscar
Hammerstein 2d opus is dished up
as a lavish Cinemascope produo
tion complete with stereophonic
sound.

C’Scope treatment adds to the
production values, for the wide-
screen medium is ideally suited
for the presentation of the Cana-
dian northwest scenery. The views
cf the forests, the lakes and the
mountains are breathtaking and
they have been captured in beauti-
ful Eastman color. Unfortunately
“typical” operetta plot of yester-
year is sweet and occasionally sad,
but with little substance. Result-
antly, the current “Rose Marie” is
a slow-moving offering.

Old score fares better than plot.
Despite the familiarity of such
Friml tunes as “Rose Marie,”
“Indian Love Call” and. the rous-
ing “Mounties,” they aU register
solidly. Some additional tones
added by Friml, with lyrics by Paul
Francis Webster, niafcp pleasant
listening. These include “Free to
Be Free," ‘The Right Place for a
Girl," and T Have the Love.”
There are probably enough in-

gredients, however, in the film to
make it a- generally acceptable
boxoffice attraction. Like the Moun-
ries of the story who always get
:heir man, “Rose Marie" will get
.ts coin, but the chase won’t be an
entirely easy one.
Mervyn LeRoy, who produced

and directed, has fine looking leads
in Ann Blyth, Howard Keel and
Fernando Lamas, but they fail to
instill much verve or enthusiasm
to the proceedings. The bright mo-
ments of the film are offered by
Marjorie Main and Bert Lahr, who
provide some welcome comedy re-
lief. Lamentably, Lahr is not given
enough screen time. His buffoonery
in Tm a Mountie Who Never Got
His Man,” by George Stoll and
Herbert Baker, comes over solidly.

Miss Blyth is seen as the back-
woods French-Canadian gal who

has to choost between Howard
Keel, the Mounti*,

rahd faunas, “the
ornery bufcmo-killer” trapper, Keel
magnimlmouslyjreieaies her from
any obligations and •boride* oft
into the woods to . Join Lamas,
There may be many In the audi-
ence who may quarrel with the
ending.'
There is one dance production

number, staged by Busby Berkeley,
an Indian festival dance completely
lacking in authenticity but never-
theless an effective eye-catcher.
Paul Vogel’s photography is top-
notch and all other technical as-
pects are right out of the top draw.
There is a nine-minute prologue

to the film, with the Metro orches-
tra, under the direction of sym-
phony conductor Alfred Waller-
stein, playing the “Poet and
Peasant* overture. Holl.

Casanova’s Big Night
(SONG-COLOR)

« a

Mild comedy with Bob Hope
to. give it fair b.o. chances.

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Paramount release of Paul Jones pro-

duction. Stars Bob Hope, -Joan Fontaine,
Basil Rathbone; co-stars ' Audrey Dalton.
Hugh Marlowe; features Arnold Moss.
John Carradine, John Hoyt. Hope Emer-
son, Robert Hutton* Lon Chaney, Ray-
mond Burr. Frieda Inescort, Primo Car-
tiers. Directed by Norman Z. McLeod.
Written for the screen by Hal Kanter
and Edmund Hartmann; based on a story
by Audrey Wlsberff camera (Techni-
color). Lionel Lindon; editor, Ellsworth
Hoagland; score. Lyn Murray; song. Jay
Livingston and Ray Evans. Previewed
Feb. 24, ’54. Running time. If MINS. 1

Pfppo Bob Rope
Francesca Joan Fontaine
Elena Andrey Dalton
Lucio Basil Rathbone
Stefano Di Gambetta Hugh Marlowe
The, Doge Arnold Moss
Minister Forced John Carradine
Maggiorin — John Hoyt
Duchess of CastelbeUo . . Hope Emerson
Raphael, Due of CastelbeUo

Robert Hutton
Emo Lon .Chaney
BragadSn Raymond Burr
Signora Dl Gambetta . . . Frieda Inescort
Corfa .................... Primo Camera
Carabacdo Frank Puglia
Signor Alberta Di Gambetta

Paul Cavanagh
Giovanni ................. Romo Vincent
Capt, Susello Henry Brandon
Signora Foressl Natalie Schafer
2nd Prisoner ........... Douglas Fowley

j-Gnocchi Nestor Pajva
I 1st Prisoner .......... Laden Littlefield

\my «<! Today
Film nostalgia isn’t the sole

property of tv, yet. “Yesterday
and Today,” a 57-minute clip-
story of pix progress, is strong
supporting fare. Pic already
has had some playdates around
the country and is due for a
New York showcasing at the
Embassy Theatre shortly.

Film is a George Jessel op-
eration. As the writer, he
blends the vintage clips with a
terse and wry commentary.
And as the narrator, he deliv-
ers in his flavorsome toast-
master styling that captures
the spirit of the pic.

The oldies come across clear
and precise and they’re not
the familiar museum pieces,
either. Each is a standout ex-
ample of the cinema technique
of that period. Among the
socko episodes are clips with
such oldtime stars as John
Bunny, Max Lindner and Ton-
tolini, Italian comic. There
are also shots of such yester-
year faves as Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin, Marie Dress-
ier George Arliss, Clara Bow,
Dolores De’ Rio and RUdolph
Valentino that’ll delight the
fans. Valentino is grieat stuff
for the femmes.

Pic was produced and di-
rected by Abner J. Greshler
and is being released via
United Artists. Eliot Daniel’s
musical background comple-
ments the footage nicely.

Gros.

This is an attempt at broad com-
edy that misses as often as it'

clicks. Overall effect is very mild.
Boxoffice chances, although the
name of Bob Hope can be expected
to help, point to fair returns only.

The laughs are spotty In the
Paul Jones production, coming
mostly from Hope’s -interpretation
of a meek tailor’s apprentice who
finds himself forced to impersonate
the notorious libertine, Casanova.
The costume comedy Is laid in
Italy back in the 1700’s and rates
widescreen lensing in Technicolor
to show off the period trappings.
The blowup in size at the preview
wasn’t particularly impressive since
there was a noticeable lack of defi-
nition.

Norman Z. McLeod’s direction
holds a loose rein on the antics,
letting the situations run wild over
the 85 minutes of footage to force
as many laughs as possible. This
was probably the best way to han-
dle the frantic hoke offered in the
script by Hal Kanter and Edmund
Hartmann, based on a story by Au-

.
brey Wisberg. Audience comment

[

Ls invited by two endings on the
v film, one showing Hope being be-
headed and the other having him
best his enemies. Winding the plot
up shouldn’t have posed any prob-
lems for the writers as they have
shown a tendency to blithely ig-
nore all the other story holes.
Comedy basis has Hope, mis-

taken for Casanova, hired by Hope
Emerson, a duchess, and Robert
Hutton, her son, to "test” the love
of Hutton’s fiancee, Audrey Dalton.
Tf successful, he is to bring baok
Miss Dalton’s petticoat, embroid-
ered with the duchess' family crest.
Chaperoning Hope on this love ad-
venture are Joan Fontaihe, a wid-
ow to whom he is attracted, and
Basil Rathbone, the real Casa-
novas valet. Court intrigue is
mixed in by having Arnold Moss,
Doge of Venice, use the situation
-is an excuse to take over Miss Em-
erson’s duchy, Genoa.
Comedy is not Miss Fontaine’s

orte, but she manages to be a pleas-
ent sparring partner for Hope. The
others in the cast work hard at
aughs, sometimes scoring. Hope’s
oest .moments include a comedy
ouel, dancing a gavotte while
iressed as a baroness, a prison se-
quence with Lon Chaney, and some
;°2.?0,a antics while singing "Tic>
A-Tlc-A-Tic,” defied by Jay Liv-
ingston and Ray Evans.

Lionel Lindon handled the color
cameras on the production, with

nw T' ooing the special
photographic effects. Art direction,
editing and other assists are okay,

Brog.

Robert Stack and Mona Freeman
rule as King and Queen of the Uni-
versity of Saint Thomas Mardl

. Gras in Houston this week,

Pkimtom mt ttw Morgue
(34) COLOR)

ii ,l r

Three-D horror feature In col-

or for. exploltaflqiidates. Fair
entertainment for thrill-chill

fans,

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Warner Bros. release of Henry Blanke

E
roductlon. Stare Karl Malden, Claude
auphln. Patricia Medina, * Steve Forrest,

Directed by Roy Del RUHR, Screenplay

,

Harold Medford, James R, Webb;.virom
Edgar Allen Poe’s "Murders. In too Rue
Morgue"; camera (WarnerCoIor). J, Pov-
erell Harley; editor, James MooTe; music,
David Buttolph. Previewed Feb. 23, ’M.
Running time, |3 MINS,
Dr. Marais Karl Malden
Inspector Bonnard ...... Claude Dauphin
Jeannette Rovere Patricia Medina
Prof. Paul Dupln Steve Forrest
Yvonne Allyn MdLerie
Arlette Veola Vonn
Camille Dolores Dorn
Jacques Anthony Caruso
Georges Brevert Merv Griffin
Rene Paul Richards
LeBon Rolpbe Sedan
Wardrobe' Woman . . • Erin O'Brien-Moore
Specialty The Flying Zacchlnls

The horror in “Phantom of the
Rue Morgue” is more to be taken
lightly than seriously, since the
shocker quality in Edgar Alldn
Poe’s chiller tale, “Murders in the
Rue Morgue,” has been dimmed
considerably by the passage of
time. The picture is light on mar-
quee names that will sell tickets,

but has plenty of strong ballyhoo
values and other commercial as-
pects, such as the 3-D, Warner-
Color treatment, to give it good
prospects for exploitation dates.
Most filmgoers attracted to this

kind of show should enjoy its at-

tempts at hackle-raismg, but are
not likely to experience any goose-
pimple thrills.

Murders and gory bodies abound
in the Henry Blanke production,
which gives fulsome attention to
the bloody violence loosed by the
title’s phantom. Considering the
film’s entertainment intent and
those it will attract, the display of
crushed victims is okay, but not
for the squeamish. The script by
Harold Medford and James R.
Webb follows regulation horror
lines in getting the Poe yarn on
film and Roy Del Ruth’s direction
also is standard. Performances by
Karl Malden, Claude Dauphin, Pa-
tricia Medina, Steve Forrest and
the others fall into the same
groove and none manages to rise

above the material.
Malden is the mad scientist who

has his trained ape destroy all

pretty girls who spurn him. The
ape is lured to the victims by bells

jangling on the bracelets they
wear. After Allyn McLerie, Veloa
Vonn and Dolores Dorn have died
violent deaths, the rather stupid
police inspector played by Dauphin
figures Forrest, young professor of
psychology, is the guilty psurty. For-
rest is jailed and Malden seems
set to make time with the young
man’s girl. Miss Medina. Finale
takes place in a zoo gone mad with
escaped animals, a completely ber-
serk Malden, an ape who has fallen
for Miss Medina, and police who
have seen the truth at last.

The 3-D color lensing by J. Pev-
erell Marley is good, and puts the
turn-of-the-century Paris scenes on
display to full advantage. The set-

tings have excellent period values,
the score fits the melodrama and
the editing is good. Brog.

Battle of Rogue River
(COLOR)

George Montgomery in stand-
ard cavalry versus Indians
outdoor feature. Fair actioner.

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-

duction. Stars George Montgomery; fea-
tures Richard Denning, Martna Hyer. Di-
rected by William Castle. Story and
screenplay, Douglas Heyest camera (Tech-
nicolor), Henry Freulich; editor, Charles
Nelson. Previewed Feb. 23, '54. Running
time, 7S MINS.
Major Frank Archer. George Montgomery
Stacey Wyatt Richard Denning
Brett McClain Martha Hyer
Capt. Richard Hillman. .. .John Crawford
Sergeant McClain Emory Parnell
Chief Mike . ....' Michael Granger
Private Reed Freeman Morse
Corporal- BUI Bryant
Matt Parish Charles Evans
Lt. Keith Ryan Lee Roberts
Kohler Frank Sully
1st Brave Steve Hitch
Henry Bill Hale

, Wes Hudman

Major Walllch Willis Bouchey

Some fair action, along program
lines, is kicked up in this regula-
tion outdoor feature which has
George Montgomery toplining to
give it a booking assist in its mar-
ket, 'The plot is of the cavalry ver-
sus Indians school, strictly stock,
but should get by with the undis-
criminating trade.

Story period is in the pre-fetatc-
hood days of . Oregon, Montgomery
is a stem cavalry officer assigned
to bring order to the Rogue River
fort. Working against him in secret
U Richard Denning, leader of a
group of civilian volunteers, who

t

keeps the Indians led by Michael
j
Granger stirred up so that Ore-

ii
gon's rich mineral resources can

j
be exploited by Charles Evans and
other crooked businessmen. Mont-
gomery learns the truth in time
i*nd brings the crooks to justice,

Kfadneulay, March. 5, 1954

establishing a lasting peace with
the redskinj.
The heroic* of Montgorhery come

off acceptably and Denning -also

does okay with hip skullduggery.
Martha Hyer lends the action an
attractive femme touch and thcre
is capable support from John
Crawford, Emory Pamejl, Granger
and the others.
The Sam Katzman production

uses Technicolor for added physi-

|

cal values, Which are passable con-
sidering budget expenditure. Wil-
liam Castle’s direffclon is fairly

I effective in Handling the players

and the screen story by Douglas
Heyps. Technical credits turn in

standard jobs. Brog.

The Runaway Bus
(BRITISH)

London/ Feb. 16.

Boisterous British comedy has
limited U.S. appeal because
lacking known-name stars.

Eros >Fllms release of Conqyest-Guest
production. Stars Frankie Howerd. Mar-
garet Rutherford. Petula Clark. Written
and directed by Val Guest. Camera, Stan
Pavey; editor, Doug Myers; music. Ronald
Binge. At Dominion Theatre, London,
Running time, 10 MINS.
Percy. Lamb ! Frankie Howerd
Miss Beeston Margaret Rutherford
Lee Nichols Petula Clark
Shroeder George Coulourls
Henry Waterman Toke. Townley
Peter Jones ...Terence Alexander
Janie Grey Belinda Lee
Detective Henley John Horsley
Duty Officer Anthony Oliver

Frankie Howerd, a British comic
who recently has come to the fore,
makes his screen debut in this
broad, boisterous comedy which
will hit the jackpot in the home
market, but. will have only a lim-
ited appeal overseas. This is espe-
cially true of the U.S. market be-
cause lacking known-name players.
A prolog preceding the credit

titles establishes the fact that
there’s going to be a bullion raid
on the London Airport at the first
heavy fog. On the appointed day,
Frankie Howerd is a relief driver
who is. detailed to drive a coach
from one airport to another with a
cargo of half-a-dozen assorted pas-
sengers and a load of gold tucked
away, unknown to him, in the lug-
gage compartment. The plot is

neatly worked out as the coach
slowly moves on its tortuous way
through the almost impenetrable
fog.
With the accent on easy laughs,

the suspense angles are of second-
ary consideration. Atmosphere is
effectively created while the mixed
passenger list provides all the
necessary red herrings. Apart from
Howerd, there is Margaret Ruther-
ford, as a determined battleaxe
ferociously wielding an umbrella;
George Coulouris, a suspicious-
looking character .with a foreign-
sounding name; Terence Alexan-
der in the uniform of a pilot offi-
cer, who obviously knows too
much; Toke Townley, as a mild in-
dividual with a passion for garden
seed catalogs; Belinda Lee, whose
entire conversation is made up
from the plots of paper-covered
thrillere and Petula Clark, who is
the official hostess. They enter into
the spirit of the theme with ob-
vious good humor, extracting the
best from the story.

Film has been competently
scripted and directed by Val Guest.

Myro.

Hobfton’s Choice
(BRITISH)

1 p™ -

Charles Laughton and John
Mills starred in successful
filmtzation of stage hit; high-
grade art house winner.

>is name, coupled with John Mills,
.fhouldhelp sell th*|>&<

’ v

- Laughton plays the Widower
Hobson, : * shoetttak$* witfc three
.unmarried daughter, one of whom
is regarded as being perm§nently
on the shelf. After, all, as he Is al-
ways explaining to his cronies in
the saloon, she Is past it at 30. But
the daughter will have none of it;

she railroads oneof her father’s
assistants irito jriarriage

4
. and to-

gether, rising her brafi^jnit his
skill, they set up successfully in
opposition. Finally, when the old
man is critically iUj^Hvith chronic
alcoholism, the sneered, at son-in-
law returns as A partner in the
business.

'

Dovetailed into the main plot
are a number Of delightful epi-
sodes with rich comedy situations.
One of the best of* these is the
wedding night supper when the
bride traps her father' into provid-
ing marriage settlements for her
two sisters. ’There are times, how-
ever, where the/ treatment is a
shade too leisurely, and some com-
edy scenes are allowed to ruii

overly long. This is. a defect which
caii easily be remedied in a film,

of this length.
,

.. .

It .was a natural piece of casting
to have Laughton .fill the Hobson
part. Although he richly overplays
every major scene/ .his perform-,
ance remains one .. of

' the film’s

highlights.

Mills also makes a major .con-
tribution in his interpretation of
the illiterate shoemaker’s assistant
who learns' to assert himself.
Brenda de Banzie captures top
femme honors for her pldyiftg of
the spirited daughter who triumphs
over the ridicule of her father and
sisters. These latter roles are-nice-
ly filled by Daphne Anderson and
Prunella Scales while Richard
Wattis . and Derek' Blomfield are
more than adequate <*as their
suitors. .

The name supporting . cast In-

cludes Helen Haye, Joseph Tom-
elty, John Laurie and Raymond
Huntley, all of wijom contribute
to the picture. ' Myro.

LTta Dell’Amore
(The Age ojf Love)

(FRANCO-AMEKICAN)
,

Rome, Feb. D.
Diana release of t ICS-tJormoran pro-

duction. Stars Marina Vlady, Pierre Mi-
chel Beck, Fernand Gravey. Aldo Fabrizi,
Vittorio SanlpoU. Directed by Lionello
DeFellce. Screenplay, Franco Bnisatl,
Vittorio Novarese, DeFelice, front the
play, "Mother Nature," by Andre Bira-
beau; music. Mario Nascimbene; camera,
Mario Montuori; editor, Mario SerandreL
Tradeshown in Rome,

A touchy subject is handled with
care and taste- in. this coproduc-
tion, shot, in Rome with; a mixed
cast. With a stronger script, it

might have gone places. As is, it

looks mild for the local trade, but
export offers some possibilities.
Subject and treatment may help
in the U.S. but it looms very lim-
ited there.

Two 15-year-olds, one the son
of a well-to-do lawyer with marital
troubles and the other the daugh-
ter of a widowed jailbird, fall in
love. After the boy is sent away to
school, the girl - discovers She is

pregnant. In their innocence, both
kids are happy over the coming
event Only contact with their
elders and efforts of police to find
the child’s father make them real-
ize that their innocence is an evil
thjng. pic is weak in depicting
parental events, although Aldo
Fabrizi has some good moments in
his few appearances.' Hawk.

RrlM . Tl
,London, Feb. 25.

rwLi!. ,
Llon r*,*a*« of London Films-

P?. .X., L production. Stars Charles
ohn AnjJs, -Brenda de Banzie.^«d

T 5avd Loan* Screenplay,
Normin Sponcer, HaroldW/nyarA Browne; camera.

l?
c
*5 Hlldyard; editor, Peter Taylor:music, Malcolm Arnold At Plaza, LondonFeb. 24, 54. Running time, 107 MINS.

Charles Laughton
M * * John Mills

idiS u^wn ....... Brenda da Banzie

Vlckv Hat Daphne Anderson
Y1,£*y.

Hobson Prunella Scales
Hir.

ro“ir * Richard Wattis

”••••••• ••• 'sa sris

Mrs F Dorothy Gordon
Madge Brindley
• John Laurie

T^hhv Raymond Huntley

Printer
Wad °W

.
How.-rthrnnter Herbert C. Wur.on

There Is a wealth of charm, hu-
r?
orua

?
d characterization in

David Lean’s latest British picturemade under the Korda banner. Al-
though the film ambles slowly to
its obvious conclusion, it should
have great boxoffice appeal to class
audiences which appreciate better
type of productions. This is also
a highgrade arty theater offering
which could play selected dates
throughout America as well.
This period comedy, with a Lan-

cashire setting, is essentially Brit-
rish in its makeup although it
should prove international in ap-
peal. Charles Laughton returned
to his native country to star, and

‘Beat the Devil
9

“Beat the Devil,” a Romulus
production starring Humphrey
Bogart, and Jennifer Jones,
was reviewed from London for
Variety Dec. 2, 1953. The film
Is being distributed in this
country by Independent Film
Distributors in association,
with British Lion.
According to Myro, “The

picture is John Huston’s third
successive directorial effort
for Romulus and demonstrates
his mastery of diverse facets
of the screen. The story un-
folds with a gay and .fascinat-
ing freshness, though at times
the action drags and the over-
all tempo could be heightened
by more careful editing. In
an easy sort of way, the story
describes the adventures of
a bunch of uranium hunters
who want to get hold of some
valuable land in Africa. Hum-
phrey Bogart’s virile perform-
ance in handsomely matched
by Jennifer Jones’ part and
vivacious * study of the
wife of the Englishman, Ed.
ward Underdown. Despite its

colorful settings the picture
losses nothing by its hand-
some black and white lens-

ing.”
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Buenos Aires, March 2.

As a result of parleys with the

Press Minist^ and the Central

Cinematograflca Circuit (Lautaret

& Cavallo) Cinemascope will be

shown by 20th-Fox at the Interna-

tional Film Festival, which opens

in Mar del Plata March 16. This

insures inclusion of “The Robe”

as one of the three American fea-

ture film entries.

WB is also negotiating with the

government and other circuits with

a view to installing 3-D equipment,

but it is doubtful if this deal) wTl
come off in time for the festival.

WB proposed exhibiting “House of

Wax" in 3-D. The C’Scope installa-

tion will be made at the 1,052-seat

Ocean Rex Theatre in Mar. del

Plata, and subsequently the equip-

ment will be transferred to the
1,720-seat Broadway here. Both
theatres will be ghuttered for a

few days for the conversion.

The cost of conversion is esti-

mated at over $20,000. To cover

this expenditure the circuit has

been authorized to increase ad-

mission scales of Cinemascope pix

to around $4 in Mar del Plata, and
$2 at the Broadway here. There-
after 20th-Fox plans releasing

“Khyber Rifles." The theatre, it

is understood, will be exempt from
compliance withi the Protectionist

Law which obliges every theatre

to exhibit a national (local) pro-

duction at least one week out of

every month. .

.

Through this ^special deal, 20th-

Fox is still cashing in on the ad-
vantage gained from making “Way
of a Gaucho” on Argentine soil

and from having brought a special

camera crew to make color docu-
mentaries of Eva Peron's funeral
ceremonies.
At the time when C’Scope ex-

(Continued on page 20)

Ballyhooable ‘BY

Glow in Todays

Feature Famine
Despite the switch to widescreen

techniques and the concomitant
“big" picture, there’s coin and
playdates galore for gimmick pro-
grammer pictures. By proper ex-
ploitation, the small budgeters,
rarely brought in at more than
$300,000, have been able to rack
up domestic grosses ' of $800,000
and, in some instances, have hit
the million dollar markK

Normally slated for the lower
half of dual bills, these pictures,
as a result of forceful ballyhoo,
have taken on the aura of “A" pix
ahd have obtained bookings in key
situations as the main feature.
These small films, of course, must
have an exploitable angle, be it

the title, the subject matter, or
the principals involved. Distribs
are not unwilling to shell out $100,-
000 in publicity and advertising if
they feel the picture has a chance
of catching on. Reasoniilg is that
the extra $100,000 would only bring
the whole cost to about $400,000,
a modest production outlay in to-
day’s market. If the pic doesn't
get off the ground as expected, it
can still recoup most of its cost
via normal double bill dates. On
the other hand, if it catches fire,
the potential is tremendous.

Most, recent example of this
technique is Columbia’s campaign

(Continued on page 22)

Charges ‘Wild’ Theft
Los Angeles, March 2.

Screen writer Robert Blees filed
a $75,000 damage suit in Superior
Court against Milton Sperling and
United States Pictures, charging
misappropriation of a story prop-
erty.

Plaintiff contends that Sperling’s
Production, “Blowing Wild,’’ was
taken from material he submitted
In 1951.

Pix Aid Union Label
Hollywood, March 2.

Pledges -Ho lend their serv-
ices to the film exhibit at the
forthcoming Union Label Show
here were given by" members
of all Hollywood guilds and
unions to Charles Boren, in-

dustrial relations chief of the
Association of Motion Picture
Producers.

Exhibit, to be built at Para-
mount, will require 246-man
days of work. Materials and
space will be provided by the
studios while crafts and guilds

.

will furnish the labor to build
it.

industry Itself

Forcing Tougher

Law, Sez Flick
Film industry is making a mis-

take .and isn’t doing itself any
favors by its blanket indictment of
censorship, whether it’s arbitrary
or constructive, Hugh M. Flick, the
N.Y. censor, declared last week.
He was commenting -on the eight

film
,

company presidents’ state-
ment’proclaiming, their faith, in the
production code. Heads took the
occasion to lash out against censor-
ship declaring: “We abhor and op-
pose governmental censorship.
Such censorship is alien to our
basic American tradition Of free-
dom,’’
As Flick, who has the reputation

of being the most liberal and co-
operative of the state censors, sees
it, the lack of distinction in the
criticism of the scissor wielders is

hurting the industry since it forces
the censpr boards to be more spe-
cific in their restrictions.

“That Motion Picture Assn, of
America statement was a mistake,’’
he observed. “It forces our hand.
If they had said ‘arbitrary’ censor-

(Continued on page 24)

MpIs.Projecdonists Ask

45-Minute Preparation

When It’s CinemaScope
Minneapolis, March 2.

Local independent subsequent-
run neighborhood exhibitors are
resisting a projectionists’ union de-

mand for 45 minutes extra prepara-

tory time, in place of the present

15, when CinemaScope is em-
ployed.

In downtown first-runs the Cine-

maScope extra preparatory time is

only 30 minutes, but the projec-

tionists point out there are two
men to a booth in the Loop, where-
as the neighborhoods have one and
therefore it takes longer to ready
the booth.

Another' meeting of representa-

tives of the two sides is scheduled
for the ensuing week following a
failure to agree at the initial ne-

gotiations get-together.

DECCA HOLDINGS OF

U STOCK TALLY 62.93%
Decca Records has increased its

holdings of Universal stock to the
point where, on Feb. 15, 1954, it

owned 672,996 shares—or 62.93%
—of the film company’s outstand-
ing stock. .

U report to the Securities and
Exchange Commission last week
disclosed the increase, listing Dec-
ca as “the parent company" of U.
On Dec. 31, 1953, Decca held 600,-

075 .shares—or 59.6%—of U com-
mon. Boost is due to the Decca
offer of two of its shares, for one
of Universal. Total of Decca
shares offered was 145,842 and full

tender of the U stock was received.

ON FIRST
Indie Distribs Move to Combat Aztec,

Clasa-Mobme 'Monopoly in Latin Pix

With 10 theatres currently oper-
ating, it’s estimated that Cinerama
is presently grossing between $200,-
000 and $250,000 weekly. Total
gross so far from the exhibition
of “This Is Cinerama," its initial

entry, is slightly over $9,000,000.
Operating expenses of the 10
houses are running about 50%

f

of
the gross or between $100,000 and
$125,000 weekly.
A large percentage of the profit

is being poured back into the wide-
screen medium, specifically for
underwriting the cost of a new pic-
ture and for setting up new Cine-*

rama-equipped outlets. Coin taken
in is also being used to write off
installation costs of the theatres,
estimated at about $100,000 per
theatre.

Financial structure of the oper-
tion, precarious until Stanley
Warner stepped in last August, has
improved considerably. The cost of
“This Is Cinerama/" produced by
Cinerama Productions Corp., the
company which turned over to SW
the rights to the medium, has been
completely amortized. In addition,
the installation costs of the four
theatres opened originally by Cine-
rama Productions has been re-
couped. For these theatres—rin
New York, Detroit, Chicago and
Los Angeles—Cinerama Produc-
tions and SW are sharing the
profits on a 50-50 split. Coin from
the other six operations is going
toward financing of the new pic-

(Continued on page 24)

Paris Hopeful

For 3-D Films

Sans Specs Soon
Paris, March 2.

Consensus of industry opinion

here is that 3-D with glasses de-

spite the success of “House of

Wax" (WB) and “Sangaree" (Par),

tri-dimensional pix may be avail-

able soon sans specs. “It Came
From Outer Space" (U) held down
a smallseater for a few weeks, but
RKO’s “Second Chance" is doing
only fair biz. The Clichy-Palace is

now being converted to show 3-D
without glasses arid Andre Koz-
lowski, house manager, thinks this
will be the answer at the b.o.

New setup is expected to be un-
veiled in April. Process is the in-

vention of Francois Savoye called
the Cyclostereoscope. Main fea-
ture is a. canic grill which sur-
rounds the screen and turns at a
speed regulated with the projector.
Films are shown just like ordinary
3-D except for the absence of
Polaroid lenses on the projectors.
Revolving grills alternate the two
images for each eye. Drawbacks

(Continued on page 22)

Twins?
Hollywood, March 2.

Chili Wills will be seen and
unseen in two roles in Ul’s
“Francis Joins the WACS,"
doubling as an army general
and the voice of Francis the
Mule.
The boys on the lot were

quick to see the humor;
what happens if the general
forgets himself and talks like
a jackass.

TVs 'Blessing In

Disguise’ for Pix;

Stirs Theatre B.O.
Minneapolis, March 2.

Here’s a switch: Tv, so bated by
most exhibitors as a boxoffice kill-

er, has some sweet words tossed

at it by William Volk. one. of the
territory’s leading circuit owners.
He thinks it may be “a blessing in
disguise" for the industry and
credits it with helping to make
“the public more films-in-theatres
conscious" than ever before.

Volk sees tv stirring up a desire
to witness better film fare than
home sets afford. Also, tv has
provided a new and highly effec-

tive exploitation medium.
Volk further argues that TV has

prodded Hollywood producers to
greater efforts to turn out better
pictures resulting in higher quality,

and has stimulated the film com-
panies and exhibitors alike to
harder and more effective selling.

Other exhibitors feel that the
Volk’s views about tv are influ-

enced by the fact that, despite it,

bis new' Terrace is proving a high-
ly profitable operation, and two of
his other threee houses here also

are still faring w’ell. Even so, Volk
Brothers are plaintiffs in a federal
court suit against major distrib-

utors and the United Paramount
circuit, charging conspiracy and
seeking substantial damages be-
case of alleged discrimination.

Editors Honor Colleagues

Nominated for Oscar
Hollywood, March 2.

Five film editors wrho have been
nominated for the Oscar Derby
will be honor guests at the fourth
annual dinner of the American
Cinema Editors, to be held March
17.

Irvine (Cotton) Warburton, Wil-
liam Lyon, Otto Lpdwig, Robert
Swink and Everett Douglas, the
five nominees, will be presented
with Certificates of Recognition by
prexy William B. Murphy.

Exhibs Fear Farm Downbeat

Minnesota Dairy Families Lose $2,500,000 Monthly
In ‘Support’ Cut by Government

Minneapolis, March 2.

Minneapolis Sunday Tribune’s
estimate that the government’s re-

duction in the support price of

butter, cheese and dried milk from
90% of parity to 75% will reduce
the incomes of Minnesota’s
50,000 dairy farmers $2,500,000 a
month starting April 1 is disturb-

ing news to exhibitors hereabouts.
Bennie Berger, North Central

Allied president, and other ex-
hibitor leaders declare that this

is sure to hit boxofflces throughout
the state “another heavy blow."
Theatreowners already have been
feeling the ill effects caused by
the continuous drop in grain and

cattle prices.

Possibility of a monopoly in tho
American distribution of Spanish-
language features, will be explored-
by a special committee set up last

week by the Independent Motion
Picture Distributors Assn, of
America in which many of the
indie importers and distribs are
members.
The same committee, consisting

of Jules Levey^ Max Goldberg,
Jack Hoffberg and Arthur L.
Mayer, also is due to appear before
the Federal Trade Commission in
Washington next month to docu-
ment monopoly charges against
Italian Filins Export Ephraim S.
London will act as special counsel.
Complaint regarding Spanish pix

was raised at last week’s IMPDA
membership meet which enjoyed
unusually large attendance. Its
charged that all Spanish-language
imports go to two companies —
Clasa-Mohme and Aztec Films

—

—and that it is virtually impossible
for anyone else to book a picture
into one of the Spanish-language
houses. Latter now represent the
most important market for foreign
pix in the U.S. They're concen-
trated in N.Y. and in the south-
west
The 30-odd members of IMPDA—

this week were dunned at $100 a
piece. There have been suggestions
that the indie group take cm paid
personnel and establish an office.
For the moment, however, Mayer
is opposed to the idea. Barbara
Lang of the Burstyn office is act-
ing as secretary for the group.

Meeting last week established
various committees including pub-
lic relations (chairman Edward
Harrison);, trade practices (Carroll
Pucciato); distribution and credit
(Jules Levey); relations* with cus-
toms bureau and other government
agencies (Jack Hoffberg) and
grievances (George Both).

Members discussed establish-
ment of a credit information ex-
change setup to aid distribs in
their dealings with exhibs.

Hail Nebraskan Zanuck
Gala world preem of “Night Peo-

ple" in Omaha March 11 has been

set to honor native son Darryl F.

Zanuck, 20th-Fox v. p. In charge of

production. The opening at the

Ofpheum Theatre Is part of the Ne-

braska Centennial.
Zanuck, born and raised in Wa-

hoo, Nebr., will get the Centen-
nial’s nod as the state’s most emi-
nent native son and also will be
honored for his contributions to

motion picture progress. Rita
Gam, Mitzi Gaynor and Broderick
Crawford will attend the preem.

'12 Mile Reef

Open to Deals

Away From.Rank
London, March 2.

As J. Arthur Rank has decided
to stand by his original decision of
limiting his CinemaScope installa-
tions with four dimensional sound
to a maximum of 75 theatres, 20th-
Fox has been forced to make a
major policy switch in regard to
the release of “12 Mile Reef" which
preemed last week at the Carlton,
the Haymarket theatre taken over
by the company as a shopwindow
for their productions.
On his return from the continent,

Spyros P* Skouras had further
talks with Rank and his principal
aide, John Davis, and, though the
confabs were officially described
as “amicable," the British film ty-
coon stood pat on his previously
declared policy and, in conse-
quence, “Reef” will be sold on the
open market with equal booking
opportunities fon both circuits and
independents.- This policy switch
does not apply to either “The
Robe" or “How to Marry a Mil-
lionaire” which are following the
normal release pattern established
in Great Britain.

UI Shoots Five
Hollywood, March 2.

Production activity at Univer-
sal-International continues high
with two features facing the cam-
eras this week, making a total of
five in work.

Starters are “Francis Joins the
WACS" and “The Tight Squeeze."
Held over from last week are
“Bengal Rifles," “This Island
Earth" and “The Matchmakers."
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LA. Going for ‘French Line,’ Sock

$43,080; ‘Say No’ Fair 14G, lagoon’

Bright 17G, Hiller’ Hen $34,000, 2d
Los Angeles, March 2.

The controversial “French Line’*

Is tri-dimensionaling to great $43,-
' OOO this week in two theatres to-

lead newcomers. Other new en-
tries are considerably lighter.

However, the 3-D ‘'Creature of
Black Lagoon" shapes okay $17,000
in three houses, two of them small-

seaters. “Couldn’t Say No” looms
fair $14,000 in three spots. “Boy
From Oklahoma” is scant $3,000 in

one site but rated okay In six

ozoners.
“Glenn * Miller Story” looms

socko $34,000 or better in two lo-

cations for second week. Also in

second, “Long,* Long Trailer” is

.okay $17,000, for two houses. “One
Summer Happiness” is rated solid

$6,300 in second round at the El
Key. “Cinerama” pushed up to

smash $36,300 in 43d stanza, with
19 performances.

Estimates for This Week
Hawaii, Orphean (G&S-Metro-

politan) (980; 2,213; $1.10-$1.40)—
“French Line” (RKO) (3-D). Great
$43,000. Last week, with other
units.
Warner Downtown WQtera, Fox

Hollywood (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,-

344; 756; 70-$1.10)—“She Couldn’t
Say No” (RKO). Fair $14,000. Last
week, Wiltern, Hollywood, Or-
pheum, “Loophole” (AA) and
“Texas Bad Man” (AA), $9,500.
United Artiste (UATC) (2,100;

70-$1.10)
—“Boy From Oklahoma”

(WB). Scant $3,000. Last week,
with Hawaii, “Money From Home”
(Par) (2d wk), $10,500.

Globe, Iris, Uptown (FWC) (782;

814; 1,715; 70-$1.10>—“Cowboy and
Girl” (Indie) and “Gasanova
Brown” (Indie) (reissues). Thin
$6,000. Last week, “Man Between”
4UA) and “Three Young Texans”
(20th), $9,500.
Los Angeles, Rite, Vogue (FWC)

(2,097; 1.363; 885; 85-31.25)—“Crea-
ture From Black Lagoon” (U) and
“Project M-7” (U). Okay $17,000.
Last week, with Loyola, *Top
Banana” (UA) and “Man of Con-
flict” (Indie, $12,700.

HOlstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 80-$l-25>—“Glenn Mil-
ler Story” <U) (2d wk). Smash»$34,-
000. Last week, $53,400.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Long,
Long Trailer” (M-G) <2d wk). Okay
$17,000. Last week, $24,000.

El Key (FWC) (861; $1-$1.25>—
“One Summer Happiness’ (Indie)

(2d wk). Solid $6,300. Last week,
S9 800

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1-$1.50)—“Red Garters” (Par) (3d wk).
Mild $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Warner Beverly (SW) 41,612; 70-

$1.10)—“Rob Roy” (RKO) (3d wk).
Slim $2,500. Last week, with War-
ner Downtown, $7,700.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (ABPT-F&M) (3,300; 1,430;
95-$lJ>0)

—“Command” (WB) (3d
wk). Fair $14,000. Last week, $18,-
800.
Chines* (FWO (1,905; $1-$1.80)—“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (4th wk).

Modest $8.500. Last week, $12,400.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 9O-$1.50)

-—“Living Desert” (Disney) (11th
wk). Good $3,600. Last week, $4,-
£00.

Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-
$2.40) — “Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(16th wk). Okay $3,500. Last week,
$4,400.
Warner Hollywood (SW) 41,364;

$1.20-$2.80)— “Cinerama” (Indie)
(44th wk). Into 44th frame after
socko $36,300 last week, which had
19 showings.

4*

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week, ....$476,700

(Based "on 23 theatres)
Last Year . .$609,800

(Based on 22 theatres)

‘O’Keefe’ Tall 9G.

Mpb.; “Miller’ 23G
Minneapolis, March 2.

In its second week, “Glenn Mil-

ler Story” continues to give an
amaadng boxoffice performance on
top of its terrific initial stanza. It

again leads the Loop procession

currently. Topnotch newcomer is

“Majesty O’Keefe” good at RKO-
Orpheum." “Long, Long Trailer,”
in its second week, is still hot box-
office stuff at the Gopher.

Estimates for This Week
Centnry (Par) (1,600; 65-85)—

“High Treason” (Indie). In for only
4 days and then house ends its

United Paramount life prep to ex-
pected aqmisition by Stanley-War-
ner for “Cinerama.” Slim $2,000.
Last week, “Saadia” (M-G), $2,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 65-85)—

“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (2d
wk). Has given this house its best
in many months. Sturdy $7,000.
Last week, $8,400.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)—
“Man in Attic” (20th) and “Man
Crazy” (20th). Good $5,000. Last
week, “Stand at Apache River” (U)
and “White Fire” (Lip), $4,500.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-$l>—
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d wk).
Has taken town by storm. Still

rolling after smash first canto.
Socko $23,000. Last week, $28,000.

RKO-Orpheum—(RKO) (2,890;
^-85)—“Majesty O'Keefe” (WB).
Very well liked action picture but
title may be hurting some. Good
$9,000. Last week, “The Command”
(WB), $11,000 at 76-$l.'

KKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“Pochahontas” (UA> and “Steel
Lady” (UA). Lean $3,500. Last
week, “Publia Enemy” (WB) and
“Little Caesar” (WB) (reissues),

$5,500.

World (Mann) (400; 55-$1^0)

—

“Gilbert and Sullivan” (UA). Noth-
ing but kind,words but not enough

}rG. & S. fans in this city to make
is smash. Modest at $3,300. Last
week, “Little Fugitive” (Burstyn)
$3,800 in 9 days.

‘Miller’ Hotsy 16G,

Port; ‘Bigamist’ 7G
Portland, Ore*, March 2.

Big news here currently is the
boffo trade being registered by
“Glenn Miller Story” at the Broad-
way, “Conquest of Everest” may
shape tall. “Long, Long Trailer’
and “Hell, High Water” look solid

in second stanzas.

. Estimates, for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; .90-

$1.25)
—“Glenn Miller Story** (U).

Torrid $16,000. Last week, “Taza”
(U) and “Charge of Lancers” (Col),

$7,400,
Guild (Indie) (400;. $1.25-$2.40)—

“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (4th wk).
Modest $2,500. Last week, $3,600.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)—“Boy From Oklahoma” (WB) and
“Diamond Queen” (WB). Big
$9,000. Last week, “The Command”
(WB) (2d wk-4 days), $5,600.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 80-

$1)
—“Conquest of Everest” (UA).

Tall $4,000. Last week, “Khyber
Rifles” (20th) (5th wk), $3,200.
Orphean! (Evergreen) (1,600; $1

$1.25)—“Hell, High Water” (20th)

(2d wk). Nifty $8,500. Last week,
$14,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65-

90) — “The Bigamist” (FR) and
“White Fire” (Indie). Mild $7,000
or near. Last week, “Money From
Home” (Par) and “Monte Carlo
Baby” (Indie) (2d wk), $8,200.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

90)—“Long, Long Trailer" (M-G)
(2d wk). Stout $7,000, Last week,
$11,900.

Wer Record

$31000, Toronto
Toronto, March 2.

With lengthy daily lines, “Glenn
Miller Story” has smashed the Up-
town house record, previously held
by “Egg and I,” for a terrific $31,-
000 week, with nothing seen like it

for years. Other deluxer biz is also
big, notably two-house combo play-
ing reissue of “Best Years of
Lives.” “Public Enemy” and “Lit-
tle Caesar,” two oldies, former
banned in Canada when released
first in the 30's, looms smash in five
spots. “Top Banana” and “Eddie
Cantor Story” are barely okay.
“Long, Long Trailer” and “Money
From Home” are holding up well
in second stanzas.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059;
955; 470; 694; 698; 35-60)—“Public
Enemy” (WB) and “Little Caesar”
(WB) (reissues). Smash $18,000.
Last week, “Jack Slade” (AA) and
“Terror on Train,” (M-G), $15,000.

Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080;
1,558; 40-75)—“Best Years Lives”
(RKO) (reissue). Wham $17,000.
Last week, “Forever Female” (Par)
(2d wk), $11,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1,250; 60-90)—

“Personal Affair” (Rank). So-so
(Continued on page 20)

!, Idler Wow 28G, 2d

IHiller Terrif $23,800, Cincy Ace;

looey OK 12G, ‘Morgue’ Hefty 13G

‘Enemy’-little Caesar’

fine $10,000 in Pitt;

‘Miller’ Tops H.0.S, 21G
Pittsburgh, March 2.

Big guns here are Still “Glena
Miller Story” at the Fulton and
Long, Long Trailer” at the Penn,

with both doing standout biz in
their second weeks, and practically
certain to stick again. Reissues of

=Little Caesar” and “Public Ene-my ’ are lifting the Stanley out of
the doldrums while “Murder on
Monday” looks like a winner at the
Squirrel Hil. “Cinerama” is hold-
ing well at the Warner and even
showing signs of future improve-
ment on good advance sale.

‘Morgue’ Wham $11,000,

L’ville; Trailer’ 9G, 2d
Louisville, March 2.

“Phantom Rue Morgue” at the

Mary Anderson the bright spot

among major houses this week.
This 3-D’er trade co-incident with
opening, looks solid, and sure to

hold. “Rob Roy” at the Rialto is

just so-so. Holdover of “Long,
Long Trailer” at State is satisfac-
tory.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 54-75)—"Jivaro” (Par) and “Alaska Seas”

(Par). Oke $5,500. Last week,
' Forever Female” (Par) and

Cincinnati, March 2,

“Glenn Miller Story” is topping
the town currently with a golden
serenade for Keith’s. The James
Stewart pic looks wow in a 1,500-
seat house. Completely new lineup
is showing improvement in main
line trade. “Phantom of Rue
Morgue” appears bright at the
Palace while “Money From Home”
shapes okay in the Albee. “Forever
Female” at the Capitol is mild
while “Wicked Woman’’ at the
Grand is just okay.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85) —

‘Money From Home” (par). Good
$13,000. Last week. “The Com-
mand” 4WB), $15,500 at 64-$l scale.

Capitol (RKOj (2,000; 55-85) —
Forever Female” (Pan and “Fort

Sinister” (par). Mild $7,000. Last
week, Great Diamond Robbery”

and “Give Girl a Break”

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...$2,829,800

(Based on 25 cities, and 237
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Sates Week .

Last Year $2,458,700
(Based on 23 cities and 207

theatres.)

Trailer’ Speedy

$22,000 Tops Hob
%

Boston, March 2.

Hub downtown first-runs are still

reeling from the tremendous up-
beat in last week’s biz which was
the strongest along the matnstem
in many months. . While trade nat-
urally Is off, with kids back in
school, it is holding up very well
currently. Newcomers, “Long,
Long Trailer” at the Astor, and
“Biot in Cell Block 11,” at the
Paramount and Fenway, are very
big. “Pinocchio,” in second week
at the Memorial, shapes nifty with
“Money From Home” at the Metl$17,000.

4- Detroit, March 2:
Holdovers ore putting a slight

damper on fUnk this week
among the downtowners* The two
newcomers, “Paratrooper” at the
Michigan and “Phantom Rue
Morgue” at the Palms, are doing
well. “Glenn Miller Story” at the
Madison shapes* smash. “Long,
Long Trailer’

1
is big on United

Artists holdover* “Cinerama” rolls
on with great money in . 50th week
at the Music Hall. “Khyber Rifles”
is light in second week. ^

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $l-

$1.25)-—“Khyber Rifles” (20th), (2d
wk)* Slow $19,000. Last week.
$36,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

80-$l)—“Paratrooper” (Col) and
“Drums pf Tahiti” (Col). Good $19,-
000. Last week, “Money From
Home” (Par) and ''Redheads From
Seattle” (Par), $15,000 in second
week
Palms (UD) (2,961; 95*$1.15)—

“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB)
(3-D) and “Nebraskan” (Gol) (2-D).
Socko $20,000* Last week, “War
Arrow” (U) and “Miss Body Beauti-
ful” (AA), $16,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 95-$1.25)—

“Glenn Miller” (U) (2d wk). .Great
$28,000. Last week, $33,000.
Broadway-Capltol (UD) (3,500;

80-$l)— “Riot in Cell Block 11”
(AA) and “Paris Playboys” (AA) (2d
wk). Off to oke $12,000. Last week,

since
house record.

Harris (Harris) (2,100; 65-85)
(Continued on page 20)

Pri-

,

vate Eyes” (AA) (2d wk), $6,000.
j

'M-G)
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1 200* 'M"G\ $6,000.

54-75)—“Phantom Rue Morgue” I „T£r
T
am

J
JRKO) U.400; 55-85) —

(WB). Catching strong patron re-
! T
w

i$.
k®d Woman” (UA) and “Man

sponse as a 3-D entry. Wow $11-
‘ In (UA). Okay $6,500. Last

000, and h.o. seems sure. Last Go Man Go” (UA) and
week,, “Public Enemy” <WB) and : John Smith, Pocahontas”

Caesar” (WB) (reissues),
|

(U£ t ,

Lr5e,t
,i?,

hcr) '1.500; 85-$l,25)—
unuei is,uuu; 54-

*C23 000
Huge

I J T 1 1 ... t “Khvber Rlfloc” ronti,

Estimates for This Week 1 “Little
pulton (Shea) rl.700; 85-$ 1.25)— $7,000.

Great*
1«£ StS ,2

,

d
,
wk>- '

R1*!‘2 'fourth Avenue) (3,000ureat $21,000, and should be : 75)— Rob Roy” (RKO) Moaround for some time yet Last
;
$10,000. Last week “HellHighWa- 1

Rifles” '20th)
week, whain $24,000, best here 'ter” (20th), $14,000

* at /X?1 *25 scaIe «

einre “The Outlaw.” which holds
| State (Loew^) (3 000- 14.7*1 „Df;

U
,
c® (KK°> '2.800; 75-$l) —

*'r AeTrt t a? • 54"?5)— j
Phantom of Rue Morgue” (ww

Sir

also in second frame ditto. “Cine-
rama,” in ninth week at the Boston,
is holding up great, getting big
play from out-of-towners.

Estimates for This -Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 60-$1.10) —

“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G). Hefty
$22,000 or more. Last week, “Best
Years of Lives” (RKO) (reissue)
(3d wk), $12,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon HU1) (800;

50-$l)— “Living Desert” (Disney)
(4th wk). Neat $7,000 foUowing
$8,500 in third.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

(1,354; $1.20-$2.40)— “Cinerama”
(Indie) (9th wk). Still strong at
$27,000. Two extra shows helped
last week to $38,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l) —
“Gilbert & Sullivan” (UA) (6th wk).
[Nice $6,000. Last week $7,500.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90) —
“Riot in CeU Block 11” (AA) and
“Paris Playboys” (AA). Slick
$8,000. Last week, “Boy From
Oklahoma” (WB) and “Thunder
Over Plains” (WB), $6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)—

“Pinocchio” (RKO) (reissue) (2d
wk). Sock $26,000. First »week was
fabuluous $31,500, outgrossing
“Snow White” and. “Alice in Won-
derland.”
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 65-

$1,10)—“Money From Home” (Par)
(3-D) and “Man Crazy” (20th) (2d
wk). Very nice $25,000 after $32,-
000 for first.

Orpheum. (Loew’s) (3,000; 90-
$1.50)—“Knights of Round Table”
(M-G) (3d wk). Nifty $20,000 after
second week hit $33,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)

—“Riot in Cell Block 11” (AA) and
“Paris Playboys” (AA). Preceeded
by saturation tv campaign should
hit $20,000 or near. Last week,
“Boy From Oklahoma” (WB) and
‘Thunder Over Plains” (WB).
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 60-95)—

“Bad For Each Other” (Col) and
Drive a Crooked Road” (Indie) (2d

$9,000. Last week,
$14,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 90-$1.50)—
Knights Round Table” (M-G) (3d

wk). Down to oke $9,000. Last
week, $15,000.
Trans-Lux (764; 50-90)—“Go,

Fa
S ‘UA) and "Man In Hid-

SST UA >' S.|ck *7,000. Last week,

«£# (UA)f$6,000.
* aPd "Ft- A1-

‘Millionaire’ Loaded in

St Loafs With $25,000
St. Louis, March 2.

How To Marry Mimonaire”
looms outstanding here this round
a
r4?e

«nevvcomers - Jt k a smash
at the St. Louis. “Cinerama” con-
tinues terrific in third round at the
Ambassador. “Money From Home”
shapes solid in second frame at
the Fox while “Long, Long Trail-
er looms good in second week at
Locw’s.

Estimates for This Week
.
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20-

$2.40)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (3d wk)
Terrific $27,500 after $28,200 last
WCGK
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—
Money from Home” (Par) , and
Redheads from Seattle” (Par) (2d

wk). Swell $16,000 after $21,000
opener.
Loew’s (Loew) (1,762; 50-75)—

(Continued on page 20)

United Artiste (UA) (1,938; $1-
$1.25)—"Long, Long Trailer” (M-G)
(2d wk). Big $21,000, Last week.
$22 ,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95-$1.25)
—“Knights Round Table” (M-G)
(10th wk). Slow ; $5,500. Last week,
$5,800.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.80)—“Cine-
rama” (Indie) (50th wk). Terrific
$20,000. Last week, $20,500.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1-$1.50)—

“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (3d wk). Oks
$8,000. Last week, $10,000.

‘Hell’ New Frisco Ace,.

24G; Trailer’ NSH 14G,

‘Miller’ Socko 20G, 2d
San Francisco,. March 2.

Continued balmy weather Is

keeping biz down at first-runs here
this season. Several houses low-
ered their top scales to $1 this
week. Best showing despite offish
tone is being made by “Glenn Mil-
ler. Story,” which continues smash
in second week at Golden Gate.
“Hell and High Water” 'is rated
nice at the huge Fox but “Long,
Long Trailer” is somewhat disap-:
pointing at Warfield. “Forever Fe-
male” looks okay at the St. Fran-
cis. “Cinerama’* still is sock in
ninth stanza at the Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 80-

$1)—“Glenn Miller Story” (U). (2d
wk). Smash $20,000. Last week,
$35,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1-$1.50) —

Hell. High Water” (20th). Nice
$24,000. Last week, “Khyber
Rifles” (20th) (3d wk). $13,500.

Warfield- (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-$l)
—“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G).
Fair $14,000. Last week. “Easy To
Love” (M-G) (2d wk), $11,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-$l)—

“Money From Home” (Par) and
“Safari Drums” (Indie) (2d wk).
Fair $10,000. Last week, $15,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-$l)—
Forever Female” (Par). Okay

$10,000. Last week, “Wild One"
(Col) and “Man From Cairo” (In-
die) (2d wk), same.
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatres

Calif.) (1,458; $1.80-$2.80)—“Ciner-
ama” (Indie) (9th wk). Sock $34,-
000. Last week, $33,000.
Bridge (Schwarz -Reade) (399;

$1-$1.20)—“Living Desert” (Dis-
ney) (9th wk). Held at good $4,000
m eighth week ended Sunday (28).

Last week, $4,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

65-95)— “Wicked Woman” (UA)
and “Black Glove” (Indie). Nice
$7,000 in 8 days. Last week, “Per-
sonal Affair” (UA) and “Gay Ad-
venture” (UA), $5,5Q0.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1.80-
$2.40) — “Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(10th wk). Fine $7,000. Last week,
$7,600.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85) —
“Titfield Thunderbolt” (U) (6th

wk). Okay $2,000. Last week,
$2,800.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

“The Village” (Indie). Fair $2,200.

Last week, “Seven Deadly Sins
(Indie) (reissue) (4th wk). $2,600.

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85-

$1>—"Rome 11 O’clock” (Indie)

(2d wk). Good $3,000. Last week,

$3,500.
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RECORD BUSINESS : Doubled the gross of any previous
U-l picture at Broadway-Capitol Theatre, Detroit.

RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time house record, Century
Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich

RECORD BUSINESS : Set all-time- house record,
Lucon Theatre, East Lapsing

RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time U-l
house record, Capitol Theatre, Kala

RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time U-l
house record, Franklin Theatre
Saginaw

RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time U-l
house record, Family Theatre, Monroe

RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time U-l
house record, Strand Theatre, Flint,

RECORD BUSINESS: Set all-time U-l
house record for regularadmission film
Strand Theatre, Pontiac

and Out-grossed Mississippi Gambler, Wash
ingto'n Theatre, Bay City.

Out-grossed Mississippi Gambler and Bend
of the River, Riviera Theatre, Port Huron#
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BUCK LAGOON
RICHARD CARLSON JULIA ADAMS - richard denning
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EVERY PASSIONATE PAGE...

EVERY THRILLING MOMENT
OF THE GREAT BEST SELLER!

The adventures of Jason Starbuck, who ruled

forbidden Morocco and fought its wildest

revolt to free an American beauty he loved

from the hidden harems of that fabulous land!
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% LEE J. COBB MAMIE Van BOREN BART ROBERTS and the MISS UNIVERSE BEAUTIES

HI W JOSEPH PEVNEV • ECREENPLAY By JOSEPH HOffM • Bffl 01 HIE Nil 8! ECU M1MI • PRODUCED 8! HOMO CHRlSlIE ..

PICTURES WITH THAT

UNIVERSAL APPEAL!
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Harry Joe Brown: Re Westerns
Hollywood, March 2.

Harry Joe Brown, oldest producer of eaters in filmdom, cele-
brated his 35th year of picture making and at the same time
completed hl« 1324 Hollywood production, “Three Hours to Kill/*

a western, at Colombia.
.

"Westerns” he said^ “gave movies their, big proscenium long
before Cinemascope or Cinerama were invented; they have 'been
surefire fill-in at the boxoffice whenever hard times have hit
Hollywood; and nothing has ever been tried or can be tried that ..

will replace them, either with exhibitors or in the affections of
moviegoers everywhere. A well-made western will rival any
product,

,
as was proved recently by 'Shane* and ‘High Noon,”’ .

COMPO Lobby

Hits Congress

Washington, March 2.

Members of the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations, led by
Robert Coyne, were buttonholing
Congressmen here tljis week as

part oi their preliminary effort to

get tiie 20% Federal admissions
tax eliminated.

But even as the lobbying went
on, Rep. Daniel - A. Reed (R.,

N. Y. ) , chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, in-

troduced a bill that would cut all

excises to a minimum of 10%,
thereby halving the admissions
levy. Reed hopes to push the
measure through the committee
today (Wed.) and aims to have
it passed by the House next week.
The Reed bill, ^estimated to save

the taxpayers /aroupd $1,000,000,-

000 a year, also 'Would slice the
niteries’ tax t<£ 10% but would re-

tain the 50% scalpers tax in con-
nection with theatre tlx.

.

Tiie COMPO pitch lor cutting
out the 20% admissions tax Was
given documented support by. a
survey .conducted by . Albert. JE.
Sindlinger. Latter, in a wire to
Coyne, maintained that 1,000
houses had shuttered since iast

July and that the total of dis-

tressed situations at the moment
stood at 6,127 which is .“more than
the theatres in distress this time
last year.”

Sindlinger’s statistics showed
that, of the 6,127 theatres, 4;820
are losing something like 11c out
of every dollar sale at the.b.o. In
addition, taxes take 16.7c out -of

each dollar,,.' So, runs the argu-
ment. eveil if admissions were
halved, leaving Uncle Sam a .little

more than ' 8c in taxes, this con-
cession still 'wouldn’t offset

.

the
,

11c loss.

COMPO is telling Congressmen
that many theatres are holding on
merely in the hope realizing the
tax relief promised them last year
by President Eisenhower in veto-
ing elimination of the admissions
tax. It’s pointed out that nearly
95 r f> of all distressed theatres
charge 50c or less admission and
that technological innovations
have hurt them.

Ask S Boothmen at $140;

Demand May Cancel

Minneapolis Cinerama
Minneapolis, March 2.

Stanley- Warner’s inability to
reach an agreement with the pro-
jectionists union, AFL, here may
keep Cinerama out of Minneapolis
after all, although United Para-
mount is ready to relinquish its

loop Century theatre’s lease to
s-w. .

Lester Isaacs, representing S-W,
offered the projectionists the same
deal as was recently set in St. Louis
and as good or not better than all
but three of its largest cities, but
lids offer of 6ight men at $130, one
al $155 and another at $175 a week,
"'as rejected.

Refusing Uo meet a demand of
Si 40 a week for the eight men,
Isaacs returned east and with the
possibility that Minneapolis may
be dropped from the S-W plans.
Previously S-W had reached agree-
ments with UP for theatre lease
and with the stage employes AFL
union.

.
Stanleyites-were split on the de-

sirability of coming into Minneap-
olis under any condition, but finally
those favoring the move won out.

Jewel Productions is readying a
Package consisting of “Ecstasy”
a nd the French "Lucrezia Borgia.”

\ ,

Omahp Feels Video Crest

. Passed But Rims’ Boom

. Only Over the Weekends
-X>maha, March 2, -

Two major b.o. developments
have Omaha's top industries both
happy and sad these days. (1) Films
apparently have fought off the tv
challenge and once again are pack-
ing 'em in on the important Sun-
days. (2) But save for the week-
ends, film • biz is practically nil.

The Fridays, Saturdays and Sun-
days are keeping the doors open.

This was especially evident the
past two weeks at the 2,890-seat
Orpheum, biggest house in the
city. Cinemascopes “King of
Khyber Rifles” and “Command”
started off with huge week-end
takes and appealed headed for
sturdy grosses . at upped 70-90c.
.scale. But the final three days
lured practically no one and re-
sulted in disappointingfinal figures.
However, showmen are definitely,

encouraged over the Sunday ' up-
swing since tv held command the
first twd years it had outlets here.

Unpredictable market <ji|irks, ac-
cording to Tri-States District
Manager Bill Miskell, are westerns
and dame stars. “One western will
do big biz here,” he reports, ‘then
a couple of we,eks later another
cowboy opera will come in with
good advances but prove a flop.
Same way with names. Alan Ladd
has always been a draw here and
•we’ve slatted his shows to our
flagship, the Orpheum. He was
bofijp in ’Shane,' a great picture,
of course. But a couple of weeks
later we did poorly with his

4

Bd(-
any Bay.’”

Nabe biz remains spotty, al-
though Ralph Goldberg’s Dundee
and Ralph Blank’s Admiral and
South Omaha Chief had been
strong at times. Benson Theatre*
last week shuttered to become an
appliance store.

COL HAS 21 SCRIBES

PREPPING 18 FILMS
Hollywood, March 2.

Columbia’s writing mill is work-
ing at high speed with 21 scrijpters

readying 18 stories. Most of the
scripts are slated for early filming.

Scribes and their assignments in*
elude: Maxwell Anderson, “Rich-
ard the Lion Hearted;” George
Axelrod, “Phfft;” Norman Krasna,
“Speak to Me of Love;” Emmett
Lavery, “The Franz Liszt Story;”
Garson Kanin and Ruth Gordon,
“A Nice Place to Visit;” Dr. Edith
Sitwell and Walter Reisch, “Fan-
fare for Elizabeth;” Daniel Tara*
dash, “Picnic;” Roy Huggins, “Riv-
er of the Sun;” Melville. Shavelson
and Jack Rose, “Pal Joey;” John
Lee Mahin, “Joseph and His Breth-
ren;” Edward Hope, “Mister West
Point;9 Harry Kleiner, “The Ban-
dits;” Edwin Blum> “Those Report-
ed Missing;” Steve Fisher, • “Mon-
ster of the Deep;” Douglas Hayes,
“Bat -Masterson, Bad Man/ Dan
Mainwaring, “William the Con-
queror;” Herbert Margolis, “Chi-
cago Uncehsored,” and George
Piympton, “Fighting With the
Texas Rangers.”

Goldstein’s Talk’ As His

Last on Current 20th Deal
Hollywood, March 2.

' Leonard Goldstein borrowed Jeff
Hunter and Debra Paget to co-

star in “Talk of the Desert,” the
last Panoramic production under
the current 10-picture releasing

contract with 20th-Fox. No deci-

sion has been made thus far on
Panoramic release, either continu-

ing with 20th-Fox or through an-

other distributor.

Meanwhile, Goldstein’s personal

producer contract with the West-
wood lot is still in force. It vas
suspended to permit him to organ-

ize Panoramic as an indie company.
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Black-Wkite Prints An

Economy Prderence For

Tint Pix Hitting Europe
Practice of releasing color pis in

black-and-white version abroad to
save on print expenses^ is being
followed by an increasing, number
of distribs. \ .

Reasoning is that, partlcqlarly
with ’programmers, it doesn’t pay
to make up tinted prints for ex-
port, Titling also is acbnsidera-
tlon since it’s a good deal more ex-
pensive on color prints.
Foreign exhibs .usually donit

mind the switch since they pay a
lower rental .on black-and-white
product. In some 'instances, they
aren’t even aware tjiat the film
originally was lensed in color.
Companies also have been sending
out color -reissues in black-and-
white.

For Clear Lead

On Widescreen
Despite introduction

. of new
projection techniques in the in-
dustry pyer the past year. Repub-
lic Pictures will continue its policy
of “watchful waiting” until a def-
inite pattern emerges which will be
generally acceptable to exhibitors.
Company's cautious stand was
again outlined last week by prexy
Herbert J. Yates ip his annual re-
port to the stockholders.

Yates pointed out that while the
firm’s research and production de-
partments are following develop-
ments $ich as 3-D and Cinema-
Scope “very carefully,” the studio
has “refrained from making' pic-
tures using these new processes
due to the ‘lack of any Uniformity
within the industry to date.”
.Regardless of the new tech-

niques, Yates fold the shareholders,
“we." believe the ultimate success of
a picture depends upon its enter-
tainment quality.” All of the stu-
dio’s films turned out in 1953. he
added, were for the conventional
or wide screen of any width.
While Republic may be strad-

dling the fence as to adoption of
new projection techniques, it’s not
being left at the post as far as tele-

vision is concerned. For the com-
pany, Yates reminded stockholders,
is benefiting through a number of,

phases of tv operation.
Over the past year at the studio,

he reported, new stages and equip-
ment were installed to handle ad-

(Continued on page 26)

February' Top 12
1. “Knights Table” (M-GL

'

2. “Cinerama” Undie).
3. “Miller Story” (U).

“Khyb€r Rifles” (20th\
5. “Majesty O’Keefe” (WB).
6. “The Command” (WB).
7. “Money Home” (Par).

8. “Sadie Thompson” (Col).

9. “Cantor Story” <WB).
10. “12-Mile Reef’ (20th).

11. “Julius Caesar” (M-G).
12. “Forever Female” (Par).

Flrs^-run film business con-
tinued at ar high level in February,
with the big pix racking up nearly
as much money as In January, ac-
cording to Variety's monthly box-
office survey. Not only did b.o.

soar 1 in
,
thrde out of four weeks

but a batch of new product gives
proinlse of holding strong in the
ensuing 60 days or longer. There
was not the same domination of
key first-runs last month by 3-D,
Cinemascope and other dimension-
al mediums although five of the top
seven grossers fell into this cate-r

gory (“Money From Home” was
shown both in 3-D and 2-D).

“Knights of the Round Table”
(M-G), which , was champ at the
wickets in January, again finished
No, 1 last month. This C’Scop.er
was first three times during the
month, dropping to fourth in final

week of February. It grossed
$1,200,000 in the four-week period,
* Cinerama” (Indie), which was sec-

ond in the preceding month, again
wound up with second place hon-
ors. The fact that it now is play-
ing in 10 different key cities un-
doubtedly enabled this daddy-of-
’em-all in the dimensional field to

hold so high again.
'

“Glenn Miller Story” (U), al-

though out in release only two
w eeks ago by the end of the month,
finished a smash third, and prom-
ises to be heard from considerably
ir the future. The James Stewart
siarrer was b.o. leader in nearly
every city where opening in the
final week of February.
Fourth money goes to “Khyber

Rifles” (20th), an improvement
from its sixth posiiton of January.
This CScope pic was third-plade
winner two weeks in succession,

and. never dipped below seventh.
* “His Majesty O’Keefe” (WB>;

like “Miller Story” in 2-D, copped
fifth position, ” being consistently

strong throughout the month. It

nosed out “The Command” (WB),
initial C’Scoper from Warners,
which wound up sixth. Lack of

marquee strength appeared to hold
it back from higher rating, and in-

dicating that the tag “Cinema-
Scope” alone was not everything.

“Money From Home” (Par), lat-

;

est Martin-Lewis comedy, wound
i

up seventh, finishing the month '

very big. “Sadie Thompson” tCol),
j

fifth in January, took eighth mon-
ey. It played both 2-D and 3-D
like “Money,” some exhibs for this

one actually switching to regular
flattie version after opening in 3-D.

“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB)
wound up ninth, dearth of play-

dates seeming to hurt its standing.

Pic wound up fourth one week,
however. “12-Mile Reef” (20th).

which was third in January, took
10th spot. “Julius Caesar” (M-G)
managed to finish llth, doing big
in many small or arty theatres.

"Forever Female” (Par) rounded
out the Golden Dozen although
never quite measuring up to its

initial promise and good reviews.

“Ft. Bravo” (M-G) and “Para-
trooper” (Col) were the two-run-
ner-up pix of the month.
Besides “Miller Story,” there

were several new pix launched late

in the month which hinted real

promise. “Long, Long Trailer”

(M-G) is.bo* of these. The Lucille
Ball?De$l Arhus, comedy, backed by
a sock advance campaign, wound
up Second the first We6]Ht<wa6 out
on release. It .registered a smash
$162,000 opening week at the vest
N. Y. .

Mugic Hall, word-of-mouth
for thC; crack tv team enabling the
film.’ to hold’ solidly gfter the holi-
day weekend; * *

“Top Bahana’^tUA) started out

'

big on ft* preem week fh N. Y.
“New Faces” (20th) ql£o was stout
on initial stanza at theJPL Y. Roxy.
“Taza” (UA), an admittedly inex-
pensive productiont has been doing
surprisingly well on its Initial play- .

dates. “Should Happen to You”
(Col) measured up ' to its initial

promise in a few scattered dates.
“Creature Ffroip Black Lagoon”*

(U) sbopld shape .up: strongly judg-
ing fromTthe firrffew engagements.
This 3-D*er is. looming 'Something
like “Outer Space/’ (U). /“Act of.
Love” (UA) is sock on first two
Weeks at N, Y.-Astor. •-

“Hell and High Waiter” (20th),
just getting started, looks like an-
other strong C’Scope production
from 20th-EfX. It showed enough
to finish fifth, stanza in the final

week of month, but did not have
enough playdates to rate In Febru-
ary, listings/ “Blot In Cell Block.
11” (AA) was big in Detroit and
sock in N. Y. on its first dates.
“She Couldn’t Say No” (RKO), also
new, was smash in Chi and okay in
Seattle.*

“Living Desert” (Disney) con-
tinued rolling up stout to great biz
in arty houses for the most part.
“Rob Roy” (HKO), comparatively
new, displayed enough to finish as
top nnmer-qp pfc one week.
“Walking Baby Home” <U) still was
taking in nice coin/ finishing
among the runner-up films one
stanza. *

“Easy to Love” (M-G), binth in
January, captured ninth place an-
other session.

‘ “Public Ertemy”-
Little Caesar,” Two WB oldies, still

was reflecting the original promise
with several' impressive playdates.
“The Bigamist” (FR) pushed

ahead briskly a couple of weeks,
winding up ninth on one session.
“Cease Fire’ ’(Par), playing both
2-D and 3-D in line with exhibitor
demands, again got nice coin, fin-

ishing in runner-up category one
week.

RKO Schedules 24 Features

King Brothers, Goldstein Brothers Among Those
Lined Up on Production Deals

’’ \ :

—
Hollywood, March 2.

RKO, under Howard Hughes’ ex-
pected one-man operation, is like-

ly to release 24 features in next
year. Approximately half should
be studio productions under
Hughes’ supervision. Others will

come from various indies, includ-
ing King Brothers, with whom deal
concluded over weekend for two
pix annually with RKO to have']

approval of casts and stories, but
Kings to furnish own financing:/

Still in works but apparently
near finalization is deal whereby
Leonard and Robert Goldstein
and Robert L. Jacks will move
Panoramic Productions into RKO
to deliver eight to 10 annually.

In addition. RKO has one release

each from Disney, Goldwyn. Sol

Lesser (“Tarzan”) to give it 24

total. .

MONROE AND LADD

GET PHOTOPLAY TAG
Marilyn Monroe, Alan Ladd and

Columbia’s “From Here to Eter-

nity” copped top citations in

Photoplay mag’s annual poll. Gold
medals will be presented at a ban-

quet in Hollywood 'next Monday

(

( 8 ).
’

'MisS Monroe emerged as “most
popular” actress via her perform-
ances in “How to Marry a Mil-

lionaire” and “Gentlemen Prefer

Bldndes.” Ladd was “most popu-
lar” because of . “Shane.” * “Eter-

nity” was designated the “most
popular” pic.

Bronze “achievement” plaques
will be given to Darryl Zanuck,
Walt Disney, Elaine Stewart, Rob-
ert Wagner and Frank Sinatra.

Nichols Wins Lanrel As

SWG Honors ‘Eternity’

holiday’ and ‘Lili’

Hollywood, March 2.

Screen Writers Guild handed its

Laurel. Achievement Award to
Dudley Nichols at its sixth annual
awards dinner and acclaimed Co-
lumbia’s “From Here to Eternity.”
Paramount’s “Roman Holiday” and
Metro’s “Lili” as the best written
American drama, comedy and mu-
sical of 1953.

NicholsJ awarch, presented by
Samuel Goldwyn, was for “the
screen writer, who has contributed
most through the years to his craft
and his guild.” Among his screen-
plays were “Prince Valiant/ “The
Bells of St. Mary,” “The Big Sky.”
“Stagecoach,” "For Whom the
Bells Toll" and "The Informer.”
Daniel Taradash won the best

drama award for "From Here to
Eternity,” with Dore Schary pre-
senting. Ian McLellan Hunter and
John Dlghton won the best comedy
award for “Roman Holiday,” with
Darryl Zanuck presenting. Hfelcn
Deutsch won the best jmusical
award for “Lili’-’ with Don Hart-,
man presenting.

Charles Brackett ’ presented the
first teleplay award in the Guild’s
history to David Niyen for. Mrs.
Gwen Bagni for “The Last Voy-
age,” a Four Star Playhouse pro-
duction. Mrs. Bagni Is the widow
of.John Bagni. With whom she col-
laborated on the script.

Nobody won the‘$l,000 Heritage
Press Award, which Was deferred
until next year, when it will
amount to $2,000, Award is for the
“bfest written script of a motioh
picture adapted from a recbgnizcd.
classic.” It was announced that
Metro’s "Julius Caesar,” which
surpassed all other films in that
category, had no screenplay cred-
its.

Goldwyn, the keynote speaker,
praised the writers for their work
and urged them to spend their

time and energy in creative work.
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feed we say more?
HOWARD HUGHES prtstnts

JANE RUSSELL

THEFRENCHLINE
co-starrinf v

GILBERT ROLAND • ARTHUR HUNNICUTT - MARY MctAITY
»

AN EDMUND GRAINGER production * Directed by LLOYD BACON jj^
Screenplay by MARY LOOS t RICHARD SALE • Produced by EDMUND GRAINGER YDfl
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'VARIETY'S' .LONDON. OMICR .

t St. Mtrtln'ifltM. Trafalgar Sqoar*

In Britain;

London, Feb. 23. 4
What are the prospects of mak-

ing a fair living by acting? This

question ha$ been- examined by
British Actors Equity, which jufit

published the results of a survey

carried out in the latte* part of

last year in which almost 3,000 of

its 9,000 members participated.

The answer reveals that only

40% of the membership, or 3,700,

make a “fair living"; 34% make
no living at all, and 26% are on

a marginal level. These two latter

groups account for 5,500. The
analysis, divided into various age

and salary groups within weekly
brackets of under $20 or over $110,

shows that a large percentage of

Equity members have to seek extra

employment outside the legitimate

theatre to keep going. This is

meant to include radio, television,

films, etc. Others have had to take
jobs outside the ^profession and
numbers have drawn the dole from
Ministry of Labor Employment
Exchanges.
Apart from those who had been

completely unemployed dliring the
aixmonth period covered by the
survey, the probe showed that
Equity members working in ice*

shows had the record of employ-
ment with a total of 19 weeks. Run-
nersup were those engaged in

opera and ballet and also musicals
with a total of 18 weeks. Members
of repertory (stock) companies had
17 weeks work and those in
straight plays totalled 14 weeks
employment*
A complete breakdown of the

figures shows that, in an .average
week, around 4,850 Equity mem-

BBC-TV’s Farewell Airer

For Alexandra Palace
* London, Feb. 23.

A farewell to Alexandra Palace
will be the theme of the BBC TV
program on Friday, ' March 19,

when three of the announcers from
the original 1937

s

service will be
in the

.
studio* They are E’izabeth

Cowell, Jasmine Bjligh and Leslie

Aliller. Also featured in the pro-
gram-will be Joan Miller, who was
the original Picture Page Girl, and
Cyril Fletcher, who is one .of the
many artists who worked in the
early days of the British videef

service at the Palate.
The program will be edited by

[ Cecil Madden, Who is the only re-

maining member of the original

program staff. His first' show was
a variety feature, “Here's Looking
at You," which ran twice a day for
two. weeks.
BBC-TV was shuttered on Sept.

1, 1939, for security reasons and
reopened on June 7, )946.

Jap ‘Westerns;
Tokyo, Feb. 23.

Chambara films, Japanese sword-
wielding counterparts . of - U. S.
westerns, have had a revival with
the relaxing of Occupation-spawned

hers were working in various sec- directive against films 'which en-

ondary and subsidiary media, and courage nationalism and war. Since

another 650 were working outside the peace, they have been coming

the profession. Also, 1,280 were
| "f

ck prominence, and now
officially unemployed and 1.470 [three studios have announced plans

were “uon-employecL” Of this last
j

fo/ {J>
e remake of the granddaddy

category 400 were genuinely un- i

c
? , f

11®*1 ®^ms
; ,

Chushingura, ’ a

employed. It is reckoned that a f

V1°lent story of murder and re-

further 700-900 non-Equity mem-
[

yenge xbmaxed by the mass bara-

bers were* employed, during the 47soldiers

period under review, m summer
seasons and touring revues.

La Belle Sexy Pares
Paris, Feb. 23,

Spate of sex. films here, for-

bidden to those under 16, has
led one cartoonist to picture

two moppets at a boxoffice

saying that they only wanted
to see the newsreel pictures

on the Berlin Conference.
Films this week featured the

story of a nymphomaniac, an<

adolescent’s initiation to love
and the life of a prostitute’s

son.

Sallying Cuts Made By

Censors Harmful Stmt

For Pix, Sez Scot Exec
Manchester, Eng., Feb. 23.

A. T. L. Watkins, secretary of the
British Board of Film Censors, be-
lieves publicity people do the film
industry a bad turn when they in-
form the newspapers of cuts made
by the censor. If the patrons think
something has been cut from the
film, there Is less incentive for
them to go and see it, he said.
Watkins said they did not work to
a censorship code in Great Britain,
but preferred to judge each film
on its merits.

Another misconception was -that
the board of censors had some re-
sponsibility for the quality of the
pix it saw. A film might be of
poor quality, but the board had
still to pass it if otherwise a suit-
able subject.

Watkins said some of the pub-
licity sent out with pictures was
harmful to the bes&interests of the
industry. The kind of advertising
that persuaded the public it was
going to see sex and violence kept
more people out of the cinemas
than it brought in.

Chushingura!’ was made period- i

I ically before the war. Even after
ithe. peace, it has been filmed

j

against the policy of the Japanese
Motion Picture Code of Ethics,
which maintained a check on such
films.' To beat the ban, the studios
made the story under another title.

In October last year,
1

the Ethics
Board sanctioned use of the title
for a planned production of the

|

new Nikkatsu Studios. Immediately
Sbochiku Studio announced a new
version of “Chushingura” as one
of its two top pix for 1954. Toei,
which had produced a trio of
sword-wielders under substitute
titles, announced it will re-edit
them into a full fledged “Chush-
ingura,” to join in the"b. o. race.
Incidentally, this title is usually
translated, “Story of the 47 Ro-
nin,” ronin being the Japanese
word for loyal retainers.

Cuban Tourism

Faring Poorly
Havana, Feb. 23.

Tourism, Cuba’s second industry
after sugar, is faring poorly this

winter. Less Americans than ex-

pected are visiting the land of rum
and rumba, and’ those precious
Yankee dollars are not as abundant
as the Cubans wish.

Hotel NacionaT, which advertises
extensively in the U. S., reported
a 15% drop in guests as compared
to last winter. Hotel Presidente
reported a drop of 30%. Hotel
Sevilla Biltmore said its winter
business “dropped like everyone
else’s.”

^ Compania Cubans de Aviacion
reported that it flew 2,851 passen-
gers from Miami to Havana in
December of 1952. In the same
month of last year it flew 2,823 per-
sons on the same route—a slight
drop, but a drop nevertheless.’Del-
ta-Chicago & Southern Airways is
flying about the same number of
passengers this winter as last

—

despite the fact that it has doubled
to two the number.- of its daily
flights from New Orleans to Ha-
vana.
The Cuban Tourist Institute de-

nied that there was a drop in the
number of visitors, but reported
that its figures for November and
December were not completed yet.
The drop in tourism can be

traced to a number of causes. One
j
is continual reports of political un

\

OLD VIC TO DO ‘HAMLET’

AGAIN AT ELSINORE
London, Feb. 23.

Under a visit jointly sponsored
by the Danish government and the
British Council, the Old Vic Co.
Is to play “Hamlet" at Elsinore
next June. Arrangements are
now being finalized for eight to
10 performances to be given be-
tween June 18-27.

Company will include Fay
Compton as Gertrude, Claire
Bloom as Ophelia and Richard
Burton as Hamlet. Michael Ben-
thall, who will adapt the present
Old Vic production to fit into the
courtyard of Elsinore Castle, is
flying to Denmark this month to
make preliminary arrangements.
The Old Vic’s last visit to Elsinore
was in 1950, When they presented
“Hamlet” with Michael Redgrave
in the title role.

U Sets Deal With Two

Top Mexico Circuits

Mexico City, Feb. 23.

Near-national playing of Univer-
sal pix has been arranged by Al-
fredo Holguin, company manager
here, via inking with two top
chains, the one operated by Gen.
Abelardo L. Rodriguez, ex-presi-
dent of Mexico, and Operadora de
Teatros.
The product deal means U prod-

uct will play the Rodriguez cine-
mas along the Pacific coast and in
Vera Cruz on the Gulf coast, as
well as Tampico and Merdia. Op-
eradora houses are here and in all
top provincial towns.

rest in Cuba, which receives exten-
sive coverage in the U. S. press.
Such advertising as is being done
is paid for by the hotels and air
lines.

Americans seem to be shunning
the Caribbean as a whole. "With a
minor recession under way, less
people are inclined tp spend money
on travelling. Those that have suf-
ficient funds appear to prefer Eu-
rope now that the cold war has
settled down and the Korean War
has ended.

Toilers, Spectacles Foremost a ’54

Essoldo Circuit Buys
Four More Pix Theatres

London, Feb. 23,.

The Essoldo circuit, controlled

by Sol Sheckman and his brother,

Mark, which earlier this yerir

passed the 100 mark, has now ac-

quired all four picture, theatres in

the country town of Tunbridge
Wells. '

The deal. Involving capital out-

lay of nearly $300,000, also includ-

ed a large block of property in

the centre of town. The theatres

wer.e independently owned and
none of the major circuits has an
outlet in this town.

‘Show’ Top 1953

Grosser in Mex
Mexico dlty, Feb. 23.

Top boxoffice grosser', here last

year was “Greatest Show on
Earth" '(Par) with a $188,255 reg-
istered on simultaneous playing
the Qines Mexico and Mariscala,
official data covering first-runs re-
veals.

Runner-up pix were comedies,
one starring Charlie Chaplin and
the other “Cantinflas" (Mario
Moreno). Both played the swanky
Cine. Roble. The latter’s “Mr*
Photographer" did $125,67&l
“Limelight,” distributed in Mexi-
co by Eagle Lion, did $81,515. •

Other top grossers at first-runs
were “Peter Pan" (RKO), $76,430
at the Cine Alameda, and “Mpufi
lin Rouge” (UA), $72,865 at the
Cine Real Cinema. <

.

Mex Govt. Retains Studio
Mexico, City, Feb. 23.

The government has decided to
limit itself to controlling the Clasa
studios here, pioneer of Mexican
modern pic treatment plants, in its
participatiGn In the film trade, the
Ministry of the -Interior indicated
in announcing that Clasa is neither
to be closed nor sold. What to do
about Clasa, in view of how all
five local studios - are suffering
was quite a. hassle for the trade’s
Banco Nacional Cinematografico
and the government’s fiscal
agency, the Nacional Financiera.
Both have charge of Clasa.
Reported that film labor was the

deciding factof in the govern-
ment’s decision to retain control of
Clasa and keep it running.

Old Rarranlt Plan Comes

True With Small-Seater

For Experimental Legit
Paris, Feb. 23.

Jean-Louis Barrault has had an
old dream come true with the open-
ing here of his Petit Theatre De
Marigny last week. The theatre is
a 200-seater in the same building
as the regular Theatre Marigny.
This was once a rehearsal room
and now makes a nice site for an
experimental theatre. A series of
benches for seats adds to the off-
beat qualities of the enterprise.
First showing is Georges Sche-
hade's “La Soiree Des proverbes"
(“The Evening of Proverbs”), which
is a fitting offbeat entry for this
type of legiter.

Crix have been kind to “Soiree,”
and word-of-mouth should make
this an’ important adjunct of the
Barrault-Madeleine Renaud troupe.
Play is a strange drama of a group
of weird people all on their way
to a rendezvous at a place called
the Four Diamonds. A young man
waiting for his fiancee gets em-
broiled with these weird creatures
and leaves his girl to go to the
meeting. Here he meets a gro-
tesque bunch of people who have
lost faith in themselves and in life
and spend their time tearing each
other to bits, A hunter enters and
fkUs the young man, for it is he
and his meeting with life that has
destroyed him.

Play is given a rapid, virile
mounting and actors sometimes
have to rush between the little and
large theatre in various roles. This
little theatre will also serve as a
tryout place for more advanced
dramas- before being given full

viewlng* Little theatre was
SRO when caught. Next showing is
An Evening With Jean-Paul

Sartre."

Anti-Hitler Play, First »

Banned By British, OK’d

For Scot Stock Showing
Ayr, Scot., March 2.

,

Ayr Fort Players, local stock
group, has been given okay by the
British Lord Chamberlain to stage
an unpublished version of a banned
play, “He Sits at the Melting Pot.”

Piece is by Danish author Kaj
Munk, who in 1944 was found mur-
dered in a ditch near* his home in
Denmark. The Germans had killed,

him because of his outspoken at-
tacks on the occupying power,.
Munk wrote the play shortly De-

fore the war, but it was banned
by the then Lord Chamberlain,
One - reason was that it attacked
the Nazis, with whom the Prime
Minister was then negotiating.

.
Plot deals with an archaeological

professor who finds a painting of
Christ painted by an artist -who
was with Him. The professor is to
receive from Hitler himself the
“prize of the year” for his discov-
ery, until it is realized that the
face is that of a typical Jewish
peasant. .

London Producer Hall

Left |1,610,000 Fortune
London, March 2.

Alderson Burrell Horne, known
an Anmer Hall, theatrical producer
and former owner of the Westmins-
ter Theatre, left a fortune of $1,-
610,000. His will, published last
Thursday (25) shows that his son
and daughter, David and Janet,
Horne, are chief beneficiaries, each
receiving half the residue of the
estate in trust.

Itall staged many serious and
classical plays at the Westminster
from 1931 until he sold out in 1946
for $371,000.

In* hunting Ihlty'Jfcwt boxoffice

formula, French fit^^|<iucerfl are-

beginning to. gbjfcy^|6lor, spec-

tacle or a comb^ qf ^riib plus more
sensational offbeat^s.rrhey hope
in this way to buRd reCeipts which
have been failing oft since the war.
French productbmV&aS kept sol-
vent because ©ftbehike in admis-
sion prices. Of thb-437 pix shown
here last year, 39St were French,
193 were dubbedforfeign films and
the others were In Original ver-
sions’ or relssuesHpf pld films. .

Of these; the tWq .top grossers
had offbeat subjects. H. G. Clou-
zot’s “Wages of Fear” was a bom-
bastic, - harsh thriller which with
the Cannes Fest kudo and word-
of-mouth, chalked, tip top returns.
Other b.o; topper was “Little World
of Don Camillo.” Starring Fernan-
del, depicted a comic combat be*
tween church arid Communism.,

Ndfct strongest Were color specs,
’•Greatest Show On Earth" (Par),
“Quo Vadis" (M-G) and Hie Fran-
co-ltalo “Lucrece Borgia, Among
the next 32 big ones,

4

18 were tim-
ers, and the others were either
offbeat pix exploitation • films or
productions With top star names.

. New batch of tinters and spec-
tacles in 'the making or soon to be
distributed are such films as Sacha
Guitry’s “Jf Versailles JWere Told
Tb Me/’ /Which has evejfY big name
jri .films here ;.pius eolbr; • Pierre
Brasseur as the mad ftwssian monk
in the color opus; ^Raspou]tine”;
Robert Siodmak’s rcmake of “The
Big Game,” a tinter with Gina Lol-
lobrigida. Also waiting fordistrib
is-a Morocan adventure opus, “Sidi
Pol Abbes”; the story of Franz
Llzst, “By Order of the Czar” in

bedor; “Count .of Monte Cristo,”
l with Jean- Marais; “C’Est La Vie
Parisienne,” an evocation of Gay
Paree of the i^OO’s in color, n bull-
fight opus with Zsa Zsa Gabor;
Fernandel and Pier Angeli in
“Mam’Zelle Nitouche," a musical;
“Castles In Spain,’’* a tinter, with
Daniele Darrieux (made in Spain)
and “The Magic Village.”

Plan Numerous Tinters

Being prepared are such top col-
‘or spectacles* as the Claude Au-
tant-Lara production of Stendhal’s
“Black and The Red”; Yves Al-
legret’s “French Cancan"; '“Million
And One Nights,” handled by Max
Ophuls, and a tinter, “La Casti-
glione.” Yvonne De Carlo plays
the t^tle role in this last-named.

Christian-Jaque has a batch of

[
color specs starring Martine ‘Carol
lined up. Among them are Emile
Zola’s “Nana,” the life of “Ma-
dame Du Barry,” “Folies-Bergere”
and “Charming Boys.” Other tint-"

ers in preparation are Jaques
Becker’s “All Baba and The 40
Thieves," Alexandre Dumas’ “The
Women of Montsoreau,” life of
Dumas to be played by Pierre
Brasseur, “Mademoiselle Pigale,”
and “La Reine Margot."

As for. Cinemascope or wide-
screen, “Mutineers of the Loman-
ach." H. G. Clouzot plans to make
his next film, “Heaven and Earth,”

in C’Scope. One 3-D pic, “Paris

Nights,” has been produced.

Brit Exhibs Up Mgrs. Pay

Exhibitors here
d
°fac/'a’n

23
in»

creased wage bill of almost $1,500,-
000 a year as a result of a new pact
concluded with the ^Society of
Cinema Managers. The new agree-
ment, approved last week by the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.,
provides for an all-round increase
of $2.15 weekly for all managers
and assistants.

As a result of the pact, the man-
agers’ union has withdrawn its
claim for a commission on all
ancillary sales, such as ice-cream,
confectionary, tobacco, etc.

BRIT. LEGIT SEEKS END

.
OF ADMISSION TAX

London, Feb. 23.

A demand for complete tax abo-

lition for live theatres has, been
made to the Chancellor of the Ex-,

chequer in a memorandum pre-

pared by the Theatres National

Committee. This organization cov-

ers legit houses throughout the

country. Admission tax on legiti-

mate theatres Is substantially low-

er than on picture houses where

the rate is the equivalent of 40%
of the gross. Film exhibitors al-

ready have made their demand for

a $20,000,000 cut In duty.
The .Theatres National Commit-

tee, in submitting its case to the

government, stressed the urgency

of the question. The relief they

ask, they say, Will do no more than

insure that theatres do not close--

a prospect facing many houses at

the present time. ,

They underline the competition

from ,restaurants which stage floor-

shows but are not subjected to the

tax. Also, the advantages of tne

film theatre which relies on me-

chanical reproduction.

.
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? "
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THERE IS A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN ACT OF SIN AND AN ACT OF LOVEl

.otyrcto IN- KIRK DOUGLAS

. DANY ROBIN
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GoldwyH-Johnston Too Did-I Dih’t’

Hassle Over Code Overhaul Promises

Hollywood, Marcji 2.

Samuel Goldwyn and Eric

Johnston, separated, by thousands

of miles, have challenged each

other’s veracity In a verbal duel

over the Production Code. The
Indie producer, in a speech be-

fore the Screen Writers Guild, de-

clared “Johnston assured me
when he was in Hollywood last

month that he would call a meet-

ing here of' all interested produc-

ers to discuss the entire question.

In view of his ' complete silence

up to this moment, 1 now call

on him to let us know whether he

will go through wth his promise

or not.”

The MPAA prexy.who got news
of Goldwyn’s speech id far-off Sao
Paulo, Brazil, replied by cablet

“In view of what you are now say-

ing, I wish that our conversation

had been in writing/*

The controversy stemmed from
a recent MPAA statement that no
sweeping changes in the Code
were necessary. Goldwyn wanted
to know whether that statement

was a repudiation* of the “assur-

ances” he had been given by
Johnston.

“Mr. Johnston’s denial that he
would call a meeting of Hollywood
producers to discuss th^ Code,”

he said, “is contrary to the facts.

He did assure me that he would
call cuch a meeting, and I had
sufficient confidence in his in-

tegrity to believe it was not neces-

sary to put that in writing. I now
see I was wrong in that respect."

Johnston replied: “In our conver-

sation in Hollywood I certainly

made no promise to call a meet-
ing of producers. I have told you
that the hoard of directors of our
Association has the responsibility

for the Code. I have told you
that if you have specific sugges-
tions to change the Code, you
should put them in writing and I

would submit them to the board
for its consideration.?
Goldwyn retorted: “I think it

makes no sense that the deter-

mination of what shall be id the

Code should be exclusively in the
hands of eight or nine company
presidents who are on the board
of MPAA.”

Referring to the" recent MPAA
statement that no sweeping
changes, or version of the Code
are necessary, the producer as-

serted: “That is creating a straw
man and evading the question of

the need for a meeting to discuss

the specific manner in which the

Code can best serve not only our
industry but the public. If they
oppose any changes whatever in

the Code, they are in disagree-

ment with a great number of men
who actually produce their pic-

tures in Hollywood.”
Goldwyn declared that he is

100% in favor of the Code and
would never make a picture with-

out the Production Seal. Still,

he added, the world has moved on
in the 25 years since the Code was
adopted, and that the film .indus-

try should move with it, without
departing from fundamentals.

FILM DIVIDEND DATA

'MAGNIFICENT BASTARDS'

Par Buys Book, Wonders About
Title on Screen »

Having purchased rights to the
novel, “The Magnificent Bustards,”

Paramount is understood now
figuring on using the same title for

its pic adaptation if the Production
Code Administration clears it.

Title was the appellation given
the U. S. Marines during World
War II. The book, by Lucy Herdon
Crockett, was published by Farrar
Straus & Young. Par-ites believe
that the title will be less spectacu-
lar than at present if the novel is

widely circulated and the nomen-
clature becomes more in. common
use.

STUDIOS ESCAPE TAB

FOR OSCAR PUBLICITY
. Hollywood, March 2.

For second consecutive- year, ma-
jor studios will get that Oscar pub-
licity ride free. Television pays all

freight.

Video stepped into breach last

year when Academy was faced with
“austerity” silver anniversary pro-
gram after four majors declined
to chip in. When NBC came up
with sponsor coin, majors who had
agreed to pay costs had their

dough returned.

This year, with Oldsmobile
bankrolling, no film company had
to pony up necessary cash. Last
time studios paid for event was in

1952. Cost runs to $90,0004100,000
annually, of which pix companies
contributed about $70,000, with re-

mainder obtained through ticket

sales.

Down In January But Facts Need
^Explaining

Washington, March 2.

Film dividends were consider-
ably off during January, 1954, in

comparison with the same month
of 1953, U. S. Department of Com-
merce reports.- Figure was $1,201,-
000 as against $1,970,000 a year
earlier. However, It was pointed
out* this is misleading, since some
companies don’t always issue their
dividends in the same month of
each year.

For example, Columbia paid a
dividend in December, 1952, in-
stead of January, 1953. It then
cut a stockholders' melon in Jan-
uary, 1954, for an aggregate of
$176,000. Warner Bros, paid out
$1,238,000 in January, 1953, but
nothing in January, 1954. RKO
Theatres, which issued a $537,000
dividend in January, 1953, paid
nothing this January.
On the other hand. National

Theatres disbursed dividends of
$415,000 in January, 1954, but none
the same month of a year before.
Stanley Warner, nCw corporation
operating the Jormer WB circuit,
>aid $495,000 this January and was
lot around a year earlier.

;

i

Judge to Decide On

Schaefer-NY Partnership
Los Angeles, March 2.

First part of George Schaefer’s

$3,500,000 suit against Milton
Gunzburg and Natural Vision will
be decided by Federal Judge Ben
Harrison without a jury. In the
case, filed about six months ago,

Schaefer claimed he had a part-

nership agreement with Gunzburg
to handle exploitation of the NV
3-D setup.
Court denied a motion by Gunz-

burg to dismiss the case, but ruled
in favor of a motion to try the
partnership Issue first. If he finds

that a partnership existed, he will

proceed with the actual' trial of
Schaefer’s $3,500,000 suit.

Ed Sullivan Reprise Of*

Old Metres Seen Erasing

Stigma of ‘Reissues’

Display of a number of Metro**

features of yesteryear on Ed Siu-

livan’s “Toast of the Town” (CBS)

several weeks ago has also aroused

exhibitor interest in. the pictures

as reissue possibilities. Majority

of the critical and lay comment of

the tv show made mention of the

impact the old pix made on the

Viewers. This reaction led many
exhlbs to the conclusion that there

might be some potent boxoffice

value in the films, “especially at this*

time when many theatres are- faced

with a product shortage.

Attitude marks a change in

heart of exhibs who have generally

frowned on reissues. Response to

the Metro clips as well
k
as the re-

cent success of Warner Bros.’ tan-

dem, “Little Caesar” and “Public

Enemy,” has led many theatremen

to the belief that a careful combing
of the .

film vaults may uncover

some valuable properties. It’s

stressed, however, .that an indis-

criminate spate of reissues may be

harmful but that an occasional and
careful resurrection of a famous
oldie could work wonders at the

b.o. "
. .

Metro’s sales chief Charles

Reagan, apprised of. exhib Interest

in the films, said: “We haven’t de-

cided what to do yet.” Metro films

on the Sullivan show included ex-

cerpts from “Ben Hur,” “Min and
Bill” “Dinner at Eight,” “Mutiny,

on the Bounty,” “Philadelphia

StQry,” and “Gone With the Wind.”

It’s official that the latter will be
rereleased, in a widescreen version

in May, the fourth time around for

the David O. Selznick production.

Honston Ponders Closings
Houston, March 2.

During the past three years,

seven of the smaller neighborhood
motion picture houses have been
closed here. Among thbse closing

were the Stude, State, Bluebonnet,
Plaza, Globe, - Midway and the
Sunset. The Sunset has reopened
as the Academy*
According to Morris Lee, presi-

dent of the Houston Real- Estate

Board, this is definitely a local

problem. A man who is next to a

theatre that shuts down may be
anxious about what is coming there
or whether it is going to be vacant.

Ironically, the Plaza is being
turned into a retail outlet for tv

sets.

The old State has been converted
into the Theatre Lounge by its

owner, Robert Z. Glass, who also

owned the Stude. He blamed tv

and ozoners fop closings.

Many of the
.
merchants in the

vicinity of the closed houses testify

that a closed theatre becomes a
deteriorating influence on the
nabe's whole* economy.

Loew’i, Paramount, Technicolor, Columbia Shares

All Rise on Market—*For Variety of Causes
• A * % m

NO QUORUM IN N. Y.
.*

So 20tb-Fol Board Meeting Slated

for Miami

*
t>.

Because it couldn't get a quorum
together in N. Y., the 20th-Fox

board has skedded a meeting in

Miami next Sunday (7).

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy,

who’s due to arrive in N. Y. from
Europe today (Wed.)* will fly to

Miami for the powwow. Agenda is

said to involve nothing special. The
board is expected to declare the

regular quarterly dividend.

U.S. UNDERPLAYS BRIT.

STILL DAVIS THEME
London, Feb. 23.

Ever since John Davis, the J.

Arthur Rank exec, wrote to the

Daily Telegraph some weeks back
complaining of

.
the inadequate

earnings of British films in

America, there has been a long
correspondence on the subject
from within and without the film

industry.

- Latest letter to be published
came from Edwin Tetlow in New
York, who claimed that American
exhibitors do not book British pix
because they do “hot draw the
American crowds and make as

much money as Hollywood films.

He quoted'from Variety’s Box Of-
fice Grosses in substantiation.

To reinforce his argument he
quote? the receipts of “Hell and
High Water,” a Cinemascope pic-

ture, which was “harshly treated
by the Critics” but, according to
Variety, “looks- to hit a nice $75,
500 In it? first week at the Roxy.”
The figures also show that a Brit-
ish film, “The Final Test,” “which
the critics loved,” did a fine $5,000
in its second week at the Baronet
after opening at $7,700. Asserts
Tetlow: “If figures ever told a
story, surely these do.” (What he
fails to point up is the Roxy's 5,717
capacity versus the Artie Baro-
net's 430 seats, so relatively this

off-Broadway nabe does better
than the Times Square deluxer—
Ed.)

Amusement Stock Quotations
(N.Y. Stock Exchange)

1953-54

For Week Ending Tuesday (2)

Weekly VoLWeekly Weekly Tues.
Net

Change
Hifh Low In 100s High Low Close for week
17% 12% Am Br-Par Th 252 16% 16% 16%
50% 38% CBS. “A” ... 69 48 46% 48 "f*l

50V* 38% CBS, “B” . . . 17 48 46% 48 + 3%
23% 11% CoL Pic. .... 15 22% 22 22% -j- %
12% 7% Decca ...... 317 10% 9% 10 4* %
53 41% Eastman Kdk. 194 53 51% 52% 4- 96
14% 10% Loew’s ...... 525 14% 14 14% — %
7% 4%» Nat. Thea. . . . 279 6% 6% 6% 4* %
30% 24% Paramount . . 164 2934 28 29% 1

36% 26% Phllco 289 30% 283% 30% 42%
29% 21 RCA . . 810 27% 24% 27 4*2
5% 2% RKO Piets. .. 679 5% 5% 5%
5% 3% RKO Thea. . . 277 4% 4% 4% ,

4% 2% Republic 19 3% 3% 3% 1 -

11% 93% Rop., pfd. ... 7 11% 11 11 r

14% 8% Stanley War.. 210* 14% 13% 13% — %
22% 13% 20th-Fox .... 612 22% 20% 22% 4-1%
20% 14 Univ. Pix. ... 62 20% 19 19% 4- %
70% 61 Unlv., pfd. . . *32 7Q% 6936 69% — %
17% 11% Warner Bros. -38 14 13% 14 — %
84 62% Zenith 703 70% 66%' 7034 4-3%

6 2%
American Stock Exchange

Allied. Artists 23 4% 434 4% — %,
17% 8% Du Mont ... 87 10% 9% 10% 4- %17% 12% Technicolor . 165 12% 12% 12% — %3% 23% Trans-Lux ... 1 3 3 3

Qver-the-Counter Securities
Bid

Capitol Records mi/a
Ask
9% • — %

4* %
\A

Chesapeake Industries
Cinerama ;

2%
2

3%
91

A

Color Corp. of Amer. „ . 54
Polaroid ’ 49

*

U. A. Theatres ......' 1 1%
Walt Disney 07 ^
* Actual Volume,

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus <& Co.)

1

41%
13
934

+ 14

— %

An Old Refrain

During his visit last autumn to

Canada and the States, John Davis
in interviews at Toronto and New
York. sounded off against British
rentals in the U.S. A roundup of
exhibitor and distributor comments
in some 20 key centres was subse-
quently published in these col-
umns., Yanks thought British were
doing much better, especially
where the features had recogniz-
able-to-Americans marquee names.
Most British releases did not play
major showcases because experi-
ence had proven this the . wrong,
and the risky, way to handle them.
A complaint of Rank's managing
director had been against “side
street locations.”

As a result of Davis returning~to
the same tune on several occasions
New York trade circles are in-
clined to attribute his actions to
a wheel-that-creaks-gets-the-grease
policy.

Trenton All-Year Drirein
The Walter Reade circuit has ac-

quired its second drivein in Tren-
ton, N. J. It’s the 900-car Trenton
Theatre which opened last fall. It

was purchased from the Morris
Ellis interests and W. Brock Whit-
lock.

The new Reade ozoner is located
on N.J, Highway 130 between Rob-
binsville and Hardville in Hamilton
Township, approximately five miles
from the heart of Trenton. Both of
the Trenton Installations will op-
erate on a year 'round basis, with
electric heaters being installed.
Both ozoners will open for the 1954
season in mid-March.

By MIKEJVEAR
The stock market came , to life,

sharply on the upside, last Friday
and held high Monday (1) after be-
ing ratfier sloppy earlier last week.
Doth film and radio shares got into

the act, stepping up into new high
ground even ' in that portion of last

week when other shares - were
floundering- aimU^ljt* |ibbut. The
fact that many ReY/ clues reported
ah unusually ^bff&. Washington’s
Birthday trade i jiql^edf;: sentiment

4

for picture issueis.

With General Electric—after its

three-for-one split and healthy
dividend—becoming one of the
most active leader? on the Big
Board, it was only natural that in-

terest be- revived in radio-tv stocks.

Reports that sales of sets had been
picking up bolstered sentiment to-

wards such shares as' Zenith, Mag-
navox, CBS, RCA, etc.

The glowing earnings statement
of General Precision plus an ufrped
divvy pushed the stock to a new
high for the year. Substantial buy-
ing from many sources also was
noted in these shares. - *

Admission Tax Angle
.

Sentiment* for film issues was
further bolstered by reports from
Washington that the admission tax

might at least be cut In half. But
possibly more important were con-

tinued bright reports emanating
from Hollywood about future

strong product.
f *

Paramount Pictured $jtock was
pushed up near its year’s peak on
report? of its new r

djmcnsional
process, being tried fo^ the first

time on “White Christmas.” This

was deemed of considerable im-
portance If it should, prove to be
the answer to current 3-D head-
aches. Interest in Technicolor
shares was considerably restored
when it was revealed that Techni
cameras (apd, of course, Techni-
color color) was used on this Bing
Crosby-Danny Kaye opus.

The fact that .Loew’s, long a
leader of amusement stocks, made
new highs for the year on several
successive days was rated a good
omen. Decca shares had to meet
considerable selling midweek^ this

being tied in with a familiar family
row in company circles. It did not
disturb Universal stocks, with the
common holding near the year’s
peak and the preferred moving
into higher ground.

Columbia preferred rose sharply
on reports that the shares were to

be retired. They slid back later

when it was officially denied. The
Col common hung near the best
prices of the year. Republic pre-
ferred held well above the 10'imark
on declaration of the usual 25c div-

idend.

The big news among film stocks
on Monday (1) was the sharp climb
in 20th-Fox shares following the

statement by a columnist Sunday
(28) night on tele that oil had been
found on the company’s Hollywood
lot. It required a“bout 30 minutes
to open the* stock, and when it did

come out it was at 22% or two
points higher than the Friday
close. . Later it dipped to 22, but

closed very high at 22%.

WIDOW'S 745G SUIT

Rossi Hoads RKO in Cuba
In the first personnel shift since

Walter Branson was named head
of RKO’s foreign- department,
Francisco Rossi has been named
general manager for the company
in Cuba. He succeeds Pedro
Saenz, who resigned.

Rossi also will continue as .man-
ager in Panama, which post he
has held since 1950.

’Unauthorized* Portrayal of Black-

burn In *Joe Louis Story*

Chicago, March 2.

Since ' her late husband, Jack

(Chappie) Blackburn, is portrayed

in “Joe Louis Story”, without her

written consent, Mrs. Laura Black-

burn Shaw filed suit in Chicago

Federal District Court last Week
against United Artists in applica-

tion to 46 states. The two states

exempted, California arid Rhode
Island, do,not have laws purport-

edly protecting the rights of per-

sons living or dead in connection

with motion pictures. Mrs. Shaw
is asking for $745,000.
A second suit for $32,000 was

filed against 15 exhibs in this ter-

ritory who have shown the feature

so far. Attorney Harold R. Gordon,

repping Mrs. Shaw, said he would

sue every exhlbltoi^Jn tbe«eountry

“if justice 'is not done.**

Chappie Blackburn had been a

famous boxer reputed to nave

dohe more than any other person

to make Louis a heavyweignt

champion.
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PICTURES
IPeJnSdaf, March 3, 1954

Picture Grosses

Toronto ‘Morgue’ Sprightly 16G,
(Continued from p&£e 8) m * ^ «| ,. inp

$7,000. Last week, “The Sinner” tl6VCI fflODeV liOt lOU,
(Indie) (6th wk), $5,500.

w
, __ ’ a i

. Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-85)—
‘Mlllpr’ Hpl) 000 2d

“Money From Home” (j>ar) (2d wk). llUIHjr JlCp IM
Good $14,000. Last week, $19,000. Cleveland, March 2.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 50-80)-- Despite a heavy snowstorm
“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) «2d which chopped all grosses Monday
wk>. Hefty $12,000. Last week,

< j ) > some pix are weathering storm
$16,000. on _ _A^ this week. Best showing is being

„
Odt®n <R*,nST A\

2
'3?5.’« nfnnn made by holdover of “Glenn Miller

Top Banana (UA). Okay $10,000. story” in second Palace stanza.
L^st- week,

. “'®^?
I

*ift<wvr?
nlps®n “Phantom of Rue Morgue” is fine

(Col) (2-D) <3d $k>. $10,000. in opening week at the Allen.
Sheas (FP) (2.386^40-75) Ed- "Money From Pome” looms good

?
ie

Sffn ftfto

St
°T
r
nCf ^‘Rotanv °Penin8 round at the State,

tory $10,000. Last » Botany Estimates for This Week
Bay” (Par) (2d wk), $10,000.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 50-80)

—

“Annapurna” (IFE). Light $4,000.

Last week, “Julius Caesar” (M-G)
<9th wk), $5,000.
Uptown (Loew s) (2,745; 65r$l)

—

“Glenn Miller Story” (U). Smash

==a=es=!======’

‘Jubilee’ Happy $7,000

Peoceoc Seattle; "Trailer’ 13G
[glUbSUa Seattle, March 2.

“Jubilee Trkil” at the Liberty
i n 11 " 1 J and “Long. Long Trailer” at Music

‘Morgue’ Sprightly 16G, tention* currenUy^Latter
1

shapes

Cleve; ‘Money’ Hot 18G, foPsgfizVtSll 3SS
‘Miller’ Hep $21,000, 2d at^Orpheum.

Cleveland, March 2. Estimates for This Week
Despite a heavy snowstorm Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90r

which ^hopped all grosses Monday $1.25)
—“Tanga Tiki” (Indie) (3d

(1), some pix are weathering storm wk). Fine $3,000 after $5,000 last

this week. Best showing is being week.
made by holdover of “Glenn Miller. Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
Story” in second Palace stanza. 90)

—“Jesse James and Daltons”
“Phantom of Rue Morgue” is fine (Col) and “Charge of Lancers”
in opening week at the Allen. (Col). Okay $7,500. Last week,
“Money From Home” looms good “Paratrooper” (Col) and “Thy
opening round at the State. Neighbor’s Wife” (20th), $9,000.

Estimates for This Week Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;,
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 55-85) — $i-$i.25) — “Hell. High Water”

“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB). (20th) (2d wk). Good $8,500 after
Fine $16,000. . Stays for 3 extra $14,600 last week,
days. Last week. “Boy From Okla- Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
home” (WB), $9,000. —“Jubilee Trail” (Rep). Oke $7,000

USE EDITOR & PUBLISHER

Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700; 0r near.

S31 000 new record for houseIS 55-85)—“Hell, High Water” 20th) Say Nq” (RKO)
week “Oifo^Vadis" tM-G)°(reissiw

)‘ ** wk). Heading for fair $9,000 on street” (Lip), $5,000.weex, Viuo vauis ireisauc/, . , . nnn inct

Last week, “She Couldn’t
’ (RKO) and “Terror

$8,500 in 4 days. last 5 days, following $24,000 last

round.

iUAurinaniflnMAAA oh!o (Loew’s) <1,200; 55-85)— (RKO). Big $8,000. Last week,

MONEY CRISP S8 000 “Saadia” (M-G) and “Great Dia- “Julius Caesar” (M-G) $5,000 in 4thmunfcl V/IUiH f?,UVU mond Hobbety». (M-G). Average week.
IN DDAV* ‘Mill’ IftC 9H 55,000. Last week, "Glass Web” Music HaU
in rllVT, IICLL lUUj IM (U) and “Border River CU), same. $3.25) — "L<

Providence March 2 Hanna (Hanna Co.) (1,500; 75
:
90) (M-G) Solid

Unusual aiuSE”’ here tod. 7he
.

.very downtown lirst-run house d P_ daXs
_
)

'3?’I!
0-

Music Box (Hamrick) (850:

$1.25-$1.50) — “Living Desert”

$5,000, Last week, "Glass Web”
(U) and “Border River” (U), same.
Hanna (Hanna Co.) (1,500; 75-90)

Music HaU (Hamrick) (2,300; 90-
$1.25) — "Long, Long Trailer”
(M-G) Solid $13,000. Last week.—“Man Between" (UA), Light “The Gommdnd” (WB) (2d wk-3AA AAA I I A _1 1_ _ #1 J* - . _ —

holding over its bills mostly for ‘Pointing $3,500 in first week. Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 65-

second*staraas. States -Knights o£ M,ce IRKO)
.

'3 .30# : 55-85)— 90)-"Walking Baby Home” (U>

Round TaW^ still is strong for
“Glen“ Miller Story” tU) (2d wk). and -Black Glove” (Lip). Good

third sesh. Majestic's - Hell and One of this spot’s top grossers in $8,000. Last week. “Eddie Cantor?
Hioh Water” shapes big on hold- s

£
veral masons, lntting powerful (WB), $7,000.

over Strand’s “Money From 521,000 or near. Last week, $28,500. Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

Home” on totstam State (Loew’s) (3,450, 5545)- 65-90) - “Bigamist” (FR) ’and

Estimates for This Week 2gX3 ?£XvgEE? l^hite Fire” iUpK Slow $5,000.

High Water” shapes big on hold- 5^ aTS^i
over. Strand’s “Money From ^LOOO
Home” was solid on first stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 35-$l)— Trailer” (M-G), $16,000.

p-* • t _• _»» i jnJ 1_\ I
T , v .

$18,000. Last Aveek, “Long, Long I Last week, “Nebraskan”

•Pinocchio” (RKO) (2d wk>. Nice
$8,000. First week was $18,000.7 «« * A » _ , T9 _ . v ' /A .AAA AA At ^

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85). $5,000.—“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G)

(2-D) and “Drums Tahiti’
(Col)
(Col),

Majestic (Fay) (2£Q0: 70-$l)— 1 (m.o.). Fast $7,000. Last week.
“Hell. High Water'* .x20th> (2d wk).
Big $10,000 looms. Last week,
$18,000.

I

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100: SO-

TO'—House dark..Last week, “Moon
Is Blue” <TUAv and “Shark Rivers
(UA) 2d wk), jusLso-sa $4,000.

State (Loew>M3.2QO? 90-S1.10)

—

•Knights Round Table” (M-G) (3d
wk). Still strong at $10,500. Second

(Par), $2,P00 for 5
Fast $7,000. Last week, 11/ACHlNrTDM

‘‘ Alaska Seas” (Par), $2,p00 for 5 WAOnilXU 1UN
days. (Continued from page 9)

wk). Handsome $13,000 after $15,-

If Still Rftffft 000 last week. Stays.
1 Ullll DU1IU Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.25)^-
iop • n l. oJ 1171 “Julius Caesar” <M-G) (4th wk).
lou HI ImIIO. Zd WK. Big $10,000 after. $11,000 last week.

* Holds.
Baltimore, March 2* Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 74-$l)—

;e number of holdovers here “Glenn MOler Story” <U) (2d wk).

‘Miller’ Still Boffo

Baltimore, March 2,

Large number of holdovers here
we

*J
c
* . .««nn -^-ftv'fthis week indicates only fairish re- Smash $26,000 after $30,000 last

Strand (Silverman) (2,200, 50-70)
] turns, “Glenn Miller Storv” week. pAntinne«btrand »5>uvennan). tz^uu; ao-iuj turns. “Glenn Miller Story” is

—“Money From Home” jParjj ^2cl stm smash in its second week at
wk. First session was solid $8,000. the Hipp. “Robe”*looms fair at the
Second week began Monday (1). Town. “Hell, And High Water” is

filler’ Terrif $22,000,

turns. “Glenn Miller Story” is week. Continues,
still smash in its second week at MetropoUtan (SW) (1,200; 55-85

V

the Hipp. “Robe”*looms fair at the —“Boy From Oklahoma” (WB).
Town. “Hell, And High Water” is Fair $7,000. Last week, “The
okay in second round at the New. Command” (WB) (2d wk), $10,000.

Estimates for This Week Palace i Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)—
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 50- (“Man in Attic” (20th). Slow $10,-

A i . m 11* CP $125)— “Knights Round Table” °°0’ Last week, “Money From
Umana: ncll Ol0W DuNm-G) (5th wk). Nice $6,000 after Home” iPar) <2d wk) okay $11,000,

7 i «-r ^ ' ‘i- tilted scale.
Omaha; March 2.

j

‘Glenn MiUer Story” shapes wow
standout here this round at the
large Orpheum despite the fact ooo opener
that it got its world preem at Keith’s (1

$7,700 for fourth. tilted scale.

^ Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)—
^5-90)-—“Glenn Miller Story” (U) “Living Desert” (Disney) (9th wk).
(2d wk). Smash $18,000 after $23,- Steady $4,000 for third consecutive

week. Stays.
that it got its world preem at Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400: 25- Warner (SW) 1,300; $1.2O-$2.80)
Clarinda, la., only some 75 miles 80>—“Money From Home” (Par) —“Cinerama” (Indie) (17th wk)
away, more than a month
“Long Trailer,” sockeroo in first in third.

(4th wk). Oke $7,000 .after $8,200 Big $19,000. Last week, * $21,000
• ai • 9 i ^ _i

stanza, continues strong at the Little
Omaha. “Hell and High Water” is “Captsb
rated minor at the State. tomorro

Estimates for This Week with ce

Brandeis (RKO) (1.100; 50-76)

—“She Couldn’t Say No” (RKO) $2,000-

mnd “Killers from Space” (RKO). „„ f.
w

.

for 17 shows.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-$l)— Trans-Lux iT-L) (600; 90-$1.25)—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA). Starts “Eternity” < Col),(27th wk). Okay
tomorrow (Wed.) after a battle $3,500 after $4,000 last week. May
with censors. In -ahead, “Living hold past Academy awards.

(Disney) (7th

New (Mechanic)- (1,800; 50-90)

—

;mdish $6,6oo: Last week, “Rob “«ell, ffigh Water*’ ( 20th) (2d wk).

Roy” (RKO), $5,500. Ni£- $11,000 ^ter $17,200 opener.

Omaha (Tvistates) (2.000; 50-76) 5^*

DENVER,
(Continued from page 9)
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—“Long, Long Trailer” <M-G) (2d B
T
lue

,
(UA

J
13A™2£

wkk Nice $7,500 after $13
W 'S^ng $6,200. Last week. $6,50a

Nice $11,000 after. $17,200 opener. Stays. Last week, “Money from
Playhouse fSchwaber) (420; 50-

j

Home” (Par) (3d wk), $6,000.
$1)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (3d wk). Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85) —

opener, way over hopes. Rated one
pfrnnLrWpii’*

of veaFs biggest sleepers here. **8htmg Pimpernell (Indie).

Orpheum (Tristates) <2.890; 70- Sad $7,700 Last week “Boy From
$1 )
—“Glemi Miller Story” tU). Wow Oklahoma (WB), $7,500

$22,000. Last week, “Jubilee Trail”
,!
R?££?P°rt)n G.600; 35-$l)

(Rep), $10,500 at 70-90c scale. — ^he <20th). Back for pop
state (Gnldhere) (87n- 70-90)— scale run, and fair $9,000. Last

$22,000. Last week, “Jubilee Trail” Jowti Kappaporu (I ooo;

(Rep), $10,500 at 70-90c scale.
— (20th). Back for p

State (Goldberg) (875; 70-90)— scal
f

“Hell. High Water” (20th). Minor weck » Rob R°y (RKO),
.
$8,000,

$5,000. Last week, “Easy to Love” —
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,500 at 50-80c PITTSBURGH
SCa e

‘ (Continued from page 8)

rong $6,200. Last week, $6,500. “Top Banana” (UA) and “Dragonfly
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-85) — Squadron” (AA). Dull $6,000, and
'ighting Pimpernell” (Indie), pulled after 5 days. Last week,
id $7,700. Last week, “Boy From “Hell and High Water” (20th) (2d
klahoma” (WB), $7,500. wk), $12,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1.600; 35-$l> Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 50-85)

—

“RPbe” (20th). Back for pop “Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) and
ale run, and fair $9,000. Last “Trent's Last Case” (Rep) Fine
:ek, “Rob Roy” (RKO), $8,000. $14,000 in 8 days. Last week, “Rob

Roy” (RKO), $6,000 in 5 days.

PIT~RfJRfiH Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;r
.. 60-$l)—“Glenn Miller Story” (U).

(Continued from page 8) Record $32,000. Holds on. Last

ST. LOUIS
(Continued from page 8)

“Man in Attic” (20th) and “3 Young week, “Command” (WB) (2d wk),
Texans” (20th). Coming out after $11,000.

six lean days to less than $5,500. Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—“Man
Long Lons Trailer” (M-G) and week, “Should Happen to in Attic” (20th) and “Man Crazy”LAnife, i-yufe. Aidm-r u anu

tr>^\\ ioa +n Ann _ Pain M dnn r
“Great Diamond Robbery” (M-G)
<2d wk). Good $13,000 after $18,000
first frame.

You” (Col) (2d wk), $7,000*

Peton (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-85)—
“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (2d

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)— wk). Looks like fgricy $15,000 af-

(20th). Fair $3,500. Last week,
“Wicked Woman” (UA) and
“Dragon” (UA), $3,500.
Vogue (Pike) (60-90)—“Fan-Fan.A V VU • JUVVIW IllfV IQtIVJ 41 Ul* I fp 1# .p / T 1 ' V A, j aa AAA * ;

“Botany Bay” (Par) (2d wk) and ter $18,500 last week. May hold (Indie). Good $2,400. Last
“Dragonfly Squadron” (AA). Mod- again. wc

«,
k
’J?

n M %

*St $7,000. Last week, with “War Sauirrel Hill (SW) (000* 65-85) i

(712; 50-85)— Man
of Worlds” (Par), $6,500. \iiAn5nv»» nvwhf? r>

5^ in Atlic” (20th) and “Man Crazy”
Orpheum i Loew’s)’ (1,400; 50-75) noUce^heroinrbu^n^ Soks !?A

°th) ' Fai
V. figOO- Last week,— Gun Fury (Col) (3-D) and “Mr ---

ces neiping Dusiness ana iooks "Annanuma" itpp.v onri

.ci ipio^uu wcck, iviay jjoiq ,
.

— v> —
,Cain

J week, on reissues.

villi (onn- iis\_ .

Webbe *‘ <Fox > (7W 50-851— ‘"Mansquirrel Hill (SW) (900, 65-85)— jn Attic” (20th) and ‘‘Man
‘Murder on Monday” (Indie). Good 20th) Fair $1 500 La?t weekintiA.. Vwvitvitvrr Kt.cin.v, '^ouw. rair 9X.0UU, Last weex,

—••Gun Fury” (Col) (3-D) and “Mr. Th^n ,‘Annapurna” aFE) and “Wicked
Walkie Talkie" (Lip). Fair $6,500. enough to rete

?
a°holduve?

Woman <UA), $2,000.

Soo
V?

k -

“Easy 10 L0Ve” lM-G>
* weekf-Hamler IU)“wkftf!ooS! U , , r

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000-90) fSW) {3.800; 65-85)— lA L0S6S 1*11111 £Q LflS6
$9,000. -

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000-90)—
‘ Conquest of Everest” (UA) (2d

week, “Hamlet” (U) (2d wk), $2,000.

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-85)—
“Little Caesar” (WB) and “Public

\\k>. Fine $3,000 following $3,500 Enem.v” <WB) (reissues). Fine
j....:, i • ° “ tmnftn * *i »
initial session.

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4.000;
60-75) — “M i 1 1 i o n a i r c” 1 20th).
Smash $25,000. Last week, “She
Couldn’t Say No” (RKO) and
“Dragonfly Squadron” (AA),
$12,000.

$10,000, better than a lot of new

Washington, March 2.

National Labor Board has ruled
ones at this house recently. Last af»ainst Local 780 of 1ATSE to
week, “Forever Female” (Par), $6.- serve as bargaining agent for filmPAA 1 - A 9 'll ^ J ?! 9 t J . ... _ . .

500 in 6 days. editors and assistant film .editors
Couldn’t Say No” (RKO) and Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.30-$2 80) Sf.

the Coronet Instructional Films
‘Dragonfly Squadron” (AA), -^“Cinerama” (Indie) (12th wk). Dlvision, of Esquire, Inc. In the
$12,000. Advance sale is building and week- balloting, the vote was 2 for IA
«a
S

rl
St

'-
L- Amus ) f8()0- ends are still terrific. Around $21,- and 2 votes against.

P 7 'Burstyn). 000, smash this week. Last week, Union protested, and a trial ex-
aSt " eek

’

'

Cruel
! B?Xlv malin

C
.
X
.
tliwS,Shin8t0n

’

S amin
\r,T UXeld the protcst- How-

Biitndajr matinee, $22,000. lever, NLRB overruled him.
(U), $3,000. I Birthday matinee, $22,000.

COMPO Selling Film Problems

Via Dallies’ Trade Paper’

Council of Motion Picture Or-
ganizations launched a series of 26

insertions in Editor
-

Ac Publisher

in the Saturday (27) issue. Ads
are designed to convey to the na-

tion’s press the film industry’s

“own story” concerning such prob-

lems as the Federal admissions tax

and admittedly “pretty awful”

press and public relations.

Underlining the trade's anxiety

over lack of newspaper support in

the tax campaign so far, the initial

ad draws attention to the numerous
press stories and 'editorial com-
ment which were based, says

COMPO, on “misinformation or

misunderstanding of* the f^ict^.”

B&K PASSES IIP STEREO

ON WARNERS ‘COMMAND’
-v. Chicago, March 2.

Balaban & Katz circuit is nix.-

ing stereophonic sound for its

showing of Warner’s “The Com-
mand,” which is skedded for the*

I
United Artists on March 17, and
Will use instead the optional opti-

cal track. Theatre currently Is

awaiting, delivery of Cinemascope
equipment, and the .circuit reports

it has elected to show “Command”
with single sound-track because
the house has hot yet installed

stereophonic apparatus.
Warners, of course, is making

four-track sound optional for this

pic. “Command” is skedded for a

minimum of two weeks at United
Artists.

Col’s High Budget Spree

On 26 Pix; 4 in C’Scope
Hollywood, March 2.

Columbia’s 1954 production pro-

gram contains the greatest number
of top-budget pictures in the stu-

dio’s history. Lineup .consists of

26 high-cost productions, of which
24 will be in Technicolor and at

least four in Cinemascope. ,

Definitely set for CinemaScope
filming are: “Three for the
Show,” currently in work, “Joseph
and His Brethren,” “Speak to Me
of Love” Aid “Fanfare for Eliza-

beth.”

Other studio productions will be
“The Bandits,” “Mr. West Point,”

“Violent Men,” “Phfft,” “Reminis-
cences of a Cowboy,” “My Sister

Eileen,” “Pal Joey,” “Jubal Troop,”
“The Franz Liszt Story,” “River of

the Sun,” “The Gilded Rooster,”

“A Nice Place to Visit,” “Picnic,”

“Debut” and “Richard the Lion
Hearted.”

In addition to the company’s
own productions the 1954 slate will

include three productions by War-
wick, three by Willtem Goetz and
one by David Rpse. Warwick’s
trio consists of “Prize of Gold,”
“Cockleshell Heroes” and an un-
titled Arctic yarn. Rose will con-
tribute “End of the Affair.” Goetz
has scheduled “Guys and Dolls,”

“Dawn in the Sky” and a third still

to be selected.

Drop Special Showcase
For IFE’s 'Golden Coach’

Chicago, March 2.

Italian Films Export has aban-
doned its earlier intention to show-
case “Golden Coach,” its current
prize baby, in roadeshow fashion
here and has slated the pic for 'a

March 19 opening at the Carnegie
Theatre. There It will have con-
tinuous showing.

IFE nixed two-a-day plan after
unimpressive results with road-
show scheme in New York exhibi-
tion and after “Julius 'Caesar”
fared weakly here on that basis.
IFE had originally courted' the
Selwyn, Shubert-owned house
where “Caesar” was shown. Part*
of the reluctance now is that road-
show exhibition is expensive and
that it creates a complexity of un-
ion problems.

Carnegie Theatre is situated i$,.

Chi’s arty sector and is considered
an appropriate choice for the pic.

Walsh Ends Coast Talks
Hollywood, March 2.

Richard Walsh planes east
Wednesday (3) after 10 days here
working with four IATSE locals
on disputed points in proposed
new contracts with major studios.

Final details of pacts for film
editors, soundmen, film techni-
cians, and makeup artists should
be cleared up today (Tues.).

V *

Pleased, Pentagon Orders

500 Prints of COMPO’s

Femme Recruitment Pix
Washington, March 2.

“Price of Libert^.” the new
COMPO pic made as public serv-
ice to help .speed u£.Recruiting for
the femme branches of the armed
services, was unveiled here past
week to the tune of raVes from
Pentagoii brass. Sfrort will be
launched March 26 with the bless-
ings of the Department of Defense
and the cooperation of film ex-
changes throughout the country.

COMPO execs met recently with
Secretary of Defense Charles Wil-
son and other top ranking govern-
ment reps to blueprint a plan for

distribution of the film. At that
time, Wilson expressed his appre-
ciation for cooperation of the in-

dustry group.' RKO sales topper
Charles Boasberg was named chair-

man of the Exchange .Committee,
and Sidney Kramer was placed in

charge of distribution,

Film, made in New York by War-
ner-Pathe, was produced by An-
drew Gold and directed by Sher-
man Beck. CBS commentator
Walter Cronkite narrates. Defense
has contracted for 500 prints to

make the rounds of 15,000 theatres
throughout the country. At the

same time, 16m prints are being
sent to the 369 tv stations currently
in operation. Last year’s recruiting
film,-“The Real .Miss America,” was
not released for tv until it had run
the theatre exchange circuit.

Over 500,000 feet of film, includ-
ing newsreel, Defense and studio

stock footage, were culled four the

final 920 feet which make up the

20 minute short. The history of the

role of women in U.S. battles from
the . Revolutionary * days of Mollie
Pitcher to present day is traced,

while such historical shots as that

of FDR, then Assistant Secretary
of Navy, reviewing femme divi-

sions in World War I are included.

M-G’s Eckman Sees Filins

Safe From TV Competish
London, Feb. 23.

Although "pessimists .\\ere always
saying that the motion picture in-

dustry was being killed by tele-

vision, Sam Eckman Jr., Metro
chief here, declared he tho.ught
that films were beyond the competi-"
tion of tv. He spoke at the com-
pany’s 30th anniversary lyncheon
here last week.
The film industry was going

through a period of violent transi-

tion. But there was nothing new
in that. It was always .going
through a transitory' period but
the interesting development in re-

cent times was that tv was '.asking

for pictures. .\Vas . . If, .
Eckman

asked, a case of the mouse coming
to th£ lion?

~

Recalling that this^waS his 27th
year in Britain, Eckman referred
to some of the major changes that

had* taken place during that period,
including the building of the Em-
pire (West End showcase), the ad-

vent of sound, the introduction of

stage shows and now the size of

entertainment on the screen. He
listed a number of his company's
productions which would soon be

available in the
.
<anamorphic

process and coined the slogan

there was plenty of scope in

CinemaScope,

IArgentine C’Scope
Continued from page 7

hibition starts at the Broadway in

Buenos Aires, the rival circuit, ho-

coco’Sj will be presenting the

Folies Bergere company from

Paris at $20 a stall, In. addition,

for the afternoon shows there will

be a Russian Film Week, seguing

from the Mar del Plata ballyhoo,

at which the same pictures entered

in the festival . will be exhibited.

Apart from “The Robe,” Ameri-

can entries for the festival are

“Story of Three Loves” (M-G),

“Sudden Fear” (RKO), “So Big

(WB> and “Shane” (Par). Great

Britain’s entries »re “Capiat08

Paradise” (Rank), “The Man Be-

tween” and “Gilbert & Sullivan.

So far the only French entries an-

nounced are “If Versailles Sang

arid “Juliette.” The Spanish en-

tries are “Todo es Posible en
,

Gra
r

nada,” “Vuelo 971,” “Jeromin and

two shorts. Um
The Argentine entry will oe

“Grito Sagrado” (The Sacred

Cry), which has been previewed ny

President Peron himself, who sen

a eulogy of the picture of the pi°*

1 ducer, Luis Cesar Amadori.
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Alty. McConneD Renews B&K Attack

Jackson Park Again Called Victim of 'Conspiracy
9

On Film Bookings

Chicago, March 2.

Attorney Thomas McConnell,

who recently lifted the lid on the

Jackson Park decree—temporarily
giving the Balaban & Katz chain

a breather on extended runs —
demonstrated he was not being
merely magnanimous when he un-
loaded in Federal District Court
last week petition for a new in-

junction, similar to the last but en-

joining more corporations and
more individuals. The added com-
panies allegedly are those formed
in a new conspiracy since the dis-

solution of the old “plot.”

McConnell’s action was
^

a

counter measure to B&K’s motion
that one-week limitation in the
neighborhood houses be removed.
Challenging this, lawyer accused
B&K and other chains of engaging
in a new conspiracy w^h distribu-

tors to monopolize product and
claimed resultant damages to the
Jackson Park Theatre amounting
to over $500,000. With other costs,

such as legal fees, tacked on his

trebled damages claim amounts to

$1,800,000.

Damages apply only to B&K,
while the injunction petition af-

fects that chain, BKO Pictures,
RKO Theatres, Paramount, 20th-

SCREEN WRITERS DINNER

STRICTLY FOR RIBS
Hollywood, March 2.

Groucho Marx wasn’t in any of

the sketches, but he stole the show
at the Screen Writers Guild's sixth

annual awards dinner at the Bev-
erly Hills Hotel last Thursday
night when he teamed with Ethel
Merman in a socko ad lib finish

to the evening. Pair dueted, with
Miss Merman whispering the lyrics

to Groucho, and they had the over-

flow mob of 800 roaring their ap-

proval.

Miss Merman was officially set

to close the show, as she punched
across “Alexander’s Ragtime
Band,” “I Get a Kick Out of You/*
and “There’s No Business Like
Show Business,” drawing a

healthy mitting on the trio, after

which Groucho, the emcee, took
over and they paired -in rollicking

duet.

SWG changed its program for-

mat this year to rib the pix indus-

try, and screen writers as well as

thesps took part in the sketches.

Producer of the show was Henry
Ephron of SWG.

Fox, Columbia, Universal, United I
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EIDOPHOR MODELS DUE

Swktft Color Wheel Gadget In For
Intensive N.Y. Testing

Work on the development of

the Eidophor color theatre tv sys-

tem Is progressing satisfactorily

and two prototypes are doe to be

shipped to the U. S. from Switzer-

land later this month, EarM. Spon-

able, 20th-Fox director of re-

search, reported in N. Y. Monday.

(1).
•

Just returned from Europe,

where he had checked on the Ei-

dophor in Zurich, Sponable said the

new units were smaller, more com-
pact and didn’t exceed the width

of an ordinary projector. There’s

little likelihood, however, of 20th

pushing Eidophor into full pro-

duction this year.

Sponable indicated that the two
units would undergo extensive

testing in N. Y. Eidophor is using

the sequential color system which
involves a color wheel. That was
the system originally advocated by
CBS but later discarded in favor

of a simultaneous, all-electronic

method. According to Sponable,
Eidophor can be adopted to the
simultaneous system, but no units

pf this type are being built at the
moment.
He commented that European

production of Cinemascope, equip-
ment was going along well; 20th,

he said, is still working on the
problem of stereophonic *soimd for
driveins. Sponable thought that

most ozoners could use already ex-

isting wiring to put in an extra

speaker.

Coston Angle
Coston*s involvement, according

to McConnell, is based on his al-

Harry Tugend, Ruth Brooks Flip-

pen, Danny Arnold and. Edmund
Hartmann formed the line, andjuucut no umocu ULi uia . , • » *

leged overbidding-to-point-«f-loss I
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E
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choice product away from i£ Pe”cl1
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competing Jackson Park. McCon- i

”ade “ thc Dark Continent Par-

neUVlso charged Jhat B&K. Stan-
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,
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SaOmn.
ley Warner Theatres, and the Cos-

!

John Lund, »ob«rt strausV Har

ton chain were being permitted to
lee the bids of independent exhibi-
tors and to increase the ante when
necessary to secure plushiest
product.
B&K, which has been seeking

Immunity from court interferences
In its bookings, owing to a change
in times and modes, still has tem-
porary freedom from the JP on
Exstrun attractions until June.

Hammerstein West With

vey Lembeck and Kathleen
Hughes.

In "One Man’s Tea” were Fred
Clark, Whit Bissell, Leonid Kins-
key, Kathleen Hughes, ' Baker
and Arnold. This one had to do
with a producer who thought he
was buying “Teahouse of the
August 'Moon/* learns instead it’s

“Tea and Sympathy.” Seems some-
body was economizing when they
wired him.
A phone book routine with Dan

Dailey, John Lund and Diana

TnHfi Pa ‘Oklalmma’ !
Lynn satirized the cliche about theioaa iwe UKianoma \ star .<so good she»d me if she
read the telephone directory.”

Tommy Noonan and William Orr
brought a lot of yocks with their

routine- on the English director

and star working in a film in Brit-

ain. Screen writers Betty Coraden
and Adolph Green teamed in sev-

eral tune routines. Saul Chaplin
aided and abetted the proceedings
at the 88.

The ribbing spirit stressed In the
regular entertainment part of the
program was also evidenced by
some of the personalities present,

to make for some funny self-im-

posed gags.

Mike Todd and Oscar Hammer-
stein 2d left N.Y. for the Coast
last week »27) to complete casting
•n “Oklahoma.” Todd also intends
to settle on a studio for the pro-
duction which is to be leased in
the Todd-AO widescreen process.
Although Consolidated Labora-

tories have been ^carrying on tests
in both Eastman and Ansco color,
it is now almost certain that the
pic will be lensed in Eastman color,
with Technicolor probably han-
dling the prints. The special equip-
ment required for the processing
of 65m film is owned by Magna
Theatre Corp. which will produce.

Completion of financing arrange-
ments for “Oklahoma” is still up
in the air, but Magna execs are
said to be unworried since coin is

available for them from various
sources, including Floyd Odium
and the Atlas Corp.

While in Hollywood, Todd will
push talks with Leland Hayward
re the Todd-AOing of “Spirit of St.
Louis,” the Lindbergh biog cover-
ing his transatlantic flight. Hay-
ward is associated with Billy Wild-
er in the pic project.

New Corporation Staffed;

Frontier Seeks Capital
Dallas, March 2.

Theatre Enterprises, Inc., oper-
ating theatres in Texas and New
Mexico, has transferred all its the-
atre operations to a new corpora-
tion to be known as Frontier The-
atres, Inc., with H, J. Griffith as
prez. Louis Higdon, former dis-

trict' manager in New Mexico with
TEI, will move here to take over
his duties as veepee and general
manager of the new circuit.

Other officials in the new com-
pany includes R. A. Higdon, film
buyer; R. I. Payne, public relations;
Vernon E. Watkins, head booker;
Jw S. Caffo, purchasing; Weldon
Streisky, accounting, and district

managers, Arlie Crites and Ed Kid-
well:

Change was made to facilitate
the entry of fresh capitaL

BOSTON LIBRARY TO

SALUTE FILM INDUSTRY
Boston, March 2.

In recognition of the many edu-

cational and cultural contributions

of the film industry over the years,

the Boston Public Library Cen-

tennial Commission will kudo the

industry at a huge testimonial din-

ner at Hub’s Sheraton (nee Cop-

|iey) Plaza, April 6. General chair-

man for the blowout (in conjunc-

tion with the Library's 100th anni)

is Charles Kurtzman, Loew’s Thea-

tres, Inc., northeastern division

manager, who has appointed a size-

able committee of civic leaders

and outstanding members of New
England’s pic industry. Gov.

Christian Herter and Hub Mayor
John' B. Hynes have been named
honorary co-chairmen of the Cen-
tennial Commission and are slated

to appear as head table guests.

Charlej Brackett, prez of the

Academy of Motion picture Arts

and Sciences, has already accepted

an invite and will accept a citation

for the industry from Mayor
Hymes, retaliating by presenting

an especially prepared filrti of early

pix, including the first ever taken

of the Hub, to the-Library’s Trus-

tees for the archives. Film depict-

ing the evolution of the industry

from its her \ ning to the present

day will also be presented during

the evening.

Invitations to the affair have

been extended to Eric Johnston

and toppers of majority of film

companies along with New Eng-

land authors whose works have

been transferred to the screen with

chairman Kurtzman opining that

this will be (one of) the most, im-

pressive and important events ever

tossed by, and for, the industry

hereabouts.

Ballyhooable B’s
Continued from pace 7

for “Bait,” the Hugo Haas indie.

Employing Cleo Moore as “bait,”

Col has been touring the femme,
spotting her on radio-tv shows in

key cities which cover a large mar-
ket. This is backed by a hefty ad
campaign and with saturation
bookings in the territory.

While not provided with this

crciaincDs-'c euiu.^ A :

“extra” ammunition, other distribsSTEINBERG S SWING AROUND
| havc successfully employed the
saturation-bally device for the

3-D Sans Specs
Continued from pace 7

Will Analyze Markets, Budget
Champion in Pub Post

Herb Steinberg, Paramount’s
newly-appointed national exploita-
tion director, will trek to all Par
domestic exchanges irtnthe next six
months to analyze market condi-
tions in relation to promotion
budgets in each area ^ COtlfab

. s 1 mu iuuuci. i/urremi
':ompany * ««!<! rePs Phis

|

United Artists’ “Wicked Women

small-budgeters or for special re-
issues. Iri the latter case, the most
notable success of recent years was
RKO’s with “King Kong,” Metro
scored with “Trader Horn.” Among
the new pictures, success stories
Included Col’s “Pickup,” Warner
Bros.’ “Beast From 20,000 Fath-
oms,” WB’s “House of Wax,” and
Col’s “Paris Model.” Currently

exhibitors.

Steinberg was named to the ex-
ploitation post last week, switching
from publicity manager at the
hcmeoffice. Latter Job was given
to Burt Champion, upped from
radio-tv promotion head.. Also in
the shuffle was Sid Mesibov, who
moved from the exploitation de-
partment to take over national tie-
ups.

is showing some appeal as a result
of employment of the technique.
Allied Artists’ “Riot In Cell Block
11” is showing tremendous gross-
ing power. Upcoming for the treat-
ment are such films as WB’s
“Phantom In the Rue Morgue” and
tin company’s “Them,” a science
fiction entry; also UA’s “Go, Man,
Go,” the story of the Harlem

j Globetrotters.

for this process are first the size

of the rotating grill which is one
and a half times as big as the dia-
meter of the screen. This means a
big loss in seating if the house does
not have expendable space behind
its screen for the conversion.
Projection booth must be at seat
level which would create another
loss of seating. Finally the size of
the screen is limited.

On the positive side this will
have the big curio bang because re-
garded here as- the first 3-D with-
out glasses. There is not much loss
of light in this sort of projection.
Colors are unaltered and expenses
are about the same as a normal
film. No specs have to be paid for.
Another feature, which Kozlowski
has had architect Georges Peynet
put in, is large panoramic screen
which will fit in before the Cyclo-
stereoscope and be drawn up into
the ceiling when not in use. This
will allow showing of widescreen
pix when available.

The industry here has its eyes on
this experiment. Meanwhile, an-
other inventor, Pierre Boyer, is
working on a process of 3-D sans
glasses which he says will be ready
shortly.

I

‘Guys and Dolls’
Continued from page 3

was “Picnic,” by William Inge, for
which Col paid $300,000. Legit
traders, incidentally, are repre-
sented as more inclined to accept
proposed deals which are based
on total or near-total cash with
little or no percentage participa-
tion. The latter might mean more
coin in the event the film adapta-
tion is successful, but it nonethe-
less involves risk.

Kansas City Censor
Continued from pas* 0

mulled by city officials and indus-

try execs at week end. City legal

lights first indicated they would
contest the suit, although an ear-

lier effort to have the suit declared

out of jurisdiction of Judge Blair’s

court failed.

Later city- officials announced the

suit would not be contested, but

that the city is not wide open for

showing of any kina of films. Other
ordinances govern lewdness and
obscenity in any form, and these

will be enforced. The department
of welfare indicated it would try

to have new ordinances drafted

which would clarify the meaning
of immoral and obscene when ap-

plied to motion pictures.

While the censorship controversy
was raging here, “Moon” has pret-

ty well played through outstate

Missouri situations, Kansas City be-

ing the only location where the
ban Was on. This fact that every-

one else could. see the picture but
Kansas Citians aroused the ire of
the Kansas City Star, which twice
punimeled city censorship in its

editorial columns.

Allied Stalls
Continued from page 3

dates was directed to continue its

exploration and to take the neces-
sary steps to effectuate the pro-
gram. Strategy calls for this com-
mittee to be supplanted by a stock-
holders’ committee “that will bring
the selected company’s policies and
the attitude of its management to
the attention of its stockholders,
in accordance with the rules of the
Securities & Exchange vCommis-
slon.”

Allied feels there is reason to
believe that persons with large
investments in certain companies
“who are concerned about the pres-
ent management and policies are
ready to support the constructive
measures proposed by Allied.”

Exhlb outfit also believes that
other classes of exhibs will soon
face ^he same problems as indie
and sub-run theatremen. These ex-
hibs, According to Allied, “will
feel the blight” and will welcome
the chance to join Allied in its
stock fight. Allied has therefore
decided to supply information to
all interested exhibs and is invit-
ing them to participate n the stock
program. It’s emphasized that in
the concluding stages the stock
buy program “will be conducted
by a committee of stockholders
and not by any particular exhib-
itor organization.”

Allied Artists
Continued from page 5

started negotiations for the issu-
ance of the new stock.

According to a proxy statement
It’s anticipated that the dividend
rate of the new stock will be not
less than 50c per share or more
than 60c per share. A present cred-
it agreement between the company
and the Security-First National
Bank of Los Angeles provides that
the company will not pay any divi-
dend or make any other distribu-
tion on its capital stock of any
class, in excess of consolidated net
earnings (after taxes) subsequent
to June 29, 1947; will not purchase,
redeem or retire any capital stock;
and will maintain a net worth of
not less than $2,200,000 and con-
solidated net current assets of not
less than $1,650,000. The company
noted that it was currently nego-
tiating with the bank to modify <

these restrictions as they relate to
the preferred stock and sinking
fund payments.

Financial report issued by AA
discloses that operations for the
26-week period, ended Dec. 26,

1953, resulted in a net profit of
$361,871 (before federal income
taxes) as compared ‘with $309,771
for the corresponding stanza in the
previous year, showing an 'increase
of $52,100 for the ’53 period.

In the 26 weeks ended Dec. 26,

a reserve was set up for federal
income taxes of $181,000. The re-

serve for the corresponding period
of the previous year, adjusted on
the basis of the pro rata amount
for the full fiscal year, amounted
to $143,000. Net profit for this ’53

period, * after this provision for
federal income taxes, thus amount-
ed to $180,871 as compared to

$166,771 for the same stanza of he
previous year.
Gross income for the most re-

cent fiscal quarter was $5,359,000
as compared with $4,540,684 for
the ’52 period;

Laud Folsom
Continued from pace 2J

country, and asserted that equal
job opportunities for Negroes and
other minority groups “will in-
crease the income of this part of
our population and hence, widen
the market for many products.” He
said that soon after appointment
of Brig. Gen. David Samoff to the
President’s Committee ,on Fair Em-
ployment Practices in July, 1941,
the RCA board chairman had re-
affirmed in a directive to all RCA
divisions and subsidiaries “that the
corporation’s policy agreed in
spirit and letter with the Govern-
ment’s official- policy against dis-

crimination in employment” and
that at that time the company
“eliminated from Its application
blanks any questions relating to

race, color or religion.” Folsom
said that NBC has followed an
Identical policy in its employment
practices.

“From the standpoint of good
business,” Folsom continued, “it is

worth reemphasizing that the pol-

icy of hiring people for what they
can do, rather than for who they
may happen to be, is hardly senti-

mental indulgence. The products
manufactured for competitive
trade are as good as the manpower
that makes them, and the consum-
er is not concerned about whether
the hands that made them are

black or white, or whether the

maker goes to one church or an-

other.”

‘20,000 Leagues’
Continued from pago 4

pletion of the pic and appraisal

of overall conditions as skedded
release time approaches. Plans

now are for initial distribution

next Christmas/
The indie outfit js ,

releasing

“Living Desert” 'through its own
subsid, Buena Vista Distributing.

This is regarded as a limited-mar-

ket entry which can be handled

with limited staff. In other words,

Buena Vista as presently consti-

tuted is hot sufficiently manned or

equipped to take on the king-size

“Leagues.”
Meanwhile, the Disney company

has set plans to move its N. Y.

offices from the Avenue of Amer-

icas (formerly the RKO) building

to a new building now being con-

structed at Madison Avenue and

51st Street. The move is slated for

early next year and is motivated

by the need for more office space.
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FOR
THIS.

BOOK
THIS!

tfI must possess the man I love.,*

heart, body and soul!"

(TECHNICOLOR)

From M-G-M comes the perfect holiday attrac-

tion, a great de luxe entertainment. The screen

hasn’t witnessed a love drama of such power in

years. With its magnificent music and authentic

continental backgrounds, "RHAPSODY” has

star and production values to make it The

Headline Easter Show!

(Another Big Hittn M-G-M’s Parade of 30th Anniversary Attractions,

Join the Thousands of Showmen in the Industry's Joyful Jubilee!)

MAGNIFICENT DRAMA OF MUSIC AND ROMANCE!

«« »»RHAPSODY
h Cotor by TECHNICOLOR

Starring

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
VITTORIO JOHN LOUIS
GASSMAN • ERICSON • CALHERN

Scrota flay by FAY AND MICHAEL KANIN
Adaptation by RUTH ANO AUGUSTUS OOITZ

Battd on fht Nival "Mowrict Gv*\t" by H*nry Handtl tldttfditn • Mink Ctndyclad by Jstmny Orttn

tier* Soto* flnytdby Oovdlt Array • Violin Solot floytd by tab*

CHARLES VIDOR > by LAWRENCE WEINOARTEN
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Exhibs CbaDenge Film Trucker $ Data
n K" 1,1 ' 1 * m 'm

Exec 4
Just Questioning* Own CPA But Not Himself

Testifying Draws Criticism *

,

• 4- —
Albany March 2. HERCZEG COLLECTS

The justification for Smith How- ... . *
ell Film Delivery Service’s request Out-of-Court Settlement of Pla-

of a 10% Increase in rates to the- ffiarlam Suit on *7 Sisters*

IAuthors League
Continued from pace 5

m IRWIN ALLEN'S OWN CO.

atres of the Albany and Buffalo

districts was sharply debated at

a Public Service Commission hear-

Hollywood, March 2.

Hungarian playwright Ferenc

Ing Thursday (25) before Exam- Herczeg’s $200,000 plagiarism suit

iner Morris Goldfarb. against Metro, Joseph Pasternak,

George C. McCrillis, Syracuse Walter Reich and Leo Townsend
CPA under retainer by. the trucker has been settled out of oourtr for, an
since 1933, cited reports, figures, undisclosed sum. He charged they

facts and estimates that he thought stole his “Seven Sisters,” written

proved the validity of the com- in 1903, for' Metro’s “Seven Sweet-

pany’s request. He was examined hearts,” made in 1942, while he was
by Francis E. Smith, secretary of in a Nazi concentration camp in

Smith Howell, who did not take the Hungary.
atand. ' The playwright declared he

At one point, Howard M. Antevil, didn’t i$arn 0f it until 1948, filed
home office lawyer for the Schine suit in 1949. Attorney Jacques
Circuit, a protesting party, object- Leslie settlement was “sub-
ed that Smith was “testifying”— stantial.”
without subjecting himself to cross-

*

examination. This was while - 1 —
Charles Horwitz, supervisor of ex- n j a
p.nditure controls for SctUiie, was i 'GlMrama PrOUUCt
in the witness chair. Smith, whoj
had earlier declined a suggestion _ss= Continued from pace 7 =£
by Examiner Goldfarb that he tes-

, an<L repaying of installa-
tify as to the company’s method of \ “ J 6

operation, replied to Antevil that «on costs.

' he was “only asking questions.” Cinerama Productions is employ-
McCrillis reported that the SH ing. its, share to reduce its bank

total 1953 revenue was 3329.000,
j ^ company h>ving reduced

compared with operating expenses .. ’
. . rT.

j;

of $321,622: that film revenue was i
lts b«nk indebtedness from about

$234,852. He added that net in-
j
$2,000,000 to $700,000. In addition,

come reported to the Interstate
j there’s $1,000,000 in debentures.

Commerce Commission, after inter- outstanding,
est and deductions had been fig- n - _

ured. was $4,123.
AU companies. Involved m Cine-

The accountant could not give
! —Stanley Warner, Cinerama

the breakdown on operating costs
|

Productions, and Cinerama, Inc,,

charged to film deliveries, a figure \
equipment and installation

several times asked by Antevil and extremely- upbeat about

by Leonard L. Rosenthal, of Al- medium. Receipts took a siight

bany. attorney for Smalley The- dl^J*°vZmher ^^ccem-
atres. of Cooperstown, and a group ^ "ben ^Oth-Fox unveiled Crn-

of independents in the northern f^^£fL,buLtbe
SSF**

°n

New York territory. Jg®’ <JTjL
ve

- ^ways
McCrillis predicted rising costs

c^sideredACmemaScope just an-

for Smith Howell this year, due
exectlfive. “We thought it would

principally to a pending union re- *aS the nubile a little timl to
quest for a 15% hourly wage in-

realize it and we feel the point has
crease, a 32 pension payment for I?™* “3
each card-carrying worker, and 33 i —. , ,

,

for a welfare fund. Cineramas main problem cin--

Rosenthal hammered at the point !
«ntIy “ to A?* a subject suitable

that the CPA in his "projection"
j ““““J P,:^ure ^ *

for the current year, had taken R“'himont -'Cinerama Holiday’

the final three months of 1953 as a
®dl *® r

.
eady fo

.
r
„
release about

base. This was not the quarter of ;

“ay
;
but it s considered a transi-

greatest film revenue. Rather, it l
41011

.

4dm * mainly another

was July-August-September, the
*“““ Wm wlth a shght

?
tory ltae-

attorney pointed out. In effect sug- - ‘Can-Can’ a Possibility „

gesting that two quarters would Outfit’s objective now is to come
have proved a fairer basis for com- •

with a sock dramatic story espe-

puting estimated profits in 1954, |

ciaIIy suitable for the medium. SW
Rosenthal brought out that higher ™ep?e Jf

at « charged with

operating costs reported for July,- .

18 task
.J???

been explor-

Septeraber were chiefly due to the | i
every possibility. Numerous

lumping of all vacation payments
[

suggestions have been proposed.

In this period. Rosenthal believed
;

*^clutbng tbC
n
cmeramaization of

hpe„ chrtniH the current Broadway legituner,

12°months
P “ **“

]

“Can-Ccn," but SW is Carefully ini

Antevil called McCrillis’ alien-

mo“re^an
f
3ouw'S

th
itsTe™'l

ad ChESZ
H iaisJv

TenUe
’ screen, it’s felt, must be capable of

^ -,
194

^?
7 s

f“’ running at least a year..In examining Horwitz. the attor- TT . „ . ...

ney spoke of two 10% increases tinder SWs agreement with

for the trucker since a 1947 hike Cinerama Productions, the theatre

of 25%—one upscaling became ef-
cba

4
m

,
mHst4

dellver its first com-
fective last August. pleted picture by August, 1954,

Horwitz claimed that film deliv- fwJff
1955

* ¥
ery costs to Schine had “jumped YL{fi!j

s
YL

eith
~
r
uf°* V1686 comrmt"

considerably” during the past sev-
me

Y^
s

’.
tbe

J
1^!8 become non-

"ofSel ““ P?oau?c
n
,
er
Srr„°n

d^
dropoffs

8
and

6
pTctpl. pTductioTco^p^^

W“h a"°th6r

plained that the curtailed sched-
prdductl°” c°wpanY

ules made it “more difficult to
Meanwhile, SW is preparing to

book and to circuit.” open its 11th Cinerama theatre,

In cross-examination. Smith vig-
witbMinne3PbHs set fo receive the

orously challenged this contention !

April. A deal was closed
When he cited figures on reduced I

j

as* w W1^ tb® Orpheum Thea-
revenue from deliveries to Schine

construction work will be-
theatres in Rochester over a pe-

Cities currently show-
riod of several vears HnruJf, *

lng c’nerama are New York, De-
countered that drive-in opSa ‘roi

,

t’ Los Angeles Chicago, Wash-
considerably outnumbered ?onlen- ?gt

,° ’ ?
hllad

^
,phl;

l'
Pittsburgh,

tional theatre closings; that both fouls"'
Franclsc0 and st

sides should be included in any
Lou s *

comparison of SII revenues.
** ^

Anfevil echoed this. He also «

.

pointed to a weekly shrinkage of AlltfirQAIt*Csome 3,000 miles in totals cov- !

MI|IWraUH S /0
ered by Smith Howell trucks the Continued from page 5 —past several years. •

8

;

son to put up the extra money if

Edward Small's New indie,

Edward Sman^c
10

’ M3
-

rcI
!i

2
* [represented the amount over the

new cwDoratlnn^ fn «
ga3“ed two bof,get which

- it's claimed, Alper-

tures fi? TTnSS *2 Pr
?
duc® pic“ 8on is entitled to recoup before

They are Th^mp
d
pur

iStS re
I
ease ' pr°fits are distributed. Objection

perta^Piciures
16 P Ctures and Im" *’ to the producer’s demajd Z

Attorney Herbert B B^r«.n .

suPPle^ental profits above (1) his
• #n„ 4.

* erDert R. Baerwitz is cut as producer and (2) thp nf

Jaoh
e2°r M l

he new companie8
. the gross he receives as liaison

$100,000.
" C 1S capitalized at
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on distribution activities

magazine and stage writers were
notoriously neglected. Hooked, up
to the latter consideration is a new
League deficit, understood to be
around $70,000, entirely accumu-
lated in the past three years on
behalf of broadcast writers. Along
about 1949, the League had cleared

itself of debt.

Real blowup of patience in the

Dramatists Guild-Authors . Guild
wing in Neyr York came when a

freelance contract covering -tv

scripts was successfully negotiated

after two years of huddles with
the networks and then scuttled by
the splintering of RWG and the
emergence of the Television Writ-

ers of America, originally a Los
Angeles County segment despite
its broad- title. This contract has
never been put into effect.

RWG Deficit

At the present time the general
assumption is that the League will

have to “eat” the RWG deficit

when the latter disaffiliates and
joins the prospective new ARTS.
Not all eastern writers are happy

about the breakup of the League
family, despite the constant intra-

guild bickering. Divorce ends the
dream of “one big union” of writ-

ers. However, the dominant* N. Y.
sentiment seems to be that fac-
tionalism was keeping the League
weak, preventing a dynamic expan-
sion of membership, and draining
its treasury. Pro-divorce bloc pre-
dicts a revitalized League will have
the same kind of vigor typical of

I

the organizational era, 1919-1920,
when men of the stature of Theo-
dore Roosevelt, Arthur Train, Win-
ston Churchill, Booth Tarkington,
Rex Beach, et al., were in constant
attendance- at meetings and “cele-
brated authors licked stamps ' for
the cause.”

League has been, and is, the
representative body of authors in

the United States with nearly 10,-

000 members in the component
guilds at the present moment.
However, it has been calculated
that there are perhaps 6,000 eligi-

ble for Authori Guild m*embership
who do not belong. This is ascribed
in part to the “diffusion of energy”
forced upon the Authors Guild and
the Dramatists Guild by the obses-
sive nagging of the broadcast wing.

Another prediction is that with
the radio and tv writers in their'

own organization, they’ll be hap-
.
pier. Some Leaguers foresee,

I when time has healed some still

painful wounds, that an era of
good feeling between the two sepa-
rate bodies will open up.

Report From Coast

Alperson’s %
Continued from page 5

By DAVE KAUFMAN
Hollywood, March 2.

. Long-discussed reorganization of

radio, pix and tv writers in the

Authors League of America will be
finalized by May, it is predicted

here by Gomer Cool, - Radio
Writers Guild regional v.p.

Cool said RWG national prexy
had detailed th£ plan at a member-
ship meet of NV’s RWG, and that a
preponderance of the members
favor the plan. RWG eastern coun-
cil is meeting to begin work
details. He quoted Lawrence as
saying, “there are still some minor
problems, but these are being
ironed out now, and we hope quick-
ly to fulfill our desire for all
writers to join forces in one or-
ganization.” Once RWG in NY
finalizes details, union will meet
with the Television Writers Group
of the League- in NY to draft a
final constitution, Cool said.

“Any move we make will be the
harmony and agreement with the
Authors League” he added.
TWG of League is also finalizing

its constitutional requirements fol-
lowing meeting of its rep, Elihu
Winer, with execs of RWG and
the Screen Writers Guild. SWG’s
prexy, F. Hugh Herbert, said, “we
can now say, for the first time, that
realization of the reorganization
plan is close at hand.”
Commented Warren Duff, chair-

man of SWG's reorganization com-
mittee: “This is the achievement
of a dream long deferred. The
savings in time, money and effort
which this union of all writers on
both coasts' will achieve is incal-
culable. The progress which will
result from unified policies and
combined expenses will be a great
boon to writers everywhere.”

Seta Financing—Seeks RKO Dis-

tribution Contract

Hollywood, March 2.

Irwin Allen, who checked out of

an RKO production berth a fort-

night ago, has formed his own
indie, Windsor Productions, and
has named Eenest Scanlon, former
Cinerama treasurer, general con-

sultant. Financing was lined up in

N, Y. over weekend.

Allen confers with RKO execs

this week to discuss distribution

of a' pair of technicolor features to

be lensed in Tushinsky anamor-
phic process, one to be along the

documentary style of his “Sea
Around Us.”

L Jap Theatres
Continued fr.m page 5

smaller audiences and lower tax
collections,” they argued, adding
that this would be followed by a
rise in admissions.

It’s understood that the Japanese
government has proposed limita-

tions in film imports from the dol-

lar area and also restrictions on
r mittances for the new fiscal year
starting in April. Irving Maas,
MPEA exec in charge of the Far
East, is currently in Tokyo nego-
ports.

tiating with Japanese fiscal au-

thorities.

Institution of a more stringent
quota would primarily hit Ameri-
can films which constitute - the
major part of Japanese pic im-

Impact Cut ‘Inevitable’

Tokyo, Feb. 23.
,

An official spokesman for thej
Japanese Finance Ministry indi-

1

cated last week that a reduction in
the number of foreign films to be
imported into Japan during the
fiscal year 1954-55 was inevitable.
Hikoji Egami, chief of the ex-
change control section of the min-
istry, said an examination of the
deteriorating foreign ^currency
holdings of Japan is self-explana-
tory for this ministry stand.. ^

Discussing the proposed changes
in the method of allocating import
quotas, Egami said no decision has
been made but that a considerable
cut in the number of films import-
ed would require a reexamination
of the quota allocation per coun-
try, taking into .consideration Ja-
pan’s relations with the countries
concerned. Egami added that di-

minishing holdings of pound stei>
ling would certainly require a le-
examination of quotas for sterling
areas.

Egami said that the Finance Min-
i
istry favors a barter system with
Japanese films exported earning li-

censes for those countries showing
a favorable treatment of the do-
mestic product. He also said the
ministry would encourage flat pur-
chase and establishment of film
rental ceilings.

On the matter of lowering the
remittance rate, Egami hedged,
saying that it was a complicated
problem related to import con-
tracts between the nations con-
cerned.

Flick’s View
Continued from page 7

ship, it would have been different.
As it is, they are forcing the kind
of specifications which take away
from the censor the quasi-judicial
functions he now exercises. It cuts
down on his discretion.”

Flick explained that, with the
sharpened statute now being in-
troed in Albany by the Board of
Regents, his own approach and
evaluation would be sharply limi-

[

ted. “When it says in black-and-
white that a certain thing can’t go
on the screen, then it can't go on,”
he commented. “Before that, I
might have passed it as inoffen-
sive. But a law is a law and there
are no two ways about it.”

The N.Y. censor said he still
believed that ultimately there
would be some kind of restrictive
classification in cehsoring. “It’s got
to come,” he observed. “It’s just a
matter of timing.”

An amen to his comment came
last week from Jean Goldwurm,
Times Film Corp. prexy, who
thought putting an adult label on
certain films would “afford the
adults the opportunity of seeing
many great films that heretofore
have been banned from our
screens and which are acceptable
everywhere else.

Skialron
Continued from- page

almost certain that one N.Y tv
station—either WPIX or WOrJ.
will be tied in with the deal and
will become known as the subsetim
tion-tv station in the city. Indica.
tions are that it’ll be WPIX, which
is run by the N.Y. Daily News.

500,000 Sets

Syndicate reportedly is angling
for top events fpr^N.Y. viewers
willing to shell out coin for hither-
to free shows. It’S expected that
the N.Y. operation

.
will start off

effectively with approximately
500,000 sets. Installation of the
SkiatrOn decoder units costs be-
tween $2.50 and $3 with the de-
coders themselves coming to be-
tween $10 and $12. *

Various manufacturers are inter-
ested In turning but the units,
Wallstreeters hear that the syndi-
cate may actually include one of
these manufacturers, in which case
it’s assumed that the decoders
would be built by the outfit in
return for a slice of the stock.
None of the major pix compa-

nies are directly involved in the
financial group, but there are indi-

rect ties, with the bankrolled
having interests in various film
and theatre outfits. - These, it’s

pointed out, might be very helpful
in getting pix for Subscriber-
Vision.

Neither Arthur Levey, Skiatron
prexy, nor James Landis, its gen-
eral counsel who’s been in on all

the discussions, would comment
thfe-week on the negotiations. It’s

considered more than coincidental,
however, that Landis reps not only
Skiatron but such showbiz biggies
as George and Charles Skouras and
is adviser to financial moguls like

Joseph P. Kennedy. Phil Reisman,
Kennedy’s associate, reportedly fits

into the Skiatron picture in some
form or another. *

Skiatron In recent months has
had nibbles from several film com-
panies, specifically Warner Bros,
and 20th-Fox. It’s also been ap-
proached by an exhib group head-
ed by S. H. Fabian. However, none
of these talks jelled, partly be-
cause Skiatron wasn’t anxious to
tie up with any one film outfit.

Station Limitation
Intriguing aspect of the Skiatron

dickerings with the Wall Streeters
is the uncertainty over whether or
not the FCC will permit any one
company to blanket the U.S.. or
whether it’ll insist on a numerical
limitation similar to the one that
applies to radio and tv station
ownership. Some attorneys feel
that, in line with past policy, the
Commission may restrict toll-tv
operation by any one group to any-
where from five to seven cities.
It’s not clear whether, in such a
case, the financial group would
assign rights to someone else, or
whether they’d revert to Skiatron.
Another puzzler at the moment

is the part the present manage-
ment will play in a revamped
setup.

Subscriber-Vision, which is
billed .as the simplest and most
economic of the toll-tv methods on
the market, works like this: The
station telecasts a “scrambled”
signal. At the set, a decoder unit
is attached. The subscriber pur-
chases a special card for either
one program or a series of shows.
When the card is inserted into a
slot at the decoder, the image is

“unscrambled.” The code can be
changed at will and the system is

said to be foolproof.

Skiatron has a deal with West-
ern Union to handle the distribu-
tion of the cards and to supervise
other aspects of the operation.
This arrangement presumably is

incorporated in any transfer of the
system.

'Caine Mutiny’IContinued from page 3

come out with a profits Distribs

themselves'are enjoined, in the in-

dustry antitrust decree from di-

rectly forcing tilted scales.

Col’s current “From Here to

Eternity” is being sold throughout

the country without any advance

in admissions. This is the type of

boxoffice epic customarily licensed

by distribs at such tall terms that

theatreowners up ticket prices as a

matter of alleged economic neces-

sity. It’s understood that Col has

been peddling “Eternity” on an

even-split basis witjh theatre ac-

counts. *
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PICTURES

Loew's 10-Year Profits
Continued from pace 4

make a new study. He said two

outfits make a cursory survey sev-

eral years ago, but there wasnt

too much interest at' that tijne.

He noted that these outfits as well

as several others have been inj

vited to make new studies. But

don't assume there’s oil there, he

warned.

Moskowitz revealed that the

company would reduce its contri-

bution to the pension fund by 50%
this year, resulting in a savings of

$2,200,000 or 20c per share. Bene-

fits to employees as a result would

be 50% less in 1954. In 1953, it

was disclosed that contribution to

the retirement fund was $3,606,-

000, with $35,000,000 (before taxes)

being contributed over a 10-year

stanza. Sum paid into the fund

brought beefs from some stock-

holders who claimed it amounted
to 25% of earnings. However, tally

by company’s accountants revealed

that it was only 15%.

Moskowitz indicated that
^
the

second quarter of the current fiscal

year, with four more weeks to go,

would be at least as good as the

first quarter. “The trend is good,"

he said, adding that it applied both

to production and theatre opera-

tions. He said the business of the

company’s record division, M-G-M

No Flower in His Lapel
A carnation on his lapel has

practically become a trade-

mark with Loew’s veepee and
treasurer Charles Moskowitz.
When he appeared at the

Loew stockholder meeting sans
a flower, it was noted by one
of the stockholders in an “off

the record’’^ comment. Stock-
holder gaggingly remarked:
“I hope it isn’t a sign of a

salary cut."

executives. Main beef on this score

related to the pact of veepee J.

Robert Rubin, who is down for

5.1% (recently reduced from 5.4%)

of the residual rights to all pic-

tures from 1924 on. Rubin gets this

coin after all costs are recouped

and at the expiration of his em-
ployment contract. It terminates

on Aug. 31, 1954.

Exec Recompense

Several stockholders asked for a

review of executive contracts and
salaries, but no action was taken

on these recommendations. Fried-

man said it was difficult to predict

future dividends. He said that al

though the company followed a

conservative policy, it paid on sev

eral occasions out of reserves

when a dividend was not earned.

A stockholder noted that the com-
pany had never failed to pay a

divvy, although at times it was not

as much as expected. Although
stock is currently selling at about

$14, it was noted that the book
value was $26.63. This led a stock-

holder to remark: “Maybe we can

find another Howard Hughes to

buy it up at that price." In an ef-

fort to halt complaints about divvy

payments, Friedman said: “I paid

$31.50 per share for the last 2,000-

block I bought.”

Questions on individual pictures

related to “Quo Vadis" and “Gone
With the Wind.’’" Moskowitz re-

vealed the cost of “Vadis” was
being written off in proportion to

income. “We are trying to spot the

release dates so that they’ll be
beneficial to the company.” The
company’s investment (still to be
amortized) in “Vadis," he said, was.
$3,600,000 as of Jan. 21. “It’ll be
a success,” he stressed.

Concerning GWTW, he said he
could not predict what it would
gross in its upcoming rerelease.

He noted that it had brought in

$37,000,000 worldwide so far.

Records, was "much better." He| The
f
nt“* board of directore

said it was a "little behind" of last !

wa
„
s reelected foiiowmg the meet-

year at this time, but noted that “f board met and reelected

the previous year has been the

The Antitruit Headache
Loew’s was being besieged

by an increasing number of

antitrust damage suits, stock-

holders were told,
' A total of 213 suits brought

by exhibitors is now pending

against Loew’s and other film

companies.

Dill Rodgers
Continued from pace 5

company’s best.

Advertising Cot 8%
Loew's, Moskowitz noted, spent

8% less in advertising in 1953 as

compared to 1952, with the total

expenditure for ’53 being $5,300,-

000.

Treasurer revealed that the com-
pany has been reducing its con-
tract commitments for the past
18 months. “Some of these people,”

he said, “may be hired on a per
picture basis.” He said, however,
that he could not estimate how
much of the coin from reduced
contracts would go into the opera-

' ting overhead.
Moskowitz reiterated that the

company was not planning to make
pictures for tv or to sell pictures
to tv. “We’ll study it for a long
time.” he said. “There are still

16,000 theatres that are our cus-
tomers and we don’t want to create
competition for them.”
On the subject of Cinemascope,

be said the company has no license
agreement with 20th-Fox. He in J

dicated that Loew's paid 20th a
certain amount each year for our
"mutual developments inC’Scope.
He noted that the agreement with
20th included — “one or two other
inventions which we share
equally." He said the arrangement
could be terminated at any time.

Vogel disclosed that Loew’s
paid $801,000 for the outstanding
25% interest in Poll-New England
Theatres. It acquired it from Gen-
eral Theatre Investment, a Cana-
dian firm. Theatre topper said he
was “very optimistic" about
C’Scope. “It’s far from perfect
now," he said, “but new lenses
are being made that are superior
and there will be a marked im-
provement in stereophonic sound.

Re: 3-D

He disclosed that distribs have
left it up to exhibs as how to play
3-D pictures. He said Loew’s de-
cided to eliminate 3-D for “Miss
Sadie Thompson," but didn’t indi-
cate what the company’s future
policy would be on 3-D pix. Dis-
cussing a possible reduction of the
admission tax, Vogel said reduc-
tion of prices will depend on in-
dividual theatres. In some cases,
he said the saving might be passed
on to the public. The company dur-
ing the past year, he said, sold 13
theatres, with none of them going
to tv studios. There were some
complaints concerning the com-
pany’s dividend policy and the con-
tracts and salaries held by the top

all officers. Directors present *at

the meeting were Friedman, Mos-
kowitz, Vogel, Rubin, Eugene W.
Leake, William A. Parker, F. Jo-
seph Hollernan and -G. Rowland
Collins. Absent were Schenck, Wil-
liam F. Rodgers, and George A.
Brownell. A total of 81.1% or 4,-

175,000 of the 5.142.615 outstand-
ing shares were present in person
Or by proxy.

Salt of The Earth
Continued from page 4

financed. Trouble started even
while the crew was locationing at

Silver City, N.M.

International Alliance of The-
atrical and Stage Employees has
told its members to get in touch
with the homeoffice before hand
ling the. -film. Privately, the IA is

said
v
to have been much more defi

nite in indicating its displeasure
over the picture and in hinting that
its projectionists may not elect to
hand/e it.

Projectionist local is standing by,
awaiting instruction from IA presi-

dent Richard F. Walsh on how to
proceed in the matter. IA is con-
cerned lest its position lay it open
to a restraint of-trade action from
the “Salt" producers.

'

Latest indications are the IA
will service the pic in any union
house. If Biberman rents a show-
case on a four-wall basis, he could
conceivably do without IA projec-
tionists.

“Salt” also has had a hassle
with the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents and Managers. Union’s
position is that, if “Salt” goes as a
roadshow, its members must be
employed. On the other hand,
there are indications that some
members of the group have already
indicated they don't want to have
anything to do with “Salt” be-
cause of its alleged Red line.

Film, which Biberman has
screened privately on several oc-
casions, tells of a strike of Mexi-
can mine workers and manage
ment’s attempt to break at. Opinion
on it is divided, with some who’v£
seen it calling it "Red" and other
citing it as a fine picture. Ma-
jority holds that it’s -a pnion prop-
aganda film, but that it isn’t an
expression of the party line, IA
and others don’t w’ant to have any-
thing to do with it, partly because
Biberman and Paul Jarrico are
mixed up in the picture...

number with whom Rodgers has

had a long-time and friendly busi-

ness relationship. He quipped it

was the first such session for which

he, and not M-G, was picking up

the tab. And as he undertook to

read prepared comments concern-

ing his future, Rodgers expressed

the aside thought that “this is my
first statement in years which

hasn’t been edited by a lawyer.”

Rodgers regarded as a “nice ges-

ture” Loew’s proposal of a con-

tinued board seat. “And I appre-

ciate the confidence shown by the

stockholders,” he added, “Yet," he

continued, “I am fearful that

whichever way I turn in the pic-

ture business I would be bound to

compete" with Loew’s.

,
Rodgers, who came to N. Y.

Monday from his Hollywood, Fla.,

winter residence, said he will re-

turn south tomorrow (Thurs.) and
will be back in N. Y. next month
to get underway with his new busi-

ness endeavors. He stressed that

while at Loew’s he “made ho deals

of any character or nature.”

He disclosed he’ll open offices

in Rockefeller Center and his serv-

ices will be available to various

industry elements. Perhaps, he
said, he might represent indie pro-

ducers in negotiation of distribu-

tion deals or might take on special

distribution assignments on a

non-exclusive basis. He added that

he’s “interested” in a tentative

proposal put to him by an uniden-
tified group of ' exhibs (not Allied

States) who are interested in en-

gaging in production. But Rodgers
added that nothing definite has
developed, in this respect so far.

(Century Theatres’ Fred J.

Schwartz is underway with a film-

making project).

Rodgers, avoiding mention
_

of

specific individuals and companies,
also related that a circuit “of

some size” had offered him the
board chairmanship. He said he
declined this post but might take

on the job of consultant for the

same chain.
He said further that he’s “per-

sonally interested in a production
but this does not mean I would be
a producer; I know nothing about
actual production.” He has some
thoughts about writing, too, that

is, putting into book form his ex-

periences over the years and ex-

pressing his views “editorially on
current conditions and trade pYac
tices”

In any event, Rodgers intends to

remain on the picture business

scene, attending national exhib
conventions and visiting the Coast
a couple of times a year, as part

of, or in additipn to, wnateVer new
associations he enters.

company, ho *aid, recommendj

that exhibs install the tallest and

widest screen their theatres will

permit. In this way they 11 be en-

abled to play pix of any size and

ratio.

The system includes sound ex-

tras but these are optional, Bala-

ban stressed. If the exhib decides

to install auxiliary sound equip-

ment, Balaban suggests dimen-

sional!’ sound. This, he said, pro-

duces results which are approxi-

mately the same as stereosound

but it is simpler and less costly.

Dimensional sound is from a

single track on a positive print.

Use of the sound will require in-

stallation of a sound control unit

in the projection booth at a cost

of around $1,500. The system sends

the audio to three horns, one each

at the left, centre and right of the

screen. This equipment will cost

the exhib—if he doesn’t have the

horns already —- an additional

$2 ,
000 .

Starting with "White Christmas,”

prints of Par pix will have the di-

rectional sound control on the

sound track. However, these same
prints can play in any theatre in

the normal way as well.

Balaban discussed projection

lenses and flexibility in screen

presentation. Expanding prisms,

such as via the Tushinsky lenses,

he said, will allow the exhib to

Exkill’s Coin
*

Continued from page 3

present any ^squeeze” print rang-

ing in ration from l;33-to-l up to

3-to-l,

The exec added:
“With this lens the exhibitor

can also' present any standard
print by the simple method of set-

ting the expanding lens to a 1 to 1

ratio and then using apertures to

determine the . aspect ratio of

height to width for the standard
picture he wished to present on
the screen. *

, \

“By a process of optical print-

ing, it is possible to take a picture
that has been photographed with
a normal lens and develop squeeze
prints. It is Paramount’s

.
plan to

have its pictures available to the
exhibitor both in the normal _pript

and the squeeze print, leaving the
decision to the exhibitor as to

whether he will present the pic-

ture on the normal or squeezed
print.”

Par is “ready” to present its

process in comparative tests with
any other system. .Balaban stated

He said demonstrations, will be
held for exhibs in key cities in the

U.S. and abroad. He neglected to

say when.
Par has no financial interest in

any . way with the ’ manufacturing
or royalty aspects of the Vistavi-

sion process, Balaban concluded.

Earlier in his statement, the prez

said it will he made available to

all producers.

establishment of his own distribu-

tion setup for these and possibly

also outside films,

Exhib. attempts to get a foot into

the production door are nothing

new in the business, but in recent

years they haven’t Worked out too
well. Latest attempt to get exhibs
to put up coin ended In failure

when the National Exhibitors Fi-

nance Corp. was unable to* get off

the ground.

Schwartz was part of a group of
exhibs who helped finance Lester
Cowan’s “Main Street to Broad-
way.” Pic turned out a disappoint-
ment. Now he has apparently de-
cided to go it alone on the theory
that “too -•many cooks spoil the
broth.”

*

Exhibs’ interest in production is

double-fold. On
.
the one hand,

they feel that investment in films
is still a good gamble. On the
other, they see it as an insurance
against a product shortage created
by the sharp decline in production
at the major lots. Latter them-
selves have been offering financing
to the indies, with the use of studio
facilities thrown in for good meas-
ure.

Complaint has been that the In-

dies are too intent on pushing out
pix fast and on concentrating more
on exploitation values than artistic

merit. It’s felt, however, that the
indies have just started to recog-
nize their opportunities and that
it’ll take them a while to get go-
ing. A great many of the majors’
former contractees, left* stranded
by the production slack, have gone
into indie operation and are only
beginning to find their bearing as
free agents, it’s said*

MGM Sacks 300
Continued from pace 3

Par’s Answer
Continued from pace 5

Europe’s Shortage
Continued from pace 3

enthusiastic than

Furthermore, such a plan should*

not make it mandatory for the
exhibitor to invest large sums of

money Tn new equipment.”
Re that last point, exhibitor

complaints over the expense of the
stereophonic « sound feature of

C-Scope have been heard in heavy
volume In recent months.
The Par system, now known as

Vistavision, entails use of a dou-
ble-frame negative horizontally

fed into*the camera. The photo:

graphed images thus are on an
area two and one-half times the
regular 35m frame. The large
negative then is compressed to a
standard 35m frame for release.
Balaban claims these results:

“This process eliminates grain
and fuzziness and provides an
overwhelming picture with • com-
plete definition of focus and the
finest quality picture it is possible
to obtain. In addition, the Vista-
vision camera permits the use of
lenses In photographing with an
angle varying from 9 up to 75
degrees and still permits the
photographing of scenes without
distortion due to the excess ratio
of width to height.”

Chief exec said Par always has
maintained that “height" is equal-
ly as important as “width.” The

countries less

Catholic areas.

Regarding U's own Cinemascope
productions, of which there are

two currently in the editing stages,

Americo Aboaf, U foreign sales

topper, who sat in on the Inter-

view, said the U policy was one of

wait-and-see.” He said a definite

policy hadn’t been worked out, but

it was indicated that U would
be flexible in meeting the demands
of all exhibitors. “We will give ex-

hibitors pictures in the manner
best suited for them and for us,

he stated.

Cohn reported that the 20th-Fo,j*

all-CinemaScope policy has begun
to create a vacuum in Europe and
that U is one of the distribs reap-
ing some benefits from the short-

age. However, he observed, this

situation is -compensated for in

part by the fact that “The Robe”
is tying up key houses with' long
runs, thus making them unavail-
able for U dates.

Despite difficulties, and the in-

creasing trend on the part df Euro-
pean governments to up dubbing
fees in an attempt to protect and
favor loqal product, Cohn declared
that 1954 was shaping up as U’s
third record year in a row in
the foreign market. He said U’s
first quarter of the '54 fiscal year
was ahead by “£^ good percentage!’
over the same period in 1953, and
that -the upbeat trend was likely
to continue.

Regarding expenses abroad, the
U exec held a campaign was under
way to control them “and we are
holding the line.” Various costs
beyond U’s control, such as taxes
and salaries, are of course going
up.

theif boast is.” The British com-
pany, they add, appears to have no
control whatsoever over its own
life or death.

Arguing that a stable British in-
dustry cannot possibly be built up
under such conditions, the union
points to the dangers in decisions
being taken thousands of miles
away, which leaves the British
company, the government and
trade unions without an opportun-
ity of exerting any' influence on
those responsible for the decisions.

The union statement concludes
with the comment that they are
very concerned “at still one more
development in the increasing cas-
ualness and complete lack of stabl-
ization which the company’s deci-
sion implies.”

Ben Goeis Visits'll. S.

Ben Goetz, head of M-G British
studios, which last week fired over
300 employees because the com-
pany’s production program had
come to an end, planed to New
York Sunday (28) to discuss a
future film lineup.

After a short stopover In New
York, Goetz is expected to head
straight .for the Coast, where he
will have confabs with M-G stu-
dio execs at Culver City. Talks
will be immediately concerned
with the filming of “Digby,” which
is expected to start rolling in June,
but long term plans will also be
Considered. Goetz expects to re-
turn to London within about one
month.

Repuklic Wails
sss Continued from page 13 ss

ditlonal television production.
Company’s laboratory facilities

both in Hollywood and New York
were expanded to meet Increasing
volume of tv and 16m business. In

addition, Hollywood Television

Service, Ipc., a subsid which 'dis-

ti ibutes and licenses, pix to 1 tv,

likewise is expanding. Another
production subsid is mapping four

series of films for tv.

But although Republic’s gross

income for the 53-week fiscal year

ended Oct. 31, 1J953, climbed to

$37,265,034 as against $33,085,510

for the previous fiscal stretch, net

income declined about 10% ac-

cording to the report.' Operations

of the firm and its subsidiaries in

the 12-month t’52-’53 period result-

ed in consolidated net profit of

.$679,217. Figure for the com-

J parable ’51-’52 year was $759,603.
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Now an
Unforgettable

Spectacle in

HERBERT J. YATES

im,82?
r

presents

H L<*;

ym Clk

starring

VERA RALSTON • JOAN LESLIE • FORREST TUCKER

JOHN RUSSELL • RAY MIDDLETON • PAT O’BRIEN

w». BUDDY BAER • JIM DAVIS • BARTON MaclANE

Screen Play by BRUCE MANNING ‘Based on the Novel by GWEN BRISTOW

Associate Producer and Director JOSEPH INMAN KANE ^
A REPUBLIC PICTURE JMJ

Republic Pictures Corporation
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CHICAGO
Liberty Theatre case in Michi-

gan City, Ind., postponed in CIU
Federal District Court until March
22

‘‘Riot In Cell Block 11” set for

March 24 at Roosevelt.

James Jovan, head of Globe

Film Co., took over distribution of

"Blonde Pickup” for midwest ancl

•astern territories. '

. .

Mrs. Dave Wallerstein honored
last week by National Conference
of Christians and Jews for playing

a leading role in developing an in-

terracial policy at Franklin Parker
School.

“Genevieve” previewed to- press

and trade last Thursday (25) at

Esouire Theatre.
Charles Cottle, West Side man-

ager for B&K. in Illidois Masonic
Hospital for minor surgery.
Frank Anderson, Essaness drive-

in manager, returned from Florida

to open new season.

LOS ANGELES
Carl J. Ross bought the Chicago

franchise of Ideal Pictures Corp.,
national distributor of 16m films.

“Night People” to get a dual
world preem at Roxy in N.Y. and
Orpheum in Omaha March 11.

Omaha opening will tie in with the
centennial celebration of Nebras-
ka, Darryl F. Zanuek’s home state.

a week downtown here, at RKO-
Orpheum. Couldn't be rrioved over
to other RKO first-run here, be-
cause ‘ latter, although equipped
with -new widescreen is sans stero
sound.

Lester Isaacs of Stanley Warner
here to negotiate contract with
projectionists' union for Cinerama,
scheduled for local

.
Century The-

atre.

“Sadie Thompson,” which was a
3-D for local loop firstruh, playing
nabe houses 2-D.

MINNEAPOLIS
"The Robe” in 17th week at St.

Paul World.
Another Twin Cities indie nabe.

the St. Paul Grandview, installed
new widescreen.

“The Robe” into its fifth Minne-
apolis indie nabe house, the Park-
way. while “How to Marry a Mil-
lionaire.” second C’Scoper re-
leased. follows it into four others.
Ed Lovefette. Columbia North

Dakota salesman, seriously ill in
Minot. N. D„ hospital, having been
stricken while covering territory

“Glenn Miller Story." which hit
S7.000 on opening Sundav at Radio
City here, huge for this city, is

doing, phenomenal biz all down the
line in this territory. It has held
over in St. Paul, Duluth and Eau
Claire, its initial stands, as well as
here.
“The Command” has distinction

of being first C rScoper to run only

ST. LOUIS
C. C. Crooks shuttered his Fam-

ily Theatre in Quincy, 111. for in-

definite • period.
Illness forced Mrs. Mary Pasa-

kacqua to close her Rockne, 400-
seater in Palmyra, 111., for indefi-
nite period.
As a protest against failure of

Congress to repeal the amusement
tax. Roscoe A. Cook shuttered his
Shelby in Shelbyville, 111.

The Neoga in Neoga, ill., closed
until further notice by Lowai
Ragan,

Herbert Jeans lighted his ozoner
near Columbia. Mo.
The Royal, Royalton, 111., dark

for eight months, relighted by A.
D. Lukehart.
The Orpheum, a 1,200-seater in

Quincy. I1L, former Publix-Great
States house, taken over by Perry
Hoefler as part divorcement pro-
gram. Publix will continue to oper-
ate the Washington, a 1,493-seater
in same town.

PHILADELPHIA
Jesse'J. Shields was unanimous

choice, for president of Local 307-A,
Negro motion picture projection-
ists union.

Bill Brooker, who has been doing
Cinerama publicity in this area,
left the company March 1.

Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania
skedded 16th annual meeting for
March 9 at Broadwood Hotel for
discussions on product shortage
and Cinemascope plus annual elec-
tion of officers.
Schuyler Beattie, brother of

George Beattie, William Goldman
Theatres* exec, succeeding Elmer
Hirth in circuits booking division.

Mrs. Sidney Samuelson, wife of
prexy and' general manager of Al-
lied of Eastern Pennsylvania, in

Abington (Pa.) Hospital, with a
heart condition.
John Schaeffer, formerly with

Nelson Wax’s Bqxoffice Pictures,

now an independent distributor.

Plan of William Goldman, indie

circuit owner, to build $750,000

museum- to house collection of an-

cient vehicles, nixed by his Villa-

nova, Pa., neighbors,

KANSAS CITY
Bagdad Theatre reopened Feb.

20 after long dark period and
closed Sunday (21) after fire broke

out in basement. House, will be

closed again for necessary repairs

and then reopened.
Fox Midwest reopened its down-

town Esquire to handle moveover
of “Glenn Miller Story” from cir-

cuit’s four day-date first-runs here.

House is being handled by Roy
Hill, manager of the Tower next

door.
Dickinson Circuit made an un-

usual move when it changed the

price policy in the middle of “Jul-

ius Caesar” run at its arty Kimo.
Film played its first six weeks with

reserved seat policy and $1.80 top.

On Feb. 26, house switched to all

seats at $1.24 policy.

PITTSBURGH
Jerry Wechsler, until recently

WB exchange manager here, has

gone with Universal as special

sales rep for J. Arthur Rank pic-

tures in the south and southwest;
replaced here by Bill Twig* from
Warners’ Boston office., .

Zoel Silverman resigned from
the 20th-Fox booking department
to return to Pittsburgh U, and fin-

ish his studies. He is the* son of

Dave Silverman, who manages lo-

cal RKO branch.
Newlyformed Super 40 Amus.

Co., headed by Joseph Fecheck,
building a 600-car ozoner near
Brownsville; will, be managed by
Andrew Benya, who has been man-
aging a theatre in Connellsville,

Pa.
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PORTLAND, ORE.
Nearly all houses here have

gone back to regular admission
scales.
Paramount installed Cinema-

Scope and stereophonic sound
equipment this week.

Credit Marty Foster.. Guild
manager, with smash promotion
on “Julius Caesar,” pic paying off

biggest in country for like situa
tion. Jesse Jones, general mana-
ger for Keith Petzold, now doing

! buying for all five houses.

AUSTRALIAN BUSHMEN*

DO NOT WEAR HEARING AIDS!

I

Hearing aids represent
progress in civilization.

- They are a badge of intelli-

gence and consideration on
. the part of the wearer, and
that’s too gauch to expect
of an Australian Bushman.

Now here’s the impor-
tant question: Are you or
some hard-of-hearing
friend acting like a Bush-
man by not wearing a
hearing aid?

Some people in our high-
ly civilized society refuse
to wear a hearing aid be-
cause of their enslavement

to false personal vanity.
These otherwise intelligent
men and women think that

they can hide their hearing loss.

They don’t realize, or want to admit,
that their deficient hearing is obvious

—

and a tremendous burden—to friends
and associates who have to repeat and
shout to make themselves understood.
Their deafness is more obvious without
a hearing aid than with one.

Because they cannot hear, these
people give the impression that they
are dull and backward...many lose '

their friends . . . lose their jobs . . . even
jeopardize their lives and the lives of
others because while driving autos and
crossing streets they miss the warning
sounds and signals that guide us safely
through everyday life.

We are sure you'll agree: that's an
enormous price to pay for false vanity!

* "W-ih" ttmiry Mho* «l -korTfVM

If you have been a "hesitant” hard-
of-hearing person, we urge you to join

the hundreds of thousands of progres-
sive people wearing Zenith Hearing
Aids. You will be helping yourself to a
fuller^ happier life. And you will be
removing the burden of your hearing
loss from others around you—they will

appreciate your consideration.

NEW 3-TRANSISTOR ZENITH
"ROYAL-T”® IS AMERICA’S
GREATLY-WANTED HEARING AID

The small, smartly-styled "Royal-T”
operates for only 15 1 per month in-

stead of $4.50 to $9.00 a month for

vacuum-tube aids. Greater-than-ever
clarity! One tiny, 15 "A” battery op-
erates the entire aid. for a full month in

averageUse—no "B” battery, no tubes!
Only $125 (bone conduction accessory
at moderate extra cost), 10-Day
Money-Back Guarantee. You can't buy
a better hearing aid at any price...ask
any henith owner.

•

See classified telephone directory for
name ofnearest Zenith Dealer. Or write
for literature and local dealer list: Zenith
Radio Corporation, Department
5801 Dickens Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois.

r
«iifliTW

Hollywood, March 2.

Metro assigned Richard . Thorpe
*o direct “Athena,” to be produced
by Joe Pasternak, with Jane Pow-
ell and Vera-EUen starring . . . Car-

los Thompson signed a new Metro
contract, with “The Last Time I

Saw Paris”
1

as his next picture. ..

Columbia borrowed Brian Keith
from Paramount for a top role In

Bryan Foy’s “Those Reported Miss-

ing.” ... Robert Bray drew a fea-

tured role in “Francis Joins the

WACS” at UI... Bobby Salles

signed for a moppet role in “A Star

Is Born” at Warners ... Louis Cal-

hern will play Jane Powell’s grand-
father in Metro’s “Athena.” . .

.

Geoffrey Homes doing the screen-

play for “The Fabulous Land,” to

be produced by Dudley Pictures

Corp.

Warners “signed Henry Fonda to

repeat his stage role in the film

version of “Mr. Roberts,” which
Leland Hayward will produce with
John Ford directing . . . Metro is

readying “Robin Hood” as a tune-
film with Jack Cummings produc-
ing and Howard Keel in the title

role . . V Romulus Productions
signed Angela Lansbury as femme
lead in “Carrlngtpn, V. C.,” to be
filmed in England . . . Gilbert Fall-

man joined the “Bengal Rifles” cast

at UI . . . Metro assigned Steve
Forest to a featured role in “Many
Rivers to Cross,” co-starring Rob-
ert Taylor and Eleanor Parker .

Frankie Laine signed for his fifth

Columbia tunefilm, still untitled, to

be produced by Jonie Taps . . . New
tag oh Columbia’s “The Killer

Wore a Badge” is “322 French
Street.”

Eva Gabor joined the cast of
“The Last Time I Saw Paris” at

Metro . . . Gene Evans signed for
a top role in UI’s “Shadow Valley”
. . . David E. Rose conferring with
Harry Cohn .about a male star to
team with Deborah Kerr in “The
End of the Affair” in England . . .

James Anderson snagged a role in

“Those Reported Missing” at Co
lumbia . . . Frank Lloyd’s second
production at Republic will be
“The Alamo,” slated for filming on
locations in Texas . . . British di-

rector Ronald Neame signed by
Metro to meg “Highland Fling,”
starring Spencer Tracy, in Scotland
, . . UI signed Cliffie Stone and his
tv musicians and vocalists for a
musical featurette to be produced
by Will Cowan .... Ben Schwalb
will produce “The Boweiy Boys
Meet the Monsters,” starring Leo
Gorcey and Huntz Hall at Allied
Artists.

Julian Blaustein’s producer op-
tion picked up for another year bv
20th-Fox . . .Henry Hathaway will

direct “The Racer” for 20th-Fox in
Italy, with Kirk Douglas penciled
in as star . . . Richard Simmons
signed for top role in the Republic
serial, “The Man with the Steel
Whip” . . ,. Edward Bernds will di-
rect “The Bowery Boys Mebt the
Monsters” for producer Ben
Schwalb at Allied Artists . .. . Russ
Tamblyn drew a featured role in
Metro’s “Many Rivers to Cross”
. . . Republic renewed director
R. G. Springsteen for another year
. . . Maureen O’Hara assigned to
star in UI’s “Lady Godiva of Cov-
entry,” with Robert Arthur pro-
ducing . . . UI assigned Allison
Hayes to a role in “Francis Joins
the WACS” . . . Josef Shaftel
readying his indie, “The Bandit,”
for spring production in Mexico.
^Romulus Films signed David
Niven for title role in “Carrington,
V. C.,” starting June 1 in London
. . . Director William Dieterle and
crew left for Egypt to shoot back-
grounds for Columbia’s “Joseph
and His Brethren” . . . Casey
Adams will play a police lieutenant
in UI’s “The Tight Squeeze . . . Ex-
celsior Pictures signed [Mickey
Knox to star in “The Garden of
Eden.” starting next week in
Florida . . . Forrest Tucker will be
male lead opposite Vera RalsSTn
in ‘"Spanish Lady,” to be produced
by Republic in Europe . . . William
Castk wi!l direct Sam Katzman’s
Bat Masterson, Bad Man,” at Co-

lumbia . . . Aaron Rosenberg draws
production reins on “The Goddess”
at UI.

Valentine Davis will direct as
wen as script “The Goddess” for
UI . . . Miklos Rozsa doing the
score for Metro’s “Crest of the
Wave . . . Zasu Pitts will portray
an Army nurse in UI’s “Francis
Joins the WACS” ; . . Hal Wallis

?<W
ned ®“rt Lancaster to star in

B°*e Tattoo,” starting in June . . .

Fa
oi? ,,

ven bought screen rights
to Dollar Bottom,” for production
in England next year ... Dr.
Sergei Bertensson signed as dialog
and technical director for “Broken
Lance” at 20th-Fox ... Jeff Rich-
ards will play Eleanor Parker’s
brother in “Many Rivers to Cross”
at Metro, ... Ted Richmond

assigned to produce “Dolly Hes-
sian,” starring Jeanne Crain at UI.

William Alland will produce a
sequel to UI’s* “Creature from the
Black Lagoon."
Wayne Morris signed to star in
“Operation North Star," to be pro-
duced by Grand National in Eng-
land . . . Scott R. Dunlap will pro-
duce Allied Artists' “Home From
the Sea,” starring Neville Brand. .

.

Filmakers’ “The Bigamist”' drew a
“B” rating from Qt^^ational
Legion of

.
JDecenqy . . rating

was handed “Lure oMioei Sila, .

made in Italy. .

.

Lynn 'K$) duays a
major in “Francis Joins thevWACS”

. . . Technicolor laid off 330 em-
ployees because of a slump in print
orders . . . Frank Lovejoy and Barry
Sullivan joined James Stewart and
June Allyson in Paramount’s
“Strategic Air Command^. Mark
Hanna drew a featured role in Ul’s
“Bengal Rifles.”

Hal Wallis signed Billy Curtis to
a midget clown in “The Big

op.” . . . Capt. Richard J. Stal-
maker plays a Marine captain In
Warners’ “Battle Cry.” ; . Gregor
Momdjlan does a sword dance in

“Brlgadoon” at Metro ... Jerry
Fairbanks producing a' feature,
“Project Saucer,” based on flying
saucer- material gathered from
Government files . . . Sam Katzman
bought “Bugle’s Wake,” a novel by
Curt Brandon, as a starrer for
Gqorge Montgomery at Columbia
. . . Clarence Eurist signed a pro-
ducer contract with G-L Produc-
tions. . .Van Johnson will play one
of the top roles in Metro’s “The
Last Time I Saw Paris.’*,.. Next
indie production by Hugo Hags will
be “Turmoil,” with at- Hollywood
background . . . Bernard . Smith
joined Edward Small Productions
as associate producer . . . "V.

Variety Club Barkings

Bob Huff Named in Omaha
Omaha.

J. Robert Huff, veepee of the
Ballantyne Theatre Equipment
Co., was elected Chief Barker of
Variety Club here. Others named
are Max Rosenblatt, first assistant;
I. M. Weiner, second assistant; Iza-
dore Sokolow, dough boy, and
William Barker, property master.
Elected crew members were Wil-
liam Miskell, Fred Fejfar, Patrick
Halloran, Donald Hammon, Virgil
Sharpe and Joseph Jacobs.

T

Albany Relects Perlmutter
Albany.

Jules Perlmutter, head of Perl-
mutter Theatres, reelefcted Chief
Barker of Albany Variety Club.
The independent exhib leader is

the first man in this tent’s history
to serve two consecutive terms as
barker.

Other officers chisen were Lewis
A. Sumberg, counsel and for Al-
bany TOA. first assistant barker;
Sylvan Leff, upstate rep for Real-
art, second assistant barker; Aaron
Winig. property master; Frank Car-
roll, Metro office manager, chief
doughguy.

111. Tent Aids Crippled Kids
Chicago.

Variety Club of Illinois, by spe-
cial arrangement with the Chicago
Heart Assn., is turning'over all its

collections in the current Heart
Assji. drive to La Rabida Sani-
tarium for Crippled Children. Tra-
ditionally this tent has been sup-
porting the La Rabida charity al-

most exclusively, and last year
turned over $90,000 to the sani-
tarium. Heart club collections are
being made by film houses jointly
with the remainder of the amuse-
ment industry. -
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Does it come as a surprise when you look into your Cost-of*

Living . . . and out pops a JOKER ?

You’ll see the reason, when you examine the Bureau

of Labor Statistics report showing that your Cost-of-Living

has jumped 92*8% since 1939! Your FOOD cost has risen

141.4% ;
your RENT 42.4% and the cost of your APPAREL

99.2% ! A further look at the Exhibitors Digest reveals ait in*

crease of 98.9% for your THEATRE EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES

from 1940 to 1952! Your jumping Jack ... is springing from

some pretty lively prices!

However, there are no springs and no strings attached

to the negligible increase, IF ANY, you’ve received from NSS

during the very same period

!

Compare all your costs with the LOW COST, Service*

With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby!
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Caesars lft-Year NBC Deal in Coca

Split; Going Into Colgate TV Hour?
Sid Caesar has been signed to a 4

10-year exclusive deal by NBC-TV
following the breakup of the

Caesar-Imogene Coca-Max Lieb-

man “Show of Shows” triumvirate.

Miss Coca has been pacted to a

five-year deal giving the network
an exclusivity on., her services.

Max Liebman is currently negotiat-

ing for a new network contract in

which his Liebman Productions (in-

cluding “Show of Shows”) will be
partly-owned by NBC.
What was recognized “unofficial-

ly” several weeks back— that
Caesar, Liebman and Miss Coca
would go their own and separate
ways next fall—became official

during the past week, with all

parties concerned shaking .hands
with NBC execs in reestablishing
their future stakes in the network.

While Caesar has been re-signed
to his longterm contract in a deal
which, it's reported, will enable
him to cushion his income and
bonuses, just where and how he’ll

fit into the web’s programming pic-
ture next season is still to be
Worked out.

If Colgate again throws in its
lot with the Sunday night 8 to 9
hour, it’s considered possible that
Caesar may go in as the major at-
traction, rotating with other per-
sonalities. If there’s no Colgate in
Caesar’s future, he may wind up
with either an hour or 30-minute
show.

It’s a certainty that a new Lieb-
man production will go into Satur-
day night, using new stars (there’s
been some mention of George Go-
bel as one of the candidates), but
whether it'll Tie 60 minutes or the
present 90 minutes is still to be re-
solved. If the new Liebman show-
case is reduced to an hour, there’s
s strong possibility that “Hit
Parade” will be moved up from its

present 10:30 period to 10 o’clock.
Miss Coca gets her own 30-

minute show. Ed Beloin has been
scripting a test fdhnaL

Longines’ CBS

$3,090,000 Deal
Longines-Wittnauer Watches has

pulled all its other radio business
to throw in its lot with CBS in a
deal that will bring $3,000,000 in
billings to the web by the end of
next year. Axed from the time-
piecer's skeds are the Westing-
house stations and NBC’s o&o. Un-
der the firm pact, Longines will
eventually come in for seven-day
exposure. The Sunday 2-2:30 p.m.
“Symphonette” will add three air-
ings, a Saturday half hour at 5:3d,
starting March 6, and Wednesday
and Saturday quarters at 7:30, ef-
fective March 10. Due in Septem-
ber are two more quarters.

Outfit’s other program is the
Tuesday and Thursday 7:30-45
*Choraliers,” all-male group bat-
oned by Eugene Lowell. “Symph”
is conducted by Mishel Piastro and
has also been in the web’s corner
since that year, with Alan Cartoun
the producer-director of the shows
(he’s also reiner of watch com-
pany’s three-a-week nighttime
“Chronoscope” on CBS-TV).
The $3,000,000 coup is reported-

ly the biggest bundle of radio net-
work time bought by a watch firm
and comes via Longines’ ad agency,
Victor Bennett.

EMBASSY POST FOR

PATRICK CAMPBELL
Washington, March 2.

Patrick Campbell, ex-vice presi-
dent of the Don Lee-Mutual web
on the west coast, has been ap-
pointed radio and television officer
at the American Embassy in Lon-
don, by Theodore C. Streibert, di-
rector of the U. S. Information
Agency. His job will be to de-
velop an increased use of radio,
and especially television, in the
overseas information program.

Campbell, who will leave New
York in the near future to take
over his post, pioneered in motion
pictures, radio and television. In
his early years, he managed some
of the top names in show biz, in
eluding Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks Sr., the Lunts and Helen
Hayes,

Color TV Schedule

NBC-TV
Bride and Groom—March 5,

12 noon.
Ding Dong School—March

8-9, 10 a.m.
Opera (“Taming of the

Shrew”)—March 13, 4 p.m.
Name That Tune — March

15, 8 p.m.
On Youf Account — March

19, 4:30 p.m.
3 Steps to H aven — March

22-23, 10:45 a.m.
Eddie Fisher — March 31,

7:30 p.m.

CBS-TV
New Revue — March 5, 5:30
p.m.

*

ABCs lucky T

Faces 250G Rap
Suit for $250,000 was slapped

against ABC-TV and its “Lucky
Seven Contest” being staged on
WABC-TV, its New York flagship,

by Isabel Manning Hewson, who
claims that the use of the terms
“Lucky Seven Cohtest” and
“Lucky Seven Time” are identical
with those used some time ago on

j

her radio show, “Land of the Lost.”
i Miss Hawson claims the network’s

|

use of the phrases has hurt her
! chances of selling the show as a

[tv entry, and charges unfair com-
petition and unfair trage prac-
tices.

Radio show, a juve-slanted prop-
erty, featured a “Lucky - Seven
Contest” and “Lucky Seven Time.”
with the phrases referring to the
seven weekly winners of her write-
in contest. Show ran four and
one-half years, first on ABC, then
pn Mutual, and again on ABC.
Miss Hewson claims that ABC is

using the phrases with full knowl-
edge that they were a distinctive

feature of her property. She al-

leges that ABC’s use of the terms
has cost her one tv client already.
ShoW went off radio some three
years ago. was the subject of three
Paramount cartoons, and Miss
Hewson has been trying to pack-
age it since for video.
ABC's contest, which is award-'

ing $75,000 in cash prizes to tele-

phone and mail contestants, repre-
sents an attempt to up WABC-TV’s
ratings and fix audience identifica-

tion with Channel 7 in N. Y., the
webs* outlet. It’s estimated that

'the entire cost of the contest totals

$300,000. Miss Hewson’s suit was
filed in N. Y. federal district court

by law firm of Warner & Birdsafl.

INDICT FULTON LEWIS

ON LIBEL CHARGES
Leonardtown, Md., March 2.

Fulton Lewis, Jr., radio commen-
tator and columnist, was indicted

here by a grand jury on charges

of libeling a state senator and two

county magistrates. Lewis has re-

peatedly alleged over the air, in

letters to local papers, and in a
letter to Gov. Theodore McKeldin
that minors have been allowed to

play slot machines and to buy
liquor in St. Mary’s county where
he resides. In a series of broad-
casts last August, he charged St.

Mary’s tavern keepers do not both-
er to check the ages of their pa-
trons and that the county political

machine connived to flout Mary-
land’s liquor laws. He also has at-
tacked county school conditions
and unlicensed gambling.

After the indictment, Lewis re-
leased a statement calling the
charges against him “completely
unfounded” and “the product of
retaliation by the political gang
which I exposed.” The case will
come before the circuit court dur-
ing the March term.

Don Mann to WOKY-TV
Milwaukee, March 2.

Don Mann has been hired as di-
rector of television for UHF’er
WOKY-TV, prexy Jerry Bartell an-
nounced last week.
Mann has been an account exec

at WBBM-TV, Chicago, and prior
to that had been general manager
of WKNK, Muskegon, Mich.

Gene & Glenn Reunite
Cleveland, March 2, .

After 12 years’ separation Gene
and Glenn are reopening.' their se-

ries, this time over Mutual through
WHK.
The pair, Gene Carroll and

Glenn Rowell, once starred in

Northeastern Ohio radio cfircles in

their WTAM program of 20 years

ago. They subsequently left Cleve-

land for other points, breaking up
12 years ago at Hartford. Series

will be carried by at le^ast 100 sta-

tions.

CBS-WPrepping

Jack Carter Show
Ezra Stone has checked into his

6wn office at CBS-TV and is cur-

rently involved in preparing a
half-hour situation comedy series
for Jack Carter. Stone, who orig-

inally was slated to direct the
“Life With Father” tv series for
the network (when it was initially

blueprinted as a New York-orig-
inating program), will take over
both the director and producer
assignment on the Carter show,
which will be based on an idea
by exec producer Mario Lewis.

CBS, in fact, envisions a two-
way career for Carter and is also
mulling a separate 30-minute week-
ly radio show for the comic, who
had previously been identified with
NBC-TV when he headed up an
hour Saturday night revue several
seasons back.

Emerson’s Tint TV To-Let’

Viewed As Pnslnng Sale

01 Black-and-White Sets
Benjamin Abrams caught the

competition a bit unawares with
his statement in New York on
Monday (1) that Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., of which he’s

prexy, would rent and pot sell the
first tv color sets that come off the
line. While Abrams said it was his

belief the public wouldn’t go for

tint sets because <of the high costs,
including service fees, there was
no word on how far Emerson had
got into color receiver production.
One large manufacturer said the

rental plan was not practical, but
some others viewed the novel rent-
ing idea as running interference
for hypoed sale of monochrome re-
ceivers, the big bone of contention
in all the ballyhoo on the “Rain-
bow Era.”
Abrams gave no details on the

cost of rental service by the month
but said the plan would be made
known by - March 15 via Emerson
distributors.

Meantime, all the major man-
ufacturers are going ahead with
the production of color sets, though
not discounting the potential value
of a rental gimmick in the early
stages of tinted tv.

FIBERGLAS EXITING

‘GODFREY DIGEST’
Owens-Corning Fiberglas is re-

ported shaking loose from “Arthur
Godfrey Digest” on CBS Radio.
Owens backs the first half hour of
the Friday 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. show
taped and edited from Godfrey’s
other stanzas. Axing would be after
the April 9 session, which will
leave only Bristol-Myers picking
up the tab—the quarter from 9
o’clock since the last 15 minutes
are unsold.
Web is pushing to fill the Fiber-

glas gap.

Rating the Minds
CBS Radio’s N.Y. Philhar-

monic-Symphony and NBC Ra-
dio’s “Tony Martin Time” are
in the same “mental” bracket,
according to Nielsen’s latest
service giving a breakdown of
audiences by educational level.
The rating outfit tabulates
listeners’ average years of
schooling beyond the grade
level, but arrives at the score
by taking the highest educated
adult in the family.
The symph and the singer

both drew a score of 4.7 years.
These were closely followed by
Johnny Mercer, with 4.6, and
“World Music Festivals,” with
4.5, both beipg CBS stanzas.

81 .1 n *

The TV-Radio Workshop of the Ford Foundation is “in the bag”

for the 1954-55 season, with the board of directors of the Founda-

tion coming through with a new \ appropriation for next season.

For a week following the board meeting there was considerable

conjecture as to the fate of the Workshop, with no one tipping

the board decision, but over the weekend H, Rowan Gaither Jr.,

Foundation prexy, set minds at rest.
* • '?&£' •

CBS-TV, which has high hopes of grabbing off the Workshop's
“Omnibus,” as its own production next fall if tv-radio~'dir£ctor

Robert Saudek moves in other directions, was all set to bring

Saudek into the Columbia operation, by virtue of the standout

job he did on “Omnibus,” in the event that the Workshop was by-

passed by the Foundation.
If CBS takes over “Omnibus,” as appears likely, it will probably

be cut down to a 60-minute Sunday afternoon production, in place

of the present 90-minute stanza. Just what Saudek has in mind
in terms of the Workshop for ’54-’55 is still ‘ undecided. Should
“Omnibus” be released to CBS, and “Excursion,” NBCV half-hour

junior counterpart of “Omnibus,” be dropped, Saudek may appor-

tion a sizable chunk of the coin into scholarships and/ Or acquiring

a t4v experimental station. Or he may move in other unspecified

directions.

For Tint, 100,000 Sets by End of ’54

Lucille on Ball

Lucille Ball, speaking at the
National Television Film
Council luncheon in her honor
last week, said she’s oftimes
confused; she gives credit to

CBS for what sponsor Philip
Morris,has done and thanks
the Biow agency for what Me-
tro has done.

“And I’m the girl,” she
added, “who walked up to
William S. Paley to congratu-
late him on the wonderful
acoustics at Radio City Music
Hall.”

Arthur Murrays
*

SituationComedy
If Arthur Murray can expand his

“Party” tv show from its present
15-minute format to a half-hour
and . find a more suitable time -seg-
ment, his brace of sponsors—As-
sociated Products and Consolidat-
ed Royal Chemical—wouldn’t mind
going along with it. Murray is ex-
iting his Monday night once-a-
week .quarter-hour 7:30 berth on
NBC-TV, having limited sponsor-
ship to a 13-week ride.
When - and if the Murray show

returns to the air, it’ll be in re-
vised format, with a situation com-
edy motif backgrounding the danc-
ing. He’s conferring with Nat Hik-
en on preparing a script. Hiken
did last Monday’s (1) show on
which Martha Raye guested.

KQV’S $700,000

‘TV CITY’ FOR PITT
Pittsburgh, March 2.

Allegheny Broadcasting Co.,
which owns radio station KQV,
has revealed plans to build a $700,-
000 "Television City” in nearby
McKeesport, about 20 miles from
downtown Pittsburgh, if its quest
for television channel 4 is success-
ful. This came out when Allegheny
outfit filed a revised application
for the channel, which the FCC
has allocated to Irwin, Pa., neigh-
boring McKeesport. Hearings are
expected to start late this spring;
other applicants for 4 are WCAE,
Hearst owned-and-operated, and
WJAS, indie-owned by Hugh J.
Brennen.
According to Gunnar O. Wiig,

executive veep of KQV, coverage
of Channel 4, despite being located
in Irwin, would be comparable to
that of any VHF station allocated
to the Pittsburgh district. Original-
ly Pittsburgh had been assigned
only three VHFers, including the
educational channel, which expects
to begin telecasting in a few weeks.
After protests, another was fixed
but on account of geographical lo-
cations had to be located outside
Pittsburgh proper, thus its assign-
ment to Irwin.

More ‘Three Plan’ Biz
Carter’s Pills has latched on to

NBC’s “Three Plan” and started
Monday (1) on “Second Chance”
in a four-week placement.
Other shows are “Fibber McGee

& Molly” and “Pays To Be Mar-
ried.”

4 About 180 stations will be
equipped for colorvislon by the
end of this year, when 100,000 tin-

tele sets will have been produced,
and there should be 10,000,000
color receivers in circulation with-
in five years, according to Hugh
M. Beville Jr., NBC’s director of
research and planning. Beville

was one of three of the web’s ex-

ecutives formed into a panel on the
rainbow medium at a luncheon of

the American Marketing Assn,
held last week (25) at the Roose-
velt Hotel, N. Y. Tho others were
Barry Wood, exec producer in

charge of color coordination, and
Robert Shelby, director of color
television systems development.
The quiz session was chaired by
AMA v.p. Don Armstrong, of Mc-
Cann-Erickson, who patched a se-
ries of questions at the trio from
notes prepared in advance.

Beville said that of the 180 sta-

tions shaping, 100 of them would
be NBC affiliates (currently 21 on
the NBC lists are equipped to re-
transmit a full-value color, signal).
He guessed there were . no more
than about 500 color sets in use to-
day. But black and white is still
a going force, with the sale of such
sets for the first six weeks of this
year ahead of the corresponding
period of ’53, Beville relating part
of this gain to new tv areas and
new models, plus sharp decrease in
prices. His estimate of b&w pro-
duction for the year was 5,000,000
sets.

Wood gave a rundown of the
web’s color exposures, noted the
great strides in tinted commer-
cials as well as production and de-
clared that even such “colorless”
products as tires, silverware and
jewelry are considerably hypoed in
values when given the hued treat-
ment. He declared that the color
corps has been sitting ,in with 27
ad agencies on solving problems,
with some 150 products exposed

(Continued on page 43)

Two by Mansfield

OnCBS-TVAgenda
Two new shows are in the Irv-

ing Mansfield blueprint stage as
potential CBS-TV productions. On*
involves the return of Sam Leven-
son with his own half-hour show
built around story-tellers.

Other show will be a half-hour
situation comedy, called “The Girl
From Milwaukee,” with the star of
the show still to be selected.

Mansfield will cut kine auditions
of the show within the next couple
of weeks. His “This Is Show Busi-
ness” exits the Tuesday night at 9
period at the end of March.

HELEN DEUTSCH PACTED

TO PEN NBC-TV OPERA
N

Hollywood, March 2.

Screen writer Helen Deutch has

been inked by NBC-TV to pen an

original hour-long opera, for pres-

entation next fall. She left yes-

terday (Mon.) for N.Y. to discuss

the project with network toppers.

Opera will have a 12th century

medieval locale. "Writer is current-

ly scripting “The Glass Slipper,

at Metro,• v
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NBCs $176,052,000 Swells Kitty

For RCA, With TV Fetcfamg 80%
NBC radio and television billings

4

for 1953 (including the owned-and-
operated stations) poured $176,-

052,000 into the overall RCA kitty

of $853,054,000 in gross sales, the

parent company’s annual report

for the year shows. The* NBC biz

represents 20.6% of’RCA’s total

take.

The $853,054,000 sales total rep-

resents the highest in RCA’s his-

tofy, bettering by 23% the previous

record of $693,941,000 established

In the preceding year.

Interesting to note, too, is the

fact that television (including the

e & o income) accounted for 80%
of NBC’s revenue, with radio

bringing in the other 20%. While
the radio side took -a beating last

year, the tv time billings were up
18% over ’52. The overall NBC
gross of $176,052,000 established

a new record high, surpassing the

previous year’s record by 8%.
RCA report gives the net profit

for ’53 as $35,022,000, compared
with $32,325,000 the previous year.

Warnings were equivalent to $2.27

per share of common stock, com-
pared with $2.10 per share earned
the year before. Dividends total-

ling $19,963,000 were declared for

*53. Total current assets at Dec.

31, '53, amounted to $349,735,000

compared with $304,367,000 at the

end of ’52.

Report details significant ad.-

ances in electronics during the.

year, topped, of course, by official

acceptance of the compatible color

tv system; the magnetic tape re-

cording of tv programs in both

color and black-and-white; the new
method which, for the first time

in history, makes it possible to

convert atomic energy directly

into small but usable quantities to

operate electronics apparatus; and
continued development and appli-

cation of transistors,

’RCA shipments to the Armed
Forces accounted for 19% of the

year's total sales.

RADIO-TV AIDES SET

BY CANCER COMMITTEE
The American Cancer., Society

has picked six execs to make up
the radio and tv steering commit-
tee for its ’54 campaign, which be-
gins next month. Already requests
for over 500 radio kits on cancer
and 250 video kits have come in.

William B. Lewis, president of
Kenyon & Eckhardt ad agency has
been named chairman for the
steering group. Rest of committee
is comprised of Louis G. Cowan,
package producer; Bruce Robert-
son of Broadcasting-Telecasting;
Richard Daiia from Young & Rubi-
cam; S. M. Adler, Wm. Morris tal-

ent agency, and Charles Vanda
from WCAU-TV in Philly.

~

Goal of $18,000,000 last year was
surpassed by ACS with an addi-
tional $1,803,000, and Society has
set $25,000,000 as current target.

Grand Dockets Steaks

Exits Tiny Fairbanks'

Mutual lost Grand Duchess
Steaks as sponsor of 13-week old

“Tiny Fairbanks” show this week,
and at same time picked up Camel
ciggies, for the fifth year straight,

as underwriter for the five-minute

post-“Game of the Day”-segment.

Fairbanks stanza, 15-minutes on
Saturday, featured nostalgic favor-

ites by the singer. The Ohio steak

firm made its final decision to go
off Monday (1). The only change
in the Camels renewal is that in-

stead of taking only six day weekly,

the ciggie manufacturer picked up
the Sabbath nut also.

Stations Ditch

*
‘Rich’ for Home’

Colgate’s “Strike It Rich” on
CBS-TV is losing at least three

stations to “Home,” the NBC-TV 11

to noon cross-boarder which was
launched on Monday (1). Theon
three giving the axe to “Rich” are

KSD, SL Louis; WKY, Oklahoma
City and WTMJ, Milwaukee, all of

them on the NBC roster of out-

lets. In the case of KSD, the axe
will also include the last half-hour

©f Arthur Godfrey’s 10 to 11:30
stanza, which is back to back with
the 11:30 to noon “Rich.”

Television Code

Gets Recognition,

NARTB Reports
Washington, March 2.

Television broadcasting indus-
try's code of good programming

!
is catching on and gaining “in-
creasing recognition” from the pub-
lic, the Government and business.
National Assn, of Radio and TV
Broadcasters reported yesterday
(1) on the "Occasion of the second
anniversary of the Code’s adoption.
Code was hailed by John E. Fetz-

\

er, chairman of the Television
Code Review Board, as “a new pat-
tern in voluntary regulation for
the • broadcasting industry” which
is gaining acceptance. While there
is still much to be done, said
Fetzer, “we know our third year
will find further accomplishment.”
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB

Bfexy, reported growth in Code
subscribers as running better than
100% over the first year, with
many new stations adopting the
standards before they are ready
to go oh the air. “This is testi-
mony,” said Fellows,' "to the con-
scientiousness with whfdh network
and station management views its

public responsibility and evidence
of the Code's acceptance as a mark
of good standing in tv commu-
nities.”

Association reported that during
the first two years of the Code,
subscribers have eliminated beer
and deodorant sequences -thought
to be in “poor taste,” rejected a

1 number of home freezer commer-

Set Early Hearing

On UHF Contests

InLA,N.Y.D.C
Washington, March 2.

Hearings on competitive applica-

tions for ultra high channels in

New York, Los Angeles and Wash-
ington will probably be scheduled
soon, FCC indicated last week. The
Commission said that pre-hearing

t

letters have now been sent to all'

applicants contesting for channels.
These letters usually call for addi-
tional information involving appli-

cations in anticipation of hearings.
Agency said it has caught up

with its one time backlog of 14200
video applications and that it will
no longer be necessary to establish
priority lists for scheduling of con-
tested applications. From now on,
applications will be considered on
i. chronological basis. -

In the past, because of the heavy
workload, the agency has been
scheduling applications for hear-
ing in accordance with priorities

based on the number of stations on
the air in the communities in-

volved. This meant that New York
and L. A., with seven stations each,
were at the bottom of the list.

There are still some hot con-
tests ahead for choice VHF chan-
nels in major cities. Among these
are channel 5 in Boston where CBS
is battling three competitors. Oth-
ers are channel 11 in Pittsburgh
and channel 4 in Irwin, Pa. (Pitts-

burgh area ) , channel 13 in Hous-
ton, channel 11 in Toledo, channel
9 in Minneapolis, channel 13 in In-

dianapolis and channel 7 in Omaha.
Hearings oh channel 31 in New

York involve applications by
WNEW, WHOV-TV, Inc. (WHOM
and WOV), and WNYC.

Livingstone to Coast
Detroit, March 2.

Charles Livingstone, director of
“The Lone Ranger,” “Sergeant
Preston of the Yukon” and other
network (WXYZ originated over
ABC) radio dramas produced by

_ _ _ Trendle-Campbell, Inc., for many
when it was slammed by New

|

mentation regarding payment plans,
j
years, is moving- to California.

York’s welfare commissioner on its
j

and deleted misleading copy using i Livingstone first joined WXYZ
such expressions as “wholesale,”

j

as an actor, then became an as-
“free” and “limited time offeri” -

1 sistant director.

In view of the adverse publicity
; ,

attaching to the Walt Framer show
i

cia
*f

because of possible misrepre-

•’misery” values, Colgate is in a
tour mood at this new develop-
ment favoring NBC’s “electronic
magazine for women.”

Meantime, “Home” went into its

preem week fortified by contracts
that call for a total of 228 partici-

pations which at $5,400 per are
producing an immediate billing
figure of some $1,200,000. In the
camp so far are American Greeting
Card (for holiday exposure), Avo-
set, Alcoa, James Lee Carpets,
Pepperell Mfg. Co., Crosley (large
kitchen appliances), Sunbeam
(small appliances), Dow Corning,
General Mills and Helena Rubin-
stein, with pacts varying from lat-

ter’s four spots to Alcoa’s and Sun-
beam’s year-rounders. Show start-
ed with 42 stations.

Washington, March 2.

Without fear or trepidation,

Richard Eaton, who has made a

whopping success with small radio

stations, will venture forth into
ultra high tv in this four-station
market Where VHF set saturation
is close to 100%. Eaton’s coni
pany United Broadcasting Co., re-
ceived an authorization last week
for channel 50 Which was assigned
to the area last October following
a petition by Lawrence Harvey,
UHF applicant in Los Angeles. Har-
vey never filed an application and
the channel went to Eaton by de-
fault. Another commercial UHF
channel assigned here Is in Contest.
How does Eaton expect to make

a go of UHF in this city of four
tv’s, two of which are network
o and o outlets and a third 45%
owned by CBS? How does he ex-
pect to lick the conversion prob-

IT?!.
‘.
rl0 E

i
0*3 ’ A

? ?ther8 sets? And how does he expect toSee Us, is already launched with
J buck network programs7

a panel of foreign correspondents For answer, Eaton points outcovering the capital. J that when he first started his WOOK

DUMONT LAUNCHES

D. C. ‘TRYOUT SHOWS’
Washington, March 2.

A new series of tryout shows,
angled to showcase talent and pro-
gram ideas for web consideration,
preemed over WTTG-DuMont past
week. Show is designed to spot-
light capital entertainment, as well
as public affairs, figures in consecu-
tive series of three shows per seg-
ment.

Eatons ‘Who’s Afraid?’ in Staking

UHF Gaim in VHF-Happy D.C.
radio station in suburban Silver
Spring, Md., his AM dial position
was 1590 kp. It was just about as
hard to tune in 1590, he recalls,
as it is to get UHF today. Most
radio receivers didn’t go up to
1590. So the conversion problem
Was similar. Besides, Eaton had
to compete with the well-estab-
lished WGAY in the Silver Spring
community.

Specialized community program-
ming to tap the minorities, the
sports followers, the citizenry in-
terested in local news was the for-
mula. People in Silver Spring,
said Eaton, insisted on radio sets
which would tune in 1590 kc. The
success of WOOK led to purchase
of the physical assets of WINX in
Washington and a move to the 1340
kc fulltime frequency whichWOOK now occupies. Eaton uses
the WINX call letters for his Rock-
ville, Md., station, where he moved
the old WOOK transmitter and
operates on lfiOO kc. The “con-
version” job for the originalWOQK laid the foundation for the

(Continued on page 42)

Ottawa, March* 2.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters
(latter the official organization Qf indie radio in Canada), usually
at each other’s throats, will huddle soon on the solution to long,
boring and offensive commercials. CBC chairman A. D. Dunton
was “quite concerned with the situation.” James AHsrd, -executive
v.p. of CAB, said: “The situation has been a' matter of concern
.with us, too.”

With indie stations the target for recent newspaper blasts at
giveaway shows with mounting jackpots and unlimited scheduling,
Allard, the national voice of the indies, defended the type of show
as “only a reflection of the prevailing something-for-nothing
philosophy of our times,” and no worse than some circulation
gimmicks of newspapers. He. doubted the CBC-CAB huddle would
eliminate the giveaway show but both Dunton and Allard agreed
more control would be necessary.

! Local interest in oyerlong giveaway shows , made front pages
when .a cabinet minister (Rt. Hon. C. D. Howe) was made the

* “answer” in a giveaway quiz and a reporter wrote of the minister’s
hubbub-at-home as a result. Day after the article appeared men-
tioning the possibility of an amendment to Canada’s criminal
code to control that type of show since the minister was in on
code revisions, opposition station (CFRA) jackpot of nearly $4,000
went to a winner after a buildup (twice a day except Sunday)
for more than four months. (The answer was ’’National Film
Board”). A few days later, other cabinet ministers showed Interest
in t^e long giveaway airer and finally CBC and CAB decided to
place .it high on the coming meeting’s agenda.

Nielsen Argues High TV Costs Can

Be Justified When Broken Down

Crosley Square Big B.O.
Cincinnati, March 2.

Visitors from several states who
come to view WLW-T originating
shows in the Crosley Square stu-

dios leave more than $500,000 with
Cincy business and entertainment
enterprises.

Tab has just been completed on
1,050 persons who sat in on Ruth
Lyons, “Pick-A-Pack of Prizes”

and “Midwestern Hayride” pro-
grams. Of 611 out-of-towners,
some traveled 150 miles; 389 of
them planned to Spend an average
$8.17 each on shopping in Cincy.

Negro Network’s

'Big 4’; Set Simms,

Calloway, Waters
National Negro Network, which

began operations a few weeks back
with a 15-minute soaper starring
Juanita Hall for Pet Milk and Phil
lip Morris, this week signed Hilda
Simms for a second afternoon
strip apd is in the middle of nego-
tiations with Ethel Waters to star

in a third. Plan is to get a block
of four daytimers on the 40-station
network by June.

Miss Simms is to star in “The
Life of Anna Lewis,”' story of a
Negro social worker attached to a
hospital.- Audition platter was cut
last week and will start making
agency rounds this week. Web is

also planning agency huddles
on its upcoming Cab Calloway
starrer, a half-hour nighttime who-
dunit with the bandleader acting
as host.

Web, which started with 35 sta-
tions and has already expanded to
40, has held off on presenting new
properties until its rate and dis-
count structure and its station pol-
icy has been determined. This
done, web is now starting its big
push, with the Calloway and Miss
Simms starrers first to get atten-
tion. It’s hoped to start the sec-
ond soaper in three or four- weeks.

t Unaware at the time of Emil
Mogul’s rending blast against tv’s

high costs and “acute Hollywood-
itis,” A. C. Nielsen Co. inadvert-
ently offered another .argument
against the ad agency topper's ac-
cusations. In a report xeleased last

week the rating firm pointed out
that “high tv costs can readily be
justified;”

The 18 most viewed shows,
broken dowp in terms of 7,000,000
homes and plus, have collectively
the “highest total cost”—$48,000
mean for talent and time—•'“but a
lower average cost per thousand
($5.27) than all the less popular
groups.”

Mogul acknowledged that there
was declining cost per thousand
but, in a speech a week ago before
the Chicago Television Council, he
insisted that the overwhelming
video nuts have killed off many
veteran clients. According to him,
only a small group of blue-chippers
will be able to continue in this
electronic medium,

Contestants ,pn one side in this
donnybrook, which is an old one

—

at least as old as the fright which
cropped up when it was discov-
ered that a stanza of “Comedy
Hour” class costs $85,000 per try

—

argue that fear of these so-called
high costs is unfounded. Of course
there is the unique low-budgeted
stanza, from time to time, that can
garner a big aud, but in the main
high prices are justified by high
calibre material and subsequently
high aud ratings. Similar excep-
tion was taken after Mogul’s Chi in-
dictment to the suggestion that ad-
vertisers stop paying big nuts for
a short period in order to bring
the prices down.

.
According to

some, this kind of coercion will
bring costs down all right and

(Continued on page 44)

Steve Allen’s Star Lineup

In Cancer Crusade Kickoff
Steve Allep’s 40-minute premid-

night show on WNBT, N. Y., will
be extended to an hour March 31
on the eve of the drive by the
N. Y. City Cancer Committee Of
the ’54 Cancer Crusade. Allen
will serve as emcee of a star line-
up and there’ll be no direct ap-
peal for funds a la the telethon
gimmick. Aural edition on WNBC
will be given the following bight
at 8:30 with different material,.
Hamilton Shea, g.m. of the NBC
flagship stations, is cooperating
in the campaign.
George Wolf, veepee of Geyer

ad agency, is radio-tv chairman of
the N. Y. committee.

Seek 10% Excise

Lopoff on Tint TV
Washington, March 2.

To help keep down cost of color
tv sets in the initial stage of tint’s

development, a committee repre-
senting leading manufacturers in
the receiver field will meet here
Thursday (4) to plan an industry
drive to persuade Congress to re-
move the 10% excise from color
receivers. The Committee will also
work for a reduction or elimina-
tion of the tax from black and
white sets.*

Meeting will bring together
members of the tax committee of
the Radio-Electronics-TV Manu-
facturers Assn., under the chair-

manship of A. M. Freeman. Basis
for the drive is that Congress and
the Internal Revenue Bureau have
frequently taken the position that

new products or new industries

should be relieved of taxes until

they have become well established.

RETMA points ou,t that the excise

on radio sets was not applied to

tv sets untij .late 1950, which was

three years after video receiver

production reached large volume.
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HYDE SEEK APRIL
CBS the Winnah On Bergen *

CBS has won out in the battle of the networks to cop the full
hour of Kraft radio billings next fall. This is the 60-minute stanza
that will be headed up by Edgar Bergen as disk jockey, commen-
tator and' overall program factotum. NBC had its fingers crossed
in anticipation of snaring the lucrative biz and adding Bergen to
its depleted personality roster, but CBS Radio prexy Adrian Mur-
phy finally succeeded in engineering the coup, with the contrac-
tual commitment wrapped up over the weekend.

It’s probable that Bergen will go into the Sunday night 8 to 9
period the same hour in which Bergen had been berthed for some
years with his 60-minute variety stanza. Present Sunday at 8
occupant is Bing Crosby, but CBS doesn’t figure him to return
to radio in the fall. If he does return, Bergen will get the "9 to 10
period.

"

Despite the anticipated Crosby defection, CBS still envisions a
Jack /Benny-Amos ’n’ Andy-Bergen parlay as the keystone of next
season’s -Sunday night lineup.

Plenty of UHF Sets Ready, But It’s Up

To Blasters to Create the Market
Washington, March 2.

Manufacturers will supply UHF
sets, if ultra-high stations attract

viewers, but receiver makers can’t

carry the conversion load for

broadcasters, educators were told

here yesterday (Mon.) at a con-

ference on UHF problems. Confer-
ence was sponsored jointly by .the

National Citizens Committee on
Educational TV and Joint Commit-
tee on Educational TV.

James Secrest, executive veepee
of Radio-Electronics-TV Manufac-
turers Agsn., reported that the an-
ticipated market for UHF sets has
not materialized and th£t output is

more than ample .to meet demand.
Factory inventories of UHF sets,

he added, rose to a new high of
35.6% of total receivers in Janu-
ary.

However, said Secrest, difficul-

ties are temporary and are due to

a shift to a dual system. “It would
have been a miracle,” he said, “if

the adjustment had been accom-
plished without casualties.”. ,

Allen Mills, merchandise mana-
ger of the RCA Victor division,

told the conference that UHF sets

constitute 50% of RCA factory in-

ventory of tv receivers.

Mills said his company believes
that UHF orders in the future will

exceed VHF. Situation, he said,

is not . comparable with FM. “There
is no doubt about the ultimate suc-

cess of UHF,” he said. Emphasiz-
ing broadcasters' responsibility in

developing a UHF audience, J. D.

(Continued on page 44)

Pinky’s Sponsor
Pinky Lee show -has grabbed its

first sponsor with General Foods
(for Jell-o) via Young 8c Rubicam
taking Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday participations - for four
weeks.

Coast-berthed stanza went to a

half-hour a few weeks ago in the

5 o’clock slot.

Leder HelmsWINS;

Besch’s Own Setup
. Robert Leder, who officially re-
signs his post as sales chief for
WNBC, N. Y., on Friday (5), steps
in immediately as new station man-
ager and v. p. at Gotham indie
WINS, which was recently pur-
chased by J. Elroy McCaw. At the
same time, longtime promotion-
publicity director Joe Besch leaves
the local station to enter his own
public relations Office, from which
he will handle top-echelon mat-
ters for WINS and several more of
McCaw’s broadcast properties and
other Interests.
Leder, replaces Harry Folts, who

quit the job nearly a month ago to
take up as an Ape account exec.
He and McCaw,” who came east to
oversee the new purchase on Jan.
27, have been conferring secretly
for the past two weeks. ' The new
owner left New York Monday (1)
night after putting official stamp
on the personnel changes. George
Stevens replaces Leder at WNBC.

Evidently McCaw is giving Leder
complete control of all station mat-
ters from th$ outset, because as
late as last Friday the former had
laid plans to make a big increase
in the rate card but now intends to
leave final sayso in the hands of
his new employee. A man will be
brought in to handle sales promo-
tion and publicity, jobs Besch for-
merly handled, but one which will
not interfere Vith the latter’s new
assignment in public relations.

TWA Pushing

1 Writers’ Guild;

Woos Freelances
Television Writers of America

is going after jurisdiction of free-

lance radio scripters employed by

webs, ad agencies and sponsors.

It’s called a meeting for 8:30 p.m.

next Tuesday (9) in New York at

the Shelton Hotel to kick' around

plans formulated by TWA’s na-

tional board to take in that group.

Meet will also make known prog-
t

ress in current negotiations with

ABC, CBS and NBC for a live

tv minimum basic contract on

which huddles are skedded to

start tomorrow (Thurs.).

Radio jurisdiction is now held
by Radio Writers Guild, an arm
of Authors League of America, but
contracts expire shortly and TWA
is pushthg for one writers' union
to serve the broadcasting industry
and, contingent upon membership
approval, will file a petition for

such In election with the NLRB,
Western region membership
unanimously approved this action

at a Hollywood meeting last week
(24). TWA won a similar elec-

tion in network tv last June in a

contest with ALA and Screen
Writers Guild, an autonomous af-

filiate of ALA. It was that victory

which put the TWA into a position

to negotiate on video pacts.

TWA js waiting for a decision

by NLRB on its petition for ji

jurisdictional election among five

dramatic and newswriting staffs

at the three webs. Hearings were
held in October before NLRB
regional examiner Benjamin
Naumhoff, with objections put in

by ALA reps. Election date and
a decision on qualifications for

voting are expected from NLRB
soon.

DEBATE DOERFER CBS-TV Program Mill Grinds ’Em

FCC MOVER

Ed Sullivan’s Balto Kudos
Baltimore, March 2.

The Advertising Club of Balti-

more named Ed Sullivan the “out-

standing television personality of

1953” in its annual award presen-

tation at the Emerson Hotel here

last Saturday (27).

Jack Van Volkenberg, Hubbell

Robinson and Clarke Snyder of

CBS and Wickliffe Crider of Ken-

^on 8: ''•’-h'jrdv a^^onrianied

Sullivan on the Baltimore trip.

By JACK LEVY
Washington, March 2.

Come April 1 and the one-year
appointment of Rosel Hyde as
chairman of the FCC expires (his
term as a commissioner runs until
1959). Which brings up the ques-
tion Washington is asking: Will
Hyde continue at the helm or will
Comr. John C. Doerfer, one of the
“new faces” at the agency, bepome
No. 1 man?
When Hyde was designated

chairman of the Commission by
President Eisenhower nearly a
year ago, it was no secret that the
Administration preferred a “new
face” for the top job at the agency.
Doerfer, who had just been ap-
pointed a commissioner, was re-
portedly slated for the post. But
with the freeze on tv having only
recently been lifted and nearly
1,000 applications before the FCC,
the broadcasting industry backed
Hyde for the job. It wanted a man
experienced in Commission proce-
dures, particularly at that crucial
stage in video’s expansion.
The Administration compro-

mised. It designated Hyde as
chairman for but one year, break-
ing a precedent in tenure of
the FCC chairmanship. Previously,

'

chairman of the Commission had
been given indefinite appoint-

!

mehts ( in some regulatory agen-.

!

cies commissioners rotate the
chairmanship annually under sta-

;

tutory requirement). The idea, ap-
parently, was to give Doerfer time

i

to become oriented to his FCC job—to build him up for the chair-
manship—and to enable the agency
to dispose of its backlog of tv cases.
The Administration must now, or*

soon,, make its decision. The ques-
tion it must decide is whether
Doerfer has proved himself to be
the strong man he was represented
to be when he was presented to the
Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee by Gov. Walter Kohler of
Wisconsin as a man who “will not
yield to pressure.” There are in-
fluences in the Senate and outside
who may dispute this.

Doerfer’s accomplishments as a
member of the FCC, as one key
source here puts it, are “difficult

(Continued on page 38)

Marge Kerr’s DuM

Post in Shuffle
DuMont topper Ted Bergmann

has lifted some of the burden from
his programming chief, Jim Cad-
digan, by making two major de-
cisions this week. The web prexy
brought in Marge Kerr, in new
post of program development head,
to direct her attention to commer-
cial productions, and he upped
A. L. Hollander, currently program
manager, to boss of the brand new
operations department.
Miss Kerr will be liaison be-

tween sales and programming. She
will have little to do with, sustain-
ing shows, since she is “being
channeled directly for commercial
material.” Bergmann stated that
the operations department, with
Hollander at the helm, was estab-
lished to free Caddigan of the me-
chanical detail of program produc-
tion, thus allowing him to spend
more time with creation and de-
velopment of programs themselves.

Hollander’s qew assignment will

embrace all of fiis old duties; i. e.,

news and special events, continui-
ty acceptance, overseeing an
nouncers, associate directors and
film operation for DuMont, and
will have adde'd all production de-
tails from maintenance of web logs

|
to makeup.

Miss Kerr most recently pro-
duced “Heaven For Betsy,” a CBS-
TV stanza which faded after 13
weeks. Prior to that she spent
three years with William Morris’
tv department, and still earlier

she was with itf. W. Ayer agency
as a radio-tv exec*

Out for ’54-’55 in Anticipation Of

Some Drastic Changes in Schedule

Merman 31.7; Toast 27.4
Colgate’s “Comedy Hour,” with

Ethel Merman, Frank Sinatra, Bert
Lahr and Sheree North heading
up “Anything Goes” on NBC-TV,
drew a 31.7 10-city Trendex against
27.4 for Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of
the Town” on CBS-TV Sunday
(28)..

“Toast” had Red Skelton and a

flock of talent.

Baseball Pension

Fund Is Resolved;

900G From AM-TV
After nearly three months of

hassling, baseball appears to have
come to a definite conclusion about
the players’ pension fund. Coin for
it has and will continue to come

—

only in greater amounts now—from
the nut paid by radio-video spon-
sors for World Series and All-Star
games.

J. Norman Lewis, mouthpiece for
the players, and league toppers got
together in New York.recently and
decided to give the fund0 a fixed
60% of the money coming from’the
broadcast rights. All the games in-

volved net about $1,500,000 from
advertiser Gillette, and under the
new agreement this means $900,000
yearly for the fund until the spon-
sor contract runs out in two years.
.Then share is expected to increase
with a corresponding new going
price, listed by many as high as
$33,500,000 yearly.

Definite okay should come down
from the owners any day on the
proposition. Owner reps, John Gal-
breath and Hank Greenberg,
brought the plan to the toppers at-

tention right after conclave with
Lewis. No contest is foreseen; the
OK appears to be a formality. Lew-
is will garner assent from his 16
player reps around April 1, just
before the regular major league
season begins. The lawyer believes
meet will be held in Chicago and
certainly from that group no op-
position is expected since new
agreement offers a fixed increased
sum to pension.*

Included in outcome of the
(Continued on page 40)

That CBS-TV is fully alerted to
some drastic program shifts and
overhaulings in, the fall is evi-
denced from the fact that nearly a
dozen hew properties are cur-
rently In the formulating stage.
It’s not only a case of some, of the
sponsors being unhappy with their
present shows, but the network
command is anxious to strengthen
the skein's weaker time slots in a
bid for topdog status when the
’54-’55 season gets under way.
CBS is particularly conscious of

a weak Thursday night program
structure. That's the night when
NBC is riding the tv rating train
with Groucho

,
Marx. "Dragnet”

and the upcoming 60-minute “Lux
Video Theatre.” The departure of
Lux from its present 30-minute
time slot on CBS will probably
'cue a drastic revamping of the
j
Columbia roster that night, involv-

j
ing other sponsors and other

j

shows.

i
Another night earmarked for

j

CBS attention is. Sunday, where
i the network admittedly is. weak
j

after the 9 p.m. ring down of the

]

E ' Sullivan curtain. It’s a virtual

j

certainty that Fred Waring will be

;
missing from the 9 to '9:30 slot

! next fall, although General Elec-

j

trie is still undecided what will go
* in. assuming it holds on to the

;

period. Apparently any hopes o!

j

Bing Crosby moving in for GE
> with his own show were dashed
! last week when the singer let it

I be known that “after these first
two, on more.”

|
While it’s still too early to tell,

|

there’s a strong likelihood that
'Tuesday night will also get CBS-
I TV attention, with the ’Gene Au-

]

try-Red Skelton “opposite Berle”

j

parlay subject to some careful

j

scrutiny and reappraisal. They
(haven’t been able to dent the top
’Berfe ratings.

Sloan Simpson Gets

Full Mutual Buildup
- Mutual has expanded Sloan
Simpson’s program into a network
feature, stifling rumors that the
sho.w heard locally on WOR, N.Y.,
was a dud. Web . strip was first

aired Monday (1).

WOR airing began several months
back when the former Wife of ex-
Gotham Mayqr William O’Dwyer
returned from extended visit to

Spain. Eirst indication that she
would go national followed shortly
after rumblings about a month ago
that show was costly failure. The
personality is on long-term con-
tract. Miss Simpson then was sent

west by web toppers to appear on
a local emanation from one of,

MBS;s affiliates.

Show is chiefly commentary by
Miss Simpson anent fashion, travel,

society and show biz. Dropped
from sked to make room for new
stanza was “Cliff's Family.”

ASR Buys Winchell

As Carter Exits
•Walter WinchelTs ABC simulcast

sponsorship underwent a quickie
change when Carter Products bow-
ed out of alternate week backing
and was immediately replaced by
American Safety Razor. Carter
bowout was cued'by its assumption
of alternate wTeeks on “Ijdeeb Mil-
lie” and funneling of coin into
“Mr. District Attorney” vidpix on
alternate weeks in some 40’ mar-
kets.

As soon as web was notified by
SSC&B, Carter agency, that the
drug firm was out of the Winchell
picture, McCann-Erickson, which
reps the alternate-week Gruen, im-
mediately moved into the time for
American Safety Razor, another of
its key clients. Winchell’s tv rating,
incidentally, has skyrocketed, with
show getting an 18.0 average on
latest Nielsen.

Pearce Back To TV
Hollywood, March 2.

After a season of inactivity, A1
Pearce is returning to television

with an informal half-hour show
five days' weekly on KCOP, local

indig, starting March 22.

He will revive many of his old

radio characters.

HAZEL BISHOP AXES

PETER POTTER SHOW
Hazel Bishop is axing “Peter

Potter Show” on ABC-Ty March 28
and is moving “Dr. I. Q.” over
from Monday nights into the Sun-
day at 9:30 time slot. Cosmetic
firm, despite the dropping of Pot-
ter, is expanding its tv budget from
$5,000,000 to $6,000,000; according
to prexy Ray Spector, and will pick
up a new show on NBC or CBS in
three weeks. Bishop currently
ranks 20th among vidadvertisers,
Spector said, and budget increase

I will up it to about 15th.

Spector said Potter show did a
good job for the firm, but he wants

j

to limit ABC programming to Sun-
!
day night slot and because he feels

|

“I. Q.” can do better job, Potter
1 got the axe.
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“Anything Goes” did. Setting

Ethel Merman into her 1934 Broad-
waysical, supported by Frank Si-

natra and Bert Lahr (vice William
Gaxton and Victor Moore), plus
cheesecake, oolala and shimmy by
Sheree North (vice Bettina. Hall),

plus bringing in Leland Hayward
and Jule Styne to mastermind the
production for the Colgate “Com-
edy Hour,” proved an inspiration.

This was an NBC-TV Sunday
nighter (28) so far ahead of her
January sketch-and-song preemer
with Jimmy ’Durante, and Gene
Nelson as to suggest the value of
book shows for future “Hours.”
But that brings up the question of
availability of legit musical prop-
erties

—“Anything” came with a
nod from Paramount, for instance,
which got a “Red Garters” end
plug as. part of the deal;
Those Cole Porter songs are

more than alive today after two
decades of in and out exposure.
And with La Merman giving 'em
zest and zing and Sinatra chirping
and terping for all he's worth (ana
he's worth plenty, circa 1954, as an
amazingly developed hand at the
personality stuff), it was the treat
of the season. Condensed book
(from the P. G. Wodehouse-Guy
Bolton original as then revised by
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse,
with Lindsay the Broadway stager)
played swiftly and was a substan-
tial framework for the songs—
from the peppy title tune to the
Merman^Sinatra workout on
“You're the Top,” which could
have gone on indefinitely. They
also duetted niftily on “Just One
of Those Things” and “I Get a Kick
Out of You” and Sinatra lit out
vis-a-vis the erstwhile “Madam” on
“You Do Something to Me” and
solo on the low key ballad “All
Through the Night” In a manner
that could get him arrested Yor
stopping traffic.
There were other cheerful ear-

fuls such as Merman & Lahr bounc-
ing away at “Friendship”; the star
in a production stanza of “Blow,
Gabriel, Blow,” easily one of the
best in her shout-'em-out book;
Miss North of the flexible chassis
joining Miss Merman, the flappers
and cakeeaters (to Bob Sydney's
snap-happy choreo) in a reprise of
the Charleston era soundoff on the
title aria. The shenanigans aboard
ship by Lahr as the phony rever-
end, Sinatra as a two-bit agent try-
ing to win Miss Merman back. Miss
North as everybody’s sweetheart
< including those crazy French,
gobs), and Arthur Gould Porte? as
Sir Evelyn Oakleigh (La Merman’s
in-again-out-again betrothed) pro-
vided a winning session of tom-
foolery and music cues. A1 Good-
man was at his sterling best in
fronting the orch, Pete Barnum
served in his regular slot as pro-
ducer for the house, and' slick
adaptation of the script was by
Herb Baker, son of Belle Baker.
David Alexander stayed with vim.
This was a musicomedy that played
like one, and for tv it marked a
triumph. Trau. '

Plaza, purportedly the worst flea-

bag in Manhattan, where he al-

ways stops bn trips east. After this

familiar reprise of the- stinginess
trait, which hi$ authors never neg-
lect, script had Benny expressing
an interest in becoming a legit

star and going by' appointment to

the home of Miss Hayes to seek
her advice.

At this point the authors trotted
out the vanity trait, also standard
to the Benny form, ; If there was a
single addition to oft-used conceit
jokes, or a line of fresh ,wit in the
script it escaped the ear of this

reviewer; A much ado about very
little, the “action” called for Benny
to make a series of theatrical en-
trances, ‘ all revealing his fatuous
self-love, as Miss Hayes coached
him.
"" It is a tribute, to the lady that
she could condescend, and that’s

the exact word, to this silliness

and retain her air of authority.
But how squandered can expensive
top talent be? At the Jessel dinner
Fred Alien quipped about a toast-
master Benny (Who was brilliant
that night) “When He came to town
with four writers, I knew he’d be
good.” Too bad the four writers
hadn’t worked as effectively on the
Hayes appearance as they did on
the Friars Club event. .The results
for Lucky Strike and" CBS were
tired and tiresome. Land,

Switch in format was probably
the best possible thing that pro-
ducer Larry Menkin could have
done to his five-a-week “Spotlight”
series on WOR-TV, N.Y. The hour-
a-day exposure was the toughest
deterrent to his original plan of
staging three-character readings of
the classics in a sort of arena style.

The technique was a little too
cramped for an hour-long tele pro-
gram, and the concept obviously
suffered in execution. Now, “Spot-
light” is doing three-character orig-
inal dramas, and judging from last
week’s fare, doing them quite
nicely.

lAay last week was “Family
Tree,” an original by William Atta-
way (who for a tune was script
editor of Menkin’s now-demised
“Harlem Detective” series on the
station). It fit the low-budget multi-
ple-exposure bill very well. Con-
sidering that it was confined to
three characters and oqe set, it

packed considerable dramatic
punch and showed a good deal of
.fluidity and movement. If the writ-
ing was a little rough in spots, if

the dialog somewhat corny in a
couple of segments, it wasn’t due

to lack of sincerity oh the part of

Attaway, but rather a lack of ex-

perience in scripting for hour-long
dramatics.

No less effective than the Atta-

way script was "the acting of Mar-
tin Kosleck, Edward Cullen and
Sara Anderson. Kosleck socked his

role of a Greek immigrant-grown-
wealthy who asks for the hand of

an American girl fooled into be-
lieving she’s descended from roy-

alty with sincerity, and impact.
Miss Anderson, as the unhappy
girl, gave substance to the unreal-
ity of her position. And Cullen, as

her drunken father who’s made
the phony ancestry the excuse for

his weakness, caught all the nu-
ances of the difficult role.

Actor Jack Manning had a part
in the direction of this one, co-

directing with Bob Eberle. Both
can pat themselves on the back for

a fine job. They pointed Up the
conflict well and kept a story
which could have been dull in

movement at all times. Obviously,
though, the success of “Spotlight”
will depend on its scripts and
actors. While that’s true for any
dramatic series, it. goes in spades
for “Spotlight,” because as far as
camera work, lighting 'and other
technical details go, the produc-
tion was decidedly inferior. In all

likelihood, this isn’t due to any
individuals but rather to the
equipment and 'facilities of WOR-
TV, something that nobody but the
top bnass of the station can change.

Chan.

“The Muldoon Matter” was the
featured attraction last week (23)

on “Motorola TV Hour” over ABC-
TV and if it went overboard in
reaching for that “folksy” .touch,
at least it never lost its sense of

humor. For this the credit must
go to Charlie Ruggles who was
standout in a difficult part and
somehow managed to inject a note
of reality into the proceedings.

“Muldoon Matter” may have ap-
peared to be comparatively unim-
portant to some viewers, but it ob-
viously got under the skin of the
people in a little New ' England
.town called Fairview. It was all

about Mordecai Muldoon who
drops off a freight train one night
and is accepted and put Up by the
town when he claims to be a civil

war vet. Eventually it’s established
that he isn’t and the townspeople
almost kick him out again before
they come to their senses.
As Muldoon, a philosophically-

minded old fellow with a vivid im-
agination, Ruggles. turned in a

Red Skelton, subbing for Jackie
Gleason on the latter’s show on
Saturday (27) on CBS-TV, gave an
extraordinarily fine program with
the assistance of a cast comprising
mainly himself. Skelton’s recital
was virtually a one-man show with
some of the surefire bits he’s col-
lected throughout the years.

Skelton’s “Guzzler's Gin” bit,
which has been done frequently
by other comics, some giving cred-
it to Skelton for it, is at its funni-
est when done by the originator.
His rendition of Freddie the Free-
loader at the masquerade was also
a fine bit and the Kaddidlehopper
characterization held up well. His
weakest project was the standup
comedy at the start of the bill.
The guest talent comprised Flo-,

rian ZaBach and Dolores Hawkins.
ZaBach's top number, the fiddling
of ' Bumble Boogie” to a lively line
routine, was okay and Miss Haw-
kins impressed as a highly stylized
singer. However,, the selection of
Dixie Lullaby” was mystifying

since she s unable to add anything
to this stalwart that that hasn’t
been done to it before.
Doing a consistently good job on

this layout are the June Taylor
Dancers. The routines are chore-
ographed so that their work can
be caught by a

. single camera.
There s depth and color to their
performances. Also speaking of
girls, the beauts who intro and

,

sign off the show have some of'
the prettiest faces in video—and !

some of the most irritating voices.

!

Jose.

Jack Benny both rested and
1

rusted on his format Sunday (28)
!

with Helen Hayes, wonderful and
j

wasted, as his guest. First part of
the script put Benny into the Acne- i

ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATRE
(NBC)

“Armstrong Circle Theatre” on
NBC-TV came up with a unique
idea last week as the half-hour
dramatic showcase was exposed to
the color treatment, but as it

turned out the tint was brighter
than the content. Called “Evening
Star,” with Metppera diva Jarmila
Novotna in the lead role, the pres-
entation Was something in the na-
ture of a “biography of a theatre,”
a sort of “inside stuff” panorama
in which the NBC-RCA Colonial
Theatre color tv “laboratory”
played itself.

Briefly, “Evening Star” had to
do with a tv studio that was opce
a theatre where the central figure
of the drama, a hasbeen diva,
scored some of her greatest tri-

umphs. She comes out of retire-
ment" to try her luck in the video
medium in a performance of “Ma-
dame Butterfly.” . .

It was another signal victory for
the network’s rainbow technicians.
The overly-produced setting and
the fabulous dressing room of the
star, while exaggeration of reality,
gave the color engineers ample op-
portunity to display their entire
scope. The elaborate Japanese cos-
tuming and the rococo set replete
with silk screens, etc., pernftitted
the use of the entire color spec-
trum, but with -the delicacy and
control of muted shadings".
As a black-and-white entry, with

the awkwardness and jerkiness of
the dialog, not to mention the
maudlin sentimentality of the
script, it was sub-standard fare.
At this stage of the tint tryout
period, the novelty of color, as
such, may outweigh the demerits
of the' play itself. But tomorrow,
no matter how you shade it, the
Play’ll still be the thing;
With the added color dimension,

you didn’t need a script to sell
those Congoleum rugs or its vari-

ous decorative uses in the kitchen,
once more suggesting that the ad-
vent of tint tv will provide a field
day for the sponsor’s commercials.

Rose.

EXCURSION (NBC)
The Ford Foundation TV-Radio

Workshop’s afternoon “Excursion
show on NBC-TV was put through
the “hue & tint” department on
Sunday (28) and here was a classic
example of how meaningless it can
be to

.
aim for distracting visual

values when basically the entire
half-hour program is designed for
listening.

As the newest episode in the
“Excursion” tv ride, the half-hour
chronology of jazz and Its emer-
gence as American folk music had
much to commend it. Burgess Mer-
edith, in his role as program guide,
was keyed up to the subject and
such performers as Count Basie
and Mel Powell at the piano; Buck
Clayton on the trumpet; Louis
Belson, drums; Dick Dickinson,
trombone; Edmund Hall, clarinet;
Walter Page, bass; Mundell Lowe,
guitar; Osie Johnson, drums, plus
the others, did an expert job with
their improvisations and variations
on a theme in tracing the develop-
ment of jazz from its early New
Orleans-Chi-Kansaj City days to
the present.

But with the exception of a
nicely-turned production J number
as a supplementary attraction to
the N.O. period of jazz, and some
occasional backgrounding of bead-
ed curtains and varicolored shut-
ters, the injecting of the rainbow
element only tended to shatter the
aural sensitivities. On black and
white reception, the ear benefltted.

Technically, the shadings and
the hues were up to RCA-NBC pro
standard. One couldn't quibble
with the color. But the eye-slanted
accent of the program itself was
in the wrong direction. Rose. |

firstrate.performance. Kent Smith
was okay as the sympathetic doc-
tor; Frank McHugh as .the mayor
didn’t seem to feel at home, and
Ed Begley overacted as the villain

of the piece who wants to think
the worst of Muldoon and is al-

most-proven right.

. Rod Sterling’s script was ade-
quate despite some silly lines.

Says one litle boy when he hears
there'll be a new club house built:

“That’s keen!.” Perhaps that’s the
way kids talk in New England, but
it didn’t sound right. Also, the
town’s reaction to the Muldoon unr
masking was hard to take.

Scene .where the boys “drum”
Rtfggles out of their scouts group
was maudlin and ' embarassing.
Donald Richardson’s direction was
routine but contributed occasional
flashes of imagination. Chances
are that “The Muldoon Matter”
was forgotten just as soon as it

was settled. Hift.

“Omnibug’ uncovered a bright
new writing talent in A. K. Lewis,
author of a half-hour drama, “Hide
And The Turnpike,” which was
the highlight of last Sunday’s ses-
sion (28) on CBS-TV. It was a
clever and touching play about a
Pennsylvania JDutch gal’s attempt
to get her man. It was performed
superlatively by a cast headed by
Peggy McKay, as the girl; Gene
Saks, as the entrapped traveling
salesman; and Ludwig Roth and
Olga Fabian, as the parents.

Another., play, “A Marriage Has
Been Arranged,” by Alfred Suto,
had a similar theme, but this
script was an urbane comedy of
manners which sparkled on the oc-
casions when the wit 'was not be-
ing drowned in a sea of words.
It was, however, a good showcase
for the talents of Joan Greenwood,
currently appearing -in “The Con-
fidential Clerk,” on Brbatfway. She
carried her lines with grace and
polish.

“Omnibus” also featured an In-
teresting film on “UnderSeas Arch-
ealogy” with Captain Jacques-
Yves Cousteau, of the French
Navy, explaining the mechanism of
the bathyscape

. whichs.j:ecently
dived to a record depth of 14,000
feet. Her'm.

That the “TV Playhouse” Sun-
day night on NBC-TV can be as
much at home in high comedy as
it usually is in stark drama was
conclusively proved last 'Sunday
(28) when it came up with a rib-
tickling item entitled “Buy Me
Blue Ribbons,” scripted by Sum-
ner Locke Elliott.

In the light vein most of the
time, but inevitably spiced with a
bit of seriousness, this was the
story of a moppet movie star, now
grown up, who labors under the
illusion that he is a great actor.A brash and insufferable young
man, he finally gets his comeup-
pance and — one assumes — ac-
quires a measure of humility.
Roddy McDowall did himself

proud in the lead part, playing It
with a mixture of gusto and un-
derstanding. Enid Markfcy was
both funny and pathetic as his
doting mother who is at the root
of much of

. his trouble. Natalie
Schafer contributed an overdrawn
portrait as the actress whom the
boy charms into a contract. Jef-
frey Lumb, as the producer, gave
stature to a small part.
Arthur Penn directed in crack-

erjack fashion. Show had plenty
of pace and Imagination and a
little pathos, too. Opening se-
quences, a takeoff on the early
talkies, were a howl. So was the
scene where Lirtnb shows Mc-DowaH how to passionately em-
brace Miss Schafer and gets car-
ried away in the doing.

wa
?
one of the best of the

Elliott scripts. There were plenty
flnd a thoughtful and

charming ending involving Mc-
Dowall and his agent, Gale Page,
who, incidentally, is quite a looker.
The characters were overdrawn;
but not out of all proportions.
Penns direction helped to keep
things on an even balance. Judg-
es by last Sunday’s show, Mc-
L owall should do comedy more
often. It suits him. Hift.

provocative theme, curiously
attuned to the temper or the times,
was presented Sunday (28) as “The
Mask,” over ABC-TV, presented
The Poison Village,” the story of

a town roused by a series of poison
letters.

Stated simply, and acted with
conviction, the yarn had first-rate
suspense value and came across
with sock entertainment value. Itw*3 °,-„the £est shows seen on
The Mask” series so far.
Written by Franz Spencer and

MeL Goldberg, “The Poison Vil.
lage” had William Prince, a lawyer
visit a little town, panicked bv
poison letters. Stung by the
charges flung by the anonymous
sender, the people finally picked a
likely suspect on flimsy evidence*
mob action built until, in the last
moment, Prince produced" the real
culprit and avoided bloodshed.
Leonard Valanta directed with

an intelligent emphasis on under-
statement. The town lived in fear
and you could feel it. Joey Walsh*
as the youngster with a hidden
desire for violence; Frank Overton
as his father; Brandon Peters as
the sodden sheriff who rises to the
crisis in defense of law and order;
Louise Larabee.as the suspect and
Lulu Belle Clark as the school
marm all were excellent and con-
tributed greatly to the overall ef-
fect of the- play.

Prince Is an actor of unusual
perception who grasps more than
the superficial meaning of his part.
In “Poison Village” he did a beau-
tiful job, particularly in the tense
sequences with the teacher whom
he finally unmasks as the writer
of the notes. The real star vof the
show was the script—tight, weU-
paced • and completely believable.
The lines rang true.

The final scene, with the young
hoodlums circling their innocent
suspect, with stones .in hand, urg-
ing her to confess to something she
hadn’t done, was a masterpiece of
staging. Producers Robert Stevens
and Halsted Welles ought to be
congratulated on a fine show.

Hift.

ROGER PRICE
Producer: Lee Davis
Director: Paul Kane
Writer: Price
5 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 7:10 pan.
SAVINGSBANKS OF NEW YORK
WABC-TV, N.Y.

(Muir)
Roger Price, who’s as well known

as an author as he is a comedian,
has embarked on an entirely new
and strange career—that of a
weather prophet who promises to
strive for better weather. Still if

artist Jon Gnagy can become a
seer on the conduct of the ele-
ments, why not Price?

Price* is an extremely clever
chap who started as a writer for
Bob Hope before going into busi-
ness for himself. After a nitery
career, he .authored “In One Head
and Out the Other” and is now
raking in royalties from “Droodles.”
- Price handles this assignment
with His usual literate zanyisms. In
a five-minute show he embarked on
a campaign to get a glacier which
New York can call its own, deliv-
ered an amusing monolog on the
weather and other subjects, gave
the commercial for the New York
savings Banks' and drew a droodle.
Actually, there’s some room for
expansion since it seems a waste
of precious time to give credits
before and after the show. Price
could put this closing credit time
to better use with his very pleasant
qnd clever wit. Jose.

MAYOR’S MAILBAG
With Mayor Qulgg Newton
15 Mins.; Sun., 12:30 p.m.
Sustaining*
KOA-TV, Denver
When the mayor is already t

radio personality, having broadcasl
.a similar program several years
over KLZ, and when the mayoi
owns a sizeable chunk of stock in

your station, it Is not too much
trouble to get him started on tele-

vision, and of course on the station
in which he is interested finan-
cially.

However, let it be said right here
that Quigg Newton, Denver’s pop-
ular mayor, has a radio and tele-

vision delivery that would get him
time on any local station. He has
an easy delivery, just like he was
talking direct to you, and not in a

haranguing manner that many
look for in a pdliticlan, However,
Newton is a .people's politician, in

that he is very popular, having
been elected and reelected mayor
of Denver on a non-partisan basis.

It is entirely conceivable that, in

the present series over KOA-TV
that he has lost some of his former
listeners, while no doubt adding
others. He recently registered as a

Democrat, but he does not let this

sway his views on Denver problems.
Newton reads letter® and tells the

listeners the answers, when he has

them. When he does not have them
he is forthright enough to admit,

but discusses the angles.
A lawyer by training and profes-

sion, Newton has all the tricks at

his command, but used only the

one of appearing to be talking to

you right in your living room. This

program could use half an hour

and still not be too long.



Wednesday, March 3, 1954 TELEVISION REVIEWSpsmen si
your show
With -Polly Bergen, Bill Tabbert,

others
Producers, Gerry Gross, Nferman
Baer

Director: Royer Shope
55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 a.m.
Participating
WABC-TV, New York

Polly Bergen and Bill Tabbert
are overmatched in this 55-minute
ABC local crossboarder. They’re
both first-rate singers (she’s been
nightclubbing, etc., and he was the
Lt. Cable of the recently departed
“South Pacific” after five years on
Broadway) and efficient gabbers,

but there isn’t enough solid mate-
rial to keephausfraus screen-happy
for nearly an hour.

When they’re worklrig out on
songs in solo, the session comes to.

life. But most of the chitchat and
interviews were on the dull side

when caught last Wednesday (24)

after the show was two days gone.
Betwixt the tunes they brought on
a gent who specializes in exploring
caves (speleologist they called it,

probably a distant relative of a
troglodyte or cave dweller) which
seemed more appropriate for a cul-

tural stanza, and a young male
fashion designer who expounded
on the chichi stuff with aggressive
zest.

Every couple of minutes Miss
Bergen found everything “fabu-
lous.” Better she should make with
“Sometimes I’m Happy,” “Secret
Love” and “C’est Magnifique,” for
songs are her groove, plus looks.

Tabbert was in there clicking with
“Make Believe” and “Smilin’
Through.” Accomp trio of piano,

bass and guitar got one_number.
There was some idle chatter taking
off on newspaper stories.

Tabbert is keeping the spot
warm for singer Jerome Courtland,
Miss Bergen’s husband. He’s on the
Coast making a pic for Columbia,
Spots on the Wednesday shojv
were for Coke and Premier Foods.

Trau.

TV JUNIOR JOURNAL OF AIR
Producer: Dave Lustig
60 Mins., Sat., .2 pjn.
Sustaining
YVlCC-TV, Bridgeport, Conn.
Large circulation should be the

reward for the “TV Junior Journal
of the Air,”- unfolded over the
WICC-TV facilities from studios in
Booth Hill. Dave Lustig televises
“Journal” Saturdays from 2 to 3
p.m., with the cooperation of stu-
dents from the various high
schools in this arear The show is

professionally put on and the cast 4
appears in the roles of managing
editor, city editor, fashion, sports,
society editors as well as a staff of
co-editors and reporters. The tal-

ent and entertainment sections of
the program come under the head
of a supplement or magazine sec-
tion of “Junior Journal” and some
clever entertainers have been
brought out.
The idea pf “Junior Journal”

was conceived by Harry K. Mc-
Williams, publicity and exploita-
tion chief of Screen Gems. Dave
Lustig who has been with numer-
ous theatrical, tv and radio shows,
whipped “Junior Journal” into
shape and presents it over WICC-
TV.

Outside of the news, sports and,
society news there’s the “city edi-
tor,” who put over in neat style
several bits and gags of Lustig
origin; a tuneful accordionist; a
comely clever young mimic; an en-
joyable vocalist and a quartet that
brought rounds of applause. An
hour long show of this type is any-
thing but easy to produce but Lus-
tig did a hangup job aided by the
WICC staff,

Lustlg’s efforts are commend-
able ~and his work should gain
prominence. Camera work was
not to good when caught (20) and
an experienced engineer should
take over. Feb. 13 “Junior Jour-
nal” was capably handled by a
cameraman who not only knew
knew how to follow direction but
who got in many excellent shots
of his on.

“Journal” is without a doubt
one of the finest shows WICC-TV
has produced to date. Phillip
Merryman, chief of WICC-TV and
radio rates a deep nod.

HOFFMAN HAYRIDE
With Cottonseed Clark, Marilyn Or-

lando, Eddie Deane, Dusty Dale,
Johnny Guest, Bill Carter, Pat-
ty Prichard, Jim DeNoon’s band

Producer; F. Nat Sinclair
Director: Forrester Mashblr
30 Mins., Thurs« 7 P-m.
Hoffman television dis-

. tributors. 7-UP
KPIX, San Francisco
This ambitious western hoedown

rings in every bit of sagebrush
nostalgia. Cottonseed Clark, a
country-style poet and platter
spinner on KVSM, San Mateo,
knows talent and has surrounded
himself with topnotch performers.
With able assist from Jim De-
Noon’s toe tappin' rhythm band,
Clark fairly makes his allotted air-

< Continued on page 40)

TELERAMA
With Dick McCutcheon, John
Raleigh

Director: Cal Jones
60 Mins., Sat. 2 pjn.
WPTZ, Philadelphia

“Telerama,” with a parochial
“Omnibus" format, opens with “an
eyes of the world” camera trained
on home viewers. Dick McCutch-
eon, station news editor, with short
intro explains purpose of show

—

“variety,” as he outlines the next
hour’s schedule with prefatory
shots of guests.

Initial segment was devoted to
•“Burlesque, with clips of back-
stage/doings and interviews with
%uch burley veterans as Eddie En-
nis, A1 Murray and Straightwoman
Dolly Dawson, all caught at Phil-
ly’s Carman Theatre, uptown film
vauder which has added burley
artists for boxoffice hypo. Both in-
terviews and subject matter came
over socko.
Miss Dawson felt comedy had

changed with educational stand-
ards of audience, which in recent
decades has gone from grammar
school to high school level. Ennis
felt that' burlesque was one medi-
um that had nothing to fear frpm
tv, although tv used the same skits
with slight variations. Ennis said
people would always want “flesh
entertainment” (Interviewer
McCiftcheon quickly assured that
this meant “live actors”). Bur-
lesque people credited success of
Carman policy to combination of
good vaude and key-run films in
addition to their offerings, and
pointed out high percentage of
women in audience.^
McCutcheon also talked to Tru-

dine (Quiver Girl) in dressing-
room, an exotic danseuse with a
Judy Holliday voice. Stripper ex-
plained she kept out of trouble
with local .censors by asking in ad-

i

vance: “How far can we go?” For
documentary values, McCutcheon
introduced studio guest, Hy Stur-
man, an authority on subject, who
exhibited collection of photos
ranging from the oldtime queens
to reigning favorites of today’s bur-
ley circuits. Sturman recounted
the celebrated alumni of burlesque
and showed pictures of them in

heyday of the Columbia wheel. In-
telligent questioning, interesting

date and personalities and class'

lensing made first 30 minutes of

“Telerama” topdrawer entertain-

ment.
Second half was a charivari in-

cluding a scene by the local semi-

pro Co-Opera Co., clips of the
anti-aircraft setup in the Delaware
Valley; a goodwill nod to the Turk-
ish via a broken English Interview
with - three naval officers, plus

standard newsreel shots. A trip to

an observation ward in a mental
hospital is skedded for second pro-

gram, anti McCutcheon asked for

unique ..programming suggestions

from viewers. Varied subject mat-
ter and skillful photography^ make
this one of the better local tries.

Gogh.

WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND
With Myras, Melba, Shirley Joyce,

Mary Wirth; Jim Doney, an-

nouncer'
Producer: Bruce Stauderman
30 Mins.; Mon. 9:30 p.m.

WXEL, Cleveland
( Gerst,

Sylvester, Walsh)
Myrus, the Mentalist, puts on a

stimulating 30 minutes of mind-
reading that should intrigue view-

ers as well as participants' for many
a month to come.
Opening has mystic overtones

with a semi-darkened screen yield-

ing to Myrus bn stage who intro-

duces his staff against an audience
background. Program has three

different segments. Main segment
is the opening portion with Myrus
selecting from a bowl cards ini-

tialed by audience participants.

Persons are interviewed with My-
ras’ two attractive assistants, Mel-

ba and Shirley Joyce, handling
mike in the audience. Interviewees

verify the fact they have never

met, spoken to, or conferred pre-

viously with Myrus. In showing
his “extra sensory perception”

abilities, Myras mixes heavy mo-
ments with humor sidelights for

effective change of pace. Show-
wise, he demonstrates a friendly

approach; an inoffensive technique,

and an understanding degree of

sensitivity in probing into person-

al problems of those minds he
reaches.

Unfortunately, Myrus, in open-

ing stanza, handled bulk of com-
mercial spiel on sponsors washing
machine and thus tumbled from his

Olympian height to plebian rank.

Better Mary Wirth should take

over entire .sales pitch.

Second portion of show is panel

interview in which three persons

are given same mind-reading treat-

ment but with additional produiw
tion buildup. Third segment,

mystery guest Identification, was
hurried because of lack of time.

However, Myras was able to pene-

trate mask to identify mystery

J
uest as Cleveland Indian catcher

im Hegan. Mark,

ONlE MAN’S FAMILY
With Theodor von Elis, Mary
Adams, Russell Thorson, Linda
Leighton, James Lee, Anna
Whitfield, Martin Dean, Jack Ed-
wards; music, Paul Watson

Producer: Richard Clemmer
Director: Jack Smight
Writer: Carlton E. Morse
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 a.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from H’wood
“One Man’s Family” is back on

tv after a couple of years’ gap, but
this time the Carlton E. Morse
hardy- perennial (a radio stalwart
since 1932 and still going) is in a
daytime framework as part of 'the
web’s realignment occasioned by
the entry of “Home” on the same
day (1) in the crossboard sweep-
stakes. Opener served largely to
introduce all the Barbour family
and establish » their particular
points of view and problems in the
household. This was done swiftly,
and even considering the quarter-
hour limitation (less three spots
where the plugs will fit, come a
sponsor),., it could not have been
arranged' with more • rapidity or
clarity.

That over with, the initlaler took
on some soap opera overtones
turning on the accidental shooting
by Anne Whitefield (Claudia Bar-
bour) of boyfriend Jack Edwards
(as Johnny Roberts), and this led,

by the nature of things, to sem-
blance of .a cliffhanging climax
which all hausfraus will undoubt-
edly appreciate and accept. The
casting seems appropriate to the
wholesome family pitch, with film

veteran Theodor von Eltz as a se-

rious Father Barbour somewhat re-

styled from the former nighttim-
er’s Bert Lytell, who was ever gen-
tle and conciliatory. Mary Adams,
the mother, is a handsome woman,
and all the brood are goodlookers,
the distaffers particularly in elder
daughter Linda Leighton (as Hazel)
and ingenue-ish Miss Whitfield, a

pretty package providing unlimit-

ed possibilities. Her twin is James
Lee, and the other children are
RusseH Thorson as Paul, the eldest

son, and Martin Dean, as typical

teenager Jack.

For the prospective sponsorial

spots there were films of* Helen
Hayes (plugging careers in nurs-

ing), John Daly (for Crusade for

Freedom) and Walter Hampden (as

trailer for “Robert Montgomery
Presents” in which *he starred that

Monday night). Tran.

A LIFE IN YOUR HANDS
With Jay Jacobus, Vera Wilson.

guests
Producers: Lawrence A. Williams,
Richard Highsmith

Director: Bob Glassbura
Writer: Lawrence A. Williams
30^Mins.. Sun., 2:30 pan.
KRON-TV, San Francisco

This informative public service

program, presented by the Califor-

nia Hospital Assn.,* proposes to in-

form viewers on services rendered
by local community hospitals and
their staffs. Actual case histories

are explored with guest medics ex-

plaining treatment and surgical

techniques. In several cases actual

operations have been televised'.

Last show viewed devoted to

“brain surgery,” lensed a compre-
hensive study of modern operative
techniques compared to ancient
methods. Under careful, curious
probing by program host Jay Jaco-
bus, Dr. Howard C. Naffziger.

emeritus chief of neurological sur-
gery at the U. of California Hospi-
tal. painted vivid word pictures of

brain surgery in the 16th century.

By use of charts, clumsy Instru-

ments, pictures and skulls, Dr.
Naffziger explained crude medical
techniques of yesteryear. Today's
X-Ray machines and other scien-

tific equipment gave physical proof
of man’s progress in modern times.

With the aid of a former patient,

Dr. Eugene Webb demonstrated an
electroencephalograph—a number
of wires attached to the scalp of a
patient with minute electrical Im-
pulses of the brain amplified and
recorded by a mechanical device.
Tele-scene then shifted to a studio
'where a simulated brain tumor op-
eration was ii? progress.

jacobus handled his interviews
deftly. His questions were simple,
fact seeking, intelligent. He chan-
neled all queries toward a lay-

man’s understanding, thus garner-
ing basic Info for dialers. Off-cam-
era narrator Vem Wilson offered
a quiet, well-modulated tone when
bridging changing scenes.

Director Glassburn’s camera
transitions Vere smooth. Especial-
ly noteworthy were the eye filling

operating room shots.

Many interesting facets of med-
icine nave been Explored during
show's tele-cycle—plastic surgery,
childbirth, heart surgery, blood
diseases, cancer, et al. Recently
two new markets have been added
to show’s girth—KMJ, Fresno, and
KSFB, San Diego.

Series is an important tv entry.
Tone.

Home’ as Odds-On Favorite to Pay

Off NBC-TV’s $1,200,000 Mortgage
By GEORGE ROSEN

The fruits of nearly two years
of planning, a $1 ,000,000 bally cam-
paign and a $200,000 investment in
a gadget-happy set construction,
NBC-TV’s widely-Tieralded hour-
long cross-the-board “Home” show
pre$metT on Monday (1) as. prexy
Pat Weaver’s answer to the rival
CBS-TV’s flushed-with-riches day-
time roster. The whole Weaver
philosophy on program-sales pat-
terns is riding on this*one, and the
industry • will be watching in

months to come for the ratings and
the payoff.

“Home” is the so-called “elec-
tronic magazine for women.”
berthed in the 11 to noon period,
based on the Weaver concept that
“service” shows, rather than the
soap opera formula, are the answer
to daytime tv. It’s the inevitable
follow-up to the resounding success
of the network's 7 to 9 a.m. “To-
day” show which, from a dubious
beginning, parlayed itself in two
years into a $5,000,000 billings pay-
off in *53. and is currently riding
the sponsor crest to the tune of a

potential $8,000,000 for ’54. But
perhaps pi greatest significance in

the “Today” (and now “Home”)
type of programming has been the
sponsor acceptance of the “maga--
zine concept” of insertion advertis-
ing (all the way from a one-time
participation to a full 'season’s
ridel, which, underlies the Weaver

HOME
With Arlene ... Francis, editor-in-

chief; Poppy Cannon, Estelle
Parsons, Eve Hunter, Sydney
Smith, Dr. Rose Franzblau, Eli-
nor Ames, Will Peigeibeck

Executive Producer: Richard A. R.
Pinkham

Producer: JaclrRayel *

Director-Associate Producer: Rich-
ard Linkronm

Senior Editors: Kay Elliott, August
Spectorsky

60 Mins., Mon.-thru-FrL, 11 a.m.
Participating

~

NBC-TV, from New York

approach to sunup video. Even be-
fore premiere time, “Home” had a !

comfortable $1,500,000 in sales' or- !

ders in the kitty.
j

The answer that Weaver Sc Co .

;

is seeking—rWhether the hausfrau
j

is more interested (or can be made
j

more interested) in service-type
programming In preference to
weepers or audience participation
shows—probably wpn’t be forth-
coming for some time to come. But
once having made its “Home,” NBC
is resolved to nurse it and lavish
all its ingenuity and coin on it

“unto sponsors do us part” By its

sheer determination to stay with
it, come what may, just as it made
doubtful 7 a.m. ty viewing habit-
forming, the odds would appear to

be in NBC’s favor of inevitably in-

tegrating “Home” watching into
the household way of life.

Appraised on the basis of the
premiere Values, there’s no ques-
tion but that “Home” rates a bow
for its offbeat approach to daytime
television. The physical accoutre-
ments in themselves generate an
excitement of sorts that puts the
show in a class by itself. The cir-

cular set’s manifold working areas
(a “growery” for seeds and trees;

a “tumbler” for revolving and in-

verting chairs, rugs, etc.) a “cook-
ery” for the food department; an
“elementery” area for producing
rain, fog, snow or hail to illustrate

how materials respond to weather)
—these reflect an inventiveness at-

tuned to the NBC-RCA’ electronic

consciousness.
In Arlene Francis, who as the

“editor in chief” is the counterpart
to “Today’s” Dave Garroway, the

j

“Home” production impresarios
seem to have chosen wisely, Miss
Francis handled her chores in a

j

strictly pro fashion (although at
|

the start inclined to be a little too i

breathless about the assignment).
Obviously once she takes the whole
thing in stride It’ll be clear sail-

ing. Important to “Home” is that,

in coqtrast to her glamorized pane]
participation getup (as on “What’s
My Line”) Miss Francis is a far
more believable and “acceptable”
personality in terms of eliciting a

sympathetic response from the
noontime USA hausfrau. One mi-
nor distraction: Miss Francis’ in-

sistence on diagonal glances, as

though being briefed from cue
cards. There is, too, a self-con-

sciousness and formality about the
whole thing, as though everyone
were guarding their p’s and q’s,

that will have to be eradicated.
As a “departmentalized” show,

spanning such categories as food,

fashion and beauty, home decora-

tion, gardening, mental and physi-

cal health, shopping, leisure time

activities, etc., “Home” obvfously

will have to safeguard against be-

coming too talkie-talkie, Thus a

greater play on the gadgetry ele-

ments that background the show
could be of greater value.

“Home” will obviously pose a

problem to the affiliates, taking the

full hour coaxial ride, since the
major facets of local daytime pro-
gramming comprise cooking, shop-
ping and an assortment of “how to”
shows designed for local person-
alities. Thus the need to achieve
balanced programming presents it-

self to the local outlets.

Working with Miss Francis are
the departmental editors: Poppy
Cannon on food; Eve Hunter,
fashion; Miss Sydney Smith, homo
decoration^; Dr. Rose Franzblau,
family affairs and child care (a par-
ticularly fine and warm personal-
ity); Will Peigelbeck as the garden-
ing and “how to” editor, etc. Ini-
tial stanza put the accent on cook-
ing, home decoration, fashion and
some worthwhile discussion on or-
ganizing community theatres. Con-
sidering the physical hazards in a
gimmicked-up studio, the first show
came off surprisingly well (even
though the rainmaker fizzled out),
and the “editorial” support given
Miss Francis by her various aides
was on a commendable leveL
“Home” is on the plus side.

ONE HUNDRED PENNIES
With Patt and Barbara 'Barnes,
Norman S. Marshall, others

Producers: Ivan Reiner, Mrs. Jana
Weadock

Director: Ralph Giffqp
30 Mins.: Wed.. 9 pan.
WOR-TV, N. Y.

This public service shot was
imaginatively conceived and dully
consummated. The idea of break-
ing down cost of the Salvation
Army’s various activities cent by
cent out of a dollar donation was
good, but the second-rate film clips
and the shoddy direction made the
program a trial. Still the over-
whelming value of the SA wriggled
through if only on the merits of
its diversity among the needy.
..Although Norman S. Marshall,
eastern SA commissioner, was
plopped uncomfortably between
Patt Barnes and daughter Barbara
in a very one-dimensional panel
tvp« affair, he managed to get across
the potential of his organization.
The film that SA supplied, how-
ever, was hack presented in spo-
radic shots by the director. Ths
intention was to give a brief glanco
at the several jobs the blue-clad-
ders do, but either vidpix were un-
believably short or thrown in at
the most inauspicious moments so
that they had little effect.

Some of the activities mentioned
and backed up with vigorous and
sincere words from Marshall
were: campS for juves, others for
Ctdsters, rehabilitation of convicts
and ex’ers, social service centers.
SA in New York needs well over
$1,000,000 to carry on its work, and
that was the primary reason for
the show. But program wasn’t
commensurate with cause.

SEAS DOWNEY SHOW
With Andy Picard Quartet
Director: John Pant Jones
10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.; 7 p.m.
Sustaining
WABC-TV, New York
Morton Downey’s son, Sean,

makes his tele debut in this 10-
minute spread on the ABC Goth-
am flagship, but he’s not a chip off
the old block. Youngster possesses
a pleasant voice and is personable
enough, but the resemblance ends
there. Young Dpwney’s vocal styl-
ing is awkward, his diction is poor,
his talk is studded with “gees,”
“goshes” and “you know.” and he
spends too much time talking and
too little singing.

He was obviously nervous on the
proem, but there are certain things
he can do to overcome his difficul-
ties. For one, he might work from
a script, keeping the dialog to a
minimum. Second, he should stick
to straight renditions (his phrasing
on “Young at Heart” was a little

over-complicated). Time should
take care of the jitters. Andy
Picard quartet accompanied okay
on one number, did a good Instru-
mental, but showed the need for
rehearsal on the last accomp.

The flagship’s 7 p.m. slot has un-
dergone several changes in tha
past few months, with Downey
moving into the spot formerly held
by Monica Lewis for Broil-Quik.
It looks as If it’s due for another.

Chan,
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In' radio, any microphone will do. The difference is where it’s

plugged in. For the important thing with a microphone is who’s

standing behind it. And on the other side, who’s listening.

Final reports for 1953 show that for the fifth consecutive

year the most popular performers continued to gather at CBS
«

Radio. And the biggest audiences were again out front.

CBS Radio has three times as many of America’s favorite

programs as all other networks combined. And 22 per cent more

listeners than anywhere else.

Which is why CBS Radio has the lowest cost-per-thousand in

all radio. Why it attracts more of America’s Top Hundred adver-

tisers than any other network.

In fact, advertisers bought more time on CBS Radio in 1953

than the year before . .
.
giving the network a billings lead over

its nearest competitor that’s never been equalled: 38 per cent.

In a medium that already reaches 98 per cent of the U. S.—

and last year added 12.5 million new outlets—the leader in

every connection is . .

. THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
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From the Production Centres

tii)mwmmmiiiii)nnM>iiininiminn
IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

WMGM’s coverage of Dodger season kicks off Saturday (6) with
exhibition fray between the Bums and Milwaukee Braves In Miami

. . Harry Novik, topper at WLIB, off to Florida . . . Julie Stevens has
been given a niche* in cast of “Lorenzo Jones'* . . . Ronald Dawson
just finished directing shows in Spanish and Portuguese for Basch Pro-
ductions and this week sold script to Finnish Broadcasting . . . Pete
Jenkins has become a sales staffer at WOV . . . Peggy Park, secretary
to Charles S. Monroe, CBS script head, moves to similar post with
Hector Chevigny of “Second Mrs, Burton,” She’ll be replaced at CBS
by Lois LaW Johanna Johnston of the CBS writing staff enchanted
because E. B. White of the New Yorker is enchanted with her adapta-
tion of his children's classic, “Charlotte’s Web” for ‘’Let's Pretend”
. . . Woody Klose east to visit his Red Hook, N.Y. farm. Wife Virginia,

mag writer who did a Mr.-and-Mrs. routine with him some seasons
back, id watching the spring planting, Klose being due back in Chicago
to confer with Leo Burnett . . . BBDO assigning Albert Ward to the
Campbell Soup acct.

Norman Frank, net programs supervisor of CBS, back yesterday
(Tues.) after a fortnighf in Haiti ... Irving Fein, CBS’ Coast chief of
public relations, returned there after two weeks in town . . . “Man's
Right to Knowledge,” lecture series on CBS, to be published for $1
by Herb MUscheL

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
Hoagy Carmichael, Sarah Vaughan and Les Brown radio-tvisiting

during recent p.a.'s . . . Freedoms Foundation cited KLX (Oakland)
for its “Youth Town Forum of the Air” . . .'New tv Academy Award
officers: president, William Winter; 1st veepee, Leo Diner; 1 2nd veepee,
Sandy Spillman; secretary, Pat Morse; treasurer, George Mathieson
. . . San Jose’s .KEEN preemed (1) a cookery with Ray Holly . . . KBAK-
TV (Bakersfield) became an ABC affiliate . . . New educational station

KQED tested (25) its tele-pattern. Station also ran a three-month,
contest for a storyteller to head new kiddie series . . . KCBS bossman
Arthur Hull Hayes elected to a three-year term on the Board of Direc-
tors of the S.F. Employers Council . . . KPIX’s Sandy Spillman accepted
as a member of the Society of American Magicians.

IN CHICAGO. ...

.

Attorney Sanford -(Bud) Wolff in New York this week repping the
Chi Radio-Television Directors Guild at the web bargaining sessions

. . . Ulmer Turner's WBKB newscasts based on taped pickups of short-

wave foreign news reports garnered an award from the Freedom
Foundation . . . Jack Quinlan to do the' play-by-play on WIND’S week-
end airing of the Cubs' exhibition tour which kicks off Saturday (6)

. . . Bill Irvin, ex-Sun-Times radio-tv editor, joined the Admiral -Corp.

public relations department . . . Virginia Klein new assistant in the
Chi Mutual traffic department . . . WLS sales manager Chick Freeman
vacationing in Florida . . . Thrush Gloria Allyn added to the WBBM
talent roster . . . WLS news director BUI Small hitting the lecture

circuit, visiting journalism classes at Iowa State and Indiana and Illi-

nois universities . . . WBBM publicity chief Chuck WUey and frau off

to Cuba for a couple of weeks . . . Peter Donald to sub for host Don
McNeill on ABC’s “Breakfast Club” for three days next week while
the latter is in Florida.

IN WASHINGTON . . .

Philip A. Melillo Upped to post of tv production manager of WMAL-
ABC . . . Vice President Nixon presented NBC manager Carleton Smith
with a small box of earth from Capitol Hill for use in the “growery”
on web’s new “Home” show . . . MBS’ femme commentator Hazel
Market and capital correspondent Robert Hurleigh inked by Miller

Brewing Co. for weekday series of news broadcasts originating at

WWDC, web’s D.C. outlet . . . Milton Q. Ford, local d.j. and radio-tv

entertainer, ex of WWDC-MBS, has become a full-time staffer at

WMAL-ABC, with three daily radio shows and a tv announcing stint

. . . Baritone Gene Archer and tv weather girl Tippy Stringer, both
WNBW-NBC staffers, entertained 800 volunteers at a suburban Red
Cross Drive rally past week . . . Stanley R. Pratt has resigned as assist-

ant to the chairman and director of personnel for Republican National

Committee to resume active management of radio station WSOO,
Sault St. Marie, Mich.

IN CLEVELAND . . .

Hank Kahout named staff pianist at WERE . . . WDOK planning to

put FM operation into effect in March with strictly FM programming
. . . Standard Drug CO. pacted Drew Pearson for WXEL 4:15 spot on
Sunday . . . Bob Miller, ex-NBC spot sales in Cleveland, then Detroit,

is back here as divisional manager for Interstate Television Co. . . .

WJW flack Flo Roth back from New York ... WNBK Director Charles

Dargan planning Bermuda honeymoon . . . New York’s Dick Noel to

replace Johnny Andrews on WTAM Morning Bandwagon and after-

noon disk spot when Andrews takes Florida hiatus . . . Freelancer

John Price named production manager for new $100,000 all-Equity

“Musicarnival” summer tent show . . . Plain Dealer radlo-tv editor

George Condon given Newspaper Guild award for city's best humor
column of 1953 . . . WTAM’s Jackie Lynn chirps at Arena outdoor

show * . . Nan Gresham now writing continuity for WSRS . . . Bob Neal
given half-hour emcee chores on WXEL’s “Spello” show ... WEWS
using newspaper to spotlight its increasing tv power . . . WNBK’s Glenn
Rowell apd Cy Kelly penned musical jingle for Burkhart suds.

IN PITTSBURGH ...
Barbara Louis, Playhouse actress, has landed the five-minute weather

strip, Monday through Friday afternoon at 1:25, on WDTV ... . Dottle

Talbot doing Jean Connelly’s “Home Edition” on Channel 2 while

hitter and her husband are vacationing at Fort Lauderdale . . . Nelly

Gollette, whose “Town and Country” program is on WDTV alternating

Saturdays, will give a recital in New York next Wednesday (10), at

the Y.M. and Y.W.H.A. at 92nd Street and Lexington . . . Duquesne
U’s games in the NIT at Madison Square Garden will be telecast on
WENS by Bob Prince and broadcast over WWSW by Joe Tucker . . .

Gino Conte, former head of production at Playhouse and now a co-

ordinator for NBG-TV on, West Coast, off the Spike Jones program
to go with “One MITn's Family” . . . Mike Andrews has left the WCAE
production staff to join WKJF-TV.

GALEN DRAKE SHOW
With Betty Johnson, Stuart Foster,

3 Beaus fit A Peep, Bernard
Leighton Orch, Olin Tice

Producer-Director: Lon Melamed
69 Mins.; Sat., It a.m.
Participating
CBS, N.Y.

This. Saturday morning stanza Is
a pleasant mixture of music and
gab in an informal clambake
atmosphere. Galen Drake, who has
several other segments on WCBS
during the week, is this show’s
pivot man and registers with .his
amiable personality and his reper-
tory of anecdotes. He work! with
an easy down-to-earth manner
which succeeds in pervading the
hour with enough warmth and
humor to win a steady following.

Drake gets excellent backing
from the musical contingent,
backed by Bernie Leighton’s orch.
On last Saturday’s show (27).

Stuart Foster. Betty Johnson and
3 Beaus & A Peep were spotted on
a neat variety of current pops and
standard tunes. Standout was the
Foster-Leighton version of “Ebb-
tide” with Miss Johnson clicking
on “She Was Five and He Was 10.”

The vocal, combo hit consistently
with their snappy rhythmic har-
monizing.

On each Saturday show, Drake
does a “grandmother of the week”
interview with someone in the stu-

WLIB’s All-Negro Mnsic & Drama

Gotham Festival in Socko Bow

study from the top, rather than a
..x^v.y.T VMVHBUMUKVUK uic am-

j graBS r0ote Survey.dio audience. These chats have ar «
homespun flavor with Drake han-
dling his end humorously, but
courteously. Ahnouncer Olin Tice
makes a good foil for Drake in
some of the chatter interludes.

. Herm.

KNICKERBOCKER VIGNETTES
With Gordon McLendon «

Prod.-Writer-Director: McLendon
5 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri.,
KNICKERBOCKER BEER
KLIF, Dallas (transcription)

iBiow)
Gordon McLendon chats in an

THE HIGH MOUNTAIN
With Judge William H. Hastle,

Adm. Alan G. Kirk, narrators
Supervisor: Stuart Novins
Producer: A1 Morgan
60 Mins.; Sun. (28), 5 p.m.
CBS, from N.Y.

Tenth in the series of CBS fea-

ture projects an hour-long docu-
mentary on the progress of the

Negro in the U.S., proved some-
thing of. a disappointment in com-
parison to previous studies in the

series. Network public affairs di-

rector Stuart Novins, for one thing,

bit off a little more than he could

chew in. attempting to document
Negro progress in the course of an
hour. And, relating to the enormity
of the task, the taped-interview
technique used on tne show fell

short of the mark, with most of the
interviews consisting of talks with
Negro and white leaders. It was a

By BOB CHANDLER
Growing importance of the Ne-

gro market, underlined In recent
months by formation of the Nation-
al Negro Network and .the Negro
Radio Storied transcription outfit,

brought WLIB, New York Indie

and one of the pioneers In Negro
programming, to the decision over
a year ago that It would have to

switch its transmitter to get closer
to Harlem, largest of the Negro
communities in N. Y. Station a
week ago Saturday <20k threw the
switch on its Astoria (across the
river from Harlem) transmitter,
abandoning its Brooklyn tower,
and at the same time kicked off a
week-long festival of Negro music
and drama that promises to be-
come an annual event.

Advantages of the new trans-

mitter site and all that it means
in terms of business and audience
aside, this first festival was a socko
bow for the station in its new role

' of proximity to the center of the
Negro market. Embracing vir-

tually every segment of Negro
creativity in music and drama/tbe
57-program lineup should have

Consequently, the study was at
best, a. superficial one. Unlike past
studies in which the huge field
was narrowed down to a specific
locality, the Negro study attempted I proved pleasing to all strata of the
to give a nationwide picture. And s Negro audience, and had Interest
instead of concentrating on one

j

throughout for the non-Negro pop-
facet of Negro progress, the docu- uiatiop of N. Y. Such projects as
menlary attempted to cover all

[ salutes to Bill Robinson and Can-
phases—employment housing, poll- i ada L re-enactments of portions
ties, education and the segregation.

! of «Green pastures” “Porgy Sc
Result was a rather hazj—and i BesS)

» «
Shuffle Along” and “Car-

rosy-picture, and whether it was « men Jones” are not restricted in
justified or not by the facts is

; i-,- „„„„„
beside the point. That CIO prexy }

Ulterest *° anY Particular group,

Walter Reuther or AFL chieftain i

n
.

or "e recorded songs of Bes-
unctious, newsy manner to sur-

J Q^or^e Meany taped speeches stat- Smith, Josh White, Huddie
round vanous transcriptions oi , - - * - * - T — -* -» 'transcriptions
famous voices with topics peculiar
to the time the words were re-
corded. In one capsule, for ex-
ample, he offers dialog which went
on between Commie Harry Dexter
White and the House UnAmerican
Activities Committee in *48. Nos-
talgic news items are then fed by
McLendon with harmonica playing
distracting “Bill Bailey” in back-

jjng that the unions are in favor of i
Leadbetter and dozens of other

employment for Negroes doesn't past and present greats,

make the study a searching one,. Kickoff show' in the festival fol-
nor does a speech by a Defense lowing switch-throwing ceremonies

J25
d
f^bl*

I

by Ma.™ Robert F. W*gn{r was a

PHILADELPHIA . . .

Jerry Williams, WIP disk jock and commentator whose combo is now
atured at- the Rendezvous, has signed with BBS Records . . . WPEN’s
ntroversial late night gabber, Steve AIR8011 ’ has taken out k gun
Tmit, as the result of threatening letters and phone calls .-. . Bob
itchell launched a new late show ’ for WIBG from the Hotel Adel-

lia’s cocktail lounge (March 1) . . . Murray Arnold, who Just switched

WPEN as assistant program director, stricken with measles . . .

>land Israel, local adman, has bought rights (radio and tv) to the

>rothy Dix material and is building program around same ... Ed

(Continued on page 40)

other one caught brought the rich
brogue of P. T. Barnum as set to
an Edison record in 1890. Chief
objection to whole deal is that the
star - w’riter - producer insists on
making the good old days appear
like today’s > happenings and that
you’re getting the scoop here.
Otherwise material is lively and
interesting.

1 four-hour “Gospel Train” showgive the program anymore impact. , 0 £1,, , . .

Truth of the matter is that by fail-
;^ the Savoy Ballroom featuring

ing to get to the union members .
vocal revivalists as

or the Negro frozen out of a com- ,
Maliailia Jackson, Clara Ward and

. .
,
munity or restricted to a slum, the

1 the Ward Singers, the Coleman-
ground, ie., Greer Garson injured i program spelled its own inade- aires. Banks Bros., Paterson Sing-
on trivia, but his quacies. , ers. et at, with Lorenzo (Larry)
rapidfire delivery makes them seem Narrators Adm. Alan G. Kirk Fuller hosting. Show was original-
11

tut
C
T
U
I
r
j

l

l
t events

‘ m t dbrmer ambassador to Moscow) ly slated for three and one-halfMcLendon airs 10 of these
; and Judge William H. Hastie (high-

j
hours, ran over into four. For the

shorties e day on h.s stations. An-
1 .st-rankine Negro judge in the closing segment this past Saturday
country’ and former governor of . (27). station returned to the Savoy
the Yinpn Islands) did an okay

, , oricinal of ^ “Stompin’ at the
job within the limited framework caVnv’ i tnr *
of the study. But again their work

r i
lacked punch because of the high-

h
£?i

owe
,

d

level approach. by a 45-minute children s

It was only at the end of the i ?,. * 9’

hour, when CBS reporters got public relations gesture, the

their microphones before members packed em in on a free-

of the Armed Forces (a Negro pla- !

admission basis for all the Savoy
toon leader who told how once he

j

events.

set foot outside the gates of Fort
j

Week was broken down into
Jackson, he was a second-class

. strips, with the morning unit in-
citizen; the white soldiers from the

; cluding “great blues singers” <Bes-
South, who to their own surprise - •

found that previously segregated
j

Negro GI’s had become their best
j ^th

'I;
nt
\
n1

?.
Har"

friends) and Into streetcars, mo*i{ls j
n
l|

Dinah Washington), great

tion picture theatres and restau- hands < Count Basie, Duke Elling-

rants, that the program took on its 1 ton, Fletcher Henderson, Chick
. i j m_ i * .i - i n'.kk vi.. - i . • i

Radio Follow-Up

Gen. Frank Howley, one of the
panelists on ABC’s “Answrer for
Americans,” said at the close of
last week’s show that he felt there
was a “higher degree of persuasion
in the older media” than in radio
and tv. A vet ad man himself, the
General made allowances', however,
for improvement in the electronic
media. Howley was joined in the
program by regular panelists Devin
Garrity, Prof. John K. Norton and
guest Frederic Gamble, prexy of
AAA.
Program, which is presented by

the web in conjuntioh with F&cts
Forum, here dealt w'ith the topic
of improved advertising standards,
one so broad that the 25 minutes
allowed for airing w'as insufficient

for incisive hearing. Aware of this

apparently, moderator Hardy Burt
kept word play by ariy one indi-

vidual to a strict minimum. This
gave feeling that some of the more
ipimoderate statements by panel-
ists, pro and con, anent advertising
industry wrere non sequitor since

old stature. To be sure, these on-
the-spot reports were designed to
show that discrimination does still

Webb, King Oliver and Lionel
Hampton), “Gospel Train” (Miss
Jackson, Marian Anderson, Dixie

exist But in squaring the picture,
]
Hummingbirds, Ward Singers

J?
gWiM the negative aspects of 1 Golden Gate Quintet and the

the problem, Novins did a better -

j
job th$n on the key portion of the
study—the positive aspects.

Chon.

Southernaires). and “music and
the stage,” with excerpts from the
aforementioned musicals and mu-
sical dramas.
These w’ere followed by Nora

MR. AND MRS. MIDNIGHT
|

Holt and live presentations of
With Dave and Judy Clark

:
young Negro artists, this segment

Producer: Dave Clark . on the classical side. Following
2 Hours, Mon.-thru-Sit., 12 (mi4* Prof. Charles Taylor's regular

» « “House That Jack Built” strip, sta-
Particlpating

!
tion segued into “pop artist” re-
cordings with such present-day

WAAT. Newark, N. J.

After a long session hopping
around Gotham video outlets with
their mail order pitches, the hus-
band-w'ife team of„

‘ Dave and
Judy Clark have finally hit the

, ,., 4l f . .
,
audio with a d.j. stanza. In por-

there was little room for chapter
^jon bear(j music played only half

and verse.
Gamble, posted as champion for

the agencies was asked by Garrity
about exaggeration: His answer
came out as a wild defense: “In
some cases exaggeration is good.”-

And to qualify his polqt, he added
lamely as an example that “exag-
geration about a certain face
cream, which tells a woman she
will look younger—if it makes her
happier, it is good.”

It seemed like a stacked panel,
because those present bent over
backwards to be lean in adverse
criticism, with the exception from
time to time of Prof. Norton
(Teachers College at Columbia U.).

Howley claimed that there is little

to criticize, merely because he felt

ad men “are highly trained pro-
fessionals.” Perhaps somebody
might have ventured an answer to

this, but Burt cut that portion of

show short.

gfeats as Billy Eckstine, Sarah
Vaughn, Lena Horne, Ella Fitz-
gerald, Nat King Cole, Pearl
Bailey and Billie 'Holiday.

Following npontlniK* resumption
of its regular Spanish-language

a hand in proceedings. The show’, i
* iddish-American schedule, sta-

a w’eek old, counted heavily on
j

ti°n returned at 5:30 with the “folk
the “dis and data” chatter of the

,

singer” category, with live broad-
couple.

In a conversational tone, the
Clarks brought forth a telephone
quiz, excerpts from the Almanac,
and personal anecdotes about
Italy and 11 baked potatoes. Ma-
terial is not always funny as Clarks
would hope, and, moreover, male
member of brace, Just as he was

casts by Harry Belafonte and Sam-
my Heyward and recordings of
Josh White and Leadbelly. Rest of
the weekday schedule was live,
with college choirs from Howard,
Fiske, Bethurte-Cookman U.’s and
other groups. Daily closing strip
was “The Negro on Stage,” high-
lighted Friday (26) with the cast

prone to do in tv .commercials,.! 0f the Greenwich Mews Theatre.
often jumped spouse s lines. Others in this segment were a re-
The talk and melody Just about corded tribute to Canada Lee, and

sp 1 '1 tl?*t “n
,

s“mef ,„
Ch

“'f
e
h ®‘ I Ruth Riddick’s readings from

c*e
! ?

n
^

k
fr,K

,e
,

a
h
n
i*t 1 Jnw Weldon Johnson,

and jazz, with things like Sarah
\ cfo*u« fAnno»*p .. - rt „

Vaughn’s “What a Difference a
^ ^

Day Makes,” a pepped up “Sum- No
Y b T

C
?!
ef Rud,clc

mertime” and “Royal Garden i

and nack Mike Jablons, did a top-

glues »»
!
notch job on this ojie, from both

In toto—acceptable small talk

'

the community relations and the

and good music. programming standpoint
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Television Reviews
Continued from page 35

time zing with mirth and music.
Stanza has generous budget fluid

to allow for star-dusted names.
Spike Jones and his City Slickers

have joined local gang as well as

western stars John Boles, and Eddy
Arnold. Guests are always assured

good production and musical ac-

compUment and “Hayride” has be-

come a popular guest stop for

celebrities, .

Last show caught (25), Marilyn
Orlando and Johnny Guest, easily

walked away with the blue ribbons.

Ten-year-old Marilyn, teamed
with Clark, rocked sesh with her
vocal of “Don’t You Love Me A
Little Bit?” Johnny, recent 11-

year-old discovery of Clark’s,

socked over his vocal-guitar rendi-

tion of “You Better Not Do That.”
Rest of crew blended' well with
cowpoke Eddie Deane singing
“Ragtime Joe” and “Wagon
Wheels.” Bill Carter's warbling
“Secret Love” and comedian Dusty
Dale’s city slicker parody of

“Changing Partners.” Femme
chirper Patty Prichard, recent ad-
dition to Clark’s aggregation, ap-
pears to be in wrong pastures.
Though somewhat improved in the
vocal dept.. Miss Prichard hardly
sells as a country lass.

EUncee Clark is endowed with an
easy manner and fits into his com-
mercial spiels with liquid grace.
His contributions, in manner of
original poetry of the sagebrush
and his childhood, lend a restful
and unassuming tenure to show.
But hi-life, polish and general
pleasure is derived from little Mar-
ilyn and Johnny. Children are
proving a strong drawing power
and are surely headed for bigtime
activities.

Country settings by art director
Ray Hubbard are cleverly con-
trived and do much for mood.
Lensing is by a director who knows
how to call his shots. Tone.

DIXIELAND LIMITED
With Roby Wright, Patti O’Hara,

Cliff Lash and Esther Hanlon
orch

Producer-Director: Bob Roberts
10 Mins. Mon.-thru-Fri, 7 pm.
Participating
WLW-T, Cincinnati x
A sparkling dinnertime musical

quickie. Instrumental concoctions

are select Crosley staffers in two
groups that work separately. One
is headed by Esther Hanlon, jazz

pianist, and the other by Cliff Lash,
who was an 88 man with the late

Glenn Miller’s band.

Femme chirpers are Ruby
Wright, with one crew thrice week-
ly, and Patti O’Hara, Monday and
Friday, with the other.

Ensembles are the Dixieland
standard—three horns and rhythm
section of piano, drums, bass fid-

dle and guitar. And they come up
with a good brand of Deep Dixie
syncopation.

Miss Wright is well known ariQ

well liked in these parts and Miss
O’Hara is a newcomer.
New series supplements one of

Dixieland music on WLW. Koll.

GUEST HOUSE
With Fran Allison, Burr Tlllstrojn,

Rex Maupin orch, Randy Kent
Producer-Director:. .Grover J. Allen
45 Mins.; Monday, 11:15 p.m.
Participating'
WBKB, Chicago
When gabber Jack Eigen, with

the help of pic starlet Cleo Moore,
was “kissed off”, this Monday night
spot on WBKB, Chi ABC. veep
Sterling (Redi QUinlan turned to a
couple of old friends as replace-
ments. The return of Burf Till-

strom and Fran Allison to the
WBKB family circle renews a rela-

tionship that dates back to 1947
when Tillstrom’s “Kukla, Fran &
Ollic" troupe (now on NBC-TV)
evolved into its present form on
WBKB, when Miss Allison became
the Fran in KFO and when Quin-
lan worked the show as the audio
man. Even though hastily assem-
bled, the first stanza (22), with
Miss Allison and Tiilstrom at the
helm of the music and chatter dis-
play, came off as a happy reupion
for all concerned, including the
late night dialers.

While Tillstrom’s participation is

still on a temporary basis, depend-
ing upon how-4t fits into his sched-
ule, the odds are good that he’ll be
around most Monday nights. Miss
Allison and he have worked to-
gether so- long with Kukla and
Oliver J. Dragon that they’re a
natural team for a casual, off-the-
cuff assignment such as this. And

besides, the friendly pair ain’t mad
at nobody.
The “old home/week” overtones

of the preem might not have meant
too much to average viewer but it

served as a good launching peg as

the pair recounted some of their

experiences as tv pioneers on
WBKB. They got a good assist in

the chinning department from
guest Louise King from the “Seven
Year Itch" legiter. Also on hand 1

was Guy Cherney, currently ap-

pearing at the Black Orchid nitery.

WBKB is apparently not sparing

the horses in showcasing Miss Alli-

son and Tiilstrom. Present was Rex
Maupin and a full-sized studio

band which contributed some fine

mood changing, especially Jimmy
Nuzzo’s hot clarinet ride on “St.

Louis Blues.” Miss Allison tossed

in a ditty herself, with a cozy job

on .“Secret Love.” •

Withal, a pleasant interlude

that’s bound to win friends. The
commercial chores, and there were
plenty of those, were capably han-
dled by Randy Kent. Dave.

Baseball Pension
Continued from page 33

Gotham confabs was the decision

to establish a new four-man com-
mittee, comprised of two owners
and two players, to plan and ad-

ministrate pension. Heretofore,

deal was handled through club
owners and the Commossioner’s
office, with the players having no
official sayso whatever.
Had there been no meeting and

no decision the owners, according
to Lewis, would still have had to

pay $450,000 per annum in pension
premiums. The coin would prob-
ably still have come, as in the past,

from the Series radio-tv nut.

Pension was placed in hazard at

an owners’ conclave in Atlanta on
Dec. 1, ’53, when Commissioner

j
Ford C. Frick announced that the

^bosses intended dropping their in-

i' terest in the affair, ostensibly
meaning that players would no
longer get part of series coin. The

,

fight had been going on until the

!
present.

Denver—Ken White, for the
past seven years radio and televi-
sion columnist for the Denver Post.

(

will join KOA-Radio and KOA-TV
I
as newscaster on a full-time basis

I March 8.

From The Production Centers
Continued from page 39

McMahon and WCAU-TV staffer’s Gene Crane and Jack Whitaker have
launched new panel quizzer, “Know It Or Show It” Tuesday, 11:30 p.m.

. . . Sportscaster George Walsh is resigning post at WFII^TV, April l,

but will continue to air Phillies games with Gene Kelly . , . American
Society of Engineers honored Donn Bennett, producer, and R. Stewart

Rausch, v.p. of bank sponsor, for their work on “The Big Idea," WCAU-
TV program . . . Roger W. Clipp, general manager of WFIL and WFIL-
TV, ha? been reelected v.p. of the Convention and Visitors Bureau
of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce.

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .

'

James Hill named WCCO radio associate farm director and will

broadcast “Farm Service Review” six days a week 15-rninute 6 p.m.

show in addition to aiding farm service director Maynard Speece in

station’s farm service direction . , . TV personalities Ginny Simms,
Toni Gilman and Warren Hull in from New York to participate in

WCCO-TV’s 15^-hours telethon from local State theatre for cerebral

palsy benefit March 6 . . . Bebe Shopp, Atlantic City’s “Miss America”
of 1948 and present WCCO-TV personality, engaged to wed . . . Clellan

Card’s three-nights-a-week 15-minute “Pop the Question” show re-

turning to WCCO radio . . . Hermit L. Sueker new WCCO radio chief

engineer, succeeding James Beloungy whom GBS assigned to its Chi-

cago central division . . . WDGY postponing debut of former U. of

Minnesota football coach Wes Fesler’s initial show, originally scheduled
for Feb. 15 . . . Radio set sales increased 25.1% In Twin Cities area

in 1953 over preceding year.

IN BOSTON .;. .

. Lawrence Spivak, of “Meet the Press,” and singer Jane Froman will

be presented citations at the annual Press Club Dinner at the Shera-
ton-Plaza, March 8. In a switcheroo, Spivak will be quizzed by a panel
of local scribes . . . Joe & Eileen Bell, Hub’s first man-and-wife broad-
casting team, inaugurated a series of daily half-hour shows' over WCOP
this week. He is actually Joe Tobin, former co-owner of WJDA,
Quincy . . . C. Lud Richards has been upped from advertising and
-sales promotion manager of WBZ-WBZA to newly-created post of sales

service manager for the stations . . . WVDA designating two days this

week for “Operation Blood Donor,” with deejays Ken Malden and
John Scott pitching for donors during their regularly skedded shows
. . . WEEI newscaster Charles Ashley has added a Sunday, iiight “q & a”
show to his regular daily newscasting sked ... WTAO dpejay Perry
Brown treks to the altar in June . . . WHDH resumes its baseball cover-
age picking up the first Red Sox Grapefruit League game from Florida
this weekend. "

Nebraska Meet
Omaha, March 2.

NebraskatBroadcasters Assn, will

hold its annual get together April
7-8 at Beatrice.
A BMI program clinic is due for

the first day, with the annual biz

meeting following.

New Orleans—Scott Muni is

newest addition to the WSMB an-
nouncing staff.

Dixie Cup TV Coin
Home Line division of Dixie Cup

Corp. is embarking on its first

tele campaign, a 90-market spot
and participation bankrolling via
Hicks & Griest. Announcements
will push the firm’s home cup dis-

pensers.
Firm’s ice cream division also

moved into the tele field last week
with a vidpix campaign,

it's still true today!...
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are better than one!
The S2 members of our staff and YOU
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show production/ tho Walt Framer
Organisation and facilities can help you
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Kindly pencil these

Today" ratings in your

Nielsen pocket piece
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You see, in the Nielsen pocket piece (Jan. 10-23) TODAY’S first hour is rated

7.5 and 10.1. But the second hour’s ratings were left out.* So here they are: 10.3 for

the 8:00-8:30 segment, and 10.8 for the 8:30-9:00 portion.

The point is that the average rating-9.7-is the highest to date on TOIJAY.

It is, in fact, 15% more than any previous two-hour rating average. It means that the

flypragp number of homes reached by TODAY now is 2,152,000 and that the cost per

thousand is only $J.97f . . . the lowest cost per thousand homes in daytime television.

f

TODAY, a sensible television buy from the day it started, is now a bigger

bargain than ever. And it’s priced within reach' of virtually every national advertiser. And

remember TODAY merchandises your product to the hilt. Reserve a place on today for

/

your product. Just call your NBC representative. nvfJH"t E L E \f I S I N
a service ofRadio Corporation of America

\
*£ With customary efficiency Nielsen rushed out a supplement containing the missing ratings.

/

| NBC computation.
v
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New York
j. H. (Jack) Davidson named

eastern sales manager for CBS-Co-

lumbia under sales v.p. Harry

Schecter, replacing Anthony Dil-

lon, now central sales chief . . .

Virginia Graham conducting N. Y.

•‘Queen of the Cherry Bldssom Fes-

tival" contest on her WABD “Food

for Thought” . . Bill (Goodson &)
Todman ‘ named 1954 chairman of

the radio, television and stage
artists division of the United Jew-
ish Appeal, replacing Bernard
Prockter, who headed up last

year's drive . . . Chester Stratton
Into “Armstrong. Theatre” next
Tuesday (9)

.

.

.

Ruth Harris, Atlan-
ta tv personality, guesting on
Elolse McElhone’s WPIX show and
NBC-Radio’s “Second Chance” this
week preparatory to a try for a
regular local show here . . . Chilean
poetess Teresa Vidal appearing on
tonight’s (Wed.) “Stork Club.”

Publicist Albert H. Jaeggln has
finished up contract at new UHF’er
WRTV in Asbury Park after help-
ing get station rolling . . . Henry
J. Oppenxan, former chief of Du-
Mont’s account managers, now a
web supervising producer. Will
handle “Plainclothesman” and
“Continental” . . . Only non-web
•how among top 10 in the “multi-

weekly”. Telepulse for New York
is “Jr, Frolics” on WATV . . . Lee
Graham, star of afternoon DuMont
series, to launch course in family
matters at City College next week
. . . Paul Dixon, DuMont person-
ality, to-be disk editor of Silver
Screen . \ . Lilly Lodge, daughter
of Connecticut governor, is new
emcee of WPlX’s “Man in Your
Life” series.

Ed Murphy, ex-NBO operations,
to radio-tv dept, of N, W. Ayer , . ,

Barry Wood and Mike Horton, of
NBC’s color sector, to Boston" to
address 50th anni of Advertising
Club . . . Jan Leighton cast for Du-
Mont’s “Man Against Crime” (7)

. . . Vern Diamond promoted to di-

rector of CBS-TV and first job will
be for Don Hollenbeck’s “News of
the Night” produced by CBS News
for WCBS-TV. Diamond had been
directing the Margaret Arlen show,
with Chuck Hinds stepping in for
him. Hollenbeck, incidentally, re-
placed Alan Jackson, who’s off on
a Far East junket for the radio-tv
web. Boh Trout takes over some
of Hollenbeck’s surrendered duties
. . . President Eisenhower will ad-
dress the nation April 22 at 11-
11:30 p.m., with CBS-TV slotting
it

. . . To hypo the late nighttime
variety stanza “The Mah From
Times Square,” WOR-TV has
inked WNEW d.j. Art Ford as its

HOW SERVING’ OVEK 251,742*

IV HOWIES IN OKLAHOMA/
* January 1, 1954

WKY-TV
jk, Ahoma

c.'T

1 A

new emcee. Ford started Monday
(1) night. He replaced Ed Ladd*

Bert Adams, former pressagent

for Equity Library Theatre, has

joined Mike Garrison in the tal-

ent department of the Daniel Hol-

lywood agency . . . Jean Stapleton,

recently seen on Broadway in “In

the Summerhouse,” has a running
part on CBS-TV “Woman With a

Past” „ . . Ernie Kovacar, axed from
his early morning WCBS-TV stanza

a few weeks ago, will turn up on
Friday (5) on the CBS web’s “I’ll

Buy That,” replacing Hans Conreid
. . . Barbara Mulligan shifts from
secretarial post in WNBT publicity

to ditto for NBC-TV’s “Home” for

exec producer Dick Pinkham . . .

Goodman Ace readying a tv ver-

sion of “Easy Aces” with wife
Jane? . i . Allan Stevenson into

“Man Behind the Badge” Sunday
(7) and “Robert Montgomery Pre-
sents” March 15.

Joseph A. Tery, freelance radio,

tv and film producer and' onetime
WINS, N. Y.; program director,

joined the Caples agency as direc-

tor of radio, tv and films . . . Baron
(Mickey) Trenner Jr., ABC-TV di-

rector, named assistant to program
manager Charles F, (Chuck) Hol-
den . . . Mel Allen departs for St.

Petersburg Friday (5) to start his
13th year of broadcasting N. Y.
Yankee games, with the first con-
test for WPIX (WINS on AM) for
Ballantine’s slated for Saturday (6)

. . . ABC-TV "veep Alexander
(Sandy) Stronach back from a
week’s visit to Detroit and Cleve-
land » . . Soraer Alberg into “T-
Men” tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Cyn-
thia Latham, featured in Sunday’s
(28) “Philco Playhouse,” set for
role in Broadway Chapel PIkyers’
April production of Christopher
Fry’s “Boy With a Cart” at the
Broadway Tabernacle . . .Fred Leo,
former assistant to ABC exec v.p.
Bob O’Brien, moved £ver to the
web's tv side as an assistant direc
tor.

Chicago
Chi NBC-TV sales chief Ed Httz

vacationing in Florida . Electric
Assn, reports tv set sales in the
Chi area during January totalled
22,454, bringing the overall total
to 1,572;120 . . Norm Barry’s
10:30 p.m. WNBQ sports show back
in- the black with the Chi Lincoln-
Mercury Dealers taking it over
cross-the-board . . . “Pars, Birdies
& Eagles” returns to WBKB April
12, bankrolled by the C. A. Nash
and J. Jensek Golf Courses . . . The
Don Herberts (he’s the conductor
of NBC-TV’s “Mr. Wizard” and
she’s publicist . Maraleita Dutton)
have adopted their second boy . . .

WNBQ continues its switch to live
offerings from feature film pro-
gramming in the weeknight 11
pjn. to 12 midnight slot with
Daily News Columnist Tony
Weitzel hosting a Monday night
interview stanza bowing next
week (8) for the M. J. McCarthy
auto firm . . . Don Zabel has joined
Kling Studio's flackery . . . Vir-
ginia Butts is a new WBBM-TV
continuity writing staffer . . . Joe
Wilson’s 10-minute 6:10 p.m. sports
squib on WNBQ now commercial
four nights weekly with the Zephyr
Awning Co. taking Wednesday
nights and Orange Storm Windows
Monday nights . . . Ratner Promo-
tions have purchased a quarter-
hour slice of Ray Rayner’s Satur-
day afternoon deejay show ot
WBBM-TV . . . Nash Dealers bank
rolling the “Captured” vidpix on
WGN-TV Wednesday uights.

MATERNE’S ABC SHIFT;

O&O SETUP SCRAPPED

Eaton
Continued from page 32

present WINX audience in Mont-

gomery County, Md.

After establishing WOOK, Eaton

branched out to Baltimore with

another community station, WSIt>,

in the suburb of Essex. He then

acquired WAHK in Hagerstown,

Md., WANT in Richmond, Va., and,

more recently, WJMO in Cleveland,

O. He is also building a UHF sta-

ion In Baltimore; tb be called

WSID-TV.
For his Washington tv station,

WOOK-TV, which is slated ip go
on the air by next January, Eaton
plans a low-cost operation concen-
trating on local live programming,

t will be a community station de-

signed primariily for the Wash-
ngton “natives” and those who
have adopted the Capital as their

home. In a metropolitan area of

,600,000 people, this portion of

the population is considerable.

The area’s many schools, colleges,

clubs, citizens associations, gov-

ernment groups, etc., will provide
abundant program material.

Eaton will have help in the con-

version job. He will cooperate
with the Greater Washington Edu-
cational TV Committee, which will

soon launch a campaign to finance

what promises to be the model
educational station in the nation.

With the recent withdrawal of the
D. C. School Board of its applica-

tion, after an unsuccessful effort

to obtain funds from Congress, the
field is clear for the Greater Wash-
ington organization, vttiich plans

to file soon for UHF channel 26. A
grant of $150,000 toward building

the station has already, been made
by the Ford Foundation.

D. C. Gunplay
Continued from page 31

VeAiriday, Marck 5, 1954

Robt Shaw to Viewers:

If Yon Don’t Like TV Show

Don’t Buy Client’s Mdse.’
Detroit, March 2,

TV writer Robert Shaw admon-
ished a Fisher Town Hall audience
of Detroit clubwomen to “learn to
turn your tv set off.” He added:
“Watch your newspapers for the
tv listings. Then chose one or two
programs a week. Other times go
to the movies, give a party, have
some stimulating conversation,”

To implement this program of
selectivity, Shaw advised: “Put it

(tv set) in the den, put it in the
basement, or put it in the bedroom
—but take it out of the living

room. If wfe can’t entertain you,

maybe we can put you to sleep.”

Shaw, who has scripted “Robert
Montgomery Presents,” “Playhouse
of Stars” and has written mysteries
for “Mr. District Attorney,” ‘‘Mr.

Keen” and “Gangbusters,” said

there is a market, for crime shows
because sponsors find them cheap
and easy to produce.

Instead of complaining about
how awful crinje shows are, Shaw
said: “Don’t buy the sponsor’s

product. If you would go into a

store and tell the clerk you don’t

want a certain brand because it

sponsors an . objectionable show,,

very shortly that’s going to be

heard and felt where the program
is planned.

“And write to us. The mail is

the greatest influence, next to ,

buying the product, which regu-

lates program content.”

St. Louis—Myron J. Bennett, vet

radio .and newspapermen, has be-
come 'program, director of KSTM-
TVf ARC outlet on Channel 36, and
will double, as a disk jock. He for-

irierlywas a columnist for the St.

Louis Globe-Democrat and once
was a candidate for Governor of

Iowa.

Web was alone in its extensive
coverage of the event, with CBS
and NBC continuing their com
mercial shows with news cut-ins.

Masterminding the telecast from
New York, news and special events
veep John Daly and managing ed
Fritz Littlejohn' first set the ar
rangements after the initial flash

of the shooting came in, , then got
on the phone to notify stations
that they were coming on the net
work with the special. Web had
Bryson Rash in its Washington
studios, interviewing Reps. Harley
O. Staggers and Robert C. Byrd
of W. Va. and James Morrison of
La., along with two House page
boys.
Supplementing the eye-witness

reports were audio reports from
Bill Birch at Casualty Hospital
and Gunnar Back and Martin Ag-
ronsky from Capitol Hill, all three
reporting by telephone. ABC’s
Washington crews came up with
stills of wounded congressmen be-
ing loaded Into ambulances, the
captured gunslingers and a floor
layout of the Congressional cham-
ber and a sketch of the incident.
Hour-long show was kinnied for

use by Daly on his 7:15 newscast
and subsequent use through the
evening.

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Sundays
Mot. William Morris Agoncy

Is

THE OKLAHOMA POBIISHINO CO. • Tho Daily Oklahoman • Oklahoma Gly limi
forattr-StatkmOR a WKY Radio • ftaprosanfaJ by KATZ AOCNCT, INC.

William M. (Bud) Mateme
moving over to the post of assistant
national sales manager of ABC-TV,
marking complete abandonment of
an o&o stations setup at the net-
work. Mateme for the past few
months has been acting as coordi-
nator for the web’s o&o radio and
tv outlets. Active o&o department
had been abolished some months
ago when o&o veep Slocum (Buzz)
Chapis moved into roving pro-
gramming and sales assignments,
but Materne stayed on 'to act as
liaison between network, stations
and representatives. He’ll report
to national sales manager Charles
R. (Chick) Abry in his new post.

Hereafter, radio and tv stations
relations department regional man-
agers will handle liaison between
o&o’s and the web. Flagship sta-
tions, WABC and WABC-TV, N.Y.,
will coordinate with the web via
their respective veeps—Ted Ober-
felder for WABC and John H. Mit-
chell for WABC-TV. Owned sta-
tions will continue to be repped
nationally by Edward Petrie Co.
and John Blair Co.

Cleveland — Chevrolet Dealers
Assn, 'has pacted for co-sponsor-
ship of Cleveland Indians broad-
casts with Standard Brewing Co.
Play-by-play of games, exclusively
handled by suds In past years, will
be aired by Jimmy Dudley and Ed
Edwards.

57th Street, 118 West Cl 7-1900

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room with Private Bath

from 95.00
2 Rooms and Kitchenette

from 160.00
Monthly on Lease

Fu9 • Hotel Service for One or Two'
Persons Included

Alto Moderate Monthly Arrangements

SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS
AND TITLES

On FIRESIDE THEATER
tolovislon Show

by
RAY MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Av#., H'wood 29, Cal.
Send for Free Optical Effects Chart

Amarillo—si Palmer, a staffer
on KGNC here, has" resigned his
post to join the staff of KOA-TV,
Denver.

"ANYTHING GOES"
First Broadway Musical Adapted for TV

Special Orchestrations by

BUDDY BRESMAN
Thanks

ETHEL MERMAN, JULE STYNE

FRANK SINATRA, LELAND HAYWARD

AL GOODMAN
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Sez Danny Thomas
Hollywood, March 2.

Recent crackdown on cuffos by

AFTRA and other unions is an in-

justice to the various charities in-

volved, Danny Thomas said here

in taking sharp issue with the
unions for their attitude. Thomas,
who has been averaging a benefit

a week for the past eight years,
feels the unions are completely
wrong in their stance.'

Thomas, a member of AFTRA
and AGVA, and the latter union’s

r?p on the Hollywood Co-ordinat-

ing Committee, observed, "Let
somebody come up with an alterna-

tive. I think it’s destructive to

merely crack down on these bene-
fits, ancTdestructive criticism is an
enemy of nature. It’s true a few
entertainers have been taken ad-
vantage of, but nobody has come
up*with the answer—with another
way to help these causes.

"AFTRA . has never asked me
to play at a benefit, and they won’t
succeed in getting rid of benefits.

You can’t- change a way of life. I

can see them abolishing telethons,

although I’m against it. In several

cases, the take hasn’t been what
it should have been in proportion
to the time and talent used. It

would .be just my luck to have
them ban them when I want to do
one for St. Jude’s hospital.

"Telethons are not destructive

to perforators. Anything done for

your fellow man is not detrimental.

I’ve got too many routines to re-

fuse. I’m loaded with material. I’m

not afraid to go on, and I can stay

on for four hours, if I have ap au-

dience with those guts.”

Thomas commented showbiz tal-

ent should not decline Tequests for

benefits if they can make them.

J. English Smith To

ABC-TV Business Post

J. English Smith has joined ABC
as business manager of the tele-

vision service department, moving
over from his associate producer’s

post at MCA to fill in the vacancy

created three weeks ago when
Robert L. Stone moved into the tv

service department directorship,

replacing Harold Morgan, who be-

came comptroller of the web.

Smith, who’ll report to Stone, was
also at one time an NBC produc-

tion coordinator.
Two members of the web’s legal

department were also involved in

shifts, both moving over to the

new business affairs department
headed by James A. Stabile, an-

other ex-legalite at the web. They
are Alfred R. Schneider and
Raphel Scobey, who will work un-

der Stabile on contracts, negotia-

tions, etc.

Salt Lake City—Glenn Shaw,
former ass’t mgr. KCCC-TV, Sacra-

mento, has been appointed sales

manager for KDYL..NBC affiliate.

He is a former manager of KLK,
Oakland.

Skinner, Out of Philly

Stable; Gets CBS-TV Ride

.To Backstop ‘Ayem Show’
CBS-TV is experiencing "grow-

ing pains” stemming from "Morn-
ing Show” before that 7 to '9 a.m.
crossboard stanza gets launched
March 15. The web is anxious to
strengthen the hour’s bloc between
"Morning” and the 10 to 11:30
Arthur Godfrey segments. That’s lo-

cal time (WCBS-TV, N. Y.), with
three-fourths of it the Margaret
Arlen show and the last 15 min-
utes a news session. So Miss
Arlen’s femme appeal program
plus the quarter will give way
to a variety session headed by
George Skinner, who’s out' of the
WPTZ (Philly) stable, starting
March 29. A provision already had
been made for Miss Arlen on ^he
five-minute local cut-ins of "Morn-
ing Show,” with the femme get-
ting the 8:55 capsule sponsored
twice weekly each by Renuzit and
Sapolin Paint, leaving only one
day open.

Skinner’s N. Y. entry has sOme
unusual overtones. His "Let Skin-
ner Do It” on -WPTZ is berthed
9 to 10 there and follows the NBC-
TV "Today,” for which he does the
Philly feeds (ditto for the *vjb’s
Camel News Theatre”). He’s also

beeil doing the Fab plugs on
"Strike It Rich” and. Colgate’s
"Comedy Hour.” His Philly show
has . grabbed a rating as high as
13.3, better than "Today” in
Quakertown.

Known as a "conversationalist,”
Skinner has been on WPTZ since
1948 and before that was an an-
nouncer, producer and newscaster
on KYW, Philly, and WLY, Cincy.
His surrounding talent will consist
of vocalists Tommy Furtado and
Toby Deane and the Mort Lindsey
instrumental trio. Show will be oil

a participating basis.

Payne Gets K1XL Post
Dallas, March 2.

New household heads have been
picked for K1XL here by station
prexy Lee Segall. Charles Payne
is the new general manager, re-
placing Tom Massey, who resigned
yesterday (Mon.) to form a nation-
wide distributing company for
home accessories. Payne is being
replaced as assistant manager of
the station by Bob Tripp.

Payne, with the station since its

beginning, was at various times
program chief and commercial
manager, in addition to his last

post as assitant to station boss.
Tripp remains as chief engineer
and handles his new post as well.

Seville’s TV Forecast
Continued from page 30

via the web’s series of color shows,
originating at the Colonial The-
atre.

Shelby supplied the technical
answers with a digest of the func-

tions of the tricolor camera and
tubes, the uses of 16m and 35m pro-

jectors, and an accent on the fact

that development of film equip-
ment for color will come "more
slowly” than for live programming.
He asserted that color kinnies are
of "good quality,” better than some
b/kw kines, "but more expensive.”

On costir to stations, these would
run to between $15,000 and $30,000
for stabilizing equipment, amplifier

to be modified or replaced, and
color monitor, and for stations

originating progpam, "about three
times that for black and white."
Camera Would be $65,000 and be-

tween $45,000 and $50,000 for a
film chain.

Shelby was downbeat on small
(12 to 15-lnch) tubes, stating that
lay-ger ones (19 inches) would be
produced by end of the year.

at the

Cvrrtntfy

"SUSPENSE"

"MAMA"
"WINKY DINK
AND YOU"

BILLY NALLE
Radio Registry!

BUILDING for LEASE
Heart pf Hollywood

1334 N. Vine—1 block South off

NBC Centtf-lldeally suited for TV
or Radio studio. Approx. 16,000
sq. fft. Has inoixonine. Forking

lot back off bldg. 50* x 275*.

Terms will be submitted to in-

terested parties.

Owner JOHN DAVIDIAN
1102 N. V.rmonl fin.

Hollywood 29. Calif. Phono 01. 9449

IN KANSAS C

WPTZ’S 86 HOURS

OF REUGIOSOS IN ’53

Philadelphia, March 2,

A total of 154 separate religious

programs, comprising 86 hours and
seven minutes air time, were tele-

cast by WPTZ, local Westinghouse
outlet, as a public service during
1953.

The time was allocated in this

manner: 50 hours to religious ac-

tivities and interests of Protes-

tants; 22 hours to Catholics; nine
hours to non-sectarians, and five

hours to Jews.
Remote telecasts were made

from the First Presbyterian

Church, Hoddenfield, N. J.; Palm
Sunday services from the Taber-

nacle Lutherian Church; the sol-

emn imposition of the Pallium, at

the Roman Catholic Cathedral of

SS. Peter and Paul; the regular

Sunday church service from St.

Mark’s Episcopal Church; morning
service from the Keneseth Israel

Synagog, and morning service

from the Westside Presbyterian

Church. Jack Leary produces and

directs all religious remotes.

LaCrosse Trib Selling

WKTY FOR $100,000
Chicago, March 2.

Negotiations have been complet-

ed under which the LaCrosse

(Wise.) Tribune will sell WKTY to

Herbert E. Lee of Faribault, Minn.,

for $100,Q00. Application for Lhe

transfer has been filed with the

FCC and okay should be routine,

since Tribune Is selling the outlet

under an FCC rule forbidding it

to own a radio station in LaCrosse

if it’s to participate in ownership

of a tv’er there. Newspaper, pub-,

lished by William Burgess, has a

share of WKBT currently under

construction in LaCrosse.

Lee- is head of Lee & Associates,

which operates KDHL in Fari-

bault. Likelihood is he’ll dispose

of KDHL to devote full time to

WKTY. Entire transaction was

handled by Blackburn-Hamilton

Co., station brokers.

Det. Tigers Sked Set

Detroit, March 2.

Detroit Tiger baseball games

will again be broadcast and tele-

cast by WJBK and WJBK-TV. AU
games will be on radio, while 35

home contests and seven out-of-

town games will be televised.

Co-sponsors are the Goebel

Brewing Co. and Speedway Petro-

leum Corp. Van Patrick will han-

dle radio play-by-play and the si-

pnulcastSa.
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It’s a solid swing to Channel 9 on
the airwaves in the Kansas City mar-

ket . . . and solid selling for WHB-TV
advertisers I A full schedule of CBS-TV net*

' work programming .*. . plus a variety of talent-

packed locally produced shows . Y . put your spots

in the right spot for sales—^on the solid favorite of

/ 373,426* television homes in the WHBig Kansas City market!
> *Jan. 31 Report of Xidhi City Sec. Ann.

Here'* a good atrip atory ... Now that the headEne ha*
gotten you Into thi* paragraph, we have te contest that

we're talking about key strip* from Butter-Nut Coffee can*.

During Butter-Nut's 1953 Christmas Club campaign, the
coffee people used WHB-TV's popular weatherman, Shelby
Storck, to request key strip mailings from viewers. WHB-TV
promotion and merchandising brought In a total of 106,470
key strips—moro than three time* the amount received

from the previous year's campaign on another Kansas City

TV station ... at that time the enly television outlet in

the market. Talent oncL format were unchanged for the
'52 and '53 campaigns.

Don Divio, President
John T. Schilling, General Manager

WHB-TV
CHANNEL

Q
BASIC CBS-TV

, , . .

.

it::*

Represented Nationally by
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Chi Radio-TV Talent Involved in
'll

Intra-Union Jurisdictional Row
Chicago, Anarch 2. +,

A jurisdictional battle over ra-

dio-tv talent , is brewing here be-

tween the AmericSh Federation of

Television-Radio Artists Chi local

and the American Federation of

Musicians’ Local 10. The point at

issue is which union controls mu-

sicians who also
1

sing and/or net

on local radio and tv shows.
.

AFM’s Local 10 has handed out

an edict to its members not to join

another union, that their AFM card

Is all that’s needed to work radt<£-

tv assignments. AFTRA, on the

other hand, argues that it has con-
tracts with

t
the four Chi tele sta-

tions and the major AM’ers which
* give it jurisdiction over singers

and thespers.

While in many cases tooters who
also sing and adlib are members of

both guilds and are being paid the
higher of the two scales, AFTRA;
has quietly started a campaign pin-
pointing instances where AFM-
only talent is being used in a sing-

ing or acting capacity. Threats by
one or both guilds that they would
pull their members from a' show
has already caused ABC’s “Break-
fast' Club” to temporarily at least

forego the services oFThe Homer
Sc Jethroe comedy duo whifch is in

the AFM bailiwick but whom
AFTRA claims ‘because of ^heir

singing and gagging. Also the dis-

pute Ls a factor in the cancellation
of the Saturday night “Town and
Country Song Parade" which goes
off March 2d on WBBM-TV. Some
of the talent on this entry both
sing and play instruments, and
have caught AFTRA’s eye.

Caught in the middle are -the
indie and agency packagers and
talent reps who argue the intra-

union issue' is costing members of
both groups jobs and adds an-

, other hurdle to live programming.

Nielsen
Continued from pace 32 ;

With

Major Clere. Shifts

Cleveland, March 2.

Two major personnel changes

here find John D. Kelly becoming

Plenty ef UHF
Continued from pate **

justshow popularity ' too,

about the same speed. -

Ben Park, NBC-TV Windy City

program boss, figures that big

shows don’t necessarily have to be

sponsored by one advertiser alone.

Instead, he suggests a cooperative

deal in which any and all advertis-

ers—big and little—can slice the

program nut among them.

Mogul’s teammates in this fray

maintain that high costs don't guar-

antee high calibre. Scripting, tal-

ent can just as easily pale when
hacked^ by many “almighty dol-

lar*"’ ’as they can. when working on

a -limited budget:

Bunk, says the' opposition; these

are the inconoclasts, the unrealists,

who debunk the already unpopular.

Everyone admits that big expendi-

tures, in this day of so many big

expenditures, can’t possibly be pop-

ular, but they can be justified.

First of all, Mogul’s critics want
the agency man to cite chapter and
verso anent t^humb twiddling’’

among web brass, personnel pad-

ding which lead to this “shame-
ful waste." Web braintrusters

aren’t incompetents, and they are

v.p. and assistant to thepresident Calaghan of RCA Service Co., twd,

at WJW, and Mrs. Ruth Allen be- the conference that RCA promo-

coming WGAR women's director, tion for “Operation Norfolk’’ had

Kelly, formerly WSRS manager, Httle ‘effect until UHF station

succeeds Harold Waddell, who WVEC-TV got on the air. Calla-

joined NBC, Mrs. Allen will do a ghan predicted that educational

half-hour cross-the-board show uhf and commercial UHF will

with Meg Zahrt, who did a 15- grow “hand in hand.’’

minute stanza, becoming station Frank Barnes, manager of broad-
“retail specialist. cast equipment for General Elec-

trie, said his company" Is spending

l • most of its transmitter advertising

I aIaa fvJ/lPlA budget on UHF. Higher power

1 lOlSa LdlUilC transmitters and more sensitive re-UUIOU VWVIIV
ceive’rs are needed to help UHF,

f'svviM ImI/v AM I If Earl Gammons, CBS Washing-

1*0111 lDIO illfr I f ton veepee, said his network isWill UHVum * i
wlUing invest in UHF for the

/rli A \ lon8 puli'and believes it can_glve

/ Umrmrm VL IfvATtTAVO I the Service a shot in the arm. “We
:

V riZZ DreWClS / feel that UHF must succeed and
V4 • ** toat Jt wllJ „ he sald . , Gammons

Casual survey reveals that these suggested that educators communl-

are fat days for the lean pitch, f®*^*™*
1 vlews ‘® Congress on

A number of beer and soft drink ‘he FCC proposal to relax multiple

makers have decided to rope in ownership rules to allow networks

the calorie conscious with radio- ‘® ?wn. seven stations, providing

commercials anent “drink a‘ least two are UHF.
Differences among broadcasters

as to responsibility-to manufactur-
ers in promoting a UHF. audience
were evi<Jent*&in the remarks of
Richard Eaton, permittee of Chan-

Eileen BARTON
Ooens March 9

Latin Qiarfor, Boston

CORAL RECORDS
Dir.: WiKom Morris Agenty

video
as much as you want and keep
the waistline thin."

The trend, which involves to

date at least three brewers and
four fizz manufacturers, began in- . _ .

nocently enough when Piel’s gave n
®J

j® Washington, and M. Rob-

out some time back with “less NFS ert Rogers, prexy of WGMS, appli-

—less non-fermented sugar.” In- for Channel _20 in IX C. If

tention of this particular angle UHF is to succeed, said Eaton, it

wasn’t too clear until the other must obtain full cooperation of

K1 . i hucksters began passing off the manufacturers, “in sharp contrast
as aware of problems as any ad

;
beautiful. Sugar, non-fer- to. the lack of cooperation in FM

'

mented or otherwise, evidently conversion.
’

means calories and lots of those However, Rogers thought the

mean lots of flesh.
problem is. primarily the broad-

Ballantine, under the planning
of J. Walter Thompson, jumped
into the crusade about a week and

perfectly consistent guarantee ofl a fiajf ag0; “With fewer calories
first-rate performance by the high

[ than other leading beers, Ballan-
-salaried talent, there certainly is

j tin6 watches your beltline.’? The . . _„ . . _

enough to justify heavy outlay in agency is going to do a big radio- of the FCC expressed faith in the

coin-
I tv ad campaign, to addition to the. ‘“tore ot UHF. Commission chair-

Aside from this problem of ex- 1 one already begun in print media. n
?
an

,

os
t;

sai<
^1

uRra'high
orbitant video nuts, the Nielsen

\ Krueger Beer and purportedly channels have Tremendous poten-

report noted; "Average evening
j
half a dozen other suds makers llal#

half-hour radio show had lower i will be out with variations shortly,

cost” than its tv counterpart, at
j. Once upon a time the coke man-

start of this season. . . . Radio av

j
erage for September-October, ’53,

agency man. "Why is the network
executive always painted as the

bogeyman?” one queried. “It’s

easy to take potshots at the man
in charge.”

Furthermore, though there is no

caster’s. “The manufacturers will
make what the public wants,” he
said. Educational tv, he added;
must establish a “market”- even
though it doesn’t sell time.
At a luncheon meeting, members

Washington, March 2.

Proposal of the FCC to charge a
fee of $325 on every major broad-
cast application will get a thor-
ough going-over at hearings be-
ginning March 16 before the Sen-
ate Interstate Commerce Commit-
tee. ' The Committee will hear tes-

timony from the Commission, the
National Assn, of Radio' and TV
Brqadcasters, and probably indi-
vidual broadcasters. _

The proposal has been strongly
attacked by Sen. Edwin C. John-
son (D-Colo.), ranking Democratic
member.of the Committee, who has
ntroduced a bill which would, in
effect, restrict the Commission to
charging only “nominal" fees.

Johnson feels that the FCC fee
plan might endanger the free sys-

tem of broadcasting in the U. S,

He is also concerned with the in-

equities of the fees siqce they ap-

ply equally to the 100 watter and
the 50 kw station.

It’s expected that the broadcast-
ing industry will oppose the fee
plan, probably on grounds that the
radio and tv industries

.
pay FCC

expenses many times over through
the excise and corporation taxes
they pay the government.

It’s likely that the fee plan will

also b$ opposed by common car- ,

riers and manufacturers, the latter

because of assessments as high as

$1,500 for FCC approval of certain

types of electronic equipment.

WPIX Ballcast Clients

Adjacencies for WPIX, N.Y., cov-

erage of Giant baseball games are

now oh SRO level. Hoffpian Bev-
erages and Pabst Brewing have
pacted for the remaining two
quarters available. Previously Old
Spice and Paper Mate pens bought
up a quarter each.

Sked for games begins when
Giants meet Dodgers on April 13.

Warwick & Ledger closed deal for
latest advertisers.

ufacturers were happy with "ener-

gy through effervescence,” but

j
was $6.73 against tv’s $7.81

.
per

|
when No-Cal came up with a line

1,000 homes reached. . . . Never-
j
of slimming sodas and went over

l
theless, lowest show in the tv group

j
big, the agencies for the others

fretted. Now Cott Beverages is

doing a similar pitch. Hoffmann
has its “Streamline

($3.15) was below radio’s lowest
($3.46). ... Of evening tv shows,

; mysteries came in lowest, at $6.11.

New Bedford TV
New Bedford, March 2.

Construction soon will be under
way of Greater New Bedford’s first

tv station, WTEV-TV, owned and

Righter Asks NARTB

And Networks to Modify

Ban on Astrology Shows
Effort to get the National Assn

drinks***and °* Hadio & Television Broadcasters

Pepsi is in the market with eight- ?"d
.

th« mai°r networks to modify

ouncers that don’t make a mark on ‘hllr ,_ba" .°"
is being made by Carroll Righter,
who claims a readership of 40,000,-
000 via his daily General Features-

the beltline.

Befort summer and ’ the heavy

majority VnSur^
|* v

^
* | limn HldhtAP Ut

H

a’p m i«n«An rlir in
will be doing a routine with less

starch, less protein, less calories

umn. Righter, who’s currently in
New York for tv guest shots and

operated by E. Anthony and Sons, • and what have you. Until they J™ n/SSj
Inc., publishers of the New Bed- ! come up with “original” advertis- * letter to

ford Standard-Times, tbe Cape Cod
Standard-Times, and operators of
radio stations WNBH-WFMR in
New Bedford and WCOP on Cape
Cod.

Station, which will be In opera-
tion in about five months, is being
built at a cost in excess of $400,000

" SE
i. _m

W~ Delaware

i

\

the

W\mtng<o".

Chann®!

people BUY
WDEl-TV advertised products

Write for information about your

profit opportunity in WDEl-TV's

large, rich market.

W D E L' AM TV FM

Sfelnmdn Station
\

Sales . Representative

MEEKER
New Yerk • CMce|e • Ui Anyelei • San Frontiice

. II* .

\

ing ideas, however, the only peo-
ple assured of thin waistlines are
the fretting copywriters.

WHAS ’Squad Car’ Stirs

Up Pre-Murder Trial

Legal Furor In L’rilleKM

NARTB and the webs via his rep
Shirley Sleg, asking that the word
“astrology” be deleted from the
section of the NARTB Code deal
ing with acceptability of program
material and the following put in
its place:

“Astrological programs or any
reference to astrology should al-

BOB CARROLL
Currently

Fred Allen Show
NIC-TV. Tuesdays, 10 P.M.

• DERBY RECORDS •

Managamtnl: VAL IRVINO
Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

. ) > )r l > 1 J

Louisville, March 2
WHAS radio found itself with a

hot potato last week ' Wed. (24),

when the station was requested by
the Commonwealth Attorney to de-
lay airing 6f a show in its new ra-
dio series, “Squad Car,” until a
murder trial has been completed.
Slated for its first airing on Sun-
day (7) at 10:15 p.m. the new opus
has already created a mild legal
furor. Show featuring on-the-spot
recordings of after-dark assign-
ments of Louisville’s cruiser police,
bumped into a fatal shooting on
Jan. 8.

WHAS program director Sam
Gifford and newsreporter Jim Van
Sickle, recorded hysterical weeping
of the dead man’s wife and ques-
tioning of the slayer by local po-
lice. Tape also caught the voice of
the victim’s eight-year old daugh-
ter, who witnessed the shooting,
then called the police.
When the defendant’s attorney

learned of the recorded statements,
he asked to hear a playback.
WHAS officials agreed, but also in-
vited the Commonwealth Attorney
and his "assistants. After hearing
the realistic recording, both at-
torneys expressed fear that it
would be difficult to summon an
unbiased Jury if the program were
presented before the trial.

Series, is being arranged with co-
operation of the Louisville Police
Dept. Bank of Louisville will spon-
sor the show.

i > fit; i i

tional manner under the guidance
of a recognized authority or au-
thorities on the science and art of
astrology.”

Righter, subject of an upcoming
Life mag spread, recently had a
teleshow on KLAC in Los Angeles.

PERSONAL FINANCIAL ADVISOR
AND MANAGER

FOR EXECUTIVES WITH ANNUAL
INCOMES OVER $20,000

An Dxptrt on monoy-mDnasomont,
tiMi, trusts, annuities, Invastmants,
at catara (national tcopo).

DR. WILLIAM I. GREENWALD
Professor of Economies „

17 Loxlngton Av#., New York 10, N. Y.

s

*
i
t
t

FOR RENT
BROADWAY & 49th ST.

Choice comer unit, 3,000 eq. ft., air conditioned,

19 windows, excellent light, upper floor.

BRILL REALTY CO.
Agent oh Premises • COfumbus 5-4950

PAUL DRAPER
LESSONS IN ADVANCED TAP TECHNIQUE

DANCERS ONLY
MON.. FRI.. SAT.. 4:30 TO 4:00

at

CHESTER HALE’S STUDIO
ISO Wost 54th Strotit COL 5-4070

TIT )) rr
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TV-FILMS

The National Television Film Council, which for the six years
of its existence has functioned obscurely and oiit of the limelielfl
hit the bigtime last Friday (26) with its luncheon honoring
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz for their “major contribution to films
for television'.” Reflecting the fact that at least up to now, the
NTFC has been, tradewise, small potatoes, the luncheon was a
study in contracts, with some of the top talent and execs in the
business facing down from the dlas on a filled Commodore Hotel
ballroom audience most of which they'd never met before. Setting
the tone of the affair was the fact that Lucy, Desi and toastmaster
Ed Sullivan were besieged during the meal by autograph hunters
from the trade, yet.

Nonetheless, the luncheon was a brilliant move by NTFC to
garner some much-needed and much-deserved rcognition and at
the same time a fitting sendoff for Lucy and Desi to top their two
weeks in New York plugging their Metro starrer, “The Long,
Long Trailer.” Certainly, there was reason enough for the award
—as NTFC prexy Mel Gold put it, “I Love Lucy” did more to
baiter down the prejudices against film on television than any
other show and all the arguments the pro-film forces could mus-
ter. And for that reason, gave the NTFC its major reason'for
existence.

Lineup of guests that included CBS-TV prexy Jack Von Volken-
buvg, Biow president Ken Bierne, CBS-TV program veep Hubbell
Robinson, Philip Morris veeps Ray Jones and Harry Chesney
heard' Sullivan trace success of the “Lucy” show to the fact that
Lucy and Desi are “thoroughly nice people.” “If there’s anything
that can expose insincerity ' as quickly as a television camera,”
Sullivan said, “I’ll eat it.” And it’s the sincerity of the Amazes
that’s made the show a favorite, he said, *

In addition to the NTFC award, Gold presented Miss Ball with
two awards for other members of the family—one to Lucy Desiree
for “demonstrating unusual patience with her celebrated -family”
and the other to Desiderio Alberto Arnaz IV for “the most sensa-
tional television debut of 1953.”

Give Top Stars % in Syndicated

Pix and You’ll Get ’Em, Sez Kerner
Hollywood, March 2. 4-

Rapid growth of the syndication

field is enabling the top syndica-

tion vidpix companies to negotiate

for top names on a participation

basis, and result is virgin territory

for w.k. names with' a yen for tv

lies in the syndicated field, accord-
ing to Lew Kerner, v.p. in charge
of production for Motion Pictures
for Television;

MPFT, which gives the princi-

pal • participants in its various
packages a piece of the residuals,

is now negotiating for personalities
new to the vidfilm field, Kerner
said. He added he wasn't a bit

bothered by those few pix hold-
outs who won’t touch tv,r observing
“if they don’t come into tv, tv will

develop its own stars.”

“All the top people do want to

get into tv, they’re just waiting
lor the right offers and . the right
properties,”- Kerner commented.
He said, too, that tv has proved a
great medium for rejuvenating tal-

ent, pointing to Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz as prime examples. Tv
has rejuvenated both, and today
they’re tops in pictures also,” he
said.

Kerner said he felt tv program-
ming standards are definitely be-
ing raised, that more money is

being spent, and in more intelli-
gent manner. “We’ve made a lot

(Continued on page 46)

Nashts ‘First Live,

Then Pix Formula
John Nasht, who’s currently in

Rome readying his “Assignment
Europe” vidpix series, is pulling
a novel switch by dickering for
live video productions of several
properties to which he holds the
lights. Properties are the stories
of the late Leonard Merrick, Brit-
ish novelist (one’s currently re-

E»,
mtet* in this month’s Pageant

—

Hie Doll in Pink”). Nasht is re-
serving the right to film those
stories used on live video as a vid->
Pix series in the .future. ,

.
Meanwhile, though, he’s shoot-

nig “Duel in the Wings,” a feature,
in Torino, Italy, and is buying
scripts for “Assignment Europe”™ 1' filming next month In Rome,
t-onscquently, Merrick stories
'\on’t go before tfie .camera until
H)54. Richard Krolik, Nasht’s

jl*
Y. rep, is handling the negotia-

tions for live presentations of the
"1 erfibk "'stfifilg.'

-

Title Conflicts

Upcoming “Morning Show”
on CBS-TV will force the
web’s N.Y. flagship, WCBS-TV,
into changing that designation
as its titles for feature film
programming oh weekends
(“Morning Show” having been
appropriated by the parent).

The 10-10:30 a.m. Saturday
stanza becomes “The Saturday
Show” and 9 to 10 a.m. Sun-
day film alters to “The Sunday
Show.”

FILM SALES TO

I

Cincy Faithful to Ziv, ‘3 Lives’ Tops

All Competition; ‘Hoppy Hot in Mpls.;

Sol Siegel Decries

‘Haphazard’ Vidpix

Operation Methods
Hollywood, March 2.

Hollywood’s vidpix companies

should begin functioning much
along the established patterns set

by motion picture studios if tv

wants to up its standards and have

a good flow of material. They

must abandon their present hap-

hazard method of operations.

That’s the view of 20th-Fox pro-

ducer Sol Siegel, who added “top
people, with few exceptions, are

not resolving into tv.” The pro-

ducer said there is a good deal of

inferior material on tv today, and
it’s directly due to the hit-and-miss

modus operand!.

“True, there are some good
shows, ,puch as ‘Omnibus’ and a

few of. the hour-long dramatic

shows from New York,” Siegel said.

"But until television sets up shop
in more orderly manner, and hires

top producers, directors and actors

for their shows, they won’t attain

the standards they should. Such
companies would breed rivalries,

and rivalry is healthy ft>r better

programming.

“The question is whether they

want to gamble, and apparently

they don’t. The easy way is to

have an agent get a star and work
on an option to option basis, but

this is not the road to good pro-

grams,” Siegel admonished.
The producer expressed the hope

that eventually the pattern he out-

lined would materialize, but added
he saw no signs of that taking

In its first major thrust designed
to achieve a topdog status in the

tv film picture, long after it had
permitted NBC to move into the

forefront, the CBS Film Sales unit

has blueprinted an ambitious oper-

ational pattern and has brought in j

Leslie Harris as v.p.-general mana-
ger to implement the program.

Harris has resigned from his

exec functions with the Bernard
Schubert setup to move into the

CBS film operation. Previously he
was radio-tv director for Colgate-

Palmolive.

Taking its cue from the major
film companies and adapting it to

tv. CBS Film Sales is embarking
on a “planned program” operation

whereby it’ll offer a complete Serv-

ice to stations. This will involve

something in the nature of a pack-

age deal in which the division will

offer to stations a balanced program
catalog (including news, sports,

personality programs, variety, fea-

ture pix,. etc.) around which the

station can build its whole program

structure.

As its first new property under
tlxe expanded program, the unit

has picked ijtp “Varsity U.SiA.”
series of musical vidpix of various
college productions. College groups
participating in the series include
Harvard’s Hasty Pudding Club,
Princeton’s Triangle Club and U.
of Pennsylvania’s Mask & Wig
group. Random House prexy and
“What’s My Line?” panelist Ben-
nett Cerf emcees. CBS Film Sales
will also distribute a new weekly
newsfilm roundup, “Eye on the
World,” with Walter Kronkite re-

porting.

Going a step further, the CBS
“planned program” operation will

throw merchandising, exploitation
and publicity into the initial pack-
age, with personal appearance of

stars to inaugurate the station

service and even trailers. Under
the filmed package concept, there
will be cut-in shows for the sta-

tions, supplying of foreign pix with
special new method for dubbing
into English; special arrangements

j

for commercials, etc.

If a station wants a package of
filmed wrestling, women com-
mentators, kid shows, matinee
features and late, late shows, or
some other balanced program cata-
log, CBS says it’ll be ready to pro-
vide such a service.

Thus CBS intends to move into
areas beyond distribution, and in

an attempt to meet specific re-

quirements of stations so that they
can pattern their catalog to fit lo-

cal needs, the division is currently
undertaking a comprehensive re-

search study to determine the at-

titudes of local station operators.
Eventually CBS intends to go

(Continued on page 46)

Did He or Didn’t He?
Persistent trade report that

Bernard Schubert is buying
Consolidated Television Sales
gathered force this Week, de-

spite denials from all parties

to the deal. One well-placed
source said a deal had already
been completed.
Schubert office said report

wasn’t true, and Ralph Baruch,
N. Y. rep for Consolidated,

said the Los Angeles home-
office told him Monday (1) that

negotiations were off.- Consol-
idated has been reported on
the block for some time, but
a number of reported deals

• fell through. Report of the

Schubert deal, however, has
weathered a couple of months
of denials and is said to be
very much alive. Schubert,

, incidentally, set a deal with
NBC Film Division for syndi-

. cation of his “The Falcon”
‘‘•‘Vei-ies.

Dallas Vidpix Outpoint Web Shows

Daytime Potential
There’s a big new potential

for syndicated dramatic an-
thology series that up to now
has been untapped, and that’s

the daytime field. Up to now,
there’s been virtually n^use
of the half-hour, dramas dur-
ing the day, but one syndica-
tor this week reported inter-

est in the anthologies for a
once-wee.kly afternoon show-
case.

Queries were Jrom stations,

which in most cases had
supermarkets on the hook as

prospective clients. Stations
felt that the drama viewers
were largely women, and if a

soap opera can sell to the
housewife, why not a half-

hour drama?

LoriUard Buys

‘Father Vidpix;

P. LoriUard (Old Gold, Kent cig-

gies) has bought the “Father

Knows Best” telefilm series star-

ring Robert Young. (Radio series,

which also had Young in the lead

role, was cancelled off NBC re-

cently .in a General Foods AM cut-

back).

“Father” was acquired by Young
& Rubieam. which handles the
Kent account, in a deal negotiated
with General Artists Coro. Films
are off the Screen Gems (Columbia
Pictures sub^id) lot.

Kent currently sponsors the
Sunday night “Web” series on
CBS-TV and it’s considered likely

that “Father” will replace the
mysterioso-adventure package in

the fall. Move would thus pin the
“Father” vidpix against Procter &
Gamble's 10 o’clock Loretta Young
series on NBC.

Acquisition of “Father” follows
the pattern of Nat Wolff, program
factotum at Y&R, who has been
grabing off a succession of situa-

tion comedies via the vidfilm route.

Initially Chesterfield was hot on
the trail of the “Father” scries, but
relinquished its option reportedly
due to inability to clear network
time.

+ Syndicated vidpix continue to
draw high ratings in key cities sur-
veyed by Variety, outdrawing net-
work attractions in many cases
where the . telepix are. slotted
against the web spreads. Biggest
news comes from Cincinnati, where
Ziv’s “I Led Three Lives” piled
up a wow 47.7 on WLW-T to out-
point all pix opposition. It’s fitting

too, since it’s the Zlv homeoffice.

In Minneapolis, NBC’s “Hopa-
long Cassidy,” with a 30.0, dumps
Guild’s “Liberace” out of first

place with a 30.0. NBC’s “Danger-
ous Assignment” is tops in Dallas,
also with a 30.0, with several vid-
pix there outpointing topflight net-
work competish. NBC's “Badge
714” tops Washington with a 28.4,

while Kellogg-sponsored “Super-
man” leads in Philadelphia with
24.0.

Minneapolis—Forging to the top
position by “Hopalong Cassidy.”
with consequent relegating of Lib-
erace to second place after lengthy
enjoyment of the pinnacle, v ?s the
month’s significant syndicated tele-

pix rating development here. While
“Cassidy,” a Saturday show, gained
one and a half' points, Liberace
dropped slightly. The latter, how-
ever, need not hang his head in

shame because his rating, even in

second place, is still very hefty
and well up among the live and
other, network toppers.

“Badge 714” is making note-
worthy progress and two Sunday
shows, “Life of Riley” and “For-
eign Intrigue” gave excellent ac-

counts of themselves and the syn-
dicated vidpix leaders all along
the line, for that matter, held their

ow’n creditably with all types of
audience grabbers.

Rundown of the latest champs
shows “Hopalong Cassidy” tWCCO-
TV on Saturday afternoon bitting

30.0; Liberace (WCCO-TV) on a
mid-week evening 27.0; “Wild Bill

(Continued on page 46)

BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE

TELEPIC RIGHTS SET
Hollywood. March 2.

Carl Dudley and Richard Gold-
stone have acquired the tv film

rights to the Book of Knowledge,
and plan a half-hour vidpix series

based on BOK.
Dudley is prexy of Dudley Pic-

tures and Dudley Television, 'and
Goldstone is v.p. in charge of pro-

duction for the companies. The
subjects will be treated as straight

dramatics, narration, cartoons and
special photography.
Three or four subjects will be

handled in each episode. Series
will probably be open end, for syn-

dication. Goldstone will produce.
William Morris Agency repped
Dudley in the negotiations.

Piei*s Exits
4
Express’ -

“Orient^ Express” has been can-
celled by'Piel’s Beer as of March
20. Vidpix got underway Dec. 19
on WCBS-TV, N. Y. flagship of

CBS, as local replacement for the
web-slotted Revlon “Mirror Thea-
tre.”

New sponsor is reportedly set

for the time starting March 27 but
name's undisclosed.'

T-MenV Sponsor

Gotta Go Pix, Too
ABC-TV is faced with a com-

plex sales dilemma on its newly-
secured “Treasury’ Men in Action”
series. The Bernard Prockter
package, lured over from NBC,
converts to film Oct. 1 {via Ameri-
can National Studios, of which
Prockter's prexy), but ABC plans
to present it on a live basis start-

ing in Anril, w’hen its NBC run ex-
pires. Web, however, has made
sponsorship of the live scries re-
stricted only to a bankroller who'll
buy the films in the fall.

Since the live period encom-
passes 26 weeks and it’s planned to
film 39 half-hours, the webb has
to latch on to a bankroller who is

willing to take a minimum ride of
65 weeks, and since reruns are of-

fered at half the intial cost of the
firstrun films, it’s more likely to

be a 78-week deal. Web is offering
the show in the Friday at 9:30 slot

vacated a few weeks back by
“Comeback Story.”

Interesting enough, cost of the
program will Increase when it goes
to film. Web’s offering it live at

S17.825 a week, but film cost will

be $25,875 per week, with 13 re-

runs at $12,938 each. Web’s also

aiming at a 116-station lineup
(same as Danny Thomas’), repre-
senting a gross time cost of $35,007.

WCBS-TV’» ‘Best’ Biz
RKO has bought 83 spots and

station breaks on WCBS-TV, N.Y.,

to plug Sam Goldwyn’s "Best Years
of Qur Lives.”
Ten-day campaign starts today

(Wed.) for the reissue which opens
at the Criterion next Thursday
( 11 ).
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LORETTA YOUNG SHOW
Small fry on the distaff side pro-

vide the brittle plot for this filmed

tale of skullduggery in the class-

room, the juve version of black-

mail and shakedown. It is. not one
of Loretta Young’s more arresting

offerings and stakes its appeal on
the performing of Beverly Wash-
burn, an accomplished miss, who
all but wraps it up in her dainty

clutches.

Show has had a bumpy road to

travel because of elements the

sponsor, Procter & Gamble, be-

lieves retarded its progress toward

§
renter home reception. These
ave been fixed-^-change of title

from “Letter to Loretta,” and short-

ening of Miss Young's opening
monolog to get into the' story fast-

er. It s what hasn’t been fixed that

inveighs against the program’s rat-

ing, the late Sunday hour of air-

ing on NBC-TV. By 10 p.m. it must
be allowed that setsiders have had
their fill of tv. Locally, at least,

It’s no contest with competing
show?. LY doubling the audience
count of its closest competitors.

Judging by this display the

choice of stories hasn’t been too

popular. Here we have sub-teen-

ers in a “club” passing silly notes.

When one from an “outsider” gets

into the wrong hands a small crisis

in. the life of the offended devel-

ops. She wants the note back (that

her mother is to have a baby) but

is shaken down for a quarter. But
it’s a decoy and the real missive
will be turned over for 50c. Little

Miss Washburn is terror-stricken

and steals the money to get back
the note. Caught in the act she
confesses all to her mother, a tv

actress who’s too occupied
^
with

her scripts to give the child a
mother’s proper attentions.

The acting honors go to the"

Washburn tof, who makes a good
case for neglectful mothers and her
own waywardness. Robert Florey
directs with sensitive touch and
Miss Young is content to contrib-

ute only a small warming perform-
ance at the close. It’s not the kind
of picture that takes hold early and
keeps tire setsider glued to the
complete runoff. Shut-eye be-

comes the challenging factor.
Helm.

FAVORITE STORY
(The City Hunter)

When the Belgian poet-dramatist
Georges Rodenbach wrote this

original story more than 50 years
ago. the style of story telling was
to confuse the issue by concentrat-
ing all the clues on one person
who’s eventually proved innocent.
Television audiences have- come to

expect more logical unraveling of

a plot, which is why “The City
Hunter” fails to generate its ex-

pected quota of interest despite

okay performances and direction.

Robert Yale Libott teleplay

spins the story of the retired big
game hunter who tells police that

a man with a leopard brain is be-
hind a series of puzzling killings.

The cops not only don’t swallow
the story, they figure the hunter
Is really the killer. There's a lot

of circumstantial evidence to make
that theory stick, until the last few
minutes when the plot twist re-

veals the real culprit to be a bit

character. Despite Adolphe Men-
jou’s glib speechifying, this just

ain’t cricket.

Lewis Allen’s direction gets as
much out of the script as possible
and there are good performances
from Robert Emmett Keane as the
hunter and Lewis Martin as the
cop. Robert Osterloh, as a police
sergeant, has been watching Joe
Friday too much.

Incidentally, those Menjou dis-

sertations before, during and after
the actual story are getting a trifle

fatuous. Kap.

ing over, he tells Raymond, why
not dip into it? Next thing he
knows a tv producer sells him on
the idea of doing a family show
right on the premises and Ray-
mond’ is all for “hamming it” for
30 minutes. .

The producer, Ralph Dumke,
who came to tv from radio, tries

to induce Raymond to sell the
ranch and come to the city but
in the process his persuasion back-
fires, When Dumke tells him, “any-
body would be crazy not to buy a

lovely, restful place like this,’*

Raymond quite agrees with him
ana decides he’d be crazy to leave
it, To him the grass is greener in

the country.
Raymond is perfect casting for

the part and plays it with subdued
dramatics. As his wife, Frances
Robinson measures up to every re-
quirement and the performing by
Dumke and John Warburton is on
the all right* side. Wisbar gives it

a gentle pace. Helm.

JOAN SINCLAIRE TO

ZOUARY TELEPIC EXEC
Indie producer Joan Sinclalre is

joining Zouary TV Productions in

an executive capacity and Will

work on a new series " of Simone

Semenoff’s “Ballet Vignettes.” Lat-

ter was formerly seen on the

Coast over the Don Lee net. She'll

also be exec producer* of all live

packages.

Maurice H. Zouary's N.Y. out-

fit has taken 3,200 'square feet of

film production facilities in New
Rochelle for his vidpix skeds,

which aside from “Vignettes” in-

clude “Junior Mystery Theatre”
and “Whatever Becanae Of?”, the
latter featuring sports columnist
Joe Williams,

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
(Meet McGraw)

Skilled hands fashioned this tale
of the underworld and its shady
characters and it plays like the
bark of a tommy guti. From the
script by Gwen and the late John
Bagni, defty translated into a vio-
lent action by Frank McDonald’s
bristling direction and powerfully
acted by Frank Lovejoy, Audrey
Totter and assorted dozens of the
lower social level, the plot un-
reels with physical force and trip-
hammer mutterings of the mob at
work.
McGraw, who is Lovejoy, .is a

hood with a price. He hires out
as a bodyguard for Miss Totter a
cold moll, who would like to have
her husband liquidated. He’s duped
into the mob’s den by a femme
wallet snatcher, gets shot at, duels
with the law’, turns the cops on the
moll and saunters off into the
night. All these elements develop
their own complications and it

WTaps up like a page from Murder,
Inc. For the crime fans it’s meaty
and grisly.

This could well be the pilot of
a Lovejoy series and judging from
the popularity of these seamy
stanzas there’s room up front for
him. He’s "the positive tvpe for
these mellers and can handle him-
self in any company. Miss Totter
looks and acts the moll type and
knows how to turn on the charm.
Paul Picerni.* Ellen Corby, Peter
Whitney and Steve Darrell are
competent helpers. It’s the trigger-
fast direction of McDonald, an old
hand at gat operas; that gives the
piece its dark mood and iet-like
movement. Helm.

CBS’ TV Films
Continued from page 45

into active film production, on its

own, availing itself of network pro-

ducers and talent, as well as that

of outside producers. Looking be-

yond its present catalog of “Annie
Oakley,” “Amos 'n’ Andy,” and a
few other properties, the web en-

visions the era of “Irma” and
“Lucy” residual values, plus the

doubling up of its major network
personalities into the syndicated
film program operation.

In line with the expansion, and
possibly a cause of it, is the fact

that the unit's gross billings for the

first quarter of 1954 are expected
to be 30%' over the same period
for 1953. Entire year’s gross for

1953 was double that of 1952. Oper-
ation has.expanded its sales setup
over the past year, with latest of-

fices to be opened located ip. De-
troit, Boston and St, Louis. It’s got
a Canadian sales outlet and a Eu-
ropean one centered in Rome. En-
tire sales staff, incidentally, will

be in N. Y. for a . three-day clinic

at which they’ll meet Harris and go
over new product on April 5.

Parker’s ‘4-Star’

Chicago, March 2.

Parker Pen is negotiating with
CBS-TV for an alternate- week
pickup of the Thursday night
“Four Star Playhouse” film series,

sharing with Singer Sewing Ma-
chines.

Parker’s ride on the Hollywood-
produced show is slated for later

this month or early in April. Deal
is being handled by the J. Walter
Thompson Chi shop.

New Telepix Shows

FIRESIDE THEATRE
(The Grass Is Greener)

Television has finally gotten
around to making a picture about
television. To be sure it’s all com-
plimentary and “the answer to an
actor’s dream,” or so runs the dia-
log. Gene Raymond, who hosts and
peddles the products of Procter &
Gamble, gets into the act and
gives a good account of himself as
the picture thesp who retired to
green pasture rather than submit
to the “glass eye.”'

It’s a pleasant tale confected by
Frederick Kohner and David Do-
tort and there’s more than modi-
cupi of truth in what transpires.
Nursing a hatred for tv, Raymond
denies it to his wife and kiddies
so they have to speak over to the
neighbors to revel in the shoot ’em
up operas. He finally relents and
about the time the set comes into
the house he receives a call from
an eld actor-friend, who drives up
In a Cadillac. The gravy is spi^

DUFFY’S TAVERN
With Ed Gardner, Jess White,

Pattee Chapman, Alan Reed,
Jimmy Conlin, Veda Ann Borg,
Charles Lane, Vernon Rich

Producer: Hal Roach Jr.
Director: Harve Foster
Writers: Frank Gill Jr., Morris
Freedman, Larry Rhine

39 half-hours (color)
Distrib: Motion Pictures for Televi-

sion Syndication
Some shows lend themselves

j
better to radio than television and
the transition to the sight medium
generally comes off lumpy. So it

is with “Duffy’s Tavern, one of
the real vets of the sound waves,
which is going to take a lot of
doing to make it palatable at the
tubes. The main fault is Ed
Gardner’s lack of acting savvy.

Standing in front of a mike read-
ing from a script is one thing;
acting like a stage is another.
“Archie,” who is Gardner, bridged
it with awkward difficulty and his
efforts at best were clumsy. He
just hasn’t become an actor over-
night just because tv is here and
he wants in. He made one bad
start for NBC’s “Comedy Hour”
last season and if this is an im-
provement he has a long way to
go yet.

Gardner, it would seem, is a
natural for a race track story with
all the Runyonesque overtones and
vain attempts at capturing his style

of .prose. Frank Gill, Jr., Morris
Freedman and Larry Rhine did well
enough with the story, the situa-
tions wer.e quite amusing” but
Gardner just seemed ill at ease
when he wasn’t mouthing malap-
rops (“you can’t get blood out of
a tulip”). Story has Archie buying
half interest in a hoss, Stumble
Bum the Third, who wins a race
but Archie doesn't collect because

of the second part and the first

part (of the nag) won.” On radio
it would have gone over much
better.
There’s a new Miss Duffy in

Pattee Chapman; Peaches La Tour,
the burlesque stripper, is Veda
Ann Borg; Finnegan is Alan Reed,
and what must have been the late
Eddie Green's part is taken by
Jimmy Conlin. Jess White is an
added starter, the prototype of
Runyon’s track touts. There have
been better Miss Duffys on radio,
Peaches is - properly brash as the
burly peeler, and the male abettors
play rings around Archie in the
acting department. Harve Foster’s
direction is jerky and the Roach
filming is undistinguished. For
Roma wine, Ken Niles is more
intent on selling the dripless bottle
than what’s in it. Helm.

Gincy Faithful
* %
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Hickok” (WCCO-TV), another Sat-

urday afternoon contribution, 24.5;

“Life of Riley” (KSTP-TV), in a
Sunday afternoon slot, 22.5; “Fav-
orite Story” (WCCO-TV), a Sunday
night programmer, 22.0; “Foreign
Intrigue” (KSTP-TV), another of
the Sunday night bunch, 21.5;

“Badge 714” (KSTP-TV), a mid-
weeker, 20.5; “I Led 3 Liyes”
(KSTP-TV), also, a mid-week pro-
gram, 18,0; “Cisco Kid” and “Cow-
boy G Men” (WCCO-TV), both Sat-
urday afternoon shows, 18.0, and
“I’m the Law” (KSTP-TV), a mid-
weeker, 17.0.

Dallas—“Dangerous Assignment”
on WFAA-TV toplines all vidpix
here with 30.0, and’ bests the com-
peting Pabst Blue Ribbon Fights
(KRLD-TV), 17.0. “From Holly-
wood” drama series (KRLD-TV)
with 25.0 also tops Groucho Marx
(WBAP-TV), which drew 23.6.

“City Detective” (WFAA-TV) gets
21.0; “Foreign Intrigue” (KRLD-
TV) rates 20.0, over “Lucky Strike
Hit Parade” (WBAP-TV), with 14.7.

“Flash Gordon” (WFAA-TV) with
a 15.7 on Sunday edges “Omnibus”
(KRLD-TV), at; 14.0. Liberace
(KRLD-TV) shows *15.3 on Tues-
day. (All Pulse ratings.)

Washington—WNBW runs away
with six of the 10 top rated vidpix
shows, according to latest ARB re-

port. The NBC station attributes
this to recent rescheduling, which
slotted all syndicated film shows
into the 7-7:30 p.m. period.
“Badge 714,” with a sock 28.0, tops
the town in its class, though its

“Safeway Theatre,” a strictly local

film show, is in front with 28.9.

Other top rated telepix are “Vic-
tory at Sea.” 27.9 .(WNBW); “Hopa-
long Cassidy,” 26.7; “Superman,”
25.2 (WNBW); “Wild Bill Hickok,”
23.8 (WNBW); “Annie Oakley,”
16.9 (WTTG); “Abott & Costello,”
16.3 (WTOP); “Lone Ranger,” 16.0
(WTOP); “Hans Christian Ander-
sen,” 16.0 (WTTG); “Boston
Blackie,” 15.5 (WTOP).

Philadelphia — WFIL-TV, with
reorganized schedule of additional

Ltop vidpix, placed only one entry
in the top six. “Ramar” dropped
from 18 to 14. “Famous Playhouse”
(WPTZ) has a 17-point pull against
Pabst fights (WCAU-TV) with a 25
rating. “Superman" (WCAU-TV)
24.2; “Wild Bill Hickok” (WPTZ)
21.8; “Victory at Sea” (WFIL-TV)
20.3; “Cisco Kid” (WCAU-TV) 19;

“Famous Playhouse” (WPTZ) 17.7;

“Badge 714” (WPTZ) 17.6.

Cincinnati
—

“I Led Three Lives”
47.7 is the rating topper in this

three - station market. It’s on
WLW-T, which has “Kent Thea-
tre” 21.7; “Badge 714” 13.8; “Bos
ton Blackie” 15.0; “Dangerous As-
signment” 10.0; “Johnny Jupiter
3.6; “Times Square Playhouse”
20.6 and “Wild Bill Hickok” 16.9,

transferred last week from WKRC-
TV. On WKRC-TV, “Heart of City”
18.0; “Mr. and Mrs. North” 17.0;

“Superman” 11.5?. “Madison Square
Garden” 6.0. WCPO-TV... top rater
is “Cisco kid” 26.5. Its others:
“Lon* Ranger” 24.5; “Cowboy G-
Men” 13.5 and “Captain Midnite”
12 .0.

CHOICE GOTHAM SLOB
FOR ‘DOFFt ‘JANET’

Motion Pictures Television’s

film- syndication division grabbed
off a couple of prime New York
time- sjots for its top properties

this week, landing “Duffy’s Tav-

ern” and “Janet Dean, Registered
Nurse” on WNBT, tbe NBC Gotham
flagship, for 7 pjn. on Mondays
and Tuesdays respectively. “Duf-
fy’s” starts April 5, a Monday, for
Arnold’s- Bread, ousting the live
“Let’s Take Sides.”

“Janet Dean” will bow under
Bromo-Seltzer sponsorship as part
of a 20-30-market deal, with Len-
nen & Newell, the Bromq agency,
placing the order and getting the
time. The Cornwall Productions,
Ella Raines-starrer, oUSfs^NBC
Film Division's “Victory at Sea.”
“Duffy’s Tavern,” incidentally, was
also placed on eight southwestern
stations via a regional deal with
Arizona Brewing Co: of Phoenix,

Kerner
Continued from j)age 43

ABC SMCATION
WRAPS UP KIERAN

Deal under which ABC Film
Syndication takes over distribution
of the 104 quarter-hour “John
Kieran’s Kaleidoscope” telepix was
completed this week between ABC
Syndication topper George T, Shu-
pert and producer Paul Moss. Plx
were formerly handled by United
Artists Television, currently in the
process of folding.

ABC will market the films on a
dual basis, selling the package as
a library for unlimited use during
a specified period, and on a per-
show basis. Outfit is currently in
the process of setting price on the
show, with sales effort likely to
start next week. ABC recently
added a second cycle of 26 “Schlitz
Playhouse” telepix for its “The
Playhouse rerun senes.

f >(f , [jyjll be
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of mistakes in tv. There isn’t a
producer who doesn’t make mis-
takes. There are a lot of bad shows
on the air, but a lot of good ones,
too. And we have fine talent; the
same fine actors who were in pic-
tures are in tv today,” he stated.
The production topper, just re-

turned from a trek to England,
said he feels certain commercial
tv is imminent there; that despite
opposition to it in Parliament, the
man in the street, and business-
men, in particular, are insisting
they have commercial tv along the
lines we have it in this country,
that they’re increasingly resentful
of the BBC, the single tv station,
a Government operation.

. Consequently, there will be a
fertile ground, for American com-
panies once commercial video gets
the greenlight, he asserts. In this
connection, Kerner said American
unions should cooperate, comment-
ing “I feel certain the crafts will
show vision and work out an in-
terchangeability of key personnel.”
He pointed out MPFT’s “Paris
Precinct” series, to be shot in
Paris, could not possibly be du-
plicated in this country insofar as
authenticity is concerned. Nor
could “Sherlock Holmes,” which

DuMont’s WARD In

60-Feature Splurge
Expending the heaviest coin in

its history for feature films,

WABD, DuMont New York key,

purchased 60 films, including 19

metropolitan area first runners

from M & A Alexander.. This is

first time in three years that the
station has grabbed off first-run

features in its area.

Since the buy was only consum-
mated at the end of last week, Jim
Caddigan, web program topper,
and Norman Knight, head of
WABD, haven't decided exact film
placement in sked. They feel,

though, that finally all 60 features
will be spread evenly among the
several hours utilized for re-run
theatre motion pix, idea being to
draw more participating sponsors
for each stanza.
v Included in first-run tv’ers are
“Guilty of Treason,” “Her Panelled
Door,” “Kill or Be Killed” and
“Battle for Music.”

New York
. William Gibbs, assistant super-

visor of filmed commercials for

Fuller & Smith Re Ross agency, off

on a cross-country tour to film

four ALCOA commercials for “See
It Now” . . . Harold Stone into cast
of “Janet Dean” telepix shooting
this week . . . Among Coast vidpix
producers in town this week are
Sovereign topper Stuart Reynolds,
Roland Reed, veep Gay V. Thayer
Jr., American National Studios
exec v.p. Edward Conne . . . Tele-
vision Programs of America prexy
Milton Gordon off to the Coast for
production huddles with TPA
board chairman Edward Small . . .

Official Films prexy Hal Hackett
back from a short Florida vaca-
tion.

Gray-O’Reilly Studios

Signs ADTFC Contract
Gray-0’Reilly Studios, N.Y., vid-

pix production outAt, last week
Inked a two-year labor contract

with the Assn, of Documentary Re

Television Film Craftsman,' CIO,
covering wages and working condi-
tions for the studio’s permanent
crew, plus all freelance crews to be
contracted.

(

It’s a major pact for the ADTFC,
which now claims representation of

crews at more than half of the

eastern vidpix studios. James Gray
and Jack O’Reilly signed for the

studio while ADTFC was repped
by prexy Leroy Sylverst and busi-

ness agent Eleanor Belack.

‘Palooka’ Bakery Dough
Guild Films last week wrapped

up a four-market regional ‘deal for

its “Joe Palooka” vidpix with

H. H. Clausen’s & Sons, southern

bakery. Series was placed on

WBDW, " Augusta, Ga.; WCSC.
Charleston, S. C.; WFBC, Green-

ville, So. C. and WFBC in Colum-

bia. Radio Sales Inc, of Augusta

agented.
'

Deal, together with sales of the

show in Washington and St.

Joseph, puts the series in some Z3

jparkets.
.

«

.
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Tele Reek a Big Lore in ABCs

Chi (WBKB) Programming Pattern
Chicago, March 2,

Steadily rising importance of the

syndicated vidpix in programming

strategy is spotlighted at ABC's
WBKB which, within the next few

weeks, will have no less than 22

film packages regularity scheduled.

That’s believed to be something of

a record, at least for a network

o&o.

Although the filmers are, or will

be, all advertiser-bankrolled and
thus represent no spec investment

by the station, they do reflect some
definite planning by veep Sterling

(Red) Quinlan, his film, editor

George Rice, and the stations' time
peddlers. After taking a look at
the hefty ratings the celluloid
properties have been earning, even
against web competition, the
WBKB^. gang has launched a cam-
paign t'd Convince the local night-
time clients that telepix are the
buy.

The result has been that the sta-

tion is plugging its evening prime
time non-web gaps with film shows
of a calibre which is hoped will

offset the competing network of-

ferings on the other three stations.

Also Quinlan is moving to fill the
10 to 11 weeknight strip with the
strongest possible canned programs
in an attempt to counteract
WNBQ’s now-classic "Five Star
Final” block of weather, news and
sports which for some five years
now has dominated the 10 to 11
p.m. period, especially the first

half hour anchored by Clint Youle’s
weather squib with its phenomenal
ratings that hover around 25-30. .

Backstopping an already exten-
sive vidpix array, will be such
upcoming WBKB arrivals as: "Wa-
terfront” going in Thursday nights
at 10, as of this week, for Chi
Packard Dealers; "Life of Reilly”
for Household Finance' in Tuesday
at 10 p.m. March 16; "The Visitor”
(formerly "The Doctor”) same
night and same starting date at

10:30 p.m. for Cole-Finder Mer-
cury Dealership; same client also

takes on "Dangerous Assignment”
Friday nights at 9 on March 19,

and on April 2 Charter Products
and Samsonite Luggage start a
split sponsorship of "Mr. District

Attorney” Friday nights at 9:30.

Currently scattered elsewhere
through the WBKB evening sched-
ule are: "Racket Squad” (Brillo);

‘‘City Assignment” (Corina Cigars);

"Kent Theatre” (Kent Cigarettes);
"City Detective” (Proctor & Gam-
ble); "Colonel March” (Atlantic
Brewing); "Rheem Theatre”
(Rheem Manufacturing), and "Biff

Baker” (Land O’ Lakes Dairies)
alternating with "Death Valley
Days” (Pacific Borax). ^

One of the first clues that the
tele reels are strong lures was pro-
vided by the estaBlished weekend
moppet-angled daytimers high-
lighted by the Sunday afternoon
"Cisco Kid” (Interstate Bakeries)
and "Wild Bill Hickok” (KellorR)
and the Saturday afternoon “Ram-
ar of the Jungle” (Quaker City
Chocolates). Interstate dittos "Cis-
co Kid” Saturday afternoons and
Kellogg uses "Superman’' as its

Saturday kiddie attraction.

Smalls $1,

Ivy’ Vidpix Coin
Hollywood, March 2.

Producer Edward Small has
placed $1,000,000 in escrow to- con-
summate the filming of 39 half-
hour "Halls of Ivy,” telepix star-
ring Ronald and Benita Colman.
Series will be syndicated, with pro-
duction to start within a month.
Television Programs of America,
of which Small is board chairman;
will handle distribution.

Rights to the series, which had
* long and successful radio run,
«re shared by the Colmans, Don
Quinn of Young & Rubicam, Nat
wolff, Y&R V.p. in charge of radio-
1v. and NBC. Deal with tfie CoL
jnans was firmed via the Ted Ash-
Ry office upon expiration of an
option for Colman to make a series
of Somerset Maugham dramatic
Plays for tv. ». •

Vitapix’s 43 Stations
With its sales force now at vir-

tually full complement, Vitapix
Corp, has gone on a selling spree,
adding seven stations to the roster
carrying its feature package, five
to those holding the Vitapix wres-
tling films and five to those carry-
ing the Johnny Mack Brown
westerns.

Sales of the feature film pack-
age, consisting of 26 feature-
length films

. currently being pro-
duced in Germany by Princess Pic-
tures, brings the station lineup to
43. Stations picking up the pack-
age include KPRC-TV, Houston,
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City and
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City.

First Anni Vidpix

14 Snows Riding
Last March the NBC Film Divi-

sion took its maiden voyage on the
syndicate waters with two shows,
Brian Donlevy’s "Dangerous As-
signment” and Bill Boyd’s "Hopa-
long Cassidy.” Today (Wed.) the
division marked its first anni as
one of the web’s major operating
components by fronting 14 proper-
ties which ‘during the past twelve-
month registered 1,100 sales in-
cluding nine programs showcased
in New York.

Veepee Carl M. Stanton, in
charge of FD since Robert W. Sar-
noff’s elevation to executive v.p. of
the network a few months back,
saw nothing but good things ahead
for the circuited vidpix industry
during 1954. "New tv stations, as
they acme on the air, will look to
the syndicators for much olMheir
local programming,” he added,
"and many more local advertisers
will avail themselves of the syndi-
cated film as a streamlined, high
quality, inexpensive selling ve-
hicle.”

Stanton pointed to the sale of
four programs in over 100 markets.
These are "Dangferous Assign-
ment,’ 154; hour-long "Hopalong,”
143; "Badge 714” (ex-"Dragnet”),
139, and "Douglas Fairbanks Pre-
sents” (retitled "Paragon Play-
house”), 125. Among telepix series
originally on the NBC network and
currently localized are "Victory at
Sea,” "Badge 714,” “Captured” (ex-
“Gangbusters”), and "The Visitor”
(ex-"The Doctor”). Division also
routes "Life of Riley” in markets
not covered by the network spon-
sor.
' Stanzas filmed specially for syn-
dication are "Dangerous Assign-
ment,” "Hopalong” (54 hour-long
films originally on theatrical re-
lease plus 52 half-hours recently
pYoduced); "Paragon Playhouse;”
"Inner Sanctum,” largest in the
output; "Lilli Palmer Show,”
"Watch the World” and a .daily and
weekly newsfilm program. Also on
the- loops are 26 features more
than 50% of which were made
since 1950 and none previously ex-
posed on tv.

Stanton declared that the divi-

sion’s preaching of "the gospel of
the re-run.” has benefltted the en-
tire industry and that "despite a
certain amount of initial opposition
on the part of stations and the
press, our stand has been thorough-
ly vindicated.”

Kling Expands Sales

Setup; Loewe To Dallas

Chicago, March 2.

Kling Studios continues to ex-

pand its sales organization with the

appointment of a new national

sales chief and the opening of a

district office in Dallas.

Burt Neuburger has been upped
from his account exec berth to the

national sales post, filling the spot

vacated some months back by Ed
Sherwood, Who switched to the J.

Walter Thompson agency.

The new Dallas office will be

helmed by John W. Loewe, ex-mo:

tion pic sales rep most recently as-

sociated with Sam Goldwyn.

TPA Ups Hoffman
Television Programs of America

last week upped Robert Hoffman
to the post of Chicago sales mana-
ger, Hoffman's been with the firm
for several months, having moved
over from Ziv's radio division after
stints with Unity Television and
NBC.

He’ll set up permanent regional
offices and staff in Chi for the
Edward Small-Miltop Gordon-
Michael Sillerman-topped ' vidpix
outfit.

Joe Smith in Own

Dist-Prod. Setup
Joseph Smith, former v.p. of the

now-disbanded Tele-Pictures, Inc.,
which distributed the Lippert fea-
tures for tele, has formed his own
production-distribution outfit, Cine-
ma-Vue Corp. New firm has tied
in. with Transamerican Broadcast-
ing & Television, the radio-tv pack-
aging outfit, for distribution of
Transamerican vidpix properties.

Smith is dickering conversion of
several current Transamerican
properties to vidpix, and addition-
ally, has formed a ..producing part-
nership with John L.’ Clark, presh
dent' of Transamerican, and C.
Peter Jaeger, onetime ABC sales
veep. All properties involved
would be distributed through Cin-
ema-Vue’s projected four regional
offices and sales force. Among
Transamerican's current properties
are "Greatest Story Ever Told,”
“The Plainclothes Man,” "Life
Can Be Beautiful” and ABC-TVs
“Saturday Night Fights.”

Firm, which will also handle out-
side packages—Smith is dickering
for a half-hour secies with the
Royal Danish Philharmonic, has as
its v.p. Frank Smith, iprmer east-

ern division manager of Tele-Pic-
tures and onetime Cleveland RJKO
rep. Also associated with Smith
in the new firm is attorney Harry
M. Pimstein, onetime- RKO yeep.
Smith, previously RKO branch
manager of Tele-Pictures when the
producer decided to peddle his pix
to tv. However, Lippert recently
handed over the films to William
F. Broidy, who turned them over
to Official Films for distribution,

thereby necessitating the fold of
Tele-Pictures.

62% of N. Y. TV Viewers Watch

Feature Pix, Mostly Femmes, Juves

Ritz Bros/ Vidpix Series
The Ritz Bros, plan to co-pro-

duce and star in a vidpix series
tentatively titled "Historical Fan-
cies.” Comics have a verbal under-
standing with producer Walt
Framer to do the film package.

Ritzes have left for New Orleans
Where details will be worked out.
With the help of outside bac'king
they intend to film the vidpix in
Mexico. Original plans called for
shooting on location in Italy, but
since one of the brothers will not
cross . the ocean, idea was can-
celled.

TPA s $500,009

financing For

$1,500,000 Budget Set

By General Milk On

’Lone Ranger’ Vidpix
Hollywood, March 2.

Jack Chertok, who’s been pro-
ducing "Lone Ranger” vidpix since
1949, closed a deal with the pack-
age owner, George W. Trendle to
telefilm 52 more for GeneraPMills
with an overall production budget
approaching $1,500,000, to be shot
under GM Television, Inc., banner.
With 130 already canned, the new

batch will give a total of 182,

probably the longest series in tele-

vision in terms of completed prod-
uct.

TOP FEMMES SET

BY STU REYNOLDS
Parade of film stars into telepix

continues with Merle Oberon,
Paulette Goddard and Corinne
Calvet signing this week with Stu-
art .Reynolds for a series of 39
dramatic vidpix titled "Women in

Love.” Series, to be Jensed on the
Coast by Stuart Reynolds Produc-
tions, has a unique twist via a tiein

with Madame Schiaparelli, who’ll

originate the wardrobe for the
trio.

i

Femmes will star alternately in

original dramas to be scripted by
Robert Riley Crutcher, Nathaniel
Curtis and other Coast writers.

They’ll do 13 halfVhours each. Joe
Sistrom, ex-Paramount producer
("Botany Bay,” "Double Indem-
nity”) will handle production,
while Alfred Greene, Robert Ste-

venson and Jean Yarborough will
|

direct.

Reynolds is in New York pre-

senting the package to sponsors,

and is close to a deaT* either on a

network or national spot basis.

He’ll also huddle with agencies on
the "General Electric Theatre,”
"Cavalcade of America” and "Jew-
eler's Showcase,” series for which
he produces via Stuart Reynolds
Productions and Sovereign Pro-
ductions.

Television Programs of America
will finance upwards of $500,000 of
the Harry SalzmanTproduced "Cap-
tain Gallant of tbe Foreign Le-
gion” series currently before the
cameras in French Morocco under
the deal in which TPA took over
distribution of the telepix, it's

been learned. Additionally, TPA
board chairman Ed Small wall be
in charge of production on the se-
ries, slated for release the latter
part of this year.
Deal for TPA participation

evolved when Salzman, unable to
come up with the $500,000 neces-
sary for production of the pix from
Official Films, which had an option
on the series, went to Bankers
Trust Co„ which has been active
in the vidpix-field, to get financing.
Bank thereupon referred the pro-
ducer to TPA prexy Milton Gor-
don, former film financing • chief
for Walter Heller & Co., Chi finan-
cial house.
Gordon set the financing for the

film via TPA, and is currently set-
ting production details with Small
on the Coast. Final contracts
haven’t been signed yet, but the
deal calls for a TPA hand in pro-
duction, supplying scripters, cam-
eramen, directors and editors for
the location shooting in Africa.
Series, which stars Buster Crabbe,
will consist of either 26 or 39 half-
hours, with release probably the
first of next year. Project has* a
State Dept, okay and the coopera-
tion of the French government.

ED CONNE EAST TO SET

FILM COMM’LS, ‘FAMILY’
Edward R. Conne, exec v.p. of

the newly formed American Na-
tional Studios, arrived in N. Y.
over the weekend to set up pro-
duction facilities in the east for
filmed commercials, but immedi-
ately came down with a cold and
was bedded for a couple of days.
Plan, however, is to set commer-
cial facilities for all American Na-
tional clients.

Also on Conne’s schedule is

ironing out the details on distribu-
tion, of "The Family Next Door,”
the vidpix soaper which American
National is producing, and huddles
with ABC -TV on lensing of
“Treasury Men in Action,” which
the web took over from NBC. Lat-
ter is a Bernard Prockter package
Which he’s handing over to Ameri-
can National to produce on film.
Procktpr, of course, is American
National president.

+ A poll by Adveriest Research on
"Television Movie Programs” in
the N. Y. metropolitan area shows
that 62% watch the features, near-
ly 38% don’t, that 'femmes and
juves outrank male adults In view-
ing, that, there are 2.44 lookers
per home and that

.
whodunits are

preferred by the males and drama
by the girls.

Adveriest study, based on '760
personal interviews during the pe-
riod Jan. 11-20, reveals that on
the basis of 390 children viewing
the features, an overwhelming
78.7% went for westerns, followed
by comics, comedy, adventure and
mystery, in that order.

By time periods, the top selec-
tions were musical films before
noon, comedy between noon aq£ 5
p.m., westerns between 5-7, and
drama thereafter. Story matter
rated first (35.1%) in reasons for
liking particular "movies,” fol-
lowed by good acting, exciting or
action, unusualness, recent film*
and "like to watch past stars.”

WCBS-TV drew the top three
places in the bracket on "regular

j

viewing,” with "Late Show” get-
1 ting 60.4%; "Early Show ” 57.6%,
:

and "Late Matinee,” 32.2%. These
were followed by "The FSrsI
Show” (WPIX), 29.4%; “Late Late
Show” (WCBS-TV), 14.8%; “Inter-
national Playhouse” (WABD),
14.2%; "Midnight Movie” (WNBT),
12.7%; "Stardust Theatre” (WATV),
11.4%; "Six O’Clock Theatre*1

(WPIX), 9.3%; "Early Bird Matt-

j
nee” (WATV), 8.7%; “Tales of Ad-
venture-Mystery” (WOR-TV), 8.1%;
"Feature Movie” (WABC -TV),
7,4%; “Encore Theatre” (WATV),
6 .8%.
Favorite programs were “Lata

Show” (32.8), “Early Show” (21.4),
"First Show” <14*2) and "Late
Matinee” (4.7). Top three places
by time periods; before noon—
WCBS, WABC, WPIX; noon to 5—
WCBS, WABC, WATV; 5 to 7

—

WCBS, WATV, WNBT; 7 to 11—
WCBS, WPIX, WNBT; after 11
—WCBS, WNBT, WATV. Tbe
hour-long film was preferred by
79%.
Method of selection: Look

through advance schedules, 43%;
just turn on the set and watch
whatever is on, 36.9%; watch a
particular program, 18.9%.
Comparison ‘of films with other

type programs: film preference,
6.1%; equal. 41.5%; prefer other
types, 49.6.%.

Alfalfa product from WATV
|

drew the first three places, with

;

"Western Roundup” rated at
44.6%; "Western Prairie ” 35.1%,
and "Prairie Theatre,” 31.6%.
WABD’s "Saddle Scouts” drew
25.3%. WATV likewise copped the
first three spots in “favorite west-
ern programs,” followed by WABD.

Identification of stations with
the oaters got WATV an emphatic
66.5%, with the others from 9.7%
down being WNBT, WCBS-TV.
WABD, WPIX. WABC-TV, WOE-
TV.

‘Sidewalk Series’ On

Framer Vidpix Agenda
Package producer Walt Framer

intends to add some vidpix pro-
ductions to his agenda. In addition
to verbal deal with Ritz Bros, to do
a film package, he shortly intends
to film separately a "sidewalk se-

ries.”

Producer was never in the cel-

luloid end of video before. He
ha$ spoken with reps of two mo-
tion pix firms anent proposed side-

walkers. Framer figures format of
the upcoming show will closely fol-

low pattern of another pedestrian
patter offering he set up earlier.

Talbot Sets Vidpix

Deals for O’seas
Caracas, Venezuela, Feb. 23.

Paul Talbot, topper at Fre-
mantle Overseas Radio, pacted
deals with two of the three video
operations in this city to date for
a total of 64 features and 600
shorts. Deals were consummated
this week, within a couple of days
after distrib outfit head’s arrival.

He also clinched arrangements
with Television Venezolana, chan-
nel 4. to present "Hopalong Cas-
sidy” vidpix.

Fremantle, which is one of the
chief U.S. firms for the distribu-
tion of home-grown products
abroad, has fitted the cowboy films
with Spanish subtitles here and in
a number of other Latin Ameri-
can markets. From Caracas, Tal-
bot heads for San Juan, P.R.,
where he intends to pitch at first

TV’ers who start operating regu-
larly March 1.

Word reached the Fremantle
chieftain here that Mexican fea-

tures "Los Persequidos,” starring
Arturo de Cordova, has been sold

by the firm to KEXX in San An-
tonio and KLVL in Pasaden*,
Texas.' • - # - * ' ' ”
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

Joni James) “Am I in Love”-
“Maybe Next Time” (M-G-M). Joni
James will add to her string of
disclicks with >'Am I in Love." It's

a tender ballad item geared for
jock and juke tastes. Sne gives it

a smooth and easy-flowing ride

that guarantees top spins. Reverse
is an okay entry nicely rendered.

Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Healy:
“Crazy Mixed Up Song”-”Lone-
some Lover" (Essex). This coupling
is a natural for the jock and juke
market. Both sides are highly
rhythmic pieces. Mary Healy
brings “Crazy Mixed Up Song" an
ingratiating zest that’s sure to get
the novelty item over the top. Tune
is out of P. D. but the arrange-
ment gives it hep beat. Peter Lind,
Hayes delivers ‘^Lonesome Lover,"
a buoyant item, in an appealing
manner.
Norman Brooks: “3-D Sweetie"-

**Candy Moon" (Zodiac). “3-D

ness”-“Don't Get Around Much
Anymore” (M-G-M). The back-to-
backing of old (“Don’t Get Around
Much Anymore”) and new (“Lost
in Loveliness”) tunes gives Billy

Eckstine his strongest shellac en-
try in some time. “Loveliness,”
from the legit musical. “Girl in
Pink Tights,’ ’is a topflight ballad
that gives Eckstine opportunity to
display his warbling warmth,
“Anymore,” a Duke Ellington fave,
is right up Eckstlne's alley and he
gives it a topdrawer reading. A
tossup as to ' which side will nab
most spins.
Johnnie Ray: “Destiny”-“Such a

Night” (Columbia). There are
some changes being made
.in Johnnie Ray's wax styling..

Whether the switch will bring him
back to the bestseller lists remains
a moot point, however. The styl-
ing changeover is especially notice*
able on “Destiny,” moody ballad.

Best Bets
JONI JAMES AM I IN LOVE

(M-G-M) Maybe Next Time
PETER LIND HAYES-MARY HEALY. .CRAZY MIXED UP SONG

( Essex) . .Lonesome Lover
NORMAN BROOKS 3-D SWEETIE

( Zodiac ) Candy Moon
FRANKIE LAINE THE KID’S LAST FIGHT

t Columbia ) Long Distance Love

Sweetie" is the kind of driving
slice that oould bring Norman
Brooks back to the hit lists.

Crooner minimizes his Jolson car-
boning but still belts it with aban-
don. Tune’s swinging melodic line
and bright lyric make' it surefire
spinning fodder. Material on the
bottom deck isn’t as sharp but
Brooks gives It a good workover.

Frankie Lame: “The Kid’s Last
Fight”-“Long Distance Love’” (Co-
lumbia). Frankie Laine’s belting
and Carl Fischer’s standout barrel-
house keyboarding get plenty of
spirit into “The Kid’s Last light”
and it should pick up top spinning
time. A good bet for the juke
trade. Reverse is average fare.
Dean Martin: “Hey Brother,

Pour the Wine”-‘Td Cry T.flr* a
Baby” (Capitol). Dean Martin’s
newly-won top -bracket status (via
“That’s Amore") should help “Pour
the Wine" get rolling. It’s got a
pleasant, friendly quality but it

lacks its predecessor’s punch. “I’d
Cry Like a Baby” has an okay old-
timey ballad flavor and Martin
croons it effectively. It rates at-
tention.

Charlie Applewhite: "This Is
You”-“All” (Decca). This coupling
again showcases young Charlie
Applewhite as a comer in the male
vocalists sweepstakes, but it’s
doubtful if either side is strong
enough to push him to the top.
“This Is You,” has a pleasing
melodic line and a neat lyric,
reminiscent of the “All the Things
You Are" pattern, and Applewhite
projects with charm. “All” is in
the big ballad groove end he does
okay by it, too.

Billy Eckstine: “Lost in Loveli-

which he delivers in an effective
low-gear pace. It has a noise-mak-
ing potential. “Such a Night,” is

a more frenetic number, but even
here, Ray seems more restrained
than he was a year ago on similarly
styled tunes. He gets a good beat
into it, however, and it rates at-

tention.

David Whitfield: „ “The Book"-
“Heartless” (London). If “The
Book,” a religioso import from
England, has any chances in the
U. S. market/David Whitfield’s
version should be counted inthe
running. He’s got a topnotch vocal
styling and he delivers thir inspi-
rational message with proper feel-
ing. His pipes show to better ad-
vantage on a rousing rendition of
“Heartless.”

Mary Mayo: “Trapped”-“It Hap-
pens” (Benida). Mary Mayo has
solid juke fare in “Trapped.” Tune
is the rhythm & blues vein and
her slick piping attack gives it

plenty of spirit. Changes pace on
“It Happens

a

good ballad effort,
for okay results.

Gisele MacKenzie: “Doggone It
Baby I'm In Love”-“Ridin’ To Ten?
nessee” (Capitol). Chalk this up as
an expendable slice in Gisele Mac-
Kenzie’s wax turnout. Neither side
has much to offer except thrush’s
vibrant . vocal styling. She gets
plenty of action into “Doggone It
Baby,” but it remains a moderate
rhythm number. There's lots of
vocal power on the other side, too,
but little else.

Jim Davis, head of RCA Victor's
custom records division, to Florida
for a two-week vacation.

LAWRENCE WELK
and hi*

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
13ht Consecutive^ Weak, Aragon -

Ballroom, Santa 'Monica, Calif*

Exclusively on Coral Records
DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL

and
I LOVE YOU

With Jimmy Wakely

Golden Era of Swing

Continued With RCA’s

New Artie Shaw Set

When Columbia Records issued a

longplay package of Benny Good-

man’s 1938 Carnegie Hall (N.Y.)

concert a couple of years ago, the

major record companies quickly

realized gold potential . in swing

and began scurrying through their
vaults for old masters, tapes and
air checks of orchs that had domi-
nated the musical scene in the
'30’s. Several standout orch albums
have hit the market since, includ-
ing the latest from RCA Victor, a
two-12-incli platter package on
Artie Shaw. Set is priced at $6.95.

Shaw, who’s currently back on
the podium heading up a new
Gramercy Five combo after a long
layoff, was leading one of the top
swing crews in the late ^Os and
Victor has captured much of the
band’s vitality in this set. It’s a
natural for the oldsters who like

to “cherchez les tempos perdu” and
it’s illuminating fare for those who
.don’t know what all' the shouting
Lfor a return to ’bands of the ’30s is

about.

'The set is divided into two parts.

First section is made up of _air

checks from Shaw's 1938 broad-
casts from the Blue Room of the
Hotel Lincoln (N.Y.), while the sec-

ond part showcases the orch a year
later via air checks from the Cafe
Rouge of N.Y.'s Hotel Pennsyl-
vania (now Sutler). Makeup of the
package demonstrates the musical
progress of a band in the short
period of a year and how Shaw was
continually experimenting with
new swing arrangements to prop-
erly express the musical spirit of
that time.

George Simon rates a special nod
for the package production and an
informative set of notes on the

band and the tunes. Gros.

Strauss: Qon Quixote (RCA Vic-

tor; $5.45). Warmly vibrant per-

formance of the w.k. tonepoem,
with Gregor Piatlgorsky’s sonorous
cello tone and silken accorap of

the Boston Symphony under
Munch neatly balanced and
blended. ^

Ippolltov - Ivanov: Caucasian
Sketches, Borodin’s Steppes of
Central Asia & Prince Igor Polovt-
sian Dances (Columbia; $5.95).

Lush readings of fiuniliar Russian
romantic pieces by the N.Y. Phil-

harmonic under Mitropoulos.
Bach: Mass in B Minor (Angel,

3 LP; $14.85). Devout yet dramatic
and colorful rendition of the im-
posing music Work, with fine solo
voices and chorus blended well
with a- good orchestra under Her-
bert Von Karajen’s supervision.
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Nicola
Gedda head the soloists.

Holst: The Planets (Westminster;
$5.95). Holst’s ambitious suite for
orch, organ uid femme voices is

modern but not dissonant music,
dramatic and lyric by turn, hnd all

very forceful if not too ingratiating.
Gilbert Sc Sullivan: Iolanthe &

Gondoliers Highlights (London;

$5.05). Charming, authoritative
and well-sung renditions by the
D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. under Isi-
dore Godfrey. Martyn Green (un-
listed) is standout in the patter
numbers.
Songs of Dvorak Sc Grieg (Capi-

ta; $5,72). Dvorak’s Gypsy Songs
cycle, some of his love songs, and
a choice selection of Grieg num-
bers, all sung expressively, with
musical understanding and taste,

by a fine soprano, Dorothy War-
enskjold, with orch assist.

Strauss: Salome (Columbia, 2
LP; $11.90). Rousing, dramatic per-
formance of the strident Strauss
opera. Walburga Wegner, as Sa-
lome, Is at times shrill, but other-
wise .always effective. Support i$

also good, from Laszlo Szeme
(Herod), Josef Metternich (Joka-
anan), and Vienna Symphony.
Norwegian

v Pop Concert (Mer-
cury; $5.95). Appealing, melodic
cross-section of Norse pop concert
music over the last 100 years,
played lyrically or robustly, in

turn, by the Oslo. Philharmonic.
Some familiar pieces by Halvorsen
and Bull among the selections.

Bron.

10 Best Seilers ob Coin-Machines

>

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

SECRET LOVE (5) Doris Day Columbia
OH, MY PAPA (11) Eddie Fisher .

Victor

MAKE LOVE TO ME (5) . Jo Stafford Columbia
THAT’S AMORE (14) Dean Martin Capitol

TILL WE TWO ARE ONE (4) Georgie Shaw Decca
HEART OF MY HEART (7) Four Aces Decca
YOUNG AT HEART (1) . . Frank Sinatra ......... Capitol

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE (1) Patti Page Mercury
FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE (2) Gaylords ; . . .Mercury
STRANGER IN PARADISE (5) ... Tony Martin Victor

Second Group
I GET SO LONELY

;

CHANGING PARTNERS ’

. . . . . !

.

DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL * .. .. .

STRANGER IN PARADISE . . ,

FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE
STRANGER IN PARADISE ,

TILL THEN
WANTED

1 ....

.

NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT
LOVIN’ SPREE !.!!!!.*!.!
SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL . . . . !

.

ANSWER ME, MY LOVE *
‘ ‘ ’

JONES BOY
TILL WE TWO ARE ONE
BELL BOTTOM BLUES

,
'Figure* in parentheses indicate number of weeks song

. Four Knights Capitol

Patti Page Mercury
Lou Monte 1 Victor

Tony Bennett Columbia "

Hilltoppers Dot ’’

Four Aces Decca
Hilltoppers . Dot
Perry Como Victor 1
Tony E?nnett ...Columbia ’’

Eartha Kitt Victor <
Eartha Kitt Victor V.

Nat {King) Cole Capitol ’’

Mills Bros Decca
Eddy Howard . Mercury X
Teresa Brewer Coral X

has been in.,the Top i0)

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based' on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index

.

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatman,
Director, alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of February' 19-25, 1954

A Dime And A • Dollar—t“Red Garters” .......... Famous-* •*

Answer Me My Love : .... ’ Bourne
Bimbo, ; * . .

.

Fairway
Changing Partners .Porgie
Darktown Strutters’ Ball Feist
Don’tcha Hear Them Bells Iris-T
Ebb Tide Robbins
From The Vine Came The Grape Randy-S
Granada . . Southern
Heart Of My Heart ..Robbins
Hold Me Robbins
I Get So Lonely Melrose
Jones Boy . Pincus
Lost In Loveliness-r*“Girl In Pink Tights” Chappell
Make Love To Me .Melrose- i

Marie ; Berlin
Oh My Papa Shapiro-B
Ricochet ...i * Sheldon
Sadie Thompson’s Song—t“Miss Sadie Thompson” . . Mills
Secret Love— ( “Calamity Jane” Rqmick
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell Marks
Stranger In Paradise—*“Kismet” Frank
That’s Amore—+“The Caddy” Paramount
That’s What A Rainy Day Is For—t“Easy To Love” . Robbins
Till Then Pickwick
Till We Two Are One Shapiro-B
Wanted > Witmark
Woman (Man) , Studio
Y’All Come Starrite
Young At Heart Sunbeam

Second Group
Baubles Bangles And Beads—*“Kismet” Frank
Be True To Me Southern
Breeze And I . .

.) Marks
Creep Miller
Here H &r R
I Believe _ Cromwell
I Love Paris—*“CaYi-Can” Chappell
I Really Don’t Want To Know H & R
I Speak To The Stars *.

. .

.

Witmark
Look Out The Window Paxton
Man Man Is For The Woman Made Garland
Melancholy Me ' Sheldon
My Heart Won’t Say Goodbye-+“Girl In Pink Tights” . Chappell
My Restless Lover : Chappell
Pass The Jam Sam ) Chappell
Rags To Riches Saunders
Ridin’ To Tennessee Johnstone-M
South Peer
Vaya Con Dios Ardmore
“Y" (TMt’s. Why) Republic
You Alone Roncom

Ton 20 Son®s on TV
{More In Case of Ties )

Baubles Bangles And Beads ! Frank
C’est Magnifique Chappell
Changing Partners Porgie
H2art Of My Heart

1 1 . 1

1

Robbins
Here .... H&R
I Love Pans Chappell
Isn t It A Shame Chappell
Jones Boy •••••«,,* •»»*,•• Pincus
Make Love To Me Melrose
Man With The Banjo !,.!.*!!**! Mellin

2h
K*l

y
*
Papa

1 *.!.!*.
! Shapiro-B

Secret Love Remick
Sentimental Eyes Witmark
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell ! .Morris
Stranger In Paradise Frank

,^more • • •
' Paramount

v
ant

iv/? ;;
‘ Witmark

Young At Heart Sunbeam

t Fitmusical. * Legit musical

1 1 1 1 .i i
i..-, — ft ,

,,
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Progress On /Those Charts’
Reaction to Variety's editorial last week on “Those Charts” was

quick and chiefly affirmative. So much that Frank Walker, ptez
, of MOM Records, for example, will take the initiative in the sug-
gestion that the Record Industry Assn, of America put into prac-

'Caine Mutiny’ trial On

RCA Victor LP Disk
Latching on to another literary

bestseller, RCA Victor is issuing a
Caine Mutiny” album -based on

tice the principle Of a trade-authorized chart or series of charts, the Stanley Kramer pic production
Walker is very positive in his opinion that “the. Variety pro-

posal is a Jong time overdue” He.continues, “Things don’t get a
chance any more. The public likes to be Christopher Columbuses
on Its own and it takes time for good songs to get rolling^ But
with the current charts, new songs don’t get an opportunity to

assert themselves." The so-called ‘tops’ are. sometimes hypoed,
rigged, and artificially stimulated.

of the Herman Wouk novel. One
side of the 12-inch lohgplay platter
will reproduce the' soundtrack
from the dim’s courtroom scene,
while the other will feature Max
teiner’s score for the production.
Humphrey Bogart and Van John-

son are the pic's stars. The legit

an official RIAA system that would be some- Hen^Fond.Md Lloyd Noten^
thing else again. a current top Broadway hit.

Decca’s Milton R. Rackmil, last RIAA prexy until Col’s Jim
Conkllng succeeded to the mantle, says, “I took the same matter
up specifically some time ago. 8o, sorry to say, the idea isn’t

wholly original with Variety. True, this will give it fresher im-
petus; We all know that so many of the smaller companies give

'

away so many free records and flood the deejays, and thus it be-
comes ’popular’ because of the very torrent of cuffo platters.

“Another thing, every time we come to an accurate norm of

measurement df actual Sales, plugs, and the like, it becomes a
cagey thing all over again. Competitive companies don’t want to

disclose facts and. figures, and so it has been permitted to

stagnate.

But I agree that the record Industry association could and I _ Flagrant payola situation in

Balto Payola

Cues New Style

Deejay Plugs

should devise a system to clear these statistics. Then there can
1

^^ed ^some^ of^the

be little room for error, miscalculation, rigged charts, phoney
alleged break ’breaking-for-a-hlt* regional charts, and all that
hooey.” *

a

RCA Victor’s Manle Sacks is of like opinion and plans to fur-

ther it at the next RIAA meeting which is on Igarch 25. He too
stresses the rivalry and caution about disclosing figures.

RIAA’s John W. Griffin has been reported concerned that “it

indie stations, to adopt a policy of
not spinning records unless the
disk company buys time on the air.

Move was made after station mana-
gers learned that indie disk owners
had been shelling Out $5 a spin to
the jockeys.

RCA Victor, Columbia, Mercury
and Essex already have subscribed

would cost us too much,” but music men—both in the disk busl- to the hew plugging plan, but it’s

ness and among the publishers -and songsmiths—don’t think
this is any great economic burden. If the trade papers can af-
ford to undertake these charts and findings, certainly a trade
association like RIAA should not find it prohibitive. In actuality

it is a matter of modest calculation.

Sacks, Walker and Rackmil take the commonsense attitude

that “what really counts is ^sales, and nobody can bull us
on these. That’s why when we know what we are doing and
what our competitors are not, and their records appear on ’top,’

we know this Is as phoney as a Molotov promise.”

All agree-that If a record )s worthwhile it should be plugged
and performed, but carelessly computed charts can create a false

value as to curb the programming of these tunes on major live

and/or other network tv and radio ^shows.

Unwittingly these charts do the industry a disservice whin
the information is fallacious. Since the hazard exists because of

the human element, ,why not make sure that the trade spokes-

man of the record business, the RIAA, do the chart for the entire

industry. Then nobody will be embarrassed.

Showmen from the radio-tv and music industries point to

other “ratings” which are trade-subscribed and supported, ever

since the early Crossley and now Nielsen and Hooperatings. This

is a uniform service for the entire trade.

The record business has the opportunity at long last to set

Itself on even keel and apparently many music men are strongly

in favor of it. This includes the record business itself, along with
the music publishers and songwriters, the songpluggers and
deejays, the jukeboxes and the retailers.^ For once 'the public

will decide what‘is “good” and what rate$*“tops” and no arti-

ficial stimulation, “drive*,” false hypos through payola or hyper-
friendship will put something “up there” when it doesn’t rate it.

Abel.

WOR Sues Local 802 For $1000,

In Hassle Over 40 Staff Musicians

understood that some of them are
planning to pull out. The stations,

meantime, have been refusing dee-
jay packages shipped to them from
the bther record companies.

The stations’ ban on cuffo plays
also covers the indie disk promoter
and publisher. Execs on the Balto
stations claim that they can pro-
gram better shows via their new
system since there won’t be any
pressure from the diskeries, pro-
motion men and pubbeiy repre-
sentatives.

Incidentally, the Balto stations
gave the Record Industry Assn, of
America little cuffo time when the
org launched a phonograph promo-
tion campaign in that city last falL

As Lloyd Asks For Nix of Board Ouster

Decca’* Bankrolling
The current fight for sup-

port of Decca stockholders has
unveiled the financing that

launched the company 20
years, ago. Against Lloyd’s
claim that he supplied 80%
of the American cash to start

operations, the board assert-

ed that American cash “played
a very small part in the
founding of Decca.” Lloyd, ac-
cording to the board, “supplied
$25,000; another American,
$5,000; and British interests
supplied $240,000 of Decca’s
initial cash. In the first three
years of Decca’s operation,
British interests advanced an
additional $425,000 needed by
Decca, no part of which was
supplied by Mr. Lloyd.”
The “other American” was

James Haines, an insurance
executive, while “British in-

terests” refer to E. R. (Ted)
Lewis, British Decca chief,

who later pulled out of Amer-
ican Decca.

Col Heads For

Biggest Year

Local 802, N.Y. wing of the+-

American Federation of Musicians,

was hit with a $1,000,000 damage
action in N.Y. Supreme Court

yesterday (Tues.) by WOR, N.Y.

flagship of the Mutual web which
is suing the union for an alleged
attempt to force it to hire musi-
cians. WOR was also granted a

temporary restraining order bar-
ring union pickets. Order is in

effect Until tomorrow (Thurs.)

when argument will be heard on
WOR’s petition for a permanent
injunction.

A1 Manutl, Local 802 prexy, said

that WOR’s dismissal of its 40 staff

musicians over last weekend con-

stituted a “lockout.” WQR execs
met with the union for a couple of

hours last Friday (26) and then
gave notice to the musicians short-

ly afterwards. WOR execs are ada-
mant against employing Local
802ers on a regular staff basis, con-

tending that this is a “make work”
policy of the union in defiance of

sound economics.

Local 802 execs, meantime, have
been trying to get WOR to 'Sign

an agreement similar to the one
that the national AFM signed with
CBS, NBC- and ABC last week.
Latter pact retained the quota sys-

tem and granted a wage hike of

10% during the first three years,

(Continued on-page 56)

Strippery Dons Jive
Chicago, March 2.

Two jazz combos, alternating

sets in continuous music program;
are teeing off new jazz policy at

Silver Palm, former northslde

strippery here.

New units, each fronted by vets,

are scheduled for four weeks.

Palitz Exits

Bell Records

Some Musicians Deplore

'Guilt By Association’

Id Junkie Jazz Expose
With the junkie situation in the i

jazz field coming Under the pub-
licity spotlight with the recent
’busting” of some topflight cool
footers, progressive jazz musicians
are getting worried over the pub-
lic’s tarring of the whole field via
‘guilt by association.” While they
-recognize that the junkies need
cleaning up, jazz footers stress that

the majority in the profession
comprise legitimate and serious
players who discourage the use of
the stuff by men with whom they
work.
Many of them agree, however,

that the situation has gone too far

to attempt to cover it up. The right

kind of teamwork by the American
Federation of Musicians, welfare
organizations and medical groups
could be a corrective against

further deterioration of some jazz-

men but, it’s felt, this won’t be.

done as long as this segment of

the music biz plays ostrich on the
existence of the problem.
The naive approach was evident

in the comments of some jazzmen
and jazz magazine editors on
Variety’s story on the junkie evil

in last week’s issue (Feb. 24). The
N, Y. Post’s followup features

quoted several bandleaders and
critics who minimized the problem
to the point of non-existence. Only
bandleader Elliot Lawrence con-

ceded that the junkies were wide-
spread in the band field but, he
said, “not in my band.”

Columbia Records is currently
heading for one of its biggest years
in the pop field with, six strong
releases running concuh-ently since
the start of the year. In 1953 Co-
lumbia racked up two 1,000,000

copy sellers in Frankie Laine’s “I
Believe” and Percy Faith’s “Song
From Moulin Rouge.” This year.

Col already has enteredthe golden
circle twice with two of Tony Ben-
nett’s disks, “Rags to Riches” and
“Stranger In Paradise.”

Doris Day’s “Secret Love,” from
the Warner Bros, picture, “Calami*
ty Jane,” is now heading to the
top of the hit lists and will prob-
ably cross the 1,000,000 marker in
a couple of weeks. Jo Stafford’s

“Make ‘Love to Me,” Laine’s “Gran-
ada” and the Rosemary Clooney-
Jose Ferrer “Man” and “Woman”
disk are also climbing.

Miss Day’s “Secret Love” is an
example of a disk that was almost
lost when it was first released, and
hen showed a sales strength which
has been consistently growing over
the past few months. The disk was
issued five months ago and began
catching on some two months after
its release.

.
The second phase of the fight

for control of Decca Records
shifted to N.Y. Supreme Court
this week on a legal move by
George L. Lloyd, dissident stock*

holder, to. rescind his ouster from
the diskery’s board last Feb. 11.

Hearings on the Lloyd petition

were slated to open yesterday
(Tues.) against a background of
conflicting pleas for stockholders*

support by Lloyd and the manage*
mint, but were postponed to March
15. Decca’s regular board meeting
is slated for today (Wind.).

At this point, trade insiders be*

lieve that Decca prexy Milton K.
Rackmil, the chief target of Lloyd’s;-

blast to the stockholders, is firmly

in the saddle. Although the^e arc

over 5,000 Decca stockholders,

Rackmil is • believed to have tbs

support of the major block owners.
Although Lloyd may not be able

to muster a majority, it’s believed

that his move to form a “Deccs
Records Stockholders - Protective

Committee” may lead to the per-

manent setup of a minority stock-

holders' committee. Lloyd is now
in the "process of trying to muster
enough stockholder support to tales

over the Decca operation.
Over $lAH,tN Profit

In his statement to stockholders,

Lloyd stated that Rackmil will re-

port earnings for 1953 in excess of

$1,000,000. That figure, he said,

will represent mainly dividends
and earnings from Universal Pic-

tures, of whose stock Decca owni
about two-thirds. In any case.

Decca’s total earnings, from all

sources, will exceed the 1952 net
of $933,000, and that fact will be on
Radmil's credit ride in any stock*

Morty Palitz ankled his record- BomStCUl tO CoftSt Oil
Ing director’s post at the lowprice ir*J * T I 1 ......

Bell label last week The exiting YlOpiC lUDe LOOKSee
was sparked by artists & repertoire Louis Bernstein, Shapiro-Bern-

operation differences between Pal- stein Music topper, and Dick Voll-

itz And Arthur Shimkin,
«-*•»*- —diskery

topper.

Shimkin currently is dickering

to nab Tutti Camarata as a free-*

lance recording director. Camarata

now has a non-exclusive pact with

Decca Records, with which he’s

been affiliated for the past several

years. Other recording directors

for Bell are Jimmy Carroll, Sy Oli-

ver, Larry -Clinton and Neal Hefti.

ter, the firm’s general manager,

trained out to the Coast last week-

end for a looksee at the vidpic

production situation. The telefilm

field has been increasing its usage

of standard tunes and S-B wants

to get a toehold in the market. It’s

Bernstein’s first trip westwards in

many years
He and Vollter will he back in

three weeks.

KENTON POLLS 7iG

IN PORTLAND STAND
Portland, Ore., March 2.

Stan Kenton’s “American Jazz
Festival” at the Civic Auditorium
last week racked up a hot $7,400
for the one-niter. Outfit may have
drawn a, capacity house if book-
ings hadn’t come so close to the
Louis Armstrong show and the
George Shearing one-niter earlier

this month. The 4,000 seater was
scaled at $4.

In addition to Kenton’s orch,

the crew included June Christy,

Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, En-

roll Garner Trio, and Candido.
At the Shrine auditorium Sun-

day (28) in Hollywood, -the Kenton
organization grossed $16,200. Coast
disk jockey promoted the concert
in the 7,000-seater auditorium.

.

holders* fight
In- his court addon, Lloyd if

claiming that hie removal from the

board last month was accomplished
by an allegedly illegal use of a by-
law under which the board has the
right to increase or decrease thg*

(Continued on page 56)

A&R Chiefs to FiO in For

Miller on WNEW Show;

Kaland Sets New Series

With Mitch Miller, Columbia
Records* artists & repertoire chief,

going off to Europe for a month’s
vacation last weekend, a&r. chiefs
of other major disk companies will

.

fill in for him on “The Money
Record” show over WNEW, N. Y.,

Sunday mornings. Joe Carlton,
Victor pop a&r topper, tees off on
March 7 with Decca’s Milt Gabler
and Mercury’s Dick Hayman
booked for the next two stanzas.

WNEFs program chief Bill

Kaland, meantime, is extending the
indie’s series of behind-the-scenes
music shows. In addition to “The
Money Record” and “Recording
Session,” Kaland is readying a
new series- with backstage info
about staging legit and film musi-
cals. Art Ford, who also handles
Recording Session,” will emcee

the new series, which will feature
interviews with the shows’ stars,

writers, directors, etc., with special

emphasis on the problem of music.
Series will tee off shortly on the
Wonderful Town” legiier. Tunes
from Decca's original cast album
of the show will also be featured.

Mills Files to Dismiss

Carmichael Tone Suit

Mills Music filed for a dismissal

of Hoagy Carmichael’s suit for re-

turn of 14 copyrights in N. Y. Fed-
eral Court last week. Mills said

that Carmichael was seeking only

an advisory opinion from the court

and hence there is no justifiable

controversy presented in the com-
plaint.

Mills said that a justifiable con

troversy only applies to three Car-

michael tunes, “Rlverboat Shuffle,”

“Boneyard Shuffle” and “Wash-
board Blues,” written hi 1924 and
1925 and now coming up for re-

newal. The first copyright term
on the other 11 tunes, including

“Stardust,” has not yet expired

Mills asserted.

RCA Sets New Distribs

For Fresno And Texas
Indicative of a rapid growth of

the Texas and Coast markets in

the last few ‘ years,; RCA Victor
Is setting up new distribs in .the

Texas and Fresno areas. In the
latter city. Eddie Sarnoff, son of

the RCA board chairman, is cur-

rently in
*
the process of buying

out the branch from the Meyberg
Co., Victor distribs for the whole
Coast territory.

In San Antonio, the Perry
Shankle Co. will handle Victor

products, from disks to aircondi-

tioners. San Antone area* was pre-

viously handled on a branch basis

by the Straus-Frank Co. from
Houston. In the latter city, the

J. J. Walsh Co. now is taking over

as the Victor outlet

Dick Barlow orch opens at the

St. Anthony Hotel, San Antonio,
March 18, , following Lee Pieper
band which opens at the Baker Ho-
tel, Dallas, March 19 with Johnnie
Ray.



50 MUSIC

In connection with thfeHtyth an-
niversary of the Edward B. Marks
Music Corporation which took

place last Friday (20 ),- question

often asked Herbert E. Marks,
president, and the other executives

there, is, “What about trends, in

popular music' through the years?"

In other words, people are anxious

to learn whether the songs we ;are

ainglng today are vastly different

than those of the World War t
period and, in turn, how thosef^»j take over the disk promotion

compare with the ditties of the
•90s.

A cafreful examination of the

best copyrights fn the Marks cata-.

log reveals that, while there have
been many superficial differences

through the years, basically songs

are still about love, requited or un-
requited; about cheering up; about
home, wherever it' is; and about
certain other fundamentals that

don’t change much through the
years. One basic difference, of

course, is the fact that in recent
years there have been compara-
tively few songs about Dixie or
Ireland or tropical subjects or
babies or even about Mother. In
fact, the only parental hit In some
time is “Oh, Mein Papa," which
extols father and is just about the
first success along these lines since
"Daddy, You've Been More Than
A Mother To Me,'* some 35 years
ago.

In connection with its anni-
versary, Marks, the oldest popular
publisher still controlled by the
founding family, prepared, a list of
Its 60 top tunes in 60 years. About
some 50 of these there wasr- no
argument whatsoever in the Marks
offices, but there was.,considerable
discussion concerning perhaps 10,
chosen out of hundreds of succes-
ses Marks has had during the years.
Some songs, which were enormous
hits 10, 20, or 40 years ago, may
have been completely forgotten.
Others, which were no hit-paraders
in their day, have become* so 'well-
known and so often

'
performed

that they are as famous as^mafiy
of the million-copy numbers.
An analysis of these 60 songf

brings out some interesting facts.

Although only about 5% of the
18,000 Marks copyrights have been
written by women, 8 of the 60
songs in question were entirely or
partly the work of the femmes.
This brings the gals' batting aver-
age to a figure nearly three times

\

as much as might be expected. Few
people, for instance, know that the
original words of “The Glow-
Worm” (so brilliantly written up
again last year by Johnny Mercer)
were by an Englishwoman. Maria
Grever (Mexican)' was responsible
for “What A Difference A Day
Made" and Maude Nugent (U.S.)
for “Sweet Bosie O'Grady," pub-
lished by the firm back in 1896.

Latin Upsurge
These foremost 60 tunes show

that 37 of them are by American
writers, including one from
Hawaii; 8 by European composers;
and 15 are from Latin America, a
territory, musically speaking,
which has been extremely fertile

.
for Marks for nearly 25 years.-
There are an even dozen waltzes,
one tango; and one samba, many
foxtrots and rumbas obviously, and,
four semi-concert works of the
type of Ernesto Lecuona’s “Mala-

( Continued on page 54)

Japan Anchors

Another Indie Bows
A new indie label, Bethlehem

Records, bowed on the market
recently. Label , will be prexied
by Gustav Wild!; with Jim Bright
heading the artists & repertoire
department. Murray Singer will

handle Bethlehem's national sales

promotion and Elaine Bergman

division,

Bethlehem will tee off with a

coupling by Chris Connor, former
stan Kentoa vocalist.

New Band, Name Policy

For R. I. Ballroom
Rhodes On the Pawtuxet, a 4,000-

capacity ballroom near Cranston,
R. I., is currently launching a new
policy of booking top' bands and
disk names. Richard Hayman's
orch and Bobby Wayne, both from
Mercury Records' stable, opened
the ' new operation last , week,
with Sammy Kaye, Ray Anthony
and Ralph Flanagan orchs being
lined up for future stands.

Abe L. Feinberg is bookipg for
the spot, which is 'operated by
Mike Stanzler.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Feb. 20)
London,. Feb. 23.

Oh My Papa ....... Maurice
Swedish Rhapsody ..Connelly
Tennessee Walk. ... .F. D. &H.
Rags to Riches.... -Chappell

That's Amore. ...... .Victoria

Answer Me Bourne
Cloud Lucky Seven. -Robbins
If You Love Me. - World Wide
Changing Partners . . . -Mellitt

I See the Moon Feldman
Ebb Tide Robbing
Don’t Laugh' At Me,. . . . -Toff

Second 120 ’

Blowing Wild.Harms-Connelly
Happy Wanderer Bosworth
The Creep . - , . ...... .Robbins
Golden Tango ...Wright

*

Here to Eternity Dash
Heart Belongs to You Kassner
Ricochet Victoria

Luxembourg Pfclka . .—Dash
The Book Kassner
Istanbul Aberbach
Poppa Plccolino Sterling
Cuff of My Shirt— Connelly
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Coral Adds Adams To
Talking Comedy Diskers
Bob Thiele, Coral Records ar-

tists & repertoire chief, is going
strong for talking comedy records.

He signed Jqey Adams to a two-
year deal last week and will show-
case him on some special material
releases assisted by doubletalk ar-

tist, A1 Kelly.

Coral recently issued a disk with
comic Buddy Hackett doing some
of his nitery routines.

Smarter Timing
Hollywood, March 2.

# Warner Bros, won't repeat

the mistake' it made when it

released “Calamity Jane" si-

multaneously with the song
hit, “Secret Love ” thereby =

losing thb benefit of the tune’s

popularity.

Studio will release ’ the;

scores of “A Star Is Born" and
;

“Lucky Me" about five months
before the release dates of the

pictures, on the theory that

it takes that long for a song
‘ to ijnpress the public ear.

,

Angel Down To Earth

In New. Pop Groove
Angel Records is branching out

of the classical field into the, pop

groove. The indie diskery has set

up a “blue label", series for release

of pop music from abroad.

Releases for the Vblue" line will

be culled from the catalogs of

European Columbia and French
Pathe, with which Angel is affil-

iated.. The initial releases will

come from France with waxlngs
from Spain and Italy set to follow.

Japan is now the regular eastern
anchor of an international jazz cir-
cuit that extends from Stockholm
to the Philippines. American jazz
names are now making the hop to
Tokyo as a routine affair with con-
cert packages getting solid box-
office reaction from the hip Nips.
In recent months Louis Armstrong
and Norman Granz’s “Jazz At The
Philharmonic" have clicked in Ja-
pan, along with Xavier Cugat’s or-
ganization.

This spring another jazz package
is being set up by Joe Gfeser’s As-
sociated Booking Corp. for a' Far
East tour.

^ Buddy 0e Franco's
combo has already been set in a
unit that will be headed by a
temme vocalist, who is yet to be
ligned.

Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
N Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Di Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions, resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two wayi in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week
1 1

2 3

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
DORIS DAT (Columbia) Secret Love

JO STAFFORD (Columbia) Make Love*To Me
fChanging Partners

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) -( Cross Over The Bridge
{My Restless Lover

FISHER (Victor) i?,h *
MLPapa/Many Times

6

7

8

4

10

7

9-8
10

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*1

2

3

6

5

4

10

9

8

7

EDDIE
\

, {Stranger In ParadiseTONY BENNETT (Columbia) No Teardrops Tonight
(Rags to Riches

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) That's Amore
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) Young At Heart

GEORGIE SHAW (Decca) . . Till We Two Are One

FOUR »CES (Decca) {?.
eart 0f Heart

' ’ /Stranger In Paradise
FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol) I Get So Lonely

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

TDNE PUBLISHER
‘SECRET LOVE.

.'.Remick
*OH, MY PAPA

J Shapiro-B
STRANGER IN PARADISE

; # . Frank
MAKE LOVE TO ME ........777

’

Melrose
{CHANGING PARTNERS, Porgie
THAT'S AMORE.....

; .. Paramount
{YOUNG AT HEART
TILL WE TWO ARE ONE

. . Shapiro-B
HEART OF MY HEART Robbins
FROM THE VINE CAME THE tJRAPE Randy-S

Jukebox operators from all sec-
tions of the country will marshall
their forces against the proposed
McCarran amendment' at the na-
tional convention of the Music
Operators of America to be held
in Chicago, March 8-10. The bill

proposed by Sen. Pat McCarran!
would remove the licensing exemp-
tion in_the. Copyright Act for coin
machines
George A. Miller, MOA prexy,

has keynoted the juke ops' attitude
towards the hill by sounding off
against a newsletter for coin ma-
chine ops, Newscope, for allegedly
.misquoting > one of his recent
speeches. Miller attacked the
newsletter for quoting him as say-
ing: “It was only a matter of time
before we lose the fight against cer-
tain copyright organizations who
are trying to amend .the present
copyright laws."

Miller ‘asserted that “what I did
say was that we are in a most pre-
carious position due to the fact
that a great amount of pressure is

being put on the (Senate) sub-
committee through the author of
the bill and.through certain organi-
zations that have unlimited funds'
to carry on their, public relations

program. 1 I stated that if we
weren't completely alert and if we
didn't carry, our light on to the
very finish, it might be disastrous
for the- music business."
Meantime, exec? of the major

disk companies have been booked
as Speakers at the MOA convention
next Week. Top wax stars, includ-
ing Eddie Fisher, Tony Bennett*
Johnny Desmond, Bob Manning,
Don Cherry and others, are sched-
uled to appear on the entertain-
ment program. '

For 3 New Bands
Columbia Records is prepping

a concentrated push for its trio of
new bands .headed by °Les Elgart,
Pete Rugolo and Dan Terry, via
a series of roundrobin releases of
singles and 'albums. Col is teeing
off this month with two platters by
Elgart and will follow\in the next
two weeks with sides by Rugolo
and Terry.

Col will then release an album
a week featuring the new orchs
and will follow With more singles
in a continuous cycle of band re-
leases. Each of the bands has a
different style, with Elgart

v
in the

college dance groove, Rugolo an
exponent of the progressive school
and Terry in the rhythm 8c blues
genre. ^
Under George .Avakian, director

of pop album repertoire, Columbia
is going on an extensive band pro-
motion kick. RCA Victor was
among the first to promote bands
with its creation of the Ralph Flan-
agan organization' four years ago
and then following with Buddy
Morrow. Capitol has been riding
with Ray Anthony and Billy May’s
crew. In recent

.
years, however,

none of the major labels has been
selling bands until Col picked up
the ball.

Sacks to Coast for Disk,

RCA Biz; Marek Back
Manie Sacks, RCA vice-prexy

and general manager of the Victor

disk division, heads to the Coast

this week on NBC and disk busi-

ness. He'll also attend the wed-
ding of Jack Benny's daughter,

Joan, in Hollywood Saturday (13)

before heading back to N. Y. next

week.
Meantime, George R. Marek, Vic-

tor’s artists 8c repertoire chief, re-

turns to N.‘ Y. tomorrow (Thurs.)

after a quickie to the Coast for

huddles with the Walt Disney of-

fice. Confabs dealt with Victor’s

forthcoming kiddie album based

on the Disney pic version of the

Jules. Verne ‘ classic, “20,000

Leagues Under the Sea."

Merc To Push Prisco
' Crooner Tommy Prisco is being

prepped for a big promotional

push by Mercury Records. Merc

latched oh to Prisco last week

after he ankled. the King label.

Prisco had been waxing for King

for the past year.
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With the longplay disk price war*

ending Monday (1) as Columbia

and RCA .Victor reverted back to
their normal list prices, trade execs
estimated that, it cost the two
major labels , "up to $1,000,000
each" during February when they
cut their prices up to 30%. One
Victor exec stated it was impos-
sible to make a profit at these
prices, despite the fact

1 that its

factories were working on an
around-the-clock basis to fill

orders. Included in the loss factors

is the expected .decline in biz dur-

ing the coming weeks.

Buying by retailers and distribs

last month was exceptionally heavy,

due to the anticipated return to.

normalcy March 4 , In many cases,

retailers who attempted to stock

up on standard' classical merchan-
dise at the cut prices were blocked*

by an allocation system based- on
previous purchases. Despite the
restrictions, however, the dealers

have loaded up to maximum.
Disk execs expect' that biz will

drop off sharply for the next
couple of weeks' until the consumer
bargain psychology wears off and
dealers’ stocks ease off. . New
packages- of longplay merchandise
will help overcome the slump and,
along this line, Victor Is prepping
a major campaign for its new
Toscanini etching of Beethoven’s
"Missa Solemnis,” released this

month. ... ;e

Heavy buying in the LP field

also had a negative impact on the
j

pop field. With retailers reserving
all spare -cash for the standard I

works, -they were buying new pops
j

more cautiously and . generally I

were not risking any money, on
anything except the top sellers.

Meantime, the discount houses
are now finding themselve in a
stronger position than ever before,

since they went allout on loading

up on classical merchandise.. In

some casds, these retailers have
extended their credit very thin but
they are banking on .liquidating

their stocks before the bills come
due. On the basis of their Febru-
ary buying, the discounters are

now able to offer fancy cuts rang-
ing up to 50% of the current list

prices and still make a substantial
profit.

All a Young Cleffer

Needs Is One Big Hit

For Pubs’ Welcome Mat
In the past couple of months dis-

clicks have been catapulting the

tunesmiths Into the limelight as

well as the vocalist. Heretofore,
the pop tune writer had been tak-

ing a backseat to the warbler or

crooner assigned to his tune.

Ampng the younger crop of song-
smiths who’ve won recognition re-

cently are Carolyn Leigh, Larry
Coleman and Norman Gimbel. Miss
Leigh currently is setting a hot
pace with "Young At Heart” and
"Positively No Dancing” while
Coleman and Gimbel have "Rico-
chet,” "Papaya Mama” and "Ten-
nessee Wig-Walk” together.

Pubs have been flooding Miss
Leigh and Gimbel, who write
lyrics, with assignments. Within
a week after Frank Sinatra’s Capi-
tol etching of “Young-At ileart”
was released, Miss Leigh received
calls from 17 pubs to add lyrics

to their copyright melodies. She
also has a Broadway legitune writ-
ing chore in the offing. Miss Leigh
had been under contract to pub-
lisher Tommy Valando until a few
months ago. She’s now free-
lancing.

Tony Martin’s 5-Yr. Victor

Encore; Rene’s ’Renewal’
Tony Martin has a new five-year

disking pact with RCA Victor, at
the same 5% terms, with a 16-

slde annual guarantee, and Victor
maestro Henri Rene has decided
to stay as is.

Latter’s "renewal” is academic.
He had a Capitol Records bid but,
after discussing matters with RCA
veepee Manie Sacks, who heads
the diskery operation, he decided
to stay put No new contract or
upped terms, although very likely
some choicer assignments may
come to pass.

New Jingle* Pact
binder a. new agreement

mad* between the American
Federation of Musicians and
producers of video film spot
announcements and jingles,
the producers have agreed to
pay a total of $100 * to the
Music Performance Trust
Fund No. 2 for each announce-
ment. The' pld trust agree-
ment required another $100
payment for the second year’s
usage.

Agreement with the tv spot
producers, which will run to
Jan. .31, ’56, was signed by
Musical Features, Inc., and
Phil Davis Enterprises, naming
Samuel R. Rosenbaum trustee
for 'the fund.

109% Exchange

For Six Months
• s/

Capitol Records launched its

spring merchandising offensive

Monday (1) with a 100% ex-

change deal offer to dealers. The
exchange program will run for

six months on orders placed dur-

ing March. Up until the end of

the six-month period dealers will
be allowed to exchange ’ any of
their overstocked Cap platters.
Only condition to the exchange
plan Is that the diskery requires
the dealer to give top display to
the Cap albums before becoming
eligible for the exchange bene-
fits. Program covers all- Cap
releases.

The dealer exchange setup is

part of the diskery”s three-step
merchandising program. Diskery
kicked off the program in the fall

with its self-service plan, in which
it helped dealers organize their
own self-service system. Second
step in the process was an inven-
tory-control plan which Cap estab-
lished in' more than 1,000 retail
outlets.

Decca instituted a similar 100%
exchange plan several weeks ago
to run until May 1. Decca pro-
motion is aimed at picking up ex-
tra biz in view of the cut prices
on ;RCA Victor and Columbia mer-
chandise during -the February sale.

Seeco Records is concentrating
on a big push of its LP catalog
this month via a cutrate deal to
distribs. Latino label is offering
distribs a March deal whereby a

minimum order of 150. LPs en-
titles the distrib to get half that
quantity at a 50% discount. Disk-
eries LP catalog numbers 40
records.

Bourne’s Tune Being

’Answered’ In Spades
Bourne Music is getting a dou-

ble-edged .Spread on a single tune
via two- different lyric versions.

Song originally broke as a religioso

item under the title of "Answer
Me, Oh Lord” via Frankie Laine’s
Columbia etching. Lyric was later

altered for a pop push under the
title of “Answer Me My Love.”
Nat (King) Cole cut latter version
for Capitol. Carl Sigman wrote
both lyric treatments to the music
of ... Gerhard Winkler and Fred
Raush.

Incidentally, both versions are

riding high on England’s platter

parade, while only the pop version

has made any noise in the U. S.

market.

Pic Label Bow*
Morris Diamond, disk flack,

moved into the record business

last week with 'the formation of a

new. Indie label, Pic Records.
Diskery preemed with crooner
Danny Capri’s coupling of "You’re

So Sympatico” and "Mama Ni-

colina.”

Diamond set out on a three-week
trek early this week to line up dis-

tributors for the Pic label.

Hayes-Healy Team.Cut
Disk For Essex Label

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Healy, who’ve etched intermittent-
ly for various labels, are hitting
the wax market again this week
via Essex -Records. Husband-wife
team only tied up with the indie
label for a one-shot deal.

Coupling is "Crazy Mixed-Up
Song,” which Miss Healy warbles,
and. "Lonesome Song,” crooned by
Hayes. Both tunes are published
by Trinity Music, Joy Music’s BMI
subsid.

Disk Shows Lead

On N.Y. Flagships

0( Big Radio Nets
Disk jockey shows, which once

used to be limited to independent^
stations, have now emerged as the
dominant program fare on the
New York flagships of the major
radio webs. Growth of the disk
shows on the networks has been a
concomitant of video’s impact for
the past six years and reflects the
general AM tendency of reducing
costs in face of the tv competition.

According to - a survey of the
current broadcast picture made by

j

John G. Peatman, director of the i

Office of Research, more than 60%
j

of all programs with popular-music
are now deejay shows on the N.Y.
outlets of the four major webs.
WNBC leads the field, with the
jockey stanzas comprising 77% of
pop music shows, with WABC a
close second with 75%. WCBS and
Mutual trail with 46% and 39%
respectively.

During the stretch from 8 a.m.
to 1 a.m., comprising 68 quarter-
hour segments, nearly 40% of all-

quarter-hours feature pop music.
WNBC leads with 46%. WABC and
WCBS are' tied with 41% and Mu-
tual has 26%. Peatman derived his

data from an analysis of the first

full week of programming in Feb-
ruary.

LaRosa’s ’Eh Compari’ Hit

Lifted from Hey Goomba,’

$1,250,000 Suit Alleges
Hollywood, March 2. .

Songwriters Tony Sacco and
Thomas Conroy and the Record
Music Corp. filed $1,250,000 in-

fringement copyright suit in Fed-
eral Court against Rosarch Music,
Julius LaRosa and Archie Bleyer.

Plaintiffs say that in* 1948 they
wrote “Hey Goomba” which RMC
copyrighted. "Eh Cumpari,” with
which defendants came out in 1951,

substantially copied "Goomba,” the
complaint alleges. Attached to

pleadings in action were copies of

recordings of both tunes as well

as copies of sheet music. Plaintiffs

say that they were damaged to ex-

tent of $1 for every record sold

(they estimate 1,000,000 ini sales)

plus 50c for every sheet music copy
(they estimate 500,000).

In addition to seeking $1,000,000
damages on recording plus $250,-

000 on sheet music, they want ac-

counting to determine precisely

how much they are entitled to.

They also ask the court that master
of recording be impounded and de-

stroyed.

MEISEL TO T. B. HARMS,

DISTON TO CHAPPE
In a reshuffling of the contact-

man setup at Chappell Music last

week, Len Meisel took over the

professional manager’s spot at

T. B. Harms, Chappell subsid. He
replaces Leo Diston who shifted

over to the parent firm (Chappell)

to assist Charles Goldberg, pub-
bery’s professional manager.

Meisel ankled his contactman
spot at Bourne Music to take the

Chappell assignment. Stan Stan-

ley, Chappell’s general profes-

sional manager, tapped Meisel for

the post.

DECCA ADDS HILLBILLIES

Decca Records augmented its

hillbilly roster last week with the

inking of Don Wendle and Bud
Isaacs.

Paul Williams, meantime, was
tagged for the diskery’s blues &
rhythm division.

Chicago Balkooms Swinging Again;

Ops Bar Shatp-Gaihed Hoodlums
+ Chicago, March 2,

TV’* Takeover
Radio will probably lose its

place this year as the domi-
nant source of'ASCAP income,
and video will take over.
During 1953, radio shelled out
$8,800,000 to ASCAP, while
the video take trailed with $7,-

500,000. If the pace of video’s
growth continues. ASCAP rev-
enues from tv will probably
Jut near the $9,000,000 marker
this year in face of the lower
performance licensing fees
now in effect.

ASCAP’s total revenues
have been climbing consistent-
ly along with video while, at

the same time, the take from
radio has remained more or
less on an even keel for the
past few years.

TV Indies New

ASCAP Pact

Ends 4 Yr. Row
On the heels of last week’s five-

year pact with major video webs,
the American Society of Com^Kw-
ers. Authors & Publishers reached
an agreement with the indie video
outlets on both blanket and per-

program licensing forms. Settle-

ment with the indies, through their

All-Industry Local TV Music Li-

cense Committee, ends an ASCAP
hassle that has extended over the
last four years.

Under the new agreement.
ASCAP’s blanket licenses for the

In face of the general country-
wide trend transforming ball-

rooms to roller skating* parlors, a
rash of new danceries has lately

broken out on the southslde of Chi-
cago. Two of the new rooms are
converted theatres and another
had been a night cliib not long ago.
The populace in one particular
area of the city is so dance con-
scious that all l;he new ballrooms
are finding business lush, but only
on weekends, •

Another unusual aspect to the
sudden cropping out of dance halls

is that dance concentration in this

city has always been on the ex-
treme other end of town, the north-
side. Major reason for the shift is

that the southslde elements of one
particular district has been kept
educated to dance by community
centers bf two local churdies,
which for years have sponsored
heavily attended dances for all age
groups. Meantime, on the north-
side, interest has waned. As a re-
sult, the once-dense sector now has
only two ballrooms while the south-
side is fraught with nine of them.

Holiday Club, newest of the . ball-

rooms and formerly the Cosmo
Theatre, forbids admission to men
in sharp suits, tinted shirts, roll
Collars, and/or duck-back hairdos.
Thinking behind these restrictions,

according to Holiday owner Joe
McElroy, is that this kind of dress
identifies young hoodlums, and "if
you don’t let ’em in, you don’t
have to throw them out.” So far
lus dances have been conducted
civilly.

On opening night, some three
weeks ago, the Holiday turned
away 1,000 customers with Tommy
and Jimmy Dorsey as lure. Room
also filled to capacity 1,250 with
Tommy Reed a week ago, and reg-
ular location band. Dan Belloc.

next four years would charge a
rate of 2.05% on sponsored shows,
after certain deductions, plus a
monthly sustaining fee equal to the
station’s highest one-quarter hour
rate. This rate is less than the
2V6% rate for radio but it’s ex-
pected that the ASCAP coin from
video .will be considerably higher
because of the ^ higher costs . for
time and talent
Terms for the per-program

agreement are 9% of the net re-

ceipts from sponsors after certain
deductions, limited to programs
using ASCAP music. In cases
where the sponsored shows consist
of films other than those made es-

pecially for video, the rate will be
4%. The rate for ASCAP music
on sustaining shows will be 3.5%
of the card rate for each such pro-

(Continued on page 54)

Legafite Cleffer Sues

On ‘Changing Partners’
Claiming that Porgie Music and

tunesmiths Larry Coleir*n and Joe
Darion lifted "Changing Partners”
from "My Pal In Old New Hamp-
shire (Stole My Gal In Tennessee),”
Abner Greenberg filed an infringe-
ment suit in N.Y. Supreme Court
last week.
Greenberg a lawyer and a pub-

lisher via his Manhattan Music
firm, claims that he wrote "My Pal
In Old New Hampshire” prior to
1951 and printed sheet music solely
for the purpose of procuring wax-
ings. He charges that Porgie and
Coleman-Darion obtained a lead
sheet of his tune and came up with
’Partners.”
Other defendants named in the

action are RCA Victor. Mercury
Records, Capitol Records; Music
Dealers Service, Inc., and Simon
& Schuster.

Judge Samuel Hofstader denied
a motion by Porgie to require the
plaintiff to state causes ojf action.
Judge Hofstader held that the
plaintiff had no intentions of plead-
ing anything but infringement of
common law copyright.

consistently is drawing over 1.000
customers on weekends. Upcom-
ing here soon are Russ Morgan,
Tiny Hill, Blue Barron, and pack-
age of Tommy Reed and Four
Aces. Nightly tab is $1. „

Holiday’s regular operation
scopes Friday, Saturday and Sun-
day nights with special bands oc-
casionally brought in on Wednes-
days. Says McElroy, "Television
has hurt ballroom business as
much as any other, and the free
home entertainment has killed
weeknlght business entirely. But
the people in this area are so
dance conscious that weekend busi-
ness is big even with local hands.”
Except locally, the Holiday is doing
very little advertising and appar-
ently isn’t as yet trying to attract
the nerthside trade.

Also on the southslde is the Sun
Ballroom, which previously had
been the Sun Theatre, and the
Casino Ballroom, which had been
a nitery of the same name. Addi-
tionally, the sector has the Tria-
non, Oh Henry, Melody Mill,
Grove, Casino Moderne, and Mar-
tinique. a restaurant with a
straight dance policy. Northside
now* has only the Aragon and Pal-
ladium 'formerly Creen Mill), and
the Milford still flourishes on the
northwest.

Jerry Lewin to Bourne
In-line with the revamping of

the professional department at

Bourne Music, Jerry Lewin w*as

added to the firm’ to replace Len
Meisel who switched to Chappell.
Lew'in, previously was on the plug-
ging staff of Johnny Marks’ St.

Nicholas Music firm.

Last w'eek Boh Sadoff took over
the professional manager’s spot at

Bourne replacing Jerry Johnson.

Howie Richmond Taps

New Revenue Source

In Operetta Scores
Pop pubbery topper Howie Rich-

mond has tapped an additional rev-
enue source in the operetta field.
Richmond, who began his operetta
publishing operation about six
months ago, is getting hefty biz
from high schools and colleges
around the country for his two
scores, "Cumberland Fair” and
"Miss Chicken Little.” Alec Wilder
and Arnold Sundgaard penned
"Fair” and Wilder and Bill Eng-
vick collated on "Chicken Little.”
The operetta field, long domi-

nated by standard firms, has al-
ways been a staple source of in-
come. The biz is reported to have
stepped up within tne past couple
of years with an interesting num-
ber of Schools lining up operetta
presentations.
The pub collects a $25 minimum

fee for each performance and picks
up additional coin from sheet score
sales. Tab on the operetta’s vocal

j

score is $3 while the chorus score

j
peddles for 60c each. Operettas

• generally use six principal vocal-

J

ists and about 100 singers in the
1 chorus.

»
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Major Sdfts

Paris, March* 2.

There have been' shifts here of
late in European-Americap disk

/ setups, and marty labels have
changed pressing companies plus
the big break of RCA Victor with
Pathe-Marconi. This realignment
has come at a time when the rec-

ord business is beginning to ex-
pand here and when longplay and
extended-play disks^ are beginning
to catch on here, ^

Big break was the RCA schism
with patherMarconi with RCA soon

to be pressing their own disks in

Spain and Italy. The trademark,
“His Master's Voice," stays with
Pathe. RCA has still not' broken
with the British affiliate, Electrical

Musical Industries, but may do
this in the near future. Pathe-
Marconi is still , the biggie here
With such labels as Columbia (Con-
tinental not U. S.) His Master's
Voice, Pathe, MGM- Vox America
and Cetra Soria for Italy,

Philips now has 'the Columbia
label released on its own brand
and its main diskeiry is Polydor
records, which it took over when
it went into the record biz. D.uc-

retet-Thomson is another electrical

house which went into disking with
the Selmer label. SFDC has the
Decca pressing. Another major de-.

velopment was when Capitol went
in with Pathe-Marconi for its press-

ing and distribution under its own
label.

•

OF /VL/ RECORD RATINGS

BY THE TRADE PRESS

AIOR'ffMr) EH Variety

laeammM r *
•

i
‘

/

FOUR ACES (Decca) 1 i Record DieVoK Excellent
- * .a* • »

a the Week

DO YOU KNOW WHAT UR .

™ _

:

« •

ARE FOR (MopWoarf)
.

- -

FOUR LADS, JILL COREY,
HUTCH DULLER (CehnaUe) .

*

>110ood)
«

. .

Disk of

the Week
Vary Good

HERE (Hitt 1 Rawie) 0
0 -»

p
« * «

'*-

TONY MARTIN (VktOf)
'

Record
.

Steeper of ’ Excellent

Tnellfnhrs'v^VTtB^Vn the Week

HIT THE TARGET BUY pm**) - c* *

»

KAREN CHANDLER (Coral) 75 (Good) ' .Sleeper off Excellent
•

•i-'- * v '

» jr* * the Week

IHU TO COIL YOU UP TO SAY.
« * M

* •

fli SORRY

MIUS BROTHERS (Dacca) 7B (Good) Dirk of Good
V

tho Week

|REALLY DON’T WANT TO KNOW
[tfiT t Range)

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol) « BerfBuy * Dirk of

tho Week
Very Good

BOB SANTA MARIA IMOM) 74 (Good) C-HGoed)

MELANCHOLY HE .
(sMm)

EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
Bast Buy Sleeper ef

the Week
Excellent

* ELLA FITZGERALD (Dacca)
7t(Good> Sleeper of

tho Week
Excellent.

SMITH BROTHERS ("X")
New Record

te Watch
Beet Bat

POSITIVELY NO DANCING
(Waist B Barry) Tun#

[

Sleeper of Beet Bet

KAREN CHANDLER (Coral) Spotfighf

-
'«<

the Week
t

ALAN DEAN (MGM)
/

78 (Good) C-HGood)

RING TELEPHONE RING
i

\

(Johnstone-Montei)

JAYE P. MORGAN (D«rby) Tuna Sleeper of

Spotlight the Week
/

SOUTH (P"D
•

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol) Beet Buy Dirk of

the Week
Beet Bet

SWEET CHEAT (noh«.)

DOLORES GRAY (Dtcca) 72(Good) Sleeper of

the Week

THAT’S THE WAY LOVE GOES
(Regent)

80BILL DARNEL (“X") Sleeper of Beet Bet
Excellent the Week

THERE IS DANGER (p..r)

BOB CARROLL (Darby) 77 (Good) Sleeper of

the Week
Fair

THERE’U BE NO TEARDROPS

TON GHT (Acuff-Rote)

TONY BENNETT (Ctumbio)

TRAIN WITH A RHUMBA BEAT
(American)

RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury)

YOU DIDN'T WANT ME WHEN
/
YOU HAD ME

Beet Buy

Record

Spotlight

Disk of

the Week

B+
Excellent

Beet Bet

MILLS BROTHERS (Docca) 77 (Good) Dick of Beet Bet
» — s the Week

1 Broadcast Music, !nc.
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Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and snowing com-

parative sales rating for this
and last week.

* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher
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1 1 ‘Stranger In Paradise* (Frank) 5 3 1 2 2 1 4 3 2 1 1 4 4 110

2 3 •Secret Lpve (Remick) 1 3 3 ' 1 2 2* 1 3 2 • 4 7 8n 2 ‘Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B) 7 4 2 1 3 5 .6 4 1 4 2 2 1 101m 4 tChanging Partners (Porgie) 1 • . * . 4 5 4 .9 7 6 6 3 6 68

5 6. ‘Heart of My Heart (Robbins) 4 - .
' 6 7 4 3 3 2 9 * •: 6 5 5 67

6A 5 ‘That's Amore (Paramount) .

.

- 8 • • 5 6 10 5 10 5 5 • . 3 42

6B 9 tYoung at Heart
.
(Sunbeam) .

.

3 2 '4
.

.

• • i* 7 8 1 . • 42

8 10 ‘Make Love to Me (Mqlrose)

.

6 5
1

7 ’.

W 5 •

.

5 . 10 3 . . 38

9 8 Till Two Are One (Shapiro-B) • A fr 5 6 . . . 7 6 . .• 9 9 * • 9 31

7 8 * • • • 1 • • 3 .7 9 • . 28

11 11 ‘Ebb Tide (Robbins) ......... 9 9 •

.

7 .• . 4 8
\

• • 10 20

12A 12 tRicochet (Sheldon) ..... •

0 8 9 «. *
, 9 .

• . • • • • . .
.

7 11

12B 13 •TUI Then (Pickwick): ....... • 7 • • 8 . . • . . 8 • • • « 10 . . 11

14 ( ^ ‘Cross Over Bridge (Valando). 9 9 10 * « «. •
•’

• - 8 • • 8

15 14 ‘Answer Me Love (Bourne).

.

10 8

Marks MusicV60th Anni Fete
Continued from r'*ge SO

" and Franzguena" and “Andalucia

Lehar’s “Frasquita ‘ Serenade.” In

compiling this list, Marks did not

consider its -strictly classical com-
positions or its large educational

catalog, but stuck to the popular

and to those better-class pieces

which fit in the popular category.

Girls’ names are to be found in

about 20% of the titles, whether
they be the Hungarian Sari, the

Cuban Mama Inez or Mhrta, the

German Lilli Marlene, the Italian

Amapola, or the strictly American
Ida or. gal Sal. Thfe only male to

crash the circle is the famous
Willie of waltz-me-around-again

fame.

It is interesting, also, to note
that a mere handful of these best
60 are in the comic vein, although
Marks has published literally

hundreds of comedy numbers. Such
songs as “Lily of the Valley” and
“Everybody Works but Father
may be part of Americana,- but they
don't last the way the ballads and
top rhythm'songs do. Negro writers
are extremely well represented
with such hits as “Ballin’ the Jack,"
“Under the Bamboo Tree,” “Jazz
Me Blues,” “Oh, Didn’t He
Ramble” and Bert Williams' im
mortal “Nobody."
One respect in which this Marks

list differs, perhaps, from similar
listings that might be provided by
the other important publishers is

in the percentage of love songs.
Only about 35 of the 60 Marks
songs chosen can be considered
genuinely romatic in lyric content.
Reason for this is that.this firm has
for many years specialized .in

novelties, children's songs, instru-
mental favorites and others some-
what different from the usual Tin
Pan Alley crop. True, such genuine
love songs as “The Breeze and I,"
“I Wonder Who’s Kissing 'Her
Now,” “Yours” and “Play Fiddle
Play” are included, but there are
also such widely diverse types as
“Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom-De-E,” “Parade
of the Wooden Soldiers," “Peanut
Vendor," “Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight," “El Rancho
Grande" and “Song of the Islands."
Rodgers & Hart's great “Manhat-
tan” falls into both categories be-
cause not only is it one of the
cleverest descriptions of New York
City ever written, but skillfully
tells the story of the couple who
turn Manhattan into an isle of

th® Good Old Summer
Time talks about your “tootsie
wootsie,” but it is more a tribute
to a season than to a sweetheart.

.

Since a song may only be copy-
righted for 28 years and renewed
for another 28, Herbert Marks
notes, with regret, that both those
on the list and elsewhere in the
catalog which are more than 56

years old have now fallen into the
public domain in this country. He
hastens to add, however, that they
are still protected in Europe, Can-
ada and other countries where
copyrights hold good 50 years after
the death of the last surviving
writer.

In connection with the ahniver-
sary celebration, which will extend
for the two weeks following Feb.
26, there are a great many disk
jockey, live radio, and television*
programs being given over to testi-
monials to the Edward B. Marks
firm on this occasion: For example,
on Feb. 19, Ted Husing dedi-
cated the entire hour of his morn-
ing show to a tribute to the firm
and the playing of records of some
of its greatest hits. Listening to his
program, which featured revivals
of many of the older Marks songs,
it became very apparent that im-
portant trends in music do not
change very much, since these were
presented not as museum pieces
but as popular hits of this or recent
years, just as fresh as when they
were composed decades ago.

with ^the indies on 9 perprogram
1

deal, ASCAP scrapped the demand
that it be paid for spot announce-
ments adjoiriing shows using
ASCAP music. The indie tv com*,

mittee hailed the new agreement
as “substantial/ progress ... in

the industry’s continuing goal of
obtaining equitable rates for the
use of ASCAP music."'.
The blanket licensing deal with

the major webs signed last week
ran along lines similar to the indie
form. It’s understood, however,
that the webs guaranteed that
ASCAP’s revenue from video
would not fall beloW -that of last
year despite the lowered licensing
rates.

ASCAP-TV
Continued from page 51

gram. In no month, however, will

the sustaining fee exceed an
amount equal to the station’s high-

est one-quarter hour rate.

If an indie' video outlet signs

the per-program form, the deal will

cover the next four years as well
as the period dating back to Janu-
ary, 1949, when the video indies
began operating on an interim li-

censing arrangement pending a
final deal.

In order to reach an agreement

High On All Lists!
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

- Survey of retail disk best
sellers based ,on reports ot>

Coined from leading stores in

18 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week* '

.
„

.

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk* Artist, Label, Title
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JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
''Make Love To Me"
DORIS*DAY (Columbia)
"Secret Love”
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

"Oh, My Papa”

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
."Young at Heart”..

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
"Stranger In Paradise”

PATTI' PAGE (Mercury)
6 6 "Changing Partners”

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

.
"That's -Amore”

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
8 18 "Crdss Over the Bridge”.

.

8
FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol)

"I Get So Lonely”.

GEORGIE SHAW (Decca)
10 10 "Till We Two Are One”. ..

LOU MONTE (Victor)

11 11 "Darktown Strutters Ball”

.

12 13
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
"Answer Me, My Love”

13A ..

PERRY COMO (Victor)
"Wanted” . . . . . ..

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
13B 8 "Vine Came the Grape”.

15 24
EARTHA KITT (Victor)

"Lovin' Spree”.

RONNIE GAYLORD (Mercury)
16 18 "Cuddle Me”

17 12
FOUR ACES (Decca)
"Heart of My Heart” .

18

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
"No Teardrops Tonight” . .

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)

19A 23 "Vine Came the Grape”..

TERESA BREWER (Coral)

19B 14 "Bell Bottom Blues”

21 14
TERESA BREWER (Coral)

"Ricochet”

HILLTOPPERS
22A 16 "Till Then”

(Dot)

6 8

8 8

8

1 2 A 102

6 1 .

.

8 9 98

6 • » 4

6

83

61

6

6

9

2 4 10

7 6 7 8

6 9 8 10 5 10

8 10 9 6

9

10

6

10

9 8 9 10

10 9 2 10

8

10 4

2 6

10

_57

_56

47

_45

_44

_41

J34

31

25

25

24

18

17

15

14

• * . 10 3 .
... 6 14

8 12

11

EARTHA KITT (Victor)

22B . . "Stole De Wedding Bell” 7 8 . . 7a • • « • * • • - XI

AMES BROS. (Victor)

24A .. . "Man With the Banjo” 1. • • it i
* - - • * • « » • « * 10

FOUR ACES (Decca)

24B . . "Stranger In Paradise”,... «« •• • • •« • * ^ • • • • * » • 10

1 2 . 3 4 5 6

SIX TOP
ALBUMS

GLENN MILLER
1

STORY

Him Soundtrack

Decca

KISMET

Broadway Cait

Columbia

THAT BAD EARTHA

Eartha Kitt

Victor

SONGS FOR
YOUNG LOVERS

Frank Sinatra ...

Capitol

CALAMITY. JANE

Don* Day

Columbia

GLENN MILLER

Limited Edition

Victor

1
DL 5519 ML 4850 LPM 3187 H 488 C 347 LPT 6700

Showtime Splash
Continued from pace 1

these scores. Also on the *54-55

schedule are "Sayonara” * (Irving

Berlin)* and "Plain and Fancy’*

(Arnold B. Horwitt-Albert Hague).

Berlin publishes his own tunes,

while "Plain and Fancy” has not
yet been assigned.
With this load of legituners on

the market. Channel! expects

some hot diskery bidding for the

original cast album rights. Colum-

bia Records blanketed the field

this season by latching on to three

of the four musicals. Col tagged

"Kismet,” "The Girl In Pink
Tights” and "By The Beautiful

Sea.” "John Murray Anderson’s
Almanac,” currently running on
Broadway, was not picked up by
any diskery. "Kismet,” which has
settled down for a Broadway run,

Is one of Col’s top album sellers.

"Tights,” which opens In New York
Friday (5) and "Sea,” which Is still

in out-of-town tryout stage, have

not yet been cut. "Pajama Game,”

musical by Jerry Ross and t>ick

Adler due in April, has not been
tagged by a diskery yet
Diskery desire to nab original

album rights has put the. publish-

ers in the driver’s seat Before mak-
ing deals, the pubs ask for, and
usually get, top artist coverage via

single releases. The record com-
panies also go all out on promotion
and exploitation for the album and
the singles in an effort to get the

score over the top.

Prep 'Cecil' Tune
Hollywood, March 2.

Bob Clampett signed Ad Hal-i

pern to write a "Cecil the Seasick
Serpent”' theme which will be
used for both television and pic-
tures. Tune will become the
theme song of Clampett’s “Time
for Beany” teleshow on which “Ce-
cil” is featured.

Melody win also be used as the
title theme of "Cecil,” the feature
film version which Clampett and
Frank Tashlin will co-producd
with Tashlin directing.

On die Upbeat

New York ,

Jan August winds an engage-
ment at the Hollenden Hotel,
Cleveland, tomorrow (Thura.) . . •

Nat (King) Cole plays a two-day
date at the Stagecoach Inn, South
Hackensack, N. J., Friday-Satur-
day (5-6), He guests on Ed Sulli-
van’s CBS-TV snow Sunday (7) . .

.

Dick Lyons, M-G-M Records artists
A repertoire staffer, to the Coast
for two weeks . . , Robert Maxwell
opens at the Cocoanut Grove, L. A.,
March 18 . . . Alan Dean pencilled
in at the Baker Hotel, Dallas,
March 11'. . . Buddy Do France
Quartet begins a week’s engage-
ment at the Rendezvous Room;
Philadelphia, today (Wed.) . i

George Shearing opens at the Tif-
fany Club, Los Angeles, March 28
. . . Tony Mara, recently signed
M-G-M Records crooner, on a dee-
jay trek through the mldwtit . . .

Blind pianist Alex Kallae returns
tb the Embers, eastside jazz spot,
Monday (8) . .

.

Thrush Sunny Gale
helped kick off the 1954 Red Cross
campaign

f
in Brooklyn last week. .*

Betty Madigan begins a two-week
engagement at the Hollenden. Ho-
tel, Cleveland, March 18 . . . Sandy
Solo -switched from Derby Records
to the Jubilee label.

Chicago
Ray Wencll extended at Tic Toe

Supper Club. Milwaukee, indef-
initely . . Don Gfatsner still In-
definite at Trianon in one of long-
est location dates there in recent
times . . . Claude Thornhill playing
midwest and Texas one-niters in
April . . . Leo Pieper, following 10
weeks at St. Anthony Hotel, San
Antoqio. with five frames at Baker
Hotel, Dallas, commencing' iSareh
19 . . . Billy Slay hand fronted by
Sam Donahue, on one-niters in
midwest throughout this month
. . . Sauter-Finegan crew open two
weeks at Hollywood Palladium on
May 14.

Pittsburgh
Morry Allen band got • holdover

at Vogue Terrace when Dorsey
Bros; had to cancel on account of
Jimmy’s illness . . . Marty King
combo, with Louise Shaw on the
vocals, replacing Jimmy Spaniel
unit for week-end 4anrin| at
Colonial Alanor . . 4 Tommy Caiiym
orch set for summer run at O.
Henry Ballroom in Chicago 'begin-
ning June 30 . . . Del Monamt jgnar-
tet getting Twin Coaches exten-
sions on strength of group’s Thurs-
day night - television show , on
WDTV . . . Aim Baker Into the
Midway, following NDdd Deo . . .

Luts Morales' trio, at Carnival
Lounge for nearly two years until
a couple of months ago, goes bade
into that room again Monday (8),
succeeding Joe Lescak LatbuAres.

Kansas City
Eileen Wilson chirping twice

daily at the 37th annual Auto
Show Feb. 27-March 6, her first
date in town since a night club
stand at Hotel Bellerive’s El Cas-
bah nearly two years ago. Warren
Durrett orch is on the stand . . .

After more than a year on the
bandstand at Southern Manion. Jim
Feeney quintet moved out in favor
of Jack Cummings group . . . Sarah
Vaughan slated for date at the
Mayf&in Club east of town opening
March 12 . . . Carl Ravama due In
at Eddy’s March 5, following the
Mary Kaye trio.

Omaha
Rose Carlson, pianist, opened at

the Airport’s Hayden House here
. . . Bertie It Boh Heilman, duo-
pianists, remain at the Blackstone
Hotel’s Cottonwood Room . . . Paul
Moorhead orch a fixture at Paxton
Hotel.

THE CREEP t* CRYSTAL BALL
,
(vocal)

A TWO SIDED SMASH

BY THE

1423 and 45-1423

Johnston Brothers
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Decca Fight Shifts To Courts
; 'Continued from page 49 s

number of directors. He claims his

ouster was made as a device to pre-

vent him from examining the com-
pany’s books, a privilege of all

board- members. Lloyd claims he
filed- to examine *thc books on
Feb. 3 and was removed from the

board on Feb. 11.

Decca’s board, after receiving an
okay from the Securities & Ex-
change Commission, rapped
Lloyd’s move in its letter to stock-

holders as “part of. a- carefully

drawn plan of a disgruntled ex-di-

rector to gain control of your com-
pany for his own selfish interest.”

Highlighted was the statement that

Lloyd “voted in favor of every ac-

tion taken by the board of directors

. . . including the board’sapproval

Hi Mr. Rackmil’s present contract.”

Martha Boswell's Spot?
The board reiterated its charge

that Lloyd “has been seeking to
have a member of his family ap-
pointed to one of the most impor-
tant and sensitive positions in your
company.” Lloyd, in an affidavit

to the SEC, said that several years
ago he suggested to the board that
Decca’s artists & repertoire depart-
ment be investigated and named
his wife, the former Martha Bos-
well (one of the Boswell Sisters
and an early Decca pactee) be the
inyestigator. Lloyd denied that he
suggested his wife be made a&r
chief of the diskery.
The board statement defended

Rackmii’s record as prexy by the
rise in the value of Decca's stock
since’ he took over as prexy on
March 20, 1949. At that time, Decca
stock was selling for $7 a share
while today, it is selling for about
$10 a share. (In the past week,
there has been heavy action in the
Decca stock and it’ closed yester-
day (Tues.) at $10. The dividend
payoff, during that time, has been
upped from 50c to 70c per share.

Mrs, Jack Kapp
Both factions meantime, have

been romancing Mrs. Fritzi.Kapp,
widow of Jack. Kapp, first presi-
dent of Decca, who still owns a
personal sizeable block of stock.
She sold her husband’s holdings
when the estate was settled but.

of any decision.

though supervising

ment, licensing,

up was
tentiah

Indie Tags Nitery Thrush
Nitery thrush Odetta Felic

has been tapped by. Fantasy R<
ords for a special longplay albu
Miss Felious, a blues and fc

warbler,
,
will cut duets with croc

er Larry Mohr.

for cutting in early spring.
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Bisk Companies’ Best Sellers**]
CAPITOL - ARTIST

4 >

I 1. I REALLY DON'T WANT TO KNOW. , . .Leg Paul-Mary Ford
SOUTH 4 »

-
Z, I GET SO LONELY . . . .Four Knights , ,<

e I COULDN’T STAY AWAY FROM YOU < >

s 3. YOUNG AT HEART . . . Frank Sinatra
4 f

4

i- TAKE A CHANCE '
< *

4

. 4. THAT'S AMORE , . . .Dean Martin
1* V YOU'RE THE RIGHT ONE •

i
r

< *

s 5. ANSWER ME, MY LOVE . .Nat (King) Cole <

k.

J.
WHY «

<

<

[X

COLUMBIA
i

«

»

1- 1.* MAKE LOVE TO ME . .... Jo Stafford
'

«

ADI, ADIOS AMIGO
4 >

4

t

>- 2. MY HEART WON’T SAY GOODBYE .... .

.

.Tony Bennett « *

:t THERE'LL BE NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT 4

3. SUCH A NIGHT ....Johnnie Ray • >

r DESTINY < >

1. 4. SECRET LOVE <

4

g DEADWOOD STAGE «

5. THE KID'S LAST FIGHT : . . Frankie Laine <

e LONG DISTANCE LOVE 4

0 CORAL
• >

<

1. BELL BOTTOM BLUES . .Teresa Brewer 4>

a -OUR HEARTBREAKING WALTZ <

2. PINE TREE. PINE OVER ME. . Desmond-Barton-McGuire Sis. «

CLING TO ME *
(

4
L*

n 3. HOLD ME . .
<

SIZE 12 <
P
v 4. POSITIVELY NO DANCING .Karen Chandler <

y HIT THE TARGET, BABY <

£ 5. THE SHEIK OF ARABY Buddy Greco
«

4

i- i
UP THE CHIMNEY^N SMOKE

;
DECCA <

1. SO LONG 4

4

AMOR <
>- <

2. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE . . .Georgie Shaw «

>

D» 4 HONEYCOMB «

y «
3. STRANGER IN PARADISE «

e.
* HEART OF MY HEART «

i

n , 4. YOU DIDN’T WANT ME 4
ll <

4 I HAD TO CALL YOU UP ‘

«
< 5. YOUNG AT HEART Crosby-Lombardo

4 *

4

it I GET SO LONELY «

'

X. 4

4

4 LONDON
4 1. CRYSTAL BALL ...Johnston Bros. <>
4 THE CREEP 4>

4 2. IF YOU LOVE ME 4>

4 t

4 C’EST LA VIE <
IS 3. THE BOOK . .David Whitfield <
c- HEARTLESS
a. 4. STARLIGHT SERENADE Stanley Black
k FROM HERE TO ETERNITY - «

i- * 5. GOLDEN TANGO Frank Chacksfield
4

DANCING PRINCESS <

•e MERCURY
4

4 *

11
A 1. FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE . .

.

U A STOLEN MOMENTS 0 <
2. CUDDLE ME . .Ronnie Gaylord

4>

4

OH AM I LONELY <

3. CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE
MY RESTLESS LOVER

4. SOMEBODY STOLE DE WEDDING BELL .

.

. Georgia Gibbs < >

BAUBLES, BANGLES AND BEADS <

5. MELANCHOLY ME . . . Eddie Howard <

I WONDER WHAT’S BECOME OF SALLY 4

4

M-G-M <

4

l. TURN AROUND BOY Lew Douglas *

CAESAR’S BOOGIE <

2. WALL OF ICE ~..r...* .Tommy Edwards 4 >

THERE WAS A TIME <

3. POSITIVELY NO DANCING
HOLD ME CLOSE

,
«

4. YOU BETTER KEEP IT ON YOUR MIND . . .Hank Williams «

LOW DOWN BLUES 4

5. YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING <

YOU'RE NEARER ^

4

RCA VICTOR 4

4

1. WANTED Perry Como <

LOOK OUT THE WINDOW <

2. MAN WITH THE BANJO <

MAN, MAN IS FOR THE WOMAN MADE <

3. DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL Lou Monte
i

i

I KNOW HOW YOU FEEL •

4. OH? MY PAPA ....Eddie Fisher
>

UNTIL YOU'VE SAID GOODBYE 4

5. SOMEBODY STOLE DE WEDDING BELL Eartha Kitt
<

r

LOVIN' SPREE»»»»»»»»»»»»>»< <

<

Lji

AUDIOPHILES STAGE

HI-FI FAIR IN D. C.
- Washington, March 2.

Unveiling of town’s first High
Fidelity Fair Thursday (5) at the
Harrington Hotel will be concur-
rent with a series of lectures, tech-
nical papers, meetings and a con-
cert • in stereophonic sound spon-
sored by the Washington Audio
Society. The two three-day events
held In separate nearby buildings!
will supplement each other. The
Fair,-with cuffo exhibits and equip-
ment demonstrations, is expected'
to appeal to the general public,
while the Audio Society’s series
will draw technicians in the field.

Principal speaker at the Audio
Society sessions will be FCC Com-
missioner George F. Sterling.
Jacob Rabinow; of the National
Bureau of Standards and technical
adviser of the Diamond Ordinance
Fuse Laboratory, is skedded to talk
about a<new and revolutionary de-
velopment in the Hi-Fi field.

In addition to the gabfest, there
will be a stereophonic (3-D) sound
reproduction of a Library of Con-
gress concert and a Baltimore Sym-
phony Concert, both of which will

be used as the basis for discussion
amd demonstrations of new sound
techniques.

WOR-Local 802
Smm Continued from pace 49

with another 10% hike during the

final two years.

AFM prexy James C. Petrillo re-

fused to negotiate with .Mutual,

claiming that it vi^as not a genuine
network and that each of the key
Mutual outlets would have to bar-

gain with the AFM local in that

city. Petrillo has kept hands off

the N. Y. dispute to date.

Local 802 has made a bid for

support from other show biz unions
in presenting its case to a fact-find-

ing committee of the local AFL
council. To date, there has been
no action and some union execs
doubt that the other unions will
make more than token gestures of
support, in view of their own pact
commitments to the station.
One WOR-TV show, “Merry

Mailman,” is affected by the con-
flict, and so is John Gambling’s
local radio stanza. At least 10 web
shows out of>New York have been

hit also, but these Include some
which only used musicians at organ
or for dramatic bridges. A spokes-
man for the web figures that ab-
sence of musicians won’t hurt for
at least a couple of more weeks
because so many of stanzas were
canned in advance.
Show which used most musicians

(16 men) was “Wonderful City”
and this got a network airing.
Now, as with “Dance Bands,”
“Luncheon with Lopez,” "Lombar-
do Land” and the dramatic “Search
That Never Ends,” it will utilize
recorded melodies. “Shadow,”
“Bobby Benson” juve show and
Johnny Olson’s stint only used or-
ganists, it is reported. They, too,
will use records for the time being.

Eckstine Grosses 9G

Via Late Pitt B.O. Rush
Pittsburgh, March 2.

Last-minute demand for tickets

put Billy Eckstine’s jazz concert in

his. hometown over the top at Syria
Mosque last Tuesday night (23).

The package, which also included
Ruth Brown, The Clovers and
Johnny Hodgefi* orch, put 3,500
into auditorium seating nearly
4,000 and hit a gross .of around
$9,000.

Although publicity breaks start-

ed more than a month ago, there
was practically no window sale at
all until about 72 hours before the
date. Then seats began to move
and there was also a big rush at
the boxofficq night of concert. Ob-
servers seem to feel it’s getting
tougher and tougher to peddle
these one-night jazz stands be-
cause there's been such a surfeit
of them of late.

McKinley's Weekend Diet
General Artists Corp, is booking

bandleader Ray McKinley' only for
weekend terp dates as a result of
his joining the Morey Amsterdam
cross-the-board show over WNBT,
N. Y., as a regular.

McKinley had previously been
skedded for a slot on WNBT’s Sat-
urday night “Showcase” series.

MCATf

HARRY
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HOLD ’EM JOE
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A COUNTRY BOY
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Louis Handln, president of National Variety Artists, which is
priming its • “38th Annual Benefit Performance” for Sunday eve-
ning, April 25, at an unidentified theatre (at this writing), wrote
Mrs. Pegeen (Ed It) Fitzgerald:

“The expense# of our Benefit Performance, including work of
the Secretary, stamp?* phone, printing of program, printing of
letterheads; envelopes, and the general expense of giving this an-
nual show is about. 50% of our income but NVA gets 50% of
these returns for its organization work. If it wasn’t for this Bene-
fit and the Exotic Ball we run each year there would be no NVA.”
.. Handin’s letter concludes, “I think some of the wrong infor- *

mation given out by the press during the ’exposing the crooked
* charities' has hurt good organizations like NVA, Negro Actors

Guild, The Actors Fund, etc. but we know that the ‘truth prevails’
and that NVA will not be injured or tainted . by propaganda of

- this type. . . .

The Fitzgeralds, because of their radio-tv prominence,’ are fre-
quently solicited and Often participate in charity fundraising
movements, but it is their personal policy, before so doing, to ask
the pointblank question, “How much goes for overhead,” hence
Handin’s reply.

The NVA president opened his letter, “Pat Rooney is out on
the road and riot Waiting to delay the reply to you I am answer-
ihg it personally. I believe that at one time you were a member
of NVA and undoubtedly know the good that it is doing . . .” and
concludes, “Do hope you will rejoin us again in cooperating in
the placement of the attached copy . . ( advertisement). .

This year’s benefit has Pat Rooney Sr. billed as “chairman,”
and the letterhead’s top, billing reads, “Dedicating the Third An-
nual Memorial to A1 Jolson.”
The honorary committee-letterhead billed comprises Jack

Benny, Judy Canova, Claudette Colbert, Bing Crosby, Jimmy
Durante, Judy Garland, Samtiel Goldwyn, Cary Grant, Frank J.

Hale, Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Hon, Vincent Impellitteri, Hon. Her-
bert Lehman, Art Linkletter, Bert Lytell, Jeanette McDonald,
Molly Picon, Hon. A. Clayton Powell Jr., Johnnie Ray, Richard
Rodgers, Hazel Scott; Jimmy Stewart. Officers, besides prez
Handin, are Ben Walker and Dorothe A. Masters, first and. second
veepees, Lester Rose treasurer and

.
Bettie North secretary.

The controversial Morltt bill In

the N.Y. State Legislature which
would amend the general business

law to permit talent agencies to

charge up to 10% commissions ,on

salaries over $200 weekly, is gain-

ing support from some of the As-
sociated Actor & Artistes of Ameri-
ca affiliates.

Support for the measure is gain-

ing particularly in the American
Guild of Variety Artists. Senti-

ment is that all contracts approved
by the union calls not only for

10%, but in some eases an addi-

tional 5% is permitted when an
exclusive booker is involved.

There’s feeling also that it has

become sheer, hypocrisy to attempt
to kill this measure when the

union in its contracts with agency
and producers' associations ' per-

mits 10% commissions. This sec-

tion of the N. Y. state general
business law has been violated for

so long that it’s become an ac-

cepted practice to disregard that

portion of the law. .

However, despite the. prevailing

belief that the law should be
passed, there’s likelihood that the
same march on Albany as in for-

mer years will, be held, should
Actors Equity Assn, ask that it

be done. Equity is the only union
that holds to the 5% commission,
but only for the lower earning
brackets. When certain conditions
are met, Equity permits VA and
10% commissions.
The other unions in the 4As all

have provisos permitting the 10%
tab. In fact, most of the affiliates

have contracts with agency organ-
izations which stipulates the stand-
ard 10%. Yet all have dutifully

gone up to Albany in the past
when similar measures were un-
der discussion. There have been
several occasions when the Con-
don bill and later the Contlon-
Ostert?^ bill, both seeking to legal-
ize the 10% commission, but was
defeated because of the pressure
of the unions.

There’s little doubt, at this point,

that the march on Albany will take
place under the insistence ’of

Equity, but.it jnay.be more diffi-

cult to organize.
Sen. Fred Moritt, who Introed

the measure, hails from Brooklyn.
He’s a • songwriter and has been
around show biz for many years.

¥ ;

Claire Loses Caronsel

Account In Pittsburgh

Due To Litman’s Tiein

Pittsburgh, March 2.

To practically nobody’s surprise,
the George Claire booking office

here lost the lush Carousel ac-

count last week when Jackie Hel-
ler’s club downtown announced it

would seek other representation.
This was expected after it came
out (hat Lenny Litman, owner of
the rival Copa across the street
from the Carousel, was jojning the
new ClaiTe setup in a supervisory
capacity.

Claire, a veteran 10 percenter
here who had previously been a
hoofer in vaude and cafes, set up
George Claire Associates here to
carry on his local business when
he goes to Miami to open a book-
ing office with The Vagabonds.
He’ll rep them personally and also

book their Florida club. Asso-
ciates locally are to be his sister,

Lu Claire, a nitery dancer; A1 Mar-
sico, on the music end; Morry Fre-
mont, and Litman. Latter will con-
tinue to operate the Copa, and Hel-
ler realized difficulties were bound
to come up if the Claire crowd con-
tinued to book him. Parting was
amicable.

Before Claire departed, he
cleared up an old score with the
musicians union. He’d been on
the unfair list as a result of dif-

ferences over commissions several
years ago with Tish Goode, a sing-

er now working in Canada. She
claimed more than $2,000 and in

this was upheld by the AFM.
Claire agreed to settle up. He left

here over the weekend with his

family to make their future home
in Florida, but will continue to

keep an eye on his big local ac-

counts, Horizon Room and Vogue
Terrace, from down there. Claire

Associates are moving May 1 from
crammed quarters on Liberty Ave.
to lush office in the new Gateway
development.

Hughes Planning Return

To U.S. for Nitery Dates

CiroYBizUp
Hollywood, Match 2.

H. D. Hover, owner, of Ciro’S, an-
nounced that In 1953 his * nitery
grossed, more than $l,d00,000 for
the third consecutive year.
He also announced that his ban-

quet rooms were booked daily for
93% of the year, with retail sales
UP 28.5% and afternoon luncheons,
np 42%.

Glasgow, Feb. 23.

David Hughes, young British

singer, planed in from U. S. after

a business trip to Hollywood and
N. Y. He plans to return this sum-
mer for nitery work in. Las Vegas,

Reno, and at Mocambo in Holly'

wood. While in America, he waxed
two duets with Jo Stafford, and ap-

peared on tele programs in N. Y.

and Hollywood.
Hughes also had tests at War-

ners and Fox.

Hope 131G, Nashville

7 Nashville, March 2.

The Bob Hope Show, scored a
rousing $13,500 In a one-nighter
sponsored- by the Nashville Ki-
wanis Club. In the package was
Red Foley, of Nashville’s “Grand
Old Opry,” who contributed con-
siderably to the gate.

Show, held in the Vanderbilt U.
gym, was scaled at a $4.80 top.
Crowd was estimated at $5,000.

Bertera Sets New

Pittsburgh, March 2.

Although John Bertera's deal
for the purchase of the Parkway
Hotel on Route 22 has collapsed,
the former owner of the Vogue
Terrace and super-market oper-
ator is going to have a supper club
In that section just the same. Own-
ers of Parkway upped their de-
mands at the last minute after 6ale
had been practically consummat-
ed; Bertera intended to add on to
the highway inn’s dining room to
give him a cafe capacity of close
to 1,000.

As a result, Bertera. has bought
a piece of land on Route 22 not
far from the Parkway and will
build his own place, a 30-room ho-
tel, dining room and a nitery with
a capacity of around 600. Con-
struction will begin immediately
and contractors have promised him
occupancy probably around June
15 and no later than July 1. Prop-
erty’s frontage is directly on the
well-traveled highway.

Bertera, without any previous
nitery experience, a couple of
years ago picked up the 1,100-seat
Vogue Terrace for practically a
song when Andy Chakeras, its own-
er at the time, had to give up his
lease when he became the oper-
ator of the cafe, bars and restau-
rants at the new Greater Pitts-
burgh Airport. Last fall Bertera
disposed of the site to Jerry Dono-
van, for a long time Chakeras’
bookkeeper, at a profit of close to

$100 ,000.

LYNN CARTER-LA VIE K.O.

MAY RESULT IN LAWSUIT
Just What happened to Lynn

Carter A the Four Cartiers who
were slated to unveil formally at
La Vie En Rose, tk Y., last week,
is a matter for conjecture.

There are several versions why
they didn’t make the opening show
at the Monte Proser spot and their
N. Y, agent, Larry Gengo, is asking
the American Guild of Variety Art-
ists to look into the matter.

Gengo declares that the Carter
turn has some Kay Thompson &
Williams Bros, touches to it and
Miss Thompson took exception.
Miss Thompson’s attorney is re-
ported to have sent some strong
letters to the La Vie management,
who were fearful of legal reprisals
and therefore begged out of the
commitment.

Nat Harris, La Vie’s manager,
declared however that Carter had
a very bad throat and therefore
had to cancel out. The fact.remains
that the act did a show the preced-
ing night (Wed.) as a breakin, and
the reaction was mixed.

Dixieland Battle Looms

In Colnmbqs Niteries

Columbus, March 2.

Lou Posey’s new policy of main-
taining a houseband of Dixie-

landers in his downtown Frolics

has spurred Mike Flesch to return

to that groove at his suburban
Grandview Inn.

* Posey opened Feb. 15 with an ag-

gregation he rounded up himself:

Joe Sullivan f Johnny Windhurst,
Darnell Howard, Jimmy Archey,

Don Marino and Dick Steffe. Posey
reports good crowds and is opti-

mistic his policy will pay off.

Grandview Inn, boasting of its

long record of presenting top jazz

combos and soloists in quarter-

page newspaper ads, on Monday
(22) presented PeeWee Erwin and
his Dixieland outfit direct from
four years at Nick’s in Greenwich
Village, N.Y. They are in, says

Flesch, for "an indefinite, stay,”

which sounds like he may be toying

with the Dixieland houseband idea,

too.

N.Y. State Rules Acts Are Employees:

Decision to Cost LQ Over $35,000
A referee in the N.Y. State Un-

employment Insurance Commission
last week ruled performers to be
employees and not independent
contractors. In a ruling asked by
the Latin Quarter Operating Corp.,
N.Y. (Lou Waiters’ Latin Quarter),
this cafe opened Itself to a liability

said to be around $35,000 in unem-
ployment insurance levies. At the
same time, niteries and hotels
throughout the state may have to
come in under this ruling, and thus
will have to pay unemployment in-

surance' taxes.

There is still no definitve over-
all Federal ruling on this subject,
therefore the state ruling will not
affect payment of social security
taxes. Under any decision, nitery’s

AGVA Polices Southwest

To Peel Peelers of Cards

For Indecent Stag Shows
Oklahoma City, March 2.

Indecent stag-party dancers can

no longer wear the union label, an

American Guild of Variety Artists

rep said here last week.

Stripteasers must be covered,

clean and careful if they want to

stay in the Guild, said Vincent Lee
of Dallas, an AGVA troubleshooter.
Lee has been, on a cleanup swing

around cities of the southwest to
enforce the union’s new policy of
stripping strippers of their union
cards if they’ve gone too far at
stag-parties.

l,Some of the boys who throw
stags are moaning,” Lee said, "but
we say let the sex-hungry rubes go
some place else if they want ob-
scenity. Let them get the girls

of the street to do their dancing.”

Lee said the situation has been
getting worse for some time, be-

cause "the stag-party sponsors have
kept putting more and more pres-
sure on the girls to take more oft

until some of them don’t use dis-

cretion.”

liability for withholding taxes Will
not bb affected either, since the
Bureau of Internal Revenue has
previously ruled that for withhold-
ing tax purposes, performers may
be classed as independent contrac-
tors.

In an opinion by Referee Aaron
N. Feder, it was stated that “if the
employer reserves the right to
supervise and control, then an em-
ployer-employee relationship is

created regardless of whether er
not such right is exercised . * *

While no evidence of actual super-
vision, direction or control was of-
fered at the hearing, nevertheless
if a contract created an employer-
employee relationship between the
entertainers and the employer, it

follows that the employer would
have the right to supervise these
entertainers and would be liable
to contributions on the remunera-
tions paid to them.”

The ruling also touched on the
contract form used by Music Corp.
of America, which differs some-
what from the standard form ap-
proved by the American Guild of
Variety Artis($. “There (in tha
MCA form) AGVA rules and
regulations were incorporated by
reference, establishing an em-
ployer-employee relationship, but
thereafter there was a specific
clause in the contract which re-
served the right of supervision and
control to the entertainer. These
clauses were repugnant to each
other . . . Accordingly, I find that
under either the standard AGVA
contract or the MCA contract, en-
tertainers are employees/'

This ruling, as far as N.Y. State
is concerned, is claimed to clear
up any further argument on tha
matter of control, on which hinges
the question of whether a per-
former is an employee or inde-
pendent contractor. The fact that
an employer doesn’t exercise any
control over an act does not enter
into the situation, according to the
ruling. Major factor, according to
the opinion, is whether the em-
ployer has the right of control, not
whether he exercises It.

He said the worst cities in the
southwest have been Houston, Dal-
las and Oklahoma City.

"Our people had better stay
clean,” he warned. “When we
throw them out, they stay out”
He said the union allows a

dancer to "go through the motions
of touching her body but her hands
must not come in contact with it

—

and she must not take all her cos-

tume off.”

AGVA is concerned because its

members include many of the top
names in show business, Lee said.

"People go to a dirty show and
they come away saying all perform-
ers are a bunch of bums,” he ex-
plained. "That’s not true of our
members.”

Ed Knoblaugh New Press

Chief For Ringing Bros.
Press department of the Ringling

Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus
has undergone a revamping. Ed-
ward Knoblaugh, a newspaperman
for 30 years, has been placed in

general charge as director of pub-
lic relations. Roland Butler, who
had been general press representa-
tive for a number of years, is now
director of newspaper and maga-
zine advertising. He had been with
the circus off and on for 27 years.

Others on the staff will Include
Edward JoHhsori, advance contract-
ing agent; Frank Braden, Allen
Lester and William Fields will be
the feature writers. Latter is a

legit press agent in New York,
particularly for the Playwrights
Co.

Radio and legit end will be han-
dled by the vet staffer F. Beverly
Kelley, who has been with the
circus at various times during the
past 20 years. He’ll be assisted by
Charles B. Schuler.

Opinion will be appealed by tba
Latin Quarter and the Theatre
Restaurant Owners of America.

A.C. 100th Birthday Feed

Snowballs Into a Party
Atlantic City, March 2/

Launched as a modestv affair
for loyal home folk in numbers
not expected to exceed 2,000, am
Atlantic City Centennial Birtb-
da} Dinner party tonight (Tucs.)
commemorating the 100th anniver-
sary of the founding of the resort,
has snowballed into an endeavor
where 6,000 will be served din-
ners, while another 5,000 will as-
semble in the balcony of Conven-
tion hall to view it and enjoy the
program of top entertainment im-
ported for the occasion.

John Reed King, radio-tv an-
nouncer who’s an Atlantic City
native, will serve as toastmaster
and introduce, those on the first

part of the program, including
Gov. Robert B. Meyner, who will
be the

.
principal speaker.

George DeWitt, another resort
native and nightclub entertainer,
has been named to emcee the sec-

ond part of the prograip, when
such name stars as Vic Damone,
Sammy Davis Jr., Harry Tierney;
Joe E. Howard, now a resort .resi-

dent; Harry Link, Belle Baker,
Guy Lombardo; Norman Broken-
shire, once a local ^ radio an-
nouncer; Paul Whiteman, Art
Weems, Blossom Seeley and
Benny Fields, Martin Agronsky,
another native, as is Robert Tap-
linger; Bog Kuhn and Mae Clark,
former picture star, will appear.

Some $35,000 is expected to be
shelled out by resort folk for this

party, $30,000 for the 6,000 din-

ner seats and $5,000 for the bal-

cony seats.

Knoblaugh, a newspaperman for
more than 30 years, wasat various
times head of the Assodated Press
bureaus in Havana and Madrid.
He also served on foreign assign-

ments with the International News
Service. He started as a staff artist

and .worked for several New Eng-
land papers in that capacity. He
was also an amusement editor of

the Boston Herald-Traveler.

NEW SAN ANTONE MUNY MGR.
San Antonio, March .2,

Sol Wolf has been named mana-
ger of the Municipal Auditorium
here. The post has been vacant
since the resignation of R. D.
Skiles Dec. 1.

r

Charlotte Staudt was temporar-
ily in charge in the interim.
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Hillbilly units continue to pay

off at the country’s boxofflccs .find

apparently there’s a market for the

bucolic balladeers in foreign mar-

kets. Tennessee Ernie has been

pacted for a tour of the English

provinces later this year, and Roy
Rogers is hitting terrific grosses in

England. Rogers, however, is w.k.

in that country because of films

and recordings.

However, the hot British b.o.

of the silo singers is infinitesimal

in comparison to the gates being
hit. in domestic boxoffices. The
fountainhead of the •baekwgpds
warblers is of course. WSM, Nash-
ville, which not only is hitting ex-
cellent results in radio circles, but
has enlarged its sphere to traveling
shows. These stetsoned singers I

constitute a prosperous form of
show business that’s still getting
hefty results. Currently, WSM has
70 troupes involving about 175 per-
formers on tour. These outfit^ play
one-niters in auditoriums and the-
atres. and come up with ‘some
healthy grosses.

Considerably above average, the
10-day tour by a “Grand Ole Opry”

Mr

in Canada, Britain

shew headed by Webb Pierce and
Hank Snow grossed $120,000 in

late January and early February
in the west and southeast. Layout
started at Oakland Jan. 24 and
wound up at Denver Feb. 4. In

Denver the show had to play two
concerts in one night in two dif-

ferent halls.

Top Earners
Earning potential of the indi-

viduals on these WSM shows is

considerable. Some of the top

names earn more than most pop
singers. Pierce, who is lot regard-

ed as the top earner in the country
crooner category, is reported to

gross around $300,000 annually
James R. Denny, in charge of

the WSM Artists Service, says that
the hillbilly interest is more uni-
versal than is generally realized.
The top boxoffice is not in rural 1

sections, but in the metropolitan
areas. Hillbilly music and shows
became big business shortly after
the start of the war, and the gross
potential, according to Denny,
hasn't diminished. Denny recently
moved toward expansion of the
theatrical activity of WSM troupes
by having vet agent Charles V.
Yates book several of his troupes
In various spots. One of the “Opry”
layouts scored heavy grosses at the
Seville, Montreal, and Casino, To-
ronto,

Wfody City Influx
Chicago, March %

A small migration of acts is

on, coming to Chi from both

coasts. Exodus was touched-

off by an article in Variety

of Feb. 10 which described the

Windy City as a red-hot mecca
for club dates, spotlighting

lush opportunities here for

performers. Eastern and west-

ern acts, many of them old-

time vaudeville vets^ seeking

steady work, -are. ringing up
Chi bookers named in the

story for handling.

One agent, Danny Graham,
reports he suddenly began
Hearing from talent he hasn’t

seen in 30 years. Graham said

he cautioned them that Chi
was no Hollywood and that

the club date field, while at

a peak here, is still pretty

tight with the talent on hand.

He advised the acts to proceed
in this direction only if they
had a sufficient backlog of

money to carry them over a

disappointment period.

Vaude, Cafe Date
New York

Louis Armstrong opens at the

Basin St., N.Y., March 12 . . .

Four Tunes signed to Joe Glaser’s

Associated Booking Corp . . .

Ronald Rogers booked for a series

of British concerts . with Maxine

,
St. Louis Sport Show March 6 for
a week. . .Leo De Lyon slated for
fortnight atTeaman’s Supper Club,
Detroit,, beginning March 29.beginning Marc!

Omaha

Auto Stageshow

Big Det. Draw
A

Detroit, March 2.

Stageshow in the Iff,000-seat
State Fairgrounds Coliseum* held
in conjunction with the 41st De-

?he general air of prosperity
j

{™H Aut0 Show
v
dre»' ab?ut 150'

Comic Jim McGowan continues
his record stint at Westward-Ho

Sullivan and the Frank Chaeksfield Jr., here. . . Phil Calabro (ex-Eddie

hm.ii Tito Valdez half of the Howard) and his Variety FourOrch . . . TIt0
/

ai“ez
’ opened at Angelo’s. . .Dave Alex-

former dance team of Vaides ct an^er combo bowed at the Happy
Corlnne (later St Louise), staged Hour . .Panto-Mimics held over at

the dances for the ice show at’ the New Grand Bar.

Hotel New Yorker ... Mickey
Rooney booked for the Nautilus, . __ . v »« i n»i
Miami Beach, March 17 md the

> ShTHierS KeepJt Ul The
Flamingo, Las Vfegas, Jn May
Joel Gray was an added starter at

the Latin Quarter, N.Y., Sunday
(28).

Irwin Corey replaces Zero

Family With (H.) Shriner
Herb Shriner will do a show

irwm corey replaces hi.
for the Shrlners at the Syria Mos-

Mostel at La Vie en Rose tonight . , ..

(Wed.) . . . Agent Eddie Elkort que Temple, Pittsburgh, for three

doing a term on jury duty in the days starting March 15. On the
N.Y. Supreme Court , . . Don Del. layout wjn be the Billy William.

I
fe *» «*>», *«*•**•

' sters has virtually caused the elirai-
j

*0)
ck

ncea a dey.

nation of the term “poor country .
Show *“ headlined by Joni^ J James and featured Don Cornell,

Louis Jordan, Harmonicats, Step
Bros.. Beachcombers and Roy
Tracey.* emcee, with a 17-piece
orch led by Herschel Leib.
Admish of $1.25 for adults and

60c. for children was charg?c’ for
the auto show. This also covered
the stage presentation, although no
special tickets were given for it.

0 . . . . , . , .
Many concentrated on cars and ig-

Sparked by sock notices and * nored the show, while others

cousins.” In that belt the Caddy has
\

[
replaced the buckboard as the prin-.

i cipal means of transportation.

KAYE FANCY $47,900

FOR NINE PHELY SHOWS
Philadelphia, March 2.

laire and Tommy Wonder St Mar-
garet Banks are starters at the
Vogue Room of the Hollenden
Hotel. Cleveland, tomorrow (Thurs.)

. . . Novelites into the. Latin Quar-
ter, N.Y., April 25 . . . George De
Witt at the Radio City Music Hall,
N.Y., starting next .Thursday- (11).

... Artie . Dann goes into El
Rancho, Las Vegas, March 10.

Sophie Tucker is topper on the
April 28 bill at the Chez Paree,
Chicago. She follows with an El
Rancho, Las Vegas, stand in June
. . . Eartha Kitt is down for the
Latin Quarter, Boston, May 14.

Spot has Joyce Bryant set for
March 15 . Joey Adams & A1
Kelly pacted for the Balinese
Room, Galveston, in May . .

Lauritz Melchior into the Fairmont
Hotel, San Francisco, April 6 . .

Danny Thomas into the Sands Ho-
tel., Las Vegas, in May.

Quartet, Fran Warren, Willie
West & McGintyj Six Antonetts
and 'Others.

Booking*was made through the
Arena Managers Assn.

HARBERS

i
March 4th

KATE SMITH SHOW
, * HlC-TV i

and DALE

. strong word-of-mouth, Danny Kaye
! opened fast at the Shubert, where
I he installed his “International Re-
;

vue” for a four-week stay. Extra
matinee Washington’s Birthday ! Automobile Dealers Assn,
also npped the comedian's take in > had a budget of $50,000

COMEDY MATERIAL
for AH Ifoacfccs of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-MU GAG ME

(Th» Service of tha STARS)
First ef IS files S7.W—AII U Issues $33
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
BeglRdlng vrfth No. I—Ne Skipping!
• S Bits. PARODIES, per keek SIS •
• MINSTREL BUDGET $35 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., •». Me. .$15 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $30 •HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

S3.6S
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS. $3C4. Worth over a thousand

Ne C.O.D/S

BILLY GLASON
2M W. 54th St., New York If—Dept. V

Cirde 7-11JB

initial stanza.

Estimate for Last Week
Danny Kaye’s International Re-

;

vne, Shubert (1st wk> (M-l-870;
56.50) (Danny Kaye>. Comedian’s
kickoff week not SRO, but near

;
enough to earn plenty for all con-

• cerned. Fancy $47,900 for nine per-
i formances.

stayed for both matinee and even
ing stage perfgormances.
Stageshow was produced by Don

Ridler on behalf of the Detroit
RidlerS

Between each act, three models
of 1954 cars wera driven up ramps
onstage and turntabled slowly
while an announcer offstage de-
scribed their features. - There was
thunderous applause for each en-
try. as was to be expected in this
jbuto-wacky town, Jpit despite the
' competish; entertainers managed
to get their share of applause.
Show began Feb. 20 and ended
Sunday (28).

THE

KIRBY STONE

FOUR
Held Over Agoia!

LAST FRONTIER
LAS VEGAS

Mgf : WILLIAM MORRIS
A|«My

Chi Blue Note Resuming

With Top Jazz Policy
Chicago, March 2.

Bigleague jazz will return to Chi

j
after a three-month absence under
the same auspices which had
fostered it here for the past six

years. Frank Holzfeind is reopen-

ing the Blue Note this spring in aj

new Loop location; a block away
from its previous address. New
site was once a night-club called
the Frolics, later became a Chinese
restaurant, and currently is oc-
cupied by an Elks lodge.

Closing the old Blue Note for
reasons other than business, Holz-
feind had aspired to become an
impresario of traveling jazz con-
certs, but apparently has aban-
doned that plan. His room was the
only oiie in the city to showcase
the top names in the jazz field.

Hildegarde, Johnston To
Top Pitt Benefit-Show

Pittsburgh, March 2.
New act of Hildegarde and John-

ny Johnston will break its Statler
Hotel chain engagements with a
one-night stand here at Syria

,

Mosque Sunday, March 14, as
headliner of the annual Hillel
Academy benefit show. Their last
times in town, Hildegarde played
the Horizon Room at Greater
Pittsburgh Airport while John-
ston was downtown at the Copa.
Also lined up for the Hillel

event, being put together by Lou
Vioncur, are Hamilton Trio, comics
Paul Gray and Larry Alpert and
Day, Dawn St Dusk. There had
been negotiations, too, with Jan
Murray hut he has tv commit-
ments and couldn’t get out of
them.

Chicago
Kay Thompson headlining four-

week show at Palmer House which
opens March 11, with Marshall &
Farrell and Bobby Brandt on sup-
porting bill... Guy Cherney held
over for two more weeks at Black
Orchid, with Josephine Premice
following on March 16 for four
frames . . . Frankie Laine set for
April 16 date at Chicago Theatre
. . . Mindy Carson playing . Chase
Hotel in St. Louis March 5-14...
Johnny Ray pegged for week at
Baker Hotel, Dallas, beginning
March 19...Geor?ie Shaw playing
six days at Casa Loma. St. Louis,
starting March 30 . .

.

Dick Noel to

EARTHA’S ‘NEW FACE’

AS LA VIE RETURNEE
Eartha Kitt, who made an un-

successful debut at La Vie en
Rose, N. Y., some years ago, has
been signed for that spot, to start

May
2J. Since her debut, Miss Kitt

bar, reached name proportions with
her diskings and appearances in

the stage and film versions of

“New Faces.” Following her origi-

nal La Vie date, Miss Kitt went
to the Village Vanguard, thence to
the Blue Angel, both, N. Y.

La Vie is also negotiating with
Tony Martin, Martin has worked
at the now-closed Riviera, Ft. Lee,
N. J., and several times previously
worked the Copacabana, N. Y.
However, a schism developed be-
tween the singer and the Copa,
and he paid the nitery $20,000
face value for a contract with the
spot which he didn’t want to keep.

A. GUY VISK
Writing Enterprlteg

prasants

"BEST COMEDY BITS"
Bit. of 5 frofoiltoHol Acts: $5
Monoloouss, 8ketehei «nd Pantemlmlcry

»4 Hill Straat
. Troy, N. Y.

(Tho Mirthplaeo of Show Bin)

Lateir Comedy Material
Ik MC’i, Mailelans, Enter-
talnara, eta? 8an4 far aur
latait arise Hit if praal
ORIGINAL .aaifllas, mane*
leat, dlalavt, pare4le»,
•kite, at*. Wrlttan by thaw
bit tap gaiman. Or tan*
$10 far $30 werth at abava.
Meaty back If net satlaflai.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
10$ W. 45 St., N. Y* N. Y. JU 3-4J7J

Do You Hove a BUFFALO, N. Y.

looklag Soon?

Writo tho ROANOKE APT. HOTEL
204 S. Elmwood

We will raaarve an apt. with aamplata eeek-

Ina faollltlaa. Claia ta tha Nllht fpata. Rate*

art at hlahar thaa raaular hatal raeme.

Undar Now Managamgnt

RONALD ROGERS
MARCH 7: making his

DEBUT IN ENGLAND
with his

"Artistry in Song

"

''Thanks a Million" to ROSE ADAIR

Personal Management:

DS\CC AHA ID ^ Wert 44th Street, Now York CityKvJDC MUMIK MU7-3S2V Cl 7-3500

"The recent performance of Ronald Rogers at the

Radio City Music Hall was magnificent. The audiences

never failed to fire a tremendous round of applause,

especially after his rendition of Tove Parade'."

— RUSSELL MARKERT, Producer, Radio City Music Hall

". • . How pleased we were with the fine perform-

ance of Ronald Rogers in our Continental Room • .» •

His selection of program has distinction, interest and
variety; and I may say quite frankly the fine quality

of his voice and appearance contributed much to the

success of our evenings, and were enthusiastically

received by guests and visitors at the British

Colonial Hotel."
a

-REGINALD G. NEFZGER, General Manager,
BRITISH COLONIAL HOTEL, Nassau, Bahamas
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THOSE ‘DINNERS’
George Jessel’s Friars dinner was virtually a sellout last week

and deservedly, but spotlights that these “dinners” have about
run their course. This has been true for some months and even
years previous-but lt had become a soft touch lor organizational
bankrolling, just as some of these Sunday night “benefits” in
some Broadway legit house, or at Madison Square Garden, have
become a routine matter. There has been question just who
“benefits” some times from these mass-production and (admit-
tedly) high-pressure brawls, but that's another type of discussion.

The Friars-Jessel dinner was almost a half-year preparation
chore, gratis, for Jesse Btock (& Sully), who was executive chair-
man of the ^arrangements committee as previously for banquets
honoring Jack Benny and Bob Hope. Block now states “this is
the last- one for me.” And with justification.

First of all, the soft buck era is over. Money isn’t free and “we
don’t see NBC taking 10 tables at $500 each” and “CBS taking
10, and so on.” The ad selling for the “souvenir Journal” is also
tougher'.

But' toughest is the jambon that goes with iU-and to remove
the French braille jctuzbon means ham. There is necessary ham
in show business, for obvious reasons of showmanship, but it is
as nothing compared to the hamming that attends the celery
circuit. Give a guy a damask and he goes berserk on his spot
billing, position, protocol of “between whom” to sit on the dais
and so on down the line. This places a burden on the arrange-
ments committeemen who must romance each celebrity. As for
the sequencing of introductions, speeches and the like, that re-
minds of the Monday morning rehearsals in the old vaudeville
days as to who gets there first with the music.

.:™!ant?r.°Py
::

deluding the big foundations) amounts to a
65-BilUOn (right) industry in the USA. In sweet charity’s name
many a professional funds-raiser has exploited not only actors
and wits but their loyal following. The Saturday night or Sunday^
night “testimonial” is but a small fraction of the total charity
problem which covers both Very worthy and very shady enter-
prises. Certainly it’s always time, and time again, to examine
where charity “dinners” should begin and where they should end.

Abel

"Master of Mischief"

BOB

BAXTER
. Available for

THE LATIN QUARTER
NewYork

Contact—DICK HENRY
1733 Broadway, Now York

4
LEWmMm Spi? gHj
and

PAT F,^ fli

EiiiJmmvFLJi
(Beauty and *
the Least)

A nsw note In
Glsmor Comedy

Stsied by
Mtrvyn NsIicr

—m*t.

—

Ciu Franklin
Laii Waltsrs Ent
1978 Brtadway
Nsw Y*rk

"Excitement and Bounce

”

VARIETY.

Steve Gibson's

RED CAPS
with

DAMITA JO
Currently:

CIRO'S, Miami Btach
Direction: MCA

HAIR GOODS
by Am erica s Li’admq j??5

Authority. .

MA.GOLDSTEIN

fRLLSUJIGSCHIGnonS

TOUPEESBRRIOS
"IvorytMng hi Bool Homan Htk*

CHICAGO HAIR GOODS COMPANY
428 So. Wabash Ave. Chicago 5 II

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's Me

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk

Avery A Washington Sts.

No Brushotf To

Roadshows by RRs

As h Former Yrs.
Reversal of the trend to. brush

off show business may be seen in
the current policies of several mid-
and southwestern railroads. Four
carriers have practically lifted the
ban on moving extra equipment in

streamliners.

When roadshows were common,
theatrical movements were eagerly
sought by all Save few lines. Many
under-the-table concessions were
common. With the coming of light-
weight streamliners and diesel
power the picture changed. To tan-
dem a sleek streamliner with
standard extra equipment was re-
garded as the publisher of the N. Y.
Times might if prodded to print
comic strips.

As a result operators of road
attractions were often required to
employ expensive special service
or equally costly bus-truck. The
alternative was lost performances
without unions’ cooperation.

The Frisco System, Wabash and
Milwaukee roads now have, with
minor reservations, removed the
taboo on such plush runs as the
Meteor, Blue Bird, City of Kansas
City, City' of St. Louis and the
Hiawathas. Des Moines Rocket,
Texas Rocket and Zephyr-Rocket
will handle baggage cars on the
Rock Island. Southern Pacific has
made A small concession in han-
dling cars on freights where avail-

able.

It Was A1 G. Field

Dallas.

Editor, Variety:
Referring to Joe Llaurie Jr.’s

piece on Neil O’Brien, there was
no such animal as A1 G. Fields.

The moniker was A1 G. Field, a

contraction of Hatfield. Yes, of

Hatfield-McCoy fame. Brother' Joe,

No. 2 agent of the minstrels for

many years', used his full patrony-

mic Hatfield. To-anyone familiar

with show transportation, the spe-

cial train reference is as funny as

a politician’s promise. Mr. Field

was a very astute business man
even if he was the world’s worst

comic. He would not and did not

use special trains save in rare

emergencies. He did have two
private cars in which his Negrp
singers slept, ate and disported

themselves. Instead of being the

first' to use such equipment he

would have been nearer the last.

. Ezra Kendall,

Portland Cafe Reopens
Portland, Ore., March 2.

The Oregon Clover Club re-
opened here last week after being
shuttered for nearly two months.
Harvey (Swede) Ferguson, former
owner of the club, had filed in
bankruptcy, closing the spot Jan. 1.

Jack Carpenter has been ap-

J"
n1te

£
»ew manager of the nitery

and. will also be house booker. Thenew owners will maintain their
original policy of floor shows. EllaMa

f Morse, Burns Twins & Evelyn
and Beverly Miller are In for the
first two weeks. Russ Hackett and
nis orchestra take care of backing
the shows and setting the tempo
for dancing.

N. Y. Cop* Dickers Schnoz

For Booking In May
Copacabana, N. Y., is dickering

for
v
Jimmy Durante to open at the

spot sometime in May. No deal
has yet been set between boni-
face Jules Podell and the William
Morris Agency, which handles the
comic.

Succeeding the current rub of
Helen Traubel will be the Ames
Bros., who start March 18 and
will be followed by a bill capped
by the Will Mastin Trio featuring
Sammy Davis, Jr., April 5 for four
weeks.

Podell is also dickering for
Frank Sinatra.

TAOnVUU 59

CIRCUS GARDEN OPENER

TO BENEFIT PALSY AGAIN
- ; **

Opening-night receipts of the

Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey

circus at Madison Square Garden,

N. Y., Is again being given to th#

United Cerebral Palsy organiza-

tion. Preem, one of the top social

events of the season, is being co*

chairmanned by Mrs. Leopold Sto-

kowski, Mrs. Samuel P. Peabody
and Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt.

Among those slated to appear,
other than the regular retinue of
circus' performers, are Audrey
Hfepburn and Deborah Kerr.

*00

us. Concluding g SMASH WEEKS
CLOVER CLUB, Miami, Fla.

Thanks Jack Goldman and Sid Harris

I

Paul Gray holds th* comedy slot and

th* aud in doft manner, his tosy, un-

derplayed approach to off-trall mate-

rial getting him plenty attention and

howls. There's a Robert Benchley

touch in some of his lines that perks

the eare and when ho hits Into lam-

poons on assorted characters the re-

action keeps mounting. Hs's a show-

wise laughmaker. 1ary.

MIAMI BEACH SUN

Paul Gray's excellent work at Clover
r.

Club earned him holdover for six

weeks.

MIAMI BEACH JOURNAL

Paul Gray Ie scoring at tho Clovor

Club with his quiet, but wondsrfoRy
funny stylo of clowning. Gray, a
classy act. Isn't of the arm-waving,

heavy dabd or machlno-gun gag
tdiool. He'e moroly Paul Gray—

a

genuinely clovor comedian.

NEW YORK MORNING TELEGRAM

Paul Gray, a winning comedic person-

ality, rotios on tho sort of material

that Is at enco Intelligent and refresh-

ing. One of tho host comics ovsr to

appear at the Clovor Club. Is one
of tho few comedians to gain consid-

erable reputation In tho lecture field.

MIAMI HERALD

“Gray k not • only more articulately

Intelligent In hie discourse than ffH
of tho comedians, ho le also im-

mensely more entertaining.''

PANORAMA
,

Paul Gray it a prime example of a
comedian with humor Instead of hos-

tility that draws embarrassed laughe.

MIAMI DAILY NEWS ,

Gray Is a slick laugh getter, In a
quiet tort of way. He has a knack
of slipping In a punchline when you
least expect It. He'e a smooth op-

erator twisting ordinary . gags into

weird twitches.

Mgf.: LEW AND LESLIE GRADE
250 West 57th St., New York

PAUL MARR & LECTURE SOCIETY, INC.

Club and Speaking Dates, Chicago



€opncabf|»«K* K. V.
Helen Traubel (with Burton

Farber, accompf, Joey Bishop,

Peggy Ryan k Ray McDonald,
Betty Lorraine k Chuck Brunn *,

Sandy Evans; Michael Durso
and Frank Marti bands; staged by
Douglas Coudy; . songs. Boh
Hilliard k Dave Mann; orchestra-

tions, Phil Lang; costumes, Michi

(Mme. Berthe ); $5 mtnirmim. ,

Ha(cineiT«, Ni V.
Nelson Eddy with Gale Sher-

wood, Theodore Paxson; Gina k
Gerardo, Stanley Melba and Chico
Relli Orchs; $2-$2.50 cover.

Nelson Eddy is doing very little

straight songaloging at the Cotil-

lion Room, which also marks his

hotel .coming-out in Gotham (he

played the Copa last year). And
he's In no mood to draw on the
current pop parade to invite com-
parison with the latter-day platter

gang working in that idiom.
The quondam film baritone

seemingly prefers to? be judged on
other values* firstly as a big singer
with an act that has a comedic
foundation and showcases him in

the personality trough, and sec-

ondly on his rep, which is still

powerful enough to* lure the coin.

But he shows astuteness and taste

in kidding his stature, particularly
those trademarked songs of his,

and
.
is alive to the potentials of

such lampooning.
Down about the middle, for in-

stance. he pulls all the plugs out

ni... violk on deflating "Shortnin’ Bread", by
™ ^

*""***? giving the lie to the lyrics in a se-
Carl Briwon (2), Sanimi/ Ewen iaes 0f stops. Up ahead, he tackles

Orch 16); $2 cover Fn.-Sat.; $1.50 “Donkey Serenade" reluctantly,
other nights, taking time out to identify it as

"Allan Jones’ property/'. It’s a

World*” interspllced. with sundry
nationalistic. terpsidwean touches
(Latin, Irish, samba* etc.).

Miss Lorraine and Brunner also

number-lead' “What's Your Name.
Little Wallflower?’’, another good
production flash as the chorus
segues from waltz to Latin to fox-

trot tempo/
In between is a real standout

click in: the return of Peggy Ryan
and Ray McDonald. She makes
much oi "me, a mother!” and with
justification, looking like a teen-
ager as she dance-flirts with her
equally juvenile husband. Both of
course are w.k. by sight to many a
ringsider from their Universal and
other filmusicals.
*' They are .dancing pros from the
first crack of their cleats or soft-

j-'tread of their dancing-shoes.' Their
flirtation number, the novelty
Charleston and

.
the unusual “Lan-

cashire toe dog" make for a solid

interlude ana a nuflor subfeature
in this variety saloon fare.

* Abel.

Making his first visit to the clever workout calculated to punc-
Hub in almost two years, Carl tuate the modest groove in which
Brisson has .

temporarily relit the he elects to encase himself,
swank Oval Room, where on his Partner Gale Sherwood is
last visit he rang down the cur- brought on in two special spots to
tain on the entertainment policy add her soprano to the deal. In
of the spot, following manage-, the forepart, gowned in vivid red,
ment’s decision to switch nitery she joins Eddy while he’s belting
activity to the smaller adjacent “still of the Night" and they duet
Hub ..Room, However, the Hub int0 the stratosphere with “Wun-
Room is no longer in operation as derbar." At the windup, after a
the supper room, and the affable medley of his pic tunes' in quickie
Dane’s weeklong stint here is, ac- formation— "Naughty Marietta,”
cording to present plans, the ho- “Balalaika." "Rosalie." “Rose Ma-
tel s lone foray into nitery show- rie»*

—

she comes on to supply the

,

casing this season. Its too had, Indian motif in abbreviated getup.J
too, for the Oval Room is strict- After finishing the tune they go
ly class (and Hub’s lone boite>, int0 a clinch that’s deliberate and
catering to the uppercrust cafe set a walloping kissoff to the act Miss
Opening to a sellout crowd. Bris- Sherwood is attractive and so are

son, as usual here, clicked strong- her pipes
ly with his assortment of songs, Eddy also carries on business
some new but well

^
sprinkled with piano accomp Theodore Pax-

with oldies long associated with son to get his stint going. The
.

him, delivered in his warm fashion ginger toys around with "Sytri-
while wandering around stage, phony" as a hook for some patter
standing m a chair or leaning and both of them clown on the
against the piano. His appear- Toreador Song and Hungarian
ance is boffo, and his flair for Rhapsody. In a segue from the
/playing up to femme nngsiders first pairing with Miss Sherwood,
while not alienating the male es- Eddy goes lively in a mixture that
corts is slick shovmianship and as- extends from "Say It With Music”
sures him of hefty response. In as a running theme. He then runs
fact, the entire stmt is class, well- off but returns to explain that it’s
tailored for this room. a gag for an encore.- His sense of
Musical backgrounding is han- humor never leaves him and it

died by Sammy Eisen’s band aided rims neatly through some 35 min-
by Brisson’s personal pianist^con- utes for a session with that extra

Helen Traubel was among the

operatic pioneers who trekked into

the saloons. She followed some
seasons after Ezio Pinza, the Met
basso who became a bobbysox fave

in a legit comedy, “South Pacific,”

but was among the first to sing
longhair lullabies to Las- Vegas
losers and proved a winner in the
bistro belt.

Being the basically savvy show-
woman that she is, her Gotham de-
but in the niteries indicates that
she’s not a gal to rewrite a hit.

That’s an old Belasce axiom, so her
current Copa concert is virtually

the same as when she debuted at

Chez Paree (Chi) last September,
on the heels of a series, of vagabond
videopportunities wjth Signor Gia-
como Durante.

She comes on easy, does her
stuff with poise and no pomp or
circumstances, whether it’s "Vien-
na, City of Dreams” (including a
German chorus), “I Believe,” her
“
‘Reader’s Digest' version of ‘Song

of Norway’." echoes oL great opera-
tic arias, Rodgers & Hammerstein’s
"folk music" (“No Other Love"),
“St. Louis Blues," “Real Piano
Player,” "Bill Bailey" (Durante
salute), or the postscript encore
Brahms’ "Lullaby" from the bal-
cony. -

Her patter is punchily written
and slickly sold. The little intros
are gems of phrase-turning, just
right in setting up each number
with sharp insight on music and
the music biz, obviously to the
credit of the unbilled (Jerome)
Lawrence & (Robert E.) Lee who
scripted her turn. Among the
major credits, of course, is* a big
nod to Burton Farber at the ivories
who conducts the expert Mike Dur-
so band and manifests he knows
what he’s doing every minute.
Even the Local 802ers evidence re-
spect for guest piano-maestro who*]
keeps the "popular" operatic caval-
cade in high gear. The small-talk
is likewise effective, such as that
bright but by no means uncon-
descending intro about "a folk song
from my native land,” etc., as pre-
lude to the classic W. C. Handy
blues.

The statuesque Wagnerian
soprano belts ’em out like another
slugger, Hans Wagner, used to do.
She is warm, charming, down-to-
earth with her songalog and com-
mands an unclinking glass atten-
tion which many a more preten-
tious nitery diseuse usually, insists
upon and frequently ..cannot
achieve. ^

Whatever is the intangible called
showmanship, apparently Jules

j
ar_d hef ice revue, in a three-week

Podell. entrepreneur of the Copa.
| stand, is impressive enough to war-

has with this booking which ap-
1 - - -

pears to be a slow starter but
which should build at the b.o. He
did it with Nelson Eddy who, by
coincidence, is concurrently at the
round-the-coruer posh Pierre Hotel
barytoneing his wares.

As for the rest of the show, Joey
Bishop is a promising funster who
somehow couldn’t get off the
ground completely opening night.
He has the poise and polish and as-
surance now of most borscht vets':

he is personable, and his material
is at the very least American Assn,
or International League if not yet
quite big league, but the potentials
are there. The chemistry that
comes with a challenge to the au-
dience militated against him as he
kept repeating ad libs about "are
you fighting me?” and "better that
you get ’em late than never," and
the like. He finally got to ’em. but
It was a tough road. Given other
audiences, the end-result may be
better but, by and large, the
gauntlet to the customers is always
fraught with psychological hazards.
He didn’t quite give out with "they
must be out there; I can hear them
breathing,” but it was in the same
vein. Paradoxically, his patter was
sharp and frequently strong but
in

_
the main it bordered on

"friendly enemy” relationship.

The slick Doug Coudy produc-
tion with its bouncy Bob Hilliard-
Dave Mann songs reprises the now
generally popular calypso. "Some-
body Bad Stole de Wedding Ball"
which breaks up the interval be-
tween Bishop and Miss Traubel.
The costumes are gay and imagina-
tive as they are in the other two
highlight numbers. Betty Lorraine
and Chuck Brunner are capital as

1 the calypso couple frustrated by
the larceny of the “dingdong," and
Sandy Evans is the competent- vocal

comic von Rice* who warmly
wades through .r sheaf of tepid

jokes* plays the trombone- for no
apparent humorous reason, locks
around a few puns, and then scores

for nice returns on Impressions of
political personages. >Act. getji a
terrific fillip with entrance of

Carmen Lopez, a leggy looker who
engages in some talk and terp spec?
laities with Rice. More routining
with the femme could help the act

greatly. ,

Also in the mirth department
are comedy dancers Lloyd & .Susan
Willis, who tee off with' ballet and
tango mockeries. ' she playing the
clown and he the straight. Slap-
stick pantomime and prattfalls are
good for a volley of chuckles now
and then, but in the main the re-

sponse is perfunctory.
Backing the spread, Brian Far-

non .orch (on opening night) fre-
quently, lagged behind Miss Roth,
testifying either to inadequate re-

hearsals or firstnight jitters. Unit
handles the dance sets too and
plays them brilliantly. Les.

Cafe Society, X. V. .

NejlaAtes, Four Tunes, Goofers
(5), Aristocrats (5)*, Anthony k
Roberts Orch; $4 minimum.

loto) lowiyyoit, O.
- ,

K$w Orleans. Feb. 27.
Phi\ Spitalny k All-Girl Orch

(25), with. Evelyn. Viola, Rose-
Marie, Louise; Lolita; no cover.
no minimum.

; duetor, Richard Emmons. Elie.

Sahara* Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb. 23.

Sonja Henie, Pat Henning,
Drew k Dejon, icith Sonja Henie
Ice Revue (20), Ernest Bush Trio

,

Cee Davidson Orch C 12 > ;
no cover

or minimum.

appeal and high-applause registry.
With the polished ballroomology

of Gina & Gerado (see New Acts)
as show openers, the poshy room
has one of its better displays,
counting, of course, the orchestral
and dance cue chores of maestro
Stanley Melba, the Cotillion
Strings and the Chico Relli group.

Trau.

Nitery bow here of Sonja Henie Chez Paree, Chi
. Chicago, Feb. '22.

Lillian Roth, Don Rice (arid

rant good b.o. returns. In fairness Carmen Lopez), Lloyd k Susan
to Miss Henie, however, the lim- Willis, Brian Famon Orch (10);
ited -skating area of the stage $3.50 minimum, $1.10 cover.
hampers her own work as well as
her troupe. Although rink meas- Practically all of Lillian Roth’s
ures 19x36 feet, it doesn’t compare repertoire for her 10-day come-
with the freedom of movement back visit at the -Chez is reminis-
Miss Henie finds in her ice rink cent of an earlier era, agreeably
bookings. for the audience she attracts

—

Nonetheless, star is still incom- onetime devotees glad to recon-
parable in skill, precision and per- struct her heyday and the period
sonality. Her costly gowns and it recalls. Surprising, or not, only
the costuming of six girls and six a minimum of the turnout is of the
men who make up her ensemble merely curious element who. one
are very effective. way or another, may have learned

To "I Love Paris,” headliner the tragic details, of her life and
proves she can do more on her wanted to see her. So, sympathetic
skates than most people can on the as are

;
the seatholders are a

lunners. Her slides, figures, pushover for Miss Roth, who
whirls and spins in solo and with sP^uks across the joy songs of yore

Bob Martyn bring continued sal- With verve and personality,

vos. Martyn is an adept partner, visually sne doesn t betray half

Miss Henie’s many entrances / u
a5s ®"Sa fle"

during the 75-minute show are 8 * ver
^

beautifully staged and • cause re- T f ,
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assist from the Ernest Bush Trio, XVspUy^on^ldi^shfha/ln:
troduced like “Ain't She Sweet”

Booking of a trio, of vocal-instru-
mental combos doesn’t impress as
a payoff formula for Cafe Society,
especially when .two of the units
work in a frenzied vein.1 Consecu-
tive spotlighting of the three
groups also doesn’t help. Relty-
danqer Nejla Ates, who wound up
a one-week engagement at the
Greenwich Village cellar operation
Sunday (28), filled the*closing spot
during her tenure at the bistro.

In a stint running 25 minutes.
Miss Ates showed herself off well.
Although ' the heat has worn off
from the publicity of her Texan
romance, the bellydancer managed
to work up enough steam on her
own merits. A lithesome, comely
femme, Miss Ates writhed through
a series of gyrations and sang.

Besides giving out with the body
action, the barest requirements of
a costume, femme also delivered
three tunes. Miss Ates chirped two
tunes -in Turkish and “Embraceable
You” in English, displaying an
adequate voicq for her type of act.

The Goofers, a frantic five-man
unit, comprising trombone, horn,
bass, drums and piano, dish out
some snappy instrumentalizing but
fail to score strongly with their*
comedy material, which in one in-
stance, the “Be Anything” rendi-
tion, is in particularly bad ’taste.

Guys start off with a rousing
“Saints Go Marching In,” and add
five numbers.

Quintet also does an impresh of
the terp music preferred by Park
Ave. and -a takeoff on the Lom-
bardo freres. Both are lacklustre
bits. Instrumental and vocal offer-
ings are augmented by okay aero
contributions from members of the
unit. Other two outfits, Four Tunes
and Aristocrats, are under New
Acts. Anthony Roberts orch han-
dles show backing and terp tune
dispension.

Presentation is a far cry from
the type of entertainment offered
when club reopened last year.

Jess.

The ropes have been up at this
plushely nightly, with “Hour Of
Charm" living up to it* name. Phil
Spitalny’s lovely musicians pro-
vide some of the most entertain-
ing music heard hereabouts.

Femme group cuts its appeal in
three segments. Firstly, there
is a slice for the dancers and it

succeeds in whipping up a dish for
all manner of tunesmithing, from
gay alfalfa arias and pops to
frenetic Latinos, Secondly, there’s
the entertainment factor for those
who just want to sit and listen.
Finally, there’s the floor show with
its soloists and specialists.

Interweaving of the solo spots
with the choral work is intelligent-
ly achieved and displays showman-
ship . throughout. Femmes are
tastefully and c&lorfully costumed
for eye appeal.
During the hour, the maestro

potlights four or five members of
his crew. In No. 1 spot, of course,
is Evelyn, who, do.es some extra-
fancy stuff with the violin. Lovely
blonde creates proper mood with
“You And The Night And The Mu-
sic,” then encores with “Song
From .Moulin Rouge,” which has
zither and vocal backing by Geor-
gette. Evelyn brings rest of fid-

dles to floor to pace her in a nov-
elty, “Laughing. Violins.”
•Rose Marie, brunet looker, uses

her operatic voice to splendid ad-
vantage in 'a medley from “Coun-
tess Maritza,” “Play Gypsies" and
“Hallelujah.

Viola keeps the multi-drums
throbbing when she is spotlighted,
and LoiSise nets enthusiastic recep-
tion for her keyboard artistry on
a Tchaikovsky concerto excerpt
and “Bumble- ‘ Boogie." Contralto
Glynn Miller scores with “Ghost
Riders In The Sky" and “I Be-
lieve.”
Adding spark to the show is Lo-

lita, Mexican dancer, a’ top ex-
ponent of castahet work and heel
and toe clickings. Curtain falls bn
“National Emblem,” a march good
for a wave of applause.

Spitalny herds his flock through
the paces and carefully accents his

introductions to the various mem-
bers. „ Liuz.

who play songs of the Islands.
Bill Brown performs a good

skate solo to "St. Louis Blues,” his
fast-spinning finish evoking cheers

number-leader. They officiate like-
wise with the opener, “I’m In Fa-
vor of friendship AR Over The

and "Goody Goody.” It’s apparent
that she’s not trying to market

Bill Daniel' choreo’d the 'skaters-
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Concho Rooin9 Phoenix
Phoenix, Feb. 16.

Tito Guizar, Chaudets (2), Nel-
son k Knight, Jimmy Wilcox Orch
(9); $1.20 cover, $1.75 Saturdays.

Booker Henry Halstead set three
acts in current layout, apparently
in belief that supporting turns
would be needed to round out or
bolster Tito Guizar’s single-o. Ac-
cordingly, Mexican troubadour is
held down to a brief song session
in order to i.rep bill to allotted 60
minutes. It’s a case of bad judg-
ment all around, since the payees
are on hand only to listen to Gui-
zar and get just enough of his
music to whet their appetites for
more. The preceding acts, which
take up most of the show, are
merely time-fillers.

Guizar strums the guitar and
raises his voice in a half-dozen
songs, varying the sentimental
ballads with upbeat quickies like
"Spanish Boogie Woogie” and
"Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy.” Al-
ways a big fave in the southwest,
Guizar’s rich voice and ingratiat-
ing personality put him across with
the crowd, but he’s hardly ion long
enough to run through his reper-
toire. As it is, he does a begoff be-
fore he’s really warmed up.
The Chaudets open the show

with presto-change routines that
work up mild interest, then male
member does a fadeout while his
partner warbles brace of songs in a
lacklustre voice. .

On next, Bill Nelson uses Irene
Knight as stooge during an over-
long patter sesh which obviously is
out of place in a room of. this type.
Material is virtually public domain
by now and the, blue tinge is top

Ifaded to win anything but an oc-
clonal.,giggle. Jo^„„

Rttz Carlton, Montreal
Montreal, Feb. 27.

Helene Francois, Johnny Gal-
lant, Joe Settano Trio; $l-$2 cover.

Helene Francois, making her
fourth, appearance at the Ritz Cafe,
has become a regular on the hotel’s
chanteuse list, and this handsome
brunet never looked or sounded
better. The present Migs Francois,
with her new hairdo, more reveal-
ing and stylish gowns, relaxed
manner and improved show savvy,
is a far cry from the demure, rather
stilted performer of several sea-
sons ago.
From working various class boites

on the circuit, Miss Francois has
groomed her offering nicely, the
sort of concert atmosphere that
first prevailed has gone by the
boards and there is, just the right
relationship between the act and
the payee to cinch her here.

Still sporting a heavy Gallic ac-
cent, she intros all numbers with
ease and mixes songalog with a bit

of everything, including a brace of
Mexican tunes that appeal. Biggest
patron response on the night
caught was to her interp of -‘I Love
Paris” from “Can-Can," which she
handled in solid fashion. A catchy
begoff to the music of "You, You.
You” in both languages made a fine

clincher and shirper got off to

plaudits. Johnny Gallant at the
piano does show music with finesse
and splits interlude sessions with
the trim Settano trio. Newt.

Eddjs% l£. r.
Kansas City, Feb. 19.

Mary Kaye Trio (4), Tony Dt*

Pardo Orch (8); $1 cover. •

Considerable interest arises over
the date here of the Mary Kaye
Trio, third for' his group in the
Eddys’ fancy room. In the Interim
since their last date the trio has
made headway salarywise, and so-

lution of budget problem here was
to switch to the single-act policy

for this engagement only. Great
faves here from previous stands,

it’s much to the trio’s credit that

they fill the hill fully in their own
right. Reception is solid.

It’s a well diversified group wuli

sister Mary Kaye on electric gui-

tar, brother Norman Kaye on

piano and bass fiddle, .and thim
man Frank Ross whisking the

drum and squeezing the accordion,

all backgrounding their main vo-

cal work. Therejs a large assist

from Frankie Hudee on percussion

and the usually strong support oi

the Tony DIRardo house, orch.,

<.4^ mV
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Amalia, Zero Mostel, Skylarks

(5 y.Van Smith & Jovita Orjghs; $5
mmirnym.

The new La Vie en Rose layout

was launched under more than the

usual quota of difficulties. After

a series of substitutions, the Monte
Proser showshop wound up with a

card comprising Amalia, Zero Mos-
tel and the Skylarks. In the case

of the latter two turns, hospice is

offering what may easily be termed
entertainment in depth.

There seems to be a cerebral

quality about this bill, and yet it’s

the type that will please the gen-

eral run of cafegoers. It's one of

the most satisfactory sessions on
the saloon circuit.

Amalia, the, Portuguese fado
singer, gives a recital of concert
calibre. Imported into the U.S. a
couple of seasons ago, Amalia then
appeared in,a starkly simple black
dress with a . severe shawl, relieved

hy only one' simple decoration. . It

was a costume in keeping with her
catalog of fados, which are the

tunes sung in the poor quarters by
those bemoaning their station in

'
life. Although Amalia is still

garbed in Severe black, there are

now Dior influences in her outfit.

Her song catalog is also on a
gayer plane. She still has the
touch that seems to hit the masses,
but on this trip she’s singing a

message that seems to elevate
rather than depress. She’s superb
in both directions, as was seen on
opening night with fewer fados
and more lively numbers.
Her song technique is extremely

simple. She has an honest, ungim-
micked delivery. The arrange-
ments are almost stark so that the
melody, quality of her voice and
spirit she pours into a number,
are projected with no aural com-
plications. On her first trip, Ama-
lia introed the tune which later be-
came “April in Portugal.” She re-

peats this number to the same ter-

rific results. She also assays a fla-

menco rendition, reprises another
tune associated with her, “Casa
Portuguesa,” and does a series that
has a gay, familiar air about them.
As a concession to cafe audi-

ences in the U.S. she pours out “I

Love Paris” and “Autumn Leaves,’’
and gives both of them a delicacy
not too frequently achieved. Her
musical background is enriched by
two musicians on stringed instru-
ments. One is clearly a guitar, and
the other is a form of that instru-
ment, but with the player employs
a mandolin technique.
Hostel hasn’t been in a N.Y. cafe

since his appearance at the Riviera
a couple of seasons ago. He’s an
extremely funny, firstrate clown
w ho has some routines that are vir-
tually classic in their field. Hostel
employs his heft to cut some ex-
tremely amusing figures. In his
major opus, a takeoff on Jinqmy
Durante, he presents some of the
top clowning in the song and dance
field. Mostel shows very few in-

hibitions. Ho. has a zany series of
gag impressions, such as the per-
colator bit, the quickies which he
throws away during his satire of
a sex lecturer in the public schools,
and his lampoon of mammy singers.
His stuff is entirely clean, another
factor which makes him universal-
ly acceptable, and he has to do
several encores.
The Skylarks were a last-minute

booking as replacement for Lynn
Carter & the Four Cartiers (see
separate story). Normally a five-
person group, Skylarks w'ere able
to commandeer only*four members
for the preem display. As a result,
some of their arrangements had to
be revamped at the . last minute,
The major consequence was that
their tunes lacked the depth and
color they usually have. Absence
of one of the femmes did make a
big difference. The three boys and
single girl who carried on couldn’t
execute their formations and nor-
mal arrangements and had to be
content with less than maximum
acclaim. This outfit recently ap-
peared at the nearby Copacabana,
and previously showed with Betty
Hutton at the Palace.
Van Smith, who does orchestral

backing, and Jovita rhumba orch
fill the musical needs of this cafe
admirably. Jose.

Lanin Qtr., Miami B*eh
" (FOLLOWUP)

Miami, Feb. 26.
Return of Joe E. Lewis to this

Heach landmark on Palm Island
means sellout crowds for both
shows nightly, an unusual accom-
plishment in this season of good-
tn'sts and offish* seconds. Lewis is
money in the bank for producer
Lou Walters, attriictihg the big
spenders left and at the same time
proving a potent lure for the aver-

cafegoer vacationing here.
rhe puckish buffon adds to his

consistent draw value in the arraym new material he’s brought with
mm. There are few df fchh familiarsm his new book, the replacements.

staple* they normally demand iron, ’ Flaming*, La* Vega*
Thd Lewis approach is, per usual, „ .

Las Yeflas» Feb, 26.

the genial, indulging in ad libs with *oac Marle & Lenny Kent (3),
ringsiders, partaking of a sip from ™ KcnnV & Ink Spots (5), Dave
an available glass, the mood estab- DVer > Flamingo Starlets (12), Tor

-

lished being a warm one that adds r *5 Brand Orch (11), no cower or
a party-time atmosphere to his seg- minimum.
ment of the revue. The spoofs on
the^ernmnuing Kinsey-and-Lewis New tcaminir of Rori> Mari# jt

r

report mark up solid laughs; take- T „„! v T * 2f
e M

. T 7
off tm a “Can-Can” medley with

Lenny Kent ’ and Bin Kepny & Ink
topper on “Zsa Zsa Finkelstein” a Spots, will keep the cash register,
howl raiser; application of screwy humming the next two stanzas,
new lyrics to a Rodgers & Ham- Pruning of the 85 *' minute opus,
merstein group is a continuing with a 15-minute lopoff, should
warmer-upper sharpened with in- sharpen the pace,
terweaving of ad libs and observa- Kent ablv flincs inlrM nom?*
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Walters all-seapon booking tradi- ano, bathed in soft blue light,
tion. Its as bright and lavish as femme starts out with a mellowwhen seen on premiere night, “My Blue Heaven,’’ but can’t be
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Ruth Costello adds her acro-danc-
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ir of Ron Fletcher productioa
them hitting the palms in short or- numbers by Flamingo Starlets are
der. The costuming Is resplendent, Rood, with standout choreo dis-

the 27, girls and principals imag- J?i?-
yed A? ,

musical score of
inatively staged by Natalie Kam- Kismet, featuring David Dyer in

erova with the finale “Mardi Gras
j
5Pe .vocal of “Stranger In Para-

In Gold,” a handsome spectacle oise. Colorful costumes of danc-
that. tops a colorful, well-balanced, ^rs are aid in Oriental fantasy,

fast-moving revue. Lary. Torris Brand and his orch ba'*k the
. show well. Rob.
^

;

—
Oasis Civil*. Houston

Houston, Feb. 21. !
Black Orchid. Chi.

Gypsy Eduoards Combo, Paul Chicago. Feb. 16.
Musairq,, Tommy Rome, David Guy Cherney, Ross & W7»sf, Lur-
Jackson; no cover or minimum.

j

lene Hunter, Ken Sweet Trio; $4—, minimum.
Breaking away from name act

entertainment, the Egyptian Room
j

The Black Orchid, whi-h tradi-
of Club Oasis has dropped to ! *;nna |iw .

minimum charge, and has filled up .

tlonally h“ be
,?

n a showcaser of

the spacious room with a better ;
sophisticated modern stylists,

floorshqw and dance music than
;

has a rather unusual headliner cur-
it’s enjoyed before. trently in Guy Cherney, who harks
Not too well known, except at

;
back to an older school of sock-em-

Army installations throughout the across songsellers of the borscht
south, where they have become circuit. A native son of the Windy
sock hits, the Gypsy Edwards City who has played most . of the
Combo, with its show within the

j

less intimate spots in past years,
band, has what it takes. Headed ;

Cherney has cultivated a sizable
by bubbly Miss Edwards and -her

;

following here and, no matter the
conga drumbeat. slick stick ;

room, his retinue is turning out
rhythm and pleasing vocals, the

1

for this four-week show,
combo scores heavily. ! Firstnight family and friends

Paul Musarra is a personable kept Cherney aboard for 10 num-
youngster with musical and vocal

; bers, varying in mood and tempo
talent. In addition to exceptional

j but all characterized with his
jobs on various pop ballads, he has

j

robust salesmanship. He’s a re-
developed a flair for imitations,

J
laxed showman whose songalog is

mirroring many singing personali-'j flavored with equal amounts of
ties with striking genuineness.

j
sugar and schmaltz on up-to-date

Tommy Rowe, on bass, vibra-
,
pops, bouncy vaude tunes of the

harp, bull fiddle and trumpet, has ’30s, and a couple of smooth Jew-
the talent to put on a one-man jsh ballads. Except for wrapup
show, and blends well into the in-

' folk song sung in Yiddish, Cher-
strumental and vocal harmonics of

j

ney’s output is conspicuously with-
the other combo members. Pianist I ou t anything new or offbeat, and
David Jackson is a fine keyboard the real zip in his routine comes
artist. J^-do. from the bounce oldies like “Toot

Toot Tootsie” and lilting ~“Prettv

S©YPII Sons. Omaha Bitjiy” animated in the nostalgic

Omaha. Feb. 24. oldtim« nltcry ldl0m -

Paul Gilbert: Lynn Tilley Trio;
.

Showcasing on. this small shelf

$1 corcr is a bit confining for so exuberant
* n n>KAm fAn t*i\Anl /1a

Thd Lewis approach is, per usual,
te genial, indulging in ad libs with
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qn the cafeboards. Whole thing Charley jPoy’tf. L* A* “^ Lbs Angdes, Feb. 27.
degarts t^a big niitt.

. Arthur Lee Simpkins, Pat C.

show slfck locS chirp l5?S Flick> Rita Rchm
>
Marguerite Pa*

Hunter takes over opening spot ^ rl
,
,

Brotpne Orch (4);

with infinitely more confidence Minimum, $3 weekends.

than she had at her first opening. *
. . .

Resultantly, she’s added poise, .Over the year, some of the best,

perked her projection and In- lighthearted entertainment in town
creased the flexibility of her voice. *s offered at this i*oadhouse-type

Though it’s highly stylized, her spot ,rt th* San Fernando Valley,

vocalizing now seems effortless and where Charley Foy has been mflk-

holds the room magnetically. Se- ing his home for some time. This
lections this time are nearly all of time out he has a good music and
buoyant mood, with richly tex- comedy melange with Arthur Lee
tured tones bringing distinction to Simpkins’ vocalizing serving as the

stuff.

BlinftirulrN* Boston
Boston, Feb. 22.

tured tones bringing distinction to Simpkins’ vocalizing serving as the

offbeat numbers like “It’s Lovin’ principle lure and Pat C. Flick pro-

Time” and “You Took Advantage viding the comedy,
of Me.” She has to beg off after Simpkins, one of the better
velvet essaying of “Tenderly.” singers now available on the bistrp

All acts *«rc backed by Rudy beat, has changed Ills routining
Kerpai$ at keyboard and A1

,

Pis- somewhat for this stand, escheiying
konka at bass. Ken Sweet takes the operatic stuff apparently on ’

the. piano for intermission mood the theory that folks here lean
stuff. Les. more to pop and light classics. He’a— fine throughout and still achieves

Kit****** tremendous results with his next^
HltUftlriJl) ft* HllMon

to-closing “Eili Eili,” Change of
‘ Boston, Feb. 22. pace from the “Secret Love” type

Patti Page Harold Barnes, of ballad to “Them There Eyes” is
Twimy Wonder b Margaret Banks nicely handled. For best results,
Ohveras <2) Vallctjs (2), Michael however, he should work from the
Gaylord Orch t 13j , Lou Weir,

sta^e rather than from the dance
organist; $3 mtn.,-Sun.-Mon., $4.50

| floor.
rest of week

.

j
This apparent]y is a one-shot

„ , ,
.

' date with Flick, who wants to keep
Having shed nearly 18 pounds hifi hand in. He pleases the locals

and displaying- a chic hairdo, the well enough but if he intends to go
glamorized Patti Page, making her further,, he’ll need newer and more
third annual appearance at this original material. At his best on
outsized bistro, continues, as in lt he dialect stuff. Flick has a fund
previous outings, to lure them in 0f stories to tclL most of them good
and give out with a socko show. for laughs. Delivery 16 easy and
Femme, beautifully gowned, does he has an assured sense of timing
about 35 minutes, but judging That pays off,
from reaction of enthusiastic aud. nit ^ t ^
could easily stay on for an hour or tJSibera test
more. However^ in the test vaude
tradition, she leaves ’em wanting.

!

J 41_T .
•

,
routine. Others are okay although

Thrush preems with Whole not particularly distinctive
World Is Singing My Song” quick- choreographically. Boniface Foy
ly segueing into Don t Get and sister Mary pair on some song- *

Around Anj-more. From then on, and-danee stuff that’s in the old
chirp dishes out a songalog con- i vaude vein and the songs at the
sisting mainly of her flock of dis-

! pjapo 0f Marguerite Padula effec-
clicks interspersed with informal - tivcly accent the noslrJfUu Abbey
chatter, and bits of banter with

j g7-own orch, now four pieces
her enthusiastic fans who vocifer-

j strong, backs the show and handles
ously voice their requests How-

; wbat terming there is here,
ever. Miss Page manages to lull Kap.
them with her gracious manner
and beg off lo very hefty mitting. __ .. _ __ ^

-

Surrounding layout is strong, \
B©II©vil© 6 ©ftizco* 3ff©Rl I

teeing off with the Valletts, a _ .Montreal. Feb- 27.
_

mixed duo. ‘who score .nicely v,‘ith —Ming A
a sesh of baton twirling and aero >

& Moll, Charles Danjord,

tricks. The Oliveras, no strangers .

Billy Parsons, Manuka Bill Dec~
here, are also clicko in their spot,

;

B*1 Below* Orch ill). Buddy
the femme cavorting through gasp- • C^a^ton Quartet, jrMi Shirley

evoking aero tricks and twirls high s^opcd ond produced by
atop a perch resting on her part- ' hatalie Komarova music by.

ner’s forehead. Tommy" Wonder George Komaroff; $1 acimission.

and Margaret Banks, last here a
. . . .

couple of months ago. nab nifty Although the Bellevue Casino is

reaction with a fast sesh of fancy i

almost the exception to the vul*

terping. both solo and teamed, i

‘because of a big show and a
Youngsters impress with tlieir agil- I

straight admission charge with no
ity and refreshing routines. Slick •

hidden extras', all nilcries in Mont-
bill is rounded out with Harold real aT* the impression tv
Barnes/ a topflight tightwire per-! can make on locantei entertain-

former, whose stint includes ballet I ment sprees Few clubs arc doing
steps, rope-skipping, and >»as a an .v> biz during the week and* then
clincher a back-flip landing on one clearing with the weekend
foot on the wire. Musical portion Irade^ However, because of the

is handled by Michael Gaylord’s 7o0-capacity at the Casino, the

band with Miss Page’s trio (piano, best-looking pony line in town and
drums and guitar) sitting in for j P 1™ 1 *’ broad sight offerings,

her stint. Ray Barr conducts the ;
lhis saloon continues to outdraw .

threesome. Lou Weir gives out' nio -
c£ other rooms,

with Hammond rhythms between Topliners this week are Ming &
band sets. Elic. .Ling, who return to the Casino

" every year, offer the same routines.

Slarligltf Club. Mpls.
Minneapolis. Feb. 27.

i:nd. draw just, about the biggest
reception ever accorded any act
lo play this spot. With Ling doing

Henny Youngman
, Maxine Cnr- k;s impresh series and .Ming run-

roll, Jimmy Hcgg, Irvina Fine nV?S
.

^
- i j _ .

Orch (5); no cover or minimum, odics, team could stay on the floor
(or a much longer period than the

Dependent upon the success of U
me a,,oUed by Producer Natalie

this initial fling at^ important
names, bonifaee Jimmy Hegg has

Komarova.
As it is, they are about the only

Toot Tootsie” and lilting "“Pretty

S©YPII Sons* Omaha Bajiy” animated in the nostalgic

Omaha. Feb. 24. oldtim« nltcry ldl0m -

Paul Gilbert; Lynn Tilley Trio;
.

Showcasing on. this small shelf

$1 cover is a bit confining for so exuberant
* '

_____ i
a performer whose top results de-

_ . I pend upon mobility on a walk-
Boniface Don Hammond has ar0und stage. Still, his impact is

brought back Paul Gilbert, rapidly sufficiently good in these close
rising comic. And just as happened

qUai*ters, and the response en-
several months ago, Gilbert i«? jam- thusiastic.
ing

, on
U
for Refreshing learn of Ross & WcSt;

a cover has-been slapped on for
playjng ils

6
fil

.

st date in this tcr:

oak.,, nn ! ritory, provides the comedy breath-

announced he’ll use other such acts act Performing hero allowed an

as comedian -Hcnny Youngman. enc0^ Terpsters Christine & Moll

who starts off the policv currentlv, “l.e ^ffeR(lvc H overlong
,
in some

a • * . .
* ' fiAAl tAMAAr AM/I I UAIT I'ttf K Ah* AAA-

when availability permits. sequences and their rather con-

if packed, enthused rooms for f
ens9 °f comedy and pol-

the Youngman shows ai*e an. indi- ,sbed tapping fails, at times, to

cation, the new policv should be ££
acb all corners of the room.

_ r * . mu AtM Alt aIIax AA at • t-tt It Attn AAA ffrtA
in the bag.
Youngman's last two local ap-

Their challenge numbers are fine,

particularly the femme’s toe-lap

17., __i. r>:iUD1.f nnmoc nn . Iiwt.v, inuviucc me i-umtuj Mauur
•Fk °?

'

iISJJSSi? £iiAwinS°a mm- er on lhe bil1 with gentle satirical I niTrtw
,

ltb a
.
prf^a

^ LmirSf ho Inc Pokes and inoffensive nonsense
plete forward

.
s.®n?®r.*aultr n ffP5c properly pegged for the polite set.

the payees in
^

his pa n. He offeis
ge|

»

nie West) be50ggled and toothy,
rapid-fire shatter,.withi so n

acts the buffoon in the team while

c
h
v«

co
*
n
rf‘iwJ»i-

n
matlIriSf

S
R a hit Mickey Ross, Who comes on as a

Some of Gilbert s
"J

a£
J
r,al

^ yi ham actor, generally is the straight,
bluish, but they seem to love u

j

’ .. . .. ..

bere ’ They build as the audience

Gilbert will head west when this adapts to their brand of humor,

two-week Ibooking ends Friday <5> which is of the Bob and Ray genre,

to do a iob in “Three Gobs in They mock a potpourri of tv com-

Paris” for U-I with Toni Curtis and mercials, knifing the typical razor

Gene Nelson. Following this are blade, dog food, cigarette and bath

dates at Ciro’s and Chicago’s Chez soap ads. Soap opera spoof is

Paree. In addition, he has signed zany, and the big fillip is their

a seven-year tv pact with NBC. comment on a new trend in nitery

Lynn Tilley’ Trio, local outfit, acts, lamimoning film heavy who

does an adeouate job backing Gil-
]

comes to sing, dramatic reader who

bert and seems to get as much of a has to biy . with drunken con-

iolt outmf the comic’s- work " the ventloneer. and Met tenor dnd

customefe 1 ’ . -Tatfltip.-* '
I
punchy boxer who- team -as- a duet

. nearnnees were at the swankier
\

session.

. Hotel Radisson Flame Room. In ! _ The aero offering of Nita &
, these more plebeian surroundings, i

PcPP 1 ,s surefire. Team builds

,
the comedian, if anything, hits the

[

slowly* xy°ws the patrons with a

fun jackpot even more solidly. Not |'cartwheel bit which takes them
.being so restricted in the use of

i

over and under a table and their
•" material. <md in a more relaxed i

nrecision tumbling from floor to

mood, fc .gives hilarity a tough ‘ table with and without the aid of
’ Workout and the payees relish the two -chairs draws salvos.

mirth, ' As usual at the Casino, the cho-

Laughs roll off the Youngman '

»’us line is the big attraction, and
assembly line explosively and con- they come through a«»ain in the
tinuously as lie dishes out quips, ’ current layout beautifully cos-

stories, gaes and other material
;

turned and revealing enough to

and also does a bit of clowning* keep attention throughoqt the lav-

Somc of the patter is moss-covered :
ish production items. Most elabo-

and others probably more in the rate of the three presented is this

New York and Florida groove, but

'

show' in the BraziLnumber. fcatur-

the performer is so adept and in- ing the lithesome interpretive

dividual in the telling and his tim-
;

dancing of Manuela. whose exotic

ing is so expert that he seldom charms could’ve been given better

misses fire. ^ i
play.

Proprietor Hegg emcees the
j

Emcce Bill Dcegan joins with
show' pleasantly. Attractive brunet dancer Willie Pargqn ..(md produc-
singer Maxine Carroll warbles well lion singer Charles Danford lor
and joins Youngman in some tom- his first attempt at singing and
foolery. Irving Fine's orchestra minor hoofing. The action is brief

also fills the' bill in backing the
:
and the girls joining for their big

show and providing the tunes for Parisian finale cover neatly. .Music
dancing.*

.

'• Rees, i Newt. *



HILDEGARDE & JOHNNY
JOHNSTON

Songs and Patter

50 Mins.
STATLER HOTEL. D. C.

The big news on this one is that,

at long last, Hildegarde has

changed her act and gone in for

a double. The new team, including

the very personable Johnny John-
ston shapes up as potentially sock.

The entertainers are tops and 'the

material is very good but this^act

has to shake down for a while to

achieve its potential.

Some rearrangement of format

and material may be necessary;

there is also the matter of learn-

ing to work together more smooth-

ly and eliminate the occasional

rough spots. That should come
along in the next two or three

weeks.
Formula is a very simple one.

First Hildy comes on solo for 23

minutes of typical Hildegarde
numbers and scatterbrain patter

with payees at the nearby tables.

Then 11 solo minutes of songs by
Johnston, fbllowed by 16 minutes
Of duet, patter and comedy, part

of the time with Hildy at the piano

and Johnston plunking an electric

guitar.

Definite highlight of, the open-

ing night show in the Statler’s

Embassy Room was the duet por-

tion. Particularly fine is a rendk
tion of ‘’The Old Soft Shoe."
backed up by some light dialog

and simple dancing. Windup is a
group of songs of the ’20s—-“Lady
Be Good" “1 Don't Know Why I

Love You Like I Do." “Give Me a

Little Kiss” and “Do I Want
you?/* all handsomely delivered
and warmly received by the cus-

tomers.

Materia] is all fed straight out,

with nothing held back for an en-

core, which doesn't seem like the
best use of the numbers.

Practical effect of Hildegarde
coming on alone for the first half

of the act is that she tackles a
noisy supper room crowd and
warms them up for Johnston’s
single turn. He brings her back
on 'for the duet section by singing.

“My Cousin from Milwaukee.
This might be a better opener and
get the chantoosey away to a faster

start.

Johnston clicks nicely with his

Solo numbers, “Johnny One Note."
“Gonna Live Till I Die" and “Se-
cret Love/r Hildegarde’s solo stint,

of course, is that of the “incom-
parable" one.
In fairness to the new team, it

must he added that they jran into

some mechanical difficulties open-
ing night. One mike went dead for

a while in the first show and, just

before the late show began; a leg

of Hildegarde’s piano collapsed
while the instrument was being
pushed out to the center of the
floor Lowe.

GINA Sc GERARDO
Dance
20 Mins.
Hotel Pierre, N.Y.
The Cotillion Room is a big-

league date for Gina & Gerardo
and they rate the poshy sweep-
stakes. This is a ballroom pair

with looks, grooming and a sweep-
ing change of pace, plus a library

that at opening showed five terp

tomes. The prime stanza is ortho-

dox lift and whirl, then swiftly into

a hopped-up “Begin the Beguine
that elicits the initial iarge palms.

Third in the book is a jitterbug

jaunt with rapid shoulder revolve

as climax. So faf, very good.
Ordinarily, that would be suffi-

cient for the openers on a two-act

bill starring Nelson Eddy, but after

a stop-for-breath gag that’s win-

ningly designed, they go into rous-

ing terpassages cued by “Blue

Tango" and finish strongly with a

Cuban mambo.
Gina is a striking brunet of medi-

um height and a graceful bundle
that needs no simonizing. Gerardo
is almost unobtrusive but the obvi-

ous carrying force. Strictly a class

act in its genre. Trau.

BYRON PALMER
SonsrS’

20 Mins.
Sainfc, Las Vegas
Taking over last two frames of

Tallulah Bankhead opus as prime
vocalist is Byron Palmer. Person
able, singer displays easy manner
and nice set of pipes. He is like-

ly cafe prospect, belting pops and
special material in interesting

manner.
Palmer gets “Woman" across

handily and ably contrasts with
somber mood of “Temptation."
Topper is 11-minute Irving Berlin
biog with full musical treatment
in a “This Is Your Life” routine..

|
His dialog, addressed to Berlin as

‘ though he were in the house, is

sometimes pretty sticky. He sings
number of choruses, snatches or
just mentions titles of Berlin times,
while narrating songsmiths’ ca
reer. Young singer hardly has
time to establish self before he is

into this big portion of his act,

which may account for fact that
strong reaction doesn’t set in un-
til the Berlin portion is well on the

froad. Bob.

and 88er. unit . also

should dispense with- number built

around Hadacol, the health (jrlnk

which at one time achieved nation-

al popularity but at present is a

dated item in .the east, Jess.

OS GATOS (3)

Aero
Mins.

Apollo, N. Y.
Los Gatos are three ofay young-

sters who make with the sharpest

flips and muscle feats of the ’54

season at the Harlem key. They
combine commendable form with a
sense of humor for healthy recep-

tion.

Working each new feat slowly so

that pewsitters can fully appreci-

ate its intricades, the red-clad trio

enlarge on a bag of tricks common
among acros by making

#
them

doubly hard . to do and twice ns
colorful. They reverse usual pro-

cedure and build things like hu-
man pyramids from the sky down.
From a totem-pole position they
roll and twist themselves into

striking patterns, and the only one
who touches the floor is the anchor
man. Act has been around, but isn’t

ir. Variety's New Act files.

* FOUR TUNES
Songs
15 Mins.
Cafe Society, N. Y.

Currently riding high on the Ju-
bilee label with their click record-
ing of “Marie,” the Four Tunes are
making their Gotham nitery bow,
Negro male quartet hits its high
point when rendering their pres-
ent disk bestseller. Other offer-

ings, however, are par for the
course in the rhythm & blues com-
bo idiom. Of the four members in

the group, one strums an electric

guitar.
Repertoire includes, besides

“Marie," “Why Don’t You Haul Off
and Love Me?,'r “Please Under-
stand,” a jump version of “OV
Man River" and “September
Song.” Jess.

REY OVERBURY
Comedy-music
9 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

Musician has worked out a solid
routine of music, dance and com-
edy. Opens with announcement
that he’ll play Gershwin's “Rhapso-
dy in Blue” on his small concer-
tina, but is immediately hampered
by trousers suddenly falling down
and by collapse of stool which his
femme partner has placed for him
center stage. Gets further tied up
through piece of sticking plaster
which remains glued to his face
and hands.
Act then sitj astride stool which

moves on castors, and plays Scot
medley while pedalling to and fro
across stage. Segues -with stand-
out dance-travesty of Gary Cooper
dancing to the “High Noon" melo-
dy.
Overbury is assisted by dainty

French brunet, Suzette, decked
out In provocative Paris style.
Okay for vaudery and tv bookings.

Cord.
. : v ;• *• f » i ) h ( i •: > (i i i j j

6 ANTONETTS
Teeterboard
6 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

This young and fastmoving Con-
tinental teeterboard unit makes
a good impression first time out
here. They’re in the opening slot

but they keep the pewhoiders gapp-

ing with 'excellent execution of the
standard teeter turns and a little

extra. They’d have been used to
better advantage in closing in cur
rent Palace bill.

Blond youngster does most of
the trick stuff, assisted by two
femmes and three other men. He
does the board-into-chair turn
which is enhanced with another o
the boys catapulting on top of him
Best is a catapult onto a three
high. Grtfup opens with some okay
risley, but it detracts from the
main business at hand. Good for
all vande situations, larger niteries
and television. Chan.

LAFLOTTE DUO
Cycling
7 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Mixed French cycling duo falls

under the “needs more work” cat-

egory. In this case, much more
Man is a seasoned cyclist, display
ing a variety of skills on the bi
cycle.. But femme partner is-ob
viously a newcomer to the biz. She
attempts balancing tricks atop the
bicycle and on man’s shoulders’,

but Seems unsure* of herself and
awkward in getting on and off

Even in some of. the more simple
balancing routines, man had to
hold onto one Jeg.

He carried the act here, and
managed to get it off to an okay
hand, but it’s apparent that femme
needs a lot more training before
the duo can emerge as a polished
team. Chan.

ARISTOCRATS (5)

InstrumentaLComedy
12 Mina.
Cafe Society, N. Y.
Tag under which this five-man

unit operates doe.i’t jell with ma
terial offered. Decked out in red
tails, the combo, headed by Mur
ray Sehaflf. has an appeal that’
best suitech for suburban-type
niteries and some vaude outlets
Tumult generated by this group
isn’t grooved for the class spots or
for bistros catering to a demand
ing patronage.
Quintet is comprised of a footer

saxer, electric guitarist, cjrppjmpi;

WEEK OF MARCH 3, 1354
Numerals in connection with bill* kotow Indicate opening day of show

whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; (L) Loow; (M) Moss;

(P> paramount; (It) RKO; <S) ffolll (T> Tivoli; (W> Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (1) 4

Arlyne Frank
Genlm Mell

Brunhllda Roque
Jayne Hornby
Wally Boag
Ivanovs
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 5
Royal Rockets
Simpsons Human*
ettes

Jack Wallace
Bourbon £ Wallace
Joe Termini
Bob Lenin Co.
Ross de La Pierre
Noble 3

BILLY & ELEANOR BYRD
Dance
9 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Billy Byrd is no exceptional
terper but he can handle himself
a5

; he proves to this audience when
he works alone.

Distaff member is sepia eyeful,

but she weakens collective appeal
because she apparently only re-

cently started taking tap lessons.
She needs more experience before
she tries again. Male member
closes bit with a solo, which with
the addition of friendly chatter,
registers.

TINY KENNEDY
Song
12 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Easily 6'4" and 300 lbs. heavy.
Tiny Kennedy rolls onstage and
people laugh. They expect more
guffaws, but the big colored man
chirps as first number, “Woke Up
This Morning,” which turns out to
be run-of-the-mill bop. Evidently
it is used for a little unnecessary
variety because he follows with one
of his specialties, “Little Esther."
Donning a wide sun hat, he mixes
falsetto with basso for big yoks.

He then uses his wide vocal
range in a good imitation of the
Ink Spots.

AUCKLAND
St. James <T) 1

Walton £ O'Rourke
Charly Wood Co
Lowe & Ladd
Cook St Jeans
Daresco 3
Guy Nelson
Chevalier Bros
B Vaughan
Renita Kramer
Bouna
Bert Duke & Joy
Sonya Corbeau
Dorothy Hall
Show Girls
Nudes

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 1

Guus Brox-
O'Hagan £ Stead
John Blythe
Balcombes
Gloria Dawn

THREE HELLOS
Cycling
7 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

This is a honey of a cycling trio,

composed of two green-bloused
males and one femme. Males open
with normal run of cycle tricks on
stage bicycle, and follow this with
one doing a bandstand on his part
Deris head while still cycling. Also
balances in standing position atop
moving cycle, one foot on saddle,
the other on handlebars.

Girl joins act to make even more
complicated positions as trio mount
the bicycle together, she being

E
rojected over front wheel and
iter head-first over one male’s

shoulders. Balancing on front wheel
hub is another trick that draws
merited palming. Final gimmick is

to blindfold one male partner, who
cycles round with the other two
atop him.
Good bet for U.S. vauderies

and tv. Cord.

TONY Sc RUBY
Aerial
6 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

Highspot of this aerial duo is the
moment when the male half sets
himself up with a headstand on the
swinging trapeze and holds himself
in this position to gasps from the
customers. Gets solid mitting for
the feat, which he prefaces by do
ing a headstand on stationary tra-
peze. Gal assistant Ruby adds the
femme interest with twists aiid
twirls, and Tony does 45 turns
while swinging on his arms alone

Given stronger finish, act Would
be useful bet for U. S. vaude book-
ings. Gord.

TERRY HALL
Ventriloquism
9 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Accomplished young ventrilo-

quist has smiling assurance and
complete ease of style, and im
presses the customers wtih mouth
and voice manipulation. His main
dummy is a green-garbed, bow-tied
Irish doll named Micky Flynn.
Act engages in usual flow of

crosstalk, arid then proceeds to
make the dummy hypnotize him-
self. This is variation of routine
whereby a vent has the tables
turned on himself by dummy,
which complains of having to do al’

tile gabbing.
Vent’s other crop is a hespec-

* i

CHICAGO;
Chicago (P) S

Tony Bennett
Don Kenyon
4 Evans
H £ W Bell

DETROIT
B'way-Capltol (P) S
Dinah Wash. Show
Cootie Williams Bd
Eddie Vinson
a Zephyrs
Howell A Rrdcliff
Peg Leg Bates

MIAMI
* Olympic <P) 3

Mickey Rooney
Show

Danny Morton
Hope Zee ,

Sid Krofft
J & M Linder

AUSTRALIA

Merenos
Muracs
Max Blake
Seyler Heylen
Betty Meddings
Frank Cleary
John Bluthal
Male Ballet
Ballet Girls

SYDNEY
Tivoli <T> 1

Tommy Trlnder
Toni Green
Joe Lee
Dagenham Girl P''

W Latona St Sparks
6 De Pauls
Mary Prlestman
Littlejohns
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Toni Lamond
Maureen Helman
BaUet Girls

Hotel Pk Shoaratoh
Jose Melis

Hotel Pierre
Nelson Eddy
Gina St Gerardo
Gale Sherwood
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Relit Oro

Hotel Plaza
Lisa Kirk
A & B Lund
Ted Strealer Ore
Monte Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Marti Stevens
Milt Shaw orp
Ray Bari Ore

Hotel Sherry*
Nefherland

Charlotte Rae
Lester Lanin Oro
Jan Brunesco Oro

Hotel Statler
Horace Heldt

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quarter
Joel Grey

St M Murray
Mon Toy
Darvas St Julia
Lee Sharon
Rob Murray
7 Ashtons
Ruby Richards
Art Waner Ore
B Harlowe Ore
La Vlo En Rose
Amalia
Irwin Corey

BRITAIN

. ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 1

Prince Zahoor
Joe Stein
Noon Bros
Josie
Jack Grieve
Larry Marsh & A
Billy Gay
Moulin Rouge Girls

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 1

Roy Rogers .

Trigger
Dale Evans
Rey St Ronjy
Jo Jac Sc Jonl
Montons *
Walthon Sc D'ralne
Whipporwills

BLACKPOOL
Palace (l> 1

Jack Raddiffe
Anton St Janette
2 Mazurs
Reid Twins
Rob Murray
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Joan Rhodes
Maureen Kershaw

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 1

Dancing Dandies St

E
Nitwits
Kazan Sc Katz
liana Decker
Peter Dulay
F. Bamberger tc P
Nelson Bros

CHISWICK
Empire (I) 1

Beverley Sis
Hal Monty
Fayne St Evans
3 Hellos
Freddie Harrison
Patsy Silva
Buntv St Clair

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 1

Joe King
Maxwells
Leg Traversos
Peter Crawford 3

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 1

Phyllis Dixey
Hylda Baker
O'ohnny Lockwood
Irving Sc Girdwood
El Granadas St P
Jack Tracy
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) 1

3 Smith Bros
S & M Harrison
Myrons
5 J's St June
Tipsy Sc Brow
Nino Rubio

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 1

Laurel St Hardy
3 Jills
Alan Rowe *

Ursula St Gus

Harry Worth
Der'ck Rosalre St T
Paul Arland
Roy Jt Ray
Kayes Peke*

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 1

Monty Norman
Benny Hill
Dolores Ventura
Ballet Montmartre
J St S Lamonte
John Laycock & M
3 Loose Screws
Lecky St Iitnry

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 1

Frankie Vaughn
Tommy Cooper
Dawn White Co
Victor Julian Pets
Hackford St Doyle
Newman Twins
Terry Hall
Roy Belles

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) I

Jack Parnell Bd
La Bommle
Sapphires
Taos Miller
Mike McKenzie
Marion Davis
Lennle Hale

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 1

Issy Bonn
Eno St Lane
Rexanos
Ray Alan St Steve
2 Tones
Robert!
Billy Bartholomew
McAndrews Sc Mills

SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 1

Eve Boswell
Kirby A Hayes
Musical Elliotts
Skating Vogues
D Sc J DE-Mott
P St J Yulle
Frank Preston
Julie- Sc Marie
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 1

Le* Traversos
Dorothy Squires
Rex Roper St Pat
Authors £

'

Swinson
Bruce Forsyth
Bobbie Klmber
Kovacs
Tony £ Ruby
L Ac L Rogers

SWANSEA
Empire <M) 1

David Hughes
Tommy Fields
A & D Aldott
Joe Church
Des O'Connor
Lorraine
Shane St LaMar
David Hurst
Keefe Bros & A

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Blue Angel
Orson Bean
Felicia Sanders
Burl Ives
Jorie Remes
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Sotr
Jimmie Daniels
Madmoiselles
Oliver Wakefield
Kaye Ballard
Dolores Brown

Cafe Society
Goofcrs
4 Tunes
Neula Atcs
Aristocrats
Anthony Roberts

Celebrity Club
Ed Schaefer
Stuart Harris
Alfred tc Lenore
Roger Steel Ore

Chateau Madrid
Paul Roguet
Tanya Reyes
Marta Nita
Pupl Campo Oro
Freddie Alonso
Sarita Herrera

Copacabang
Helen Traubel

Joey Bishop
Peggy Ryan it Ray
McDonald

Lorraine & Brunner
Sandy Evans
M Durso Oro
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Julep Lande Ore
No. 1 Fifth Avo
Jimmy Komack
Charmonlzers
Bob Downey
Harold FonvUle
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian

Sadie Banks
Sid Gould
Joo LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hamshay
Misna Uzdanoff
Senia KaravaeS
Misha Markoff
Hotel New Yorker
Ed Sc Wilma Leary
Jo Barnum
Ben Dova
Steve Kisley Ore
Dee Drummond ‘

A-RoLUnh Tri«> - >

Skylarks
Van Smith Ore
Jovlta Ore
. „!<• Ruban Bleu
Julius Monk
Jonathan Winters
Isabelle Robins
Artie Johnson
Jackson Sisters
N Parris Trio

Versailles
'Nice To' See You'
Fay DeWItt
Don Liberto
Georgie Kaye
Al Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Margy Duncan
Paula Stewart
Carol “ Ohinart
Salvatore Gloe Ore
PanchUo Ore

Village Barn
Rachel Ellen
Jack Malone
Carell & Carlyle
Larry- MacMahon
Joe Furst
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Enid Mosler
W1U Holt
Trude Adams
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Connie Russell
Hamilton Trio
N Brandwynne Oro
Mlscha Barr Ore

CHICAGO
Blue Angel

Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichols
Bob WeDyck Trio

Black Orchid
Gay Cherney
Ross £ West
Lurlene Hunter
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez Pare*
Lillian Roth
Don Rice
Carmen Lope*
Brian Famon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Margie Lee
Capek
Lippe £ Balisch

Bobby May
Bob Bromley
B1U Griffin
N £ J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears (7)

Boulevar-Dons (G>

F Masters Ore
Edgewater Baach

Charlivels
Rudy Horn
D Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Ore

Palmar House

Romo Vinceht
Robert Maxwell
Federico Rey
Pilar Gomez
Empire Eight
Emil Coleman Ore

lOS ANGELES

Ambassador Hotel

James Melton
Henry King Ore

Band Box
Buddy Lester
Joyce Taylor
Leo Diamond
Larry Green Trio

Bar of Music
Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Blltmore Hotel
Connie Haines
Gil Lamb
Hal Derwin Oro

.

Clro's
Julius La Rosa
Janik £ Arnaut
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charley Foy's
Arthur L.
Pat C,

Simpkins
Flick

Rita Rehm
Marguerite Padula
A. Browne Ore

Mocambo
Dick Contlno
Paul Hebert Ore

Moulin Rouge
B Minevltch H R
De Castro Sis (3)

Dominique
Chiqulta £ Jobnsob
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (5)

Gina Genardi
Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancers

Staffer Hotel
Carmen Torres
Cardini
J Bachemin
Frankie Carle Ore
Ron Perry Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Atlantis Hotel
Henry Tobias
Sid Lewis Ore
Pepe £ Susie

Algiers Hotel
Buddy Walker
Mai Malkin Ore
Tony £ Renea

Bar of Musis
Bill Jdrdan
Guy Rennie
Harvey Bell
Beth Challis
Gina Valenta
Ethel Davis
Fred Thompson

Blrdland
Terry Gibbs
Joe Mooney
Do-Ray-Me 3

Snoremede
Preacher Rollo S •

Ray Mambo Ore :

Lynita
Beachcomber

Sophie Tucker
Sammy Davis
Will Mastin 3
Myron Cohen
G. Tapps £ Co
Harry Ridhman
Eddie Heywood .3

Lcn Dawson Oro
Casablanca

Crlstlne Jorgensen
June Taylor Girls
Mylei Bell
Dave Tyler Ore

Celebrity ‘Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
Larry Foster
The Williams (2)

Teddy King Ore
Clro's

Frances Faye
The Red Capa
The Trenlers
Jo Thompson

Clovqr Club
Tony Martin
Alan King
Betty Luster
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury

Dl Lido Hotel
Jack E. Leonard
Al Martino
Zig £ Vivian Baker
Freddie Calo Ore

Empress Hotel
Hal Edwards Ore

M Darby Dancers

L'Atglon
Chuy Reyes Ore
L'Alglon Strings
Charlie Farrell

Latin Quarter
Joe E. Lewis
Jane Morgan ,

Bernard Bros
The Szonys
Veronica Bell
Ruth Costello
Ralph Young
Plroska
Ernie Amato
Cortez Ore
Campo Ore
Antone £ Ina

Lord Tarleton
Jack Stuart Ore
Jeannie Moore

Leon A Eddie's
Myra Davis
Cnuck Fontaine
Acres O'Reilly
Jackie Gordon
Billy Austin
Nancy Kent
Charlotte Waters
Bill Gray

'

Ralph Gilbert
Nautilus Hotel

Denise Darcel
Frisara £ Reynolds
Antone £ Ina
Sid Stanley Ore

Patio
Mary Kaye Trio

Sans Soucl Hot*'

Facundo Rivero »

Bert Stone
Eddie Snyder
Sacaras Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs

LaRue's
Mrs. T. Manvllle
Louis Adler Ore

Roney Pl««
MUt Herth Tno
George Hines Ora

Saxony Hotai

LoS Chavales
Trlni Reyes
Val Olman Ore
Helene
Tony De La Crus

Vagabonds
Vagabonds <4>

Marla Neglia
Condos £
Mary Ann P

60!1

//
Frank Linale Ore

IAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Desert Inn
Jackie Miles

Les Charlivels

Betty Reilly
El Cortez

Jay Jason
Laveme Pearson
Dewey Sisters

. „ w , (Contiouecl

Wild Bill Davis

Trio
Sextette From
' tlnndaPHunger

.laming#
Rose Marie
Lenny Kent





$1,600,006 Potential Intake Looms

For xi |tn/u nvuvvo
have ti

By NORMAN S. NAtffeL
(Theatre eC, Columbus Citizen

)

Columbus, March 2.

When the Columbus Citizen an-

nounced its first New. York The-

atre Party, just two years ago,

that newspaper had given little

thought, if any, to the effect of
»uch a public service on the Broad-

way stage. We were concerned
with rendering a service which
readers of the theatre pages had in*

dicatd they wanted, Success of

the three theatre parties since

then, and the scramble for reser-

vations for the coming junket,

week of March 21, indicate that

the service is meeting the need.

In New York during January of
’52 to boy tickets for the trip in

March of that year, I talked with
theatre pressagents about the
project’s changes of success. They
talked more about what it could

do for Broadway business. They
envisioned such theatre parties

coming from every city -and ham-
let east of the Mississippi, with an
unprecedented boom in ticket

sales. •

So far. at leasts the idea of es-

corting a group of local citizens to

New York for a week of theatre-

going has remained our baby,
though anyone else is welcome , to

It. There has been considerable
curiosity about it, however, and
other newspapers in other distant

cities might adopt the idea before
long.
For our part, we have become

convinced that theatre parses
ci .Id spread and,, in time, might
make a significant difference in
the finances of a number of Broad-
way productions*

This is the Citizen’s operation:
Twice each year (March and Oc-

(Continued on page 68)

:

Christie .Witness’ Set

. Tor B’way Next Fall
London, Feb. 23.

“Witness for the Prosecution,”
Agatha Christie hit play at the
Winter Garden Theatre here, is to

be staged on Broadway in the fall.

Peter Saunders, "who presents the
thriller in London, is to co-present
with Gilbert Miller. Sattfiders ex-

pects to go to^New York in the
summer to make final arrange-
ments.

Meantime he is readying his lat-

est play, “The Manor of North-
stead.” a sequel to “TheChiltern
Hundreds” (presented in New York
as “Yes, My Lord”), with A. E.

Matthews and Marie Lohr co-

starred. Play opens a six weeks’
provincial tour at Nottingham
March 18.

Lots of girls hatfe turned up noses,

Honey hair and lips of roses;

Hundreds also havetout torso.

Just as good or maybe more so.

All in all, you’re just a sample

Of the goods that’s always.ample.

Why, then, do the wolves pursue
you—

Always will forever woo you?

That's a cinch, my average lassie,

’Tafint the stacking of your
chassis;

Figure’s good—but let’s he frank

—

You’ve got better in the bank.

Tom Weatherly.

Pitt Operetta Seasoi -

Set Despite '53 Loss;

Prep Imposing Sked
Pittsburgh, March 2.

Despite a deficit of around $130.-
000 last year, Pittsburgh will have
another season of outdoor musicals
this summer at the Pitt Stadium.
Civic Light Opera Assn, announced
over the weekend its plans for a
series of eight shows, and possibly
nine, with around $125,000 antici-

pated ^from patrons and contribu-
tors. in addition to boxoffice re-
ceipts.

Board of directors signed
William Wymetal again as manag-
ing director, and he left Immedi-
ately for New York to line up some
stars. Wymetal Said he could not
set up a schedule of attractions
until he learned definitely what
people are available.

It’s practically certain, however,
that Lisa Kirk will come back to
her hometown In the Ethel Mer-
man role in “Panama Hattie,” and
that other prospects are Gordon
MacBae for either “The Student
Prince” or Blossom Time,” and
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette Mac-
Donald, although not together, in
a brace' of operettas.
Another possibility, which Wy-

metal has been quietly working on
for sometime, is Jose Ferrer in the
musical adaptation of “Cyrano De
Bergerac” with Rosemary Clooney
(Mrs. Ferrer) as her husband’s co-
star.

There will be changes in the
CLO staff this year, but Wymetal
won’t be ready to announce them
for a few weeks yet. It’s believed
that decision of the board to con-
tinue was principally based on
state approval of a big downtown
ampitheatre and auditorium which
would give CLO its own base of
operations, with a seating capacity
of around 9,000 and a house with
a movable roof in case of had
weather.

Melton Sings With Evans
For NCAC Management
James Melton, who’s been with

Columbia Artists Mgt. for the last
15 years or more, has signed an
exclusive contract with Lawrence
Evans, and moves over to the rival
National Concert & Artists Corp.,
where* Evans is now berthed.

Evans was a top exec at Colum-
bia for years, until he left two
years ago, and managed^ Melton
then* He will handle Melton for
concerts and tv.

Bam, Nag Tiein

Raises Cleve. Ire

Cleveland, March 2.

Strawhat theatres and race-
horses don’t jell, in the opinion of
a Cleveland suburb’s mayor, who
threatens to throw the red, light at
a proposed 1,500-seat tuneshow
tent theatre which its sponsors
want to erect next to the Thistle-
down Racetrack.

Project, tagged the Cleveland
MusiCamival, is being organised
by John J. Price, local tv-radio ac-
tor, writer and producer. A re-
puted $100,000 has been raised by
his socially prominent backers,
headed by Robert H. Bishop 3d,
for a 15-week season of musicals
running from June 8 through
Sept. 18.

Track theatre under canvas drew
a loud blast from William J.
Racek, mayor of Warrensvilie
Heights, who didn’t think much' of
the idea. First of all, he claimed
it sounded more like a hurdy-gurdy
circus than a legit theatrical proj-
ect. Also claimed it would cause
more traffic-jamming problems
during the racing season when
roads take beating from the gee-
gee followers.

Despite Racek’s opposition.
Price, production manager of Musi-
Camival, is recruiting ail his
wealthy backers to help him fight
for a special zoning permit when
his request comes up in a council
hearing March 23.

Staff organized by him will in-
clude William H. Boehm, pro oper-
etta-radio singer, as stage mana-
ger, and Tilda Morse, of the Metro-
politan Opera, as choreographer.
All-Equity casts with guest stars
are planned for shows, -each run-
ning six nights. Theatre will be
patterned after the Cape Cod
Melody Tent at Hyannis, Mass.,
and St. John Terrell’s Music Cir-
cus at Lambertville, NJ., accord-
ing to Price, who has been study-
ing their production techniques.

CANADA RADIO IN

TRIBUTE TO O'NEILL
Montreal, March 2.

With Rupert Caplan. directing,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
through its Montreal outlet, CBM,
will pay tribute to Eugene O'Neill
with a 234-hour program next
Wednesday (10). The offering will
present extracts from eight O'Neill
plays from “Bound East for Car
diff” to “Iceman Cometh.”
Caplan has a personal interest in

this particular show as he worked
with O’Neill during the formative
period of the Provincetown The-
atre group in New York. The plays
have been adapted by Mac Shoub
with music arranged by Neil
Chotem. Brooks Atkinson, N. Y.
Times drama critic, will be narra-
tor during the broadcast.

Sets Id US. Tour
f

Ballets Espagnols, major Euro-

pean dance company headed by
Teresa & Luisillo," its* founders-

stars, will make Its first American
tour next season, in an 18-week
cross-country >trek. Spanish troupe,
managed in Europe -by Jules
Borkon, will be presented in the
U. S. by Michaux Moody, Rich-
mond concert manager who nor-
mally books attractions through-
out . the south. Bookings will be
handled by David Libidins, N. Y.
indie concert manager^ . who
booked the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo for many years.

Troupe, formed four years ago
in Paris, has toured all over Eu-
rope since* to universally good no-
tices. At present, the group is

in Switzerland. In May it will
leave for its first South American
visit, on a three-month tour.
Troupe will probably open in N. Y.
Oct. 15 for a two weeks’ starter.
Company of 36 will include 16
dancers, two singers, one guitarist
and conductor, and an orch to be
recruited here. It will offer two
programs, with. 15 numbers in
each evening’s program.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy), p (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).

King of Hearts (C)—Elaine Per-
ry, prod.; Walter Kerr, dir.; Donald
Cook, Jackie Cooper, stars.
Magic and Loss (D)—Alex Cohen,

Ralph Alswang* prods.; Michael
Gordon, dir.; Uta Hagen, star.

‘Ruy Bias’ Scores With

Paris Stage Revival;

‘Gigi’ Shapes As Hit
Paris, March 2.

Theatre National Populaire r
vival of “Ruy Bias,” romanti

drama in two acts (six scenes) t

Victor Hugo, which opened -
j

Palais De Chaillot, Feb. 27, is or
of the top legit spectacles in towi
Hugo’s thundering romanticisi

sweeps all the plays asides, coinc
dences and flambuoyant excess*
into beautiful and moving theatr
with splendid staging, top thespir
and pacing. This adequately stati
the case for the Populaire, which i

a $1.25 top can give such excellei
theatre and spectacle. In for
long run in the rep of this cor
pany, this show will undoubted!
settle the recent budgetary dif
culties this state-subsidized houi
has run into. With the draw of tl
top film star here, Gerard Philip
supported by Gaby Sylvia, this wi
fill the immense Palais De Chai
lot whenever given. Jean Vili
directed.

Alexandra Roube-Jansky pr
sented “Gigi,” a comedy in tv
acts (six scenes) by Colette ar
Anita Loos, adapted from the nov
by Colette, at Theatre Des Ar
Sunday (28). Staged, by Jea
Meyer, show stars Marguerli
Pierry, Alice Cocea; features Ev
lyne Ker, Jacques Dacqumine, L*
Peltier and Madeleine Rousset.

This nostalgic period piece star
ed life as a short novel of Coleti
in 1942, made the film transform;
tion in 1950 and Daniele Delorn
into a star, was adapted by Anil
Ix>os for Broadway and made* a st;
of Audrey Hepburn, and no
makes its logical way back to tl
stage here in a bonbon-like pri
auction and dressing which al<
keys off a snugly decorated ne
theatre under the aegis of Mm
Roube-Jansky. Fine crix welcom
excellent thesping and cozy aspec
of the play insure this a long ru
here, with Evelyn^Ker anoth*
young actress fobeneflt from tl
name role.

pianist Wilhelm Bacl
70, will return to tl

German
* »< ***** * tiuui iu u

U.5. after-aii absence of 28 year

u A at Cameg
Hall, N.Y., March 30. This will l
nis only appearance in the Unite
States.

Fred Burleigh’s luck, which has held for almost 20 years, ran out
on him last week. Director of -Pittsburgh Playhouse In aU that time
has never had understudies for any of toe leading roles in his shows
figuring a regular cast itself is hard enough to recruit in a community
theatre without lopking for standbys, too, and has never had to call

off a performance because of illness or other reasons. He came a
cropper, however, on “Take a Giant Step,” When Mae Glover, in the
part of “Grams,” was rushed to the hospital for an emergency appen-
dectomy, two performances of the Louis Peterson play had to be
cancelled until Playhouse management came up with a replacement
They pad to go to New York for an actress; she was Phyllis Walker,
who had understudied “Grams” in the Broadway production. Miss
Walker arrived in Pittsburgh in the afternoon, had one run-through
and gave a letter-perfect performance in the evening. She’s staying

with “Step” until the four-week run closes Saturday night (6).

As a logical outgrowth of Its new legit ties and Broadway leanings,

the Metropolitan Opera this season, .for the first time, has been listing

a couple of its productions in the* ABC alphabetical legit show ads
in the N/Y./ Times and HerAld Tribune. First was some weeks ago
with “Fledermaus.” Last week, the Met ran two insertions- on its new
production of “Barber of Seville.” What made last week’s two inser-

tions doubly unusual was the fact that the Met, in listing brief quotes
from three critics at top the ad, used one pan. Quotes read: “1954

hit”—-World-Tel. & Sun; “found it depressing”—Thomson (Tribune);

“most brilliant, artistic and amusing performance”—-Downes (Times).

The Met says the ad elicited much comment, including some from
Broadwayites.

British showman Jack -Hylton writes in The London Daily Mirror,

Feb. 23, on “Why I Wai>t -to Be An M, P.” that “I was brought up
in a political atmosphere; took my first music lessons in one of Blatch-

ford’s Clarion Clubs, listened while great stars like Marie Lloyd sat

round a table in my father’ pub' (in Bolton, Lancashire) making plans

to bring trade unionism into the variety performers' profession and
r so improve working Conditions ... I don’t want to become a Member
of Parliament for the money—which is small—nor even the honor,

which is great. I don’t in fact, want to become just an ‘M. P.' I want
to become a Labour M. P. who sits for Bolton.” Hylton, bandleader
turned impresario, is now 61.

Backers of the Modem American Theatre production of “tyillfight

currently at the Theatre de Lys in New York’s Greenwich Village,

include Kim Swados, show’s set. and lighting designer, $400; playwright
George Axelrod, $500; Leslie Stevens, author of the play, $500; his

father, .Vice-Admiral Leslie C. Stevens, $500; Richard C. Killin, mem-
ber of MAT, $1,000; Gayle Stine, MAT general manager, $1,575. Pro-
duction is capitalized at $8,500, with no provision for overcall.

College Shows
The Tempest

(Yale Dramatic Assn.)
New Haven, March 2.

What is probably the most novel
presentation of “The Tempest” to
be bandied acros footlights is the
Yale Dramatic Assn.’s contribution
to the five-week Shakespeare Fes-
tival now in progress at that uni-
versity.

Original in conception, and in-
teresting in execution, this version
of the Bard’s comedy flicks a page
from the possible future by estab-
lishing its mode of transportation
as space ships, rather than sea-
going ones, and its locale as an-
other planet, .rather than our own
terra firma.
With a basic set representing a

sort of control room in his house,
play gets underway with Prospero,
through a series of jamming tac-
tics, forcing the space ship with
Antonio, Sebastian, et al, on board
to fly off its course and land on
Prospero’s planet. From there on,

-

any resemblance between this and
the original Elizabethan produc-
tion is strictly coincidental.
Much imagination has gone into

the staging and designing of this
work. Characters studded with
walkie-talkie outfits; scenes shift-
ing to various .parts of a remote
planet via video fading in and out,
and marked emphasis on things as
they may be in the future, coupled
with the underlying story line as
it applies to today, all add up to a
highly unorthordox presentation of
a heretofore more or less standard-
ized product.

There’s some excellent acting In-
jected into this amateur produc-
tion, particularly good being Rob-
ert Hock’s interpretation of Cali-
ban. Also registering are John
Dreiske, as Prospero; Bennett
Wood, as Ariel; Percy Douglas, as
Tnnculo, and John Own, as Ste-
phen. Original music and choreog-
raphy provide fitting complement
to the pverall novelty of this opus.

Credits include direction by Leo
Lavandero; sets and costumes, Don
Tirrell; music, Samuel Pottle;
lighting, Robert Leach, and chore-
ography, Donna Snoek. Bone.

ixmiss
„ ..

Montreal, Feb. 1
McGill U.*» Red St White productlc

revue In two act* (nine scenes). Feal
Corlnne Copnlck* Irwin Urowu,' He
Bergen Directed by John Pratt. Prodby Ber/lard Rothman. Sets and liJohn Farley, Richard Fletcher. 1
Grier; ’ costumes, Wendy WhaUey; c]
ojgraphy, Brian MacDonald;' muslca
rector. Howard Bacal. At Moyse
Montreal; $1.60 top.

The ’54 Red & White revi
“Love Amiss,” offered by McG
U. undergrads with assist from
few grads, is a decided impro\
ment over the past three years a:
should be ranked with the best
the 26 years th^se shows have be
presented.
Under the astute, direction

John Pratt, “Love Amiss” has an
enthusiasm and pacing which more
than makes up for the lack of story
’and some overlong production
numbers. Basing the. current revue
on the theme of a. group from the
United Nations on a tour Of inspec-
tion in London, Paris, Moscow and
back in the U.S., Richard Purser,
who scripted the musicomedy,
manages to work in some fairly
amusing sequences in all countries.

The revue this year has almost
gone overboard on satire, with the
Moscow session getting most of the
barbs-. Little restraint has been put
on the writers on any political
phase of the country impaled, and
the resulting obviousness dulls im-
pact in most cases. Music and lyrics
for the most part are a cut above
average, with kudos going to Roy
Wolvin, Ken Rosenberg and musi-
cal director Howard Bacal.
A trim line of hoofers under

direction of Brian MacDonald does
well at all times, looking particu-
larly effective in the big finale,
“Great American Dream.” Other
than the occasional localism, which
is inevitable in this type show,
“Love Amiss” has stayed in .a more
worldly vein to the credit of all

concerned. Revue had to be ex-
tended for additional performances
because of capacity biz during
original run. Newt.

A POLICEMAN'S LOT

IS NOT A COMMON ONE
Minneapolis; March 2.

Leading role
v
in the U. of Min-

nesota Theatre’s production of

Eugene O'Neill’s “Marco Millions,”
opening March 7, will be played by
a policeman who has walked a beat
here the past five years.

He’s > 27-year-old Wayne Hartley,
who became a U. of Minnesota stu-

dent while continuing on the police

force. He also has gone in for dra-
matics and won out for the ensuing
play’s lead.

Hartley properly is studying
law and he ‘has been able to rear-

range his police duties (by working
on days off) and classroom activi-

ties and studies so that he could

be present for rehearsals^ and be

on hand for all of the performances
during the two-week run.

Licensing Irish Mgrs.
- Dublin, Feb. 23.

Bill to be brought up in Dail

(congress) here will call for regis-

tration and licensing of all theat-

rical managers
]
operating in this

country. Proposed legislation has

been sparked by Irish Actors

Equity and backed by several lead-

ing managements..
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Actors Equity does not contem-

plate revamping its new summer
stock rules, according to a letter

sent out last Thursday (25) to 17

gtrawhat managers. Letter was an
answer to a petition sent to Equity

Feb. 16, In which 17 barn opera-

tors listed. 10 objections to the rais-

ing of jobbing minimums and the

revision of the rule calling for a

five-day rehearsal period- and the

limitation of the number of actors

allowed to tour in one package on
jobbing contracts.

The petition demanded that the

Equity Council '“meet with a com-
mittee of stock managers to rene-

gotiate the rules in dispute" or

"meet publicly with a committee
of stock managers to debate before

members of Equity and the press,

to defend their reasoning in pro-

mulgating these rules, and to at-,

tempt to disprove the managers'
contentions of disadvantages and
hardships that will befall the rank
and file membership of Equity and
the entire summer, stock industry."

Equity held off on answering- the
petition, due to the lade of a suf-

ficient number of council members
on hand to give the beef thorough
evaluation when, first presented.

Petition, therefore, was turned
over to Equity's stock committee
for its opinion.' After going over
the document, the stock commit-
tee reported.. it didn’t think revi-

sions were necessary. The coun-
cil, in turn, decided to adhere to
the stdek committee’s decision.

New jobbing minimum, inciden-
tally, has been raised to $75, with
rehearsal 'pay also going up to $40.
The resident minimum, however,
remains at $55. The jobbing con-
tract is only binding for a one-week
period and can. only be extended
on a weekly basis by mutual agree-
ment by the actor and manager.
The resident contract, which is the
minimum stock: contract, is on a
fortnight's basis. ’

,

The. Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents •& Managers is making its

first concrete effort to garner sum-
mer theatre employment for its

members. Union is currently work-
ing on a formula to cover the
strawhat field in which its demands
would vary according to the gross
potential of a theatre. Previously
ATPAM had approached the barn
circuit problem on a hlt-or-miss
basis, with no definite rules gov-
erning the situation.

Whether the union will be able
to enforce any newly-devised pol-
icy is problematical, since the barn
operators have, in the past, shown
resistance to any possibility of
ATPAM gaining a foothold on bam
operations. However, union feels
it’s in a much better bargaining po-
sition now than- in previous years.

Dallas Theatre ’54 Heads

For Best Season to Date;

‘Heel’ $12,400 in 3 Wks.
Dallas, March 2.

Margo Jones’ Theatre ’54, mid-
way of an extended 30-week sea-
son, seems headed for its best of
eight seasons of arena legit fare.
With opening four new plays on
the plus side, local legit org
racked up an all-season b.o. with
Samson Raphaelson’s “The Heel,"
when the fifth new script of the
53-’54 season netted $12,400 for
24 performances in its three-week
run.

SRO showings drew 4,757 payees,
over capacity for the 198-seat
arena. Only Tennessee Williams’
Summer and Smoke," which
preemed here in a two-week run
at Theatre *47, has been a sellout.

Heel” may show further on
Broadway and as film fare. Reese
Halsey, literary head of William
Morris Agency, o.o.’d the local pro-
duction with idea of future pic
edition. Miss Jones may direct a
N.Y. stage production this fall.

Sixth and current new script is
A Rainbow at Home,’’ by Milton

Robertson, script director of
WNEW, N.Y, radio station.

Shuffle in remaining sked puts
a hew musical comedy, “Horatio,”
by Ira Waliach, David Baker and
Sheldon Harnick, in Theatre '54
for a March 8-27 run. -Musical re-
places William Guthrie’s “The Em-
barcation for the Happy Isles,"
postponed for further rewriting
by the author. Also, Manning
Gurian’s original, “Way of a
Woman," has been omitted for the
same reason and Miss Jones is
reading scripts for the March 29-
April 17 replacement.

British'Caine' Mapped;

European Tour Seen
With three U.S. companies of

“Caine Mutiny Court Martial" now
blueprinted, producer Paul Greg-
ory considering a London edition
of the Herman wouk dramatization
for next fall. He’ll leave for Eng-
land in May to make the necessary
arrangements. Possible that the
show .may be sent to France and
Italy after its West End run and
provincial tour.

Only other Gregory production
done abroad was “Don Juan in
Hell," starring Charles Boyer,
Charles Laughton, Cedric Hard-
wicke and Agnes Moorehead. It
toured the British provinces sev-
eral years ago.

10 Shows Mapped

On 1st S. Cal Tent
Hollywood, March 2.

Ten musicomedies are planned
by Ben Kamsler as the initial sea-
son lineup for his Tent Theatre,
which opens May 24 bn the grounds
of the Town and Country Village,

in the geographical heart of Los
Angeles. It will be the first tent
musical theatre in Southern Cali-

fornia, . although Lewis & Young
have been operating one in Sacra-
mento for two years.

Kamsler has been associated
with Leightor Brill for the last

two years in the operation of Melo-
dy Fair, the Toronto musical tent
outfit His setup here will be pat-

terned after the Toronto operation,
although it will have a longer sea-
son. Kamsler plans to produce
lOtShows during his 20-week sea-
son.

Tent Theatre here will seat

1,900. There will be free parking
facilities 'for 1,000 cars, and the
theatre is located near the city’s

famed Restaurant Row. Tickets
Will be scaled from $1.80 to $3.60.

' Kamsler plans a permanent
musical director, choreographer,
stage manager and public relations

director in addition to other per-
sonnel, with permanent employees
to number around 70.

ROCHESTER ARENA GETS

COWARD’S II. S. PREEM
Rochester, N. Y., March 2.

The Arena Theatre this week
completed huddles with Noel Cow-
ard’s New York' representatives

and will present the American
preem of the Britisher’s recent
London success, “Relative Values."
Comedy will open at the local

theatre-in-the-round March 23 and
run for two weeks. John Sedwick
will direct the show, which con-

cerns the attempts of a stuffy

young man to marry an .American
film actress against his mater’s op-

position.

Preceding this, producers Omar
K. Lerman and Dorothy Chernuck
will present their fourth annual
Shakespearean show, “Othello,” in

modern dress for two weeks, be-

ginning March 9.

Stage Service Formed

For Community Groups
An organization designed to

service community and industrial

groups with stage productions has

been formed in New York under
the tag of Theatrix, Inc. Outfit

will organize complete packages,

supplying scripts, musical scores,

costumes, lights, publicity and

either professional or local casts.

In addition, org will handle the

staging and production of the pres-

entations. An advisory service on

promotion and other production as-

pects will also be offered by Thea-

trix.

Heading the operation is Isaac

Van Grove, who was conductor of

the Chicago Grand Opera for eight

years and a musical director on

Broadway. Associated with Van
Grove, in the project are Nannette

Rantz, Alex Schenkein and M. D.

(Doc) Howe. David Lipsky is flack-

ing for the org.

Up ip Hi» Role
Edinburgh, March. 2.

WJUiam Luff, 77, playing the
role^Tff the pirate Cecco in
“Peter Pan" here,' has ap-
peared in the show (with ex-
ception of the two war years
1916 and 1917) every year
since 1906.

In the 1927 season at the
London Gaiety he took the
leading role of Captain Hook
opposite Jean Forbez-Robert-
son, latter in her first seasoif
as Peter.

LANDON LAIRD’S

TAINT SO TO

JOE SHEA
Kansas City.

Editor, Variety:

What in the heck is Joe Shea
trying to prove with his article,
“Legit’s ‘Stepchild’ Status on U.S.
Newspapers Despite High Ad
Rates,” on Page 1 of Variety re-
cently?

I know Joe well for years. How
can he do that to the Kansas City
Star? The next time he brings
“Harvey” in here—for the 68th
time—I’ll use a 1-2 column cut of
a rabbit instead of a 2-column mug
shot of Frank Fay. And Fayzie
won’t be happy!

His first three lines in the story
speak of “Diminishing editorial
space devoted to amusements and
to the legitimate theatre in particu-
lar—”

Look, Joe. I’ve been the Drama
Editor of The Star for 25 years,
have batted my brains out to get
added" space for the legit here

—

and never was given as much 3pace
as I am getting now. And your
piece is the thanks'l get
You say (and I quote), “The

amusement field is now running a
poor third and fifth to most other
sections of the newspaper.”
You say again, “TTiere is no

Broadway column carried as a
regular policy (and in many in-
stances no Hollywood column
either). The so-called dramatic
pages are just blocks of amuse-
ment ads, so crowded that the
reader needs a Geiger counter to
find the ad he’s looting for).’’

That’s a lot of you-know-what so
far as The Star is concerned, Joe,
and any number of other agents

—

Harry Davies, Ted Goldsmith, A1
Butler, A1 Spink, Sam Stratton,
Charley Washburn and Carlton
Miles—will tell you so.

Joe Flynn will tell you so. too.

He won’t let you have a bite of that
sandwich he has been carrying
around in his pocket since yester-
day.

Look, Joe Shea (if Variety lets

you or anyone else see this piece):

The Star carries a New York
theatre letter written by Joseph

(Continued on page 66) >

ATPAM Sets Up Special

Rule to Spread Work
Flacks belonging to the Assn, of

Theatrical Press Agents & Man-
agers who are handling one or
more Broadway shows will have to

take on an associate when handling
a special performance, ‘according

to a revision in union’s working
rules. Special performance cate-

gory, incidentally, covers presenta-

tions that have one-to-four show-
ings in a week. Move was made to

sprea.d work for the unemployed
flacks in the union.

Minimum wage for special per-

formances is $150, whether produc-
tion runs one or four perform-
ances. Under the new ruling an
associate, brought in to handle a

special performance, will have
^
to

be paid $135 by the senior press-

agent.

Wynn Preps Revue
Los Angeles, March 2.

Ed Wynn is prepping a return to

legit in a new revue, as yet un-
titled, which is currently in re-

hearsal here. Show is slated to

bow March 21 at the Geary in Sdn
Francisco. It will run there for

three weeks before coming to the

Biltmore here, prior to a national

tour.

Paul Small is producing the

show.

See Slim N.Y. Show List (or Summer
-*

Despite Current Fme B way Season

250 Clevelanders Due

On April N.Y. Show Train
Cleveland, March 2.

.Cleveland Press Show Train to
New York will carry 250 Cleve-
landers to a theatre party April
24-30. For $89.50 (day coach) the
party will be transported on a spe-
cial train with their own lounge
cars, and will be housed at the
Paramount Hotel.
Shows promised for the inclu-

sive package price include “Tea-
house of the August Moon,” “Kis-
met," “Almanac," “Solid Gold
Cadillac” and “Cinerama."
Omar Ranney, theatre editor,

Mike Lapine, service director, and
Ed Clark, travel editor, cooper-
ated for the Press in lining up the
tickets, reservations and general
promotion.

ladies Taking To

Road;DueinN.Y.
Chicago, March 2.

Jules Pfeiffer is turning his
“Good Nite Ladies" farce loose' on
the road again. Although the two-
fer enterprise is still well in the
black at the Great Northern here,
it has started to slip a bit, so the
producer-owner is yanking it at
the end of next week for another
tour.

Pfeiffer, an expert in getting
boxoffice* mileage out of cheapies,
says, he can make more coin out
of ‘Ladies" tm the road, where
the operating and advertising ex-
penses are less. He claims he’s
already spent $70,000 blurbing the
show here and that it’ll be more
when the final 11-week tab is tal-

lied.

After two weeks at the Davidson
Theatre in Milwaukee, “Ladies”
heads east by easy stages, with , a
planned invasion of Broadway
skedded for the middle of July.
Pfeiffer’s last New York enterprise
was in 1946, when he had “Maid
in the Ozarks" in for 11 weeks at
the Belasco.

*

Meanwhile, producer is prepping
a revival of' “Tobacco Road,”
which he hopes to bring into Chi
in a couple of months. He’s dicker-
ing with* John Carradine or Henry
Hull for the lead role.

Although Broadway Is having its

best legit season In recent years,
prospects are for a slim crop of
shows playing through the coming
summer. Shubert Alley seers fig-
ure only eight current shows will
be able to survive the hot weather,
with several others as possibilities.
That excludes incoming produc-
tions.

Principal reason for the rela-
tively few summer-stayers Is un-
certainty of star availabilities. All
but one of the likely survivors are
current-season' entries and all are
playing to capacity or near-capacity
attendance.

Boxoffice receipts, which have
generally been bullish in recent
months, have begun to taper off
with the approach of spring, in-
come tax deadline. Lent, etc. As a
consequence, there will be a flurry
of closings in the next few weeks.
In contrast to the relatively few
folds in the last couple of months.

Looking over the ABC ad listing*

in Monday's (1) dailies, one press-
agent remarked, “It looks like the
obituary section.” He referred to

! “last week’s” announcements, for
, “His and Hers " “Kind Sir," “Me
i and Juliet,” Ruth Draper, “King
\
and I” and “Prescott Proposals,"

;

plus the expected folds shortly of

j

three other current shows. In. man-
jagerial circles, it’s felt that the
rash of shutterings is overdue.

Probable summer stayers among
‘ the current shows include “Can-
]

(Continued on page 68)

THURBER, BR0DKIN MAP

B’WAY ‘CLOCKS’ MUSICAL
James Thurber and tele pro-

ducer Herbert N. Brodkin are
planning a Broadway presentation
of the musicalized version of “The
13 Clocks.” Thurber’s fairy tale
which Brodkilf produced a couple
of months ago on ABC-TV’s
“Motorola TV Hour.” Project isn’t

expected to mature for a year or
so, while Thurber rewrites the
piece to include another of his
stories, “The White Deer,” to bring
the play to suitable lemrt.h. Final
disposition of the project will

await outcome of the revised
script

Tele presentation of “Clocks”
was the Fred Sadoff musical
adaptation presented by his work-
shop, group a. couple of years ago.
There’s another version, by the
Barter Theatre, which wasn’t used.
Cast in the tv *stanza were Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, Basit Rath-
bone, Roberta Peters and John
Raitt.

Repertory Setup Mapped

For ’54-’55 on Broadway;

Initial $73,500 Bridget
A permanent repertory com-

pany is slated for Broadway next
;
season. Plans for a fall opening

; have been formulated by set de-
signers Hany Horner and Leo
Kerz and playwright Joseph
Kramm. As managing directors of
an org tagged The Ensemhle, trio
has worked out a budget calling

.
for an initial investment of $73,500,
including a recoverable $13,500 for

,
bonds and theatre guarantee.

;

Initial tab covers the cost of
;

producing group’s first three plays
’ and includes full salaries for the
last two weeks of a six-week re-
hearsal period, during which time

. the actors for all three plays will
’ be put through their paces. Person-
nel will receive minimum union
scale for their services. Members,
however, will also receive a pro-

; rata share of 25% of the profits

!
earned during each season in

:
which they have been actively em-

; ployed.
Talent will be permitted to sup-

jplement incomes with other show
|

biz jobs after giving a certain num-
1 ber of performances or after per-
„ forming for a specified number of

.
weeks. Contracts with actors will

; be for an entire season, allowing
a performer to return to the org

: after taking a leave of absence.
Plans call for a company of 30
thespers.

$3,000 Productions
Following the initial three pro-

ductions. which will be offered
during the first five weeks of oper-
ation, a fourth offering will be
added to the repertoire, with a new
addition every five or six weeks.

,

Cost of new productions after the
! opening will run around $3,000

;
each. Weejdy operating nut will

amount to $8,000, including all

(Continued on page 68)

111000’ Legiter Due Id

Moot’l Despite Pic Ban
Montreal, March 2.

Despite fact that the film version
of “Moon Is Blue” has been banned
in Quebec province, the play with
Edward Andrews, Jacqueline Holt
and Michael Lipton opened for a
two-week run at Her Majesty’s
yesterday (M o n.). Consolidated
Theatres, who operate this legiter,

have refrained from any exploita-
tion via the film and play hassle
with censors in the U. S. for obvi-
ous reasons, and advance to date
is building nicely.

“Moon” will be followed March
22 by “Twin Beds,” with a tentative
booking of “Guys & Dolls” is slated

for sometime in ApriL

TENANT, NOT PRODUCER,

SEZ HE MAY LOSE SHIRT
Hollywood, March 2.

Hollywood haberdasher Milton
Sachson filed an $1,800,000 suit

aginst Huntington Hartford, claim-

ing he'll lose his shirt under the

A&P heir's plans for a theatre to

star his wife, Marjorie Steele.

Sachson is a tenant of the Vine
Street Theatre, recently purchased
by Hartford. He says he was "S-

sured he could get a new lease,

and went ahead and purchased
merchandise. Then Hartford de-

clined to give him a lease. He says

the defendant virtually barricaded
his store with boards, taking down
advertising signs as part of the re-

construction program.
Sachson asks Superior Court to

make Hartford sign a new. lease.

Latter is due in court March 12

to show cause why he shouldn’t re-

move the boards which barricade

the passageway around the store.
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Plays Abroad
The Burning Ginns

London, Feb. 22,
Tennent Production . presentation of

drama in three acts by Charles Morgan.
Stars Michael Gough, Michael Goodliffe,
Laurence Naismith, Faith Brook. Directed
by Michael Marcowan. At Apollo Theatre,
London, Feb. 18, *54i S3.30 top, ‘

Christopher Terrlford .. Michael Goodliffe
Helen Terrlford Dorothy Green
Mary Terrlford • Faith Brook
Tony Lack Michael Gough
Tanias Domokos Hardlip..Robert Spealght
Lord Henry Strait ... Basil D*
Monta^

Basil Dignam
nthrop .... Laurence. Naicmith.

Inspector Wlgg ...... Gerald Welch

Charles Morgan’s new play has*

come to London a short bit ahead
of its Broadway preem, to make a
stronger impact here than it is

likely to have over the Atlantic.
British audiences have more of a
liking for talkative plays, provided
the subject matter is worth- talking
about, and in this case the theme
is one of urgent importance.

Much of the dramatic strength
of the play rests in a forceful sec-
ond act, where the basic theme of
gcientist-versus-politician for con*
troi of a .new deadly,1 weapon, is

fought out. The opening act, in
which the plot is established, is

slow and overwordy, while the con-
cluding scenes have an unnecessary
touch of melodrama. Essentials,
however, it is a thriller 'of signifi-

cance although some of the vital
issues are clouded by an overdose

script, he gets it. He also gets more
than nis fair share of sympathetic
reaction.
The piay, in its own rights, rarely

comes up to expectations and cer-

tainly does not live up to the prom-
ise of its opening scenes. Instead
of the .anticipated struggles of a

pair of ill-assorted garment manu-
facturers, it dnoves too quickly into

the conventional sphere and ex-

pounds, not very profoundly, on
the subject of marital infidelity.

Throughout the piece there are
snatches of dialog that will tickle

the fancy of Jewish audiences
(London is by no means as cosmo-
politan as New York), but which
may not provoke the same reaction
among those who are not so famil-
iar with this brand of humor.

Direction by Richard Bird makes
an unabashed pitch to exploit the
mixture of comedy and sentiment
and achieves appealing results

with the help of a competent. cast.

Ron Randell, over from Hollywood,
fits comfortably into the role of

Johnny Goodwin, playing the part
with a lively gusto which is in com-
plete contrast to the gentle warmth
generated by his partner. Honor
Blackman does a better-than-ax-
pected job as the model responsible
for the marital mess-up, and Peggy
Livesey gives a standard perform-
ance as the wife. Joy Parker and
David Cole stand out among theof vcrbis^G

The burning glass ol the title Is
j 3™?^! Pliers.,BuMhe whole

a development of the schoolboy
prank of setting fire to a piece of
paper when the sun’s rays are pro-
jected through a magnifying glass.

The scientist in question has, by
chance, come across an instrument
which can be focused on any part
of the world and cause complete
destruction. The prime minister
demands the formula; Washington
insists on the right to share the
secret, but the scientist remains
adamant, declaring it could only
be used if the country’s future
were in peril.

That part of thg plot is credible
and acceptable, but the story
moves into the realm , of melo-
drama when the scientist is kid-
napped by a foreign power and
flown away in a helicopter which
had been bidden for weeks in the
grounds of his laboratory. The
cloak-and-dagger stuff does not
match the intelligent level which
the author had previously estab-
lished.

Whatever the limitations of the
play, the script is given an expert
interpretation by a cast of firstrate
British performers. Michael Good-
liffe is genuinely sincere as the
young scientist, playing the role
with a minimum of forced histri-

onics, and Faith Brook adequately
portrays his loyal, understanding
wife.
Dorothy Green, as his mother,

an intimate of the prime minister,
is adroitly unobtrusive, and Michael

show rests on Buloff. Without him
it would have no chance at all.

Myro

Paris ’90
London, Feb. 23.

Jacqueline Cook (in assn, with Endfield
& Clein) presentation ol solo revue in
three acts. Stars Cornelia Otis Skinner.
Directed by Alden S. Blodget. Music A
Lyrics. Kay Swift; orchestrations. Robert
Russell Bennett; tauslcal director. Van
Phillips; setting and lighting. Donald
Oenstager: costumes. Helen Pons. At St.

Martins Theatre. London. Feb. 28. *94; 82
top.

New Haven Edges Toward

Major Legit Town Status;

Extended Runs Looming
New Haven, March 2.

Business at this legit haven this

season has planted the possibility

of lifting the town into more ex-

tended playing time ’on major pro-

ductions.

In a Spot where split-weeks have
predominated! for some time a

lull-session stand was the excep-

tion rather than the rule. Recep-

tion to a number of productions

this season, however, has been such

that they could readily have played

added performances.
An instance is the situation sur-

rounding the town’s most recent

musical, “By The Beautiful Sea,”

which preemed here recently.

House was virtually SRO well be-

fore opening night, and although
approximately 13,200 playgoers

did snare accomodations, a fairly

substantial number of thousands
did not, because of the turnaway
biz. These rejectees could readily

have formed the nucleus of an -ex-

tended-run audience,
Plans to get a fo'ot in the door

on this subject are now in the
talking stage in regard to the
premiere here of “The Pajama
Game,” George Abbott musical
tentatively set for an April date
Consideration is being given to

playing the show Friday and Satur-
day ahead of what would be its

normal Monday openin'*. In gen-
eral,- the idea Is that if major box-
office names head the casts, musi-
cals could play 10-performance or
full two-week stands here, and
straight plays could < stay a full

.week. Star draws are figured es
sential, however.

After an absence of several sea-
sons, Cornelia Otis Skinner has
come back to London with a new-
style one-woman revue set in the
period of the gay ’90s of Toulouse-
Lautrec- The Paris atmosphere sets
the mood, but the inevitable same-
ness in the interpretation of some
of the characters robs the presen-
tation of contrast, which should
be the essence of solo productions.
For a short season the show should
hold up moderately well.

Blame for much of the weakness
in production and presentation
rests with Miss Skinner who, apart
from being the only performer in
all the 14 sketches, also wrote the
script. And she has succumbed to
a commqp failing. Each of the
sketches is overlong and overwordy
and she has been unable to bring
the unseen characters to life.

The revue, divided into three
_ . .. ... . acts, presents a mixed bunch Of
Gough, « fog principal assistant

;
personalities, but foe best charac-

ivt 1 t»r»*n *Ka f •iit'o nn#A I
* _ - w .. . .m love with foe scientist's wife,

£
'ves an outstanding performance,
aurence Naisznith's playing of the

E
rime minister is one of the high-
ghts of foe production, and Basil

Dignam, a member of foe personal
staff, is a fine caricature of a Brit-
ish politician. Robert Speaight and
Gerald Welch round off a fine
cast.

Michael Macowan has directed
the play forthrightly, giving full
meaning to foe author's dialog and
retaining foe full element of sus-
spenseful melodrama. The single
setting, by Alan Tagg, has strong
visual appeal. Myro.

The Filth fteaaon
.
London, Feb. 25.

Linnit Sc Dunfee presentation of com-
edy in three acts by Sylvia Regan. Stars
Joseph Buloff, Ron Randell. Directed by
Richard Bird. At Cambridge Theatre,
London. Feb. 24, '54; $1.75 top.
Ruby D. Prince Warren MitcheU
Shelly .

. Jennifer Phipps
Lorraine McKay Honor Blackman
Ferelli Guido Lorraine
Max PIncus Joseph Buloff
Johnny Goodwin Ron Randell
Frances Goodwin Peggy Livesey
Marty Goodwin David Cole
Miriam Oppenheim Joy Parker
Dolores Aline Valery
Midge Elizabeth" Wallace
Caroline Hlldy Christian
Miles Lewis Campbell Singer

ters in foe portrait gallery are the
Boston schoolteacher, foe lion-
tamer of the Medrano ' circus and
Yvette Guilbert. The portrayal of
a Jewish professor's wife during
the period of the Dreyfus trial

loses some of its dramatic force by
oversentimental treatment.
The intricate musical score by

Kay Swift eenhances the produc-
tion and is admirably played by
the aggregation batoned by Van
Phillips. - Myro.

N.Y.’s Seventh Ave. and its gar-
ment trade has its counterpart in
London, but it is questionable
whether ‘‘The Fifth Season” can
expect a comparable success to that
which it is still chalking up on
Broadway. Opening-night audience
reacted warmly, but general criti-
cal opinion of the play was luke-
warm. It’s broad enough in its gen-
eral appeal, but there are probably
Rot enough people around town to
support, for too long, a play which
so blatantly exploits Jewish humor.
For British audiences the main

lure will be the rich, warmhearted
performance by Joseph Buloff, who
is filling the Menasha Skulnik role.
Hes been universally hailed by
critics for his strong comedy per-
formance. His fine timing gives a
sparkle and a lustre to flat and
even mediocre lines* bfciialog. If
there is a laugh to be got out of the

The Half-Millionaire
Dublin, Feb. 23.

Irish National Theatre Co. production
of comedy in 3 acU.fl set) by John O'Don-
ovan. Features Philip Flynn. Liam Foley,
Harry Brogan. Production by Ria Mooney;
set, Vere Dudgeon. At the Abbey
(Queen's), Dublin.
Owen Reid Ray Mclnally
Phyllis MacQulllan ...... Dorieen Madden
Augustus Belton Liam Foley,
Mrs. Pringle v Brid Lynch
Senator Considine ....... Geoffrey Golden
Michael Wiley Philip Flynn
Arthur Baggot Harry Brogan
Ignatius Aenevr ........ Michael J. Dolan
Gabriel O'Flaherty Eddie Golden
Printer's Apprentice. ... .Vincent Doyling

Two acts of thfs piece, first effort
by newspaperman John O’Dono-
van, provide a moderate farce
about a rundown political weekly
while the third furnishes a satire
on Irish politics. Idealistic young
editor (Ray Mclnally) is in constant
conflict with scheming manager
(Philip Flynn) who seeks to control
paper in absence of inheriting son
of former owner. Legatee (Harry
Brogan) returns home, displaying
a lamentable knowledge of busi-
ness sense for a man who has made
a fortune on his own. The trick-
ster manager almost achieves con
trol at election time when voting
balances two opposing parties
equally^with the newly-elected re-
turned "exile holding deciding vote.
Satire reaches a high point with
visitors from both parties offer-
ing Ministerial posts to secure his
support.
Modest romance between typist

and editor, and woing of an elderly
secretary for shares by the man-

(Continued on page 68)

The King and I
(ST. JAMES. N. Y.)

Patricia Morison, who has taken
over foe femme lead in ‘The King
and I,” costarring with Yul Bryn
ner, is an interesting successor in

the role originated by the late

Gertrude Lawrence and subse-
quently played by Celeste Holm,
Constance Carpenter and Anna
mary Dickey. With her film back-
ground and credit as the original
Kate of “Kiss Me, Kate,” she
should provide a helpful boxoffice
hypo for the forthcoming road
tour.

Physically and vocally. Miss Mor-
ison is an excellent choice as Anna
Leonowens, foe English school
marm who goes to Siam to teach
the royal children. She is attrac-
tive looking, moves nicely and is

small enough' to emphasize the im-
plicit romance with the King. As
a singer, she handles the songs
pleasantly, particularly the more
spirited numbers such .as “Shall
Tell You What I Thinly of You?”

Dramatically, the new star is

less impressive. She somehow
doesn’t suggest the authority or
dignity of a schoolteacher. And
while she'll probably,improve with
further playing, she doesn’t ye
give theatrical quality to the lines
She tends to hurry the readings
and lacks projection, although she
improves a bit in this regard as the
performance proceeds. In general,
however, Miss Morison impresses
as a singer rather/ than an actress

Otherwise, “King and I,” nearing
foe three-year mirk on Broadway,
holds up reasonably well. Suzanne
Lake, succeeding Stephanie Au
gustine as Tuptim, the Burmese
slave girl originally played by
Doretta Morrow, is vocally lovely
and dramatically and visually ac
ceptable.

Brynner, refunding out three
years as the King, still brings dy
namic, driving power as well as
personal magnetism and superb
physical appearance to this all-im-
portant role./ His enunciation has,
if anything,/ deteriorated, and his
playing has inevitably

.
become

broader. Terry Saunders is ad
mirable as Lady Thiang, the head
Queen originally played by Doro
thy SamofT, while Larry Douglas
as Lun Tha, the doomed court
priest, and Robih Craven, as foe
Visiting British diplomat, seem
about as before. Sal Mineo, play
ing the Siamese crown prince, and
Ronn Cummins, as the Leonowens
moppet, are barely adequate.

In general, “King and I” has lost
much of its original performance
edge and tempo during its long run.
If possible before it goes on tour
and as soon as possible in any case,
original stager John van Druten
should be requisitioned back from
London (where he’s directing a
West End edition of his own “I Am
a Camera”^ to put back some of
the old polish and pace. Hobe.

Eddie Rich has announced plans

for a fall production on Broadway
of “A Lady of Situations,” Louis
Auchincloss* dramatization of his

own novel, “A Law for the Lion”

, . . William Hankins, drama critic

of the N. Y. World-Telegram, had
a luncheon interview Monday (1)

with Walter F. Kerr, drama critic

of the N. Y. Herald Tribune, and
Jean (Mrs.) Kerr. Latter couple

are respective- director and co-

author of “The King of Hearts,”

due to open April 1 at’ the Lyceum,
N. Y. , .

.

Former producer William
R. Kataell was tagged with another
judgment last week, this one
brought by A. Gilmartin, for $11

-

529 .. . Whatever became of Rich-
ard Kollmar’s plan to produce* a
musical, “Plain and Fancy?” . .

Ben Marden, owner of the Play-
house, N. Y., plans to produce next
season a musical edition of Austin
Strong’s “Seventh Heaven,” in as-

sociation with Lyman Munson and
Stella Unger. Victor Wolfson is

doing the adaptation, with music
by Victor Young and lyrics by Miss
Unger.

Actors from off-Broadway shows
are eligible for the first time for
Talent ’54. the annual showcase
presented by the Stage Managers
Club . . . Sydney Harris, columnist-
drama critic of the Chicago News,
is -catching the Broadway shows
this week and next , , . Ben Rosen-
berg, company manager of “Sab-
rina Fair,” and his actress-wife,
Mary State, expect a child in May

. William R. Gass is presenting
an off-Broadway edition of Patrick
Hamilton’s meller, “The Rope,
next Friday-Sunday nights (5-7) at
the Gellendre Studios, N. Y. .

Talent agent Gloria Safier planed
last week to London, Paris and
Rome, to be gone about three
weeks . . ..Gwen Verdon exits June
5 as featured dancer in “Can-Cab”
. . . NBC may lease the Century,
N. Y., as a tv studio.

John Beaufort, entertainment
columnist of the Christian Science
Monitor, is on a lecture tour of .the

southwest . . . David Wayne Is re-
portedly about to sign for another
season as costar of “Teahouse of
the August Moon” . . . Now 'it’s

John Patrick, who dramatized
“Teahouse” from Wern *Sneider*s
original novel, who’s planning to
write the book for a musical adap-
tation of Cleveland Amory’s “Last
Resorts,” the novel Howard Lind-
say and Ku&el Crouse- were for-
merly giving a similar treatment
to . . . Jack Kirkland has drama
tized Nelson Algren’s "novel, “The
Man with the Golden Arm,” and
Leland Hayward may produce it,

Mary Harftig has left foe cast of
“Time Out For Ginger,” currently
at Chi's Selwyn, to return to New
York. Marian Brown, a localite
replaces . . . Robert Breen in Chi
for the opening of “Porgy & Bess”
last night (Tues.) at the Civic Op-
era House . . . Roma Page into the
Chi cast of “Good Nite Ladies” .

Helen Gahagan Douglas visited
hubby Melvyn Douglas in Chi last
week. Latter is starring in “Time
Out For Ginger” there . . . Jean
Roberts and John Pesich starring
in Woodstock, 111., winter theatre
production of “Importance of Be-
ing Earnest.”

Patricia Ripley will play the
femme lead in “Ticklish Acrobat,
comedy by R. Hivnor, opening next
Monday night (8) at the Amato
Opera Theatre, Greenwich Village
N. Y. . . . “Homeward Look,” by
EfTlc Young and Ernest Pagano
has been optioned for production
this spring by Studio 8:40 . Ex-
hibition of paintings of Siena and
Venice, by scene designer Lester
Polakov, is being held through
March 13 at the Wellons Gallery
N. Y. . . . Chris Gampel, last on
Broadway in “The Crucible,” has
taken over the lead In “No Exit”
at Open Door, Greenwich Village
N. Y.

Hartley Power is again teamed
with Diana Wynyard in new play
“Marching Song,” by John Whit
Ing, currently on British tour.
They were last together in 1934 in
“Sweet Aloes.” Power gave up a
part with Ava Gardner in the film
“The Barefooted Countess,” how
being lensed in Rome, to play an
American film producer working
abroad, in the new play.

Stage manager Ben Kranz plans
to make his producer bow next fal
with “Women Are People,” by
radio-tv writer Milton J. Kramer
. . , Robert Whitehead sails March
20 for London to confer with
Laurence Olivier about a transat-
lantic reciprocal agreement . under
which Producers Theatre and the
British actor-producer would have
first call on each others’ shows . .

Marshall Jamison, directorial as
sistant to Joshua Logan, has taken
over the staging of “By the Beauti-
ful Sea,” succeeding Charles Walt-
ers, who has returned to the Coast
... As indicated some weeks ago,
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn
will tour next fall in a program

of readings . . > George Ross is
Coming in for kudos on the bang-

publicity job hje’s done on Jean-
maire, “Girl in Pink Tights” star
He’s now gotten her on the covers
of Newsweek, Quick, Look and
Cue; N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun
used her as cover on its Valentino
issue; N. Y: Daily News ran a color
photo, and N. Y. Mirror took color
pix for a cover due in a couple of
weeks. And Life has taken her pic
for a possible cover this month
She’s the cover girl- of the season*

Contracts for the London edi-
tion of, “Teahouse of the August
Moon” call for George Schaefer^
co-producer with' Maurice Evans
of the Broadway original, to be
“executive producer with fun
authority,1 subject only to the gen-
eral supervision of Richard Rodg-
ers, Oscar Hammerstein 2d and
Louis Dreyfus,” their British part-
ner in the venture.
Edward Barry Roberts, onetime

playwriting student under George
Pierce Raker at Yale’s Dept, of
Drama, will return to that univer-
sity as visiting critic for foe spring
term, according to Boyd- M. Smith,
chairman of the Drama Dept. Rob-
erts will teach a course in tv play-
writing to graduate students.

Nioholas Benton and Stark Hes-
seltlne have formed a partnership
to produce Broadway plays. They
were associated in the presentation
pf Hasty Pudding shows at Har-
vard, and reputedly have access to
ample financing. Hesseltine was
employed in the Aldrich & Myers
office last season 1 . . Scott McLucas
has taken over as assistant stage
manager of “Lullaby,” succeeding
Earl Rowe,' who left to join the
Goodyear commercial show touring
to the Coast. Strawhat producer-
director William Miles staged the
latter, production and is playing the
role of a. judge in it.

John Hess, author of ’The Facts
of Life,” and Albert Selden, who
will produce the play next fall with
Morton Gottlieb, off to St. Louis
this week to see a stock production
of “Gigi,” starring Debbie Rey-
nolds, whom they are considering
for their show.

Landon Laird
Continued from page «

Kaye every Sunday. ,The letter last

Sunday discussed, every legitimate
attraction on the board in New
York currently. That’s coverage,
isn’t it?

The Star carries not one—but
two—movie columns (Hedda Hop-
per and Bob Thomas) daily.

Pretty Good Coverage
I have before me metal type on

the following stories to' be used in
The Star’s Sunday drama section
immediately:

A long piece by Jack Gaver of
the U.P. '

A 2-column feature by Robert
M. Lewin of the Chicago Daily
News service.

A 1-2 column story on the suc-
cess of “The Fifth Season” in New’
York.

A 1-4 column story on Jean Dal-
rymple putting life into the New
York City Center again.
A story about a play, “The Naked

Genius,” that Gypsy Rose Lee has
written.

A story about Annamary Dickey
being the third gal to step into the

feminine lead in “The King and I.”

A story about the “Teahouse of

the August Moon” producers and
authors being responsible for

building a school for the native

children in Okinawa.
A story about Tony Bennett and

his popularity.
A review about “Stockade.” So

it closed quickly but we still gave

it a review under a New York date-

line.

A long review of “Lullaby,” with

Mary Boland.
A story about the opening of

“The Girl on the Via Flaminia” in

New York.
A long story about The Three

Suns and their 15 years of success.

A story about Celeste Holm’s

portrait by William JOraper now
hanging in the lobby , of the . 48th

Street Theatre In New York.
A story ahout Danny Kaye

heading his new show towards New
York.

If that isn’t covering the New
York legit season—and amusement
season in general—and we do the

same, week' after week, you tell

me!
What sort of appreciation are

we getting?
What gives? ^

LANDON LAIRD,
(Drama Editor, The

Kansas City Star)
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Itch’ $22,000, ‘Ginger’ $17,
Chicago, M^rch 2.

Even with only three entries in

the Loop, legit biz was humdrum
last week although good enough to

keep the trio on the profitable side.

“Porgy and Bess” opens tonight

(Tues.) for a three-week stay at

the Civic Opera House with a fair

advance. .

'_ .
Estimates for Last Week

Good Nite Ladies, Great North-

ern (9th wk) ($5; 1,500). Under
$11 ,

000 .

Seven Year Itch, Erlanger (23d

ivk) ($5; 1,334) (Eddie Bracken).

Near $22,000.
Time Out for Ginger, Harris (7th

wk) ($4; 1,000) (Melvyn Douglas).

Nearly $17,000.

‘Pacific’ Under $31,000

In St. Petersburg Stand
“South Pacific” took in under

$31,000 at the Florida Theatre
here last week.
Jeanne Bal-Webb Tilton starter

is current at the Florida Theatre,
Jacksonville.

Current Road Shows
(March 1-13)

Anniversary .Waltz (Kitty Car-
lisle, Macdonald Carey) (tryout)—
Shubert, New Haven (3-6); Plym-
outh, Boston (8-13).

By the Beautiful Sea (Shirley
Booth) (tryout)—Shubert, Boston
(1-13) (Reviewed in Variety, Feb.
17, ’54.

Dial M for Murder
. (Maurice

Evans)—Walnut St., Phila. (1-13).

Evening with Beatrice Lillie

(Beatrice Lillie.)—Orpheum, K.C.
(1-3); Biltmore, L,A. (6-13).

Good Nite, Ladies—^Great Norths
era, Chi (1-13).

Guys and Dolls—Colonial; Bos-
ton (1-13).

King of Hearts (Donald . Cook,
Jackie Cooper) (tryout)

;

— Play-
house, Wilmington (11-13).
Moon Is Blue—Her Majesty’s,

Montreal (1-13). •

My Three Angels (Walter Slezak)
—Shubert, Wash; (1-13).

New Faces— American, St. L.
(1-13).

Oklahoma - Shubert, 'Detroit
(1-13).

•

'

Porgy Sc Bess — Civic Opera
House, Chi (1-13).

Seven Year Itch. (Eddie Bracken)
—Erlanger, Chi (1-13 ) t

South pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
Tilton)—Florida, ' Jacksonville (1-

6); Municipal Add.; Savannah (8-

10); Bell Aud., Augusta (11-13).
Stalag 17— Locust St.-, Phila.

(1-13). ‘
1

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Harris, Chi. (1-13).
Twin Beds .

—
- Wilbur, Boston

(M3).
a-

vx LONDON LEGIT BITS
London, Feb. ‘23.

Clifford Mollison and- Sonnie
Hale being lined up by Jack Payne
as comedy team in “See You in
Court,” the new Robert Monro
farce . . . Peter Blaekmore’s com-
edy, “Down Came a. Blackbird,”
recently produced at the Savoy by
Jack de Leon, -has been acquired
for production in Germany

Current'London Shows
London, March 2.

(Figures denote premiere dates)
A rs Shoestring. Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
Alice Looking Glass. Princes (2-0-54).
Angels In Love, Savoy (2-11-54).
Anne Lucasta, Hippodrome (1-26-34).
As Long As Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).
» 9 Knife, Duke York’s (1-1-54).
Birthday Honours, ICrlterlon (10-6-53).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Burning Glass, Apollo (2-18-54).
Charley's Aunt, New (2-10-54).
Confidential Clerk, Lyric (0-16-53).
£,«V By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).
™th Season, Cambridge (2-24-54).
Folles Bergere, Pr. Wales (0-24-53).
f® r Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).
Buys and Dpi Is, Colllseum (5-23-53).

i iu
9

A*
nd *» Drury Lane (10-3-53).

Liberty Bill, Strand (2-25-54).
Love Match, Palace (11-10-53).
Mother, Embassy (2-15-54).™0

.
u
*®J

r«P, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Old Vic Rapartery, Old Vic (0-14-53).

» .Your Wagon, Majesty’s (2-11-53).
Farts '7°, st. Martin’s (2-22-54).
Private secretary, Arts (2-3-54).
Pygmalion, St. James’ (11-10-53).
Question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53).
Reluctant Heroes, WhltehaU (0-12-50).

Out Bells, Vic. Pal. (11-12-52).
seagulls Sorrento, Duchess (6-14-50).
Sleeping Prince, Phoenix (10-5-53).
someone Waitin'*. Globe (1.1-25-53).
Trop|c«na, New Watergate (2-10-54).
Wish You Were Here - OHino G0-10-53).

Prosecution, W. Card. (10-26-53).
tou li Be Lucky, Ade!phi (2-25-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Blood Wedding, Arts (3-3-54).
ICfPtur* Castle, Aldwych (3-4-54).

p,°e.
n

. Blue. Vaudeville (3-5-54).

i
Ne* Watergate (3-11-54).

L,*" New (3-12-54).
wedding In Paris, Hipp. (4-3-54).

u CLOSED LAST WEEK
i
1 °u*«master, St. Martin’s (1-10-54).
seven Year Itch, Aldwycb (5-14-52).

"N.Y.’s Big 1056 for Terps;

Paris Co; Winds at 34|G;

City Ballet Gels $43,565
Gothamites shelled out -a fancy

$105,565 for the dance last week,
spread among three companies.
The Azuma Kabuki Co., in its first
full week at the Century, racked up
a $27,500 gross at a $4.80 top. The
Roland Petit Ballets de Paris, at
the Broadway, wound up a six-week
run with a $34,500 take, at.a $6 top.
And the N. Y. City Ballet at the
City Center garnered $43,565 in
the seventh week of its winter run
with a $3.60 top.

On the road, Ballet Theatre was
also doing very well, grossing an
excellent $49,100 in seven perform-
ances at the Philharmonic, Los An-
geles. Troupe is doing one-nighters
in California this week, en route to
San Francisco, where it opens a
run Sunday (7).

Ballets de Paris, In its six weeks
at the Broadway, with no change in
bill, ran up a cool $201,900 take,
tax excluded, on the run. The
showing was all the more remark-
able, in that the troupe overcame
the handicap of a mechanical
breakdown opening night to go on
to the impressive figure.
The N. Y. City Ballet, preeming

its first full-evening work last
month in "Nutcracker,” has found
itself with a huge hit on its hands.
It’s never had anything like it be-
fore. Troupe gave 14 performances
of the work in February, and has
16 more listed this month before
its season closes' March 21. As re-
sult of the sellouts, the manage-
ment has made a change in its an-
nounced repertory, giving over the
entire final week (16-21) noW to
“Nutcracker.” There will be eight
performances of the work that
week, instead of the four weekly
given previously.

Slow Smallseater Biz

In HA.; ‘Come On’ $2,600
: Los Angeles, March 2.

Business ‘ continued to be no
more than fair in any 'of the three
houses alight -last week and the
tally at one of the smallseaters, the
Civic Playhouse, - dipped . again.
Town's leader was the revue,
“Come On . and Play,* ’which
achieved a gross of around $2,600
for its -second session at the 400-
seat Ivar Theatre. Second week of
“She Dood It in Dixie,” at the 542-
seat. Beaux Arts, moved up to

$1 ,200.

Revival of “Tobacco Road”
dipped, to around $700 in its fifth

frame at the 400-seat Civic.
Biltmore relights Saturday (6)

with Beatrice Lillie.

‘Oklahoma’ Near $31,500

In Cincinnati Week
Cincinnati, March 2.

“Oklahoma” grossed under $31,-

500 last week in the 2,500-seat Taft
Theatre at $3.69 top. Saturday mat-
inee and night were sellouts.

Cincy’s next road show will be
Maurice Evans in “Dial M for Mur-
der” week of March* 29 in the
1,300-seat Cox. Top is $4.31.

‘Porgy’ 55G, Kaycee
Kansas City, March 2.

Virtually the only legit to play
here this season so far is “Porgy
and Bess,” in a week-long stand in

the Music Hall Feb. 22-28. Gersh-
win opera played to sturdy biz

throughout the week with six eve-
ning performances and three ma-
tinees, the final one 'on Sunday.
' Scale for this one was $4.27, and
figure for nine performances was
over $55,000.

After long dearth of legit this

season, town gets two in a row.
“An Evening with Bea Lillie”

opened for three nights and mat
in the Fox Midwest Orpheum yes-
terday (Mon.). Both Lillie and
“Porgy” were handled by the John
Antonello office here.

Nat’l Ballet 8G, Mpls.
Minneapolis, March 2.

Winning praise from the critics

and helped by favorable word-of-
mouth, the National Ballet of Can-
ada hit a good $8,000, including
the 20% tax not deductible in this

instance, -at $3.50 - top • for three
nights and a matinee in the 1,860-

seat Lyceum. ILwas the first time
here for the /troupe and an exclu-

sive'Tw?n Cities engagement.
Underlined' is “Porgy and Bess”

for 11 nights starting March 24.

Blackstone Okay$13,OOa
In Pitoburgh Stanza

Pittsburgh, March 2.
Blackstone, returning to the

Nixon last week for the first time* three seasons, grossed $13,000,
which Is more impressive than it
sounds considering the fact that
children were admitted for half of
the established boxoffice price
($2.60 top including Federal and
ojty taxes) at every performance.
Kids practically tore down the
place over tire “weekend, and Nixon
could have used at least a couple
of thousand seats more for the Sat-
urday matinee (27).

Nixon is currently dark and will
oe until March 15 when “Stalag
17 comes back again, to be fol-
}owed by “Dial M for Murder” and
i

ant* Loss,” former-
ly Child of Grace.”

‘Sea’$35m Hub;

Dolls’ $28,200
Boston, March 2.

General upsurge in biz was re-
flected at legit boxoffices last week
with all three entries okay. “By the
Beautiful Sea” opened at the Shu-
bert last Tuesday (23) to only so-so
notices, but star Shirley Booth’s
performance drew raves and re-
sultant sellout biz. “Guys and
Dolls,” in moveover to the Colonial
following eight socko weeks at the
Shubert, plus the scuttling of the
$6 top on Fridays, combined to
kuock the gross down somewhat,
although it continues at a good
clip.

.A. quickie booking brought in
“Twin Beds” to the Wilbur for a
two-weeker Monday (1). Due in
next Monday (8) is “Anniversary
Waltz,” costarring MacDdnal Carey
and Kitty Carlisle, for two-weeks
at the Plymouth, and a week of the
Ballets de * Paris, at the Opera
House, the same night.

Estimates for Last Week
By the Beautiful Sea, Shubert

($6 Fri.-Sat., $4.80 other nights;
1,700). Nabbed a hefty $35,200 in
seven performances. Continues for
two more weeks.
Guys and Dolls, Colonial ($6 Sat.,

$4.80 other nights; 1,500) (1st week
here but ninth week in Hub). Over
$28,200:
My Three Angela, Plymouth

($4.20; 1,200) (2d wk) (Walter Sle-
zak). Finale round with over $18,-
600. House is dark this week.

‘Roberts’ $20,000 D.

‘Burning Glass’ $17,400,
Washington, March 2.

Second and final week of the
“Mr. Roberts” revival at the ‘Shu-
bert Theatre grossed a handsome
$20,000. “My Three Angels” took
over at the Shubert last night
(Mon.) for a two-week stand.
At the National Theatre, the

Broadway-bound “Burning Glass”
drew $17,400 through the wickets
for its second week. National,
which has had an almost solid sea-
son so far. goes dark for the next
two or three weeks.

Kiepuras Garner 5G
In Gotham Song Stint

Jan Kiepura and his wife Marta
Eggerth garnered a gross of almost
$5,000 at Town Hall, N. Y., Friday
(26) in a program tagged “A Night
of Opera & Operetta.” Presenta-
tion played to capacity at the .1,498-

seater. It’s slated for an Apri1-May
tour under sponsorship of Felix
Gerstman.

Tour, which will be handled by
Gunther Lawrence, is skedded to

begin in Los Angeles.

Future B’way Schedule
( Theatre indicated if booked)

Burning Glass, Longacre; tomor-
row (Thurs).

Girl in Pink Tights, Hellinger,

Friday (5).

Golden Apple, Phoenix, March

Gilbert & Sullivan, President,
March 23.

Kings Hearts, Lyceum, April 1.

Magic and Loss, Booth, April 6.
° Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst,

April 7.

By Beautiful Sea, Majestic, April

8 .

Pajama Game, May 12.

Thomas Scherman and the .Lit-

tle Orchestra Society will present

a concert performance of Richard
Strauss’ opera, “Ariadne auf

Naxos,” in a new English transla-

tion by George and Phyllis Mead,
as the final program of their Town
Hall, N.Y., series next Monday (8).

way;

‘Ondine SRO$40,600, 'Winner $8,001,
/

Teahouse/ Itch’ Set New Records
Broadway began to move into

its perennial post-Washington’s
birthday dip last week, with
receipts at a number of shows
falling below the previous week’s
take. Drop is expected to continue
with the advent of the income tax
deadline and Lenten period.

Majority of shows, with regular
Wednesday matinee performances,
switched last stanza to special holi-
day (Mon.) afternoon presentations.
The higher Saturday matinee
scales prevailed at the Monday
afternoon ' performances. Only
three offerings ran an extra per-
formance each. They were “His
and Hers,” “Seven Year Itch” and
"Teahouse of the August Moon.”
Last week’s closings were “Dial

M foy Murder,” and “Mile. Co-
lombe," which closed Saturday (27)
and “Coriofanus,” which wound up
a limited six-week run Sunday (28).
Opening this week are “Burning
Glass,” which preems tomorrow
night (Thurs.) and “Girl in Pink
Tights,” which bows Friday night
(5) after a week’s delay.

Estimates for Last Week
,

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama ),

CD (Comedy'Dgama)
, R (Revue)

,

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Opera).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;
number of seats, capacity gross and
Stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Caine .Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth (6th wk) (D-$6-$4.80;
1,062; $33,500) (Henry Fonda, John
Hodiak, Lloyd Nolan). Almost
$32,700, with theatre party com-
missions cutting into take (previ-
ous W’eek, $32,300).

Can-Can, Shubert* (43rd wk)
(MC-$7.20; 1,361; $50,160). Nearly
$51,000 (previous week, $50,700).

Confidential Clerk, Morosco (3rd
wk) (C-$7.80; 935; $30,200) (Ina
Claire, Claude Rains. Joan Green-
Wood). Over $27,500 {previous
Week, $28,900).

Dial M for Murder, Booth (69th
wk) (D-$4.80; 766; $20,801) (Mau-
rice Evans). Almost $19,600 (previ-
ous week, $16,400); closed last
Saturday (27) to tour after 556
performances, at a profit of almost
$355,500 on a $50,000 investment.

Fifth Season,. Cort- (58th wk)
(C-$4.80; 1,056; $25,227) (Menasha
Skulnik, Richard Whorf ). -‘Over
$21J700 (previous week, $23,000).

His and Hers, 48th Street (8th
wk) (C-$4.80; 925; $22,927) (Celeste
Holm, Robert Preston). Almost
$17,000* in nine performances
(previous w*eek* $20,000); closes
March 13.

Immoralist, Royale (3rd wk) (D-
$6-$4.80; 1,035; $31,000) (Louis
Jourdan, Geraldine Page). Over
$20,000 (previous week, $21,800).
John Murray Anderson’s Alma-

nac, Imperial (12th wk) (R-$7.20;
1,400; $50,300). Almost $38,900
(previous week, $40,000).
Kind Sir, Alvin (17th wk) (C-$6-

$4.80; 1,31.1; $39,460) (Mary Martin,
Charles Boyer). Over $23,600
(previous W'eek, $28,000; announc-
ing “last weeks.”
King and I, St. James (153rd wk)

(MD-$7.20; 1.571; $51,717) (Yul
Brynner, Patricia Morison). Under
$37,400 (previous week, $36,000);
closes March 20 to tour.

Kismet, Ziegfeld (13th wk) (MD-
$7.20; 1,628; $57,908) (Afred
Drake). Held at almost $57,900.

Lullaby, Lyceum (4th wk) (C-
$4.80; 995; $22,845) (Mary Boland).
Over $7,900 (previous week, $7,-
100); using twofers.

Mile. Colombe, Longacre (8th
wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1.048; $26,817)
(Julie Harris, Edna Best). Nearly
$17,200 (previous week, $13,800);
closed last Saturday (27) after 61
performances at a loss of about
$70,000 on an original investment
of $80,000 plus 10% overcall.
Me and Juliet, Majestic (40th

Wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,510; $58,000). Un-
der $37,900 (previous wetf., $37,-
500), closes April 3.

Oh, MfQl'Ob, Women, Miller
(11th wk) (Cc$6-$4.80; 920; $23,248)
(Franchot Tone). Over $22,900
(previous week, >$23,000).
Ondine, 46th St. (2nd wk) (D-

$7.80; 1,139; $39,512) (Audrey Hep-
bum, Mel Ferrer). Nearly $40,600,
with theatre parties cutting into
take (previous week, $30,100 in

four performances and two pre-
views)

Picnic, Music Box (53rd wk)
(CD-$6-$4.80; 1,010; $27,534). Over
$20,800, (previous week, $18,900).

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst
(11th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,160; *29,-

500) (Katharine Cornell). Over

$13,100 (previous week, $15,400);
announcing “Last Weeks.”
Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,

Coronet (9th wk) (C-$7.80; 1,027;
$28,262) (Burgess Meredith, Mar-
tha Scott). Almost $20,400 (previ-
ous week, $21,300).

Sabrina Fair, National (15th wk)
(C-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $31,300) (Mar-
garet Sullavan, Joseph Cotten).
Nearly $29,100 (previous week,
$31,200).

Seven
J

Year Itch, Fulton (67th
wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400)
(Tom Ewell). New house record
at $26,004 for nine performances
(preyious week, $23,600).

Solid Gold Cadillac, Belasco
(17th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,077; $28,-
300) (Josephine Hull). Almost $28,-
700 (previous week, $28,'300).

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
(22nd wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28,-
300 (Deborah Kerr). Over $29,000
(previous week, $28,600).

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (20th w'k) iC-$6-$4.80; 1,214;
$31,681) (David Wayne, John For-
sythe). New house record at $35,-
155 for nine performances, (previ-
ous week, $32,200).

Winner, Playhouse (2nd wk)
(CD-54.80; 999; $21,500) (Joan Teta-
el, Tom Helmore). Nearly $8,000,
(previous w'eek, $7,400 in six per-
formances).
Wonderful Town, Winter Garden

(52nd wk) <MC-$7.20; 1,510; *54.-
173) (Rosalind Russell). Over $49,-
900 (previous week, $49,400).

Miscellaneous
Coriolanus, Phoenix (6th wk) (D-

$3; 1,150; $15,000). Almost $12,000
(previous week, $10,000); closed
last Sunday (28) after a limited
six-week run (48 performances) at
an estimated profit of $6,000 on a
$20,000 investment.
Ruth Draper, Vanderbilt (5th

wk) <CD-$3.60; 720; $13,000. Clos-
ing March 13.

Opehing This Week
Horning Glass, Longacre (D-$6-

$4.80; 1,048; $26,817) (Cedric Hard-
wicke). Theatre Guild & John C.
Wilson production of play by
Charles Morgan; opens tomorrow
night (Thurs.).

Girl in Pink Tights, Hellinger
(MC-S7.20; 1,527; 553,000) (Renee
Jeanmaire, Charles Goldn er).
Shepard Tranbe (in association
with Anthony B. Farrell) produc-
tion of musical, with music by Sig-
mund Romberg, book by Jerome
Chodorov and Joseph Fields, lyrics
by Leo Robin; opens Friday (5).

TWIN BEDS’ FINE 16G

IN 2D PHfllY STANZA
Philadelphia, March 2.

“Twin Beds,” with title and two-
fers as strong comeon, continued
strong at the Locust St during its

second week. Flurry of stage activi-
ty brought in three attractions last
night (1). “Dial M for Murder”
launched National tour at Walnut;
“Ballets de Paris” is in Forrest for
one wreek, and "Stalag 17” returned
to Locust for two terms.

Estimate for Last Week
Twin Beds, Locust (2d wk) (C-

1,580; $3.90)—Low-budget produc-
tion ihaking good profit. Switch
from matinees to two shows a
night, Friday and Saturday, also
paid off. Fine $16,000.

Lillie $25,500, St Louis;

1

Burke-Mother’ $7,000
St. Louis, March 2.

Beatrice Lillie, with her “An
Evening With Beatrice Lillie,” in
for a. week’s frame at the American
Theatre, ending Saturday (27),

grossed a fine $25,500. House was
scaled to $4.88. Leonard Sillman’s
“New Faces,” with Eartha Kitt,
teed off a two-week stand Mon-
day (1).

After grabbing $9,000 for the
first session, “Life With Mother,”
with Billie Burke, grossed $7,000
at; the Ansell Bros.’ Empress Thea-
tre. “Gigi,” with Debbie Reynolds,
tees off a two-week frame tonight
(Tues.), with the usual $2.50 pre-
vailing. %

‘Moon’ $16,800, Detroit
Detroit, Match 2.

. Second and last week of “The
Moon Is Blue” grossed $16,000 at
the 2,050-seat Shubert. Top was
*3.60; Current is “Oklahoma,” In
for two weeks and scaled at $3.60.
The Cass, a i;482-seater, is dark

until March 16, when it will pre-
sent “New Faces” for three weeks.
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Plays Abroad

The Half-Millionaire
ager add slight femme interest,

without helping the story.

Characters are mostly indeter-

minate except for the sharp por-

trait of go-getting advertising man
which" gives Liam Foley one of his.

best roles yet with the Abbeyites.
Political figures are part carica-

ture. Manager played by Philip

Flynn is not a convincing char-

acter.
A modest offering which at least

gets away from rural themes and
kitchen and bar settings so long
featured in Abbey playwrights’

work. Mac.

Continued from pace M
(“i/His Naive Candor”), for the

Alice Through the
Looking Glass

London. Feb. 23.
Ralph Birch presentation ot new

adaptation by Felicity Douglas of Lewis
Carroll book in prolog, three acts and
epilog. Stars Btnnte Hale, Margaret
Rutherford, Michael Denison, Walter
Crlsham, Griffith Jones. Music by David
King. Raymond Leppard; lyrics. Miss
Douglas; baUet • choreography, John
Cranko. Dlrecced by Toby Robertson. At
Princes Theatre. London; $3.25 top.
Bed Queen . . . Binnie Hale
White Queen Margaret Rutherford
White Knight
Humptv Durnpty
Tweedledee Michael Denison
Tweedldum
Red Knight Griffith Jones
Tiger Lily
Horse
H’iigha Walter Grisham
Alice Carol Marsh
White King Stringer Davis
Lion Anne Laseelies
Unicorn Joyce Graeme
Frog Footman . , . Timothy Forbes Adam

Staging a dramatization of
children’s classic in the middle of
a theatrical slump, and long after
the Christmas vacation had ended,
was an odd decision. It is only

S
lanned for a six-week tenancy,
ut-it .will have a hard time pulling

in adults to this large house on the
strength of the author’s fame and
stars’ magnetic appeaL It is dull,

out-of-season material, with inter-
polated songs and ready back-
ground music that does little to lift

it out of the mediocre class.

The adventures of the Victorian
child who dreams fantastic situa-
tions and characters are carried
through in the form of a game of
chess, slowly through the different
gambits, with Alice as a pawn en-
countering the inspiring and con-
spiring activities of the opposing
queens, hindering and encouraging
her until she attains the final

square and is herself crowned. This
culminates in a grand party at-

tended by all the strange animals
and sub-humans met in her travels,

and she drowses back into the fa-

miliar everyday world of her
nursery.

Michael Denison has the triple

roles of Humpty Dumpty, TweedLe-

talents of one of the leading young
comedians here, Robert Lamoureux,
Given sprightly mounting and
fresh acting, this looks in for a

long' time here, but it has wrinkles
which would show in any English,

transition. The familiar situations

and the, lack of deeper and more
logical motivation would hamper
this for U.S. chances. At best it

has a good basis for a situation

film comedy, but lacks the body
and durability for Broadway.

“The Hard Way’’ is a cure under-
taken by a rich, young lady, of no
visible means of support, to try to

get away from the malevolent in-

fluence of a Don Juanesque play-

boy who has had her . in his power
for over a year. When an amiable,
blustering young man who has
been following her around for a<]

week, and is in love with her, loses

a large bet to her in a gambling
casino, she signs him up to act as

her lover to discourage the real

one. The contract simulates that

he will not let her go to tlie other
under any N circumstances. She
finally realizes she is free from her
old love, and turns to the faithful,

moral bodyguard.

Lamoureux bastes h!s personal-
ity into this tailocmade role and
gets the most out of the cardboard
situations with deft timing, phras-
ing and inventiveness. Genevieve
Page emerges as a new logit light

here with her delicate, sensitive
miming of the girl in the ravages
of love. She and Lamoureux make
this oldie plot hum in its better
moments.'. Rest of the cast is fine,

and Deval has paced this well with
the well-styled settings by Ray-
mond Deshays an asset. Mosk.

Harlan Wilbert* a young actor of

power and depth, plays the miner,

Morgan Evans, with understanding,

and transmits it. across tjhe foot-

lights. The big scenes between
these two leads is grippingly done.

Author Williams provided stage-

stealing part in Bessie Watty, the
trollop who comes within ace of

keeping Evans out of Oxford and
foiling Miss Moffat’s dreams of re-

flected glory. The temptations of

tills juicy morsel prove too much
for actress Jane SRarks. Her feast-

ing makes toil of pleasure, w'here

restraint would be a virtue.

Supporting players William Grif-

fis as John Goronwy Jonps and
Meg Wyllie as Miss Ronberry,
aides-de-camp to Miss Moffat, give
emotionally preceptive perform-
ances. Margaretta Warwick’s Mrs.
Watty stays just this side of cari-

cature. Humphrey .Davis is Nigel
Bruce-ish as the Squire. Brace
Conning’s direction seems almost
too unobtrusive.*

Going to communities for pay,
ELT now bears its audiences a re-

sponsibility beyond mere showcas-
ing. On this score, the backstage
crew deserves a spanking. Each
ELT effort has a' full production
staff, yet in the Bronx last Friday
night (26) a major playing area re-
mained dark most of evening, and
the second-act scene change took
five minutes, inexcusable in a one-
setter. • Scene designer Robert
Widder has provided a' beautifully
authentic act. s

Repertory
Continued from page 65s
items as actors’ salaries,

pressagent. company
such
stagehands,
manager, advertising, etc

Current plans call for the rent-
ing of a small Broadway theatre,
such as the Bijou or Golden, for a
full season. It’s figured that if the
group went into a 600-seater, the
capacity take' at prevailing Main
Stem b.o. prices would be around
$14,000 per week. With capacity
receipts, the original investment
could be recovered within three or
four months. During the first year
of operation, 50% of the profits
(the usual division in a Broadway
show) will go to the original in-

vestor. The following year the in-

vestors will receive .25% of the

Off-B’way Show

Praise of Folly
Blackfrlars Guild producUon of drama

in three acts (eight scenes; by John Ale*
Guire. Directed by Dennis Gurney; cos-
tumes, Irene Griffin: setting and lighting,
Floyd Allan. At Blackfrlars Guild Thea-
tre. N.Y., Feb. 23, *54; $2.75 top.
Henry VHI Mark Voland
Thomas More Robert Harding
Ann B»leyn Jayne Heller
Thomas Cromwell James Millhollin
Sir Richard Rich . : RandaU Wiley
Meg More Iola Llynn
Alice More Kathy Phelan
Lord Andley Ralph E. Friar
Lord Fitzjames Ward Anderson

profits and 15% every year there-
after during The Ensemble’s exist-

dee and the White Knight, alter-
f
ence

nately reeling off logical wise-
cracks and pathetic utterances with
discriminating skill. Walter Cris-

ham registers comically in three
diverse characters, and Griffith
Jones scores as both the Red
Knight and Tweedledum.
Cream of the characterizations

are Binnie Hale's lean malevolence
as the Red Queen and Margaret
Rutherford’s rollicking rotundity
as the White Queen. Two young
dancers, Anne Lascelles and Joyce
Graeme, mime and cavort bril-

liantly as the Walrus and Carpen-
ter and Lion and Unicorn, and
other minor parts are well por-
trayed. Alice is pleasingly played
by Carol Marsh, but lacks the
requisite singing voice, a' failing
found in most of the cast except
Miss Hale.

Although the.show has been pro-
duced twice provincially, it has a
ragged air about it that an expert
director could improve. Myro .

Company will produce old and
new works. And clicks will not be
moved to another showcase but
will remain in the repertoire. In
the case of new plays an arrange-
ment will fce worked out with the
Dramatists Guild, since play-
wrights

.
might be hesitant about

giving their new scripts to an out-
fit with a small gross potential.
Group also intends to construct its

own sets at its own shop at the
theatre, with own company union
staff.

Equity Show

La Martiere Forte
(The Hard Way) *

Paris, Feb. 23.
Elvire Popesco production of comedy

In three acts by Jacques Deval. Directed
by Deval. Stars Robert Lamoureux: fea-
tures Genevieve Page, Roger Trevllle. Set
by Raymond Deshays. At Athenee, Paris,
Feb. 18, '54; S3 top.
Andre Robert Lamoureux
Simone Genevieve Page
Tony Roger Trevllle
Helene Yvonne-Hebert
Paul Robert Rollls
Hatcheck girl Catherine Chalney
Charly f^enri Selhrac

Jacques Deval has revafnped a
15-year-old boulevard comedy hit
of his, “Dans Son Candeur Naive'

The Corn Is Gr«»i»n

(DeWitt Clinton Highschool,
Bronx, N. .)

Taking bn Emlyn Williams’ star

vehicle, “The Com Is Green,”
Equity Library Theatre is in the
heavyweight class,

1 but emerges
with minor glory at least a draw.

,

Story of a Welsh schoolmarm
who discovers possible genius in

one of her unscrubbed coalminer
pupils and prepares him for great-
ness is still as warm as in Broad
way debut 14 years ago. Credit
Mary Finney in top role of teacher,

Miss Moffat, for not being haunted
by the ghost of Miss Barrymore’s
original creation. Cool and clipped,

Miss Finney strides briskly through
the evening, saving passion for th
moments that’ count.

“Praise of Folly,” latest produc-
tion by the Blackfriars Guild, gives
off-Broadway another click entry.
John McGuire’s three-acter is a
polished production in all respects.
Engrossing play is emotionally
stimulating in its detailing of a
series 6f events, in the life of Saint
Thomas More, who was beheaded
in England in 1535, because of his
refusal to accept King Henry VIII,
his personal friend, as supreme
head of the church.

Religioso theme is not confined
to viewing by a particular sect.

McGuire’s play spans a period of
about three years (1532-1535) dur-
ing which time Sir Thomas More,
who was canonized in 1935, lost
favor with the King, was released
from an advisory capacity and
eventually beheaded. Also during
the period covered. King Henry
wed Ann Boleyn. More’s objection
to the marriage because of reli-

gious reasons spurred the wrath
of the new queen, who, in league
with another of the King’s advis-
ers, brought about More’s down-
fall.

McGuire’s scripting is of pro
quality, although tending to drag
slightly during the first act. Per-
formances, in most cases, aTft .t.QP-

grade. As King Henry, Mark Vo-
land registers effectively. Robert
Harding projects sensitivity and
understanding as More. Jayne Hel-
ler is a beedming Ann Boleyn and
handles her role authoritatively.
Iola Llynn gives charm and fresh-
ness to her characterization of
More’s daughter, while Kathy
Phelan as her mother is also good.
James Millhollin, as the Queen’s

accomplice in her campaign against
More, occasionally leans too heav-
ily on a mustache-twirling type de-
livery. Ralph E. Friar’s delineation
of Lord Audley, who replaces More
as advised to the King, gives the
character overtones that impress
as being overdone. Other cast
members are okay.

Technical aspects of the play are
fine. Dennis Gurney directed effi-

ciently. Play is skedded to run un-
til April 13. Jess.

Slim N.Y. List
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Can,” “Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial,” "Fifth Season/’ “Kismet,”

“Oh Men, Oh Women,” “Seven
Year Itch” (the only holdover from
the 1952-53 season), “Solid Gold
Cadillac” and “Tpahouse of the

August Moon.” Even the possibility

that Henry Fonda might leave the

show for'a film contract is figured

unlikely to prevent “Caine” from
spanning the hot month’s.

Replacement Problem
“Wonderful Town” currently

playing to near-capacity .trade,,

would be a cinch to go through
the summer, but Rosalind Russell

is due to leave ^he cast and it re-

mains to be seen whether her re-

placement, Carol Channing, will

combine performance and box-
office draw enough to keep the

musical going through . the hot
weather slump.
Scheduled vacation of Deborah

Kerr frohi “Tea and Sympathy”
makes the play’s summer prospects

a question of obtaining a strong
enough substitute. Same applies to

“Sabrina Fair,” from which Mar-
garet Sullavan will take time off

from her costarring role withJoseph
Cotten, Fact that Audrey Hepburn
is under contract until only July 1

mak'es “Ondine” a similar question
mark.

If the present stars of those re-

spective shows were to cancel vaca-
tions, or sufficiently potent re-

placements could be found, any of

the three entries could' continue
into the fall. But the prospects are
slim for such a development.
Shows rated as probably not

having enough boxoffice stamina to

make the summer grade include
John Murray Anderson’s “Al-
manac,” “Lullaby,
fidential Cleric’,

‘'Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”
and “The Winner.”
Incoming productions, all of

necessity rated as unknown pros-
pects, are “Burning Glass,” “Girl
in Pink Tights,” “Golden Apple,”
‘King of Hearts,” “Magic and the
Loss,” “Anniversary- Waltz,” “By
the Beautiful Sea” and “Pajama
Game.”
Perhaps a significant factor of

the generally bullish condition of
Broadway in recent months is the
fact that for the last two weeks,
every one of the 19 Shubert thea-
tres has been occupied. Only two
hoqses dark last week were the
indie Heilinger and Playhouse.

” “Picnic,” “Con-
“Immoralist,”

shopping and for,shows besides the
ones already scheduled. We now
estimate that with each trip (200
people) New York gets between
$20,000 and $40,000 and theatre
ticket money opt of the basic
$99.5(|, WRh two trips a year
(total, 400 people) this comes to
between $40400 and $80,000.

Added $7,080

We pay $4.80 per theatre ticket,

on the average. Excluding Ciner-
ama and Rfdio City Music Hall,
for the moment, that means
$19.20 per person, or $7,680 for
the 400 a year, that’s a small
figure, of course, by boxoffice
standards, but it happens* to be
just about $7,080 more than the
Manhattan boxoffices might be get-

ting otherwise, as most of these
travelers are people who rarely, if

ever, get into New York on their

own.

If" a total of 20 newspapers in

th^t many , cities were each bring-

ing 200 people In the spring and
200 in the fall, that annual ticket

figure for four show& would be-

come $153,600. The other attrac-

tions — Radio City, tours, night-

clubs, Cinerama—wpuld push that

toward the $200,000 mark. ^
Even that is a small figure In

these days of astronomical finan-

ces, but it still is a comforting one.

It could mean the difference be-

tween the fed and the black for

more than one theatfe bookkeep-
er-paying customers instead of

8,000 empty seats.

And the $40,000 to $80,000 a

year which the Citizen’s trips mean
to New York could become 20

times -that much—$800,000 to $1,-

600,000.
All this hypothetical wealth re-

mains incidental to the Columbus
Citizen, which is in the travel busi-

ness only as a reader service. It

should not, however, be entirely

incidental to a New York theatre

colony which is in no shape to

ignore such a potential source of

income.

CAB CALLOWAY
EIGHTY-NINTH WEEK « Sport!.

1
Lit.

“Porgy and Bess”
CIVIC AUDITORIUM, CHICAGO

Currently Four Wooks

Mgt,: BILL MITTIER, 1419 Broadway, Naw'Yorb

Theatre Tours

‘PACIFIC’ LOOKS SOLID

ON SCOTLAND TOUR
Edinburgh, March 2.

“South Pacific” opened at King’s
Theatre here tonight (2), with top
biz likely over the four-week stint:

It will be SRO for all evening per-
formances, with only certain seats
available for matinees.

Musical, on British provincial
tour, is set to open at the Alham-
bra Theatre, Glasgow, March 20.

Cornelia Otis Skinner will visit
both Edinburgh and Glasgow fol-
lowing her London season at the
St Martin’s Theatre in “Paris ’90.”

SS Continued from page 64

tober) the newspaoer escorts
about 200 individuals from Central
Ohio to New York City, to see
nlays. We leave Columbus on a
P'inday night, arriving in New York
Monday morning. From then until
Friday afternoon, the travelers
see four stage shows ( usually three
plays and a musical), Cinerama
and the stage-screen offering at
Radio City Music Hartl. They live
at the Paramount Hotel. Also on
the regular itinerary is a tour of
the United Nations buildings. Cost
of all this — show tickets, train
fare, hotel, tips, baggage handling—is $99.50. Extra attractions, such
as a nightclub visit or a boat or
bus trip around Manhattan, cost
just a few dollars extra.

Even N.Y. Wants In
This package is so attractive

that we’ve had people In Michigan,
Virginia, Pennsylvania and New
York State join our. party. Last
March a native New Yorker asked
if he could join the next Citizen
junket when it got to -town; it

sounded like fun and we had the-
atre tickets he claimed he couldn’t
get. We had to turn him down;
the. tour still is set uo for Citizen
readers, or at least for people in
or near the paper’s circulation
area.

Scheduled for the' March 21-20
tour are “The Solid Gold Cadillac,’'
“Teahouse of the August Moon,”
“John Murray Anderson’s .Alma-
nac” and-a choice of “Kind Sir” or
“The Prescott Proposals.” Also
Cinerama and Radio City Music
Hall. - •

These people, incidentally, are
not shepherded about like country
cousins in the big city. They are
given their own theatre tickets,
and~bnee they are settled in the
hotel, they’re on their own. Two
or more Citizen staff writers, in-
cluding the theatre editor, and a
travel agency man are on hand to
help them find their way around,
if it is necessary.
Surveys made after each trip in

dicate that the travelers spend
money in New York -7- for food,

Mel Ferrer
Continued from page 1

thusiastic comment from the crit-

ics and praise from other members
of the company. Efforts were made
to replace Ferrer, but hd refused
to agree to waive his contract and,

because of his association with
Miss Hepburn, the management
didn’t try to force the issue.

Besides getting what amounted
to brushoff reviews, the actor was
criticized by insiders for the way
he took curtain calls at the pre-
miere. “Ondine” drew a generally
enthusiastic audience response and
was apparently headed for a pro-
longed ovation, with a particular
demonstration for Miss Hepburn.

Just as the applause and cheer-
ing was building to *a climax, how-
ever, Ferrer held up his hand for

silence and asked for. recognition
for “the one whose directorial con-
tribution made all this possible

—

Alfred Lunt.” After another
flurry of applause, the demon-
stration subsided and since Ferrer
never left the stage, there was no
opportunity for a personal ovation
for Miss Hepburn.
Although the routine for curtain

calls, was carefully worked out dur-
ing the show’s tryout engagement
in Boston, those associated with
the production don’t think Ferrer
deliberately cut off the applause
and cheering at the final curtain
of the Broadway premiere. It’s ex-

plained that Lunt arranged the

curtain call routine for both stars

to stay on stage. However, start-

ing last Thursday night (25), Ferrer
has been bowing off to give Miss
Hepburn a Solo curtain call.

So, although Ferrer is credited

with responsibility for “Ondine’’
being a hit, he’s on the outs with

the management and, because of

nis generally lukewarm personal

notices, is not getting the kudos
reasonably to be expected from co-

stardom In a Broadway smash.

BROADWAY ANGELS.

INC.

Common Stock

Price 50c a Share
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• More Show Bli Boohs
Ben' Hecht’s autoblog "A "Child

of the Century/' due In May, via

Simon Sc Schuster, which is also

bringing out Max Beerbohm’s Lon-
don show biz writings. “Around
Theatres." It's a symposium. of 153
pieces/ for the first time contained
in one volume, dealing with Shaw,
Rostand, Ibsen, Henry James,
Bernhardt, Duse, Ellen Terry,
Forbes-Robertson, Sir Henry Irv-

ing and Beerbohm-Tree.
Another informal symposium of

20 writers is due in July, under
the title, “The Arts of Living."
Among the contributors are Rebec-
ca West, Alistair Cooke, Oliver
LaFarge, John Mason Brown and
Victoria Lincoln.

Hersholt’a Collection Sale
Jean Hersholt’s collection of

some 843 English and American
first editions and other books and
manuscripts dealing with Califor-
nia arid the American West is

being put up for auction by Her-
sholt’s order by the Parke-Beraet
Galleries, N.Y.; Anarch 23-24. Col-
lection, ranging from the 17th cen-
tury to the present, includes a
presentation copy of Mrs. Henry
Wood’s “East Lynne1

'; first Eng-
lish edition of Boccaccio’s “Decam-
eron”; Defoe’s “Robinson Crusoe,"
copy of which was once owned by
William Congreve; Dickens’
“Sketches by Boz," with the Cruik-
shank plates) and one of 100 copies
of Poe’s “Al Aaraaf, Tamerlane and
Minor Poems.”

Section relating to the West con-
tains the first English edition of
Jose Figtiero’s “Manifesto;" a first
edition of Mercer’s “The Banditti
of the Plains" and other Mexican
and American -historical works. In
a postscript -to an introduction to
the ParkerBernet catalog, Hersholt
writes, “No, I’m not broke."

4

U.S. Mags Held In Contempt
For publishing “vicious stories"

In. reference to a murder trial in
Cornwall, Ontario, a New York
editor was fined $2,000 for con-
tempt of court; a local distributor
sentenced to 10 days in jail, and
three U.S. publications were fined
a total of $12,000 Friday (26) by
Chief Justice J. C. Mcruer of On-
tario’s Supreme Court, in Mont-
real.

Mrs. Renee Buse, editor of True
Detective Cases, paid the $2,000
fine with an option of six months
in jail for a story she published
called “The Nude and the Ring."
Fawcett Publications in New York
paid a $5,000 fine; Triangle Publi-
cations of Philly, publishers of Of-
ficial Detective. $4,000; and T.D.
Publications of New York, publish-
ers of True Detective Cases, a

^$3,000 fine. Defense counsel claim-
ed the articles prejudiced the case
of his client.

Balanchine’s ’Ballets*
Imposing new book on the dance

f^ne *s George Balanchine’s
Complete Stories of the Great

Ballets," edited by Francis Mason
(Doubleday; $5.95). The 600-page
volume contains lengthy action-by-
action, interpretative descriptions
ot 131 ballets, plus photos, a his-
tory. of ballet, data on dancers and
dancing, a discography on ballet
music, etc. There’s also a biog of
Balanchine, and lengthy personal
comments by him.

Chief virtue of the book aside
from the authority brought by Ba
lanchine, probably the world’s fore-
r.iost choreographer, is that most
of the ballets described are alive,m current repertoires, rather than
shelved as historical, pieces. Also,
that the latest ballets, even those
that preemed last season (like
Con Amore," “Pineapple Poll’
*nd “Filling Station"), are in-
c'uded. Descriptions include story
of the ballet, its background,
quotes from the reviews, original
cast, etc. Tome makes a fine, Up
to-date reference book. Bron.

Sat. Review’s Disk Comeon
Saturday Review mag will use ;

disk as a comeon for new sub-
scribers. Mag has etched Carl
bandburg’s reading of his “Lin-
emn Preface" on the Saturday Re-
view Originals label. Disk will not
oe put on sale and will be available
only to new subscribers.
Plans for future wax promotions

nave not been set. Sandburg read
nis recently unearthed 30-year old
piece over ABC-TV on a special
Lincoln Birthday telecast.

More Pix Westerns
Two forthcoming Frank Gruber

western .novels, “Bitter- Sage" and
bait River,” have been pur-

chased from publisher’s galleys
oy Sam, Wiesenthal’s Olympic
Productions. Gruber also doing
Captation and screenplay for
Bitter Sage." Deal is at the sign-

ing point also for Wiesenthal to

acquire “30,000 On The Hoof," a
Zane Grey property, only obstacle
Is Romer Grey’s restrictions of a
four-year film right 'limit.

New Press Publicity Service
Teletype transmission system for

public relations and publicity firms
direct to 10 New York and Phila-
delphia newspapers and press as-
sociations has been set up by PR
News Assn. System, the PR News-
wire, enables subscribing publicity j
outfits to send their releases via
teletypes into the news outlets
simultaneously and in minimum
time, according to. Newswire gen-
eeral .manager Herbert Muschel
former editor of “Working Press of
the Natioh.’/

Newspapers already* in the belt
are the Times, Herald Tribune,
World-Telegram & Sun, Journal-
national News Service in N.Y. and
membership fee, to be credited
the Bulletin and Inquirer in Philly.
American, Post and Journal, of
Commerce, United Press and Ipter-
Plans are underway to expand N.Y.
cities. Outfit is charging a $15
services and to move into other
against future transmissions.

New Music Review Bows
Juilliard Review, sponsored by

the Juilliard School of Music, N.
Y., but edited independently by
Richard Franko Goldman, has just
made its . bow. Published three
times a year (January, May, De-
cember), mag sells at 50c.

Initial issue has articles by
Jacques Barzun, Jean Morel, Ber-
nard Stambler, Robert Ward and
others, and includes a tribute by
Claudia Cassidy to William Ka-
pell, young concert pianist re-
cently killed in a plane crash'.

Hawthorn’s New Ones
Marty Links, whose syndicated

strip, “Bobby-Sox” started in the
San Francisco Chronicle, is having
his first anthology . published by
Hawthorn (Ken Glniger). Cartoon
is the only one which ruris in two
different papers in New York, the
World-rTelegram & Sun weekdays
and a full color page in the Sunday
Mirror.
Hawthorn also publishing Dr.

Leonid Kotkin’s “Eat, Think and
Be Slender” which has been bought
by Coronet in digest form.

Hosp Vets’ Contest
Eighth annual writing contest

for patients in Veterans Adminis-
tration hospitals got’ under way. re-
cently. with some $4,000 in cash
and courses, subscriptions, books
and equipment as the prizes and
top literary figures as' judges. Vari-
ous publications, publishers and in-

dividuals are volunteering the
prizes, which will be awarded in

virtually every category, from
short shorts to full-length plays.

Among contributors are Read-
er’s Digest, Doubleday & Co.,

Women’s Press Club of Indiana,
Army Times, Rand McNally & Co.,

Wilcox & Follett, Christian Her-
ald, Samuel French Co., National
Cartoonists Society, Chicago Sun-
Times, Chi Daily News and others.

Judges include Fannie Hurst, El-

lery Queen, Rudolph Flesch, Ben-
nett Cerf, H. Allen Smith, Milton
Caniff, Robert Hillyer, Lillian

Budd and others. Contest closes

April 15. It’s sponsored by the
Hospitalized Veterans Writing
Project, a volunteer group.

Poling Heads Mag Writers
James Poling, former editor at

D.Oubleday-Doran and Universal-

International prior to becoming a

mag contributor, has been named
prez of the Society of Magazine
Writers for 1954.

Elected veepee was Jhan Rob-
bins, while Donald G. Cooley was
reelected treasurer. Others named
were Robert Deindorfer as re-

cording secretary and Jose Schorr,

corresponding secretary.

Paul Green’s Theatre Essays
“Dramatic Heritage” (French;

$2.50), is a fresh compilation of es-

says by Pulitzer-playwright Paul
Green (“In Abraham’s Bosom,”
1926). Much of the material previ-

ously appeared in magazines and
newspapers and in Green’s earlier

volume, “The Hawthorn Tree" (U.

of N.C. Press).
. , .

“Heritage" is principally devoted

to the story of the author’s work in

connection with three major out-

door spectacles: “The Lost Col-

ony," “Jamestown,” and “The
Common Glory.” Tome also offers

a valuable re-statement of the

American Dream, and Green’s in-

terpretation and application of

democratic principles in the

drama. „ ,

After years of unselfish labor in

the “tributary” theatre, few

writers are better qualified than

Green to discourse on 4 folk art

and “people’s theatre.” However,

the author’s enthusiasm permits

him to see the amateur stage as a
panacea for all the woes of show
business. Green seems oblivions to
the fact that much of the- vigor of
regional theatre is dissipated by
the preference of most provincial
dramatic groups for re-producing
Broadway hits.

This book also contains inter-
views with Bernard Shaw and
Paul Claudel, thoughts on music
in the theatre, a chapter on the
author s travels in Asia, and some
rather sketchy notes on Japanese
and Indian theatre. Down.

’Death Row’ Hot Issue
Prentice-HaH is rushing "Cell

^245 Death Row, San Quentin" for
earliest publication this spring to
beat the May-scheduled gas-cham-
ber execution of Caryl Chessman
who was sentenced to death under
California’s “little Lindbergh law”
fon..allegedly having kidnaped two
women. Chessman, who schooled
.himself while in jail, admits to
other crimes but is claiming inno-
cence of this particular one. There
is considerable to-do in California
because of the clouded issues, and
it is expected that the book’s pub-
lication—and possible film sale

—

will further heighten the personal
drama.

P-H has rushed a series of gal-
loyproofs to several studios. Among
the hottest bidders is Walter
Wanger. The Chessman ms. came
to the publishers via an agent,
Joseph Longstreth.

Jes* Call Me ’Satchmo*
*

Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong has
finally turned in his autobiography
to Prentice-Hall and the publishers
hope to bring it out this fall under
the title of “Satchmo.” Foreign
rights have long since been sold to
Britain, France, Belgium, the
Norse . countries and elsewhere
where the jazzist’s fame is far and
wide.
Autobiog covers the entire New

Orleans period, from birth to 1923,
and' with its now renowned N. O.
jazz era. It is hoped that Arm-
strong one day may bring a second
volume up to date.

Libel, Midgets, Et Al.
Joseph Dean has assembled a

variety of English libel cases, or-
iginally published in England un-
der the title of “Hatred, Ridicule
or Contempt.” which Macmillan is

bringing out under the title of
“Publish and Be Damned!” Con-
tentious and colorful personalities
figure in this book of libel cases.
They include Winston Churchill,
Rasputin, Harold Laski. Lord Al-
fred Douglas and Maurice Utrillo.
The same publisher is bringing out
“Theatre World Annual, No. 4
(1951-53),” edited by Frances
Stephens and F. L. Lucas’ “Greek
Drama for Everyman."

Alice Curtis Desmond’s biog of
America’s famous midget is, also
a Macmillan publication titled
“Bamum Presents: (Jen. Tom
Thumb.” Edward M. Noll’s “Tele-

vision for Radiomen" and J. H.
Battison’s book. “Battfson’s Tele-
vision Broadcasting" are also Mac-
millan imprints, as is F. Fraser
Bond’s “An Introduction to
Journalism."

'**

CHATTER
Louis Sobol in Hollywood to

round up film doings for his Broad-
way column,
Gene Fowler’s next book will be

a yarn about his newspaper days
in N.Y. during the ’20s.

N. Y. Journal-Amerlcan’s excel-
lent .headline on that No. 2 sex
switch: “Another GI Goes GI-RL.”
Gordon and Mildred Gordon

signed by Doubleday to write a se-
quel to their novel, “Make Haste to
Live."

Putnam will publish “And As
For Me," authored by Jim Richard-
son, city editor of the L. A. Ex-
aminer.

Mary Martin profiled in
.
March

Coronet by Charlotte and Denis
Pllmmer, titled “Her Heart Belongs
to Broadway/*

. Wilson Barrett, w.lc. English
actor-manager, publishing his
memoirs, “On Stage for Notes,”
via Blackwood, London,
Albert Mackie, playwright-editor,

quit Roy .Thomson’s Evening Dis-
patch, Edinburgh, and switched to
contributing daily verse to. rival
Evening News.
Joseph F, Meister, formerly with

the Curtis Publishing Co. in Phila-
delphia, appointed director of pub-
lic relations at Brewster Academy,
Wolfeboro, N. H.

William H. Evans bas been pro-
moted from city editor to manag-
ing editor of the Gloversville
(N. Y.) Leader - Republican and
Morning Herald, succeeding Wal-
ter F. Hine, who died Feb. 2L

L. R. P. Schonheim, publisher of
the children’s weekly magazine,
Story-a-Day, announced appoint-

;

ment of Jeremiah Tax as editor.
Tax is former editor of Children’s
Digest.

^

Lansing (Mich.) State Journal
planning a 309-page edition to
mark its 100th anniversary next
January. City editor H. R. Palmer

]

doing the show biz reprises of the
i century.

{

Jerry Wald’s “Screen Adapta-
tion,” written for the February is-

sue of Films in Review, was re-

peated as a tape recording* at the
request of the Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corp.
Poet Patrick Kavanagh lost his

libel action over a profile of him
which appeared in the Dublin-pub-
lished fortnightly. The Leader. His
attorney has announced an ‘appeal
to Irish Supreme Court.
Magazine Digest’s May issue will

|
carry a profile on Dr. Brurfb Furst,
authority on memory improvement.
Article is a reprint of a recent
N. Y. World-Telegram &. Sun Sat-
urday magazine' feature.

Atlantic - City Press’ 188-page
Sunday edition Feb. 28 celebrated

the centennial of the founding of
the resort city, N. J, Press Assn,
official stated the 8 lb. edition was
the largest of any paper published
in the state.

Al Jonas, former N. Y. Journal
American sportswriter who moved
to Miami because of his health,
is doing, freelance sports and show
biz articles. He recently had pieces
in Turf and Sport and American
Turf Monthly.

Bennett Glazer has been ap-
pointed production manager of
Hatty N. Abrams, Inc., New York,
art book publishers. Glazer was
most recently with Simon & Schus-
ter, as assistant to the vice-presi-
dent in charge of production.

Chicago, new monthly mag de-
voted to the Windy City and sub-
urbs, debuted on the newsstands
Friday (27). Editor-publisher Mau-
rice English reported the first is-
sue had been upped from 48 to 64
pages because of ad«response.

First issue of Center, a magazine
of the performing arts to be pub-
lished 10 times a year by the N.Y.
City Center of Music & Drama, has
just been issued. Edited by Robert
Hatch, issue contains articles by
Harold ClurmaQ, Herbert Wein-
stock, W. H. Auden, Chester Kali-
man and others.
Vantage Press Is publishing

“Son of Salem,” autobiography of
John Merrill, teacher and actor,
who appeared in stock with the

,

Castle Sq. Theatre, Boston; wrote
j
books on the theatre, and though
retired, still occasionally broad-

j
casts via WESX. Salem, Masrf. and

i WLYN, Lynn, Mass., on miscel-
laneous topics.

Jessel** Farewells
Continued from page 1

which .Bill Miller had made to
Cantor. Latter was mildly interest-
ed in the face of doctor’s orders to
“take it easy,” Cantor, being still

j

on the recuperative list at his Palm
’"Springs retreat following an ardu-
ous ballyhoo lour in behalf of his

j

biopic, “The Eddie Cantor Story”
1 (WB). Cantor, who has “never

j
played a saloon,*’ was being offered

• the same May 19 date, hence the

;
possibility of tfie Jesse1 “opposi-

|

tion,” but at the last minute nixed
• it at M.D.’s orders.

;
Jessel’s last nitery stint was at

j

the now7 defunct Nicky Blair's Car-
I nival (Capitol Hotel), New York,
< in 1948, and before that his last

I saloon stint was 15 years earlier at

j

Chez Paree, -Chicago, in 1933.

I Jessel 1 winds his first semester
I for ABC-TV June 6, but plans mov-
! ing to Jthe Coast April 4, or there-

J

abouts,’ and do the final shows from
I
Hollj’wood. Jessel has a home in

]

Santa Monica and prefers the

]
spring on the Coast. While playing

i
the Vegas nitery he’d have to re-

' hearse commuting by air between
L.A. and L,V.
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Behind the scenes at the

most dangerous game la

the world. ’’Something to

bring the sweat of bullring

excitement (and there is

no other excitement quite

like it) is on almost every

page/\ Tom leo

/‘Some of the most dra-

matic* beautiful* and
ghostly pictures ever tok-

en in the .bull ring/*

The New Yorker

* f€mc t* tic nmtrt

Superbly written, accu-

rate and eloquent, and
illustrated with undoubt-

edly the greatest collec-

tion of photographs of the

brave bulls . . . that has

ever been assembled be-

tween the covers of any
book. By any standard

this is a beautiful* moving

book.** SaturdoyReview

by the author of MATADOR

Barnaby Conrad

La Fiesta Brava
$5.00 ot all bookstores • Houghton Mifflin Co.* 2 Fork St.* Boston 7* Mots,

J



CHATTER
Wednesday, March 3, J954

Broadway
TV actor John Stephen flew to

Rome, Saturday (27)., v

Ann Miller hack In town, after a

quickie vacation in Nassau.

Catherine Damet, French ac-

tress, in from Paris Monday (1) on
the Ryndam,
Henry Arias quartering his new

distribution . outfit - in the Para-
mount Bldg.

Metro director Curtis Bernhardt
In from England and to the Coast
immediately.

Jack Carson in Gotham for tv
' appearances and talks relating to

a Broadway musical.

The David O. Selznicks off Sat-
urday (27) for a two or three-week

. Palm Springs holiday.

Metro producer Sam Zimbatist
in from England; headed for the

Coast yesteijtoy (Tues.).

Bennett Cerf winding up a La
Quinta (CaUf.) vacation, returns to

“What’s My Line?’* next Sunday.
Rex Harrison, in from the Coast

after completing “The Talisman"
^afWarners, planes to England Fri-
‘ day (5).

Claire Trevor stopping over in

Gotham en route to Buenos Aires
for the annual Argentine Film
Festival.
Richard Brooks in from the Coast

yesterday (Tues.) and . leaves for
Paris Saturday (6) to begin work
on Metro’s “The Last Time I Saw
Paris.’’

Broadway-HollywOod turnout at
Luchow’s for Jan Mitchell’s’ Helen-
Hayes-Jack Benny party Sunday
night (28), following the latter’s

co-telecast. #
George Weltner, head of Para-

.
mount International, winding up a

' seven-week global' tour. He’s due
in N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.) on the
United States.
Ronald Neame, who’ll direct

Metro’s upcoming Spencer Tracy
starrer, “Highland Fling,’’ arrived
from London yesterday (Tues.) on
the Queen Elizabeth. *

Indie filmmaker ’Ivan Tors re-
turned to the Coast over the past
weekend following huddles con-
cerning release of his pix with
United Artists- execs.
Warner international topper

Wolfe Cohen to England "on the
first leg of a global tour of com-
pany’s offices. He’s due back in
New York at the end of April.

.

- Artur Rubinstein, giving his only
Carnegie Hall recital of the season
Friday (5), is turning over all pro-
ceeds to the Steinway Pension
Fund. House, plus stage seats, was
sold out two weeks ago.
Met Opera contralto Rise

Stevens and husband-manager
Walter Surovy flew to Paris, over
the weekend. From there they go
to Milan* where Miss Stevens will

make her initial appearance at La
Scala.
Film industry leaders have ac-

cepted Russell Downing’s invita-
tion to serve on a- national com-
mittee of the first annual Variety
Club Heart Award dinner honoring
William J .German at the Waldorf-
Astoria May 6.

Col. Henry Sell, editor of Town
8c Country, who also is in the foo'd
business, back from his semian-
nual tour of Germany where U. S
PX’s do a large business in the
Sell’s brand of liver pates and
other canned goods.

Doris Humphrey, noted dancer-
choreographer, has won the third
annual Capezio Dance Award for
“leadership in the modern dance.”
Award, carrying a $500 prize, will
be given to Miss Humphrey
March 9 at a luncheon in N.Y.
Ben Goetz, in charge of Metro

production in England, arrived
from London Monday (1) and left

yesterday for the Coast to confer
with the company’s studio officials
Van Johnson due in from the

Coast today (Wed:) and sails for
Paris Saturday.
Ken Englund and his wife, Ber

nadine, to her home town, Wau-
paca, Wis., for two weeks where
ne’ll work on start of his new'play,
“The Gravy Train,” and complete
“People In Glass Houses,” a Broad-
way script he has' been polishing
Latter deals with the UN.

French Govt. Tourist pub-ad
head Norman Reader spieling be-
fore the Houston salesmanship
Club March 5; Dallas Advertising

k League March 9; Export-Import
I Club, Npw Orleans, 10; Lions, At-
f lanta, 12, on “Tourism as a Factor

in International Relations."

/ Ailing Ralph Morgan’s ambu-
lance plane grounded In Colum-
bus, O., en route from the Coast
to Glen Gardner, N. J., to be with
his son-in-law, Ernest Chappell,
and his daughter, Claudia Morgan
(Mrs; Chappell). Morgan is 71 and
seriously ill with a lung disease.
Hot stuff in spades: fire in* the

Lionel Standers’ apartment (while
they were out) chased the Gorham
Hotel residents into the lobby; lit-

tle damage excepting their two
parakeets which died of smoke
poisoning. The other, blaze was in
Eddie Garr’s room in the Lambs

'Club, from smoking-in-bed, also

of minor damage.
Broadway and Hollywood turn-

out at Mrs. Ruby Schinasi’s Hotel

Pierce apartment yesterday (Tues.)

for the nuptials of fashion designer

Mrs. Ruth Rhodes- to Myrt Blum,
BevHillS business management,
head, who handles show biz per-

sonalities. His divorce from Babe
Blum, sister-in-law of Jack Benny,
became' final Feb. 22. It’s a third

marriage for each.
George Jessel’s gift of apprecia-

tion to Jack' Benny for toastmas-
tering the Friars’ dinner last week
at the Waldorf in honor of Jessel

was a set; of platinum and sapphire
Cufflinks marked “Benny &
Woods." That’s the original two-
act when both started in show biz

in 1912. Harry Woods (not the
songwriter) is still playing the or-

gan somewhere in California.
Benny played the fiddle then; it

was a straight musical turn;
It was a tossup whether the Cir-

cus Saints 8c Sinners, Philip Mor-
ris or Metro were hosting Lucille
Ball and Desi Arnaz as co-“fallas
guys” at last Wednesdays (24)

shindig at the Waldorf. Metro had
“Long, Long Trailer" plenty bally-

hooed along with the Blow agency’s
tobacco product. Women were per-
mitted m attendance because of
Miss Ball and some of them got a
moderated sampling of the “sin"
aspects of the Circus Saints’
monthly hijinks.

Lisbon
By Lewis Garyo

Orch batoned by Jose Mesquita
off to Berne to start a tour of
Switzerland.
The newly redecorated Ritz

nitery has reopened with a dozen
acts as a floor show.
Producer Virgilio Madeira left

Tpatro Monumental after two years
producing plays for impresario
Vasco ‘Morgado.

Brazilian producer Fernando
Barths here for week on way to
Rome. /Looking at Portuguese pix
suitable for his country.

’

'

•

“The Hanged’s Rock,’* a pie pro-
duced .by Domingos Mascarenhas
and directed by Fernando. Garcia,
both journalists here, is the Portu-
guese offering at the Brazil Films
Festival.
Maestro Antonio Costa, of Sao

Paulo (Brazil) Radio, who came
here with the show, “Braziliana,”
has left this setup and will go to
Portuguese Africa as director of a
revue company organized by im-
presario Giuseppe Basto.

Tokyo
By Richard H. Larsh

Italian film crew shooting Jap-
anese ^scenes for travelogue.
“Conquest of Everest" (UA)

given Education Ministry’s "specia
selection” award.
Paramount to release “Stalag 17"

l.i mid-March as its “bonus" quota
award won by “Come Back Little
Sheba.”

w

Paramount to release 16m color
cartoon Popeye series this month.
Original -film has been processed
here by Konicolor.

Italian pic, “No Peace Under the
Olives,” shunted to general release
instead of roadshow at Tokyo’s
Picadilly Theatre to make way for
long run of “Moon Is Blue” (U).
Three Japanese films to be

shown at this year's Cannes festi-
val are: “Jigokumon,” Daiei’s
tinted costumer; “Koifumi,’ Shin-
toho’s modern drama, ' and
"Nigoriye,” indie Shinseki-Bunga-
gukuza product. Controversial
A-bomb pic, “Hiroshima,” with-
drawn by the leftish Japan Teach
ers Union, the film’s producer.

Kansas City
By John Quinn

Bea Lillie due in this week a
Fox Midwest Orpheum, her first
appearance here in several seasons
Eddie Clark taking a respite

from his KCKN microphone as fea
tured disk jock at the Jenkins
Music monthly teenagers record
party.

Eileen Wilson signatured by the
motor car dealers as guest star o
1954 Auto Show. Warren Durrett
Orch also signed for the Feb. 27
March 6 affair.

/ Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Jascha Heifetz here for concert
Carl Brisson into Hotel Radisson

Flame Room.
Jimmy Hegg’s Starlight Club has

Henry Youngman.
St. Paul Civic Opera Co. to pre

sent “Cavalleria Rusticana” March
10-13.

Complete sellout for Boston
Pops Orch in 6,500-seat Northrop
Auditorium. x
Annual Shrine Indoor Circus

winds up nine-day stand at Audi-
torium March 6.

• Minneapolis Symphony orch back
home after eastern tour4 climaxed
by N.Y. Carpegie Hall appearance.

London
The Gay Deceivers make their

London ‘"cabaret debut at the Eim
bassy Club tonight (Wed.). -

..

Donald Murray left the publicity

department of the J. Arthur Rank
Organization to become press offi-

er of Warner Pros,
Metro tossed a cocktailery to

Jack Cummings, producer of “Kiss

Me Kate,” who earner to London
or the royal preem.
British comedian Charlie Ches-

ter heads a unit which planed to

Korea last week for a six-week
tour entertaining the troops.

Danny Kaye to make a personal
when his new pic, “Knock On
Wood," preeras here April 23 in a.

benefit for the Variety Club Heart
und. .

Reginald Armour, Republic’;?

British topper, hosting a reception
to Herbert J. Yates next week to
mark his 45th annl in the film in-

dustry.
Mrs. Winthrop Aldrich, wife of

he American ambassador, tossed,

an embassy party in honor of Jean
Dalrymple of the New York City..

Centre*
* q

Herbert Morrison, M.P., former
foreign minister and No. 2 in jthe

Labor party hierarchy, is to be
honor guest at tomorrow’s Variety
club luncheon.

Tessie O’Shea, guest of honor at
press reception on her return

from Germany, but. she's due to
return to the zone this month to
complete her GI tour.
Richard Widmark inked by Irv-

ing Allen and Cubby Broccoli to
star in “Prize of Gold," their up-
coming Warwick production to be
lensed in Cinemascope in England
and Germany.
Barry Wieland appointed resi-

dent director of the Schlesinger
organization in Britain. He was
formerly personal rep to John
Schlesinger and a director of the
International Variety and Theatri-
cal Agency.
Lou Jacobi, inked last week for

a featured role in Jack Hylton’s
production of “Pal Joey,” will be
making his third West End, ap-
pearance in an American show
within 18 months. He was in “Re-
mains to be Seen" and “Guys and
Dolls."
Show biz passengers who sailed

on the Elizabeth last Thursday (25)

include Leslie A. Boosey, chair-
man and managing director of
Boosey 8c Ha’wkes, music publish-
ers; Ronald Neame, film producer-
director; and Mrs. L. Grey, film
and tv. actress.

And Gomorrah” to be made -in

65m.
,

Moulin Rouge nitery reopening
this week after repair squads' put

this big club into action again two
months earlier than thought pos-

sible. '

. _ .

William Faulkner * off to Cairo

for script confabs .with Howard
Hawks on “’Valley eff The KWj”
on Avhich he Is one of the three

writers.
.

’
-

Colette, who is confided to a

wheelchair in her home, saw the

new play “Gigi,” based on her

book, on French tele in a special

broadcastof the play. *
. /

French films up for -entry at

Cannes Film Fete this month are

Robert Siodmak’s “The Big Game,"
Jacques Becker’s Don’t Touch The
Dough” and Julien Duvlvier’s

“L’Affaire Maurizlus.’*

Yves Montand and wife Simone
Signoret go into a legit play for

first time in the Marcel Ayme
adaption of Arthur Miller’s “Cru-
cible.” It will be called “Witch
Hunt", here, and will open next
season. !

’
.

Chicago
Dick Noeh here last week mak-

ing tour of deejay circuit Ob plug
new Decca disks.
Joyce Bryant, . formerly with

MCA, pacted with Lou Mindling
of William Morris office here last
week.

Scotty Robertson Ifeft . Boulevar-
Dears, skating line at Conrad Hil-
ton Hotel, to return to her home
in Scotland.

,

Woodstock Winter Theatre in
Woodstock, 111., kicking off “Im-
portance of Being Earnest” this
week with Jean Roberts and John
Pesich starring.
George Jessel In town for two

days this week to pull off promo-
tional stunt for BB Pens, his tv
sponsor, the selection of the best-
looking redhead.
Playwrights Theatre Club, cur-

rently doing “Murder In Cathe-
dral” for four weeks, held specia
late show last Saturday night for
casts of Main Stem legiters’here.

Curiously not tieing in with
their pic, “Conquest of Everest,”
opening at Ziegfeld Theatre this
week, Sir Edmund Hillary, George
Lowe and Dr. Charles Evans lec-
tured for Chicago Geographies
Society at Opera House" last week

We

Philadelphia
By. Jerry Uaghan .

Kay Karlton installed new line

in the CR Club, South Philly pri-

vate club.
Neal Lewis, mambo maestro at

the Celebrity Room, -signed with
Tico Records.
Bob Hope was in town (24)

' to

visit wards at .Valley Forge (Pa.)

Veterans Hospital.
Harry (Lifty) Lewis,, nitery com-

ic, leaves on tour of Kane (Mid-
west) hurley circuit.

Cozy Morley signed a new one-
year personal management pact
with Suez-Rothbard office..

Ronnie Hayden, femme half of
the Haydens dance duo, working
as single at Embassy Club.

* Comedian Marty Bohn signed
singer Gene Arcade for summer
season at his Wildwood, N. J., Nut
Club.
Norman Joyce, now handling

Mike Pedecin’s quartet, booking1

group for two moqths of one-
nighters tbxpughout area.

Songwriter. 'Morty Berk, In Mt.
Sinai Hospital for heart ailment,
penned tune with Frank Capano
and Dr. Herman Parris . tabbed,
“Loveless Heart." \

Vincent Price to St. Louis for a
;

egit stand. -

Irwin Gielgud recovering from
eg surgery* •

Phil Regans celebrated their 30th
eading ahni,
Ray Bolger bought a home in the

Hollywood hills.

Rex Allen broke a leg while
skiing at Big Bear.
Eddie Foy Jr., bought Ava Gard-

ner’s home in Nichols Canyon,
Alan Mowbray^ out of hospital

after siege of blood poisoning,
• Rod Cameroh to New Orleans to
attend his ty sponsors’ sales meet.
Duncan Renaldo and Leo Car-

rillo in from month of eastern
ouring.
Danny- Thomas will- top a Boston

benefit for underprivileged chil-
dren May 1. -

Aaron Rosenberg received plaque
from College mag for producing
“Glenn Miller Story,"

Stanley Kramer .will be pre-
sented with City of Hope Citation
at its annual dinner-dance.

.

-George Stevens won the South-
ern California Motion Picture
Council’s 1953 Award for making
“Shaine.”

Julia Adams, Kathleen Hughes.
Piper Laurie, Gregg Palmer and
Lori Nelson .cited by the Govern-
ment for overseas entertainment.

•

Jamaica, BWI
By Harry Milner

Noel Coward gave large party at

Round Hill, luxury cottage scheme
near Lucea, ,

Irma Jarrett, Trinidad - born
thrush and beauty queen, now at

Colony Club.
Stuart Sharpe doing his own

floorshow at Silver Seas and re-

opened Galleon Club.
Police chief has banned strippers

in local niteries. Patrons flocked

weekly to see peelers, and then
complained.
John Patrick, author of “The

Hasty Heart!’, and. current Broad-
way hit,

• “Teahouse of August
Moon," here recently at Sunset
Lodge.

Pittsburgh
By Hat V. Cohen

Sally Rand back at Jackie He!
ler’s Carousel this week.
Annual. Shrine Circus will play

the Mosque week of April 19.
Muriel McDowell, publicity gal,

and the Pittsburg]) Symphony
parted company.

Pitt Players are doing Truman
Capote’s “Grass Harp" for two
nights March 19-20.
Hal Davis, head of Local 60 of

musicians union, suffered a heart
attack and is in St. John’s Hospital.
Copa has. booked The Crows to

open Monday (8) on strength of
their hot-selling platter here,
“Gee.”
Jim Balmer, George Eby and

Donna Atwood Harris elected to
“Ice Capades’’-“Ice Cycles" board
of directors.

Paris
Top pop songs here this month

are “Moulin Royge" and “Lime-
light."

Robert Lacoste promoted to pres-
ident-director general of French
Mofrn Q A
“Young *

Bess" (M-G) opening
here as “The Virgin Queen’’ and
doing good biz.

Nearly 90,000 TV sets now in
service in France with three trans-
mission centers.
Roger Schwartz named presi-

dent-director general of the French
Columbia Films Co.
Maurice Teze moving over from

Ducretet-Thomson to Pathe-Mar-
coni as director of the sheet music
branch.
Ftrnandel started his 125th film
The Sheep With Five Paws" in
which he plays six characters in
six sketches. •

Plans are' already in motion for
a French adaptation of . “The Im-
moralist,” adapted from the French
book of Andre Gide.
Robert Siodmak over to Rome to

begin preparation on his forthcom-
ing large-scale spec pic, “Sodom

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

i Chaz Chase off to fulfil dates in
Madrid and San Remo, Italy.

Laurie Sellstrom, ace publicist
axed by Metro in economy cuts.
Denny Wills, Scot comic, will

entertain troops in Middle East.
“The Robe" doing solid biz in

fourth week at Odeon Theatre
Glasgow.

Billy Rusk, Scot comedian, inked
for 1954-55 winter show at Metro
pole, Glasgow.

Playwright Wolf Mankowitz to
Glasgow for production of his “The
Bespoke Overcoat."
Denny Willis, Scot comic, will

set for summer stint at Eastbourne
in southern England".
Tommy Hood taking over as

comedian in resident show at
Gaiety Theatre, Leith.
Andrea Dancers, currently at

Theatre Royal, Glasgow, set for
British vaude stint in Las Vegas
next June.
Margo Henderson, pianist-im-

pressionist, pacted for seven-weeks
stint at Windmill Theatre, London
opening March 22.

Boston
Gerry Mulligan crew into Storey-

ville for a week.
Jack Benny in town for a day

last week to guest as main speaker
at Bonds for Israel’s dinner at the
Hotel Somerset.
Dorothy LamouF inked for 10-

day engagement at Latin Quarter
Frances Langford into the May

fair for a week.
Boston University’s newly-ac-

quired Gershwin Theatre teed off
its season with a modern dress
version of. “Hamlet.**

Hollywood

Ireland
By Maxwell Sweeney

T. S. Eliot’s “The CocktaH Party”
proving boxoffice click on tour.

Roy Rogers inked for two-night
stand at 3,500-seat Theatre Royal,
Dublin.

Wallas Eaton in from England
for lead role in “Seagulls Over
Sorrento” at Olympia Theatre,
Dublin.
Tennessee Williams’s “Summer

and Smoke" slated for Irish preem
by Alan Simpson at Pike, Dublin,
this spring.

Fergus Cogley will produce “My
Brother’s Keeper,” new play by
Eoin Neeson, at Studio Theatre,
Dublin.
Maurice O’Brien pacted for

Dublin season with Longford Pro-
ductions, opening at Gate Theatre,
Dublin.

Alec Guinness due here this

month for pre-London try-out of

Bridget Poland's “The Prisoner" at

Dublin Olympia.
Impresario Lord Vivian (Cochran

Productions) in to gander opening
of “The White Countess" by J. P.

Priestley and Jacquetta Hawkes at

Dublin Gaiety.

Memphis
By Matty Brescia

Eddy Arnold checked in here

enroute to Miami for one week
stand at Olympia.

,

Byron Gerkms, prez of Hillbilly

Homecoming annual stint at May-
ville, Tenn., prepping giant plans

for this year's event.
Slim Rhodes, WMCT hillbilly

ace, also doing several tv stints

weekly on KRTV, Little Rock and

tv outlet at Pine Bluff.
Cecil Beaver, skipper of WHHM,

Memphis indie, just returned from
New York where he inked deal

with Brooklyn Dodgers, New York
Yankees and New. York Giants to

air games here via telegraphic

ticker.

Portland, Ore.
David Brooks returned home for

an indefinite vacation from a busy

career in N. Y. musical shows.

Leon Mandrake, Bob Gentry,

Buck Young and The Sparklets at*

Amato’s Supper Club for. two

weeks.
Norman Anderson and Johnny

Walker split up their booking of-

fice; each has reopened his own

office. ^
Vivian Dandridge, Anita Dare

and Jackie Watts held for a sec-

ond stanza at Jack Lawlers

Tropics. ,

The Clover Club reopened after

being shuttered for two months.

Ella Mae Morse, Burns Twins &
Evelyn and Beverly Miller in for

two sessions, ’ ' 1 1
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ROBERT ROSS
Robert Boss, 52, actor-director,

died Feb. 23 ill. Nbw York of an
abdominal ailment. He bad been
appearing in the current Broadway
legiter, “Kind Sir,” but left the
cast Feb. 17 because of illness.

Also a cast member of the show
was his wife, Margalo Gllmpre,
who exited the play Feb. 20 to be
with her husband.

Early in his career, Ross ap-
peared with the Daly Stock Co. and
directed the Little Theatre, Berke-
ley, Cal., for a year. He later served

as assistant director of the East-

man Theatre, Rochester, N.Y. In

1925, he made his N.Y. bow with
Eva Le Gallienne’s Civic Repertory
Theatre. v

Ross had roles In such plays as
“Alison’s . Orchard'* ana “The
Farmer Takes, a Wife.” More re-

cently, he was seen hpt “Point of No
Return” and “Mister Roberts.” He
also had directed the American
National Theatre & Academy pro-
duction of “The Tower Beyond
Tragedy,” the 1041 production of

“Porgy and Bess,” revivals of “On
the Rocks” and “They Knew What
They Wanted.’’

Surviving besides his wife, are
his mother, a brother and a sister.

WILFRED S. ROBERTS
Wilfred S. Roberts, 47, tv pro-

ducer and director at tbe Benton
& Bowles ad agency, died Feb. 24
in New! York. In 1930 he joined
NBC as a staff producer and two
years, later was made assistant
manager of the commercial depart-
ment. The following- year he took
a leave of absence from NBC to
fulfil an acting contract with Para-
mount Pictures.

. Roberts returned to NBC In 19.40

and was appointed- national pro-
duction manager. During World
War II, he was With the Office of
Inter-American Affairs. Later he
joined the program- packaging firm
of Corday, Roberts, lnc.( remaining
there for two years.

In 1948, Roberts joined Pedlar
& Ryan. Inc., and three years later
was made veepee in charge of
radio and tv. He had been with
Benton & Bowles since 1952 and

circus man, died Feb.* 21 in that
city. His daughter, known profes-
sionally as Catherine Craig, is the
wife of actor Robert Preston.

Feltus was advance-man for the
Gentry' Dog and Pony show and
manager -of the Ringllng circus
nine years. Later*’ he- was half
owner of the Shipp 4c Feltus
circus, which toured Latin America.
He also was associated with the
Lapearl, Sells-Floto, Buffalo Bill,
Forepaugh-Sells and Barnum &
Bailey shows in his long career.

Survivors include his wife and
two daughters.

DONOVAN SWANN
Donovan Swann, 65, an etcher,

pioneer aviator and father of three
children in show business, died
Feb. 27 in Baltimore of a heart
ailment. His children are Francis
S. Swann, playwright-scenarist,
who authored the Broadway come-
dy, “Out of the Frying Pan,”* and
S, Donovan Swann Jr., producer-
director of the 'Hilltop theatres in
the Baltimore area. A daughter,
Mrs. Evelyn Swann Wagnon, is a
Baltimore actress.

Also surviving is his wife, who
writes a column for the Baltimore
News-Post under the byline, Rita
Swann,

la Uviag memory af

MOTHER BARSTOW
(Monk t. ItBJl

Wa miss yoa so.

Dick and Edia

was active, in developing “The
Doctor,” a video dramatic series.

Wife, two sons, a daughter and
a sister survive*,

WALTER SALB
Walter Salb, 53, who played the

piano at the White House for
private parties given by President
Roosevelt, died Feb. 25 in Washing-
ton. The veteran musician was
pianist at the Silver Fox Restau-
rant at the time.

A native Washingtonian, Salb
began his career by playing the
organ for silent films at the old
Rialto Theatre in that city. Later
he served in the pit orch at the
Rialto and

.
subsequently at the

Columbia Theatre. He also played
in the house orchs at the old Fox,
Capitol and Earle Theatres.

Salb, a member of the trial board
of the Musicians Union, is survived
by his wife, three daughters and
a son.

ARCHIBALD C. COOPER
..
Archibald C. Cooper, 59, percus-

sionist with the Toronto Sym-
phony and the Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. Symphony, died in
Toronto, Feb. 24, when stricken
with a heart attack during rehear-
sal of the Toronto Symphony.
During the 20’s,.' Cooper was

drummer for several American
dance bands in London and on the
Continent; later played at the
Plaza, New York,N and- with other
New York dance bands. He had
been with the Toronto Symphony
since 1938, doubled with the CBC
Symphony, and had been with
“Melody Fair” summer theatre
musicals in Toronto for the - past
three seasons.
Survived by Sister.

ROY M. FELTUS
Roy M. Feltus, 77, manager of

the Grand and Princess Theatres At

Bloomington, Ind. t and, ;*vft’G$ecan

(

LOUIS FISHER
Louis Fisher, 66, music director

of Gen. Pershing’s band during
World War 1 and later leader of
the Baltimore Municipal Band,
died in Baltimore, Feb. 26. While
serving with, the 313th Infantry in
France, he organized the regimen-
tal band stationed at AEF head-
quarters. After the war, the group
toured the country as Pershing’s
Band to promote the sale of
Liberty Bonds.

In 1930, Fisher was appointed to
lead the Municipal Band. He was
the son of Lazarus Fisher, conduc-
tor for years at Ford’s Theatre.

His wife is sole survivor. •

CHARLES D. MAGINNIS JR.
Charles D. Magginis Jr., 44,

president of the South Shore Play-
house Assn., died in Cohassett,
Mass., Feb. 25. As president of the
Playhouse Assn., he became active
in the founding of the highly suc-
cessful South Shore Music Circus
in 1951 in his* hometown and
served as president during its first

year.

Principally an architect, he was
a partner of his father in the firm
of Maginnis & Walsh, ecclesiasti-
cal architects.

Survived by wife, four children,
father, two sisters and brother.

LOWELL B. GIST
Lowell B. Gist, 49, superintend-

ent of theatres for Consolidated
Amusement Co., Hawaii, died in
Honolulu Feb. 21 after a heart
attack. His wife survives.

Gist came to the Islands from
California in 1929 to join Consoli-
dated as manager of the Princess
Theatre in Honolulu. He sub-
sequently managed the Waikiki
Theatre, then moved to Hilo to
manage a new house for. the chain.
He later returned to Honolulu to

become superintendent of theatres.

MRS. DAVID RITCHIE
Mrs. David Ritchie, 94, founder

of the 1 Newhaven Fisherwomen’s
Choir, Scot traditional group, died
Feb. 17 at Leith. Scotland. Her
nationally famous choir w&s started

26 years ago, and had appeared all

over Britain at concerts, radio
dates and on tv.

Her daughter, Mrs. Nancy Pau-
line Turner (a California musician)
was killed last April in an air crash
while en route to visit her mother.

MRS. MAUD SCHLEE
Mrs. Maud Slocum Moross

Schlee, 70, former actress, died
Feb. 27 in Detroit. She„had been
a member of the Boston Light
Opera Co. and gained popularity
around the turn of the century
when she introduced a military

dancing drill of chorus girlsl decked
out in tight skirts. V
She retired from the stage in

1901.

BETTE GRAYSON ODETS .

Bette Grayson, 32, an actress and
former wife of playwright Clifford

Odets, died, Feb. 22 in New York
after a brief illness. In 1951 she

appeared in the American National

Theatre & Academy revivals of

Odets’ “Night Music” and “Golden
Boy.”
Miss Grayson had recently been

mentioned for a role in a revival of

“Jealousy,” skedded for production

next falL

BEN W. BARNETT
Ben W. Barnett, 56, former

vaudeville producer and- -booker,

died Feb. 23 in Helena, Mont.,
where he had operated a steel com-
pany since his retirement from
show business. He was once asso-
ciated with the Amalgamated
Vaudeville Association.

His wife and two- sons survive.

BEN WALKER
Ben Factorow, 48, former vaude

dancer, professionally known as
Ben Walker, died in New York
Feb. 27 of a heart attack. He was
first veepee of the National Variety
Artists.

His late wife was Mabel Perclval
of the Percival Sisters.

ALLEN C. SOUSA
Allen C. Sousa, 49, nephew of

bandmaster John Philip Sousa,
died Feb. 26 in Washington. A
native of the nation’^ capital, he
studied under his uncle, played
with Meyer Davis' band in 1923
and later led his own orch, the
Black and White Melody Boys.

His wife and a sister survive.

Lut Frontier

fHoward K«ol
Blackburn Twins
Evelyn Ward
Carsony Bros.

Ooldan Nufaat
WaUace It Colfay
Dorothy Ate*
Larry Collin
Joe Vehutl Ore 4

Sands
Tallulah Bankhead
I Rancho Vagas

Harry James Ore
Marilyn Canter

Sahara
Kathryn Grayion
Jack Carter

Herbert Lee, 60, light comedian,
died Feb. 13 at Birmingham, Eng.
He toured in many revues. His
wife, Irene Shamrock, also a revue
artiste, died eight years ago. He
became a hotelier at Birmingham
on retiring from vaude.

Richard Patzig, 93, co-founder of
the Bayreuth festivals and report-
edly the last survivor of the “Wag-
nerian days,” died in Innsbruck,
Austria. Feb. 13. He also founded
the William Tell festival plays in
Switzerland.

Rose LaVelle Manfred, 77, who
trouped in vaude as a member of
the Dancing LaVelles,. died re-
cently in San Francisco, For sev-
eral years she was sentinel for the
San Fraieisco Theatrical Club.

Alfredo Parra, 34, top Mexican
songwriter, .was fatally injured
Feb. 18 when struck by a car in
Salamanca, Mexico. His mother
and brother survive.

Abe Auerbach, 65, former owner
of the Strand Theatre in Chicago,
died in Miami, Fla., Feb. 26. Sur-
viving are a son, daughter, and
brother.

Variety Bills

Continued from pace It

Arthur William Green. 65, for-
mer attorney for Fox West Coast
and other theatrical interests, died
Feb. 25 in West Los Angeles.

Ona ffarfin, 47, agent and dra-
ma coach, died Feb. 26 in Holly-
wood, following a stroke. Her hus-
band, Milan Wargin, survives.

Kathryn Hayes, 63, widow of
veteran actor Max E. Hayes, died
of a cerebral hemorrhage Feb. 22
in Hollywood. 'Her son, Everett A.
Hayes, story editor, survives.

Mother, 70, of Norman Dohn, re-
porter for the Columbus Dispatch
and daily newscaster (as the Globe-
trotted on WBNS-TV, died in Clar-
ence, N.Y., Feb. 25.

Mothpr. 78, of Michael P. Wear
(Wear), of the homeoffice Variety
editorial staff, died in Long Beach,
Cal., Feb. 25, after a long illness.

Widow, 56, of Remo Bufano,
sculptor and puppeteer, died Feb.
26 in New York. Her mother sur-
vives.

Mother, 55. of Peggy Ann Ellis,

tv actress, died Feb. 24 in New
York. Husband survives besides her
daughter.

Mother, 86. of music director

Nat Finston, died Feb. 20 in Holly-
wood after a long illness. Seven
children survive.

Samuel A. Markee, board chair-

man of the American Fidelity &
Casualty Co. and w.k. to show folk,

died in New York Feb. 18.

Salvatore Patremlo, 36. develop-

ment engineer for DuMont, was
killed March 1 in a plane crash at

Teterboro, N. J. His wife survives.

Wife of Louis Berg, entertain-

ment editor of This tiWeek mag,
died in New York Feb. 28.
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E Fitzpatrick Ore

New Golden
Charlie Chaney
J Fontaine

Clark Bros

S Young Ore
Riverside

A Rcy. it King Sis
Baby Mistln
Three

.
Houcks

Riverside Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore

HAVANA
Montmartre

M de Paris Orq
MlcheUe Due
Pedro Vargas
Bergaza it Terraza
Rosendo Rosell
Monslgneur Orq
E Antunez Orq
C de la Playa Orq

Sana Seucl
Olga Chavlane
Frank Gltllli
Estrella Perez
Ray Carson
Fendelayo
Actu it Cellini

Marcel Pefore
Cacbia
Jacqueline Leroi
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Tropicsns
S de Espana Orq
Celia Cruz
Rene it C'»Delainf
Mano Lopez
Marta it Alexander
Paulina Alvarez '

Wong Sis
Klko Gonsalves
A Romeu Orq
Senen Suarez Orq

N. Y. Theatres
Continued from page Z

MARRIAGES
Joan Howard to Arthur Crowley,

N. Y„ Feb, 20. Bride is chief .tele-

phone operator at Variety. • o
*

Betty Kean "to Howard Hoyt,
Miami Beach, Feb. 22. Groom is

talent manager; she's comedy half
of Kean Sisters.
Mary^Jane Ryan to Richard D.

Whitney, Peterborough, N.H., Feb.
20. lie’s manager and pianist of a
local orchestra.

Raisa Sachs to Sid Rechctnik,
Now York,

.
Feb. 26. Bride’s a tv

and legit scripter; he’s a Warner
Bros, homeoffice publicity dept,
staffer*.

Caryl Schlossman to David V.
Picker, New York*. Feb. 25. Groom
Is son of Loew’s Theatres’ exec
Eugene Picker.

Mrs. Ruth Rhodes to Mynt T.
Blum, March 2, New/York. Bride
Is a fashion designer; Blum heads
Business Administration Co., Bev-
erly Hills, and handles the business
affairs of Jack Benny, Betty Hut-
ton, Burns & ' Allen, Joan Craw-
ford. et al. His divorce from Babe
Blum, Benny’s sister-in-law, be-
came final Feb. 23.

Melissa Hayden to Donald Cole-
man, New Orleans, Feb. 23. Bride
is lead dancer with Ballet Theatre;
he’s asst, production manager with
the company.

Louise A. Koffman to Edward S.
Segal, Washington, D.C., Feb. 21.
Groom is son of United Artists*
Boston branch manager Harry
Segal.

Loisann Heislnger to George Eis-
enhauer, Winchester, Va.* Feb. 20.
Groom's an announcer at WDTV,
Pittsburgh.

Geraldine Christman to Charles
Simpson, Pittsburgh, Feb. 18.

{ Bride's on Plaza ’Theatre staff.

Rosemarie B. Malasca to Nort
Locke, Cincinnati, Feb. 13. Bride
is a freelance writer; he's a WLW-
T producer.

clamor to subdue the juve vandals
has pushed authorities to take con-
crete action, resulting in the estab-
lishment of special programs in

various cities. The problem in

N. Y. is currently being spotlight-

ed by a series in tbe N. Y. Daily
News which is detailing the wave
of the wayward juves in the
schools.

N. Y.’s Mayor Robert F. Wagner,
j M , Mtirrav son

alter confabs with N. Y. C. Board Pi,,.h.f^h M ‘
of Education officials, has sum-
mqned the heads of various city

: Major and ^ John Reinert,
departments to City Hall for the

j
daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 6.

express purpose of launching the > Mother’s the daughter of EXHe

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Arneel, son.

New York, Feb. 27. Father is a
Variety mugg.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Gillett, daugh-
i ter, Hollywood. Feb. 20. Father is
I a publicist at RKO.

anti-delinquency program.

Mother, 67, of film agent Kurt
Frings. died of a heart attack Feb.

24 in Hollywood.

Belle Williams Reynolds, 81. one-

time coon shouter, died recently in

Oakland, Cal.'

Tom Kress, 75. theatrical man-^
ager and producer for half a cen-

tury, died Feb, 24 in Hollywood.

Miss Elizabeth A. Bilbruck, /77. a

musician and piano teacher for

years, died in Portsmouth, N. H.,

Feb, 20.

Riviera
Continued from pace 2 .

tions are the galas held in

Monte Carlo Spprting Club where
.the cabaret has included the Merry
Macos, the Colstons and shortly

Lena Horne, with slick French
dance orchestra of Bernard Hilda
supplying music at both the Sport-
ing Club and Le Cabaret, the
nightclub housed in the casino.

Bills Strong In French Talent
The festival and carnival com-

mittee here tried out what it called

the “Festival de la Chanson et de
la Melodie,” which, was presented
alternately at the Palais de la

Mediterranee and the Casino Mu-
nicipal, with radio coverage by the

Sweigert, UI sales manager in

\
Philadelphia.

j
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Yonan. daugh-

* ter. Chicago, Feb. 25. Father is a

j

Chi NBC salesman.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob - Hamilton,

daughter. New York, Feb. 21.

the !

Father is topper on the Bob Hamil-
! ton Trio, cafe and video dancers.

Mr. and Mrs. Beraie Seligman,
son. New York, Feb. 18. Father is

with the William Morris Agency
television dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Provence, son,
Feb. 13. Father is an announcer
fo'r WLW radio and tv stations in
Cincinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Abelow, son.

New York, Feb. 12. Father is with
Broadcast Advertising Bureau:
mother was formerly with CBS
promotion.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Taradash,

daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 20. Fa-
ther is a screen writer.

Mr. and Mrs. David K. Harris,
son. New Haven, Feb. 19. FatherRadio Diffusion Fraiicaise and

disked by them for relaying over : is production veepee of ct*tioa

14 European radio stations. The
j

WNHC-TV. *

bills presented ivere strong par-! and airs.

ticularly in French talent, and in-
u.

e
uJS? nSi"

eluded Maurice Chevalier, Jean
j let Russe dG^JI^eS^^^^ier is

Sablon, Josephine Baker, Tino I

let

premiep^a^fHEHr Tiitlt satne troupe.
Rossi and Jean Chevner. The bill-; mV Martin S. Davis,
ing of Anton Karas, Elfie Mayer- ; son t'ebT 17. Father is

hoffer, Charles Holland and Mar- • assistto&3A«p2b director for Saih-
garet Wood gave an international

j

uel yQSpfcStTProd.
flavor. All galas were well attend-

1 U3AJR €!pk and Mrs. George W.
ed and the idea registered as a

!
Johngtone Jr., daughter, Charlotte,

radio success, but did not receive i N.C.,1 Feb* 22. Father is son of G.

a great deal of publicity in news-
}
W^J^ohnny) ^Johnstone, NAM’s

paper coverage or comment.
In addition, the 'usual carnival

and flower battles will take place.

Here a great deal of money again

has been spent to make the carrii-j

val motifs and illuminations the
best yet.

Theatre Season in Nice

The theatre season in Nicfc

seen two new plays present##*

Palais de la Mediterranee hag
Maniero Forte,” by Jacques Dtityal,

with Robert Lamoureux, whilfe at

the Casino is “Je Viendrai CotjntRe

un Voleur,” by Georges do yftsr-

vagne, with Yves Vincent.

At Cannes before the ope
the annual film festival whlc
year takes place much earlier;

previously, March 25-Aprit

place goes to the presentatij

the Marquis de Cuevas Bat'

the Cannes4Casino and the ’in

ration of evening dances. Al:

pearing in Cannes for its Eu
debut was the Los Angeles
Co. of David Lichine with T,

Riabouchinska and Oleg Tupl
addition, gala nites are bein

}

radi**.TV director.

Jilr. and Mrs. Charles King,
daughter, phoenixville. Pa., Feb.

SOT Father’s staff announcer at
FIL-TV.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis (Duke)

Weitzman, daughter, New’ York,
Feb. 20. Father’s in charge of ad-
vertising and sales promotion for

WABC. Gotham flagship of the
ABC web.

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Krasna,
daughter. Santa Monica, Cal, Feb.
25. Father is a film director-writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Cook, son,

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Feb. 26. Fa-
ther is Capitol Records’ sales vee-
pee.

lured at the Ambassadeurs where
painters Jean Gabriel Domergue,
Bellini and Van Dongen have de-

signed special decorative effects.

In all of these spots, biz has been
excellent which seems to indicate

that the Riviera winter season is

making a comeback and in time
may see the return of its pre-war

[* ! brilliance, with entertainment play-

. Iftj ing an even more important role

foa** * than now. •
• ’ •
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SAVE-TV-FOR-N.Y.’ CAMPAIGN
‘R & H Cavalcade’ Set by Gen. Foods

As 2-Network 300G TV Spectacle

FEAR J. J. Ousts Milton from Shnbert firm;

General Foods Is putting $300,-4

000 on the line for a one-shot, two-

web tv spectacular to run 90 min-

utes on March 28. Show will be

built around a “Rodgers & Ham-
merstein Cavalcade” and encom-
pass the duo’s major tunes and

Broadway production numbers,

with R & H to appear on the stan-

za as well. GF, now in the midst

of a terrific tv upbeat through

Young & Rubicam ad agency, is

going after the top stars, including

those who’ve been marqueed in

R & H clicks. Producing will be

Ralph Levy, who masterminds the

Jack Benny and Burns & Allen

stanzas.

Pact with CBS is on the way,

possibly for 8 to 9:30 p.m. Sunday
Slot which would preempt Ed Sulli-

can’s ‘‘Toast of the Town” and
Fred Waring. “Toast’-Lincoln-

Mercury ad agency, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, appears kindly disposed

toward surrendering its own
niche—for the first time in the

show’s six years—to R & H by

reason of the team's past coopera-

tion and "graciousness” in appear-

ing on the stanza, once stepping

in for the then ailing Irving Ber-

lin. While there’s been no official

word from General Electric, War-
fng’s sponsor, they will probably
go along with the deal. Sullivan

show has booked Eddie Fisher and
Billy De Wolfe, latter of John
Murray Anderson’s “Almanac” on
Broadway, as the March 28 top-

(Continued on page 30)

Gen. Motors Lops Off

Canada Tele Script

As ‘Anti-Capitalistic’

Ottawa, March 9.

. “General Motors Theatre” has
cancelled “The Legend of the Bas-
kets" by Ted Allan and substituted
a revival of a previously presented
show, “Ebbtide,” on its weekly, tv

spot tonight (9). “Baskets” cast

was paid off. According to Her-
bert Whittaker, theatre critic of

the Toronto Globe & Mail, “it

would seem that General Motors
re-read the Allan play and decided
that it attacked the capitalist sys-

tem.”
The video version of a radio

Play by Allan, done on Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.’s “Stage 54” a
couple of months ago, tells of a
Mexican peasant who turns down
an American industrialist’s offer to
market the beautiful baskets he
turns out leisurely and at a low
price, and make him rich, if he will
round up other peasants and mass-
produce them. The peasant refuses
because it would destroy his artis-
tic pleasure.

“Censorship by sponsorship has
had too drastic an effect on U. S.
radio and television to let it get a
similar hold on CBC without some
kind of protest,” commented Whit-
her in the Globe & Mail
March 4.

I r LO!

• •

Dirt of a Decade
Regina, Sask., March 9.

Members of the Saskatche-
wan legislature were told by
Labor Minister C. C. Williams
that censors in nearby Alberta
had joined together all cuts

they made from films over a

number of years.

Deleted footage was made
into a single pic. The finished

product is called “The Dirt of

a Decade.”

N.Y. Mayor in TV

'Report to People/

Rotating Stations

Mayor Robert F. Wagner of New
York will inaugurate a monthly
tv series of reports to the people
on major issues next Sunday (14)

in the most elaborate setup ever
devised for the head of a munici-
pality. The skein is being blue-

printed as a civic edition of “Meet
the Press” in that the mayor will

be quizzed by three City Hall

newspapermen and a video report-

er in a session following his state-

ments on prevailing issues. In this

way the “fireside chat” motif will

go up the flue in favor of crispier

context to dramatize what’s ailing

the town.
Wagner will kick off the “May-

or’s Conference” series on WCBS-
TV, at 2:30 to 3 p.m., but this

wasn’t a matter of personal choice

and, politically, could not be. The
flagship of CBS got the preem nod
by virtue of its having been picked

out of a hat, along with the five

other Gotham stations. Thus the-

(Continued on page 30) /
1

*
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Duia) fytald Premieres’

For New Stolz Operetta

In Hamburg, Oslo Shuttle

Perhaps a show biz first will be
the dual “world premieres” of

Robert Stolz’s newest operetta,

“Signorina” (Capri locale) which
will debut in. the state opera

hous.es of Hamburg and Oslo, with

German and Norwegian companies.

Co-librettists are Per Schwenzen
(Norse) and Robert Gilbert (Ger-

man). The composer will conduct
the world preems, which will be

a week apart some time in May,
with Hamburg just preceding the

Oslo opening.
British showmen are hopping to

Oslo for the opening with an eye

to West End and ultimate Broad-

way production. Stolz, who flew

back to Vienna yesterday (Tues.),

(Continued on page 62)

Suppliers to tv shows based in

New York are reaching the point
where they are seriously concerned
with the flight of programs to the :

Coast. These include
.
scenery con-

struction houses, costumers, prop
builders, fabric firms and such
services as hauling companies—

a

business in physical .production

alone that’s estimated at $10,000,-

000 annually without counting the

cost of labor. All told, what’s at

stake is perhaps $100,000,000, em-
bracing a multitude of other serv-

ices such as electricity, telephone
ar 1 telegraph, postage, processing,

photo, film and whatnot—the

whatnot including that little mat-
ter of real estate.

The major webs (CB.^ and NBC
principally) are beir&r ed grad-

ually to abandon Gouiam as an

originating centre, to the conster-

nation of the city itself, which
thus far has paid little more than

lip service to the idea of holding

onto the “fabulous” new medium.
During the administrations - of

Mayors William O’Dwyer and Vin-

cent R. Impellitteri, some feints

were made in the direction of

“saving tv for N.Y.,” but nothing

came of it. Meantime, the webs are

undergoing a gradual shortage in

studio space, with the most recent

acquisition of theatres being ear-

( Continued on page 30)

D.C. Lawyers Say

Webs 'In Clear’

On McCarthy Nix
Washington, Mftrch 9.

Lawyers here believe that NBC
and CBS have the law on their side

in refusing Sen. Joseph McCarthy
equal time to answer Adlai Steven-

son’s speech. McCarthy was quoted
by the United Press as saying:

“They (the nets) will grant me
time or they will learn what the

law is. I will guarantee that.”

Actually, there is nothing in the

Communications Act, under which
FCC operates, to support McCar-
thy’s demand. Section 315 of the

act requires that equal time be
made available to opposing politb

cal candidates during an election

campaign, but this would not apply

to the current situation, say the

legalites.

McCarthy was reported as saying

that FCC “rules” require that he

be given time. The Senator ap-

parently refers to a policy doctrine

laid down by the FCC in 1949 in a

report, entitled “Editorializing by

Broadcast Licensees,” in which the

agency said it expected broadcast-

ers to provide “balanced” presenta-
1

tion of controversial issues.

I In providing the Republican
l (Continued on page 71)

All Is Vanity
Arturo Toscanini was com-

plaining to his son, Walter, last .

week that he can’t see any-
more.
“Then put on your glasses,”

the son told the maestro.
“What!” exclaimed the 87-

year-old Toscy, “I wear glass-

es? No!”

By Goldwyn
Washington, March 9.

Any film dealing with narcotics

is bound to do harm, Samuel Gold-
wyn was warned last week by H. J.

Anslinger, U. S. Commissioner of

Narcotics.

Goldwyn got the dressing down
because he suggested in a maga-
zine interview that the Motion Pic-

ture Code should be amended to

permit films to be made on the
illegal narcotics traffic. After read-
ing the interview, Anslinger wrote
to him:

“Judging from the many motion
pictures on narcotics that we have
viewed, it is our opinion that it is

almost impossible to produce pic-

tures dealing with the subject that

do not stimulate undue curiosity or

interest concerning the use of, and
traffic in, such drugs, inciting, .to

violations of the narcotic and mari-
huana laws."

“Experience shows that it is

clearly not in the public interest to

feature such a morbid subject as

the illegal narcotic traffic and ad-

diction. We have been successful

in checking the trend toward an
I (Continued on page 71)

Milton Shubert, Lee Shubert’s
designated successor in the Shii-

bert theatrical enterprises, is re-
portedly no longer employed by
the firm. As one of the trustees
under Lee Shubert's will, he is

said to be managing the estate
from an office in the Astor Hotel,
N. Y., but with a line through the
Shubert switchboard. However, he
could not be reached for verifica-

tion.

According to reliable report,
J. J. Shubert; as the sole surviving
partner in the Shubert enterprises,
has relieved Milton, his^ nephew, of
ail duties with the firm and ousted
him from the Shubert offices. It

has been confirmed from several
boxoffice men that Shubert has
also instructed treasurers of Shu-
bert houses, via a memo signed by
John F. Waters, an exec with the
firm, not to cash Milton's cheeks
or honor any IOU he might offer.

It’s understood that there may
be some clarification of the entire
Shubert family-business setup in
the next month or so. Meanwhile,
Milton presumably has a fulltime
task in handling the Lee Shubert
estate, in conformance with the de-
cisions of the other three trustees,

(Continued on page 68)

Home Picture Nudies

Netting $5,000 Monthly;

Involve Sheree North
Hollywood, March 9.

Sheree North, recently signed
by 20th Century-Fox and regarded
in Hollywood as that lot’s threat to

hookey-playing (and honeymoon-
ing) Marilyn Monroe, is involved
in a “private art” scandal of the
sort which originally gave Miss
Monroe so much “unexpected”
publicity as an unknown.

Miss North is one of the lightly

or non-clad females appearing in

8m product of a socalled “home
(Continued on page 22 1.

Builders Show
AUDITORIUM, MINNEAPOLIS

Currently presents

The Hour of Charm
All Girl Orchestra and Choir

Featuring EVELYN and her Magic Violin

under the direetbn of

PHIL SPITALNY
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Washington, March 9.

Communist radio writers on the

Coast sought to control the Radio
Writers Guild and also to have the

Screen Writers Guild show more
leniency toward Commies who be-

longed to SWG as recently as

1949, House Un-American Activities

Committee was told.

Info came from William L. .Al-

land, former radio writer and now
a screen producer, who joined the

Communists in 1946 and got out in

1949. His testimony and that of

three others who appeared before

the Committee in executive hear-

ing on the Coast last .Nov. 33, was
released, last week by the. Un-
American Activities Committee.
A l land, a fully cooperative wit-

ness, explained that he was able

to make his break from the Com-
munist I?»rty following psycho-

analysis. Other witnesses were:

John Brown, radio actor, former- 1

ly with the Fred Allen show in

New York, who claimed the protec-

,

tion Of the Fifth Amendment on all 1

questions dealing with Commu-

1

nisin. The Committee said it had

!

testimony from several other wit-

1

nesses that he was a member.
Max N. Benoff, radio Writer, who .

said he had formerly been a Com-
j

munist but has broken completely
j

with the party.

Milton Merlin, radio script writ-

er. who testified he had never been
1

a Communist Party member. He
said he had once, directed a play

for tiie John Reed Club, once be-

longed to the Hollywood Anti-Nazi

League and Hollywood Writers

Mobilization.
AJland. the principal witness,

testified that he joined the Party

in 1946 at a time when he had no
radio work and hadn't begun to

work at t nivi. rsat s;udio. He said

he had “a deep feeling of guilt”

all the time. He explained that

his interest in Communism was
aroused by his first wife, Ruth
Myerson. in Hollywood, a woman
who had been active in the Party.

Asked what the Communist
group among the radio Writers on
the Coast tried to do, Alland ex-

plained: l ‘

"Its principal activity was at-

tempting to control the Radio
Writers Guild. It tried to influence

the membership and the board to

take stands against the Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee.
"They wanted the Radio Writers

Guild to try to get the Screen
Writers Guild to be more lenient

in its actions and attitudes toward
the Communist members in the

Screen Writers Guild. They tried

to get its members in any way pos-

sible to censure and block the work
of the Un-American Activities

Committee."
AHand said efforts were made to

'Continued on page 71)

HORACE HEIDT
Currently . Hotel Statler* New York

Under Personal Management
WALTER PLANT

Statler Hotel, New York City, N, Y.

Stubborn Scots
Inverness, Scot., March 2.

Churchmen of the Free
Church in the outer islands

of Scotland don’t like either

Hollywood or British pix.

In their latest statement,
they announce: “Morally and
spiritually we hold that the
cinema has a demoralizing
effect upon youth/*

Mrs. Manville Quits Club,

Naming BulleF Wound;

Just No Talent: Tommy
Miami Beach, March 9.

Return of Mrs. Tommy Man-
ville ithe 9th) to show business

was halted temporarily this week
when La Rue restaurant manage-
ment and the blonde agreed bn
mutual cancellation of contract for

iwo weeks as star attraction in the

swankery,

,
Opening to sparse patronage last

Sunday (7), followed by blasts

Irom local critics, Mrs. Manville
worked for two additional nights

before bowing out with announce-
ment that a “bullet wound in the

foot” allegedly inflicted by her
husband, was being aggravated by

her work. Manville, in a state-

ment from Westchester. N. Y., in-

sisted it was due to “lack of tal-

ent/’ [scheme. Miss West said she was

Her act was a compote of song,
j

insured for S50.Q00 in 1947.

and special material, anent life
[ She billed herself as the"Treas-

with Manville.
;
ure Chest Girt.” Suit charged Miss

:—-—— :
—— i Storm did the same thing

.
and

billed herself as the “$50,000
Hollywood Treasure Chest/’
Judge Tolin nixed a claim for

$400,000 damages, but told Miss
Storm to subside—at least as far

as “Chest” billing is concerned.

What a Bust

This Case Is!

Hollywood, March 9.

Patricia McQuillan, known on
the burley circuit as Evelyn West,
made a Federal case out of her
publicity gimmick of insuring her
bust with Lloyds of London—and
made it stick. Federal Judge
Ernest A. Tolin granted a perma-
nent injunction .restraining Tenip-
est Storm from capitalizing on the

! cohcimn ' \f icc IVoci cairl cho U’.ff C

GREGORY EYES CONTE

AS FONDA ‘CAINE’ SUB
Hollywood,. March 9.

Paul Gregory is dickering with

Richard Conte to replace Henry

Fonda when the latter ankles

"Caine Mutiny Court Martial”

Plymouth, N. Y.) June 1st to recre-

ate his “Mister Roberts” roie for

the Warner film.

Conte is also mulling a Broad-

v.ay appearance in his own pro-

duction of “Prince Bart,” the Jay

Richard Kennedy novel to which

Actor’s Petition Calls

For Central Name File

To Avoid Duplication

A petition to eliminate duplica-

tion of names among performers

is currently being circulated in

U1U1„1U — New York. Aim of the petition is

ho acquired rights, and has hired . t0 get the Associated Actors &: Ar-
Ben Simco as adapter. He wants

Daniel Mann to direct.

Hometown Folks Bankroll

Indie Bob Matkias Biopic

Hollywood, March 9.

Bob Mathias, native son of Tu-
lare. Cal., will be bankrolled by
75 citizens of his home town in

the filming of “The Bob Mathias
Story,” dealing with his achieve-
ments in the Olympic Games. Wil-
liam Selwyn will produce.
Same citizens raised funds to

finance Mathias’ trip to Bloomfield.
N. J.. for his first Olympic tryout.

Now they have hired lawyers to

form a corporation for the pro-
duction.

. tistes of America, parent of the
' performing unions, to establish a

. central file of names of all mem-
I

,bers of all branches and to insti-

• *TL Tb* .
tute a ruling that no new member

Rid in theatre Kiot; may. join with the same profession-

. , ,, . A i al name already held by a member
Milwaukee, March 9.

. p£ any branch cf the 4 A’s.

Teenagers staged a near riot here
: Richard Grayson, an actor, who’s

at the Rainbow Theatre, 2760 West! currently stage manager for “The

Lisbon Avenue this week, with a ' Immoralist” and assistant to Law-

nine-year old boy requiring hos- "“**• ^-director of the

/ , ... Z, Theatre Guild, is responsible for
pitalization

,
for injuries. Fracas putting the petition into circula-

motivated by two girls sweet on
£jon j£«g Grayson’s Contention that

the samq boy, resulted in an all- £he confusion resulting from a
out battle between two groups of similarity of names can prove det-
girls apd boys attending the thea- r jm(mtal to the advancement of an
tre. Fight started In the Rainbow entertainer’s career,
and continued as the teenagers

Actors Equ|ty has long had a
shoving, swinging and pushing

, ru |jng against duplication of names
moved into the street-. and American Federation of

Police quelled the disturbance. 1

Television & Radio Artists has re-
am! arrested six girls and five boys.

| cently instituted its own ruling
After questioning, the youngsters 1

governing the” problem. However,
were directed to appear in Juvenile • Grayson feels a central file covers

Puerto Rican Series

The shooting of five Representa-

tives by Puerto Ricans in Wash-
ington last week has caused WNBC,
N. Y„ to step up its timing on pro-

jected “Puerto Rican Story,” a

Saturday documentary senes.

Show was to be unveiled next

month but new date is March 13,

at 5:30 to 6 p.m.

Berlin Wins Tears (Even

Ike’s) at D. C. Press Fete;

Berle Works for Tax Axe
'Washington, March 9.

A fast-paced show that ended
nostalgically with Irving Berlin

leading the singing of “God Bless

America” left them calling for

more Saturday night (0) at the an-

nual dinner of the White House
Correspondents Assn, to the Presi-

dent.

. Entertainment, provided by the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, starred

Berlin and Milton Berle, with the

McGuire Sisters, Step Bros., Jaye

P. Morgan, Charles Applewhite
arid Leonard Sues rounding out

the bill.

Approximately 700 guests, in-

cluding President Eisenhower,
members of the Supreme Court,

Cabinet and Congressional leaders,

stood at the finale to sing the Ber-

lin song. Many, including Ike,

were seen to mop their eyes with
handkerchiefs during the number.

There was a special double sig-

nificance to the Berlin portion of

the program. He announced that

"I would like to dedicate riiy part
of the show to the Army” in obvi-

ous tribute to Eisenhower. Just a

few moments before, however,
Sec. of the Army Robert T. Stevens
had been introduced and had re-

ceived an ovation. Hence, the Ber-
lin statement was also interpreted
by the newsmen to show' where he
stood in the row between Stevens
and Sen. Joe McCarthy, whose
name was on the guest list but
who was in Miami.

Berlin, introed as “Mr. Music,”
reached back to 1918 for “Oh, How
I Hate to Get Up in the Morning,”
with which he opened. He intro-

duced a special number called “I

Still Like Ike.”

Except during the Berlin turn,
Berle was seldom offstage. He em-
ceed, worked with each act, and
rolled out the nifties in rapid se-

quence. Once, after a dance num-
ber with the Step Bros., he got a
big laugh by mopping his brow
and calling plaintively to the Pres-
ident, “See how hard I work. Can’t
you cut my taxes.” He asked a
table near stage from which smoke
was rising strongly, “What are you
smoking? Old Stevenson buttons?”

Telling of an Eisenhower golf
match, Berle commented: “The
other day he broke 80. That was
all the clubs he had.” And gazing
around at the decor of the Statler
ballroom: “It looks like Harry K.
Thaw shot the wrong architect.”
The three McGuire Sisters took

(Continued on page 71)

Court with their parents Wednes-
day GO).
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ing all performing mediums
needed for full effectiveness.

is

Buenos Aires, March 9.

U. S. impact on the International
Film Festival at nearby Mar del
Plata has made itself felt even be-
fore start of festivities. Mary Pick-
ford stole the show on the fest’s
first ^ay yesterday (Mon.), being
hailed as the “great lady” of the
screen. Motion Picture Export
Assn, prexy Eric Johnston had al-

ready made a powerful impression
here by his talk last Thursday (4).

Stars, directors and execs from
18 countries are gathered at the
seashore resort. Three tons of Cin-
emascope equipment were flown
in from the U. S, Forty-eight full

length features and documentaries
will be exhibited, although no
prizes are being offered.

Johnston took the bull by the
horns here at a press parley soon
after his arrival and read assem-

! bled Argentine newsmen a cate-
chism of the American film indus-
try’s economic credo. Particularly
he stressed its belief in the bless-

ings of open competition and the
free and unrestricted movement of

[pictures.

Optimistically, he also declared
that he was “very hopeful” of sub-
stantial dollar remittances from
this country in the near future.
Two months ago, the Central Bank
authorized the transfer of $500,000.
Johnston explained that further re-

r mittances were tied to the Bank's
dollar position. Latter of late has
shown some improvement.

An inevitable question about
Cinemascope gave the opening,
and Johnston stressed that was
only one of many other methods
in evolution, adding that “in a few
years the 2-D screen will be as ob-
solete as the dinosaur.”

Pix Evolution

He made it clear that the indus-
try is in a general process of evo-
lution and whatever ultimately de-
velops will give the people better
entertainment and more comfort-
able vision than ever before.

While stressing that a good picture
with an interesting plot is still the
most important requirement,

,
he

pointed out that a good picture
with better methods of viewing it

will be more enjoyable still.

Johnston made a point of special
interest here. Where the unions are
inclined to be restrictively intoler-

ant, stating that whereas new tech-
niques threatened unemployment
for some people, ultimately they
insure more work for many others.

This fact, he said, is recognized by

(Continued on page 22)

Yank Features Current

At Argentine Festival
Washington, March 9.

U. S. features to be screened at

the; Argentine Filni Festival which
opened yesterday (8) in Mar del

Plaza include “Shane,” “Story of

Three Loves,” “Sudden Fear” and
“The Robe.”

Several U. S. government docu-
mentaries are also slated for show*,

ing, including some of the earliest

pix produced, which have been
copied from the paper prints on
filj at the Library of Congress. A
special American exhibit will de-

scribe the history of the develop-
ments of motion pictures.

Lew Ayres Plans Film

On World Religions
Honolulu, March 2.

Actor Lew Ayres left this week

on next leg of a six-month world

tour, during which time he will

produce a picture on comparative

religions. He is accompanied by

a film technician. Among religions

whose rituals and cererhonies he

plans to film are Buddhism, Shin-

toism, Confucianism, Taoism, Hin-

duism, Janls (in India), Sikh (in

Punjab), Parsee (in Bombay),
Moslemism, Judaism and Chris-

tianity.

He told newsmen he is making
the religious pic to “help promote
world peace and a little more un-
derstanding and tolerance in the
world.”

Irving Berlin; who has the intra-trade rep for being “a pretty
good agent for himself” in making fancy Hollywood deals, isn’t

pitching for any pyramiding prices' when he observes that the
Samuel Goldwyn $1,000,000 deal (plus 10%) for “Guys and Dolls’'
is a new indication of the economic climate in the picture business
today, .

“That 10% of course is academic because Goldwyn doesn’t pay
anything until he makes plenty of money, arid in this case Sam
has a $10,000,000 world gross as -the stop. But It does prove that
there is no price limit any more today for a good property. No
longer can studios just whip up a script. New ceilings on grosses,
with the new techniques, indicate there is no ceiling on a good
picture. ’Shane,’ considered a costly western with its admittedly
unusually high $3,100,000 cost to Paramount will still do $9,000,000.
and maybe more. We know about ‘The Robe/ etc.

“As a showman, therefore, it proves one major thing—there’s
no limit to what a good property is worth and there is no limit
to what the picture business can. gross with it, If Goldwyn does
between $10-11,000,000 with the Frank Loesser-Abe Burrows-
Jo Swerling-George S. Kaufman musical, then he has a cheap buy
when he pays $1,000,000 for the rights.”

Berlin’s premise on a “good property" is supported by Para-
mount having offered $750,000 and 10%, plus Bing Crosby and
Danny Kaye, excepting that Loesser—a songwriter who also has
the trade rep of being about as good a business man as Berlin

—

held out for the higher guarantee. The casting is up to Goldwyn.
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BLUEPRINT
‘Oklahoma

Investors Headed by Joe ScHenck and Geo. Skouras
Lend $2,000,000 on Note

Magna Theatre Corp. Anally Is

get with a deal for Anandng 'pro-

duction in the Todd-AO process

following months of on-and-off ne-

gotiating with prospective backers,

including 20th-Fox,

Joseph M. Schenck and George
Skouras, whose United Artists The-

atre Circuit already has voting

control of the outAt, are putting

an additional $2,000,000 into the

operation as part of the new money
setup.

In addition to this, $4,000,000 is

being drawn from a Wall Street

syndicate in an arrangement pro-

moted by Kuhn, Loeb & Co. The
group comprises private investors,

who will receive notes which are

to mature in Ave years. On the

Magna end the plan is to pay these

off iff about three years, or even
sooner if possible. Investors also

will be handed stock warrants
which, as these are exercised, will

give them 20% ownership directly

in Magna and 25% of “Oklahoma.”
Latter is being readied as the Arst

pic in the Todd-AO widescreen
process.

Participation by 20th some time
ago appeared near the signature
stage. The company was to pro-

vide production cash and receive
(Continued on page 22)

RANK DICKERS

WITH RUSSIA
J. Arthur Rank group in Britain

Is negotiating for the sale of sev-
eral of its pix to the Russians. At
least one British Aim—“The Pick-
wick Papers”—has already been
acquired by the Soviets. -
Talks were conArmed at a recent

meeting of the British Film Pro-
ducers Assn, board in London by
John Davis, Rank's general mana-
ger. They’re in line with the gen-
eral British policy of trading with
Moscow in non-strategic goods.
Possibility of the Russians editing
these Alms to suit their propaganda
purposes doesn’t appear to worry
Rank.

Red’s bid for British pix follows
their new strategy all over. They
recently made a reciprocal deal
with the Italians, calling for a pic-

ture-per-picture exchange, with
both sides agreeing to show one an-
other’s imports* without change.
Similar exchange deal also has
been offered to the Indians and
there have been reports of Russian
talks with the French.

Only- country which so far has
Aatly refused to enter into any Aim
talks with Moscow is the U. S. The

(Continued on page 26)

UNITED ARTISTS COIN

BACKS PAUL GREGORY
United Artists, via its banking

tieups, will provide full financing
for “Night of the Hunter,” which
will be legit producer Paul Greg-
ory’s first filmmaking project.
Charles Laughton will direct the
feature, based on the Davis Grubb
novel of the same title Which, is in
current circulation. Gregory’s legit

production of “Caine Mutiny Court
Martial” is a solid click in N.Y. at
present.

\UA over the past week also
wrapped up another package of
product in which it will take a par-
ticipation, in addition to releasing
rights. Deal was signed with Russ-
Field Corp. (Jane Russell and her
husband, Robert Waterfield) for
delivery to the distrib of six pix
within the next three years. Miss
Russell will star in three of these.

,
The actress, having wound up

contractual commitments at
RKO, meanwhile is talking a new
deal with that same studio. If this
goes through, she’ll make one pic
a y?ar for five years for RKO, in
addition to the three for UA.

Spyros Skouras, Jr. Gives

Young Theatre Exhib’s

Views; Doesn’t Yes Dad
Spyros Skouras Jr. is another of

the younger theatre men who de-
cries the slowdown of Hollywood
production “with result that many
B’s become ’nervous A’ picture
bookings for the simple reason that
we have nothing else to offer.”

Skouras is associated with (un-
cle George P.) Skouras Theatres,
and points to the over-50 theatres,
now reduced to 40 in choice metro-
politan New York locations, as
samples of b.o. constriction
brought about by lack of product.
He says he frequently argues

with his father, president of 20th
Century-Fox Film, that he and
other major companies should be
making the type of pictures which
United Artists, Universal, Allied
Artists, British, and out-and-out in-
dependents and foreign-language
importers now supply all theatre
circuits.

He and his father differ con-
stantly on the necessity for a con-

Hollywood, March 9.
If all goes as he wants it and

Howard Hughes becomes sole Own-
er of RKO Pictures, the Arst one-v
man situation of its kind in the
60-odd years of the industry, two
things seem probable: (1) RKO
will become the Hughes Film Co.
(2) The operating setup will re-
semble United Artists; emphasis

,

being upon distribution of inde-

;

pendent producers features, but

;

many of these Ananced by Hughes
|and with Hughes exercising nom-

inal or detailed privileges of se-
lection and rejection on story and
boxoffice names.

It is likewise probable that the
RKO Studios in Gower Street in

Hollywood would be thrown open
on a rental basis as is the RKO-
Pathe plant in Culver City.

Preliminary , to the new operat-
ing plan. Hughes has secured an
unprecedented interim deal from
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians allowing for discontinuance
at the RKO Studio of the regular
staff orchestra. Henceforward, foot-

ers will be employed on the lot

j
strictly when and as needed. In
return Hughes guarantees the
union that scoring fees of at least

$10,000 will be paid on any feature

’Gal In Calendar’ Song

In Film ‘Show Business’
Hollywood, March 9.

Irving Berlin has proposed to

Darryl F. Zanuck that he’d like

to see 20th-Fox “open up the pack-
age” and include Marilyn Mpnroe
in “There’s No Business Like Show
Business” (Ethel Merman), be-

cause he has tailored ‘The Gal On
the Calendar” for Mrs. Joe DiMag*
gio. Admittedly this Would be a

paraphrase on a Berlin oldie, “The
Girl On the Magazine Cover.” from
a 1915 legit musical, “Stop, Look
and Listen,” which incidentally
was his second Broadway score —:

the first was “Watch Your Step”
the year previously.

Berlin has fashioned “A Man
Chases a Girl Until She Catches
Him,” “I Can Make You Laugh
(But I Wish I Could Make You
Cry'*'-.” “When It’s Peach-Blossom
Time in Lichtenberg” (a Graustar-
kien lampoon ballad), among the
new ones for “Show Business.’
The oldies include the title song,
“Anything You Can Do I Can Do

By FRED HIFT

The independent producer of
feature Alms has the chance of a
lifetime right now. First there is

a growing famine lor product, with
70% of the United States market
still operating double features, yet
all the majors dropping their B’s.

Second, the drastic curtailment of
the. number of A's throws upon the
talent market stars, directors and
writers of a calibre and experience
heretofore unavailable to the indie
producer functioning from one pic-
ture to the next without contract
players.

That’s the opinion of Albert
Lew’in, producer - director - writer
of Metro's “Saadia” who is about
to rejoin the indie ranks via Alrni-
zation of another French book,
“The Naked King," by Albert Ades.
Cornel Wilde will coproduce and
star in the pic for which Lewln
is currently writing the screen-
play.

'

“The trouble with the independ-
ents has been that not enough of
them have been willing to make
class A pictures comparable to big
studio productions.” Lewin said in
N. Y, this week. “Now, I think
things will change and the inde-
pendent product will show tre-
mendous improvement.”
He added that one of the by-

products of the stir in indie activ-
(Continued on page 20)

sistent flow of film product Aom
all types of studios for all types of

theatres. He agrees only on the
necessity to maintain strict adher-
ence to the Film Production Code,
and' will not play controversial

sexers just because “they’ll make
a buck,”
As a man just 30. Skouras Jr.

also sees the necessity to cater i

more and more to the teenagers-
1

until-30 group, *and that means
“just good entertainment, plenty of

romance, action, music, and leave

the ‘problem pictures’ to the old-
j

sters \yho do not constitute the im-
portant mass audience of the large

‘in their 20s’ fans.”

made by studio or by indies it

Anances. First release to come un-
der this stipulation is “Conqueror.”
the John Wayne-Susan Hayward
starrer. Others immediately in-

volved are two indies to be pro-
duced by Benedict Bogeaus for

RKO release, and with partial RKO
Anaiicing. In this case the $10,000

(Continued on page 22 *

;
Better” (Miss Merman and Dan

;
Dailey dp this i

, “Alexander’s Rag-
, time Band” < first time produc-
tioned in a picture since the 1937
song title usage )', “A Pretty Girl

’

Is Like a Melody,” and others.

Zanuck is considering the inclu-

i

sion of Miss Monroe, especially be-

|

cause of the topical “Calendar”
, showmanship value.

Author Blows Whistle On

Own Pic As Acad Nominee
Hollywood, March 9.

Following his own suggestion,

Louis L’Amour’s “Hondo” was de-

clared ineligible to compete for the

Best Motion Picture Story Award
in the Oscar Derby. When it was
announced that his yam had been
nominated for the award, L’Amour
wrote a letter to the Academy ex-

plaining that the original version

of “Hondo,” purchased for filming

by Wayhe-Fellows, had appeared
in Collier’s as “The Gift of

Cochise.”

Under Academy rules, the award
in this category covers only stories

written directly for the screen not

previously published or produced
in any other medium. The Academy
stressed the fact that the ineligibil-

ity was hot the fault of the writer.

National Boxoffice Survey
Income Tax Sloughs Biz; ‘Miller* Champ for Third

Week; ‘Cinerama,* ‘Trailer/ ‘Devil* Next

BRITISH LABS

FIGHT ONIONS
London, March 9.

Chain reaction of shutterings,
starting with the labs and ending
with the theatres is threatened
here in the wake of the Association
of Cinematograph and Allied Tech-
nicians’ insistence on its ban
against overtime work.

All of the British Aim labs today
(Continued on page 26 1

Boys in Back Room Have It

Following negotiations of more
than a year, punctuated by numer-
ous strike threats, the Film Ex-

change Employees, Local B-51,

IATSE and the Aim companies
have signed a new agreement cov-

ering backroom exchange em-
ployees in the New York area.

New pact, covering a two-year

period expiring Nov. 30, 1954, calls

for a $4 acrbss-fh’e-board general

wage hike retroactive to Dec. 1,

1952, effective date of the new con-

tract. About 250 staffers will bene-

fit from the. boost.

Lent and income tax blues are

being blamed currently for. a gen-

erally offish trend at the first-runs

covered by Variety. Some key

cities had to cohtend with fresh

snowstorms, colder weather or

heavy rains. In keeping with sea-

sonal conditions, not many new
pix were launched in the present

session.

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) con-

tinued b.o. champ for third week

in a row. James Stewart starrer

looks to hit better than $400,000

gross in cities covered by Variety,
playing in some 20 keys although
in a vast majority of dates it is

holdover or extended-run. “Cine-
rama” (Indie) moved up to second
position, again showing in 10 key
cities.

“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G),

which was second for two weeks
running, is winding up third.

“Beat the Devil” (UA), just get-

ting started, showed enough to

capture fourth spot.
*s “Money From HomO” (Par),

fourth last stanza, is holding up in

fifth place while “Hell and High
Water” (20th) again is landing

sixth money, same as a week ago.

“New Faces” (20th), which is

just starting out in key engage-

ments, took seventh. “Public Ene-
my”-“Little Caesar,” two WB
oldies, did well enough to cop

eighth position.

“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB),

only put two weeks on scattered

dates, wound up ninth while “Act

of Love” (UA) was 10th. “Julius

Caesar” fM-G'. “12-Mile Reef”
(20th) and “Living Desert” (Dis-

ney), are runner-up films.

“Rose Marie” iM-G 1

,
already

picked as the N. Y. Music Hall

Easter ^picture, looms smash on

opening week in Chi. “Should

Happen To You” <Col>, again starl-

ing out on a few playdates. looks

okay in Cincy, sock in Frisco and

fair in N. Y: “Crime Wave” (WB),

also new, is neat in Chi and sturdy

in Boston.

“The Command” (WB), with

some fresh bookings this round, is

big in Toronto and line in Frisco.

“Best Years of Lives” (RKO) (re-

issue) is hefty in Toronto. “For-

ever Female" (Par) looks good in

St. Louis.

“Rob Roy" i RKO), trim in In-

dianapolis, shapes fair in Cleve-

land. "Conquest of Everest” (UA)
continues brisk on several engage-

ments. “War Arrow” <U) looms
okay in Toronto.

“Riot in Cell Block 11” <AA) is

okay in Boston. “Knights of Round
Table” (M-G>, which has played

out its principal key dates, is solid

in Montreal, nice in Boston, big

in Philly and good in Washington.
“Bait” (Col) is rated drab in

Boston, “Genevieve” (U), big in

Chi, looks smash in N. Y. "Man in

Attic” (20th) is slow in Balto.

“French Line" (RKO) shapes

good in second L.A. week. “Ride

Clear of Diablo” <U>, good in In-

dianapolis, looms big in Detroit.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9 )
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Prastein Hit by 'Worrier M;

Suit of former RKO Pictures

exec Harry Pimstein against Albert

A. List for services in aiding the

present RKO Theatres board chair-

man to assume control of the the*

»tre chain has backfired. RKO
Pictures, in turn, has filed a Suit

in N. Y. Federal Court against

Pimstein charging hint with acting

its an ‘’informer.” Complaint, filed

Monday 18), claims Pimstein fur-

nished List confidential informa-

tion without the consent of RKO
Pictures and “in breach of his

fiduciary duties as an employee.”

Pimstein, in his suit against

List, stressed he was instrumental

ir. lining up the RKO Theatres

shares held in trust for Howard
Hughes. Latter had to trustee the

shares when RKO split into sep-

arate picture and theatre compa-
nies under terms of the Govern-
ment'* consent decree judgment.

Wants Severance Back?

RKO Pictures suit against Pim-
stein seeks to enjoin him via a pre-

liminary and permanent injunction

from disclosing facts relating to

the company to others, wants him
to return all company files and
documents he has in his posses-

sion; seeks recovery of $10,400 in

severance pay v, hich he received

when he resigned in February.

1953; of $4,700 and S4 800 which
he received prior and subsequent

to his resignation as legal consul-

tation fees, and all fees he may
have received from List.

.

According to the complaint. Pim-
stein was a salaried attorney for

RKO Pictures from 1927 to 1952

ard a vrepee of the company from
Oct.. 1952 to F;b., 1953. It charges
that during the time. Pimstein act-,

eu as a legal consultant the cotn-

pmy turned over to him confiden-

tial business information regarding
operations, assets and stock hold-

ings.

Pimstein is asking $226,000 from
List for his services in obtaining
information which led to latter’s

acquisition of the controlling stock

in, RKO Theatres.

No Bathing Suit Auction
Omaha, March 9.

Bob Hoff, president of the
Omaha Variety Club, requested
that Terry Moore, due here for
opening of “Night People” at

the Orpheum, bring along her
famed Korean ermine bathing
suit to be auctioned off for the
benefit of the Nebraska Crip-
pled Children's Society.

20th Century-Fox was not
having any part of that idea,
wants the ermine bathing suit

episode forgotten. Miss Moore
will wear standard feminine
gear while here.

OF FILMS UP
Washington, March 9.

Italy is now exporting pix to 81

nations, with Portugal and Egypt
rated as the top markets in that

order. This, however, is largely a
“gimmick” rating since it means
that these two countries are the

clearing houses through which
Italo films are transshipped to such
places as Ethiopia, Portuguese Af-

rican possessions, etc,

Italian film exports for the first

10 months of 1953 were more than
three and one-half times as large

as during same period of 1952, ac-

cording to U. S. Department of

Commerce. ,

Soviet Russia is seen by Com-
merce as likely to take large blocks

of the product in the near future.

The U. S. received 28 Italian fea-

tures in the first 10 months last

year.

BUGS IN DEALS

AS GOETZ OFF

ON OWN
William Goetz should have rea-

son for frustration in his switch
to the ranks of indie producers.
Of four properties which the for-
mer Universal studio boss

3
had

planned, only one now appears
likely to come ofT. This is a west-
ern starring James Stewart.

,In teaining with Columbia, Goetz
announced a lineup of three initial

pix. First was “Guys and Dolls”
which, said Goetz, he had ac-
quired for the screen. The film-
maker has no reputation for pre-
mature announcements. But some-
one obviously got his wires crossed,
for the picture rights deal never
went through and Samuel Goldwyn
nabbed the property.
Second for Col via Goetz was

to be a Maurice Chevalier biopic.
But the U. S. State Department
has nixed a visa for Chevalier and
consequently the producer has
tabled the pic project. This leaves
only the Stewart film for Col.

Previously, Goetz had agreed to
proposed terms for the rights to

James Michener’s “Sayonara.” Me-
tro and 20th-Fox aiso accepted the
sale price which Michener’s reps
had posted, amounting to $150,-
000 in cash plus a percentage
which could bring the total to a
maximum of $250,000. Thus, Goetz
and the two studios were in the
running for the novel, with Mich-
ener to select one of the three
with whom he’d close the deal. The
author, though, did an about face
and sold the rights to Joshua Lo*
gan. A suit looking to block this
sale is now pending, with Goetz
as one of the plaintiffs. ^

‘Egyptian' Starts Lata
Hollywood, March 9,

Filming of “The Egyptian” at

20th-Fox, originally slated to start
last Dec. 19, finally got under way
with Edmund Purdom substituting
for Marlon Brando, the cause of
all the delay. Other cast toppers
are Victor Mature, Jean Simmons,
Gene Tierney, Bella Darvi and
Peter Ustinov, with Darryl. F. Zan-
uck producing personalty with Mi-
chael Curtiz directing. <;

;

Tests for various, roles in the
picture have consumed a total of

21.000 feet of film, while the re-

lease print- will require less than
11.000 feet.

lOc PER SHARE
Twentieth Century-Fox board,

with a nod' towards CinemaScop.e
and the grosses on “The Robe” and
“How To Marry a Millionaire,” this
week (7) declared a special 10c per
Share cash dividend on the out-
standing common stock and also
authorized the retirement of a
maximum 100,000 shares of com-
mon.

Meeting, in Miami,, the 20th di-

rectors further declared the regular
quarterly dividend of 25c per
share payable March 31, ’54,

Purchase of the stock for retire-

ment can start April 15, 1954, the
board stipulated. 20th stock on
Monday (8) closed at 21^4. On that
basis the company would lighten
its cash reserves by close to $2,-

200.000 in order to acquire the
100.000 shares, on the open market
Stock retirement plan had been

under consideration by 20th since
last January and the possibility Of

such a buying had been studied by
(Continued on. page 18)

Twin-Bill C’Scope!
Omaha, March 9.

First Cinemascope double-
feature in these parts' came
about Thursday (4) when
Ralph Goldberg brought in

“New Faces” (20th) for a sneak ...

preview on the same bill with
“Hell and High Water” (20th).

Several local theatremen
appeared unhappy over the
setup, claiming one of the rea-
sons for the new device is to

eliminate twin bills as much as
possible.

Goldwyn’s Top Price For

‘Guys and Dolls’ Musical

$1,000,000 Against 10%
Samuel Goldwyn is due in N.Y.

front the Coast next week to put
in motion plans for his picturiza-
tion of the legit click, “Guys and
Dolls.” Producer, in a deal set for

j

signing this week, picked up screen
rights to the musical at terms
w hich may set a new high for such
a sale.

Goldwyn is paying $1,000,000
against a participation of 10% in

all distribution money on a world-
wide basis. Thus, in addition to
the straight $1,000,000, the legit

company iCy Feuer-Emest Martin-
Abe Burrows-Frank Loesser, etc.)

will take a 10% cut on gross coin
over $10,000,000. Previous high
was the flat $1,000,000 which Uni-
versal paid for “Harvey.”
Goldwyn, upon hitting Gotham,

intends to contact writers on
screen treatments of “Dolls,” this

to be followed by actual scripting,
j

Filmmaker has not decided on
(Continued on page 18)

Brandt Views Coast As
Aiming for Better Pix

Satisfactory product outlook was
seen this week by Richard Brandt,
Trans-Lux Theatres prexy, on his

return from a combination vaca-
tion-business trip to the Coast.
Brandt said he had found “excite-
ment but not confusion” in Holly-
wood, with everyone aiming at the
common goal of better pix. lie's

also completely sold on stereo-
phonic sound.

Brandt reported wide accept-
ance of the new wide screen being
turned out at the new Torrance,
Cal,, plant of the Stewart Trans-
Lux Corp. Screens are being used
at both the Paramount and Warner
Bros, studios and are currently be-
ing manufactured at the rate of
six or seven a week. They're seam-
less, have a very high light reflec-
tivity and cost $2.10 per foot.
Company is currently only tak-

ing orders from indoor theatres.
It's working on a screen for
ozoners.

Wilmington, March 9.

Mismanagement, charges against
: Howard Hughes occupied large

share of opening session of stock-
holders suit against RKO Pictures

j

in Delaware Court Of Chancery.
Harry J. Halperin, chief counsel

: for Louis Schiff arid Jacob Sack,
plaintiffs, spent afternoon reading
selections from depositions made
Friday by four RKO directors.

These stockholders seek to block!
sale of remaining RKO stock to
Hughes.

Trial is being hurried, timed so
some decision may be reached be-

;

fore March 18 stockholders meet-

j

ing in Dover to vote on Hughes’
offer. Depositions were Unsigned
arid read over protest of Roy W<
McDonald, N. Y., chief RKO coun-
sel. -

Chancellor Collins J. Seitz,
-who'll make decision, allowed Hal-
perin to read excerpts after it was
agreed. they could be changed after
four men read them over. Deposi-
tions came from James R, Graing-
er, RKO prexy; W. J. Clark, treas-
urer; Garrett Van Wagner, comp-
troller, and J. M. Walker,
Today <Tucs.) Halperin had a

subpoena issued for Grainger, or-

dering him to produce a list of
RKO papers and documents relat-
ing to the company's financial set-
up. Proceedings were then ad-
journed to tomorrow (Wed.),

Halperin questions were aimed
mostly at Hughes management and
methods adopted by RKO board in
agreeing Hughes made fair offer.
He was critical On $4,000,000 writ-
ten-off inventory at February At-
lanta meeting when directors ac-
cepted Hughes’ offer,

Leading Questions
. All witnesses were asked if

Hughes is in charge of
.
produc-

tion and if he should remain in
job considering record of firm
since acquiring control in 1948.
Plaintiff asks how-come in 1947
RKO produced 28 major pix but
only six in 1952, They also seek
accounting of more than $38*500,-
000 they say was operating loss
from 1948 to end of 1953.

Halperin tried to elicit informa-
tion regarding “Jet Pilot,” started
in 1949 and still not released; also
as to “French Line” censorship
trouble. Clark was quoted as say-
ing, “Jet Pilot*' cost $3,500,000,
“probably $1,500,000 too much.” It

(Continued on page 20)

FAIR TO AUDIT

OLDIES AT $1

SEZ RKO
RKO has drawn its defense

against the charge made by com-
plaining stockholders that the li-

brary of theatrically played-out pix

is worth $25,000,000, rather than
the $1 per pic which the company
has given it in the books. The;

$25,000,000 stockholder evaluation
purported to show that Howard
Hughes* offer to buy all assets at

$23,489,478 is inadequate.

Management has taken the po-
sition that the. back-number pix
actually have “substantial value”
but any precise amount hardly
could be fixed. The films are valu-
able for purposes of reissue, re-

make and television but there are
restrictions which must be. consid-
ered -also, according to RKO.
Company notes the curbs im-

posed on tv sales by the American
Federation of Musicians and vari-

ous Hollywood guilds. Further, it's

said, widespread adoption of color

tv .will reduce the value of black-

and-white pictures.

Judge Rules Against

Extra Boothman for 3-D
Los Angeles, March 9.

Recent arbitration ruling in fa-

vor of two men in a booth for 3-D
films was „ vacated by Superior
Judge Arnold Preager, in a de-
cision favoring Southside Theatres
against Moving Picture Operators
Local 150.

Court ruled that the arbitration

board exceeded its powers. South-
side had claimed that the union
was precluded by contract from
demanding two men in a booth for

three-dimensional pictures.

N. Y. to L. A.
Ronald Alexander
Harold Arlen
Truman Capote
John Gibbs
Oscar Hammerstein 2d
Mary Hartig
Frank King
Herman King
Alan Ladd
Jerome Lawrence
Sandra Michael
Jan Miner
Erin O'Brien-Moore

c

Roger L. Stevens
Steve Yates

Europe to N. Y.
Sondrc Bianca
Anthony Buttitta
Rosemary Cloohey
Jose. Ferrer
F. B. Proctor

N. Y. to Europe
Tony Azzi
Ludwig Bemelmans
Alan Delynn
Van Johnson
Constance Moore
Gordon Oliver
Florence Rapport
Don Sharpe
Yoki Shimoda
Robert Stolz
Eli Wallach
Henny Youngman
E. R. Zorgniotti

Twentleth-Fbx, reportedly with-
out even witnessing a formal dem-
onstration, has approved the use
of a new stereophonic sound
speaker suitable for drtveins.

: De-
tails of the new unit were revealed
by Claude Ezell, operator of a
leading southwest ozoncr chain, at
a hurriedly-called press conference
Thursday (4) at 20th ’s homeoffice.

Ezell, according to reports,
walked into prexy Spyros Skouras*
office on Thursday, described the
unit to the 20th topper who im-
mediately accepted it with enthu-
sia: i since 20th “will approve any
system or equipment that will en-
able a theatre to show Cinema-
Scope pictures with stereophonic
sound/’ The tradepress was imme-
diately summoned because Ezell
was scheduled to return to Texas
at 6 p.m.

According to Ezell, the sound
unit consists of three four-inch
speakers in one housing, measur-
ing 15 inches wide, 5 inches high
and 6 inches deep. Ezell described
it as an “all-purpose” speaker
since it can be Used for .regular
one-track sound. It weighs 2 3/i

pounds tind, according to the Texas
ozoner operator, can be installed
in driveins at about $12 pier unit,

He declared that no special wiring
Was required and that any drivein
equipped with wiring to handle
ramp lights, post lights or car
heaters can install the new speaker
units without additional, wiring
costs.

New speaker, to be manufac-
tured by the Bishop-Green Co., of
Dallas and Long Island City, is

known as the Ezell Stereophonic
Sound Speaker, Mode) AR (for Al-
bert R. Reynolds, Ezell’s general
manager who designed the unit )

.

Ezell was accompanied at the press
confab by Reynolds and H. M.

(Continued on page 20)

RKO THEATRES’

Although its gross income
showed improvement, RKO The-
atres had a loss of $296,600 from
1953 operations, compared with a
profit of $1,506,700 in 1952. Key
factor behind the decline was a
net loss of $1,205,800 which result-

ed from the sale of theatre and
other properties.
Company over the past year

dropped four theatres, two by sale

and two by lease, plus other items.
Chain intends to dispose of other
theatres which do not regularly
operate in the black.
Another setback in the 1953 fi-

nancial statement was the expendi-
ture of $1,500,000 for new equip-
ment for 3-D and Cinemascope
product, Including stereophonic
sound, which resulted in heavy ad-
ditional charges to expense and de-
preciation. Circuit has a total of
82 theatres now operating, of which
58 are equipped for C’Scope.
Albert A. List, board chairman,

and Sol A. Schwartz, president,
told stockholders in their annual
report that boxolficc receipts

(Continued on page 22)

L. A. to N. Y.
June Allyson
Anne Baxter
Walter Branson
J. P. Cahn
Corinne Calvet
Jerome Courtland
Donald Curtis
Marc Daniels
Claude Dauphin
Helen Deutsch
Chester Erskine
Eddie Foy Jr.

Morey R. Goldstein
James R. Grainger
Frank Gruber
Laurence Harvey
Louis Hayward
Margaret Herrick
Frank King
Herman King
Howard King
Horace MacMahon
Rosita Moreno
Stan Richardson
Buddy Rogers
Sam Wiesenthal
Marjorie Winfield



(R)EVOLUTIONS

,s
With the storm over stereophonic

sound still in the air, industry at-

tention is already focusing on the

new developments in projection

optics and their implied promise of

simpler and more effective oper-

ation.

Demonstration of the Tushinsky

lens on the Coast has cued exhib

realization that the end is not yet

in the technical (Devolution which
seemed to find its climax in Cin-

emascope. Now the industry has

already accepted as a fact that the

widescreen is here to stay, and
with this realization the engineers

are back in their labs, working to-

wards the difficult goal of stand-

ardization tailored to individual

theatre needs.

Already there are reports that

the Tushinsky lens, while pointing

the way, is by no means the last

word; that such big optical outfits

as Bausch & Lomb, realizing the
need for a compact and flexible

optical projection unit, are work-
ing on variable lenses capable of

taking any ratio and projecting it

with a minimum of light loss. Vari-
ous other systems, differently con-
stituted but all basically compati-
ble. a repaid to be nearing the mar-
keting stage.

Most striking aspect of the Tush-
insky lens is not only its adapta-
bility, but its price. It’ll sell for

about $700 a pair, which compares
to the $1,800 a pair now charged
for Cinemascope lenses.

In his report to the Theatre
Owners of America membership,
Walter Reade, TOA prexy, also

evaluated the variable anamorphic

(Continued on page 20)

Warner Prints 2:33 To 1

On Single-Track Version

Of C’Scoped ‘Command’
Warner Bros, first CinemaScope

picture, “The Command,” which is

being issued both With and without
stereophonic sound, is 2:33 to 1

ratio as to the single-track version.
C’Scope pix with full four-track
sound are projected at the 2:55 to
I ratio.

WB’s non-stereo prints have sin-

gle-track optical sound with the
old-fashioned narrow sprockets.
Hence, the reduced width of the
picture.

IN FEBRUARY, CHICAGO

FILM BIZ CLIMBED 10%
Chicago, March 9..

Film grosses here last month
were up about 10% over February,
1953, while total amusements in
the city fell 2% uifder that month
a year ago. Theatres paid City Tax
Collector’s office $99,555 last month
and $90,654 for the same month in
1953. On the other hand, the ag-
gregate of amusements, theatres
Included, accounted for $148,280 in
city taxes last month against $.155,-
510 the previous year.

In January and February com-
bined, theatre biz has gone up ap*
proximately 7% over the same pe-
riod last term, with $189,044 post-
ed this season against $177,103 last
year.

Lindbergh In C’Scope
Deal has been set for Warner

Bros, to release “The Spirit of St.
Louis,” which Leland Hayward
will produce, with Billy Wilder
scripting and directing. Filmiza-
tion of Brig. Gen. Charles Lind-
bergh's 1927 New York to Paris
flight will get the CinemaScope
treatment and will be. made in
WainerColor.

This is Hayward’s second distri-
bution ararngement with WB, the
Producer already having a deal
Wllll„the company for “Mr. Rob-
ei’ts.” the film version of the stage
Piay he presented on Broadway.

Shortage Shortage
Hollywood,March 9.

Shortage of midgets is hold-
ing up casting of “Jungle Jim
and the Moon Men”, at Colum**
bia. With only 11 little people
registered at Central Casting,
Sam Katzman is looking for at

.
least .200 of them to play moon
men. .

Hollywood’s pro midgets in-
clude Billy Curtis, Johnny
Bambury, Harry Monte, Buster
Resmondo, George Potts, Hen-
ry Stone, George Chirillo, Jer-
ry Marin, Luz Potter, Char-

% lotto Sullivan and Hazel Res-
mondo.

Seek 20th Aid

Only a hahdful of exhibs—20th-
Fox puts them at 10 or 12—so far

have taken advantage of. 20th's

offer to intercede for them with

the equipment companies so as to

get better credit terms in ordering

stereophonic sound units.

Interpretation put by 20th on
this lack of response is that the
smaller houses are buying the
sound anyway. Company has been
advised by at least one equipment
outfit that fully 90% of their sound
orders come from small-seaters.

Number of CinemaS cope-
equipped houses in the country
now is put at. in excess of 1,800.

According to the 20th policy now
in force, no theatre not equipped
fully fbr. 'Scope showing, i.e. with
stereophonic sound, can book any
of its widescreen pix. Same dictum
has been laid down by Metro.

Offer to aid exhibs in obtaining

better terms from the equipment
companies was made by 20th as an
echo' to insistent theatre op com-
plaints that they couldn’t afford

the sound innovation. Equipment
Outfits are understood to require

a down payment 'of 25% and a

payoff over a two year period.

Rivoli, N. Y. Showcase!*,

Closing for Lack Of

Suitable Film Prodi

Harvest of Orders,

Paramount Dream On

Ozoners' VistaVision
Paramount, estimating that

driveins now represent 19% of

domestic market money, feels Its

new VistaVision widescreen proc-

ess has a strong edge! over 20th-

Fox’s CinemaScope for the lion's

share of the ozoncr trade.
]

It's underlined that 20th\s re- !

quirement of stereophonic sound i

ahd the resultant confusion over
placing multiple speakers in each
automobile hasn’t hit well with the

drivein operators. I

On the other hand. Par boasts.]

VistaVision is being peddled with-

out any audio conditions. A dimen-
sional sound system is recom- 1

mended by Par < three horns placed
in the rear of the screen 1 but exhibs

[

have their choice ol taking or leav- ,

j

ing this. In any event, only the

j

conventional one speaker in each ;

|

auto will be necessary.
!

Sex Appeal and Gum
Omaha, March 9.

Local theatre manager Ted
Emerson employs a. janitor to
remove shopworn chewing
gum from scats, calculates his
house scraps off about 52,000
sticks annually. Further facts:

Westerns and
.

gum go to-
gether three to one over ro-
mantic musicals. Kids love
the first, are bored With latter.

Rivoli Theatre, N. Y. showcase
which seats over 2.000, has posted

a closing notice. House, which in-

stalled CinemaScope equipment a

few months ago, figures to shutter

shortly unless suitable product can

be nabbed and there’s apparently

none in sight. The United Artists

Theatre Circuit outlet is eyeing

Paramount’s “Elephant Walk”
among other entries but so far

there’s no deal in the works.

Rivoli has been playing 20th’s

“King of the Khyber Rifles” for

the past 11 weeks, holding it over

despite low income. Film company
hasn’t made any other C’Scopers

available to the theatre, preferring

to introduce its anamorphic prod-

uct at other locations, mainly the

Roxj'.

In a sense the Rivoli lights-out

will represent a casualty of 20th’s.

switch to C’Scopcrs. The house

often played 20th product when
that company had a heavier lineup

in conventional format. Installa-

tion of the widescreen equipment

was done on anticipation of

C’Scopers from 20th and other dis-

tribs, obviously. But Metro’s con-

tinuing romance with Radio City

Music Hail resulted in “Knights

of the Round Table” being booked

at that house. M-G's others also

will go the same route. Warners’

“The Command” was sold to the

Paramount. This left the Riv with

only 20th as a possible source but

a deal Only for “Rifles” was made.

W. E. Mitchell, formerly person-

nel manager of the Interstate cir-

cuit, has been promoted to regional

manager succeeding. William
O’Donnel who resigned to join

i Trans-Texas Theatres, Inc.

j

Warner Bros, appears to have
joined 20th-Fox and Metro in their

,
policy of releasing CinemaScope
pix with stereophonic sound only.

What made WB change its mind—if it changed it at all—isn’t

!
known. The first WB Cinema-

I Scoper. “The Command,” is being

|

released in double version, with
i both stereo and standard sound.
However, the company has never
specifically stated whether this is

its regular practice or whether the
multiple versions apply to the one
film only.

j

At any rate, “The Command.”
while called a CinemaScope pic.,

didn’t actually start out as such.

It was shot with Carl Dudley’s Yis-

tarama lens, then went under the
WarnerScope tag, and finally end-
ed up as a CinemaScoper.

Exhibs, many of whom feel 20th
and M-G should supply them with
non-stereophonic versions where
there are requests for them, have
praised WB for their “Command"
policy, the impression apparently
being that it applied to all of the
WB CinemaScope product.
Next CinemaScope film to come

from WB is “Lucky Me.” Skedded
after that are “Ring of Fear,” “The
High and the Mighty." “The Talis-

I
man" and “A Star Is Born.”

Film companies are showing
very considerable interest in Jo-
seph Tushinsky’s claim that his.

: variable anamorphic lens can be
used to “step down” a Cinema-
Scope film into almost any desired
ratio for normal wideangle pro-
jection.

;

Ability to derive standard ver-
sions of ’Scope pix via an optical

1

printing method has been claimed
;

on several occasions by 20th-Fox
technicians, but so far there’ve
been no demonstrations, possibly

! because 20tb is in no hurrv-to con-
!
vert.

! Competing. studios, however, are
,
in a different position. Practical

j

application of the Tushinsky lens
to this purpose would save them
hefty coin since, at the moment,
they are forced to lens actual du-
plicate versions at a cost “ranging
from $250,000 to $350,000.

1 One company exec commented
^ last week that lack of practical
proof that CinemaSeopers could
be “converted” into standard ratio

prints had definitely been a retard-
ing factor in the expansion of his

I
studio’s CinemaScope sked.
According to Tushinsky, not. only

can regular prints be “squeezed”
into a wider ratio, but anamorphic
pictures with their 2.55 to 1 ’Scope
ratio can easily be cut to 2 to 1

of 1.75 to 1 or less in the optical

;

printing utilizing his A’ariable lens.

|

At the moment, 20th is the onh
studio which hasn’t covered itself

by lensing its CinemaScope pro-
ductions also in standard duplicate.
Exception is “The Robe.” which
was shot twice to provide a print
for 16m reduction,

i It isn’t clear at this moment
|

where this’ leaves. 20th in the 16m
> field since it’s understood that the
20th brass isn’t happy with the re-

suits achieved via the Bell & Ho-
well narrow-gauge anamorphic sys-

|

tern. 20th doesn't have a very ex-
tensive 16m foreign biz* but its

16m domestic circulation is quite
I extensive.

Under Conditions Similar to Today
By GENE ARNEEL

Will H. Hays, who died Sunday
(7V at. 74, became “czar” of the

picture business some 30 years ago

when conditions strikingly paral-

leled the state of the industry to-

day. For, then as now. censor-

ship and the overworked term,

morality, were in the spotlight.

Further, Hays was ini office only a

few years when radio began its

mammoth growth and crippled the

pic boxoffice, temporarily but

alarmingly. And similarly, televi-

sion took a short-term (couple of

years > grip on the nation before

leveling off to its proper niche in

the show biz scheme of things.

But the similarities give way to

sharp contrast at this point. The
devastating blow dealt by radio was
a cue for some producers to strain

even more so, with result that

“shock values” on the screen, as

a means of winning audiences

away from the earphones, re-

sulted.

This same approach could not be

taken in combatting tv. The stand-

ards established under the Hays
1 regime to curb both indecency and

|

censorship »n his time . still pre-

|

vailed and kept the “lewd” ele-

j
ments. if there were any, out of
production.

Actually, recklessness and in-

discretion had become identified

with the film trade circa 1920, had
stirred agitation for all sorts of

censorship statutes, and motivated
the invitation to Hays to clean
house and stave off bluenoses who
might have paralyzed Hollywood.

Inherited a Headache
Industry veterans recall the

period- well: The Fatty Arbucklc
mess; other violent celebrations in

Hollywood; scandals concerning
narcotics, alcoholism and lavish

living all had served to give the

overall business a black eye in the

public viewpoint.

The Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors of America (how the

Motion Picture Assn, of America)
was in existence but without force.

Charles C. Pettijohn, attorney for

the film companies collectively,
: recommended the appointment of

!
Hays, who was Postmaster General

|
(Continued on page 26)

Hollywood. March 9.

Metro production toppers and
.

technical personnel. including
Dore Schary, Eddie Mannix; Louis
K. Sidney, George Sidney and
Douglas Shearer, were among •
group of production and exhibitor
leaders who witnessed a demon-
stration of Paramount’s VistaVi-
sion today (Tiies. ).

At the same time. Paramount .

production chief Y. Frank Free-
man revealed that the studio would
immediately launch its fourth
VistaVision picture. Film, “Stra-

tegic Air Command,” starring
James Stewart and June Allyson,
is. set to roll in Miami on March
22. Already completed in the
process is “White Christmas,”
with “The Big Top" currently
shooting. A Cecil B. DeMille pro-
duction. “The Ten Command-
ments ’ is in the preparation stage.

Among other industryites w'ho
viewed today’s demonstration were
John J. Fitzgibbons. prez of Fa-

;
rnous Players, Canada; Herbert
T. Kalmus and other Technicolor, ,

execs, Gunther Lessing and rep*
from Walt Disney. Stanley Kramer,
reps from Columbia, Warner Bros,
'Allied Artists, and Eastman Kodak.

Fitzgibbons termed the process
as the best develooed to date.

“Among its many favorable fac-

tors.” he said, “is that it makes
every seat in the theatre a good
one for the patron. This is most
important to me as an exhibitor.”

iContinued on page 24 i

New York Sees Tushinsky

Lens (Now SuperScope)

At RKO’s 86th March 22
Hollywood, March 9.

SuperScope is the , new trade
name for the variable anamorphic
lens developed by Joseph and Ir-

ving Tushinsky with RKO coopera-
tion. First public trade showing is

set for March 22 in N. Y. at the
RKO 86th Street theatre. Showing
will be sponsored by RKO The-
atres, Theatres Owners of Amer-
ica and Allied States Association.

New* lens is currently in produc-
tion and will be available in quan-
tity within two months, at an ap-

.
proximate price of $330. Like Paira-

• mounts VistaVision. it -will be
made available to the entire film
industry. Joseph Tushinsky an-
nounced that a contract is being
arranged w’hereby National Screen
Sci vice wTould handle the sale and
rental of the lenses to theatres.

SuperScope differs from other

.
systems in that anamorphic posi-

; five prints are made from normal
: straight photography. In addition

!
to its ability to give standard or

)
wide-screen projection to a regu-
larly-lensed film, the variable lens

:
can be adjusted to handle “squeeze”

’ prints, in various amorphic ratios.

These range from 1:75 to 2 to I,

< and, if necessary, the 2:66 to 1 ra-

tio used in CinemaScope.

According to the Tushinskys, the
: exhibitor is not required to invest

j

in other equipment, aside from the
• cost of the SuperScope ions. Pres-

;

ent equipment may be used with-
: out any functional changes. The
;
height of the screen remains the

i same, although widening of the
:. screen is required in case the thea-

i
tre is not equipped with wide-

! screen.

i
Jones Buys So. Cal. Nabe

San Diego. March 9.

Burton Jones, operator of two
film houses here, aided another to

his string by acquiring the Eg.vp-

]

tian Theatre from J. R. McDon-
' ough, who took it over from Fox
!
West Coast a year ago.

! Egyptian, formerly an 800-seat
<

!

nabe house, will be renamed the

Capri after a three-month remod-
elling job costing $75,000. House
will be converted for extended

1 runs.





So as in Shuffle’

By GEORGE GILBERT

Trend toward “big pictures" has

a fre$h advocate In the three King

Bros. Long exponents of low-

budgeters after they broke into the

industry in 1940 with a quickie

Alan Ladd fctarrer, the trio now
plans to tailor their future produce

tion largely from "mulfi-mUlion-

doll'ar'/' patterns.- Decision to move
into the deluxe category, Herman
King disclosed in New York last

• week, was prompted by the inroads

of tv and other stiff competition.

“Big pictures Plus big names are

a must," King' declared, “if the

producer is to show a profit" It’s

not smart to make the small film,

he added, for they’re “lost in the

shuffle" today. Goal of the King
organization henceforth will be to

“try to make the type of picture

that will appeal to the masses.

Moreover, whenever we have
stories that have an international

value we’ll make them in different

languages."
Of the three films the brothers

will turn out for RKO release this

year, two are geared to roll in the

$1,000,000 bracket* while the third

will be in the $500,000 class. First,

to go before the cameras, the latter

is an expose on “modern racketeer-

ing." Based upon an original by
John Higgins, it’s tagged' “The
Syndicate’’ and is due to start as a

;

black-and-white locationer in and
j

(Continued on page 22)

TV Also Clips Britain
Washington, March 9.

The impact of television on
the motion picture boxoffice is
almost as rough in Britain as
in the U.S., according to a
survey made for the British
Board of Trade.
The portions of the nation

enjoying good v tv. reception
have suffered a' decline of 9
to 10% in motion picture
attendance. On the other hand,
there has been little decline
in film boxoffice where video
hasn’t penetrated.

Even Shorts

Gifts to Charity
Hollywood. March 9.

Regis Toomey, new president of

the • Motion Picture Permanent
Charities Committee, announced
that more than 16,000,000 has been
raised by the group in 12 years for

the benefit of health and welfare'

services. This includes $1,181,566
raised this far in the 1954 cam-
paign.

New officers installed with
Toomey include Willis Goldbeck,
veepee; Carl Cooper, secretary,
and W. K. Craig, treasurer. New
members of the board of directors
are Sam Jaffe, Samuel J. Briskin,
Valentine Davies. Fred S. Meyer,
Walter H. Mirisch, George Slaff,

Sidney S. Solow and Frank Wisbar.

SWG WARNS MEMBERS

OF ‘UNFAIR’ PRODUCERS
Hollywood, March 9.

Charges that some film produc-

ers are offering sub-standard deals

to scripters in a confidential letter

mailed by the Screen Writers

Guild to its members. Scribes have

been asked to sifpply additional in-

formation for use in SWG’s forth-

coming meeting with the Produc-
ers Co-Operative committee.

Guild’s executive, board has ap-
proved two rules designed to dis-

courage sub-standard deals in films
or television. One calls for an
automatic fine on any member who
fails to file his contract within two
weeks after written notice that
there is no contract on record. The
other is that if there is a violation
of the rule against working for a
producer on SWG’s unfair list, the
member will be subject to a fine,

in
6

,
maximum of which may be

100% of his remuneration in the
pact, and a minimum of $250. Bal-
lots on these rule changes have
been sent to members.
Members were also notified that

i ony Owen and Tony Owen Pro-
ductions, Frank P. Rosenberg and
t-ionel J. Toll have been removed
i roni the Guild’s unfair list and
restored to good standing.

Minneapolis, March 9.

Local indie nabe exhibitors are
complaining to North Central Al-
lied that it’s becoming almost as
hard to buy shorts now as features
and that “outrageous" prices are
being demanded.
For example, the C’Scope short.

“Rome Express,” is cited: Its

price is eight times as much as has
been demanded for the average
short hitherto. Prices for many
less pretentious shorts have been
skyrocketing, too, the exhibitors
complain.

These boosted costs, coming on
top of increased percentage de-
mands for features, are all the
more onerous and out of line es-
pecially because, it’s claimed, no
shorts in themselves have any box-
office value whatsoever.

By HY HOLLINGEK

Production executives on the
Coast are in the dark concerning
the problems facing the nation’s
exhibitors, Walter Reade Jr., prexy
of Theatre Owners of America,
charges in a report issued this
week to /the exhib org’s member-
ship. “They are not getting accu-
rate or reliable information from
distribution, and do sincerely
seek or want it," the TOA topper
declared.

Reade’s observations are based
on his Coast visit last week dur-
ing which he spoke to “a cross-sec-
tion of production,” including
those who produce on a restricted !

budget, those who are not so re- 1

stricted, “and one who is the head
of one of the largest studios on
the Coast." Exhib chief also wit-
nessed demonstrations of the Tush-
insky lens, Paramount’s Vistayis-
ion, and the Gottschalk lens.

Reade and Wilbur Snaper.
fqrmer prexy of Allied States
Assn,, were the guests of RKO
which invited the pair to Holly-
wood specifically to see the Tush-
insky lens, Snaper, although he
hasn’t as yet issued an official re-!
port, appeared to agree substanti-
ally with Reade on his conclusions
relating to Coast production activi-

ties and to the impact of the new
devices both witnessed.

j

According to Reade in his re-
port . there is little or no under-
standing on the Coast of exhibi-

(Continued on page 24) i

Westerns’ Own Oscar
Reno, Nev., March 9.

Ballots, for the fifth annual
Silver Spurs award have be.en
mailed to 600 film critics ' by
the Reno Chamber of Com-
merce, with instructions to re-

turn them on or before
March 15.

Awards will be presented in

mid-May to the outstanding
western film made in 1953 and
the top western actor. Ballots
contain a list of 28 pictures
and an equal number of stars.

No Pick n’ Choose

On Reissues

SKOURAS' M.D. ASKS $10,000

Nat’l Theatres Prez Calls Fee
Exorbitant, Would Arbitrate

AFL Continues Fight

Against ‘Runaway’ Pix

But N. Y. Is Dubious... • 9

Hollywood, March 9.

AFL Film Council, with the sup-
port of IATSE prexy Richard
Walsh, is going ahead with its

drive against “runaway" film pro-

duction by American producers. It

will also fight against telefilms

made abroad for the American
market, according to Carl Cooper,
head of the Council.

Legitimate foreign productions
by American producers. Cooper
said, are not the target of the

council. The fight is against pic-

tures filmed beyond the borders

“to escape paying American \sages

to American craftsmen.”

Chicago, March 9.

Charles P. Skouras, prez of Na-
tional Theatre and Amusement
Corp.. is being sued for payment
of a $10,000 doctor bill by a Chi-
cago heart specialist who treated
him when lie was stricken during
last November’s convention of The-
atre Owners of America.

Dr. Richard Langendorf claimed
he had spent two weeks, day and
night, with Skouras and traveled
to Los Angeles with him on the
promise he was to receive $5,000
for services and expenses, with an
additional $5,000 paid tp Michael
Reese Hospital for research. Dr.
Langendorf said Skouras changed
his mind upon recovery and
reneged.
A spokesman for Skouras said

that the theatre mogul considered
the fee exorbitant and that his

offer of arbitration by a panel of
doctors was refused.

Exhibs who once frowned on any
reissues are now chorusing “we
can’t get the reissues we want.”
Confronted with the product

shortage, many theatremen have
asked distrib sales departments for
certain oldies which they feel
might still display b.o. power.
These requests, say theatremen.
have resulted in flat turndowns
from distrib sales chiefs, who state

that the pictures are not available
for reissue.

Policy of the film companies is

to re-distribute only pictures which
they themselves select, the feeling
being that a haphazard opening of
the vaults for individual requests
is uneconomical. Argument of ‘he
distribs is that carefully selected
reissues, backed by an advertising
and promotion campaign, have a

better chance than pictures select-

ed at random by individual exhib-
itors'.

Closed-circuit television agr a
hookup method for sales meetings
seemis to loom larger in current
plans of hotel managements and
thereby presents a competitor to
film theatres. Although theatre
hookups have been comparatively
few in number to date closed-
circuit tv was originally projected
as a natural for morning rentals of
cinema auditoriums. Hotels have
the advantage of being available
mornings, afternoons and evenings.

Sheraton Hotels in conjunction
with the DuMont Television Net?
work, will hold a six-city closed-
circuit demonstration starting next
Tuesday <16*. Several hundred
business men will be invited to
view the One-hoUr (4:15 to 5:15 p.m.
EST) demonstration in Sheraton
Hotels in New York. Washington,
Boston, Chicago, Detroit and Bal-
timore.
Main objective of the telecast

will be an explanation, of the com-
pany’s closed-circuit sendee which,
the. hotel firm says, “is being
offered as a permanent addition to

. the accommodations which this

chain of 30 hotels can offer its

clients.”

Large-screen tv units have been
installed in the six hotels partici-

pating in the demonstration and
plans are to install similar equip-
ment' in other hotels of the chain.

The Sheraton closed-circuit sen-
ice. it’s explained, will be available

for local and inter-city telecasting
'Continued on page 20)

20TH SUBS DEL RIO IN

‘LANGE’ OVER VISA SNAG
Hollywood. March 9.

Twentieth-Fox signed Katv Jura-
do as femme lead in “Broken
Lance,” replacing Dolores Del Rio
who had been unable to obtain a
U.S. visa to cross the Mexican
border.
With the Spencer Tracy picture

in production, the studio decided
to make the replacement rather
than .trait for the Government to
painstakingly sift charges of al-

leged “leftist leanings" against the
actress.

Eastern Slant

New York film circles shrug off

Coast labor views on “runaway”
production. It is hot 'to escape

American wages but to use up
frozen foreign funds that much
production is made overseas. One
comment: “If these features were

not made abroad, they would prob-

ably not be made at all. They are

special deals made for special eco-

nomic reasons. Payroll is only a

minor consideration,"

LEGION PICKETS

Not Much Trouble For RKO’s
- ‘French Line’

Greensboro, N. C.. March 9.

Catholic Legion of Decency

pickets had little effect on the size

Of crowds attending the opening

of RKO’s "French Line,” at Char-

lotte.

Mansignor Manley said the film

"contains grossly obscene, sugges-

tive and indecent action, costuming

and dialogue.” He said the purpose

of the pickets was not to prevent

persons from seeing the film, but

to demonstrate that such pictures

cannot be shown without protest.

Washington, March 9.

The Eisenhower Administration

expects to stand and fight in the

U. S. Senate to save the present

scale of excise taxes against ex-

pected reduction or elimination in

the lower chamber. It looks today

(Tuesday) as if the Reed bill will

go through in the House as it

stands this week. This carries a

reduction of theatre ticket tax

from 20% to 10% and also eases

the tax addendum to night club

tabs.

Democrats will probably try to

wipe the ticket tax off the books

altogether, at least on admissions

of 50c and under. Since the Reed
bill will be before the House of

Representatives under a gag rule,

Democrats would have to move
that it be returned to the Ways
and Means Committee with in-

structions to insert the change.

Meanwhile . Speaker Joe Martin

said that President Eisenhower

hopes Senate will put back a large

part of the billion slash the House

is aiming for.

Theatre admission tax cuts face

(possible trouble in the Senate,

where ihere is greater sentiment

: for raising the $600 personal ex-

;
eniption allowed each private tax-

i
payer under internal revenue. Sen-
ate may make that $800.

Even though the ingredients of
films are already replacing the
widescreen gimmicks as the prime
b.o. factor, there is' no danger that

CinbmaScope will go the way of
3-D, in the opinion of Edward !>.

Hyman, United Paramount The-
atres v. p.

Hyman, who recently returned
from a western inspection trip

which also took in Hollywood, said
in N. Y. this week <8> that he was
optimistic not only re the public’s

response to the widescreen, but
also on the availability of prod-
uct. In fact, while he isn’t blind to
what he calls “soft spots” in the
distribs’ release skeds, he feels

there are going to be plenty of
strong pix around.

Circuit exec’s view is in head-on
clash with that of Walter Reade,
Theatre Owners of America prez.

who on his return from the Coast
last week told the TOA member-
ship of the scant production activ-

ity on the Coast. He complained
that he had found “little or no urn
derstanding of exhibitors* lack of
inventory.”
As Hvman sees it, “we’re not

out of the woods by any means, but
(Continued on page 18*

REPUBLIC CASH BONUS

,
Payable To British Exchange

Personnel Beating Quota 5%

London, March 9.

Cash bonuses equal to $25,000
will be given to each United King-

j

dom branch of Republic Pictures
, which increases its sales by 5%.
,
Special sales push is being

!
launched as part of the Herbert
J. Yates 45th anniversary celebra-
tions and will run from now to

Dec. 31.

If all Republic branches exceed
their quota, Lionel Clyne, the com-
pany’s general sales manager, Ger-

J
ry Fernback, publicity dMector,

i
and Robert Warshaw, chfcf ac-

countant, will be invited to Holly-

wood as personal guests of Yates.

CINERAMA ENTERS

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV
An unexpected entry as a

!

supplier of theatre tv equipment

may he Cinerama, Inc., the com-

pany which manufactures and in-

stalls the equipment for the wide-
! screen medium. Outfit has patent
applications pending for closed-
circuit units which are similar in

principle to the projection tech-

nique- employed for the exhibition

of Cinerama.
Cinerama closed-circuit system

would involve a three-camera sys-

tem, resulting in projection on its

tri-divided screen. It would bring

about for the theatre tv the same
result now obtained in Cinerama
film projection. Developments, it's

indicated, are still in the early

stages.
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M Hefty mOtt iiiDmtcd LA.;

‘Enemy’-'Caesar

I, ‘Miller’ Lofty 29G, 3d
Los Angeles, March 9. 4*

•'Hell and High Water? and the

oldie comho, “Public Enemy’ -

•'Little Caesar,” are dominating

first-run trade here in' current

frame among the newcomers.
Other starters are mild. Reissue

pair shapes solid $35,000 at the two
Paramounts while ''Hell” is smart

$20,000 at Chinese,,

“Beat the Devil” shapes mod-
erate $17,000 in three sites while

“Gypsy Colt”-"Tennessee Champ
looks slight $9,500 in two houses.

Medium $13,000 is expected for

•Jubilee Trail” in two locations.

•'Three Forbidden Stones” is light

$8,000 in three small-seaters.

“Glenn Miller Story” still is trim

$29,000 in two sites for third round.

••French Line” is off to good $27,-

000 in second stanza, two spots.

“Cinerama” continues its solid

coin-grabbing pace with $31,400

for 44th week at Warner Holly-

.wood.
Estimates for This Week

Chinese (FWC) <1,905; $1-$1.80>

—“Hell, High Water” 120th).- Smart
$20,000. Last week, "Khyber
Rifles” (20th) (4th. wk); $8,500.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC) >

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10>—"Gypsy
t

Colt” (M-G) and ‘Tennessee i

Champ” (M-G>. Slight $9,500. Last

week. “Long Trailer” (M-G) (2d

wk), $16,900.

Los' Angeles, Rita, Vogue (FWC)
(2.097; 1,363; 885; 70-51.10)—“Beat
Devil” (UA) and "Fangs of Wild”
(Lip). Modest $17,000. Last week.
“Creature Black Lagoon” (U) i3-D)

and "Project M-7" iU) (9 days), :

$19,600.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts < ABPT-F&M) (3.300; 1,430;

j

70-51.25)—"Public Enemy” tWB) :

and "Little Caesar” tWB) (reis- :

sues). Solid $35,000. Last week,
|

"Command” -tWB» <3d wk>. $11,800.
j

Globe, Iris, Uptown 'FWC) <782; i

814; 1.715; 70-S1.10)—“Three For-

bidden Stories” (Indie) and "Black ;

Glove” <Lip\ Light $8,000. Last
week, "Cowboy and Girl” 'Indie)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....... $442,900

< Bused on 23 theatre •
>

Last Year $423,300
(Based on 22 theatres)

D.C.; ‘Faces’ 13G
Washington, March 9.

Mainstem hoxoffice is pretty
spotty current session, largely be-
cause of levelling off of longruns.
"Act of Love” at Loew’s Palace,
one of two newcomers, shapes sock.
The other new entry, “New Faces,”
looms big at the Met. “Eternity” is

calling it quits after all-time rec-
ord run of 28 weeks. “Glenn Miller
Story” continues ; brisk in third
week at RKQ Keith’s. Special sin-
gle scale juve matinees at both
"Julius Caesar” and- '‘Cinerama”
setting new pattern for city.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3.434; 90-$1.25)—"Knights Round Table” (M-G)

(6th-final wk). Good $12,000 after
$14,000 last week.

. Columbia (Loew’s> (1,174; 55-85)—"Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) '3d
wk). Very sturdy $12,000 after
$13,000 last week. Stays.

Dupont (Lopert) <372; 90-S1.25)—
‘‘Julius Caesar” (M-G) (5th wk).

Hefty $9,000. Last week, $9,500,
and holds.

Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 74-51)—
"Glenn Miller Story” iU) (3d wk).
Still sock at $17,000 after $23,000
last week., Holds over again.

‘Trailer’ Wow $18,000,

Balto; ‘Miller* 146, 3d
Baltimore, March 9.

•'Long, Long Trailer” at Century
is the current big grosser here.

“Captain’s Paradise” had a smash
opener at the Little. “Bigamist”
is okay at Keith’s. Third week of

“Glenn Miller Story" is still sock
at the Hipp. “Duffy Of San Quen-
tin” at Stanley looms drab.

Estimates for This Week
Century (LOew’s-UA) 0,000; 20-

80)—"Long, Long Trailer” (M-G).

Sock $18,000 or. near. Last week,
“Knights Round Table” (M-G), (5th

wk). $5,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;

35-90)—“Glenn Miller Story” (U)

(3d wk). Smash $14,000 after $17,-

500 for second.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 25-

80)—“Bigamist” (FR). Okay $7,000.

Last week, “Money From Home”
(Par) (4th wk), $6,000.

Little (Rappapoyt) (310; 25-51)

—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA). Potent
$5;200. Last week, “Living Desert”
(Disney) (7th wk), $2,000.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70) —

-

“Forbidden” (U). Starts tomorrow
(Wed.) after okay $3,500 for

“Border River” (U).

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-80)—
“Should Happen To You" (Col).

Starts tomorrow (Wed.) after third

week of “Hell, High Water” (20th)

hit mild $6,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-

$1)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (4th wk).

Still strong at $6,000. Last week,
$ame

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-85) —
“Duffy Of San Quentin” (WB) and
“Crime Wave” -(WB). Drab $5,000.

Last week, “Fighting Pimpernell”
(Indie), $5,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1.600; 35-80)— “Man In Attic” (20th). Slow

$8,000. Last week, “Robe” (20th),

$8,500.

Sub-Zero Bops Mpk;M $16,009,

‘O’Keefe’ Neat SG. ‘Miller’ 10G. 3d

Key (Sty Grosses

Estimated Total Groso
This WOek $2,565,200

(Based, on 23 cities

,

and 214
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-*

eluding If. Y.

)

. Total Gross Samo Week
Last Year .. .$2,194,700

(Based on 23 cities and 190
theatres.)

San Francisco. March 9/
Weekend rairi is credited with

helping film biz here this week.
“The Command,” aided by heavy

.i ->on- qa_ :

ad campaign and playing a
Metropolitan (SW) '1,200, 90-

, C’Scoper for first time at popscale.
looms line at the Paramount. “Beat$1.20)—"New Faces” (20th). Sock

and “Casanova Brown” (Indie.) (re- near’ ”,sP,lteT
rni

?
ced

;

Devil” looks fast at United Ar-
issues', $6,000.

!

tists while “Should Happen To
iwu;, at

; you is rated sock at St. Francis.
Glenn Miller Story” continues

— Follow Fleet (RKO) and Out «Act 0f Love” (xja). Sock $25,000,
and tops town. Last week, "Man in
Attic” (20th), $11,000 but above
hopes.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$ 1) ,

.—"Living Desert” (Disney) (10th-
i

we
®_l

final wk>. ‘Final week” ads upped
this to fine $4,000 after $3,300 last
week
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.80)

^ . „ .. , c .

—“Cinerama” (Indie) <18th wk). _ , --- . . .

Orphenm, Hawaii 'Metropolitan- Onupbeat, with brisk $18,500 after
|

Solld 511,000 m six days— $17,500 last week. :

!
week “Long, Long Trailer’

Trans-Lox (T-L) (600; 90-$l .25)
j

514,000. • .
.

—"Eternity” (Col) (28th wk). Fine
|

Par^no,mt
$4,500 in final session after $3,500 I

The Command (WB).'Fine $16,-

last week. I (Continued on page 24)

United Artists, Fox Hollywood re^iaJ™5e°$6 OwF*
(UATC-FWC) '2.100; 756; 70*1.10)

j 55-85)-
44 A . T -

of Past” 'RK0r 'reissues). Sad
$4,500. Last week, U.A.. “Boy From
Oklahoma” tWB). sad $2,800; Fox
H’wood with another unit.

Warner Downtown, Wiftern (SWi
(1,757; 2,344; 70-51.10)—“Jubilee
Trail” iReD) and "Hell's Half-Acre”
(Rep). Medium S13.000. Last week,
with Fox Hollywood, "She Couldn’t
Say No” <RKO), $13,600.

vaii

G&S) <2.213; 980; S1.10-$1.40)-—
‘ 517 500 last Week

“French Line” (RKO) <3-D) (2d
5i(.ouu last week,

wk). Good $27,000, Last week. $40.- <

000 .

Hillstreet, Pantages 'RKO) '2,-

752; 2.812; 80-51.25) — “Miller;
Story” (U) (3d wk'. Neat $29.000.

!

Last week. $34,600.

El Rey (FWC) '861; $1-$1.25)—
"One Summer Hapniness” (Indie)

(3d wk). Snappy $5,500. Last week,

$6 400.
Wilshire (FWC) (2.296; $1-$1.50<—“Red Garters” (Par) (4th wkr.

Slim $3,800. Last week. $5,800.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-51.50)—“Living Desert” (Disney) (12th

wk». Nice $3,300. Last week. $3,500.

Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-

$2.40>—"Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(16th wk). Good $3,400. Last week,
$3,600.
Warner Hollywood <SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2.80)—“Cinerama” (Indie)

(45th wk). Rolled into 45th week
after fine $31,400 last week.

big in third stanza at Golden Gate.
Estimates for This Week

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 80-$l)
!

—“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (3d wk).

;
Still big $15,000 or near. Last

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1-5*1.50) —
"Hell, High Water” (20th) (2d wk).
Okay $13,(KM). Last week, $23,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (reissue).

Last
(M-G).

‘Enemy’-‘Caesar’ 10G, ‘Miller Big 14G

DEVIL’ LUSTY $16000,

ST. LOO; ‘FEMALE’ 8iG
St. Louis, March 9:

Holdovers are the best draws
here currently, with “Cinerama”
still hoxoffice champ although in

Its fourth week at the Ambassador.
“Here Come Girls” is rated good at

the Fox while “How to Marry a

Millionaire” looms big in second
round at the St. Louis. “Beat the
Devil” looks lusty at Loew’s.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) ( 1,400; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Cinerama” (Indie) . < 4th
wk). Sock $27,500. Last week,
$27,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000: 60-75)—"Here

Girls” (Par) and "Flight to Tan-
gier” (Par). Good $16,000 or near.
Last week, "Money From Home?
(Par) arid “Redheads from Seattle”
(Par), $25,000 in 10 days.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3.172; 50-75)

—

“Beat Devil” (UA) and “Give Girl a

(Continued on page 24)

Daltons’ Lean $5,000, !

Omaha; ‘Miller’ 11G, 2d
Omaha, March 9.

I

Holdovers are the rule this week,

with “Jesse James-Daltons” the

only new entry at the Brandeis. It

shapes light $5,000. Easily the

strongest draw continues to be

"Glenn Miller Story,” still smash
in second Orpheum round, to pace

city. “Hell and High Water” is

rated sturdy at the State.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-76) —

"Jesse James Vs. Daltons” (Col)

and "Messalina” (Col). Slow $5,000.
Last week, “She, Couldn’t Say No”
(RKO) and "Kildare from Space”
(RKO), same.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-78)—"Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (3d

wk). Okay $6,500 after $9,500 sec-
ond stanza. ,

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70-
$1)—“Glenn Miller Story” <U) (2d
wk). Still socko at $11,000 after
terrific $20,500 opener, best here
in months.

State (Goldberg) (875; 70-90) —
"HellJ$High Water” (20th) (2d wk).
Sturdy $4,500 after $8,000 opening
week. ..

Cincinnati, March 9.

"It Should Happen to You” has
the Albee in winning stride this
frame. Only other new bill, “Kill-
ers From Space,” shapes slow at
the Capital. “Glenn Miller Story”
holds town leadership again with
a second big round at Keith’s, war-
ranting indef stay. “Money From
Home” is hefty in moveover week
at Grand. Palace is heading for
okay - total, on reissues, “Public
Enemy” and Little Ceasar.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85) —

“Should Happen to You” (Col).
Okay $12,000. Last week, "Money
From Home” (Par), $14,500,

Capital (RKO) (2,000: 55-85)—
"Killers From Space” (RKO) and
"Terror Street” (Indie). Mild
$5,000. Last week, "Forever
Female” (Par) and "Fort Sinister”
(Par), $5,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85) —

“Money From Home” (Par)( (m.o ).

Pleasing $7,000. Last week,
“Wicked Woman” (UA) and “Man
in Hiding” (UA), $6,500.

Keith’s (ShoD (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
"Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d wk).
Holding town lead at big $14,000
after smash $20,500 preem. Holds
indef.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85) —
“Public Enemy” (WB) and “Little
Caesar” (WB) (reissues). Okay
$10,000 or near. Last week, “Phan-
tom of Rue Morgue” (WB) (3-D),

$12,000 at 75c-$l scale.

HiDer’ Terrific

$36,0001 Hub Ace
Boston, March 9.

“Glenn Miller Story” is setting

a brisk tempo at the Memorial this

stanza to lead newcomers by a wide
margin. “Red Garters,” at the Met,
shapes only mild. “Crime Wave”
at the Pilgrim is sturdy. “Bait” at

the State is dull. “Knights
of Round Table” in fourth frame
at the Orpheum looks fairish.

“Long, Long Trailer,” in second
Astor week is skidding.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 60-$1.10)—

“Long, Long Trailer” CM-G) (2d
wrk). Off to about $13,500 following
nice $19,500 first week.
Beacon HUl (Beacon Hill) (800;

50-$l)
—“Living Desert” (Disney)

5th wk). Fine $5,000. Last week,
$6 ,000 . .

Boston (Cinerama Productions)
(1.354; $1.20-$2,40) — “Cinerama”
(Indie) (10th wk). Great $25,500
following $26,000 in ninth.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l) —
“ConqClfest of Everest” (UA) Open-
ed Sunday (7). Last week, “Gilbert
and Sullivan” (UA) (6th wk), good
$5,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90) —

“Jubilee Trail” (Rep) and “Miss
Robin Crusoe”' (20th). Opened to-

day (Tues.). Last week, “Riot in
Cell Block 11” (AA) and "Paris
Playboys” (AA) (2d wk-5 days),

$4 000
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—

“Glenn Miller Story” (U). Terrific
$36,000 or over. Last week, “Pinoc-
chio” (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk),
$26,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 50-90)

—“Red Garters” (Par) and “World
For Ransom” (AA). Slow $18,000.
Last Wfeek, "Money From Home”
(Par) < 3-D) and “Man Crazy” (20th)
(2d wk), $18,500.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 90-

$1 .50)—"Knights Round Table”
(M-G) (4th wk). Nice $10,500 after
$17,000 for third.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)—“Jubilee Trail” (Rep) and “Miss

Robin Crusoe” (20th). Opened tor
day Tues. (9). Last week, “Riot in
Cell Block 11” (AA) and “Paris
Playboys” (AA) (2d wk-5 days),

$10 ,000 .

PiUrim (ATC) (1,800; 60-95)—
“Crime Wave” (WB) and “Duffy
San Quentin” (WB). Sturdy $14,-
500. Last week, ' “Bad

.
For Each

Other” (Col) and “Drive Crooked
Road” (Indie) (2d wk), $9,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—
“Bait” (Col) and “Great Diamond
Robbery” (M-G). Drab $6,000. Last
week, “Knights Round Table”
(M-G) (3d wk), $7,500.

’ Sockeroo 16G

In Prov; ‘Trailer’ Good

12G, ‘Money’ Big 8G, 2d
Providence, March 9.

“The Glenn Miller Story” is giv-
ing the RKO Albee a great lead
this week. It is smash. Consider-
ably behind is “Long, Long trail-
er,” at much larger State. Strand’s
“Money From Home” looks big in
second round.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 70-85)—

“Glenn Miller Story” (U). Smash
$16,000 or near. Last week, “Pinoc-
chio” (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk),
$8 ,000 .

Majestic (Fay) 2,200; 50-70)—
“Three Young Texans” (20th) and
“Great Sioux Uprising” (U). Good
$8,500. Last week, “Hell High Wa
ter” < 20th) (2d Wk), swell $10,d00.

State (Loew) (3,200; 50-70-74)—
“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) and
“Fort Algiers” (UA). Good $12,000.
Last week, “Knights Round .Table”
(M-G) (3d wk), steady $10,500 at
upped scale.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-70)

—“Riot In Cell Block 11” and
"Jenniffer” (AA). Opened Monday
(8). Last Week, "MonOy From
Home” (Par) (2d wk), big $8,000.

Minneapolis, March' s.

New screen fare is in low supply
currently as “Glenn Miller Story”
continues to rido. high, wide and
handsotaie, and another hoxoffice
performer, “Long, Long Trailer”
still navigates, both in third weeks.
“His Majesty O’Keefe” and “Gil-
bert ic Sullivan" are okay in sec-
ond stanzas. The big new major
entiy, “Hell and High Water” is

rated good. “Three Young Texans”
and “Bad for Each Other,” also
new pix, are not getting far. With,
the Century temporarily shuttered.
Loop first-runs are down to seven.
A recurrence of sub-zero tempera-
tures has been cutting into grosses.

Estimates for This We<ek
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 65-85)—

“Loftg, . Long Trailer” (M-G) (3d
wkh Good $5,000. Last week,
$7,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—
“Glenn Miller Story’^ (U). Here
after racking up tremendous $45,-
0000 fortnight at Radio City. Likely,
to lead all but one of current pix
after being far out in front two
successive weeks. Big $10,000. Last
week, “Man In Attic” (20th) and
“Man Crazy” (20th), ,$5,500 at 65-
85c scale.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-$l)—
“Hell, High Water” (20th). Another
heavily sold C’Scoper, and helped
by the small amount of big fresh
competition. Good $16,000. Last
week, "Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d
wk), $17,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65-

85)—“Bad for Each Other’’: (Col).
Slight $6,000. Last week, “Majesty
O’Keefe” (WB),- $9,000,
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)

—“His Majesty O’Keefe” (WB)
(m.o.). Here following sturdy Or-
pheum stanzy. Neat $5,000. Last
week, "Pocahontas” (UA) and
“Steel Lady” (UA), $3,500 at 40-76c
scale.

State (Par) (2,300; 65-85)—
“Three Young Texans” (20th); This
one also greeted by divergent views
and hasn’t much in way of Cast
names. Slender $4,500, Last week,
“Boy From Oklahoma” (WB), $5,-
000. “Texans” lost Saturday night
because of telethon from the stage.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)—

“Gilbert & Sullivan” (UA) (2d wk).
Much praise for this one, but box-
office is not soaring. Moderate
$2,000. Last week, $3,000.

‘Sadie’ Sturdy $14,000,

L’ville; ‘Reef’ Rugged

12G, ‘Moon’ Bright 5G
Louisville, March 9.

“Sadie Thompson” at the State
is taking the lead this week at reg-
ular prices. Playing 2-D, it is solid
514,000 in prospect. Another strong
starter is “12-Mile Reef” , at the
Rialto, where hefty $16,000 looks
probable. Return of “Moon Is
Blue” at the Kentucky after nine-
week previous run is fair. “Phan-
tom Rue Morgue” in second week
at the Mary Anderson shapes good.

'

Estimates for Tihs Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 54-75)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA). Back again

but at pop scale. Played nine-week
run to big biz here several months
ago. Okay $5,000. Last week,
“Jivaro” (Par) and “Alaska Seas’*
(Par), $5,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—“Phantom, Rue Morgue”
(WB) (2d wk). This 3-D entry sag-
ging on h.o. to good $6,000 after
last week’s $10,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75) — “12-Mile Reef” (20th).
Strong $12,000, this CinemaScope
opus catching strong b.o. response.
Last week, “Rob Roy” (RKO),
$10 ,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)—
“Sadie Thompson” (Col) and
“Green Fury” (Col), both 2-D.
Heading for big $14,000. Last week,
“Long, .Long Trailer” (M-G) and
“Prisoners Casbah” (Col) (2d wk),
$9,000.

Devil’ Okay $15,000,

Cieve; ‘Miller’ 14G, 2d
Cleveland, March 9.

Blitzed by a record blizzard that
paralyzed city’s traffic, for nearly
a week, key houses and their new
product are coming to life slowly.

“Rob Roy” is fair at the Hipp while
an okay session looms, for “Beat
the Devil” at .State. Aljen’s “Wild
Oii£t” look fine. Third week of

“Glenn Miller Story” at Palace
took a beating but still has sock
session ill prospect.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 60-90) —

“Wild One” (Col>. Fine $12,000;

(Continued on page 24)



‘Rose Marie M in On;

Z3G, ‘Crane* 19G, ‘Mice’ Hep 14G
Chicago, March 9.

Milder weather is improving

downtown bis this^ session; with

plenty of new bills helptag. Seven

Sew entries launched at mainstem

houses for the weekend, and mul-

tiple-week holdovers now are

thinned to four,

“Long, Long Trailer" is leading

new fare with smash $58,000 at the

Chicago, with Tony Bennett help-

ing as stageshow topper. State-

Lake is getting sock $42,000 or

over on world preem of Rose

Marie ” Combo of “Beat the Devil'!

and “Man in Attic” is big $23,000

at United Artists. Socko $19,000 is

seen for “Crime Wave” and “Duffy

of San Quentin” at MeVickers
while “Saadia” is bringing mild

$6 500 to the Monroe. Surf looks

for fast $6,500 with “Genevieve.”

Ziegfeld is nice $5,000 with “Con-
quest of Everest.”

Second week of “New Faces”

looks sturdy at Oriental as does
Roosevelt duo of “Jubilee Trail”

and “Gun Fury.” “Man Between”
has slightly milder prospects at the
Loop. “Hell and High Water” is

stout in third Woods week.
“Cinerama” continues great in

32d round at the Palace.
Estimates for This Week

Chicago (B&Kl. (3,900; 98-$1.25)

—•"Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) with
Tony Bennett onstage. Socko $58,-

000: Last Week, “Glenn Miller
Story” (U) with Louis Armstrong
topping stageshow (3d wk), $38,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—

“Money From Home” (Par) (2-D)

(5th wk). Fine $7,500. Last Week,
$10 ,000 .

Loop (Telem't) (600; 90-$1.25)—
“Man Between” (UA) (2d w-k).

Good $10,000. Last week; $12,500.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-95)

—“Crime Wave” (WB) and “DUffy
of San Quentin” (WB). Action bill

is packing neat $19,000. Last week.
“Couldn’t Say No” (RKO) and
“Marry Me Again” (RKO) (2d wk),
$10,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)—

“Saadia” (M-G). Mild $6,500. Last
week, “Forever Female” (Par) (4th
wk), $3,500.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“New Faces” (20th) (2d wk). Hot
$27,000 after $38,000 last week.

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.60)— Cinerama” (Indie) (32d wk).
Sockerdo $35,500. Last Week,
$37,000.

,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 55-98)—

“Jubilee Trail” (Rep) and “Gun
Fury” (Col) (2d wk). Fine at $14,-
000. Last week, $24,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 93-
$1.25)—“Rose Marie” (M-G). World
preem shapes smash $42,000. Last
week, “Knights Round Table”
(M-G) (7th ), $18,000.

„
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—

“Genevieve” (U). Big $6,500. Last
week, “Hamlet” (U) (reissue) (3d
ivlr 1 ^ onn

.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-
the Devil” (UA) and

Man in Attic” (20th). Potent $23,-
000. Last week “Bait” (Col) and

$n
a

5oo
Crazy” (20th) (2d wk) ’

Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98-
$1.25)—“Hell, High Water” (20th)

'vk). Nifty $16,500. Last week,
$44,500.
.World (Indie) (687; 98)—“Rome
££ lo

S
k” Wndie) (4th wk). Fine

$3 £00. Last week, $3,800.
.Ziegfeld (Lopert) (430; 98)—
Conquest of Everest” (UA). Brisk

$5,000. Last week, “Gilbert and
Sullivan” (UA) (6th wk), $2,50Q.

‘Garters’ Snappy $8,000,

Seattle;W HotW
Seattle, March 9.

Too many holdovers here this
week will hold down the overall
total gross. Best newcomer looks
to be Red Garters,” good at Coli-
seum. “Living Desert” shapes
great in second Music Box round.

Long Trail” .encore at the
Music Hall is big. “Three Young
Jexans shapes sad at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65-

*•] Between” (UA). Mild
$3,000. Last week “Tanga Tiki”
(Indie) (3d wk), $3,700 at $1.25.

on. !!^um (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
90)-‘*Red Garters” (Par) and
Private Eye” (AA). Good $8,000.

Last week, “Jesse James, Daltons”

in! and “Charge of Lancers”
(Col), $7,300.
F
ef Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;

fi'f.
1

;

2?’ — “Helh High Water”
u

0t l)
i
3d wk) ' Good $6,500. Last

"eek. $8,500.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

(Continued on page 24)

Eftimatet Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; 1. e.,

without the 20% tax, Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Miller’ Mighty

moot, PhiDy
Philadelphia, March 9.

. “Glenn Miller Story” at the
Stanley is town-topper currently
with a terrific take. Ad campaign
shrewdly played up romantic val-
ues to woo femmes. “Money From
Home” shapes fancy at the Gold-
man but far from sensational.
“Phantom of Rue

.
Morgue” in 3-D

tooms sturdy, getting Stanley’s
overflow. “New Faces” opened
brightly at the Fox but house ex-
pected more.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.50)—

“Juliqs Caesar” (M-G) ' (5th wk).
Looks big $10,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,459; $1.30-$2.80)—

“Cinerama” (Indie) (22d. wk). Great
$19,500. Last week,

.
$22,800.

Fox (20th) : (2,250; 74-$1.50)—
“New Faces” (20th). Solid $27,000.
Last week, “Hell, High Water”
(20th) (4th wk-6 days), $17,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—"Money From Home” (Par).

Fancy $20,000. Last week, “Top
Banana” (UA) (2d wk), $10,0Q0.
Mastbaum (SW) (4.360; 99-$1.30)

—“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB).
Stout $26,000. Last week, “War
Arrow” (U), $16,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-

$1.30)— “Long; Long Trailer”
(M-G) (2d wk). Off but still good
at $10,500. Last week, $20,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99-

$1.80)—“Knights of Round Table”
(M-G) (3d wk). Big $21,000. Last
week, $30,000.

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.50)—
“Glenn Miller Story” (U). Wow
$46,000. Last week, “Should Hap-
pen to You” (Col) (4th wk), $10,000.

Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Veils of Bagdad” (U) and “Back
to God’s Country” (U). Mild $6,-

800. Last Week, “Living Desert”
(Disney) (5th wk), $8,500.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)—“Fan-Fan, Tulip” (Indie) )2d wk).

Fast $4,500 or near. Last week,

$6 ,000 .

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.50)

—"Moon Is Blue” (UA) (19th wk),

Waning at $3,900. Last week,
$4,500.

Lent, Cold Hits Indpls;

‘Miller’ Rousing 15G, 2d,

‘Rob Roy’ Trim $9,000
Indianapolis, March 9.

Opening of Lent plus sudden
cold spell clipped biz at first-run

situations here this stanza. But
“Glenn Miller Story” is holding up
well in second week in Indiana to

lead the city again. “Rob Roy” at

Circle is stoutest of new entries

with a. nice figure. “99 River

Street”’ at Loew’s is slow.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;

60-85)—“Rob Roy” (RKO) arid

“Pecos Bill” (RKO). Neat $9,000.

Last week, “Phantom Rue Morgue
(WB) and “Man in Hiding” (UA)
(3-D), $12,000 at 65-95c scale.

Indiana (C-D) (3.200; 65-95)—

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d wk).

Stout $15,000 after $17,500 opener.

May hold again. .

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 60-85)—

“99 River Street”. (UA) and “Give

Girl a Break” (M-G). Tepid $7,500.

Last week, “Long, Long Trailer

(M-G) and “El Alamein (Col),

$9 000
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Ride

Clear of Diablo” (U) and Man
Who Murdered Himself” (Indie).

Good $7,000. “All-Star Jamboree
replacing second feature at 9p-$1.25

scale Sunday only- Last week,

“Man Crazy” (20th) and “Thy
Neighbor’s Wife” (20th), $6,500 on

same setup.

‘DEVIL’ SNUG $16,000,

BUFF; DULLER’ DITTO
Buffalo, March 9.

Biggest money in current session
is going to “Beat the Devil” which
is torrid at the Buffalo. “Jivaro”
is rated good at Paramount while
“Wicked Woman” Is rated fair at
Center in second frame. “Glenn
Miller Story” still is great in sec-
ond week at the Lafayette. It is

getting more in holdover stanza
than most pix dp in first weeks
there.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 55-80)—

“Beat Devil” (UA) and “Dragon’s
Gold” (UA). Snug $16,000 or
close. Last week, “Long, Long
Trailer” (M-G) and “War Paint”
(UA), $19,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 55-80)—
“Jivaro” (Par) and “Alaska Seas”
(Par). Good $11,000 or better.
Last week, “Boy From Oklahoma”
(WB) and “World for Ransom”
(AA), $8,000.

Center (Par) (2,000; 55-80)—
“Wicked Woman” (U) and “Shark
River” (UA) (2d wk). Fair $7,000.
Last week, $12,500.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 80-$lK-
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d wk).
Smash $16,000. Last Week, $18,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 55-80)—“Iron Curtain” (20th) arid “Cap-

tain Scarlett” (Indie). Limp $7,000.
Last week, “Hell, High Water”
(20th) (2d wk), $10,500 at $1 top.

K.C.; *Say No’ 7G
v
Kansas City, March 9.

Pace generally is satisfactory
at first-runs here this week. Top
new .film is “Money from Home,”
sockeroo at the Paramount, and
earning a holdover. “Beat the
Devil” at the Midland and “She
Couldn't Say No” at the Missouri
-are frioderate flew bills, former
being especially routine. Big
money is being garnered by “12-
Mile Reef” in four Fox Midwest
houses in second round. “Glenn

!

Miller Story” still is okay in
fourth downtown week. Chilly
weather prevailed.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820;

65-85)—“Glenn Miller Story” (U)
(m.o.) (2d wk). Fourth week
downtown, oke $3,500. Last week,
$4,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1-

$1.24)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(8th wk). Second stanza, under
new price policy, okay $2,200.
Last week, $2,400.
Midland (Loew’s) (3.5Q0; 50-

( Continued on page 24)

Lent, income Tax Blues Clip B way

But 'Mission $17,000, 'Money Smart

43G, 2d, 'Miller Sharp 48G in 4th
Start of Lent last Wednesday (3)

and too much rain are blamed for
the way Broadway first-run busi-
ness is skidding this stanza. The
impending U. S. income tax dead-
line additionally hurt traffic at the
wickets. Fact that no outstanding
product was being launched in the

f

iast seven days provided a further
etdown all along the line. The
rainfall early last week and the all.

day downpour Wednesday (3)

washed out trade early in the
week, with a slow recovery setting
in last Friday. Saturday was
sharply improved but springlike
weather Sunday (7) clipped the
weekend take.

“Dangerous. Mission” looms as
best newcomer,, with a fine $17,000
or near in first week at the Holi-
day. “Queens Royal Tour” wound
up its initial round with a epod
$b,500 at the Guild. “Alaska §eds”
wth vaude is heading for a fine

$18,00Q or close at the Palace.
Elsewhere it is h o. or extended-
run.

“Money From Home” is supply-
ing the top second-week gross, with
sturdy $43,000 at the Paramount.
Martin-Lewis film holds a third
stanza.
“Glenn Miller Story" continues

socko with $48,000 in fourth week
at the Capitol, and continues into
fifth session today (Wed-). The
other long-runner, “Should Hap-
pen to You.” dipped to fair $10,-
000 in final five days of eighth
Week at the State.

“Long, Long Trailer” with stage-
show likely will round out its

three-week run with a fair $107,-
000, “Rhapsody” replacing tomor-
row (Wed.). Final (3d) week of
“New Faces” is drooping to slow
$37,000 or near at the Roxy. “Night
People” opens Friday 1 12).

“Top Banana” looks to land an

headed for brisk $5,600 after $6,-

800 in sixth week. Stays on, with
“Saadia” (M-G) to be launched

.

with special preenv March 18.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$l.20)—
“Alaska Seas” (Par) with 8 acts

of vaudeville. Present round end-
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) is likely to

hit nice $18,000 or close. Last week,
“Hell’s Half Acre” (Rep) with
vaude, $19,000.
Paramount (Par) (3.644; 80-$1.80)

—“Money From Home” (Par) (2d

wk). Holding at fine $43,000 or
near. Goes a third stanza. First

week was very good $53,000.

“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB)
due in next.

Paris (Indie) (568; 90-SI .80)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (24th

wk). The 23d week ended Sunday
(7) was solid $6,700 after $8,800 for

22d round. Stays on a bit longer,

buLnew pic opening date not set.

-Rialto (Brandt) (600; 50-98)—
“Striporama” (Indie) (2d wk).
Likely to wind up around $3,500 in

current weekending tomorrow
(Thurs.). Last week, $3,900. Stays
on.

Rlvoll (UAT) (2,092; 95-$2)—
“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (12th wk).
The 1 1th frame ending today
(Wed.) shapes to get $6,000 after

$7,OOQ last week. Holds. Unless
the house picks up a new pic soon,
it may shutter temporarily, notice
being up for some time.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (6,200; $l-$2.75) — “Long*
Long Trailer” (M-G) with stage-
show (3d-final wk). Present week
ending today (Wed.) is off to fair

$107,000. Second week was $122,-

000, below expectancy, being, hit

by two days of rain like the other
houses. “Rhapsody” (M-G) opens
tomorrow (Thurs.), prior to the
Easter picture, “Rose Marie”
(M-G).
Roxy 'Nat’L Th.V (5,717; 65-

okay $11,500 in its third round at
. $2.50>—“New Faces” (20th) (3d-

the Victoria. Act of Love looks I wk). Present stanza winding,
like^ fairly good $H,0JD0 in fourth

] tOIDOrTOW (Thurs.) is dipping to
week at the As«orr Red Garters

j
slow $37,000. Second week was

comes in March 26.
“Genevieve” maintained its

amazing pace to land a great $16,-
800 in third stanza at the Sutton.
Pic continues on indefinitely. “Riot
in Cell Block 11” is holding around
a fair $13,000 in third frame end-
ing today at the Mayfair.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City inv.) ( 1,300; 80-SI.80)

—‘ Act of Love” (UA) (4th wk>.
Present week ending today < Wed.)

$44,000, below g hopes. “Night
People” (20th). latest C’Scoper,
opens Friday il2>,

State (Loew’s) (3.450; 85-$1.80>

—

“Saskatchewan” (U>. Opens today

]
(Wed.). Last week. “Should Happen
to You” (Col> (8th wk-5 days'. $10.-
000 after okay $14,000 for seventh
full week.

Suttpn (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Genevieve” (U) '4th wk). Third
round ended Monday (8) pushed up

’to great $16,800 as against $16,200

Bliz Trips Toronto But

’Miller’ Wham 29G, 2d;

’Command’ Big $15,000
Toronto, March 9.

Despite two-day snowstorm Which
,

dented biz, “Glenn Miller Story”
is still leading the city to smash

j

returns, being only $2,000 under
last week’s $31,000 house record at

Loew’s Uptown. Of the newcom-
ers, “The Command” and “Beat the
Devil” are neck-to-neck in second
place, with biggest money to the
former. Second frame of “Best
Years of Lives” still is hefty.

Long, Long Trailer” in third

round and “Eddie Cantor Story” in

second are okay.
Estimates for This Week

Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,
Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059; 955;

470; 694; 698; 35-60)—“War Arrow”
(U) and “Flight Nurse” (Rep). Oke
$13,500. Last week. “Public Ene-
my” (WB) arid “Little Caesar”
(WB) (reissues), $18,000.

Egltnton, University (FP) (1,080:

1,558; 50-80)—“Best Years of

Lives” (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk).

Hefty $14,500. Last week, same.
Hyland (Rank) (1,250; 60-90)—

“Personal Affair” (Rank) (2d wk).

Light $4,500. Last week, $6,500.

imperial (FP) (3.373; 60-$D—
“Command” (3-D) (WB). Big $15.-

000. Last week. “Money from
Home” (Par) (2d Wk),' $12,000 at

50-85c scale.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 50-80)'

—

“Long, Lohg Trailer” (M-G) (3d

wk). Neat $9,000. Last week,

$11,500.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)

—

“Beat Devil” (UA). Hefty $14,000.

Last week, “Top Banana” (UA),

$9,500.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40:75)—

“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) (2d

wk). Okay $9,000. Last week,

$11 ,000 .

Uptown (Loew’s) (2,745; 65-$l)

—“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d

wk). Little letup despite storm for

wham $29,000. Last week, $31,000

and new house record.

week was $15,500. “Red Garters!
(Par) opens March 26.

" —
Baronet (Reade) <430; 90-$1.50)

—“Intimate Relations” i Indie) (3d
wk). Started Saturday (6). Second

nnpnpr
a
^t^v°

d $4,10^ aftc
.

r 56,000 90^1*50^‘hoIIv’ and Ivy
opener. Stays on a couple more

; ,5^
weeks.

for second week. Weekend trade
topped initial weekend and ran
ahead of “Man in White Suit” <U >.

Stays on indef.
Tfans-Lux 60th St (T-L‘ '453;

• Pace)
Current stanza ending

Capitol (Loew’s) <4,820; 70-$2.20'
—“Glenn Miller Story” <U> (5th
wk). Fourth session ended last
night (Tues.) was socko $48,000.
Third week was $50,000. Holds
indef.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20>—“Best Years of Lives” (RKO'
(reissue). Opens today (Wed.). In
ahead, “She Couldn’t Say No"
(RKO) (2d wk-4 days), only $5,000
despite “preview” pic used for
final days, making It virtually a
dual bill.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468
; 90-$L80’—“Conquest of Everest" (UA'

(14th wk). The 13th stanza ended
last night (Tues.) was okay $5,200
after $6,200 for I2th week. Rene
Clair’s “Beauties of Night” (UA)
opens March 23.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; $1-$1.80)—“Go Man Go” (UA). Opened yes-

terday (Tues.). In ahead, “The
Robe” (20th). This initial Broad*
way second-run after pfeem at the
Roxy apparently caine too soon
after the fiirst N.Y. launching. For
10 days ended Monday (8) night it

hit only light $11,000, despite hav-
ing two Fridays and Saturdays.

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)—
“A Queens Royal Tour” (Indie) (2d
wk). Initial frame ended Monday
(8) hit good $8,500, In ahead, “Ham-
let” (U) (reissue) (3d wk-5 days),
$5,500.

Holiday (Rose) (950; 70-$1.80)—
“Dangerous Mission" (RKO)! First
week winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)
is heading for fine $17,000, best 1

opener here in weeks. Holding. In
ahead, “Bait” (Col) (10 days), $11,-
500. t

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)
—“Riot in Cell Brack 11” (AA) (3d

wk). Current session ending today
(Wed.) is heading for fair $13,000
or under. The second week was
$16,000,
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

j

tres) (592; 95-$180) — “Golden :

Coach” (IFE) (7th wk).

i today < Wed.) likely will reach stout
$6,000 after $6,600 in fourth week.

1 Continues.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) ( 540;

' 90-$1.50)—“Lili” <M-G) (53d wk).
The 52d Week ended Monday <8)

w’as big $6,500. Pic started its sec-
ond year here* March 10. The 51st
week was $7,200.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.80)

—“Top Banana” (UA) )3d
'wk)-. Present session winding up to-
morrow (Thurs.) looks to finish with
okay $1 1 ,500. Second week was $14.-
000. Stays about two weeks more.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) <1.600;

$1.20-$3.60) — "Cinerama” (Indie)
<40th Wk). Present round conclud-
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) likely will
finish with great $40,000. The 39tli
week was $41,000. Continues.

Storm Sloughs Det Biz;

’Diablo’-Stageshow Hep

$28,000, ’Hell’ Oke 30G
Detroit, March 9.

Holdovers are keeping the lid on
this week, a lid which was clamped
on by the season’s w-orst snowstorm
last week. This blizzard practically
wiped out downtown biz. for a cou-
ple of days. Best of newcomers is

“Ride Clear of Diablo” which is be-
ing helped by virtue of a stageshow
headed by Dinah Washington, big
at Broadway-Capitol. “Hell and
High Water” shapes good at the
Fox. “Glenn Miller Story” is hold-
ing gre&t in third week at the Maai-
son.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1-$1.25)

—“Hell, High Water" (20th). Good
$30,000. Last week, “Khyber
Rifles” (20th) (2d wk), $18,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) '4.000;

Present i

80-$i)
—“PfiMtrooper” <Col> and

frame ending today (Wed.) is (Continued on page 24)
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Bill rewriting a part of the N. Y.f
r~~

State censorship statute came un-

der fire yesterday from Arthur

Mayer, Independent Motion Pic-

ture Distributor Assn. prexy, who
called it unfair to producer. Im-

porter and censor alike,.

Mayer was commenting on the

Fitzpatrick bill to amend the edu-

cation law. Measure specifically

attempts to define the terms “im-

moral” and “tending to corrupt

morals,”

Yesterday (Tues), Mayer was in-

formed there would be no public

hearing on the Brydges bill, which

is almost identical with the Fitz-

patrick measure. He was invited

to submit a brief.

In a letter to State Sen. Earl W,
Brydges, Mayer expressed disap-

pointment over the lack of a hear-

ing and said indie importers had

noted the proposed amendment to

the N.Y, State education law “with

considerable perturbation;” He
said it would leave distribs uncer-

tain over what pix had been ap-

proved and would be equally

puzzling to the censor.

The Fitzpatrick measure defines

as “immoral” and “tending to cor-

SUCS PALO ALTO CENSORS

Exhlb Says 'French' Was Banned
Sight Unseen.

San Francisco, March 9.

A Palo Alto theatre owner has
filed suit in Santa Clara Superior
Court designed to do away with

film censorship in Palo Alto.

Alfred Laurice, operator Of the

Cardinal Theatre, asked the court

to declare unconstitutional, local

pictures to the Palo Alto Board
of Commercial Amusement of cen-

sorship.

Laurice said that the board has

advised him he cannot show RKO’s
“French Line” with Jane Russell,

although he had never held a pre-

view for the. board which relied on
reviews it had read elsewhere.

Laurice also said that the board
in the past has .made him r ell tick-

ets to adults Only for $u£h films as

“Detective Story,” “People Will

Talk,” “Oliver Twist” and many
others."

Laurice charged the munipical-

! ity*$ censorship was in violation of
U

1
freedom of the press, freedom of

y film the domi-
, speCph was also depriving him

LA gONDE' INTO MANHATTAN

Hits BfJou and Carnegie

Tuesday (16)

Next

rupt morals” any
nan't purpose or effect of which is

erotic or pornographic; or which
portrays acts of sexual immorality,

lust, vulgarity, or lewdness, or

which expressly, or impliedly pre-

sents such acts as* desirable, ac-

ceptable or proper patterns of be-

havior.”

The M^yer statement said the

proposed bill “is so indefinite that

it can only lead to ‘litigation/ ‘de-

lays’ and ‘uncertainty for the in-

dustry.’ He added that it was not

of his livelihood.

Mayor of Chicago Bows

To Catholic Objections;

Now Faces RKO & ACLU
<

Chicago, March 9.

RKO’s controversial “French
Line” will not show in Chicago. So

urfai' .o”“p

V

rodi«rs anV Tm'- 1
Pressured by Jrate ORholic ele-

porters, but also “to such high- me
^
ts " ere M^yor

,

minded censors as Dr. (Hugh M.) J?
lly

.

an
5,~

Po1 Ce

Flick who heads the N. Y. State O’Connor that they capit-

Censor board” in that it involves > h*
a * e<* an^ eaneelled the film s oi »g-

> imaI MAwnMtf A frAii.t nAtiffhr rnocnn*
matters of personal taste and in-

terpretation rather than fact.

Flick himself has said that it was
a mistake for the industry to con-

demn all censorship since such
pressure would inevitably bring
about a more precise definition.

This, he feels, deprives him of his

prior freedom of action and inter-

pretation and narrows the scope of

his activity.

inal permit After-thought reason;

might contribute to juvenile de-

linquency.

Now the Mayor has RKO’s yelp-

ing to contend with, plus possible

legalities, and plus the loud ap-

peals of such lend-a-hand organiza-

tions as the American Civil Liber-

ties Union.

Howard Hughes sent Perry Lie-

ber, publicity director of RKO stu-

“La Ronde,” French import

which has been nationally publi-

cized via censorship controversy
and a U. S. Supreme Court de-

cision, finally is set to bow in :N. Y.

It’s being done up big.

Robert arid Raymond .Hakim,

who own the pic, have arranged

to open it next T.uesday (16) at

both the Bijou and Little Carnegie
Theatres. For a foreign entry ever
to run simultaneously at two art

houses, of course, is rare.;

Sees inherent Danger’

In Any Censorship But

Okays N.Y. Amendment
' Albany, March 9.

Although mindful of the “inher-

ent danger in all forms of censor-
ship,” the N. Y. State Council of

Churches (Protestant) has gone on
record favoring the Bridges-Fltz-

patrlck bill which is designed to

describe in detail immorality as it

relates to screen blue-penciling.

(Details of bill in separate story).

The endorsement was qualified to

tbe extent that the Council, via its

legislative committee, expressed
the belief that all censor laws
“should be administered with , ex-

treme caution and in such a way
as to preserve the fullest freedom
of expression to the individual.”*

Council, whose chairman is Rev.
Wallace T. Viets of Albany, is the
first large religious organization to

make known its position on the
proposed legislation. Stand was
taken in a form of a resolution,
copies of which were sent to all

state lawmakers here.

The resolution stated: “We rec-
ognize the need of some controls
in the* field of indecent and im-
moral motion pictures. A Supreme
Court decision declared that the
present laws of this state do not
clearly define the word ‘immoral-
ity’ as used therein. Therefore, we
approve this particular bill as be
ing a reasonable and acceptable
definition for the purposes noted.

Furore In N.Y. last week over the razing of the Mark Twain
House looked to United Artists a$a natural peg for publicity

spotlighting its ’film, “Man with a Million,” Which was based on
the Twain story, “Million Pound Bank Note.” Ronald Neame,
producer-director of the film, followed through with the announce-
ment that he -would raise $10,000 to keep the memorial going.
Then came the press

.
reaction. The World-Telegram & Sun

ran the Neame story hut referred to the original Twain piece and
not the title of the pic. The Tfmes also covered It but made no
reference to the film. UA serviced Reuters with the yarn and
later learned it got a play after all. Pravda gave it Page 1 treat-
ment. • • '/'•

•

“This should be helpful when we play Loew’a Moscow,” cho-
rused* the UA publicity department y

NO PROTESTANT NEEDED

Quebec Censor Board Stays All-

Catholic. and All-French

Montreal, March 9.

Premie'r Duplessis turned down
a proposal to appoint an Anglo-
Protestant tor the Board of Cen-
sors which now comprises eight

members, all of whom are Roman
Catholic and French Canadian.
Montreal Council' of Women, and
the Council of Churqhes had urged
the

,
appointment.

Subject was debated in the .Que-

bec Legislature last week but, cu-

riously,' with no mention made of

“Martin Luther.” Film, based on
the life of th$ Protestant leader,

had stirred a
.
heated censorship

controversy.
Duplessis ended the discussion

with the comment that appoint-
ment of a Protestant to the Board
was not essential and it would be
too* difficult to select one satisfac-

tory to the* various Protestant de-
nominations.

Mayer pointed out that, with the :

djos* to the. Chicago branchy as his.

Supreme Court having outlawed
j
*Krec£

representative in his fight to

such terms as “immoral” and “sac* j 'Y
1

? P® 1

?
111*’ Sam Gore-

rilegious” as too indefinite and ' hek, RKO branch manager, filed

vague for practical application. an aPP?a *

“we think it will consider words as^I
.

n
.
g h)m to revoke O Connors

such as ‘lust.’ ‘vulgarity’ and ‘^
ecl

f
l0n and outlining a course of

‘lewdness’ as even more nebulous
’ ^e^a l action which the film.com-

and more difficult to interpret.” !

The indie group repped by
Mayer has never actually come out
against censorship, nor has it ever

'

endorsed it. In fact, a majority
of the indies feel that, in N. Y. at

least. Flick has given them a. fair

shake and has been, appreciative of
their problems.

pany might take if the feature

were denied playing time. As a

prelude- to legal action, Hughes
also retained law firm of Pope Sc

Ballard.

American Civil Liberties in an

‘MARIHUANA STORY’

ABRUPTLY YANKED
Toledo, March 9.

Palace Theatre (Skirball) here,
was closed at 6 p.m. last Thursday
(4) by action, of the Ohio Board
of Censors, which banned showing
of “The Marihuana Story.” The
house reopened the next day with
another feature. Some 1,300 per-
sons saw the “Marihuana” film on
Wednesday (3) and, Thursday
afternoon, before closing.

Howard M. Feigley, manager,
said the censors on jan. 14 had

i

approved the film, on condition

Top Banana’ Burlesque

Strip Sequence Draws

Maryland Censor Snip
Baltimore, March 9.

Sidney R. Traub, chairman of
Maryland’:; Board of Motion Pic-
ture Censors, annoi^nced last week
the board’s refusal to sanction
two dance sequences in current
film releases. The Jane Russell
dance in “The French’ Line” (RKO)
and burlesque routines in “Top
Banana” (UA) were ordered to be
axed before the censorship board
would grant the necessary licenses.

According to Traub, "the two
dance sequences featured very
scanty7 attire and definitely inde-
cent movements.” Regarding “Top
Banana,” Traub feels that since
minors are prohibited from seeing
such dances in burlesque theatres,

it follows that they should not be
allowed to see them on film.

Distributors for both pix will ap-
peal the board’s decisions.

topped by Rev. Thomas Megahey
and Ira Lattimer, wired Howard
Hughes to ask RKO to cooperate
with their program. American
Civil Liberties Union nationally
also evinced iriterest in the fight

to keep the pic here -but so far

...... . ... ,,, has made ho definite commitment.
hibition of immoral motion pic- Currently on ACLU’s Illinois Su-
tures and. in particular RKO s

preme Court docket is a suit

appeal to revoke the ban and in- that three scenes of girls dancing
dicated it might start legal pro-

j

at a reefer party be deleted,
ceedings of its own if the mayor Feigley cut these three scenes as
stood pat. ACLU’s Committee, required but was notified Wednes-

CHURCH INSTRUCTIONS

FOR ‘LINE’ BOYCOTT
Buffalo, March 9.

. The ways of combatting the ex-

4 , T « i - . . . . viiiw i. uvvnv v 1.1 » ouiv
Hench Line -u ere outlined1 by against the banning of “The Mir-

Bishop Joseph A. Burke, of Buf- a£je <. here.

On the

day that the license to show the
f ilrin had been revoked until it

could be reviewed by an inspector
of the censor board.

Feigley said he assumed that ap-
plied to an uncut version showri
Tuesday in Springfield, O., where
the censors halted it.

QUICK PASSAGE

a!o. in a letter to the faithful. ^ .. .. . , _ , .

Said he: “First, if the film is ad-
;

<j^ ei
Lu

^an^’ Ra lph

verti.sed for any theatre in the *
Smitha, Woods Theatre general

diocese, protest at once, preferably i

ritanager, said the Essaness circuit

by phone, but at least by letter.
'

'_
ou^ c

.

ont
j
St the censoring.

Secondly, if any theatre actually i

Woods has already prepared to re-

shows the picture, write the man-
j

(Continued on page 24)

ager a letter and tell him that
;

you, or your organization will not ' r*iAnn RAACTO VIA nril
attend his theatre, fbr a period of ! lUKj dUUjI 5 UA DfcAL
six months.”

Bishop Burke added that this

suggested procedure “applies not
only to all pastors, all priests, all

Sisters, all Brothers, but to all

Catholjc organizations, and in par-
ticular, to every individual Catholic
patron of the picture theatre.”

No Public Hearing and No Press
At 'Immorality' Sesh

TO 6 PIX IN 18 MONTHS
Hollywood, March 9.

Ivan Toi;s, currently under con-
tract to produce two pictures for
United Artists release, has in-

creased the deal to a total of six

|

for delivery within the next 18
; months. First of the two already
! scheduled is “Helicopter Pilot,” to
be co-produced by Art Arthur, who

French Line' Into Nabes
San Antonio, March 9.

Arrangements have been com- • > s taking a three-month leave of

pleted here lor showing ol‘ the RKO !

absence from his post as executive

controversial pie, “The' • 'French <

' of the Motion Picture

Line,” Haiilnc Jane Russell, »n| l5t?^£S^?nl4

4.
S
^r^2

<,
' •
<te,,very

house.
31 *' '* g,

'6UP °f ,UCal nabC
I Among the iU.- additional films

noust...
will be a yarn by -novelist Jerry

It will open on the same date at Weidman and a feature to be di-
the lfi-Ho, .Olmos, Josephine and- reeled by Sidney Lumet, N.Y. vidfo
Laurel.

,
t director.

Albany, March
Charles A. Blind Jr., counsel for

the State Education Department,
said Monday (8) that he would ap-
pear Tuesday afternoon (10) at the
Assembly Judiciary Committee
hearing on the Fitzpatrick bills
clarifying “immoral” in the state
motion picture licensing law and
wculd discuss the subject gen-
erally. '

Brind added it was his under-
standing the hearing would not be
public, would be brief, and would
be confined to jne speaker for
each side. The lateness of the date
and the fact the coiftihiltee had
hundreds of bills upon which it

must act before Friday (12) pre-
cluded a public hearing, the Edu-
cation Department lawyer added.
The Legislature is scheduled to ad-
journ about March 20.

Brind stated tHat he would “take
either bill,” although, as an attor-
ney, he. preferred the longer .and
specific definition of “im

GRAND JURY REFUSES

TO INDICT ON ‘MOON’
There’s nothing illegal about ex-

hibition of “The Moon Is Blue,”
the Elizabeth, N. J., grand jury has
decided in the face of complaints
against the film by Roman Catholic
elements.

Panel of 23 persons, after seeing
the film at a private screening, re-
fused to indict the Ritz Theatre,
which played the pic, or C. P. Mur-
phy, manager of the house. City
of Elizabeth had sought the indict-
ment.

AA’s First C’Scoper Among

10 Pix Rolling By June
Hollywood, March 9.

Total of 25 story properties are
currently in preparation at Allied
Artists with 10 slated To start filim

ing in the next three months.
Lineup includes eight In Techni-
color and one in Cinemascope, the
first in the history of the studio.
It is titled “Wichita” and will be
'iroduced personally by Walter
Mirisch, executive producer.
Ten lined up for early shooting

are “The Adventures of Hajji
Baba,” “Wichita,” “The Annapolis
Story,” “The Desperado,” “Sons of
the Navy” (formerly “Home From
the Sea"), “I Put My Finger on
Waxey Gordon,” “Battle Star,’
“Wanted by the FBI,” “The Bow
ery Boys Meet the Monsters,” and
“Killer Leopard.” In the prepping
sta* c are “Legionaire,” “Yellow
Knife,” “Poppflea.” “Persian Gulf,”
“Green Hills of Idaho.” “The Po-
lice Story." “John BfnyvnV Raid-
ers,” “Hold Back the Night,” “Mas-
sacre at Dragoon Wens,” and
others.

'Green Sheet’ Backers
*

(Women’s Clubs) Rap

Censor Amendments
Proposed amendments to N. Y.’s

censorship law, which are designed

to spell out the meaning of “im-

morality,” and "‘crime” as objec-

tionable material in motion pic-

tures, have been blasted by the

largest women’s group in the coun-
try. The rewrite of the blue-pen-
cil statute, which was introduced
by Sen. Earl W. Brydges, is under-
stood ‘to have Dewey administra-
tion backing. It’s now before the
State, Legislature.

'

Amendments were rapped by
the the Film Estimate Board of
National Organizations. This is the
pic reviewing group which publish-
es the so-called Green Sheet and
whose membership comprises, via
specially-appointed reps, the Gen-
eral Federation of Women’s Clubs,
Protestant Motion Picture Council,
National Congress of Parents &
Teachers, National Society of the
D.A.R., American Jewish Commit-
tee, .United Church Women and
other groups.

In a resolution sent to Brydges
and Assemblyman Justin Morgan,
chairman of the Committee on Ju-
diciary of the N. Y. Assembly, the
Estimate Board declared:
“We urge careful consideration

and full public hearing before ap-
proval of these bills. Aside from
the question of constitutionality,
our long observation of legal cen-
sorship at work leads us to doubt
the efficacy or practicality of the
bills. We are hereby on record as
opposing their passage.”

Introduction of New York State
hills was a consequence of the U-.S.
Supreme Court’s decisions in the
Ohio “M” and the N. Y. “La
Ronde” cases: The tribunal ruled
that “inciting crime” and “immo-
ral,” as terms on which censors

4 nixed the two films, were too
vague*

The Brydges proposal, if enact-
ed, would elaborate on both terms
this way: “The term ‘immoral’ and
the phrase ‘of such a character
that its exhibition would tend to
corrupt morals’ shall denote a mo-
tion picture or part thereof, the
dominant purpose Or effect of
which is erotic or pornographic;
or which portrays acts of sexual
immorality, lust, vulgarity or lewd-
ness, or which „ expressly or im-
pliedly presents such acts as desir-
able, acceptable or proper patterns
of behavior.

“Any motion picture or part
thereof shall be deemed to tend
to incite to crime . . . when the
theme or manner of its presenta-
tion is of such character as to
present the commission of crimi-
nal acts or contempt for law as
constituting profitable, desirable,
acceptable, ' respectable or com-
monly accepted behavior; or if it

advocates or teaches the use of,

or the methods of use of, narcotics
or habit-forming drugs.”

Motion Picture Assn, of America
is firmly opposed to the bills on the
grounds they represent further re-

strictions in, and perpetuate, the

censorship statute in N. Y. To
What extent MPAA encouraged the

Estimate Board’s voice of disap-

proval was not disclosed but it ap-

peared likely that the resolution

at least was suggested by the film

iridustry org.

Bob Goldstein Buys 3
Hollywood, March 9.

Robert Goldstein bought three

story properties for his indie pro^

duction program: “Robber’s Roost.

“Black Tuesday” and “Shadow .
at

My Shoulder,”

George Montgomery will star in

“Roost,” and Cleo Moore and Lee
Marvin in “Tuesday.” Casting for

“Shadow” is not set.
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A limited number of prints

will be available for EASTER ENGAGEMENTS
of tbe finest wbicb G|NemaScoP£
bas yet offered.

It is suggested tbat you immediately

get in touch witb your

20tb Century-Fox branch manager.

THERE CAN BE NO GREATER
BOXOFFICE ATTRACTION FOR EASTER!

20th Century-Fox presents

Emm* tttm
m

Color by -

Technicolor-DeluxeTECHNICOLOR-DELUXE ^
Cinemascope

In The Wonder of Stereophonic Sound!

m2
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20th Century-Fox presents a Cinemascope Production PRINCE VALIANT til
Starring JAMES MASON • JANET LEIGH • ROBERT WAGNER • DEBRA PAGET • STERLING HAYDEN

'

Produced by ROBERT L. JACKS • Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY - Screen Play by DUDLEY NICHOLS
Color by TECHNICOLOR-DELUXE • Based on King Features Syndicate’s "PRINCE VALIANT" by Harold Foster
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A system to combat high rental terms for certain pictures has
been devised by a «roup of exhibitors and it is said to be working
successfully. v

' * ‘
:

~ ‘

TheM. exhihs, faced with high percentage demands, sign con-
tracts without questions at whatever terms the distributors ask
They play thfe pictures; involved, study the results, and then open
•‘negotiations* With the. distribs on the latter’s share despite the
existence ot the signed contract. ’

A serieS Of TiaSsles then develops. In many cases, the exhib
doesn’t wind- up With the terns he wants, but as one pointed out*
‘•It’s still below the original contract demands.” Occasionally 'a
court suit develops, but an exhib who claims he’s been following
this policy for a number of years says these have been rare and
and agreement Is reached before it reaches the courts.

Asked why exh|hs had to resort to reneging on contracts, he
said: “If we didn’t do it, we’d never get some of the top pictures
We can't afford* the terms ‘ originally asked and we have to take
chances,” - ;

’ FOR DRIYEINS POINTS UP MANY
FACETS OF RURAL-SUBURBAN OPERATION

SPIKE 'EM WITH CHIUS

; See Nb

There is now every indication

that, should the French back down

and accept the original subsidy

deal they Signed * with the Motion

Picture Export Assn, last year, the

independent* American producers

will challenge the MPEA on the

legality of such financial aid.

Society of Independent. Motion
picture Producers, firmly opposed

to subsidies of any kind, is reliably

reported to have changed its origi-

nal view which was that, while it

might “permit” the French deal to

go through witbr-a subsidy, it

would put its foot down against

any further arrangements of this

sort by the MPEA.
Meanwhile, it- is the opinion of

MPEA execs in close contact with

the foreign field, that the MPEA-
SIMPP squabble over subsidies is

doing a great .deal of harm abroad
since, as one observer put it, “it

gives those countries the idea that

the U. S, industry is divided and
they can play one section against

the other.”

.

Ellis Arnall, SIMPP topper,

made clear in January that his

members wanted an end put to

subsidies. Arnall reasoned that his

action would eventually strengthen
the hand of- MPEA in negotiating

future foreign film deals.

It was understood at that time
that SIMPP wouldn’t move re the

current French pact, provided it

had MPEA’s promise that there

would be no further subsidy deals.

There followed an exchange be-

tween Arnall and MPEA prexy
Eric Johnston, with the former de-
claring that he had been promised
by Johnston that MPEA wouldn’t
extend any further financial aid,

and Johnston, through spokesmen,
reiorting that the MPEA, while
opposed to subsidies, couldn’t bind
member companies to such a pol-

icy.

Arnall was in town last week for
a round of consultations with
James Mulvey, Roy Disney and
Arthur Mayer. He left Friday (5)

for the Coast. Seemingly, his

group isn’t contemplating any im-
mediate steps. In fact, the entire
subsidy controversy is in a state

of suspended animation “until

somebody does something.”

Italians Due In April
Indie distribs have ben invited

to sit in on the forthcoming MPEA
talks with the Italian film delega-
tion due in the U, S. in April to
negotiate a new deal. - Arnall has
indicated a possibility of a sepa-
rate deal between SIMPP and the
French and may go to Europe in
the near future—or may send a
representative—as the initial step
in activating SIMPP’s export assn;
Visit would serve the purpose of
contacting indie European distribs
who might work with indie pro-
ducers in the U, S.

Current status of the French
agreement continues in a fog, with
MPEA maintaining it’s unawares
of the details. Griffith Johnson,
MPEA v.p., returned to the U. S.
last week from a trip to Rome and
Paris where he looked into the
situation.

The original French, pact, signed
by Johnston, called for a $400,000
subsidy over a two .

year period.
Latest French proposal, unaccept-
able to the Americans, is to drop
Vhe subsidy. in return, MPEA
would have to guarantee effective
distribution of 20 French pix in

American market. It’s been
pointed out to the French that
such a project is neither feasible
or ]ega i jn jjie context of the
• a. antitrust laws.

ANTITRUST SUIT IN BALTO

Ediqgndson Village Sues Durkee,
Loew’s, 20th on Bids

Baltimore, March 9.

Edmondson . Village Theatre, Inc.,

indie nabe, filed an antitrust suit

here last week in Federal Court
against Frank H. Durkee, Loew’s,
Inc., and 20th Century-Fox. The
Edmondspn Village spot alleges
that Durkee, through the heft of
liis chain of 16 neighborhood
houses, was forcing distributors to
book his Edmondson Theatre, 11
blocks from the village operation,
with fresh product despite better
competitive bids from the indie.

Plaintiff is asking for triple

damages totaling $150,000.

‘Production Workers’ Note

Sounded by AFL Council

Not in Distribs Idiom
Hollywood AFL Film Council

last week backed up the Independ-
; ent Motion Picture Distributors
Assn.’s fight against Italian Films
Export but in the doing put its

shoulder to the wrong wheel.

In a letter to IMPDA prexy
Arthur Mayer, Dolf Thomas, chair-

man Of the foreign production com-
mittee of the council, said the
Coast outfit was “extremely inter-

ested in all phases of foreign pro-
duction which have the effect of
replacing American-made films in

our theatres thus displacing Amer-
ican production workers.”

He declared it was “high time”
that the American industry be pro-
tected and that the “use of foreign
subsidy funds to exploit foreign
pictures” in the U.S. be stopped.

Trouble is that the indies have
never taken any position vs. the
exploitation of foreign pix in this

J
country, be it via subsidies or

otherwise. They welcome it. re-

gardless of the source providing
the coin. IMPDA’s action against

IFE was predicated on the charge
that, by going into the subsidized

[
distribution of Italo pix in the U.S.,

that agency was threatening to

turn into a monopoly and was in-

terfering with free trade.

In this the indie importers and
distribs are very different from
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture, Producers which is on rec-

ord as opposing all subsidies on
principle, regardless of what use

the money might be put to. Even
though SIMPP’s position demands
a nix on all financial aid, it’s

IMPDA and not the indie produc-

ers which has taken its case to the

government.
SIMPP prexy Ellis Arnall has

had conversations with the new
FTC export division in Washing-

ton, but hasn’t actually filed a bill

of complaint against anyone yet.

In any case, SIMPP is more direct-

ly concerned with the Motion Pic-

ture Export Assn., as the source of

subsidies than the Italo agency.

Bj JOHN QUINN
Kansas City, March 9,

The annual two-day “school” for
That Seems to Be Payoff Formula

1

drivein theatre owners and man*
For WB 3-D

j

agers is currently in session at the

Warner Bros, apparently has I

Continental, with good
I ^ weather and some 200 enrolleesa»

found the winning formula foi 3-D. againg^ last yearY blizzard and 150,
pictures—spike ’em with chUls. ’ Kansas-Mlssouri Theatre Assn, is

While 3-D is generally washed up, > the administrator of - the school.

WB’s stereoscopic “Phantom of the Somc 25 WPHers have booths.

Rue Morgue” is displaying strong Particular attention will focus^on
.

*
. z exploitation and advertising in the

b.o. power m saturation bookings afternoon se*h tomorrow (Wed.)
in Ohio, Indiana, West Virginia with Jack Braunagel, manager of
and Michigan. In Variety boxof-

: driveins for Commonwealth Amuse*
fice reports, the pic is registering ment Corp., as the speaker. In-
“loud” to “hefty” returns.

j formal, surveys taken by Common-
WB achieved similar success

:

wealth managers reveal that it is

heaters, are pushing up the open- !
with another chiller-diller, “House :

the rural and suburban families,

ing dates of a good many outdoor of Wax,” its first 3-D entry. “Wax”
(

largely members of the working
situations and have more and more ! Was among .the top grosses of the .

class, that go. to driveins. There-

driveins mulling the advisability of 3-D films. Company will try it .
fore, advertising shouhTbe directed

year 'round operation. It’s esti- again with another spine-tinglcr in - to reach these potential patrons,

mated that, at present, there are 3-D. Set for late spring and sura-
j

in Braunagel’s opinion.

' Number of driveins not only Is

increasing throughout the country,

but they’re
-
also extending their

season and the individual night’s

run, Ozoners are griping about

20th-Fox’s stereophonic sound
dictum, but privately ops say they
aren't worried about getting prod-
uct for the hew season.

Unseasonable weather conditions,
coupled with the increasing use of

in excess of 4,100 ozoners in exist-

ence and their revenue has become
increasingly important to the dis-

tribs.

Development of

mer release is the Alfred Hitch-’ Driveins are big users of direct
cock fiimization of “Dial M For mail, which will, be carried on this
Murder.” Latter will wind up WB’s year on a scale larger than ever
deepie product. No more are listed before, with campaigns to particu-

! on the company’s production sched- lariy reach rural postal boxes. Alsonew type
screen that permit higher light re- i

?'e- though WB. among all the
.

valued by driveins are 24^heeU
flcctivity and an earUen start of

j

filn,
,

c0 'nPanies- has achreved the and other outdoor display meth-

the evening’s show are welcomed !
greatest success with 3-D pix. It

;
ods. Weekly and daily newspaper

by bTibS, ("*• >*> «**?,“* with a , space is also basic. Commonwealth
eventually they'll be in a position

;

““pIe “f western J-D entries- - circuit has designed a special car-

to squeeze in an extra show. Pro- 1

T
i
e
..„
C*'a/gS “1 Feathf -t®®»

J®** S~y. •» » advertis-

grams. in midsummer, can't: get.
an

^.
Hon^°- c?”Pa”5’, is now

.

on ,n8 charact*randma«:ot -

started as a rule until 8:30 or 9 i
a Cinemascope kick. Of seven- un- The morning session Wednesday
mediate upcoming films, four are wiH be devoted to -concessions,

1 in the C’Scope medium. -- a
p.m

While ozoners anticipate con- :

siderable trouble should 20th and i

sound for the driveins—thus de- 30 Ohio Towns Repeal
priving those that aren’t equipped
of their Cinemascope releases

—

at the, same time they admit
that there’s still

,
plenty of product

around for them to book.

$20,000 Cost

But Others Reluctant

with Paul Peterson, general man-
ager of Walter Reade Drive In
Theatres, as moderator.

The subjects up for discussion
suggest the variegated nature of
drivein management:

“Large Trays,” Stan Durwood.
“Ice Cream Items.” Dale Slew-

art, Riverside Theatre, North Kan-
sas City.

Coldisplay Machine,” Pat Gar-

German Bid to Golden
Washington, March 9.

Nathan D. Golden, director of

the Motion Picture and Photo-

graliic Products Division of the

Commerce Dept., has been invited

to. attend the Cologne, Germany.

Photokina, the international photo-
|

graphic trade show which com-
;

mences April 2.
|

Invitation comes from the Ger-

1

man photographic industry ana

from that nation’s Minister of

F.rnnomics.

Toledo, O., March 9.

Several municipalities in north-
Two-speaker sound for driveins era Ohio are considering repeal of

.

has been made a “must” by 20th, the 3 c
r local admission tax, fol- diner. Superdisplay, Inc.

with Loew’s presumably follow tig*' lowing pleas by theatre operators “Buttered Popcorn, Pro and
suit. Equipment outfits estimate : that the competition of television Con.” Doyle Mallory, Tri-State,
that, in most instances, the outdoor

\
and driveins outside city limits and Joplin. Mo.

theatre will have to spend upwards tiot subject to the tax, is forcing “Statistics,” Bill Sawyer. Malco
of $20,000 to put in the equipment them out of business. Action on Theatres, Memphis Tenn
and do the necessary* rewiring. Ex-

1
repeal is currently under study by «nm.®hnt.tc ••

hib spokesmen have held that such ’ municipal councils at Van Wert. Kansas citv
’ oeo

-

I*e CdKer*

an investment isn’t justified by the
;
Sandusky, and Cuyahoga Falls.* y*

results obtained via the b.o. and However, East Liverpool Council 1®e«s Barbecue,*

that stereo sound is impractical for recently rejected such a repeal 7.
om Broadway, Columbia,

the driveins.
( proposal. ^°*_

Example of an eastern circuit
J

Typical of the pleas is that made Walter,

adding to its drivein holdings is 1 by M. B. Horuitz, Cleveland, head Crcst Theatre, Kansas City. Mo.

Walter Reade Theatres, Chain re- of the Washington Theatre Circuit,
1 Other subjects to come in for

cently acquired the Trenton Drive- who told Council at Cuyahoga attention include Technicolor trail-

In on Route 130 in Trenton, N. J., Falls, where he operates the only ers, Stan Durwood; maintenance,
and now has purchased a large two theatres—State and Falls— . Glen Cooper, Dodge City, Kans.:
tract of land near Atlantic City I that he would have to close them painting your screen. Michael E.

where it plans to construct a de-
j
down, unless the tax were repealed. Sp^z. Spatz Paint Industries, Inc.,

luxe 1.000-car ozoner and recrea-
j

He said he doubted if the Falls St. Louis; and miscellany,, includ-

tion center including a swimming !

could survive very long, and was ihg turnstiles, Sno-Cones vs.

pool. The theatre will feature the ! willing to sell that house immedi- drinks, and “Pony Rides, Do They
new circular-type large screen that

j
atelv. He said he had received an Help Business?”

permits starting the show in twi- ' offer to sell .the State to an evan- Leo Hayob, Marshall, Mo. KMTA
light instead of waiting for the gelical church group, and if this president, pointed out that the en-
dark. The Reade chain now runs

;
were done, the city would not only, tire school-meeting is strictly busi-

seven drivein installations. These
;

lose the amusement tax. but also ness, with no social affairs and
include another ozoner. the Atlan- $300,000 in tax valuation, since glamorous dinners scheduled. The
tic Drive-In, near Atlantic City. / church properties are not taxable, only sign of festivity in the two-—; ; day schedule is an open house at

the close of business Wednesday,
when Jack Hillyer of United Film

. hosts the trade.

Wednesday afternoon schedule
includes a talk by Alex* Harrison,

, Twentieth-Fox special rep from
New York on Cinemascope.

!
ETERNITY’ RENTALS

UP COLUMBIA NET
Although the film has played

only a few thousand dates, Colum-
bia’s “From Here to Eternity” al-

i

ready has chalked up domestic dis-
’ tiihution rentals of $8,000,000. This
ac counts in part for the spectacular

. rise- in Col’s net profits which were
:rtvealcd over the past week.

I Company had earnings of $1,*

; 910,000 for the 26 weeks ended
! Doc. 26, 1953, equal to $2.41 per
. share of common stock. For the

;

same period of the preceding year
the profit was $£47,000, or 16c. per
share. Operating profit before

:

taxes skyrocketed from $824,000 in

the 1952 period to $4,759,000 for

!
the 26 weeks in 1953.

The 3,000 or so dates which
"Eternity” has played represent

; the major part of the domestic
market in terms of money poten-
tial. Balance of the playoff, it’s

figured, likely will bring in the

i area of an additional $3,000,000.

s Own Census of Driveins: 4,136

What to Do About the Stereophonic Sound
Requirement Remains Big Query

Latest count of drivein possi-

bilities in .
the U. S. and Canada

puts the number of ozoners at 4,136

as of February, 1954.

Survey, made by the 20th-Fox

exchanges, takes on particular sig-

nificance for that company since,

at the moment at least, there are

no indications that the driveins are

paying heed to the 20th dictum

that they must install dual in-car

speakers if they are to play 20th’s

CinemaScopers.
Only a handful of the ozoners

apparently are willing to under-

take the expense of such an in-

stallation which has been esti-

mated to run upwards of $20,000

for a 750-car drivein. Feeling

among the outdoorers appears to

be that,, sooner or later, 20th will

give in and make its ’Scope pix

available without stereophonic

sound.
Some observers see logic in this,

particularly since 20th garnered

heavy coin from the outdoorers last

year‘ and can’t afford to give up

! that ificome. The paradox lies in

! excusing driveins from the stereo
' regulations insisted upon for regu-

j
lar houses.

|
At 20th, one" exec indicated that

j
it was fallacious to reason that tlie

1 distrib could get through the drive-

in season with the standard, films it

has on hand. “The $8,000,000 in

film rental we earned last year in

the driveins came from our big

pictures, not the small ones,” he

observed.
The 20th count shows 4.013

driveins in the U. S', and 123 in

Canada. The Dallas territory is tops

with. 455 installations. Other ex-

changes where ozoners are impor-
tant: Atlanta, 321; Charlotte, 406;

Los Angeles, 102; Memphis, 121;

!
New Orleans,**166; Oklahoma City.

119; St. Louis, 120; Washington.
174; Boston, 139; Denver, 109;

Jacksonville, 158; .
Indianapolis.

135; Cleveland, 102; Detroit, 90;

San Francisco, 107; Kansas City,

j

139. Lowest counts were New York

|
with 40 and New Haven with 24.
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Kale Great $20,000, ‘Hondo' Sock

13G; ‘Choice’ 10G,
‘

London, March 2. ,4

With two 3-D films currently

scoring, 3-D’ers seem to have taken

a new lease on life in the West
End. After its royal preem as the

first of Metro’s Festival screenings.

“Kiss Me Kate” is heading for

great $20,000 in its opening week
>at the Empire. At the adjacent

Warner, "Hondo” looms compara-
tively even more socko with $13,-

000 at a smaller house.

Of new British entries, "Hob-
son’s Choice” is shaping to find

$10,000 opening week. Another
'British-made newcomer, "The
’Maggie,” made a disappointing

start with a slow $3,900 in prospect.

Of the holdovers, “Moon Is Blue”

Is continuing big with $8,500 for

eighth frame at London Pavilion.

“It Should Happen To You” looks

fancy $8,500 at Leicester Square
Theatre in second session.

Estimates for Last Week
Berkeley (Indie) . (600; 40-$1.15)

— -Member of Wedding” (Col).

Nice $1,700. Stays three weeks.
Carlton (20th) (1,138; 55-$1.70V—

“12-Mile Reef’ (20th). First

C'Scope pic here since theatre

takeover by 20th-Fox. Starts regu-

lar run March 2.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70—
“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G). Shapes to

hit great $20,000 or near in first

frame. In ahead, Metro’s festival

program, with daily change of at-

traction.
Ganmont (CMA) (1.500; 50-$ 1.70)

—“Star of India” (Eros) and “River

Beat” (Eros) (2d wk). Fair $4,000.

Stays three rounds, with “Inspec-

tor Calls” (BL) and "You’re Dead”
(BL) opening March 11.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-S1.70) — "Should Hap-
pen To You” (Col) and “Gun
Fury” (Col) (2d wk). Shaping big

$8,500 likely this stanza after $9,-

000 initial week. “Happen” is rated

F0&1 draw.
London Pavilion (UA) (1.217; 50-

$1.70) — “Moon Is Blue” (UA) (8th

wk). Another smash $8,500 close to

opening round’s take. Holds two
more weeks.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)

(2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Know What
Sailors Are” (GFD) (3d-final wk).
Below hopes with fair $4,700 after

$5,400 in second. “Good Die Young”
(IFD) opens March 4.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,-

200; 50-31.70) — “The Maggie”
(GFD). Started West End run dis-

appointingly slow $4,000 or less.

Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-31.70) —
“Hobson’s Choice” (BL). Solid $10,-

000 or near looms for initial week.
Rita (M-G) (432; 30r$2.15)

"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (4th wk).
Fine $3,000.

Warner (WB) (1.735; 50-$1.70)—
“Hondo” (WB). Shaping to smash
$13,000 or over. For this 3-D'er,

polaroids were sold at 7c each.
Holds at least another month be-
fore "The Command” (WB) opens.

Price Ceiling Halts 1st

Mex 3-D Pic Showing
Mexico City, March 2.

Insistence, by the city amuse-
ments supervision, department that

no ftlm play here for more than the

46c ceiling admission price pre-

vented the first Mexican-made 3-D
pic, “The Courage to Live,” from
opening here. It stars Arturo de
Cordoba and Roslta Quintana.

: The department nixed the bid of
the •

; film’s producer, Santiago
Reach!, for permission to play at

a 70c top. Reach! said the produc-
tion cost of $185,000 prevented him
from obtaining little if any profit

at the 46c top. So “Courage” is

playing as a flattie. However, it’s

doing well at the swanky Cine Met-
ropolitatn.

Modem Music Confab

Due in Rome Next Month:
Rome, March 2.

International Conference of Con*
temporary Music will be held in

Rome, April 4-15* organized by
the European Center of Culture .in

collaboration with the Congress

for Cultural Freedom and Italian

Radio.
,

••

,

Coordinator of the project is

Nicolas Nabokov, American-Rus-

tian composer, who is also secre-

tary-general bf the Congress for

Cultural Freedom.. Nabokov di-

rected the exposition of the arts,

known as "Masterpieces’ of the

20th Century,” in Paris in 1952.

I

U. S. Film Grosses in

Japan to Postwar High

Of $2,000,000 in Jan.
Tokyo, March 2.

Total distribution receipts of the
10 big U. S. film companies dis-
tributing in Japan set a postwar
record in January with a figure of
just over $2,000,000. The 16 fea-
tures plus newsreels and shorts ac-
counted for the take. The total
was about $220,000 higher than last
January's figure.

Figures per company were as fol-
lows: 20th-Fox, $330,000; Univer-
sal, $305,000; Paramount, $300,000;
Metro, $300,000; WB, $266,000;
Columbia, $190,000; RKO, $91,000;
Republic, $88,000; United Artists,
$87,000, and Allied Artists, $44,000.

Despite the record breaking biz
of 20th-Fox with “Robe” and Uni-
versal with “Glenn Miller Story’
playing roadshows, WB’s “Blowing
Wild,” in general release through-
out the country, was the top earn"
er with $108,000 for the month.
‘Robe” was second with $102,000
and ‘‘Miller Story” followed with
$100,000. “Road to Bali” (Par)
was next with $80,000 and ‘‘Hel
Below Zero” (Col) did $75,000
Last two were also in general re
lease.

Paris, March 9.

Dance situation here has been
i

good this season, with the terp

policy of the large Empire Theatre

helping in making the longhair en-

tries pay off. House hosted the Ro-

land Petit Ballets De Paris in the

fall for a boff season opener, and

then had a sock three-month so-

journ with the Ballets De Marquis

Du Cuevas. The Antonio Spanish

Ballet came in on fine notices for

a nice stay to be followed by the

Ballets De Los Angeles, the new
David Lichine American troupe.

Last-named’s biz hasn’t been good,,

and when its lead dancer, Oleg
Tupine, injured his leg Wednesday
(3), the Paris run and rest of Eu-
(opean tour was called off.

Opera incorporated its corps de
ballets into the new large scale

opera-spec, "Oberon,” and other
houses here showed the more off-

beat terp entries. Theatre Des
Champs Elysees, which was the
primary dance spot of yore, this

season brought in various offbeat-

ers with a dance stint by The
American Crow . Indians (Ballets

De Peaux Rouges), a solid carioca

dance team in Susana & Jose and
the present African Ballet of Keita
Fobeda. Fire eating and native
dance are combined in this color-

ful offering. Janine, Charat also

made her yearly stay at this the-

atre with her more interpretive

type dancing and her offering of

“Orpheus.” Toppers like Yvette
Chauvire and Jean Babilee have
joined the Serge Lifar Opera
group for special appearances and
are now preparing a new ballet

with surrealistic decor by Salvador
Dali.

Expected are Sadler’s Wells of

London, Ballet De Monte Carlo,

and London Festival Ballet. Also
soon for another engagement,

Rome, March 2.

Grosses : of American films

shown in Italy during the month of

January dropped 2.69% from com-
parable month in 1953. Italian

pix, on the other hand, rose from
26.88% last year to 28.98% in Jan
uary this year, or a boost of 2.10%
The total gross for all films in

Italy during January hit about $2,*

388,299 as against $2,300,901 in

January, 1953. While American
films suffered some losses, in addir

tiori to Italian gains, slight ad-

vances were recorded by the

French and English.

The big Italian boxoffice draws in

January this year were “Bread,

Love and Fantasy,” the Titanus
smash, which led the field and
broke all existing records. JTop
American pix were “The Robe”
(20th), a steady leader for the last

three months; RKO’s “Peter Pan”
and Paramount's “Roman Holi-

day.”

in

after three years, is the Martha
Graham troupe from New York.
Last appearance of this group led

to mixed reactions in this more
classically-minded dance orbit.

London Film Notes
Wolf Mankowitz’s play, "Make

Me An Offer,” tried out on tele in

1952, has been acquired by Group
Three for filming. It will J>e pro-
duced by. Bill Lipscombe at Bea-
consfield starting this month .

Current Jack Buchanaii starrer

“As Long As They’re Happy,’- by
Vernon Sylvaine, at the' Garrick
has been acquired .by Raymqnd
Stross who is seeking Frank
Sinatra to play the David Hutche-
son role, with Buchanan to appear
in his original part. Pic goes into
production sometime in April .

Group* Three is to remake “Orders
Is Orders,” which was done by
Gaumont British at Shepherd’s
Bush studios prewar, and in W;hich
Charlotte Greenwood and James
Gleason starred. Donald Taylor
will produce at Beaconsfield studi
os starting this month.

British Technl Profit

Up, Divvy Boosted 5%
London, March 2.

With an increase in net profits,

British Technicolor hiked its divi-

dend from 20% to 25%. Results

for the year ended last Nov. 30

show an all-round improvement in

results.

profits for the year, before taxa-

tion; amounted to $2,535,960, an in-

crease of $350,000 over the previous

year. Net profit jumped to $937,-

100 as against $728,000 in 1952 or

a high of more than $200,000.

Divvy helps earnings of Technicol-
or, Inc., parent corporation, in

x
its

first quarter of 1954.

Of Gross for Brit. Pix
London, March 9,

By dipping into the reserves, the
directors of the Eady Fund have
been able to maintain the subsidy
for British films at 34% of the dis-

tributor’s gross, although income
during the last few months has not
entirely justified this figure. They
hope, however, that improved box-
office returns will equalize the dis-

ribution over the next months.
In the first six months of the

current Eady year, running from
August, 1953, to last January,' gross
rentals of almost $8,400,000 formed
the basis for the Eady distribu-

tion. Distribs received an addi-

tional 34% of this total for the
British pix handled.

Although the bulk of. the Eady
income is shared among the major
current releases, there are alto-

gether 566 British pix entitled to

some part of the revenue. This
total has risen steadily since last

August when there were 478 quali-

fying films.

In the same period, British-made
shorts were entitled to their share
from gross rentals Slightly in ex-
cess of $1,000,000. There are 621
shorts claiming a part of this sub-
sidy.

London, March 9.

A recommendation from the
four major trade associations in

the British pix industry that film
excerpts on tele should be on a re-

stricted basis, is- being ignored by
Metro which has arranged a repeat
screening of its 60-minute film,

“Hollywood Hit Parade,” for next
Friday (12). The original ^all-in-

dustry confabs followed the first

presentation of this feature on the
BBC-TV network at near the be-
ginning of the year.

Following that screening, the
four trade associations came to an
understanding that future tv-film

programs should contain not more
than three excerpts, each lasting
no longer than five jninutes, and
that each should be from a film
produced by a different company.
Such programs, it was suggested,
should not last more than half-an-
hour.
The recommendation has since

been confirmed by producers and
exhibitors but has not yet been
ratified by the Kinematograph
Renters Society.
Under these circumstances, of

course, Metro is free to proceed
with the arrangements although
this decision is likely to create
some disharmony among other sec-
tions of the trade. It is expected
that the original recommendation
will be considered at the next KRS
council meeting.

London Legit Bits

London, March 2,

Emile Llttler claims his Amer-
ican show, “Affairs Of State,”
which just completed 610 perform-
ances at the Cambridge Theatre,
has created a new record since the
war as the only American play to
have beaten its New York run in
London . . . Recently tried out at
Wyndham’s Theatre, Beverly Nich-
ols’s new play, “Shadow of the
Vine,” is already being bid for
West End by Lord Vivian and Tom
Arnold, and for films by Raymond
Stross and Boulting Bros.

Noel Langley scripting adapta-
tion of Arthur Schnitzler’s musical
“Anatol” ... . Cecil Landeau return-
ing to show biz, having written new
revue in which he will have French
star Pierre Dudan as male lead.

Cyril Hogg, exec of Samuel
French, Inc., has taken option on
Roger Linden’s new play, “Leave
It To Me” . . . Actor-producer
Henry Kendall has option on
Ronald Jeans’ new play, “The
Goldfish Bowl,” and is looking for
angels to produce it in the West
End . . . Jack de Leon has taken
option on Anthony Armstrong's
new thriller, “In The Course Of
The Evening,” which he intends to
produce in the West End this
season.

Jap Co-op Film Plans

Perking For This Year

Despite Recent Flops
Tokyo, March 2.

Despite adverse b.o. and critical

reaction to past joint U.S.-Japan

film productions, six cooperative

ventures are being discussed In
film circles here. Latest to an-
nounce tentative plans is Republic,
whose newly appointed veepee in

charge of Far Eastern territories,

Morey Marcus, announced that his
company will take on a joint effort

with an unnamed Japanese studio.
Other plans underway include

"Behind The, Glory,” a Japanese
Indonesian film starring Shirley
Yamaguchi. A directorlphtogra-
pher team is already in Indonesia
for this one. Miss Yamaguchi is ex-
pected to plane there to join them
after she finishes "Witchcraft, of
Madam Pai,” currently underway
in a joint Hong Kong-Japanese ef-

fort. Toho Studio plans a co-pro-
duction of “Madam Butterfly” with
Italia Films. The director of
“Rashamon” is expected to lens a
multi-nation joint effort, "Jeal-
ousy,” which will utilize actors and
technicians from Japan, Britain,

France and Spain, Arthur Rank
and Shochiku Studios are plan-
ning to do "Hidden Flower,” based
on the Pearl Buck novel. Plans for
this will be set in April, according
to a Shochiku spokesmen.
The two flop coproductions were

"Tokyo File 212” and "Fate,” both
made by on indie producer with
Japanese stars and technicians.
Other aborted plans included "Mid-
dle Heaven,” based on Mona Gard-
ner’s popular nov'l, a costumer.

Paris, March 9.

The show biz comeback of the
music hall here Is now an actuality,
with the Olympia raking in
$21,000 for the first show and $22,*
500 for the second. This is better
than three times the usual weekly
take which this 2,000-seat house did
while a filmhouse. The Alhambra,
a 2,400-seater, now .goes back to
the music hall Standard with Edith
Piaf, backed by selected acts, go-
ing in for the first Show this week.
Other film houses also may return
to vaude which now looks in fo*
a renaissance here.

Pierre Andrieu, director of the
Alhambra, envisions building it in-
to a top vaude spot,' ace interna-
tional acts and boosting the top
price to $4 as against only $1.25
at present. He is negotiating with
such U. S. acts as Harry James,
Xavier Cugat and Marlene Diet-
rich, but so far top salaries asked
by Americans has stymied any def-
inite pacts.

Henri Varna will convert the
Palace, 1,000-seat film theatre into
a music hall this spring. butty
Goldin says that the ABC Music
Hall, now housing the hit opeflfcta,

The Flowered Way,” goes back to
vaude titter concluding its run.
Lggit" house, Theatre Varieties,
also might be going back to music
hall with a special show starring
Patachou as one half of the pro-
gram and acts filling in the re-
mainder of the show.

Other houses have gone in for
a modified

. type of vaudeville with
intime revues designed to run as
long as the public

; will take it

while the music hall has a two-
week program turnover. Theatre
Michel ‘ has “That Smites The
Eyes” which is too ordinary to last

long. Studio Des Champs Elysees
is playing “All Is Good In The
Chicken” which is a fine revue
sparked by Francis Claude and
utilizing a flock of fine cabaret
acts.* Comedie De Champs Elysees
is using threeman show with the
Theatre De Gobbi doing its “Note-
book.” In this, three Italo actors
do a series of impressions and
takeoffs that make for a pleasant
if rather thin evening of theatre.’

Such chansonniers as La Tomate
and Aux. Trois Baudets have
enough specialty acts in them to
qualify them as part music hall.

And, of course, the big cabarets
and spec shows come into this

category such as the Lido, Nou-
velle Eve, Amiral, Quatres Saisons,
Rose Rouge, Folies-Bergere, Mayol,
Casino De Paris and Chez Gilles.

Also along this line are the
phenomenal grosses racked up by
Yves Montand as he enters the
sixth month of his one-man show.
Grosses have never fallen below
$3,200 nightly, and people are
turned away almost every show.
Director of the Theatre De L’Eteile
is having a hard time trying to get
someone lined up to follow in

Montand’s footsteps with most top
performers not too keen to follow
a record like this, Pierre Louis
Guerin, now talent hunting in the
U. S. for his forthcoming Lido and
Tabarin shows, has been asked to
approach some top U. S. acts

'Rote’ Hits New Record

For 86-Day Rome Run;

Island’ Starts Strong
Rome, March 2.

“The Robe” (20th) , which has
been leading the boxoffice here
for the. last three months, has
dropped down to second place to
make way for an Italian comedy,
“A Day at the Prefect,” starring
Lea Padovani and Silvana Pampa-
nini among others. This Minerva
pic in five days at the Corso (1,050-

seat house) has already chalked up
$9,500.

On one day “Prefect” grossed
$2>708 the same date that “Robe”
at the Capitol (1,058-seat house),
did $1,738. The CinemaScoper is

finishing its first run there in the
past 86 days, it has grossed a rec-

ord $132,514,

In addition to “Prefect,” Mi-
nerva has another pic which is do-

ing strong business at the Adriano
and Supercinema Theatres.

"Island in the Sky” (WB), in

its third day at the Capranica and
Europa Theatres, has grossed

$6,251*
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, Says Berger;

Minneapolis, Match 9. .

Bennie Berger, North Central
Allied president, thinks he has hit

on what could prove the small ex-

hibitor's salvation and prevent his

"extinction” which he claims is

now threatened.

Berger would have all of the dis-

tributers "fall into line” and adopt
the same sales policy that Metro
Is now using and which is based
on the theory that governs the in-

come tax's application—the ability

to pay. And he is directing an ap-

peal to all film companies' salts

heads "to heed” his "words.”

It isn't tv, product shortage and
economic conditions that "already
have put many small ^exhibitors out
of business, wiping out lifetime

savings, and now threaten a death
warrant for most of the others
v he are hanging on only by the

skin of their teeth,” according to

Berger.

It’s the rigid sales policies of all

the companies, excepting Metro,
that are spelling disaster, he as-

serts. These have supplanted the

former flexible sales policies un-
de.* which exhibition^ prospered
•‘all down the line” and "to which
we must return if the industry is

to get its health back and attain

soundness again.”

“Ability to pay,” as described by
Berger, means that percentage, and
rentals must be governed by the
grossing potentialities in relation

to the particular situation’s oper-
ating costs.

“I have no objection whatsoever
to a 50r 'c rental if a theatre can
afford to pay it and still show a

fair profit on a picture,” explains
Berger. “In fact, I believe it’s

no more than right for that or
even in some cases a higher per-
centage to obtain. .

“But the rigid ‘must' percent-
age and the same percentage down
the line are the killers. It’s all

wrong and ruinous for the exhibi-
toi in the bargain when small-
town exhibitors and later availa-

bilities in the larger cities are
forced to pay the same percentage
as the big city first-run houses
and the earlier run theatres.

“Because their grossing poten-
tialities are so limited many of the
small own theatres can’t afford to

pay percentage at all and come out
in the black on a picture or earn a

decent profit. As a result, th y
are having to pass up many of the
top releases w'hich, if they could
be. played on live - and - let - live

terms, might keep them in busi-
ness. Their communities are de-
nied the chance to see these best
pictures.

“Distributors also should realize

that most exhibitors must make
enough of a profit on the top pic-

tures to offset the losses or the
lack of profit on the bulk of their
offerings. In the' old days before
the rigid sales policies exhibitors
looked to ‘sleepers’ and an occa-
sional outstanding film for their
real bread and butter. We’ve got
to get back to 'the good old days.”

Berger asserts that there’s no
product shortage problem, but just
the problem of the average small
exhibitor being able to buy top
pictures at a price he can afford
to pay.

“Most of the territory’s small
towns have never had more than
one theatre—many now. Of course,
have none and their number is in-

creasing.” says Berger. "The single
small town theatre needs only 125
to 150 pictures a year and there’s
no likelihood that they won’t be
available.” .

•

'ANSWER THE QUESTIONS!

Federal Judge Gives Curran and
Braucht a Lift

Oklahoma City; March 9.

Ten distributors and exhibitors
have been ordered by a Federal
judge to answer all questions
asked by two. former theatre own-
ers here who have filed an anti-

trust suit against them.
Queries will be made by Robert

D. Curran and H. T. Braucht, for-

mer owners of the Home State
theatre here. They allege the
companies conspired tq shut them
out from showing first run pix.

U. S. District Judge Stephan
Chandler ordered the questions
answered, saying it would not be
an undue expense to the firms to

reply to the questions concerning
records and correspondence.
The 10 firms being sued are

St-a*e Theaters, Iric.. Columbia Pic-

tures Carp., Loew’s, Inc., Para-
Film Distributing Co., RKO

Pictures. Inc., 20th Century Fox
Film Distributing Co., Universal
Film Exchanges, Warner Brothers
Pictures Distributing Co., Warner
Brothers Theaters, and Cooper
Foundation.

Import Firm Named For
Helene (Arthur) Davis

Four French films and a Swed-
ish import will -be released this

year through Helene Davis Pic-

tures Corp., a newly organized for-

eign film distributing company.

Mrs. Davis, who heads the firm, is

the wife of Arthur Davis, veteran
independent distributor.

Company’s French acquisitions

. include ^Caroline Cherie,” a Cine-

phonic-Gaumont production star-

ring Martine. Carol; "Secret Docu-
ment-Vienna,” from a bestseller

by Maurice Dekobra; "Virgin of

the Rhine,” with Jean Gabin and
Nadia Gray, and a Silyana Pam-
panini-Jean Pierre Auinont starker,

"None More Wicked.” '

Mrs. Davis4 Swedish entry is "Il-

licit Interlude,” ^directed
.
by Ing-

mar Bergman and starring May
Britt and Alf Kjellin All five films

will have English titles. National
distribution will be through the
Arthur Davis Releasing Organiza-
tion. Initial release in the lineup
will be "Secret Document-Vienna.”
It’s to be unveiled in May.

Ed Hyman
Continued from page 7

Col Guns 7 Pix to Hit

18-Month Prod’n Peak
Hollywood, March 9.

Seven Columbia pictures get the
green light this month, with two
holdovers making a newT produc-
tion high for the last 18 months.

; First of the March starters is

“Pirates of Tripoli,” followed by
“Joseph and His Brethren.” “Mis-
ter West Point,” "The Black Dako-

; tas," “The Bandits,” “Bat Master-

.

son, Bad Man” and a serial, "Fight-

;

‘ ing With the Texas Rangers.”
, Holdovers are' "Three for the
' Show” and "Those Reported Miss-
: ing."
i Currently the studio has 12 di-

, rectors either working on or ready-
‘ ing pictures. They includeWilliam
Dieterle, Mark Robson, William
Castle, H. C. Potter, John Ford,
Norman Krasna, Lew Seiler, Felix

j Feist. Ray Nazarro, Rudy Mate,
Spencer Bennet and Richard
Quine.

Housewives’ Early Show
Pays Off for Cinerama

Chicago, March 9.

i Palace Theatre’s experiment
with a housewives’ Friday matinee

;

panned out so successfully that
’ an early performance of "Cine-
rama” one day a week has been in-

• stalled as policy. Turnout for the
,
trial 1:0Q p.mv showing was thinned

i by a snowstorm but still occupied
6CV.b of the house, slightly better
than the attendance for ordinary
midweek matinees. -
Advanced afternoon show is an

attempt to avail two-a-day per-
, formances to hausfraus who must
return home early to attend their
chores.

.

*
‘

at least we can see much clearer.

There is good, solid product com-
ing. True, it’s again the ingre-

dients that count; and unless they
are there, the 3-D story could be
repeated all over again. The im-
portant thing, though, is that the
3-D pattern isn’t being followed.
Everyone realizes that the gim-
micks can’t carrv t*- ^all, but they
are favorable factors.”

The UPT exec-'uii that, even if

the quality of 20tlvFox Cinema-
Scope films was falling off, as some
exhibs feel it has in the past sev-
eral releases, this slack would be
effectively taken up by the other
companies producing in the wide-
screen process.

Hyman's pronounced optimism
re the future is based in part on
a survey of the product situation
which he undertook in late Janu-
ary and which reps a rundown of
11 distribs. including Italian Films
Export. Hyman sent this info to
the field and intends to keep up
polling the companies on a twice-
yearly basis so as to be in a posi-

tion to take corrective steps if and
when it should' become necessary:

In drawing conclusions from his
survey, Hyman pointed out that,

while there was no denying the cut
in the number of available pix,

"every company plans to include a
far greater number of costly pro-
ductions than ever released be-

fore.” This, he saw resulting in
longer runs. Increasing importance
of foreign imports and the surprise
showing of reissues also was cited
as an alleviating factor. Hyman’*
clincher:

"If the producer, and distributor
increases the quality of his pic-

tures and decreases the number he
produces, he still will be investing
as much and possibly more as he
did when quantity was the order of
the day, and if we find that fewer
but better quality pictures fill as
much playing time as has many

—

but lesser quality pictures—I am
sure, the results will be even bet-
ter financially for both.”

In 31 Weeks Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’ Only 62%
Booked Into Possibilities

‘Pickwick’ Dae In
Hermione Gingold, the British

comedienne scoring on Broad-
way in John Murray Anderson’s
"Almanac,” will shortly be seen in

New York in "Pickwick Papers,”-
first full-length production of
Dickens’ famous novel.

Picture, a British entry, being
distributed by Arthur Mayer-Ed-
v.ard Kingsley, has been standing
b> for some time waiting to move
into the Trans-Lux 52d St. Theatre.
However, continuing success of
Metro’s*' "Lili," now entering its

cond year, forced a transfer to
the chain’s 60th St. house. Film is

scheduled to open in April.

Twentieth-Fox is experiencing
some difficulty in cleaning up 2-D
availabilities on its conventional
pictures which haven’t been com-
pletely played off. The company
candidly admits that the results on
a group of pix which it terms "35
bonus pictures” are running "dan-
gerously below expectations.”
Even some of 20th’s particularly

strong 2-D b o, contenders are not
playing ofT as fast as the sales de-
partment would like. What partic-
ularly has irked sales execs is the
status of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” which at the end of its

31st week in domestic release has
been sold in 62% of its possibili-
ties and has played off in only
55%.
Company's only 3-D picture,

which is being released in 2-D also,
has faced tough sledding. In 2-D,
it has played in only 9.39% of its

possibilities, although sold to
%. In 3-D, it played 11.02

flVJ, Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (9)

1953-54
High Low
1776 12%
50% 3874
50% 38%
23% 11%
12% 7%
53 41%
1434 10%
7 3/4 4%
30% 24%
36% 26%
29% 21

5% . 2%
5% 3%
414 2%
11% '934

14% 874
22% 13%
20% 14
70^4 61
17% 11%
84 62%
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6
1734
1714 12%
3%

276 Allied Artists
8% Du Mont

Technicolor .

2% Trans-Lux . .

.

Chesapeake Industries . . .

.

Cinerama
Color ’Corp. of Amer
Polaroid ;

dy Vol.Weekly. Weekly Tues.
lets Ifigh Low Close
296 1776 16% 1654
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67

: 22% 22 - 22
240 10% m 10 ;?:Hi
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257 30%

.
29 30,., a

228 32% 30%
692 27% 26%

'

27%;
363 5%- 5% :.fH* •

486 5 4% ,

' 42 3% 3% 3%-
6 11% 103/4 lOH,

.64 1376 13% 13%
454 2274 21 2?%
55 20% '• 1934 20;. r

*23 70% 69%
.
69%'

78 14% 13% 14.

53 71% 68% 70
'

m Stock Exchange
86 4a 4 4% 4%
73 10% ' .9% 974
190 13% 12% 1-376

7 3% 3 3

?-Counter Securities
Bid * Ask
9% 10%
2%r
2 . 2%
% I

• « « • • 38% 40%
11% 13

« • • • 834 9%

Net
Change
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4- %— 1/4— %
+ 3/4 .

+M4
+ %
+ %— %~ 14
*- %.— %
+ %.
H- %
— 1/4

— %
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24.22^
possibilities out of 14.33% sold.
20th also calls attention to the fact
that only 25% of total possibilities
on "Tonight We Sing” had been
played off as of Feb. 27, while
contracts on the branch books
equalled 39.17%. Of the late 1953
standard feature availabilities, "Mr.
Scoutmaster” .is • liquidating the
fastest, playing 55.37% of the pos-
sibilities out of 70.96% sold.
The 35 bonus pictures, repre-

senting a backlog of the 2-D avail-
abilities, showed a 4.8% improve-
ment in liquidation during Febru-^
ary, but 20th rates the results as
"below* expectations.” Dlstrib an-
ticipates an improvement during
March, based on reports that
spring drive-in bookings already
set exceed the total secured for
the same date last year.

Walt Disney
* Actual Volume,
t Ex-Dividend.

1 Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)
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Faith in Economic Upturn Marks Street

—

Technicolor Rise of 50c

By MIKE WEAR
While representative stock aver-

ages soared to the highest
point since 1930 (Dow Jones in-

dustrial averages were up 4.91
points),, not many picture company
shares got onto higher ground and
some retreated fractionally. Se-
lective demand and an urge to buy
dividend-paying, high-priced stocks
marked the five-day. trading week
in Wall Street. Some lay observ-
ers considered this odd since busi-
ness indices continued to show a
declining tendency. However, the
Street itself was inclined to view
the curreiit upbeat, in stocks as re-
flecting an expected business up-
turn in the next three, to six
months. It will be recalled that the
general market, via prices for
stocks, forecast an offish biz tone
last year for six to eight months
before the actual biz slump ar-

rived.

Although the demand continued
for such electronics and radio
shares as General Electric, West-
ihghousc, Radio Corp., Zenith and
a long list. of other stocks in this
category, motion, picture issues
came to the fore early in the week.
Paramount Pix, 20th-Fox, General
Precision and Universal were in
the van of this upbeat. The revived
interest in 20th-Fox was touched
off by reiteration of reports re-
garding oil on the studio lot. This
tilted shares Monday ( 1 ) after
this story was related on the air-

waves Sunday night.

Paramount Pictures forged ahead
to its best price of 1953-54 before
arid after the unveiling of its Vista-
Vision in Hollywood March 2. Full
import of what this inexpensive
innovation will mean for Par prod-
uct, and to all exhibitors continued
to be realized with the result that
bullish sentiment for Paramount
shares continued right up to the
close.

Declaration of an extra 10c
along with the usual 25c quarter-
ly by 20th-Fox on Monday 18)
apparently had already been dis-

counted because the stock closed
off fractionally. However, the
shares continued to hold near the
high mark for 1953-54.

The Dow Jones ticker carried a
bullish story on Technicolor Mon-
day (8), in which it was pointed
out how Techni stood to benefit
from the Par VistaVision process
since giving it color jobs for work
via this method which' would cover
all exhibitor accounts of any com-
pany using the process. The shares
rose 50c even in Monday’s <8)
soggy market.

Continued strength of Universal
shares near the 1953-54 high ap-
parently was a reflection of the ex-
ireme ly high grosses being taken
in by U’s "Glenn Miller Story,”
not only in first weeks but second
and third sessions over the coun-
try. The surprisingly disappoint-
ing RKO Theatres financial state-
ment was taken in stride by the
market.

The house, committee approval
of a 50% slash, in admission tax
ior theatres seemingly had been
discounted upwards by most film
issues since they were quieter,
and inclined to dip near the end
of the week. However, numerous
shares such as Loew’s, American
Broadcasting-Par, Columbia Pix,
20th-Fox and Stanley Warner held
near the peaks for the last 14
months. Announcement of the pro*

^
posed preferred issue of Allied
Artists had little or no effect since
it held, above $4, a point near
which it has been hovering for
some time. ' *

20th’s 10c Divvy
5 Continued from page 4 5

a directors’ committee comprising
L. Sherman Adams, B. Earl
Puckett, Robert Lehman and Rob-
ert L, Clarkson; Reduction in the
amount of common outstanding will
reflect in the per share earnings.
Execs at 20th this week pointed^

out, with some pride, that not only,
was the company in an unusually
strong cash position, but the extra
divvy took on added

, significance
in the light of the fact that, onfj,
a year ago, the management >vas
under stockholder fire. Advent of
’Scope has considerably changed
that picture.

!Guys and Dalis’

; Continued from page. 4 5

"scope” format, preferring to wait
on this plus casting until the sce-
nario Is finished.

James Miilvey, president of the
Goldwyn company; Mrs. Francis
Goldwyn and Samuel Jr. (who’s
now in tv production) trekked to

Buffalo two weeks ago to see tests

of the Todd-AO process Hut noth-
ing final was decided.

Success of the legiter in N.Y.,

on the road and in London influ-

enced Goldwyn ’s agreement to the

stiff terms.
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||
Plenty of Product

|1 for ALL Theatres.’
/M. w

| Now Introduces

1 Another

| Important

j Innovation:

3-REEL

FEATURETTES

CALLING

SCOTLAND

YA
STARRIN6

PAULDOUGLAS
For years exhibitors have

asked for 3-reel featurettes.

Paramount now makes them

a' boxoffice reality with star-

and-story power to sell them.

They’re ready to book now,

with trailers and accessories .

.

a quality suspense series,

perfect as second features or

as important added attractions

on single bills !
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ied, Faces

Uncertain Usefulness to Industry
Anticipating a turndown from

Allied' States Assn, on Eric Johns-
ton's invitation lor renewal of ar-

bitration talks, the Motion Picture

Assn, of America, distributors, and
four; other exhibitor organizations

are prepared to convene without
Allied representation. A date for

the palaver will ‘be set as soon as

Allied's anticipated nix is official.

The MPAA, apparently hoping
against hope, is giving Allied a

reasonable time to draft the word-
ing of its reply.

The exhib organizations which
have indicated their willingness to

attend new arbitration meetings
are: Theatre Owners of America,
Metropolitan Motion Picture Thea-
tres Assn.. Independent Theatre
Owners Assn.; and Southern Cali-

fornia Theatre Owners Assn.

How well an arbitration system
|

without Allied will work is still a

problem confronting the industry.
William F. Rodgers, former Metro
sales topper and chairman of the
first arbitration conference, is of
the opinion that an arbitration sys-

tem to be successful in the long
run must have Allied.

Allied rebels against arbitration
exempting film rentals.

Cable Farewells Metro
Hollywood, March 9.

Clark Gable made his break
with Metro official by notifying the
company that he was exercising
his right to terminate his ' long-
term contract.
. "I am discontinuing my long-
term association with Loew’s,
Inc.," he said, “after being, with
the company for more than 20
years in order to avail myself of
the Opportunity of entering the
freelance field. I express my great
appreciation of the many friends
and ' associates at Loew’s, Inc.,

whose., help I have had and W'itli

whom I have had the pleasure of
working."

•

«

Albert Lewie

.

Continued from pace 3

WB STUDIO COLLARS ASK

STATE BREAK DEADLOCK
Hollywood, March 9.

Gov. Goodwin Knight has been
asked to appoint a committee to
break a deadlock between the
Studio Office Employees Guild and
Warners over the workers’ demand
for a 5% hike. Guild took action
under the California Labor Code
Section 65. which providees that at
the request of either party in a
labor dispute the State Department
of Industrial Relations may investi-
gate and mediate.

Studio has offered a 5fc raise for
all office employees up to five

years but only 34% for those with
the company longer than that pe-
riod. Approximately 87% of the
employees hqye been on the lot

more than five years.

Ezell
Continued from pa;e 4

Goldstein, a representative of the
manufacturing company, Bishop-
Green. it was reported, would im-
mediately launch production of 3,-

QOO speakers.

Ezell said he would install the
units in five of his ozoners at

once and eventually in his entire
chain of 22 ozoners. The first

unit will be installed in one of
Ezell's Texas ozoners by March 15*

meaning it wrill probably be the
second auto theatre to play a
CinemaScope feature, but the- first

to play it with the new tri-speaker
unit The first C'Scope film to
play a drivein was Warner Bros.’

“The Command/’ which had a
firstrun engagement last month at

the Valley Drive-In near Pomona,
Calif. That run used a mixer to

send the stereo sound as though
on a

.
single track.

The Ezell speaker can be at-

tached to the dash board where
the car radio usually is or to the
center post of the windshield. It

has a one-volume control knob.
Ezell described the stereophonic
sound illusion as better than that
obtained in a conventional the-

atre.

Skouras, who has been under at-

tack for not giving 20th C'Scopers
to driveins sans stereo sound,
hailed the new unit as “a miracle
sound device which would revolu-
tionize the drivein business." Ez-
ell said a demonstration of the new
speakers in a drivein theatre
would take place as near as March
15 as possible, or as soon as one
of his ozoners is fully equipped.

Padraic Colum’s Scenario
Padraic Colum, the poet, has

completed the picture story- and
lyrics for Michael Myerberg’s spe-
cial full-length puppet version of
“Hansel and Gretel."

Picture, to be made in Techni-
color, will feature the unique fig-

ures, called Kinemins, which
Myerberg has been developing for
many years. It is being filmed at
Myerberg's studio in New York.

ity would be the production of
more grownup and yet commercial-
ly successful films. “Even before

• tv came onto the scene we knew
that the intelligence level of our
audience had gone up. We. knew
it, but we did too little about it,

and as a consequence our business
suffered," he observed.
“Then came television, and |he

younger people were drawn away
from the theatres, leaving the old-
er, more adult crowd to go to the
theatres. The proof is in the pud-
ding—it’s the neighborhoods that
suffered primarily, not the down-
towns houses. When the young-
sters stopped going, they also
stopped dragging thp older peo-
ple to the films."

Select the Audience!
.
Lewin believes that the natural

result of this will be increasing
differentiation of picture by sub-
ject. “The exploiters will have to
determine what sort of. film they
have on their bands and then go
out and find an audience for it. In

t-a way this is already beginning to
* happen. Pictures are beginning to

keep pace with, their public."
He commented that the indies

had always had the advantage
budget-wise and that the creative
talent now available to them * had
greater potential value. “They’ve
no longer got the security of long-
term contracts. Now they have to

gamble along with the producer.
It’s all for the best," he said.

“Saadia," which was leased in

its entirety in French Morocco, is

described by Lewin as “an offbeat
theme." It opens March 18 at the
Normandie Theatre, N, Y. Occa-
sion will be a benefit preeiii for
the French hospitaL Lewin ipain-

tains this is the first time that
an entire feature was shot in Tech-
nicolor and sound-recorded on lo-

cation. “It was tough,” he ob-
serves in retrospect.

Soaked Up Atmosphere
Prior to writing the “Saadia"'

script, he toured French Moroc-
co, soaking up atmosphere and
picking locations. When he re-

turned to do the shooting, he
found that the French airforce bad
established a pilots’ training field

near Marrkech. The buzz of plane
motors kept, spoiling his shots.

Finally, he solicited the coop-
eration of the French authorities.

A special line, was installed and
each time there was a “take,".

Lewin’s soundman would contact
the airport tower. The operator
there would notify all planes in

the air to scram out of the area.

Lewin, who has coproduced
such pix as “The Moon and Six-
pence," “The Picture of Dorian
Gray” and “Pandora and the Fly-
ing Dutchman," Said he was all

in favor of the Breen office, which
he considers a help rather than a
hindrance. Although he’s gone
abroad frequently for his pix, he
sees certain advantages in staying
home “unless there is artistic value
in shooting abroad." Creative tech-
nicians in foreign countries are ex-
cellent, he observed, but “the effi-

ciency people, like unit managers
and the like, are amateurs com-
pared with Hollywood personnel."

His next film, “The Naked King,"
will be in color and probably will
be lensed in Paris. Lewin said
he wasn’t sure whether it’d be in
CinemaScope. “Considering the
intimate story that it is, I am not
at all certain that CinemaScope
would be worth the added cost,” he
declared.

ULI/ A 2-D DOLL,

KEEPS ROLLING EYES
In the midst of Hollywood's

technical revolution. Metro’s Tech-
nicolor 2-D musical, “Lili," con-

tinues to rate as one of the film

industry’s surprises of the year.

When first released a year ago, the

Leslie.. Caron-Mel Ferrer starrer

wasn’t regarded of sufficient stature

to warrant bookings in the big-key
situations and was geared for
showings in. art; houses.

In New York, the picture was
placed In the 600-seat Trans-Lux
52d St. Theatre, where yesterday
(Tues.) It celebrated its first aunt
of a continuous run. During the
52-week stanza, it chalked up a
gross of close to $425,000 and was
seen by some 400,000. The Trans-
Lux management expects the pic
to run for another six months.

In its Gotham run it opened bill,

playing to capacity business of
$16,000 to $17,000 In the opening
weeks. It then tapered o

v
ff to $7,000

to $8,006 weekly, figures that .have
held up to the 52d week. It scored
$8,700 in Its 50th week and $7j£00
at the year-end mark. Record daily
mark has been $3,500, with the
Saturday night take averaging $2,-

200 all during the run. There was
a half-hour wait for seats last Safe
urday (6) night.

Hinterlqnd engagements have
also been ;successfiil, with 17 other
long bookings, running from four
to 28 weeks. Overall take for ihe

1 picture so far has been $1,084,000.
About 1.000,000 people throughout
the country have seen the picture.

“Lili's" first anni at the. Trans-
LiiXT house was appropriately

I

marked last night. Usual preem
notables were on hand to witness
the cutting of a birthday cake by
Miss Caron. Receipts for the per-
formance,'. as were the ‘ opening
night’s a year ago, were donated
to the North Shore Hospital on
Long Island.

Sight A Sound
Continued from page I

;

To CScope Seen

Key situations’ switch to Cine-
maScope is beginning to worry
competitors of 20th-Fox who con-
tinue to posh 2-D product. Prob-
lem is that- it’s harder to get Cine-
maScope firstruns to change policy
and break in with standard films.

Latest official count from 20th
puts the number of equipped
houses at 1759 in the U.SL .and
Canada as of Feb. 15. In most Cases
they’ve been experiencing much
longer ruris with the CinemaScope.
pix available to them so far and
this, too, has created a shift in the
exhibition pattern.
According to 20th, once a house

institutes a.CinemaScope polios, .it

tries to stick, to it wherever
product ' and prints are available.
Part of the reason, too, is the fact
that many theatres raised their
prices for CinemaScope and now
want to keep them there without
fluctuations. It’s felt that a reduc-
tion in admissions for a 2-D, fol-

lowed by a subsequent hiking of
the price back to the CinemaScope
level, would create audience re-
sentment.

' Observers feel, that the diffi-

culties for the standard films are
just starting since many of the
firstruns, even when equipped for
CinemaScope, haven’t been able to
get films due to the unavailability
of prints and the 'still, prevailing
scarcity of CinemaScope product.
However, 20th maintains that Cine-
maScope equipment orders are rol-
ling in at the rate of 100 a week,
and the print bottleneck Is being
gradually broken. •

Breakdown of the 1759 theatres
equipped for CinemaScope shows
the N.Y. branch territory in the
lead with 165 situations. It’s fol-

lowed by Philadelphia (100), Chi-
cago (87), Boston (84), Los Angeles
(80), Cleveland (76) and Pittsburgh
(75), In Canada, the Toronto area
shows the highest number of In-
stallations with 20 houses
equipped.

Underscoring
v
the b.o, pull of

CinemaScope, 20th sales execs re-
port that, during the first seven
WSeks of ’54, -37 equipped theatres
in Canada garnered 37% of the
country’s total revenue for 20th.
Canada has a total of 1,262 “possi-
bilities,” i.e. theatres where any
one film can pla&_.

lens that has been demonstrated
by Robert Gottschalk and which,
he said, was very similar' to the
Tushinsky prism. In a comparative
test of “Ivanhoe" with the Gott-
schalk and a regular CinemaScope
projection lens, Reade found the
Image from the Gottschalk lens
“with a brighter whiter light; and
with a better depth of focus."
When these lenses are ready,
they’ll cost about $1,100 a pair,

in Printing Process /

In all these lenses, the ratio is

worked out in the printing process.
The variable projection lens is

merely set to correspond to the
ratio of the print fed to it. Accord-
ing to Reade’s report, pix printed

with the Tushinsky process will

come .
in three standard ratios—

regular, 1.75 to 1 and 2 to 1, with
the accent-on the latter. However,
there is no reason why the Tush-
insky lens couldn’t step up the
ratio to as high as 3 to 1, Reade
said.

Question arises hour 20th fits

into the Tushinsky picture. Basi-
cally, the Tushinsky prism arrange-
ment, which slips over the regular
lens, is compatible with Cinema-
Scope, i.e.' it can be set to provide
a 2.55 to 1 image from a corre-
sponding CinemaScope print.

Since it’s at present opposed to

any changes, 20th will hot permit
its CinemaScopers to be “stepped •

down" via the Tushinsky print ’sys-

tem. Nor has it been decided
whether 20th will permit exhibs to
show its ’Scope releases via a
Tushinsky lens. Comment . at 20th
is that, while no definitive policy
has been established, it still stands
.on its basic policy which implies
an insistence oh “superior" pres-
entation of its films. Simultaneous-
ly, 20th exCcs say their understand^
ing is that the Tushinsky lens is

still in an “inferior” *stage.
. ^

-

As far as . the 20th contract' for
‘Scope pix is concerned, it states
specifically that its films must be
shown in conjunction with a Cin-
emaScope anamorphic lens.

Further factor is sound. While
those houses that are equipped for
CinemaScope now certainly^ will

have little trouble putting^ in the
added gadgets such as a variable
anamorphic lens, those situations

that haven’t as yet thrown in their

lot with CinemaScope will 'he less

flexible.

Choice?

They will have the wide screen,
the lens and the reproduction unit
for “dimensional" sound, which is

reproduced from _ a cued, optical

track. However, although they will

have a lens capable of giving them
the CinemaScope ratio, they will
lack the four-track magnetic sound
reproduction equipment. Nor will
they need it since companies like

RKO -and Paramount won’t even
give them a choice of prints with
directional sound. WB may and
may not have both dimensional and
stereophonic sound. Loew’s and
20th for the moment are insisting
on directional sound with all their
’Scope pix.

There are persistent reports that
it won’t be too long before 20th it-

self will come out with a variable
version of its anamorphic lens, but
there ,is no confirmation of this at

20th which is stuck with quite a
-supply of both camera and projec-
tion CinemaScope lenses.. Metro at

:

the Coast is said to be knee-deep
in optical gadgetry but Isn’t ready
to announce the results.

Leonard Bernstein Scores

First Film, Waterfront'
.
Leonard Bernstein Will compose

and conduct the music for “Water-
front," Sam Spiegel indie enjtry
Which has finished shooting . in
N.Y. with Marlon Brando in the
lead.

This will be the first job in the
picture business for the composer-
conductor-pianist. His composi-
tions have ranged from Jazz to
ballet and opera.

Location Scouts En Route
Location survey unit for Alfred

Hitchcock’s “Catch a Thief," which
Paramount will distribute, arrived
in N. Y. from the Coast yesterday
(Tues.) en route to Paris and Nice.
Group, including unit business

manager Doc Erickson, first as-
sistant director Herbert Coleman,
cameraman Robert Burke and art
director Mac Johnson, wings to Eu-
rope today and will return
(March 22.

ALLIED’SWORD

IS HUMBUG’
„
Minneapolis, Marh 9.

Current North Central Allied

bulletin calls C’Scope “a humbug"
and again advises the territory's

small town exhibitors to “keep
away" from It, “at least until after
the NCA convention in May when
the pros and cons will be fully
explored.”

Bulletin argue*, that/ C’Scope
“does not enhance x picture’s en-
tertainment value jo any marked
degree" and “its specified screen
has no advantage ove^ the ordi-
nary wide screen of the? same or
lesser dimensions."

NCA contends that the novelty
of the new projection largely ac-
counts for the increased grosses
that C'Scope pictures have been
pulling and that when this novelty
wears off it’ll be the fill # them-
selves that will have to c rry the
load again. Such outstanding pic-
tures as “The Robe" and “How to
Marry a Millionaire" would have
grossed nearly as much sans
C’Scope, claims NCA, which calls
attention to the . alleged compara-
tive boxofflee flops of “The Com-
mand" and “King* of the Khyber
Rifles" “in most situations."

Sheraton Hotels
Continued from pace 7

of conferences, sales meetings,
demonstrations and convention.
DuMont’s part in the operation

will consist of origination of the
program from two of its studios

—

WABD, New York and WTTG,
Washington—plus distribution over
its network lines to the six cities
Facilities to be- demonstrated in-
clude “talk back" circuits which
will enable individuals at each of
.the hotels to speak to and receive
replies* from persons appearing
"before the tv cameras in New York.
Two-way conversations will be
available to all groups .watching the
program.

Sheraton show will be on a
Grand Hotel theme, with George
Jessel as emcee. Part of the “sell"
will be centered on Sheraton’s new
$3,000,000 bond issue. It is hoped
that this method of explaining 'the

debenture plan will appeal to Wall
St. as a means of reaching security
dealers simultaneously throughout
the country.

Sheraton takes an obvious dig at
theatre tv. In previous closed-cir-
cuit meetings, it notes, “audiences
haye had to gather in the cold en-
virons of large movie theatres, and
after their meetings, transport
themselves back to a hotel where
cocktails, luncheons, or- dinners
are generally held."

Hotel company estimates that
the average cost per city uring ho-
tel closed-circuit television is $1,-

200. An average audience of 500
persons per City, it’s figured,
would, cost about $2.40 per person.

RK0 to Trial
Continned from pace 4

was conceded that “French Line"
could lose $500,000 due to censor-
ship. “Sinbad” cost $1,125,000,"
should have been produced for
$700,000 dr $800,000, or not at all."

'No answer was obtained as to
whether Hughes had visited RKO
studios in five years. Other ques-
tions: Had Hughes hired stars at
inflated salaries and not put them
to work? Had he dominated the
board?

Halperin asked questions, his as-

sociate, Bernard Buchwald, read
answers from witness stand.
When Halperin put heat into ques-
tions, Chancellor Seitz commented,
“You’re reliving your examination,
perhaps. Maybe RKO could use
you and some of that enthusiasm
in their pix." Chancellor reluctant-
ly agreed to let Halperin read se-

lections after latter said he would
read no more than 150 pages, fin-

ishing up Tuesday noon. At close

of day judge said,' “It’s the' waste
of time I thought it would be."

McDonald of RKO objected to

reading time after time, refused to

allow typographical errors to be
changed.

There are 14 lawyers on case,

five for each of main parties, two
each for intervening litigants, Mil-

ton Friedman, Sidney Schwarts,
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PubyKrAngk on F3n Be Beefs

Inclined to Blame Promotion People for Stuffing

Work, Then Blaming Dailiea

Newspaper reaction to the series

of public relations ads in Editor &
Publisher sponsored by the Coun-

cil of Motion Picture Organization

Is that the nation's newspapers are

not “the big bad wolves they're

supposed to be*' and there is no.

campaign to belittle ob> harm the

film Industry. Opinion expressed

by a representative of a publish-

er’s association who preferred to

remain anonymous, in essence,

that “film promotion people are

not doing the job they should

do.”
#

First consideration of all edi-

tors, he pointed out, was the news
worthiness of each item. "Edi-

tors,” he said, “have sensed that

people are getting tired of the

kind of puffery studios are putting

out.” When the industry has a

story to tell, the nation’s press

give it a good play. He cited the

coverage obtained for the indus-

try’s new technical devices and
called attention to many stories in-

volving 3-D, CinemaScope and Cin-

erama. "Topotch pictures always

get good publicity,” he added,* and

as an example, he cited the many
editorial comments on some recent

Hollywood, offerings.

Answering the argument that tv*

coverage is, in many instances,

overshadowing film news, he said:

“Tv at the moment is attracting

more reader interest. It’s a. com-
pletely new medium that is still in

the development page.” Re the

preponderance of food news over
film news, he noted that there are

some qualifying reasons. "Food is

a matter of importance to every-

body every day. People eat every
day. Their movie-going is con-

fined to once or twice a week.”

In general, be noted, newspapers
have printed more favorable news
about the industry than unfavor-
able. This is confirmed in a - sur-

vey made by COMPO several years
ago. Study j made at the height of

the Congressional hearings involv-

ing alleged Communist activity in

Hollywood, showed even at that

time that the favorable over-
shadowed the unfavorable.

Largest C'Scope Screen

Bat With Stage Show
Chicago, March 9.

Balaban & Katz is installing the

Loop’s widest CinemaScope screen

in the Chicago Theatre for the

April 19 opening of "Lucky Me."
Measuring 58 feet across, the Chi-

'FORCING' SINGLE FEATURES 1 cago’s screen outstrips next largest

at a first-run theatre here by two

Rockne Case Delayed For 20th and
Metro Attorneys

feet.

Screen will be flown to permit
continuance of vaude accompani-
ment, as. Frankie Laine is slated to

headline alongside "Lucky Me."
Some months previous, B&K v.p

Chicago, March 9.

Action on Rockne Theatre case,

wherein the doubling of Cinema-
Scope pix with other attractions is Dave Wallerstein suggested that

on the scales, has* been delayed by stageshows might be dropped upon.

Judge Sam Perry in Chicago Fed- CinemaScope . installation ’ if the

eral District Court for the filing variety attractions no • longer

of briefs by defendant film dis-

tributors. These are Metro and,_
, _ ,, — ,. ,

20th-Fox, both charged with fore-
1 French PaTsifal Handled

ing single feature status on all

their . CinemaScope issue and
thereby crimping the competition

style of indie theatres against ‘he

large chains.

Attorney Sam Block, repping the

.film companies, has been given 20
days to file a brief answering the
complaint and. Richard Orlikoff,

Rockne Theatre counsel, has 20

Arg. Fix Fete

French import, in the . U S. Film,

which has English titles, was pro-]

duced and directed by Daniel
Mangrane.
Leo Abrams, who is partnered]

, . .. . .. . .... . with Henry R. Arias and Myer P.
days to respond. After that, Block the company, disclosed

Continued from page t

the American unions and hampers
opposition to technical evolution*

- Johnston repeatedly made clear

that the American film industry
firmiy believes in comnetitlon.

which builds ’better product for
more people. America welcomes
better films from all countries be-
cause that will ,,make Hollywood
make' better pictures, while films

being produced in all countries in

the world improve as competition
spreads.

'While he was not trying to be
critical of restrictions in any coun-
try, he added, some people be-
lieve that by restricting importa-
tions they help their own Industry,
Thus, he said, is not a long-sighted
view.

The American industry believes
. , nAu,iv in competition,” said Johnston.

, HUtS
t

hiition
tU

outfit
ie
'has Opposition was expressed to crea-formed- distribution outiit, nas i.n

pacted to release “Parsifal,”
llon or

In U. S. By New Arias

gets 10 days to reply again.

Request for a preliminary in-
this week that a network of states

rights operators • will be set up

czars” who could tell the
people of the .world what they
should see. The U. S. has never
advocated restrictions on entries
of foreign films to the U. S. On
the contrary, they are welcomed
and the industry has even spent
its own money to advertise them.
Johnston described the motion

picture medium as "the only one
junction against the distribs was around the country for handling that can leap language barriers.

not granted* by the court.

ARmOHEHC OF

STORY VALUE

1NCSC0PE

'Parsifal" and future product. He and therefore is an instrument t6-
added the outfit intends to handle wards building international un-
only “specialized” releases, that is, derstanding and knowledge, and
concentrating on a limited number one method of obtaining peace.”
of pix each year which would war- while abjuring any form of cen-
rant fiill sales treatment. sorship, Johnston stated he did try
Henry Arias intends a swing to bring influence to bear to pre-

around European capitals shortly vent films being sent to countries
to contact foreign producers con- where they might cause^ offense.
cerning releasing setups.

King Bros
Continued from pas*

Los Angeles late

j
Documentation of the fact that

CinemaScope pictures now draw around Los Angeles late next
for the story value and not com- month. Interiors will be done at I the Argentine government and mo

Nevertheless,, no censorship was
implied in this, Johnston uphold-
ing the contention that the film
medium should have the same de-
gree of freedom as the press.

Johnston, underlining the cordial
nature of the Welcome extended
to him since his arrival by both

pletely for the technique: is pro-
[
the Goldwyn studios.

1 vided in an analysis of comparative

PAR HTTS 32 KEYS

WITH 3-PIX PACKAGE
Paramount has set plans to

rent one theatre in each of the 32
exchange cities for one day in the

period from March 29 to April 2
for the purpose of inviting all ex-

hibs in every area to see screen-

ings of three new Par pix. Also to

be shown is an introductory trailer

which has Don Hartman, exec pro-

ducer. and A. W. Schwalberg, head
of distribution, discussing produc-
tion and releasing plans.

Par is labeling the stunt ‘The
Paramount Pictures Pageant." Lo-
cal division and branch managers
will be hosts at the all-day screen-

ings.

Three pix to be shown are "Ele-

phant Walk,” "About Mrs. Leslie”

and "Knock on Wood.”

gross figures. For example, “Ky-
ber Rifles,” 20th-Fox

T

s C’Scoper,
grossed $680,243 in 263 engage-
ments as compared to 31,042,258
for "How to Marry a Millionaire,”
the company’s second entry. In
another comparison, covering 39
engagements, “Rifles” grossed
$593,919 to “Hell and High Wa-
ter’s” $556,944. Both of these
pictures are regarded as in the
same category.

Twentieth executives readily
admit that the calibre of the pic-

ture will determine the b-.o. draw,
but emphasize that the lesser

pictures are bringing in more in

C’Scope than they would have were
they made in the conventional
manner. The company frankly ex-
pects dips in the grosses for such
pictures as "Rifles” and “Hell/

more international festivals in
which, he said, the American in-

dustry would be glad to partici-
pate, as this is a form of competi-
tion which the Hollywood industry
welcomes.

Hvghes Blueprint
Continued from page X

tion picture industry, hoped for

Following “Syndicate” some 45
days later on the Kings1

slate will

be “Indian Fighter.” This is to be
leused on the Coast in Technicolor
and SuperScope. "Hannibal,” the
brothers’ third 1954 venture, would
start in Italy in December. It like

wise is to be filmed in .Technicolor
and SuperScope in association with
a King Bros. Italian subsidiary

Balance of the Kings* program
includes "The Boy and the Bull”
(Technicolor - SuperScope), ‘Two-

[
scoring minimum represents a con-

Headed Spy” (to be made in Lon- 1
siderable up for union music in

don), “The African” (to be lensed
near Nairobi in Technicolor-Super-
Scope)), and “The Big Blonde.”
Latter is based on a Dorothy Park-
er story and is to be distributed
through' RKO. Release deals on
“Bull”, “Spy” and “African”
yet have not been set.

Screenplays Oh all

‘Robe’ Falters at Globe;

Rush in ‘Go, Man, Go*
Inability of "The Robe,” 20th-

Fox’s first CinemaScope entry, to

hold up after being brought back
to Broadway so soon after its Main
Stem and subsequent run engage-
ments forced the Globe Theatre
to rush in United Artists’ "Go,
Man, Qo.”

.

Picture, which opened yesterday
(Tues.), was originally slated for

the Rialto and was to mark a

change in the house’s policy. With
the Brandts, who operate the
Globe, also taking over supervision

of the Rialto, latter house was set

to drop its sexsational policy to be-

come an outlet for exploitation-

type iriodest-budgeters. However,
disappointing returns *0n “The
Robe” (about $10,000 for 10 days)

—as well as low ho’dover on
Rialto’s current tenant, "Stripo-

rama,” delayed the conversion of

the house.
In addition, UA and producers of

"Go, Man, Go,” 'film biog of the
Harlem Globetrotters founder Abe
Saperstein, wanted the film open
ing to coincide with the National
Invitation Basketball Tournament
at Madison Square Garden.

that Bogeaus’s last indie feature
carried a scoring Charge of only
$3,500.

Indicative of the trend at RKO
under Hughes is fact that Irwin
Allen and Sam Wiesenthal, both of

as [
whom recently exited RKO pro-
ductions jobs, are keeping offices

seven pier on the lot and have plans for indie
but just as surely anticipates sharp tures, Herman King revealed, have pooduction, although financing is

rises for such upcoming films as been completed although casting apparently not yet set.

"Prince Valiant” and “The Egyp- and directors are still to be ar- Part of the foregoing has the
tian.” ranged. Financing of the Kings* "if" of stockholder approval next

Another comparison made by program will be handled privately week of Hughes’ offer to buy in

the company contrasts “Rifles” to by the brothers. “Hannibal,” bio- the shares at $6. Sundry legalities

Snows of Kilimanjaro,” one of pic on the Carthaginian general, is oppose the offer, as too little’ (see

20th’s big 2-D films released short- expected to use up a good slice of separate stories) and there also re

lv before 20th shifted to C'Scone. the brothers’ frozen lire. Script main various/
1mismanagement” ac-

Thc comparison shows that “Kill- calls for use of some 400 elephants tions to be cleared from court
manjaro” grossed $412,734. in a 10- as part of the BJ2. pomp and calendars,

week run. at the Rivoli. N. Y„ while pageantry.
"Rifles” brought in $247,442 for a

similar period at the same house.

Three C’Scopers, all of which
played the Roxy, N. Y., showed
these results for the first 11 days:

"12-Mile Reef,” $163,911; "Hell and
High Water,” $92,343; "New
Faces,” $113,120.
For 150 comparison engagements

of "Reef” and “How to Marry a

Millionaire,” the former grossed

$2,734,303 to the latter’s $3,748,895.

At the same, “Millionaire” in 536
engagements drew $7,520,517 as

compared to $5,114,878 for the non-

C'Scoper, “Gentlemen" Prefer
Blondes.”

RKO Theatres
Continued from pace 4

showed an Increase in 1953, due In

part to advanced admission prices

for certain pix. ’ Admissions
dropped 1%, as against the 8%
decline in 1952.

Total income for. the year
climbed to $34,075,569, up from
$31,521,002 in 1952. Expenses also

went up, amounting to $30,185,381,

compared with $27,685,339 in the
previous year. The boost in ex-

penses was. due* largely to higher
rentals being paid the distributors,

according to the Uist-Schwartz
statement.

Meantime, the Kings are launch-
their recently completed “Carnival
Story” through RKO during Easter
week if booking negotiations can
be consummated. Made in Ger-
many with Anne Baxter and Steve
Cochran .in top roles, it may be
marketed via saturation premieres
in five big keys. Sales plans for
the film were discussed by Herman
and Frank King with RKO home-
office distribution execs prior to
their return to the Coast Monday
(8).

German Market Big ,

"Carnival Story,” Herman King
emphasized, was done in German as
well as English in order to take ad-
vantage of the "lucrative” German
language market. Size of this sales

field, he said, is pointed up by the
30,000.000 mark gross of one Ger-
man distributor (whom he didn’t
identify) last year compaired with
Metro’s 14.000,000 mark gross in

the same territory and time period.
Directed by Kurt Neumann,

“Carnival” was shot late last sum-
mer in Agfacolor in and around
Munich. Prints will be by Techni-
color. Lensing was in a widescreen
“King”-sized process. Cooperation
of German authorities was praised
by Herman King who wryly re-

called that it rained 32 out of 38
days on location. Yarn, incidental-
ly. spins a romance amid a carnival
background.

‘Oklahoma’
—

- Continued from page 3s
distribution rights to “Oklahoma.”
Mike Todd, Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein II, the latter

two being in control
.
of the film

and Magna stockholders as well,

nixed the tieup with the film com-
pany, however.

Details of the new deal were
fully worked out oyer the past
week. It’s believed that the $2,000,-

00(T fund from Schenck and Skour-
a$ is in the form of a straight loan,

rather than further Stock invest-

ment on the part of the two execs.
In a previously proposed financial

plot, . a bank loan in that same
amount was mapped. Could be now
that .the * coin still will be “bank
money” but with Schenck and
Skouras as the borrowers, rather
than Magna..

Identity of the private investors,
or at least those rounded up so
far, is still shrouded. Floyd Odium,
head of the Atlas Corp. investment
operation, has shown interest in
Magna but appears now out of the
picture.

In any event, with Magna’s till

now bolstered it now looks certain
that “Oklahoma” will be fully un-
derway, production-wise/within the
next couple of months.

Fete GoodwiO
Buenos Aires, March 9.

There has been' some nervous
twitching of. eyebrows here over
the size of the 11-man delegation
which Soviet Russia has sent to
the Mar del Plata* Film Festival.
Claims made by it for the Soviet
film industry have provoked hilar-

ity. Travelling on the same ‘plane
as a satellite Czechoslovak dele-
gation and a Spanish delegation,
the Russos managed to be first of
all visitors to alight at Ezeiza air-

port last Sunday, and the first for
questioning (and plenty kidding)
at an Alvear Palace headquarters
press confab fdr all three delega-
tions afterwards.

The Spaniards, naturally, kept
well away front contamination with
the Russki groups. At the airport,

it was noticeable that no Argen-
tine reception committee person-
alities cared to be photographed
in the Soviet company although
there were many embraces for the
Spaniards. The Soviet Embassy,
here made overtures to the top
concert managements, through ad-
vertising agency third parties, in-

viting bids to book part of their

delegation at long-hair concerts.
The concert managers regretfully
declined.

The Soviet delegation is headed
by Plotr N. Zimin, representing
his country’s Cultural Ministry,
with actresses Alla Larionova and
Natalia Medyedieva, actors Serge
Stoliarov and Serge Bondarchuk,
script-writer Tatiana Konstantin-
ovna Paramonova, (director Alexey
Ptushko took ill in Prague and was
left behind), technician Alexander
Vladimirovich Shelenkov and vio-

linist David Oistrak, pianist Tatiana
Nikolaeva and conductor Vladimir
Yampolski. So large a delegation
i£ felt to presage a serious on-
slaught on the Argentine film mar*
ket for Soviet pictures.

Contrast Of Russkles, Spaniards

The press confab offered an
amusing contrast ' between the
solemn bombast of the Russkies
and the spirited insouciance of the
Spanish visitors/ with their typical

Madrileno repartee. Zimin launched
the Russo fanfare with a prepared
statement, which was unintelligible

to anyone here; Answering a news-
paperman, .he asserted that Russia
has had 3-D for over 10 years, and
that Soviet studios annually pro-

duce over 500 pictures. • As this

obviously aroused extreme skep-
ticism, he had to qualify by ex-

plaining that only 50 or 60 were
feature films, the balance being
documentaries,
Thqre was visible hesitancy by

the Soviet actors when questioned
on their earnings. .Stellarev said as

an “artist of the State” he earned
5,000 roubles monthly.

Soviet Russia has three entries

in the festival: “Admiral Ushkov,”
“Lights on the River” and “Sadko,”
apart from several documentaries.

Neither the physical appearance
of the Russian group nor the garb
worn caused a very favorable im-
pression here in clothes-conscious
Argentina.

Spanish actresses Aurora Bau-
tista and her almost more youth-
ful colleague Marisa de Leza made
a terrific impression in contrast to

the Russians. They were able to

quip gag for gag with the Spanish-
speaking Argentines. Fernando
Fernan Gomez crowned the suc-

cess of the Spanish delegation by
admitting to having been born in

Buenos Aires.

Sherae North
Continued from pace 1

movie” outfit now jammed with the

U. S. Post Office. Latter ruled the

film “clearly lustfully stimulating,

sexually provocative, obscene, lewd
and lascivious.” Outfit, Movie
Club, has secured a temporary re-

straining order against the P. O. on
grounds its stamping of shipments
as “unlawful" and refusal to remit

C.O.D.’s amounted to “punishment
without trial." Apparently the

nudie narrowgauge stock was net-

ting something like $5,000 to the

promoters of Miss North's and

other gals’ charms. '
.

Miss North, decked out in a

bikini-styled suit, does a dance in

the film which she claims is the

same terp bit done by her on Bing

Crosby’s tv show about two months

ago. Terper’s performance
.

runs

about four minutes.
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In over 200 New England

situations Walt Disney's

PlNOCCHIO' BEATS THE

RECORD SET BY THE

FORMER CHAMPION

Walt Disney's

Snow White':

Here erejeste

MEMORIAL. Boston, Moss. « , ,

KEITH, Lowell; Moss. . . . « .

ALBEE, Providence, R. I. . < , «

OPERA HOUSE, Bellows Foils, Vt*

CENTER. Fall River, Moss. . . »

EMPIRE, New Bedford, Mass.. ' . <

STRAND. South Bridge, Mass. * *

OLD COLONY. Plymouth, Mass, .

PARAMOUNT, Brattleboro, Vf_ <

PARAMOUNT. Newport, R. I. < .

MAGNET. Claremont, N. H. , « .

. $30,705.

$7,106.

. . $17,193.

. . $762.

. $5,231.

» • $7,596.

. • $1,421.

. * $1,343.

, $1,045.

i i $3,123.

, *' $1,078.

• t

0 •

•

• *

4 A

A

ALT
DISNEY'S
The Adventures of

Mnocchio
color by

TECHNICOLOR
Copyright Welt Oltnty Production*

HhSmmO by

A' 4

Reserve your best playing time for m



Picture Grosses

SEATTLE M’ Stout $11,000 in
(Continued from page 0) n , nfJ m1 |a a*

-^Eaay To Love’* (M-G). Nice $7,
; Poitj MlDer lltG, IA

500. Last week, “Jubilee Trail* «in,A. .

(Ren) $5 800 Portland, Ore., March v.

Music Box (Hamrick. (850; $1.25- First-runs are being belned. by
$1.50)—“Living Desert** (Disney) strong holdovera with ^nly.two
(2d wk). ' Great $7,000 after $8,300 newcomers this session. /Eddie
last week Cantor 3tory" is mild but “Beat

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300: 00. The Devil,’’ looks stout “Glenn

$1.25) — “Long, Long Trailer” Miller Story” is rated giant for a

(M-G) (2d wk). Big $8,000. Last Second frahie.

week, $13,000. ... Estimates for This Week
Onmeurn (Hamrick) (2,700; 05- Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90-

#0>-"Walking Baby Horne* (U)
$1 .25 ) — “Glenn Miller Story” (U)

Z
Lip

r
(
?
d wk >* (2d wk). Giant $11,500. Last week,

Good $5,000 in 6 days. Last week, $15300
87^0°. . Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25-$2.40)—
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; “Julius Caesar** (M-G) (5th wk).

65-90) — "Three Young Texans, So-so $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
26th) and “Highway Dragnet * Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
(AA). Drab $6,500. Last week, —“Beat Devil” (UA) and “Go Man
“Bigamist" <FR) and “White Fire ' Go" (UA). Stout $11,000 in 8 days.
(Lip), $5,200. Last week, “Boy F^om Oklahoma”

;
' '

(WB) and “Diamond Queen” (WB)

Torch’ Torrid $17,000, ^Oriental (Evergreen) (2
,000 ;

80-

Mont’l • ‘Knifrhts’ 20G $1>—“Conquest of Everest” (UA)lVIOIUI, luilgiu*
(2d wk). Oke $2,500. Last week,

Montreal, March 9. $3,800. 1

“Torch Song" looks fine at Capi- /“Orpheum (Evergreen (1,600; $1-

tol to pace new deluxers this week. $1.25)—-“Hell, High Water” (20th)

“Give Girl a Break" is rated great (3d wk). Tall $8,000. Last week,
at Loew’s. “Knights of Round $8,400.
Table" looms solid in third Palace .Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65-

session. .

• __ 90)—-“Eddie -Cantor Story** (WB)

Estimates for This Week
.

*

-re *1 or* $6,500. Last week, “Bigamist * (FR)

-rtt ‘f U T and “White Fire” (Indie), $6,000.
JCntghts Round Tabie (M-G) (3d united Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
wk>. Solid $20,000 following $29r 90 )

—“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G)
000 last week. (3d wk). Fancy $6,000. Last week,

Capitol (C. T.) (2,412: 50-80) — $7,200.
“Torch Song” (M-G). Fine $17,000. ——

-

Last week. "So Big” <WB'. same. SAN-iFRANCISCO

“Torch’ Torrid $17,000,

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

OKAY—FED. RESERVE
Minneapolis, March 9.

Current -Minneapolis Federal
Reserve bank holds out promise
for the territory's exhibitors. It

asserts that the Upper Midwest
economy /has stood up well un-
der the industrial unemployment
which has become evident in the
Ninth federal reserve district, as
well as the nation.** •

For the first two months of 1954
retail^ trade and farmers* income In

this area have compared favorably
with the 1953 corresponding
months, according to the report.

An important consideration for
Upper Midwest business activity

|

analysis figures is that the region's
economy suffered from a rather
sharp drop in farm product prices
in the 1952-53 fall winter months,
it’s pointed out.

Favorable factors in this area,
'according to the report, are store
sales matching those of a year ago,
a continued high construction vol-
ume and farm product prices hold-
ing either slightly above or slightly

below year ago quotations.

lobiliziifg For War of ’Scopes
Continued from page f

i

Last week. “So Big" (WB), same.

Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 50-80)— lloll - _
“Alaska Seas" (Par). Fair $9,000. (Continued from page 8)

Last week. "Jivaro" iPar), $11,000. East week, ,Money_Froin

t *
Home” (Par) and “Safari Drums*^ rir

C
n (Indie) (2d wk), $9,500.

*lv
n
® Gir

t
l ?reak v ' ^

reat St Francis (Par) (1.400; 65-95)—

iii?* (>ar?1 2d'wW ’ $17SS
C “Should Happen To You*; (Col),

iris t Par) ( 2d ^ k). $17,000. Sock $14,000. Last week, “Forever

“Give Girl Break" (M-G). Great
$2 1.000. Last week, “Here Come
Girls" (Par) (2d wk). $17,000.

Imperial (C. T.) ( 1.830: 34-60)— f Female" (Par), $10,000.
“Great Diamond Robbery” (M-G> Orpheum (Cinerama Theatres,
and “Topeka" (M-G). Oke $7,500.‘ Calif.) (1,458; $1.80-$2.80)—“Ciner-
Last week. “Border River’* (U> arid

l ama” (Indie) doth wk). Smash
“Stolen Identity" iU\ $7,000.

j
$29,000. Last week, $33,000.

Orpheum (C. T.) ( 1.018: 50-80)— 1 United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;

“Moulin Rouee" (UA) and “Black
; 65-95)—“Beat Devil” (UA). Fine

Fury” iUAi 2d wk). Mildish $6,-
i

$11-500: Last w.eek, “Wicked Wom-
(

000 after $8,000 onener. - an" (UA> and “Black Glove" (In-— * die). $6,500.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1.80.

DETROIT * $2.40) <

—“Julius Caesar” (M-G)
f Continued from page 9) kIoo

000,1 *7,0°°' L**1

'

"Drums Tahiti" rColi <2d v*>. Oke claT iRosener) f400: 65-85>—
$10,000. Last week, $17,000. .“Captain’s Pafadise" (UA). Big
Palms i UD) (2,961; 95-*L15)— $4,000. Last week, “Titfield Thun-

“Phantom of Rue Morgue" iWB) derbolt" (U) (6th wk), $1,900.
(3-D i and “Nebraskan" (Col) (2-D) I Bridge < Schwarz - Reade) ($1-
<2d wk>. Nice $11,000. Last week. $1.20) —; “Conquest of Everest"
$17,000. (UA). Opened yesterday (Mon.).

Madison (UD> (1.900; 95-$1.25>— In ahead, "Living Desert" (Disney)

“Glenn Miller Story” (Ur (3d wk). <7th wk_1° days> - okay $6,400 to

Great $20,000. Last week. $21 500 [

wmd UD highly successful run.

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3.500* Parkin /Eosener) (400; 65-85)—
$1-$1.25>—“Ride Clear of Diablo" ! S«ou]

m Rouffe ’ °kay 82,-

(U) plus stageshow headed by Di- I

29°- Last week, “The Village" (In-

nah Washington. Big $28,000. Last/ 1®)* _ — - „
week “Riot Cell Block 11" (AAJ Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377;. 85-

and "Paris Playboys' (AAM2d wk) !
l

L2'Ciock
" aFE> ,sd

$10,000. : wk'. Nice $3,000. Last week, $3,-

United Artists (UA) (1.938: SI- 10°*

?mS> (id ^k)
ng

bk^°$
n
i3,5M

ra
L
e
ast KANSAS .CITY

-SSfc^aid^Ssui Devil-MUAf’and

(M-G) (10th wk). $4,300
Long Trailer" (M-G) and “Con-

Mmlc Hall iCinerama Produc $.000°'
C°ChlSe” (°0l) <2d Wk> '

000. Last week, *18.000. ?f?-e_.k0UKln 1 No
.
(RK°)

Krim (Krim> m nnn* <1 ei and "Killers from Space" (RKO).
jyjlus Cae«r" I??ct

$
u?h P

.
eTky *.7000- Last week, “Jessejuiius uaesar (M-G-) (4th wk). jjrnpe Vs naUAnc”

Okay $7,000. Last week, $8,000.^ “ 6 '

ST. LOUIS
(Continued from page 8)

James Vs. Daltons" (Col) (3-D)
and “Slaves of Babylon" (Col),
$4,000.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

65-85)—“Money from Home”
(Par). Looks nifty $12,000; holds

Break"( M-G). Lusty $16,000. Last at that figure. Last week, “The
week, “Long, Long Trailer’ ’(M-G) Command” (WB), first Cinema-
arid “Great Diamond Robbery" Scope pic at house, $10,000.
(M-G) (2d wk). $12,000. Tower, Untown, Fairway, Gran-

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)— ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
“Money From Home” (Par) and 70°* 1/217; 65-85) — “12-Mile
'Those Redheads From Seattle" Reef” (20th) (2d wk). Large
(Par) (m o.). Good $9,000. Last $16,000. Last week. $26,000.
week. “She Couldn’t Say No" Vogue Golden (550; 75-$l)—
(PITA) oti/i C* - j ti / TT A \ . / AtU

$20,000 Blaze in Detroit

(RKO) and “Dragonfly Squadron" "Captain’s Paradise" (UA) (9th
(AA). $6,000. wk). Oke $1,200, Last week,
Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,500; 50-75) $1-400.

—“Long. Long Trailer” <M-G) and ' —
W.‘ ^°s
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Bagley Theatre, a nabe house

90WTorlve^Femal^tpaV) v 2o'
ned by David Korman. suffered

$4 000 Last week “rnnotiM^nr '
$20,000 damages in a fire which

Everest" (AA) (2d wk) $3 500
St * sweP t the projection booth and

St ^ Louis (St.L. (4 000-
burned a »!«! of its 396 seats.

60-75)—'"Millionaire" (20th)
'

(2d
Fire broke out shortly aRer house

wk). Big $17,000 after $21.000 1

was closed ‘ No one was hurt,
first session.

|

On the night of the blaze at the
Shady Oak 1

(St. L. Amus.) (800; Ra6ley, another Korman theatre,
90)—"Forever Female" (Par). Fast tbe Greenwood, was robbed of
$4,500. Last weplc. "Little Fugi-!$12. Two suspects were captured
tive (Burstyn ), $3,500. I after a chase.

Iss ^ontiaued from pact UfeSSs!
place “Line" with “Rhapsody” on
March 23,

Superior Court Judge Frank
Padden today (Tues.) denied an
injunction restraining the city
from enforcing its second-guess
ban of RKO’s “The French Line.'*
After viewing the film, the jurist
decided there was no emergency,
damages aren't^ irreparable and
RKO “has adequate recourse in
law.”

Indications are Howard Hughes
take the whole “Line” matter to
U.S. Supreme Court presaging an-
other high court 'examination of
censorship generally.
RKO argued city nix of “Line”

has no support in law. Studio ar-
gued unconstitutionality of police
chiefs blue-bencilling and called
Chicago censorial regulations
vague and offering insufficient
standards for administration. RKO
claims injury and damages for
‘'cheapening” its product by uncon-
stitutional restraint. Woods is in-
volved for refusing to show pic per
contract.
Arguing customer is always

right, attorney Edward Blackman
sought to justify Woods* stand by
revealing patrons had been send-
ing letters arid making phone calls
begging house not to show “Line.”
On -other hand. Woods’ general
manager Ralph Smith said he
doubted callers had ever seen film
which he considers deluxe musical
conforming with

.
propriety stand-

ards. Commissioner O’Connor told
court pic is “obscene and immoral.”
Sam Gorelick RKO branch mana-
ger called it a “delightful musical”
and estimated RKO’s share in .film
rental from show at Woods

. Would
have been up to $600,000.

Frank Upton Upped
Detroit, March 9.

Frank Upton, manager at Music
Hall where “This Is Cinerama” is
in its 51st week, has been appoint-
ed division manager for Stanley-

j

Warner Cinerama Corp. by Lester
:J5, Isaac.

Upton will maintain his head-
quarters here and will direct ac-
tivities of the Palace Theatre, Chi-
cago, as well as the Music Hall,
along with other theatres which
will be opened shortly in this divi-
sion,

CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 8.)

Last week, “Phantom of Rue
Morgue" (WB), $15,000.
Hanna (Hanna Co.) (1.500; 75-90)

—"Rome 11 O’clock” (IFE). Thin
$4,500. Last week, "Man Between”
(UA), $5,000 in 10 days.
Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700:

i
60-90) — "Rob Roy” (RKO). Fair

i
$12,000. Last week "Hell, High
Water” (20th) (3d wkV $12,500.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90) —

“Money From Home" (Par) (m,o.).
Hearty $10,000. Last week, “Saadia”
(M-G) and “Great Diamond Rob-
bery” (M-G), $4,000.

Palace (RKO) (3,300: 60-90) —
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (3d wk).
Sock $14,000 following $17,500 last
folio.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 60-90) —
“Beat Devil" (UA). Oke $15,000.
Last week. "Money From Home”
(Par). $12,000.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2.700; 60-90)— “Long, Long Trailer” (M-G)
i (m.o.) (3d downtown week). Smart
1 $7,000. Last week, $6,000.

20th-Fox for the “King of the
Scope*'’ title, some execs unaligned
with either company insist that
Bar's introduction, of Vistavision
.has served to hastened the show-
down which the industry eventual-
ly must face.

it's a cinch that only one system
will endure fOr the major portion
of the .trade—not counting Cine-
rama, Todd-AO and whichever new
rieh man’s roadshow crops up in
future — and the only important
contenders now are 20th's Cinema-
scope, which obviously is now far
in the lead, and Par's Vistavision.

In effect, theatreraeri to large
extent are being called upon to
choose sides. Buying C’Scope will
not preclude the exhibs* continued
business with Par as well. The two
systems are not in conflict in that
respect. But kingsize differences
exist in the policies of the two com-
panies.

“

Par recommends the largest
screen which a theatre will accom-
modate and the installation of
variable projection prisms, the
latter Items at $700 per pair.

|

Dimensional sound . (three horns
placed at the left, centre and right

t

of the screen) is optional. Par
[

claims this type audio is substan-
tlally less costly than stereophonic
sound and yet is equal in quality.

1 20th insists, on certain standards
in screen installations/ and, of
course, the C’Scope lenses and
stereosound. .

Ducking Coats

* Exhibs swinging to the Par
system likely will duck the addi-
tional monetary burden of C’Scope
with the conditions set forth by
20th. The estimated 1.800 houses
already equipped with C’Scope can
play either the 20th product or
Par's Vistavision lineup or both.
There’s no problem.
On the basis of public and pri-

vate statements by exhibs, it’s

apparent that the unveiling of
Vistavision has further intensified

resistance against C’Scope in sortie

theatre quarters. Theatre ops
haven’t made up their minds as a
single group on favoring 20th or
Par, but many of those so far
unequipped with C’Scope are ask-
ing: Why C’Scope if Vistavision is

proved to be equally effective and
involves, considerably less money.

Stereo Real Block
The competitive situation be-

tween 20th and Par would be eased,
obviously, if ^20th would relax its

stereabound demands but the com-
pany is adarnant in refusing to
yield

t
on this.

' Strong point on 20th's side is

that C’Scope already has proyed
itself. There’s little doubt that even
the lesser C’Scopers are stronger at
the b.o. than pix at the same pro-
duction and/or entertainment level
in conventional format. The pub-
lic’s verdict on Vistavision* is off

until “White Christmas," first in
the process, comes through. This
is months away.
Another plus for 20th is thc.t the

outfit has invested millions in

C’Scope jn its generally-admitted
courageous switch to that system.
Further, the company is still heavi-
ly committed in the way of sales
guarantees to equipment manur
facturers. This has resulted in a
certain allegiance to' 20th which
some theatremen feel, for the com-
pany took on these risks as a
means of bettering the entire busi-
ness. Not out of altruism, of
course, but still it was regarded as

a daring investment and all trade
elements, not alone 20th, stood to
share in the b.o. payoff.
* (Unprejudiced execs, in noting
that some theatremen might have
this feeling of allegiance, add the
cynical note though that allegiance
often gets lost when it costs
money).

CScope Commitments
Ori the production front, all

companies excepting Par are com-
mitted to or have announced plans
for varying numbers of pix in

C’Scope. To what extent Vista-
vision will alter these remains to
be seen.

Par system provides fop use of a
double-frame negative which is fed
into the camera horizontally. This
is processed on to standard size

(35m.) releasing prints, either ah-
amorphic (squeezed) or regular.
With the variable prisms, exhibi-
tors have flexibility in showing the
Vistavision pix so far as screen
sizes^are concerned. (20th’s C’Scope
pix must be uniformly shown on
a screen 2.55 in width to each

|

single measuring unit in height.)
I Par’s system is being made

available to all producers without
charge or strings. Re this gratis
situation, the Southern CaL The-

;

atre Owners Assn, last week passed
a special resolution commending
the company for its “gift to the
motion picture industry.” Copy of
the resolution was" presented to
Par studio head Y. Frank Free-
man by Art Arthur, SCTQA chair-
man, at a ceremony on the lot last
Friday (5). *

Stated Arthur: “We sincerely
hope Vistavision will prove to be
everything yOU hope it is, but re-
gardless of records yet to be made
by it. Its gift by you to the motion
picture industry and ‘to the in-
dustry*s members, groups and com-
panies, regardless of factions or
operations,’ constitutes' one of the
most gratifying events in our busi-
ness in recent years.” /
Other reaction came from Wal-

ter Reade,
.
president of Theatre

Owners of America* who attended
Vistavision demonstrations last

week. In a report to the TOA
membership, Reade said: “Un-
questionably the process gives a
fine quality picture, unusually good
depth of focus and eliminates a
great deal, of the grain commonly
seen in existing pictures when one
gets close to the screeri. With the
big light source in .the studio, and
with the large screen, and by the
use of different size apertures, we •

were able to see the picture in

normal size, 1.75:1, 1.85:1, 2:1 and
2 .66rl. With this means of projec-
tion, cropping by changing aper-
ture plates obviously allows for a
loss of light. At’ the test, however,
it was not apparent to our prac-

ticed eyes. One must bear in mind
Rial some additional lenses may be
required in some theatres to pro-

ject the 1.85:1.” That last “as-

pect 1ratio” is the one recommend-
ed by Par.
As concerning the merchandising

of Vistavision, Par has a long-range
campaign in mind designed to keep
the system a sustained trade topic.

No direct approach to the public

will be made, however.

Stadios Aloof
Continued from pace 7

tors* lack of product, there is no
understanding of exhibs* willing-

ness to supply playdates, and there
is a great deal of confusion anent
the technical media to employ for
production. He further charges
that, in many instances, producers
of major studios have been told by
comDany toppers to refrain from
additional production until other-
wise advised; Reade attributes this

order to high budgets and the un-
certainty of playdates available for
the various technologies.

“I feel that this groundless hesi-

tation, misinformation, and anxi-
ety concerning sufficient play-
dates,” Reade noted, “are attribut-

able to distribution in general and
to certain company presidents in

particular. Distribution and these
company presidents seem to be
more concerned with immediate
cash balances and immediate profit

and loss statements than with the
position of the industry in the. fu-
ture, with their companies’ posi-

tion in the future, and with the im-
mediate need of product." Reade
advises all exhibs “who know pro-
ducers, or who have' any contact
with them” to write, call or visit

them for the express purpose “of
giving them the facts concerning
exhibitor, problems and needs.”

Would By-Pass Distribs

Snaper, although not speaking as
an pfficial of Allied, sees the im-
mediate need for closer liaison be-
tween exhibs and producers “with-
out distribution getting in the
way.” He suggests meetings at fre-

quent intervals between produc-
tion and exhibition, confabs where
a direct exchange can take place
and “not forums or round table

discussions.”

Reade, in concluding his report,
says that while a degree of con-
fusion and indecision must come
from almost daily announcements
of new techniques, “only a steady
flow of quality pictures will keep
us in business.”

During their short, hectic visit

to the Coast, Reade atod Snaper
were constantly bombarded with
inquiries relating to the devices -

they had * seen. Producers were
particularly anxious to get their

Views. *
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Hollywood, March 9.

Metro assigned Arthur Freed to

oroduce “The Green Mansions/’

with Vincente Minnelli at director

; .
.Warners lensed the. Santa Anita

Handicap for scenes in “A Star Is

Born”. Bill Phipps drew a fea-

tured role in Filmakers’ “Story of

B Cop." • Randolph Scott signed

to star in an untitled Western to be

8
induced for Warners by David
fcisbart and Jack Warner Jr. ...

Edgar Ulnler will direct “The Ban-
dit/’ to be produced independently

by Josef Shaftel at Keywest stu-

dios . . Beverly* Garland will be
teamed with Wayne Morris again
in “The Desperado/' Vincent M.
Fennelly production at Allied Art-
ists . Paramount talking an exclu-
sive player deal with John Derek
, . Fay Roope plays a police com-
missioner in UFs “The Tight
Squeeze.”

Robert Webb will direct “Hawk
of the Desert," last of Panoramic’s
10 productions for 20th-Fox re-
lease . .Sam Katzman signed John
Miljan for “Pirates of Tripoli" at
Columbia ... . Frank Lovejoy will
co-star with James Stewart and
June AUyson in Paramount's “Stra-
tegic Air Command" ... Allison
Hayes and Mara Corday drew fea-
tured roles in UI's “Francis Joins
the WACS” . . Jack Lambert left
for Mexico Cffy to appear in Hecht-
Lancaster’s “Vera Cruz" . . .- Met-
ro’s “Panther Squadron 8" retitled
“Men of the Fighting Lady" , . .

Nestor Palva, Lyle Talbot and John
Dlerkes joined the’ “Desperado"
cast at Allied Artists ...

Vic Damone checked in at Metro
for “Athena," his first picture
since he left the Army . . . Julius
Ruben joined William F. Broidy
Productions as administrative ad-
viser . . . Mark Hanna drew a fea-
tured role . in Sam Katzman’s
“Pirates of Tripoli” at Columbia

. . Joan Shawlee returns to UI
for a role in “Francis ’ Joins the
WACS," ... . . Jan Sterling will co-
star with Neville Brand in Scott R.
Dunlap’s “Home From the Sea’’ at
Allied Artists . . . Stanley Rubin
draws production reins on “The
Rawhide Years" at UI , . . Ruth
Hampton renewed for another year

|

by UI . . . Rita Moreno signed a
long-term contract at 2Qth-Fox . . .

UI’s “The Black Shield of Fal-
worth” reduced to "The Black
Sword."

First assignment for Sam Marx
under his new producer deal at UI
is “The Rose and the Flame,”
based on a novel by Jonread Lau-
ritzen . . Allied Artists borrowed
Don Weis from Metro to direct
Walter Wanger’s “The Adventures
of Hajji Baba" ... Lee Scott
doubles as choreographer and
dance coordinator for “Three Gobs
in Paris" at UI . . . Glenn Ford
signed his third long-term contract
at UI and will star next in “The
Bandits" . . . Metro assigned Ed-
mund Purdom to the title role in
‘The Swashbuckler," slated for
late summer production . . . Bruce
"

_

e”nett will portray an Air Force
officer in Paramount’s “Strategic
Air Command" . . . Warners bor-
rowed Harry Stradling from Sam-
uel Goldwyn to lens “Helen of
Troy.

Fredric March has withdrawn as
star in the life story of Richard
Wagner, to be Rimed in Rome . . .

Marcia Henderson drew one of the
top roles in “The Tight Squeeze"
at UI . . . Fred Sweeney signed for
a part in Paramount’s “The Coun-
try Girl.” . . . Ken Carpenter nar-
rating the story line of “Susan
Slept Here" at RKO . . . Metro
signed Roland Petit and his Ballet
de Paris company to dance with
Leslie Caron in “The Glass Slip-
per.

. . . Walt Disney's “20,000

cf
ea

?
U
j
S Under the Sea’* troupe

started interiors with Richard
F eischer directing . . . Lee Van
Lieef signed for a dual role in
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Stephen Longstreet signed to
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a
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Sccrt Dunlap will produce
Dreamland at -Allied Artists

Producer William Perlberg makes
niS'Camera debut as a drama critic
in his own production, “The Coun-

9ir
K’ • • Frederick Brisson

named AI Vaughan as pub-ad di-
rector for Independent Artists Pic-
tures ...
Robert Aldrich formed an indie

production unit, “The Associates
and Aldrich Company," with Jack
Berne, Herbert Baerwiti and Wil-
liam Blowltz as associates . . k Alex
Gottlieb readying “The Case ot
Julia Walton” for indie production
- • U! purchased “Away All
Boats, a novel by Kenneth Dodson,
for production by Howard Chris-
tie . . . Romulus Films signed John
Ireland to co-star with Gina Lollo-
brlgida in “The Wine of Etna,” to
be filmed in Italy : . . Donald Crisp
will play Tyrone Power’s father in
Columbia’s “Mister West Point.”
. . . Noah Beery, Jr., drew a fea-
tured role in Columbia’s “The
Black Dakotas." . . . Allied Artists
reactivating the Richard Harding
Davis novel, “In the Fog,” pur-
chased five years ago . . . J. F.
Tucker named superintendent of
Metro's film laboratory, succeed-
ing John M. Nickolaus who retired
after 30 years of service.
Budd Boetticher and Carrol

Case formed a partnership to pro-
duce “The Number One," bull-
fight story, in Mexico . . . Matt
Freed joined Hallmark Productions
as assistant To prexy Kroger Babb
• . . Karen *Kadler signed a term
contract at UI, starting with “Fran-
cis Joins the WACS.” . . . Chuck
Walters will direct “The Glass
Slipper," starring Leslie Caron, at

Metro . . Howard Hawks signed
Jack Hawkins, British afctor, to
star in “The Land of the Pharaoh.”
to be made in Egypt . . . John
Derek signed, a Columbia contract
with “Angel's Cooking" as his first

assignment . . . Chuck Connors
plays a heavy in “The Tight
Squeeze" at UI . . . Geraldine Bo-
gandovich drew a featured part in

“The Egyptian" at 20th-Fox ...
Employment at UI is up to 1.990
persons, compared with 930 last

May . . . Rand Saxon signed a term
player deal with UI . . .

Variety Club Barkings

Sponsor Preem
Omaha.

Variety Club Tent No. 16 will

sponsor a Midwest preem of “Night

People" at the Orpheum here

March 11 in a drive to aid handi-

capped children.

Variety has Hed In with State’s

Society for Crippled Children and

Omaha Centennial execs and will

stage a parade and luncheon fea-

turing 20th-Fox celebs.

James to Emcee Pitt Telethon
Pittsburgh,

Dennis James agreed to m.c. the

Variety Club telethon here April

24. This will continue the drive

of showmen's organization to raise

funds for a new wing on the

Roselia Foundling Home and Hos-

pital. All-night show is to be tele-

cast over WDTV and may originate

from 3,800-seat Syria Mosque.

This will be the third Variety

Club telethon for same cause.

Tent No. 1 now has more than

$100,000 ‘for project, which has

been budgeted at $750,000. Jan^es

was emcee at another Variety Club

telethon, the most successful one

they ever had.

Darnell’s ‘Like Us’

Hollywood. March 9.

Allan Dowling Pictures signed

,
Linda Darnell to star in ‘ People

flake Us," ito be produced for re-

lease by RKO. „
Filming starts March 29 at Re-

public, with Hugh Brooks produc-

ing his own Story and Stuart Heis-

ler directing.

Excerpts from a speech given in New York

City March 2 by Miss Judy Holliday on
\

behalf of Crusade for Freedom.

I hate Communism and all it stands for. I want to do my part in

fighting: it. That’s why I’m here to help Crusade for Freedom and

Radio Free Europe—to help fight Communism, to protect our freedom*

our homes, families and children. Communist Russia's Iron Curtain

divides the free world from the enslaved nations. We must be on

guard to fight and avoid the danger of Communism, to prevent its

creeping in for its deadly work. Some of us know about all

that from bitter personal experience,

conclusion that every American must

I have reached the

. fight Communism.

We all know that Radio Free Europe isliringing hope and strength to

the millions of people behind the Iron Curtain—people who live in

terror, people who know that even their friends may be Communist

spies. Communism is being constantly blared into their ears.

But there's still one thing they can do. They can turn on their radios

—it has to be softly, because they’re forbidden to listen to anything

but Communist propaganda—and they can hear voices from the 21

broadcasting stations of Radio Free Europe. They can Hear news of

the outside world, the stories of people who have escaped and are living

in freedom ; they can hear*,their national music—which is

banned ; they can hear sermons, prayers, services, reli-

gious music.

The voices of Radio Free Europe remind them, over and over again,

that the world outside is strong and active and has not forgdtten them.

These enslaved people are strengthened by knowing that there are

happens to them, and

dom, and peace.
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are working to bring them free-

It's a wonderful work—but its costs are enormous. It's a matter of

millions and millions. We're buying a lot, however, for that money;

one dollar buys 100 words of truth. That's a penny a precious word-
money dedicated to the principles of a free society—money that will

help destroy the Communist Iron Curtain and liberate the enslaved

people behind it. I've contributed to Radio Free Europe. Won't you?

THIS SPACE PAID FOR BY A FRIEND OF

CRUSADE FOR
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NEW YORK
Arthur DeBra, director of com-

munity and exhibitor relations de-

partments of Motion Picture Assn..

of America, addresses the Catholic

Institute of the Press tomorrow
(Thurs.) on film censorship. .

Pick Weaver, indie publicist, left

Monday (8) on tour 9t 11 key cities

to drumbeat for novel, “Not As A
Stranger,” upon which Stanley

Kramer's next pic will be based.

'CHICAGO
Bill Hollander, B&K top pub-

licist, visiting on the Coast and
being honored at dinner by B&K
alumni. ,

Perry Lieber establishing head-

quarters at RKO here to rep How-
ard Hughes in the “French Line’'

tiff with Chi censors.
Charles Hogan, Oriental Theatre

general manager, vacationing in

Florida.
Teitel Films secured distribution

of “Pickwick Papers” for 'this- 'ter-

ritory.
“Top .Banana”- set for March 17

opening at RKO Grand.
Dave Wallerstein, B&K veepee,

and wife holidaying in Sun Valley.

Bill Studdert. vet B&K manager,
last week thwarted escape of

thieves who were making off with
$790 at Southtown Theatre.

Roosevelt and Oriental Theatres
both installing new marquees.

its shuttered St. Paul nabe Park
theatre for conversion into com-
mercial property. ^ „

Forrest Myers succeeding ailing

William Mussman as Paramount
branch sales manager, being trans-

ferred hereofrom Sioux Falls, S.D.

Mussman will take over zone sales-

man duties.

In territory’s smallest towns,

“The Robe” playing a minimum of

one week and averaging four times

Usual seven-day grosses. *

“Quiet Man” booked .Into Isis,

Fargo, N.D., for fourth time and
a total of 44 playing days; also is

getting numerous other repeat

bookings throughout territory,

W. H. Workman, vet Metro
branch manager, confined to home
with broken shoulder blade suf-

fered in auto accident.
“Glenn Miller Story” getting ex-

tended playing time and breaking
numerous records this area.

Mother of Saul Malisow, 20th-

Fox branch manager, confined to

Mt; Sinai hospital as result of heart

attack.
'

•

Poll of patrons of Legion Thea-
tre, Bison, S.D., showed majority’s

first preference is for film musicals

with westerns running them a close

new Wadsworth Walk-in agoncr^

slated to open ln4he springr The
new manager at the Tower is Du-
ane Welch, out of the industry for

a few. years. „ .
_

Claude Newell, formerly head-

booker at Metro, out of the busi-

ness for several years, returned to

his old job, succeeding John Rob-
erts, who had succeeded him. Rob-
erts quit to enter booking-buying
department of Wolfberg Theatres.
Ed Nesbit, one of owners of the

Alpine, here from his Arizona
home closing the theatre and pre-

paring the building for other oc-

cupancy; Clarence Martin, who
had been operating the house, gave
up the lease.

^Paul AUmeyer severed his con-
nections with Preferred Pictures
and is now selling for Realart here
and Salt Lake City areas.
Frahk H. Ricketson Jr., Fox-Iir-

ter-Mountain Theatres president,
re-elected a director of Community
Chests and Councils of America.

DALLAS ,
Phil Isley, prez of Isley Thea-

tres,' named chairman of Red Cross
Drive for film industry of Texas
by executive board of Texas
COMPO.
New all-purpose canvas screen

designed and perfected by Parks
Sales & Distribution Co., here, be-
ing used at Kaufman Pike Drive-

PHILADELPHIA
Ray Connors, who .used to be

with the Shuberts here, pinchhit-
ting for John Roach, general man-
ager of Boyd Theatre, now vaca-
tioning. Connors will become man-
aging director for “Cinerama” in
St, Louis after his four Weeks stint
here.

Irving Blumberg, former as-
aistant to Everett Callow, recently
named national publicity director
for Cinerama Corp.. has moyed up

In. It reportedly can be used for
wunr^ wZ^nli

:,

Up'AU | showing all types of pix including

favorit^ctor i 3-D.- Screen has only three hori-

«
favorite actor

j
2Qntal seams ^ Us 40 foot heightf

When North Central Allied holds

its annual convention here May llr

12 national Allied States board of

directors also .Will gather for their

next meeting!
Harry B. French, United Para-

mount circuit prexy here, back
from three-week Florida vacation.

'On competitive bids- 700-seat St.

Paul World, how playing “The
Robe,” grabbed, off another Cin-

emascope first-run. “Khyber
Rifles/’ although it is the opposi-

tion to 2,300-seat Paramount and
2,200-seat RKO-Orpheum.

SAN FRANCISCO
Roy Cooper, a leading California

into Callow’s post as ad-publicity
, e^

C
for " unfted cSifornil

director for Stanley Warner cir-
: xheatre| resigning at end of

cu1
t v . „ . . .. . March to devote full time to his
Jay King. Marty \insman and !personal theatre holdings. Fred

Barney Cohen, all theatre raa
p
a_ [Dixon, his. assistant, succeeds him.

gers, unveiled a monument to thej L n ’ director of California The-
:Iz ^ermck. former manager;

atre
e
Owners Assn., Cooper also is

of the Sirand here, at Her Jehuda
i veepee of Theatre Owners

'

America.
The State, Market Street 2,300-

seater, which Paramount reopened

Cemetery, Sunday (7).

Variety Club. Tent 13, is tossing
a testimonial luncheon to Danny

March 16, at theKaye. Tuesdays March 16, at the( as a first-run last Christmas, shut-
Bellevue Stratford

.

,
tered last week. First months’ biz

Harry Warne^s ;
held strong, but it has been on

. —* — downgrade since.booking department, left the com
pany; replaced by John Ehrlich,
former Republic booker.

Another first-run casualty on
Market Street is North Coast’s

these not being visible from view-
ing ramps.

William W. Lewis, . manager of
the Capitan here for last five years,
resigned.*

4
,

i Jim Clemens, former bopker for
Rowley United Theatres,
staff of United Artists exchange
city salesman.

Harold Hendrick is new WB
booker here, succeeding Fowler
Dickens, who joined staff of RKO
film exchange here.
Bob Otwell took overt as manager

of Plaza and Queen theatres oper-
ated here by Long Theatre Cir-
cuit; replaces Jack Chavey who
goes to ’Velasco as manager of
Long Theatres there.

'

Harold Goodman named .man-
ager of Hampton Road Drive-In;
’replaces Charles Gower, resigned.

C. F. Rudd made manager /of
Denton Road ozoner, replacing
Goodman.
Elmer Gordon named skipper of

Twin Drive-In, Forth Worth, while
of

j
George Glover takes over at Star-
lite Drive-In, Tyler, ‘alt operated by
Leon Theatre Circuit.
Harold G. Tisdale, confessed rob-

ber of the Twin Vue Drive ozoner
at Odessa last December, sen-
tenced to 10 years in a fast tria

there.

Bob Anderson, formerly of •

Esquire. House became first-run
Crest Theatre, is new manager pf

; over year-end holidays, but is now
Erlen Theatre.

\ back to subsequent-run.
Robert Loving, who left local

film scene to go to Texas as mana-
ger of a drive-in, has. returned as
manager of Ambler Theatre, Am-
bler, Pa.

ST. LOUIS

LOS ANGELES
Allied Artists’ national release

schedule for April consists of

“Pride of Blue Grass,” “Two Guns
and a Badge” and “Arrow in the
Dust.”
Hallmark closed a deal to dis

Inside Staff-Pidiffes
Growing Hollywood locatloning in Egypt Is responsible for an easing

of that country’s attitude toward some, people of Jewish faith. Overall,
Egjipt doesn’t want Jews in the country and some filmsters who have
gorie there to scout location have been advised to put “Protestant”
or “Catholic” on their visa application. However, director Robert
Pirosh, who declined to falsify his own application, reports- that he
lias known of cases of others who .did so falsify—and then, had difficulty

in Egypt. He added that Egyptian official circles told him their quarrel
and “antagonism’’ is directed against Israel although there is admit*
tedly a lot of anti-Semitism. Interest in the situation was aroused by
he fact that Darryl F. Zanuck’s production of “The Egyptian” did
some second unit shooting there and Cecil B. DeMille plans to shoot
a portion of “Ten Commandments” there. Recently, a troupe headed
by William Dieterle assembled footage on Egypt for Columbia’s “Joseph
and his Brethren.”

United Artists now has a “human relations expert” on the payroll.

Marie Barry, formerly associated with the American Red Cross, has
been hired to make the rounds of newspaper offices. With conversation-
about the psychiatric meaning of the romance that Unfolds in “Act
of Love.” Miss Barry’s first stop was last week in Washington and
it paid off. Jay Carmody in the Evening Star did a full column on
his interview with her.

Strictly western is the term “lazy eight,” applied by studio workers
to Paramount’s horizontal VistaVision camera.- In ranch lingo a cow
brand lying on its side is called , a “lazy,” like Lazy-H. "The “eight”
comes from the number of sprocket holes in the frame running hori*
zontally through the camera.

Will Hayes’ Past Recalled
Continued from page 5

under President WarrefF G. Hard-

Claire G. Landau appointed man-
,

-

ager of the public relations for; tribute Matt Freed’s jungle docu-
“Cinerama” at Ambassador Thea- mentary, “Karamoja,” filmed en-
tre. " tirely in Africa in Eastmanqolor.

Robert E. Johnson, ad-publicity
[

Lippert acouired U. S. distnbu-
director for Fanchon & Marco and tion rights to “Race for Life,”

St. Louis Amus. Co., resigned to Richard Conte starrer to be pro-
open an advertising agency with I duped by Exclusive Films in Eng-
Marion L. Plessner, Johnspn’s

;

land.
predecessor at F&M. I

Jacob H. Karp off on extensive
Lester R. Kropp, head of MPTOA

|
tour of Europe where he will in-

of eastern Missouri and southern
Illinois, appointed a liaison officer
in the St. Louis area for TOA’s
New Crusade For Freedom cam-
paign.

St. Louis Amus. Co., controlled
by Fanchon & Marco, installing
stereophonic sound in its Washing-
ton, Granite City, 111., and the Lin-
«lell. Granada, Union, Victory,
Maplewood, Shenandoah and Tiv-
oli here.

Victor Klarsfeld, co-owner and
manager of the Rialto, convales-
cing from serious illness at his
Cape Girardeau, Mo., home.

MINNEAPOLIS
St. Paul indie nabe house, the

Hemline, has Tuesday as "Date
Night.” with man and girl admitted
for single admission, The down-
town late run, low admission St.

Paul Lyceum, is inaugurating Wed-
nesday and Thursday as "Family
Nights,” with father and mother
and all their children admitted for
$1.20. A woman, Lorraine Dale,
operates both houses.

Projectionists AFL union. and in-

dependent neighborhood exhibitors
agreed on 30 minutes extra prepar-
atory time for Cinemascope, the
same as for downtown first-runs
where two men, instead Of one; is

employed in the booths. Original
nabe demand had been for 45
minutes.

United Paramount Theatres sold

spect Paramount branches and
production units in London, Paris,

Rome and other capitals.

DENVER
Lyday, TaborPaul Lyday, Tabor manager,

named publicity director of new
l,27^seat $1,000,000 Centre, being
opened April 22 on upper 6th
street. Harry Wilhelm, Rialto boss,

moves across to Tabor job while
Tom Schneider, assistant at Den-
ver. gets the Rialto job.
Edgar A. Wolfberg, Chicago bus-

irtess man, named prexy of Wolf-
berg Theatres, succeeding Harris
Wolfberg. his brother, who died re-
cently. Roth S. Wolfberg, widow
of Harris, and Tom Smiley, booker,
and buyer, now general manager,
are the veepees. New booker and
buyer is John Roberts, who moved
from a booking job at Metro.
Black Hills Amus. Co. named

W. R. Buckley manager of the
Belle, Belle Fourche, S. D;, 'Suc-

ceeding A1 Vincent, who is in hos-
pital. Gele Poland becomes man-
ager of Hot Springs, Hot Springs,
S. D., succeeding Gordon Gibson,
resigned.
Managers of the Wolfberg The-

atres ozoners for the season are
Jack Peacock, the North; Bud Dix-
on, the South; Allen Vernon, the
East; Ava Traxler, the West, and
Eddie Anderson, the Valley.
Leroy Ramsey .resigned as man-

ager of the Tower to manage the

PITTSBURGH
John H. Harris, head of Harris

Amus. Co. here, and producer of
“ICe Capades” and “Ice Cycles/’
appointed a Knight of Malta, one
of highest honors that can come to
a Catholic layman.
Regal Theatre in ^Vilkinsburg

being remodeled into a store.

Leroy Hoon, formerly with Ex-
hibitors Service' here, now is with
Pennsylvania Manufacturers Casu-
alty Insurance Co. in Harrisburg.
Lawrence R. Carettie resigned

from the RKO sales sttaff to join
Bert. Steam’s Co-Operative Thea-
tres as a booker.

Variety Club Telethon over
WDTV April 24, with Dennis
James m.c., will raise additional
funds for $750,000 wing that Vari-
ety plans to build on to the Rosa-
lia Foundling and Maternity Hos-
pital. More than $100,000 has been
raised so far. George Eby is fund
prexy and Reggie Wilson, cam-
paign chairman.

Ernest Stern’s Leona Theatre in

Homestead promoted series of
Saturday afternoon Morris Grin-
berg children’s amateur shows.

OMAHA

ing. -
.

Hays accepted the MPPDA presi-

dency at $100,Q0Q a year, and some
time later upped to $150,000.

Hays, it 'was figured, was well
qualified for the spot. His politi-

cal background meant an open
door to the “right people” v in
Washington. He had the respect of

church groups, mainly of the
Protestant denominations. These,
in turn, figured importantly in

putting the quietus on plans of the
censors. The movement for Federal
censorship was defeated and state

blue-pencil panels were limited to

the same six which exist today.

No ‘Czar’ Literjilly

The Production Code was de-
veloped later, in 1930, giving the
industry a permanent and uniform
set of standards.

While Hays had “czar” ^billing,

actually this was a misnomer.
Three years before he joined the.

industry, Federal Judge Kenesaw
Mountain Landis, joined organized
baseball wh^n that sport was in-

volved in player bribery scandals.
As an accepted term in the busi-

ness world, Landis was . a “czar”
because he had unusual free rein.

A clause in his contract empowered
him to act at his own discretion
on any matter if his action “were
for the good of the game.”

Hays, it was thought, would be
Landis’ counterpart in films but
he never was given such sweep-
ing authority. However, Hays had
the respect of' the trade through-
out most of his. association with it,

and was given wide latitude in in-
dustry administration.

In 1942, an element of discord
entered’ the situation when Petti-
john left -the MPPDA. Pettijohn,
before joining the org, was a
Democratic leader in Indiana, and
Hays, the Republican topper in
the same state, were close friends.
Hays was noticeably upset when
his longtime associate left the
scene. Pettijohn died a couple of
years later.

Hays himself bowed out in 1945
as the weight of his years began
to slow him down/ and Eric A
Johnston, who had won wide rec-
ognition as head of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, was tapped
for the job.

movements are spearheaded by
Roman Catholics.

Foreign Dept. Then and Now
The foreign department of

MPPDA when Hays took over was
staffed only by one exec, Ted
Herron, and his secretary. It’s now
a worldwide subsidiary, Herron’s
sister, Jessie, later became Hays*
'second wife—his first marriage
ended in divorce—and is listed
with Will Jr. as among the sur-
vivors.

Bertrand; Neb., Bertrand Thea-
tre reported having trouble with tv
competition.

Dixie Theatre at Emerson, Neb.,
tossed in the sponge. Competition
from tv blamed.

Bill Miskell, district manager of
Tri-States who also is chairman of
Omaha’s Police Civil Service Com-
mission, was kept busy last week
after a former police dent, employe
was charged with handling stolen
property, a cop was relieved of
duty and at least, eight officers
were under suspicion in a theft
case.

CALGARY, ALTA.
City council at Red Deer, Alta.,

gave greenlight to Purnell & Sons,
to build a $200,000 theatre seating
900.

Theatre employees are the
cheapest ~babjj£itters in Western
Canada, Hugh Vassos,. exhibitor at
Melville, Sask., told that town s
Home and School Assn.

Condolences

Former P res! d e n t Herbert
Hoover joined with many leaders
of the film business in paying
tribute. “Will Hays was h good
American who had served his
country welL He was a loyal friend
and thousands will grieve his
passing.”

Eric A. Johnston issued this
statement

.
from Buenos Aires,

where he is attending the Argen-
tine Film Festival: “The death of
Will Hays is a great loss to our
country and to our industry, both
of which he served so faithfully
and so well. During the long years
that he headed our Association,
Mr. Hays made invaluable and
lasting contributions to the suc-
cess, the progress and the welfare
of the motion picture. He always
set his sights high and his accom-
plishments will always be a living
monument to his memory. We shall
all miss him.”

Most industry leaders had the
same to say,

Rank’s Russe Deal
Continued from pace 3

Reluctant At First

Will Hays often told the story
of his reluctance to become asso-
ciated with the film business, be-
lieving it a trade of little stature.
He changed his mind when Will
Jr. one day had attended his first

film, a western, and told his father
of the tremendous impact which
the “flicker” had had upon 'him.
This impressed the elder Hays to
the extent that he reconsidered
and finally accepted the MPPDA
offer.

American industry is being guided
by an advisory letter from the U. S.

State Dept, which indicated it

didn’t believe the time was ripe

for any such deal.

This is in contrast to what a
good many execs in the film biz be-
lieve would be in the best interests
of the U, S., the reasoning being
that any American picture shown
behind the Iron Curtain aids this
country in establishing a contact
with the Russian masses. However,
there is also « good deal of appre-
hension lest, by trading with the
Soviets, the industry ‘may be harm-
ing its public relations and invite
Congressional criticism.

Protestants’ Pressure Then
When Will Hays first undertook

the censorship
. battle the main

agitation for restrictions on pix
was via Protestant Church groups.
Hays was an elder in the Presby-
terian Church and this obviously
carried weight in the task of calm-
ing the censor movement. Today,
in contrast, most of the censorship

British Labs
Continued from page 3

indicated they’d close down a week
from Friday as a protest against
the union’s position. This would
automatically force the studios to

fall in line and stop production.
Should the deadlock continue,

the strife would eventually reach
the three major circuits which
would then be forced to rely on
oldies if they want to keep their
theatres open. However, there are
persistent reports that, should it

come to that, both J. Arthur Rank
and the ABC circuit would shut
down their theatres.
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’ TAPA IS BOSS' STATUS
McCarthy and the Networks

Sen. Joseph McCarthy’s demand that the networks give him
equal time to answer Adlal Stevenson’s speech last Saturday may
invite a showdown with the networks. It would be interesting to

see if the networks, who rightfully turned over the time to the
Republican National Committee Chairman, Leonard Hall, as the
official spokesman for the Administration, show a demonstration
of courage in resisting the Wisconsin Senator’s demand. Once
before, a. few months back, the networks had it within their

grasp to withstand a fSimilar McCarthy demand (in answer to a
speech by ex-President Harjry S. Truman), but on that occasion
the webs buckled under with a "come-on” invitation to McCarthy.

McCarthy has 'already stated in no uncertain language that
he means business and intends to make the networks see things
his way, He has also suggested to newsmen that, with the re-
cent flock of,new appointments to the Federal Communications
Commission, he already has a majority of the FCC in the palm
of his hand.

It’s understood that this time the networks won’t buckle under
and are planning a. united stand in upholding their rights as
set forth within the FCC regulations.

Mich, s Hot TV Alcohol Row

Dramatized Drinking on Video Sets Off a Major
Censorship Battle

'

on

Lansing,. March 9.

The stately halls of the Michi-
gan Legislature are in an uproar
over a bill which would ban the
dramatizing of .

drinking any
.
al-

coholic beverage on a tv program.

Telegrams and letters by the
thousands are pouring in and the

tv censorship fight has become the
hottest issue before the lawmakers.
On one side are the "drys” who
are putting up their biggest battle

since the repeal of the ,18th

Amendment. Lining up in opposi-
tion are boxing, baseball, football

and hockey fans plus thousands of

other tv owners who see.the pro-
posal as an opening wedge to pos-
sible other censorship moves.

It all started when Rep. John J.

McCune (R.-East Lansing) saw a
local program’ plugging a local

brand of beer. The setting for the
commercial was a tavern scene and
the . actors tripped and fell down.
McCune jumped to the conclusion
that the actors were drunk and
became infuriated at such "bad
taste.”

The bill has been favorably re-
ported out of the Republican-con-
trolled House Liquor Committee.
It requires the Michigan Liquor
Control Commission to review all

television programs broadcast by
Michigan stations And to forbid the
sale of any alcoholic beverages ad-
vertised in such a manner as to
"dramatize” its consumption.
George J. Burke, Jr., LCC chair-

man, is opposed *to the censorship
role. He said: "We are not drama-
tic critics. When I joined the com-
mission four years ago, it -was cen-
soring newspaper advertising of
beverages. I tossed that out on the
theory that We could depend on

( Continued on page 42)

’Home’s’ 5.9 Average
The premiere week (March 1-5*

of NBC-TV’s 11 to noon "Home”
nabbed an average Trendex of 5.9

with audience share pegged at 31.8.

First half-hour rating and share
were 5.4 and 30.2, vs. Arthur. God-
frey’s 11.8 and 62.1; second half,

6.3 and 33.3 against 9.8 arid 51.0

for "Strike It Rich” on CBS-TV.
Comparison with NBC’s three

shows in the slot during the first

week in February ("Hawkins
Falls,” "3 Steps to Heaven" and
half hour of "Ask Washington”):
2.7 score and 19.1 aud share.

Sets in use in March was up.

Campbell Soups has thrown ' a
monkey-wrench into ABC-Radio’s
plans for. a solid block of. morning
dramatics by axing the web’s
.Grand Central Station.” Cancel-

lation becomes effective April 2,
and the web, while currently try-
ing to sell the show, isn’t likely
to sustain it if a sale can’t be made.
Campbell cancellation was par-

ticularly disappointing to the web
J
e^e only two months ago the

brass sold the soupery on the

•<n
a

,,
of dropping its longtime

tvP°
U
j
) e 0r Nothing” in favor of

the dramatics. It was the web’s
nMon that drama segments:

P, a bigger chunk of the “young

-!!f
ew,f®\»udience than do audi-

e
u
Pa

1

r
!
c‘pa^on shows, and the
blocked out its mornings

ES?
1

1i
n
?
ly - No Uss trying is the

renU * }he Campbell account

ff^ en ed one 0£ tlie we^<s big-

W“h * haU'h0Ur

After 20 Years;

Eyes TV in Fall

Mary Margaret McBride, after 20

years and approximately 15,000

broadcasts, is leaving radio and
after an extended rest will make a

stab at television in the fall. She’s

exiting ABC and its N.Y. flagship,

WABC, on May 15. will take a four-

month vacation and return with a

video package designed for net-

work sale in September.
Decision to quit AM came about

from the desire to get her first

extended rest in 20 years and to

move up to video, according to

Estella H. Karn, her manager. Her
ABC contracts still had some time

to run. but web agreed to let her

go, pending
.
final clarification of

legal details on the contracts.

Video show, • which will have

Miss McBride in essentially the

same format as her AMers, will be

offered on a network basis, with

ABC not ruled out as a possible

choice. Nor. is the possibility of a

return to radio, via simulcast, ruled

out.

Under her ABC .deal. Miss Mc-

Bride had two contracts, one with

the web and one with WABC. She’s

got a half-hour five-day strip on

the network arid an hour-long, six-

day strip on the local outlet. She

started on another local flag, WOR.
some 20 years ago as the original

"Martha Deane.” and since has

made the rounds of every major

network.

Crowl WWSO Prexy
Springfield, 0„ March 9.

Harry K. Crowl will be presi-

dent and general manager of

WWSO, Springfield, when that sta-

tion is purchased from Bradley

Kincaid, who established it in

1947. Crowl is- account exec of

WONE, Dayton, and a member of

the Ohio House of Representatives.

Kincaid, local radio star, plans

a return to making 'personal ap-

pearances.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Slowly but surely, a somewhat

strange and radical change has
been coming about in the relation-
ship between the television^: net-
works and their affiliates. Certain-
ly it's a far cry from the days in
radio (and still existing to a lesser
degree) where the webs couldn’t
say boo. with or without a dis-

count, unless first enlisting an okay
from the affiliate stations.

Who, for example, would have
anticipated the day. when the net-
works, without' so much as a by-
your-leave to the station operators,
would evolve a plan whereby an
alternate-week sponsor gets a free
commercial ride on the weeks for
which he’s pot paying? In radio
this would have occasioned open
rcrbellion among the affiliates

forced to lend their facilities to
cuffo plugs.

But the tv station operator to-

day accepts it without a quibble
along with other concessions and
policies formulated by the net-
works—and for the simple reason
that unlike two years ago or even
a year , ago, when the networks
realized they were only as good
as their affiliations, today the sit-

uation would appear to be in re-

verse, sphere the station realizes

that it’s only as good as the net-
work and the shows to which it*s

tied. Not that the webs aren’t still

cognizant of the station’s value in

the overall scheme of things, but j

the whole economics of the me-

j

dium today conditions the webs
j

into a recognition of their sense !

of importance.
!

With more and more tv outlets !

opening up. the networks can af- !

ford to act more independent in
j

their dealings with the stations. If
j

one station isn’t happy with NBC
j

or CBS, the network can talk to
j

another station. But conversely,
]

an NBC or CBS station today isn’t
j

taking any chances on losing his
j

valuable network franchise.
|

Perhaps indicative of the whole
turn in events is the present pro-

network attitude and sympathetic
collaboration of such ex-stormy
petrels as Milwaukee’s Walter J. ;

Damm. In years past NBC I

wouldn’t dare venture into any
j

such innovations on sales patterns
j

as currently exist without first get- !

ting the blessing of a Damm or key
affiliate membership. Nor would
the stations have been so receptive •

in the past about pledging allegi-
j

ance to the network on fringe sta-

tion time areas which are gradu-
ally reverting back to the webs
for national sponsorship. And so

long as the advertisers and the

agencies are embracing these new
j

network patterns, with the webs
j

grabbing off more and more of the
[

small-budget clients, the station has
no alternative but to fall in line.

MILES LAB CANCELS

VET ‘FAMILY’ ON AM
"One Man’s Family.” radio long-

:

runner, has gone to the chopping
block with Miles Labs calling it

quits as sponsor. The 7:45 to 8 p.m.

strip is on NBC and its aural birth

dates from 1932. It’s created and *

scripted by Carlton E. Morse and

has been one of his most remu-
nerative properties.

Only last week (U, NBC
launched the tv version of "Fam- i

ily” as part of its newly styled

morning bloc. Visualer resumed
after a couple years’ hibernation.

Miles Lab’s Alka-Seltzer is under-

stood to be shopping around for a

tv show with the coin funneled off

from the AMer.

Paul Douglas to. Host

Oscar Awards TV Show
Paul Douglas was dotted early

this week to serve as blurber-host

for Oldsmobile on the March .25.

NBC simulcast (10:30 to midnight)

of the Oscar awards.

Working With him ort the show

and commercial integration will

be Betty White.

Crafty Kraft
Radio sponsors are becom-

ing more selective these days
in designating their network
slots in an effort to bypass the
more potent time periods in tv.

Kraft, which is buying a full

Sunday evening weekly seg-
ment on CBS Radio in the fall

for the hew Edgar Bergen
show, expressed a preference
for 9 to 10 p.m. (rather than
the 8 to 9 period which wras
Bergen’s longtime hour in
radio*, for the simple reason
that it’ll get off the to-happy
"Colgate Comedy Hour”-
"Toast of the Town” 8 to 9
hook.

NBC CBS, Mutual

Targets of New

The increased number of partici-

|

pating sponsorship setups among

j

the radio w*ebs is currently being
‘ fired upon for "cutting down the

[
amount of money available for na-
tional spot radio.” The station reps,

! individually and through their of-

!
ficial spokesman, the Station Rep-

!

resentatives Assn., have scored
CBS’ "Power Plan.” Mutual's
multi-message,” and all the NBC
arrangements, especially the one
announced after the latter web’s
affiliate hieeting held Feb. 23.

j

SRA has indicated the proba-

|

bility that its members are already
i figuring how much the latest NBC
"rate cut proposal” will cost out-
lets in spot biz. Joseph Weed, a

rep outfit chieftain, called the web,

|

inroads into spot biz a "salute ti
the proved effectiveness of honest-
to-goodness spot programming of-

fered on a local basis.” He also
said that these web plans were
drawing off the small advertisers
with national sales distribution.

w;ho once used spot radio, but who
now, through the lure of a low-
cost ^hare in a network program,
might switch policy.

Tom Flanagan, managing direc-

tor of SRA. cites a paragraph from
a condensation of participating pro-
gram plan sent by NBC radio to its

affiliates on Feb. 24 as an inference
of the web's own recognition of the
plan’s drawbacks. It reads, "We
frankly believe that your rep-
resentatives have considered with
the network officials all of the
pertinent issues, including the pos-
sible deleterious effect of the pro-
posal upon national spot business.”
Concept at web is to establish net-
work participation programs "as a

class of NBC radio network pro-
grams.” .

Flanagan called the plans "rate

I cuts” and said furthermore, "The
allegedly prohibitive cost of net-

work show talent Is insignificant

compared with the cost of network
management when all those top
executives can think of to cure
network radio is to give it away.
Experience has demonstrated that

radio rate cuts merely beget more
rate cuts.”

DuM Axes Cassini

DuMont programmers have
dropped Igor Cassini's 15-minute

Sunday stanza in favor of "Night
Editor.” Claim was that the de-
parting shot had "too specialized

an audience.”
"Night Editor” was moved in to

capitalize on slot following the

Drew Pearson vidpix series carried

on Gotham oScO t WARD. New
show, a one-man narration pro-

duced by B&B Productions, preems
Sunday (14). Hal Burdick narrates.

- Majority of the CBS-TV clients

ar i staying put for the summer pe-
riod, as also pertained last year,

but the network is confronted with
the job of providing replacement
shows for the sponsors keeping the
time (but with their regular shows

|

laying off), as well as for the hiatus
'segments.

Jackie Gleason goes off in the*

summer, as he did last year, but
the clients, capitalizing on discount
advantages through 52-week spon-
sorship, will remain berthed in the
Saturday 8 to 9 stretch with CBS*
replacement show, What it will be
has not been determined as yet.

"Toast of the Town” stays on
all summer, with Ed Sullivan gen-
erally in and out of the stanza and
with standby emcees.* "Life With
Father” goes off for the Slimmer,
but Johnson’s Wax is keeping the
period with a replacement show.
Electric Co.’s and Prudential are
taking an eight-week hiatus on
"You Are There” as well as the
time period, necessitating a sum-
mer filler. *T Love Lucy*’ goes off,

but Philip Morris will probably in-
sert a Substitute film series again.
(Last season it was "Racket
Squad.” Red Skelton goes off for
the summer, with the sponsor.
Pharmaceuticals. Inc., subbing
"Juvenile Jury” in the Tuesday
night slot for the hot months. Gen-
eral Electric is taking an eight-
week hiafus on "Mr. McNutley’*
and the Thursday time segment. As
last year, "Masquerade Ball” will
again go in as General Foods’ sum-
mer sub for Red Buttons. When
“Studio One” goes off. the "West-
inghouse Summer Theatre” will
again be the replacement
General Foods holds the Friday

period when "Mama** goes off for
the hot spell. (Summer show’ not
set yet.) International Silver and
Simmons Mattress, alternate spon-
sors of "My Favorite Husband.’*
will stay put for the summer with
a replacement show. Kools has also
notified theweb it’ll stick with the.
time when "My Friend Irma” va-*
cations. American Tobacco holds
on to its Sunday night period (Ann
Sothem and Jack Benny* but with
replacement shows.

NBC Sets a Few
NBC’s summer replacement

schedule for tv is in vague status
at the moment, although a few
ideas are bring tossed into the hop.
per. The new Arthur Treacher-
Arnold Slang vidpix series is ear-
marked for the hot months but no
slot set j-et. “Ford Theatre" and
’ Foreign Intrigue” will do repeats.
Hallmark’s "Hall of Fame" will be
vacationing for eight weeks and
the web will fill the time with a
house package.

Consideration is being given to a
Music Corp. of America telefilm
skein to take up the "Hit Parade’*
slack.

Lease on Century
NBC says its acquisition (via a

five-year lease) of the Century
Theatre on Seventh Ave.. off Cen-
tral Park, N. Y. ( will practically
resolve its immediate studio prob-
lem when the Center and Interna-
tional Theatres are lost to the net-
work.

Deal for the Century was nego-
tiated with the Shuberts. NBC
takes possession April 1, after the
current tenant, the Japanese Ka-
buki dance troupe, departs. Major
programs involved in the Center-
International switchover are "Mr.
Peepers,” Milton Berle, "Voice of
Firestone,” "Show of Shows” and
"Original Amateur Hour.”

NBC says only minor renova-
tions will be required to convert

the Century into a tv studio.
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AsNew ledership’ Formula RoUs;

as
"Under Its new ‘‘Ledership man-

agement”
.
which puts Robert

Leder, ex-sales chief for WNBC,
N.Y., at the helm, following acquit

aition of WINS, N.Y., by the J.

McElroy McCaw broadcastog in-

terests, an ambitious news-music-
aports format/I is currently being
blueprinted fok the future in a

bid to give the >,50,000-watt indie

•peratlon maximum audience pull

in the Gotham metropolitan area.

As the initial ' step in bringing
In new talent and management per-

sonalities, Leder has negotiated a

pact with Bob and Ray guarantee-
ing the team a minimum $75,000 a

year (plus a percentage of their

billings). They start at the star

tion on March 22, taking over the

6:30 to 10 a,m. segment on a Mon-
day-thru-Saturday basis.

In addition they’ll be spotted

afternoons cross-the-board as a

warmup for the Yankee ball game
pickups in a pregame session car-

rying on where they left off on
"WHBD. Boston, a few years back.

"WINS deal will not interfere with

their current ABC-TV show.

Currently being projected by
the station is an all night longhair

semester, now that the other Goth-
am outlets have abandoned such
programming. Similarly, Leder
plans an ambitious sports-news
roster designed to vest the station

with a new character. Les Keith
has been brought in from Frisco

as sports director and is currently

with the Yankees at their spring

training base in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Keith is planning recreation

of all out-of-town Yankee games
as well as recreating other Ameri-
can League games on days when
the Yanks aren’t playing.

Phil Dean. e.x-WNBC-W^BT
publicity director goes in on a re-

tainer basis for publicity-promo-
tion-exploitation. with Joe Besch
as a consultant on program-man-
agement. with the laitter also open-
ing his own public relations office,

Leder says McCaw has given

him free rein both on management
and coin outlays to bring in new
personalities.

Station, incidentally, is dropping
Its film news coverage show, with
Martin Starr exiting his spot on
March 19. Starr's future plans are

not set yet.

A Brat’s a Brat
E. Lansing, March 9.

Ralph W. Hardy, veepee of
the National Assn, of Radio
and TV Broadcasters, wlifc is

the father of five children,
finds- that tv doesn't solve the
problem of being a parent. In
an address here last week, be-
fore the Michigan State Col-
lege Radio -TV Conference,
Hardy observed: “Some have
mistakenly assumed that radio
and tv sets could somehow dis-

place the need for parents to

spend time communicating
with children.
< “The reputation of radio and
tv as electronic baby-sitters

had blinded many of us to the
realities of the situation. T
hope L am not over-simplify-
ing the formula by saying" that

in our home we find that the
greater the stimulation upon
our children from non-family
sources, the greater is the

need for parental guidance,
evaluation, discrimination, and
. . . let’s face it . .

.

discipline.”

'Good Music Net’s

IMG ’53 Gross

WM. KEENE
AVhs habe Ich fur
llinen nieullch getiin?

LE—2-1100

WNBTs ‘Fourth R’

In its first complete year in ex-

istence the “Good Music Broad-
casting” network, headed by
WQXR, New York, and WFLN
<FM>, Phiily, grossed $100,000
among its 13 members from -na-

tional advertising in ’53. The lure

is strictly highbrow for the several

nut underwriters Who participate.

At present there are seven na-

tional advertisers listed who buy
“good music” time: McMillian Pub-
lishing. French Government Tour-
ist Office, Air France, Atlantic

Monthly, RCA Victor, Walnut To-
bacco and Scandinavian Airlines.

Most of these have used practically

all of the 13 in lineup. In the main
spots are used, but Air France is

using WQXR’s Jacques Fray in

taped stanza for distribution among
outlets. .

The stations mostly all under
five years of £ge, run from the

East coast to Los Angeles and San
Diego and pattern their program-
ming after WQXR, with the possi-

ble exception of WXHR in Boston,

which is the most specialized. Bill-

ing and bookkeeping are handled
through WFLM in Phiily.

Champaign, 111., March 9.

Big 10 athletic directors meet-

ing here in their annual spring

conclave revealed for the first time
their detailed formula for region-
al control of football telecasts. Ob-
viously burned because their re-

gional proposals got the quick
brushoff at the first meeting of the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn,
tv committee last month, the Big
10 toppers made it plain that
they’re sticking to their guns and
that they have full support of their

respective university prexies.

They plan to continue to plug
their autonomy ambitions at the

next meeting of the NCAA tele

committee in Kansas City next
week. However, first reports that

the important midwest conference
might pull out of the NCAA if

their video plans were rejected
were soon denied by Big 10 Com-
missioner Kenneth (Tug) Wilson.

But the fact that the Big 10

tossed the details^of its regional

scheme out to newsmen here Fri-

day (5) which only two weeks be-

fore the NCAA tv group refused to

release to the press at the New
York meeting, is seen as one con-
crete indication that all is not ex-

actly cozy between the midwest
schools and* the national organiza-

tion. Also significance was attached
to the fact that Ed (Moose) Krause,
athletic director of Notre Dame
which has long and loudly opposed

(Continued on page 42)
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- The folloW-the-leader switchover of WNBC, N.Y., personnel to
the rejuvenated WINS operation, with ex-WNBC sales chief Robert
Leder as the Pied Piper in his new managerial role at the Gotham
indie, almost looked as though it would reach epidemic proportions
this week.

Here's the WNBC (and:NBC)-to-WINS score card thus far, in
addition to Leder:

'

- Bob Smith resigns as director of musical programs at WNBC
to become WINS program director. As result, Bob Crolr, present
program director, becomes executive producer in charge of creative
programming;

Jacques Biraben, out of the National Spot Sales operation at
NBC, moves over to WINS as national sales manager;
Nancy Wheeler, traffic manager at WNBC, resigns to become

Director of WINS Operations;
Phil Dean, ex-WNBC publicity director, is being retained by

WINS for publicity-promotion-exploitation;;
Bob & Ray, signed by WINS, are ex-WNBC-WNRT personalities.

‘DEAD STOP' MUCH ALIVE

CBS Radio Project Gets Repeated
Public Service Whirl

,
CBS Radio’s “Dead Stop” is bid-

ding to become one of the most

repeated public service programs
in aural annals. Latest to latch on

is" the National Safety Council,

which is sending 500 recordings of

the web’s Feature Project on traf-

fic fatalities to indie stations, civic

groups, safety and traffic units and

school training programs.

—“Dead Stop” with "Red Barber
narrating was introduced Dec. 23
by CBS and rebroadcast numerous
times. Hour stanza >vas planned
by Stuart Novins. net’s director of

public affairs, .and produced by
Ralph, Buckland. With Memorial
Day a three-day weekend this year,

CBS is kicking around a possible
repeat of the hard-hitting program.

WNBT is going Sunday school, !

with N.Y. flagship of the NBC
te rnei erttin^ >r tri motion a threr-
faith stanza titled “The Fourth R”
—meaning religion. Addressed to

k'ds of 11 and under, program will

give each of the faiths a month of

;

Sundays, starting March 28 (and
j

continuing into April) with Catho-

!

lie. May for the Protestant re-j

ligion, and June for Catholic again. :

with Jewish participation com- :

mencing in July because of the

'

Pentecost holidays in June.

Under the blueprint of Bill

Berns, who’s supervising the show
as a public service feature with,
the co-op of the Protestant Coum I

cil. the N.Y. Board of Rabbis, and I

the Archdiocse of N.Y., “Fourth

!

R” will be done on a “face to face”
basis, i.e., the person representa-

:

tive of a given faith will address
j

the juve viewers. Films, drawings,
j

records and songs will be part of

:

the format and each faith will
j

pitch its own particular method of
|

instruction.
|

It’s a quarter-hour stanza, 8:30-

8:45 a.m.. hut nreem show wiU be a
half hour starling at 8:15 with chil-
dren of NBC stars and personalities
helping to launch the religiosetv

Monro* to WDSU
New Orleans, March 9.

William B. Monroe Jr., for the
past two years associate editor of

'‘The Item, leading afternoon sheet
here, has joined the staff of WDSU
and WDSU-TV as news director.

• Edgar B. Stern Jr., president of
the WDSU Broadcasting Corp., said
Monroe will take full, charge of the
news operation for radio and tv,

Chicago, March 9.
,

This is the case history of a
j

short and not-so-merry career of a
j

live local tv show. Its significance

lies not so much in the individuals

and stations involved as in the fact

it focuses in a neat bundle so many
of video’s current problems and
debates—i.e., the agency Vs. sta-

tion (and network) wrestle over
program control; the film vs. live

sponsorship dilemma; competitive
“bonus” deals; intra-union hurdles,

and the dwindling market for live

shows using variety-type talent.

. The story starts In a mid-sized
j

Chicago agency repping clients us-

ing both network and spot tv. The
perennial question arose about net-

work program costs, centering on
the possibility that an agency-pro-
duced show can be brought in
more cheaply than a web-manufac-
tured package. 'Since this particu-
lar agency has had little program
production experience it set out to
find the answers by taking on a
local account—a well-established
Chi auto dealership making its first

crack at tv.

The agency whipped up a half-

hour live musical show for the ad-
vertiser and started shopping
around for a time slot. Because of
the. hotly competitive .nature of
Windy .City car

:
biz and its wide-

spread use of video, this dealer
wanted an, offbeat twist to his show
by remoling it from a local eatery. I

First station approached said the
remote could be done but the spon-
sor would have to underwrite the
crew’s overtime costs. When the
agency nixed this, the station’s

salesmen made a big pitch on a

bundle of British feature films.

Hey, a ‘Live One’
Meanwhile, word had hit* the

street that there was a “live one”
looking for time and the salesmen
starting working on the advertiser
direct. One station came up with
one of their house packages they
would toss in for free a weekly
half-hour vidpix slotted against
prime time network competition.
Also the film syndicate buys were
on the scent, wheeling and dealing
with offers from $100 a film and up.

But the car dealer was a stub?
born guy and hung onto his no-
tions about a live program. Final-
ly a deal, was set with a web-owned
outlet for an early Saturday night
studio period and the agency-built
show got underway. After thresh-
ing out sucli matters as a $206 bill

for art work presented by the sta-
tion and the issue of using staff
musicians—compromised by using
a musical grbup made up of both
staffers and outside

. specialists—1-

the project ran into a union snag.
The ad shop, and .the banlfroller

found themselves in the middle of
a jurisdictional hassle between
locals of thp American Federation

(Continued on page 42)

Philadelphia, March 9.

Sales of Philco Corp. rose 17%
in 1953 to set a new record of
$430,420,000, an increase of $63,-

456,000, with all divisions of the
company sharing in the gain. The
report was announced yesterday
(Mon.) by William Balderston,
president, and James T. Buckley,
chairman of the board. Philco sales
in 1952 were $366,964,000.

Net income rose in 1953 to $18,-

350,577. or $4.86 a share of com-
mon stock, from $11,491,027 in

1952, or $3.15 on a lesser number
of shares. The officials pointed out,
however, that net income of 1953
included non-recurring net income
from the sale of television station
WPTZ, which amounted after tax-
es to $5,283,000 or $1.43 a share.

“In the face of very keen com-
petitive conditions, Philco. televis-
ion receivers sales exceeded all

previous records,” Balderston and
Buckley reported. Extension of tel-

ecasting to areas not now being
served will bring tv to an addi-
tional 2,400,000 families.

“The trend to replacement of
sets with seven, 10- and 12-inch
tubes, obsolete by present stand-
ards. and purchases of a second
set for the home, will also give
major impetus to sets sales in
1954,” the report stated.

Capital expenditures tb meet ex-
pansion of production facilities

amounted to $7,446,000. “A new
television plant in Philadelphia,
went into production early in 1953
and the improved facilities con-
tributed materially to the success-
ful operation of the television divi-
sion. This new plant Is of particu-
lar significance in view of the in-
creased production area required
for the manufacture of eol.br re-
ceivers in coming years/' the re-
port stated.

Lincoln-Mercury Dealers

Sweet on Guy Lombardo
N. Y. Lincoln-Mercury Dealers

renewed "Guy Lombardo on his
WNBT, N. Y., Friday night Roose-
velt Grill-origination until June
and also pacted the bandleader for
an initial fall cycle when he returns
to the Roosevelt in the fall. Deal
keeps Lombardo at the Roosevelt
during the spring for the first time
in six years, with the bandleader
foregoing his usual one-nighter
tour.

He’ll hit the road early in June
and return in mid-September. -

Ottawa, March fi.

A radio “Pot o’ Gold” $3,000
question threatens to raise ructions
within the Liberal Party (roughly
equivalent to the Democratic
Party) which kas governed Can-
ada for more than two decades
without a break. It is also said to
have sparked the coming confer-
ence on “something for nothing”
shows and marathon commercials,
between the Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corp. and private stations.

CKOY,which is
.
partly owned by

Duncan ' MacTavish, president of
the National Liberal Federation,
spellbinds housewives for an hour
every morning with doggerel clues
to its mystery question and with
commercials for eight food-soap-
and-such. manufacturers whose la-

bels must be enclosed with answers.
Eight entries are chosen each
morning and rated by points out
of 1,000.

For a month now, with the pot
growing by $50 daily, listeners

have been sending in answers
mostly connected with Hon. Clar-
ence Decatur Howe, U.S.-born act-

ins " prime minister of Canada,
while Hon. Louis St. Laurent is

on his world tour. Such clues as
“his middle initial stands for a city

in Illinois” could point to no other
well-known Canadian, and answers
with Howe in them have scored 950
points.

Result: Howe, who besides his

present temporary post is Minister
of Trade and Commerce, was fre-

quently called out of parliamentary
sessions to answer questions from
hopeful contestants, until he ouit
answering his phone personally.
Then, since his home number is

listed, the housewives began
swamping Mrs. Howe with what
she called “outrageously importi-
ent questions” in an interview with

(Continued on page 42)

WSB Preps Lotsa

Atlanta, March 9.

WSB. which claims to be the old-
est radio station in the South, this

month is celebrating its 3?d anni-
versary of broadcasting and is ear-
marking 48 days for the observ-
ance.

Owned and operated by Atlanta
Newspapers, Inc., WSB, local out-
let for NBC, is using as its birthday
theme “A Tribute to Our Listen-
ers.” Featured during the 48 days
will be a daily greeting from gov-
ernors of all the states in the union
to former residents of his state now
residing in Georgia. These mes-
sages take the form of a brief
“hello” to all ex-other-slaters, plus
a salute of WSB radio and its 32nd
anniversary.

In addition, Elmo Ellis, WSB’s
program director and originator of
the birthday scheme, is asking ra-

dio stations in the capital cities of
the 4* states to forward a greeting
to former residents of their state
now living in Georgia. (Atlanta is

Georgia’s capital,!. Such greetings
are taking the. form of a -musical'
or documentary program up to 15
minutes in length.

’

John M. Outlet ji\, is managing
director of ,WSR radio, as well as
WSB-TV, Dixie’s pioneer video

mill.
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Tudie’ & the End of Era
• Relinquishing of the managerial reins by Bernice Judis in the
sale of WNEW, N.Y., could well go down as the end of an era in
radio. ,It was an era, spanning a score of years, which saw the
indie station occupy a unique place in the American broadcasting
scene, . with Miss Judis, aS a dynamo in the business, responsible
for the creations of patterns and a modus operand! that were to
serve, aa a beacon light for indie stations around the country,
While *WNEW will undoubtedly continue its strong position, the
pattern has long been set.

'

Under, the tutelage of “Tudie,” as she is known to intimates
both inside and outside of the business, the station incubated a
talent and* managerial roster (Ted Cott, Dick Pack, Bill McGrath,
etc., etc.) that alone renders her invaluable to an industry never
too abundant in leadership. The “Tudie’Mncepted news & music
“format” 'which enabled WNEW to hit a peak of preeminence
and affluence has for years been the envy of the indie station*
operator, and the nation is dotted with AM stations that have
been flourishing on the WNEW-borrowed technique.

"Tudie” wasn't interested in a salesman who wasn’t worth his
$35,o00-$50,000 a year. Ira Herbert, doubling as general sales
^manager and husband, has translated his own contribution into a
salary commensurate with the network president, But once they
brought in the business, it was “Tudie” who provided that "some-
thing extra and different” element in programming that kept them.

'

Picking the right announcer, the right disk jockey, the right
program manager, even the right bookkeeper or stenographer, has
been one pf her unique talents through the years.
Came the upstart tv a decade ago and Miss Judis refused to play

Iscariot to a radio industry in retreat or compromise, either on
rates or standards. ’ It isn't likely that a woman with such dynamics
can fully retire from the picture. She'll probably still be carrying
the torch for an honest rate card and AM showmanship, whether
it’s in Florida, California or Vermont, But of more importance,
the-Bernice Judis imprint has been indelibly stamped on the radio
industry. Rose .

0

Pioneer Atlanta Station to Resume Under New
Ownership, But Who Is It?

Atlanta, March 9,

WATL, pioneer Atlanta radio

mill which has been on the air

since . 1931, went dark temporarily
last week and is scheduled to be-

come vocaL once more at 6 a. m.
Monday (15) under a new name
and a new and somewhat mysteri-
ous ownership.

Shuttering of station was on-
nounced by Zenas Sears, an old-

timer in broadcasting hereabouts,
who revealed that he had resigned
his connection with WGST, Geor-
gia Tech station, to become one
of the three managers of station.

Associated with him in co-manager
roles will be Stan Raymond, for-

merly with WBGE, Atlanta indie,

and of late with Dora-Clayton
Agency, station reps, and Mrs.
Dorothy Lester, Columbus, Ga..
real estater and formerly with
WOWL, Florence, Ala. Sears will

be program director, Raymond
commercial manager and Mrs. Les-
ter wil lbe in charge of operation.
Ethel (a male) Holley will be the
ehginecr.

Sears * stated that J. W. Wood-
rufT, Sr., of. Columbus, farmer own-
er of WATL, has sold the station
to a purchaser he was not at lib-

erty to reveal. Sears staled fur-
ther that the station would go back
on the air—pending FCC approval

(Continued on page 42)

B&W Set yes
Washington, March 9.

Impact of color continues to hurt
production of black and white tv
receivers, according to the January
report of the Radio-Electronics-TV
Manufacturers Assn. Month's out-
put of 420,000 sets was less than
half the turnout in the same month
of last year, despite the increasing
number of markets open to manu-
facturers as the result of the lifting
of the tv freeze.

FCC authorization of the NTSC
color system on Dec. 18 and im-
minence of the ’ agency’s action
weeks before, had apparently begun
to affect receiver sales last fall.

December, usually one of the best,
months, was the poorest' last year
in- factory output, except for July
when operations are curtailed for
vacations.

Approximately 30% of January
tv production was accounted for
by receivers with UHF tuners.

TV Scoreboard
( As of March 8

)

Stations authorized . 654
VHF stations . 338
UHF 316
Stations on air . 381
YHF “ “ “

. 251
UHF “ “ “ f. 130

Applications pending ... ; 291
“ in hearing .

,

.

. 185

Chicago, March 9. .

That old question as to how

much leeway a guest on an inter-

view or disk 'jockey radio-tv show
has before he or she falls into the

performing classification and thus

becomes subject to union pay
scales is currently getting a re-

examination by the Chi local of

the American Federation of Tele-

vision-Radio Artists.

Although so far AFTRA here

has spotlighted only one case which
resulted in the dispatch of letter

to the station last week asking

payment for the “performances,”

it’s understood the union is eyeing

other shows for similar examples

of "guest work." Policing move:
by the Chi local may set the pat-

tern elsewhere.

Listing names and dates, the

AFTRA claim letter went to NBC’n
WMAQ demanding payments for

guests who. the. union claims,

worked as performers on the late

night interview Show hosted by’

Jack Eigen at the Chez Paree

nitery. It’s believed that AFTRA
cither taped or in some way closely

monitored the Eigen show over a

period of nights because of the

specific nature of the payment de-

mands. It’s apparently not pro-

fessional talent that’s, involved in

this instance but non-pro guests

whose appearances the union

claims have amounted to “perform-

ances”—such as reading Eigen s

mail or conducting interviews

themselves..

WMAQ execs and Eigen dis-

cussed the matter la.te last week

and it's expected they’ll slate a

confab with the union later this

\Veek.
'

•

*

HB&SETr RABI9-TEI.EVISION as

Some of the CBS clients and per-

sonalities in television, it’s report-

ed, are beginning to rsk serious

questions as to their ultimate fate

in the color programming sweep-

stakes- and are concerned over the

out-in-front status of the rival

NBC-RCA operation.

It’s primarily his concern over

“what’ll be happening by next

Christmas when tv Will be a blaze

of color’.’ that backgrounds Ed Sul-

livan’s receptive attitude toward

NBC’s overtures to woo him over

from his present CBS Sunday night

“Toast of the Town’’ assignment,

it’s reported,

'it’s known that the bid for Sulli-

van is currently going on a high

NBC echelon level, with Sullivan"

somewhat apprehensive over the

potential of a tinted “Colgate Com-
edy Hour" as his competition.

Similarly, it’s understood that

advertisers with a stake in the CBS
television programming have made
some overtures asking for some
NBC-RCA color clinic exposure,
using their CBS talent.

Generally, it’s conceded
. that

NBC, by exposing all its program-
ming to the rainbow spectrum, with
a full schedule mapped out months
in advance, has taken most of the
initiative in getting the color pro-
gramming ball rolling, while CBS
has been content with its weekly
showcasing of the half-hour “New
Revue” Friday segment, which it , is

now planning, to extend to a twiee-
a-week basis.

It’s NBC’s contention that spon-
sors have been buying into their

network programming schedules
because it gives them a color com-
patibility franchise under the NBC
promise to clients that “if you’re
on black and white today you’ll be
on color tomorrow."

That the formula of giving every
show a whack at the tint treatment
has generated excitement on an
agency-sponsor level is reflected in

the fact that the entire agency-
client high command has been put-
ting in a studio appearance for
“ground floor knowledge’’ when
it’s their time up before the color
cameras.

Color TV Schedule

NBC-TV
Opera ("Taming of the

Shrew”)—March 13, 4 p. m.

Name That Tune—March
15, 8 pi m.

On Your Account—March
19, 4:30 p. m.

3 Steps to Heaven—-March
22-23, 10.45 a. m.

American Inventory—March
28,2 p.m.
Eddie Fisher—March 31,

7:30 p. m.

Paul Winchell Show—April

4, 7 p. m,
Youth Wants to Know—

April 11, i p. m.

Frontiers of Faith—April 18,

-1
: 30 p. m.

American. Forum of Air

—

April 25, 2:30 p. m.

CBS-TV
New Revue—March 12, 5:30

p. m. -

WALTER WOOLF KING

SET FOR WARD SHOW
Claire Mann’s afternoon woman’s

chatter show on WABD, Du Mon’t
Gotham key, is being sliced to 15-

minutes to make way for a Walter
Woolf King show. King, the ex-

musicomedy star ("The Last
Waltz,” “My Dream Girl,” “Count-
ess Maritza.” etc.) starts quarter-
hour strip March 15.

Mann show, for the 15-minutes
it remains, is SRO, with a sponsor
for each of the five days. WABD
sales has not set any sponsors yet
for new addition.

ABC-TV Sets Deal On

’Postal Inspector’

ABC-TV, which a few weeks back
latched on to Bernard Procktcr’s

“Treasury Men in Action,” has
picked up another Prockter pack-

age for a fall start, “Postal In-

spector.” Unlike “T-Men,” the new
series, which uses the files of the

U. S. Post Office, has never been
on the air before. Show will be a

Coast origination, initially live and
possibly going fa film later. It

hasn’t been cast Vet.

WeVs dcfirtjte commitment for

the new package ’gives it another

Coast origination for the fall.

George Jessel moves his Sunday
night show to Hollywood starting

April 4, as the beginning of an
overall exodus to relieve already

strained network studio facilities

in N. Y. Other shows originating

on the Coast are “You Asked For
It’’ ahd "Space Patrol.

,
>

‘
» ,
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‘In Pat’s Pattern’

Chicago, March 9.

After lying more or less fallow

the past couple of years while

the NBC upper strata went through

its managerial merry-go-round

which resulted in the emergence

of Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver as

prexy and top man, the Chi NBC-
TV programming crew is taking

on new life and enthusiasm. The
new excitement around Chi pro
gram manager Ben Park’s Mci
chandise Mart headquarters is

predicated on the accumulating
evidence that there’s a definite

place for the Windy City in the

Weaver blueprint.

While Park never was a party to

the belief that there’s been a

bomeoflice conspiracy to down
grade Chi’s network contribu

tions, he does concede the obvious
that heretofore the central divi-

j

sion has not figured too important-
ly in the network’s overall tv pro-

gramming schemes. • Such Chi
NBC-TV entries as “Hawkins Falls"

and “Ding Dong School’’ (latter

developed as a local property by
George Heinemann’s WNBQ pro-

gram department) caught on as

much through their own momon-,
turn as they did through New York
support.

Now, however, there are indica-

tions that the rather hol-and-cold

New York-Chicago liaison and co-

operation of the past few years are

ending. Instead of working through
the “back door," attempting to

build shows more or less on their

own in the hopes they’ll be of the

quality the high brass can’t ignore.

Park and his associates are being
integrated into the broader

(Continued on page 39 •

Washington, March 9.

The FCC will act on the long-

pending cose of Edward Lamb,-

broadcaster, publisher, manufac-

turer and Democratic Party con-

tributor, next week. The agency

will send Lamb a prehearing let-

ter containing questions providing

the basis for formal hearings to

determine whether he is qualified

as a broadcast licensee. These
questions will have a bearing on
Lamb’s loyalty to the American
government.

If Lamb can answer the questions
to the Commission’s complete sat-

isfaction, the agency may decide
not to go ahead with hearings,
but such a prospect is considered
unlikely. Whether the inquiry
would be held before the full com-
mission or an examiner is also to
be determined. The latter is more
probable because rof the pressure
of work on the Commissioners.

Until the Lamb case is disposed
of it is likely that hearings on con-
tests for Channel 1 1 in Toledo, O,,
and Channel .9 in Orlando, Fla.,
both of which include applications
by Lamb, will be held up.

It is understood that the Com-
mission has compiled a comprehen-
sive dossier on Lamb’s onetime
"left-wing” interests, particularly
as reflected in associations with
various alleged Communist-front
organizations and in early writings
regarded as sympathetic to Com-
munism. The Commission has had
three staff investigators digging
into Lamb’s past for over six
months. •

The FCC "hot potato" was in-
stig^ted by Comr. John C. Doerfer
of Wisconsin shortly after he as-
sumed _ office last spring as the
first Eisenhower appointment to
the Commision. However, Variety
was informed, the full membership
of the agency went along with
Doerfer on the preliminary inves-
tigation.

But whether the two Democratic
members of the Commission (Miss
Frieda Hennock and Robert Bart-
ley) will support the Republican
majority in designating the case
for hearing is uncertain. It’s ex-
pected that there will be consider-
able wrangling over the form of
the pre-hearing letter to Lamb and
that dissenting Opinions may be
written.

More Power To WQXR
WQXR, Gotham “Good Music”

station owned by the N. Y. Times,

after an eight-year wait while the

FCC wheels turned, has now been
okayed to up its power from 10,000

to 50,000 watts. Actual technical

changeover is expected to take

“several months.”
Present transmitter site, in Mas-

peth, L. L, will be used for the

new larger one. Elliot Sanger,

v.p. and general manager of

WQXR, made application for the

clear channel power increase in
1

1946
.
and it wasn’t until noon

j
Thursday (7) that he received con-

I firmptlQn.
, . .

Kenyon & Eckhardt will open of-
fices in Philadelphia as result of
its acquisition of a large chunk
of the RCA billings. K&E speeifi-

! cally takes over the radio-tv pro-
i gramming, home instruments, in-

I
stitutional and RCA International
biz. Sharing the overall account
wil be the Grey agency and A

I

Paul Lefton, which also has its

main offices in Philadelphia.

K&E has not designated its RCA
account exec ns yet. When, named
he will be berthed ° in the Philly
office. K&E is currently in process
of expanding its staff to handle the
addition al biz ,

In addition to Its New York and
upcoming Philly offices, K&E also
has branches in Chicago, Detroit
(agency has the lucrative Lincoln-
Mcrcury biz», Los .Angeles, San
Francisco and Atlanta.

Heatter Back March 16

Mutual commentator Gabriel
: Heatter, ill after minor surgery
for the last few weeks, returns to

the air on his regular strip on
March 16. While in hospital, the
newscaster was replaced by Edwin

! C. Hill, Cedric Foster and Lyle

j

Van. •

j

Heatter is slated for m.c. chores

]
on • proposed General Telei adio

vi'dpix of “We The People.’’,
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AGENCIES CHAFING AT

PREP SUNDAY PUNCH VS. PACKAGERS

Hollywood. March 9.

Backs are up in (he agencies

against the cold shoulder treat-

ment by outside packagers. De-

spite the recent remark by NBC
prexy Sylvester “Pat'* Weaver that

admen will stay out of production

and devote their ingenuity to cre-

ating new means of selling, the

15%’ers are chafing at controls

and doubling up their fists for a

Sunday punch.

First to make the move is Young
& Rubicam, which has served no-

tice on package owners, particu-

larly telepix, that it wants in to

pump new blood into feet-drag-

ging shows. Aggressive attitude is.

prompted both by a sense of duty

to their clients and a defensive

gesture to justify their commis-
sionable fees. Parenthetically, this

structure of the ad business is

under official scrutiny by govern-

ment agencies.

Suiting action to the mood, Y&R
cornered Don Sharp, producer of

Four Star Theatre (for Singer sew-
ing machines) and insisted that

“their man” participate in produc-

tion plans and filming of the se-

ries. He accepted the proposal and
the salary of' George Haight is

shared, with the agency paying the
heavy end. Similar suggestion was
made to Bob Hope (for General
Foods) and Harry Tugend was ac-

cepted at the same ratio of payoff.

Tugend looked Over ttye situation

and decided it was not for him.

The agency has made it clear
that it will not "interfere” with
shows in their shop that need no
outside help. As long as they pay
off in ratings and the client is

happy they’ll pursue a hands-off
policy. This forced intrusion is be-
ing closely scanned by other com-
mission houses and none discounts
its efficacy “if they can get away
with it.” That other agencies are
being goaded into constructive par-
ticipation by their clients, espe-
cially in cases where the cost-per-
thousand payoff rises above the
danger line, is no trade secret, but
the others have adopted a policy
of watchful waiting, to see . how
Y&R comes out. If it proves suc-
cessful it is no longer speculative
that other agencies will pursue a
similar course.

TV’s ‘Rover Boys’
Editor, V/»r.te.y:

Regarding your article in the

Feb. 3 issue, “Radio-TV’s Broth-

er Act," may I remonstrate * with

you gently for overlooking one of

the most successful if not spectac-

ular brother acts of all-—that of

the Bros, Mathews who are (a)

not merely two, but three in num-
ber and (b) not scattered in all

fields, but in television produc-

tion and (c) agency men all.

Norman Mathews (who modestly
admitted the oversight when it

was drawn to his attention on the

morning train from Princeton)

reigns as tv commercial produc-

tion head at Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample in New York; Brother

Harold is a tv producer at N. W.
Ayer in New York, and Brother

David does likewise on the west

coast, being TV Production Super-

visor for McCann-Erickson in Hol-
lywood. They are all real nice

guys, too, “like the fun-loving

Rover boys.

I am not sure, but think their as-

tonishing unanimity of profession-

al choice had its genesis' in, of all

places, their home town of St,

Paul, when their parents gave
them child-portion cameras on
each succeeding sixth birthday.

Just thought you’d like to know,
in the best interests of justice,

television, and the Bros. Mathews.
Robert L. Smock

Alan Scott toWTZ,

Philadelphia, March 9,

Alan Scott, fixture with the

WCAU stations, in a surprise

switch signed with WPTZ to take

over the post vacated by George
Skinner, who recently moved to

WCBS-TV, in New York. Behind
the move, local tv people saw the

hand of Stan Lee Broza, former
program director at WCAU who re-

cently became program chief at

WPTZ.
Broza is credited with launching

Scott in radio. Latter has been as-

sociated with WCAU since 1936

and conducts the popular “Cinder-

ella Weekend" show for both
WCAU and WCAU-TV, among
other programs. Scott will take

over new job, March 29, and will

be featured on the two Skinner
daily programs, the

.
names of

which will be changed to “Let
Scott Do It” (9-10 a.m.) and
“The Alan Scott Spotlight" (fc-

2:30 p.m.).

Eaves’ $1,000,000 TV Stake
Spearhead of the movement to have video stay put in N/Y. is

the Eaves Costume Co., which, with 60 shows a week on its client
fist, has, a $1,OQO,OQO stake in the status quor
Though only a few short years ago its volume was largely from

legit, today its television turnover represents better than 50% of
Its revenue. However, Eaves saw the handwriting on the bulkhead
in 1951, when its tv. take declined about one-third. This'was due
largely to yidpix making on the Coast, plus of course aJthezr start-
ing exodus by live shows. Andrew Geoly, v.p. of Eaveffinis father
is ‘the owner), claims that N.Y. costs are less than in Hollywood
since there’s less competition there for virtually all services and
supply.

.+
..

‘Save-TV-for-N.Y.’
Continued from page 1

DuMont Is slowly overcoming

what was One of . its chief sales

problems—station clearance. The

web is averaging a bit over 40 sta-

tions for each of its 17 commercial
programs, while only last year the

mean was reportedly half that.

Without counting the one-time

!
shows or the regular weekly sports

marked for colorvision, except for

NBC’s buy of the Century for reg-

ular shows.
Mayor Wagner 'Interested*

Mayor Robert F. Wagner, how-
ever, in office less than three
months, has given some signs that

he’s interested in seeing tv stay in

his town and not lost to Hollywood.
The mayor has had talks with
components of the all-industry

broadcasting committee to work
out the problem, and Arnold Co-
han, his radio-tv aide, is planning
other conferences.
Reps of leading service-supply

outfits and associations-unions met
in N.Y. last week to work out a

blueprint, mainly to enlist the co-

operation of the city on studio

facilities and tax exempt expan-
sion. A committee was formed to

make a preliminary study of costs

in N.Y. compared to like services

in California and this will be
turned over to tv execs of the

webs, packagers, telefilm pro-

ducers, etc. Included in the meet-
ing were the Catholic Actors Guild,
nternational Ladies Gar m e n t

Workers Union, Brooks Costume
Co, (James Stroock), Eaves and
the major prop, fabric and scenic

construction companies.. Named
counsel for the group was- J. M.
Goddard, a theatrical attorney,

with Alex Cohen Associates han-
dling public relations.

Washington, March 9.

FCC’s proposed system
.
of li-

censing fees for broadcasters

brought opposition last week from coverage, which level off at about
two rather dissimilar sources—the 60 stations each per shot, the new
National Assn, of Radio and TV ! commercial high is reached. In-

Broadcasters and Gordon Brown,
( crease is attributed to the rise in

ownep of radio station 1VSAY in
, new stations.

Rochester, N. Y. However, while
; cities like phoenix, Norfolk,

NARTB came out against fees rf Kansas City and St. Louis, which
any kind, Brown suggested that if

; were only recently one-station mar-

,

there must be fees they should be - kets . hav^ upped t0 three apiece.
b*sed on tbe 1° pay Since CBS and NBC usually have a

Agency men. who perform little t the proceeds should be used to
; station affiliate each to itself, Du-

more than liaison duty on outside
packages, are briefed on their in-

oculation that there are 155 serv-
ices that can be performed for the
client, under the general heading
of the three C’s-^-contribution, cre-
ation and control. Latter is the
burr under the saddle. Telepix pro-
ducers, who sell a block and then
tell the sponsor’s agency to get
lost, are beginning to feel the pres-
sure on their autocratic control.
One of the top producers of tele-

films, who heretofore has allowed
the agency men in the studio just
long enough to pick up the print,

has adopted a more conciliatory at-

titude, even to asking for sugges-
tions for improvement of the pro-
gram.

The backbone of control is be-
ing gradually broken and in the.

words of one agency topper, “if

they don’t play along we just won’t
do business with them.” The new
contracts next fall will carry the
protective cushion so that nobody
gets hurt when the agencies start
swinging.

"subsidize” stations that are losing
? kas cleared time on the third

'

, , _ • 'one. Generally in such a case it
NARTB prexy Harold Fellows

;

shafes time with ABC .

said that the association will op-

pose the fee system at hearings,
beginning next Tuesday (16) before
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee on the Johnson bill to !

This leads to occasional conflict

because ABC and DuMont find

themselves competing to make the

better offer. But Elmore (Buck)^uummtcc uii me uumiouu uiii tu : . - j
authorize FCC to charee onlv I

Ilford, DuMont station relations
authorize rcu to cnarge

1 chieff says> »It
-

s all right| since

neither ABC or us have a full

schedule.”

"nominal” fees. The Commission
proposes to charge broadcasters
$325 on every major application
filed with it, including renewal Of

license, construction permit, li-

cense to COvfcr permit, etc.

DuMont, with Lyford plucking
the apples, has garner'ed some or
part of a number of new-station

Fellows said that NARTB will 'markets. He cited Harrisburg,

Goodman’s Distrib Deal

On Cowan’s ‘Murder Series’
Harry S. Goodman last week set

a deal for American distribution of

Lou Cowan’s new transcribed mys-
tery segment, "Murder ait Mid-

night.’’ Deal for the 52 half-hours

gives Goodman seven half-hour

mystery segments, which he’s ped-
dling to stations as a cross-the-
board package.
Goodman also set distribution

for Marco Programs’ 78 “Wings of
Song" quarter-hours, with Emil
Cote, the Serenaders and Warren
Sweeney featured. Also set over
the past week was a deal for rights
to transcriptions produced in Mel-
bourne by Australasian Radio Pro-
ductions. Latter deal gives Good-
man sales rights in foreign coun-
tries as. well as the U. S.

not only oppose the Johnson bill

but, will urge legislation prohibit-

ing the Commission from charging
any fees at all. Imposition of fees
on broadcasting, he ’ said, “would
result in a fundamental change in

the basic philsophy of the Com-
munications Act.”

Fellows said he realized that the
fee proposal by the FCC resulted
from a directive by the Budget
Bureau which acted pursuant to

statutory authority of a permissive
nature. “Nevertheless;” he assert-

ed, “the imposition of license fees
On broadcasting amounts to an
amendment of the Communications
Act, and NARTB agrees with Sen.
(Edwin C.) Johnson (D.-ColO.) that

the proposal merits full investiga-

tion by Congress.”
Brown, who does not usually see

eye to eye with NARTB, said the
proposal to charge broadcasters
fees is “grossly unjust, punitive
and discriminatory,” particularly

since the government subsidizes
farmers, airlines and other busi-
nesses. “Why,” asked Brown, “if

Congress is ‘to consider charging
such a fee system for the services
of the regulation of radio, should
it not first consider a fee system for
non-regulatory services, such as
the Weather Bureau, Department
of Labor, Department of Agricul-
ture and the hundreds of other
government services which are
basically non-regulatory?" Impos-
ing a fee on radio, he added, con-
stitutes a double tax

York, Wilkes-Barre and Cedar Rap-
ids . as examples. It’s apparent
that the first three, bunched in

Pennsylvania, as they are, will

serve a regional sponsor better
than a national advertiser. Other
consideration in picking up new'
station affiliations is that among
the some 100 which went airwise in
’53 several are in markets too smal
to warrant national advertising.

“Not all the markets, are worth
the price yet, but there are more
than ever before,” one DuMont
exec declared.
At the top of DuMont’s list of

( Continued on page 34

)

D. C.’s Quickie Strike
Washington, March 9.

A short-lived strike at radio sta-

tion WGMS yesterday (8) was set-

tled when management and an
AFTRA negotiator agreed to com-
mence negotiations tomorrow (10)

for a new contract. Strike lasted
about half an hour. In addition to
the date, 'there was agreement of
no retaliation against strikers.

Story differs, depending upon
who tells it. According to Evelyn
Freyman, the AFTRA rep, station’s
management balked at negotiating,
as provided in the contract. Ac-
cording to Robert Rogers, station’s
general manager, he had been tied
up With the Hi Fi Fair for three
days and had himself proposed the
Wednesday start.

R&H ‘Cavalcade’
Continued from page 1

Karos (WING, Dayton)

Partners With Jamison,

Ex-Lelaod Hayward
Dayton, O., March 9.

Adna H. Karns, v.p. and g.m.

of radio station WING here and
the Air Trails network OWIZE,
Springfield, O.; WCOL, Colum-
bus), has resigned to join Mar-
shall Jamison, New York producer
and director, to form the Jrffnison-

Karns Productions. .Charles Reed*
er, manager of WCOL, has been
named program director and acting
manager to succeed Karns at

WING.
Karns, WING manager since

1948, joined the station 10 years
ago as an announcer.
As a student at Antioch College

in Yellow Spring, O., he had found-
ed and directed the Yellow Springs
Summer Theatre

;
and for seven

years has been a producer-director
with Antioch Area Theatre which
has gained nationwide recognition
for its annual Shakespearean Fes-
tival.

Karns has been a director for
the American Actors Ensemble at
Cherry Lane Playhouse in New
York; a director with the Sara-
sota (Fla.) Players; a member of
he Theatre Guild Production,
'The Russian People," and instruc-

tor of drama and radio at the Uni-
versity of Montana.

. Jamison, with the Leland Hay-
ward. Productions for the past four
years, was associate producer and
director with “Kind Sir” and as-

sistant director with "Wish You
Were Here” and “Picnic.”

pers, but it’s believed they will ac-

cept a postponement. -

The NBC end—also not signa-

tured—is more complicated. In

line for interruption would be Col-

gate’s Comedy Hour” and the first

half of the full hour Philco-Good-
year “TV Playhouse," latter to be
tailored to 30 minutes.
What “Cavalcade” amounts to

is an exposure of the choice tunes
from the R & H productions that

never before have undergone such
broad depth on tv—including the
scores from their top efforts,

“South Pacific,” "Oklahoma” and
The King and I.” Anyone would

give his eyetooth for that kind of

songsmith wrapup on a single show,
And it remained for General Foods
to come through, with the kind of

coin to assure a musical workout
comparable to the ’ Ford Co.’s

memorable Mary Martin-Ethel
Merman (and a “cast of thous-
ands”) excursion last spring. Coin
cidentally, this would be Ford
(Lincoln-Mercury) giving up its

berth for another springtime fiesta.

The GF spec is one of a number
of extravaganzas being kicked
around for ty exposure by major
sponsors. Electric Companies, for
example, is plotting a 50th anni-
versary hoopla in the falL This is

also a one-shot, running two hours,
and will be on two or three webs,
with David O. Selznick sought as

producer.
General Mills, the giant cereal

outfit, is reported mapping nine
full hour shows next season on
CBS-TV, with each budgeted at

$60,000.

Geo. Stump To KCM0
Kansas City, March 9.

George Stump, veteran radio
figure here, has been appointed
program director of the KCMO
Broadcasting Division of Meredith
Engineering Co. by E. K. Harten-
bower, general manager. The ap-
pointment is one step taken to
make radio and television separate
operations and to keep them com-
petitive, Hartenbower said. Other
developments in keeping with this
policy of separation will come
shortly, he indicated..

Company also operates KCMO
TV Channel 5, and program work
for both media has been handled
by Sid Tremble.

William Kendall Clarke

As Kagran Script Ed
Scripter and playwright William

Kendall Clarke has joined Kagran
Corp. as script editor for the Mar-
tin Stone-topped packaging outfit.

Clarke, who’s written on staff at
WWJ, Detroit, and at CBS, has de-

voted most of his time since 1950
to freelancing originals for such tv
drama segments as “Kraft Tele-
vision Theatre," “Philco Play-
house" and “U. S. Steel Hour.”

Jerome Coopersmith will con-
tinue as script supervisor, on Kag-
ran 's "Johnny Jupiter” telepix se-

ries, but Clarke heads up all other
shows.

N. Y. Mayor
Continued from page 1

monthly order will be: WPIX
(April), WNBT (May), WABD
(June), WABC-TV (July), and
WOR-TV (August). In September
the sequence will start again with
WCBS, each stanza coming about
the middle of the month.

WNYC, the city’s statiprt, will
carry all the reports and all other
aurals will get opportunity to car-
ry the session either on a .live

basis or via delayed tape. First
radio station to employ the de-
layed setup will be WMGM on Sun-
day, 7 to 7:30 p.m.

Mayor Wagner’s yen for airings
was made known by him soon
after he was elected last Novem-
ber. Only a few weeks ago,
through his $1 a year radio-tv aide,

Arnold Cohan, of the ad agen-
cy bearing his name, he called in

program directors of all stations
as well as newsreel managers to
let them in on plans to make reg-
ular reports. (Cohan’s agency con-
ducted the mayor’s ad campaign
during the elections.) Out of that
session came part of the blueprint
for the upcoming programs.

Firing the questions at hizzoner
next Sunday will be Thomas Furey,
World-Telegram & Sun; Edward
Katcher, the Post; David . Wise,
Herald Tribune, and Edward P.
Morgan, WCBS-TV, and first show
will originate from Liederkrantz

1
Hall. Cohan is the producer.



BEER. BLADES & BOXING BUMS
Nielsen, Too, Grounds Godfrey

Having previously dropped out of the Nielsen Top 10 for the

first time in three years (except for a single instance last Novem-
ber), Arthur Godfrey’s “Friends” on CBS video is now giving way
to a couple of rivals On NBC which have been creeping up on
him.. Ni?14en;

g latest scorecard gives Godfrey’s first half a 34.4

against Joan 'Davis’ “I Love Joan” rating of 39.4. In the next
half, the! -Charles Farrell-Gale Storm“My Little Margie” is show-
ing its heel's to “Friends,” squeaking through with 36.3 versus
Godfrey’s B6.

In both .instances they mark a first for the NBC situationers in

passing Godfrey, who’s down five points from his previous average
of 40.2.

That Wednesday night is .no longer Columbia’s Gibraltar is

evidenced in the Godfrey segues, with Nielsen giving ‘‘Kraft TV
Theatre” a 40,8 against 28.7 for “Strike It Rich” and 32.3 for

•Tve Got A Secret”; and 41.6 for “This Is Your Life’! to 36.8 for

the Pabst fights.

Gen. m
•

'

9

General Foods continues to wield

the axe in radio programming,

though upbeat on the tv front. A
few months back, GF chopped off

a couple of shows, on the major

webs and latest one to go is Robert

Q. Lewis’ crossboard capsule on

CBS, effective March 30. Another

of the web’s shows is about ready

to get a GF cancellation—the “Beu-

lah” 7:15-7:30 p.m. strip.

Still another CBS casualty, but

this time for a ciggie, is the

Vaughn Monroe show, a Mondav
nighter with Camels backing. Web
will fill thie 10-10:30 slot with a

sustainer, starting April 5. It’s

“Night Watch,” a taped actuality

stanza on police work in Culver

City to be produced for the net by

Sterling Tracy and William FrOug

with Ray Gerhardt as tape editor.

GF is putting a wad of coin into

tv spots during March for a break-

through on its Instant Jell-O pud-

ding.

In New York, principal inheritor

of GF money through Young &
Rubicam is WCBS-TV, in for daily

spots until end of month. Thirty

of them are 20-second plugs and

18 are minute spots on the CBS
local’s filmeries, “Late Matinee,”

“Late Show” and “Early Show.”

and on Margaret Arlen’s morning
stanza.

Only last week General Foods
picked up the Coast-berthed Pinky
Lee show on NBC-TV for four

weeks to blurb Jell-O, and is latch-

ing on to Bob Crosby show on

CBS-TV, also out of Hollywood.
GF (for Log’ Cabin Syrup > has

bought 21 spots on NBC-TV’s “To-

day,” until July 9, with Noxzema
taking 13 shares to April 25.

WOR-TV Seeks 2d

Studio at Empire
Finding a one-studio operation

confining, WOR-TV, Gotham Gen-
eral Teleradio station, is making
plans to build another studio in

the Empire State Building. Station,

which moved entire operation
there in Decembtr from expansive
building uptown, is awaiting April

or May expiration of lease of an-
other tenant on its floor.

It is understood, however, that

tenant (besides WATV, which , oc-

cupies space nearby WOR-TV)
whose lease ends this spring is

adamant about leaving. If move is

accomplished, the Teleradio station
will have room for another studio
the size of current one, an esti-

mated 50x50 feet. Intent was to

tear down wall between but build-
ing owners won’t allow it, so pro-

gramming personnel will apparent-
ly continue having

1

to use two cam-
eras per show*

By ART WOODSTONE
Is bpxing a good video buy? It’s

getting to look less and less like

a worthwhile or profitable spon-
sor’s showcase, especially in light

of the three fight fiascos of. the
recent weeks. A lot of Pabst and
Gillette coin hangs in the balance*

It’s the only kind of program-
ming that comes to mind where
the advertiser not only doesn’t
have any say in what he gets, but
what he gets isn’t always boxing.
As a matter of fact, when Interna-
tional Boxing or Ray Arcel finally

gave out with a bout that's even

TV CREDIT BLACKOUTS

Move Afoot to Give Them
Screening at Show’s Opening

* One of television’s most puzzling
programming, paradoxes—a politi-

cal show smack in the middle of
the afternoon, and spliced into a
variety show at that—moves into
its fourth year on the air next
month. It’s Ted Collins' three-a-
wcek political interview sessions,

“The Cracker Barrel,’’ on the
cross-the-board NBC “Kate Smith

’• Show,” and the paradox is the

DuM Molls Jazzfest
DuMont is eyeing a Saturday

midnight jazzfest as a regular fea-

ture • for the near future. Indie
producer Jack Grossberg has
rounded up the Slim Gal lard Trio
to headline stanza.

Saturday slot is only tentative,

but if it goes through, show will

be tagged “Jazz at Midnight.”
Word came from Grossberg. pres-

,

ently doing scenic coordination for
i NBC’S “Hit Parade” and the Berle
show, that format built around trio

will also include three guestar jazz-

men and a vocalist.

Because the closing crawls cov-

ering production, writing and c.ist-

technical credits are often omitted
because shows run over, there’s a

^
minor movement on foot to adopt

j fact that despite the improbable
a policy of full credits at opening* time period and the unexpected
One of the latest to be obliterated

; surroundings, the segment has had
was Theodore. W. Case, whose “The tnore than a slice of success.
391h.;,?°?^> i‘^i7n

,!
aSt m0nth

• l" the throe years itV been on
on Medalhon Theatre.

_ „ the air. the session has provoked

remotely promising, the sponsor, I specified ht was*U>
h
revive credit

as mu?h or more controversy and

the web and the "audience have ^author of thl original' storj but
•»«* coverasc as anv «*»••«»

absolutely no guarantee that the
j
this went by the board on the over-

pugs slated will even show up.
|
time count. Partial credit went to

Case in point: Pabst’s “blue rib-
: a. J. Russell, who revised the play.

bon” bout from Washington with
heavies Jimmy Slade and Clarence
Henry, When it came off Wednes-
day, March 17. these boys were
merely substitutes, twice over.
First CBS-TV was told there would

Alternate Week#?
Pabst is toying with idea of

seeking alternate week spon-
sor for its Wednesday night
coverage of the fights on CBS-
TV.

If it comes off, brewery’ fig"

ures it will have more coin to

attract better fights.

sion. on the air. It's been the source
Of news breaks like the late Sen.
Robert A. Taft’s decision to enter
the Presidential race in- 1 952. or

(
Attorney General Herbert Brown-

j
ell’s decision to seek legalization

;

of wiretap evidence. Despite this,

it’s probably the least-prepared
i and researched show' of its kind
! pn the air.

,

Series, started as a tvro-a-week

j

affair, began accidentally, when
Miss Smith, besieged by a scries
of costume changes, signalled for
Collins to take over u'ith a guest
one afternoon. He did, and the in-

terview session became a regular
* feature. While there’s now a “book-

,
ing agent” who brings in guests,
most of the politicos on the show

some
on a

Crawford’s WATV Post
Bill

. Crawford, ex-WOR, N. Y..

''as selected Monday (8) as hew
sales director at WATV, Newark,
N. J., to fill vacancy made when
Murray Grabhorn ankled a few
weeks ago.

,
Appointment is effective imme-

diately.

‘Rich’ Donations

Get Clean Bill Of

Health at Albany
N. Y. State’s joint legislative

! committee on charitable and

|
philanthropic agencies gave!

|

“Strike It Rich” a clean bill of

|

health last week as far as handling
' donations is concerned, thus leav-

ing N. Y. City welfare commis-
sioner Henry L. McCarthy with no
basis on Which to move in on the

Walt Framer show. McCarthy had
f

threatened to license the program
j

as a relief agency soliciting funds,
1

but when the Albany panel made
known its finding. McCarthy still

insisted lie w'ould press for a

license. Apparently the commis-
sioner has fought his battle versus

“Rich” in the public prints only,

since the Franier office said Mc-
Carthy had never approached the

producers directly on a license,

,

nor had he ever examined the
|

books as he had threatened.

Sen. Bernard Tompkins and Rep.

Samuel Rabin, Queens Republi-

cans. announced that the commit-

tee found the funds contributed

to “Rich” wrere channeled to in-

tended recipients by program of-

ficials “at an administrative cost

of less than 2Ci.” The show’s ad-

ministrative' expenses “so far as

handling of contributions is con-

( Continued on page 46)

RINTOUL EXITS WPTR

FOR STATION REP BIZ
Albany, March -9.

Stephen R. Rintoul resigned, ef-

fective Friday. (5), as general

nva n a g e r of Schine-controlled

WPTR, to enter a partnership In a

New York City radio and televi-

sion rep firm. Rintoul, who helmed

the 50 ,000-watter since last July,

served as president and geneial

manager of WKXW from the time

of its founding in August, 1948,

until the past summer. A veteran

of 23 years in radio, he had previ-

ously operated a station in Stam-

ford, Conn,

Rintoul’s successor at WPTR has

not yet been announced. He is

moving his family to New York.

Chicago. March 9.

Muptz TV, Earl <Madman>
Muntz's tv manufacturing firm

which last week was put into invol- ask to appear, to answer^__ untary reorganization under the dirty so-and-so comments'~
j
bankruptcy act, has asked court’s - previous show,

be a bout between two other guys
; permission to file a $10,000,000

; Key to the controversial aspect
in New Orleans. Then when this damage suit against an attorney ‘ of the session is two stands by
fell through, show was moved to

. repping a group of Muntz stock-
;
Collins. First, he insists on asking

the capital with Coley Wallace as
. holders who charged Muntz offi- tactless questions and pinning his

one of proposed fighters. Wallace, ; ^ials with corporate irregularities subject down. (Like the time he
for one reason or another, couldn t ’ apd mismanagement. asked attorney Sol Gel b, who rep-
be had. so it ended up Slade-

; Damage suit petition was filed resented gambler Frank Erickson,
Henry. Matters really grated when

; m Chi Federal District Court pre- how he could in all conscience de-
only 617 showed up.

j
sided over by Judge Win G. Knoch lend men like that.* Second, he

Magnify this in terms of national who earlier appointed two trustees refuses to see or talk to the guest

tv audience: If Washington fight to work out the Muntz TV reor- until they’re in front of (he cam-
fans thought little enough of bout ganization after a trio of creditors era.Thisstance,saysCol]ins,some-

to stay home and drink milk,- think 1 filed against the firm. The charges times can lead to ineffectual de-

of all the frustrated males across of mismanagement were made’ dur- bating contests, but more often, it

the country who gave into wife's ing the reorganization hearings by produces some red-hot headlines,

exhortations and finally tuned out attorney Harvey I. Levinson who 200 Politicos on ‘Carpet’
Pabst. Another' example: Last

;
said one of

Jiis cliemsj,-as V. A.
s estim;lles he

-

s
week’s Pabst match between Mims Sanabria. prexy of American Tele-

and Ward was a substitute. vision, who owns 220 shares of

Then there are the two lopsided
;

Muntz slock

matches of weeks past. Fight fans charges. Judge Knoch ordered an

admittedIv like" bTood.' but *nit attorney tor the Securities and Ex-

when ii belongs solely to one man. .

Commission to make an im-

Pabst televised the Wednesday mediate investigation

night go i24i between Johnny Brat- ,

Besides seeking damages for

ton and Johnny Saxton. As one !»«»**< losses to the mamifactur-

reporter said, it "saw the end of
,

*"g ft™ resulting from the mis-

Bratton as a fighter." As a matter management charges, the Muntz

of fact the Pennsylvania State :
petition also seeks a possible con-

,

Athletic Commission suspended !<™P' of court nlllng agamst Lev-

Bratton for his poor showing. It '"son and his clients. The petition;

has become effective in all Na- fates the action was ai conspiracy

tional Boxing Assn, states. Though ' » acquire the Muntz business
.

he pug was accused of "not want-
,

through bankruptcy or sale,

in- to fight" the Commission i
The initial reorganization action

viewed some 200 politicos in all

on the .segment, some of them
more than once. 'Upcoming guests
for the next two months include
Postmaster General Arthur E.

( Continued on page 42 >

(Continued on page 42)

Part: WA6D Next?
Negotiations for WARD, Du-

Mont’s N. Y. flagship, to pick up
Which touched off the legal fire-

works was entered by the Michael Henry Morgan 15-nunute tv

Shore ad agency, the Tel-Radio session are under way following

Transport Corp. and the Pennon L,
Morgan and W ABC -TV

,

flux Corp. The three creditors said ; ABCs flagship, to part company,

the firm owed them $476,000,
s Gross-Bacr, packagers of tne sog-

Muntz TV’s assets were listed at J

thcy ve P110 *1/** ,! ^
$3,000,000 with- fixed liabilities of i

DuMont for a 7:30 or l l :lo p.m.

GODWIN EXITS MUTUAL

FOR KEY ABC SPOT
Charles W. Godwin, director of ’the same amount, plus $10,000,000 s

l
ot ' a

.

nc
* ^ station is due to re-

gion relations at Mutual sirtce
j contingent liabilities mostly

{

Pb" Ibis Week. Morgans \VABC-T\

45. last week resigned to join
; based on outstanding consumer

;

came to nn^end when the sta-

tion got a bid for sponsorship of

a filmed segment in the 11:15 p.m.

and asked Morgan, who’s managed
to k'*ep only one sponsor (Adlers,
lu’s longtime hankroller'. to mo\v»

up to 11:30. Morgan refused, and
ion his last show, came up with one

station

1945.
, r ,

..

ABC as assistant to v.p. Ernest Lee
t credit paper.

Jahnke. Jahnke, -who also holds
j ^

:

—

s.

—

the title of assistant to prez Rob- * n i

ert E. Kintner. has specialized on
, WaSfDer. DCnC

station problems at the web. God-
,

J 5 »

win w'ill work with Jahnke on sta-
J

f/»|» WATV TpIpHuM
tion relations planning and pro-

|

uCI 1111 If Jl 1 f 1 CICIUUU

jects. He’s being replaced at Mu-
j

plans for . the all day Sunday
;

t,K* frankest and most sensible

lual by Bob Carpenter, assistant
; ^28

)

telethon on WATV, Newark, masons heard on the air.

director of the web’s department. for Help of Retarded Children He declared that the late-night

Godw'in. an industry vet, joined Assn, now include Milton Berle Gotham audience is split in two—
WOR the Mutual, N. Y.. flag, • as who joins New* York Mayor Robert i

those who watch films aild those

an announcer in 1937, after spiel- Wagner and several other person-
j

who watch the live segments. Ste\e.

Intf nt WKY Oklahoma City, WLW alities In the event; WATV and Allen on WNBT and himself. As-

rt Cincv aiid WJSV (now WTOP) the Association figured that its 'serting that the key reason he can

tn Washington. At WOR. he as- sked for a nine-hour show during
;

get much of the Allen audience is

sumed various management posts, (the daytime is best, since it was do- the fact that lies got a five-tmri-

and after a stint as night manager, ;
termined that previous telethons

|
ulc iump on Allen (who starts at

rector of the department

functioning since as operating
j

noon,

chibf under engineering-station re-
,

Wagner

'i lations veep Edward (Pete) John- chairman.

|
son. * '

1
10 a m '’7 P

is

watch Allen at 11:20, switch to

honorary telethon WABC-TV- at 11:30 and hark io

l

Stanza will run from
,
Alien, at 11:45, Morgan said, lied

be dead.





Mister Plus, our foot-loose mascot, has often scaled high places to explore

the towering advantages of network radio. Especially Mutuars. He now

plunges into the question of cost-per-thousand pcffottruiticc and takes

some ; doeprsea soundings which sound just fine. Vety especially Mutuars.

On the over-all record for ’53 (as logged by Nielsen, jan.-Nov., that is),

the average cost-per-thousand of all evening commercials on all radio

networks is low . . . deep-down proof of the economy which no other

medium can match.

And which network hits bottom, in this year-round, low-man tourney?

Well, the diver on the right is Mister Plus, with a score for Mutual

that is 19% lower than the average for the other three networks, and

12% to 24% lower than any one of them!

You will observe that Mister Plus works with a different sort of gear

—

* ' /
' v

just as the Mutual Network itself differs from the others. We differ in

coverage patterns, for instance, with nearly twice as many stations

as anybody else. We also differ in program ideas for listeners, and

in profit ideas for sponsors.

Typical Sponsors

Using MBS at Night

AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS

CHEVROLET

These facts explain why more clients than ever are now enjoying

lower costs than ever in Mutual waters -actual audience-delivery

costs as low as $1.24? per thousand homes! (And that $1.24

includes time and talent, of course. )
True, we are virtually

sold out from 7:30 to 9:15 pm, but there’s prime time

available for your nets, day or night.

not set your course

COCA-COLA

DODGE

JOHNS-MANVILLE

Jacques kreisler

LIGGETT Ac MYERS

DEEPFREEZE

MILLER BREWING

MUTUAL BENEFIT

PROCTER Ac GAMBLE

R. J. REYNOLDS

S. 0« 8.

STATE FARM INSURANCE

UNION PHARMACEUTICAL

LO 4-8000..... .NEW YORK
WH 4-S060. ....... CHICAGO
HO 2-2133...LOS ANGELES

*Nielsen Rating Basis .
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ANTHOLOGY
With Fleetwood, other*
producer: Steve White
Director-Writer: Draper Lewis
30 MinS., Sun., 3 p.m.
WNBC, New York
WNBC’s attempt with “Anthol-

ogy” seems, from segment heard,

to bring snatches of “highbrow" to

the general audience level along

with popularized poetry. Since it

is basically a public service show,

however, it is expected there will

fee more daring experimentation in

the future.

Two of the four literary pieces

read, either as excerpts or in en-

tirety, were, rarely presented on

radio before. They were interest-

ing and often exciting choices too,

but it was the manner of presen-

tation, not brace's textual material

necessarily, that required improve-]

ment. Fleetwood, the d.j. (he

doesn't use a first name) who so

pleasantly rendered the station’s

late “Music Through the Night”

classical music series, is “Anthol-

ogy’s” chief personality. He opened
the show with a reading from
Thomas Wolfe’s "Of Time and the

River,” which is the type prose

that, because it’s musical, qualifies

for the stanza’s Upbeat on poetry.

He did it softly and pleasantly

but without making the least last-

ing impression.

Actress Miriam Wolfe was called

in to discourse on the merits of

poetry read by thesps. She men-
tioned that too few actors have had
opportunities to recite poetry,

when actually they’re ideal ones to

do it. In reading Edna St. Vincent
Millay’s “Ballad of the Harp
Weaver,” she unintentionally
showed reason for dearth. She

NEW DIMENSIONS
With Natalie Hlnderas, Joseph
Gallicchio Orch, Don Herbert, Ken
Nordihe .

Executive Producer: George
Helnemann

Producer: Don Marcotte
Director: Don Meier
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 pun.
ILLINOIS BELL
WMAQ-WNBQ, Chicago

Billed as a radio-tv “3
:D” first,

this WNBQ-WMAQ experiment in

dual AM-FM stereophonic beaming

came off as a strictly bigleague

project in any dimension. While

the economics of such a specially

engineered bi-media venture with
its lush showcasing of the 37-piece

Chi NBC orch batoned by Joseph
Gallicchio pose a big bankroller

Hurdle, such was the class and
quality of this ohetimer (7) that it

would be a shame if it were tossed

back on the shelf. “History mak-
ing’’ stereophonic effects aside, it

was a sock handling of one of tv’s

toughest tasks—making a full-sized

orchestra “look” as good as it

sounds.

And there was a definite plus in

the “new sounds” treatment, with
the radio and tv sets counterpoint-

ing to give full-bodied impact to

the music. It’s .'a variation on a
theme first used by WNBQ-WMAQ
program chief George Heinemann
on WMAQ-AM and WMAQ-FM
with different mikes each feeding
pickups to their respective trans-

caught the meaning in her inter- fritters. This time the FM portion

pretation, but she, as is case with i was supplied by tv station WNBQ.
many who ply her trade, overem-

(WMAQ-FM also participated for
phasized the dramatic and forgot

[ the non-tv homes). .

>
vere lyrics.

iir„ipi The 30-minutes was as exciting
Offbeat mclusion was

.
OeWolf visually on WMBQ and it was au-

Hopper s disk of Casey
.

at the
, rally on wmaQ and WNBQ, thanks

Bat. Poem is still recited but
|
to some smoothly fluid lensing and

Hoppers V?1C® ^as
u .

recen“,y
! superior lighting maneuvers that

echoed^oiily in the archives. It s- brought particular sections of the
one not heard m this quarter be-

, band into focus as the score dic-
fore, and his highly emotional aud

1 tated. The tele showmanship, only
spirited delivery take on the tenor now then skirting the too-
of a parody on the^ hammier hams.| tricky was especially, effective in
Emcee brought stanza to finale

j
jjSpjayjng the fine pianistics of

with My Love Is Like a Bed, Red
* guest soloist Natalie Hlnderas who

Rose, ’ then played new RCA wax-) knocked off a couple of Rachmani-
ing of Robert Merrill singing work

; noff and Shostakovich tidbits in
composed by Vivian Edwards,. Excellent style. Gallicchio and his
based on Burns lines. Music vvas t

staffers also were in great fettle
shoddy pops with no excuse for be-

j witti such easy-to-take pop stuff as
ing. That s DO indictmont Of snow i \fnHnn 44Ampfiran

TENNESSEE ERNIE SHOW
With Helen O’Connell, CUffie

Stone Orch; Jack Nzrz, an-
nouncer

Director: Milt Hoffman
15 Mina.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7 p.m.
MANHATTAN SOAP: TONI
CBS, from Hollywood (transcribed)

(Scheideler, Beck & Werner; Leo
Burnett

)

Pairing of Tennessee Ernie and
Helen O’Connell, offbeat as it may
appear, turns out to be a good one.
Ernie is one of the more sophisti-

cated of the country singers; Miss
CVConnell has travelled the pop
circuit for most of her career. Yet
together, they .make for a relaxed
dinnertime song session.

Proem segment (8) had them do-
ing one single each and finishing
in a zingy duet on “Heart of My
heart,” Miss O’Connell did a re-
laxed and tuneful job on “Young
at Heart,” while Ernie's rendition
of “Birth of the Blues”- had solid

rhythmical values. Cliffie Stone
unit’s backgrounding was soft and
precise.

Ernie handled the chatter in
easygoing style, lending a folksy
touch but not going overbpard with
the hokum. His handling of the
Toni commercial was low-key and
relaxed. A pleasing stanza all the
way. Chan.

ing.
though, since it is a little of the;
experimentation program needs ]

more of.

•’Anthology” shadows a program’
prepared for BBC’s “Third Pro-;
gramme” series called “New
Soundings.” But there John Leh-
mann intended “through spoken

;

broadcast word—a substitute for a

literary magazine.” He had people
read theses and poetry too. yet
these had more profundity if less

variety than “Anthology.”

OUTDOORS DELIMITED
With Dorian St. George
H Mins.; Thors., 10:15 p.m.
WABC, N. Y.

Although the outdoor sports field

may be unlimited, a program de-
voted to the coverage of fresh air

activities is restricted in appeal.
Opening edition of this new WABC

}

series, Thursday <4), was targeted
at those dialers with an interest in

hunting or fishing. Outdoor sports
enthusiasts will probably give show
an attentive ear. Program dishes
out some informative items . and
travels at a comfortably fast pace.

Narration is ably handled by
Dorian St. George, who also pre-
pares his own material. Gab on
initialer included suggestions on
how to make certain gadgets of. use
to anglers. Tips on spots where
fishing is permitted without a li-

cense were also offered. In addi-
tion there was some discussion
about firearms and a rundown of
the number of deer killed in New
York State during the past season.

Jess

:

Morton Gould’s “American Salute,
a full-dressed “Ebb Tide” and “Es-
pani Cani.”

Don Herbert handled the insti-

tutional tie-ins for Illinois Bell-
skillful blurbs skillfuly done, Ken
Nordine introed the music in his

usual pro fashion.

Heinemann and his- program-
ming cohorts set themselves a high
standard with this enterprise, It’ll

be interesting to see if the sales

boys can follow ..through. Even
without the “3-D” engineering
highjinks the, tele portion was too
potent a package to be filed and
forgotten. Dave.

THIS IS PATTI
With Patti Rhodes
Director: Bob Pringle
Writer: Ira Marion
30 Mins,: Fri., Sat., 12 p.m.
WABC,. from New York

Patti Rhodes is on the make for
the weekend male dialer. Her bait
is sentimental patter and mood
music or as she puts it, “music and
me in the proper proportion.” The
blending of s.a. and platter

v
spin-

ning got a big splash a couple of
years back via “Lonesome Gal”
and “This Is Patti” sticks to the
pattern. The midnight slotting

7Friday and Saturday) is an added
effort to build the s.a. pitch.

Although the time, the pace and
the gal are all geared for romance,
it's an obvious line that the guys
won’t fall for. It’s sugar-coated
and corny, creating nothing more
than an ersatz romantic mood.

Miss Rhodes lays it on pretty
thick. Her husky-voiced senti-
ments aimed at the lonesome lover
are too banal to stir up any listener
emotion. The music is soft and
appealing but Miss Rhodes keeps
getting in the way. Gros.

Radio Followup

DuM Stations
Continued from page 30

Columbia’s
ent-scouting

PENTHOUSE
With Frank Sentry* Gretchen Wit-

beck
60 mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
WOKO, Albany

Music and words are used to
paint a picture of program origina-
tion from a penthouse,, on hew
show handled by Frank Sentry,
with an assist from Gretchen Wit-
heck, “the girl downstairs.” It is

a place and mood format, reason-
ably well projected. Night time
might be considered better suited
to the idea. Sentry introduces
easy, listenable . music, while Miss
Witbeck discusses news of the
women’s world—styles and the
like—after the midway point. Sev-
eral spot commercials are included.
A recent addition to the WOKO

staff, Sentry is friendly, pleasant
and philosophical. Miss Witbeck
possesses a rather nice voice and
manner. She carried off surely a
bit of kidding, with Sentry on one
program heard. Jaco.

programs is Bishop Sheen’s “Life

Is Worth Living” telecast, carried

presently in 169 cities. The program,
with the broadcast city coverage
in tv, was refused only by two out-

lets which some time back main-
tained that it was of a singularly

sectarian nature. However, crix

attribute a more universal nature
to the Sheen telecast. Incidentally,

the Gertrude Berg stanza which
was publicly reported as Sheen’s
long-vacation replacement, has al-

ready cleared 119 stations which
now carry the latter broadcast.

DuMont toppers look optimistical-

ly toward getting “all but five or
six” of the remainder.

At the other end of the scales is

the stanza, “What’s the Story?”
which is sold only to two DuMont
d&o’s—WTTG, Washington, and
WABD, New York. Four, other out-

lets carry the show, but only the
original brace have show spon-
sored (DuMont appliances). There
are a few other shows on this

genre. Another stanza with fairly

few stations is “Pantomime «Quiz”

^

with 16 stations. The situation it

holds on the sked just follows the
Bishop’s show.

Around the middle of the station
clearance list are: “Rocky King,”
Sundays with 64; “Colonel Flack,”
Saturdays with 51; “Chance of a
Lifetime,7 Fridays with 22. The
last two began in the fall, just as
did “Dollar Second,” which started
with 50 and leaped to 92 under de-
mand from sponsor. Serutan-Geri-
tol have willingly held their “Life
Begins at 80” to 37 outlets for
some time.

Mitch Miller is tal-

abroad so stand-in
a&r toppers are doing his Sunday
midday “Money Record” stint over
WNEW, N. Y., the first of these
being Victor’s Joe Carlton. Sound-
ing a little more “prepared” than
Miller, although obviously both
must work from script, Carlton
again projects that producing a click
disk is no accident—that lots
of skull practice goes into it. How-
ever, in this instance, he did it in re-
verse by accenting that sometimes
his platters and hit wax material
happen despite everything. Utilizing
an all-RCA Victor catalog—unlike
Miller who is not averse to -kudo-
ing any of his, colleagues—Carlton
wisely kept it within the family
when pointing up that hits are un-
predictable such as “O My Papa”
(Eddie Fisher); Perry Como’s
“Wanted”; Lou Monte’s pizzeria
version of “Strutter’s Ball”; Eartha
Kitt’s “Santa Baby” and June Val-
li’s “Crying in the Chapel.” Only
in Miss Kitt’s case was there delib-
erate intent not to pot-shot at the
Xmas trade but focus on one or
two platters, coming up with the
“naughty but nice” lyric that Henri
Rene had Joan Javits and Phil
Springer contrive.

.
Carlton was

generous in his mentions of Rene
and Hugo Winterhalter, and also
in admitting that sometimes hit
material has to be forced on the
diskeries.

This remains one of the more
hep inside stuff AMers, and a nov-
elty also in that it comes Sunday
midday, as against the usually dee-
jay stuff post-midnight. Incident-
ally, both Art Ford (WNEW) and
Bill Silbert. (WMGM), among the
Gotham nocturnal platter-chatter-
ers, both have been on a musical
comedy kick excerpting yesteryear
musicomedy great songs. Their
word pictures of the Broadway
scene sound like excerpts from
Julius Mattfield’s excellent “Va-
riety Musical Cavalcade,” which
remains the best programming
source for the trade for this sort of
background material. Abel.

From the Production Centres

IN NEW YORK CITY...
Lynn Thatcher starring in CBS’ “Let’s Pretend” version of E. B.

White’s “Charlotte’s Web” March 13 and 20 . . , Robert L. Edens,
formerly with Hicks 3c Greist, joined Warwick & Legler as a copy
director . . . Monarch Buick signed for sponsorship of the 8 a.m. news
and spelts hi the N.Y. Yankee games over WINS, via William Warren,
Jackson & Delaney . . . Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. set intensive radio
and tv spot and program schedule celebrating the organization’s 42d
birthday this week . . Violinist Kenneth Gordon back witji Longines
“Symphonette” on CBS after two years of Army service in Korea ...
Goddard Lieberson, exec v.p. of Columbia Records, takes over Satur-
day (13) as commentator on CBS’ Philly Symphony , . . John Karol,
CBS veep over sales, returned after two weeks in Arizona . . . Luther
Conant Jr., formerly product publicity chief of Lever Bros., now head-
ing Conant & Co., public relations. He’s been with Ed Bemays’ office,

Time mag, Boston and N.Y. newspapers and Robert Montgomery radio-

casts . . . Suzan Ball, film star amputee, guesting on the CBS “Second
Mrs. Burton” today (Wed.) . . . Julie Stevens and Katherine Emmett
have been added to the cast of “Lorenzo Jones” . . , In new “Front
Page Farrell” sequence are Ethel Wilson, Treva Frazee, Peggy Allenby,
Andy Donnelly and John Stanley.

.The Mike Jablons (he’s the radio-tv publicist; she’s a reporter with
the Herald Tribune) parents of a daughter, born last Friday (5) .

T1IU Dieterle guesting on ABC’s “Dinner at the Green Room” Saturday
(13) . . . Dick Jayson, WHLI announcer, a father; it’s a son.

IN CHICAGO . . .

John Hussey -and Charles Winston, Jr. presented veep stripes at

Foote, Cone & Belding . . . WGN sportscaster Jack Brickhouse off on
a month’s vacation to prep for the baseball season . . » Olian & Bronner
handling Princess Pat Cosmetics’ radio-tv billings . . . Matt Bonebrake,
proxy of KOCY, Oklahoma City, and Paul Fry, proxy of KBON, Omaha,
checked in at Mutual’s Chi office last week . . . CBS veep H. Leslie
Atlass and WBBM assistant g.m. Ernie Shomo back at their desks after

a week’s cruise in Florida waters ... Bob Elston, eX-KIOA, Des Moines,
sportscaster, joins WIND to assist Bert Wilson on the Cubs games . . .

NBC farm commentator Everett Mitchell addressed a soil conservation
meeting in O’Neill, Neb., yesterday (Tues.) . . . Keystone Broadcasting
added six new affiliates, bringing the total to 700 . . . Plastic Co. of
America has taken over a Tuesday and Thursday quarter-hour slice

of WGN’s “Cliff Johnson Family” . . NBC’s "National Farm and
Home Hour” hosted by Everett Mitchell handed the agricultural award
from the National Assn, for Better Radio and TV . . . Beltone Hearing
Aid Co. renewed Paul Harvey’s Sunday ABC news show for another
26 weeks ... WLS propping a big hoopla to celebrate the 30th anni
of the “National Barn Dance” next month ... Frannie Clark , of the
Chi NBC press department vacationing in Florida . . . Bob Elson cover-
ing Chi White Sox exhibition schedule via WCFL ... Bob Brewster,
McCann-Erickson’s Chi radio-tv director, upped to veepee status.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

...

Lucille Norman, Gordon MacRae and Art Linkletter promise to be
on tap for the Golden Gate Exchange Club’s children’s charity show,
“Fun For A Day,” April 3, at local Opera House . . ... Marie Wilson
and Mary Shipp were guests (10) at local Ad Club luncheon . . . Vocal-
ist-violinist Ardeen De Camp replaced chirper Ellen Connor on Bill

Weaver’s KCBS show; Gene Merlino, formerly with Weaver’s gang,
will tour with Frankie Carle’s band through Texas . . . Director Willard
Davis taking a breather from KGO-TV’s “Success Story.” Russ Baker
replaces . . . TV-nightclub entertainer Kenny Burt leaving local scenes
to join Spike Jones’ City Slickers . . . Larry M, Reed appointed chief
engineer of new educational station KQED . . . Jerry Bundsen, anchor
man for S.F. Examiner columnist Herb Caen, extending his talents to
deejaying on San Mateo’s KVSM.

Manchester, N, H.—Norton Vir-
gien, former account exec with
Weed & Co., has joined WFEA,
the 5,000-watt CBS outlet here, as
station manager. Albert Auclair,
account exec at the station, has
been upped to sales manager.

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .

Having relinquished its MBS affiliation, WLOL here has adopted a
new program policy patterned after that which has been; so highly
successful for WNEW, New York, and WIND, Chicago. The Ralph
Atlas local station has announced its programs “are to be chosen in
accordance with the Twin Cities listeners’ expressed desires” and will
comprise approximately 24 daily five-minute newscasts on the hour
and half-hour and that, except for these news programs and broad-
casts of live events of particular interest in Minneapolis and St. Paul,
“music will be the order of the day.” WLOL has new general man-
ager in the person of Wayne "Red” Williams, a staffer for seven years,
who succeeds Harold W. Cassill, resigned, and it’s moving to new
and larger quarters. For the ensuing season it’ll retain MBS’ big
league “Game of the Day” and also again will broadcast the Minne-
apolis A. A. home and away baseball games play by play . . . Starting
March 29, another lpcal radio station, WDGY, with which Wes Fesler,
former U. of Minnesota football coach recently became associated,
will be the MBS’ Twin Cities affiliate. It, too, Is moving to new and
larger quarters. Fesler’s first show, originally scheduled to start Feb.
15, gets under way March 15 and a sponsor now is in the process of
being signed up. In the meanwhile, the ex-coach has been a commen-
tator on WDGY’s play by play broadcasts of the U. of Minnesota bas-
ketball games . . . C. T. Hagman, WDGY general manager, on flying
trip to New York to contact MBS heads.

IN CLEVELAND ...
When WJW’s Jane Stevens was called home because of illness in

the family, WXEL’s Maggie Wulff and Alice Weston and WEWS’ Ethel
Jacksop-took over the gabfest period . ; / WGAR’s Jim Martin covered
naval training center inspection trip at Pensacola . ... WDOK’s juvenile
disker Candy Lee is slated for NBC tv appearance ... Tom Arends
leaves WNBK to become production director at WMTV . . . Joe Portaro
has moved his haircutting tv stint to WXEL Monday-throughrFriday
at 3:15 p.m. . . . Dorothy Laurance, ex-WNYC, doing woman’s pitch
on half-hour cross the WTAM 9 a.m. board , . . WGAR’s Bill McColgin
and WTAM’s Jimmy Dudley doing remotes from Cleveland Indians
Tucson training camp . . . Jack Kelly, WJW veep, into New York for
sales meeting.

IN PITTSBURGH ...
Dave Tyson, WCAE’s early morning waker-upper, and his wife cele-

brated their 28th wedding anni . , . Barry Kaye, WJAS deejay, and
model Eleanor Schano will be married end of next month and have
already rented an apartment at the Carlton House . . . Pat Cortnelly,

brother of Bob Connelly, WENS salesman, has joined the sales staff

of WOHI in East Liverpool, O. . . r Louis Prima has been set as guest
star for Duquesne Brewing Co.’s next Show Time teeveer, “A Salute
to Italy,” on WDtV April 7 ... Andy Levitzke and his Polka Kings
now doing a “Polka Party” on WKJF-TV Saturday evenings at 6 for

an hour. Same program used to be on Channel 2 . . . Local actress

Polly Rowles all over WENS Monday nights, on “Jamie” every other

week at 8 and on “Who’s the Boss?” every week at 10:30 » . . .Chester

(Continued on page 42)
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WORrTV. New York

WOR-TV has shifted the norite

nf its 11 P-m. stamp and also its

Jead personality.' Now it's Art

Ford who is the “Man fronrTImes,

(stanza’s last monicker),

the “Milkman’s Matinee”

indie WNEW, K T., the

new m e. limited himself to the

thing he knows best—record biz—

on segment caught Friday (5). and

in doing failed to cover the many

kinds of show people who mean-

der around midtown Manhattan.

(For example on initial show pre-

vious Monday his spotlighting of

Joe Laurie Jr., provided just the

right fillip on savvy show biz

treatment:) *

Then, even within the realm of

waxed music, Ford only managed
a collection of superficial inter-

views which made questionable
entertainment. ' After dispensing

with a show-selected panel's week-
ly choice of “Broadway’s loveliest

girl,’’ he went on to Bob Merrill,

eleffer of “Doggie In Window” and
other hits. They passed over the

disk world's “inside” with a casual
question or two: (Ford asked
about how “Doggie” gQt its chance
and got a brief answer.) Later, he
asked generally* about beautiful
women, and there was a much
longer dissertation. For Ford’s
succeeding guest contribution he
had the Hilltoppers quartet all

decked out in beanies and block
“W's;” He got around to pointing
up their extreme youth for such
extreme success, and then asked
them how they did it Between
boyish giggles he got boyish an-
swers. Ford apparently was ob-
sessed by the disks in the “golden”
class, because with both the song-
writer and the singers, he made a

great whattodo about their num-
bers which surpassed a million.
Ford is a very personable man.

yet he should do something with
more diversity and depth if he
wants to click. Somehow. Times
Square failed to come alive in his

video hands.

_ _ _
»» » » »« 1 1 % i

Tele Follow-Up Comment

GROOMED FOR SUCCESS
With Irwin Johnson, moderator:
William G. Mennen, Jr., Russell
Saxby, Eleanor Beach, Keith
Brooks, others .

Producer: Grace Hare Frye
Director: John Haldi
30 Mins.; Fri. 7 p.m.
WBNS-TV, Columbus

“Groomed for Success” contains

the seeds of a good merchandising

program. The panel show, present-

ed in connection with a visit here

by William G. Mennen Jr., exec

veepee of the men’s and babies'

toiletries firm, made a direct pitch

for good appearance and grooming
without leaning hard on the fact

that you’d have to buy deodorants,

powders, creams, lotions and such
to accomplish the fact. The same
t.' pe of showr could be used for
other products Of a personal na-
ture. Besides Mennen, the one-
shot panel was composed of w.k.
Columbus people: an actor, attor-
ney and wife
art gallery.
ing audience were' treated to dra-
matic episodes done in tongue-in-
cheek style on the effectiveness of
good grooming in each of three
situations: in the office, teenage
dress and parental grooming.
Panel then discussed aspects of

!

these situations.
Mennen was at all times reason-

able in his statements and even
pointed out that teenage sloppiness
it. alter all, a calculated sloppi-
ness (jean cuffs must be a certain
number of inches, rolled just so,
etc.), and there is no need to wor-
ry about the later neatness of the
younger generation. Oilier panel
members repeatedly stressed the
personal hygiene angle without
lapsing into bad taste. Irwin John-
son, veteran radio deejay, handled
tiie moderating role with ease, in-
telligence and authority.

Production, even to balop art
work and especially in the light
sketches, rated high. Nod here
goes -to Mrs. Grace Hare Frye, who

lo years has produced “Colum-
Town Meeting,” respected 15-

5 car-old public service program,
its understood this was a one-

by Mennen, which, if suc-
..cssful here, will be tried else-

complete with all the pro-

J.nr.b!
)n

? .

trimmings including
ai

*
es and Personal appear-

a stores and book shops: the
inner to plug the toiletries, the

Eddie Cantor’s takeover of NBC-
Colgate’s “Comedy Hour” on Sun-
day W was a generally uninspired
mixture of. Look Mag film awards,
sketches, production items and
spotted acts. Look’s citations were
woven In and out of the stanza and
thus lacked the socko that unin-
terrupted continuity might have
assured. The actor kudos went to
William Holden (“Stalag 17”), Jack
Palance CiShane”), Audrey Hep-
burrt (“Roman Holiday”) and kid-
star Brandon de Wilde (“Shane”),
latter .two being cut in from New
York. [Awards to Frank Sinatra
(“Eternity”) arid Grace Kelly
(“Mogambo”) went by the board
due to: runover l

. “Killer” Palance and Cantor did
a dull standup western “in one” as
an afterpiece to. former’s award.
Miss Hepburn, who’s in “Ondine”
on* Broadway, responded stiffly in
a split screen gimmick. Look edi-
tor Gardner Cowles presented a
special palm to Paramount Pic-
tures v.p, Y. Frank Freeman and
“Exhibitor of the Year” brought
on Kermit C. Stengel, head of
Crescent Amiis. Co. in the South.
Fathers Day Foundation thumbed
its way in on the deal via a pane-
gyric to Eddie Fisher on his “Oh
My Papa” bestselling disk which
he vocalled with characteristic
gusto.

Billy Daniel .(in double role of
performer - choreographer) gave
pace and invention in a song and
dancer carrying out > a “climb to
ladder of fame” theme, backed by
a peppy group and aided by A1
Scarlett’s crackerjack mood light-

ing. Up front, Cantor and juve
Vicky Vera exchanged some stale

dialog and then chanted “School
Days.” Cantor was best in a filmed
insert panto (with narrative sound-
track) of a marriage for inoney,
amid lush decor and gladrags.
Closing number had the Colgate
headman in pre-recorded “baby”
tunes in which the songsmith
credits were flashed on the screen.
These were “Walkin’ My Baby
Back Home,” “Pretty Baby,” “Baby
Face.” “Yes Sir, That’s My Baby”
and “Hello Ma’ Baby,” with each
fronting a femine rigging her terp-

ing to the song and Daniel and
group supportirig for a snappy
finish.

Strangely enough, the biggest
impact was made by a juggling
act, the Three Houcks, their blind-

ing speed and displacement work
giving them upper status among
novelty stints. A1 Goodman orch
rates a credit for its alertness in

backing a draggy show. Trail.

atlcs, -and equally as effective. His
final scene as he brings on his own
death before an onrushlng train as
the headlights revive memories of
his victim’s eyes, was a triumph of
sorts in histrionics.

t‘$ a constant source of amaze-
ment the kind of action and mo-
bility producer Larry Menkin man-
ages to achieve, with the aid of one
or two props, in translating these
half-hour “High Tension” scripts
into compelling drama. As low-
budgeted programming goes, re-
stricted as it is by physical limita-
tions, it manages to generate an
excitement all its own. Rose,

There is now a lot of good, solid
comedy in the “Life With Father”
Clarence Day stories and the show
of the same title oVer CBS-TV is

taking reasonable advantage of
what by now has become a well-
established and popular American
literary character.

.
Show is a vast

improvement since its preeni.

Latest installment Sunday (7)

had its fair, share of laughs and
properly perpetrated Day’s robust
Father image via
formance of Leon
into thp spirit of things and who
somehow managed to be both prop-
erly explosive and unexpectedly
likeable.

Rest of the cast, headed by Lu-
rene Tuttle as long-suffering
Mother and, in Sunday’s stanza, by
little Harvey Grant as Harlan,
Father’s youngest offspring, of-
fered good support. Miss Tuttle
was flutterly ana diplomatic in get-
ting her way and the boys Were as
respectful as one could Wish.

Sunday’s show had Father re-
fusing to visit his dentist and re-
sisting Miss Tuttle’s designs to get
him baptized. Ames gave in on the
dentist, but compromised his wav
out of baptism, at least tempo-
rarily.

William H. Brown’s direction
provided no surprises, but kept
things moving nicely and capital-

ized on the proven appeal of the
various situations. There

;
were

some distinct slow spots, but they
were in the script and didn’t im-

cert, and reactions of aohie of the
players. It was authentic stuff for
the cognoscenti and completely ab-
sorbing business to the layman.
Camera work was wonderful, in

closeups of the maestro’s head or
hands, in shots of musicians caught
offguard, in glimpses of various
orch sections at work. Mitropoulos,
with the hands of an artist and the
head and beak of a bald eagle, and
speaking with his Greek accent but
in clear, lucid and very expressive
English, was the star of the show—
a better tv bet than a lot of more
familiar video figures. Murrow
threw some sensible questions on
music and on conducting, and the
maestro had some illuminating,
pointed answers. He discussed tem-
perament, communication and the
music played. He discarded the

j

baton, using only his hands in con -

1

ducting, he said, because he got
j

better communication —that way,
;

“reaching the souls” of the players.

Orch was next shown relaxing
before a rehearsal, playing chess,
kibitzing, chatting. Then a rehears-
al, with a perspiring Mitropoulos

the eustv
U
'm*r-

stopping the tooters occasionally to

AmJ whoeot exPlriin how he wanted the music
8 performed singing (or rather croak-

ing) along with the music, huddling
with first-desk men over a wrong
note, or apologizing for an error
‘‘‘that was my mistake, gentle-
men”). The Camera panned to men
pencilling in corrections onto their
scores. A player rubbed his nose
absently: another stroked his chin
with the mouthpiece of his horn.

Then to a performance in Car-
negie Hall, before a live audience,
with the maestro leading the play-
ers through a portion of a de Falla
tonepoem. Again there were won-
derful camera shots—cryptic ex-
pressions on some of the players
not performing at the moment; a
couple of them watching the ges-
ticulating maestro with detached,
disgusted or uhhappy expressions.
One camera threw shadow shots of
the maestro in silhouette against
solid shots of the orch in action.

|
And through it all, Murrow’s

: level, clear, interested talk, build-
ing atmosphere arid interest. Every-

i thing was highclass. even the ac-

tion of the sponsor (Alcoa) conpede proceedings too much.
Father in half-hour doses lacks

. seating to move its mid-commer-

I

some of the charm of the stage. cja | ^o the end, so as not to inter- j

character, but makes good enter-
! rupt a fascinating crowded half- <

tainment. Hift.

Art Carney, long the No. 2 boy
on the Jackie Gleason show,

moved up to the top spot on Satur-

day (6) and it’s safe to assume
that virtually every regular view-

er of Gleason was pulling for the

complete success of the card. Un-
fortunately, Carney came insuffi-

ciently armed and with weapons
not particularly suited to him.

Cafney, who has been Gleason’s

chief comic support during the

tenure of this show, followed the

pattern set by Gleason which
wasn’t particularly built for his

type talents. There was a standup
session and a couple of sketches,

ard of course the June Taylor lino

of the director of the I routines, plus the guesting of Mar-:

The panel and view-
J

tha Stewart. Layout didn’t consti-

tute a blueprint architected for

Carney's individuality. For in-

.

stance, there wasn't a single situ-

:

ation which permitted Carney to

gleefully “vo-vo-vo voom” which
generally tears down the house.

The major sketches that Carney
performed were only partially ex-

;

tensions of the personality he’s de-
]

veloped on the Gleason show, As

the proprietor of a pel shop, and .

as the milquetoast teacher of •

“American Forum Of The Air”
departed from its usual formula
past Sunday <7) to showcase a new
Ted Grariik brainchild. Subtitled
“Women Want to Know,” entire
half-hour was virtually a tryout of

a new forum type show being
mailed by NBC as a third addition
to the Granik stable of Q&A shows
on current issues. If reaction is

favorable, this will be added to the
roster already consisting of “Amer-
ican Forum," now in its 26th year,

and "Youth Wants to Know."
There’s the germ of a good idea

here, and, if given its head sans
prompting or stage setting, this

! might well develop into a grownup
! counterpart of the lively and unin-
hibited youth show after which it

:
is patterned. As it shaped in its

= initial breakin, however, it was on

j

far too lofty lines and too technical
1

a plane to appeal to the ordinary

I
hausfrau. for whom it would os-

tensibly be angled. Actually, the
• forum of femmes who confronted
Neil Jacoby, of the President’s

Economic Council, with as pro-

! found and technical a set of ques-
tions as he might well have gotten

from a group of fellow experts,

were more typical of the egg-head
segment of women clubbers than

of. Mrs. John Q. Because of this,

show lacked the surprises, the pos-

sible laughs, and the spontaneity

of a typical “Mrs. America" panel.

Despite this, the new format pro-

hour in the life of one of the
w'orld’s great music ensembles.
This guy Murryw rates a fanfare.

IT’S ABOUT TIME
With Hr. Bergen Evans, Robert

Poliak, Ruthle Duskln, vln Gott-
sehalk, Mrs. Sheri Stern

Producer: Rachel Stevenson, Jap
Sheridan

Director; Dan Schuffman
3t Mins., Thun., 1 p.nt.

Sustaining
ARC-TV. front Chicago

This latest Louis G, Cowan pack
age out pf Chicago capitalizes oi
Dr. Bergen Evans of Northwester*
U„ who’s made quite a click out ol
“Down You,Go” on DuMont. The
alert and articulate educator is
moderating a qtiizzer that resem-
bles sundry others except in rea-
sonably offbeat subject matter.
Like, identifying vintage recordings
(Bing Crosby), scenes from legiters
and clips from old. films, along
with a few other categories. Panel
Js rather mixed in complexion,,
what with Chi Sun-Times drama
critic Robert: Poliak; Ruthie Dus-
kin, a former Quiz Kid of Cowan’s;
Vin Gottschalk, an announcer, and
Mrs. Sheri Stem, a housewife.

Apparently the idea is to develop
one or more of them as personal-
ities based largely on their han-
dling of the postmortems (that is,

kicking around the subject after
identification has been made or
missed within a minute’s time). Dr.
Evans will still remain the princi-
pal figure, however, and it will be
up to h-;m to tighten the proceed-
ings and give it better pace than
it had at opening. The potentials
of a good show are present, espe-
cially since some of the questions
are not too easy and would tax
viewers beyond the ABC's of
knowledge.

Inilialer had two interesting
treatments. Foremost of these was
an interview with H. E. Aitken
after clips of “Birth of a Nation”
were flashed. Aitken, who was as-
sociated with D. W. Griffith and
owns the film outright, said it had
grossed about $50,000,000 to date,
(There's never been any documen-
tary proof of such an attainment
because of the loose manner in
which grosses were charted in
those days.i Aitken made note of
the fact that he’s never allowed
tv'ing of “Birth” except for clip*
on sneciail shows (such as this onet.
Jn the other, a “VIP” guest was
onscreen for identification, being
presented as a '“household word ”

The panel having muffed, he’ll

make a repeat appearance that
cou’d buid into ballyhoo. Gim-
micks such as these, plus the char-
acter .of the events shown, could
develop “It’s About Time” into a
vorthv entry in the quizzer-diller
sweepstakes. Tran.

Bron .

Miss Stewart did well with a

couple of songs and helped in the

Gay 90 finale which constituted a

good number. The line distin-

guished itself with a South Ameri-

can item and through its work in

the finale. Jose.

for

bus

Thanks, to a hangup performance

by Martin Ritt. some painstaking

direction and an offbeat produc-

tion that belies the narrow studio

confines of what, basically, is a

one-man tour de force, the latest

entry in WOR-TV’s “High Ten-

sion” series came off last week as

perhaps the best since the pio-

gram was inaugurated.

Ritt’s performance as a

sculptor who commits a pan*

murders and is in constant conflict

\yith his conscience while in night,

. sonable Jacoby. Stephen McCor-

. mirk performed bis usual modera-

tor chores with skill.

Pursued along the lines of “the

'housewife wants to know." with a

group of tvpical homemakers toss-

iing the questions and airing their

J view s and worries, this might well

be a welcome addition to the web’s

discussion
- shows. Flor.

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” CBS-TV stanza Sunday
night (7> was a solid and varied
entertainment package. Among
the top sequences on the show- was
an 11-minute capsule presentation
of the off-Broadway production.
“Bullfight." yvhich closed recently
at the Theatre de Lys in Green-
wich Village. The impact of the

video reprise should earn it an-

other showcase.
Janet Blair, from “South Pa-

cific;” supplied a bright produc-
tion opener for the hour with some
snappy piping and hoofing on a

material number, “Our Fathers
Played At the Palace.” Novellos
registered nicely with equilibrist

turn on a high ladder with
an assist from an educated pooch.
In the comedy department. Frank
Fontaine reprised a couple of im-
pressionist bits, including one of

Sullivan, that he did on this show-

some six years ago when “Toast
’’

was first launched. Channing Pol-

lack also scored with his magico
stunts of pulling cards and pigeons
out of midair.

Topliner Nat (King) Cole sup-
plied the noxt-to-closirig punch
with a rundown of his disclicks

from “Nature Bov” to “Pretend/’
Cole delivered a half-dozen tunes
in superlative form, winding up
with a plug rendition Of his cur-

rent “Answer Me. My Love” side.

Laino Bros.. comedy aero team,
were held down to about a orie-

minute turn by time pressure.
Herui.

l„i', ,
~ me lUUCll It’S, me. *jrim Iiw w*—'"--" . . 'if

n, r’
0 Push McGraw Hill’s newly

!
only to bring on his

[Hibh.shed “The Mennen Story,” a ; destruction, was a throwback
,

to

history 0f the ‘coiripahy. Dean. ' the Emil Jannings school of dram-

Ed Murrow’s “See It Now” held

to its high level of interest last

Tucsdav night (2) with an unusual,

offbeat' feature—a half-hour spent

with America's oldest orchestra,

the 11 1-vear-old N. Y. Philhar-

monic, Usual imaginative quality

crazed and professional touch of the Mur-

of : row series was manifest again—in

Murrow’s fascinating opening chat

with Maestro Dimitri Mitropoulos,

iu informal shots of the musicians

at ease, in the conductor's deport-

ment at a rehearsal and at a con-

Those warm, wholesomely hu-
man qualities—to say nothing of

her superb' acting "ability—that
have made Gertrude Berg a house-
hold name over the years were
never so sympathetically and skill-

fully displayed as they were last

Tuesday,. (2) on the “U. S. Steel

Hour’s'^ version of “Mornlhg Star"
on. ABC-TV. Surrounded by a

brilliant cast, enhanced by the fine

production facilities of the Theatre
Guild and spurred by the unerring
direction of Alex Segal. Miss Berg
nonetheless simply walked awa.s

with the play’.

Since it wasn’t a film, the The-
atre Guild and ABC pundits
couldn’t very well say “there
wasn’t a dry eye in the house,” but

(Continued on palge* 38);
* - * *

A ATSIT WITH MARY
WPh Mary Tleraey, Pete Miller,
Normandy TunesmiUis. guests

Producer: Pete Miller
Director: Vern Louden
3* Mins.; Sat, 3:3* pan.
ADMIRAL DISTRIBUTORS
KRON-TV, San Francisco

This cookery session wears a
fr>:>-k of confusion. It's difficult to

draw a line between show 's intent
n.d 'conclusion. As a kitchen caper,
:t locks instruction in recipes. As
an interview stint, it suffers from
malnutrition of fine pointed yack.
Mary Tierney, petite hostess ol

the Normandy, one of town's lead-
*rg restaurants, is no tv novice.
Her former telestint, “Normandy
Candielighters,” was a well pro-
duced show that enjoyed a success-
ful run. Viewers had been treated
to a half-hour of musical chan-n,
veiling celebrities and eyeful
dishes of culinary-

art. Host Rill
Edy.v.rds did much to smooth
show’s mood with competent inter-
views.
On “Visit’s” second outing '27),

while the “Normandy Tuncsmiths”
musically entertained. Miss Tierney
prepared veal sealoppini for her
two guests—basebaU great Walter
Mails and tv’s Lu Hurley. Outside
of Mails’ interesting^ discourse on
S. F ’s Seals ball team, and Hur-
Kv’s plug for his own bar-restau-
rant, show had little to offer. Time
ran out leaving the sealoppini s' ill

simmering, unfinished, in a pan;
Miss Tierney is a charming hos-

tess but it’s obvious her talents
lean more toward preparing fine
food than to interviewing guests.
Pcsonable Pete Miller, who also
produces showr

,
gives commercials

a fair shake, but is clumsy at knit-
ting a straight continuity stitch.

SWINGALONG
With Kcnnv Bowers. Shlrlev Scott

and Modulators. Bruce Malin
Producer: Dan Schuffman
Director: Dou? Gabrielle
30 Mirts.; Tues. and Thurs.; 1:30

p.m.
Participating

,
W’RKB-TV, Chicago

This informal, shirt-sleeves mu-
sic-comedy notnourri is another
rntrv in WBKB’s daytime “New
Look” project being unveiled this
month. As evidenced on session
viewed, the stuff is here to"

; build the show into a habit-form-
ing early afternoon interlude for

t
- (Continued on page 38)





Starting March 15,

7 to 9 am

m Monday through Friday

Come early . .

.

W Drop in any time
,
on...

W

THE M®RNING SHOW
0

No other program in network television will

match this show in flexibility and economy.

It will open network television to budgets of

all sizes, fit every sales calendar.

It will cover markets with almost 809^ of all

television homes— at an over-all price (time

and talent) that’s the lowest in all television.

It will be available in 20 segments per day—

daily, weekly, monthly, or as a single insertion.

With all these advantages, a sponsor will have

the easy, powerful lift of personalized selling.

Walter Cronkite, host, will present news of

your prodtict-and, with Charles Collingwood,

the news of the world . . . and of sports, plays,

books, and movies . . . with the forecast of the

weather, the exact time, popular music.

So get an early start on “-The Morning Show”

-and watch your sales curve rise and shine.

CBS TELEVISION
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McLendon Back in Ball Business As

Dallas, March 9.

Gordon McLendon, veepee of

Trinity Broadcasting Corp., o&o-
ing KLIP here and KELP, El Paso,

announced he would resume his

re-created broadcasts of major
league baseball games over a new
network of approximately 175 radio

stations when the clubs open the

new season.

McLendon got the greenlight
Friday (5> when the FCC denied a

petition of the N. Y. /Yankees,
Brooklyn Dodgers ' and St. Louis
Cardinals, aimed to eliminate Mc-
Lendon's recreated play-by-play
accounts. Radio exec claimed that

once a game was broadcast it be-
came public property, could be
picked up and used.

-»As in past year, McLendon will

nave key men listening to local

airings in major league cities.

Wired play-by-play . reports to

KLIP here will enable McLendon,
yclept “The Old Scotchman," to
recreate game accounts, to which
he adds verbal color. He said the
recounts will be only seven seconds
behind the actual game.

“This is the most Important vic-

tory for the radio industry since
the FCC gave it the right to edi-
toralize,” McLendon claimed. “I’m
ready to start broadcasting major
league games as soon as the sea-
son starts. This decision came too
late for us to recreate any of the
spring games, but we’ll open with
the Brooklyn Dodgers-New York

Giants game, first National League
game of the year, onfQLpril 13." Hq
plans to air a baseball game each*
afternoon and night during the
new season.

FCC decision opens fields in

other sports, he said. “We have
no definite plans for football. How-
ever, this should make it possible
to recreate big football games,
both college and professional. And
there isn’t arty reason why we
can’t recreate a basketball game."

McLendon, who plans to begin
operations of KL1F-TV this fall pn
UHF Channel 29 here, headed the

now defunct Liberty Broads
casting System of 150 stations and
got his start with re-creations of
big league baseball games. His
network in 1952 filed suit against

13 major league clubs, later in-

creased the amount to $40,000,000

[

for being deprived of the right to

air games from ballparks. McLen-
don charged a monopoly caused
his LBS. to fold because without
major league contracts his web
could not meet obligations. Trial

of this suit, skedded for April, has
been postponed until this fall.

After the FCC decision McLen-
don said, “I would’! say this new
network is the successor of the

LBS. I don’t know if it will be that

successful. Let’s just say that this

is the way that LBS started. I

anticipate at least 175 stations car-

rying our recreated ball games this

year.’’

A PERSONAL STATEMENT
During (ht paripd 1946-1949, my namn was included

in lists of sponsors in ads taken out by organisations

subsequently osposod as communist fronts. I did not

authorize my name to be used by these organizations.

It is a fact that I had no knowledge of the use>of my
name by these organizations until the fall of 1950, some
four years after the first use and one year after the last

use, when it was brought to my attention. It is also a
fact that had I been shown these ads when they first

appeared, I honestly would have made no protest over
the use of my name- iy their declarations, these organ-
izations purported to embrace fundamental American
rights, and the safeguarding of democratic principles.

However, as has been revealed, they turned out to be un-

democratically rigged and controlled by a small group
of communists. They used the hopes of liberals for
peace, friendship with Russia, and other catch-alls, for
the furthering of their own cause.

Korea proved to be the eye-opener. It exploded any
chance for friendship with Russia. No American can
apologize for communism after Korea. You cannot be
neutral about communism; just as you could not be neu-
tral about nazism. You are either for it or against it.

I have never been personally called upon by any gov-
ernmental agency, body, or committee for my views on
communism, and thus have never publicly stated my
feelings. However, it has recently been pointed out to
me that since my name appeared publicly linked with
communist fronts, a public statement defining my views
was in order.

I am not a member of the Communist Party and have
never been a member of the Communist Party. On De-
cember 1, 1948, an advertisement sponsored by the Na-
tional Council of Arts, Sciences and Professions, ap-
peared in this publication. My name was listed as one
of the endorsers, without my permission or knowledge*
When this was called to my attention, my attorneys
contacted the office of the National Council of Arts,
Sciences and Professions to discover by what authority
my name was used in such advertisement. They were
cur**Y t®W. M

lt would be Impossible to supply this in-

formation because no record of such authorization
exists".

This organization, still in existence and cited as a com-
munist front organization on May 14, 1951, by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities, thus reveals its

method of operations.

Communist front organizations are a menace to Amer-
ican democracy and the American way of life.

Therefore, I have published the foregoing, as a free
American, who hates communism and desires to do
whatever is requested of him by his country in the fight

J;o save democracy.

A/at ettiken.

Jay Makes Hay
Actor Jay Barney's roles last

week, this week and next: As
Major Clark on “Philip Morris

Playhouse" (4); as General

—Gates on “Omnibus" (7); as a
junior exec on “Kraft TV The-
atre" (10); and as a blackmail-

er (intermittent running parti

on “Woman With a Past" (16).

Between those chores he’s-

rehearsing as standby for

LouiS' Jourdan’s homo role in

Billy- Rose’s production of

“The Immoralist" at the Royal

Theatre, N. Y.
^

TEXAS TV TACKLES

JOVE DELINQUENCY
Fort Worth, March 9.

A new series of programs to

combat juvenile delinquency has

made its bow here on WBAP-TV
and it’s being telecast every third

Sunday for a half-hour. Series is

titled “Youth Court."

Telecast takes place in a set ar-

ranged as a court room, complete
with judge and representatives

from both sides. Two to four teen-

agers from local high schools *rep-

resent the younger set while par-

ents, teachers and juvenile author-
ities present the adult point of
view. Each program deals with an
actual case from the files of .the

Tarrant County Probation Office,

and strict courtroom procedure is

followed throughout the program.

Tele Reviews
Asm Continued from put U 5S=.

the hausfrau seeking a few laughs
and some easy-to-take musical
doodling. Since these free-wheel-
ing, casual formats have been
known to slip off into chaotic
hodgepodges for lack of proper
planning and overseeing, the prob-
lem here is to avoid any letdown
in the blueprinting department.
Show introduces Kenny Bowers

to Chi tv and the musician-come-
dian impresses /as a very handy
guy to have around. His clowning
should wear well via video if he
doesn’t push too hard. His clarinet
ad libbing with the Modulators,
instrumental trio, adds spice as
does his keyboarding and buck
and wing throwaways. The lad
will make his dent with this enter-
prise if he and producer Dan
Schuffman- can keep coming up
with the tricks and gadgets with-
out stretching the off-the-cuff mo-
tif too thin. (Jimmy Lee takes
over emceeing duties on Monday.
Wednesday and Fridays with a
slightly different format.)

Shirley Scott, chirping member
of the Modulators, also fits nicely
into the proceedings, sharing
songs and skits with Bowers. An
added attraction worked for some
effective sight gags are Bruce
Malin's sketches limned as back-
ground for the tunes.

If the pacing is kept at half-
throttle as befits its afternoon
slotting and if all concerned re-
member 'that even “unrehearsed
spontaneity” requires rehearsings,
this tidbit should earn itself rec-
ognition. Dave . '

Color TV Review
!

i

BRIDE & GROOM (NBC)
Program subject matter aside,

there is no question but that
“Bride & Groom” ties the knot
better with color . added. The pre-
ceremony, marriage rites and
segue back to post-interview of the
couple were topflight in every par-
ticular, last Friday (5). Greek Or-
thodox ritual with its liturgical
chant was impressive, the hues giv-
ing it a mildly theatrical quality.
The stained glass windows, vest-
ments of the reverend, clothing of
the goodlooking couple and assem-

. blage supplied
:
rich tones to the

proceedings for ah all-around click
by NBC’s color corps.

As per usual, the commercials
(Jergens-Woodbury) were firstrate,
as Were the loot items. Even the
“white” values were enhanced.
Chalk up another winner for the
web in its series of tint exposures.

Trau.

Gilbert’s KHOL-TV Post
Omaha, March 9.

Jack Gilbert, formerly program
manager, has been named assistant
station manager of KHOL-TV,
Holdrege. Neb., manager Duane
Watts announced last week.

Gilbert is former station mana-
ger of WTTV, Bloomington, Ind.,
and news editor of WSBT in South
Bend,, Ind. . . ,

>

Tele Followups
SS555 Continued from page 39- gas

they could-Instead go much beyond
that and say there probably wasn't
a dry eye in millions of houses.
The Arthur Arents adaptation of
Sylvia Regan’s play about a- Lower
East Side (N. Y.) • family could
have been a pretty embarrassing
and maudlin affair; instead, it was
a real and moving chronicle of the
ups and downs of family life over
a 20-year span.

Credit for this should go to all.

involved In the production—to
Arents (and of course, Miss Regan),
to Segal, to the Theatre Guild and
mainly to the cast. But Miss Berg
(recently otit of a sickbed, by the
way) was chiefly responsible for
giving It truth and coherence. The
ordeals of widowed motherhood, of
losing two children, seeing a
third’s marriage almost on the
rocks and witnessing a fourth turn-
ing into a ruthless and domineer-
ing person, were socked home by a-

restrained but powerfully under-
standing and sympathetic perform-
ance by” Miss Berg.

Topnotch assists were turned in
by the supporting cast, notably Jo
Van Fleet (in what’s an offbeat role
for her) as the oldest daughter,
spurned in love and becoming the
hardboiled and unloving business-
woman. A fitting counterpart to
Miss Berg was Oscar Karlweis as
her patient and understanding,
suitor and boarder, who after more
than 20 years finally wins her hand.
Marilyn Erskine and Pat Breslin,
as the other daughters; Fred Sadoff
and Sid Armus, as son-in-law:
Anatole Winagradoff and David
Winters were all topflight in sup-
port. In every facet, “Morning
Star* was television at its Very
artistic best. Chan.

There's room on television for
a series based on last Sunday’s (7)
“American Inventory” segment on
NBC-TV. The Sloan Foundation-
backed stanza, in cooperation with
Stork Features, attempted, with a
good deal of success, an inspira-
tional show based on the experi-
ences of several famous Americans.
It was a switch on the customary
type of “misery” story line, in im-
peccable taste and likely to prove
a source of interest and comfort
to a goodly portion of the audience
these days.

Bill Nichols, editor of This Week
mag, hosted the Bill Hoddap-pro-
duced session, with hotelier Con-
rad Hilton and thesp Peggy Wood
as his guests. The three related
stories of how several top Ameri-
cans overcame troubles and infirm-
ities to rise to success, with the
stories told simply and straight-
forwardly. Best was a filmed seg-
ment dramatizing the time when
President Eisenhower, as a young-
ster, almost had a leg amputated
but won out by sheer force of per-
sonality.

Such a series has been done,
quite effectively, In radio. But tele,
at least up to now, has draped its
attempts at this sort of thing in
drably commercial trappings. “In-
ventory’s” version showed refresh-
ing honesty and simplicity. Chan.

“Person to Person" on CBS-TV
last week (5) concerned itself ex-
clusively with showbiz personali-
ties as Edward R. Murrow inter-
viewed Lilli Palmer and Rex Har-
rison at the St. Regis, N. Y„ and
Ezio Pinza and his family at their
home in Stamford, Conn. With all
parties cooperating to the hilt, the
show came off very well despite
some minor flaws.
The Palmer - Harrison combo

faced the inquiring cameras first
and, as might have oeen predicted,
proved interesting subjects and
completely at ease. Questions
asked of them by Murrow didn’t
exactly cover the entire range of in-
terest that attaches to the acting
couple, but he did bring out some
colorful anecdotes.
Miss Palmer, a tv vet, told some

cute stories, in her personable if
slightly harsh manner. If there is
warmth in the lady, the tv camera
doesn’t bring it out. Harrison, on
the other hand, without saying
much, managed to be a lot more
human and more humorous. Being
an actor of considerable stature,
he is able to convey a lot by little
movements and facial expressions
which came across well since he
was held for the most part in close-
up.
Murrow spent a surprising

amount of time discussing hotel
room living, a subject normally not
of outstanding interest. If he was
looking fqr any specific reaction
from the Harrisons, he didn’t get
it. He did much better vvhen he
discussed their little boy, who’s in
England, and their recent work.
The little interplay between Miss
Falmer and Harrison on the prob-
lem of actress-wives being directed
by their husbands was as amusing

as it was revealing.
If there was nothing routine

about the difficulties of bringing
the tv signal out of Pinza’s home
in Connecticut, the content of the
interview didn't quite match the
technical accomplishment. Again,
it was in part Murrow’s fault. Per-
haps the show should on certain
occasions be wholly devoted to a
single subject. Certainly, a per-
sonality like Pinza both deserves
such extended treatment and could
stand it in terms of interest.

Anyway, the audience met the
Pinza family and then followed the
singer into nis basement for a look
at some pictures and out in front
of the house for some shots of his
self-built stream bridge. Questions
asked of Pinza didn’t give him any
chance to reveal much about him-
self except In surface terms. While
camera handling was excellent on
the whole, the opening . shots had
him badly placed so as to makd his
hands appear disproportionately
large. ,

Pinza’s family might have de-
served a little more attention and
Murrow Should have permitted the
actor to ramble on on his own, a
process which might have gar-
nered a lot more color material;
Camera visit through the Pinza
house was much too jerky to per-
mit viewer appreciation.
Thanks to Mutrow’s talent for

keeping a conversation going, even
at a distance, “Person to Person"
rarely if ever lapses into periods
of silence. But one gets the un-
comfortable feeling that, on occa-
sions, it comes close to it. And
here the distance between inter-
viewer and interviewee intrudes

.

painfully and to obvious disadvan-
tage, for Murrow fs in the studio
and conducts his conversations via
ajnonitoring screen. Whatever its
shortcomings, ‘‘person to Person’’
is still a feather in Murrow’s cap.

Hift.

Capacity for ABC-T1
Harold V. Hough, v. p. of Ca

ter Publications and operator (WBAP and WBAP-TV in F
Worth, last week joined the AB
Television Stations Advisory Con
mittee. Hough was chairman <
the Stations & Planning Commi
tee of the southwest district (ABC Radio in 1943 and was on th
committee until last Decembe
when-he resigned.

He's a member of the Televisio
Board of the National Assn. <

Radio & Television Broadcastei
and one of the . authors, of tli

NARTB Television Code.

Eileen BARTON
Currently

Latin Quarter, Boston
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leside Staff-Radio-TV
Cartoonist A1 Capp {“L’il Abner”), who has made a number of tv

appearances, bloomed forth on two successive days last week with text

lampooning giveaway shows of the agony type. Characters were caused

to bellylaugh at the plight' of unfortunates, and in one of the treatises

Capp set up a ''misery meter” with such classifications as “unbearingly

tragic,” “sickeningly heart-breaking," "sickening,” “heart-breaking,”

••depressing” and down to just plain “sad.” An award of $10,000 was
“made” to the person with “the most entertaining tragedy” and one
of the “producers” remarks, “it’d cost us $50,000 for professional en-
tertainers. We get you poor slobs for’ peanuts.”

'
*1

. %

Walter I. (Izzie) Seigal and his CBS photo staff, have been awarded
a Certificate of Excellence by the American Institute of Graphic Arts
for the work they contributed to the web’s 1952 annual report. Cita-

tion reads: “In recognition of fine craftsmanship in an outstanding
example of commercial printing selected by a jury for the National
Exhibition of Design and Printing for Commerce, 1954.”

CBS-TV has hypoed its merchandising campaign to keep up with
the competition at NBC. It arranged for five new toys based on web
properties or personalities to break on market with opening of the
annual American Toy Pair in New York on Monday (8).

Replicas of Bil Baird’s Charlemane the Lion, of Robin Morgan as
Dagmar of the “Mama” show and of “Mr. Lookit,” the web’s promotion
figure which appears during station : breaks, have been made by manu-
facturers for showing at exhibit. A parlor game (clock included) has
been named after "Beat the Clock” and a “neutralizer” gun and holster
set modeled after ones used on “Rod Brown of the Rocket Rangers.”

V
.

NBC v.p. Ted Cott will do another turn as coordinator of United
Cerebral Palsy’s opening night share in Ringling Bros.-Bamum and
Bailey Circus at Madison Square Garden, March 31. John Ringling
North is giving preeih night proceeds to the charity.

Into program will be integrated personalities off the stage and from
behind the mike. Tinder Cott’s guidance, they will take part along
with regular circus performers, in big production numbers. Frank
Fitzgerald, account exec at NBC, will assist the operating v.p.

Finkel to Meg Gobel
Hollywood, March 9.

NBC-TV producer Ed Beloin has
tapped Bob Finkel to direct the

audition of George Gobel’s upcom-
ing show for the web.

Kinnie will be shot March 18

at the El Capitan Theatre.

U.S. Army Recruiting Service-produced “Talent Patrol” tv’er on
ABC will use Armed Forces personnel stationed in Europe for the
first time on its April 15 telecast.. If the one-shot test, worked out
with Pan American Airways, works out, the overseas contestants may
become a regular feature of the Arlene Francis-femceed sustained
Robert M. Massell of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample (which handles the

recruiting account and produces, the show while the Army supplies

the program^-but not time—coin and talent) ahd William T. Chichester,

an Army soldier show advisor, leave for Europe Saturday (12) to screen-

talent in overseas installations. Winners get 15 days in the States and
other video appearances.

In a recent Peggy Marshall advertisement two telephone numbers
were listed as ILlinois 7-4195 and TWining 7-4292. The latter number
should have read TWining 7-4792.

CBS Radio’s special publicity service to newspapers and mag editors

is a weekly mimeographed column titled “Manhattan — Days and
Nights” synthetically bylined “Guyon Madison.” It interlards show
biz, offbeat humor and human interest matter with specific web items

with the overall aim of appealing to personal tastes of editors on Press

Info’s regular list.

Chi NBC
= Continued from page 29 ss

framework Weaver is creating,

with upcoming Chi projects the

outgrowth of joint New York-Chl

planning from their inception^.

And it’s figured to be a two-way
street with Park having a voice
in the home echelon’s long-range
agenda designed to give NBC-TV
an over-all programming personal-
ity with a consistent philosophy
based on Weaver’s tv concepts of

service, entertainment and reality.

It’s in this latter area that Park
has received his first big assign-

ment in the new NBC-TV scheme
of things. He shoots a pilot kinny
March 15 of an hour-long farm
show angled for a Saturday morn-
ing berth, and which, when its reg-

ularly scheduled, will be a live re-

mote from an actual homestead a

few miles outside the city. As pro-

jected, the show is to get the full

treatment, with a budget in the
$15-20,000 a week area and. using

film and sub-remotes from other
parts of the country to explore a

definite agricultural theme each
visit to the farm. It’ll be aimed
at both urban and rural dialers

with no special targeting at the

Saturday a. m. moppet audience
other than It’s inherent out-on4he-
farm flavor.

Venture has excited the interest

of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture with Secretary Ezra Ben-
son appearing on the pilot via a
specially filmed report.

Also in the planning stage, al-

though not so far along, is a re-

vival of “Portrait of America,”
likewise in the true-to-life docu-
mentary vein, as a summer replace-

ment. Series won attention a few
years back via its .visits into the

“homes” of Mr. and Mrs. Regular
Citizen.

New York
Recommended for closing “Per-

son to Person" show of season; Ed

Murrow Be 'wife being interviewed

by Eric Sevareld.

Holmes fit Edwards division of

international Silver renewing

“Show of Shows” participation

through May . Joseph Jacobs

Production staging “The Purim
Story” for Maxwell House Instant

Coffee via WABC-TV next Sunday

114) . . . Four Lads subbing for va-

cationing Perry Como on CBS-TV
tonight (Wed.) . . .Martha Wright

guesting on the Eddie Fisher show
On NBC-TV Friday (12).

Joe Silver exiting the Red But-

tons show as a contract player after

March 15 but may freelance on the
CBS stanza. Thus Silver is free
to take on other -assignments for
the first time in two years . . .

Kajar the magician booked to do a
repeat March 20 on WCBS-TV’s
“On the Carousel . . . Metopera
star Patrice Munsel planed to
Coast for guesting on the Jimmy
Durante NBC “Comedy Hour” (14)

. . Barry Kadisoh, veteran heavy
whose immense dimensions are his

tv trademark, cast for Ralph Bel-
lamy’s “Man Against Crime” Sun-
day < 14) on DuMont . . Warren E.
Abrams named account exec
("Morning Show”) of CBS-TV net-
work sales in N. Y., leaving Spot
Sales managerial post in Detroit
which goes to Tony Moe, a.e. of
KNTT, web’s Hollywood station

. A girl for the Irving Kahns
(Teleprompter boss).

Irwin Rosten quits his post as
DuMont's manager of news and
public affairs on March 19 to head
permanently to the Coast He has
not indicated his plans yet . .

John Henry Faulk mil be tomor-
row’s (Thurs.) guest at the Radio-
Television Execs luncheon .

WPIX, N. Y., has inked Kiwi Polish
to big sked of ID announcements
. . . Bobby McGuire, after a four
year absence from show, resumed
his panel slot on DuMont’s “Twen-
ty Questions” on Monday .

General Carlos Romulo, past presi-
dent of the Philippines, was Barry

Gray’s guest via DuMont last

night (Tues.).

Chicago
Jack Drees working the next

three Pabst CBS-TV fights while
Russ Hodges covers tne N. Y.
Giants spring training ... WGN-
TV will again do a two and half-
hour remote from the Chi auto
show Saturday (13) with Harry
Creighton, Howard Dorsey, George
Bauer and Vince Lloyd handling
the commentary and Dick Von
Albrecht producing ... Western
NBC-TV spot sales chief Walt
Davison a Chi stopover visitor last
week . . . Frazier Thomas’ "Petti-
coat Party” renewed for another 13
weeks on WBBM-TV by Common-
wealth Edison . . . Paul Harvey
bows as moderator Friday (12) of a
new panel show via WGN-TV with.
Burton - Dixie bankrolling . . .

Bruce McGilinness added to the
Kling Studios scripting stable .

‘

:

.

WBBM-TV director Phil Ruslcln to
host a scries of three workshop
classes sponsored by the station’s
education department for the insti-

tutions who have been using
WBBM-TV ’s “Operation New Hori-
zons” to -gain experience in educa-
tional tv . . , NBC-TV’s “Ding Dong
School” and “Mr. Wizard" cited as
“best” in their categories by the
National Assn, for Better Radio
and TV . , . Nu Dell Plastics bought
Alex Dreier’s WNBQ news squib
Tuesday nights ! Gottfried
Motors picked up WBBM-TV's Sat-
urday night late film . . . Tom Con-
nolly, CBS-TV program sales man-
ager. in town pitching web’s
“Morning Show” and other new
properties . . . WBKB has latched
onto “Garfield Goose," moppet-
angled show packaged by Per-
sonality Features and hosted by
Frazier Thomas which was dropped
recently by WBBM-TV. “Goose”
starts as a weekday strip on WBKB
March 29.

Seattle— Loren Stone, former

,

manager of KBRO, Bremerton, and
KIRO. Seattle, has been named
manager of local educational tele-
vision station on Channel 9. Stone
will have responsibility of assem-
bling and training staff, setting up
station and planning programs for
preem next falL

“Here is a young man a

re new a
GARRY MOORE

jonathan winters

Thanks LE RUBAN BLEU -

for extending a TWO WEEK

Engagement into 10 WEEKS!

TV Guest Appearance—"OMNIBUS"——Mar* 7th

(elusive Representative

AARTIN GOODMAN, 65 West . 54th Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

i
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BUYING ONE OF THESE IS LIKE STEPPING ON AN

Tha Brtakffaii Club

TV adds a whole new dimension
to the fabulous McNeill appeal.

Same fun-loving gang, sajne fea-

tures as the radio version. Need
we say more? Sold in 15-minute
segments.

Tender, delightful misadventures
of an oiphan boy, played by
Brandon DeWilde of Shane fame
. . . an acting veteran at age 12.

Alternate sponsorship available.

Irsaivry Man in Action

Authenticated dope, smuggling,
foreign-intrigue cases cracked by

If you are even considering a new TV show, you’ll find it

smart business to take a long look at the list above.

Obviously, no network can guarantee another Lucy, but more

than one show in this unusually strong ABC line-up has smash-

hit potential. Over and above their individual merits, they
«. . .

each have one “plus” which doesn’t appear in the descriptions

. . . that is, the sustained rating progress which the ABC Tele-

vision Network is making all across the board.

Not two, or ten, but almost every one of today’s ABC-TV
programs is showing sizable and consistent rating growth. For

a majority, recent Nielsens mark continuing and consecutive

audience gains. Week after week, ABC advertisers are reaching

more and more homes. And you don’t have to be a Frank Silver-

nail to know that as your audience goes up, your cost per thou-

sand goes down. It’s a sort of built-in “escalator clause” that

gives these advertisers a constantly increasing return on their

investment.

Get on this “up” escalator! You have many •
properties to

choose from x. . drama, comedy, variety, shows of every type

... at a wide range of very realistic prices. More important,

you’ll own a valuable franchise on the “growth” network that’s

on the move. And riding up is a such a pleasant feeling.
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secret operatives of the Treasury
Department. 30 minutes.

John Daly and flit Kawt
The first network newscast of the

evening, by one of TV’s best-

known personalities (and one of

its finest newsmen). 15 minutes.

It’s Joey

A fresh, young, awfully talented

comic . . . Joel Gray . . . in a situa-

tion comedy with songs and danc-
ing, glamor and excitement, 30
minutes.

Sammy Davit, Jr.

Another exciting new and sure-

fire star, in a tailor-made musical
format that fits his many talents

like a glove. Featuring the famous
Will Mastin Trio. 30 minutes.

Take My Word
When is & panel show a new kind
of panel show? When it stars

Jimmy Nelson, the delightful

ventriloquist, and his appealing
dummy, Danny O’Day. A terrific

show at moderate cost, 30 min-
utes.

Cod# 3
All policemen know the chilling

meaning of those two words:
somewhere a cop is in real trouble.
Here are authentic stories of such
emergency ‘‘Code 3” calls. 30
minutes.

Alias Mike Hercules

A hard-talking, quick-thinking
private eye who looks for trouble
... and finds it ... . on the San
Francisco waterfront. Hugh Beau-
mont is perfect in the title role.

30 fast minutes.

The Mask
An ambitious mystery series with
an unusual format, top-drawer
writing and production, and fa-

mous stars Gary Merrill and

William Prince as permanent
cast. A full hour, available in

segments.

Postal Inspector

Fascinating inside Stories of bow
the postal police track down
thefts and frauds. Produced by
Bernard Prockter, who produces
“Treasury Men in Action” . and
“The Big Story.”

My True Story
One oPradio’s best . . . now ready
to repeat on TV. Each show is a
complete real-life drama based
on materia] from “True Story
Magazine.” 30 minutes.

Tales of a Wayward Inn

Brings to life the glamorous,
theatrical atmosphere of New
York’s Algonquin Hotel. Brian
Aheme plays the owner, other
famous stars appear regularly as
“guests.” 30 minutes.

White Cellar Girl

Laraine Day gives a unique
charm to these stories of a mid-
western girl career-hunting in the
big city. 30 minutes.

Who's The Bess

A clever idea: secretaries to celeb-
rities appear before a panel
Which ... tries to guess who’s the
famous boss. Popular Walter
Kiernian emcees. 30 minutes.

Doctor f. Q. Jr.

A delightful junior version of the
famous original. School-age win-
ners get quarters (instead of silver
dollars) handed out by a real

“find”: 18-year-old Steve Harris.
30 minutes.

Rootle Kaxootie
A long-time favorite with the
lollipop set, featuring some re-

markable pint-sized puppets and
a couple of friendly humans, too.

30 minutes.

*
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Beer, Blades & Boxing Bums
Continued from pace 31

could just as arbitrarily have sus-

pended the fight promoter instead.

Pep Sans Pep

Then there’s the Willy Pep-Lulu

Perez Gillette go of two Fridays

ago. Ostensibly these ate both
good names, but in practice it’s an
extension of the mismatching. Pep
was one of the most colorful

champs of modern boxing history

a few years back. He still had
some of his once-brilliant speed in

the last fight, but he was no match
for the 20-year-old Perez to whom
he gave an i 1-year spread in age.

Pep was belted punchy by the end
of the second round. Only people

who ever thought the ex-champ
had a chance were the nostalgic

few. Perhaps the next Nielsen on
this show won’t read too badly

since many must have tuned in to

see the swan song of a great* but

worn boxer. However, watchers
didn't get much of a chance to find

out how good Blue Blades were.

This leads to another point, for
j

which advertisers have made vari-
j

ous arrangements with the net-
j

works. What guarantee do the
j

sponsors have that the product
will get extensive pitching. In-

stead of getting a rakeoff on over-

all time costs or a xebate, or some
other guarantee, sponsors would
rather have at least a half-hour in

which to pitch their wares. If box-
ing were boffo. five minutes might
do. but boxing isn’t.

It’s conceded that shortly spons-
ors will admit openly that they’re

displeased with this purchasing the
packages of present day Mike Ja-

BOB CARROLL
Currently

Fred Allen Show
NBC-TV, Tooedays. 10 P.M.

• DERBY RECORDS

Management: VAL IRVING
Direction: WILUAM MORRIS AGENCY

cobites, which in the main aren’t

just meat for the big nut paid, and
too frequently have championship
puns blacked out tv-wise. Regard-
less of whether the promoters arc

justified in closing the doors or

not, shouldn’t detract from the

sponsors consideration that breaks

like this make fighting unworth
the effort. One of the few excep-

tions was the crown match between
jimmy Carter and Paddy DeMarctf
for Gillette on Friday (5)', but then

the promoters have to do some-
thing to keep sponsors guessing;

Occasional good matches bring
ratings up to occasional exhilarat-

ing heights. It's understood that

when ABC started its Saturday
fight sked last year, the first two
bouts it carried were disrupted

and never televised. However, that

web reportedly is a little more
satisfied today with the way the

sked is going.

This scheme by promoters of

spreading the good ones thin to

keep tv and b.o. -customers happy
is going to wear out its welcome
too, it’s felt. And here’s the

roughest part for sponsors to take.

Boxing’s essayists auger the end of

the marriage between the game
and commercial tv, because the

day that there are good fighters to

offer in greater quantities the pro-

moters will drop sponsors and
webs cold.

Speaking of. the Bratton com-
edy of errors, spbrtswriter Caswell

Adams wrote the following day

that fans had seen almost “their

last free televised important fight

in their living room. It has gotten

too big for the business. From now
on it’ll be on the box or else for

the fight nuts, it will be in the

theatre. Too many people went

to bed last night without beer.”

McCune said he would ask the

same privilege.

Denying he had misrepresented

the bill, Finch said he thought the

station would give supporters of

the bill as much time on tv as he

had used.

WATL
Continued 'from page 2*

—as WAOK and would be operated

by ap outfit to be known as WAOK
Broadcasting Co. <•

A change in station policy was
indicated when it was revealed

that WAOK, would bill itself “as

the South’s most powerful (5k\v)

fulltime Negro program station.”

Station will operate with same
broadcasting facilities used by

WATL, which started out in life

as WJTL, when it was owned and
operated by Oglethorpe Studios,

for many years in downtown Henry
Grade Building, are now located

at 70 Houston street.

Ted Collins
Continued from page 31

TV Alcohol Row
Continued from pace 27

OSTERVILLI
CAPE COD

WATERFRONT ESTATE—Urw main reil-

dentt. heated 4-ear garag* with 2 bedreama.
storage, wiuash court, horse -or eow barn. 6--

roam caretaker's, thick, tool, briek tea a»d
greenhouses. Unusually beautiful •ardrtts. All
in excellent' eoodition. Near Wianno. Oyster
Harbors and Craigville Beach Clubs. Shown
by appointment. Box 627,' Ostervillo, Mass.
Garden 3-2120.

[the good tastes of the publishers

j and the good sense of the adver-

|
Users.”

Rep. Walter T. McMahon . (D.-

Hazel Park) 'said FCC officials in

Washington told him by telephone

the bill would conflict with Federal
regulations and probably cause

confusion over contracts of Michi-
gan stations with networks.

J

Television and radio stations all

;
over the State have warned they

; will fight the measure. Howard
j
Finch, WJIM-Lansiog veepee and
news commentator, urged his lis-

• teners during a telecast to protest

j

the bill to the legislators. A deluge

! of letters followed,
i The first House reaction was that

i
Finch had misrepresented the bill.

It asked for a transcript.

Finch said he had devoted
minutes to protest the bill. He said

a .Methodist group already had
! asked for equal time to reply.

Summerfield, Secretary of the
Treasury George M. Humphrey and
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft
Benson. There’s an equal balance
maintained between Republicans
and Democrats, though, and NBC,
despite the ever-present possibili-

ties of libel suits, doesn’t attempt
to rein Collins because of the pub-
lic service aspects of the show.

.

Collins admits that the daytime
slotting of the segment “wastes”
it to a large extent,, and agrees
it ought to be on at night. But a
condition of any nighttime deal is

that it be continued on Miss
Smith’s show too. That condition
fouled one deal for a nighttime ex-
posure about a year ago, but Col-
lins is content to let it ride day-
time to fulfill the condition. It’s

doing a job, Collins §ays, and it’s

v a less expensive avocation than
some of his previous ventures, such
as his fling at pro football as own-
er of the N^ Y. Yankees. Thkt was
the subject for one of his debates
on the merits of boxing, with N, Y.
State Boxing Comr. Robert Chris-
tenberry. When Christenberry,
irked by Collins’ references to

deaths in the ring, pointed to

deaths from pro football, Collins
replied, ‘‘The only person ever
killed in pro football was me.”

From The Production Centers
Continued from .pace 34

Jakoski just chalked up 21 years of broadcasting Polish language pro-
grams here. He’s now on WHOD daily from 11 o'clock tintil noon, the
shows emanating from his own studio on Carson Street, Southside
the heart of city’s Polish district . . . Abble Neal and her all-girl hill-
billy band on WENS have put together a stage revue, “The Sagebrush
Follies,” and are playing a number of naborhood and suburban theatres.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .

Murraymen, featured daily on Allen Prescott show (WFIL-TV) appear
on Godfrey Talent Scout program; March 15 . . . Edward R. Murrow
will come here March 24 to address the Press for Freedom dinner of
the Fellowship Commission, at Bellevue Stratford Hotel . . . Stanley
Uollier, pianist-composer on Curtis Institute faculty, will present
musical preview of his new work, an opera based on Anderson’s “Story
of a Mother,” over WFIL (14) . . . William (Billy) Banks, president of
WHAT, is in hospital for checkup . . . Pat Monroe, director of women’s
programs at WPEN, has been elected correspondent secretary of the
Philadelphia Chapter of American Women in Radio and TV

IN WASHINGTON . ...
Jacque (“Mr. Fortune”) Wells, Baltimore d.j. and radio personality,

has joined announcing staff of WWDC-MBS . . Arnold Forte has
switched from sales staff of WMAL-ABC to WGMS . . . Suburban
station WGAY is sending scripts of its “Fire Alarm Progress” show
all over U.S. and some foreign countries to be used as basis for similar
Fire Department programs . . . WMAL-TV (ABC) expanding its daily
schedule by adding Don McNeil’s “Breakfast Club” and two new fea-
ture film showcases to its ayem programming and extending nighttime
telecasts to 12:45 a.m. . ... Two WTOP-CBS tv personalities, cowboy
singer Pick Temple and juve cartoonist Billy Johnson, both strictly
local, appear on new Pulse first 10 ratings, elbowing out net shows.

Canada’s Jackpot Hassle
Continued from pare 28

to increase sales

proUtaMy, . . economtcatfy reach

Channel 8-land

Big 10 Grid
SS Continued from page 28 ^

the NCAA nationally controlled tv

programs, sat in on the Big 10
video discussions.

j

It’s clear that the Big 10 would
like to be able to put together

|

their o\vn grid tv package for
i sponsorship sale. Under its pro-
posal all games would be televised

{

only on a regional basis during the
major nine-week section of the
football season, with only those
games played before the last Sat-
urday in September and after the
Saturday following Thanksgiving
elegible for tv on a-national scope.
Each Big 10 school could make its

own tv deal for telecasts within its

territory for one home and one
road game, subject to the approval
of its opponent. This means that a

conference could work out- its own
tv schedule with its member teams
and the stations in thp • territory

and present a regional package to

a prospective bankrolled

Steinman Station

Clair McCollough

President

Represented by

MEEKER TV, Inc.
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Anyone fox TV?
Continued from page 28

of Musicians and the American
Federation of Television-Radio Art-
ists over which union reps the mu-
sicians who also sing. AFM says
its card provides adequate cover-
age and its members are not to
join anpther union. AFTRA says
its contract with the stations give
it jurisdiction over performers
who sing and talk.

This complication plus the fact
the sponsor was unhappy with, the
station’s technical handling of the
telecasts resulted in a cancellation
notice at the end of five weeks.
The station then made a big pitch
for one of its own packages but
was turned down.
But such is the lure of tv that

despite the eye-opening experi-
ences, for the agency and its neo:

phyte client, they’re back on the
merry-go-round, shopping for a
new time slot on a different sta-
tion.

Harvey Hickey of the Toronto
Globe and Mail's top press gallery

man. The Globe and Mail generally
support the opposition Progressive
Conservative Party.

Queries like “Does your husband
wear a wig? ... a hearing aid? . . .

false teeth? ... Has he a gold
mine? . . . a million dollars? , . .

Does he like sauerkraut? . . . Pret-
zels?” are samples of the ones
that flooded her.

Station officials just laughed,
she told Hickey, when she asked
them to halt the program. “These
broadcasters are a race apart,” she
said. “You just can’t make sense
with them.” One night the acting

Htfcme minister got home from a
wearying parliamentary session
and was about to retire when, after

11 p.m., he was called to the phone
several times by clue-chasers.

Since he and Mrs. Howe now re-

fuse to vouchsafe any informa-
tion, the sleuths have been hound-
ing his office, staff and through de-
liverymen, his wife’s cooks and
maids. On the phone, they've told

Mrs. Howe their husbands were
out of work, their children starv-

ing. their rent in arrears, and that
the jackpot meant life or death to

them. “They make it sound like

a soap opera,” she said. “Bad
soap opera, if there are degrees in

the quality qf such moronic pro-
grams.”
Hickey, veteran press gallery re-

porter, predicts possible “trouble
on the highest level of the Liberal
Party” if CKOY doesn’t halt the

show somehow, soon. And he

points out that w'hile CBC officials

deny that Hon. and Mrs. Howe’s
annoyance has anything to do with

the threatened crackdown on Jack*
pots and commercials, the an-
nouncement was not made till

after the current fiasco started.

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Sundays
Mgt.t William Morris Aftney

57th Stroot, 116 Watt Cl 7-1900

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room with Private Bath

from 95.00
2 Rooms and Kitchenette

from 160.00
Monthly on Lease

Full Hotel Sorvico for One or Two
Person* Included

A/so Moderate Monthly Arrangement!

Represented by

MEEKER TV, INC.
New York Chicage

Lot Angeles Son Francisco
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ALL AND TELEPIX TOO
Script supervision of vidpix entries, always a major problem,

has grown to Sferious proportions now that syndicated film reaches
dozens of agencies and clients, telepix producers report. The
possibility of inadvertent plugs for competitive products, or down-
beat reflections on the sponsor’s own product, has increased in

the case of syndicated film where major rewrite jobs and remakes
are an A-l headache, and In many cases are too late.

Chase pictures, for example, now have to be watched closely

for the use of autos.' With many car dealers in the syndicated
sponsorship picture, most producers are eliminating autos from
the scripts altogether, rather than incur the wrath of a sponsoring
Ford dealer who sees the hero chase the villain in a Chevvie.
Cigaret sponsors are another headache, with one ciggie bankroller
actually turning down a series on the basis that the villains in
two episodes were doctors. With the current cancer business, the
company didn’t want to be interpreted as taking pokes at the
medical profession.

Beer companies are another problem, with one series turned
down because somebody was drinking a martini, and another be-
cause the detective hero swiggled tod much whiskey. An appliance
manufacturer had. part of the plot of one of his films rewritten
because a woman was electrocuted, When with her feet in a basin
of water, she turned the switch of a heating appliance. These
cases are for series already in the works. Many pilots were wasted
because the hero smoked cigars, the series dealt with possible
international sore spots, etc. Learning the facts of agency Ijfe

has proved highly expensive to many of the fledgling and even
oldtime producers.

Hollywood, March 9. .4-

Telefilm production circles

maintained an official silence but
considerable off-the-record inter-

est has been expressed in John
Ireland’s $1,756,000 lawsuit which
charged he was bounced out of

the title role in the “Ellery Queen”
vidpic series by false accusations

that he was “politically unaccept-
able” to advertising agencies in

general and to. Young & Rubicam
in particular. Unprecedented liti-

gation, filed in Superior Court
against Television Programs of

America, its subsidiary Norvin Pro-
ductions, and Leon Fron^kess, Mil-
ton and Mickey Silliman, marks
the first industry admission of what
has for some time been an open
secret—that the threat of being
labeled a political non-coriformist,
or worse, has been Used against
show-business personalities and that
a screening system is at work de-
termining thesp availabilities for
roles.

Hollywood reaction ranged from
uneasiness to delight. The ma-
jority opinion was in -the former
category, with some producers in-

sisting that little good could come
of airing such charges in open
court. Others felt, however, that
this might be the wedge by which
unofficial groups could be driven
from their entrenched positions
in which they have Jbeen dictating
what actors could be used in tele-
films. It’s generally admitted that
actors selected for a show are
checked against one or more lists

(Continued on page 46)

TabletVSo Sorry’

Something
Hollywood's telepix produc-

ers appear to be taking 'poorly

to New York’s climate. Ameri-
can National Studios exec v.p.

Edward Conne had a -case of
severe laryngitis upon hitting

Gotham last week; so did “Au-
thors Playhouse” producer
Brewster Morgan. And John
Guedel was bedded with a

cold for most of his Gotham
visit a few weeks back.

It’s either the climate or the
cold shoulder from some of the
Gotham agencies.

A campaign charging cartoonist
Ham Fisher with racial and re-
ligious prejudice which reportedly
had affected sales to stations and
agencies of the “Joe Palooka” vid-

series was ended last week
^hen the Brooklyn Catholic week-
ly, The Tablet, did an about-face
and repudiated and article which
it had previously published.

Tablet story disclosed that l)on
Munson, author of the original
article; had misrepresented and
distorted quotes from religious and
Negro leaders and publications and
had given a false picture of the
strip and the cartoonist. The Tab-
let repudiated Munson’s ’charges
and carried comments from the
people Munson had quoted stating
they had been misled or misrepre-
sented.

Reub Kaufman, president of
Guild Films, said several stations
and agencies had received letters
irom Munson containing the same
charges. Kaufman also branded the
charges “preposterous.” \

Sponsorship of new vidpix prop-

erties by breweries has undergone

a sharp .upbeat over the past cou-

ple of weeks, with two series in par-

ticular benefiting. Official Films’

Boris Karloff starrer, “Colonel

March of Scotland Yard,” has

picked up three suds sponsors in

major markets, while United Tele-

vision Programs’ Preston Foster

starrer, “Waterfront,” has grabbed

off four beer clients.

Falstaff has taken both series,

“Waterfront” in St. Louis and

“March” in San Francisco. Strobs

Beer has picked up “Waterfront”

in Detroit. Cadillac and Bay- City,

while Schaefer has bought it in

Boston. Fall City Beer picked up

another market on the show.

“March” series was set with Cham-
paign Velvet Beer in Bloomington

and Atlantic Brewing in Chicago.

Another recent recipient of suds

coin was Motion Pictures for Tele-

vision, with an eight-city regional

from Arizona Brewing on “Duffy’s

Tavern.”

By BOB CHANDLER
Use of vidpix as the focal point

for all-media advertising cam-
paigns employing both show biz
and non-theatrical personalities
has been mapped out by Walter
Colmes, president of Emerson
Films, and Jules Alberti, prez of
Endorsements Inc., Which handles
personal endorsement campaigns
for most of the major ad agencies.
The combination of endorsements
in all media with vidpix series fea-
turing the top personalities—first

two of which, are Amy Vanderbilt
and Sir Cedric Hardwicke—enables
the sponsor to map a saturation
campaign at rock-bottom cost and
ai the same time gives the per-
sonality participating a good
chunk of vidpik coin and a multi-
ple exposure, in all media all over
the country.
Although the entire project is

in the pre-shooting stage (not even
a pilot has been made); Young &
Rubicam has picked up Miss Van-
derbilt’s five-mimite series on eti-

quette in 46 markets for an un-
disclosed client, and American
Greeting Card Co., via Fuller &
Smith & Ross, has bought the show
in another regional deal for mar-
kets untouched by Y&R. American
Greeting Card, additionally, will

use Miss Vanderbilt in spot com-
mercials (particularly for NBC’s
“Heme,” on which it’s bought a
participation), with cost of the
commercials greatly reduced.

Plan, essentially, is this: Emer-
son will tie up , celebrities from
various fields -and shoot them in

five-minute telepix series of a non-
topical, timeless nature. Series will

then be sold to a sponsor, who gets
rights to endorsements for his

product from the starring person-
ality in all markets where he spon-
sors the show, for all, media, in-

cluding newspapers, magazines,
billboards, car cards and radio.

Furthermore, he can use the per-
sonality for integrated commer-
cials for the series and for what-
ever other filmed commercials the
sponsor wants, with cost reduced,
of course, because of simultaneous
production with the series.

’Good Taste’ Series
Colmes, who is the former presi-

dent of Encyclopedia Britannica
Films, plans to shQOt six of the
series this year, but Miss Vander-
bilt and Hardwicke are the only per-

sonalities signed yet. Miss Vander-
bilt’s series, “It’s Good Taste”

(based on her bestselling book),

rolls at Emerson’s Chicago studios

in April, with Emerson committed
!
to 78 films. Hardwicke series will

consist of readings from the clas-

( Continued on page 46)

Hot in Frisco; 'Cisco' Tops Detroit

BBC Cowpoke Yen
Hollywood, March 9,

Art Rush, Roy Rogers man-
ager, telephoned NBC West-
ern Division veepee John K.
West from Liverpool, where
the cowpoke is now* appearing
in a tour of English provinces,
to get reaction to a BBC offer

for two runs of 10 Rogers tele-

pix.

British offered $85 per show-
ing. Films cost $20,000 to pro-

duce. Rush’s phone call cost

more than $85.

Big noise in tv-film this week
comes from Salt Lake City, where
syndicated vidpix are riding rough-
shod over network competition. In /
this case, it’s the CBS-TV shows
on KSL-TV that are falling by the
wayside, as NBC’s KDYL-TV, with
syndicated product, is knocking off

such big-leaguers as Jackie Glea-
son and Arthur Godfrey^Jn the lat-

ter case, “Badge 71^ registered a
socko 36.7 on its first showing
against “Godfrey & Friends’ ” 27.7.

{
Leading all vidpix, however, is

“Liberace” with a rousing 41.6.

In other areas, “Badge" leads in

San Franscico; “Cisco Kid” tops
Detroit; “Wild Bill Hickok” is

ahead of the pack in Columbus;
“Hopalong Cassidy.” is still tops in

Minneapolis; “Favorite Story" is

first In San Antonio and “Chevron
Theatre” leads Portland, Ore,

Salt Lake City — Liberace
(KDYL-TV) is the top vidpix luroi-

• nary here with a rousing 41.6 that

Hollywood, March 9. |

blankets Place the Face, the

Membership of Local 47, Ameri- CBS-TV offering. Three other film

can Federation of Musicians, has i

packages on KiyiL-TYare running

received a proposal for a new plan. ' net show's, with

of payment for music on telefilms
1 14 ahead

wTith a fixed fee of $750 replacing
the present 5% of station time or ®rst night it .wasi aired.

production cost, which generally Three_ Lives (KDYL-TV. grabs

approximates $1 ,500.
!

^ond place with a 39-^over Jac-
L, ’ .v t - ;kie Gleason’s 32.2. In third place
F°r the second runs, the charge

] is -Badge- with a 35.7 against God-
would be halved Then half of lat-

. frey
,

s 277 Fourth piacc goes to
ter figure for the third run. Newi^

]one KSL-TV entry “Favorite
proposal was explained to mem-
bers by Local 47 prexy.

Kellogg, Baker; Coin

To CBS-TV Film Sales

In Local, Regional Beals

Story,” hitting a 33.5. Number five

and six slots are taken over by
two reruns of “Fireside Story”
(KDYL-TV l, with the Tuesday ses-
sion hitting 31.4 and the Wednes-
day stanza bringing in a 30.3 to
top “Blue Ribbon Fights” showing
a 26.9. <A11 ARB ratings).

Colnmbns—“Wild Bill Hickok”
i
hit a 33.0 high here and is the first

Bakery and food sponsorship ! telepix in recent memory' to place

deals for three of its properties

gave CBS Television Film Sales a

busy w eek, with four bakeries and
Kellogg’s moving in for local and
regional deals. Kellogg picked up
“Range Rider.” now in 110 mar-

kets, for WNBT, N. Y., while

Michigan Bakeries bought the

series for WJIM-TV, Lansing. Lan-

gendorf United Bakeries renewed
“Rider” in five markets and added

a sixth, San Francisco, in a 46-

week deal.

in Pulse’s First 15, copping eighth
in Jan. 4-10 ratings and besting op-

( Continued on page 46)

E. I. DuPont de Nemours Co., is

For Afternoon Vidpix

Use of half-hour dramatic an-

thology vidpix as afternoon pro-

gramming is being attempted by

Safeway Stores in two major mar-

kets. Supermarkets, via Foote,

Cone & Belding, bought “The Play-

house,” the ABC-distributed

“Schlitz Playhouse” reruns, for

Denver and Portland, Ore.

Safeway will use the pix on

KLZ, Denver, Mondays at 1 : 30 ana

on KPTV, Portland, Thursdays at

2. Since the stores pitch at a

housewife audience, it’s figured

that dramatic vidpix have as much

to offer the housefrau as a soap

opera.

GE’S TELEPIX RUN

SET THRU SUMMER
General Electric has apparently

decided to hold out with Fred War-

ing and “GE Theatre” telepix until

next fall in its CBS Sunday at 9

slot. Firm, via Young & Rubicam,
signed with Stuart Reynolds for

rerun rights to 13 Of the telepix

as a summer replacement, with

June the starting date.

It’s no secret that CBS is un-

happy with the state Of Sunday
night, and that since Bing Crosby

announced his intention to discon-

tinue his tv appearances, has been

in a quandary about how to fill the

slot. Telepix buy, however, indi-

cates there won’t be any changes

until next season.

Romero In ’Banger’

Hollywood, March 9.

Cesar Romero will star iri “Pass-

port to Danger,” vidpic series

which Hal Roach Jr., will produce

and release in a television film

syndication setup. Dennis, who

created "Passport,” will script the

series.

Lensing gets underway late

next month.

Davidson Baking Co. picked up
: making a test run of a five-minute

“Crown Theatre” in Portland. Ore'. •institutional telepic distributed on
for 26 w-eeks on KOIN-TV. Scud- a free basis as the possible fore-
der Foods added a fourth market. runner of a complete series on its

Bakersfield, to its “Annie Oakley various products. Tw ist is that the
sponsorship, while the cowgirl pic pic tilled ••’Wash n’ Wear,” falls

was also sold to stations in four
. under the category of “service pro-

markets. Other CBS sales during i

grams
”

Jhe w«k toctodrt
“‘ft

*!«>»•« *«
] Pic. produced by Television

KTVA.
\ . | Snapshots in conjunction with Wal-

sale of -Jeffrey Jones senes to
Harrison Smith Associates.

Eva ’ C B 8
i
shows how to wash orlon. dacron

via wbkb*
|
and nylon clothes properly. Du-

1 Pont produces all three fabrics,

<rnfCrA nnrvc > <fAI\r O? .iFilm is being shown in 75 cities,

TKIMAJ DUl/IVu, Ull/L J land if it proves successful, DuPont
» siniitt a i will go ahead on more. Merchants

ON RABCO S AGENDAj carrying the goods are tying in

. . with the film in cities w'here it s
Hal Roach, Jr.,* has acquired

l>ci ng shown.
rights to two new properties which

j

—
he’ll produce for ABC-TV under

; nnAfFTPI) PICT All
the RABCO banner RABCCMs

j PRQCKTER EAST ON
the corporate name for the produc-

tion firm in which he and the web
are partnered, with the web put-

ting up part of the production coin

and getting exclusive rights to net-

work and residual showings of the

properties.

‘T-MEN’ ABC SHIFT
Hollywood. March 9.

.Bernard Prbckter, prexy of

American National Studios, left for

New York to arrange for transfer

Two shows are “San Francisco
j

to the Coast of "Treasury Men in

Docks” and “Code Three,” both ! Action.” which will start as a vid-

rtiystery-detective types'. No cast-
j
pic series in October (live in May)

ing or other production details

have been set, but they’ll be avail-

able for network showing in the

fall. Other Roach-produced prop-

erties in ABC-TV hands for net-

work sale are the Laraine Day-
starring “White Collar ,Girl,”

“Guns of Destiny” and “Tales of a

Wayward Inn.” Under the RABCO
setup, pix revert to ABC Film Syn-

dication Division for rerun distri-

bution following their network
showings.

as an American National produc-
tion for Prockter Television Enter-
prises. Series has been sold to

ABC for national sponsorship.
Prockter expects at least half of

the scripts to be completed when
he returns here next month. Few
of the remaining live “T Men”
shows may be done from the Coast.

His “Big Story” and “Man Behind
the Badge” will remain live and
will emanate from the east, al-

though they may go film later.
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MORE STARS
THAN THERE
ARE IN

THE SKIES

These are just
,

a few of the

many famous stars

in leading roles in

YOUR AIL-STAR

THEATRE
BRODERICK CRAWFORD

PAUL MUNI

JOANNE DRU

JANE GREER

MAUREEN .O’SULLIVAN

EDMOND O'BRIEN

SALLY FORREST

ANN HARDING

PAUL HENREID

WILL ROGERS, JR.

EDWARD ARNOLD

MARK STEVENS

ELLEN DREW

JOAN CAULFIELD

LLOYD NOLAN

CHARLES BICKFORD

WANDA HENDRIX

LOUIS HAYWARD

LARRAINE DAY

TERRY MOORE
EDDIE BRACKEN

RONALD REAGAN

YVONNE De CARLO

VIVECA LINDFORS

MACDONALD CAREY

GEORGE BRENT

JANE WYATT

and many, many others

is Bailable
till av

« unsoW

da* w 88

«\a^s

till Star

now sponsored

by local and

regional sponsors in

over

100
markets

by such well

known firms as

STANDARD OIL OF TEXAS

COTT BEVERAGE CO.

DREWERY'S, LTD.

S. C GAS AND ELECTRIC

RED TOP BREWING CO.

MANOR HOUSE COFFEE

ORTEl'S BEER

UNITED AIRLINES

FORD MOTOR OF CANADA

PHILADELPHIA GASWORKS

ARIZONA SAVINGS BANK

KROGER GROCERY CO.

RAINIER BREWERY

STROH BREWERY

FORD DEALERS

LONE STAR BEER

VALLEY FORGE BEER

HEILEMAN BREWERY

MAYTAG CO.

STEIGMEIR BREWING

HANDY ANDY MARKETS
t

OCCIDENTAL STOVE CO.

and Promotion Ma
and Every

Supplied All Sponsors-
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Hollywood, March 9.

Film editor Stanley Frazen in an article in the March issue of

American Cinema Editors magazine, Cinema Editor, reports tele-

vision is outstripping pix 12 to one in providing entertainment.

During 1954, tv will t.urn out 6,000 hours of finished product as

compared, to 500 hours the majors used to complete during their

top years.

Additionally, some of the larger television companies have
editing departments that are bigger in come cases than some of

the major studios. Topping the list is Desilu Productions which
employs 36 editors, assistants and apprentices.

Who Feel They’re 'Working in Slums
Hollywood, March 9. 4

As more and more pix stars

drift into tv, radical changes are

being created in Hollywood’s caste

system, with the personalities ac-

quiring a new set 'of values not

compatible with the stet Values in

pix, it’s contended, by Michel

Kraike, Screen Gems producer

who was a pix producer for 20

years before entering vidpix.

Kraike, currently prepping the

“Damon Runyon Playhouse” for

the Columbia vidpix subsidy said

the revolutionary shifts taking

place today are particularly notice-

able as applied to directors. "In

pictures a star’s attitude was that

he must have a director in his

same bracket, or he wouldn’t do

the picture. In tv a. star realizes

if a story is being fold in an in-

teresting, strong manner that’s the

best support he has. In three days

shooting schedule there is no time

to indulge in reputations.

“Consequently they want the

younger tv directors who have an

exciting air, a pioneering spirit.

Their attitude is youthful, and
they infuse a set with dynamic ex-

citement. When they are told

they have "a three-day shooting

schedule, they approach the tele-

film determined to get the best

possible results in that limited

time. Their attitude is not cut

and dried.

“Among the directors I've

worked with while producing mo-
tion pictures were Robert Siodmak,
Anthony Mann, Henry Levin,

Bruce Humberstone and Louis
King, But if I had to tell any of

them that a scene on which we
had planned shooting for four

days suddenly had to be done in

one, I would be apologetic, and
the director would unconsciously
be reducing his eights. In. tv, on
the other hand, the time facet

never stops a director from think-

ing about how he can get more out

of. the script.

Chi’* Liberace Week
Chicago, March 9.

In one of those newspaper
competition freaks, Liberace,
Guild Films red hot celluloid
property, is getting the big
"inside’’ treatment concurrent-
ly by three of the four Chi
dailies. The three profiles,

each purporting to tell the
“real Liberace” story, kicked
off last week with front page
Play.

Daily New's got under the
wire first with a Mirror Enter-
prises syndicated series by
Roby Heard breaking last

Wednesday (3).) The Sun-
Times’ series by Hollywood
Correspondent Ann St. John
and the Chicago American’s
version by radio-tv editor
Janet Kern both got under way
the following day.

Only Windy City paper
not involved is the Tribune
but ils tele station, WGN-TV, is

reaping the benefits of the
Liberace publicity as it’s the
local outlet for the vidpix
series.

No New Product

Film Sales to General Teleradio

’For TV
Ken Murray is releasing' his

Academy Award-winning (1047)

feature, "Bill & Coo,” to television

on a network, one-shot basis for
Easter, with United Television Pro-
grams handling the sale on the
Republic-distributed pic.

Since the . film was made in Tri-
color, UTP is pitching it as a pos-
sible colorcast for one of the net-

works for Easter Sunday. Murray
would be available to do the com-
mercials.

4 General Teleradio vidpix outfit

lias reportedly bought $1,000,000

worth of feature films from the

Bank of America. Company brass
In New York would commit them-
selves only to the degree that the

purchase "is likely.” .

Purchase adds weight to the In-

formation that Telerodio’s new

New York
Brewster Morgan in from the

Coast to set final details on the

"Author s Playhouse” series ...
Lakeside Television pickup dis-

tribution of "Out of the Past," a

series of 26 Bible stories. . .Vi.tapix

Corp. named Merrlman Holtz to

rep it in the Pacific Northwest and
Alaska, and also appointed Stanley
G. Boynton & Associates to act as

national and Detroit sales rep on
Detroit-based accounts . . * Guild

|

Films gave the nod to BozglL Ac

Jacobs to handle the firm’s adver-
tising.. . Bill Penn* of the "Fifth

Season” cast, filmed a series of

commercials for Baker’s Instant

Chocolate . . Animated Productions
filmed the National Assn, for Men-
tal Health’s spot schedule for this

year. . . H. Roy Marks, formerly
with WEEI, Boston* named CBS
Film Sales Hub chief .. .Princeton
Film Center offering "At This Mo-
ment,” a half-hour pic on Ameri-

I
; — - 1 hrnarinactfn* hpctriPK the film mm.

can railroads filmed for Westing- !
call Its sale? force toChicago for

j ^crMeiveda
house Air Brake, to stations ori a ; a three-day sales clinic on new j

P*11

^ \ *1!™*
free basis. - UTP product on March 25. Sales !

J m . interested signs from

Marty_ Roberts, formerly- with
j staff will go through briefing on the "‘thin his own organization.

Nelson Productions, joined Nation- * upcoming Ken Murray vidpix se-
al Telefilm Associates as director

| ries, “Where Were You?” and on

vidpix company’s "chief factors

will be sales and distribution."

Originally, it was expected that

firm would turn recently acquired
vidpix properties from Phillips H.
Lord (also to tunc of $1,000,000)

over to already established distrib-

utors, but Dwight Martin, speaking
for topper Toni O’Neil a couple of

weeks ago, said company would do
own distribution.

Neither Martin nor O'Neil has
committed himself anent filling up
of exec posts for vidpix setup, but
it is . expected many jobs will be

[
filled from within General Telera-

! did itself. Firm owns several sta-

Unlted Television Programs will * Uons and holds wide interests in

of promotion and sales service
Gordon Oliver, production assist-
ant to Don Sharpe, off to England
to handle production* details on
some of the "Douglas Fairbanks

j

Presents” films and also to act . as
host on some of them . Beaman
Jacobs scripting some of the Den-
nis Day telepix.
Barnes Compton Jr. joined NBC

Spot Sales as a tv account exec.

other Bing Crosby Enterprises se-
j

ries in the works for UTP distri- 1

bution.
Plans for the meeting were set

in N. Y. last week by national sales

manager Wynn Nathan, in from
the Coast; Gotham veep Aaron
Beckwith; and Chi sales topper
Johnny Rohrs. Also in for huddles
with Hampton Howard, N. Y. com-

with Bill Fromm tapped for pro- ! mercials rep for Gross-Krasne, was
motion dept, of SS as tv supervisor. ! Vernon Clark, who heads the

Reactivated vidpix production
department of Bing Crosby Enter-
prises will distribute its upcoming
product via United Television Pro-

1 grams, with the first series under

i gS?-
blurbs the

i

Its belt «be Ken Men,, produced
day’s ( 14) "You Are There” seg-
ment on CBS-TV, “Rescue of the
Statue of Liberty". . .Sandy Shel-
ton, formerly seripter - producer
with Tex & Jinx, joined Gerry

j

Gross .& Norman Baef" packagers as
producer of . "Your ^Show,” the
Polly Bergen - Jerome Courtland

j

starrer on WABC-TV ... Lloyd

and emceed memorabilia reries,

|
“Where Were You?” Decision to

i distribute through UTP marks a

{
return to the UTP fold froih CBSClosed-Circuit Tintcast

p p.i p t TI • j
Film Sales, which has been han-

for rum-lraits Unions ;

dung. BCE’s “Crown Theatre” se-

NBC • and the Film Producers
ries.

Murray show is set for Septem-Vt VU M _ - HI Ul a CUV Tl U OV t 1V1 pit. jii

—

Marx, "Original Amateur Hour” ;
Assn., group of Gotham program ber reiease, although four half-

producer, and Harry McWilliams, and commercial producers, are col-
: hours are already in the can. Se-

,
ad-pub director of Screen Gems, laborating. on a closed circuit film

i |*j^g features distinguished guests
f back from Miami and Acapulco va- ! colorcast slated for the Center wjfb a throwback via newsreels
lcat

i

0n
,

Theatre today <WedApemonstra- ;and reminiscences to the days

! tv !l°“
" ,l1 b

f
to FP

u ,
when they were most active. Mur-

Recently formed Studio Films,
, ib | 0

'

caa of “Colonel Flack” on fi|

Cir ",nd m®. êrs lhe ray has already set Alf Landon, Ty
into cast of Colonel Flack on

fi im crafts unions. NBC color ex- Cobb Jones “Wrong-Way”
,

pe
»l

S
u i: j Corrigan and Sgt. Alvin York as

Meanwhile, the FPA has sched-
gUesLs. Program’s fully scored with

uled a senes of tests of various live musicians. BCE got the nod
color film stocks and techniques,

from Murray after months of ne-

•
gotiations with other producers,
among them Motion Pictures for

the outfit topped by ex-United Tel- DuMont Saturday (131

evision Programs sales veep Ben I

Frye, is sitting tight with its li-

brary of musical shorts and won’t

distribute
.
any more product for

Gwenn’s ’Faith’ Vidpix
Hollywood, March 9

Tee Vee Co. plans a half-hour and filmed under ordinary shoot
some time to come. In line with ! vidpix series, "Vignettes of Faith,”

^
ing conditions. NBC is cooperating

: Television'
that policy, Elliot Alexander, for-Wkh Edmund Gwenn to serve as

:
UTP is’ still handling much of

merly with Bob Hope’s writing
;

*host.
„ . I « - . i _ ... , W a A *0 VH*tl 4IU4IU II4UV4I VA

r . ;

another closed circuit tin tcast to
: bcE’s old product, among them

, , , ^ .
Exec producer Marc Frederic , view the results. A final forum will -rAnniAmnini ” “Rovai ThA*ird»”

"The tv director doesn t accept
, staff and previously with Dancer-

; sai(J no production date has been subsequently be held by FPA to nf
limitations without challenging Fitzgerald-Sample, has joined the set, that the package is currently . cover all the findings made in the nth„_ Pmchv hnim-cr

P
had

them. He’s more creative; he has program de. being offered for sale. ’ series of tests. “SSL,
to be because he has less to work ^ . .«/> * i

with. That ingenuity he has ac-
|

partment, in which the 1,120 te!e-._

quirod is the reason stars who
i scriptions will be packaged into

formerly wanted big name direc-

tors today want these young tv di-

rectors. The t.v director does so

much. on s his own initiative.

"A new set of values has been
established, and I have a feeling

that that set of values will have
some influence in picture making,
if it hasn’t already,
star’s evaluating the director dif

scripted shows as a station service.

Plan is to provide shows of vary-

ing lengths and formats, such as

aniateur contests, Mr. & Mrs.
.

tvpcs quiz and panel shows, etc., 1 CAPSULE MYSTERIES
lisi • 7 the shorts. Alexander is With Glenn L«nt»n others

writ.nM the shows and shortly will
j4.i.. « pc n *%f inn innr in hpin I Director* ritCT* Gil priun

I think the
i

take off on ,i station touMo helpj
J9 flv(.InlnBte plx

program the shoits. Libiaiy is cui
, ns,|,.1K . \i

ferently, no longer looking for a
;

rcntly used by 176 stations, ac-

;

prestige director, one of the me
direct, results evolving from this I

Dislrib: Charles Michelson Inc.

the use of many long shots, which
makes it tough to follow all the ac-
tion, There’s a little too much
silent footage, and some of the
solutions are telegraphed. But at a
top price of $98.75 per episode (for

ho

switched to CBS for "Crown.,”, and
then had gone inactive. Return to

production came with the Murray
series, but there are reported to

be three others on the Crosby
agenda for this year. One of them,
it’s understood, is a detective: se-

ries starring Keye Luke.

In his first vidpix venture, radio WNBT ' N ^L" h '

prestige director, one of the more
,

cording io Frye.
; (i

—— v^^n' chartes‘"Mi- i
«*» «• Ch""-

StudiO had a deal \\ ith _ *.
, nhatenn Kac f>ninn nn with a fairlv

. a

Muaionaoa un ‘

"A'V-
,

chelson has come up with a fairly
changing pattern.

;

Gruskin-Martin Poll Intei-Conti-
1 c6mme rcial entry in terms of ap-

"Quite a few motion picture di-
;

nental Productions to proauce Aiproach and price. ProductiOnwise,
rectors come to see us about work-

; series .titled "Rendezvous Paris in r

(Continued on page 46)
, „ u i

this series of five-minute (three

France, but the deal fell through I an(j one-half, plus commercials and
when a French backer withdrew.

\ biHboards) leaves lots to be de-

That project was subsequently ta- sired, but it shapes as a pretty
.

•
-

r
. — «. _!i. j 1- UdJ. Aff . I i • il.H .1 A..^i

Cassyd Huddling On

Carradine Bard Vidpix
I Coast legit producer Syd Cassyd

planed into New Y’ork last \\eek

j

to start agency sessions on his

inew series of five-minute vidpixIndian Tribes, Folklore

Ac Corine Alt XoloniY i

s,at
'ring John Carradinc in Shake-

i\o uCI lvo Oil I vlv|llA •

Spca i*can readings. Series of 13

Young America Films, one of the
; color pix was produced and di-

bbled, and Frye decided to hold off good buy in that it ought to rack , larger of the non theatrical produc-
: ct d bv Cas<;vd on (he roast

on «nnv other production or distri- up reasonable ratings at a very low : ing outfits. Is making its first tele- " •"*
. . . #

button in order to thoroughly ex-
!
price.

;
pix venture with "Silver Cloud. ” aJ,

<*«>*. ''hose currentereviva of

nloit the tclcscriplions. Studio,
1

Scries comprise whodunits in the
j

series of Indian tribes and folklore,
j

.Tobacco Boad at the C\\ ic I la>-

i however may acquire rights to strictest sense of the word. About ( Firm has formed a subsidiary, Kat- house in Hollywood stars Cana^

some Dronerties with an eye to three minutes of the films are de-
j
china Productions, to handle the :

d,ne '
a,so «c°ut inp new legit

some pmi/ciut. ’...i.j iha anrf ...

1

—i— .....
will be Properties for the theatre.

future production.

Victor Moore” has been set in a
new dramatic anthology tclepic
scrios by Gova Productions of N.Y.
Series, titled "Night Book,” will be
hosted by Moore, who'll also star
in three of each 13 films. Two
finis have already been shot in
N.V’., while production on the re-
maining 11 of the first cycle will
si art May 15 at Stage Rentals in

«

Scries, which is being agented
bv the Louis Shurr office, will first
he put up for national stile, then
n^ade available for syndication.
Barry Thomson Is producing with
- 'edirum Coles scripting. They’re
en-owners of the package. Frank
t«invahelli of Gova is production
supervisor.

Blind-Sponsored Vidpix

Series in WP1X
American Foundation for the

Blind and the Industrial Home for

the Blind ate jointly kicking olf

their 13-week vidpix series over

WPIX, New York, on next Sunday

(14). Series, dedicated to educa-

tion in behalf of the blind, has

John Daly and Eva Le Gallienne as

narrators.

Each pic. 14 minutes long, was

produced by Charter Oak Tele-I ic-

.
lures. Scripting for all was ban-

idled by Max Arman and Grcgoi

izeimer.

Savin’s Exec Status

voted to showing the crime mid half-hour series, which
setting up the clues, with G enn

; fiimed in col0r ln N Y .

1 Langan. as Inspector Drew, then i pilot goes before the cameras
collaring the suspects and telling i

22. after which Y’ouhg

Hi
d

hrpflk c0 America will try for* a network,

thS"hi ’audience can guess Hie
' o.;, national spot sale Production >

identity of Hie murderer, followed 'vl11 resumed on the remaining I.ee

bv a quick "how did you guess it ,
films two months afterwards. Se- months general manager and see-

\vas lie?" closer in which Langan rics is being prodiired by ex-thesp • retary-treasurer of United Televis-
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PEPSI-COLA PLAYHOUSE
<Hls Brother’s Girl)

The story threads a familiar one
here—two brothers who fall for

the same dame—but it's given ade-

quate dressing, and George Nader's

polished performance in the lead'

helps to make it a bit more than

just a .so-so entry. Fenton W.
Eurnshaw’s original and teleplay’s

chief weakness is that it telegraphs

the finish so far ahead, it’s like

watch ng a re-run.

Nader is seen as a stuffy young
college prof, annoyed with his

playboy brother because his antics

may cost him a promotion. When
the black sheep turns up with a

purty miss, Nader just knows she’s

out to grab the family wealth. He
makes a play for the girl, falls for

her, and the brother is not only

ties gallant about the whole thing,

but it develops that the femme is

loaded, too. So they clip their

coupons and live happily ever
after;

Nader, just grabbed by UI for a

long-termer, shows the stuff which
caught the studio’s eye, his thesp-
iiig surmounting rather ordinary

J

material. Keith Larsen is a bit

stiff as the brother, while Nancy
Gates does well by the role of the !

femme. Okay in suDport are Ellen
Corby and Charles fivans.

Leslie H. Martinson’s direction

Is adequate. Daku.

SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE
(Night Hide To Butte)

This Schlitz entry is a good
illustration of why the brewery
just picked up the tab for 26 more
"Playhouse of Stars” vidpix from
the Meridian Production camp. A

K
eriod oater, it’s filled with action,

as a web of mystery interwoven
into the plot, and on the whole has
appeal for the male viewer who
buys that beer. Story deals with
the night ride of a coup.la private
eyes of the early days in Montana,
to Butte, with coin to deposit, in
the bank fot> a client on an impor-
tant mission. Enroute they meet
the g.f. of one. who tells ’em a
wounded youth has wandered into
her home, and he needs hospitali-
zation. Her

.
b.f.. (Bill Bishop)

doesn’t want to take the kid along,
but his pardner (James Millican)
insists, and they do. During the
ride they met up with a mess, of
adventures, chief result of which
is to show that the handsome
young b.f. is a double-crosser who
arranged for his pard to be erased,
as part of a sellout plot. Millican,
however, kayos Bishop, and rubs
out a few of the gunmen at the
same time, and the fadeout sees
the girl looking at him in a wor-
shipping “my hero” fashion.

Arleen Whelan is effective in
her femme lead role, while Bishop
and Millican both deliver good
performances. Satisfactory in sec-
ondary parts are Scott Elliott,

Jack Elam and Don Harvey.
George Archainbaud’s direction

keeps a suspenseful tempo. Yarn,
by Les Savage Jr. is a meaty one.

Daku.

DEATH VALLEY DAYS
(The Twelve Pound Nugget)
There were practical jokers in

the old-time mining camps, too, it

seems, which is why this Death
Valley Days entry about the birth
of a baby bears the title "Twelve
Pound Nugget.” It’s moderately en-
tertaining fare, a cut below the
usual standard for the series, but
handled with competence if not
outstanding skill in all depart-
ments.
Peg of the Ruth Woodman tele-

play is the birth of a baby to Hel-
ene Marshall, who has arrived to
take up residence with her sister
and brother-in-law after she dis-
covers her husband had been mar-
ried before and hadn’t bothered to
get rid of his first wife. When the
kid arrives, the local judge spreads
the word that there’s a "twelve
pound nugget” at the shack. Actu-
ally, this is only a pleasant develop-
ment in the unfolding Of the story
In which the gal finds a new and
better romance with one of the men
in the mining town.

Director Stuart McGowan let the
vidfilm be weakened by using a
youngster obviously four months
old or more to portray a new-born
infant but other than that his guid-
ance is sure. There’s nothing es-
pecially noteworthy about the per-
formances but Miss Marshall is ex-
tremely easy on the eyes and
Maura Murphy, as her sister, is

also pleasant to vew,
/ Kap,

FIRESIDE THEATRE
(Touch the Earth)

The possessive mother theme is

given a refreshing treatment in
"Touch the Earth,” a drama well
executed, with its only weakness
being the last-minute "conversion”

t+i

of the old biddy into sweetness-
and-light. That hoky device marred
an otherwise good story by Herbert
Little Jr. and David Victor.
George Wallace gives the out-

standing performance, as the groom
who goes to work in a wealthy home
where mother and daughter hate
each other. The girl, given asleep
sense of inferiority by her mother,
is suffering from paralysis appar-
ently created by her emotional
problem. Mom, an egotist con-
cerned with her waning beauty, de-
spises the. dotter because . she’s
prospective Competish, and the old
ladv has a roving eye.
Wallace convinces tl\e girl her

hatred is only destroying herself,
and after some of these earthly
preachments, the gal overcomes
her neurosis and walks again, At
this point there’s an "oh what a
fool I’ve been” ending on the part
of mom, but it rings out as a cliche,
the sudden switch in characteriza-
tion being too unbelievable to
take.

, . Daku,
i * *

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
(Detective's Holiday)’

The story hangs too loosely on
the framework of this dramatic
concoction to evince sustained * in-
terest or become bestirred by the
acting. It does, however, supply
the answer to- what a cop does on
his time off. If you Can believe
Scriptist Frederic Brady, he cops.
Dick Powell takes refuge from

crime tailin' in the backwoods
home of Dick Foran, Joan Camden
and their brood of two. Unbe-
knownest to him before his arrival
is that he is steered by a friendly
doc into an old case. She is on
the wanted list for driving the get-
away car in an armed robbery and
in the quick flash of their intro-
duction they recognize each other,
it’s planted early that Powell is

taking the rest cure so when he
comes down with pneumonia so
she can nurse him through it’s no
extraneous contrivance.
When a pal from hdq comes to

the retreat to take her off to the
pokey, Powell sets up a protection
barrier. She’s a good woman, he
says, and didn’t her tender min-
istrations snatch him froifi the
shadow of death? And besides, the
bible makes better reading than
the'copper’s textbook. Needless to
add, Powell wins out and fortune-
tells happiness ahead for the re-

formed moll.
Powell gives the piece its casual

pace without the lightest tingle of
excitement. No one is roused from
the talkiness to let the plot sprint.

Joan Camden is a depressive fig-

ure in. a fixed low -key mood, and
Foran. is altogether too forthright

]

and kind to .make him plausible,

Ralph Mopdy as the doc rates bet-

ter than third billing Direction 1

of Blake Edwards lacks spirit and
the characters are too^pt in their

place to create even a ripple of

emotionalism. Helm,

FORD THEATRE
(Good of His Soul)

If nominations were in' order for

the best telepix performance of the

year, the nod from this* corner

would be directed to Thomas

Mitchell. By sheer force of his

great talents, he raised a common-

place piece of fiction to a level of

distinguished electronic drama.
From Mitchell one comes to expect

warmth and tears. But it’s such a

delightful mixture to to tug lightly

at the heart and blur the eye with
tender sympathy for the doddering
old priest. A matchless perform-
ance. . % :

As they say in the trade, "you
can’t get hurt with a story about
a kindly old father, a dog and a

young boy.” In the hand of other

than Mitchell it’s hard to imagine
Edward Hope’s teleplay getting

over the norm of such fool-proof

ingredients. Writers must have
taken their cue from the recent
outcries against abandoned ice

boxes. Here Tommy .Rettig finds

himself trapped and owes his res-

cue to Spot, a collie, who alarms
the good fathers at the parish.

But the real story is that of the

aged priest losing his last com-
panion, the dog, who takes up with
young Tommy. For the good of his

soul he makes the sacrifice just be-

fore he gives up his office to a
younger man, John Beal. The
scene of their parting is touching
with the deep pathos that only
Mitchell can command. The tears

begin to well UP as he adds the
memento of Spot to his collection

of departed friends. In taking
leave of his parish, Mitchell almost
sobs, "to go away is. to die a little.”

It can be said for Hope’s dialog
that it was written as if only for

Mitchell, a hear flawless affinity,

which more than atoned for the
story, of Jean Heavey. Beal does
well his small part and Rettig is

all boy and just right for the role.

The others are more contributory
than functional. James Nielson’s
direction and production of^ Fred
Briskin are noteworthy. Mitchell
will long be remembered for this

performance. Helm.

Vidpix Ratings
SS Continued from pace 43 s

posing public service film (4.0) and

"Youth Forum” (2.5). Top six vid-

pix all were aired by WBNS-TV.
“Cowboy G-Men,” 28.3; "Cap-

tured,” 26.8; "I Led Three Lives,”

26.5, bested for the first time by
WLW-C’s “Circle Theatre” (29.5)

from the network, and th-k only one
of the top six that was so topped;
"Life with Elizabeth,” 25.5, over
“All Star Theatre” (19.7) and
“Rocky King” (15.0); and "City
Detective,” 24.8, to lead NBC Fri-

day boxing (19.0) and "Chance of

a Lifetime” (13.3).

San Francisco — "Badge 714”
(KPIX) again walks away with the
local blue ribbon with 30.5; "Range
Rider” (KPIX) 28.0; “Mystery The-
ater” (KRON-TV) 26.5; "Cisco Kid”
(KRON-TV) 25.5; "Victory At Sea”
(KPIX) 18.5; Liberace (KPIX) 16.5;

Minneapolis—^-While dropping a
point, "Hopalong Cassidy” led the
syndicated vidpix procession here
for a second successive month and
Liberace was in second place again
after having copped the la’dder’s

top rung previously. Both < once
more had very high ratings and
they and a number of the other
vidpix entries still Were holding
their own, ratingwise, with all

types of programs, including the
most popular of the live contribu-
tions.

Those giving especially good ac-
count of themselves included
"Wild Bill Hickok,” "Favorite
Story,” "Life of Riley,” "Badge
714,” "The Unexpected,” "Foreign
Intrigue,” “I Am the Law,” ’The
Cisco Kid” and "I Led Three
Lives,” most of them down a trifle,

but holding about the same posi-
tion as the previous month,- Only
one month old here, "The Unex-
pected” showed the biggest gain,
getting into the select group and
pushing ahead of "Cisco Kid” and
several others.

'

"Hopalong Cassidy” (WCCO-TV),
Sat., 6 p.m., 27.5; Liberace (WCCO-

TV), Tues., 9:30 p.m., 24.2; "Wild
BUI Hickok” (WCCO-TV), Sat. 5:30

p.m,, 23.2; “Favorite Story,” Sun-
day, 9:30 p.m., 23; "Life of Riley”
(KSTP-TV), Sunday, 6 p.m,, 21;

"The Unexpected” (WCCO-TV),
Thurs., 9:30 p.m., 20.7; “Badge 714”

(KSTP-TV). Mon., 9 p.m., 20.5;

“Foreign Intrigue” (GSTP-TV),
Sun., ‘9:30 p.m., 20; "I Am the Law”
(KSTP-TV), Fri., 8 p.m., 19.5; and
“Cisdb Kid” (WCCO-TV), Sat., 5
p.m., 19. .

DetroiW’Cisco Kid” leads vid-

pix parade with, a 24.0 on WXYZ-
TV this irtonth, while "Boston
Blackie” lands a 23. In third spot
is “Badge 7l4” (WWJ-TVU9. Two-
way tie for fourth between “Dan-
gerous Assignment” (WWJ-TV) and
“Stu Erwin” (WXYZ-TV) at . 18.

Two-way tie for fifth at 17 among
“Foreign Intrigue” and "I Led
Three Lives,” both on WJBK-TV.
Three-way tie at 16.5 among “Biff

Baker” and “Range Rider,” both
on WXYZ-TV, and "City Detec-
tives.” WJBK-TV.

Portland, Ore.—“Chevron Thea-
tre” leads the vidpix pack in Port-
land with a 33.0 on KPTV and is in

eighth spot overall. Other vidpix
In the top TO of all Shows carried
in this two-station market (one
UHF) are "Cisco Kid,” with a 32.5
and “Range Rider” with 32.0, both
on KOIN-TV. Other toprated vid-
pix are “Inner Sanctum” 27.3;

“Life of Riley” 25.8; "Superman”
24.8; "Victory at Sea” 24.5 and
“Johnny Jupiter” 23.8, all on
KPTV.
San Antonio—"Favorite Story”

37.0 (KGBS-TV), “Chicago Wres-
tling” 27.0 (KGBS-TV), “Saturday
Night Theatre” 25.0 (KGBS-TV),
“Lilli Palmer Show” 12.5 (KGBS-
TV). "Saturday Night Theatre” is

a series of feature films competing
with "Dollar A Second” and "Hit
Parade” on WOAI-TV with 13.5
“Favorite Story” topped WOAl-
Ty "Texas In Review” which had
15.0. Telepulse ratings.
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All This?"
tsss Continued from- page 49 ssssl

sics, with the first 39 to roll in

June, following his^Broadway com-

mitment in "Burning Glass,”

Colmes states the cost of each

five=minute film show will equal

one-half the (Class A one-minute

rate of station on which it’s shown.

For the cost of this show, the bank-

roller gets the personality for all

media, paying only time (and space
and production charges in print

media) rates to get it on the air.

Integrated commercials for the
show will be made at a discount,

and other commercials using the
personaUty and the sets would be
shot at lower cost.

On the talent end, the celebrity

would get salary plus a participa-

tion in the series, talent fees for
commercials, residuals in the pix,

plus publicity and exposure via the
endorsement route. Such publicity

might, as in the case of Miss Van-
derbilt, -coincide with a personal
project (book, show, etc.).

Deal came about following the
reaction to the endorsement cam-
paign currently being undertaken
by Lucky Strike. Alberti, who’s
mapped the entire campaign, re-

alized that resistance to endorse-
ments (for fear that an endorse-
ment might cut a personality off

from a possible sponsorship deal
by a competing product) is on the
wane, He approached Colmes and
worked rout the deal, whereby
Colmes would produce and sell the
series made with personalities sup-
plied by Endorsements Iric., and
the two outfits would share in the
profits.

Ireland
Continued from page 43 —

before final commitments are

made. The lists apparently range

from Red Channels to regional

compilations, of which California

has more than its share.

Ireland’s suit charged flatly that

he was hired as "Ellery” on a con-

tract calling for $1,500 for each of
32 vidfilms plus $125 for.each third
and fourth run and another $125
for fifth and all subsequent runs.
Attached to the complaint was a
copy of a notice to report for work.

Ireland alleged, however, that
on Feb. 4 he was told that he was
"politically Unacceptable to Young
& Rubicam” and therefore could
not be uked in the series. Actor’s,
attorney, Jacques Leslie, contacted
the agency and obtained a denial,
the complaint added, and a copy
of the Y&R telegram was at-
tached to the filing. It stated that
the agency had used Ireland in
the past, would use him again, and
“regards the plaintiff as a loyal
American citizens and would rec-
ommend him to any client.”

Ireland said the phrase "polit-
ically Unacceptable,” was made in
front of witnesses and was taken
by them to mean that he "was or
had been a member of the Com-
munist Party” or sympathetic to its

aims. This charge the complaint
vigorously denied.

‘Rich’ Off Hook
== Continued from page 31 J

cerned, are not excessive,” the two
legislators added.

Pointing out that "Welfare of-

ficials and social workers have
complained the program ’capital-

izes on human mystery’ and sug-

gested our committee should con-

sider legislation covering this type
of appeal,” the statement said that
in line with the committee's policy
of making "a thorough investiga-
tion” before reaching any conclu-
sion, its investigators checked the
books, records and correspondence
of “Rich.”
Tompkins and Rabin felt "there

is no reason to hold any public
hearing” oh "Rich.” They said it

is not within the province of the
committee "to pass on the good or
bad taste” of a radio or. television
program. Officials of "Rich,” the
legislators stated, had promised to
emphasize on the air that' no one
was to head for New York in the
hope of appearing "unless they are
invited.” The officials also had
pledged to. investigate each case
before calling needy persons to
appear.

L. A. AFTRA LOCAL

NAMES SOULE PREXY
Hollywood, March 9.

Olan Soule, veteran actor long
associated with "The First" Night-
er,” was elected prexy of L. A.
local of AFTRA, succeeding Frank

j

Nelson, who served four and a half
years and retains his vice presi-
dency of

.
the national organization.

Others elected were Ken Peter,
first v. p.; Jud Conlon, second v. p.;
Parley Baer, third v. p., and Rod
O’Connor, fourth s, p.; Will Water-
man, recording secretary, end Stan
Farrar, treasurer.

Eleven new board members to
supplement the 25 holdovers; are,
in the actor group, Will Wright,
Lillian Randolph, Joe Forte, Larry
Dobkin, Jeanne Bates, Jack Kriis-
chen and Norman Field; announc-
ers Art Gilmore ’and Knox Man-
ning; singers, Jan Williams and
Bill Stickler.

Forbes, Goldstone Set

Own Vidpix Operation
Hollywood, March 9.

Louis Forbes and Duke Gold-
stone have formed - a vidpix com-
pany to produce half-hour musical
telepix.

Firm begins shooting in May,
with a pair of musicals with Latin
American locales as the initial ve-
hicles. Forbes will be musical di-
rector, while Goldstone will direct.

Vidpix ‘Slums’?
Continued from P>(( 45

ing in television. But as you talk

with them you know they feel

they’re visiting the
-
slums. But

with things quiet In pictures,

they’re willing to be miserable for

awhile. These are the directors

we can’t use. Their subconscious
resentment would show in their

work.

"When I left Universal in 1951
and went into tv, joining Jerry
Fairbanks, my picture friends

looked at me with compassion be-

cause I was in tv films. But today
these same friends who were sorry
for me are envious, and seem to
have a curious kind of respect for
me.

"One thing the picture people
tend to forget is that whether it is

motion pictures or tv, we are all
story tellers. In tv vou tell 39
stories, good or bad/during the
year. If you are a very active
picture producer you tell four
stories a year.
"The competition in tv is in-

finitely greater insofar as holding
an audience is concerned. Once a
customer pays his. money to go into
a theatre, he isn’t apt to leave re-
gardless of the quality of. the pic-
ture., But in tv the customer is the
master. If you don’t hold his at-
tention, you’re finished. This is

why the art of story telling has
had its greatest boom in history,
with the arrival of tv. . v

"I disagree with those critics
who say tv program standards are
low. True, a good deal of it isn’t
what it should be, but the judg-
ment should be overall, not of a
few inferior shows. Insofar as re-
strictions are concerned. I find a
modicum of restriction in tv. It’s

a matter of finding common
ground. Tv Won't really develop
fully and establish permanent
standards for another five years,*
Kraike said.

The producer has functioned in
that capacity with Columbia, UI,
RKO, Paramount and. Samuel
Goldwyn, making 40 pix , during
his years in the film industry.

’Blondie’ Into Telepix.'
Hollywood, March 9.

Hal Roach Jr. will produce a vid-
pix series, "Blondie,” based on the
comic strip of the same name. .

.

Producer, who has set William
Tracy for the role of Dagwood,
is currently searching for a femme
to play the title role.

OF's Coast Huddlfes
Official Films prexy Hal Hack-

ett and v.p. Herman Rush plana
to the Coast Friday (12) for two
weeks of huddles with producers
on upcoming product to be distrib-

uted via Official
Included in the agenda are hud*

dies on possibility of putting "Four-
Star Playhouse” into syndication in

the fall.



ASCAP’s OK D C. job
Anticipated or otherwise, the show which the American Society

of Composers, Authors & Publishers arranged Saturday night (6)

at the annual dinner of the White House Correspondents Assn, for

gome 700 of their guests proved perhaps the best public relations

job the music men have done for themselves in Washington.

ASCAPites, over the years, have Junketed to the nation’s capital for

one reason or another, to plead their cause—usually because of

copyright or other legislative hassle—but in the Berle & Berlin

teaming the Society really hit the jackpot.

Emceed by Milton Berle, a songsmith as well as a top comedian,

with Irving Berlin reiterating “I Still Like Ike,” plus a snappy floor-

show (details on P. 2), for the first time a President of the United

States met a president of ASCAP. ‘More importantly, with the U. S.

Supreme Court, Cabinet members and Congressional leaders largely

in attendance, along with the top press corps of any world capital,

the ASCAP contingent put its best entertainmen foot forward and

scored, a bull’s-eye.
,

Berle introduced Berlin as “Mr. Music,” and the showman-song-

writer belted ’em with ‘‘Gee, I Wish I Was Back in the Army,” ex-

plaining this was sung by Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye in the

forthcoming "Wbite Christmas.” It was a natural as “new” ma-
terial, but the reaction as something personalized to current events

lent extra impact, although completely devoid of any political or

controversial significance, as detailed in the lyrics in this depart-

ment.

More important, the end-result was a boffo impact for ASCAP in

the capital of the nation, before a handpicked audience of solons and

newshawks whose chain-reaction, in future, may prove of inestimable

worth. It was the kind of a public relatiohs job that couldn’t be

staged and its effect anticipated. It just happens—-and it happened

with all the magic and potency of a cavalcade of Tin Pan Alley

punchlines because it was a natural, fun-evening, "devoid of any

pitch. Abel.

Barney Young, head of Life

Music, is currently attempting to

set up a unique one-man licensing

society for his catalog in the wake
of his exit from Broadcast Music,

Inc. Life Music and BMI came to

a parting Of the ways at the end
o' February when Young’s coin de-

mands for performances were
turned down.
Young has written direct to radio

outlets, offering two-year license

deals, at an annual fee equal to the

stations’ highest half-hour rate. As
a result of Young’s letter, BMI re-

ceived numerous inquiries from
stations about the matter.
BMI prexy Carl Haverlin noti-

fied the outlets that “there were
a number of serious differences be-

tween Life Music and BMI” which
led to the cancellation of their

pact. Without offering any advice

on whether the stations should
enter into a direct deal with

Young, Haverlin enclosed a list of

Life tunes which, he said, “will aid

you in evaluating the importance
of the Life Music catalog at the

present time.” The catalog in-

cludes about 200 tunes, a major-
ity' of which are in the Latin

genre.

Young has had a series of hassles

Doing Their Stuff
Composers are now getting

into the disk act.

In the past couple of weeks
Atlantic has released “Vernon
Duke Plays Vernon Duke”;
Trend issued “Matt Dennis
-Sings and Plays Matt Dennis";
and Heritage has released

“Tryout” with Ira Gershwin
and the late Kurt Weill, and
“Harold Rome Plays Harold
Rome.”

Label X, recently-launched quasi-

indie subsid of RCA Victor, is

prepping the most extensive jazz

reissue program since the advent

of the new speeds some six years

ago. Titled “Vault Originals,” the
with BMI over the past couple of

1 series will comprise 100 albums
years, culminating last fall in an

(Continued on page 54)

As a unique promotion for its

hillbilly roster, RCA Victor has or-

ganized a package of alfalfa artists
lor a nationwide tour. The “Coun-
try Caravan” will hit the road in
late April and early May udder the
supervision of Steve Slides; Vic-
tor’s country artists & repertoire
chief.

Admission tickets for the show
'yill be made available at record
dealers’ shops for 50c, plus the
purchase of one disk. At the gate,
the tab will be $1.50. Bookings are
being handled by Tom Parker of
Jamboree Attractions. ..

Troupe will include such Victor
artists as Hank Sho\V,Dayi8 Sis-
Irrs, Chet Atkins, Minnie ,Pearl;
Charlie Arthur, Eddie Hill, Betty
Cody, Hal Lone Pine • and Hawk-
shaw Hawkins. “Caravan”- was
originally due to tour in February
put commitments of some of the
artists caused the postponement
bntil next month.

<

A subsidiary clause, granting the
right to kinescope and pre-record
tunes for tv shows on a one-shot
cuffo basis, In the ne^ four-year
deal between ASCAP and the
major video webs, touched off
widespread concern and controver-
sy among publishers and writers
last week. Although the dominant
segments of the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publish-
ers will ratify the tv deal, the
rumblings, of dissension have
marred the internal harmony which
has characterized ASCAP opera-
tions foi? the past couple of years.

Controversial clause was disclos-
ed in the form of letter contracts
to the five major networks which
the publishers were requested to
sign as a preliminary to the new
deal being executed. These con-
tracts granted the webs the cuffo
right to make kinescopes of live
shows for rebroadcapt within 60
days over affiliated stations which
did not carry the program simul-
taneously with the original broad-
cast. Same right was given for pre-
recorded shows to be used once oh
each network station, also w'ithin

a 60-day period.

Up to now, the publishers had
been getting $25 in direct deals
with the webs for any tune that
was kinescoped or pre-redorded for
such a purpose. While the coin
frpm this source was minor, many
publishers believe that this was a
right that was not ASCAP’s to give
away. ASCAP controls only the
performance right to a tune and
critics of the new deal assert that
a synchronization right is now in-

volved in the controversial clause.

Frank Loesser, as a songwriter
and publisher, is spearheading the
fight against the new tv deal and
has indicated that he will not sign
up. Loesser feels that the conces-
sions to the tv webs would com-

(Continued on page 52)

Getting the Biz
A couple of local New York

deejays are getting the busi-

ness from a rival Gotham plat-

ter spinner.

Ray Carroll, of the “Willie

and Ray” show on WHOM,
operates an employment
agency bn the side and has
been buying time for his com-
pany on Ted Brown’s WMGM
show as well as Gallagher &
O’Brien’s WMCA series.

Dissident stockholders’ fight to

take over control of Decca Records,
led by ex-board member George
L. Lloyd, has gained the support
of Bing Crosby and Fred Waring,
two vet artists who have been with
the diskery almost since its incep-
tion. Although Crosby was . once
a heavy Decca stockholder, his

holdings now are minor but he’s

involved with Decca as co-partner
in a subsid company, Decros,
which leases Crosby’s masters to

Decca. Waring also owns a block;
of Decca stock.

After the initial exchange be-
tween dissident stockholder George

j

L. Lloyd and Decca Records man-
agement, both sides are currently
awaiting the start of N. Y. Su-
preme Court hearings next Mon-
day 1 15) on Lloyd's petition to void
his 'recent duster from the disk-

(Continued on page 54)

Chicago, March 9.

Long-debated proposal that juke-

box operators set up their own
music licensing organization in

competition to ASCAP and BMI is
;

the chief topic of conversation at

the three-day Music Operators of •

America conclave here, A recom-
mendation by MOA prexy George
A. Miller , at the opening session
yesterday (Mon.) that the group
“go on the offensive” against the
two kingpin licensing agencies
touched, off a flurry of pro and con
debate on formation of a new
writer-publisher association.

While no formal action was
taken, it’s expected that special
study committee will be set up
before, the convention ends tomor-
row (Wed.). Faced with the pend-
ing McCarran Bill, which would
change copyright laws to require
royalties on jukebox tunes, backers 9

of a separate licensing organization
argue it would be an effective in-

dustry hedge against the ASCAP
and BMI “monopoly.” Other fac-

tion is holding out for limited li-

censing pact with two established
groups.

Web Flagships

As part of the ASCAP “show” for the White House Correspondents
Assri., at which President Eisenhower was honored guest, Irving Ber-

lin’s two new songs became \vire-service news. The punchline in the

first number, from the forthcoming. Paramount film, “White Christ-

mas” (Bing Crosby-Danny Kaye-Vera Ellen-Rosemary Clooney), par*

ticularly got a laugh around the world although Berlin states it had no

significance. Lyric follows:

VERSE
When I was mustered out

I thought without a doubt

That I was through with all my care and strife

I thought that I was then

The happiest of men
But after months of tough civilian life

CHORUS
Gee, I wish 1 was back in the Army
The Army wasn't really bad at all

Three meals a day

For which you didn’t pay
Uniforms for winter, spring and fall

There’s a lot to be said for the Army
The life without responsibility

A soldier out of luck

Was really never stuck

There’s always someone higher up
Where you can pass the buck

Oh, gee, I wish I was back in the Army
Berlin, who later stated that he had not felt the same warmth that

he got that evening since “This Is (lie Army,” followed with a new

version:

I still like Ike

And will like Ike

The same as I liked him at the start .

For Ike remains

A man with brains

But what’s more
A man with heart.

He takes his time to make his mind up,

But when he does—we most of vs agree

We all trust Ike

And there’s just Ike

Who knows what’s best for you and me
And has what it takes to keep us free!

When the President and the entire assemblage rose to the strains

of “God Bless America” which, to Berlin is always a pleasant albeit cm-

barrassing surprise because it is by no means any official National

Columbia* is also releasing a set
j
Anthem> the songwriter then expressed himself as getting “that great

of Aftie Shaw disks cut in the
warmth from this unusual calibre of audience.”

same period.

which will be issued over the next

three years at the rate of two a

month.

Label X will kick off the pro-

gram early next month with 10

albums, some of them going back

to the earliest era of recorded jazz.

The initial block of albums will

include reissues of the Original

Dixieland “Jass” Band, Ben Pol-

lack, Eddie Condon, Jelly Roll

Mortom Jimmy Yancey. Mound

City Blue Blowers, Johnny Dodds,

Jimmy Lunceford and Rex Stew,
5^

art.

Most of the numbers in the jazz

series are collectors’ items and

(Continued on page 54)

Col Going Back to 1936

For Latest Miller Album

Columbia Records is reaching

back to 1936 for the latest disk

package * to be framed around

Glenn Miller. The late bandleader

has been getting an extensive post-

mortem play in the last few

months via the Universal

biofilm, “The Glenn Miller Stoiy,

and albums released by virtually

every major disker

Along with the growth of disk
jockey stanzas on the N.Y. outlets
of the major radio webs since
video has come of age, there has
come a parallel dominance of re-
cordings for. pop music on the web
flagships. According to a survey by
Dr. John G. Peatman, director of
the Office of Research, some 58%
of all performances of pop music
on the four network stations are
on disks.

WABC leads with 80% of its

'music on wax, with WNBC a close
runnerup with 759c. WCBS and
WOR have 34% and 29% respec-
tively. A concomitant phenomenon
has been the great increase in song
performances heard only locally in

N.Y. as against network perform-
ances. More than 50% of music
performances are local, with the
NBC outlet leading with 75% of
its song performances heard only
locally. ABC has 64%, while CBS
and MBS have 39% and 17% re^
spectively.

CAPITOL GETS RIGHTS

TO ‘SEA’ CAST ALBUM
Hollywood, March 9.

Capitol Records has acquired
original cast album rights to “By
the Beautiful Sea," Broadway-
bound musical comedy starting
Shirley Booth, n&r veepee Alan
W. Livingston announced over the
weekend. The plattery made no
investment in the Robert Fryer-
Lawrencc Carr production. "Sea”
will be Capitol’s second showtune
album in less than a year, the first

having been “Can-Can.”

In addition to issuing the origi-

nal cast album, Capitol will get the
jump on tunes from the show for
single releases by its contract art-

ists. Cast album will be recorded
in New York after the Broadway
how early next month:

Score is by Arthur Schwartz and
Dorothy Fields with lop potential
1 lines being "The Sea Song,”
“Alone Too Long,” “More Love
Than Your Love” and “Happy
Habit.” Variety erratumed last

week that Columbia Records had
picked up the original cast album
rights.

ASCAP** Annual Dinner
ASCAP’s annual banquet has

been set for the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, N. Y., March 30,. following
the membership meeting.

For the first time in many years,

ASCAP has invited the press to the
dinner as part of its new public

relations accent.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.Bf HERM ECHOENFCLI

Percy Faith Orch: “Dream,
Dream, Dream”-“Eleanora” (Co-
lumbia). Percy Faith is always de-*

pendable for a tasteful side and
when he gel good material, his im-
pact is solid. On “Dream/* Faith
comes up with his best since
“Moulin Rouge” for a jock and
-juke natural. It's a neat interpre-
tation of a'lilting ballad. "Eleano-
ra” is a colorful instrumental
showcase with a frantic beat. This
could be a two-sided hit.

Sunny. Gale: “Don't Cry Mania”-
“Dream, Dream, Dream" (Victor).

“Mama” is a lightly bouncing item
with a cute lyric that Sunny Gale
projects to the hilt. It’s a catchy

S
iece of material with lots of juke-
ox potential, Joe Reisman’s orch

and male quartet supplying neat
support. Flip is handled in a quiet-
er mood but isn’t the type of song
that fits the songstress’ style best.

Bernie Wayne Orch: "Boca
Chica”-“Waltz for Marilyn” (Coral).

Ralph Flanagan's orch for a
bouncy rhythm item. This number
goes nowhere musically, but this

orch and chord workover manages
to put a colorful gloss on the re-
petitive theme. Flip is a smooth
interpretation of tne oldie with
Buddy Victor handling the lyrics in

okay style.

Rosemary Clooney: “B rave
Man”-‘ ,Tomorrpw I’ll Dream and
Remember" (Columbia). From the
Paramount pic, “Red Garters,” the
tune, “Brave Man,” is a folk-styled
number with a literate lyric. Rose-
mary Clooney delivers it for maxi,
mum results. “Tomorrow” is a big
ballad in a melancholy key. Miss
Clooney handles this entry with
commercial impact, backed by
Percy Faith’s orch.
Miss Peaches: “Callin' Moody

Field” (Groove). This is an offbeat
disk based on an actual phone con-
versation between a Southern girl

and her boyfriend in. a nearby

PERCY FAITH ORCH. DREAM, DREAM, DREAM.
(Columbia ) ... . . . . . . . . . . . .......... ... Eleonora

SUNNY GALE ........ ... . . DON’T CRY MAMA
(Victor) .\ Dream, Dream, Dream

Beitaie Wayne has several original
Instrumental hits to his Credit and
on this disk, batons two more fine

compositions. “Boca Chica” is a
fast-moving number with a Latin
beat. Reverse is a three-quarter
tempo item, with an easy melodic
line. Choral ensemble backs up
the fiddle arrangements for lush
effect.

Jimmy Boyd: ’'Little Bonnie
Bunny”-“Jiramy Roll Me Gentle"
(Columbia). With the Easter sea-
son approaching. Jimmy Boyd
turns up with “Little Bonnie Bun-
ny.” which has plenty of appeal.
It’s a juve-slanted idea framed in
a simple beat with Boyd delivering
in his high-pitched pipes with com-

^ mercial savvy. Flip is in a similar
** groove but not so bright.

Gene Autry: “The Horse With
the Easter Bonnet” - “Easter
Mornin’ ” (Columbia). Gene Au-
try, who turns up regularly with
seasonal hits, has a cute side in
“Horse With -the Easter Bonnet,”
based on a Jane Thayer story. It’s

strictly tailored for the lower age
brackets. Flip is a western-styled
Easter tune with, a pleasing melo-
dy. Autry delivers in his usual ef-
fortless style,

Don Cherry-Camaraia Orch:
“You Didn't Have to Tell Me”-
*Tm Through With Love” (Decca)
Don Cherry makes his newest bid
in the wax sweepstakes with a
pairing of two great oldies. He
belts both numbers with finesse
and sensitivity and these revivals

j

could build into important current
hits. Tutti Camarata’s orch backs
up excellently.
Ralph Flanagan Orch: “Roo Roo

Roo Kangaroo”-“Angela Mia” (Vic-
tor). “Kangaroo” is one of those
midwest numbers launched by an
Indie label and now picked up by 1

Army camp. The natural jive

idiom and humor of the gal gives
unusual kicks to this piece of wax.
Boogie-woogie piano backs up
cleverly.

Bob Stewart; “I Went Out of My
Way”-“The Steps of Saint Marie"
(MGM). MGM’s newest male , vo-
calist, Bob Stewart, continues to
show promise. He’s in that cate-,
gory of young singers who need
that one big hit to get established.
“Out of My Way” is a flrstrate bal-
lad that could do it for. Stewart.
Tune has a fine, lyric and he han-
dies it sensitively. “Steps of Saint
Marie” has a good idea and Stew-
art gives it a fine workover.

.

.Les Elgart Orch: “The Varsity
Drag”-“Rocky’s Prelude”; “When
Yuba Plays the Rhumba on His
Tuba”v “Bandstand Boogie” (Co-
lumbia). Les Elgart, who is one of
Columbia's newest crop of band-
leaders, scores with these two new
disks as a flrstrate swing practi-
tioner. Elgart’s crew plays with
verve and precision, with a solid
beat and underlying some excellent
work by the brass and sax sections.
Standout side is “Varsity Drag,” a i

snappy workover of the oldie.

Platter Pointers
Atlantic Records has packaged

ah interesting set of Vernon Duke
melodies for showtune aficianados.
Duke piano accomps thrushes Dor-

!

othy Richards and Hugnette Ferly
on more than 15 of his top compo-
sitions.

,
Album is tagged “Vernon

Duke Plays Vernon Duke” .

Acquaviva has good instrumental
slice in “New York In A Nutshell"
(Decca) . . . Erroll Garner’s key-
board workover of “Oh. What A
Beautiful Morning” on Columbia
is standout shellac . . . Edmundo
Ros has fair calypso side in “And

LAWRENCE WELK
and hi*

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
132d Consecutiv* W**k, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif*

Exclusively on Coral Records
DAKKTQWN STRUTTERS BALL

and
I LOVE YOU .

With Jimmy Wakely

Then” (London) ... Peggy Lloyd

takes “Love Him So Much” for a

frenetic ride on the Benida label

. . Art Mooney has a clicko poten-
tial in “Way Paesana” (M-G-M)
. . . Crooner Bob Anthony rates at-

tention for his coupling of “Turli-
Turla-Turla" and “Do, I Worry”
(Eagle) . . . “You’re So Simpatico"
gets Danny Capn off to a good
start on the newly formed Pic Rec-
ords . . . Verna Leeds could make
some noise with “Alone" (Origi-

nal); The Dave Brubeck quartet
brings some modern ideas to “The
Trolley Song" and “My Heart
Stood Still" on Fantasy ... Slim
Gaillard hits hard on “Meshiigana
Mambo” (Clef) ... A flock of Ray-
mond Scott!* sock instrumentals,
which wqye releases as singles by
Audivox, have been packaged into
a nifty 10-inch longplay set by the
label . . . Chris Connor should do
well with “Blue Silhoutte” (Beth-
lehem) .

Cap on Kildare Kick

In ’Birth of Baby’ Disk
There’s no telling what will find

its way on to wax these days.
Latest offbeat item to get the shel-

I

lac treatment is an on-the-scene
L report from maternity hospital de-

S
livery room while a birth is in

progress. Capitol Records has
missed no tricks or sounds in its

10-inch longplay album, “Birth of

a Baby." It’s interesting education-

! al fare with limited appeal, how-

,

ever, for the medically-minded set.

f" In the production of the pack-
age, Cap managed to capture every
sound made by obstetrician, nurses,

anesthetist, equipment and new-
! born. A mellow-voiced birthcaster

I

offers an instructive commentary
: in . between the heavy breathing.

I obstetrical orders, machinery put-
1 puting, and final baby's yowl. The
i

set was taped at an undisclosed
1 hospital in Madison, Wis. Gros .

Beethoven: MJssa Solemn!* (RCA
Victor, 2 LP; $10.90). The great
concert mass is eloquently done
here by Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony. Solo voices don’t
always come through sharply, but
otherwise there’s surging drive and
dramatic rendition to the album.
Nan Merriman’s voice is voluptu-
ous and clear, and Jerome Hines’
affecting.

Lehar: Land of Smilea (Angel, 2
,LP; $9.90). Charming, affectionate
version of the mellow, melodious
Viennese operetta, redolent of Old
World grace and styles Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf sings superbly, with
Nicolas Gedde and Erich Kunz as
gifted support. Philharmonic orch
and chorus assist.

Mozart: Symphonies No. 35 Sc 41
(Capitol; $5.?0) Clear, precise per-
formances, especially in the Ju-
piter (No. 41), with good pace and
style, by William Steinberg and the
Pittsburgh Symphony. The Haff-
ner (No. 35) is charming, though
not in the other’s artistic class.

Schubert Quartets (Columbia, 3
LP;. $17.85). Three melodic quar-
tets, No. 13 in, A Minor, No. 14 In

D Minor (Death & The Maiden)

as instrumental balance. Playing
is . clear, sensuous and hot too
heavy, for prime results.

Balakirev: Tamar & Rlmsky-Kor-
sakov: Ivan The Terrible Suit*
(M-G-M; $4.85). Rimsky’s exotic,
flavorsome opera suite and Bala-
kirev’s lush though moody sym-
phonic poem are given full tonal
splash and color by the Londonsplash ana
Symphony
toulari.

under Anatole Fis-
Bron.

: quar-
. 14 in

Feyer’g B’way ‘Echoet’
Due to the success of the three

previous “Echoes” albums by jazz
pianist George Feyer (“Echoes of
Paris,” “Echoes of *Vienna” and
“Echoes of 'Italy”), Vox is readying
an album, “Echoes of Broadway/’
to be ready in about two weeks.
.Release Is under its 500 Pop Series
label.

The three “Echoes/* originally
issued separately, were put out in
one delude album recently by Vox.

1. SECRET LOVE (6)

2. MAKE LOVE TO ME (6)

3. CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE (2)

4. YOUNG AT HEART (2) . ......
5. HEART OF MY HEART (8)

6. WANTED (1) .......

7. I GET SO LONELY (4)

8. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE (5) .

.

9. OH, MY PAPA (12) .

10. THAT’S AMORE (15)

Second Croup
STRANGER IN PARADISE . .

FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE .......

DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL
TILL' THEN ............
FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE
SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL ... ........

NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT . .

STRANGER IN PARADISE
JONES BOY
TILL WE TWO ARE ONE
ANSWER ME, MY LOVE
BELL BOTTOM BLUES
STRANGER IN PARADISE
CHANGING PARTNERS
SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL . . .............

*Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song

MM
Doris Day Columbia

Jo Stafford, .......... Columbia

Patti Page ......... Mercury

Frank Sinatra Capitol

Four Aces Decca

Perry Como Victor

Four Knights Capitol

Georgie Shaw Decca

Eddie Fisher Victor

Dean. Martin Capitol

Tony Martin Victor

HVltoppers Dot
Lou Monte .Victor

tiilltoppers Dot

Gaylords Mercury
Eartha Kitt Victor

Tony Bennett Columbia
Tony Bennett ; Columbia
Mills Bros, Decca
Eddy Howard ....... .Mercury
Nat ( King ) Cole . . .... Capitol

Tc resa Brewer Coral
Four Aces , , Decca
Patti Page Mercury
Georgia Gibbs Mercury

has been in the Top 10]

The fop 30 songs of week (more in qase of ties) 4 based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of 'Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Director, alphabetically lilted.

* SUrvey Week of February 26-March 4, 1954

A Dime And A Dollar—t“Red Garters” .......... Famous
Am I In Love ........

.

Miller
Answer Me My Love Bourne
Baubles Bangles And Beads—*“Kismet” Frank
Bell Bottom Blues Shapiro-B
Bimbo ..... .Fairway
Changing Partners ...Porgie
Cross Over The Bridge ...» ,

.

Valando
Darktown Strutters Ball . . .

,

j Feist
Down By The Riverside Spier .

Granada . . . . . . ,

.

. Southern
Heart Of My Heart" ... ......... ... ........... ...

.

Robbins
Hold Me ..................................... . Robbins
I Get So Lonely Melrose
Jones Boy Pincus
Lost In Loveliness—*“Girl In Pink Tights” Chappell
Make Love To Me Melrose
Melancholy Me Sheldon
Oh My Papa ! Shapiro-B
Our Heartbreaking Waltz Village
Pine Tree Pine Over Me . ...Miller
Secret Love—t“Calamity Jane” Remick
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell Morris
Stranger In Paradise—*“Kismet” . . Frank
That’s Amore—t“The Caddy” . . Paramount
That’s What A Rainy Day Is For— i “Easy To Love” . Robbins
Till We Two .Are One , . .

;

Shapiro-B -

Wanted ............ Witmark
Woman (Man) ....Studio
Y’All Come Starrite

Second Group
Young At Heart
Anema E Core
Breeze And I

Ebb. Tide •

From The Vine Came The Grape
Gee
I Really Don’t Want To Know .

I Speak To The Stars—t“Lucky Me”
Madcap
Many Times
Marie ...

My Heart Won’t Say Goodbye-“Girl In Pink Tights”
My Restless Lover
Old Shoes And A Bag Of Rice
Ricochet ^
Ring Telephone Ring
South
There’ll Be No Teardrops Tonight
Till Then
What Good Is Somebody New
You You You

Saunders
Leeds
Marks
Robbins
Randy-S
Morris
H & R
Witmark

. Sheldon

. Broadcast
, Berlin
, Chappell
. Chappell
; BVC
. Sheldon
. Johnstone-M
. Peer
. Acuff-R
. Pickwick
. Alroy
. Mellin

Top 20 Songs on TV
( More In Case of Ties)

A Girl A Girl Valando
Bell Bottom Blues ..Shapiro-B
Changing Partners ; .......................... . Porgie
Darktown Strutters’ Ball Feist
Down By The Riverside Spier,
From The Vine Came The Grape ..... .... , . . .

.

.Randy-S
Heart Of My Heart . Robbins .

I Love Paris .' Chappell
Make Love To Me Melrose
May I Sing To You . . . . ,

.

Blackstone
My Restless Lover Chappell
Lovin’ Spree Joy
Oh .Feist
Oh My Papa Shapiro-B
Secret Love ...Remick
Stranger In Paradise Frank
That’s Amore Paramount
Till We Two Are One Shapiro-B
Vaya Con Dios Ardmore
Woman (Man) Studio

t Filmusical. Legit musical.
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New York.

Chart, but I think
\\fO\UU l/V OWU*' mm, «aav>W Ml

If the latter were true, then each publisher would have to depend
upon his own efforts for the success of his business, and not be forced
into * position to work for a listing in charts which in many cases

cost the Industry untold thousands of dollars with very little return,
Herman Starr

.

(Music Publishers Holding Corp.)
^ ^ 9 '

New York
Your Feb. 24 editorial and 'your follow up of March 1, 1954, pose

some very interesting questions; Certainly on the face of it, the type
of service you propose appears to lend itself well to an Industry Asso-
ciation, type of operation, but only> and I repeat only, if the members
of the Association contribute funds to support the surveys by an
outside independent market research organization.

It would be impossible for the RIAA itself to set up and maintain
a survey of this type because .the internal jealousies which would
develop among the members would undoubtedly blow the Association
apart in a short space of time. 'This would be a shame since the
Association is growing in strength every day, and through the Asso-
ciation much good has been accomplished toward better understanding
among industry members.

To forget your suggestion for a minute, Capitol is quite happy with
most of the charts published by the leading trade papers in the industry
today. In particular, the recent changes you have made in dealers
and others polled is most constructive. We actually feel that the
present charts reflect a reasonably accurate picture of the acceptance
of records and albums, even though there will inevitably be a number
of phonies creep in from time to time. These phonies are usually
well known in the industry and very seldom maintain their position
on the charts for any significant length of time.

While I cannot speak officially for Capitol, I do believe it is quite
possible that we would be willing to contribute to an independent
research operation which would develop material for- the charts. If
a sufficient number of the other record companies feel the same way,
and if perhaps the leading trade publications would also contribute,
a constructive change of the type you suggest might be feasible.

William H. Fowler,
(Capitol Records Distributing Corp.)

* * •

New York.
Your editorial, “A Proposal About Charts” in the Feb. 24 issue of 1

Variety is a welcome suggestion for a practice that calls for consid-
erable correction. The haphazard treatment accorded records makes
the value of the so-called' lists questionable.

We are in full accord -with your suggestion that the entire record
industry “underwrite a true rating appraisal.” All of us have an
interest in this matter and I believe the responsibility rests upon us
to correct what has come to be an erroneous reflection of seemingly
scientific results.

We are ready and willing to cooperate in an industry movement I

toward giving these ratings a semblance of authority.
E))ianuel Sacks.

(V.P. In Charge of RCA Victor Record Dept.)
* * *

Hollywood.
Concerning the editorial on industry charts, which I had read with

considerable interest, Glenn Wallichs and I discussed the matter in !

order to arrive at a joint decision which might be helpful. Here it
!

is, for whatever it is worth.
j

We feel that certain industry polls, if they are ethically operated, I

serve a vital purpose as a buying guide for retailers, operators, etc.
!

Off hand, it would seem that the Record Industry Association could
|

carry on such an activity. Further consideration (and I have had]
personal experience in Association work) brings us to the conclusion

|

that it would not be well for any poll of this kind to be run by manu-
facturers who have such an extremely selfish interest in the results.

Let us assume, for a ridiculous moment, that Capitol does not have
a hit for six months or more. When our turn came to contribute to

the poll we would feel like we were paying to dig our own grave
deeper. Human nature being what it is, manufacturers would either

be dropping out of the Association in protest, or perhaps attempting
to sway the results slightly by pressure within the Association. You
are so right when you say that record manufacturers never question
the integrity of polls except when the results are unfavorable for them,
but at least now manufacturers are in no position to do any more ;

than scream about it. I

I don’t want to imply in any way that record manufacturers are not !

completely ethical, honorable, and gentlemen of high degree, but with
j

all the faults of the present system, it at least takes it out of the hands
|

and control of the manufacturers who have such a selfish interest in

the specific results.
I know that the present polls . . . cost considerable money and sub-

ject you to a lot of abuse from whoever is at the bottom of the list.
|

But, by the same token, such polls are the lifeblood of the magazine
j

and are read with avid interest. So it would appear that there is a •

very selfish gain in this industry service. ^
Lloyd W. Dunn.

(V.P., Capitol Records)
+ *

New York.

I commend your editorial re “Charts” tor pointing up the need for

an infallible list of record plays based on a more perfect system
than so far advanced. .

I agree that the manufacturers would wish to draw up such a service.

I would have no hesitation in recommending support of your position

to Mr. Sacks and to the RCA Victor Record Division but I must make
one proviso. I do not think it fair or financially possible for the Record

Industry Association of America to undertake a Peatman-like service

alone. A parallel to the mfisic publishers’ support of Peatman is not

realistic. In the first place, the publisher’s interest in Peatman stems

frem the obvious fact that his performance earnings are determined
by his “sheet” position. The record firms, on the other hand, would

have only an indirect interest. True, that the disk jockey plays condi-

tion our record sales, but on the other hand, we get no direct financial

return from disk jockey performances, nor is it' always the case that

sales are in direct proportion to. performance standings.

I would, therefore, suggest that it might be more feasible if you.r

proposal included not the RIAA alone, but also ASCAP and BMl
who are currently in the logging business but on a slow^and small

sampling basis, It is my feeling that the “perfect” chart could be

financially and equitably maintained if ASCAP, BMI and RIAA were
to pool their services to support and maintain an industry-backed,

record-performance, logging service. Incidentally, it is possible that

some of these costs ..could be recovered by selling specialized or tei n-

torial features of a composite- sheet to various interested parties suen

as artists, distributors, trade papers, music publishers. I would be

happy to lend my services and advice to any project along these lin s

and think that whatever, the cost, the practical returns from a thoi-

oughly automatic and honest service would be worthwmhe.

(Pod A&R director, RCA Victor)

Seeco to Release For
Discos Columbia in U. S.
Recordings put out by the Mexi-

can diskery, Discos Columbia, will
be released in the U. S. on the
Seeco label. Deal was negotiated
by Seeco’s prexy Sidney Segal and
Michael Kestler, veepee and gen-
eral manager of Discos. •

Discos is a subsid of Columbia
Records. -

A hassle between . the Song-
writers Protective Assn, and pub-
lishers is developing over the ques-
tion of collection fees deducted
from disk royalties by Harry Fox,
publishers agent and trustee. Fox
is not involved in the dispute in
any way, since SPA is ^aiming pt
some pubs.who are deducting more
than the allowable maximum df
1V*% from the writers’ share of
the disk royalties.

Dispute stems from a request
made by Fox to the publishers sev-
eral years ago to raise the collec-
tion fee from tWo to 3M%. Since
the SPA contract put a 114% ceil-
ing on the writers’ share, the pubs
agreed to absorb the extra cost of
the fee. SPA execs claim that at
least 75% of the publishers are
charging writers for half of the
3V6% fee.

Tooters NeeArtJoin Actors Unit

NLRB Rules in KEX, Portland, Case

Lieberson’s Gab
Goddard Lieberson, exeC vice-

president of Columbia Records,
will be commentator for the CBS
Radio broadcasts of the Philadel-
phia Orchestra, beginning Satur-
day (13).

His opening broadcast will deal
with ‘‘The Discriminating Lis-

tener.”

BENNETT’S 2,000,000

DISKS IN SIX MONTHS
Tdny Bennett has topped the

2,000,000 di6k sales mark within
the past six months. The hefty
sales figure was built via three
consecutive releases since last fall.

After being dormant for close to

a year, Bennett got back on .he
bestseller lists via his Columbia
etching of “Rags To Riches.” He
followed with “Stranger In Para-
dise” a couple of months after and

• two weeks ago “There’ll Be No
j

Teardrops” hit the market “Rich-
ies” already has passed the golden
: 1,000.000 disk sale bracket, “Stran-
j
ger”

.
has pushed past the 750,000

mark and “Teardrops” got off to a
i fast 200,000 safes start in its first
f two weeks.

.American Federation of Musi-
cians won a key jurisdictional

point last week when the National
Labor Relations Board held that

musicians, even though they may
speak or perform incidentally, are

not to be Included in a bargaining

unit with actors, singers or an-

nouncers. NLRB case Involved a
petition by the American Federa-
tion of Television & Radio Artists

to certify a bargaining unit at

KEX, Portland, Ore., consisting of
all employees appearing before
the microphones, including musi-
cians.

Board ruling that occasional ad-

libbing by musicians was incidental

to their regular duties may extend
to other cases where musicians
have been asked to join other un-
ions, such as the American Guild
of Variety Artists. AFM prexy
James C. f»etrillo hailed the deci-

sion, saying “some of the smaller
unions in the entertainment busi-

ness have for years been attempt-
ing to levy duplicate membership
dues on all . kinds of performers,
including musicians. Our Federa-
tion has resisted this form of petty
chiseling as unfair to the enter-

tainer and the employer.”

Lee Pfnctu has joined his fa-

ther’s publishing firm, George Pin-

cus Music. He’s a recent Cornell
U. grad.

Pj$RIETt Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent {disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

POSITIONS
This

.
•. Last

Week Week

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
DORIS DAY (Columbia) Secret Love

JO STAFFORD (Columbia) Make Love To Me

fCross Over The Bridge

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) -[Changing Partners

\
My Restless Lover

EDDIE FISHER (Victor) (Ob,.My Papa
/ Anema E Core

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) Young At Heart,

- (Stranger In Paradise
TONY BENNETT (Columbia) - {No Teardrops Tonight

(Rags to Riches

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
1116 Grape

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol) I Get So Lonely

.

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) . . .

.

* .

.

That’s Amore

PERRY COMO (Victor) , Wanted

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

tune publisher

SECRET LOVE .
Remick

MAKE LOVE TO ME Melrose

STRANGER IN PARADISE .... Frank

OH, MY PAPA . \
Shapiro-B

(YOUNG AT HEART. . Sunbeam

THAT’S AMORE Paramount

FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE Randy-S

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE Valando

TILL WE TWO ARE ONE Shapiro-B

HEART OF MY HEART . . • Robbins
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Capitol Records' artists and — —— —
repertoire buildup in the east is CUnw rim«*olA rv *
expected to .tart roUlng with the

&I,*W 0n P,rst

naming of the next a&r man to> x Ops With Easter Tunes
take over the post. Spot has been For the first time, the Robert

vacant since Sid Feller ankled the *Ka.
Ch0ra

I
e
,5

111
t

be ^Presented
«* tho pop field with a couple of

firm last month, Easter tunes for RCA Victor. •

Alan Livingston, Cap veepee a&r Shaw was not present at the
chief, has been scouting the field dat®» so Henri Rene, Victor musi-

to bring in a top recording man , ,

d
!
rector, had the ensemble

who can handle upped recording "Angela* Mia.”
ast®r Parade” and

activity
^
in the east. Livingston -

*

headquarters on the Coast where «A(
the bulk of the diskery’s output COL DISKING BROADWAY
Cap has stressed the eastern ‘TIGHTS' THIS WEEKEND

*»P -P
ment has been relegated to a back 9nS,nal cast album production

seat position. Plans are now afoot of “Girl in the Pink Tights,” Leo
to give the post wider leeway in Robin-Sigmund Romberg Broad*
the label's recording activity. .. .

TT .
* way musical, at recording sessions

Henri Rene, musical director at thic
RCA Victor, had been approached

eekend * Headliners in the

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Feb. 27)

_ London, March 2.
Oh My Papa ......... Maurice
I See the Moon. . Feldman
Changing Partners ... Mcllin
Rags to Riches.... Chappell
Tennessee Walk . . . F. D. & H.
Swedish Rhapsody . . Connelly

.

Happy Wanderer .
. , .Bosworth

Cloud Lucky Seven. .Robbins
^nswer Me Bourne
Don t Laugh At Me .... Toff
If You Love Me. .World Wide
That's Amore . . . . Victoria

Second 12
Ebb Tide .........

.

. Robbins
Blowing Wild.Harms-Gonnelly
The Book ........ .

.

Kassner
Here to Eternity .....

.

. Dash
Luxembourg Polka . . . . Dash
Golden Tango . Wright
Heart Belongs to You Kassner
Ricochet ...... , ... Victoria
The Creep. . . . ... . .Robbins
Bell Bottom Blues. . . . ; Reine
Tenderly . . . . Morris
Poppa Piccolino . . Sterling

Co IMF

Seen Vaude Lure for Brit. Teenagers
;

— —— By RAY SONIN

Vanguard Label Adds ’ London, March 2.

u; I?; Tq»v Ta ¥ .ntirrKaiV .Chiswick Empire, London, Is
fil-rl Jazz 10 ijOngnair housing a new roadshow intended

The indie Vanguard Recording as a shot-in-the-arm to present-
Society is expanding its catalog to. day variety. Attendances round
include a high-fidelity jazz show* the. country at music halls have
case series. Label, heretofore, had been dropping for some time, and
confined its waxings to the classlr attempt is being made to catch
cal field. teenagers and bring them

Vanguard preems its jazz series ^to.A^e,

v*Hety theatres? British

with’ two albums by the Vic Dick- youth is rar ir<

enson Septet, and an album each m,
£
ded P

(

1

j^
sent

iit „
by the Mel Powell Septet and Sir .^ow »

s®m®“

Charles Thomas' Sextet.
*** cornily billed as "the ringi-
est, swingiest, bopplest band
show ever." Robert Nesbitt de-

nri DCAnVmr DIP Vised and produced it. It features
KLA K£AUIllHj Dill Jack Parnell and his orchestra;

iviPTAntr in. American
.

importations JL»a Bom-
SiiS^==^= MUSIC HISTORY LP I

mie (shake-dahcer) and Taps Mil-

Mr.M HiiiIHc Rncfot* *!? ler (dancer - trumpeter- vocalist);MlxlYI UUUdS KOSter RCA Victor is prepping early re- west Indian pianist Mike Mc-
WitH Odette, Belloc lease of the first section of a major

|

Kenzie (in place of American jazz

MGM Records bolstered its ros- longhair project, "The History of
j

Pianist Mary Lou Williams, who
ter last week with the pacting of Music On Sound.” Series, com-

1 he^^ the^^DDhkes^wa? croumnitery thrush Odette and the Dan nHcin* in vninmp« nf tun i2-inr*h

far from music hall

MGM Builds Roster

turned it down after huddling with son. Brenda Lewi, and Charles Odette I

recUrding
C
maMgCT

V
^t’J

n
exneeted

G<
Uhnuf' • a - a .

Belloc band will tee o* with Tote
“ ’

~

that some other^fon r ^°th
r
!P

r

ceived m,x®d
.

notices a single release. Each volume will be packaged on its first week, and is now draw-

tor will cet the ioh^
usic^ direc" from the New York critics at its Both releases are set for March with an extensive booklet pub- ' ing over $5,600 weekly. Advancetor will get the job, opening last week. lished by the Oxford Press.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail dish beat
tellers based on reports oh
tained froip. leading stores in

lft cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

National
Rating

Thia Last
wk. wk.

12A il

12B 22

17A 19

17B 1ft

22A 22

22B 15.

Arttot, Label, Title I E

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
"Secret Love". ... 1

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
"Make Love To Me”. . ..... 4

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

"Oh, My Papa". . . . , . . . . .. 2

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

“Youpg At Heart" ......... 5

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
"Croat Over the Bridges". . .

.

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

"That'll Amore'* .. . .. ..... ...

.

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol)

"I Get So Lonely" . . . . . . . . . ..

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
"Stranger in Paradise” 3

PERRY COMO (Victor)

"Wanted" .
GEORGIE SHAW (Decca)

"Till We Two Are One”. ... 9

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
"Vine Came the Grape" ...

LOU MONTE (Victor)
*

"Darktown Strutters Ball". 10

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)

"Till Then" . . . . . .

PATtfl PAGE (Mercury)
"Changing Partners” 8^

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)

"Vine Came the Grape”

RON GAYLORD (Mercury)

"Cuddle Me”
TERESA BREWER (Coral)

"Bell Bottom Blues”

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)

"No Teardrops Tonight”

FOUR ACES (Decca)

^Stranger, in Paradise"

FOUR ACES. (Decca)

"Heart of My Heart” -. ...... • v

NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)

^Answer Me, My Love”.... 7

EARTCIA KITX (Victor)

"Stole Dc Wedding Bell”. . . • •

EARTHA KITT (Victor)

"Lovin’ Spree” •.»

EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)

"Till We Two Are One”. . .

BING CROSBY (DecCa)

"Y’Ail Come",

c •
£ Q

SIX TOP
\

ALBUMS

GLENN MIUER
' STORY

Rim Soundtrack

Decca

DL 5519

KISMET

Broadway Ca»t

Columbia

ML 4850

MUSIC FOR

LOVERS ONLY

Jockit Gltoaon

Capitol

8352

THAT BAD EARTHA

EarHto Kit#

Victor

LPM 3187

GLENN MIUER

MEMORIAL

Glann Millar

Victor

LPT 3057

SONGS FOR
YOUNG LOVERS

Frank Sinatra

Capitol

H 488

|

bookings before it started were

|

$1 .950, which is pretty good these
' days.

I
Judged as entertainment value

land as a show though, even the

|

zingers, swingers and hoppers must
admit it’s pretty hard to take.
There’s jazz music, singing , and

;

dancing throughout, without any
comedy or other relief, and the

j
eardrums are assailed from the
moment the curtain rises to the

,

time it falls.

i Parnell Orch Spot
!

The show is buUt around the
i Parnell orch, Parnell is a tall,

j

goodlooking chap in his late 20s,

j

with a fine stage presence. He is
' one of the country’s leading drum-

j

mers, and biggest moment of the
I show is when he sits at the skincr
i and plays a synchronized drum-
j
duet with Phil Seaman, drummer
of his combo, in “’Skin Deep.” Par-

}

nell also emcees tbe show through-
out
La Bommie agitates her pos-

terior sensuously, to the accom-
paniment of more giggles than the
producer no doubt intended or
visualized. Taps Miller sings a bit
in a rhythmic monotone, plays'
some poor trumpet, and does some
undistinguished hoofing. Mike
McKenzie plays piano and sing* in
a King Coleish sort of voice.
Tommy Linden has arranged the
dances, and there is a chorus which
go through angular, ungainly rou-
tines that someone seems to think
are in the spirit of jazz.

In the second half, the band
plays what is virtually a concert
of some dozen numbers while, be-
hind it, on a builtup platform,
things go on with a distracting ef-
fect The dancers jig through a
routine connected with telephone-
calls and switchboards while the
band plays “Pennsylvania 6-5000”;
a streetwalker, wouldbe client and
an interfering New York cop enact
a routine to the strains of "Har-
lem Nocturne,” and an enormous
lighted train belches smoke while
the band plays "Night Train.”

Despite lukewarm critical reac-
tion and a general feeling of dis-
appointment that the opportunity
has hot been seized to present jazz
to the general public in ah enter-
taining and palatable form, "Jazz
Wagon” Is having a big effect on
the outlook of theatre manage-
ments and variety agents. They
now see b.o. potentialities in dance
bands hitherto unrealized.

Col Sets New Division

For Plastic Products
Columbia Records is setting up a

new division, Cryton Precision
Products, for manufacturing a gen-
eral line of precision molded plas-
tic products. James Hunter, cheip*
leal and development engineer in

the plastic disk field, will be vice-
prexy and general manager of the
new operation.
Having recently completed a $1,-

000,000 plaiit expansion program
involving installation of injection
molding equipment, Columbia now
plans to divert some of its facili-

ties to products other than disks.

Manufacture of plastic products
will take place at Col's factories <n

Bridgeport, Terre Haute and Los
Angeles, as well as in some South
American plants.
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Inside Stuff-Music
Writer and quondam songsmith George Frazier made a Time cover

story vicariously recently, with the story on Harvard prexy. Dr.

Nathan M. Pujsey, when his lyric, to “Harvard Blues” was quoted. Only
thing wrong was that Count Basie got the credit; latter did the tune
but Frazier did the words. Anyway, it has sparked Lee Wiley doing
“Harvard Blues” for Decca and Basie, who first did Jt for Vocalion

years ago, will remake it for Mercury. Incidentally,- Frazier, who
was handling “special projects” for RCA, Victor until recently—the
Glenn Miller memorabilia $25 album is his idea, and he did the elabo-

rate chronological and biographical literature that went with it—is

now doing a monthly record column for Saturday Night, the .Canadian
weekly, as well as for Modern Screen w'hich has been a regular chore.

Frazier gave up the job of entertainment editor of Life some years

ago to freelance.
'

Halo Shampoo, Colgate-Palmolive, product which has an extensive
tiein with RCA. Victor on its spot announcements via use of the disk-

ery’s artists exclusively, has extended the hookup with a disk promotion
idea. For a boxtop of the shampoo product plus 30c, Halo is offering
One of three disks culled from the Victor archives. Disks cover six

sides made as far back as 1927 by Paul Whiteman, Tommy Dorsey,
Ruis Colombo, Rudy Vallee, Benny Goodman and Lionel Hampton.
Platters are being distributed on both the 78 rpm and 45 rpm speeds.

Sam Coslow, , ex-

V

ariety, mugg when he was doing Tin Pan Alley
before becoming a songsmith-producer— 1toe is now in London writing
the score for Emile Littler’s forthcoming production. “King for a

Night” t adapted from the old romantic comedy, “By Candlelight”)—
suggests that now might be the time for a Variety headline: “Daryll
*N’ Marylin Quarreling ”

- Coslow reports that “American cigarets
have gone up to 80c a packet here, so I have resorted to smoke a
'brand which seems to be called ‘Plazz’ although it is spelled ‘Players’,”

Actor Eddie Bracken has turned crooner-lyricist to help the run
of “The Seven Year Itch” in Chicago. Bracken, who is starred in the
show, wrote a new lyric to the play’s theme music. "The Girl Without
A Name,” retagged it “That Girl” and cut it on the indie Chance
label. The original lyric was penned by Dana Suesse, who also wrote
the music, and Scott Olsen. The disks are being peddled in Chi's
Erlanger Theatre where the show is playing. E. B. Marks is publishing.

The current ballad, “Here,” which Tony Martin has cut for RCA
Victor, is another tune based on a classical theme. Number derives
from the “Caro Nome” aria from the opera, “Rigoletto.” Dorcas
Cochran and Harold Grant did the adaptation. Grant, incidentally,
Is a nom de clef for Henri Rene, Victor musical director.

Edith Lindeman, entertainment editor of the Richmond (Va.)
Times-Dispatch, and Carl Sutz Stutz, WRVA (Richmond) deejay, placed
two more songs with Miller Music on top of their concurrent “Cling
To Me” which Eileen . Barton, Johnny Desmond and the McGuire
Sisters cut for Coral and which Kitty Kallen has just made for Decca.

A Berlitz school translation of Lou Monte’s click Italian lyric to
“Darktown Strutters Ball” runs like this: “I’ll be down to get you with
four donkeys tomorrow night at 8:30. We have an appointment in the
basement so please be there else I shall be greatly disturbed. We’ll
do a tarantella, a wonderful tarantella, tomorrow night at 8 at City
Hall.”

\

DAVID ROSE
and His Orchestra

play

I LIVE t
FOR YOU

MIGRAINE
MELODY

MGM 30839
K 30839

78 RPM
45 RPM

M'G'M RECORDS
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THE GREATEST NAME DvO. IN ENTERTAINMENT

701 SEVENTH A V E NEW YORK 30 N Y

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEHS

Survey of retail .sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this
and last week.

* ASCAP 1 BMI

National
' Rating

This La^t
wk. wk. Title and Publisher
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1 2 Secret Love (Remick) ...... 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 4 5 8 112

2 1 Stranger in Paradise (Frank) 8 3 10 5 2 2 1 5 6 MMg 3 88
3 5 Heart of My Heart (Robbins) 4 • • 3 4 a 5 5 6 2

.

KM a
4 3 Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B) ..

.

7 . • 8 i 4 3 • 6 2 3 2 63

5 4 tChanging Partners (Porgie). 2 9 6 • * 5 6 10 8 5 3 4 1 62

6 6 .fYoung at Heart (Sunbeam).

.

3 2 1 2 10 * • • • 9 8 9 1 • 4 54
7 6 That’s Aqiore (Paramount) .

.

• • 9 • • 4 3 4 4 4 5 8 5 53

8 8 Make Love to Me (Melrose) . 7 6 4 7 8 6 2 5 .

.

9 9 48

9 10 Vine Came Grape (Randy-S). • • 10 5 • • a • - 3 .

.

2 7 9
<’

•
. .

. . 32

10 9 Till Two Are One (Shapiro-B) -
• . 3 9 8 3 9 8 * » 6 31

11 ;
' * * Wanted (Witmark) 5 5 • . 7 7 7 * . • • • • 25

12 14 Cross Over Bridge (Valando)

.

6 4 • - . 7 4 . * •

.

10 . • 24
13 12 Till Then (Pickwick) - • 7 9 9 • -

.
. .

* 9 • • • . 7 • . • . 14

14 I Get So Lonely (Melrose) .

.

10 8 8 • •
.

• • • ». 7
15 8

ASCAP’S TV Deal Stirs Alarm
Continued from page 47

promise the value of his catalog
in future dealings with the picture
companies and tv packaging outfits

over synchronization rights.

Revenue Appeals

Many publishers agree with
Loesser about the video deal, but
are signing up anyway in order to

share in the tv licensing revenue,
which is due to go beyond the
$8,000,000 marker this year. One
such" publisher stated that “It is

a dangerous precedent. It may
seem like small potatoes now, but
these little clauses have a funny

J

way of assuming major proportions
in the years to come.
“And why didn’t ASCAP keep

us informed 'of what was cooking
during the negotiations?”

It's understood that Harry Fox,
publishers’ agent and trustee who
collects mechanical royalties, was
irked at the fact that ASCAP did
not consult him before giving away
the kinescope right. Many pub-
lishers believe that Fox’s savvy in

the mechanical and synchronization
field would have been a valuable
assist to the ASCAP negotiators.

Several top publishers, on the
other hand, have no arguments
with the ASCAP deal. Elliot
Shapiro, ShapirorBernstein Music
exec, stated that the deal with the
tv webs was similar to the experi-
mental licensing deals which the
publishers made with radio during *|

the early days of the latter indus-
try. Shapiro stated that until the
extension of the coaxial cable per-
mitted perfect simultaneous tv
broadcasting, the publishers must
cooperate with tv.

Policing Problem
Although the tv deal is hedged

with numerous guarantees about
limiting the kinescopes and pre-
recordings to one use per stations
within a 60-day period, some pub-
lishers fear that it has created a
hew policing problem for ASCAP
and the music biz. If the films
should fall under control of un-
scrupulous operators at some future
date, they believe that the guaran-
tees would mean little.

Head of the film company-owned
music firms, Which are most con-
cerned with the synchronization
right due to their studio hookups,
are not Worried over the tv deal.
As members of the ASCAP board,
they have already okayed the deal.
One of the major firms, in fact,
granted the right to make kines-
copes on a cuffo basis a couple of
years ago.
These publishers believe that the

most important consideration is to
get the normal performance rev-
enue from tv. In addition, they see
tv as steadily growing in impor-
tance as a pluggirfg medium and
do not want to stand in the way
of getting those plugs by technical
obstacles.

It’s pointed out, moreover, that

the ASCAP pact with the tv webs
does not in any way involve the
separate deals between the pub-
lishers and indie tv packaging
agencies, such rs Snader Produc-
tions. Under these deals, the pubs
get $100 per tune plus 2% of the
gross. Harry Fox collects for most
of the publishers in this field.

Motivation for the kinescope

clause in the tv pact was given in

the contract’s statement that “we
both (ASCAP and the webs) rec-
ognize that delayed and repeat
broadcasts (i.e., broadcasts over
certain affiliated stations sub-
sequent to the original broadcast)
of network television programs are
often necessitated by time differ-

entials and other Circumstances
such as unavailability of facilities,

''conflicting' program schedules, etc.

Also, the
v
coaxial cables connecting

television stations are still in the
early stages of development, and
it is not now, and may not be for
several years, possible to connect
by cable all of the television, sta-

tions affiliated with the several
networks.”

As a subsidiary to the kinescope
clause, ASCAP also granted the
webs the right to make trailers, not
to exceed two minutes, for advertis-
ing and promotion purposes in
advance of the actual broadcast.
ASCAP writers are involved in

the controversy, since they receive
50% of the synchronization coin.

Decca Melon
Decca Records’ board of direc-

tors declared a regular quarterly
dividend oL17V£c per share on the
company's capital stock.
Melon is payable March 31 to

stockholders of record March 17.

SADIE

THOMPSON S

SONG

From the
Columbia
Technicolor

Picture

MISS SADIE1

THOMPSON:

recorded by

FERRY COMO
VICTOR #20-5547 .

M. WITMARK & SONS

Another BMI 'Pin Up' Hit
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records
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DON'T CRY MAMA
with orchestra

conducted by Joe Reisman

. 20/47-5677
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The demand band on two tops!

and his Orchestra

ROO ROO ROO KANGAROO
The new dance sensation!

ANGELA MIA VR by Buddy Victor and The Singing Winds
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tvith orchestra 10/49*4213
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First Hi-Fi Fair in D. C.

Pulls 30,000 Audiophiles;

See Resurgence of FM
Washington, March 9.

Washington's first Hi-Fi Fair, a

three-day exposition which ended

Sunday night (7), surprised eyen

its most optimistic promoters by at-

tracting over 30,000 to view equip-

ment displayed in 50 exhibit booths

at the Hotel Harrington. Success

of the Fair prompted M. Robert

Rogers, prexy of radio stations

WGMS and WGMS-FM, to an-

nounce that the event will be
staged again next year.

Town’s four newspapers “gave

strong support to the Fair, with

the Post and the Evening Star,

both of which have their own radio

outlets, carrying special 'supple-

ments well supported by hi-fi

equipment ads.

Highspot of the Fair was an ad-

dress by FCC Comr. George Ster-

ling, who saw in hi-fi a new lease

on life for FM. Interest in high
fidelity, he added, has also spurred
record sales of classical recordings.
Developments in home recorders
and high fidelity records, said Ster-
ling, should prove a challenge to

the broadcasters, AM and FM
alike, to modify their engineering
practices to transmit. high fidelity

programs. The FM broadcaster,
especially, who is not handicapped
by limitations of the receiver, can
benefit by the interest in hi-fi, he
said.
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INDISCRETION
From the film,

"Indiscretion Of An American Wife"
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CROMWELL

Label X Into Country

Field; 2 Disks Monthly
Label X, RCA Victor's new sub-

sid, is. expanding into the coun-

try field with two hillbilly releases

each month, beginning in April,

The country roster now includes

Terry Fell, Jim Hall, Shorty Long
and Maybelle Seiger.

Victor, meantime, has augmented
its hillbilly department with the
inking of Bud Isaacs, while Paul
Williams has been added to the

diskery’s rhythm & blues division.

N: Y. Orch Sets 1st Tour In

5 Years At 5^6 Avg. Date
The 'N, Y. Philharmonic this

month will start off on its first

tour in five years, starting March
29 in Huntingtoh, W. Va ., and

winding April 11 in Washington.

In between, on its 14-concert stint,

it will hit Knoxville, Chattanooga,

Birmingham, Atlanta, New Orleans

and elsewhere. Dates are all guar-

antees, at. an average $5,500. per

concert. The 111-year-old
.
orch

will be making its first visit to

some of the cities.

Two of the concerts will be
broadcast by . CBS on the regular
Sunday afternoon, symph series,

when the orch will be New Orleans
and Washington. Orch will return
to New York after the tour ifor

three weeks of performances to

wind the regular season. Next
year, orch plans a much bigger
tour, out to California and the
Pacific northwest, for a five-week
duration.

Leigh, Sharlot Team
For ‘Peter Pan’ Score

Carolyn Leigh has been set to

pen the lyrics for Mary Martin’s
upcoming legituner, '‘Peter Pan.”
Pacting. stemmed from the' top in

terest won by her tunesmithing job
on ‘‘Young At Heart.” Miss Leigh
will be teamed with pop composer
Moose Sharlot. It’s their first legit

assignment.
Musical is slated to preem on

the Coast this summer.

The Voice All America Loves

Julius

HAVE A
H EA RT

b/w

WHEN YOU’RE IN LOVE
Orchestra conducted by

ARCHIE BLEYER
Cadence 1237 • 45-1237

CADENCE
RECORDS

40 East 49th Street New York

Disk Companies* Best Sellers
ARTIST t

H
capitol

”1. I GET SO LONELY Four Knights

I COULDN'T STAY AWAY FROM YOU
0 2/ I REALLY DON'T WANT TO KNOW , . .Les Paul-Mary Ford

SOUTH
? 3. YOUNG AT HEART «... Frank Sinatra

TAKE A CHANCE
4. THAT'S AMORE '. . . . . Dean Martin

YOU'RE THE RIGHT QJVE

1 5. ANSWER ME, MY LOVE . ....... Nat (King) Colo
.WHY
COLUMBIA

I 1. MAKE LOVE TO ME .......... Jo Stafford

ADI. ADIOS AMIGO
t 2. SECRET LOVE . .. < ....

.

Doris Day
DEADWOOD STAGE

3. THERE’LL BE NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT . Tony Bennett
MY HEART WON'T SAY GOODBYE

4. SUCH A NIGHT Johnnie Ray
DESTINY

5. THE KID’S LAST FIGHT ..... Frankie Laine
LONG DISTANCE LOVE

t CORAL
| 1. BELL BOTTOM BLUES ... ........ Teresa Brewer

OUR HEARTBREAKING WALTZ
J 2. DO LORD ..... ... ...J. Russell-D. Russell-Haines-Davis

I’VE GOT THE JOY
/

3. HOLD ME . . f. Don Cornell
SIZE 12

t 4. PINE TREE, PINE OVER-ME . . Desmond-Barton-McGuire Sis.

CLING TO ME
4 5. I LOVE YOU : .Jimmy Wakely-Lawrence Welk

I STOPPED LIVIN’ Jimmy Wakely

. . Four Aces I

. . .Johnston Bros.

DECCA
1. AMOR

A SO LONG
• 1 2. YOUNG AT HEART .Bing Crosby-Guy Lombardo

I GET SO LONELY
t 3.v STRANGER IN PARADISE ..... Four Aces
0 HEART OF MY HEART
< 4. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE .". . . . .Georgie Shaw

HONEYCOMB *

{ 5. YOU DIDN'T WANT ME Mills Bros.

I HAD TO CALL YOU UP
t LONDON
f 1. CRYSTAL BALL

THE CREEP
2. IF YOU LOVE ME Vera Lynn

CTST LA VIE >
3. THE BOOK David Whitfield

HEARTLESS
,

4. AVE MARIA Mantovani
' LARGO
5. GOLDEN TANGO Frank Chacksfield

DANCING PRINCESS

t MERCURY “V
f 1. FROM.THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE Gaylords

STOLEN- MOMENTS
} 2. CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE Patti Page

MY RESTLESS LOVER
3; CUDDLE ME Ronnie Gaylord

OH AM I LONELY
t 4. CHANGING PARTNERS Patti Page

DON’T GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE
5. MELANCHOLY ME Eddy Howard

I WONDEfft WHAT’S BECOME OF SALLY

M-C-M
t 1. AM I IN LOVE . Joni James

MAYBE NEXT TIME
f 2. LOST IN LOVELINESS Billy Eckstine

don’t get Around much anymore
1 3. TURN AROUND BOY Lew Douglas

CAESAR'S BOOGIE
4. WALL OF- ICE .... Tommy Edwards

THERE WAS A TIME {

t 5, THERE’LL BE NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT . Hank Williams
MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS

A RCA VICTOR
I 1. WANTED ...... Perry Como

LOOK OUT THE WINDOW
't Z. ANEMA E CORE ; , Eddie Fisher

A GIRL, A GIRL *

t 3. MAN WITH THE BANJO Ames Bros.
MAN, MAN IS FOR THE WOMAN MADE

4. HERE ....Tony Martin
PHILOSOPHY

I 5. DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL Lou Monte
I KNOW HOW YOU FEEL

RCA Repacts Flanagan;

New Album Deal Added
Ralph Flanagan’s orch, which

launched RCA Victor's band-build-

ing program about four years ago,

has been repacted by the diskery
for another three years.

In addition to single issues, deal

calls for Flanagan to make at least
three ‘‘Top Pops” album per year.

Dacca Fight
Continued from page 47

ery’s board. Lloyd, who launched
a proxy fight to take over the disk-
evy’s control a couple of weeks ago,
alleges that he was removed from
the board illegally after making a
request to examine the company’s
books.

The conclusive showdown will
take place at the stockholders’ an-
nual meeting in N. Y., April 13.
SI ockholders of record as of March
11 will be able to vote for the
Decca board. Lloyd has indicated
that he will come up this week

with an alternate slate for the
board in opposition to the current
directors, headed by prexy Milton
R. Rackmil. Lloyd’s main target is

the formation of a “stockholders
protective committee."

Label X Jazz
Continnei from page 47 -

—

fevr of the disks have been avail-

able la the last 25 years. Although
there have been jazz reissues of

this kind on occasion. Label X is

the first to initiate a comprehensive
program to be carried, out qn a

steady release basis.
- Label X is plannirig special

packaging for the albums to hit

both the cognoscenti and general
markets. The numbers have been
pressed from the original metal
parts in most cases, rather than
shellac copies, and all have been
reprocessed . according to modern
engineering standards.

It’s understood that Victor execs

assigned this major jazz program
to Label X in order to give the

subsld a solid catalog as a base

for* its sales operation. In addition,

the Label X distribs, who also

handle Victor’s rhythm & blues

label in most part, are better

geared for the jazz market poten-

tial.

Barney Young
Continued from page 47

attempt to take over control of

BMI In a proxy battle. During
the initial years of his BMI affilia*

tion, Young had an unusually high
performance* deal and, even though
none of his songs ever became hits

he managed to garner a consistent-

ly high number of plugs from band*

leaders.

” —

-/o.xdoa
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“The finest sound on record’

I’VE GOT AN

INVITATION

TO A DANCE
Recorded by

i ih mis tun
on Mercury #70324

ADVANCED MUSIC CORF. .

High On AH Lists!
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MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION
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and his

Currently UPTOWN THEATRE, Phlla.

Mir. 15—HI HAT CLUB, Boston
'

Mar. 25—GATIN 6AU COUNTRY CLUB, Hull, Qu#be«
Apr. S—TOWN CASINO, Buffalo

and than In JUNE
SAHARA HOTEL, LAS VEGAS

KING and FEDERAL RECORDS

Exclusive Management
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Florida Nitery, Hotel Till Renewed

Miami Beach, March 9.

Long-smouldering feud between
hotel operators and nightclub own-
ers erupted this week when City

Council again denied application

by the hortellorr-’ association for an
hour’s extension of entertainment
time after Florida Supper Club
Assn, reps had strenuously opposed
the move.

Latin Quarter’s Lou Walters
headed the nitery group, , arguing
that extension of the shutoff time
from 1 to 2 a.m. would mark the
deathknell of the bigger cabarets,
already having a tough time this

year with the competition offered
by hotel-cafes. FSCA members also
insisted that hotels themselves
have been over-pjricing the area to
m - in

' •
'

point where they keep vacationers

av ay, what with rate structure so

high.

Hotelmen pointed up the fact

that theirs is a year-round econ-
omy, where the glitteries shut
down after winter run; that *he
‘driving people away” 'statement
is hardly consistent with expendi-
ture of some $3,000,000 annually
for paid national advertising; that

extension of- the hotel curfew
would add to city’s revenue—
larger hotels would pay an an-
nual license fee of $2,500 against
a night club’s $2,000—and that

“hotels should have the right to

entertain their guests until 2 a.m„
especially when they are permitted
to drink until that hour”
Although Walters and other

FSCA members insist they would
like to stay open the year 'round
if pay scales could.be adjusted
with unions, hoteliers scoffed,

pointing out that while they’ve

been building business to the point

where summertime is now a big

season for them,
;
the nightclubs

“open and shut” as they please.

Also stressed was the promotion
among majority of hotels of night-

club packages which are designed
“specifically to stimulate nightclub
and cafe business/’ This type of

business is necessary for the big-

geries such as the Latin Quarter

|
and Beachcomber, if they are to

! fill their rooms for the dinner
shows.

SL Cyr Gets Top Billing

In Quebec Assembly Bat

No legislation Results

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

HOTEL AVERY
Tbo Homo of Show Folk

Avery A Washington St*.

Montreal, March 9.

Sooner or later, everyone
.
gets

top billing in the Quebec’s Legis-
lative Assembly. Last week (3) the
dubious honor came to peeler Lili

St. Cyr. and although no one knows
how the name was dropped, the
mention brought knowing • smiles
from many of the members. Pre-
mier Maurice Duplessis said he has
never seen La Lili, but he cast in-

quisitive glances at the members
of the Liberal Opposition.

A Liberal member from Mon-
treal. Dave Rochon, admitted see-

ing the femme several times when
she played the. Gayety Theatre
here. “I went with my wife,” said

Rochon. “After all she was per-

forming in my district. Lili is beau-
tiful.” Rochon also remarked he
had seen members of the National
Union (Duplessis' party) there ob-
viously enjoying themselves.
Mr Duplessis said he had been

told that “reformers” had gone to

see the peeler with spyglasses to

really find out whether her show
was obscene.

Saranac Lake
By ilappy Benway

Saranac Lake, N.Y., March 9.

Tom Cantwell, of downtown ac-

tors colony and a member of the
committee Saranac Lake Kjnter Ice

Carnival, received kudos from
Johnny Desmond, of the Don Mc-
Neil Breakfast Club, for courtesy
bestowed oh him when he was
crowned here as the King of the
Carnival.

Robert L. Dutton, of Sunrise
Theatre, Southern Pines, N. C.,

took two years of resting and sur-

gery to get an all-clear okay to re-

sume work.
J. D. (Jake) Batts, IATSE tech-

nician at Colony Theatre, Raleigh,

N. C.; happy over his first all-okay

clinic report following surgery,
Deloris Wetjin, in from New Jer-

sey for a week at bedside chat with
her mother, Muriel (Eddy Sisters)

Dahzi, whose progress is excellent.

Eugene (Dippy) Diers, long with
Murphy Aqua Shows, rated his first

real clinic that handed him a 10-day
furlough. This is his first trip out
of the san since his arrival.

Final concert for 1953-54 of the
Saranac Lake Concert Society end-
ed with The Amadeus of London.

(Write to those who are ill.

AGVAAFMTest

Toronto, March 9.

Test case launching a knockdown
battle between rival artists’ un-
ions, with the American Guild of

Variety Artists, New York, throw-
ing its moral and financial support
against the American Federation
of Musicians, was formally pre-

sented in court here yesterday
(Mon.), when Justice Gale was
asked to grant an injunction
against the musicians union in in-

ducing stage and television pro-

ducers to drop acts refusing to turn
in their AGVA cards and accept in-

terim “auxiliary membership” in

the musicians union.
Launching the actiqn against

AGM are the Revue Dancers—
Babs Christie, Robert van Norman,
Andrew Body and William Yule

—

who seek unstated damages against

the Toronto local of AFM after

they were dropped by the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corp.'s “Big Re-
vue,” weekly musical tv produc-
tion. Also named in unstated dam-
ages charges are Samuel Hersem-

i horen, CBC musical director of the
“Big Revue,” who pulled his musi-
cians out of studio rehearsals when
the dancers appeared in makeup
and costumes, and Robin Lowe,
former Toronto head of AGVA,
who has now been dismissed by
the AQVA international. In addi-

tion, Ernest Corley, puppeteer,
seeks unspecified damages and
breach of contract because his act

was pulled from the recent Inter-

national Hobby Show, Toronto. Co-
defendant in both cases is Walter
Murdoch, Canadian head of the
AFM.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

New York
. Nancy Walker will make her
N.Y. nitery bow at La Vie en Rose,
May 6. . . Valerie Bettis to play the
Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles, May
18. Date had been postponed be-
cause of a picture commitment ...

Connee Boswell is down for the
Park Lane, Denver, March 20. ..

Billy Daniels sails on the lie de
France May 5 for a tour of the
British Isles, starting at Glasgow,
May 17. . .Gene Krupa to the Chi-
cago Theatre, Chij March 19 on a
deal set by Joe Glaser's Associated
Booking Corp. . . . Georgia Tapps
to the Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
May 20.

Sophie Tucker is slated for the
Lake Club, Springfield, 111., May
28 .

.

. Jackie Miles pacted for the
Mayfair, Boston, May 18. . .Martha
Davis into the Blue Angel, N.Y.,
March 18 . . . Constance Moore
opens Monday (15) at the Cafe . de
Paris, London ... Franke Libuse
tapped for the Town Casino, Buf-
falo, March 29. . .Betty Hutton due
to repeat at the Beachcomber, Mi-
ami Beach, March 19. , .Milboume
Christopher subject of an article

in the current issue of People . .

.

Eddie Albert & Margo to break in
their act at the Nautilus, Miami
Beach, March 24, before opening
at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., April
8 .

.

. Stuart Fastofsky to fiddle for
the fifth time at a Carnegie Hall,
N.Y., recital, March 20.

Hollywood
. The Continentals, recently at the
Statler Hotel downtown, open Fri-
day (12) at Ciro’s for a two-week
stand . . . Bobby ' Short opens
March 17 at the Keyboard in Bev-
erly Hills . . . Ann Blyth prepping
a nitery act under Charles Hender-
son’s instruction and

.
plans to de-

but in September at the Sahara,
Las Vegas . . : . Comedy team of
Dan Rpwan and Dick Martin play-
ing a return date at the Chi Chi,
Palm Springs . . . Mindy Carson,
returns to Los Angeles next week,
opening at the Cocoanut Grove,
Ambassador Hotel, Thursday (18)

. Frankie Laine opened last
night (Tues.)) at the Palomar, Van-
couver . . . Sugar Ray Robinson set
for the Clover Club, Portland,
opening April 21 and then goes
into the Palomar, Vancouver, May
10 , . . Murray Arnold breaking in
a new song-.and-piano act in San

Philly Latin Casino Set

With Strong Spring List;

Vagabonds Due in Return
Philadelphia, March 9.

The Latin Casino plans to bring
back the Vagabonds May 30 for a
late-season return booking. Four-
some cleaned up for the cafe with
a two-week stand last November
and owners Dave Dushoff and Dal-
las Gerson figure they’re strong
enough for a repeat.

Another likely prospect for a
reappearance is Julius LaRosa,
who had a sock week in January
despite blizzard conditions. LaRosa
will follow the Vagabonds in for
a season windup if negotiations go
through.

With exception of the final at-

traction, cafe is booked solid for
remainder of- the year. Kean Sis-

ters are current headliners, play-
ing until tomorrow night (Wed.).
Dorothy Lamour opens for a week
Thursday (11), followed by Chris-
tine Jorgensen.

Steve Gibson and his Red Caps
are Wnked in from March 25 to
April 7, with Joe E. Lewis and Lil-

lian Roth in for 10 days, April 8.

The Gaylords open week of April
19; and Myron Cohen and the
Blackburn Twins come in April 26
for 10 days. Eartha Kitt is in for a
week, May 6; followed by Frankie
Laine, May 13. Sam Levenson is

due for 10 days, May 20.

Diego , . . Ruth Robin, sister of
tunesmith Leo Robin, will be fea-
tured in a revue slated to open at
Charley Foy’s end of the month.

Chicago 1

Bob MacFadden and Jeri Win-
ters opening Black Orchid on
March 16 for fortnight . , , Linda
Romano, Mexican filmstar, into

Blue Angel, Chi, March 12 for in-

definite stand... . .Sugar Ray Rob-
inson and Ruth Brown co-headlln-
ing at Regal Theatre April 16 for
single week . . , Four Lads playing
Rancho Don Carlos, Winnipeg,
April 17 for one week , , . Four
Freshmen into Sarno’s Restaurant
in Lima, O., March 19-27, following
with four frames at Yankee Inn,
Akron, beginning March 29.

C'X'I'XV.V^V.V.VV.V.'.

MIMI WARREN
AND HER TRIO

Opening March 15th

SHERATON-BILTMORE
/ HOTEL
Providence, Rhode IslandT

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Btanehtt of Theatrical/

FUN-MASTER

.

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-MZ GAG fill
(The Service of the STARS)

First of 15 files $7.00—All 35 Issues *33
Sin*ly: S1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beglnnlne with No. 1—No Skipping!
e 3 Bks. parodies, per book.. *io e
O MINSTREL BUDGET. *35 #
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk...$35 O
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) *50 e
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

*3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, S3!*. Worth ovor a thousand

No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
2M W.S4th St„ New York 19—Dept. V

Clrclo 7-1130

Management

HESS MAYER
420 MADISON AVE.
New York FL 5-4544

-WANTED
Sotneono to

,
organise , social activi-

ties at a dude ranch (1 hour from
N.Y.C.) Fri. Eve thru Sunday, liinch—

Fret weekend and some cash.

2-6207__

comics;
Get M. C. BITS

by ROBERT OMEN —
54 printed pages of one-
liners, . bits of business,

sight gags, routines, impressions, intro-

ductions, parodies A emcee' material. 700
boffs plus a free comedy catalog! Send
$1.00 to: LOUIS TANNEN
120 W. 42nd Street, New York 34, N. Y.

RAMONA ... JACK
LANG PURCELL
JUST CONCLUDED 2 WONDERFUL WEEKS

STATLER HOTEL, Buffalo
THANKS VIC ’JARMEL

Opening

MAYFAIR CLUB
BOSTON

March 2f thro April 11

Currently

CHEZ PAREE
MONTREAL
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Whenfed. Ct. Rules Acts 'Employees’
The American Guild of Variety4

Artists last week won a sweeping

victory in Federal Court in New
York when Justice John F. X,

McGohey ruled that performers

are employees and not indepen-

dent contractors. Pjecendental
ruling was made in the case of the

Lakewood (N. J.) hotel operators,

Who earlier had obtained an ex-

parte order .restraining AGVA
from interfering with the resort

operators. Court, upon hearing

the arguments, vacated the order

and denied the Innkeepers a .tem-

porary injunction. Order will be
appealed.

AGVA had argued that the re-

straint had been improperly issued

because the issues involved arose

out of a labor, dispute and there-

fore came under the terms of the
Norris-LaGuardia act*. Hotelmen
insisted that the performers work-
ing the hotels were not employees
but independent contractors, and
therefore no labor dispute was in-

volved.
‘

Norris-LaGuardia Angle
In the order signed by the

Court, Justice McGohey stated

“The complaint alleges that the

defendants haye damaged plain-

tiffs irrevocably and threaten to

continue to do so by putting their

hotels on an ‘unfair list’ and by
conspiring to induce all Guild
members to boycott plaintiffs’ ho-
tels, unless the plaintiffs execute
the Guild’s standard form contract

and thereby agree: (a) to engage
only the Guild’s ihembers as en-
tertainers; (b) to recognize the
Guild as the exclusive bargaining
agent of its members who per-
form at the plaintiffs’ hotels. In

(Continued on page 58)

Dick Shawn Scores in

His Palladium Preem ,

In New Vaude Season
London, March 9.

In the preem of the new season
at the Palladium here yesterday
(Mon.), Dick Shawn, a newcomer
to the British Isles, collected top

honors, scoring a hit with an orig-

inal comedy , spiel which gathered
yocks from a vociferous, hep audi-

ence.

The headliner, Ted Heath band,
supported by a trio of standard
vocalists, was an uninspired topper
with his conventional pop routines.

Supporting Heath are. Dickie Val-
entine, Lita Roza and Dennis Lotis.

The Heath band recently com-
pleted 100 Sunday-night swing ses-

sions at the Palladium before ca-

pacity audiences.

Others on the bill include Chaz
Chase, a frequent visitor to Brit-

ain; Beverley Sisters, a local close-

harmony trio; Marquis & Family,
Albert & Les Ward, comedy musi-
cians and impressionists; Pan Yue
Jen Troupe, acrobats; Five^Aman-
dis, Danish teeterboard turn; Ur-
sula & Gus, jugglers, and the Pal-
ladium Tiller Girls.

'

Georgia Fair Head Fined

$10,000 in Tax Evasion
Atlanta, March 9.

Mike Benton, former president
and. manager of the Southeastern
Fair Assn., Friday (5) handed his

certified check for $10,000 to R. G.
Hamilton, clerk of U. S. District
Court, in payment of fine levied
against him for income tax evasion.
Benton submitted his resignation

as an official of the fair last Octo*
her and his tax troubles came to a
head when he was fined the $10,000
by Federal Judge Frank A. Hooper
after entering a plea of nolo con-
tendere

—

:
“no contest”—to charges

that he did not pay $29,548 the
Government alleged he owed in
taxes for the year 1947 through
1950.

Benton is former owner and op-
erator of WBGE, Independent ra-
dio station located in the Georgian
Terrace Hotel,

Ohio Fair’s Tally in ’53
Columbus, March 9.

Ohio’s 00 county and indepen-
dent fairs and the Ohio State Fair
attracted 2,500,000 persons in 1953,
according to a report issued by
D. Robert JoneS, assistant fair
manager. Largest county fair was
Mahoning County’s at Canfield,
which had an attendance of

,135,000. The eight-day Ohio State
Fair had an attendance of about
475,000.

, Jones last Week also announced
1954 dates for 82 county and eight
independent fairs and said the
State Fair will be held in Colum-
bus Aug. 27 to Sept. 3.

Chicago, March 0.

In a move to extend and strength-
en its clamp on the midwest terri-

tory, American Guild of Variety
Artists has transferred Barry Hous-
ton to the Chi bureau from Miami
to focus exclusively on clubdates.
Primarily his function will be to

take action against AGVA perform-
ers who are working for agents
classified by the union as unfair.

Task will be no Small one, con-
sidering that nearly every inde-

pendent clubdate agent in this city

is non-bonafide as far as AGVA is

concerned. And, considering how
prominent a clubdate city Chicago
is, it’s no secret that most of the
talent playing the one-night shows
are being booked by blacklisted

agents. Many performers who are
normally booked by the large agen-
cies for nitery dates have been
depending on indie agents for their

clubdating, presumably on the sly..

.
Unthreatened, severely at least,

by AGVA for over a year, the sit-

uation has been a snap for both
agent and act alike where conven-
tion bookings are concerned. These
bookers, some 60 of them, have
been in the AGVA doghouse ever
since they departed the union to

form the Entertainment Managers
Assn, late in 1952. Large agencies
in good standing with AGVA have
been reluctant to exchange talent
with indie bookers, overtly anyway,
for fear that AGVA might some
day enter the picture.

Chi AGVA office now is extend-
ing to surrounding territory as far

as Milwaukee to enforce its mini-
mum basic agreement, complete
with welfare plan. Ernie Fast, head
of the local bureau, says he is an-
ticipating no difficulty with the
nitery ops out of Chicago.

MILWAUKEE NITERIES

FACE AGVA BLACKOUT
Milwaukee, March 9.

.

Area niteries are facing a poten-
tial blackout entertainment-wise
by failing to ink AGVA basic agree-
ment contracts, including $2.50 in-

surance per performer a week.
Club operators were huddling at

press time yesterday (Tues.h
AGVA also wants a minimum scale

of $150 a week, a six-day week,
three-show limitation nightly and
improved dressing room conditions
for performers.

Ernest Fast, of Chicago, midwest
director of AGVA, said: “If nitery

operators start hiring non-union
employees, we’ll go to the AFL
council.” Fast also hinted union
tooters could be yanked from spots-

using non-AGVA toilers.

Five night clubs primarily af-

fected are Club 26, Club Terris,

Downtowner, Melody Room in

Roosevelt Hotel and the Tic Toe.

Irvin Arthur, formerly of Allied
Artists Agency, has opened an
office on his own in New York.

in Chi as Wirtz,

METHOD FADES
By JOE COHEN

Singers are back to the long,
hard climb in an effort to hit the
top show business brackets. It's

back to the joints, . the small nit-

eries, occasional vauder, and the
other spots where fledgling singers
can develop at their own rates of
speed before bitting legit and the
top situations.

This trend has come about be-
cause of the fact that many believe
that the chances for an overnight
click via the disk route is disap-
pearing, There hasn’t been a singer
who hit the bigtime suddenly since
Joni James jumped to. four figures
weekly because of the resounding
click of “Why Don't You Believe
Me,” Of course* there have been
many attempts at the sudden climb
to bigtime, but none have broken
through in more than a year.
Talent agencies as well as personal
managers and singers now feel that
it’s too hazardous to rely on the
disk medium alone. Other methods
must be tried, and the resurgence
of the long, hard pull is one of the
results.

Another factor contributing to
the reliance on the oldtime show
biz comes as a result of the sub-
par performance standards by
many names developed on records.
In order to cash in on a first click,

the platter singers have taken
dates in vaudeville and cafes at a
time when some didn’t even know
how to walk out on a stage or a
floor. Most were forced into the
position of being stars before they
were performers. In most cases
they fared badly before live audi-
ences, and many didn't do well on
their second time around the cir-

cuits when they came in without
the backing of a disk click.

Lesser Spot Call
Recently, talent agency men have

noted, there’s been more requests
for bookings into the lesser spots,

where material can be tested. Even
song publishers have started dig-

ging up tunes that had been re-

jected by a&r men so that they can
be tried by singers working to live

audiences.

It’s noted that nightclubs out-

side of New York used to buy sing-

ers on the basis of the chirper get-

ting a record contract. Results

were too frequently disappointing

as the record often didn’t cause

any excitement and the boniface

was stuck with a singer who
couldn’t perform. As a result of

these instances, bonifaces soon
(Continued on page 58)

Adding to boniface woes at this

time of year is the inability to get

topliners to work. Because of the

Lenten season and the March 15

income tax deadline, names are

unwilling to work niteries, fearing

that vast expanses of white space

will be blamed on them.

Most major cafes that depend on.

names for business are booking

from week to week in hopes Of

landing a name that will bring in

some coin. Generally, the niteries

find that they have to coast along

with what’s available and hope to

line up good enough attractions

when the immediate crisis is over.

The bonifaces say that after April,

when Lent is over, and during May
and June, when the prom season

gets into high gear, the pressure

will be off. Otherwise, it’s murder
at this time.

Business, generally, has been off

during the past few weeks. In mid-

town New York, the situation is

better than in most cities, with the.

Latin Quarter still more thfin hold-

ing its own on the west side and
the Versailles topping business ort

the east side. The intimeries, like

the Blue Angel and the Ruban
Bleu, are also coasting along nicely.

Only One in ‘Doghouse’

Montreal, March 6.

Editor, Vajuety:

Your front page item in the
March 3 issue about the Rooneys
being in the ‘4>og House” in New
Hampshire was half right. I’m sure
my father will be amazed to sud-

denly find himself in the “hot dog”
business. This establishment has
been owned and operated by me
for six years. My father saw the
place for the first time in Decem-
ber when he managed to pay us
a long-awaited overnite visit while
appearing with “Guys & Dolls” in

Boston.

Please get Dad out from behind
the counter again. .

Pat Rooney, Jr.

Chi Bistro Aim

New Dish Talent
Chicago, March 9.

In the face of generally declin-
ing nitery biz and rising costs of
variety talent, Pat Fontecchio is

remodeling his Cloister Inn to
make it a showcase for new record-
ing talent. “New •Names of 1954”
format is a gamble at making the
grade on the cafe circuit with
minimized nut for acts. It’s hoped
by the club that disk jockey plugs
and record promotion of the new
artists would at the same time help
sell the Cloister. Room aspires to

be a discovery haven for rising

talent, while low budget and cuffo
radio and tv plugs are figured to

ease some of the operating strain.

Kickoff attraction for the re-

vitalized bistro is Ann Gilbert, a
Chance label pactee, who opens
March 10 for four weeks. Her cur-

rent sides are “Our Favorite
Waltz,” penned by WGN deejay
Saxie Dowell <and consequently
likely for a rash of plays on that
station ) and “When You Walk
By,” a tune smithed by Jack Fas-
cinate, to another local figure, who
is musical director for Kukla,
Fran & Ollie on NBC-TV. Support-
ing lineup at the Cloister consists

of young chirp Peggy Taft and
pianist Tommy Stat.

Two nights a week the room
brings in a sleeper jazz combo
“discovered” in a Skid Row honky
tonk. It’s the only jazz unit cur-
rently on display along Rush St.,

big saloon and eatery belt in Chi.

Bistro is located in the Mary-
land Hotel but is under separate
ownership.

KAYE SMASH $43,800

IN 2D PHILLY WEEK
Philadelphia, March 9.

With the weekend at $6.50 top

going clean, Danny Kaye racked

up a second smash week in his

stay at the Shubert Theatre, to

gross a tasty $43,800. Comedian is

in with a 75-25 split in his favor,

and figure provides ample returns.

Advance for the third week is

strong, but the fourth and final

week still needs a hypo. Kaye is

getting good word-of-mouth; but,

curiously, only squawk comes from

his overworking to please the cus-

tomers. Comic does an hour and
three-quarters to an hour and 50

minutes virtually every show.
Some Philadelphia playgoers, es-

pecially those with the suburban
trains to catch, can’t get recon-

ciled to leaving the theatre at 11:45

pm. Kaye, incidentally, picks up
musicians’ overtime +ab on his late

stints.

ree on Joint Skeds
Minneapolis, March 0.

The Arena Managers Assn.»
starting a .two-day meeting in Buf-
falo today (Tues.) to arrange sched-
ules for the shows to play their
sfots, will be faced with a crisis

brought on by a reported deal be-
tween arena owner and iceshow
producer Arthur M. Wirtz: and
Shipstads & Johnson’s “Ice Fol-
lies," which will virtua iy shut the
AMA show, “Ice Capades,” out of
Chicago. There’s also the possi-
bility that “Follies” may replace
“Ice Capades” at the Madison
Square Garden, N. Y.
The move came to light this

week, when it was learned that the
“Follies” management had made a
deal for Wirtz to bring his “Holly- .

wood Ice Revue” into Minneapolis
Arena, where “Follies” has an ex-
clusivity, and to get the Wirtz dis-
play into other auditoriums where
"Follies” contracts specify that
there shall be no other icer.

In return, Wirtz will give “Fol-
lies” time in his Chicago Stadium»
and since he’s a major stockholder,
in Madison Square Garden, “Fol-
lies” may return there after a two-
year absence. y

•

The AMA meet in Buffalo is ex-
pected to apply some terrific pres-
sure in order to get its own shows
into Chicago. The Chi situation
was brought about when the
Arena, in that city, was leased to
CBS as a studio. “Follies” had
played a month at that stand and
“Ice Capades” for three weeks.
Thus gaping holes were left in

(Continued on page 58)

Mercury Artists Aiming

At Bigtime Agency List

With Staffer Expansion
Mercury Artists Corp., after a

series of additions to the staff, is

now attempting to make the big-

time in talent agency ranks. Of-
fice, headed by Leonard Green,
sometime ago streamlined its

organization when Green and Jack
Bertell, who had an interest in the
spot, split up. Since then. Green
has expanded his staff to include a
nitery and theatre department, at
well as legit and video.
Recent additions to the office in-

clude Jerry Rosen and Lenny Dit-
son, in the act department, and
Bill Burnham and Jose Gomez,
bands. It has also expanded its

cocktail unit sector.

Expansion moves have been pay-
ing off to some extent inasmuch
as Mercury has enticed a new
batch of clients, which includes
June Havoc, Nancy Walker, Harry
Mimmo and Valerie Bettis, among
others.

Green is still on the prowl for
agenting talent, and expects to
add more. At this point, the office

additions haven’t fully paid off in

the way of Increased bookings.
However, Green hopes to attract

more new acts. He’s going along on
the theory that in downbeat
periods, a lot of performers shift

to other agencies in hopes of bet-

tering themselves.

White VersaiHes Show

Readies for Road Tour
Decision as to when to close the

show at the Versailles, N.Y., will

be made after producer George
White returns from the Coast.

White went west to line up play-

dates for “Nice
;
to See You,” which

he produced for the Versailles.

Tentative closing date has been
set at April 18, after which the unit

will go on the road. The White pro-

duction has been running for

nearly a year. Cast includes

Georgie Kaye, Fay De Witt, Don
Liberto, A1 Norman, Lou Nelson,

Dorothy Keller, Patti Ross, Linda
Lombard, Margy Duncan, Paula

Stewart, Carol Ohmart and others.

Most of this lineup is slated to go

out on tour. However, Kaye has

been pacted for the Sands Hotel;

Las Vegas, when the run at the

Versailles is over.
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O’Seas Talent Sub in Abramson Plan
Nat Abramson, head of the

WOR Artists Bureau, N.y., is mak-
ing a pitch to send shows to mili-

tary installations in Europe as a

replacement for the bills that have
been booked by European agents.

Coin for these shows would be ob-

tained from “non-appropriated
funds” which come from the profits

on operation of the various post-

exchanges..

USO-Camp Shows,' which for-

merly supplied, the European com-
mand w'ith programs, has with-
drawn from that area temporarily
because of the reduced 1954 budg-
et. Last fall, Camo Shows con-
ferred with Army officials to de-
termine wh'Ch area should receive
priorities in the allocation of
shows. Thf Army, decided that
Korea would be the main concen-

THE

KIRBY STONE

FOUR
'**

Held Over Again!

LAST FRONTIER
LAS VEGAS

Mgt : WILLIAM MORRIS .

*H«t|

tration point, with Alaska and the
Northeast' command comprising
Greenland, Labrador, Newfound-
land and Baffin Island," getting

about equal ratinf in a secondary
position. Thus Europe .tvas cut off

from the USO because of budget-
ary considerations.
The European military installa-

tions have long been buying local

shows. Some American talent has
been used, but many performers
have returned to the U S. with
complaints that they had to do au-

ditions before audiences that had
paid to get in. There were also

complaints that payments were
.below normal earnings and that

the agents made -a tremendous
profit on the dates.

Abramson has stepped into a

similar situation previously. When
USO-Camp Shows withdrew from
servicing the Caribbean area,

Abramson provided several shows
that were paid for out of PX
funds.

YOUNGMAN BRAVES SEA

FOR 1ST BRITISH STINT
Hertny Youngman sax.s Saturday

,

(13) for England on t-e Queen I

Mary. He’ll play a two-week en-

gagement at the Palladium, Lon-

don* opening March 24.

Booking marks Youngman’s <v.‘

f vaude engagement in the. land

his birth. Until now, he says,

he's had a complex about seasick-

ness, but he's been talking to him-
self about this, figuring he should
be able to travel as a man wherever
he could go as an infant.

Comic says he had offers from
the Chez Paree in Chi and El Ran-
cho* in Vegas, but he subdued any
idea of asking for a Palladium post-

ponement and will go bravely down
to the sea in ships.

AMA Facing Crisis
Continued from pace 37

AGVA Decision
Continued from page 57

L. & H. Aussie Tour
Glasgow, March 9.

Laurel & Hardy, appearing here

in vaude at the Empire Theatre,

are planning a tour of Australia

and. New Zealand. Their current

vaude stint in Britain, which began
last October, ends next month.

Comedians are working their

“Birds of a Feather” sketch in

vaude, under banner of British

impresario Bernard Delfont.
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“I Look

At It

This Way!”

This Is The

Way They

Look At It!

"Buddy Lester is at his funniest."—Walter Wincheli

"This guy is funny, make no mistake about it."

—Daily Variety

"By the time Buddy Lester had gone through his

initial show at the Band Box it was apparent to

all concerned that Sammy Lewis has another
comic to add to his rotating stable. This is Les-

ter's first Coast date, and he has made an im-
mediate and particularly strong impression.
"... It's in the delivery that his material regis-

ters best—and any comic who can draw steady
reaction from the cognoscenti of this spot, where

* the trade includes many of the town's gag-
writers, knows he's made it."

—Variety

"Lester literally broke up the place in his local debut. He's,

fast, very fast, and furthermore he keeps 'em laughing con-

stantly in a hilarious 40-minute stint."

—Hollywood Reporter

"Comic Buddy Lester a standout . . . not only reaches the

Band Box trade, he slays 'em via 45 minutes of hilarious

material."—Billboard

U3is3i Adana
Partanal Mgr.

HENRY DUNN
Financial Mgr.

MRS. BUDDY LESTER

addition to damages, a. permanent
j

injunction is prayed for.

“If the controversy out of which
this case arises constitutes a labor
dispute as defined in the Norris-
La Guardia Act, the court lacks
jurisdiction to issue an injunction
unless the allegations of the com-
plaint are supported by testimony
offered in an open and adversary
hearing, sufficient to support: the
five findings prescribed in the
Act.

“The plaintiffs concede that if
*

the artists who perform at their
hotels are -employees of the plain-
tiffs then there is a labor dispute,
the provisions of the Norris-La-
Guardia Act apply and the court
is without power to issue an in-

junction.’ They argue, however,
that since, as they claim, the ar-
tists are independent contractors,
there, cannot possibly be labor dis-

{

pute involved in this case. They
are mistaken in this conclusion
(NLRB Vs. Hearst Publications,
Inc., 322 U. S. 11, 1943 K Indeed,
one of the basic issues of the con-
troversy arises from the artists’

demand to be recognized as em-
ployees. Accordingly this case is

held to be one ‘involving or grow-
ing out of a labor dispute.’

The battle on this issue is being
fought in two courts. In the New
Jersey Superior Court at Trenton,
the Lakewood hotelmen started
arguments on an injunction to re-
strain AGVA. Matter was post-
poned until tomorrow (Thurs.)
when it will be argued at Free-
hold.

Long, Hard Pull
Continued from page 57 ;

j

afterward told agencies not to sub-

!
mit record singers until they were

j

worth $3,000 or more.

Among those that are trying
to go it via accepted show biz
methods is Terri Stevens, now at
the Chateau Madrid,* N. Y. She
previously worked at the Copaca-
bana as a production singer and

!
prior to that served an apprentice-
ship with various bands! Another
who is working up to the plush
time is Trude Adams at the Village
Vanguard, N. Y. Paula Stevens,

I Anita Ellis, Portia Nelson, (open-

|

ing in the legiter “The Golden Ap-
i pie”) and Isobel Robins are among
j

others developing in cafes.

In order to hit bigtime by this
method, singers, if they are to

j

avoid the lower level of cafes, fre-
quently have, to have backing and/
or a fairly influential personal
manager. Otherwise it's a bootstrap
operation for them.

However, it’s noted that singers
who come lip the hard way—with-
out records—have a more lasting
and virtually permanent niche in
the top brackets. Those that came
up via the appearance fields in-
clude Tony Martin, Frank Sinatra,
Dinah Shore, Jane Froman, Pearl
Bailey, Dolores Gray, Ethel Mer-
man, Mary Martin, and others. The
salaries of these singers are fairly
constant, while the record name
prices fluctuate in proportion to
the selling power of their latest
disk.

When In Buffalo Staff at th#

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL

Art Apartmant for ihi price of m Room
Complofo Cooking Facilitiit

M. Lonchntr, Mgr., 204 So. Elmwood Av.

their neh'^ules and Wirtz, owning
the Stadium, only major arena In

Chi with a refrigeration .plant, was
in a position to jnake some hefty
('".Is.

Other Alternative

Other alternative in the Chi
area is the -installation of an ice

plant in the Chicago Amphithea-
tre, an arena which is less advan-
tageously- located. Amphitheatre
ops have already offered to install

this equipment in return for firm
leases' by both shows onJthat prop-
erty. There is still a possibility

that AMA m£y be forced into that

spot, unless Wirtz agrees to a third
icer In his Stadium. Pressure by
AMA could still be brought on
Wlrtfc because AMA has time in

other, cities which it can give
Wirtz’s show. So far, Wirtz hasn’t
made up his mind, although it’s

known that AMA execs have been
trying to get him to negotiate for
Chicago.

Prior io the meeting, some ele-

mentST in AMA had wanted the
Buffalo palaver postponed until

some resolution was made of the
Chi situation. It was argued that
schedules couldn’t he firm until

it was known how much time
would be available in the Windy
City. At . the same ; time, it

wouldn't be feasible to. discuss
schedules for other shows which
AMA is considering until it would

- 1 1 1 1 1

I

Loews ‘Circuit’

Of 2 Vaude Weeks
Loew’s will resemble a • circuit

for the first time in some years
during Easter week when the chain
will have two shows going simul-
taneously. Leo Cohen, booking for
the web, has set the Sauter-Fine-
gan Orcb and Vaughn Monroe
April 17 for the Penn Theatre,
Pittsburgh, which many yeqrs ago
used to run an occasional vauder.
Previously, Cohen signed Julius
LaRosa to go into Loew’s State,
N. Y„ for its* first show in years.
The Loew chain is putting in

vaude shows whenever suitable
headliners become available. Other
chains are reportedly looking for
attractions to relight long-dark-
ened stages. The situation holds
true at the Paramount, and Capi-
tol, N. Y., and other theatres and
chains homeofficing in New York.
They’d like to put in some kind
of stagefare to bolster the box-
offices. Exhibs have long been com-
plaining that there aren’t enough
top pictures to go around, and
some kind of additional boxoffice
lure must be provided. -

EVA GABOR, CARPENTER

AS NEW NiTERY TEAM
Eva Gabor and Carleton Car-

penter will unite in a cafe act
which is being written and
staged by Carpenter. It has been
set for the Cafe de Paris, London,
in the fall.

Miss Gabor reports to Metro
May 1 for the filming of “Last
Time I Saw Paris,” after which
the act will be prepped. Miss Ga-
bor has played Las Vegas with
the rest of the family. Carleton
Carpenter, how juvenile lead in
the Broadway revue, “Almanac,”
worked in vaude with Debbie
Reynolds.

be known how much time and what
spots would be' available. However,
AMA toppers felt that no post-
ponement could be made at this
time.

Should Wirtz and AMA have a
fallout,! then layouts such as the
touring arena show, “Hippodrome,”
will take on increased value to the
arena org, because this show may
have to be used to plug up the
holes left by the Wirtz show exit.

However, it is agreed that both
Wirtz and AMA would be hurt con-
siderably should they have a fall-

ing out over Chicago or any, other
situation. Both organizations re-
alize that, and every effort will be
made to come to a deal. One of
the terms, as far as AMA is con-
cerned, will be time in the Chi
Stadium. Otherwise, indications
point to the possibility that no deal
will be made.'

LENNY COLYER
”Mr. Spaca Hlmwlf”

Currently

TOWN CASINO
Buffalo

Far. Mgf. AL BORDI
2b3 N. Wabash, Chicago

BUD and CECE

ROBINSON
Opening March 12th

BEVERLY HILLS

COUNTRY CLUB
COVINGTON, Ky.

Direction: MCA

LEW

BLABK
and

FAT

DUNDEE
fBaoirfy and
tht laosfj

A naw note In
Glamor Comady

Staled by
Nervy* Nelioa

^ —rtnit.

—

Cm Franklin
Lou Waltera Ent.
1078 Braadway
New Yerk

A Friendly Announcement

Whiley wlr; Roberts

Now building his own Palace

Panorama City, Los Angeles

We are pleaded to announce

the association with our organization

PHIL BLOOM

THE ALICE FABER AGENCY
CRestview 4-6763

BRadshaw 2-2473

120 El Cammo Dr.

Beverly Hills, Calif.
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Hotel PIsztf N. Y.
Lita Kirk (with Buddy Pepper ),

Alan fc Blanche Lund ,
Ted Strac-

ter Orch, Mark Monte's Continen-

tal?; $2-$2.50 cover.

Lisa Kirk was the exquisitely-

gowned gamin-queen of^a near-

capacity court at the 12:30 investi-

ture opening night (4). Femme has

worked up from personality to

presence, from showstopper with

bawdy lyrics to a solo performer

of range, change and nuance. She

started strong, she got stronger,*

and she finished in total command
with an audience she -had carried

from receptive to rampant enthusi-

asm.
There was a curious anti-climax

at the late show due to the presence

of Joan Crawford in a large cen-

tre-table party. Miss Crawford be-

gan shouting, but loud, for
_
Vaya

Con Dios.” a hit of the day -before

yesterday composed by Miss Kirk s

pianist. Buddy Pepper. The act

was over but in a mood to oblige

so enthusiastic a crowd Miss Kirk

came back for another encore not

understanding the situation. It de-

veloped she did not know ‘ Vaya

Con Dios/’ and it is hardly her

type of number, but she gave the

spotlight to Pepper and stood

there, as an onlooker, while he

Episode was handled with lady-

* like graciousness by Miss Kirk and

it is a further mark of her now
well-seasoned trouping that she

could so gracefully escape the awk-

ward and unforeseeable predica-

ment. Since Miss Kirk had pre-

viously been most generous in

focusing attention on her accom-

panist and had mentioned Vaya
n Kit namA the tinfOr-

some and Rudy Horn, with house
line providing distaff relief, has
enough class, variety and punch it-

self to score, resoundingly with the
supperclub set.

Miss Gibbs, an appealing wisp
of a femme with powerhouse pro-
jection, slams home seven of her
best finger-snapping identities,

most of which are her Mercury big-
gies. ‘1 Love Paris” stands alone
on the slow side, and of course
vivacious “Seven Lonely Days” and
“Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding
Bell,” in proper Calypso idiom,
figure importantly In her reper-
toire. Her warbling is customarily
fine, her animation contagious, and
her sharp off-the-cuff repartee
with the nearby tables stamps her

!
stage personality as genuine. Whole
segment is loaded with bounce
and buoyancy, and she’s saluted
throughout with large applause. .

So are Les Charlivels. Youthful-
seeming, pintsized brothers show
remarkable versatility in the 30-
minute segment as musicians,
singers, dancers, acrobats and tum-
blers. Pacing themselves swiftly,-

they take to a host of instruments,
break off into dance productions
and climax each with neat acros.

It’s skillful, breathtaking diversion
all the way.

Express juggler -Rudy Horn, from
Germany, contributes to the inter-

national character of the bill and
punctuates its nature as a lineup
of highly-skilled performers. Build-
ing from rapid three-ball exercise,
he takes on five and . reverses the
direction straightway and behind
his back. Highlight of his act is a
balancing stunt performed on a tall

unicycle, as he kicks a succession
of six cups and six saucers into a

QMI’tefVft’Y*
(FOLLOWUP)

Lou Walters has buttressed his

longrunning Latin Quarter show
with the addition of George & Bert
Bernard. ‘This team, .from the
Miami Beach LQ edition, will be
here for three weeks and will re-
turn later in the season for a longer
run. The Bernard boys have spent
so much time in Europe that
they’re virtually expatriates, but
haven’A lost their knowhow of play-
ing before U£. audiences,

The Bernards have one of the
better record pantomime acts

around. Twosome goes through
some imaginative routines. They
start their act by an Andrews Sis-
ters takeoff, Which has them Work-
ing in pinafores. They keep this
garb throughout their routine, but
after the initial tune, it’s used as
an undergarment. Various forms of
apparel, such as a straightjacket
and various capes, are worn over
the basic gingham garb.

Both are vigorous and talented
pantomimists and their interpreta-
tions are laugh-laden. They do
takeoffs on Kirsten Flagstad’s “Yo-
Ho-To-Ho,” the Mel Blanc “K-K-
Katy,” the fugue from “Call Me
Madam” and "Largo al Factotum.”
Their applause' is of salvo propor-
tions.

Other mainstay of the session
continues to be Darvas & Julia,
who. cap their aero ballroomistics
with. Julia taking a queensized
plunge into a split. This, too, is

one of the top turns of its kind.

But probably the fastest act in
show biz is the Seven Ashtons, am
Australian risley turn who go
through some of the most amazing
stunfs in the entertainment sphere.

manner, sings of love and lovers
and dramatizes the melodies. His
debonair manner an<| magnetic
smile; his kidding* occasional
clowning and his superior show-
manship, work their usual . magic.
But, above all, he comes up this
time with a stock in trade of socko
new songs, -among the. best he has
ever had, and hie sells them to a
fare-ye-well, exhibiting the enthu-
siasm and gusto that have helped
so much to popularize him.

Among the new numbers are
such clickos as “The Cavalier,”
“When I Was Young,” “But You
Must Really Love Me,” “Remember
Me,” “Every Time You Smile,”
“Smoke Rings” and “The Marquis’
Daughter.”

Appropriately, in this Scandinat
vian community, he occasionally
warbles in Swedish, Danish and
Norwegian. They expect him to
visit tables and kid the sitters, and
he doesn’t disappoint them. He
has them singing, too, With the re-
sult that everybody has a lot of
fun, At the end,

.
after being on an

hour and doing’ 12 nhmbers, he
obliges by singing some requested
perennial favorites, and they still

want more.
Brisson gets topdrawer. support

from his own accompanist, Dick
Emmons, and from {he always
highly capable Don McGrane and
the latter’s orchestra. McGrane al-

so lands solidly with a violin solo
accompanying a Brisson number.

' Rees .

Con Dios” by name, the unfor

tunate judgment of Miss Crawford

in raising a hubbub for a star s

piano-player occasioned audible

cracks all over the Persian Room.

It was not the way a star should

treat a star, for after her trium-

phant half hour on the floor nobody
could resist the conviction that

Miss Kirk s authority as an enter-

tainer has assumed stellar dimen-

sions.

The observant customer at the
fresh 1

stack on his ,he&d and, for good I

stunts in tne entertai

measure, also kicks in the spoon
;

The Ashtons perform some unbe-

and sugar-cube. It’s a brilliant -
livable antics, doing balances, and

demonstration. •
transfers that arouse an ovation.

Dorothy Hild Dancers of eight at-

tractive femmes and one male lead
off and close showwith two smart
production numbers, the first of
which, called “Strut,” draws a vol-
ley of applause for showmanly en-
trance. Bob Kirk vocalizes “Till We
Two Are One” for the afterpiece
and fronts a good orch for show-
backing and ballroom. Les.

Persian Room takes away
awareness each time that Ted

Strader's orch gives any act won-
derful musical and .

vocal support,

me
S

it
eS
along

n
with
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Monte’s . Mineo r South Sea Islanders (3

) , paCed.
The mu- [Denny Desmond, Ed Tierney. Bob

'J

(6 », Bob Peters,

Latin Quarter, Boston
. Boston, March 2.

Dorothy Lamour ( with Sam-

strongbeat Continentals.
j . , _

sic was important to the boy and i
Conrad Dancers

lirl dance team which is the other
;

Harry DeAngelis Orch (8), Zarde

h/lf of the bill These dancers,
j

Bros. Trio; $3 min., $1.50 enter-

Alan & Blanche Lund (New Acts),
j

toinment charge.

were well liked, and belonged in

Rest of the show similarly holds
up well. The Mazzone - Abbott
Dancers, with their breakaway
props, create some excitement with
their Apache stuff. The femme
parade is topped by Lee Sharon,
with a tasteful strip, arid Mary
Mon Toy and Ruby Richards, who
dress up the production. Mitchell
Gregg shows a fine voice in pro-
duction and in a song spot, and
Jacqueline Ma'rcy further does the
production vocals. The line’s cos-
tuming is provocative and fre-
quently exciting, and their produc-
tion keeps the proceedings well

Jose.

their posh surroundings.- Land.

5foeambo, Hollywood
Hollywood, March 3.

Did: Contino, Paul Hebert Orch

(7>; 52 cover.

Having traveled over a series of

Last Frontier, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 1.

Howard Keel (with Angel Mar-
io), Carsony Bros. (3), Blackburn
Twins & Evelyn Ward, Don Lurio,
Last Frontier Girls (10), Gar

mythical pic “Roads,” Dorothy ipood Van Orch (15); no corer or
Lamour is currently exploring the

j
minimum

,

nitery circuit roads, and if the
Two-framer starring Howard

Keel is a well-balanced show, col
orfully staged to effectively intro-
duce the Metro singing star in his
first nitery engagement. Hand-
some singer’s personality and vofee

Latin Quarter outing is any crir

terion she should have little diffi-

cultyclicking along the route. Sur-
rounded by the South Sea Island-

It took less than 15 minutes for ; ers ( 3 > piano-playing comic Denny
Dick Contino to impress one im-

, Desmond, juggler Ed Tierney and
portant fact upon a show biz-wise

,
her personal pianist-conductor,

I are easy°to~tak4”whn’e his* soiigs
crowd at the Mocambo opening

j

Sam Mineo, the entire layout adds
J

from stage and screen successes
night—he’s better than ever. Ana i up to slick, clean entertainment, [score a triumph (see New Acts.)
any doubts that might have been

, Femme looks smart, sings a good
;

Click biz is assured,
expressed about

[
~

;

song and is strong on the show- ! Professional debut of star’s vis-

i kina °
will ^Drobably i

mans
j

1JP angle, jpving^the custom-
j
a-vis, Angel Mario, gives promise

squeezebox king will
^

prooao > ers plenty of action while she’s on-
; of a fine singing career for the

qutckly achieve a higher ^pUar* |
stage. Opening with a kidding on lyric soprano.

8
A
8
pupil of Keel’s

lty rating then he held two .yea s
j

,

the square s0^acknowledging her
|
singing teacher, Miss Mario gar-

I rvr*o_ T-TAlliMifAA/l n o trr on nloifnfnn i L! — i f .
'

i _ • _ago and he looks like a
stay in the big-money class for a

considerable period.

It takes a considerable talent

and showmanship to stand up be-

fore the sophisticatype crowd the

Mocambo usually gets and win

pre-Hollywood days as an elevator
gal. Miss Lamour then launches
into a songalog which includes
“What is This Thing Called Love?”,
a medley of songs from the various
‘ Road'’ pix, including a tongue-in-
cheek carbon of Bing Crosby

Shamrock, Houston
Houston, March 2.

Johnnie Ray, Gary Mor.toh, Hal
McIntyre Orch; $1.50-52.50 min.

salvoes for 30 minutes with an ac-
: crooning “Moonlight Becomes

cordion act. Contino does it with
: You,” and the old two-beater, “Sis-

ease. larding the turn with a trio, ter Kate.’’

of vocals and some personable pat-
. Midway in stint she intros the

ter - South Sea Islanders, three boys
Passage of two years has im-

: long identified with Miss Lamour
proved Contino’s technique and

; who play guitars and a uke, and
he’s noticeably more muscular, i take over for a short sesh of slick
which plays an important part in

j
Hawaiian singing and playing

getting new and tremendously, ef-j

fective results through rapid man-^j

ipulation of the bellows.

The vocal stuff is on “Tell Me
You’re Mine.” “From the Vine
Came the Grape” and “That’s
Amore.’’ Latter is a- triumph of

breath control, since he essays it

after a whirlwind “Contirio’s Boo-
gie” in which he virtually beats
down the entire Paul Herbert, orch
in a running battle of music.

Herbert outfit, in addition to

providing c,kay show backing,. does
an effective job of handling terp
chores. Kap.

Kdgcwnter Beaeh, Clil
Chicago, March 5.

Les Charlivels (3), Georgia . • .

.

wh has for assistants
~

a
Cibbs, Rudy Horn, Dorothy Hild

j JoS ' oflatve French DoJdles
Dancers (91, Bob Kirfc Orch ( 10 ) ;

,

Also on hand, for a cSS^le of p

while she dashes offstage to don
her famed sarong. Returning, she
continues on the Hawaiian kick,
backed by the trio, tossing a couple
of native songs, winding distribut-
ing leis to ringsiders.

On ahead, zany-pianist Desmond
serves as a neat warmer-upper, dis-
playing a sock comedic sense
whether seated at the 88 apeing
Liberace while a single candle
flares and flickers; finally bursting
into flames and smoke, or as a
standup, pantoing a typical Satur-
day afternoon tv oater with action
described via an offstage record-
ing. He also breaks into Miss La-
mour’s stint a couple of times
rigged out in outlandish costumes.

Bill opens with Tierney, an adept

ners big applause for her offerings
The Carsony Bros., pair of twins
and an older frere, are a sock
hand-balancing and somersaulting
trio that spends a. great deal of
time upside down on canes, bowl-
ing balls and bottles.
The Blackburn Twins and Evelyn

Ward are held over to repeat “Re-
flections In A Mirror,” “I’m A
Lady From St. Louis” and others.
Lyrics and terps are socko. Hard-
working trio scores in their com-
edy oldie, “Baby, It’s Cold Out-
side.” Act is too long, and pruning
would do double-duty—to more ef-
fectively present.it and add more-
demanded time to the brief 30-
minutes given to Keel.
Line of girls, featuring Don

Lurio in terps, moves well in
"We’re Hayin’ A Heat Wave,” chor-
eo'd by Louis Da Pron. Garwood
Van’s orch, augmented by four
strings for singing star and led
for him by George Wyle, rates
plaiujits. Bob.

Hotel Badiason, Mpls.
Minneapolis. March 6.

Carl Brisson (2), Don McGrane
Orch; $2.50 minimum.

A jampacked Shamrock Room
welcomed Johnnie Ray for opening
night of a two-week stint, and
loved him. Even the oldsters, who
wouldn’t be expected to go over-
board for the Ray type of song or
technique, gave with all of the en-
thusiasm of the 1younger set.

From the opening sprinkle until
the deluge set in with the constant-
ly demanded “Crying Little White
Cloud” and plain “Cry,” Ray had
the audience sharing his weeping
emotions. -• . .

Ray mixes his songs to please
every taste, from his late disk of-
ferings, “Such A Night” and “Des-
tiny,” back to oldies like “Please
Don’t’ Talk About Me When I’m
Gone” and “You'd Be Surprised.”
Whether it’s “Walking My Baby
Back Home” or a Negro spiritual,
the crow'd is with him.

,

Singer runs th^ gamut of tricks
from nervously banging out a few
licks on the piano, playing With
the audience through a portable
mike and a iew stolen kisses rou-
tine, sitting on the piano and even
hoofing a few steps. But, there’s
no doubt that he scores his top per-
formance when he gives out the
full “Cry” treatment.
Show opener is a newcomer to

Houston, .Gary Morton. He has a-
new comedy approach that gets
broad at times but never offensive.
With fast off-the-cuff quips that
take advantage of every room hap-
pening and a manner that is dif-
ferent, even to the point of rubber-
faced mugging done with a strictly

unique twist, he wins his audience
from the start.

Somewhat brassy
.
though it is,

Hal McIntyre’s group works well
for Ray. They cut a commendable
show and aopear to be giving the
dancing customers what they want.

Jedo.

Clner CIrt, Mind
: Miami, March 4. ,,

Tony Martin .(with Hal Borne),
Alan KingK Betty Luster, Ted Law-
tie, Selma Marlowe Line, Tony
Lopez Orch; $3.50-$6 minimum,

Tony Martin can be nominated
as the act most likely to succeed in
pulling this mainland bistro from
a faltering season into a late firiish

that will wind owner Jack Goldman
a winner at the till. Despite a line-

up of attractions that looked strong
on paper—even a Lena Horne was
affected -by the fierce competition
and lack of late show patronage

—

they simply didn’t pull them 4i)

enough .numbers to hit the profit

margin. With Martin, opening night
saw what amounted to: a near-riot
in the struggle for seats at the
midnight session. The first show
had them jammed to the doors.

Martin’s suave savvy is evidenced
throughout his 40-minute stint.

From walkon through' after piece
with comic Alan King, he spells

them with an abundant catalog that
includes all the tunes he’s been
associated with from pix to records.
The guy’s the complete showman,
creating varied moods with blends
that range from a soft_ “Septem-
ber Song’! through a high-ranging
“Domino.” He draws sighs from
the femmes and big mitts from the
males with play to both sides via
an effective, sans-gimmick delivery
plussed by a warmth and gra-
ciousness that establishes and holds
aud rapport, evenrin a crowded
room. Added impact comes from
slick patter that holds them and
sets up each number in intimate
manner to add to overall impact.

Rest of the show is a fast-paced,
well-balanced affair. Alan King
played the better hotels here before
joining Martin in his nitery travels.

He’s a sharp funster who sets up a
well-versed series of lines on top-
ical matters, the problems of bring-
ing up children, domestic matters
and assorted observations turned
up with plenty of original twists

to keep the laughs flowing. He’s
gained tnuch poise and assurance
since la$t . seen, handling his
hearers in polished ’ manner to
command attention throughout. He
teams with Martin in a solid after-

piece’ that has the songster display-
ing early-days virtuosity on the
clarinet while he lampoons a hot
trumpet player, with plenty come-
dic ahgles interwoven to provoke
a hilarious session.

Selma Marlowe has come up
with two new patteirnings for the
production Sparklers, with standout
a Sadie Thompson idea that proves
slick gnd bouncy. Betty Luster and
Ted Lawrie head up the groupings
in bright style, with Miss Luster
assigned solo spots to feature her
adept ballet-spins and whirls. Sh£
gets them fast with a brief-cos-

tumed, jazz-rhythmed finish. Lawrie
is a capable emcee, as well as
singer-dancer, for the Marlowe in-

ventions.

. Hal Borne rates kudoes for his
accomps and conducting for Martin.
The Tony Lopez orch augmented
for the occasion by. string section,
takes to Borne’s direction in fine

style. Lary.

$3.50 minimum, $1 cover.

With or without Georgia Gibbs,
whose brief stay at this hostelry
overlaps the three-week date of Les
Charlivels for just a single \yeek-
end, the Marine Dining-Room has IMinco giving the downbeats during

duction numbers, are the Bob Con-
rad dancers with Bob Peters, dou-
bing from the lounge, handling the
vocal assignment. Musical back-
grounding is neatly handled by the
Harry DeAngelis crew,, with Sam

Bringing Carl Brisson to town
|

during Lent and just before in-
come tax payment time wasn’t as
risky as it sounded. At the second
night’s supper show, they had the
ropes out and extra tables filling
every available foot of space. And
with enthusiasm On a par. with the
crowd's capacity size, it’s a cinch
bet this TOth annual consecutive
engagement here will duplicate its

preceding triumphs. .!

Brisson again has the matrons’.
a, smash card currently. Two-act'

j

Miss Lamour’s sjtint. Zarde Bros.- 1 hearts pounding fa$t as he turns on
format of the Continental three- 1 trio >fills the lulls

1

. Elie. j his masculine. c)i|U\m imaccustomfd

Monfeloono Hotel, TV. O.
New Orleans, March 6.

Ruth Wallis, Danny Deane Orch
(6); no cover or minimum.

Ambassador Hotel, L. A.
^ Los Angeles, March 4.

James Melton, Eleanore Warner,
Richard Hankinson, Singing
Strings (4), Henry King' Orch
( 14) ; $2 cover.

Titian-haired Ruth Wallis is giv-
ing Swan Room patrons a lively
demonstration these nights, as she
delivers her blue-tinted songs and
patter in her clever inimitable
style.

She was in rare form opening
night and her ma^rial was as
tabasco flavored as on her previous
stands here. The personable song-
stress has a deft way with a lyric,
and laughs come fast, with the
palmpounding heavy.
The redhead no longer sits at

piano to play for and warble her
numbers, but worlds standing at the
mike. She has plenty of new of-
ferings

.
this trip, W'hich she puts

over with finesse.
She scores heavily with “Hu-

mility” “Papa and Me,” “The Bell
Song,” “Vacation Song,” “My Old
Soldier” and others.

Singer drifts away from her
blue-tinted menu on one instance
to sing “Paris in the Spring” and
showed her real vocal artistry.
Danny . Deane and 1

his versatile
combo Sack tip Miss Wallis’ singing
excellently and dispense toe-tiri-
gling, danceahle music. They mix
Dixieland, -pulsating Latinos, pop
.faves and tunes, in romantic vein
during dance sessions and attract
plenty of customers -to tlve -floor.

Deane- also emcees capably. Lius.

From a name standpoint, this
sounds like a good booking in a
room that caters to a lifted pinky
set. But the advent of Lent and the
fact that James Melton, and his
soprano discovery, Eleanor? War-
ner, aren’t purveying particularly
good entertainment, indicates that
ihis will be one of the season’s lotf
spots for the Cocoaput Grove.
Melton heads a package that in-

cludes Miss Warner, Richard Hank*
inson at the piario and four femme
fiddlers. It’s a melange of pop,
semi-classical and operatic enter-
tainment which could go well in
the Grove, since it’s the diet the
hostelry’s habitues have become ac-
customed to over the years. But
it’s being sold- with a mingled con-
descension and fatuous patter that
will annoy ringsiders—as when
Melton interrupts

.
“Sorrento” to

“translate” some of the lyrics. If

it was meant to be funny, he’d bet-
ter get new writers quickly.

General patter ranges froih oper-
atic memoirs to company-dropping
(“got to be nice to. General Mo-
tors”) and Melton doesn’t- help by
pulling a Berlc and refusing to get
off the stage when anyone else is

working. Hankinson is fine- on -a

Fantasie Impromptu piano solo
and the femmes fiddle with “Hora
Staccato” before Melton brings on
his diva for “Un bel Di” arid teams
with her on “I Have Dreamed”- and
“Stranger in Paradise.”. The Grove
has had better: sopranos.

Henry King -orch holds over
through this and the -next show.

, ' .
• • * ‘ •

'Kap.'
’
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pegert Inn? JLas Veg«s
/ Las Vegas, March 2,

*
Carmen Miranda, {with Banda

da Luo BoyiV (4)TBilly Vine, Le-

brac Sc Berniceh Art Johnson, Donn
Arden Dancers (16), Carlton Hayes
Qrch (11) ; no cover or minimum f

A sparkling musical revue star-

ring Carmen Miranda gives prom-
ise of SRO biz here for a pair of

stanzas. Comic Biljy Vine adds
pleasantly to the doings, a unicycle

act has the novelty ingredients, and
the Donn Arden Dancers come up
with dazzling new production num-
bers that vie in popularity with the

star.

As expected, Miss. Miranda is

gowned flamboyantly to include

a headdress of plastic fruit and
she’s mounted on her huge plat-

form shoes that still fail to lift

her above the average man’s shoul-
der. This time around, the Brazil-

ian bombshell kids herself by doff-

ing shoes and head adornment and
the elfin stature makes the star
cuter than ever, especially when she
releases a luxurious abundance of
titian, shoulder-length hair.

Miss Miranda opens her 35-min-
ute chore With "Carnival of Joy,”
which indicates the pipes can still

belt numbers with the old gusto.
Then she socks "Jve’ll Run Away,”
"Happy Tme” arid' "Juiiibalaya.”
Spanish lyrics are dispensed with
in "Cumina” for Portuguese, and
it’s well done. Star exercises face,
body and tonsils in “El Baton,"
and her two alltimers, . "Chic A-
Boom Chic” and “Ma Ma Caro.”
Backing the star are the talented
Banda da Luo Boys, a quartet of
Latin > instrumentalists.

The Huckleberry Finn of the
saloons, Billy Vine, is back to ladle
laughs through jokes and Impres-
sions. As an inebriated swain wait-
ing on the corndr for his date,
comic delivers a Skit strictly tail-

ored, for laughs, while a Jimmy
Durante takeoff is. a clever bit.

Lebrac & Bernice are featured
In a unicycle act that offers a meas-
ure of thrills. Topper is 60 hoops
on various parts of the male’s an-
atomy, spinning in different direc-
tions while he balances himself
high on the golden wheel, using
orie foot to keep it on an even keel.

The Donn Arden Dancers, as
usual, contribute full-bodied pro-
duction numbers. Showboat pre-
sentation finds authentic levee set-
ting around an actual showboat
that moves with steaming funnels
onto revolving stage and thence
keeps circling while dancers move
to garner warm audience reaction.
Joy Skylar as Topsy; and Flo
Walters as Eva, are featured . in
scintillating terps and vocals. Sec-
ond, a mood number, uses full
stage for thrilling lighting effects
on dancers and rates salvos. Art
Johnson is a fine vocalist in pro-
ductions, and the Carlton Haves
orch rates bows for an outstanding
musical chore. Bob.

rasnlilancA. Miami BVIi
_ .

Miami Beach, March 5.
Christine Jorgensen (toith, Miles

•Bell), Nicholas Bros,, Dick Kall-
man, Doug Evans, June Tai/lor
Line, Dave Tyler Orch; $6.50 food
or bev. minimum.

Booking of Christine Jorgensen
In this jaded area is a riskv one
for the owners of this north Beach
swankery, since cafegoers here
want more than a novelty attrac-
tion. Wisely, a strong supporting
hiow was also booked to buttress
iiie feature, with overall results on
the pleasant side and chance for
biz build once word gets around.
The Jorgensen stint is a well-

staged
.
one done in good taste,

with no trace of striving for a Bar-
num effect. Handsomely gowned
and coiffed, she handles the mate-
rial written for her effectively
enough; opening special “Happy
rtr Know You” leads into dialog
with partner, Miles Bell, anent the
lamed changeover; it’s mildly hu-
morous. Comes another special,
Keep It Bright,” a bit of ierping

around the floor, then serious
..fwwuit of Happiness” talk on
early life and confusion, for lead-m to straight ‘'You’ll Never Walk
Alone vocally, it’s low-keyed,
almost straight talk. What keeps
jne aud Interested is the disarm-
ing manner and tight,, brief tenure
onstage.

Bell, on his own, is a vet per-
former who works in the Irish
story-song idiom for okay recep-

r.

,on
‘j ?°?le °f his stuff has been

ncard before, but his easy, assured
manner and delivery win him
sttong aud acceptance. The Nicho-

highlight the proceedings
with their nimble hoofery. They’re

cii^
agl‘e as

.
ever, with thelong split

slides .sparking the heavy palming.
Jtbey inject songs to break the tap-
Pattern, with big finish their join-
10

rv.
ir

l ^ latino tune-terp routine.
Dick Kallman is a likely young-

p,..
1’’ ue*i equipped on the pipes.® llsk, zesty approach to his blend

°f Pops Is effective; he’s a person-

able lad who, with more experi-
ence, should soon 'hit the upper
ranks. The June Taylor eyefuls
ed by Doug Evans hold over with
their precision dances. Dave Ttyler
and his orch showback adeptly.

.

• Lary.

Concho Room, Phoenix
. Phoenix, March 2.
Sue Carson, Pat Moreno, John-

JilnmV Wilcox Orch
(9); $1,50 cover, $1,75 Saturdays.

Making her first appearance in
Phoenix, Sue Carson is rocking the
habitues of this plush room with
her tailored special material and
elfin personality.

. She’s several
cuts above the norm for this spot,
which needs a talent hypo to level
up to tlje recent Jtelst in cover
charge. Miss Carson doesn’t have
the name appeal to stretch the vel-
vet ropes but she’s a welcome addi-
tion to the local talent roster,
which needs bolstering.

Comedienne gets things under
way with a coy version of “The
Smartest People in the World Are
Men,”, then gets , off some expert
mimicry of Lena Horne, Judy Holi-
day, Judy Garland, ct al. Impres-
sions are virtually dupes of the
originals with the added impact of
broad humgr. She shifts gears to
wham across a hillbilly number
and hits the top rung 'with, a long
musical dissertation on “The Seven
Lively Arts,’-’ a clicko specialty that
sets up the payees for the kill.

She’s On for 27 minutes and spell-
binds all the way.

Pat Moreno, who emcees the
show and holds down a 30-minute
vocal stretch, confines himself
mainly to weak comedy material
&nd some dubious vocal takeoffs
on Crosby, Vallee, the Ink Spots
and sundry other headliners. Act
would be considerably improved if

Moreno laid off reaching for
laughs and concentrated on selling
his robust tenor pipes. That over-
long routine doesn’t help any,
either. v

The Johnstories open the show
with a pseudo magico turn that’s
geared for laughs rather than
legerdemain, Femme member
serves as prop while partner opens
bag of tricks and makes with the
prestidigitation; Members nf the
audience get into the act and serve
as patsies for sleight-of-hand ma-
nipulations. Turn is briskly paced
and gets off to a good hand.

Jona.

Billmore Hotel. L. A.
Los Angeles, March 4.

Connie Haines
,

Gil Lamb,
Wayne-Marlin Trio, Morro-Landis
Starlets ( 12 ) , Hal Derwin’s Orch
(12), Bill Black; $1.50-$2 cover.

Living proof of television’s im-
pact on a performer s career will

either be proved or disproved
within the next six weeks at the
Biltmore Bowl, where Connie
Haines is on view, as the bill-top-

per. The subject of “This Is Your
Life,” vastly popular with home
setsiders, it should redound both to

her personal popularity and the
room’s revenue, How niuch of an
impression will be left by the time-
ly promotion will be the indicator
of video’s effect on another enter-
tainment medium.
More publicity-helped than

/
pub-

licity-made, Miss Haines has been
bouncing around the musical scale

for some time and must be rated
with the best of the straight pop
canaries. Se has a buoyant per-

sonality, a good set of pipes and
can wrap up a number with sell

all over it. She’s a little girl with

a big voice that falls on the ears
pleasantly without any individual
styling. The tempo is varied and
the transition from a fast, boppy
number to a calm ballad is accom-
plished with studied artistry, The
restless urge to flip her trim figure

around keeps her on the move, and
in one number she takes mike in

hand and saunters past the ring-

side tables. She’s a showmanly
miss and that’s a big plus for a cafe
singer,

The comedy chore falls to Gil

Lamb, a rubbery buffoon with a

good flair for pantomime and a bag
o.l tricks that takes in monology,
harmonica playing, song parodies
and physical gyrations. Anything
for a laugh. He comes off well de-
spite an overlong theatre bit in

which he grimaces and squirms
through a picture and some weak
material on caricaturing “Little

Jack Horner.” His act ca'n stand
tightening. Wayne-Marlin trio

specializes in hand balancing, with

the femme member an eye popper
in any position.'

The room’s continuing attrac-

tions, Hal Derwin’s music and the
Morro-Landis starlets, fronted by
Bill Black’s warbling, lend an air

of carnival spirit to the revusical.

Line of 12 girls is gaily caparisoned
aud iwell drilled. Derwin’s dance
sets keep the floor in a 1*-!M " of

leather. .

Heim.

BeaeheoMtaiY MI»miI B.
(FOLLOWUP)
Miami Beach. March 6.

Only* club this season with fre-
quent change in lineups is this tog-
gery. with Sophie Tucker and
Harry Richnian the contracted
holdovers for 14 weeks. Policy has
paid off for owner Norman Schuy-
ler and company, the operation un-
doubtedly the biggest moneymaker
for the ’53-’54 run,

Curren| layout includes the Will
Mastin Trio with Sammy Davis Jr.,
in the co-starring slot, Myron
Cohen back for a repeat date and
Georgie Tapps with his new
quartet of dancers. The.compound
is a bargain package at the newly-
established tariff of $5.50 for din-
ner-show-cpcktail, with no mini-,
mum or cover; second show calls
for like price for food or beverage .

)

The Will Mastin Trio label is a
misnomer, what with Dayis’ dad
and uncle serving as dance warmer-
uppers, then as background frame
for the 50-minute stint the tireless
youngster purveys to steadily build-
ing aud payoffs. From sock tap
takeoff on Bill Robinson, through
long fange of startling vocal-mimi-
cry that embraces a Sinatra carbon
as easily and incisively as a Lanza,
the book includes virtually every
known male song-topper with their
mannerisms and delivery sharply
drawn; injection of tongue-in-
cheek spoofing adds to values as
does the light, tight patter. There’s
plenty, savvy

. and polish, in the

usually long 55 minutes here.
Sjnooth backing of Tony DiPardo
and orch helps to make a particu-
larly well - paced, entertaining
show.

In the opening spot Marshall
holds tight rein on customers’ at-
tention while he dabbles in magic
and turns biting humor on him-
self and tricks via a clipped Eng-
lish accent lor continuous flow of
chuckles. Then he takes a turn at
ventriloquism with gloved lett
hand mouthing the words of song
and chatter. It's well done and
funny throughout.

Ravazza repeats nicely as ek-'
ponent of suave vocalling, with
romantic music done to finesse. He
relies largely on special songs
which provide a variety of rhythms,
moods and comedy, but always
back to the romanlia as his long
suit. An earmark of his work is

song recitations done without the
orch, or with but slight assists, to
relate comedy material

. leaning
blit slightly on toe sly and risque.

This is h large helping of enter-
tainment for the customers andis,
generously received all the way.

|

Quin.

Ron Soli A. V.
. (FOLLOWUP)

There are. a few Gotham niteries
that manage to jam the customers
in most every night and the down-
town Bon Soir is one of them. Pol-

Mt. Royal Hotel* Mont’l
Montreal, March 2.

Vic Hyde, Roger Coleman, Nor-

mandic Dancers (6), Mere Chnml:
Iron Orch (8), Bill Moodie Trio;
$I-$2 cower. .

icy of booking in acts to augment
- - . a stock company setup has paid off

Davis performance, his hold on the < for this Greenwich Village bistro,
tabiers being strong all the way.

j

due to the generally steady stream
Myron Cohen, always a prime ;

of entertaining shows offered. Cur-
favorite with Miami area cafe-

j

rent Mil falls into that vein.
goers, keeps them yocking steadily
with his dialect characterization.
He’s come up with some howl-rais-
ing newies to add to his parcel of
Standards the patrons call for. The
delineator of the garment industry
-—vacation resort types is develop-
ing, incidentally, into a* firstrale

Talent lineup comprises Kaye
Ballard; Oliver Wakefield, The
Three Riffs and room’s regulars,
Jimmie Dame's, Norene Tate and
the Three Flames. Mae Barnes,

With male performers dominant,
in the current layout, the pert Nor-
mandie dancers In two, brisk rou-
tines add a solid femme touch to
the Normandie Room’s show. Top-
liner Is Vic Hyde, vet returnee to
this hotel, whose brisk patter and
wild collection of hoked-up musi-
cal instruments make for plenty of
sound and an almost circus-like at-
mosphere in this plush room.
With the hotel carrying Us usual

heavy quota of conventioneers,
Hyde’s uninhibited offering seems
grooved right down their alley.
From his opener with an old cor-
net, Ilyde builds the comcdic angle
neatly, using a . brace of his own
inventions for some effective music
and then clinches with his four-
trumpet combination. Sheer vol-
ume and tempo keep interest
throughout.

Baritone Roger Coleman, doing
his first appearance in this lofty
room/ scores handily on a solid
song session. Coleman tees off in
a brisk manner with “Stranger in
Paradise,” and then clicks with a
rather over-arranged grouping of
songs about Paris winding up with
the inevitable “Can-Can” hit, “I
Love Paris.”

.
Plugging his Decca

waxings with reasonable restraint,
he reprises his latest. “Everything
I Have,” for an okay begoff, StroDg
piping and pleasant \vay of work-
ing makes Coleman a good thing
in the vocal slot of most hotels
and cafes. More individuality and
less song styling after the estab-
lished recording faves, however,
would boost his overall value:

Muric for entire showcase is by
the Max Chamitov orch. with

usually listed in tlie. latter cate-
gory, is missing from the card, hav-

,
‘Og gone into the musical, “By the (drummer Morrie Struzer directing

actor, the facial expressions adding ! Beautiful Sea.” • In the absence of Chamitov,who is
to the laugh qnotient.

] Trio of non-regulars performs in hospitalized because of surgery.
Georgie Tapps, with two males

j
the comedy idiom, with pleasant Norma Hutton does the thrashing

and two femme assistants, tees off
]
results in all instances. Wakefield’s and femcee chores and the Bill

matters with a colorful set off trail
|
British approach to humor comes Moodie trio cuts the interlude

routines. It’s in the modern-ballet-
j off nicely. Material, mostly of the sides. Newt.

tap idea with eyecatching knee-
1
double entendre school, is good for

slides added. Bizarre costuming a steady stream of chuckles and
and tap-network that calls for in-

j
an occasional guffaw. The Three 7m Veea* March 1

tncate interweavings in the overall 1 Riffs hit home with several yock ‘

Bela Luoo^Rctnic wiih Luoo^i
pattern, rouse aud reactions for bits, including a takeoff on The

j BHl'hefty response. Jink Spots, an impresh of Billv \ „.
0
,, , ,.

r-v' ®!u
Miss Tucker, per usual, is a sock Daniels singing “That Old 'Black

^01 ' •T*

showman, playing everj' nuance of ; Magic” and carbonings of Nat i 7.
7

,

7im
,

Joan
„

tr
’

her specially - written material t King) Cole, Rose Murphy and \
Sheehan, George R'-nman Orch,

from the comic to the nostalgic,
j

Billie Holiday. Their version of .
produced by Eddie Fox. .Vo

Limiting herself to 30 minutes, i
“Fugue for Tin Horns” from “Guys !

cover or minimum.
the condensed catalog retains the .

and Dolls” is a neat entry. Guys
better items in. the lineage on

\

wind up with a rockin’ revival
males foibles, badinage with vet : number,
accompanist-maestro Ted Shapiro- Miss Ballard also gets some
and the reconstruction of the 50 : funny material across. Femme,
years in show biz. They eat it up j who .

makes her entrance with a
and ask for more, although a good , vocal specialty, displays a strong
portion of the patrons have seen J set of pipes. Potent laugh-getters
her several times this winter. Har-

;
include her interpretation of a

ry Richman is the suave, smooth j femme vocalist singing “Where or,
master of ceremonies, keeping the When” while suffering from hie-

jshow moving at even flow. Len
. ;
cups, impresh of Bette Davis per-;

Dawson and his orch are highly forming in an Anna Magnani-tvpe
j

hilarious “Dragnet” skit that in-
capable at the showbackings. role, bit about a gal’s reaction to a volves a cellar scene in which

Lary. I $47,000,000 inheritance and a take-
j
Slipper comic Hank Henry all but

: off on a vain actress. - wraos up honors for himself.

RlilgCiidfV Paris 1 Miss Ballard, who’s opening to- Two V ork Well together to dis-

Paris, March 1. j
morrow iThurs.) at the Phoenix

|

hilariously ^eerie doings in a

Dracula is burlesqued in a series
of skits for big jocks as Bela Lu-
gosi scores with patrons no matter
what he does*- In famillrr horror
makeup, Lugosi uses a big cape *

around his dress suit to elicit

screams in a vampire skit with
Joan White, who plays a hypno-
tized femme in sheer nightdress.
This sets th^ stage—for Dracula’s
next appearance as a butler in a

Pot Rainey, Jean Marcadier
, Bill 'Theatre, N. Y., in “The Golden Ap

Tamper, Kansas Fields. Jean Com - 1
pie.” is taking a two-week recess

bey, Al (Fats) Edwards; $2 mini.'from the Bon Soir until Tuesday
mum. <16i. Patricia Bright has taken over

. for that period.

60-minute revue. Lugosi is no mean
ac libber, along with Ht nry. and
there is no doubt he has the af-
fection of the audience, which is

aware that the 72-year-o’d actor
still has plentj’ of that old sparkSmall American-owned jazz boite Vocaling by Daniels and Miss

was lull for Pat Rainey’s opening. Tate continues in a solid groove.- 1

,c
‘v;' , ... ,.

For her first European stint, the while the Three Flames back the i
,

cn
Jo .

1

f.
a comedian

Boston chirp shapes as a looker ! show in topnotch fashion and a'so >

" ,10
.

abl
'Y.

,cs show together, as

with a nice way with a ballad. < take over the spotlight for some usu ^ J Cavanaugh is^ a fun-

thougli she can use a more varied
;

neat solo stints. Jess.
rep for better results. Backed bv a !

jazz combo and the added vocalist-
j

Amato's* Portland. «ro.
ics of Al (Fats) Edwards, club is i Portland Ore March t
doing SRO biz to the U. S. jazz

1
^oitianu, uie.. March l.

ny Sgt. Friday, and with Sparky
Kave puts over a hospital scene
that gets big laughs.. Kaye is good

; ^ a maid in tlie "bi-aciW skit. Bill

Wizard., co-author of the piece

crowd and the younger Gallic set. i ,n
Ma
£!i l\V' 1

Producer Fox. is

Miss Rainey slithers to mike for I

*<l '' * . an adept straight 'man. who spends

husky opening on “From This Mo-
1 J*

• Waller Orch (5> iritli
j

most of the stint on a bed as a

ment On” and then Alternates ;

^ene \\ cis; No mm., $1.50 cover •ment On” and then . alternates

,

with standards and the blues, all

given neat rendering, but still

calling for a more individual stamp
before she can really get off to
top appeal here. -She uses hands
and body well and can gracefully
gab with the aud without any arch
effects.

A good jaz.z combo plays interim
music for dancing on the tiny

floor, and Kansas Fields’ rocking
drums. Bill Tamper’s trombone.
Joan Marcadier’s piano and Jean
Combey’s guitar are okay for jazz

rhythms. Edwards gives out With
boom-voiced blues and rocking
numbers that register. Club tab is

reasonable in mis category and,
with its steady clientele, looks to

keep oil with good biz. Mosk.

K. c.
Kansas City. March 5.

Carl Ravazza, Jay Marshall, Tony
DiPardo Orch <8>; $1 cover.

The plush
.
room of the three

Eddys has a bill much in keeping
with its mood for this fortnight
with a return date by Carl Rava/za
and newcomei-lo-thes^rD«rls, Jay
Marshall. They add polished Sing-

ing to coniedy magic for an un-

corpse, with Henry regularly tes.t-

Sat. $2.50.
]

ing him to see if h<*’s fallen asleep.
{Virginia Dew and Joan Mann are

George Amato has booked a
! t
co°d supporting roles, with Miss

solid, well-rounded show into his !
Dew also exhibiting a fine voice in

deluxe showcase. The Royal Guards !
3 P3 »r of Mues numbers,

have been making an annual ap- i .
Terre Sheehan is a b’onde strip

dancer who emerges from a large
champagne glass of hubbies in a
specialty a la Lili St. Cyr. Divcri-

pearance at an Amato Supper Club
for many years, starting at the bon-
ilace’s spot in Astoria. Ore., during

j
.

.

the war. The Ben Yost outfit is i merit routine is more elemental
always popular here. Eddie Hoff- !

1,13,3 sexv. as members of both
sexes in the audience are equr! yman is tlie only singer who Iras re-

turned/the other three being neiv- abtorbed with the id v
\*i of iu.si what

Comers. Well-disciplined lads put ‘ S
1

all about. Femn'e slu'd*

out plenty of harmony and display
;

^ then dons (hem to per; m-\

some nifty showmanship. j

bulate through audience to give

Howard & Wanda Bell slop the !
»• of h0, "M < h; ""

show in the deuce spot with their
easygoing Acrobatics and balancing
stuff. Average-sized guy handles
his well-stacked femme partner
with ease.

The, five Sparklets open, and
close the show With some fancy
terpjng. Longstemmed, well-en-

paene. She returns, ships, re-

turns to glass, reclines in it. and
curtain. • F'oh.

Re-Elect Bennv as Abbott
Hollywood, Mrrch P.

Jack Benny was re-elected Ah-'

Dr^rSfiVi^R
,

-
nly °f ?laSS Wi^0

e
£

Burns l!j
as Proctor, I^ou Holtz as Prior and

the current layout.

Wyn Walker and his orchestra
do their usual topdruwer job of
backing tlie show and petite Rene
Weiss pleases with some chirping
during the dancing seshes.

Tony Martin as Herald.
Ronald Reagan was named chair-

man of the board of directors and
George Jessel chairman of the

Fevi. ’
|
board of governors.
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New Ads

HOWARD KEEL
(With Anfel Marls)
Songs
30 Mins.
Last Frontier, Las Vegas

ALAN ic BLANCHE LUND
Dancers
10 Mins.
Plaza, N.Y.

Attractive young couple offer a

Howard Keel’s future is secure tidy turn for smart floor shows.

In boniface row. The robust bass They have been around but not

voice of the Metro romantic singing recorded in the New Act files,

star is surefire for any nitery for- Served admirably at the Plaza as

tunate enough to land him. Btlgoff the opener on ajtwo-act bill topped

following his 30-minute opening by Lisa Kirk, they have youthful-

stint is Indicative of a parade of ness , and mobility. Numbers are

returnees here for the next pair lightly “interpretative,” mood
nf frnmps pieces, as in capturing the spirit of

f that warmw Paris. A large share of the credit

t

h

? rnnm it nnpe
Ch
Ke?l earners an- for the Lunds ’ effectiveness as an-

the room at oijce, Keelgarners ap
tertainment rests with the staging

P
! i!

us
H of their routines and in particular

played m
.

<Oklahoma f^
a
n
r°u

,, the pantomime—a better term to

•'•Ann™ Get You/ai- and ^'Ki« lor ‘hem than choreog-

md
K
by
C
Kecl^the'song selections Lifts and unison work are both

nrnvp a memorable experience practiced. This is not one of those
piove a memorable experience,

studiedly elegant dance teams that
Angel Mario, making her first convey an impression of perfected

professional appearance in duets .control and Continental aplomb.
with Keel, is a lyric soprano of un- it’s distinctly an “American* type
doubted

.
promise, rating kudos 0f act-—pert, snappy, paced for

when she hits top of the scale in crowding a lot of movement into a
“You Are .Love.”

^
Belting “Wun- comparatively brief stay, although

derbar’ with Keel and I Hate,.an encore rounded out something
Men.” whilst star makes change to like IQ- minutes. Well liked at this
“Kiss Me Kate” costume on stage, establishment. Land.
theyre bOffo. ~—;—

—

George Wyle conducts the Gar- JACK WALLACE
wood Van orch for Keel and Miss Record Panto
Mario in flawless fashion. Bob. io Mins,— Palace, N.Y.
TERRI STEVENS Jack Wallace has a clever set of
Songs. record pantomimes: He starts off
18 Mins. with an excellent rib of Liberace
Chateau Madrid, N.Y. which has him clad in a ruffled

Terri Stevens, recently at the shirt, wig with touches of white

Copacabana*. N.Y., where she and carrying an elaborate can-

served as a production singer, has delabra. He
_
precedes his disk

lined up a batch of material, be- movements with some good gab on
corning gowns, and is now. in busi- this subject and his^stuff has some
ness on her own. Miss Stevens has sharp bite as well as some subtie-

undertaken an ' ambitious kind of ties. It’s the best of the lot and
act-^-one that depends on knowl- perhaps in other situations, would
edge of stage mores as well as ex- make a strong closer. However,
cellence of voice and material, costuming demands preclude that.

She’s still in her formative stages, He follows with a Danny Kaye
but she seems to have the essen- piatter of “Dinah,” removes his
tial savvy and ability tq make good, tux and, in femme costume, does a

Miss Stevens has a long appren- raucous Betty Hutton. The latter

ticeship having been vocalist with
J

two impressions cannot measure up.

several bands. Training shows up to his • opener, A reroutining is

with her projection and ability, to called for if he’s to get the mai-

infuSe .color into her voice. Tunes, mum out*of audiences. Jose,

have been dressed up with vocal ———
and spoken variations, which puts [ THE VIGANOS (5)

the numbers into the category of
j
Acro-teeterboard

special material, but yet have the 1 15 Mins,
virtue of familiarity to make for L’Olympia, Paris
easy listening. Four men

.
and a girl create a

Tunes include a variation of fast, bouncy act that is pleasing

“Wish You Were Here” (“Glad You throughout, and makes this a nice

Are Here”), “No Other Love,” a bet for cabaret revues, TV or large

rewrite of “Violettera” and one vauderies in the U. S. Teeter-

that calls for audience participa- boards are the main prop as one
tion. These comprise a sound base Sets on and the other jumps from
for a growing act, and one that a height to send them whirling,

should be eligible soon for the and somersaulting to the shoulders
posh parlors. Jose.

LILLETTE & SLAM STEWART
Song-Music
13 Mins.

•'Apollo, N. Y.

of the receivers or into chairs and
seats placed atop poles. The pace
never slackens in this and ends
with a double somersault atop a
chair that is tops for mitting.

This is a fresh, engaging turn
. This act has gotta sell, because and just right for that offbeat aero

It’s two of the best for the price of stint. " Mosk.
one. Actually,, it’s not so much a
team as it is each taking a turn NOBLE TRIO
at his/her specialty—Lillette on Aero
the keys with a little thrushing 10 Mins.
thrown in and Stewart with some Palace, N. Y.
extraordinary bass thumping and The Noble Trio, two boys and a
bow work. ...... girl, are excellent acrobats. They

Distaff member, a diminutive work on high parallel bars on a rig
sepia star, opens with piano boogie that includes, a couple of horizon-
that immediately establishes her tal bars and supporting cross
as a gal who can hold her own. In pieces which are used for occa-
her glittering technique, she fol- sional tricks
lows, with Stewart thumping softly Th -

’

rrriQ„0 . .... . ... ...

behind, in a medley of foxtrot
™«

h n ^
tunes. It isn’t until the trey mim- tL..

1 K a
a^nmnifJhin»

ber that Stewart steps out. He
works with his instrument from arp

k
«>

its lowest to highest register, and Thev’re iifS
fingers so well that notes have al- cit„atinn

g
w?th

most human quality. In close, Lil- Hnn
3 P

nf
lette sings “Basin .Street.” Her

[h height* necessary* fo^ thi.^artvoice is pleasant and effective. Theyre deancut kids mid make a

Love,” is included in 30-minute rou-
tine that builds easily and ranges
from Sportin' Life’s “There’s a
Boat That’s Leavin’ for New York,”,

seldom-heard seg from “Porgypand
Bess,” to “I’m in Love With Miss
Logan,” both socko. Throughout,
hand gestures are employed effec-
tively with dramatic impact and
discipline rare in a new performer.

Although moire ease in intro pat-
ter would help, Kirby shows little

trace of self-consciousness in well-
staged act. Singer’s presence is

good, but experience should draw
out electricity that’s now latent.
Billy Brit's band cuts the Buddy
Bregman arrangements capably and
Brent’s piano-backing likewise fills

the bill. Don.

THE JOANNYS (3)

Hand shadows
15 Mins.
L’Alhambra, Paris

This trio makes its point by get-

ting in the way of the limelight.
Nifty hands make shadow pictures
on a special screen hoisted before
them with a magic lantern for
light. After a brief warmup, show-
ing the essence of hand shadows,
little dramas and sketches are diet-

ed with the use of colored back-
ground slides. Scenes in Spain
with three men fighting over one
senorita, a bullfight, ‘a speech of
an Oxford Don and other vignettes
make this animated shadow affair

a truly amusing, offbeat affair that
could make a nice cabaret or vaude
attraction for the U.S.

Shadows are also sent out into
the aud by means of a small hand
projector for neat effects and gen-
erous mitting. . Mosk.

ROYAL ROCKETS (3)

Skating .

8 Mins. . /
Palace, N. Y. ^
The Royal Rockets, comprising

two boys and a 'girl, show a con-
sistently

;
good grade of rollerskat-

ing presented in rapidfire fashion.
They do many tricks that are reg-
ulation in the skater’s catalog in-
cluding neck swivels, but two
items distinguish them. First is

the girl’s climbing through a ten-
nis racket frame while being
swung -around, and the other is

one lad’s twirling of his two part-
ners.

Team is okay for virtually . any
situation where a good warmup is

needed. .

' Jose.

CAFES EYE TALENT IN

TELE’S SUMMER HIATUS
The summer hiatus of the top

comedy shows in video is expected
to provide several headliners for
the cafe circuits. So far, Las Vegas
niteries have had a chance to bid
on two names, and the Sands has
completed a deal for Red. Buttons
to go into that spot, stating Sept.
1, and same spot is bidding, for
Milton Berle. Both these comics
played Las Vegas last season.

Talent agencies did fairly well
last year in getting tele toppers to
go into the Nevada spots. How-
ever, few followed up with other
engagements. This year, the per-
centeries hope that they’ll play a
few more stands around the
country.

fi

VARIETY
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Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opanlnf day a# thaw
whether full or apllt wdatt

Latter In paranthasaa Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; <L) Loewi (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; <R) RICO; (S> Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (1) 11

George Sawtelle
Gertrude Tyven .

Robert DeVoyc
Harold Barnes
George De Witt
Roekettes
Corps de Ballet .

Sym Ore
Pajece.(R) 12

Church dc Hale
Howard Nichols
Visionalres

'

De Mattlazzlae

Bernardette Phelan
3

Eddie White
Harpls 3

. CHICAGO.
Chicago (P) IS

Tony Bennett
Don Kenyon .

4 Evans
H dc W Bell

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 10

Vaughan Monroe
Neal Stanley
Jack Parker it Doll
Geraldine it Joe

AUSTRALIA

AUCKLAND
. St. James (T) •
Walton it O'Rourke
Charly Wood Co
Lowe St Lad«L
Cook & Jeans
Dareaco 3
Guy Nelson
Chevalier Bros
B Vaughan
Renita Kramer
Bouna
Bert Duke St Joy
Sonya Corbeau
Dorothy Hall
Show Girls
Nudes

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) •

Guus Bros
O’Hagan St Stead.
John Blythe
Balcombes
Gloria Dawn

Merenos
Muraos
Max Blake
Seyler Heylen
Betty Meddlhga .

Frank Cleary
John Bluthal
Male Ballet
Ballet Girls

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) I

Tommy Trlnder
Toni Green
Joe Lee
Dagenham Girl P,
W Latona St Sparks
6 De Pauls
Mary Prlestman
Littlejohns
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Toni Lamond
Maureen Holman
BaUet Girls

BRITAIN

ALAN ROWE
Impressions
13 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

good appearance.

JOHNNY KIRBY
Songs
30 Mins.

Jose.

_
Breezy, good-looking young Aus- Top’s, San Diego

«fnnc
n
nnfn? After several Hollywood tv ven-

sions. Opens v/ith takeoff^of- a cou- tures, Johnny Kirby’s entry into

Elf*
°* l°vei? saying-. -goodnight -in. .nitery field is a ringing success,

between noise of motorcycle en- one of the happier bows at Yale
gme^running, then into sound of a Kahn’s breakin bistro. In appear-
football crowd cheering. Travesty ance, crewcut Kirby beats resem-
of a railway station announcer rat- blance to a slender Aldo Ray with
tling off the odd-sounding names voice and ingratiating manner rem-
of Australian places is a standout iniscent of the late Buddy Clark,
for comedy, as is his singing im- Blond singer is quick tewwin cus-
p.
resh °t Casey Jones at the throt- tomers of both genders with col-

tle of a midnight
, express. Intro- legiate appeal. If Russell Nype is

duces local allusions into latter Ivy League and Brooks Bros.,
ite?V

,
*

. Kilby is state college and slacks.
,-Act also scores with souhds of Comparisons aside, Kirby has a dis-

old-fashioned cloppitty-clop of car- tinctive charm brought Out by Earl
riage and horse, but returns to the Brent’s firstrate material, examples
well-worn path with imitation of being a : folk-type song about a
George Sanders. Winds with amiis- Gaelic fisherman who pulls in trou-
Ing impression of a** singer with ble when he hooks q mermaid arid
bubble in his voice singing “I’m “Autumn’s in the Red Again,” a
Forever Blowing Bubbles.” ballad that’s ripe for a revue show-
- Okay, for general run of vauder- stopper.

les in all locations. Gord. . Only one pop tune, “Secret

Stolz Operetta
mmmmmm Continued from pace 1

with his wife, after a three-week
Broadway o.o., was last produced
in America in 1944 when he com-
posed “Mr. Strauss Goes to Bos-
ton”. Gloria Films, of Munich, is

remaking his “Don’t Ask Me Why”
[

with Hildegarde Neff and Rudolf
Prack, directed by Franz Aritell.

With the passing in recent
months of Oscar Straus and. Em-
merich Kalman, just preceded by
Sigmund Romberg, Stolz id the
last of the great “waltz kings,”
hence the dual premieres in Ham-
burg and Oslo are commanding
considerable international atten-
tion.

The composer still maintains a
Manhattan apartment despite his
protracted engagements in Europe,
where he divides his tiriie between
Vienna, Paris, Berlin and London.
On bis own, via official U.S. chan-
nels, he had the anthology of
poems by Rosemary and Stephen
Vincent Benet, “A Book for Ameri-
cans,” .translated into German.
Stolz is proud of the official U.S.
cultural agency letter of commen-
dation for his initiative “to further
cement Gerrnan understanding of
American ideals.” Stolz is' also
proud of having been inducted last
week into the Grand St. Boys, in
New York, although of course con-
siderably removed, via Vienna
birthright, from the GSB Assn.

BLACKPOOL
Palac* (I) •

Jimmy Young
Jacobson
Delly Kin
Stanton
Stan Bernard S
Patti Lewis
Ross Harvey
3 Adairs
St. Dennis Bros. St

Beryl
BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) I
Lee Lawrence
Gordon St Ritchie
Harry Bailey
Sisto Co
Malcolm Mitchell 3
Les Ricards
De Vere Pin Up

Girls
BRISTOL

Empire (I) t
EV4 Boswell
Kirby dr Hayes
D dr J De-Mott
P dr J YuUe
Frank Preston
Julie dr Marie
Janette Fox

BRIXTON
Empress (I) I

Leon Cortet
Doreen Harris
Nat Gonella
Afrique
Nelson Lloyd
Suzie dr R RusseU
C St H Duprez

CHELSEA
Palace (I). •

Douglas Byng
Ballet Montmartre
Miriam Karlin
Edna Squire Brown
David Hurst
L Lawrence St

Stella ",

Stephen Merrick
Edna Taylor

EAST HAM
Granada (I) •

Rene Maritz
King Bros
Mavis Whyte
Vera Cody •

Metropolitan (I) I
Hal Monty
Rob Murray
Joan Rhodes
Don Peters
Brockways
Jimmy Hawthorne
J dr B Grantham

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) I

G H Elliott
Leslie Welsh
Jack Tripp
Manley St Austin
Helga Barry
Robert Harbin
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) •
Syd Seymour Bd
Johnny Lockwood
Yvonne Prestige
El Granades St
Peter

Marrettas
Richard Sis
Roy Jefferies
Vocalettes

GLASGOW
Empire (M> •

Jack Parnell Bd
La Bommie
Sapphires
Taps Miller
Mike McKenzie
Marlon Davis
Dennis Hale

HACKNEY
Empire ($) I

Max Wall
Hutch
Joan Mann
Spillane 3
Avia Dainton
Lee St Helda
Duart Sis St- Anton

LEEDS
Empire (M) 8

David Whitefield
Bonar CoUeano

Wilson Keppel St B
Bunty St ' Clair
Rlchman St Jackson
Rio Ron St Rita
Don Philippe St M
Harry St Betty

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M> •

Roy Rogers
Trigger
Dale Evans
Jo Jac St Jonl .

Montons
Rey St Ronjy
Whippereills
j Sc S Lamonte
Leslie RandaU

LONDON
Palladium <M> I

Ted Heath Ore
Dickie Valentine
Lita Roza
Dennis Lotis
Dick Shawn
Beverley' Sis
Marquis. & Family
Amandis Tp
A'dc L Ward
Chaz Chase
Pan Yue Jen Tp .

Ursula dc Gus
Palladium TiUer

Girls

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) I

N St N Grant
Dorothy Squires
Rex Roper St Pat
Authors dc Swinson
Tony St Ruby
Scott Sanders
Kovacs
Jimmy Jeff St June.
Bobbie Kimber
NOTTINGHAM
Empire <M) •

Josef Locke
Merle dc Marie
Iris Sadler
2 Maxwells
P dc S Sherry
Shipway ‘ Twins
Freddie Harris dc C
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) •

Derek Roy
Musical Derricks dc

Tony
Ronnie Collis
Jimmy W>eeler
A dc D Alditt
Joan Regan
Archie Glen
Roy Belles
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 8

Ronnie Ronalde
Terry O'Neill
Hackford dc Doyle
Nat Hope
Yolandas
Idris
Les Traversos
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 8

David Hughes
Bernard Miles
Francois dc Zandra
Terri Carol
Newman Twins „
Les O'Connor
Vic Perry
David Hurst
3 Hellos

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 8

Reggie Dennis
Denvers
Garcias
Ladd West
Kelroys
Joan dc Ernest
Mlkowskls
Tom Jacobson
WOLVETHAMP-

TOM
Hippodrome (I) 8

Laurel dc Hardy
Rosaire
Paul Arland
Harry Worth
Kayes Pekes
3 Jills
Alan Rowe
Audrey Jeans
Roy dc Ray

Alfred dc Lenore
Roger Steel Ore

Chateau Madrid
Terri Stevens
Coca dc Tina
Marta Nita
Jose Pillar Oro
Freddie Alonso
Sarlta Herrera

. Copacartna
Helen Traubel
Joey Bishop
Peggy Ryan 1c Ray*
McDonald

Lorraine dc Brunner.,
Sandy Evans

i

M Durso lire
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador
lutes Lande Ore
No. 1 Fifth Avo
Boh Downey
Harold' Fonvllle
Hazel Webster I

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’AquIIa Ore

Two Guitar*
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hamshay
Misha Uzdanofr
Senia KoravaeS
Misha Markoff
Hotel Now Yorker
Ed dc Wilma Leary
Jo Barnum
Ben Dova
Steve Klsley Ore
Dee Drummond
A Rollini Trio
Hotel Pk Shsaraton
Jose Mella

Hotel Plerr#
Nelson Eddy
Gina dc Gerardo .

Gale Sherwood
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Relli Ore

Hotel Plan
Lisa Kirk
A dc B Lund
Ted Streater Oro
Monte Ore

Motel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ora

Hotel St, Regia
Shlrl Conway
Milt Shaw oro
Ray Bari Ore

Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Brunesco Ore

Hotel stetler
Horace Heidt

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ora

Latin Quarter
Bernard Bros
L de M Murray
Mon Toy
Darvas de Julia
Lae Sharon
7 Ashtons
Ruby Richards
Art Waner Ore
B Hurlowe Ore
La VI* En Rosa
Harry Beiafohte
Harry Mimmo
Ving Merlin
Van Smith Ore
Jovlta Ore

La. Ruban Bleu
Julius Monk ‘

Kirkwood . dc Good-
man

Isabelle Robins
Jackson Slater*
N Parris Trio

Versailles
’Nice To Ses You*
Fay DeWItt
Don Llberto
Georgia Kayo
Al Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller'
PatH Roes
Linda Lombard
Margy Duncan
Paula Stewart
Carol Ohmart •.

Salvatore Glo* Ore
PanchltO Ore

Village Bern
Rachel Ellen
Jack Malone
CareU dc Carlyle
Larry MacMahon
Joe Furst
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Artie Johnson
Trade Adams
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria -

Martha Wright
-N Brandwynne 1 Ore
Mischa Bonr Ore

CHICAGO
Blue Angel

Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichole
Bob WeDyck Trio

Black Orchid
Guy Cherney
Ross dc West
Lurlene Hunter
Ken Sweet Trio

Chas Parte
Gene Baylos
Bobby Wayne
Four Woodsons
Brian Farntm Ore
Conrad" Hilton HotT
Margie Lee
Capek •

Llppe dc Balisck
Bobby May
Bob Bromley .

BUI Griffin
N St J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears (7)
Boulevar-Dons (6)

F Masters Ore
Edgawator Beach

CharUvels
Rudy Horn
D Hild Dcra
Bob Kirk Ore

Patmer House
Kay Thompson
MarshaU dc FarreU
Bobby Brandt
Empire Eight
Emil Coleman Ore

IOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel I Rita Rebm
James Melton
Henry King Ore

Band Box
Buddy Lester
Joyce Taylor
Leo Diamond

Marguerite Padule
A: . Browne Ore

Mocambo
Dick Contino

‘

Paul Hebert Oro
Moulin Rouge

Larry Green Trio B Minevltch H R
Bar of Musi* De Castro Sis (3)

Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Biitmoro Hotel
Connie Haines
Gil Lamb
Hal Derwln Ore

Clro’s
Julius La Rosa
Janik dc Arnaut

Dominique
Chlquita dc Johnson
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (5)
Gina Genardi
Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancera

sutler Hotel
Carmen Torres .

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Basin St.
Louis Armstrong
Velma Middleton

Blue Angel
Orson Bean
Burl Ives
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Sotr
Jimmie Danlelr
Dana St Wood

Oliver Wakefield
Kaye Ballard
Dolores Brown

Cafo Society
Goofers
4 Tunes
Aristocrats
Anthony Roberts

Celebrity Club
Ed Schaefer
Stuart Harris

— •ivHei nvioi
Dick Stabile Ore Carmen Torrea .

Bobby Ramos Oro Cardini
Charley Foy's J. Bachemln

Arthur L. Simpkins Frankie Carle Ore
Pat C. Flick Ron Perry Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI beach
Al,l.rs Hot.l Empr.,, Hot.t

Buddy Walker Hal Edwards Ore
Mai Malkin Ore M Darby Dancers
Tony -dc Renea L'Alglon

Bar of Musi* f.
h
A
uZ,Rey£? Pro

Bill Jordan LMclon Strings
Guy Rennie Ch“r

ji«
r̂ rrei1

Harvey Bell T
katln Quarter

Beth Challis ^
oe E - Lewis

Gina Valenta i®*
1* Morgan

Ethel Davis Sz°ny«
Fred Thompson

Birdland Ruth 'Costello.

Rey Mambo Oro pfrJ?iirQ
^oun®

The Tempos
D0-R.y-M. 3 Cortez

A
Orc'°

Campo Ore
S°Pbje Tucker Antone dc Ini

^ Lord Tarlaton
Will Mastln 3 jack Stuart Ore
r l.

n Jeannie Moore
G. Tapps dc Co Leon A Eddie's
Harry_ Richman Myra Davis

*

Chuck Fontaine
Charlie Carlisle Acres O Reilly
Louise BrownA Jackie Gordon
Lon Dawson Oro BiUy Austin

Black Magle Nancy Kent
Sammy Walsh Charlotte Waters
Clare Hogan Bill Gray .

Hal Winter* Ralph. Gilbert

Casablanca
Crlstine Jorgensen
June 1-aylor Girls * Mynoldi
Myles Bell eft c?,*

In
Jl

Dick Kallman Sid °r*
Dave Tyler Ore jf**'

0 _
pl<%

ai
C*W,v Seuci Hotel

Dorothy Dandrlge

ESwV2£“t
ga?„

s®r

Th. WUli.m. <2) SS'ltrSSS. DO.Teddy . King Oro LaRue's
p»d

ir
r.na Louis Adler Or*

Roney piauThe Treniers MUt Herth Trlo
Jo Thompson George Hines Or*

Clover Club Saxony Hotel
Tony Martin Los Chivales
Alan King Trlnl Reyes
Betty Luster Val Olman Ore
Tony Lopez Oro Helene
Selma Marlowe Lino Tony De La Crus
Woody Woodbury Vagabonds

Ol Lido Hotel Vagabonds (4)
Jack E. Leonard Marla Negtla
Al Martino

. Condos dc Brandow
Zig de Vivian Baker Mary .Ann Bentley
Freddie Calo Oro Frank Llnale Ore

(Continued on page 63)
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Pilscf) W» Y»
Royal Rockets*WS Simpson's

Humane#*?*, Mfe .WaZU«Ja,_Bour
;

hon & Baine, Joe Termini, Robert
iTnnt'Tatilers (5). Rom & La
Pierre. Noble Trio, Myron Roman
House Orch;

“Alaska Seas” (Par),

reviewed in Variety Jan • 27, 54.

From the oldtime railbirds to

the present day oldsters attending

shows here, the Palace audiences

remain unique. Very, many plunk-

ing down their coin are oldsters

who remember the “Palace when
it was the Palace.” To most of

those, any performer who hasn’t

been at that house at least three

or four times is virtually an in-

truder and a “Jqhnny-come-late-

ly.” They are slow to accept new
taierit or loathe to warm up to

strange faces and to anyone who
tries something that isn’t in a

path repeatedly travelled.

Booker Danny Friendly admit-
tedly has a difficult time bookiiig

bills to the satisfaction of this

crowd and still maintain a sem-
blance of freshness. To be sure,

Friendly generally has several

new acts on the session. Many
have a rough time. : For some it’s

not because of the state of their

own development, but because of

the mental lethargy, of the Palace
audiences. It’s pretty 'discourag-

ing for those working in a field

where reaction is* immediate and
important.

The present Palace bill is some-
what better - than the . audience at

show caught would -admit. Disre-
garding the reaction of this crowd,
the card has a good quota of nov-
elty, freshness and variety. In the
New Acts column are The Royal
Rockets, Noble Trio and Jack Wal-
lace. In the case Of the last-named,
he does a lampoon of Liberace
which is clever and biting. But ap-
parently few in* the house ever
heard of the subject, despite his
high tele ratings.
Topper on this session is Frank

RosS & Anita La Pierre, a staple
and talented turn who have the
virtue of appealing to all audi-
ences. Ross’ instrumental imita-
tions and general run of clowning
to Miss La Pierre’s straighting
make for a solid turn readily ap-
preciated by all.

Simpson’s Humanettes constitute
a good marionette act. Their dolls
have good motion, and do excep-
tional tricks, such as their concep-
tion of a magician. Their dancers
have good, movement, They’re
okay for most media.

. Bourbon & Baine are a youthful
terp duo who have revamped their
act to specialize in ' burlesques of
oldtirrie dances. Tango and
Charleston are their highlights
and they walk off to a good mitt.
Male should cut out the . impres-
sion that he’s poking fun of the
act his parents used to do. It just
ain’t nice.
Joe Termini, as always, makes a

likeable impression at this house.
His. clowning around various string
instruments is a comedy highlight
here.

Robert Lenn & The Tattlers (4),
latter group comprising two cou-
ples, show some good arrange-
ments zestfully delivered. They
make their mark with “New York’s
Mv Home.”
Myron Roman does a good job

of backstopping the acts with the
Jo Lombardi house band. Latter
is on leave in Phill.v. where he’s
batoning for the Danny Kaye
show. Jose.

Casino, Toronto
A

Toronto, March 5.
Ames Bros. (4), Don Cummings,

Susan ft Tommy Valli, Rima Ru-
dina, Tubby & Spatts, Archie
Stone's House Orch; “Slight Case
of Larceny” (M-G )

.

Neat 75-minutes stage package
has the Ames Bros, in as topliners.
Plus a hefty surrounding bill that
maintains the Casino calibre. Sing-
ing quartet, in dinner, jackets,
rates the teenagers’ reception, but
ahn Its also go for the lads.
They open with a bouncy “I

Can’t Give You Anything But
a swell “I Can’t Believe

that You’re in Love with Me’’ and
I Wanna Love You.” all love

lyrics with plenty of kidding, and
over to the riotous reception. On
plenty of novelty switch, foursome
18

'P*? ‘Clancy. Lowered the Boom”
and ‘Dry Bones”; another switch

feoffs on Laine, Eckstine

fill
over terrific; with

laas not only tops on group vocals
styling and delivery in the straight
gioove but also socko on self-kid-
<hng comedy histrioriics.

B«5
on

l.
Gummin6s ^ in as emcee

and whams Over In his own slot in

rnnJ
61

***.
i

1S
i

k'^ding. of. television
a drunk act and his

handling of a girdle, all over to
top returns. Susan and Tommy
J'?”

1 proceedings with a neat
s

.
ho® to Puttin’ on the Ritz,”

J^n .
ioto a series of dance styles

anging from the cakewalk to the
Lastle Walk, a hot iitterbuc. and

* robust Charleston finish, withW™* team notable for smooth-
ness |n delivery’ and class appear-
ance,

_ Rudina, girl violinist and
flashing-eyed brunet, is also over
big on her classical opening and
then a surprise switch to hillbilly
music and square dance calls; then
back to her “Rhapsody in Blue,”
plus a medley of George Gershwin
pops, with plenty of interpolated
applause from the audience.
Tubby & Spatts have* no diffi-

culty m getting over with their
fast and different acrobatics,, with
plenty of face-slapping and attend-
ant clowning. 'Audience appreci-
ates their balance and- precision
work, complete with one-foot and
head stands.

Whole bill is a refreshing stage
stint, with all acts scoring, plus
hefty backgrounding by Archie
Stone house orch. McStay.

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, March 5.

Stan Laurel & Oliver Hardy
(with Gordon Craig, Leslie Spurl-
ing, John Sullivan), Derek Rosaire
& Tony, Harry Worth, Ursula &
Gus, Alan Rowe, Paul Arland, Roy
& Ray, Jill, Jill & JiU, Bobby
Dowds Orch.

Laurel & Hardy offer the sketch,
“Birds of a Feather,” in vaude
here. They receive an affectionate
if not solid welcome back, being
new to the younger outfronters
who missed them in their heyday.
But they’re well-loved by older
customers who followed their pix
over the years.
They walk on separately through

doors in a set of the Cuckoo Inn,
and indulge in their familiar child-
ish comedy of failing to recognize
each other. They follow this by
seeking a job, deciding to be'come
whiskey tasters in a distillery'.

Scene two finds Hardy a patient
in the alcoholics ward of a mental
hospital, with laurel as the flower-
carrying visitor. Various support-
ing players take part as nurse,
undertaker and doctor, each trying
to find out what kind of bird Hardy
is. Sketch has him injured through
imagining he is a bird .and walking
out of the window in attempt to
fly. Tag is when entire room be-
comes filled with bird-sounds and
real live birds fly out from a cup-
board.

Sketch, only mildly ampsing,
raises average quota of laughs.

Betty Kayes and 'her Pekinese
Pets next put on a fine dog act.

Rest of show—the Laurel &
Hardy scene is presented by Ber-
nard Delfont—has good novelty
value. Best is Derek Rosaire with
his horse, Tony, which does even
better .tricks than the recent vis-
itor, Trigger. .

Harry Worth, English ventrilo-
quist, makes capital out of a timid,
nervous style and good singing
voice. Ursula & Gus offer a stand-
out juggling^act in which male half
juggles deftly with footballs, col-
ored playballs and hoops.

Jill, Jill & Jill have a neat tap-
dancing act, and Alan Rowe, an
Australian artist, scores with im-
pressions. Paul Arland has an odd
mixture of magico and fish-baiting
in a not-too-clearly defined act,

and Roy & Ray hre two young male
accordionists who also sing.

Cord.

Olympia. Miami
x Miami, March 4.

Mickey Rooney < with Danny
Morton), Sid Kroft,. Hope Zee,
Jose & Madeline Linder, Les
Rhode House Orch; “Conquest of
Cochise” (Col),

One of the zingiest bills to play
this house in months is the Mickey
Rooney package, Biz should be
heavy throughout the week with
the marquee lure a potent factor.

.Rooney is in and out of the hour-
long proceedings, handling the em-
cee chores in assured, easy man-
ner. On his own he keeps them
pounding all the way with his

songs, hodfery, stories and impres-
sions of the .film familiars. He
works in Danny Morton for a
bright session of jibing, with him-
self the butt for the- barbs. 'tossed

around. He has them happy all the

way. and could stay on longer.
Supporting lineup is a solid one

that keeps the pace mounting.
Opening slot is a sock kickoff with
the Latino terpings of Jose &
Madeline Linder, Their native

dance devisings are completely un-
inhibited, sparking excitement and
resultant palming.
Puppet work of Sid Kroft is

superior, the costuming . colorful,

the staging of the figurines imagi-
native and brought off with finesse,

It’s an aud-pleasing stint.

Hope Zee adds spark to the lay-

out with her hoydenish, Huttonish
approach to the tunes she belts

over. She works in comedy, angles

to heighten the impact of her col-

lection,with stubholders paying off

via wrapup reception. Les Rhode
and house orch hand the show-
backings authoritatively. Lary.

Chicago, Chi
_ Chicago, March 5.
Tony Bennett (with

'

'Chuck
Wayne), Don Kenyon, Howard &
Wanda Bell, Four Evans, Henry
Brandon House Orch; “Long,
Long Trailer” (M-G),

With Tony Bennett high on the
disk popularity polls at present,
this three-week vaude layout
should score strongly with the teen
set, but may mean weakish mati-
nees. Supporting card is nicely
variegated and shapes as a pleas-
antly diverting hour.

Bennett essays seven numbers in
a 20-minute slice, alternating a few
fresh tunes with a reprise of his
clickeroo Columbia disks and hold-
ing intro chatter to a minimum.
His record hits like “Rags to
“Riches” and “Because You’re
Mine” are solid with the highsehool
element while the offbeat selec-
tions. are refreshing and for the
most part, nicely acquitted in his
dusty baritone. Some eloquence is

lost on sensitive “Since My Love
Has Gone” by choppy phrasing and
a tendency towards overdramatiz-
ing, but the tune is smartly backed
by the electric guitar of Chuck
Wayne, wrho assists in all of Ben-
nett’s output.

Mirth side is held up by Don
Kenyon, new to Chi, whose ami-
able slow-speed wit, song satires
and ogling ventriloquizing manage
to sustain a steady volley of
chuckles. Spoofing pop music, he
sings “Some, Enchanted Evening,”
as per Peter Lorre; knifes F.renqhy
balladeers, and dishes up sacrilegi-
ous hillbilly versions of romantic
faves. Monolog of Prussian officer
giving concert is completely engag-
ing and lands squarely for laughs,
as does ventriloquism trickery at
finish w’ith detachable dummy.

. Four Evans contribute produc-
tions in two generation of tap terp,
with the unit dividing into mother-
father and sister-brother duos. Off-
spring handle up-to-date jive step-
ping while the parent team en-
gages in nostalgic tophatted shuf-
fling of the '30s. Whole routine,
with solos and combinations,
passes briskly and With showmanly
precision for large returns.

Aero team of Howard & Wanda
Bell leads off the show with a pot-
pourri of body balancing stunts
that provides constant thrills for
backflips

.
to head-on-head and

hand-to-fOot recovery. Couple
moves swiftly from incident to in-

cident and builds anticipation for
biggest moments.
Henry Brandon orch showbacks

and contributes a good instrumen-
tal of “That’s Amore” for teeoff.

Les;

I/Olympia. Paris
Paris, March 4

Georges Brassens, Tohama, Joan
Valton, Ina & Bert, Claude Luter
Orch (8), Latin Bop Stars (4),
Viganos (5», Shivers (2), Jean
Poirct L Michel Serraiilt, Gasly,
Heinkes (2). Gaston Lapeyronne
Orch (12), Dany Revel, Blondie;
$1.25 top.

V
In the second layout the Olym-

pia is definitely in, with SRO at

practically all its sho\vs. Popular-
priced music hall, in a good loca-

tion with enough topline acts, is

what the public wants, and they
are plunking down shekels to see
it. Present show has a fine trio of

toppers with neat to nifty sup-
porters in the dumb and offbeat
fold to make this a pleasing show.

Gasty starts things with a fair

juggling routine for a pleasant
opener. Then the Heinkes (2) sup-
ply a fine trick bicycle riding turn
with the man doing some neat
arabesques on a whirling bike and
then working up to riding with one
w'heel up in the air and backed by
a prancing wife who climbs up for

riding-balancing from time to time.
After the agitation, Jean Valton
calmly comes out and slays them
with a solid imitation act in which
he runs the gamut of all the w.k.

tricky voices here in a welter of

good material that makes this a

heavily-mitted act.

Ina & Bert are a graceful aero-

dance team with Ina being twisted
into incredible shapes by Bert and
thrown into high splits. This is a

good entry. Claude Luter orch (8)

is the Left Bank jazz group that

has crossed the river. Boys give

out wdth a fine derivative New
Orleans jangle liked by the younger
set and warmly applauded by the

oldsters. They are accomped by
the Latin Bop Sarts (4)) youngsters
who dance to the frenzied, tempos.
They are well regulated, colorful

and fit in well with the bouncing
orch for mitts.

The Shivers .(2) are a hep bal-

ancing act with contortions and a

leap through a paper hoop into a

handstand getting the crowd. Act

is fast, powerful and makes the in-

tricate balancing look easy. The
Viganos (5) are a top teeterboard

aero act. Tohama delivers her ren-

ditions of her arty and gurgly

songs, balanced by the nioTe roman-
tico and dramatic tor good effect,
Then headliner Georges Qras-

sens makes his incongruous en-
trance. This troubador comes out
dragging his guitar and then goes
immediately Ipto his self-written
rep with nary an interest in the
audience. His natural voiced pip-
ing of his ow’h anarchic, poetic
lyrics soon gets the house, and
though he takes potshots at con-
ventionality bigotry and smallmind-
edness, his overwhelming explosive
love of life and nature makes him a
begoff.
As an added attraction, Jean

Poiret & Michel Serrault have been
rung in from their successful caba-
ret stint. Pair do a takeoff on an
Interview here wdth a returning
film star w'ho has made his mark
in the U. S. Clever facetiousness,
timing and material make the
boys as funny in this immense hall
as in their tiny cabaret. Mosk.

Apollo, S. V.
Stump & Stunipy, Johnny Otis

Band (11) and Marie Adams, Lit-

lette & Slam Stewart. Six Anton-

etts, Leonard Reed, Jay Smythe;
“Glory Alley” (M-G).

For the first time in several ses-
sions, a comedy act shares head-
lines at the Harlem key. Yocksters
Stump & Stumpy outdo them-
selves, while Johnny Otis’ band is

the other top. turn. The bill rides
to a pleasing finish.

.
For the first several minutes, the.

most Otis proves is personal versa-
tility— with drums, piano and
vibes. It isn’t until he’s joined on
the last instrument in some jam
tidbits by guitarist and trombonist
that he gets a whacking ovation.
New band thrush, plump Marie
Adams, demonstrates lots of per-
sonality and bounce, but her pipes
are ordinary in choices like “Every
Night of Week” and “Honky Tonk.”
Leonard Reed, frequent Apollo
emcee, loses his usual appeal when
he upstages Miss Adams in her
vocalizing. His mugging is distract-
ing and juvenile.
Stump & Stumpy breeze through

a series of near-extempo routines.
Stumpy is mimicked by his partner
in brilliant fashion, and brace adds
to dialog with a' few tricky taps
and vocal parodies for more plau-
dits. The turn has a sense of tim-
ing which never fails.

Kickoff routine is delivered by
Jay Smythe, dancing on roller
skates. Terping done is short of
quality standards, and the skates,
apparently there to giV§ a touch of
precariousness and novelty, don’t
add a thing. The Six Antonetts
‘four guys, two gals), excite with
new* twists on teeter turns.
One of the best acts during the

evening comes from Lillette &
Slam Stewart who, because they
have recently teamed, are in New
Acts.

;

WARREN TRIO TO PROVIDENCE
j

.Providence, March 9.

j

The Sheraton Biltmore, Provi-

;
dence, has signed the Mimi War-

j

ren Trio; starting March 15.

;
Spot until thenwill be operating

: with an organist.

Variety Bills

;
Continued from pare €2 ;

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Desert Inn

. Jackie Miles
1 Les Charlivele
Betty Reilly

El Cortex
Jay Jason
l.averne Pearson

• Dewey Sisters
; Wild Bill Davis

Trio
Sextette From

Iluncer
Flaming*

: Rose Marie
! Lenny Kent
! Bill Kenny and

Ink Spota
Last Frontier

Howard. Keel
Blackburn Twine
Evelyn W’ard
Carsony Bros.

Golden Nuggat
:
Wallace A Coffey
Dorothy Ales

. Larry Collin .

! Joe Venutl Ore

Sands
Tallulah Bankhead

El Rancho Vegas
Harry James Ore
Marilyn Canter

Sahara
Kathryn Grayson
Jack Carter
Sujata A Asoka
Cee Davidson Ore
S Henie Ice Rev

Silver Slipper
Maxie Rosenbloom
Hank Henry
Sparky Kaye
Nicholas Trio
Bill W’lUard
Jimmie Cavanaugh
Virginia Dew

.

BiU W’illard
Joan White
G Redman's Ore

Thunderblrd
Four Accs
M Shaughnessy
Rafael
I Fields Trio

RENO
Mapas SHyroem

. Rusty Draper
i Rudy Cordinaa
!
Skylettes •

E Fitzpatrick Ore

New Golden
4 Knights
Joe Cappo

Cambism;
S Young Ore

Riverside
Alan Jones
Honey Bros
George Prentice

Riverside Starlets

Bill Clifford Ore

HAVANA
Montmartre

: M de Paris Qrq
; Michelle Due
I Pedro -Vargas
I Bergaza 'A Terraza
i itosendo Rosell
! Monslgneur Orq
iE Antunez -Ox.q-

; c de la Playa Orq

Sans Soucl

.Olga Chavlano
j
Frank Gitilli

1 Estrella Pete*
Kay Carson
Tohdelayo
Actu A Cellini

Marcel Pefore
Cachla
Jacqueline Leroi
R Ortega Qrq
C Rodriguez Orq

Troplcan*
S de Espana Orq
Celia Cruz
Rene A C Delaine
Maho Lopez

.

Marta A Alexander
Paulina Alvarez
Bertica A Rolando
Orlando de la Rosa
Kiko Gonsalves
A Romeu Orq
Sehen Suarez Orq

Follea-llergere
(HALLENSTADION, ZURICH)

Zurich, March 1.

.

Jules Borkon presentation - (by
arrangement with Paul Perval) of
revue in two acts (24 scenes) by
Michel Gyarmathy. Produced • by
Derval ; direction, Sets* and cos-
tumes by Gyarmathy; musical
adaptation, Pierre Larrieu; con-
ductor, Andre Tildy; choreogra-
phy, Yuan Rykow; costume super-
vision, Mme. Derval; set supervi-
sion, H. Delorme; masks by Buzon.

Features Xenia Monty, Claude
Daltys, Christine Niky, Denise
Marjay, Paule Margery, Andree
Freacrika, Les Greco <2) and,
Mariette, Drean . Bernard Norniant

Jose, Rene, Clark, Guy, Frank

,

Claude, June & Judith, Florence^
Gina Lage, Tony Pdrainai Karl,

Lisa; Les Boys, Les Mannequins,
Les Nus, Les Danseuses, Les
Danseurs, At Hallenstadion, Zur-
ich, Feb. 28, ’54.

On their first world-wide tour,
the “Folies-Bergere of Paris” has
made its last European stop at
Hallenstadion here, before taking
off for South America. The Zurich
10,000-seater, an outlet somewhat
similar to Madison Sq. Garden,
has been rearranged for the occa-
sion to give the show more inti-

macy, with the capacity brought
down to 5,500. Show is a real hit
here, despite mixed notices, and
many performances are SRO.
As usual, the No. 1 plus factor

is sets and costumes and—natch

—

shapely femmes. There are several
plush production numbers in this
international edition, which is a.

sort of roundup embracing some of
the more spectacular scenes of
“Folies” in recent years, obviously
with an eye on not-too-beavy. easily
transportable props wherever pos-
sible, General production values,
however, do not suffer from this
handicap and look as ultra-spec-
tacular as any ticketbuyer right-
fully expects from a show with
this famous tag.

Paradoxically, the top spot
among the lavishly mounted
scenes is carried away by one fea-
turing neither pulchritude nor
bare - breasted beauties. Tagged
“Chinese Ivory,” it is a tastefully
presented, eyefilling display of all-

go'.den, glittering Chinese cos-
tumes and beautifully-done masks,
for maximum returns. To avoid
local censor-trouble, the famous
“Folies” nudes have now; become
near-nudes, but without harming
any of the show’s overall effect or
b.o. lure. Incidentally, there are

.

only two typical nude numbers in
this edition. “The Hell of Women”
and “The Source of Lovers,” both
mediocre, whilst most of the others
are either in more or less full cos-
tumes or featuring the bare breasts
only sporadically, such as in the
two finales.

Whereas all scenes based on pure
fantasy and destined for eye-
values only are firstrate. others
relying on “historical figures” such
as Chopin, George Sand, Countess
Walewski, Napoleon or Josephine
de Beauharnais, fail to come off
and are sometimes in dubious
taste, especially when mingled with
spoken lines. The single all-
spoken comedy scene, “The Magic
Cushion.” is overlong and tedious
and could easily be eliminated.

Singing, dancing and acting abil-
ities of the cast are definitely be-
low average. However, this is not
too drastically felt in view of the
strongly dominating accent on pro-
duction values of which the cos-
tumes alone are a rare treat, being
exceptionally tasteful and highly
imaginative in colors and designs.
The cast impresses more as a

team than on account of any indi-
vidual performances. Stars of the
show are shapely Xenia Monty as
a plushly garbed (and ungarbed)
leading lady, and Claude Daltys as
a brassy comedienne. There is only
one vaude act involved, Les Greco
(2), sock adagio-acro male team,
who are also featured with a female
partner in a tw'o-hunters-against-
snake number that shapes as one of
the highlights. Mezo.

Kaycee Auto Show Draws
100,000 in 8-Day Run

Kansas City, March 9.

Annual Auto Show closed out an
eight-day stand Saturday <6) in

Exhibition Hall with an attendance
of nearly 100,000. Entertainment
for the show w’as Eiieen Wilson
thrushihg twice daily, with Warren
Durrett orch (13) and Marilyn
Mayc backing up. Randall Jessee,

WDAF-TV special events and news-
man, handled the m.c. chores.

Direction of the show was by a

committee, including R. G. Ben-

i

trup, Ray Faddis, George Sharpe

[

Jr., Andy Klein, Don Armacost
I and Earl Davidson.
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The Girl la Pink TXghta
Shepard Traube (In association with

Anthony B. FarroU) profltjctlon of-oper-

etta In two acts <17 scenes). Music by
Sigmund Bombers; book. Jerome Chodo*.

rov. Joseph Fields; lyrics, Leo Robin-

Stars Jeanmaire. Charles Goidnen fea-

tures Ilrcnda Lewis, David Atkinson,

Alexandre Kalloujny. Itobert Smith. Music
developed and orchestrated^ by Don
Walker; production directed by Traube;
dances and musical numbers staged by
Agnes De Mllle; scenery and lighting,

Eldon Elder; oostumes. Miles White; musi-

cal conductor. Sylvan Levin; ballet music
arranged by Trude Rlttman. At Mark
Helllnger. N.Y.,. March 5. '54; $7.20 top

<$s3o opening).

Boris .. Joshua Shelley

Volodya Kutentsov. .Alexandre Kalloujny
Lisette Gervals
Maestro Gallo
Lotta Leslie .

Clyde Hallain .

Eddington
Hattie Hopkins
Van Beupen
British Tars
Policeman

Jeanmaire
Charles Goldner

Brenda Lewis
David Atkinson

David Aiken
Danla Krupska
Robert Smith

Tom Relder, John Taliaferro
John Stamford

Newspaper Boy ... i Maurice Hln®»
Shoeshlne Boy • Gregory Hines
Mike Kalem Kermoyan
Bruce
Nellie
Hollister ,

Simone .

,

Mliril
T ucette .

.

Odette . .

.

Glsele . .

.

Paulette .

Jenny
Blanchette
Emile
Sonunller ....
Gypsy Violinist

Singers; Jane
Peggy Kinard.

John Stamford
Lydia Fredericks

Ray Mason
Katla Geleznova
Eva Rubinstein

> Lynne Marcus
...... Nancy King

.... Lila Popper
Mickey Gunnersen
. Jenny Workman

. . Beryl Towbln
Ted Thurston

...... John Taliaferro
...... Douglas Rideout

House. Deedy Irwin.
Marni Nixon, Michelle

* • • • '

Reiner, Joanne SpUler. Beverly Weston.
Herbert Banke. Robert Driscoll. Stas
Pajenskt. James Schlader.

Dancers: Meredith Beylis. Joan Bow-
man. Mary Haywood. Rhoda Kerns. JuUe
Marlowe, pen Matthews. Dorothy Scott,
Beverly Simms. Diana Turner, Harnr As-
mus, Loui« Kosroan. Paul Olson* Edward
Stinnett. William Weslow.

Renee Jeanmaire is captivating,

but otherwise “The Girl in Pink
Tights0

,

is disappointing. It’s a
question., therefore, whether the
tiny French ballerina, with the
help of a reportedly large advance
sale, can carry this ornate, ponder-
ous operetta long enough to get
back its hefty investment. Prob-
ably not.

“The Girl in Pink Tights” (not

to be confused with the forthcom-
ing 20th-Fox picture, “Pink
Tights”) had its genesis in a score
by the late Sigmund Romberg, for
which Leo Robin provided lyrics

and the playwright-librettist team
of Jerome Chodorov and Joseph
Fields supplied the book. Don
Walker took the' Romberg musical
themes, developed and orches-
trated them for the show, with
which producer-director Shepard
Traube makes his first attempt
with ft musical.

Except for a few passable tunes.
“Lost in Loveliness,” “In Paris and
In Love” and perhaps “When I Am
Free to Love," the score is com-
monplace and tiresome. Leo Rob-
in’s lyrics are serviceable, but the
Chodorov-Fields book, about the
merger of a visiting French ballet
troupe and a dramatic company in
New York just after the Civil War.
seems labored and progressively
tedious.

The dancing is uneven*, ranging
from an attenuated, oldhat comedy
ballet near the finale to a touching
little pas de deux with Jeanmaire
and French dancer Alenxandre Ka-
lioujny that provides one of the
highlights of the long first act. But
although she hasn’t much voice and
obviously lacks vocal training,
Jeanmaire is a delightful singer.
Above all, she’s an enchanting per-
sonality. with stunning looks, a
nifty figure, humor, gaiety and an
infectiously casual air of enjoying
herself.
Opening with a straight ballet,

the show gradually gets under way
and, on the strength of several
dances and songs by Jeanmaire,
the first act is moderately enter-
taining. In the second act, how-
ever, the operetta gets stalled by
the overstuffed plot and steadily
slows down to a deadly finale. Even
the pert, vivacious ballerina star
i' ultimately defeated by the ma-
terial. •

Besides the talented Jeanmaire,
there are creditable contributions
by costar Charles Goldner, a Vien-
nese character comedian brought
fiom London to play the engaging-
ly temperamental, scheming ballet
impresario; dancer Kalioujny as
the ballerina-star’s partner; Brenda
Lewis, almost completely wasted
as the harried producer of the dra-
matic. company, and Joshua Shel-
ley as the based-on-real-life im-
presario’s assistant, wearing a bell
so I know where you are,” David

Atkinson is a stiff romantic lead.
Miss De Mille’s staging of the

dances and choreography provide
the show’s occasionally diverting
moments, Eldon Elder has de-
signed enough scenery to cram
the Helllnger Theatre’s backstage
dimensions; Miles White has sup-
plied a storehouse of colorful cos-
tumes, including several suitably
revealing ones for Jeanmaire, and
as pit conductor Sylvan Levin does
what he can to enliven the music.

Hobe.

The Bnralng Glau
Thutn Guild and John C. Wilton pro-

duction 61 drama in thr*a ifti (four
acenear by Chari** Morgan. Start Cedric
Hardwlcke; feature*. Marla Riva* Walter
Matthau, Iaobel Elaom. Scott Forbea,
Ralph Clanton, William Roerick. Staged
by Luther Kennett; totting, Oliver Smith;
coatumea, Noel Taylor; lighting, John
Davit. At Longacre, N.Y,* March 4, '54;

$0-$4.80 ($7.20 opening). ^
'

Chrlatopher Terrlford ...... _Scott Forbes
Lady Terrlford Iaobel Elsqm
Mnry Terrlford .Marla Riva
Tony Lack ....... Walter Matthau
Gerry Hardlln . William Roerick
Lord Henry Strait ........ Ralph Clanton
Montagu Wlnthrop. . . . .Cedric Hardwlcke
Inspector Wlgg. Basil Howes

This latest Charles Morgan dra-

ma premiered Feb. 18 in London
and was reviewed from there in

last week’s Variety. There’s no

point, therefore, in going into de-

tailed coverage of the play here,

except to consider its Broadway
boxofflce prospects and the qual-

ity of this Theatre Guild-John C.

Wilson production. Briefly, the

former are only moderate and the
latter are mixed.
As noted in the London notice by

Myro, “The Burning Glass” has a

theme of urgent importance, but
is somewhat talky for.U.S. accept-
ance. A serious drama in old-

fashioned melodrama form, it

offers an intelligent man’s pene-
trating consideration of the ethi-

cal position of science in the atom-
ic age. Morgan, an eminent novel-
ist-playwright and former drama
critic of the Times of London, ob-
viously thinks the contemporary
scientist’s moral status isn’t too
good.

This is a fascinating thesis, pro-
vocatively expressed, but slow-
starting and. after a gripping phil-

osophical argument in the second
act, lapses into hokum melodrama
in the third act. Since the char-
acters are unevenly written, the
individual performances vary con-
siderably. The staging of video
director Luther Kennett seems
rather deliberate.

Cedric Hardwicke provides most
of the play’s best moments as the
urbanq British Prime Minister,
while Maria Riva, best known as a
television actress, has an interest-

ing quality as the coolly imdomi-
table wife of the young scientist

who discovers the burning glass
capable of destroying life on any
part of the earth. Walter Matthau
doesn't succeed in clarifying the
ill-motivated role of the scientist’s

unreliable, amorous partner.

Scott Forbes seems a bit too un-
complicated. and strangely un-
British as the scientist, Isobel El-
som is properly restrained as his
worried mother, William Roerick
is blandly sinister as a. secret
agent from behind the Iron Cur-
tain and Ralph Clanton is accept-
ably intense as the prime minis-
ter’s impatient aide.

Oliver Smith designed* the hand-
some manor house drawing room
and Noel Taylor provided suitable
costumes. " Hobe.

HIS AND HERS’ MAY PAY
BACK 60G INVESTED

“His and Hers,” Albert Selden-
Morton Gottlieb production which
folds Saturday (13) at the 48th
Street, N. Y., may ultimately repay
its $60,000 investment. The show
has already returned 20% to the
backers, has another $20,000 in

cash and has a film deal in the
works. Additional coin may also

come from the stock and amateur
rights.

Fay and*Michael Kanin comedy
starring Celeste Holm and Robert
Preston involved $37,138 produc-
tion cosh $6,470 tryout loss and
earned $7,856 operating profit on
its first four weeks on Broadway,
ending Jan. 30.

‘Cadillac’ Seen Shifting

“Solid Gold Cadillac,” currently
in its 19th week at the Belasco,
N. Y., will probably move to the
Royale, N. Y., during May. “The
Immoralist,” now in its 5th week
at the latter house, would close or
move to another spot. However,
the Billy Rose production took to
a boxofflce slip last week and is-

presumably a questionable bet to
continue beyond May.

Idea of shifting “Cadillac” from
the Belasco to the Royale is not a
matter of total seating Capacity,
but because the former house has a
second balcony (with an outside
entrance), which has a lower scale
and is always resisted by patrons.
At a $4.80 top and $6 weekend, the
Belasco capacity is $28,300, While
that of the Royale is $31,000.

The Hard Way
Julie Wilson, who scored,

personal dicks in London .In

“Bliss Me; Kate” and “Sotith

Pacific,”. In the latter as suc-

cessor to Mary Martin, has
remained in England to study

acting at the .
Royal Academy

of* Dramatic Art.. Following
completion of the course, she

plans to Join a repertory com-
pany for a tour of the British

provinces, playing straight

parts in Shakespeare; Shaw,
Wilde and contemporary au-

thors.
Singer was sought for the

femme lead in the upcoming
Broadway musical, “The Pa-
jama. Game,” and has had
other approaches from New
York and London manage-
ments, but preferred to con-

centrate on learning to act.

“Wonderful Town,” musical click

starring Rosalind Russell, has
earned $169,664 net profit thus far

on its $250,000 Investment. There
has been $100,000 profit distrib-

uted to date. Balance includes

$25,000 cash reserve, $17,382
bonds and deposits, $5,099 prepaid
insurance, etc., $427 receivable and
$21,756 available for distribution.

For the four weeks ended Feb.

6, the Robert Fryer production
grossed $200,488 (bringing the to-

tal gross for the 390 performances
to date to $2,639,320) and earned
$22,864 profit. The show, adapted
by Joseph Fields and Jerome
Chodorov, with music by Leonard
Bernstein and lyrics by Betty
Comdeh and Adolph Green, is cur-
rently in its 54th week at the
Winter Garden, N.Y.

Carol Channing takes over as

star April 5, succeeding Miss Rus-
sell.

Seatholder-'Critics’ To

Share Possible Profits

Of Off-B’way Tryout
Attempt to get seatholder reac-

tion to a tryout production by of-

fering a limited number of legit-

goers a share in the possible profits

of a production will be initiated at

the President Theatre, N. Y., dur-

ing
v the seven-day run of a two-

par^ bill produced by Ramon de
Alba. The de Alba production,
which comprises Robinson Jeffers’

“The Cretan Woman” and Charles
Weidman’s dance-play version of

“Lysistrata,” goes into the Presi-

dent Friday (12), with two per-
formances skedded daily for the
limited engagement.

/

The first 50 patrons at ea^h of
the performances who submit a
written critical appraisal of the
show to de Alba will be in line for
a cut of the producer’s end of the
profit if the show proves success-
ful. De Alba will set aside 10% of
his share of the profit, not to ex-
ceed

. $20,000, for distribution to
“preview critics” if the production
pays off. If 50 patrons at each of
the 14 performances slated for the

(Continued on page 68)

Ballet Theatre Set For

At Fresco at Jones Beach
*

Ballet Theatre has been set to
appear at Jones Beach Marine Sta-
dium, N. Y., this summer, as part
of the mammoth revue which Guy
Lombardo will produce there for
the State of New York. Troupe
of 40 will appear jfor the entire sea-
son, being incorporated into the
musical extravaganza, based on the
“Arabian Nights,” which is being
prepped.

Principals of the dance group
are still 'to be set, with Yurek La-
zowski being mentioned as chore-
ographer. This Would mark first
time for a major ballet troupe or
longhair unit to be used in such an
event, as well as a ‘‘first” for Bal-
let Theatre.
Schedule for the musical itself

hasn’t been set, but Morton da Cos-
ta will be overall director, and
Allen Zee production director.

World premiere ’ of Arnold
Schoenberg’s opera, “Moses and
Aron,” will take place Friday (12)
at the Hamburg (Germany) Music
Hall, under aluspices of the North-
West German Radio.

Wednesday, HttA 10,. IfSI

Growing professional character of off-Broadway was pointed tip last
Sunday (7) via coverage in the theatrical sections of the N.Y. Times,
and Herald Tribune. With two dff-Broadway musicals' the only open-
ings of the week, -both papers gave the shows the same treatment
allotted Main Stem entries. Both sheets ran frimt page pix on the
attractions, “Threepenny Opera” and “Golden Apple.” Former opens
tonight (Wed.) at the Theatre de Lys, while the latter bows tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Phoenix Theatre.
Besides the picture spread, both papers also devoted feature articles

to the tw6 tuners. The musicals were penned by individuals previously
represented on Broadway and the casts of the two shows are made
up mostly of performers who’ve appeared in Main Stem productions.
Music for “Threepenny” was composedly the late Kurt Weill, while
Marc Blitzstein did the adaptation of the book and lyrics. Original
text was by Bert Brecht. “Apple” was written by John Latouche, with
music composed by Jerome Moross.

Walter F. Kerr, a legit stager as well as drama critic of the N.Y.
Herald Tribune; is naturally inclined to stress matters of staging In
his reviews of Broadway shows. In his unfavorable notice last week
of “The Burning Glass,” he concluded, “I guess the only really con-
structive criticism I have this morning is this; when a stage mirror
isn’t a real mirror and doesn’t reflect anything, nobody should tie his
tie in front of it. Walter Matthau attempted the feat last night and
emerged with somehing truly fascinating.” Kerr's current directing
assignment is “The King of Hearts,” comedy by Jean (Mrs.) Kerr and
Eleanor Brooke, due April 1 at the Lyceum, N.Y.

Playwrights Co., producer of “Ondioe,” at the 46th Street, N/Y,
did not attempt to replace Mel Ferrer as costar with Audrey Hepburn,
as reported in last week's issue. Management considered such a move
during rehearsals and the tryout, when there was friction between
Ferrer and stager Alfred Lunt. Idea was dropped, however, primarily
because of the actor's unique position of having proposed Miss Hep-
burn for the vital femme lead and persuading her to. do itr

To accommodate members who may be delayed by legit, television
and radio rehearsals, the ballot boxes for the special election and
quarterly membership meeting next Friday afternoon (12) of Actors
Equity will be kept open throughout the session. Balloting is to select
six membership representatives on the nominating committee for the
annual election in June. Meeting will be at the Astor Hotel, N.Y.

Vincent £ardt, Sr. recuperating
at his home on Long Island after
major surgery . . .Realtor-producer
Roger L. Stevens planed to Seattle
last Thursday (4) to look over a
local shopping centre owned by
one of his syndicates. He's due
back Friday (12). . .Harold Cohen,
Variety mugg in Pittsburgh ahd
drama critic of the Post-Gazette
there, was in town last week to
catch the Broadway shows... Jose
Ferrer returned Monday (8) from
Europe and leaves shortly for the
Coast . . . Judy Lynn, last seen on
Broadway in “Top Banana,” has
joined John Murray Anderson’s
“Almanac,” taking over some of
the songs of Polly Bergen, who
left the show because of a throat
ailment . . . Fred Golden, of the.

Blaine, Thompson ad agency, is

confined to his Long Island home
with a liver ailment ... As previous-
ly indicated, the Vanderbilt Thea-
tre, N.Y., will be tom down follow-
ing Ruth Draper's closing there
Saturday night (13). The site will
become a parking lot. That will
leave 33 legit houses on Broadway,
including the City Center.

Phyllis Hill has" returned to the
cast of “Fifth Season” after a brief
vacation in Europe . . . Richard Aid-
rich returned over- the weekend
from a brief vacation in Florida.
His partner, Richard Myers, leaves
early in April for his annual trip

to Europe, during which he will
catch the shows in London and
Paris, returning in June. . .Julius
Fleischmann, associate producer
with Aldrich & Myers and bank-
roller of the Monte Carlo Ballet
Russe, is still in Miami recuperat-
ing from a heart attack, but will
spend the entire summer at his
residence at Chatham, Cape Cod
. . . Sam Handelsman, managing di-
rector of the Playhouse-in-the-
Park, Philly, has opened a New
York office. He has also engaged
Bernard Simon as pressagent in
New York, with Thomas J. L&Brum
continuing as p.a. in Philly...
Legit actor Michael Higgins will be
in the “Electra” to be staged ~at the
Henry St. Playhouse, N.Y., week of
April 18. Meantime, he’s on “The
Big Story” on NBC radio tonight
(Wed.) and in “The Web” on CBS-
TV Sunday (14).

'

Jules Pfeiffer has extended the
Chi stay of his “Good Nite Ladies”
another week,, with the farce hit-
ting the road March 21 . . . Ted
Goldsmith, pressagenting “Porgy &
Bess,” Off to Minneapolis and To-
ronto . v .'Chi Daily News column-
ist-critic Sydney J. Harris back
at his desk after a Broadway sprint
to catch the current show crop . . ,

“Me and Juliet” skedded for the
Shubert, .Chi, April 7 with the
Broadway cast.
Anna Russell, concert comedi-

enne,, has been signed by the N. Y.
City Opera for two appearances
this season. Making her U. S. opera
debut, Miss Russell, a soprano, will
sing the Witch in Humperdinck’s
“Hansel and Gretel” April 3 and
18. Singer appeared on Broadway
last season with her “Anna Rust
Sell and Her Little Show.”

i

- A. E. Matthews, vet British actor,

Bits
I

will star in a new play, “The Manor
of Northstead,” set for King’s The-
atre, Glasgow, April 19. Other
principals are Charles Heslop and
Marie Lohr.

Rufus S. Phillips plans a Broad-
way production next season of
“The Tin Cup,” a psychological
drama by Richard Reich, stage-
doorman at the Broadhurst, N. Y.
. . . Kent Smith, Katherine Meskiil
and Lee Tracy will be the council
representatives on the nominating
committee for the annual election
of Actors Equity. Smith will be
chairman of the group, and David
Wayne, Marjorie Gateson and Scott
McKay will be- council Alternates.
Six representatives of the member-
ship are to be elected ... Eli Wal-
lach. goes to London this week to
play the Okinawan interpreter, the
David Wayne part, in tne British
production of “Teahouse of the
August Moon.” He’ll be the only
U. S. import in the cast.
Vince McKnight, currently-press-

agenting “The Moon Is Blue’’ on
tour, this week rounds out his 25th
year in legit on Broadway, a period,
preceeded by five years in show
business in Atlantic City. His New
York activities began in the out-of-
town press department of the Shu-
bert organization in March, 1929.
Tony Buttitta returning March

17 from Italy on the Saturnia and
flying out promptly to Los Angeles
to start his Civic Light Opera pub-
licity chores.
The Garson Kanins are in Scot-

land, each working on a new play.
Mrs. K. (Ruth Gordon) is set to
appear this fall at the Edinburgh
Festival in Thornton Wilder’s com-
edy, “The Matchmaker,” with Ty-
rone Guthrie doing the directing.

Actors Equity is on the prowl
for three representatives to cover
the rustic circuit this summer . . .

Shakespeare Guild Festival off-
Broadway group, switched to non-
Equity policy following breakdown
of negotiations with the Fact Find-
ing Committee, repping the craft
unions ... Lionel Abel's . “The
Death of ^Odysseus,” which Was
produced off-Broadway by the Art-
ists Theatre, will be printed in the
summer issue of the Ford Founda-
tion’s Quarterly Perspectives.
Choreographer Jerome Robbins

will stage Aaron Copland's, opera,
“The Tender Land,” which will
have its world premiere by the
N. Y. City Opera Co. April 1. Wil-
liam Hammerstein will stage the
troupe’s first production in an
Opera company repertory of “Show
Boat,” with book by his father, Os-
car Hammerstein 2d, and music by
Jerome Kern, April 8. Three the-
atrical stage designers, Howard
Bay, Oliver Smith and John Boyt,
will also be represented for the
first time with the company this
season.

Elaine Perry, producer of “King
of Hearts,” is quarantined at hdr
New York home with mumps, pre-
sumably caught from John Studer,
moppet actor who missed a-oouple
of weeks of rehearsals of the show
because of the same illness . .

.

Singer-actress Nola Fairbanks if

(Continued on page 67)



What's believed to be the largest4
lineup of. backers—17&—ever lined

up for a single show is listed for

"By the Beautiful Sea," musical

being produced by Robert Fryer

and Lawrence Carr. Show, starring

Shirley Booth, with book by Her-

bert and Dorothy Fields, music by
Arthur Schwartz and lyrics by
Miss Fields, is currently playing a

tryout engagement in Boston. It's

financed for $300,000, with no pro-

vision for overcall.

Listed among- the backers, with
Investment as low as $200, are the

following: Frank J. Davies, of Pat-

erson, N. J., representing an un-
disclosed client, $60,000; Morris

M. Schrier, attorney representing

Music Corp. of America, $15,000;

Helen Thompson, president of

play of the Month Club, a ticket

subscription agency, $7,800; Edwin
H. Morris, presidertt of E. B. Mor-
ris Music, publisher of the show's
score, $6,000.

Also, Liiise Sillcox, representing
the Authors League Fund, $6,000;

Walter Vincent, president of the
Actors Fund, > $6,000; film-legit

comedienne Rosalind Russell, star,

of Fryer’s current production of
"Wonderful Town,” $4,000; orches-
tra conductor-contractor Meyer
Davis, $3,000; Irwin D. Wolf, Pitts-

burgh department store exec and
board chairman of the Pitt Civic
Light Opera, $3,000; Charles R.
Meeker Jr., managing director of

the State Fair Auditorium, Dallas,

representing a local syndicate,

$2 ,
000 .

Also, Mrs. John Peyser, wife of

the television director, $1,500;
Franklin J. Schaffner, director of
"Studio One” video series. $1,500;
Frederick J. Cudlipp, of NBC, $1,-

200; Donald
.
McDonough, tv tech-

nician, representing a syndicate,

$1,125; producers Sherman and
Marjorie (Mrs.) Ewing, $1,000
each; filmactor Charlton Heston,
$1,000; director-producer Joshua
Logan and his wife, Nedda Har-
rigan, $1,000 each; actor-dancer-
stage manager Edmond Balin,

$750, and producer and tv an-
no u n c er- commentator Kenneth
Banghart, $750.

Also, actress Dorothy Blackburn,
$750; production associate Gabriel
Katzka, $750; director-producer
Martin Manulis, $750; music copy-
ist Mathilde Pincus, $750; Robert
Foreman, assistant to BBD&O
president Ben Duffy, $600; com-
mercial artist ^Harold Fonville,

$500; George Gaynes, featured
singer in "Wonderful Town,” $500;
stagemanager Samuel Liff, $500;
actor James O’Rear, $500; Jack
Schlissel, general manager of the
production, $600; dancer Leonard
Claret, $300; actor-dancer Tom E.

Hansen, $300; actor Cris Alexan-
der, $250; actress Phyllis Hill, $250;
commercial tieup agent Norman
Kent, $250; actress Rita Talbot,
$250, and actress Midge Ware, $250.

PRODUCER’S WIFE ANTES

FULL $100,000 BACKING
Helena W. Charlton, wife of pro-

ducer Richard Charlton, is putting
up the entire $100,000 financing of
American Productions, which he
has formed to present plays on
Broadway and elsewhere. Charl-
ton is partnered with Ann Lee in
the operation of the Sombrero
Playhouse, Phoenix, but that is not
part of the American Productions
setup.

Initial $26,000 investment In
American Productions was made
by Mrs. Charlton last November
and the balance was put up about
a month later. Profits from the
venture are to be split 50-50. The
Charltons arc currently in Phoe-
nix, but their home is listed In the
partnership papers as Oyster Bay,
N. Y, Firm’s place of business is
listed as New York.

2% Lo£s on Ontario
Bard Setup for 1953

Montreal, March 0.
Ontario’s Stratford-on-Avon The-

atre last week (3) released its
first annual statement, which
showed an operating loss for the
53 season of $4,138, less than 2%
of the total cost of $212,188.
More than 68,000 persons attend-

ed last season and officials of
Stratford’s Festival Foundation
nope to have better than 114,000
tor the eight-week '54 session.

What an ‘Itch!’
With the payment last week

of another $40,000 dividend,
"Seven Year Itch” has dis-
tributed $407,000 profit.

Oh the basis of the usual 50-
50 split, that gives the backers
.a 339% profit, or over 3Vf*
times on their $60,000 invest-
ment.

Tan-Can’ in 45th

"Can-Can,” the Cole Porter-Abe
Burrows musical, continues to re-
fute the perennial gripe about
critics destroying the theatre. The
show, which drew generally mild
reviews, is still playing to capacity-
plus attendance and, as of Jan. 30,
had paid $70,000 profit on its

$300,000 investment.

For the four-week period ended
Jan. 30, the Cy Feuer-Ernest H.
Martin production grossed $202,-
300, against a theoretical Capacity
of $200,640. It earned $44,579 for
the period, giving it $171,251 total
net profit to date, after payment
of N. Y. State unincorporated busi-
ness tax. Assets remaining after
profit distribution included $23,30
in bonds and deposits, $1,399 ac-
counts receivable, $3,498 unex-
pired insurance, $25,000 cash re-
serve and $47,823 balance available
for distribution'

Show is currently in its 45th
week at the Shubert, N. Y.

Kaycee Starlight Sets

10-Musical ’54 Sked;

’Oklahoma’ as Closer
Kansas City, March 9.

Lineup of shows to be presented

'

outdoors in Swope Park next sum-
mer was announced recently by
William N. Deramus, president of
the Starlight Theatre. "Oklahoma”
is set to close the season with a
two-week run beginning Aug. 23,
summer’s strongest offering tradi-
tionally being saved for the closer.

Board is making an important
change in policy to provide a 10-

day run of the opener, "Call Me
Madam.” Heretofore all shows ex-
cept the finale have had a week’s
run, opening on Sunday. "Madam”
will open^he season Friday, June
18, and summer’s schedule will thus
be extended three days.

The other shows which complete
the list of 10 are "Sweethearts,”
"Three Musketeers,” "Girl Crazy,”
"Carmen,” "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” "Hit the Deck,” "Song
of Norway” and "No, No Nanette.”
Eight of the 10 represent prefer-

ences of audience, 80,000 of whom
voted in the annual poll last fall.

Richard S. Berger, production
director, currently is in New York
auditioning principals for the sum-
mer. He has signed Billie Worth
for the Mrs. Sally Adams role in

"Call Me Madam,” with Donald
Burr set for masculine lead. He is

due to return to K.C. to pick up
the reins here early in April.

Summer theatre operators ap-

parently don’t intend any further

-

moves to get Actors Equity to re-

vise its new summer stock rules.

At least no action has been stirred

up by the barn managers since re-

ceiving notification from Equity
two weeks ago that a revamping of

the rules wasn’t contemplated.
Silo owners had attempted to

get Equity to enter into confabs to

defend the union’s, new rulings re-

lating to the raising of the jobbing
minimums, revision of the rule

calling for a five-day rehearsal

period and the limitation of the

number Of actors allowed to tour

In one package on jobbing con-

tracts.

New Dance Group Presentations
will offer its second annual festival

series of six concerts at the 92nd
St. YM-YMHA, N.Y., March 29-

April 4.

HAYWARD COAST POST

LOOMS FOR BERNSTEIN
With "Kind Sir” and "Prescott

Proposals” due to fold on Broad-
way shortly, Herman Bernstein will
probably go to the Coast on a man-
agerial assignment for Leland Hay-
ward. Latter is producing film ver-
sions of "Mister Roberts,” "The
Spirit of St. Louis” and ’The Old
Man and the Sea.” Bernstein, his
general manager in legit, will prob-
ably serve as studio contact on the
pictures. Hayward is due east to-

morrow (Thurs.) for about a
week’s visit.

Leo Freedman, pressagent for
"Kind Sir,” "Prescott” and "Pic-
nic,” plans to take at least six
months' vacation when the three
shows close. He had figured on
going to Italy, but his life’s criti-

cal injury recently in an auto crash
in Ottawa may force them to- re-
main in the U. S. In any case,
neither Freedman nor Bernstein
who have been associated with
former Joshua Logan productions,
Will work on his forthcoming musi-
cal, “Fanny,” which is scheduled
for Broadway next fall.

No one is set thus far to man-
age or pressagent the show.

Snail on Howe and Hummer Rights

Tbongb Subjects in PnMk Domain

That’s Important
Chicago, March 9.

'

Ted Goldsmith, pressagent
for "Porgy and Bess,” cur-
rently at the Civic Opera
House, left the following in-
structions with the Civic office
staff:

"If anyone calls asking for
passes and says he’s my friend,
turn him down politely . . . If

he says I’ve promised
.
him

ducats, turn him down im-
politely ... If he says he hates
my guts, take care of him—
he’s important.”

Plagiarism suit . by Stanley J.

Kauffmann against the authoress,
producers, director, etc., of "The
Starcross Story” will apparently
have to go to trial. Motions by
the plaintiff for a temporau-y in-

junction and by the defendants for
dismissal were turned down last

week by Judge Edward J. Dim'
mock in N. Y. Federal Court.

In ruling on Kauffmann ’s mo-
tion, the court said, "In view of
doubts that I entertain as to wheth-
er .there was any infringement and
as- to the ability of the plaintiff
to establish his right to a final de-
cree, the motion for a temporary
injunction is denied.” -Kauffmann’s
suit claims that “Story” infringed
his novel, "Hidden Hero,” pub-
lished by Rinehart in 1949.

"Story,” produced by John C. Wil-
son, the Shuberts and S. S. Krell-
berg, with Eva Le Gallienne and
Mary Astor costarred, opened last
Jan. 13 at the Royale, N. Y., and
closed the same night. It was au-
thored by British playwright Diana
Morgan and was first produced un-
successfully under the title, "After
My Fashion,” in London in May,
1952. It was favorably received in
a tryout last summer at Westport,
Conn., and elsewhere.

Defendants .in the suit, besides
Miss Morgan, are Wilson, Krell-
berg, J. J. Shubert and various
heirs of the late Lee Shubert.

"Sabrina Fair,” Playwrights Co.
production of' the Samuel Taylor
Comedy, is now in the black. As
of Jan. 30, the show had earned
$28,535 operating profit in New'
York, added to $10,888 profit on
its tryout tour and $29,160 re-

ceived to date from its pre-pro-
duction film sale to Paramount.
Production cost was $57,844 and
the original investment was $50,-

000 .

For the four weeks ended Jan.
30 the play, cpstarring Margaret
Sullavan and Joseph Cotton, gross-

ed $123,961 for an operating profit

of $13,788. That brought the total

earnings to date to $68,313 and.
after deducting

,
the production

cost, left a net profit of $10,469.

After return of $40,000 to the

backers, the show’s assets included
$13,350 in bonds and deposits and
$7,119 available for sinking fund.
The production is currently in

its 17th week at the National, N,Y.

Davidson in Milwaukee

Shutters After 63 Years

With Theatre to Be Razed
Milwaukee, March 9.

After operating as a legitimate

house for over 63 years, the David-

1

son will shutter permanently on

termination of lease tomorrow
(Wed). Razing starts Thursday or
Friday. Upcoming plays On the
Davidson’s winter schedule will be
shifted to other, houses.

The Boston Store,which held an
option on the 50 rear feet of the
Davidson for several years, served
notice on the T & M Realty Co.,

owners of both the Davidson prop-
erty and the adjoining Medford
Hotel, that the department store

required use of the land by
April 1.

"Good Night Ladies,” skedded
for the week beginning March 25,

has been switched to the Pabst
Theatre.

During the Davidson’s years of

operation, the house has been un-
der the management of Sherman
Brown, James Higler, Floyd Scott

(all deceased), Fred Spooner and
Cyril Grody.

When the house went bankrupt
in 1930, present manager Anthony
Thehee, Asher Levy, Chicago the-

atre operator, and Higler assumed
the management. When Levy es-

tablished permanent residence in

California, his interest was pur-

chased by Thenee and two Madison
theatremen, John Scharnbery and
Hugh Flannery.

’House’ Scribes Polish

Musical Show in CaL;

Pearl Bailey for Lead
"House of Flowers,” the Truman

Capote-Harold Arlen musical to be
produced next "fall by Saint Sub-
ber, is nearing completion. The
authors have gone to Palm Springs,

Cal., as house guests of the David
G. Selznicks, and expect to do the
final work there. Show is aimed
to start reharsals Aug. 10, open a

tryout Sept. 9 in Bhilly and come
to Broadway early in October.

Pearl Bailey and Josephine
Premice are set for leads,

with the director and designer
to be selected. Locale of the
yarn is an island in the French
West Indies. Capote, who is writ-

ing the book and collaborating with
composer Arlen on the lyrics, origi-

nally authored the piece as a
straight play. When it was de-
cided to do the piece as a musical,
however, he began collaborations
from Italy by telephone, cable and
mail to the Coast. Pair began
working at first-hand founveeks
ago, when the novelist-playwright
returned to the U. S.

Involved situation has arisen
over (he rights to "Howe and
Hummel,” Howard Teichntann’s
dramatization of the Richard
Rovere biographical sketches. Otto
Preminger wants to option the
original material with the idea of
getting a new adaptation, but
Teichmann hasn’t yet signed a
release. Meanwhile, at least two
other scripts based on the lives of
the late attorneys are reportedly
going the- rounds.

Preminger, who staged "Moon Is

Blue” for Aldrich & Myers, hopes
to produce "Howe and Hummel”
in partnership with them and their
associate, Julius Fleischmann, He
wanted to do the play some time
ago, but Teichmann declined to
make a new rewrite, so the deal
fell through. Subsequently, James
Russo & Michael Ellis optioned the
script for production in London
and New York, but at that time
Rovere refused to okay the deal
and the option has since lapsed.

Odd angle on the situation is

that since Howe and Hummel were
actual persons oh the New York
scene during the last century, their
characters are in the public
doihain. Thus, although Rovere
researched them and wrote the
sketches that appeared in the New
Yorker mag . and in a book pub-
lished by Farrar, Straus & Young,
anyone else can write a new biog
about them, or do a play, musical
or any other treatment. In fact.

Saint Subber is reportedly mulling
a musical production and there has
been talk on the Coast of a tele-

vision series.

Partial Release

Teichmann is understood about
to sign a partial release of his

dramatic option on the Rovere
sketches. That would permit Rovere
to option the material to Preminger
for the latter to arrange for a new
dramatization. Teichmann would
presumably get a percentage from
such a version, but none of bis

treatment could be included. His
collaboration with George S. Kauf-
man, “The Solid Gold Cadillac,” is

a current hit at the Belasco. N.Y.
Besides the "Howe and Hummel”

project* Preminger is also consider-,

ing a revival, in partnership with
Aldrich & Myers and Fleischmann,
of Barrie's “The Admirable Crich-
ton,” with David Niven as star.

Meanwhile, the stager-producer is

working with Carolyn Green on
her one-set corned}'. “Janus." which
Aldrich & Myer? figure on frying

opt on the strawhat circuit next
summer prior to a Broadway pre-
sentation in the fall.

On the immediate A & M sched-
ule is "Sailor’s Delight,” Lawrence
Langner’s adaptation of the Peter
Blackmore comedy. Eva Gabor, who
starred in the strawhat tryout last

summer, has withdrawn to take a
film assignment, and the producers
are negotiating with Arlene Dahl,

Zsa-Zsa Gabor, John Ireland and
Joanne Dm for various parts. John
C. Wilson is to stage the show\
which will be done next fall if it

cannot be readied for this spring.

Aldrich Keeps Falmouth;

Picking Up Fresh Staff

Richard Aldrich, who had con-
sidered disposing of his major in-

terest in the Falmouth Playhouse,
Coonamesset, Mass., has decided to

continue to operate, the -Cape Cod
spot, but with an entirely new staff,

which he is currently selecting.

James Awe was general manager
for Aldrich last season*

Aldrich will also operate the
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.,

with Charles Mooney continuing
|

as associate producer, and the
j

Cape Cod Musical Tent, formerly
the Cape Cod Music Circus, Hyan-
nis, Mass.

VICTORIA, B. C., ORIGINAL
Victoria, B.C., March 9.

Totem Theatre, stock company
which moved from Vancouver last

I summer, will do an original play

(

this month by its ingenue and pro-
1 duetion secretary, 25-year-old Nor-
1 ma Macmillan.

It’s a three-act cothedy of Brit-

ish Columbia life called "A Crowd-
I ed Affair.”

‘MOON’ REVIVAL LOOKS

PROFITABLE IN LONDON
London, March 9.

Jack Hylton revived “The Moon
Is Blue” at the Vaudeville Friday
<5) with an all-British cast headed
by Frank Leighton, Andree Melly
and Anthony Oliver. The original

production, with Diana Lynn, Biff

McGuire and Robert Flemyng,
opened July 7, 1953, and closed

Dec. 5, ’53.

The revival of the legit version

coincides with the West End box-

office success of the Otto Premin-
ger film version, w’hich is now in

its ninth week at the London Pavi-

lion.

Miss Melly acquits herself ad-

mirably, with Leighton and Oliver

also scoring. Rousinf reception in-

dicates a profitable new run.

‘Budd’ Authors’ New Play

Set for Minnesota U. Bow
Minneapolis, March 9.

U. of Minnesota Theatre has

scheduled a new play by faculty

member Louis O. Coxe and Robert

Chapman, "The General,” April

26-May 2.

New play is concerned v illi per-

sonal loyalties and how they effect

the Individual in relation to him-

self and his society.
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Anniversary Waltz
Joseph M. Hyman 4c Bernard -Hart pro*

Auction of comedy in three acta (fix
scenes) by Jerome Chodorov and Joseph
Fields. Costars Macdonald Carey. Kitty
Carlisle; features Phyllis Povah, Howard
Smith. Directed by Moss Hart; setting and
lightning, Frederick Fox; costumes, Rob*
ert Mackintoshs At Shubert, New Haven,
March 3. '54; *4.20 top.

Millie — Pauline Myers
Okkie Walters ...... . . Warren Berllnger
Alice Walters . .. .. Kitty Carlisle
Debbie Walters ..... Mary- Lee Dcarrlng
Bud Walters .......... Macdonald Corey
Chris Steelman ......... Andrew Duggan
Janice Revere ............. Jean Carson
Harry Don Grusso
Sam Donald Hylan
Mr. Gans Howard Smith
Mrs. Gans Phyllis Povah
Diane . Pamela O'Neill
Handyman Terry Little

.When a group of people with
show biz knowhow decide to put on
s footlight clambake, the outcome
can be very gratifying ‘entertain-
ment. That’s how it is with "An-
niversary Waltz," a word concoc-
tion dreamed up by Jerome Cho-
dorov and Joseph Fields; worked
HP by producers Joseph Hyman

and Bernard Hart; polished up by
director Moss Hart, And played up
to the hilt by a talented troupe.

"Waltz” will, make sweet music
on cash register bells, and keep
Broadway ribs tickled for some
time to come. It will have another
month of simonizing and by that
time the present sturdy laugh con-
tent should be developed into
something, super in escapist di-
version.

There's nothing startlingly Origi-
nal about this story of 15 years
of marital bliss that strikes tem-
porary discord, only to be brought
back into, tuiie in time for the
commuters to catch the late eve-
ning train home. But there’s plenty
of originality about the up-to-the-
minute treatment the authors have
given it, and the many sock laugh
lines with which they’ve peppered
the script.

Ad exec Bud Walters and his
wife Alice celebrate their 15th
annl by having her parents in for
dinner. The festivities become

over-festive and with a series of
toasts under his belt, Walters di-
vulges to the shocked parents that
he and h|s wife had had a pre-
marital romance. The resultant
uproar blasts the calm of family
life, which has oil temporarily
poured on the surging matrimonial
sea, only to have the typhoon
strike anew when the Walters' 13-
-year-old daughter innocently men-
tions the pre-nuptial slip when she
appears on a network video juv-
enile panel. A complete husband-
wife breakup is averted when a
rabbit test indicates a new tax ex-
emption is on the way—and that’s
the edrtain.

When this one eventually term-
inates its Broadway tenancy,
something good on celluloid built
around it can be released.

Laughs tumble over each other
in its present form and staging
will require a bit 'of repacing and
timing to overcome this. Other-
wise, direction exhibits a keen
sense of comedy values andjiow to
utilize them to best advantage. In-
cidentally, Moss Hart’s assignment
oh staging tills comedy has ex-
panded beyond normal dimensions

due to the fact that the authors’
confinement to concurrent activi-
ties in the development of .their

musical ("Girl ifi Pink Tights") has
virtually divorced them from work
on ’’Waltz" during its incubation
period.

Dialog is exceptionally bright
Wordage emphasizes the "many a
truth spoken in jest" philosophy,
rather than simply a succession of
gags. There’s depth of perception
in the numerous .barbs' that punc-
tuate the chatter and a wealth, of
humorous wisdom that strikes a re
sponsive chord among& wide va-
riety of stubholders.

^
.

Grade-A thesping marks the ef-
forts of the hep troupe assembled
to interpret "Waltz.” Macdonald
Carey, back to footlights after a
13-year hiatus, makes tils return a
telling one. Personable, and with
a. flair ‘for chuckle-rousing deliv-
ery, he fits nicely as the television-
hating husband whose idiosyncrasy
touches off much of the family
squabble. Kitty Carlisle makes her
first Broadway non-musical role a
stepping stone of popular accept-
ance in the straight field. She puts
plenty of verve into tha wife char*

acter and adds an attractive ap-
pearance t» the assignment*

Standard comedy faves Phyllis
Povah and Howard Smith come
through with worthy perform-
ances, cast as the parents. Some
of the choicer guffaws are dele-
gated to' this duo and they know
exactly what to do with them.
Pauline Myers manages to be a
very amusing maid without en-
croaching op stereotyped territory;
Andrew Duggan Sets well as Bud’s
semi-hypochondriac partner; Jean
Carson scores handily

,
as a blond

four-time grass widow; Warren
Berllnger and Mary Lee Dearring
unfold bright moppet talent as the
Walters offspring; Pamela O’Neill
is efficiently obnoxious as a teen-
age busybody; Don Grusso and
Donald Hylan make a comic pair
of deliverymen; and Terry Little
does okay as a handyman.

Frederick Fox has provided an
attractive sunken living room set-
ting that allows for interesting
playing on two separate levels.
Costuming by Robert Mackintosh
is appropriate dressing tb comple-
ment an overall quality picture.

Bone.

MICHAUX MOODY by arrangement with JULES BORKON
*

Les Productions Parisiennes Arts et Spectacles

presents

Direct from Triumphs in

Spain, France, England, Italy, Switzerland,

Holland, Belgium and Germany

BALLETS ESPAGNOLS

TERESA

LUISILLO
Company of 36

~

A Feast of Color, Gaiety, Music* Song and Dancing-
Dancing That Is Indeed' the Very Poetry of Motion

"Lulsillo fs a fantastic dancer with a boau-
tifnl line and tnrns that are breathtaking.
How his slight from# can generate such en«
ergy Is oue of the miracles of the dance.
His numbers with Teresa are masterpieces
of timing.” DAILY MAIL (London)

••I’Last night we saw poem after poem, the
real language of their country with always
oew beauty. In certain instances they
reached the dimaz which up to today was
reached only by Argentina or Escudero.

I

y What a splendor ...”

|J JOURNAL DE GENEVE (Geneva)

"Hera Is no simpering chorus, prettily cos-
tumed, trained like demure ponies, but a
ballet of elegant, slim waisted demons, mak-
ing with secretive, savage little grins a daz-
zling background for the whirlwind energies
of Teresa and Lulsillo. Crescendo follows
diminuendo In ' rapturous, even rowdy suc-
cession." . MANCHESTER GUARDIAN

"Tho audience applauded endlessly and kept
stamping, demanding encore after encore.”

DE TELEGRAAF—Amsterdam

dr

"Teresa, Lulsillo and their admirable troupa
play with high virtuosity the full scale of tha
psycho-physiological clavier. They give us
a rare spectacle of violence and at tha sama
time a perfectly disciplined fugue. These
ardent dancers seem to be ever ready to
lump like |aguars on an invisible prey and
tha voluptuous women surrender or deny
themselves with the abandon of wild cats
•nflamed by desire.”

' PARIS PRESS—i'INTRANSIGEANT

"Teresa, Lulsillo and their Company obtained
here In Madrid the highest possible triumph*
They were greeted with the most eztraordl-
nary’ applause.” ARRIBA—Madrid

"FOR COLOR, WARMTH. VITALITY AND EXCITEMENT THERE ARE VERY FEW MUSICAL
ENTERTAINMENTS WHICH CAN COMPARE WITH THIS VARIED PROGRAM OF DANCES
INTERSPERSED WITH FINE SINGING IN THE SPANISH STYLE AND BRILLIANT VIRTUOSO
GUITAR PLAYING.” DAILY MAIL (London)

FIRST AMERICAN TOUR
NQW BOOKING— SEASON 1954-1955

Exclusive Booking Agoncy: DAVID LIBlDINS, lnd*p*^id*nt Concort Monagomont
Steinway Building, 113 West 57th Street

New York 19, N. Y. Phone; Circle 6*6898

Off-B’way Show

Haveil In the Hark
(ORIGINALS ONLY, N.Y.)

Paul Nord’s "Haven In the Dark"
is a tasteless .tale of little drama-
turgical skilk Intermissidn an-
nouncement said that -Originals
Only is a theatre for playwrights
and audience, the frank purpose
being to find commercial successes
for uptown. "Haven In the Dark"
is anything but.

"Haven" is a macabre melo-
drama about a drama critic, his son
by a previous marriage and the
lugubrious complications that fol-
low the latter’s arrival from the
’old country,” There are ’confusing
shifts from direct action to play-
within-a-play and back again. At
the finale, the daughter has been
packed off to marry a sailor, with
the mother making the honeymoon
a threesome, and father is devoting
himself to the prodigal son, who
has now gone mad and blind, but
has not yet slit his throat, although
he carries a razor handy in his
pocket.

As the father, Donald Stuart,
president of Originals Only, wan-
ders casually through the script.
Henry Hood as the son, is embar-
rassingly emotional. Michael Woll-
man designed the set, Aliki di-
rected and Tom Hill produced.

The Hasty Heart
(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)

John Patrick’s "The Hasty Heart,"
a Broadway click of 1944-45, had
more than mere timeliness, as the
current revival by Equity Library
Theatre demonstrates. The com-
edy also has; wisdom,, humor and
heart;

As the stubborn Scottish lad who
arrives at the British convalescent
but with an incurable illness, Ter-
ence Kilburn traces the boy’s eVno-
tional ups and ’ downs accurately,
from the first truculent entrance
to the touching finale. He makes
Lachie understandable, even when
he is most recalcitrant. The Amer-
ican soldier, Yank, as portrayed by
A1 Markim, is amusingly frustrated.
Ken Donnelly and-“Mark Lenard,
respectively portraying the English
Tommy and the Australian Digger,
provide a virtual vaudeville turn
with a fly-swatter. As the Colonel
in charge, Frank L. Macintosh is

a master of British reserve.

Elizabeth Lawrence in the sole
femme role, clarifies y^hy hospital
patients fall in love with their
nurses. Walt Witcover has obvi-
ously chosen his cast carefully, and
directed a meticulous production
in which no detail is lost. Designer
Zvi Geyra has created a vivid set
in which North African heat, flies
and lethargy are completely be-
lievable.

In the next two weeks "The
Hasty Heart” will trek to the Bronx
and Queens, which thereby have a
treat in store.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD ( Comedy*Drama)
, R (Revue),

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Mu-
sical Drama ), O ( Opera )

.

Magic and Loss (D)—Alex Cohen,
Ralph Alswang, prods.; Michael
Gordon, dir,; Uta Hagen, star.

Pajama Game (MC)—Frederick
Brisson-Robert E. Griffith-Harold
S. Prince, George Abbott-Jerome
Robbins, dirs.; prods.; Eddie Foy
Jr., Janis Paige, John Raitt, stars.
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Itch’ $16300, ‘finger’ $14300
Chicago, March 0.

Midweek blizzard plus tradition-

al Lenten slump hurt Loop legit

biz last week. Early part .of the

week was especially baa after a 12-

ihch snowstorm tied up traffic.

Estimates for Last Week
Good Nite Ladies, Great North-

ern (10th wk) ($5; 1,500). Nearly

$8,000. „ w ^
Porry and Bess, Civic Opera

House (1st wk) ($4.80; 3,600). $21,-

600 for six shows here; another

$7,280 Sunday (28) in Kansas City

(includes 20% tax retained by non-

profit venture).
Seven Year Itch, Erlanger (24th

wk) ($5; 1,334) (Eddie Bracken).

$16,300.
Time Out for Ginger, Harris (8th

wk) ($4; 1,000) (Melvyn Douglas).

$14,500.

‘Anniversary* Fine 17*40

In Five New Haven Shows
New Haven, March 9.

Hefty word-of-mouth boosted
window sale to substantial figures

at last week’s preem of "Anniver-
sary Waltz” at the Shubert (3-6).

At $4.20 top, gross climbed to a

fine $17,500 for five performances.
House is dark this week. Future

bookings include ’’Guys and Dolls”
(15-20), “Moon Is Blue” (25-27),

“Good Nite Ladies” (March 29-

April 3) on twofer basis.

’’Pajama Game" is due to break
in here week of April 12-17, with
an advance performance on April

10, first time this has been tried
here.

’Moon’ Fine 20G, Mont'1

. Montreal, March 9.

"Moon Is Blue” continues into a
second week at Her Majesty’s here
in Montreal following a fine open-
ing stanza of $20,000. So-so re-
views and a mild overall pan Of
performances offered, failed to
discourage legit theatregoers and
the curious:

Mention by most critics that film
of same show had been banned, in
this province hasn’t hurt b.o. The
1,704-seater is scaled at $3.38.

'Moon* $9,500, Richmond
Richmond, March 9.

’’Moon Is Blue,” in eight per-
formances at the 1,500-seat WRVA
Theatre here ending Saturday (6),

grossed $9,500.
Top was $3.15.

Current Road Shows
( March 8-20)

Anniversary Walts (Kitty Car-
lisle, Macdonald Carey) (tryout)

—

Plymouth, Boston (8-20) (Reviewed
in Variety this week).
By the Beautiful Sea (Shirley

Booth) (tryout)—Shubert, Boston
(8-13); Forrest, Philar (16-20) (Re-
viewed in Variety,-Feb. 17, ’54).

Dial M for Murder (Maurice
Evans)—Walnut St., Phila. (8-13);
Ford’s, Balto. (15-20).

Evening With Beatrice Lillie
(Beatrice Lillie)—Biltmore, L.A.
(8-2Q).

Good Nite, Ladles—Great North-
Chi (8-20).
Guys and Dolls—Colonial, Bos-

<15
20*"^' Shubert, New Haven

King of Hearts (Donald Cook,
Jackie Cooper) (tryout) — Play-
house, Wilmington (11-13); Walnut
St., Phila. (15-20).

<4
and Loss (Uta Hagen)

(tryout)—Parsons, Hartford (18-20).
Moon Is Blue—Her Majesty’s,

Montreal (8-13); Royal- Alexandra,
Toronto (15-20).

o My 3 Angels (Walter Slezak)—
Shubert, Wash; (8-13); Hanna,
Cleveland (15-2Q).

io American, St. L:
(8"13)

: Cass, Detroit (I65-26).

,
oP^homa—Shubert, Detroit (8-

13); Opera House, Boston (15-20).
. Porgy & Bess—Civic Opera
House, Chi. (8-20). •

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Erlanger, Chi (8-20); -
South Pacific (Jeanne Bat Webb

-Municipal Aud., Savannah
Bell -Aud., Augusta (11-13);

Memorial Aud., Chattanooga (15-
17); Temple, Birmingham (18-20).
.oSWar i^Locust, St. Phila.
(8-13); Nixon, Pitt (15-20).

Tll®e Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Harris, Chi (8-20).

(8-20?
n Be^9— Wilbur, Boston

Equity Show
( March 8-21)

Hasty Heart — DeWitt Clinton
H.S.. Bronx, N.V. (12-13).

Kiss,Me, Kate—Lenox Hill Play-
house, N.Y. (17-21).

N. Y. City Ballet $37,230

>

Gets $25,200 in Third
The N. Y. City Ballet, In its

eighth frame at N. Y. City Center,
racked up a healthy $37,230 last

week on eight showings at a $3.60
top. The Azunia Kabuki Co., Jap
dance troupe being presented by
Sol Hurok at the Century, N. Y.,
grossed $25,200 in its third week,
at a $4.80 top.

N. Y. City Ballet has two more
weeks to go In a highly-successful
winter run. Breaking repertory
precedent, company will spend its

entire final week giving eight per-
formances of this season’s sock
new hit, "Nutcracker.”

The Kabuki troupe, winding up
March 27, will then go on a short
tour. It will play a week at the
Shubert, Boston, starting March
29; another week at the Forrest,
Philly, April 5, and a stanza at the
National, Washington, week of
April 12. Group is. likely to follow
with a week or two in Chicago.
On the road, Ballet Theatre

racked up a neat $37,700 in eight
performances along the California
coast. Troupe garnered $5,200 in
Pasadena on Sunday Feb. 28. Santa
Barbara,, Monday (1), grossed $4,-
700; Bakersfield, Tuesday, $4,530;
Fresno, Wednesday, $7,550; Stock-
ton, Thursday, $3,100; San Jose,
Friday, $6,200, and two in Berke-
ley, Saturday; $6,500.

Legil Bits
Continued from page 44

engaged to James Larkin, U.S.
show biz rep of British Overseas
Air Co. . . . Patrice Munsel may . be
the femme lead in "Fanny,” the
S. N. Behrman-Joshua Logan-Har-
old Rome musical for which Ezio
Pinza is set as male lead. It may
try out on the Coast next summer

Carl Fisher, general manager for
the Phoenix Theatre, N.Y., and the
upcoming ’’Pajama Game” musi-
cal, will have a similar assignment
On George Abbott's revival next
fall of ”On Your Toes”. . .Lee
Bowman will be costarred with Uta
Hagen and Robert Preston in ’’The
Magic and the Loss,” for which
Phil Adler is general manager. .

.

Writer J. P. Cahn and stage man-
ager Marjorie Winfield (Mrs. Cahn)
are due from San Francisco this
week to reside permanently In New
York . .Ken Donnelly Is playing
Tommy in the current ELT produc-
tion of ‘‘Hasty Heart.”

Edith King, who pldys Audrey
Hepburn’s foster-mother in “On-
dine,” has a new plaster cast on
her broken leg, enabling her to get
around the stage more easily . .

.

Ruth Draper, who closes her solo
drama engagement at the Vander-
bilt, N.Y., Saturday 1(3), will re-

sume her tour. . .Jerry Fujikawa is

assistant stage manager of ’’Tea-

house of the August Moon,” at the
Martin Beck, N.Y., succeeding Yukl
Shimoda, who planed to London to

be technical assistant to stager
Robert Lewis on the British edi-

tion of the play.

Current London Shows
London, March 9.

(Flsures denote premiere dates)
Airs Shotstring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).

Alice Looking Olass, Princes (2-0-54).

Angels In Love, Savoy (2-11-54).

Anns Lucssts, Hippodrome (1-26-54).

As Long As Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).

Big Knife, Duke York’s (1-1-54).

Birthday Honours, ICrlterion (10-8-53).

Boy Friend, Wyndhsm's (12-1-53).

Burning Glsst, Apollo (2-18-54).

Chtrley's Aunt, Strand (2-10-54).

Confidential Clerk, Lyric (9-18-53).

Day By The See, Haymarket (11-26-53).

Fifth Seaton, Cambridge (2-24*34).

Folios Bergers, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).

For Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).

Guvs and tfolls, Colllsoum (5-28-53).

I Capture Castle, Aldwych (3-4-54).

King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).

Llbarty Bill, Strand (2-25-54).

Love Match, Palace (11-10-33).

Moon Is Blue, Vaudeville (3-3-54).

Mother, Embassy (2-13-54).

Mousetrap, Ambas.
Old Vie Repertory, Old Vlo (0-14-53).

Faint Your Wagon, Majesty’s (2-11-53).

Paris '90, St. Martin's (2-22-54).

Private Secretary, Arts (2-3-54).

Pygmalion, St. James* (11-19-53).

Question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53).

Reluctant Heroes, Whitehall (9-12-50).

Ring Out Relit, Vic. Pal. (11-12-52).

Seagulls Sorrento, Duchess (6-14-50).

Sleeping Frlnco, Phoenix <10MM3>.
Someone Waiting, Globe (11-25-53).

Troplcsna, New Watergate (2-10-54).

Wish You Wore Here, Caslnp (16-10-53)

Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).

You’ll Bo Lucky, Adelphl (2-25-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINOS
First Edition, New Watergate (3-11-54).

I Am a Camera, New (342-54).

Wedding In Paris, Hipp. (4-3-54).

’Road’ $1,600, Los Angeles

;

‘Come On' Around $1,600
„ . . .

Los Angeles, March 9.
Rekindling of the Biltmore Sat-

urday night (6) gave the town a
total of four legiters alight. Bilt-
more’s entry, ‘‘An Evening With
Beatrice Lillie,” is in for three
frames. No other newcomers in
sight for some time.

Estimates for Last Week
Come On and Play, Ivar (3d wk)

(400; $3.60). Around $1,600, below
the breakeven point.
She Dood It In Dixie, Beaux

Arts (3d wk) (542; $2.40). Around
$1,200, which is under costs.

Tobacco Road, Civic Playhouse
(6th wk) (400; $3.60) Up to $1,600.

Dial’ Smash

$29JO,My
Philadelphia, March 9,

"Dial M for Murder,” which
brought the first Scotland Yard
man to the local «tage since Octo-
ber, 1954 ("Edwina”), ended a long
drought of British crime fare with
a sensational first week at the
Walnut. Thriller is slated to go
clean entire second sesh.

Legit biz is on the upbeat here.
“Stalag 17,” playing a return date
at the Locust at $2 top, topped ex-
pectations in its initial stanza and
figures to do even better this week.
Ballets de Paris, which came into
the Forrest under sponsorship of
S. Hurok and the Messrs. Shubert,
got a heavy play from dance lovers
on its return visit. With three
playhouses still lighted, no open-
ings are skedded for this week.

Estimates for Last Week
Ballets de Paris, Forrest (1st wk)

(M-l,760; $5.20) (Leslie Caron,
Colette Marchand, Roland Petit).

Marquee strength, pins fine no-
tices, aided French dance troupe.
Solid $30,000.

Stalag 17, Locust (1st wk) fCD-
1,580; $2.60) (George Tobias). Pris-
on camp comedy getting strong
play, thanks to popular price and
public reception. Good $11,000,
with advance indicating even big-
ger take second week.

Dial M for. Murder. Walnut (1st

wk) (D-1,380; $4.55) (Maurice
Evans). Theatre Guild subscription
held down gross somewhat, and
kept mystery meller tickets out of
hands of agencies and specs. Duc-
ats at premium all week long, as
well as for coming week. Smash
$29,200.

‘Pacific’ Over $22,400

In Jacksonville Wed
Jacksonville, March 9.

"South Pacific” took in over
$22,400 at the Florida Theatre here
lcist

Jeanne 'Bal-Web Tilton starrer
is splitting current week between
the Municipal Auditoriums. Savan-
nah (8-10), and the Bell Audi-
torium, Augusta (11-13).

Lillie $12,000 for Four
In Kansas City Stop

Kansas City, March 9.

Second live legit here within two
weeks, after an absence of stage-
fare all fall and winter, saw “An
Evening Wit Bea Lillie” bring
moderately strong trade to the
Fox Midwest Orpheum Theatre in

a three-day stand last week.
Three evening performances and

a matinee (1-3) racked up $12,000,
okay for the stand. It was the only
legit in the Orpheum in months,
and the only one scheduled there
this winter and spring!
John Antonello office handled

here.

Hardwicke $7,600 in 4, ‘Clerk’ $23,400

‘Angels’ $13,300, D. C.

Washington, March 9.

"My Three Angels” drew almost
$13,300 at the Shubert Theatre
here last week. Cdmedy winds up
a fortnight’s stand here this week.
Play garnered four rave notices.

Greco 17%G 9 Frisco
San Francisco, March 9.

Jqse Greco and his dance com-
pany opened at the 1,775-seat Cur-
ran March 1 to generally warm
reviews. Show wound up the first

frame of a two-week stand with a
fair $17,500.
House is scaled to $4.20.

Blackstohe $6,300, Columbus
Columbus, March 9.

Blackstone the Magician pulled

$6,300 out of the hat in five per-

formances at the Hartman here last

week. Top was $2.50, with chil-

dren half-price.

Nothing is on the Hartman hori-

zon before April . 12. when “Dial M
for Murder” is due in.

Broadway took a general shel-
lacking last week, with receipts for
practically all shows dipping from
previous session's takes. Even some
of the more solid entries were
caught in the downward slide.

Closings are already skedded for
seven shows, not Including Ruth
Draper’s one-woman presentation,
which winds up a limited engage-
ment Saturday (13). Also shutter-

ing Saturday are "His and Hers,”
"Lullaby” and "The Winner.”
There were no closings last week.

There are two openings this

week, both off-Broadway. “Three-'

penny Opera” begins a limited
stand at the Theatre de Lys tonight
(Wed.) and "Golden Apple” also

goes in for a limited run tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Phoenix Theatre.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue )>

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Opera).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Burning Glass, Longacre (1st wk)
(D-$6-$4-80; 1,048; $26,817) (Cedric
Hardwicke). Opened last Thursday
(4) to one favorable notice (Atkin-
son, Times) and six unfavorable re-

views; grossed over $7,600 for first

four performances.
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,

Plymouth (7th wk) (D-S6-$4.80; 1,-

062; $33,500) (Henry Fonda, John
Hodiak, Lloyd Nolan). Over $32,-

700, with theatre party- commis-
sions cutting into take (previous
week, $32,700).
Can-Can, Shubert (44th wk)

(MC-$7.20; 1,361; $50,160). Under
$50,600 (previous week, $51,000.

Confidential Clerk, Morosco (4th

wk) (C-$7.80; 935; $30,200) <Ina

Claire, Claude Rains, Joan Green-
wood). Over $23,400 (previous
week, $27,500).

Fifth Season, -Cort (59th wk) <C-

$4.80; 1,056; $25,227) ‘Menasha
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Under
$20,000 (previous week, $21,700).

Girl in Pink Tights, Hellinger
(1st wk) <MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000)
(Renee Je&nmaire, Charles Gold-
ner). Opened last Friday (5) to

three affirmative notices (Chap-
man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Haw-
kins, World-Telegram); two nega-
tive review’s (Atkinson, Times;
Kerr, Herald-Tribune) and two in-

decisive opinions (McClain, Jour-
nal-American; Watts, Post); Grossed
over $40,000 for first three per-
formances and three previews.

His and Hers, 48th Street (9th

wk) (C-$4,80; 925; $22,927) (Celeste

Holm, Robert Preston). Over $9,-

700 (previous week, $17,000); closes

Saturday (13).

Immoralist, Royale (4th wk) (D-

$6-54-80; 1,035; $31,000) (Louis
Joutdan, Geraldine Page), Over
$16,600 (previous week, $20,000).

John Murray Anderson's Alma-
nac, Imperial (13th wk) (R-$7.20;

1,400; $50,300). Over $32,300 (pre-

vious week, $38,900).
Kind Sir, Alvin (18th wk) (C-$6-

$4.80; 1,311; $39,460) (Mary Martin,

Charles Boyer). Under $18,100
(previous week, $23,600); closes

March 27.

King and I, St. James (154th wk)
(MD-$7-20; 1.571; $51,717) (Yul

Brynner, Patricia Morison). Near-
ly $32,000 (previous week, $37,400);

closes March 20 to tour.

Kismet, Ziegfeld (14th wk) (MD-
$7.20; 1,628; $57,908) (Alfred

Drake). Over $57,500 (previous

week, $57,900).
Lullaby, Lyceum (5th wk) (C-

$4.80; 995; $22,845) (Mary Boland).

Under S6.10Q (previous week, $7,-

900);. closes Saturday < 13).

Me and Juliet, Majestic (41st

wk) <M[C-$7.20; 1,510; $58,000). Un-
der $28,100 (previous week, $37,-

900): closes April 3.

Oh, Men, Oh, Women, Miller

(12th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 920; $23,248)
(Franchot Tone). Over $21,600
(previous week, $22,900).

Ondine, 46th St. (3rd wk) (D-

$7.80; 1,139; $89,512) (Audrey Hep-
burn, Mel Ferrer). Over $40,100,

with theatre party commissions
cutting into take (previous week,
$40,600 in four performances and
two previews).

Picnic, Music Box (54th wk) (CD-
$6-$4.80; 1,010; $27,534). Under
$17,800 (previous week, $20,800).

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst
(12th wk) <CD-$6-$4.80; 1,160: $29,-

300) (Katharine Cornell). Almost
$16,300 (previous week, $13,100;;

scheduled to close April 3.

Remarkable Mr. Pertnypacker,

Coronet (10th wk) (C-$7.80; 1,027;

$28,282) {Burgess Meredith. Martha
Scott). Over $17,400 (previous
week, $20,400).

Sabrina Fair, National (16th wk)
(C-$6-$4.80: 1,172; $31,300) (Mar-
garet Sul lavan, Joseph Cotten).
Over $27,000 (previous week, $29,-
100 ).

. Seven Year Itch, Fulton <68th
wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $34,400)
(Tom Ewell).

.
Over $19,700 (previ-

ous week, $26,004).
Solid Gold ^Cadillac, Belasco

(18th wk) (C-$6-$4-80); 1,077; $28,-

300) (Josephine Hull).
.
Over $27,-

400 (previous week( $28,700).
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore

23rd wk) (D-$6-$4.80 1,080; $28,-

300) (Deborah Kerr). Nearly $28,-

000 (previous week, $29,000).
Teahouse of the August Moon*

Beck <21st wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1,214;
$31,681) (David Wayne, John For-
sythe). Almost $32,200 (previous
week, $35,155).
Winner, Playhouse (3d wk) (CD-

S4.80); 999; $21,500) (Joan Tetzel,
Tom Helmore). Under $10,000
(previous week, $8,000 in six per-
formances); closes Saturday (13).

Wonderful Town, Winter Garden
(43rd wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,510; $54,-
173) (Rosalind Russell). Almost
$41,600 (previous week, $49,900).

Miscellaneous

Ruth Draper, Vanderbilt (6th wk)
(CD-$3.C0; 720; $13,000). Winds up
limited engagement Saturday (13).

Opening This W«*k
Golden Apple, Phoenix {MO

$4 8O-$3.60; 1,150). T. Edward
Hambleton-Norris Houghton (Phoe-
nix Theatre) production of musical
written by John Latouche, with
music by Jerome Moross;; financed
at $65,000, cost about $65,000 (ex-
cluding bonds), can break even at
around $13,000 gross; opens tomor-
row’ (Thurs.).

’Sea’ $39J0, Hob;

Dells’ 321,400

Boston, March 9.

Biz was spotty here last week
with "By Yhe Beautiful Sea.” star-
ring Shirley Booth, going clean in
its second week at the Shubert,
while “Guys and Dolls,” in 10th
week here but second at the Colo-
nial, sagged. "Twin Beds,” aided
by 7 and 9:30 p.m. shows on Fri-
day and Saturday, fared okay in
its first w’eek at the Wilbur.
Opening last night (Mon.) were

"Anniversary Waltz,” costarrinf
MacDonald Carey and Kitty Car-
lisle, which moved into the
Plymouth for a fortnight, and the
Ballets de Paris, which relit the
Opera House for a week.

Estimates for Last Week
By the Beautiful Sea, Shubert

$6 Fri.-SaL, $4.80 other nights;
1.700) (2d w’k) (Shirley Booth).
Pulled a hefty $39,750 for the first
full week. Final week is current.
Guys and Dolls, Colonial ($8

Sat.. $4.80 other nights; 1,500) (2d
wk here, 10th in Hub). Slipped to
near $21,400. Final w’eek is cur-
rent.
Twin Beds, Wilbur <$3.60; 1,200)

(1st wk). Okay $10,500.

‘OKLA.’ FIGHTS DETROIT

STORM FOR $22,100 TAK
Detroit, March 9.

“Oklahoma” grossed $22,100 last
week, the season’s worst snowstorm
keeping- playgoers in doors early
in the week. Musical is in its final
frame at the 2,050-seat Shubert.

,

Top is $3.60. Next production
scheduled for the Shubert is “My
3 Angels,” set for two weeks begin-
ning March 22.

‘Faces’ $21,500, St. Louis;

Reynokfs*‘Gigi’ $13,000
St. Louis, March 9.

"New Faces of 1952” wound up
the first of a two-week frame at
the American Theatre Sunday (7)

with a good $21,500 take. The
house is scaled to $4.27, except
Saturday night, when it is hiked to

$6.10, the highest of the current
season.
Debbie Reynolds also copped

plaudits for her role in “Gigi” in

the first of a two-week session at

the Empress Theatre. With the

usual $2.50 top prevailing, the

show grabbed a good $13,000.
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The Metropolitan Opera Is ready- 4

Ing another extensive tour this

spring, to cover 14 cities over a

six-week period, with gross on

the trip likely to hit over $1,*

200,000. The Met has to start its

tour this season later than usual

because of a late Easter (no city

will play the Met Holy Week), so

that the six-week trek is one week
less than last year. Company will

open in Cleveland April 19, for a

week’s stuy.

Tour will run through May 29,

and include stops as far away as

Dallas, Minneapolis and Toronto.

The Met is taking 13 opera produc-

tions along with it, and will give

49 performances in all. It’s going

back to Chicago for the first time
since 1951, and also returns to St.

Louis after a lapse. All dates are

guaranteed, at a $19,000 minimum
a performance on one-nighters

against a percentage. (Last sea-

son’s guarantee was $18,000).

Top will run from $7.20 to $10,

depending on location.; Tour coorr

dinator Francis Robinson estimates

the Met’s share of the $1,200,000

gross will be just under $1^000,000,

With management hoping to make
a 10Co profit on the tour. Touring
costs will prove the deciding fac-

tor.

Stagehand Walkout
Possibility of. the Met shutting

down over a labor dispute, for the
first time in its 70-^year history,

was narrowly averted Monday (8).

Stagehands stopped work for 10

hours all that day, and picketed
the theatre for 2V? hours in the
late afternoon' But an hour be*
fore curtain time they returned
to their posts, and “Tannhauser’
went on as scheduled, with no un-

toward results.

The Met and the stagehands
union have been negotiating for
14 months on a new contract for
the one which expired in June
1952. A retroactive 2% increase
has been the bone of contention
Prexy Richard Walsh, head of the
parent International Alliance o
Theatrical Stage Employees, called
off the pickets late Monday. Met
management and union execs were
still huddling late yesterday (Tues
on the matter.

“The Children’s Hour,” « Her*
mlt Bloomgarden's revival of
the Lillian Heilman drama, rep-

resented a loss of $47,979 on a

$50,000 investment. The show', a
Broadway production last season,
closed in Chicago last Dec. 5. It

earned back about half its invest-

ment on Broadway, but dropped
virtually all of it on tour.

For the final four weeks In Chi-
cago, the play grossed $69,746, for

an operating profit of $33. Closing
expenses came to $3,117.

Balance of $2,021 on the venture
was returned recently to the back-
ers.

‘Porgy’ Booking Rounds
Out L.A. Opera Season

Los Angeles, March 9.

Booking of “Porgy and Bess” to
round put the Civic Light Opera
season for 1954 was announced by
managing director Edwin Lester.
Blevins Davis-Robert Breen pro-
duction, on Broadway last year,
will open here July 13 as the third
offering of the CLO season, with
Cab Calloway featured in the role
of Sportin’ Life.
CLO season will open April 19

with “Brigadoon,” to be followed
by “The King and I” and “Porgy.”
Final offering of the season will
be Mary Martin and her daughter
Heller in a new musical version of
"Peter Pan.”

Inal toss Tally On

‘Hour’

Jiggling the Dial
A midwestern theatre mana- *

ger phoned the drama depart-

ment of his local newspaper tp

say that he had a Broadway hit

show booked in for -
arrivals

shortly. '

Reporter took down the info,

and announced to his readers

next day that Maurice Evans
was due soon in town in “Vio-

lins for Murder.”

In on 60G Tea
MTea and Sympathy,” the Play-

wrights Co. & Mary K. Frank pro-
duction of Robert Anderson’s
drama, has earned $76,841 net
profit thus far on its $60,000 in-

vestment. Distributed profit to
date is $60,000 after return . of
capital.

For the four weeks ended Jan.

30, the Deborah Kerr
/
starrer

grossed a capacity-plus $114,509,
for $28,032 profit. That brought
the total operating profit to date
to $128,552, before deducting the
$51,712 production cost. After
profit distribution, the remaining
assets included $8,700 bonds and
deposits and $8,141.
Show is currently in its 24th

week at the Ethel Barrymore,
N.Y.

Kaycee Orch Readies

2d Opera Festival

Kansas City, March 9.

Second opera festival of the

Kansas City Philharmonic Assn, is

set for March 11 and 13 and
March 18 and 20, “La Traviata” for

the first two performances, “Mad-
ame Butterfly” for the second two.

Licia Albanese, Thomas Hayward
and Walter Cassel are being

brought in to play lpads In “Travi-

ata.” Tomiko Kanazawa, David
Poleri and Thomas Tipton will take

leads in “Butterfly.”

Opera festival* was inaugurated
in 1953 at end of the orchestra’s

regular season, and similarly pre-

sented two operas in four perform-
ances. As last year, operas are

under direction of Hans Schwieger,
orch director.

Scale for the festival events

range from $1,50 to $5. Arthur
Wisner, orch manager, said that

25% of capacity was sold in the

first week following availability of

tickets. Feb. 6.

ADVANCE AGENTS l
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Modern-Dress ‘Othello’

Set for Rochester Arena
Rochester, N. Y., March 9.

The Arena Theatre, Rochester's
resident stock company, will turn
from comedy to tragedy for its

foilrth annual Shakespeare produc-
tion, “Othello," which is sched-
uled for a three-week run begin-
ning tomorrow (Wed.).
Show will be completely in the

round. The comedies, “Twelfth
Night,” “M id s u m mer Night's
Dream” and “Much Ado About
Nothing," were given three-quarter,
staging. “Othello” will also be
done in modern dress.

Dorothy Chemuck and Omar K.
Lerman will produce. Miss Cher
nuck is director.

SeathoMer
Continued from page 64

President submit criticisms, they
could make a profit of about $25
apiece over the admission tab of

$3 being charged by de Alba.
Production is being offered at

the President, considered an off-

Broadway showcase, under conces-
sions from the various unions. It’ll

cost de Alba about $5,000 for the
week’s run. Double bill is financed
at $20,000 with an additional $10.-

000 cash reserve. According to de
Alba, production is set up so it

could move to Broadway under its

present capitalization figure. Switch
to Broadway will be made if justi-

fied by critical comment. How-
ever, if reports are negative, de
Alba intends to tour the Show in

the fall as a concert presentation.
Both .“Cretan Woman” and “Ly-

sistrata” utilize casts of 13 mem-
bers. In some instances perform-
ers will double in both offerings.

Cast of the Jeffers work includes
Rex Ingram.

Shuberl Feud
Continued from page 1

ArizonaJLady
; Berne, Feb. 26.

Staditheatre production of operetta in
two actf (seven scenes) ..by Alfred Grnn-
wald -and Gustave Beer, with music by
Emmerich. Kalman. Directed by Walter
Lederer. Musical direction, Anton Knue-
sel; sets. Lois Egg; choreography, Sybllle
Spallnger; choir direction, Walter Furrer;
costumes, R. and S. Zimmermann. At
Stadttheatre. Berne, Feb. 24, '34.

Lona Farrell Hansy von Krauss
Harry Sullivan Erich . A1v*rle
Chester Kingsbury Jr Peter Garden
Nelly Nettleton . . .

.

Lia Held
Roy Dexter Walter Lederer
Lopez Ibanez Otto Marnu
Jim Slaughter ....... Wolfgang Warncke
Bill Sanders ....... Ulo Panlzza
Rex Rudolf Schmidt
Danny . Tlno Bertrand
Cavarelll .............. Heinz Weihmann
Tom Ull Elchcnberger
Bessy ....... ....... Paula Holzhanuner
Sunny Ingrid. Werner
Bonita Marilyn Tyler
Benchley Alfred Bock
Pellgreen Erich Frohweln
Molly Dorothea Klebs
I'longo Paul Wldmcr
Zuni . Walter Bcuttcr
Vaqueros. .Max Baechtold, Gilbert Nabos
Golddigger Josef Heyn
Jeremy Max Jaklsch
Streetslnger . . Erich Fischhof

Youthful U.S. singer Marilyn Tyler
registers in a short part as a two-
timing Mexican dancer. Sets and
costumes are excellent, and several
dance numbers are .neatly executed,
indicating even more. ample possi-
bilities where a large budget per-
mits. Mezo. \

You’ll Be Lucky
<

=
. London, March L

Jack Hylton, George & Alfred Black
presentation of revue In- two acts- (16
scenes). Directed by Alec Shanks, Joan
Davis; costumes, decor by Shanks,
Josephine Clinch, Erie; music and lyrics,
Ross Parker, Phil Park; additional dialog,
Harold Purcell; orchestrations, Billy Ter-
nent; orch under direction of Ronnie
Munro, At Adelphl Theatre, London. Feb.
25. *34; .$1.75 top.
With Al Read, Sally Barnes. Laurl

Luplno Lane. George Truzzl. Trio Hugony,
Regency Singers, Ann Tyrell, Josephine
Blake, Josephine Anne 4c Lucky Lovelies,
John Oxley, Trevor Griffiths, Peter Gil-
more. John McCulloch. Berkeley Dancers
(4), John Tiller Girls (16).

his brother Lawrence Shubert
Lawrence, Sylvia Wolfe Golde
(Lee’s sister) and attorney Wil
liam Klein. Incidentally* there may
be some uncertainty about Klein’s

status as a trustee and at the same
time attorney for J. J. Shubert.

Out of Firm
Although he may not actually re-’

ceive the money for some time,

Milton was left $100,000 in cash

under Lee’s will, with additional

provision for him to get the in-

come from one-sixth of the resid-

ual estate. Another clause in-

structs the trustees to vote the
stoclc “so as to assure the continu-

ance of employment” of Milton
(at $25,000 a year), Lawrence
($25,000) and Lawrence Jr. ($10,-

000 ).

How effective the latter provi-

sion may be is apparently a ques-

tion, It may depend largely on the

actual terms of the various part-

nership agreements between J. J.

and Lee Shubert, and the stock

setups of the numerous Shubert
corporations. For the moment,
however, Milton Shubert appears
to be out of the firm, but he op-

erates the Sam S. Shubert Theatre
in Washington as an independent
project.

It is reported, without confirma-
tion, that all of Lee Shubert’s per-

sonal' holdings were in stock in

the Shubert enterprises. If that is

true, some of the Shubert stock
would presumably have to be sold

to pay the cash bequests under
Lee’s will, while income from his

share of the stock would comprise
the residual estate.

It is reported that under the
partnership agreement between J.

J. and Lee, all outside stocks and
bonds on the general market were
owned jointly by them, with out-
right ownership going to the sur-
viving brother, J. J. Oh that basis,

J. J. not only is In sole control of
the Shubert theatrical and realty
interests and owns half of the Shu-
bert stock, but now also owns all

the outside stocks and bonds of the
partnership. This latter money,
reputedly worth many millions,

would go to J. J?s heir or heirs.

Background of much of the com-
plication about the Shubert setup
stems from the long-standing feud
between J. J. and Lee. There is ap-
parently no rift between the young-
er generation of Shuberts.

CAB CALLOWAY
NINETIETH WEEK os Sportin’ Life

“Porgy and Bess”
Currently Four Weeks '

CIVIC AUDITORIUM. CHICAGO
Mgt.: BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, Now York

Future B’way Schedule
( Theatre indicated if booked)

This is. the first stage presenta-
tion of Emmerich Kalman’s last

operetta which he started in the
U.S. (of which he was a naturalized
citizen) and completed, prior to his
death last October, in Paris, where
he had lived since 1950. Written
by librettists Alfred Grunwald and
Gustave Beer (the former also
wrote Kalman’s hit operetta,
“Countess Maritza,” together with
Julius Brammer), the musical is

sort of a bow to the U.S., with the
action taking place on an Arizona
ranch as well as in Kentucky.
Although lacking the freshness

and wealth of musical ideas of such
Kalman successes as “Maritza,”
“Csardas Princess” or “The Circus
Princess,” “Arizona Lady” still

rates among his better musicals,
especially due to,, for European
standards, a rather unusual libretto
that is for once free of barons,
counts and nostalgic gypsies as well
as of schmaltzy pseudo-sentimen-
tality. The story, though not of
world-shaking originality, keeps
moving at a steadily lively pace
and offers a fair amount of possi-
bilities for solos and production
numbers. “Lady” should please
U.S. audiences, provided certain
too obvious “Americanisms” of the
run-of-the-mill horse-opCra type
are eliminated and the story
smoothed out a bit, conforming to
U.S. tastes. One grave error is par-
ticularly noteworthy, inasmuch as
a rodeo is falsely represented as a
horserace with prizes to the win-
ning horse. This being an essential
part of the plot, it may cause some
problems.

The plot concerns a beautiful,
wealthy rahehowner, her valuable
racehorse, Arizona Lady, and a
dashing stranger whom she hires
as a foreman. Complications arise
when the horse is stolen and
brought across the Mexican border.
The stranger is suspected to be a
notorious cattle-rustler and jailed
by the sheriff, the ranchowner’s
fiance. He escapes, and all is
straightened out when the real
badman and his gang are unveiled,
and the ; ranchowner is happily
united with the stranger, with
whom she has, naturally, fallen in
love.

The score, in part, skillfully cap-
tures the U.S.-Mexican flavor, but
there are also quite a few tunes
that distinctly sound Viennese
Hungarian. This may also prove a
handicap for U.S. presentation and
pop appeal. Among the likeable,
melodious tunbs are “Arizona”
(staged as a big production number
in the first finale and reprised in
the second), “Wouldn’t It Be Nice
to Be ip Love,” “Ride, Cowboy,”
“Red Roses,” “Do You Know,
Dearest, What You Are to Me,
“Made for Each Other,” “Senorita,
Be Mine,” “I Like to Dance on
Sundpy” and “Little Cowboy
Song.” None, however, shapes as a
potential big pop hit, with “Ari-
zona,” “Red Roses” and “Senorita”
probably the nearest thing to it.

The Berne performance has been
carefully prepared and imagina-
tively directed by Walter Lederer
(who also sings the lead), with only
the second part slightly lagging' at
times. Lederer and his leading
lady, Hansy van Krauss, are both
well chosen and do a* competent
Job vocally as well as actingwlse.
Peter Garden and Lia Held step
out lively as the buffo couple, al-

though their numbers are defi-
nitely not' among Kalman's best.

Golden Apple, Phoenix, tomor-
row (Thurs.).

Gilbert & Sullivan, President,
March 23.
Kings of Hearts, Lyceum, April 1.

Magic and Loss, Booth, April 6.
i Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst,
April 7.

A By Beautiful Sea, Majestic, April
8.

Pajama Game, May 12.

Between them. Jack Hylton and
George & Alfred Black have fash-
ioned a successful formula for
revues. They take' a couple of
radio stars, surround them with a
lively spectacle and wind up with
a major boxbffice hit. The last
attraction at this theatre ran al-

most two years; this one may not
be as successful, but obviously has
a prosperous season ahead.

The two stars of the current pro-
duction are both newcomers to the
West End stage. Al Read, a north
country comedian with his own
radio show, had built up an ad-
vance reputation by his true-to-
life interpretations of ordinary,
folk, using the trick of repetition
to hammer home a joke. He does it

with a measure of success in a
number of sketches. None has any
retensions towards sophistication,
ut each reflects the' artist’s pow-

ers of observation.
Sally Barnes has made her way

to the-West End via tv, and the girl—
has that impish personality which
audiences find appealing. There is

a vivacity about her delivery but
she has been rather sadly let down
with inadequate material. She is

no Marie Lloyd, yet had to do an
impression of that famous star
singing “Don’t Dilly-Dally on the
Way.”
Most of the broad comedy is

provided by Lauri Lupino Lane and
George Truzzi, whose plate-smash-
ing routine and paperhanging slap-
stick would be more acceptable in

a pantomime than a West End
revue. Trio Hugony has an effec-
tive line in acrobatics and Josephine
Anne has a click number in “Bella,
the Belle of the Bowler.” Spectacle
highlight is the scene of the de-
struction of the Spanish Armada,
staged with splendor and realism.
Entire production is attractively
costumed, brightly decorated and
has been spiritedly directed.

Myro.

Elmer Wiener, N. Y. concert
manager and pressagent, to Pitts-;

burgh on an emergency press job
for the Pittsburgh Symphony.
He’ll be there for three weeks, then
goes’ to Cleveland to handle press
for the H. J. Miskell organization,
which manages the local Metropoli-
tan Opera season of a week, open-
ing April 19. It’s the 11th Met
Cleveland 'season for Wiener. .
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Beebe on Skalsky

Gotham newspapermen are pass-

ing around the blistering editorial

t ifcius Beebe wrote to his Terri-K Enterprise ^Virginia City

News (Nev.) re Sidney Skolsky.

He took the columnist to task for

having “recently remarked in print

without, as far as we lmow, provo-

cation that the publisher of The
Territorial Enterprise was. at some
unnamed date, involved in a flst-

fight in a Hollywood resort 'with

and around Hollywood or any Los
Angeles restaurant, saloon, night-

club or similar resort

.

The rest of it is very heated, as

regards Beebe's latitude towards
Skolsky—certainly one of the
strongest yet in recent years, espe-
cially about personalities in the

show biz-literati belt.

Z Blight Cartoon Books
Ella Bentley Arthur's “My Hus-

band Keeps Telling Me to Go to

Hell" -^Hanover; $1.50) isn’t ex-
actly a cartoon book excepting that

Richard Taylor’s illustrations of the
malapropisms and. double-enten-
dres contribute so much to this

book. Mrs. Arthur, longtime friend
and confidential secretary to Dor-
othy Dix* coauthored “Dear Dor-
othy Dix with Harnett T. Kane, so
it is fitting that Kane did the fore-
word to^this anthology of boners
which are culled from a lifetime
of advice-to-the-lovelorn corre-
spondence to Mrs. Dix.

Forthright cartoon comedy is

Abner Dean’s “Cave Drawings for
the Future’’ (Dial; $3.50) which are
both futuristic and primitive hut
not too much so as not to edify the
contemporaneous seeker-of-laughs.
Dean has done some fit his most
imaginative best in this anthology.

Abel,

>

Emily Kimbrough's Europe
Tn “Forty Plus and Fancy Free”

(Harper; $3) Emily Kimbrough has
done an updated grandma’s . ver-
sion of her initial bestselling (with
Cornelia Otis Skinner) “Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay.” The
WCBS (N. Y.) broadcastress, with
three other; vimful and vigorous
grannies, are here encased in a
series of Anglo-French-Italo trave-
logs done witn diverting prose and
an eye on the anecdotal snapper.
The lecturer-author, quondam

fashion editor ahd mag contributor
carries all of it off with a delicious
sense of humor, and all travelers
will be' interested in an appendix
charting the plusses and minuses
of the European restaurants visited
last year^ Trau.

Prentice-Hall Surplus
Prentice-Hall wound up 1953, its

40th anni year, with an- earned sur-
plus of $2,291,182. Net profit for
Allyn &. Bacon, a wholly-owned
subsid whoso fiscal year ended
April 30, '53, was $123,457. P-H
currently has 1,800 employees and
a $1,000,000 construction plan un-
der way for two new buildings at
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

P-H’s annual stockholders meet
is set for March 23 in Dover, Del.

Crouse’s ‘Writing Recession’
The United States ia. undergoing

a “writing recession,” believes
playwright Russel Crouse, who
spoke at Ohio -Wesleyan U., in Del-
aware, O., last week. The readjust-
ment, he claims, is “caused by the
terrific demand for creative writ-
ing” from the theatre, television,
pix and radio. As a consequence,
the spreading of creative material
so thin has affected all mediums,
mostly television at the moment.
Broadway became thinned out

once before when many dramatists
were lured to film studios, but they
always come back, Crouse said. He
was made an honorary member of
Ohio Wesleyan’s chapter of Theta
Alpha Phi; national collegiate
dramatics honorary.

The British Circus
The English Circus,” by Ruth

Manning-Sahders, published in the

S* S. by the British Book Centre,

ixY’
($4.50), is engaging history

written in a chatty style and ex-
tensively researched. There are
separate, chapters on the various
circus arts, horses, cats. wirewalk-
ing, juggling, etc., and much anec-
dote on the.- early showmen, a
hardy .breed operating .Against
Prejudice, - puritanism,. local ruf-
fians and escaping animals. A fas-
cinating tale of a lion loose in the
sewer system of Birmingham, com-

tip to tear, ar manholes all
through the city and starting a
tiear-panic. . among .the supersti-

tocluded^
orders tb® day, is

.Author details the; creation of
the three-ring - circus In England

25 years -before Bamym & Bailey
introduced it to the States. . Yanks
immediately went for and have
ever since preferred the three-ring
and two-platform style of perform-
ance, .hut the British circus has
clung to this day to the single
ring.

Book will surprise many an
American by its inventory of new-
standard circus devices which
originated in Britain and not, as
often supposed, on this side.

Land.

Lost Emerson Poem
The Friends of the Dartmouth

Library, in Hanover, N. H., have
published for the first time a long-
lost and forgotten poem written
132 years ago by Ralph Waldo
Emerson.
The poem, “Indian Superstitu-

tion,” was penned by Emerson
when he w^f a 17-year-old Harvard
undergraduate land gives evidence
of the influence of East Indian lore
on the poet a full 20 years before
the beginning of the transcendent-
alist movement. Kenneth W. Cam-
eron, assistant professor of Eng-
lish at Trinity College in Hartford,
Conn., said it opened up an early
and previously unexplored chapter
in the life of the’ poet-philosopher.

A Mellow Cassidy

“Europe— On the Aisle” by
Claudia Cassidy (Random House;
$3.50), takes its title from the col-
umn the drama and music critic
conducts in The Chicago Tribune.
The book consists of several travel
essays written during recent sum-
mers when the author and her
husband visited the Continent;

Critics of Miss Cassidy should
find new appreciation for “the
swan of Shawneetown” in her
present volume—for here is no
cryptic, acerbic Cassandra of the
performing arts. Miss Cassidy,
often spare and acid in her news-
paper comments, obviously is in
love with Europe. Few travel
books since the works of the late

Richard Halliburton have con-
tained such headlong passages of
purple prose. The author revels in
sights, sounds, tastes and smells
qf the Continent; and she trans-
mits much of her joy in remark-
able descriptive paragraphs.

It is curious to find CoL McCor-
mick’s employee maintaining a
somewhat girlish romantic fixation

for Edward VIII; but all is for-

given when she writes touchingly
and warmly of Pablo Casals and
Myra Hess at a 1951 concert in

Perpignan,
Until her chapter on London (of

a couple of seasons ago, hence
rather dated in ^peal). Miss Cas-
sidy writes little about the legiti-

mate theatre. Her concern, apart
from being an articulate tourist, is

mainly with personalities of the
music world. Her treatment of
Flagstad is feminine and merciful.

But there can be no doubt that it

is Miss Cassidy at the typewriter
when she opines, for instance, that

George Sebastian’s conducting
“seems to accompany Siegfried by
riding a pogo stick down the

Rhine.” Robert Downing.

Television—A World Survey

Unique addition to basic tv li-

brary is this new volume recently
published by UNESCO, one of its

series of reports on “Press, Film
and Radio in the World Today.”
Book is global scanning of tv, and
is first to put under one cover
needful material on latest status

of technical facilities, program-
ming, tv reception, set manufac-
ture and distribution, video film,

and production of equipment in

52 different countries. It’s a -valu-

able reference primer not only

for educators and programmers,
but also for governmental agencies,

film distributors, broadcasters and
manufacturers.
Book .runs electronic gamut

from A for Algeria (no tv outlet

there yet, but Radio Diffusion

Francaise has big plans) to Y for

Yugoslavia (first experimental out-

let going up soon in Belgrade). It's

crammed with figures, facts and
forecasts on tv situation in all

continents. . Want to know how
many lines per picture used, re-

spectively, by Belgian, French arid

Dutch tv? (625, 819 and 625). How
many transmitters in England?
(5). Operating Schedule for tv in

Tokyo? (Four hours daily, from
noon to 1:30 pjn. to 9 p.m.). Call

Letters of station in Dominican
Republic? (HIT-TV). Facilities at

Denmark’s single station? (One
small studio, 2 Phillips image-orth
cameras). When will Sweden start

regular telecasting? (July 1, 1956.)

Survey reveals considerable

progress has already been made in

building exchange, of programs
among various European nations,

particularly Holland. Belgium,

France, England, Italy, Various
means

a
of cooperation, including

films, live pickup and kine are be-
ing developed. Swiss have con-
structed.telephone relay shortwave
network with one relay point
above famous Jungfrau in Alps,
and tills may be used eventually
for transmitting sound and pix.
providing base for tv linking of
Italy. France, Germany and Switz-
erland.

“Television—A World Survey”
is more than mere collection of

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK |
: By Frank Scully

k Hollywood,
John Bainbridge’* announced intention of writing the life and lack

of loves of Greta Garbo certainly deserves a Pulitzer E. for Effort*
If he pulls it off -he should get all prizes, including that of her lands-
man, Alfred Bernhard Nobel.
A dreadful amount of nothing has beep written about her In 30

statistics and tv info. In excellent years. Glum and glamorous, her chief genius I suspect was her skill.

introductory essay. . Henry Cas-
sirer, UNESCO tv chief who edited

or luck, at getting publicity by suppression.
This was certainly not a wilful design for living that she worked

and wrote this report, analyzes and out. all by herself. She had a childish shyness which never wore off.
evaluates program, financial

^
and my psychoanalyst assures me. Somettrpes this wears off so completely

l.
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confront that we get its opposite, as in the case of the late G. B. Shaw, who

'y" ^ a youth would walk Up and down for an hour in front of a house,
“

h
if broadcasters do no^reaSi

where he was invited for dinner, before he could screw up enough

a* large audiencl, they fail to uti- ^urag
t Jo

ring the -.doorbell.. In later years he all but pushed bells

which by^necesslty^ a*mcdkim°of 1,1 the **** Garbo, she still runs at the sight of strangers and
mass^ communication. But if broad- dummies up in the presence of friends, Earl Wilson chased her so

casters follow the accepted taste often he thought he was training for an Olympic marathon. Maybe
of the (frequently imagined) mq- when she is 60, say in 10 years, she’ll change. We may even live to
jority, television will not contrib- see her being kissed by m.c.’s on audience participation programs,
utei to society, but rather level off Her friends could not supply Bainbridge with much. Maurice Stiller;
the peaks of cultural tradition and the Svengali to this Trilby, has been dead a long time. So, too. has
achievement.” Pack,

j

been John Gilbert. Ditto Eddie Goulding’s wife, who was an intimate
1—

|
friend, as the term was employed in those circles.

CHATTER j But Mercedes d’Acosta is still around, I Imagine. Garbo got Metro
Bemie Kamins appointed Coast ;

to hire the socialite as technical adviser on “Rasputin." at $1,000
representative for Bantam Books. !

a week because she was supposed to have known Grand Duke Alex*

Curtis Pub’s Caskie Stinnett do- 1

ander’s daughter and son-in-law. socially, in Paris. This sort of toch-

ing a bright monthly promotion < nical advice eventually cost Metro $1,000,000 in a libel action,

leaflet, “Speaking of ’HoUday’.”
j

Bob Rend, George Cukor and Gaylord Hauser could hardly be
Jon Whitcomb is at the Sahara in !

expected to kiss and tell, and. even if they were willing I doubt they

Las Vegas to do a Cosmopolitan
; would have much to telL As for the unit men on her pix, they have

article on the gambling town. ,
long since gone their several ways and didn’t know much beyond

Aaron Stell annointod new ftVhat they squeezed out for the fan mags and that, in durability and

jority, television will not contrib-
ute to society, but rather level off
the peaks of cultural tradition and
achievement.” Pack.

CHATTER j

Bemie Kamins appointed Coast !

representative for Bantam Books.

!

Curtis Pub’s Caskie Stinnett do-
j

ing a bright monthly promotion
!

leaflet, “Speaking of ’Hobday’.”
J

Jon Whitcomb is at the Sahara in i

Las Vegas to do a Cosmopolitan
‘

article on the gambling town.
Aaron Stell appointed new edi- ;

tor of Cinemeditor, quarterly pub- deP^» had all the permanence of soap bubbles.

lication of American Cinema Edi- Her Credits Clipped By Who’s New
*ors

- / Who’s Who gave her an inch in 1933, which was a
.
lot for a picture

Roy Rogers writing weekly ar- star. An actress bom in Stockholm on Sept. 18, 1906, (a figure which
tide for juves for Sunday Graphic, a serious biographer would have to check), daughter of Svan and
London, on his experiences in Louvisa P. Gustaffson, she was said to have been educated at theLondon,
Scotland. Royal Dramatic Academy, though I always thought Stiller spottedr\ * a fr m M. a ^ Ui r&MlWViUJ, UIVUKU a Unujo . UJWUKUV BWVSWW

Knman thf b«r * barber shop where she was working on crew haircuts.

radto-tv ^commei^tori^^mtobio^ The czpGale biog U^d her pix as “Goesta Berlmg/J ‘The Temp-
SSSh

^ * automog,
trefiS

M “The Torrent,” “Love,” “Flesh and the Ttovfl,” “Susan Lenox,"

Harold Robbins' “Never Leave “***** Hari,” “Grand Hotel” and “As You Desire Me" ignoring bet
Me,” in fhe 35c edition, looks like ^ne performances in “Anna Christie” and “Romance.”
it may rack up 1,000,000 copies. All the trade Boswells could add was that she was five feet six, had
Avon is the publisher. golden hair, blue eyes and weighed 125 pounds. Nothing about tho

Sportscaster Bud Palmer has ' size of her feet, her bust measurement, waist, hips or underslung
written an article, “How To Watch

]
carriage. They did, however, dig up that she began as a dancer. C’est

Baseball on TV,” for the May issue
j
tout.

of TV Review magazine.
j

Oh, there was something about her having starred in “The Mys-
.
Malvin Wald commissioned to

; terious Lady” rnhuh) and “Woman of Affairs.” In France un Homme
write an article on the year’s best 1 d'Affaires is a business man. so I guess “Woman of Affairs” was a
documentary shorts for the April

}
picture dealing with her multifarious transactions in trade, apartment

issue oi Mims m Review.
{ houses and possibly some coupon-clipping enterprises.

^oa°. Bisuer, formerly co-pub-
j i once slept in a bed she occupied, though hot at the same time

licity director wtih Simon & Schus-
j of course. That was when Bob Reud got me her suite at the St. Moritz,

ter, now Public ^relations director
; Except that it had a nice riew of Central Park, there was nothing

‘ that would help a biographer.

wrote
1

article fn the Daily Sketch ! Gn second thought, I slept in another bed of hers. She wasn’t there

1
London, on experiences vith teen-^ on that occasion either. She had leased the place to Carl Brisson,

agere during his recent U.S. trip. !
The Doctor Takes To Bed

“Man’ Anne,” Daphne DuMauri-
j

To help Bainbridge, I asked my psychiatrist to lie down on a couch
er’s next novel, is “the scandalous while I plied him with questions. He mumbled something about brady-
story of her great great grand- kinetic, censor, ciavus hystericus, compensation, defense reflex, de-
m

°ilr
e
h
” Doubleday will

! j>ersonalization, promomania (wanderlust). Electra complex, conism,
publish.

. ' eremophia, festination, gamophobia, acedia, agnosia, angeric, apan-

Gi?<fpnw nFvp^rhne
115 apephobia, mild dementia praecox, kainophobia and other

psychoanalytic terms which just about landed me in a bed of neuroses.

number on" Glasgow Evening Citi- ' Some of them could be applied <• GvW* behavior-pattern. Othera

zen, Beaverbrook organ. seemed to me away off the beam. Bradykmetic I suppose applied to

New, revised edition of Arthur her acting, her slow movements and feelings too deep for expression.

Murray’s “How To Become a Good
Dancer,” with added “Dance Se-
crets." by Kathryn Murray, pub-
lished by Simon & Schuster.
Horace McCoy’s novel, “The

Great Louisiana Lottery,” will be
published by Dell in a paper-
backed edition to coincide with re-

lease of Nat Holt’s film version.
' Eddy Gilmore, former A.P. bur-

but these are in the catatonic syndrome where underacting is consid-
ered high art, just as 50 years ago overacting got all the kudos.

Ciavus hystericus, which is a feeling of a nail being driven into
one’s head, I suppose was What he meant by her aversion to mass
interviews. I could go along with his use of depersonalization, which
is a loss of feeling of personal identity. His use of a defense reflex.

Which could account for her veils and fast walking,' is okay by me
also. Of course,'when he dragged in the censor, which is a personified
function of the ego designed to prevent emergence into conscious
recognition of repressed material, that could tie applied to anybody.

C
c
h^ ! not Garbo particularly. Compensation, too, was of dubious help, since

Mic "MntnH Mu this is a mechanism of the mind by which an approved trait is devel-

Wife,” is

b
due to? publiration short- !

®Pe
.

d «® ««««»>*»» the ego th* presence of ^opposite and not so

ly via Doubleday ' desirable trait. All actors, exhibitionists and extroverts in their work,

Herman Wouk’Y “Caine Mutiny” have a measure of modesty when off the set or stage,

has passed the 1,000,000-mark in its 47 Going On 39?
95c reprint edition, and Double- Mild dementia praecox. too. is wide of the mark because though
day will publish the play version. > characterized by introversion, repressed effects and hidden interests,
“The Came Mutiny Court Martial ’

. jt is most common in patients between 15 and 30, and Garbo, even
(hard-covert, on May 20.

. J by the public record, is at least 47.

sp7
K
“tto Christine^sll

e

<

”°hi referrfne i

Gamophobia, which is a fear of marriage. I suppose has some sub-

to vliittTY's mlsbilling last lve«k :

s‘onc® «£ *»“ k»inopbobia. which is a dread of new
nf Martv t inkc ac “him ” Hawthorn * things. Garbo w’as all right in silent films, less at ease when sound

is bringing out Miss Links’ “Bobby- ! "as added (acromania) and simply’ could not be dragged by a lariat

Sox” syndicated cartoon series in ? into radio, tv, 3-D or widescreen productions. By now and with the

book form in August. I coming years I suspect agnosia w ill show more in her personality.

The Peebleshire A d v e r t i s e r,
j

because that is a fear common to stars who think they are headed
weekly Scot newspaper founded in ' for character parts.
February, 1845, folded due to staff

! As for being angeric. which is applied to one who.-’ is dull, listless

and other problems. Journal was an(] lacking in energy*, that might stick in the present instance. So
founded by John Bathgate, of ^ Bright apanthropy. which is an aversion to human society. Garbo
Edinburgh, who emigrated to Dun- certainly has shown she has an a. to h. s,

edin, New Zealand, in 1863.
J

i .ft
rjorir Kinnail'd (Kina Features) Swine i»ay ? ikinfs Lol

has written a book on “A Guy That her behavior Is characteristic of people born and raised in a

Named Runyon,” which Lippincott cold climate, where winters are almost all night and summers are

will bring out in May. Kinnaird never warm for long, cannot be sustained even by psychiatrists who
first met Damon Runyon at the have specialized in weather balloons. Karl Dane was a morbid come-

famous “Monkey Trial’’ in Dayton, dian who finally committed the Dutch act, and Warner Oland was a

Tenn.. and in 1949, he wrote the sad man, but against these melancholy Scandinavians can be placed

introduction to. “Runyon First and the buoyant behavior of Carl Brisson, Jean Hersholt, Celeste Holm,
Last,” a Lippincott anthology. Greta Nissen, Peter Freuchen, Sonja Henie, Sigrid Gurie, Lars Hanlon

San Diego VARirrY mugg Donald an(j juttn Rolf—ell Scandinavians noted for their cheerful view of

Freeman’ radio-TV column in The
iife 0n or off a stage.

San Diego Union, that city morn-
Freud, no doubt, will give Bainbridge a lot of clues to Garbo’s char-

ing paper, being syndicated to
acter afraid he would get more chapters out of studying the

other Coast papers in
Sphinx, which I understand wfas modeled by a woman.

Al. The biographera who got Bankhead. Waters, Brice, Tucker and tt est

Weekly Scot newspaper founded in

February\ 1845, folded due to staff

and other problems. Journal was
founded by John Bathgate, of
Edinburgh, who emigrated to Dun-
edin; New Zealand, in 1863.

Clark Kinnaird (King Features)

has written a book on “A Guy
Named Runyon,” which Lippincott
will bring out in May. Kinnaird
first met Damon Runyon at the

famous “Monkey Trial" in Dayton.
Tenn.. and in 1949, he wrote the
introduction to. “Runyon First and
Last,” a Lippincott anthology.

Copley chain. Outlets include
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got all the gravy. In brief, Bainbridge is not to be envied on this

vJUtl
'

Ci?lv«r
P

City, ’itcdondo :
one. He needs every bit of help he can get, and lie certainly is welcome

Venice,
Beach. to all this.
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log and
habits.

other mors temperate

Metro pub-ad chief Howard Diets

back from a West Indies vacation.

Arthur Kober and George Op-
penheimer coilabing on * new play.

. Lillian Arnold joined Wllliatn

Schuller agency as casting con-

sultant for legit, tv and pi*
Van Johnson and . pianist Alex-

ander Brailowsky off to Europe
Saturday (6) on the Liberte.

Ed Harrison, vet film flack, on
the job again after a five-month
hiatus caused by a leg fracture.

Jerry Sager, pub-ad director of

B. S. Moss Theatres, back at his

desk following hospitalization for
surgery. •

Attorney Julian T. Abeles desert-

ing suburbiana, having sold his.

Greenwich (Conn.) estate for a 5th
Ave. co-op.

Rhonda Fleming in town to

make radio-tv rounds as part of
the campaign for Universal’s “Yan-

Elizabeth Taylor and Michael
Wilding left for a Florida vacation
following their return from Eng-
land last week.

Rutgers Neilson, RKO's foreign
publicity chief, on the mend at St.

vincenrs Hospital after an emer-
gency appendectomy.
SelzmcK Releasing Organization

leased entire top floor of the new
23-story office structure at 477
Madison Ave. for spring occu-
pancy. -

Otto Preminger winged to the
Coast over the past weekend* to set

up an office on the 20th-Fox lot

where he’ll produce “Carmen
Jones.”

*

Rita Gam, star of Metro’s
MSaadia,” to be on hand for the
March 18 benefit preem for the
French Hospital at the Normandie
Theatre,

Leonard Goldenson named to
the Mayor’s: Advisory Council,
group of Gotham businessmen per-
forming chamber - of - commerce
functions.

Leslie Hunt, now 74, a veteran
member of Actors Equity, and now
residing with Dr. Ralph Reed, El-
more St. Central Islip, N.Y., would
like to hear from friends.

Borrah Minevitch flew in from
nis Paris residence on a quickie to
see his Harmonica Rascals, cur-
rently .'at the Moulin Rouge, Holly-
wood, and on other vidpix busi-
ness.

Art Weems, . vice-president of
General Artists Corp., is on the
critical list at the Cedars of Le-
banon Hospital. Hollywood, follow-,
ing a heart attack suffered last

week at the Knickerbocker Hotel
there.
George Jessel dons a pitchman’s

garb for the opening of “Yester-
day and Today” at the Embassy .on

Friday (12), the film he spieled for
Abner J. Greshler (UA) and in
which he has a participation in-

, terest.

Spyros Skouras Jrs.’ first, a girl,

was born Aug. 3; their second,
boy. Aug. 16; and now their third
U also prognosticated for August

—

In fact Aug. 8 and twins is the
forecast according to the family
physician.

Mel Martin, after six years in
Europe, playing in divers langu-
ages in France and Italy as well
as in England, probably into the
Boh Soir shortly upon his return
to the States. MCA (Harry Bloom)
handling him.’

Lowell Thomas and Cinerama to
receive a special award of merit
from National Assn, of Travel Or-
ganizations in recognition of “This
Is Cinerama” as a force “in stimu-
lating interest in travel in this
country and abroad.”
James Mulvey, prez of Samuel

Goldwyn Productions, spent the
past few days with the Brooklyn
Dodgers in pre-season warmup
play at Vero Beach, Fla., and re-
turns to N.Y. tomorrow (Thurs.)
He’s a stockholder -in the ballclub
Richard Barstow, who took a

leave of absence as choreographer
of Judy Garland’s “A Star Is
Born,” to Stage the 1954 version of
the Ringling circus, due back on
the Coast April 5 to finish the
finale musical number for the pic-
ture.
Lou Shanfield, of 20th-Fox’s

homeoffice are department who re-
tired Friday (5) after 2i years of
service with the company, was hon-
ored by 75 of his colleagues at a
testimonial dinner at Luchow’s. He
had been art director from 1933 to

J950,
James E. Stroock, president of

Brooks Costume, arranged for the
second consecutive year with John
Ringling North for the receipts
for the Ringling Bros., Barnum &
Bailey circus opening at Madison
Square Garden, N.Y., to be do-
nated to the United Cerebral Palsy
drive.

Joe Laurie Jr. in St. Clare’s
Hospital,. 415 W. 51 St., for two or
three weeks of rest, primarily to
reduce the high blood pressure
which has placed a strain on his
heart. It means training down (the
author-comedian had put on some
extraneous weight), plus no-smok-.

Preview of Alton Copland’s new
opera, “Tender Land,” commit*
stoned by Richard Rodgers and Os- ')

car Hamraerstein 2d, will be given
at the home of Prince and Princess
Artchil Gourielli March 21, as a
benefit for the League of Compos-
ers. Opera will have its world
preem at N, Y, City Center April 1.

Steve Hannagan Associates has
been changed to Robinson-Hanna-
gan Associates. William E. Robin-
son, former publisher of the N.Y.
Herald Tribune, is chairman of the
board, and Joe Copps, who was
associated for many years with the
late Steve Hannagan; remains pres-
ident. Larry Smits and Paul Snell
are veepees Margaret Ray is sec-
retary; Camille Street is treasurer.

William Schuman, composer and
prez of the Juilllard school of
Music, made the presentation yes-
terday (Tues.) at a St. Regis lunch,
when the third annual Capezio
Dance Award was given to Doris
Humphrey, modern dancer and
choreographer, Award included a
citation and $500 cash-prize to Miss
Humphrey for “her creative leader-
ship in tne modern dance and for
the repertory of high distinction
with which he has enriched it.”

Lradon
Constance Moore booked Into

Cafe de Paris for one month Open-
ing March 15.

Benjamino Gigli makes his sec-
ond British tele appearance a*star
of “Music For You” March 16.

Sydney Burns just back from, a
week in France where he has been
seeking novelties for his new revue.

Linda' Reiner ' here lining up a

“Caesar’s Widow/* or lato
preem

1954

Kammerspiele preppfng world
preem of Ladislaus Fqdor’s newest
comedy. “Miau.” GusUy Manker is

directing,
Filmstap Hannerl Matz made her

legit debut In Academy theatre,
playing lead In Jean Anouilk’s
^Colombe.”
Burgtheatre accepted Arthur

Miller’s “The Crucible” and Charles

new play before 'she returns • to Morgan’s “The River Line”as next

Ch0rC 0,1 Br0ad‘ Pr
rtan

C
r^ Matz offered femme lead

After several postponements,
'She

Jack Buchanan finally arranged to Wf11
!

open at the Cafe deParls May 24 wo
.
ul
J

aPP âr in both the German
for one month. nnd English version.

Moira Lister has left the cast of _
“Birthday Honors” at the Criterion nPV*1lll
because expecting a baby; replaced is^ism
by her understudy, Joy Andrews. By Hans Hoehn

Herbert Lorn, male star of the Count Baste du6 to appear 'here
Drury Lane production'*of “The in March/ ’

King and I,” guest artist in “Star “A Queen’s World Tour” (Rank)
Bill” on BBC radio last Sunday (7). preemea at Astor.

Claude Whincup elected nation- UFA will start its own film pro-

al prexy of Cinematograph Exhib- duction this summer.
itors Afcsn. at annual general meet- Algefa

.
started shooting

,
Der

ing in London yesterday (Tues.). treue Husar,” starring Paul Hoer-

Mitch Miller featured in the Wger.

Paris
Peter Walker, American thesper,

into the Gallic legit, “The Mark of
The Toro.”
David Lichine here readying

Empire Theatre for a series of per-
formances by his ballet*company,
Les Ballets De Los Angeles.

Edtih Piaf, headng the new show
at the Alhambra, now reconverted
to music hall, gets 25% of the
gross with a $570 daily guarantee.
Jean Renoir has written two

plays, one in English and one' in
French. French play, “Orvet,” con-
cerns a 50-year-old man in love
with a 15-year-old femme hobo.
Although the legit hit, “The Daz-

zling Hour,” is still going strong
here, the Italo pic version, “The
Hour of Charm,” with Gina Lollo-
brigida, has opened in the first-run
Champs-Elysees.

.

Pierre Brasseur reopening legit
hit, “Kean,” after a month in the
hospital. Play had to close down
sans Brasseur. Layoff cost the
management of Sarah Bernhardt
Theatre and the insurance com-
pany $75,000.

Jean-Louis Barrault - Madeleine
Renaud Co. and the Theatre
National Populaire organizing a
Shakespeare weekend at the Palais
De Chaillot with legit versions of
Richard II” and “Hamlet,” the

film version of “Henry V” plus
lectures.

French tele getting more lavish
with a $4,500 show going, on this
week. It is “Captain Alcindor,” by
Pierre Mac Orlan and Nino Frank,
this medieval swashbuckler utiliz-
ing three cameras and a vast
decors. Bierre Larquey and Aime
Clariond are starred.

BBC’s “ShowHand” show Monday
night (8). Yesterday (Tues ), he left

for Holland on first leg of con-
tinental jaunt.

British cqmic Frankie Howard

S. N. Behrman’s “Jane,” based
on Somerset Maugham’s novel*

preemed at Komoedie.
Lucie Hoeflieh celebrated her

71st birthday. She’s currently in

selected to replace Gilbert Harding “Elektra” at Schlosspark Theatre.

fn ‘‘Whi?s ® LSe;* while thI Kennet^Spencer American Ne-

* waUbning in Peri^se
£SlL

ng
s„„g, Re fflul

George A. Hamid of George A. Wien *

Hamid & Son, off to France and „ . . 4ir.

Spain to get hew European attrac- e
£.
ker pIE"

tions for circus, etc. Expects to preeined at_ Titam a. Palast.

set about 25 novelties for America. -vom
Jose Ferrer and Rosemary . .

West Germany s Cannes execO-

Clooney back from the Continent «ve committee ij^ed Producer

on a short stopover before heading
for Hollywood where Ferrer is to Garden, documentary

“Jjj PJJ
direct “The Shrike” for Universal. California, will not be sj®wn et

^ i, rv., ci* j j the French festival because the pic
Cornelia Otis Skinner dropped

js toopro-Amerlcan. Oddly enough,
!}®

r
* shortly before the film’s preem at

Paris 90 ^ter Marmorhaus, a Berlin Senate offi-
and opened last Friday (5) with a

cial advised Domnick to postpone
new solo show. Costumes and pro£ opening his pic until the Big Four
.erties .had to be sent over here confabs were over, claiming it is

Mumi Bead
By Lary Solloway

Spyros Skouras and 20th-Fox
board of directors due in town for
meeting this week.

Diosa Costello and her new act
set for April at Saxony’s Pagoda
Room, following Yvonne Adair.
Rocky Graziano, in town for Visit

with family, signed two-year pact
with Martha Raye for tele shows
Buddy Hackett into Nautilus

Hotel’s Driftwood Room for 10
days. Eddie Albert set for date
late in month, following Mickey
Rooney.
Veronica Bell, featured in Latin

Quarter show here, heads for Man
hattan March 16 for a vacation be
fore returning to Paris and seven-
month pact with the Folies Ber-
gere.

Israel

A poster in Jerusalem announced
the showing of a “three-dimen
tional films.”
Aimee Dorra, pianist from Italy,

gave a recital at the Tel-Aviv
museum hall.
The latest successes on the He

brew, stage are Roger McDougdall’s
“Escapade’’ at the “Habimah” and
“Pygmalion” at the Chamber Thea
tre. The satirical troupe, Hamatate
(The Broom), is just celebrating its
25th anni.
While “Fort Ti” (Col) was run-

ning at a cinema in Tel-Aviv, pa-
trons were amazed to find that the
Polaroid specs used omthis 3-D’er
gave no view. What had happened
was that the disinfectant used had
had in some way clouded the specs.
Modern radio equipment has ar-

rived in Jerusalem from Switzer-
land to be installed at the Jeru-
salem broadcasting station, The
Voice of Israel. The new machines
will replace old-fashioned ones in
use for the last 15 years. Studios
can now be enlarged to provide
more extensive rehearsals.

from N.Y.
Jeff Warren returned here to

take up a featured role in the new
British musical, “Wedding in
Paris,” which comes to the West.
End next month. Last year, he
played romantic lead in the Coli-
seum production of “Call Me
Madam.”

not pro-American enough.

Omaha

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen

Nino Nanni winds up four-week Park

By Glenn Tramp
Muriel' Lynne Trio held over at

the Colony Club.
Sun Players making week stands

in eastern Nebraska towns. >'
Local drive-ins opened last week,

a month ahead of original plans.
Ground broken for Centennial

Theme Center stage at Turner

stay at Monte Carlo March 13.

Andre Philippe back on a quick
repeat to top the Copa next week.

Julius Caesar” pushed back one
week at the Penn, until March 20.

Earl Graves Combo now featur-
ing Junior Ragglin, ex-Duke El-
lington.
George Stichka Rodeo again

pacted for Seward County Fair at

Dick Kerr with Horace Heidt Seward, Neb., Aug. 16-18
show at Hotel Statler in N. Y. is a
local boy.

Jules Pfeiffer bringing his “Good
Night Ladies” to the Nixon again
Holy Week (April 12).

Flu forced Blackstone to cancel named chairman of city’s board of
Wheeling, W. Va., following his equalization.

Dancers Ruth Harrison Fisher
and hubby Alex entered realty biz

here between engagements
Former Lincoln orch leader Pat

Ash, now a councilman there,

smash Pittsburgh date.
Gertrude Bromberg in town

beating the drums for Maurice
Evans in “Dial M for Murder,”
Henry Btfettcher, head of Tech

drama school, staging its present
production of Chekhov’s “Sea
Gull.”
Gene Kelly’s parents, who have

been wintering' in Florida since
Christmas, will be home for
Easter.

Gloria Lee, who used to have
her own line at old Nixon Cafe,
now at Frank Sonnes’ Moulin
Rouge in Hollywood.

Royal Eckert, Minneapolis,
Minn., recently stage manager in

New York City, is new Technicolor
director of Omaha’s Community
Playhouse.

Portland, Ore.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
The Domenechs at the Rio night

club.
. The Folies nitery has ’Miss Den-
mark’ along with Josiane Herve
and comedian Gila.
Paco Martinez Soria presenting

Roberto Salvanes’ new comedy,
“You Are No Longer Useful To
Me” at the Talia.
The Comedia Theatre has “Other

Life of Captain Contreras’’. Carlos
Lemos, Elena Salvador and Gabriel

\|

Hollywood
Charles Laughton planed in from

Hi Y•

Jesse L. La*ky~hdspltalized witfe
chest cold.
Alan La^d in town after 18

months abroad.
Dore Scharys celebrated their

22nd wedding anni.
Sam Zimbalist and Ben Goetz

planed in from London:
Mervyn LeRoy returned from

the Brarilian Film Festival.
Walt Disney back in Aown after

a jaunt to the Bahamas and N. Y.
Mickey Gross and Len Simpson

partnered in a new publicity firm.
Stanley Kramer cited for his

work in behalf of the City of
Hope. ,

Cesar Romero flew to Mexico
City to join the “Vera Cruz”
troupe.

William Wyler received the Ital-

ian Star of Solidarity for “Roman
Holiday.”

Friars Club’s testimonial dinner
for. Gedrge 'Raft postponed to
March 22.

Phil Hyams in from London, to
arrange joint production deals for
Eros Films,' -
Lionel Barrymore will be guest

speaker at the annual Book Cham-
ber luncheon. .

Jack L. Warner will bejjrincipal
speaker at the American Cinema
Editors' annual dinner.

Barbara Stanwyck will present
awards at the American Cinema
Editors’ annual dinner.

Philip Dunne presented with the
Books and Authors Club’s award
for scripting “The Robe.”

Miguel Aleman, Jr., In from
Mexico City for production hud-
dles with Robert Goldstein.

Rex' Allen out of the hospital
but his broken leg will keep him
off 0 horse for three months.

Art Arthur on a three-fftonth
leave of absence from his post as
executive secretary of MPIC.
Robert - Stack will emcee the

Variety Club International Human-
itarian Award dinner in Dallas.

Arthur S. Wentzel sparking a
March 17 get-together dinner at
Joe. Chastek’s Vagabond House in
memory Of Sid Grauman, who was
born on St. Patrick’s Day.

The B. P. Schulbergs have
-invited Mrs. Margaret Kolker
Howard, whose director-husband,
William K. Howard died last month
of throat, cancer, to visit them in
Miami Beach.

Smiling Jack Smith at the Ore-
gon Clover ClUb. T iftnnrt nrp -tarrpH
Nadine Jansen and Russell Jones antiinrlef Ti.Ua tv/Tanra w

fonnine fthnw Tflpk Lawier’-s : Legit authoress Julia Maura has

Tromc?
" W * J CK ^ launched her new comedy “The

Gloria Swanson in town for two S!f^)i
al
hv cVnrv' “Tr»n!l

days to promote her dress line at
sp^ed by the short story, Grand

Olds & King DepL Store and co-
Opera,", by Vicky Baum

_
,

By Florence S. Lowe
Nat (King) Cole current at Cas-

ino Royal nitery.
Benefit preem of “Ballets de

Paris,” and Leslie Caron guesting,
a sellout.

“Hollywood Ice Revue,” starring
Barbara Ann Scott, Into Uline’s
Arena .April 6-11.

Contralto Marian Anderson
checks into Constitution Hall
March 30 for concert under Patric
Hayes-American U aegis.

British maestro Sir Thomas Bee-
cham here for twp concerts with
National Symphony, sole appear-
tthce he will make during his cur-
rent U.S. visit.

Arena -Stage production of “Sum-
fmer and Smoke,” directed by Alan
(“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”)
Schneider, held over for fifth ses-

sion because of SRO.
Hildegarde current at Hotel

Statler with Johnny Johnstpn
highlighted a very social “cham-
pagne and orchids” tea and fash-
ion show for benefit of National
Symphony.
Evelyn Davis, who has trained

many. Broadway terpers, preeming
a new ballad based on the Don
Marquis characters, “Archy and
Mehitabel,” with her Dance Play-
house troupe.

King Dept,
ordinate a fashion show.

American
screens are

pix. on
“Pickup

Barcelona
on SouthLeon Mandrake, Lee Donn, Buck ‘-nfnatrm.c r'nfZi

nes. and Bob Gentrv for a sen- Street and Dangerous CrossingJones, and Bob Gentry for a sec
ond week at Amato’s Supper Club.
Nellie Lutcher inked to .foliow.

(20th) “Tall in Saddle” (RKO),
“When Worlds Collide” (Par) and
“1 Confess” (WB).

Munich
,

Arthur Miller’s “The Crucible”
Graz festivals will be held July lauded as the Munjch legit season’s

By Emil W. Maass

1 -12 .

American soprano Marion Bravos
gave concert in British Council
Hall,
Franz Theodor Csokor elected

President of Austrian Pen Club

top event,
Luise Ulrich off to Florence for

outdoor lensing on her new film,
“A Woman of. Today.”
French Director Andre Michel

here to select young German actors
Vienna Singing Boys, under Hans for a French-German film set for

Kuehtreiber, left for Australia and lensing in Finland this year.
New. Zealand. Controversial director Veit Har-

International Congress of Scien- Ian’s “Stars Over Colombo” and
tific Film Producers set to be held “Prisoner of the .Maharascha” is
here May 27-June 3. Vapidly paying off its huge costs.

Buergertheatre to be taken over “Sauerbruch,” film biog of the
by USFA and used by American German surgeon, completed by di-
sponsored Red-White-Red network, rector Rolf Hansen. It will be re-
Burg Theatre accepted Franz leased at the start Of the 1954-55

Theodor Csokor’s latest drama, season.

Chicago
Lake Club in SpringAeld pacted

with AGVA last week.
Leonard Sillman, “New Faces’*

producer, visited here last week.
Blue Angel knocking off Monday

night minimum charge of $2.50.

Adele Inge, aero skater, added to

Boulevard Room line at Conrad
Hilton Hotel. • V
Johnny Lewis, cocktail booker,

and General Artists Corp. parted
ways last Week.
.Peggy-. Taylor, currently appear-

ing in London, pacted -with Chi
MCA office last week.

Otis Carney in cjty last week di-

recting a 30-man camera crew
shooting scenes for “Cinerama
Holiday,” /

Olivet Miller and Bert Gibson
combining as a team under man-
agement of Bob Harrison, who’s
prepping a European tour for the
act.

Wyoma Winters in town plug-
ging her nevr Victor disks and ap-
pearing for the waxery at coin ma-
chine conclave at Palmer House
this week.



WILL H. HAYS
Will H. Hays, 75, longtime head

of the Motion Picture Producers &
DiJtributors Of America., died in

Sullivan, Ind., March 7.

Details in film section,

JOHN EBERSON . .

•

John Eberson, 79. architect of

over 500 theatres throughout the

tj s and on the Continent, died

March 5 in Stamford, -Conn. Born

in Austria, he came to^the U. S.

in 1901. A partner with his son

in the New York firm of John and

Drew Eberson, architects-engin-

eers, he was credited with creating

tiie ‘‘atmospheric theatre,” a design

popular during the ’20s.

Eberson designed and Construct-

id some of the first modern -film

theatres. Among them were such

Loew's houses as the Paradise,

Bronx, N. Y„ and the Valencia,

jamica* Queens. He also built the

Kex Theatre in Paris.' His firm de-

signed the band shell in Lewisohn
Stadium, N. Y. Following World
War II, the Eberson® were active

in construction of nabe theatres
throughout the country.

Surviving besides his son are

his wife and two daughters.,

JOHN L. BALDBHSTON
John L. Balfierston, 64, play-

wright-scenarist, died March 8 of

a heart attack in Hollywood. Dur-
ing' World War I he was a war cor-
respondent for the Philadelphia
Record. In 1915 he' went to Eng-
land and from 1920-23 was editor
of the Outlook in London. From
1923-31 he served as chief. London
correspondent of the New York
World.

Balderston, whose last screen-
play credit was “Gaslight,” Was in-

active since 1945, except for- a
brief, stint at Metro last- year.
Among plays he authored include
“The Genius of the Marne,”
“Tongo,” “Berkeley Square,” with
J. C. Squire; “Dracula, with Ham-
ilton Deane; and “Frankenstein,”
with Peggy Webling.
Wife and son survive.

ERNEST WAGNER
Ernest Wagner, 77, who had

been with the N. Y. Philharmonic-
Symphony for 41 years until his

retirement in 1944, died March 4
in Oceanside, L. I. While., with the
Philharmonic he played solo pic-

colo and third flute.

The son of musical parents, Wag-
ner toured the country at the age
of 10 as flutist with a concert
group. Seven years later he joined
the Thomas Orch, batoned by The-
odore Thomas.

Following his retirement from
the Philharmonic, Wagner ap-
peared, on radio and also conducts
ed a local glee club in Long Is-

land. He Composed 24 etudes for
flute and authored “Foundations
of Flute Playing,” used as a text-
book.

Wife and a brother survive.

transcriptions of Bach, a rewritten
and orchestrated version of Sir
Henry Bishop's music to Robert
Burns’ operetta, “The Jolly Beg-
gars,” and such songs as “Songs of
Capri,” “The Gull” and “Oxford
Garden.”

.

In 1931 Mrs. Hill's “The Adven-
ture® of Pinocchio,” a ballet-play,
was produced in New York at the
pLongacre Theatre. Her orchestra-
tion of Couperin’s trios, the Louis
XIV Suite, was introed at the
Berkshire Music Festival at Stock-
bridge, Mass., in 1935.

Surviving are a son and two
brothers.

Prior to joining tl$e- Shuberts in
1912, he had been accompanist and
business manager for Lilian Nor-
uica, the opera singer. He also
produced “Hands XJp,” in which
Will Rogers appeared.
- During his youth, Simmons had
been an actor and appeared for 40
weeks, in “Trilby."

MRS. RUTH CATON
Mrs. Ruth (Harris) Caton, 74,

former vaudeville performer, died
in Toledo March 1 after a two-year
illness. She began her acting
career at the age of five with her
parents, James and Kitty Fox, both
vaudeville performers. . ,

Mrs. Caton teamed -with • her i

mother as the Melville Sisters,
j

then became one of the Sutherland
j

Sisters, seven young women chosen i

for the act because of their anttle-

length hair. From 1910 to. 1913
she worked in silent films for the
Old Universal Film Corp., using the
name of Goldie Burbank.
She leaves two sons.

PEPI GLOECKNER-KRAMER
Pepi Gloeckner-Kramer, 80, vet-

eran stage and . film actress whose
career spanned more than a half-
century, 'died recently' in Vienna.
She observed her 80th- birthday
Jan. 17.

Miss Gloeckner-Kramer, • who
made her legit debut in a German
language theatre in Budapest,
joined Vienna's Volkstheatre en-
seipble in 1892 and was a member
ever since. She wed the then di-
rector of the Volkstheatre, Leopold
Kramer.

bia Dispatch reporter, died March
1 in Clarence, N. Y„ five days after
death of Dohn’s mother.

Percy Friedman, 43, owner of
the Yeadon Theatre, Yeadon, Pa.,
died in Philadelphia, Feb. 6, Sur-
viving are his wife and three chil-
dren,

'

Preston Harbin, 64, nabe theatre
custodian in Omaha for 10 years,
died of heart attack in that city
Feb. 24, Survived by niece and
nephew.

EARL B. WINK
Earl B. Wink, 44, director of the

Reading Philharmonic Orchestra
and cellist, died March 4 in Read-
ing, Pa., following an illness of
three months* A native of Allen-
town, Pa., he studied cello under
Joseph Emonts in New York and
played with the Allentown Sym-
phony Orchestra before coming to
Reading 12 yea'rs ago.

Surviving are his wife, a daugh-
ter, his mother and a brother.

Granddaughter, two, of Thomas
F. O’Connor, v.p.-treasurer of RKO
Theatres, died Feb. 27 in Brazil,

Ind.

Chester Bias, 37, screen actor,

died. March 1 after a long illness

at the Motion Picture Country
Home on the Coast.

Commie Writers
Conttauvd from page Z

control the way Communist writers
handled their scripts. AlUmd said
he had heard of both radio and
motion picture scripts being -al-

tered by Commie pressure;* but
could not give any specific ex-
amples. .

Quizzed about other Communists
he met while a radio writer, AUand
said he had attended lectures on
Marxism given by Eva Shafron. He
listed also his former wife, Ruth
Myerson; Virginia Mullen, ah ac-
tress*, Les Bryant, a soap manu-
facturer, arid his wife; Anita Hay,
a housewife; Paul Perlin, a back
lot worker in film studios; Alvin
Hammer, and among radio writers.
—Pauline Hopkins^ Sam Moore,

__ _ „ . . . Reuben Ship, Mike Davidson, Stan-

Pona ^,— *,
Pro

.
minent

jey \yaxman, Jerry Fielding, Gene
in Omaha musical circles m that stone, BU1 Wolff; j3ck and Mary

fun hprmnthpr* 1 Robinson, Judy Raymond, Hy
Husband, two sons and her mother.

. j
Kraft, Lyn Whitney and Muni

Father, 45. of Kenneth San
j *>„.»

Pedro, of Variety's office staff.
1 „ **e Paul Jarrico and John

died March 8 in New York. ;

Howard Lawsoivtried to get him to
- return to the Party after he quit.

Mother, 68, of Harry Loud,
Metro trailer producer, died March
4 in Pomona,. Cal.

NOEL GAY
Noel Gay, .55, British composer,

died March 4 in London. A writer
of more than 20 musicals, he com-
posed “The Lambeth Walk,” sung
and danced by Lupino Lane in the
tuner, “Me and My Girl.” Show,
incidentally, ran for 1,646 per-
formances in London. During the
*20s he changed his name, Reg-
inald Moxon Armitage, to Noel
Gay when he decided to switch
from classical compositions to pop
tunes.
Among Gay’s musicals are
Clowns in Clover,” “Jack O’ Dia-
monds” and “She Couldn’t Say
No.” He scored his first legit suc-
cess with the rgvue, “Stop Press.”
His top money-making tuire was
All the King's Horses,” Which

netted him around $25,000. In 1939
he wrote the anti-Nazi war num-
ber, “Run, Adolf, Run.”

. MRS. LOUISE JARECKA
Mrs. Louise Llewellyn Jarecka,

74 former concert soprano and
wife of composer-conductor Ta-
deusz Jarecki, died March 6 in
New; York. Born in .Iowa, she
studied music in Paris where she

\
vas correspondent for Musical
America She sang throughout the
G an<* bn the Continent* .

Mrs. Jarecka also sang at the
congress of Mid-Eurqpean Nations
in Philadelphia for the guest of
honor, the late President Jan Ma-

of Czechoslovakia. She trav-
eiled in Europe for 15 years, sing-
ly® with various orchs and the
folish opera. She and her hus-
band left Poland in 1937.

v A sister survives, besides Iter
husband. .

W. C. “BUD” CORNISH
Worthen C. “Bud” Cornish, 52,

sports broadcaster, editor and mag-
azine contributor, died in Portland,
Me., Feb. 26, after a brief illness.

He conducted a nightly sports
roundup on Portland’s WGAN for
some 15 years and was noted fori
his gridcasting.

Born, in Taunton, Mass., Cornish
started hi® journalistic career in

1922 as a Portland Press-Herald
sports writer. He served as the

;

paper’s sports editor for 22 years
and subsequently switched to the
Portland Evening Express & Sun-
day Telegram in a similar capacity.
Wife and a son survive.

LEON MENDELSON
Leon Mendelson, 52. for 31 years

a staff member of
w
Warner Bros,

Pictures Distributing Corp., in

Omaha, jumped to his death March
1 at Des Moines, la. He fell nine
stories from an office building.
Mendelson was transferred to

the Des Moines Warner offi.e

three years ago. He left Warners
only six weeks ago to become a

salesman for Columbia Pictures.

ch
|
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Narcotics Boss
Continued from. page 1 ;

' Mother, 85, of M. H. Shapiro,
Broadcast Music, Inc. public rela
tions, died in l^ew Ifqrk March 8

*
\
increase in juvenile narcotic addic-
tion in many places where it has
been a problem. It would be most
unfortunate,, therefore, for the pub-
lic welfare if any action such as
the showing of motion pictures oil

narcotics were taken- now* to en-
danger these recent gains.

“While I have profound respect
for your views, I thought you

McCarthy Nix
Continued from pace 1

DORA GREGORY
Dora Gregory, 81, British actress,

died March 5 in London. Following
her stage debut in 1898, she ap-
peared in about 500 roles. Her
last London appearance was in

1942.
Miss Gregory, who also per?

formed in films and on radio, made
her initial London appearance in

1914 at Che Vaudeville Theatre
after touring in a number of plays.

Among London productions in

which she was seen were the “Sea
Gull,” “Three Sisters,” “Dinner at

Eight” and “Henry IV.”
Her husband was the late H. C.

J. Howland.

MRS. RUTH PREVOST
Mrs, Ruth Prevost, 37, tv. actress,

died in New Orleans March 7- She ;

conducted “New Orleans Cook-
'

bopk” on WDSU-TV for the past
four years and gained wide popu-
larity.

Surviving besides her husband
are a son and a daughter, mother
and father, a sister and two
brothers.

JOHN A. ANDRES
John A. Andres, banjoist and

j

entertainer at Albany area club
and party dates for more than 40’

i

years, died March 7 in St. Peters-
j

burg, Fla., where he was vacation- \

ing with his wife and a son. He was
originally a painter.
Wife and three sons survive.

M. WOOD-HILL
Mrs. Mabel Wood Hill, 83, com-

v°
SC
j Professionally known as M.

J^ood-Hill, died March 2 in Stam-
foid, Conn. Her works included

SAM ROBERTS
Sam Roberts, 67, theatrical vet-

eran of 40 years as performer,
theatreowner and booking agent,

died, in Chicago on March 7. In

vaude, during the ’20s and ‘30s, he
was 'part of the comedy team of

Roth it Roberts, later teaming as

an act- with his brother Irving.

Retiring from the stage after some
20 years, he purchased the. Lyric

Theatre in Indianapolis, Ind. For
past 15 years he had been an ar-

tist’s representative iiv Chicago and
house booker for the Palace Thea-
tre in Rockford, IU;

Surviving are his wife and three

brothers.

E. OLIVER RAMSDELL
E. Oliver Ramsdell, 71, presi-

dent of the Middlesex ibid Med-
ford Amusement Cos., died in

Winchester, Mass., Feb. 28, the

day before his 72nd -birthday. A
vet exhibitor, he started in the

business in 1913 when he and his

brother opened the Orpheuni The-
atre in Malden, Mass. Since then

he, and the companies with which
he was associated operated many
suburban houses in nearby Salem,
Medford and Melrose.

Survived by. his wife and two
daughters.

WILL L. LINDHORST
Will L. Lindhorst, 64, magician*

died March 7 in St. Louis. Dean
of St. Louis magicians, he was
rated as one of the. top sleight-of-

hand performers in the country.

Lindhorst had. toured the vaude
circuits and in 1927 drew a salary

of $750. One of his tricks was a

vanishing bird cage. He originated

the radio show, “Chandu, the
Magician,” and also penned * sev-

eral books on magic. In recent

years he operated a novelty shop
in St. Louis.
Wife and a son survive.

ARTHUR WEISS
Arthur Weiss, 85, a cellist with

the San Francisco Symphony orch
for 31 years, died March 5 in
Berkeley, Cal. A native of Buda-
pest, Hungary, he had also pro-
duced severai light operas.
He retired about 25 years ago.

ARON W. HOWER
Aron W. Hower, 55, still photog-

rapher in the film industry for 20
years, died Feb. 27 in Hollywood.
He has been ill since last Septem-
ber when he returned from a Ha-
waiian location for Republic.

Surviving is his wife.

Party equal time to answer Steven-
son, its felt, the nets have met
their responsibility. Whether Vice-

President Richard M. Nixon or should have the benefit of our ex-
anyone else handles the assign-

j
perience in this field, as we can

ment is not the nets’ concern,^ And,
* definitely trace drug addiction and

it’s pointed out, the Commission
! drug -peddling to the showing ' of

has consistently declared that it
j certain motion picture films deal-

will not interfere with a licjensee’s
: ing with narcotics.”

judgment in difficult situations. '

-— Marriages
Joe Won’t Take ‘No’ From Nets

T . ,

J ___ , . Juanita Wilcox to Edward Mitch-

-

GBS and NBC were smack in eB> Columbus, March 6. Bride
the middle of a No Mans Land rwas secretary to Jerome Reeves,
as Sen. Joseph McCarthy insisted I WBNS-TV program director, and
he would demand equal time to

j
served as publicity promotion di-

reply to Adlai E. Stevenson’s
]
rector of WLW-C for three years,

speech of last Saturday <6) from i Sandra Coughlin to Pete Yen-
Florida in which he took the Re- sen, Sheriby, O., March 4. Bride’s
publican Party and "McCarthyism” ' in WBNS-TV continuity depart-
over the coals. Both webs nixed

,

ment; he was a director there,

the Wisconsin senator’s request for
;

^Marjorie Collins to Joseph G.
slotting on CBS tv and radio and

(

Kennedy, Meredith, N. H., Feb. 18.

NBC radio, matching the facilities j

Bride was formerly a theatre cash

E. ROMAINE SIMMONS
Ernest Romaine Simmons, in his

late 80s, former dance director,

casting director and production as-

sistant to J. J., Shubert for over 40
years, died March 7 in New York.

Mrs. Alice E. (Longval) Robert,
musician and singer for years,

died in Manchester. N. H., Feb, 28
after a short illness. She was a
native of ' Manchester. w*here she
was a church organist and sang in

several operas as a member of the
French organization, Societe Oper-
ettes.

given to Stevenson,
ing what appeared to be as a team,
they gave the nod to a request by
GOP national . Chairman Leonard
Hall, to “answer” the .1952 Demo-
cratic candidate for President, with
ViCe-Pres.ident Richard M. Nixon
tapped to give the Administration’s
views. The veep is billed for Sat-
urday <13) at 10:30 p,m„ same
niche as Stevenson had.
McCarthy took the position that

I am delegating no one to answer

Instead, act-
|

iei
T̂
he’j a Meredith theatre owner,

1 Wanda Saylor to Leo HeiseL,
Pittsburgh, March 1, Bride’s lead-
er of EZC Ranch Gals on WDTV;
he’s on WENS technical staff.

Anita Jeane Marcus to Jules E,
Rutner, Buffalo, March 7. Bride
is daughter of Nat Marcus*. War-
ner's Buffalo branch manager.
Glynn Hill to Frank Rogier, Feb.

24, N. Y. Couple are musical
comedy and operetta singers.
Mildred Krauss to Sherman S,

Krellbergr Miami Beach. March 7.

the attack made upon me. Every- - He’s a legit producer and film exec.

one knows the FCC rules provide
they must give me time, otherwise
it’s completely dishonest and un-

Mary Hartig to Ronald Alexan-
der, March 8. N.Y. Bride is a legit
actress, recently in “Time Out forjia LuuiMivtcjj uidiiviivot aim uu- ,

fair." fr the webs refused, he
j bi

1* wnedy.
. 1, * iAOfii 4A|jAn »pu.M J

Joan Benn^ -to S6th B&kcrt Bex*would take legal action. They
j rlv Hm Marrh Q RriHo ic

Dr. Frederick Ernest Beckman,
88, retired professor of romance
languages at UCLA, died March 4
in Los Angelesi In addition to his

collegiate work he was active in

the film industry, supplying Ger-
man subtitles for American pic-

tures.

Edward H. Oakford, 55, onetime
head of the Keith-Proetor-Moss
film booking office and grand-
nfcphew of the. late E. F. Albee,
u*ho once headed the B. F. Keith
Circuit, died recently in Milford,
Conn.

James J. Cooney, onetime busi-

ness manager of the old Jefferson
Theatre in Portland, Me., died re-

cently in that city. His wife and
two sisters survive.

J. Caverson, 74, pioneer exhibitor

in Yorkshire, Eng., died at Leeds,
Eng, Feb. 22. He was father of

Sidney and Joe Caverson, w.k: in

London film circles.

Mother, 77, of Ben Goffstein,

promotion manager of the Fla-

mingo, Las Vegas, died March 3
in Los Angeles. She left two other

sons and two daughters.

will grant me time or learn w-hat

the law is. I will guarantee that”
Helen Siousatt, CBS Radio di-

rector of talks, and Sig Mickelson,
the tv web’s news and public af-

fairs director, had responded to
McCarthy as follows; “CBS Radio
and television networks have al-

ready granted request of Leonard
W. Hall for reply on behalf of Re-
publican National Committee.

, We
believe that grqnt of such time to

the committee at its request will

provide full balance.”
Meantime, Edward R. Murrow

was to unwrap his long held “Mc-
Carthy Story” oh the CBS-TV “See
It Now” last night (Tues.). It’s

understood that Murrow and co-
producer Fred W. Friendly had
been “waiting” for the strategic

moment to spring the filmed
stanza and decided that “this is it.”

erly Hills, March 9. Bride is

adopted daughter of comedian Jack
Benny and Mary Livingstone;
groom is a stockbroker.

Berlin
Continued from pace Z

Father, 70, of Norman Dohn.
WBNS-TV new'seaster and Colum-

the place by storm with their ren-

dition of-“Daddy,” and young bari-

tone Charles Applewhite, of the

Berle show, definitely had the

crowd calling for more. The Step
Bros, opened in lively fashioh, fol-

lowed by blonde songbird, Jaye P,

Morgan, with the trumpet of Leon-

ard Sues also coming through
solidly.

. ASCAP prexy Stanley Adams,
1 Paul Cunningham and Gene Buck

J

son, New York. March 9. Mother

'led a small songsmith delegation is Lela Swift, director of CBS- TV s

j
at the affair. I “The Web.-’

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Sig Sakowicz,

daughter, Chicago, Feb. 28. Father
is a columnist for the Chicago
Polish Daily News and a radio disk
jockey.

Mr. and Mrs. Cameron Mitchell,
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal.,
March 1. Father is a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Summa, son,

Pittsburgh, Feb. 27. Father’s
with Baron Elliott orch.
Mr. and Mrs. James Chapin,

daughter, New York, Feb. 22.
Mother is with General Artists
Corp.; he’s with the Tony Pastor
band,
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson,

son, San Rafael, Cal., March 3.

Father is program manager of
KNBC, San Francisco.

Mr. and Mrs, Mitchell (Mike)
Jablons, daughter. New York,
March 5. Mother is a N.Y. Herald
Tribune staffer; father is publicity
director for WLIB, N.Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Neuman,
daughter, New York, March 3.

Father is a film director.
Mr. and Mrs, Irving Kahn,

daughter, New Rochelle, N.Y., Feb.
10. Father is head of Teleprompter.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Schier,

son. New York, March 7. Father is

manager of business affairs for the

radio-tv department of the Dancer-
. Fitzgerald-Sample ad agency.

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Schwartz.
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‘SPECTACULARS’

Television’s biggest spectacular*

to date, far overshadowing the

Ford Motor Co. 50th anni show

last spring in coin and coverage,

is slotted for Sunday night, Oct.

24, to ballyhoo the 75th marker of

Edison's incandescent lamp. It’s

titled “Light’s Diamond Jubilee"

and is being set as a probable

four-web two-hour spread for ap-

proximately $1,000,000. CBS and
NBC have been pacted, ABC being

negotiated with, and DuMont a

possibility for the largest skein in

tv history.

N.--W. Ayer ad agency, repre-

senting the nation’s electric com-r

panies' Diamond Jubilee Commit-
tee, has formally signatured film

producer David O. Selznick to as-

sume the role of artistic director

with complete authority on the en-

tire production. While this would
be Selznick's teledebut, it’s em-
phasized that he’s not exiting film*

making. It’s not known now where
the show will originate, or whose
facilities will be used, but specular

tfon centers On emanation from
the Coast with pickups in New
Vork and elsewhere. Extravaganza!
yrill probably be a combination of

live and film and go heavy on
dramatic segments as a change ofc

pace from orthodox variety pro-;

gramraing.

.
Under the Ayer blueprint, a;

number of tv stations not on the;

air now but going into operation
before next October, will be in*
eluded in the spread. The size of
the coverage is contingent on the
cost of recapturing the extra-added
time slots in one of the most com-
plex arrangements on record.

Deal between Selznick and Ayer
was wrapped up by Charles Millet*,

veepoe of MCA Artists, Ltd., rep-
ping Selznick’s interests. Jubilee
Committee is under general chair-
manship of Charles E. Wilson, ex-

S
rexy of General Electric, with a
7-man panel that includes Her-

bert Hoover, Charles Edison, Har-
Vey Firestone Jr., Eric Johnston,

(Continued on page 63)

Breen’s Ma-in-Law (77)

As ‘Porgy’ Advance ‘Man’
Minneapolis, March 16.

<,porgy and Bess," scheduled for
the Lyceum March 24-April 3, has
a 77-year-old woman here as one of
its advance agents.

She’s Mrs. Florence Davis, moth-
er-in-law of director and co-pro-
ducer Robert Breen, and the non-
salaned job, as far as she’s con-
fined, is entirely a labor of love
that she insists on undertaking.
With herself at the wheel, she

drove to Minneapolis from’ Chi-
ca£°* 437 miles distant, where the
show is playing, bringing alonfe the
advertising paper, posters and: tack
cards m the car. Accompanying

child
WaS **er seven ‘year-0^ gtfand-

Also B-e-r-le
Milton Berle made a play on

nomenclature by accenting
that Gustave Kerker, Victor.

Herbert, Jerome Kern, George
Gershwin and Irving Berlin’s

surnames had the common
identification of three-letter

euphony, viz., K-e-r, H-e-r, etc.

.
Comedian Berle is also a

sohgsmith-member of ASCAP
but doesn’t claim anything in

common just because it’s

B-e-r-le.

UA Heads For

,000 in ’54

United Artists’ spectacular climb

from deficit operations is shown In

disclosures made this week that the

company is headed for a worldwide
gross of $40,000,000 in 1954, Com-
pany’s first quarter is running
ahead of the corresponding period
of 1953 and prospects for the bal-

ance of the year are seen as good.

Total revenue was only $17,-

000,000 in 195lr““This soared to

$24,500,000 in 1952. Complete
returns haven’t been audited yet

for all of 1953 but the total looks

to be $36,000,000 or even slightly

higher.

UA, being a privatejy-owned
corporation, is not required to issue

public statements on its financial

welfare. But indications are the

outfit is comfortably in the black

(Continued on page 15)

By GEORGE ROSEN

The “Era of the TV Spectacu-
lars” starts rolling in September.
It’ll also mark the first major com-
mercial program push for color
video. “Operations Spectaculars” is

the No. 1 item on prexy Pat
Weaver’s NBC agenda, taking
precedence over all other program-
ming projects,

.
and the network is

currently prepping an official an-
nouncement of the ’54-’55 season’s •

blueprint.

The ambitious plans shape up
thusly:

There will be two 90-minute
“spectaculars" a month, all of them
to' be done in color (designed, of
course, under the tint compati-
bility system, for black-and-white
pickup). These will go into the
Monday night 8 to 9:30 periods,

once every fourth week, and Satur-
day night 9 to 10:30. also on an
every-fpurtfi-week basis. A sponsor

(Continued on page 35)

Murrow lO-to-1
*

CBS’ mail count on Edward
R. Murrow vs. Senator Joseph
R. McCarthy stood at 8.500-

to-800 in the commentator’s
favor as of late yesterday
(Tues.) with about 4,500 letters

still to be tabbed.

The 10-to-l ratio is exclusive
of wires and phone calls which
hadn't yet been tabulated.

R&H Cavalcade

‘Dream’ Cast Set

Berlin ‘Really to Work’

On Music Box Revue

On Cruise to Nowhere
According to- present plans, the

Irving Berlins plan a May-Juiie

cruise to nowhere on a chartered

houseboat or yacht with the song-

smith’s piano abroad and with an

eye to “really going to work on

‘Say It With Music’ as my Music
Box Revue," as he puts it. Back
in 1937 he did the same thing with

a Seattle-to-Alaska houseboat run,

as a working vacation in company
of Ellin (Mrs.) Berlin, and daugh-

ters, Mary Ellen and Linda. Sam-
uel Goldwyn Jr. was also part of

the group then.

.Berlin, with his Paramount and
20th-Fox film chores to be com-
pleted by April 1, wants to fashion

an original revue for his Music
Box on Broadway this fall, an idea

whifch has long been a gleam-in-

the-eye but which may get nearer

fruition now. He’s on a Coast

quickie this week to polish “TheiVs
No Business Like Show Business"

at 20th-Fox.

Scenes from all the Rodgers &
Hammerstein musicals over their

11 years of collaboration, enacted
and sung by Broadway’s and tele-

vision’s top talent, backed by the
appearances of video's top person-
alities and the scripting of the
highest-priced writers in the trade

will comprise television’s “dream
show"—General Foods 25th anni-

versary two - network 90-m i n u t e

spread on March 28. The lineup of

talent, material, personalities and
production staff for the one-shot
will bear a time-and-talent charge
of $450,000.
Moving in and out of the entire

show will be Mary Martin and Ed
Sullivan as hosts, with Jack Benny,

(Continued on page 63)

Washington, March 16.

The snowballing importance of

television on the national political

scene was emphasized again and
again last week, in a series of de-

;

velopments swirling about the Sen- :

ator McCarthy fued with the webs.
;

Following the decision of NBC !

and CBS to give time to answer
|

Adlai Stevenson to the. Republican
;

National Committee rather than to '

McCarthy, these major develop-
ments followed:

|

1. Sen. Ralph .Flanders, a con- i

servative Vermont Republican,
ripped into McCarthy with a

speech on the Senate floor Tuesday
(9) and was promptly hauled off

before cameras to film some of the

choicer segments of the talk. This
film got such play on television

that President Eisenhower told his

press conference the next day he
hadn’t read the Flanders talk, but

had seen portions of the Senator’s
;

film video show.
1

2. Tuesday night, Edward R.

Murrow let go with his sensational

filmed tv show which featured Me-
Carthy promises and charges and
which the commentator charged

(Continued on page 35) I

Fear is widely expressed by film
executives and film critics in New
York lest a recent independent
feature. “Salt of the Earth/’ fall

into the hands of Russian or satel-
lite Communists and they use it as
a new “Grapes of Wrath" picturing
life in capitalistic America as a
tooth-and-fang struggle of op-
pressed poor people against mon-
?:?r> who own everything but
hearts. An even greater concern
is the potential of negative world
rear* on * in coun-.nes this ~‘*de of
the Iron Curtain m the eve^t —and
not unlikely—of a distorted or
specia T

!y angled presentation
Even _ today, after IT. years,

“Grapes of Wrath" is still a yum-
ium item with the Red
With one or two notable excep-

tions, the reaction of those who
have seen the controversial union
film stand on the principle that,
whatever the production’s faults,
there should be no interference

i Continued on page 15)

Protests Yank ‘Night’

From Deejay’s Show
Detroit, March 16.

Dialer pressure has forced disk

jockey Ed McKenzie to ban all

waxings of “Such a Night’’ from
his WXYZ programs. It was rapped
as “suggestive.”
Tune was kicked off about two

weeks ago with a three-disk spread

(Johnnie Ray, Columbia; Bunny
Paul, Essex; and The Drifters.

Atlantic) and sparked a series of

protest letters from mothers and
schoolteachers, claiming that the

fight against juvenile delinquency

was useless if such songs were

thrown at teenagers.

Emerson’s Rental-Only

Fee Plan on Tint Sets
The “Emerson Plan" (Emerson

Radio-Phono Corp.) on “Tint TV
To-Le/’:

1. Monthly rental charge—$75.
2. Rental Charge for first month—
'

*

200 .

3. Initial charge to include de-
livery and installation and instruc-
tions for operating the receiver.

4. Monthly charge to include
se-vjrvng at no additional cost.

5. Emerson colorsets to be
leased to dealers who will in turn
suVi*.'*' e them to consumers.

6. Available everywhere where
colorcasting exists but for the time
con fi 'led to New York, Philly, Chi-
cago and L. A.

7. Emerson will not sell color-

sets to the public “until such time
as we are convinced that invest-

ment in a color receiver will give

the consumer maximum satisfac-

tion.”

Builders Show
AUDITORIUM, >li>\KAPOI.IS

‘ Currently presents

The Hour of Charm
Ail Girl Orehi>Hir:s and Choir

Featuring EVELYN anil her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL



Havana;

By JAY MALLIN 4 ;

Havana, March 16. 1AP PRODUCERS SWING
European films ai* flooding the 1IMMJUWH13 OilW1U

market here, giving Hollywood TA Nlfflllft IN FUNK
heavy competition in this city. The IV WlwlW IW TlLRlp
number of European pictures be- Tokyo, March 9.

'

ing shown is increasing steadily, _ . h successes* of Euro-
and havj had. some
effect on profits of certain U. S.

||uenf<!s noUbIy the French, "Un

In^a ° verslon^'whtch

have ’made’ treitiendous enroach-
^““InuJred^apVnese producers to

menta. The only consistently g^jod ^^STSt K5S&JT TMs" is
grossers in 1953 were the Italian - i • il:,

. poiintrv where
and French pictures/* Charley Gar- ^W1

‘hl
Ltm£«has long

s?sfwsr&TtssEISS4&s
saw" •Xy

r0
a™

n,
ddi’ng p^if fqoarto that purported to prevail

damage.*’ Peter Colli, of WB, said: in * ra”
4

,
. .

’’The Europeans are getting some Despite comdemnation in tne

of the market.” press of 'such scenes, and

With few exceptions the Ameri- i
a threat from the advisory censors

can companies reported a decline of the Ethics Board to urge seis-

in profits. Paramount said its gross soring of all such footage. four pbc

in Cuba in 1953 “dropped some- are now in production here which

what” from 1952. 20th-Fox’ gross will contain flesh overexposure*,

in 1952 was $543,000; in 1953 it Three of the major studios,
fell to $445,000. Only M-G-M Toho, Shintoho and Toel, have

achieved a slight profit increase, films before the cameras now
going from $610,000 in 1952 to which contain bathroom scenes of

$620,000 last year. '

.

{their curvaceous stars. Indie Gen-

Figures were not readily avail- dai Productions is shootings a film

able for the European distribs. but
;
with a Shanghai background which

profit increases were reported to {features the whipping and lynch-

be “astronomical.” Distribuidora ing of a nude Chinese woman.
de Peliculas Francesas, Distribu- —
tors of French Pictures, was esti-

,
:

•

mated to have increased its profits
i Allan |a FniPAB

by “tens of thousands of dollars” ;
OUJfC ftlMJU IU LlUtW

in the 1952-1953 period. In 1953 m D««lAnH«imar
alone, it placed 20 pictures at lOIIUItilllQ rClTOniUUlCe

• major Havana theatres. r nn u nL &
The European trade is so lucra- fQf null6 H0tlS6 lllOtO^S

have sprang up In the last year or Washmgton March lS.
^

so for distributing overseas films:
,

|‘eve Allen will vmceean»l
'

4 . . . | radio-tv “command performance
(Continued on page 55)

: White House PhotoeraDhers’

‘Command Performance’

For White House Photogs

HORACE HEIDT
Currently Hotel Statler, How York

Under Personal Management
WALTER PLANT

8tatler Hotel, Now York City, N. Y.

Arthur Willi Talks to MCA
Arthur Willi, veteran talent

_ »
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have sprang up in the last year or Washmgton March lS.
^

so for distributing overseas films:
,

S‘ev« Allen will vmceean»l
4 . . . | radio-tv “command performance

(Contmued on page 55) at the White House Photographers’
T Assn, dinner in honor of President

\ > U • *y, * . Eisenhower next Saturday <20)

bendarmes nns nten night. This winds up the annual

, m g\
'

ir trio of dinner in honoring the Chief

Helps The Cnnous To i^u
ort

e
op
arhow^g

t

h
,
t

rent

by a pa‘

Spot Spurious at 30c l

c]
Parts, March 9. I traditionally brass studded audi-

Under the aegis of the French 1

ence, helled by the President, will
police; an art exhibit of the “not-

; be {he following: Eddie Fisher,
the-real-McCoy” is being held

: Eileen Barton, Morton Downey and
here, and is doing good biz with a Hal LeRoy. The U. S. Army Band,
large number of the curious who w jth which ex G. I. Eddie Fisher
might not go to see the real thing, ros€ to national fame, will usher
but are brought out to see the Van-

! in the President with “Hail to the
ous attempts by thieves and forgers chief” and furnish dinner music.
to approximate the real works of An NBC orch will play for the
art. This well may bring up the show.
problem of whether personal ap- white House Photographers

^IZC
r% Assn. Includes both still picture

w hether it is more Tun to be fooled,
an(j newsreel lensers. In the past,

Tnrp” the studios have cooperated in -sup-,
estmg pTfoeat g^lery lure, and is

ply jng talent for the presidential
also being hypoed j>y fhe police as

tribute. However, this year the
a means of helping the public to newspapcr lenSers have been in

^ ?
eipinr t(

!
charge of the show, and recruited

fill the chanty coffers of the local
( talent from the webs. --A number

police at a 30c entry fee per head.
! f studio reps, are expected to at-

Music Des Faux Artistiques. on ” H

Rue du Faubourg St. H^nore. is
tend thc dinner-

holding the exhibit.

Gallery has the various fakes . - vir*n* *r li . Iff A
picked up through the years in ArthUT Willi ldlKS 10 MCA
painting, sculpture, sketches, „

•

. , ,

stamps, money furniture, books Arthur -Willi, veteran talent

and autographed letters of famed exec
*

is, talking _ an employment

people, ceramics, glassware, laces deal 'Y
1**1 Music Corp. of America,

and miscellaneous objects. {He'd be concerned with pic cast-

Whenever possible, the real work ;

,n2 a* The agency if the deal goes

of one of the copied artists is put
j

through.

alongside the copy, and when thcy| Willi bowed out as Columbia Pic-

are side by side it is difficult to : tures’ eastern talent rep last week
ice how any connoisseur can be

1

after a 15-month association. Pre-
taken in by it. Copying is by no

|

viously, he headed the RKO talent

'Continued on page 54) ‘department at the homeoffice,
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Hollywood, March 16,

Jules C. Stein, chairman of the
board of the sundry Music Corp.
of America companies, this week
announced the first of a series- of

distributions of common stock rep-
resenting ownership of. the MCA
companies. Today’s allocations, ex-

ceeding 579o ownership of the
companies, were limited to the
trustees of the five MCA profit-

sharing trusts for the benefit of

the executives and employees of
MCA, and to the nine directors

and officers of the MCA compa-
nies, who although averaging un-
der 46 years of age, have consecu-
tively served the companies from
17-27 years.

The nine individual participants,

four of whom started as office

boys and two in the publicity de-
partment, are Lawrence R. Bar-
nett, Karl F. Kramer, Maurice B.

Lipsey, Charles Miller, Michael J.

(Mickey) Rockford, Herbert I.

Rosenthal, Taft B. Schreiber, Lew
R. Wasserman and David A.
'Sonny) Werblin.

With the exception of Wasser-
man who is MCA president as
well as a board member, the
others are vice-presidents and di-

rectors. All are now on the Coast
for this confab of the MCA top
echelon. Miller, Stein’s brother-
in-law, who is in charge of policy,

is homebased in New York, as are
Werblin, Barnett and Rosenthal.
Werblin is roving exec in radio
and tele; Barnett -heads the act

and band department; and' Rosen-
thal heads up tele and vidfilms.

Lipsey is in charge in Chicago;
Schreiber spends approximately
equal amounts of time in New
York and the Coast, and the others
are based on the Coast.

Stein, founder of MCA, now 57
and a former physician (Ph.B;
M.D.) as well as the creator of the
traveling band, has been, m con-
junction with his family, the sole
stockholder of the MCA compa-
nies since the inception of Music
Corporation of America on May
27, 1924, almost .30 years ago.

At a meeting held Monday (15)

at Stein’s
,
home in Beverly Hills,

he described the rapid worldwide
growth of MCA throughout the

(Continued on page 63)

For a Leading Lady
By TOM WEATHERLY

I’ve known jmu thru the years,
my dear,

I knew you way back when
We used to drink that needled

beer
In Louie’s smdky den.

I always loved your cunning
bids

For all the make attention

—

The pouting lips, the lowered
lids,

And others I won’t mention.

It was a surefire, wondrous act.
It set my head ahummih*-

But sweetie-pie let’s face the
fact—

Today—it’s not becoming.

< qoi ‘j/l* J>.*

HOT SPRINGS HAS HEARD

OF NO RECESSION
By MATTY BRESCIA

Hot Springs, Ark. f March .18.

This is the time of yew. when
Hot Springs* population of 35,000

doubles to 70,000 and the one sub-

ject Is gambling; odds. Nbbpdy
here has heard about any reces-

sion.: Wot dat? Folks are inter-

ested in horses and health, mostly
horses. Hotels, motels, rooming

. houses and mudbaths are jammed.
Two dailies, Seritinental Record
and New Era, and four radio sta-

|

tions are full of races, crowds; odds
and hubbub.

1

Texas oilirien are as common
here as at a Republican convention.

[John Celia, the St. Louis legitimate

theatre showman, operates Oak-
lawn, the only horse "park In the

country located smack in the mid-
dle of downtown. How convenient
can it be to lose your shirt?

^ Among the show people who
have checked in and out of here
this season are Sophie Tucker, Joe
E. Lewis (natch), Joe Sands, now
a Houston oil investor and former-
ly A1 Jolson’s accompanist and ar-

ranger; Marvin Scherick and sis

!

wife from Loew’s; Sam Baerwitz,
indie producer; Dorothy Lamour.

.

. IMPUGN A PROUD CITY?

Never! Says Dot Lamour As New
' Orleans Trembles With Pique

New Orleans, March 16.

A quotation relayed from Provi-
dence, R. I., quoting Dorothy La-
mour as saying that New England
hospitality beats the mpeh-vaunted
Southern hospitality — “and I’m
from New Orleans'V-stirred up a
tempest in this city which is proud,
suh, mighty proud of its charming
ways. Chamber of Commerce Pres-
ident Lawrence Maloney, of the
Southern Maloneys, declared “Miss
Lamour’s remarks certainly aren’t
typical of the thousands who visit

the city. They love us.”
Horrified at the impugning

of
.
Southern Ways, restaurateur

Owen Brennan said: “Our Dottie
didn’t say it. She’s too big a per-
son.” Hotelman Seymour Weiss
rushed to the actress’ defense:
“She Was undoubtedly just being
diplomatic up there in that Rhode
Island, trying to make With the
gesture.”
Then Miss Lamour wrote The

Item: “I am proud to be a native
1 of New Orleans and a southerner
and so is my husband, Bill

1

Howard,
I
who is a native of Maryland and a
pretty good one when you realize

he has been asked to run for gov-
ernor of the state.”

Stanwyck’s 2 Oaters
Hollywood, March 16.

Barbara Stanwyck will be gal-
loping thataway in her next two
pictures. Originally signed to star
in “The Bandits” at Columbia, she
will follow up with “Cattle Queen
of Montana,” which Benedict Bo-
geaus will produce for RKO.

In “Bandits,” Miss Stanwyck
plays a rancher’s wife and in

“Montana” she plays a rancher’s
daughter who falls heir to 10,000
cattle. First picture starts on
March 29 and second on June 1.

Honor Nat Abramson
Department of Defense is hand-

ing a citation to Nat M, Abramson,
WOR, N. Y., entertainment bureau
head, at a dinner to be held March
29 at the Hotel Astor. Award is
for his “patriotic services” in
offering entertainment to the
Armed Services.
From ’51 through ’53, Abramson

provided a couple of shows a month
at his own expense to armed serv-
ice camps across the country.

Phil Frank** Vidpix Post
Phil Frank last week joined

George Blake Enterprises, N. Y. tf-

film production outfit, as partner
and general sales manager. He'll
concentrate on sales of commer-
cials and packages being produced
at the firm’s new studios.
Frank resigned from his sales

post with Screen Gems to join
Blake after five years with the Co-
lumbia pix subsid.

i » !•<• vj’il I' I ,i/< ,

’ The corhpone circuit of radio
and tv continues to confound the
critics on the endurance angle, with
the longevity sweepstakes headed
up by Ted Mack's “Original Ama-
teur Hour.” On April 3 the show
will givh its

,
1,000th performance

(aural and video combined), but
the hoopla will be reserved for the
following week’s “1,001 Amateur
Nights” . on >NBCVTV. Headliners
today who were the Major Bowes-
Lew Goldberg-Ted Mack simon
pures of yesterday will be coming
around to pay their respects to the
long-runner. Among them will be
Mimi Benzell, Paul Winchell and
Robert Merrill.

Major Bowes launched “Ama-
teur Hour” in March, 1934, and the
tv version teed off seven years ago.
In the fwo-sedre span the show has
become the springboard for many
a tyro who today is in the name
or near-namd class. Yesteryear’s
hopefuls are among today’s opera
clicks, including Lucille. Brown- „

ing and the aforementioned Mer-
rill and Miss Benzell. Others who

|

trod the “Amateur” boards to
stake their claim on the pro loops
are Vera-Ellen, Ray Malone, Vir-

f
'inia MacWatters, Thelma fcarpen-
er, Jack Carter, Irving Fields,

Stubby Kaye, Frank Sinatra,
MUrieL Smith, Larry Storch, Bert

i

Parks,' the Mariners, Wesson Bros.,

Lou Wills Jr., Jan Bart, Jimmy
Edmondson, Paul Winchell, Mon-
ica Lewis, Teresa Brewer, Sara
Berner and Vic Mizzy.
There have been only four spon-

sors since the ’34 launching —
Chase & Sanborn, Chrysler, Old
Gold and Pet Milk, the Current
check-grabber. It has never lacked
for a backer except for the first

weeks in tv. It’s figured that nearly
800,000 have undergone the au-
dition process and some 13,000
booked either for the airers of the
traveling units. Of the latter

figure, about 500 have Remained in
show biz.

Three-time winners on the
“Hour” (actually a half-hour show,
8:30 p.rn. Saturdays) during the
past year will be brought together
June 19 for a wing-ding at Madi-
son Square Garden, N. Y., under
the heading of "Annual Champion-
ship. Finals.” Highlights Will be
televised.

V

Robinson’s Art Visits,

Pidgeon’s Bearing, Flynn

Win Gancbos at Pix Fesl
Buenos Aires, March 16.

President Peron has bCfen pre-
siding in nearby Mar del Plata as

host at a mammoth house-party
for screen delegates of 17 nations.
The Mar del Plata Festival, which
opened last Monday (8), has gone
over big, with a galaxy of stars in

from all countries.

The American contingent has
given Buenos Aires plenty of

thrills. Major interest has centered
around the American group, with
the Italians, Spaniards and French
lining up in second, third and
fourth places. The British and
Mexicans were late arrivals, and
the Soviet delegation is present en
masse, but altogether too massive
in looks to win acclaim.

The Soviet and satellite delega-
tions are left much to themselves,
not only because ot language bar-
riers, but because neither local nor
other screen personalities care to

be seen in their company. Amaze-
ment was aroused when Eric John-
ston was seen to address a few
words to them in Russian.
Film

.
personalities like Mary

Pickford, Jeannette Macdonald and
Gene Raymond out of contact
with fans for so long—were moved
to tears on discovering how well
they are remembered and looked
up to here.

Entertainment of the guests is

being done on the most lavish scale.

Apart from local film luminaries
ready and willing to guide the

guests on social or shopping tours,

squads of interpreters are avail-

able for each delegation, supplied
by their respective embassies, or

the Argentine Foreign Office.

Press arrangements , are not too

smooth. Some papers publish iden-

tical stories in similar phrasing*

!
which makes this loo obvious. The
foreign press is kept at arm’s

length, but in any case, although

(Continued on page 54)
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Hit-And-Run Not The Way
Although It's sometimes an American boast that we have the

best-informed and most-to-be-counbed-upon public opinion in

the world, at Other times American.organizations seem unwill-

ing to trust this very public opinion. That seems to sum up the
series of petty harassments by elements within the IATSE
against the Independent feature, “Salt Of The Earth," culminat-
ing in the walkout of. boothmen in a private projection room,
the net effect of which was merely to inconvenience a number
of professional film critics.

IATSE like any other organization is entitled to its opinions
and prejudices but in this instance it’s doubtful that the use of
furtive and phantom hit-and-run tactics makes anybody look
’good, and certainly not American democracy. The precedent Is

a bad one. And the wrong way to oppose a party-line film. What
IA did about “Salt Of The Earth" is what a number of provincial
censors have done about “The French Line"—condemned it On
hearsay and backed up Its condemnation with emotional action.

If the news story in this issue represents an uncomfortable ex-
tension of know-nothing tactics too familiar in our times, the
effective answer may lurk in the review of “Salt Of The Earth"
by Variety’s; Hift; He labels the feature “a propaganda picture
which belongs in union halls rather than motion picture thea-
tres where audiences come for entertainment and not for lec-
tures couched in dramatics."

Too bad the IATSE boys didn’t have more faith in public opin-
ion. We predict the public will be but very bored over the very
thing the boys got so excited about and that the Anal result of
the ‘‘phantom" opposition will 6e to give the feature an* im-
portance and buildup, especially outside the United States, which
is the very thing the booth Jockeys didn’t like to imagine but
have now expedited.

The public is wiser than the boys seem willing to concede.

Herbert Marshall Wins

His ‘Black Jack’ Wages;

Made in Spain by Alsa
Herbert Marshall won a default

judgment in N. Y, Supreme Court

last week for $60,195 against. Alsa
Films, Inc., producers of the film,

“Black Jack.” Made in Spain sev-

eral years ago, the picture had such
stars as Marshall, George Sanders,
Patricia Roc and Agnes Moorehead
in top roles.

Of the $60,195, the papers dis-

closed, $48,000 was due Marshall as

salary while the balance repre-
sented interest on the principal for
the last four years. The actor ap-

peared in the venture on a straight

salary basis according to his at-

torney, Harry Sand, and did not
participate in the picture’s profits.

Top officials of Alsa, it was said,

are Miguel Salkind and one J. B.

Richmond. Miss Moorehead also

filed suit against Alsa in an at-

tempt to rpcover wages allegedly

owed her. “Black Jack” was di-

rected by Julien Duvivier from a

script he did in collaboration with
Charles Spaak.

Two bright spots in the foreign

market where slightly obscured

this week as the Motion Picture
Export Assn, was informed that
Pakistan is contemplating restric-
tions on the remittance of Ameri-
can film earnings.

Pakistan plan is more important
for what it implies rather than the
reduction in coin since the market
delivers a gross of only about
$500,000, of which $150,000 to
$200,000 is remittable.

Distribs were cheered by the
hews that Denmark had decided to
cancel all restrictions on imports
and remittances. The .New- York
Share in that market runs to ap-
proximately $550,000. In the. past,
the companies have been permitted
to transfer $375,000 at the official
rate and the rest via periodic
compensation deals.

In Argentina, the Peron' govern-
ment has indicated a willingness
to thaw another $500,000 of frozen
U.S. film funds. MPEA so far
hasn’t had any official confirma-
tion even though a promise to this
effect was given to MPEA prexy
Eric Johnston during his recent
Buenos Aires visit for the interna-
tional film festival there. More
than $3,000,000 ’ of American coin
remains to be unblocked in Argen-
tlna. Latter some months ago au-
thorized a $500,000 transfer.

tering

Yank Players Because
,

Of Dolores Del Rio
Mexico City, March 16.

There will be no reprisals against
American film players because of
the

, “discourtesy" of the U. *S.

State Dept, in holding up visa of
Dolores Del Rio, causing her to
lose an engagement in Hollywood.
Local dailies, touchy about the
embarrassment to a great national
Personality, have been predicting
that the National Actors Union
would seek revenge by hampering
Movement of such players as Gary
Looper and Burt Lancaster.

Nothing of the sort, now de-
clares Rodolfp Landa . Echeverria.

s se
p
retary-general of the un-

on and a member of the Mexican
Congress. Said he: “The delay is

iicp^e but we anticipate the
• s. Embassy will soon authorize

Miss Del Rio to enter."

ROZ RUSSELL FILM

ROLLS IN VISTAVISION
Hollywood, March 16.

First outside company to use
Paramount’s. VistaVision is Inde-
pendent Artists, which will use it

on “Girl Rush” Technicolor tune-

firm, starring Rosalind Russell.

Decision was reached after week-
end huddles between Artists board
members, Frederick Brisson and
Floyd B. Odium. They’d eyed sev-

eral processes in recent months,
including Todd-AO.
William Daniels, now lensing

Par’s “Strategic Air Command,”
has been inked to lens film, which
starts in summer.

But Acting ‘Phantom’ Style, Union

By FRED HIFT
Considered a prime tourist bait,

international film festivals have
been popping up all over again
this year, presenting the American
film companies with their recur-

ring annual headache. In general,

the Yanks take a dim view of these

events siirce they feel juries tend
to be “highbrow” and to make it

almost a point of intellectual bra-
vado to sneer at mere boxoffice,
which is Hollywood's main con-
cern.

There is always the danger that
an American entry may get lost

in the competitive shuffle and may
be received in a manner which
gets it off on the wrong foot in

the country arranging the festival.

Something like this happened in

Brazil recently with “The Glenn
Miller Story” and with “Julius
Caesar,” both of which will now
have to overcome the critics’ luke-

warm reaction.

. On the positive side, foreign gov-,

ernments have begun to dangle
some important economic conces-
sions before the U. S. distribs’ eyes
in order to get them to participate.

Also, the Americans are moved by
patriotic reasoning which requires
Hollywood to go in to counter-
balance Soviet entries.

Forum For Johnston

Yet. another factor w’as high-
lighted at both the recent Brazil

and Argentine film fetes, where
Motion Picture Export Assn, prexy
Eric Johnston got a unique chance

(Continued bn page 13)

Egyptian Angle
American distribs are going

to think long and hard be-

fore entering the proposed
Cairo, Egypt, international

film festival late this year.

An affirmative decision would
cost them about $1,000,000

The Egyptian government
wants the festival, but it does-,

n’t see why it should pay for

it. So it made a ruling

:

Any firm participating will be
taxed 1% of its revenues for

the prior 10 months.

Some ‘Dance’
Hollywood, March 16.

Metro calmly announced
that the cartoon sequence of

“Invitation to the Dance” will

be completed on June 15,

“three weeks ahead of sched-
ule,” causing, lifted eyebrows
among observers who have
been wondering what consti-

tutes the schedule for this par-

ticular production.’

Picture has been . in work
since August 19, 1952, approxi-
mately 19 months ago.

ith Coin

Co-op on Films
Film companies, which aire ^eT

lying more and more on pre-sol

d

book properties as subjects for

films, are doing a burn at publish-

ers for inadequate cooperation on

ballyhoo efforts. While admitting

that film versions of bestseller

tomes frequently turn into b.o.

winners, the best example being

Columbia’s “From Here to Eter-
nity,” the complaint is that the
book publishers want “subsidies”
for tie-in promotional activities.

In the past, it’s pointed out. the
publishers were willing to issue
special reprint versions with a film

jacket and with scenes from the
film. “There used to be a spirit of
cooperation,” according to one film
exec. “Now ifs a one-way street.”

Beef is that the publishers, while
occasionally willing to put out a
reprint timed to the release of the
picture, are reluctant to issue
special film editions. An exception
is the recent paper-back edition of

(Continued on page 15

>

Projectionist members of the In-
ternational Alliance of Theatric!
and Stage Employees last Week
took the unprecedented step of
boycotting a film, presumably be-
cause they didn't care for the con-
tent of the picture and the political
record of those involved in its mak-
ing.

incident, which had been threat-
ened for some time, saw' the pro-
jectionists at Preview Theatre,
N. Y., refusing to screen “Salt of
the. Earth,” made by Paul Jarrico
and Herbert Biberman in conjunc-
tion with Ibe allegedly Red-domi-
nated International Union of
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers,

Yccording to W. B. Gullette,
Preview operator, this was the first

time in the long history of his
screening room that projection-
ists walked out on a picture. It

was the more puzzling to him
since the same men had run the
same film 15 times before without
objection. Their hands-off stance
came after what was described as

(Continued on page 17)

3.

Like Weed, Sez

Washington, March 16.
Back from the Brazilian and

Argentine Film Festivals, MPAA
prexy Erjc Johnston sees South
America as a potential market for
Hollywood pix. which is nothing
less than “fantastic.” Johnston, the
official U. S. delegate to both festi-

vals, says South America is grow-
ing like a weed, both in popula-
tion and wealth, thereby opening

(Continued on page 18)

Jack Carson Saw No

Friction on ‘Star Is Born’
Reports that dissension on the

lot were delaying the completion of
j

Warner Bros.’ “A Star Is Born”
are denied by JackfCarson who re-

cently finished a leading role in

the film. “When I was there/’ he
said, “everything seemed to be all

right, Judy Garland, James Mason
and all the players showed up on
time and everybody did the job
that was supposed to be done.

There was no dissension.”

Carson, currently in Gotham for

round of the shows before heading
for a Florida vacation, termed his

role in “Star” as ohe of the best

(Continued on page 17)

National Boxoffice Survey
Weather, Taxes Hurt Trade; ‘Miller’ First 'for 4th

Time, ‘Cinerama,’ ‘Saskatch,’ ‘Faces’ Next.

Offish tone at a majority of first-

run theatres this session is being

blamed on the arrival of income
tax deadline and return of cold

weather in many sectors of the

country. However, stronger prod-

uct had little difficulty in over-

coming these handicaps in most
keys covered by Variety. While
Lent continues to have some effect

boxoffice-wise, arrival of some
new, stronger fare is starting to

bolster biz.

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) again

held in first place, for the fourth

consecutive week. Playing in some
18 key cities, mostly holdover or

extendedTi-un, pic continues to

dominate many spots. It is tops in

Denver, Indianapolis, Toronto and
Philly, among others, despite not

being in first week in any of them.

“Cinerama” (Indie) held in sec-

ond position, playing in the

same 10 key Cities. Third
money is going to Saskatche-

wan” (U) although just starting

out this stanza. “New Faces” (20th)

is pushing up fourth spot, with a

batch of new playdates.

Fifth money goes to “Hell and
High Water” (20th). “Beat the

Devil” (UA>, fairly new currently,

is taking sixth position. “Long,

'Long Trailer” (M-G), long high on

the list, is slipping to seventh spot.

“Money From Home” (Par) is

winding up in eighth slot, with

“Crime Wave” (WB) in ninth.

“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB)

rounds out the top; 10 list* -Rtyiher-

up pix are “Eddie Cantor Story”
(WBi and “Act of Love” <UA>.

“Best Years of Lives” (RKO>. out
on reissue, is perking up this week,
being fine in N. Y. and socko in

Louisville. “Night People” (20th >.

big in Omaha, is okay if on disap-
pointing side in N. Y.

“Rose Marie” (M-G>, also new.
is fancy in Chi and robust in Cincy.
“Beachhead’’ (UA) shapes good in

L.A. “Dangerous Mission” (RKO)
looms good in N. Y. “Should Hap-
pen To You” (Col), brisk in K.C.
and Balto, is fine in Frisco.

“Jubilee Trail” (Rep>. good in

Buffalo, is rated okay in Boston.
“Riot in Cell Block 11” (AA», okay
in N. Y., shapes nice, in Providence.

“Genevieve” (U). hotsy in Chi,
still is great in N. Y. “Rome 11

O’Clock” (IFE> is stout in Chi.

“Saadia” (M-G) looks so-so in

Philly.

“Go Man Go” (UA). fair in N. Y..

shapes sock in Chi. “Man Between”
(UA), good in Balto, is smash in

Washington and fine in Denver.
"Bait” (Col) is mild in Minneapolis.

“Living Desert” (Disney), torrid

|n Portland and Omaha, is good in

L.A. and Seattle. “Red Garters”
(Par) looms fairly good in Buffalo.

“French Line” (RKO), good in

Denver, is okay in L.A. “Com-
mand” (WB) is trim in Toronto.
“Forever. Female” (Par) looksTfast

in St. Louis.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9

)
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An uncommonly quiet meeting
of Universal stockholders in N. Y..

last week (10) served to under-

score how1 closely—in_ the minds
of shareholders at least-^the af-

fairs of Universal and Decca Rec-

ords, its parent company, are in-

tertwined.
'

Time and again, Milton R. Rack-
mil. Decca and U prexy, had to

reply to questioners that they were
intruding on Decca business which
had bo place at the U meeting.

Decca at present holds 67% of U's

common and there has been fre-

quent talk of a merger. (Decca’s

1953 financial report is detailed in

the Music Section.)

Latter obviously has its support-

ers among the U stockholders. At
the U meet last week, When he was
asked whether a merger wouldn't
represent a tax saving, Rackmil
nodded his agreement and, upon
further prodding, said he would
take it under advisement.

AH but 100 of the 939.395 shares
repped at the meet voted to elect

the 11-director slate, which includ-

ed N. J. Blumberg. Alfred E. Daff,

Preston Davie, Albert A. Garth-
waite, R. W. Lea, John J, O'Con-
nor, Rackmil, Budd Rogers, DanieL
M. Sheaffer, Harold 1. Thorp and
Samuel H. Variance;

25c Quarterly ' •

The board, after reelecting all

officers, placed U : common stock
on a quarterly instead of the hith-

erto prevailing semi-annual divi-

dend basis and proceeded to de-
clare a 25c per share quarterly
divvy payable March 30, 1954, to

(Continued on page 17)

Malice Serious in Texas
Lubbock, Tex,, March 16.

Jarrell B. Rhea, a local the-
atre executive, was charged
with murder with malice on
Friday (12).

He’s free on $3,000 bond.

Time Zones Hold

A new pattern for closed-circuit
television is developing, witfr en-
tertainment boxoffice attractions
going to theatres and commer-
cial meetings to hotels: Al-
though theatres have long eyed
the commercial biz. particularly
for off hours, the time factor has
resolved itself into a problem. The
nation’s different time zones, fre-

quently necessitate cutting into
film playing time, a policy exhibs
feel may work to the detriment of
theatres.

Theatres, however; will not be
entirely shutout. For commercial
meetings and demonstrations re-

quiring large assembly halls, the-
atres will be able to provide the
best facilities. Theatres also have
the lead for large hookups, since
approximately 110 theatres are
equipped with large screen tv
units. Currently there are only
about eight large screen units
available for hotels, with most of
them employing regular home re-

ceivers or portable units.

The difficulty in relation to
"time” was pointed up at the re-
cent Theatre Network Television
meeting for Dodge. TNT had to

pay out extra coin for theatre rent-
als during film playing time. In
©ne^instance, it was forced to rent
a theatre for an entire day, paying
the house a sum equal to the

( Continued on page 17

)

TAX CUT AND

HOW MUCH IS

UNCLEAR
Washington, March 16.

Whether the U. S. Senate would
seek to entirely exempt motion pic-
ture admissions of 50c and less
from any admissions tax remains
a touchy question.

White ' House virtually gave a
green light to the House-passed
bill which would reduce all admis-
sions taxes from 20% to 10%, and
similarly slice the bite on nitery
tabs.

. Should the extra cut on
tickets of 50c and under be written
into thg bill; the measure may
get into a legislative tangle last-

ing past April 1. This is sr source
of. worry and confusion in' several
fields of entertainment for which
reserved seats are required—-since
the printing of tickets is involved.

The good news from the White
House came very indirectly in
President Eisenhower’s tax speech
to the nation on Monday night
'15).. President seeks to kill off
a Democratic proposal to increase
personal income; tax exemptions.
Since he raised no obejetion to the
House-approved excise tax bill, it

was assumed that thisWas approval
by indirection.

Other developments of the past
week: House passed the excise tax
bill last Wednesday <10) after beat-
ing down a Democratic effort to
eliminate any admissions tax on
motion picture tickets costing 50c
or less. Senator Alexander Wiley
tR., Wis.) spoke on the Senate floor
about the distressed * condition of
film houses and introduced the
COMPO figures on theatre clos-
ings, Senator Andrew F. Schoep-
pel fR., Kas:) introduced the
COMPO bill to repeal admissions
tax: completely. Senator John
Sparkman <D., Ala.) endorsed the
bill and Senator Eugene Millikin
|R., Colo.), expressed sympathy
with the plight of the theatres.

Draws 20th Standoff

tin C’Scoped ‘People
After taking a long look at Tech-

nicolor’s imbibition print of “Night

People” CinemaScoper, which

opened last week at the Roxy The-

atre, N.. Y., 20tta-Fox has decided

that, on future pix, it’ll stick to

prints on 'Eastman Color positive.

On, giving “Night People” the
o.o.', the 20th brass was of the
opinion that the color was “ade-
quate” but not good enough to
warrant orders on further 'Scope
releases. “Night People” was the
first of 20th’s pix to be handled
entirely, by Technicolor /in its

stahdard
.
dye-transfer, imbibition

process.

All of 20th’s Cinemascope films
so far have been lensed on East-
man Color negative with Technl,
DeLuxe and other labs doing the
print work On Eastman Color posi-
tive. Latter comes considerably
higher than Technics imbibition
method which permits print man-
ufacture at 4.98c per foot. East-
man Color costs about 6V£c per
foot to process.

Techni has been having trouble
from the start adopting its imbi-
bition printing process to the wide-
screen Cinemascope system, but
its technicians have been hard at
work in an attempt to solve that
problem. Techni’s own capacity
for turning out “Eastman Color
prints is limited and this has re-
sulted in a sizable print bottleneck
which only now is beginning to be
broken. DeLuxe is carrying the
brunt of the demand for prints.

While it’s understood that, after
“Night People/’ there will be no
further imbibition prints of Cine-
mascope, it’s indicated that 20th
may reconsider in an emergency.
Whether this definition Includes
the foreign market isn’t clear.

DISNEY RE-EDITS

Cull Musical Bits From Features
For Shorts Series

‘KING AND I’ COSTING

HtHMMHM), C’SCOPE
Hollywood, March 16.

Twentieth-Fox will spend at

least $4,000,000 on the filming of

“The King and I,” screen rights

to which were acquired through
a profit-sharing deal with Rodgers
and Haramerstein. Shooting starts
this summer with Charles Brackett
producing in Cinemascope and
Technicolor. H&H will collabo-
rate with Brackett on the screen-
-play and provide additional songs,
according to Darryl F. Zanuck.
Team will get a possible $1,000,000
as its share.

.

Budget for “Kiqg” Will be ap-
proximately the same as those for
“The Robe” and “The Egyptian.”
R&H had a previous connection
with 20th-Fox in J945 . when the
studio filmed their “State Fair.”

France’s New Pic Pact Terms

Would Measure Their Favors By Reception Givei
French Features in U.S.

Various musical episodes from
Walt Disney features have been
culled for release as shorts entitled
“Marquee Musicals,” Series of six
will be released by RKO, with the
first, “Two for the Record.” star-
ring Benny Goodman, set for dis-
tribution April 23,

Others in the group include
“Casey at the Bat,” starring Jerry
Colonna; “Once Upon a Winter-
time,” starring Frances Langford;
“The Martins and (he Coys.” with
the King’s Men; “Little Toot” and
“Johnny Fedora and Alice Blue
Bonnet,” with the Ahdrews Sisters
starring in both.

French government is reliably
reported to have come up with yet
another proposal for a new film
agreement, this one involving the
issuance of visas on the basis of
French pix taken on for distribu-
tion in the U. S. Important aspect
is that indie importers could get
licenses and would be free to sell
them to the majors.

This latest French plan differs
from' any of the others discussed
so far, and it is of course far afield
from the original agreement signed
by. Motion Picture Export Assn.’s
Eric Jon hson on which the
French have now reneged.
Johnston, who last week returned

to Washington from the Argentine
ahd Brazil film fetes, is skedded to
go to France in the near future in
an attempt to unravel the pact
snafu.

As it’s understood in N.Y..- the
French

.

how are willing to issue
bonus import licenses to anyone
who takes French pix for distribu-
tion in the U.S. and handles them
effectively, i.e. for a gross which
the French consider satisfactory.

Tlie adoption of such a plan
would involve cutting the MPEA
share of permits to 90, which is

j

20 less than what they got under *

the last agreement which expii
in June, 1953.

While the French woudn’t ge
subsidy this way, they’d still
cumulate a dollar fund in the l
to promote their pix. This wo
be done by cutting the French
bn the price a major might pay
indie importer for his license.

The end result of all this,
Paris sees it4 would be an av
ability of licenses to the maj
who insist they can’t get along
90 permits; a bonus for indies v
might even get financial assists)
from the major distribs in acqt
Jng good French productions, i

a dollar fund /or the French wi
out. the need for a subsidy wh
they know would come under 1

fire of the Society' of Independ<
Motion Picture Producers.
What the reaction of the Amt

can majors to such a propo
Would be is uncertain since I

idea hasn’t, been formally broad
to MPEA as yet. It’s indicat
however, that it would be m<
acceptable than the last Frer
offer involving a reciprocity d
on 20 pix for which MPEA woi
have had to assume the respor

(Continued on page 17)
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'There’ll Be a Day!.
Minneapolis. March 16.

Current North Central . Al-
lied bulletin contains a threat
and warning to distributors
who, through Sargoy & Stein;
are starting a new series of
suits against exhibitors who al-

*

ledgedly are guilty of fraudu-
lent returns on percentage
pictures.

“Some day,” says the bulle-
tin, “the number of suits

brought by exhibitors’ who
were forced to buy what they
din’t want, to get whit they
did want, may make the anti-

trust lawyers and Sargoy &
Stein look like small potatoes.”

ALLIED NIXES

ARBITRATION,IF

LIMITED
Allied States Assn., as antici-

pated, has officially turned down
the Invitation of Eric Johnston,

prexy of the Motion Picture Assn.

Preparing Loew’s State, N.Y., for
the return of vaudeville will cost
the theatre about $30,000, . with a
major portion of outlay resulting
from changes caused by the instal-
lation of equlpmenf for the new
projection techniques.
When the Stete installed its* all-

purpose widescreen and
. stereo-

phonic sound, no provision was
made for flying the screen in case
the house decided to. return to
vaude. Flesh shows had been ab-
sent from the theatre for about
five years and chances of resurrect-
ing them were ignored in the early
excitement of the industry’s shift
to new types of projection.
To assure a perfect vTew from

all seats in the theatre for the
screen, lengthened in both height
and width, It was necessary to cut
a one-foot well in the stage. In
addition, three horns, were placed
in back of the screen for stereo
sound and the screen was’ perma-
nently bolstered with iron girders.
To put the stage back in shape

for vaude, theatre is filling in the
well in the stage. This is being
done via the construction of sepa-
rate platform units which will be
installed somewhat in the manner
of a jigsaw puzzle. In addition,
screen is being reconstructed so-
that it can be lifted for' stage per-
formances. Provisions are also be-
ing made to raise the -three stereo-

- (Continued on page 18)

of America, to take part in a “fresh

endeavor” to agree upon an ar-

bitration system for the industry.

Since the nix had been expected,

the MPAA, dfstrlbs and four other

exhib orgs are prepared to proceed
without Allied participation. John-
ston will shortly set a date for a
confab. '

Allied’s turndown was contained
in a letter from Ben Marcus, the
indie exhib outfit’s topper. Marcus,
reviewing actions taken by the Al-
lied board of directors, said that
“since, the invitation rules out the
only kind of arbitration which, in
the board’s opinion, would be of
immediate, substantial benefit to
the independent exhibitors, this
association cannot participate in
the negotiations.”

ROUND-THE-WORLD BALLY

Danny Kaye’s Unique Tour for His
’Knock on Wood*

Hollywood, March 16.

Danny Kayo is pulling some-
thing original iri film promotion

—

a round-the-world tour to plug his
own starrer, “Knock on Wood,”
made by his own company, Dena
Productions.

After the premiere' In Beverly
Hills, Kaye will bally the film in
New York and London, followed
by a six-week tour of South Africa.
Subsequently he will visit Paris,
Rome, Cairo, Bangkok, Singapore,
Tokyo and Honolulu, tub-thumping
as he goes.

L. A. to N.Y.
June Allyson
Fred Amsel
Lee Bowman
Karen Chandler
Florence Eldridge
Eddie Fisher
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Henry Ginsberg
Samuel Goldwyn
Freeman Gosden
Helen Gould
Ray Heindorf
Bill Holmes
‘Anna Karen
Loretta King
Marcella Knapp
Klaus Landsberg
Julius La Rosa
Hal Makelin
Fredric March
Wayne Morris
Jeff Morrow
Manie Sacks
Eugene Solow
Mark Stevens
Janis Paige
Jack Palance
Gabriel Pascal
James Westerfleld
Fred Wile, Jr.

Walter Winchell
Fred Zinnemann

To Techni Role

Hollywood, March 15.
Herbert T. Kalmus, Technicolor

prexy and general manager;
, took

bows for his lab fs contributions to
Paramount’s VistaVision wide-
screen process here yesterday
(Tues.) and indicated that, on the
basis of research still going on, a
further improvement in the clar-
ity and definition of VistaVision
prints in Technicolor could be ex-
pected.

Meeting, the press at his office
at Technicolor, Kalmus traced
Techni’s contributions to VistaVi-
sion and its efforts to prepare for
the widescreen era, and disclosed
that Techni is modifying six of its

regular three-strip cameras to turn
them into eight-perforation cam-
eras required for VistaVision.

Discussing Techni’s determina-
tion not to permit any changes to
be accompanied by an increase In
price, Kalmus pointed out that,
were the industry to switch to
color completely, It would require
more than 1,000,000,000 feet of
color positive prints. techni
charges 4.98c per foot for its dye
transfer imbibition prints. Other
processes charge . approximately
lV£c per. foot more.

“That difference . . . per year
would amount to $15,000,000, a sum
so large In comparison with the
profits of the industry during a

(Continued on page 13)

N. Y. to Europe
Claudio Arrau
Jussi Bjperling
Morton Gottlieb
Sylvia Marlowe
Fred Schwartz

. Spyros P. Skouras
Roger L. Stevens
Eli Wallach
Robert Whitehead

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Berlin
Jo Brooks
Joan Crawford
Helen Deutsch
Howard Dietz
Leonard Goldstein
Russell Holman
Robert L. Jacks
Bill Miller
Charles Ce Moskowitz
Charles M. Reagan
Robert Wells

Eurbpe to "N. Y.
I George Margolin
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List Include* Clark Gable, Bill Rodgers, Pete Smith,
J. M. Nicolaus, Chas. Kassnick

Under LOew-Metro’s retirement

plan which went into effect on
March 1, a total of 61 employees

on both east and west coasts will

have ankled the company from
March 1 to April 1. Under terms

of the plan, the normal retirement

date of an employee is the March
1st nearest his 65th birthday (60th

if a woman) or the 10th anniver-

sary of becoming a member of the

plan.

The 61 employees, who retired

this year, received^ either cash or
annuities, whichever they pre-

ferred, The annual amount of re-

tirement income payable from the
retirement date is 15%. of the em-
ployee’s average basic earnings
plus 10% of that portion of the
employee’s average basic earnings
which is in excess of $3,000.

The plan stipulates that the nor-

mal retirement income of any em-
ployee shall not exceed $49,700
per annum, in case of ah employee
whose eligibility is based upon em-
ployment prior to Dec. 17, 1952 or

$25,000 in case of any other mem-
ber of the plan.

With the consent of the com-
pany, an employee may remain in

active employment after his retire-

ment date and may retire at a later

date with the same benefits. In the

case of the 61 currently taking ad-
vantage of the plan, there were
some who wished to continue in

(Continued on page 17)

Attached To

'Saturation Ads
Minneapolis, March 16.

Independent exhibitors here and
throughout the territory are squak-
ing at what they call a new dis-
tributor “racket”—saturation book-
ings of alleged program pictures
on percentage terms in return for
the film companies’ using iarge
newspaper display ads naming the
theatres and towns where the films
W'ill play and the engagements’
dates.

Currently, Universal is employ-
ing the device for “Creature from
Black Lagoon” and “Saskatche-
W'an,"

There’s particular resentment
•gainst the percentage demand for
“Creature,” allegedly a low budg-
eted program release with Richard
Carlson, a non-big name star 4h
this territory, as the featured
player.

The complainers accuse 20th-
Fox of starting the “racket’

1
here.

Unless an exhibitor agrees to play
the pictures in question they don’t
get them on the initial release
dates and their theatres* names
are omitted from the large news-
paper ads, according to North Cen-
tral Allied here.

ROMM AT COLUMBIA

Former Vaude Agent Now On Film
Co/s Exec Staff

i J
Ty A. Romm has jbined Co-

lumbia’s executive staff in New
*ork as the studio’s eastern repre-
sentative. Romm’s show biz career
includes service as an artists’ rep,
hooking agent, film and television
producer.
.Romm’s duties will be to main-
ain close liaison between ihe

t
tudio 'Officials - and - the company’s

York sales and distribution

rTi
cs - Re w as recently the Music
rporation of America’s execu-

A„
e

V1® Coca Cola and Orchid
Award shows.

h^es no newcomer at Columbia
serVed as producer. at the

cCu/" 1948 o£
"
Ladie3 01 the

All-Time Heels
Jack Palahce’s villainy in

Paramount's “Shane” has
earned him first place on
George Stevens’ “All-Ameri-
can Team of Heels,” compiled
over a period of 30 years of
film production.; Other mem-
bers of the team, in calendar
order, are

:

Wallace Beery in “Behind
the Door.”

t

Lowell Sherman in “Way
Down East.”

Bette Davis in “Of Human
Bondage.”

Victor McLaglen in “The In-
former.”

Charles Laughton in “Mu-
tiny on the Bounty.”

Sidney Greenstreet in “The
Maltese Falcon,”

Jean Hersholt in “Greed.”
Paul Muni In “Scarface.”

*

Orson Welles in “The Third
Man.”
Alphonse Bedoya in “Treas-

ure of the Sierra Madre.”

With all details worked out for
the new $6,000,000 financing pro-
gram for Magna Theatre Corp.,
Wall St, underwriting outfits in-
cluding Kuhn, Loeb Co. and Carl
M. .Loeb, Rhoades Sc Co. are now
lining up individual investors to
take $4,000,000 in Magna notes.
Balance of $2,000,000 will be pro-
vided by United Artists Theatres
Corp., which now holds a major
part of Magna’s stock issue.

Kuhn, Loeb will take about
$1,500,000 of the notes, it’s figured.

Prospectus is now being readied
for circulation among individual
investors who will be limited to 50
in, number. This numerical limita-
tion will make the financial par-
ticipation a private, rather than
public, deal within the meaning of
the Securities Sc Exchange Com-
mission regulations.

LeRoy Warns Hollywood

Only Top Product Can

Keep Lead in Brazil

Hollywood, March 16.

• Mervyn LeRoy, recently re-

turned from the Brazilian Interna-

tional Film Festival, warned Hol-
lywood producers that they must
turn out high-grade pictures to

maintain their supremacy in the

South American market. At pres-

ent, he said, approximately 80% of

all films screened in Brazil are

made in Hollywood but other coun-
tries are putting on increasingly

aggressive selling campaigns.

“They like motion pictures in

Brazil,” be added, “and if we put
heart and zest into our pictures

for that market they will continue]
to lead. Every progressive step

here is receive<Lj&Uiuenthusiasm
down there. Cinemascope has just

been introduced to Brazil with the

opening of ‘The Robe.’ It is a spec-

tacular success down there. They
are also enthusiastic about 3-D

which they saw in ’Hondo.’ They
are on the lookout for the newest
and the best. A trip to Brazil

would put new heart into Holly-

wood. The general interest in our
pictures is reminiscent of the spirit

Hollywood had when it was con-

cerned with making exciting films

instead of gloomy prophecies.”

Not so vague in terms of money
is the meaning of the U S. Su-
preme Court’s decision in the
“Moon Is Blue” censorship hassle.
Tribunal found that “immoral”
wr.$ too “vague'’ a term on which
to base a blue-penciller’s rejection
of the film. Resultantly, previous-
ly-closed market areas are open-
ing for “Moon” and these repre-
sent an additional $500,000 or over
in distribution coin.
Ohio State Board of Motion Pic-

ture Censors on Monday ( 15) re-
versed its ban of the Otto Prem-
inger indie entry. Ohio is figured
in the trade at 'about 8% of the
national market, thus $300,000, at
least, will

.
be taken ‘ from that

state.

Add to this another $200,000
which is the minimum figured on
from other spots which have, or,
it’s hoped, will remove barriers
imposed before the Supreme
Court’s declaration. UA,.as distrib
of “Moon,” and Preminger won a
court reversal of a tabu in Mary-
land and the pic is now playing
that region. City censors in Kan-
sas City reversed their nix on tlie

pic and this area, too, is now open.
Still-standing censorship curbs

on “Moon” in the State of Kansas
and the City of Detroit are the
subject of pending litigation.

Only one locality is being given
p as a “lost cause,” according to

a Preminger rep. This is Jersey
City where “Moon” actually was.
given a court okay and a Hudson
County (N.J. ) grand jury, refused
to hand down an indictment against
the film or any theatre playing it;

But the J. C. police department
(Continued on page 13)

TIE-UP OF ALL

FILMS; BRITISH

THREAT
London, March 16.

Unless the Ministry of Labor
makes a dramatic intervention
very quickly, the British motion
picture industry faces a virtual 1

shut down. On Friday, the six
|

major laboratories, who are in
iflembership of the Film Labora-
tories Assn., put up the shutters
and, within a few days, filming of
current productions will be brought
to a standstill because of lack of

(Continued on page 18)

Einfeld’s Catchphrase
Provocative campaign, in-

volving extensive use of radio
and tv as well as a fast-build-

ing slogan, preceded the N. Y;
Roxy opening last week of
20th-Fox rs “Night People” In

CinemaScope.
Slogan coined by Charles

Einfeld, 20th ad-pub v.p., takes
its place besides such catch-
phrases as “What did Mildred
Pierce do?” 'and “Gable’s Back,
and Garson’s Got Him.” In
the case of “Night People”
it's: “We didn’t say ’Nice Peo-
ple,’ we said, ‘Night People’.”
Stunt line has garnered the
pic plenty attention.

Allied Artists rolled up a take,

before taxes, of $116,000 for Janu-

ary, 1954. These earnings, for the

first month of the company’s third
quarter are unaudited, prexy
Steve Broidy pointed out in a let-

ter to stockholders last week and
follow a healthy $180,871 net profit
chalked up for the six-month pe-
riod ended Dec. 26, 1953.

In a report on AA’s present and
anticipated business. Broidy told
shareholders that “current con-
ditions in the motion picture in-

dustry have placed us in a most
enviable position. It is our aim.’’

he added, “to capitalize in every-
way possible on this situation by
embarking on the strongest pro-
duction program in our history.”

Among factors behind the com-
pany’s decision to accellerate its

filmmaking, Broidy noted, are fine

b.o. showings of such current AA
product as “Jack Slade” and “Riot
in Cell Block 11.” Domestic gross
on the former, he predicted, will

exceed $900,000. “Riot,” it was
stated, will be the biggest grosser
in the firm’s history with a domes-
tic take seen topping the $2,000,000
figure held by the company’s “The
Babe Ruth Story.”

Over, the next three months ;

Broidy declared, “we will put 10
films before the cameras under
guidance of executive producer
Walter Mirisch.” One of these,
“Wichita,” will represent AA’s
first Cinemascope production in

Technicolor. Two others are also

to be lensed in Technicolor.

Exhibs, particularly those op-

posed to 20th-Fox’s policy on Cin-

emascope, have been quick to

jump on the SugerScope bandwag-
on. The new development by Jo-
seph ;«nd Irving Tushirskv is being
looked upon as the gimmick that
might alleviate the “present in-
tolerable condition.” Latter appar-
ently refers to 20th’s stipulation
that stereophonic sound is a
“must” for C'Scope showings. In
addition, .the new' lens,, which al-

lows for a variety of screen ratios,

is regarded as suitable for small
theatres which have been the main
Opponents of Cinemascope. There
are many exhibs who feel that ac-
ceptance among theatremen of the
Tushinsky system may cause 20th
to alter its adamant poliev regard-
ing the showing of C'Scope pic-

tures.

Based on enthusiastic reports by
Walter Reade Jr.. prexy of Thea-
tre Owners of America, and Wil-
bur Snaper, former tooper of Al-
lied States Assn., both of whom
witnessed the Tushinsky lens at a

;

recent Coast demonstration, a ree-
I prd turnout of exhibs is expected
at the first eastern demonstration
of SuperScope. It’s slated for the
RKO 86th St. Theatre on Monday
<22i.

Allied leaders from many sec-
tions of the country have signified

their intention of journeying to
New York for a gander at the new
projection technique. These in-

clude board chairman Abram F.

Myers, from Washington: Sidney
Samuelson, from Philadelphia, and
Robert Clark, of Oklahoma Allied.
Others are also expected.

Following the demonstration. Al-
lied Theatre Owners of New Jer-
sey has called a special luncheon
meeting for the Astor Hotel “for a
thorough discussion of the new
proc ess and *to attempt to come to
some conclusions,”

Schuyler Beattie, for the past

five years a member of Metro’s
Chicago sales department, has been
named film booker and buyer for

the William Goldman Theatres,

Philadelphia.

Advantages of Film-Making in Italy

Censorship Exists There (Mostly Political) But Not
So Rigid as in U.S. Says Ettore Giannini

Fear of censorship on the part of

Italian film producers is worse
than censorship itself, says Ettore
Giannini, one of the top Italian

screen and stage directors.

In N. Y. last week to supervise
final editing of his “Neapolitan
Carousel,” the first Italo Eastman-
color, musical, Giannini said he
liked the atmosphere surrounding
Italian production “because we
are still able to break through the

wall once in a while and experi-

ment.” This he attributed in part

to the large number of indies work-
ing in the Italian industry which
lacks, the “wheels within wheels”
restrictions of Hollywood’s large

studios.

The problem faced by Italo pro-

ducers re censorship, he related,

was that their limits aren’t spelled

out for them. “Unlike in the U.

where these limits are rigidly de-

fined, we go on a day-by-day basis,”

he said. “The result is that we put

as much as possible into our films

and then fight to retain it.” He in-

dicated that Italian producers are

beginning to take into account the
restrictions imposed by the Ameri-
can market. Political censorship
in Italy is difficult, he admitted,
but has currently eased off due to
unsettled conditions and the more
balanced position of the various
parties.

History of “Neapolitan Carou-
sel,” which he directed for Lux
Films, is unusual in that, up to last

week, he had never seen a complete
print of the musical. Lensed in

Pathecolor, this “ode to Naples,”
as he calls it, was rushed piece by
piece to the Pathe Labs in N. Y.
Latter, upon processing the nega-
tive, would send cryptic cables:
“Negative OK.”

“It was very mysterious,” Gian-
nini recalled. Film has been en-
tered at Cannes, the first Italo

musical ever to be registered in

that competish. Giannini said it

was a new formula for a musical,
representing a mixture between
the Hollywood and Italian manner
of viewing the commercial needs

(Continued on page 13)

Minneapolis, March 16.'

Militant North Central Allied,
which makes a fetish of continu-
ously flaying film companies, actu-
ally is taking up the cudgels in a
producer and distributor’s behalf
currently. It has started a cam-
paign to get bookings for United
Artists' “Try and Get Me" and
“Queen For a Day.”

In its Current bulletin it pleads
for the territory’s independent ex-
hibitors to help “fine producer”
Robert Stillman to “salvage some-
thing of his life and career” by
booking one or both of his afore-
mentioned latest pictures which
U.A. is distributing.

It says that after his two big
successes. "Champion” and “Home
of the Brave,” Stillmain formed a
new independent company to make
the two new pictures. But, for one
reason or another, “although they

(Continued on page 18)

BAHAMA STORY DEAL

Elia Kazan and Hume Cronyn
Talk Up Indie Film

Eli Kazan and Hume Cronyn
• are talking an indie film deal. Pair
i were currently on Crdnyn’s Ba-
hama island, Children’s Bay Cay,
where they expect to remain for

three weeks. The island may serve
as the background for the contcm-

i plated picture and location shots

]
may be filmed there.

!
Kazen r e c e n 1 1 y completed

“Waterfront,” which was filmed di-

rectly in New York. It’s set for

United Artists release. He's also

committed for a couple of proj-

ects at Warner Bros.
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•Salt at the Earth

Union view of mlneworkerx*
strike, Respite artistic values
Us chances as b.o. entertain-

ment is practically nit
/ ' 1 *

Independent productions Corp. releasa
presented wRh The International Union
of Mine, Mill 4c Smelter Workers. A Paul
Jarrico production. Stars Rossurs Revuel-
tas and Juan iChacon. Features, in pro-
fessional cast. Will Geer, David Wolfe,
Mervin Wliliaurie and David Saryls. . In
non-professlonil cast, Henrietta Williams,
Ernest Velasquez, Angela Sanchez. Joe T.

Morales. Clorinda- Alderette, Charles
Coleman. Virginia Jencks. Clinton Jencks.
vector Torres, E. A. Rockwell, William
Rockwell, Fiord Bostick. E. S. Conerly,
Mary Lou CsSUUo,- Frank Taleyera,
Adolfo Barela, Albert Munoz, Alford
Roos and members of the iOMMSW Local,

S90 in Bayard, N.M. Directed by Herbert
J. Biberman. Written by Michael Wilson;
music, Sol Kaplan. -Previewed March 12,

*54 at the Grande Theatre, N.Y. Running
time, f4 MINS.
Esperanaza Quintero . . Rosanra Revueltas
Ramon Quintero Juan Chacon
The Sheriff -

Will Geer
Btrton . David Wolfe
Alexander Mervin Williams
Hartwell David Sarvis
Teresa Vidal Henrietta Williams
Charlev Vidal ......... Ernest Velasquez
Consuelo^ Ruiz ......... Angela Sanchez
Sal. Ruiz Joe T. Morales
Luz Morales ClOrlnda Alderette
Antonio Morales Charles Coleman
Ruth Barnes Virginia Jencks
Frank Barnes ........... Clinton Jencks
Sebastian Prieto % Victor Torres
Vance E. A. Rockwell
Kimbrough William Rockwell
Jenkins . Floyd Bostick
Kalinsky . E. S. Conerly
EsteUa Quintero ....... Frank Talevera
Alfredo Adolfo Barela
Vicente Albert Munoz
District Attorney ..... Alford Roos

Chacon, ,a union leader lu teal life,

turns in a creditable acting job.

fill G6*r as the sheriff introduces!
an element of indecision jtt he pic-?

tore* a man who doesn't altogether
enjoy what hej§ told to do. Mer-
vin Williams contributes * smooth
bit as the mine superintendent.

Biberman’s direction achieves
distinctive quality. Most of the
picture is in low-key, underscor-
ing the dramatics. He concentrates
on misery and violence and anger
with a stark determination and a
flair for realism that is designed
to do much more than rouse sym-
pathy His sttbts are extremely
well ^composed and his camera

jangles chosen' for maximum -effect
Pic locationed at Silver City,
N. M., and catches the dusty deso-
lation of the countryside.

It is hard to quarrel with the
film when it speaks out against dis-
crimination, poverty and abuse.
But Biberman might well be asked
what he hopes to achieve by his
one-sided if provocative presenta-
tion. It is hard to believe that the
situation he pictures could exist in
a vacuum, without the influence of
public opinion and the attention of
the U. S. Bureau of Mines. “Salt”
has no Production Code seal.
Never applied, for One, either.

Hift.

mond, whom the Red* want jn ex-
change for AYery; Petmr Vim Ryckr

Amerlcan-Russian, an# the Others

are very capable. ^ _A atiU battfe-scarred Berlin pro*
vides interesting backgrounds for
the melodramatics an# fne C’SCop-
ing in Technicolor by Charles G.
Clarke 'makes valid use of the .set-

tings. It must be noted, however,
that the anamorphic

.
process was

not all it should have been at the
preview. Figure! were inclined to

distort at each side of the screen;

in other shots the images were
fuzzy, and there was .a noticeable

blur in some scenes when the cam-
eras panned; The stereophonic
sound was not allowed to .distract

except in opening and closing

shots, when it booms out noisily.

Scoring, editing and other produc-
tion factors are good, Brog.

The Mrfggie
(BRITISH)

Paul Douglas in Ealing com-
edy of small coastal craft tin

Scottish Waters; for arty thea-
tres in U.S.

Night People
(COLOR—C’SCOPE)

So much adverse publicity has
preceded “Salt of the Earth” that

it comes as something of a surprise

to find it a good, highly dramatic
and emotion-charged piece of work
that, in its pictorial values at least,

tells its story straight. It Is, how-
ever, a propaganda picture which
belongs in union halls rather than
motion picture theatres where au-
diences come for entertainment
and not lectures couched in dra-
matics.

It is a bitter tale that Michael
Wilson has concocted here and the
large cast acts it out with a con-
viction that obviously didn't re-

quire much prompting. The story
concerns Mexican miners in a
small New Mexican mining com-
munity, 'Zinc Town. They live in
shacks without plumbing. Large
families are cramped together and
above them lords “the company.”

A series of mine accidents
prompts a strike. The company at-

tempts to break it via acts of. in-

timidation that include arrest and
brutality. Finally, the Taft-Hart-
ley Act is invoked. As the men quit

the picketing, the women—who’ve
been fighting for equality within
the union—take over. Finally, as

a sullen, threatening crowd deters
the sheriff from evicting miner
families, the company gives in.

One would have to become quite
analytical to read the alleged
“Red” line into this Paul Jarrico
production.. It certainly -isn’t on
the surface even though scripter
Wilson can’t be accused of admir-
ing the owners. This is reminis-
cent of the social problem pix Hol-
lywood used to put out in the thir-

ties, and which since then have
gone out of vogue.

The “bosses,” who come in for
j

frequent and cutting mention, are.

the heavies and “the company” is

only out to discriminate against
and exploit the workers, particu-
larly if they’re- Mexican. All the
police are vicious and brutal de-
spite a lack of provocation, the rea-
son being that they are putty in
the bands of the company repre-
sentatives. In this story, if not in
life, all workers are noble, fearless
and self-sacrificing. Such b’ack-
and-white treatment seems oddly
out of place nowadays and certain-
ly makes suspect the purposes of
Jarrico and Herbert J. Biberman.
the director, in tackling this sub-
ject in the first place.

It is bound to occur to anyone
seeing this film that, even though
it may not be Communist, it must
become a triumphant argument in
the hands of those whose purpose
it is to yili'fy the United States, and
that certainly includes the Com-
munists. Because it treats a some-
what isolated situation from a dis-
tinctly biased point of view, “Salt”
will do only harm to the U. S. out-
side the U. S.

Since it tells its message In such
Impassioned terms, and with such
ah obvious lack of objectivity, audi-
ences and exhibs should be aware
of who’s behind the film. The In-
ternational Union of Mine, Mill &
Smelter Workers was kicked out of
the CIO because of its allegedly
Red-Dominated leadership. Biber-
man was one of the Unfriendly Ten
Who served a five-months jail sen-
tence for contempt of Congress.
Jarrico also has been in trouble
with Congress.

Yet as a piece of film artistry,
Salt achieves moments of true

pictorial excellence. Rosaura Rev-
ueltas. a Mexican actress playing
the wife of the strike leader, gives,
a taut, impressive performance’
that has real dimension. Juan

Topnot ch, contemporary
cloak - and - dagger thriller
C’Scoped against present-day
Germany. Excellent b.o. pros-
pects*

Hollywood, March 12.
20th-Fox release of Nufinally Johnson

production. Stars Gregory Peck, Brode-
rick Crawford. Anita Bjork. Rita Gam;
features Walter Abel, Baddy Ebsen,
Casey Adams, Jill Esmond, Peter Van
Eyck. Marianne Koch, Tcd-jAvery. Direc-
tion. and Screenplay by Johnson; from a
story by Jed Harris and Thomas Heed;
camera /Technicolor), Charles G. Clarke;
editor. Dorothy Spencer; music, Cyril
Mockridge; musical direction. Lionel
Newman. Previewed- March. 10, *M. Run-
time time, VS MINS.
Col. Van Dyke Gregory Peck
Leatherby Broderick Crawford
Hoffy Anita Bjorfc
Miss Cates Rita Gam
Foster Walter Abel
Srt. McCoUoch Buddy Ebsen
Frederick S. Hobart...... Casey Adams
Frau Schindler JU1 Esmond
Petrechine Peter Van Eyck
Kathy1 Marianne Koch
Johnny Ted Avery
Burns Hugh McDermott
Whitby . Paul Carpenter
Stanwaye John Horsley
Lakeland Lionel Morton

London, March 2.

G.F.D. release of Ealing Studios-Michae)
Balcon production. Stars Paul Dowries:
features Hubert Gregg, Alex Mackenzie,
Abe Barker, James Copeland, Tommy
Kearins. Directed by Alexander Mackem
drick. Screenplay, William Rose; camera.
Gordon Dines; editor, Peter Tanner;
music, John Addison. At Odeon, Leices-
ter Square. London. Running time. VI
MINS. «

Marshall Paul Douglas
Skipper Alex Mackenzie
Mate James COMland
Engineer Abe Barker
Wee Boy Tommy Kearins
Pusey " Hubert Gregg
Cambell Geoffrey Keen
Miss Peters Dorothy Alison
Reporter Andrew Kelr.
Sarah Meg Buchanan

Mark DignamLaird

This is i topnotch, exciting
cloak-and-dagger thriller, modern-
ly-paced and with excellent box-
office chances in most of all situa-
tions. With a story setting in pres-
ent-day Germany, where it was
filmed, the picture has a contem-
porary feel that will make it catch
on with all who like a modern
melodrama. An added contempo-
rary touch is CinemaScope, mak-
ing it the first up-dated meller in
that medium and giving it extra
sales value in the big key bookings.
Nunnally Johnson gets a clean

triple for his smart handling of the
production, direction and scripting.
The guidance is good all around,
but most particularly noticeable in
the effective casualness with which
he treats the heavier melodramatic
angles to the plot and the playing.
Also, there’s a political awareness
in the dialog, again done with an
offhand touch that is extremely ef-
fective. In the casting, too, he has
chosen just the right players and
drawn potent performances from
them, as from stars Gregory Peck,
Broderick Crawford,* Anita Bjork,
Rita Gam.
The screenplay is based on a

story by Jed Harris and Thomas
Reed, which tells of the kidnap-
ping of a young American soldier
and how a CIC officer manages to
get him back safely to the western
zone by being quicker-witted than
the GI’s captors and their agents.
Peck plays the colonel and how he
brings off the rescue makes for
plenty of suspense-laden, and cred-
ibly conceived footage, since he
has to fool the East Berlin Reds,
the hangover Nazis working with
them: handle Crawford, stateside
industrial tycoon who has come to
Berlin to see that things are done
right, and quickly, to rescue his
son; and placate the State Depart-
ment, which -Wants no illegal traf-
ficking that might have serious in-
ternational repercussions. Peck
and Crawford are extremely good
as the top male stars.

Chief heavy in the melodrama is

.ably enacted by Miss Bjork, who
through most her footage appears
to be a friendly agent trying to
help Peck. Miss Gam, not com-
pletely fooled by the agent, makes
an excellent appearance as Peck’s
secretary. Buddy Ebsen soundly
values his role of master sergeant
aiding the colonel, as well as add-
ing a number of natural chuckles.
Walter Abel clicks as a cigaret-
cadging medical officer. Also scor-
ing is Casey Adams as the State
Department man, while Ted Avery,
the young soldier; Marianne Koch,
his fraulein girl friend; Jill Es-

One of the small coastal colliers

which ply in Scottish waters pro-
vides the main setting for this, hew
Ealing comedy. The' story of a
hustling American businessman
who gets involved with a leisurely-
minded but crafty skipper, gives
the film an Anglo-U.S. flavor. The
casting of Paul Douglas provides
some marquee strength and the
film should rate as a good average
attraction for the arty theatre cir-

cuit.

The yarn has been subtly writ-
ten as a piece of gentle and -casual
humor. The pace is always leisure-
ly, and the background of Scottish
lakes and mountains provides an
appropriate backcloth to the story.
The picture has - been' directed
-without any attempt to force the
pace. Fine camera work highlights
the natural scenery.
The skipper of “The Maggie” is

a crafty old sailor, short of cash to
make his little coaster seaworthy
By a little smart practice he gets a
contract to transport a valuable
cargo but when a hustling Ameri-
can executive realises what has
happened, he planes from London
to Scotland to get his goods trans-
ferred to another vessel. For the
best part of 90 minutes^ he is out-
witted by the old sailor, sees his
cargo jettisoned and . even refuses
to accept the return of the cash he
paid in advance, '

There is virtually an all-male
cast with only minor bits for a few
femme players. Douglas, playing
the American executive, provides
the perfect' contract between the
old world and the new. His is'

a

reliable performance which avoids
the pitfall of overacting. Alex
Mackenzie makes the old skipper
a lovable and sympathetic charac-
ter while James Copeland and Abe
Barker, as the other senior mem-
bers of the crew, fit into the gen-
eral pattern. Tommy Kearins as
the “wee boy” on “The Maggie”
plays the role with a nice impish
touch. Hubert Gregg and Geoffrey
Keen fill the principal supporting
roles in the right spirit. They are
ably supported by the remainder
of the cast.

General technical credits are up
to standard although a little more
scissoring in later stages would be
an asset. Myro.

Drive a ('rooked Road

Occasionally interesting -melo-
dramatic programmer starring
Mickey Rooney.

Hollywood. March 16.
Columbia release of Jonie Taps produc-

tion. Stars Mickey Rooney, Dianne Foa<
ter; features Kevin McCarthy, Jack KeHy
Harry Landers, Jerry Paris, Paul Picerni
Dick Crockett. Directed by Richard
Quine. Screenplay, Blake Edwards;
adapted by Quine from a story by James
Benson Nablo; camera, Charles Lawton
Jr.; editor, Jefome Thoms; musical di-
rector, Ross DlMaggJo. Previewed March
11 , *54. Running time, S3 MINS.
Eddie Shannon Mickey Rooney
Barbara Mathewa ' Dianne Foster
Steve Norris Kevin McCarthy
Harold Baker ............. . ack .Kelly
R*lnh Harry Landers
Phil Jerry ' Paris
Carl Paul PiceriU
Don .../'-rri-r; Dick Crockett
Garage Foreman Mort Mills
Marge Peggy Maley

The programmer market wil
find “Drive a Crooked Road” jus
an occasionally interesting melo-
drama proving that crime doesn't
pay. It has been handled with fair

eorapetenceUigough most of the
foqt*g«$ bat i|- has * depressing
quality* ana a tragic coding' that

will top It from nfcnf liked, gen-
erally, . It will play off as a lower-
case duel dater mostly.

'

Story Is the ages-old one about
man tempted by woman into crime.
Things are so set up that audiences
will sympathize both With the man,
and the woman who tempts him.
but there’s no twist that can put
a happy ending on' the affair, so
the inevitable downbeat ending is

easily anticipated. Mickey Rqoney
appears as a woman-shy auto
mechanic, expert at sports car rac-

ing, and Dianne Foster is the lure
who uses nature’s bait to trick him.
inter participating, in a bank hold-
up. Audiehce sympathy will be
with both, mostly because they
give their characters understand-
ing histrionics that are believable.
Richard ’Quine directs the Jonie

Taps production from his own
adaptation of a story by James
Benson Nablo, which Blake Ed-
wards scripted. Since the plot line
isn’t

.
going anywhere except to-

wards its inconclusive, although
moralistic, ending, the makers have
spent a lot of time with inciden-
tals, particularly in the first 43
minutes of footage. . The show
(brags considerably in the first half,

but the last half has plenty of
melodramatic pacing tied in with
blueprinting and executing the
robbery.
Kevin McCarthy and Jack Kelly

do passable chores of the New
York hoods out to rob a bank in
Palm Springs. For a safe getaway,
they need someone to tool a
hopped' up jalopy over a back road
through the mountains and Rooney
is picked. They assign McCarthy’s
girr friend. Miss Foster to handle
Rooney and it 'doesn’t take her long
to get him. , She starts her part
of the job willingly, but soon re-
grets it, so much so that she tries
to save him at the end, resulting
in the violent deaths of the two
hoods, leaving she and Rodney to
face the demands of justice.

Playing caricatures of the male
wolf-pack, unbelievably broad In
writing and direction, are Jerry
Paris, Paul Picerni, ick Crockett
and Mort Mills, garage mechanics
who slobber and howl at every
passing femme. Harry .Landers
fares better as another mechanic
friendly to Rooney. The picture
has some good road racing se-
quences, well-lensed by Charles
Lawton, Jr., and the other techni-
cal contributors do their jobs in
okay fashion.-, Brog.

—

Yankee Paalia
(COLOR)

into the Moroccan haxem of Bart
Roberts- florae ttd sea riiases, and
mats apt-* individual chtsfiei are
used to convey = movement, while
harem beauties are' spotted at in-
tervals for right appeal. In regard!
to the Miss. Universe- beauties used
in the fffm, it’s a good thing for
them Miss Fleming wasn’t com-
peting. On her the harem scantfes
and Technicolor look exceptionally
good. Chandler tsan ^acceptable
here and Roberts an okay heavy.
Mamie Van Dorert, U’s Monroe-

ish blonde curve-pitcher, stirs up
some chuckles as a. talkative harem
slave. Among some of the others
getting by in their characteriza-
tions are Lee J. Cobb, sultan; Hal
March, native officer who! helps
Chandler’s rescue operations; Ar-
thur Space, U.S. Consul in Moroc-
co: Tudor Owen and Benny Rubin.
The color lensing by Carl Guth-

rie is capable in sharpening the
visual Values and the other techni-
cal functions are carried out
expertly. Brog.

The Searlfl Speer
(COLOR)

Typical U sex-and-sand ad-
venture, with Jeff Chandler,
Rhonda Fleming, Technicolor
and average outlook.

Hollywood, March 12.
Universal release of Howard Christie

production. Stars Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Fleming; features Mamie Van Doran, Leo
J. Cobb. Bart Roberts. Directed by Joseph
Pevney. Screenplay, Joseph Hoffman;
based on the novel by Edison Marchall;
camera (Technicolor). Carl Guthrie; edi-
tor, Virgil Vogel. Previewed March 9,
'54. Running time, 13 MfNS.
Jason Jeff. Chandler
Roxana Rhonda Fleming
Lilith Mamie Van Doren
Sultan Lee J. Cobh
Omanld-Dln Bart Roberts
Hassan Serdar .... Hal Maroh
Ellas Derby Tudor Owen
Richard O'Brien ......... Arthur Space
Jimil -Benny Rubin
Baidu Said Phil Van Zandt
Dick Bailey Harry Lauter
First Mate Miller John Day
Miss Universe Chrlatlane Martel
Miss United States Myrna Hansen
Miss Japan Klnuko Ito
Miss Panama Emita Arosemena
Miss Norway Synove Gulbrandsen
Miss Uruguay AUcla Ibanez
Miss South Africa ’. Ingrid Mills
Miss Australia Maxine Morgan

Universal has another of its sex-
and-sand adventure, features in
“Yankee Pasha,” a type of subject
with which the studio has had con-
siderable success over the years.
This one should give an average
account of itself, since it is
equipped with the standard ingre-
dients. as well as having the names
of Jeff Chandler, Rhonda Fleming
and Technicolor for the marquees
to flaunt.

Critically, it’s not much of _
show, being shy of story merit and
reasonably credible action and per-
formances. However, such lack has
never seemed to bother the other
s-and-s features. All the trappings
to go with this type of highly fan-
ciful adventure tale are supplied
under Howard Christie’s produc-
tion supervision and Joseph Pev-
ney’s direction guides it along
stock action trails that range from
New England to France to Mo-
rocco.

Edison Marshall’s swashbuckling
novel had a lot more punch in
print than it does on the screen, so
Joseph Hoffman’s script has only
occasional flashes of imaginative
action capable of holding the
viewer. The derring-do concerns
the rescue of Miss Fleming, New
England girl, by Chandler, fron-
tiersman, after she has been cap-
tured by Barbary pirates and sold

Slow - moving African loea-

tioner for the secondary situa-

tions,
’

United Artist*, release Of Present-Day
(Charles Reynolds) production. Features
John Bentley, Martha Hyer. Written and
directed by George Breakaton and . Ray

S
tahl. Camara OTechnlcolor). Bernard
lavlest editor, John Shirley; music. Ivor

Slahey. Tradeshown. N.Y;, March 10, .
*34.

Running time* 7S MINS.
Jipi Barnacoa John Bentley
Christine Martha Hyer
Moras!' Moras!

Africa's flora, fauna and tribal

customs again come in for photo-
graphic scrutiny via “The Scarlet
Spear.” Any of these categories
have the basic requisites of an en-
tertaining film. But, unfortunately,
this Charles Reynolds production
is so slim on story and direction
that it. emerges as^a tedious chron-
icle suitable !only as supporting
fare for the duals.
Written and directed by George

Breakston and Ray Stahl, the film
primarily .recounts the efforts of

a tribal chief to prove himself a
worthy; successor .

to his father
under ''a long standing tradition.

His assignment Is a minor varia-

tion of Hercules’ famed 12 labors
for he’s called upon to demonstrate
his courage, stamina and sundry
other qualities.

While chieftain Morasi is run-
ning the gauntlet as it were, he's

bring -closely observed by district

commissioner John Bentley
.
Who

fears that the- ritual of dipping the
“scarlet spear" into the blood of

an adversary will stir up tribal

warfare. Final member of the three
character cast is Martha Hyer who
joins. Bentley's- vigil as a mag cor-
respondent in seach of a story.

Bernard Davie? Technicolor
camera takes over from there for
the thin plot is merely a peg to
hang scene upon scene of the
Kenya terrain as well as views of
its animal inhabitants; Some of
the shots are in the best travelog
tradition but others are clichea
such as fights between a mongoose
and a cobra.
Of the trio of players it’s safe

to say that the laconic Bentley is

the most impressive. Miss Hyer
seems out of place in amidst the
snakes and safaris while Morasi
(who portrays himself) is rather
colorless although he acquits him-
self favorably in' hand-to-haiid
combat with snakes and other jun-
gle denizens. Editing of John
Shirley is remiss in that repetitious
footage could have been trimmed
considerably. Ivor Slaney’s score
i§ adequate as are other technical
credits. Gilb.

The Geod Die Young
(BRITISH)

Big Anglo-U.S. cast in tense
dramatic) subject; shapes as

steady boxoffice proposition.

London, March 9.

1FD release of Roihulus-Remus produc-
tion, Stars Laurence. Harvey. Gloria Cm*
hame, Richard Basehart, Joan Collins,
John Ireland, Rene Ray, Stanley Baker.
Margaret Leighton, Robert Morley. Di-

rected toy Lewis GUbert. Screenplay. Ver-
non Harris and Lewis Gilbert from novel
by Richard Macauley; camera. Jack
Asher; editor. Ralph Kemplen: music,
Georges Auric. At Odeon. Leicester
Square. Lotidon, March 2, '34. Running
time, 99 MINS.
Rave Laurence Harvey
Denise Gloria Grahame
Joe .. ; Richard Basehart
Mary Joan Collins
Eddie -John Ireland
Angela ; . Rene Ray
Mike Stanley Baker
Eve Margaret Leighton
Sir Francis Robert Morley
Mrs. Freeman Freda Jackson
Tod Mailin Lee Patterson
Dc. Reed Walter Hudd

There is a major lineup of talent,

in this independently-made British

pic, but fulfillment ^oes not quite

come up to expectations. Although
there is basically a tense dramatic
theme, the scrappy treatment,

necessitated by the omnibus type

of story*>: robs the film of some of

its suspense and. values. N^verthe-:

less, With its strong marquee
(Continued on page 22)



Unveiling of Paramount's Vista-

Vision and of the Tushinsky Super-

Scope projeqtion system has in-

creased exhib pressure on 20th-

Fox to modify its Cinemascope

oolicy. The smaller theatre oper-

ators want Cinemascope without

stereophonic sound or else stand-

ard-version prints of 'Scope re-

leases.. v

Getting increasing attention, too,

is the as yet undetermined posi-

tion of 20th re the projection of

its films via the Tushinsky anamor-

phic lens which, set at a 2.55 or

2,66 to 1 ratio, is compatible with

Cinemascope..

A1 Lichtman, 20th director of

sales, said in N. Y. last week that

20th hasn't as yet made up its

mind on that question and that its

brass is awaiting the N. : Y. demon-
stration of the variable lens. How-
ever, 20th engineers have seen the

lens in action on the Coast.

Earl I. Sponable, 20th's techni-

cal director* said hfs reports indi-

cated that the Tushinsky prism

system was good UP to a ratio of

2 to 1 and that it fell off "badly”

after that. "When it comes to the

CinemaScope ratio, there is no
question whatever of the superi-

ority of our lens," he declared.

Many exhibs feel that, should a

large number of theatres snap up
the Tushinsky lens, which will sell

at $700 a pair compared to the $1,-

800 asked for by 20th for its 'Scope

lenses, 20th may not have too much
of a choice on whether or not to

go along. Particularly they feel

this is so since, with the gradually
diminishing rims of 'Scope pix,

20th will need all the outlets it

can get.

This fits in with the tenor of

comment which holds that the
train of recent events, i.e. Vista-

Vision and the willingness of some
(Continued on page 17)

Tushinsky Lens

At $700; Quantity

The Tushinsky variable anamor-
phic lens which goes under the

tradename SuperScope will be

marketed by National Screen Serv-
ice. Latter is hopeful of obtaining
the prism unit in quantity towards
the end of April.

Meanwhile, it expects to have
available soon lenses at the rate
of 10 pairs a day. They’ll be sold
at $700 a pair in the U. S.

The Tushinsky system involves
a special printing process and a
special projection lens attachment
which is adjustable to any ratio
up to 3 to 1. Prints must be pre-
pared in the ratio in which a film
js to be exhibited. The process
is said to be capable also Of reduc-
ing CinemaScope pix to more
standard proportions. .

_
First eastern demonstration of

SuperScope, in which exhibs have
shown considerable interest foliow-
mg Coast screenings, has been
skedded for N. Y. ort March 22
with Joseph and Irving Tushinsky
as hosts.

C’SCOPE 'ICE CAPADES’

IN 20TH-HARRIS DEAL
Hollywood, March 10.

20th-Fox will make "Ice Capades”
in CinemaScope in deal with John
H. Harris, whose bladeshow has
played to better than 24,000,000
in 14 years. He gets hefty percent-
age for turning over entire produc-
tion, including stars Donna At-
wood, Bobby Specht.

Story line is being developed to
tie together production numbers,
Leonard Goldstein, Robert Jacks
will produce for 20th.

"Ice Capades” annual gross as
auditorium attraction is in excess
of $5,000,000.

HARRY ARTHUR

PRODS C’SCOPE

ON SOUND
Reminding 20th-Fox that indie

exhibs are "the bread-and-butter”
accounts which make profits possi-
ble, Harry C. Arthur, Jr. last week
urged 20th prexy Spyros P.

Skouras to reconsider the com-
pany’s policy on stereophonic
sound and to arrange for compara-
tive tests of CinemaScope with
one-track and multi-track sound.

:—In his letter to Skouras, the
chairman of the Southern Califor-

nia Theatre Owners Assn, admitted
20th's right to sell CinemaScope
any way it pleases,,, but called its

demands re stereophonic sound
"completely prohibitive, exorbitant,

arbitrary and unfair” to smaller
exhibs.
"Perhaps fairness in business

has no Importance insofar as cor-

porate profits are concerned,” he
wrote. "But we of the Southern
California Theatre Owners Assn,

believe implicity that it does.”

The theory if illusionary sound,

good as it may be, "actually is not

vital to the appreciation of Cinema-
Scope,” Arthur declared. "Basically

it is merely a device to augment
the projection of a film. Some

(Continued on page 17)

WARNERS TRAILERIZE

CINEMASCOPE ABROAD
Efforts to step up interest in

CinemaScope abroad’ are being

pushed by Warner Bros, via a spe-

cial trailer in the medium which

is being shown to the company’s
foreign sales staff as well as ex-

hibs. Object of the 17-minute film

is to convince exhibs that a plenti-

ful supply of C’Scope pictures will

be available. It shows, scenes from
six WB C'Scope films, including

"The Command,” ’’Lucky Me,”

"Thfe High and the Mighty,” "Ring

of Fear,” "The Talisman,” and "A
Star is Born.”
Designed originally primarily as

WB inter-company sales pitch, with

executive veepee Jack L. Warner
outlining the company's upcoming
product, the film presents all the

company's forthcoming pictures,

including non-C’Scopers. For the

latter, Warner holds up a copy of a

novel set for filmization or the

Streibert Visits De Mille
Washington, M;

Theodore C. Streibert
? .,^e U.S. Informatioi
left today (16) for Holl
meet with Cecil B. De
agency's top consultant <

Pictures. With Streibert
W, smith, Jr., chi

nternational motion pic
of USIA, and fori

manager for 20th-Fox.
Sef!°ns wW deal witl

th<*

n Hi® a8ency wme motion picture indu

script of a picture not yet in pro-

duction. Only scenes from the

C’Scopers are shown. Picture was

unveiled to WB sales staff and ex-

hibs in Britain,

. The ABC circuit in Great Brit-

ain, partly owned by Warners, is

planning to cut the film, eliminat-

ing the inter-company palaver, for

presentation as a trailer in thea-

tres. The domestic distrib organi :

zation, under Ben Kalmenson, is

contemplating a similar move.

Feeling is that the showing of

scenes from the upcoming C’Scop-

ers Would provide a big lift to ex-

hibs as well as film audiences.

One of the most diversified and
solid lineups of product in many
years, with a hefty sprinkling of
features aimed primarily at chil-
dren, has been schedqjed for the
nation’s theatres during the up-
coming Easter Week. Unlike last
Christmas week which lacked a
single entry for the moppet trade,
the bookings for the spring holiday
season have been carefully selected
to corral the small-fry market. In
addition, the distribs have made
available a number of pictures of
sufficient entertainment value to
encompass the taste of the entire
family, from grandparents down to
grandchildren.

As a result of the varied prod-
uct slated for Easter hookings, dis-

tribs and exhibis> are anticipating
a socko business stanza before the
entry of the warm weather season
and the natural shift to outdoor
activities. Following the Easter
season, there is usually a slough off

in biz which doesn’t usually pick
up until late July and August,

Gotham theatres are particularly
geared for the kid trade during
the Easter season. Both the RKO
and Loew’s circuit, as well as the-
atres which play the same split as

these chains, have been doing
plenty advance bally aimed speci-

fically at the young film-goers.

Pub-ad execs of the major circuits

conferred with Leo $amuels, Walt
Disney sales chief, to work out a

campaign for "Pinocchio,” which
is slated for 100 theatres in greater

(Continued on page 13)

CAR SPEAKER

SHOWN
New stereophonic sound device

for drive-ins was demonstrated in

N. Y. Monday (15) by the Ampex
Corp. It’s estimated that it will

cost ozoners of a 500 to 750-car
capacity $25,000 tops to equip with
the new in-car speakers. This takes
in the screen, wiring and the mag-
netic pickup but not labor.

The Ampex unit, triangular in

shape, consists of three three-inch
speakers, two of them facing

towards the windshield and the
third directly into the car. To be
manufactured of light plastic, the

case can be hung from the mirror
or attached to the defrosting ledge
on the windshield. Cost of each
speaker unit is put at $12.

The speaker was demonstrated
in a car parked in front of the
20th-Fox homeoffice. Jim Mahon,
Ampex sales manager, explained
that the sound from the two side-

speakers bounces off the windows
and thereby provides a "surround”
effect. Both Ampex and 20th execs
consider this a vast improvement
over the normal monaural sound
in ozoners.

Demonstration. using music
only, achieved an unusual effect,

with the sound broadening per-
(Continued on page 18)

’ARROW IN DUST’ IN

INTERSTATE QUADEBUT
Dallas, March 16.

Allied Artists' "Arrow in the

Dust” has been set for a premiere
in four top house? of the Inter-

state Circuit on April 30th, accord-

ing to James Prichard, southern

division manager. Technicolor pic

starring Sterling Hayden and pro-

duced by Jayes
.
Goetz will bow

simultaneously in the Metropoli-

tan, Houston; the Ellaney, El Paso;

Palace, Fort Worth and the State

or Martini, Galveston.

Preem will be backed by a heavy

tv, radio and newspaper campaign,

following the same pattern that re-

rently launched so successfully

“Riot in Cell Block 11."

20th Bui

WINNER OF '45 OSCAR

INTO HARD-UP RIVOL!
Rivoli Theatre, Broadway show-

case, closed last night (Tues.) but'
reopening date already is set.

House re-lights March 23 with a
rerun of Paramount’s ‘The Lost
Weekend.” Engagement is being
timed to coincide with the March
23 Academy Award announce-
ments, the point being that
"Weekend” copped the 1945 Oscars
for best pic,, direction; male star
and screenplay. Also, Jane Wyman,
femme star of the film, owns an
Oscar for * her performance in

"Johnny Belinda.”

“Weekend” had its N. Y. preem
at the Riv on Dec. 1, 1945. It

ran 17 weeks.

YATES’ LONDON

ATTACK ON

STEREO
London, March 16.

Herbert J. Yates, president of
Republic Pictures, celebrated his
45th anniversary in show business
by addressing the general council
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors’
Assn, kt a Savoy Hotel reception
and put the question: ’’Are we on
the eve of a cockeyed dimensional
binge throughout the world?”

In a speech, which told British
exhibitors all the things they want-
ed to hear, Yates made an unquali-
fied attack on gadgets and gim-
micks, and reiterated his own pol-

icy of sticking to the middle of the
road and continuing with the pro-
duction of conventional size pix
which would also be available for
widescreen.
Agreeing that widescreen minus

stereophonic sound should be a
must, Yates contended it should be
limited to approximately 35 ft., as
anything wider depreciated the
photographic quality by producing
grain and distortion. It was like
stretching a rubber band beyond
its normal range of elasticity which
caused distortion in the centre and
both ends.
Explaining why Republic had not

adopted stereo sound and why they
were not recommending it. Yates
listed three factors. Firstly, cost
of installation was excessive; sec*
ondly, many theatres, especially
those with narrow auditoriums,
were not acoustically able to re-

(Continued on page 15)

STRONG STORY STRESS

BY UNIVERSAL'S MUHL
Hollywood, March 16.

Edward Mulil, Universal’s pro-
duction veepee, has lined up eight
best-sellers and dramas for 1954,
laying stress on the theory that
the

t
story’s the thing in motion

pictures. List includes "The
Shrike,” Pulitzer Prize winning
play; "All Boats Away,” best-seller
by Kenneth Dobson; “Foxfire.” by
Anya Seton; “The Galileans" by
Frank G. Slaughter; "Tacey Chom-
well” by Conrad Richter;. “All
That Heaven Allows” by Edna and
Harry Lee; “Mississippi Landing”
by Ben Lucien Burman, and the
Collier's mag yarn, "They Stole
$2,500,000”

I

"We have long recognized that
story content is perhaps the single
most important factor in blue-
printing a successful picture,”
Muhl said. "An important yard-
stick of public acceptance obvi-
ously is the support accorded by
this same public to a long-running
play or a best-selling novel. Our
job therefore is to acquire these
and to translate them on the screen
in worthwhile and entertaining mo-
tion pictures.”

on Feet
CinemaScope not only is boosts

ing theatre grosses, it's also help-
ing exhibs to stay in business and
in soma*, instances has actually
been instrumental in reopening
houses that had shuttered.

Records of. 20th-Fox bear wit-
ness to the extent to which show-
men have J)een impressed by Cine-
maScope as a b.o. tonic. A num-
ber’ of theatres that had actually
closed their doors have installed
‘Scope and now have been taken
off the "sick” list.

The Moton Theatre in Norfolk,
Va. t a 600 seater formerly called
the Elton, is one case. The Pano-
rama Theatre, New Orleans, which
seatsT,500 and was formerly called
the Strand, is another. House
went back into business with ’'Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes” and sat it

out until it could get. "The Robe."
From there the sledding was easy.
The darkened Norwalk Theatre

in Norwalk, Conn., installed Cine-
maScope and re-lit its marquee
with “The Robe.” It’s been doing
fine since with subsequent ’Scope
releases.

In Chicago, the Beverly Theatre
was on the brink of shuttering
when it won the bid for ^The
Robe.” The Beverlj’ is back in the
swing of things. <

According to 20th, the interest
in ‘Scope has been widespread and
not necessarily enfined to the
biggie showcases alone. Indie ex-
hibs are climbing on the Cinema-
Scope bandwagon, 20th reports,
and these theatre^ are ordering
stereophonic sound for what they
consider to be a solid investment
in the future of their houses.
To exhibs who complain about

shortening ’Scope runs. 20th has
two stock answers: (1) You're com-
paring other pictures to “The
Robe” and that is neither fair nor
reasonable. (2) Wherever they
have played, CihemaScope films
have inevitably grossed high above
what the same picture in normal
version might have, produced. 20th
at present is putting high expecta-
tions in “Prince Valiant,” the
Easter release, which it maintains
will provide a big boost for the
process.

No Drive-In

There’ll be no rush of drive-ins
to embrace stereophonic sound and
those companies that are willing to
be satisfied with just a larger
screen stapd to do a landslide busi-
ness this year.

That’s the opinion of Phil Smith,
prexy of Smith Management Co.,
which operates 21 ozoners in the
New England area. “It makes ho
sense at all to take a healthy baby
and try to doctor it,” he com-
mented. “The drive-ins are the
healthiest part of exhibition. They
just don’t need the fancying up
treatment.”
Smith took issue with estimates

that it would cost $25,000 to equip
drive-ins with stereo sound. “By
the time you get through build-
ing a new screen-tower and put-
ting in all the equipment the cost
comes closer to $60,000 to $70,000,”
he declared. “In view of this ex-

(Continued on page 17)

’Oklahoma’ Shoots July 1

New starting
,
date for the Sens-

ing of "Oklahoma” now is fixed
for July 1, according to Oscar Hatn-
merstein 2d. Latter said in N. Y.
this week that there hadn’t been
any decision as yet on which lot

the musical would be made or who
would be in the leads.

Film is to be the first to be pho-

tographed in the Todd-AO wide-

screen process. Hammerstein indi-

cated that a decision on cast would

be made in the near future.



PICTtltB GROSSES

LA. Lags; ‘Rose Marie Rich $19,000,

24G, ‘Jivaro 7G, Hiller 2JG, 4th

Los Angelas, March 16, 4
First-runs are hitting a near-

normal- pace in the current .week,

being helped by three of flve new
entries. “Rose Marie” shapes brisk

$19,000 or near at the Egyptian

while “New Faces,” another C’Sco-

per, looms good $13,000 at Fox
WUshire. “Beachhead”

,

is rated

good $24,000 in four theatjres.^

Other newcomers are milder,

“Jivaro” and “Alaska Seas” is okay

$7,000 at Palace but is light in five

drive-ins. “Duffy of San >Quentin

and “Crime Wave” is slim $11,000

in two sites and slower in foiir

ozoners. '

,

• •

Most holdovers are beginning to

slip. One exception to this offish

trend is “Glenn Miller Story,”

smooth $23,000 in fourth round,

two lpcations. Other is “Cinerama,’

hefty $33,300 in 45th stanza .at

Warner Hollywood.
Estimates for This Week

Egyptian (UATC) (1.538; $1-$1.80)

. —.“Rose Marie” (M-G). Brisk $19,-

000. List week, in unit.

Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1-

$1.80)
—"New Faces” (20th). Good

$13,000. Last week, “Red Garters”

(Par) (4th wk-9 days), $4,200. .

Leo Angeles, Uptown, Loyola,

Fox Hollywood (FWC) (2,097; 1.715:

1,248; 756; 70-$L10>—r“Beachhead”
(UA)V Good $24,000. Last week, in

other units.
Palace (Metropolitan) (1,212; 70-

90)— “Jivaro” (Par) and "Alaska
Seas” (Par). Okay $7,000 or close.

Last*week, sub-run.
Warner Downtown, WHtera (SW)

(1.757; 2,344; 70-$1.10) — “Duffy
San Quehtin” <WB) and “Crime
Wave” (WB). Slim $11,000. Last
week, "Jubilee Trail” (Rep) and
"Hell’s Half-Acre” (Rep) $13,500.

United Artists (UATC) (2,100;

70-$1.10)
—“Killers From Space”

(RKO) and “War of Worlds” (Par).

Scant $3,000. Latter is subsequent-
run. Last week/- with Fox Holly-

wood. "Follow Fleet” (RKO) and
"Out of Past” (RKO) (reissues),

$4,800.
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.80)

—"Hell. High Water" <20th) (2d

wk). Okay $12,000. Last week,
$19,300.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (ABPT-F&M) (3,300; 1.430;

70-$l .25)
—“Public Enemy” (WB)

and “Little Caesat” (WB) (reissues)

(2d wk). Off to oke $14,000. Last
week,' $31,000.

Rita, Vogue (FWC) (1,363; 885;
70-$1.10)—“Beat Devil” (UA) and
“Fangs of Wild” (Lip) (2d wk).

Slow $5,000. Last week, with Los
Angeles, $17,400.
Loew’s State, (UATC) (2,404; 70-

$1.10)—"Gypsy Colt” (M-G) and
“Tennessee Champ” (M-G) (2d wk).

Thin $3,000. Last week, with
Egyptian, $10,000.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S) (2,213; 980; $1.10-$1.40)—
"French Line” (RKO) (3d wk).

Okay $18,000. Last week, $26,000.
Hillstrcet, Pontages (RKO) 2,-

752; 2,812; 80-$l.25)—“Glenn Mil-

ler Story” (U) (4th wk). Smooth
$23,000. Last week, $28,800.

El Key (FWC) (861; $1-$1.25)—
“One Summer Happiness” (Indie)

(4th wk). Fine $4,500. Last week,
$5,400. .

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)

—“Living Desert” (Disney) (13th

wk). Good $3,000. Last week,
$3 300
Four Star (UATC) <900; $1.50-

$2.40)
—“Julius Caesar” (M-G)

(18th wk). Oke $2,800. Last week,
$3,200.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2.80)— “Cinerama” (Indie)

(46th wk). Into 46th frame after

hefty $33,300 last week.

’Miller’ Holds Toronto

Lead, 26G in 3d; ’Robe’

!, ‘Worlds’ 136

BroadwayXrosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...... $494,600

( Based on 24 theatres )

Last Year .........

.

$520,000

(Based on 20 theatres)

‘Per

PlnDy; ‘Squad’ 8G
Philadelphia, March 16.

Combination of Lent and rainy

Weekend is hurting first-run here

this stanza. “Glenn Miller Story”

still is setting pace with socko take

in second Stanley session. Two
newcomers, “Saadia” and “Com-
bat Sguad” are lasting only one
week, apiece.' Former is so-so at

the Midtown while “Squad” looms
mild at Stanton. “Money From
Home” is rated solid in second
Goldman round while “New Faces”
is fair also on first holdover week
at the Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.50>—

“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (6th wk).
Good $7,500. Last week, $10,000.

Boyd (S-W) (1,459; $L30-$2.80)
“Cinerama” (Indie). (23d wk). Okay
$18,500 or near. Last week, $19,500.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 74-$1.50)—
“New Faces” (20th) (2d wk). Fair
$17,000. Last week, $27,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—“Money From Home” (Par)

(2d wk). Tidy $13,000. Last week,

$20,000.

Mastbaum (S-W) (4.360; 9&$1.30)—“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB)
(3-D) (2d wk). Mild $17,000. Last
week, $26,000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-
$1.30)—“Saadia” (M-G). So-so $10,-

000. Last week, “Long, Long
Trailer” (M-G), $10,500.

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500); 99-

$1.80)
—“Knights of Round Table”

(M-G) (4th wk). Modest $13,000 or
near. Last week, $21,000.

Stanley (S-W) (2,900; 74-$1.50)—
Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d wk).
Socko $33,000. Last week, $45,000.

Stanton (SW) (l v473; 50-99)—
Combat Squad” (Col) and “Slaves
Babylon” (Col). Mild $8,000 or
near. Last week, “Veils of Bagdad”
<U) and “Back, to God’s Country”
(U), $6,500.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)
—"Fan-Fan, Tulip” (Indie) (3d wk).
Okay $3,500. Last week, $4,500.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$ 1.50)
—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (20th wk).
Moderate $3,500 or under. Last
week, $3,900.

’Jubilee* frisk $10,000,

Buff;W 9^4tb
Buffalo, March 16.

Not much boxoffice_music here
this round although “Glenn Miller

Story” still is sturdy in fourth La-
ffayette session. “Jubilee Trail”

looms good at the Center , and.

’New Faces" is rated good at Cen-
tury. “Red Garters” shapes fairly

good at Pgramount _
Estimates for This Week'

Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 55-80)—
“Act of Love" (UA). Fairish $13,-

000. Last week, “Beat the: Devil”

(UA) and “Dragon’s Gflld” (UA),

$15,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 55-80)-—

“Red Garters” (Par) and "Murder
on Monday” (Indie). Fairly good
$13,000. Last week, “Jivaro*’ (Par)

and/ “Alaska Seas” (Par), $11,400.

Center (Phr) (2,000; 55-80)—“Ju-
bilee Trail” (Rep) and “Run for

the Hills” (Indie). Good $10,000

or near. Last week, "Wicked Wom-
an” (UA) and “Shark River” (UA)
(2d wk), $7,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 80-$l)—

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (4th wk);

Still sturdy $9,500. Last week,

$13,000.
Century (BuHawk) (3,000; 80-$l)

—“New Faces” (20th). Good $14,

000. Last week, “iron Curtain”
(20th) and ’’Captain Scarlet” (UA),

$7,000.

Wednesday, March 17, 1954

D*t Of; ‘Saskatchewan Stoat 15G.

Estimated Total Grow
This Week - .... .

.

$2,418,900

(Based on 23 cities, and 217

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

eluding N. Y.

)

Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year .... .

.

• $2,265,733

( Based on 24 titles and 186

theatres,)

‘Saskatch’ Solid

$10,000 in Mpls.

Miller Mighty

$18,000,

Big 18G,
Toronto, March 16.

“Glenn Miller Story” is still set-

ting the pace here with wham re-
turns in third stanza, after setting
house record opening week, Repeat
of“The Rohe” in two-house combo
at pop prices, looms big. "Escape
from Fort Bravo” and “War o
Worlds” are topping newcomers
with neat returns.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarbbro, State (Taylor) <1,059; 955
470; 694; 698; 35-60)—“Crime
Wave” (WB) and "Siren of Bag
dad” (Col). Oke $11,500. Las
week, “War Arrow” (U) and
“Flight Nurse” (Rep), $13,500.

Eglingtoh, University (FP) (1,080

1,558; 60-$l)—“The Robe” (3-D
(Continued on page 18)

Seattle, March 16.

Biz is spotty here this stanza al-

though the bigger pix are doing
okay. “Glenn Miller Story” is

heading for a terrific round at the
Music Hall * while “New Faces”
looks good at Fifth Avenue. “Beat
the Devil” shapes mild at Or-
pheum.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)—“Battle of Rogue River” (Col)

and “Killer Ape” (Col). Fair $16,-

000. Last week, “Red Garters”
(Par) and “Private Eye” (AA), $7,-

700:
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.500;

$1-$1.25)— “New Faces” (20th).

Good $11,000. Last week, “Hell
and High Water” (20th) (3d wk),
$7 000

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—“Easy To Love” (M-G) (2d wk-
5 days). Fair $3,500 after $6,200
opener. •

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1.25-

$1.50)—“Living Desert” (RKO) (3d

wk). Good $4,000. Last week,
$6,800.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90-

$1.25)
—“Glenn Miller Story” (U).

Terrific $18,000. Last week, “Long,
Long Trailer” (M-G> <2d wk), $?,-

800.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 65-

90)
—“Beat the Devil” (UA) and

“Riders To Stars" (UA). Mild $7,-

000. Last week, “Walking Baby
Home” (U) and “Black Glove”
(Lip) (2d wk-6 days), $4,800.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90) — “Dangerous Mission”
(RKO) and “Prisoners Casbah”
(Col). Slow $5,000. Last week, “3

Young Texans” (20th) and “High-
way Dragnet” (AA), $4,800,

‘Miller’ StiB Hob Ace, Wham 26G

For 2d;M 2C ‘Roy’ Lean 7G

“Glenn
frame at

Boston, March 16.

Miller Story,” in second
the Memorial, continues

to lead the city this week. “Hell
and High Water” at the Met, shapes
as best of newcomers although
“Creature From Black Lagoon,” a
3-D pic, opened well today (Tues.)

at Paramount and Fenway. It had
been plugged by a heavy tele Cam-
paign. “Conquest of Everest” con-
tinues nice in second week at Ex-
eter. “Long, Long Trailer” in third
frame at the Astor is way off.

“Knights of Round Table” in fifth

week at the Orpheum shapes fairly

well. Newcomer “Rob Roy” at the
State is only mild.

. Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1.500; 60-$1.10)—

“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (3d
wk). Down to fair $7,500. after $11,-
500 for second.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;

50-$l)
—"Living Desert" (Disney)

(6th wk). Oke $4,500 following $5,-
000 in fifth.

Boston (Cinerama Productions)
(1,354; $1.20-$2.40) — “Cinerama”
(Indie) (Tilth wk). Still up there
with big $24,000. Last week,
$25,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$lV-
“Conquest of Everest’! (UA) (2d
wk). Nice $8,000 following $9,200
opener.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-901—
“Creature From Bilack ,Lagoon” (U)
(3-D). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week, "Jubilee Trail” (Rep) and
“Miss. Robin Crusoe” (20th), fair

$4,000.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)
—“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (2d wk).
Smash $26,000 following $34,500 in
first week.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 50-
90)—“Hell, High Water” (20th).
Fairly good $24,000 “looms. Last
week, “Red Garters” (Par) and
"World for Ransom” (AA), $17,000.

Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 90-
$1.60)—“Knights Round Table”
(M-G) 5th wk). Off to okay $9,000
in fifth week plus two days. Last
week; $11,000.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)— “
’(Creature From Black Lagoon”

(U) (3-D), Opens today (Tues.). Last
week, "Jubilee Trail” (Rep) and
“Miss Robin Crusoe” (20th), mild
$12 ,000 .

-
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 60-95)—

“Crime Wave” (WB) and “Duffy
San Quentin” (WB) (2d wk). Good
$9,000 after $14,000 in first.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—
“Rob Roy” (RKO) and “Man From
Cairo” (Lip). Mild $7,000. Last
week, “Bait” (Col) and “Great Dia-
mond Robbery” (M-G), $5,000.

Minneapolis, March 16.

Another long line of newcomers
plus a near blizzard over the week-
end dooming many bills to under-
par returns, Of the smaller spots,

“Conquest of Everest” looms nice

at the World. However, biggest
grosser is“Saskatchewan," solid at

the State. Impressive holdovers are
still much in evidence. They’re
“Glenn Miller Story,” hotsy in

fourth week downtown, and “Long,
Long Trailer”-okay also in fourth.

“Hell, High Water” shapes slug-

gish in second Radio City week.
Estimates fbr This Week

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 65-85)—
“Long, Long Trailer’” (M-G) (4th

wk). Lively $4,500.’ Last week,
$4,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (4th wk).
Fabulous boxoffice performance of
this pic is talk of town. Still hot at

$6,500. Last week, $9,000.
Radio .City (Par) (4,000; 85-$D—

“Hell, High Water” (20th) (2d wk).
Under par for C’Scope at this

house. Very good. $9,000. Last
week. $13,500.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; OS-

es)—"Wild One” (Col). Mild $8,000.
Last week. “Bad for Each Other”
(Col). $5,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600; 65-85)

—“Bait” (Col) and "Charge of
Lancers” (Col). Mild $4,500. Last
week, "Majesty O’Keefe” (WB) (2d
wk), $5,000.

State (Par) (2.300; 65-85)—
“Saskatchewan” (U). Ladd and
Winters good marquee ammuni-
tion. Solid at $10,000. Last week,
“Three Young Texans" (20th), $4,-

000. excluding Saturday night.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)—

“Conauest of Everest” (UA). Fair
$2,300. Last week, “Gilbert& Sul
livan” (UA) (2d wk), $2,500.

’Devil’ Good $12,000 In

Pitt; ’Miller’ Standout

At Big $12,500 in 4th
Pittsburgh, Match 16.

“Glenn Miller Story” continues
to be the No. 1 story in the Golden
Triangle, its fourth week down-
town toDping everything else in
sight. Only thing even close in
stature outside of “Cinerama" a
the Warner, of course, is “Beat thi

Devil” at the Penn. It teed of
okay. Holdover of “Hell and High
Water” is only so-so at the Harris
Slim pickings shape for “Anna-
purna” at the Squirrel Hill.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700: 85-$1.25)

—“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (4th
wk). Showing plenty of strength
even at this stage of run, and
should be around for weeks yet.
Heading for big $12,500 On top of
$14,000 last week.

Harris (Harris) (2.100; 85-$l)—
“Hell, High Water” (20th) (2d wk-9
days). New C’Scooer barely get-
ting by at $8,000. Last week,
$12 ,000 .

Penn (Loew’s) (3.300; 65-85)—
“Beat the Devil” (UA). Opened
Saturday (13) and looks nice $12.-
000. Last week, “Easy To Love”
(M-G). $10,000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900: 65-85)—
“Annapurna” (Indie). Mountain-
climbing account was preceded by
“Conquest, of Everest” and that’s
hurting. Mild $3,000 or less. Last
week, “Murder on Monday” (Indie)
(2d wk-6 days). $1,500.

Stanley (SW) (3.800; 65-85)—
“Crime Wave” (WB); and “Duffy
San Quentin” (WB). Figure, to do
very little at around $6,000. Last
week, “Money From Home’! (Par),
$15,500 in 8 days.
Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.30-$2.80)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (14th wk).

Despite Lent* theatre parties are
holding up this attraction and the
drop below recent levels isn’t too
much. This week $17,500, about

,
$1,000 below last week.

Detroit, March 16.
uneven this week. Best

of newcomers is “Saskatchewan,"
wee at the Palms. "Top Banana"
Is okay at the Michigan. Holdovers.
“Glenn Miller Story” is big at the
Madisoii while “Long Trailer” at
United Artists Is strong, both in
fourth rounds. “Rob Roy” looks
oke at the Adams. “Cinerama"
shapes strong In 52d week at the
Music Hall.
. . .

. Estimates for This Week
Fox- (Fox-Detrolt) (5,000; $1-

$1.25)—’’Hell, High Water” (20th)

(2d wk). Slow $18,000. Last week,
$26,000. •

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
80-$l)

—“Top Banana” (UA) and
“Fake” (Col), Okay $18,000. Last
week, “Paratrooper” (Col) and
“Drums of Tahiti’’ (Col) (2d wk),

$10,000.

Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—“Sas-
katchewan” JU) an,d “Ma, Pa Ket-
tle at Home” (U).. Nice $15,000.
Last week, ’’Phantom Rue Morgue"
(WB) (3-D) and “Nebraskan” (Col)
(2-D), $11,000 at $1.15 top;

Madison (UD) <1,900; 95-$1.25)—
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (4th wk).
Big $16,000. Last week,' $18,000,
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;

80-$D—“Crime Wave” (WB) and
“Duffy San Quentin” (WB). Slim
$14,000. Last week, “Ride Clear
Diablo” (U) plus stageshow headed
by Dinah Washington, $28,000 at
$1-$1.25 scale. '-

United Artists (UA) (1,938;
$1-$1.25)—’’Long Trailer” (M-G)
(4th wk). Strong $13,000. Last
week, $15,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95-

$1.25)—“Rob Roy” (RKO). Oke
$9,000. Last week, “Saadia’V(M-G)
and "Tennessee Champ” (M-GJr

$6,700.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.80>—“Cine-
rama" (Indie) (52d wk). Strong
$20,000. Last week, $19,400.
Krlm (Krim) (1,000; $1-$1.50)—

Julius' Caesar” (M-G) (5th wk).
Fine $6,000. Last week, $7,000.

‘Rose Marie’ Robust In

Cincy at 15G; ’Devil’

$9,000,mr’lOG, 3d
Cincinnati, March 16.

Three lively new bills1

,
fronted

by “Rose Marie,” with a lusty Al-
bee session, and a

.
pair of solid

holdovers are holding downtown
volume to a sesaonal level 'this
week. “Beat the Devil” shapes as
an okay winner for the Palace
while the Capitol stacks up as a
par marker with “Cease Fire.”
Sweet music carries, on in the
third week for “Glenn Miller
Story” at Keith's, “Money From
Home,” on moveover. looms satis-
factory at the Grand.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)—

"Rose Marie” (M-G). Robust $15,-
000. Last week, “Should Happen
to You” (Col), $11,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
“Cease Fire" (Par) and “Stranger
on Prowl” (UA). Moderate $6,500.
Last week, “Killers From Space"
(RKO) and “Terror Street” (Indie),
$5,000 in 6 days.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—

“Money From Home” <Par) (m.o.)
(2d wk). No complaint at $5,000
after last week’s $7,500.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (3d wk).
Still plenty potent at $10,000 after
smash $15,500 second stanza/ Stays
*a fourth"week.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
“Beat the Devil” (UA). Okay $9,-
000 or near. Last week, ‘^Public
Enemy” (WB) and “Little Caesar”
(WB) (reissues), $8,000.

‘Miller7 Denver Leader,

15G, 3d; ‘Wild One’ UG
Denver, March 16.

“Glenn Miller Story” continues
to lead the city in third round, and
stays a fourth at the Paramount.
“French Line” is getting a fifth

frame at the Broadway wherC. good
in current (4th) week. “Saskat-
chewan” js standout newcomer
with a Very good total at the
Denver. “Man Between” is solid

in first session at the Vogue, and
holds.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; SO-

BS) — "French Line” (RKO) (4th

wk). Good $8,000 or near. Holds
again. Last week, $10,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)

-^“Jivaro” (Par) and “Alaska Seas

(Par) (2d wk). Poor $4,500 in 9

days. Last week, $8,500.
Deliver (Fox) (2.525: 50-85) --

“Saskatchewan” (U). Sturdy $13,“

(Continued on page 18)



* • ' Chicago, March 16.

tTciiai Lent slid income tax com-

nlaints -are befog blamed this week

lor the current slump around the

Loop, Most houses are .still hold-

ing nicely at par or above, how-

ever but several entries are prov-

ing not as strong as expected.

6f two new bills, “Saskatchewan’*
i- hitting a sock $24,000 at the

Roosevelt. “Go Man Go” and “The

Ke” are posting a fine $14,000 at

the Grand.. “Long; Long Trailer’’

at Chicago is lust good in second

round, with Tony Bennett helping

onstage. “Rose Marie” is rousing

the State-Lake while "Saadia” is

wav off at Monroe, both for second

rounds. “Crime Wave” and “Duffy

of San Quentin” shapes sturdy at

MeVickers as is “Beat the^evil”

at United Artists. Two arties are

fancy this frame, Surf with “Gene-

vieve” and Ziegfeld With “Con-
quest of Everest.”
“New Faces” at Oriental, is okay

in third week. “Cinerama” still is

smash in 33d week St the Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)

—“Lone, Long Trailer” (M-G) with

Tony Bennett topping stageshow

(2d wk). Looks good $40,000. Last

week, $54,000.
Grind (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—

“Go Man Go” (UA) and “The Fake”
(UA). Smash $14,000. Last week.
“Money From Hdme” (Par) (2-D)

(5th wk). $7,500.

Loop (Telem’t) (600; 90-S1.25)—
“Man Between” (UA) (3d'wk). Fair
$7,200. Last week, $9,700.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-95)

—'‘Crime Wave” (WB) and “Duffy
of St. Quentin” (WB) (2d wk). Fine
$12,000. Last week, $19,000.

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)

—

“Saadia” (M-G) (2d wk). Dull $3,-

300. Last week, $6,500..

Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 98-$1.25)

—“New Faces” (20th) (3d wk).

Near okay $19,500 after last week's
$27,000.

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.60)

“Cinerama? (Indie) (33d wk). Great
$33,000. Last week, $35,500.

,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 55-98)—

'^Saskatchewan” (U) and “Nebras-
kan” (Col). Sockeroo $24,000 or
near. Last week, “Jubilee Trail”
(Rep) and “Gun Fury” (Col) (2d

wk). $14,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 98-

$1.25)
—“Rose Marie” (M-G) (2d

wk). Vcw solid $26,000. Last
t9Q non

Surf (HfrE Balaban) (685; 98)—
“Genevieve” (U) (2d wk). Hotsy
$7,200 after $6,500 last week.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700: 55-
98)—“Beat. Devil” (UA) and “Man
in Attic” (20th) (2d wk). Fast $18,-

000. Last week, $23,500. ^
Woods (Essaness) (1,198: 98-$1.25)

—"Hell. High Water” (20th) (4th

wk). Big $15,000. Last week,
$16,500.
World (Indie) (687; 98)—“Rome

11 O’clock” (Indie) (5th wk). Stur-
dy $3,500. Last week, $3,300.

Zlegfeld (Lopert) (430; 98)—
“Conquest of Everest” (UA) (2d
wk). Neat $4,200. Last week, $5,000.

‘Night People’ Rousing

$17,000, Omaha; ‘Morpe’

Sock 86, ‘Miller’ 9G, 3d
Omaha, March 16.

Boomed by world preem of
“Night People” and personals by
Mitzi Gaynor, Thelma Ritter and
Broderick Crawford, all downtown
first-runs are shaping great this
week. “Night People,” which
crowded “Glenn Miller Story”
from large Orpheum house to the
Omaha for its third downtown
week, shapes big while “Miller”
continues solid $7,500. “Phantom
of Rue Morgue” at Brandeis, too.
is great on first week this stanza.

Estimates for This Week
..Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-$l)—
Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB)
and ‘‘Terror Street” (WB). Great
$8,000 or over. Last week, “Jesse
James Vs. Daltons” (Col) and “Mes-
sina” (Col), $5,200 at 50-76C scale.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-$l)
Glenn Miller Story” (U) (3d

wk'. Fine $9,000 or near after pil-
ing up $34,000 in two sessions at
ine larger Orpheum. Last week,

Railer” (M-G) (3d wk), $7,-
000 at 50-76c scale.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70-

J.^—Night People” (20th). Big
$17,000 or close. Last week, “Glenn
Miller Story” <U) (2d wk), $13,000.
4

Stat<i (Goldberg) (875; 65-80)—
(Disney). Fancy

.“/OO-
A
Last week. “Hell, High Wa-

»0c Sca^
h) (2d wk) - **•«» 70-

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re*

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; 1: e.r
Without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hfence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. 8. amusement
tax.

$11M
Louisville, March 16.

“Eddie Cantor Story” at small-
seater Mary Anderson is the big
noise in city this week. Lent is

having some effect on the pace at

downtown houses, and a sudden
cold wave over the weekend didn’t
help biz. ' Rialto’s “Best Years Of
Our Lives,” shapes torrid for an
oldie. “Sadie Thompson” was fine
at State in week just ended.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 54-75)—“Border River” <U) and “For-

bidden” (U). Mild $4,500. Last
week, “Moon Is Blue” (UA), return
popscale date, $5,500.

)fary Anderson (People’s) (-1,200;
54-75) — “Eddie Cantor Story”
(WB). Heading for. great week in
spite of Lent and cold snap at $11,-;
000. Last week, “Phantom Rue
Morgue” (WB) (2d wk), $6,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
54-75)— ’Best Years Of Lives”
(RKO) (resissUe). After previous
Visits at road prices and regular
scale. Sock $14,000 for oldie. Last
week, , “12-Mile Reef” (20th),

$12,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)

—

“Beat Devil” (UA) and “Great Dia-
mond Robbery” (M-G). Opened
Sunday (14). Last week, 'Sadie
Thompson” (Col) and “Green Fury”
(Col), swell $14,000.

‘Hell’ Hefty $22,000, D.C.;

‘Lore’ Lusty 15G in 2d,

‘Miller’ Stout 146, 4th
Washington, March 16.

TwO robust newcomers are
brightening mainstem biz despite
the double toll of Lent and week-
end rain. “Hell and. High Water”
at Loew’s Capitol and “The Man
Between” at Lopert’s Playhouse
both shape very solid. In contrast,
the third entry, “Annapurna” at
Translux, ran Into competition
with another mountain climbing
opus, “Mt. Everest” and is folding
after a single slow week. “Glenn
Miller Story” still Is strong in

fourth session at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 74-$D—

"Hell, High Water” (20th). Bright
$22,000. Last week, “Knights
Round Table” (M-G) (6th wk), $12,-

000 .

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-85)—“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (4th

wk). Okay $7,500 after $9,500 last

week.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.25)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (6th wk).

Very brisk $6,500 after $8,000 last

Week. Stays.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 74-$l)—
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (4th wk).

Still going strong at $14,000 after

$20,000 last, week; Holds.

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 90-

$1.20)
—“New Faces’’ (20th) (2d

wk). Nice $8;000 after $12;5p0

opener.

Palace (Loew’s) (2^370; 55-85)

—

“Act of Love” (UA) (2d wk), Okay
$15:000 or near after $21,000 last

week.
’ Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)

—“Man Between” (UA). Sock $8,*

000. Holds. Last week, “Living

Desert” (Disney) (10th wk), $3,500.

Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (19th wk).

Big $18,500 after $17,500, .

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)

—

“Annapurna” (Indie). Very slow

$3,000. Stays one week. Last week,

“Eternity” (Col) (28th wk), $4,500,

to wind up record run for city.

| ‘FACES’ HOT $10,500,

PORT; HULLER’ 96, 3D
Portland, Ore., March 16,

Biz has been perking despite
the number of longrun holdovers.
This is the first frame in weeks
that only a few houses have hold-
overs. “Red Garters,” despite ace
promotion, is just good at the Para-
mount. “New Faces” with Cine-
mascope at the Orpheum may
also fare well. "The Glenn Miller
Story” looms big for a third inning.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90-

$1.25)—“Glenn Miller Story” (U)
(3d wk). Smash $9,Q00 or. Over.
Last week, $10,700.

' ‘
'

Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—"Living
Desert” (Disney). Torrid $6,000.
Last week, "Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(5th wk), $1,600.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)

—•"Beachhead” (UA) and “Heart
Goes Crazy” (UA). Tall $9,000.
Last weekV “Beat The Devil” (UA)
and “Go Man Go” (UA) (8 days),
$10,800.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1-
$1.25)—“HeU, High Water” (20th)
(m.o.). Oke $3,500 or near. Last
week, “Conquest of Everest” (UA)
(2d wk), for fourth week down-
town, $2,600.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; SI-

SI.25)—“New Faces” (20th). Big
$10,500. Last week. “HeU. High
Water” (20th) (38 wk). $8,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3.400; 65-

90) — “Red Garters” (Par) and
“Alaska Seas” (Par). Good $7,000.
Last week, “Eddie Cantor Story”
(WB) and “Shadow Man” (Indie),

$6,400.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

9Q)—“Little Fugitive” (Burstyn).
Modest $5,000. Last week. “Long,
Long Trailer” (M-G) (3d wk),
$6,000 .

Hoon’ New High

At $14,000. K.G.
Kansas City, March 16.

Bright returns shown by several
newcomers here. “Ih Should Hap-
pen To You” at the Midland looms
bright while “Moon Is Blue” at
Esquire looks to hit at new record
at this house. “Phantom of Rue
Morgue” at the Missouri shapes
strong. “Saskatchewan” looms
good at four Fox-Midwest houses.
“Conquest of Everest” at arty
Vogue is big. Dust storms Friday
and Saturday hurt biz.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 75-

$1)—-“Moon Is Blue” (UA). Racing
to new house record here with $14,-
000. Near capacity daily is being
done to reach this , in such a small
house. Last., week, “Glenn Miller
Story” (U) (m.o.) (2d wk), $3,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1-$1.24)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (9th wk).

Oke $2,000. Last week, $2*200.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)—“Should Happen To You" (Col)

and “Siren of Bagdad” (Col).

Bright $12,000, near holdover fig-

ure. Last week, “Beat Devil” (UA)
and “Mission Over Korea” (Col),

$8 000
Missouri (RKO) (2.650; 75-SD—

“Phantom Rue Morgue" (WB) (3-D)

and “Steel Lady” (UA). Hefty $8.-

500. Last week. "Couldn’t Say No”
(RKO) and “Killers from Space”
(RKO), $6,500.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

65-85)—“Money from Home" (Par)

(2d wk). Pleasing $8,000. Last wreek,

$12 ,000 .

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran-
ada (Fox Midwest) (2.100; 2,043;

700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Saskatchewan"
(U) with “Geraldine” (Rep) added
at Tower and Granada. Good $14,-

000. Last week, “12-Mile Reef”
(20th) (2d wk-6 days). $12,000.

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
“Conquest of Everest” (UA). Great
reviews helping to big $2,800, and
extended run. Last week, “Cap-
tain’s Paradise” (UA), $1,400.

N.Y. Spotty; ‘Rhapsody-StageSweet

136G, ‘Saskatch’ Nice

Record JIG, ‘People NSH $63,000

‘HAPPEN’ HOTSY 126,

BALTO; ‘TRAILER’ 116
Baltimore, March 16.

Heavy rainfall over the weekend
is nicking grosses here this week.
But "It Should Happen To You”
looks fancy at the New. “Long,

Long Trailer” in nice in its second
week at the Century. “Glenn Mil-

ler Story” looms sturdy in fourth

Hipp- session. “Captain’s Paradise”

is sock in second round at the

Little.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

80)—“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G)
(2d wk): Nice $11,000 or over after

$15,500 opener.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;

35-90)
—“Glenn Miller Story” (U)

(Continued <on page 18)

Despite seven bills, the income
tax deadline, Lent and a wet’ Sun-
day, contributed to sloughing
Broadway first-run business this
session. Rush to get income tax
forms in Monday along with return
of cold weather put skids on trade
that day, making it one of the
poorest Mondays in months. Trade
was just starting to perk up via a
strong Saturday when the rains
came Sunday morning, badly dam-
aging the take on that day.

Pacing the newcomers is “Rhap-
sody” plus stageshow with a very
good $136,000 at the Music Hall.
It is set to stay three weeks to be
followed by “Rose Marie” and
Easter stageshow on April 1.

“Night People” is heading for a
fairish $63,000 at the Roxy. “Best
Years of Lives” rounded out its

initial week last night at the Cri-
terion with $20,000, nice for an
oldie.

“Saskatchewan” finished off its

first round at the State with a fine
$22,000 at the State. “Go Man Go”
was just okay $11,000 in first

stanza at the Globe. “Wicked
Women” is heading for light $5,000
or less at the Rialto.

“Yesterday and Today” is push-
ing to a new record of $11,000
opening session at the 46th Street
Embassy, biggest this bandbox
house has had in many months. It

continues, naturally.
“Glenn Miller Story” held at

socko
.
$37,000 in fifth stanza at the

Capitol, and is starting its sixth
week today (Wed.). “Money From
Home” looks to land an oke $33,-
000 in its third frame at the Para-
mount, with “Phantom of Rue
Morgue” replacing Friday.
“Act of Love” is heading for a

fairly good $12,000 in its fifth

round at the Astor. “Riot in Cell
Block 11” is down to $10,500 in
fourth week at the Mayfair. “Dan-
gerous Mission” looks to hold at
good $11,000 in second stanza at
the Holiday.
The Rivoli is bringing in “Lost

Weekend,” a reissue, on March 23,
after going 12 weeks with ‘Khyber
Rifles.” “Saadia” is being preemed
tomorrow night (Thurs.) with a
benefit preem for the French Hos-
pital at the Normandie, with regu-
lar run starting Friday (19).

“La Ronde” was launched day-
date yesterday (Tues.) at the Bijou
and Little Carnegie.

Estimates for This ’Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$ 1.80)

—“Act of Loyc” (UA) (5th wk).
Current round winding up tomor-
row (Thurs:) looks to hold nicely
with around $12,000 after $14,000
for fourth. Stays another week,
with “Red Garters” (Par) slated
to open March 26.

Baronet (ReadC) (430, 90 $1.50V—
‘.‘Intimate Relations” (Indie) (4th
wk). Started Saturday (13). Third
session was mildish $2,800 after
$4,000 for second. Festival of Alec
Guinness starrers opens Saturday
(20).

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$2.20)
—“Glenn Miller Story” <U) (6th
wk). Fifth stanza ended last night
(Tues.) held with smash $37,000
after $47,000 for fourth. Continues
into April„with “Knock on Wood”
(Par) probably not opening until
April 14.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)—“Best Years of Lives” (RKO) (re-

issues) (2d wk). Inital frame ended
last night hit good $20,000 or near,
remarkably fine for an oldie.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Conquest of Everest” (UA)
(15th wk). The 14th session ended
last night (Tues.) held* at okay
$4,600 after $5,200 for 13th week.
“Beauties of Night” (UA) opens
March 23 following invitational
preview March 22.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; $1-$1.80)

—"Go Man Go” (UA) (2d wk). First
round ended Monday (15) did okay
$11,000. In ahead, “Robe” (20th),
$11,000 in 10 days.

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)

—

“Gilbert and Sullivan” (UA). Opens
today (Wed). In ahead, “A Queens
Royal Tour" (Indie) (2d wk-8 days),
mild $6,000 or less after $8,000
opener. .•

Holiday (Rose) (950; 70-$1.80)-r
“Dangerous Mission” (RKO) (2d
wk). Current round ending tomor-
row (Thurs.) looks to hold at good
$11,000. First week was $17,000,
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)

—“Riot in Cell Block 11”. (AA)
(4th wk). Present stanza ending
today (Wed.) shapes to get oke
$10,500 after $14,000 in third week.
Stays.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; 95-$1.80)—“Golden
Coach” (IFE) (8th-final wk). Cur-
rent session winding up today

(Wed.) looks good $4,200 after $5,-
600 in seventh week. “Saadia” (M*
G) opens tomorrow (Thurs.) with
a special benefit, $5 top preem foi
French Hospital. Regular run
starts Friday (19).

46ih Street Embassy
. (Newsreels*

Inc.) (600; 50-85)—“Yesterday and
Today” (UA). Soaring to new rec-
ord for house with about $11,000
in first week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.). George Jessei, narrator
in film, made personals opening
day to get it off strongly. SRO
over weekend, with fast turnover
making this money possible at this
bandbox house.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-S1.20)—
“Loophole” (AA) and 8 acts of
vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is heading for fair $17,-
500. Last week, “Alaska Seas” (Par)
and vaude, $18,000.

Paramount (UPT) (3.664; 80-
$1.80)—'“Money From Home” (Par)
(3d-final wk). Finishing run here
at okay $33,000. Second week was
$42,000. “Phantom ofRue Morgue”
(WB) opens Friday (19).

Paris (Indie) (568; 90-$1.80>—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (25th
.wk). The 24th session ended Sun-
day (14) held at good $6,500 after
$6,700 for 23d week.

.

Rialto (Brandt) (600; 50-98)

—

"Wicked Women” (UA). First
stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks like $5,000 or less. May stay
only one week. In ahead, “Strip-
orama” (Indie) (23d wk), slipped to
fair $3,500, but making biggest
longrun to play this house in mod-
ern history.

Rivoli (UAT) (2.092; 95-$2>—
Khyber Rifles” (20th » (12th wk).
The 12th round ended last night
(Tues.) was drab $5,300. with house
being scheduled^ close down tem-
porarily after last night because of
product shortage. The 11th week
was $6,400. “Lost Weekend” (Par)
(reissue) reopens house on March
23. according to present plans.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers' (6.200; $l-$2.75)—“Rhap-
sody” (M-G)with stageshow. Looks
to hit nice $136,000 in first session
ending today (Wed.). Last week,
“Lotag, Long Trailer” 1M-G) and
stageshow (3d wk), . $107,000.
Rhapsody” set to run three weeks,

with “Rose Marie” (M-G) and Eas-
ter stageshow* opening April 1.

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5.717; 65-$2.S0>
—“Night People” (20th'. Looks to
reach okay $63,000 in initial stanza
winding up Friday (19). Opening
week total is viewed as disappoint-
ing particularly after so many
rave review's. Holds. In ahead,
“New Faces” (20th) (3d wk),
$36,000.

Stole (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.80)—
“Saskatchewan” fU> (2d wk). Ini-
tial frame ended last night (Tues.)
hit good $22,000 or close. In
ahead. “Should Happen To You”
(Col) (8th wk-5 days), $10,000 on
abbreviated week to wind up high-
ly successful run.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-S1.50)

—

“Genevieve" (U) (5th wk). Fourth
session ended Monday (15) contin-
ued very sock at $14,500 after $16,-
800 in third week. Stays indef.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90-$1.5O—“Holly and .Iyy” (Pace)
(6th wk). Present round ending to-

f-day (Wed.) likely will hold at good
$4,500 after $5,900 for fifth. Stays
at least two more weeks.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (54th Wk).
The 53d round, ended Monday (15)

was terriAc $9,200 after $6,500 for
52d week. Continues indef. Bally
and extra advertising to mark first

year of run pushed 53d week up to
such a high figure.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.80)—“Top Banana” (UA) (4th

wk). Current stanza finishing to-

morrow (Thurs.) looks fair $9,500
after $11,300 for third week. Stays
another week, with “Haste to Live”
(Rep) set to open March 25.

Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.60)— “Cinerama” (Indie)

(41st wk). Present frame winding
tomorrow (Thurs.) is headed for

great $39,000 after $40,500 in 40th
week. Stays.

Grainger East for Meeting
James R. Grainger, RKO Pic-

tures prexy. arrived in New York
from the Coast Yesterday (Tues.).

Topper, who held confabs with

Howard Hughes relating to the lat-

ter’s stock buy*up plan, will at-

tend the special stockholders’

meetfog scheduled for Dover, Del.,

tomorrow (Thurs.). Meeting will

weigh Hughes’ proposal to buy up

all outstanding RKO stock at $0

per share.
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GROUP TO ITAtY

Johnston Seen Sure Te H«l
' New Negotiators

Wilmington, Del., March 16.

No ruling bn the minority stock*

holders* suit to block the sale of

HKO Pictures Corp., to Howard R.

Hughes for .$23,000,000 plus, will

he possible before the special

stockholders meeting at Dover,
Del., this Thursday <18), called to

vote
. on the • Hughes offer, which

ha6 been approved by the RKO
board of directors.

The four-day trial iii the Dela-

ware Court of Chancery closed
Thursday afternoon (11) with
Chancellor Collins J. Seitz, who’ll

hand down decision, directing op-
posing counsel to file original

briefs by today (Tues.) and reply
briefs by next Saturday, two days
after the Dover session.

Nothing spectacular emerged
from the trial with the RKO board
defending its action in approving
the stock sale and the plaintiffs,

Louis Schiff and Jacob Sack of
New York, alleging the Hughes of-

fer
.
unfair to stockholders.

Also involved in the litigation

were Milton' Friedman of New
York, as an intervening defendant
and Sidney Schwartz of Jamaica,
N. Y„ as an intervening plaintiff.

The evidence revolved around
the decision of RKO directors
that Hughes’ offer was fair and
that they accepted it at a special
meeting in Atlanta, Feb. 12-13,

only after careful consideration if

the offer constituted fraud as far
the stockholders’ interests were
concerned; that RKO’s assets are
far in excess of the; figures quoted
by the board; that vital facts were
concealed from the stockholders,
and that Hughes dominated the
board which voted acceptance.

Harry J.- Halperin, New York,
who headed the plaintiffs’ legal

staff of five, charged in his sum-
mation Thursday (11) that the
real assets of RKO are $40,000,000
at the absolute minimum against
the $23,000,000 offered by Hughes.
He contended that assets disre-
garded in calculations at the At-
lanta meeting were added to the
proxy statement to stockholders
only after the plaintiffs filed their
suit to block the sale.

Among
(
these assets he listed

blocked funds abroad, underesti-
mated real estate values (includ-
ing two west coast studios) and the
RKO film library, containing 700
feature pictures and 400 shorts,
carried on the firm’s books at one
dollar per pic.

.

-

Roy W. McDonald of New York
headed the RKO legal staff, com-
posed of five attorneys.

A ’Live Witness*
The only defendant to appear as

a “live witness” was Garrett Van
Wagner, named to the board
shortly before the Atlanta meet-
ing, and the firm's comptroller. He
took the stand when the defense
opened its case Wednesday. How-
ever, depositions were read from
James R. Grainger, president; Wil-
liam H. Clark, treasurer, and J.

Miller Walker, former director, ali

defendants.
Under direct examination of

William S. Potter, Wilmington at-
torney for the firm, he reviewed
some of the Considerations that
motivated the board’s decision and
testified the board arrived at a
figure of $14,700,000 as the net
worth of the firm (exclusive of the
value of the film library), not as an
arbitrary figure but as the best fig-

ure to be had considering the pres-
ent state of the film market.
He said the board considered

“plus” and “minus” figures in ar-
riving at the net worth; Among the
former were $519,000 in profits
due RKO from “The Robe” (a 20th-
Century Fox film but to which
RKO previously held the rights);
the $3,000,000 value ort real estate,
and $1,000,000 in blocked funds.
Among “minus” factors he listed
$4,000,000 losses expected from
current releases, pictures in pro-
duction and various production
items, including pre-production
charges, stories and continuities,
and deferred production salaries.
Under cross-examination by Hal-

perin, Van Wagner denied that
knowledge of the plaintiffs’ suit
influenced the directors to include
in the proxy statement, assets
which were not considered when
directors voted to accept the
Hughes bid. He admitted, however,
that at the time of the drafting of
the statement it was ’mown that
the suit had been filed.

Asked whether one drafted not

make it appear that someone wa£
trying to ‘ justify; the

;
board’s .ac-

ceptance of the offer, Van Wagner
replied “no.” In relation to the
number of - drafts offered in evi-

dence', with alleged > discrepancies
he said it was RKO’s

-
policy to

make “draft after draft” In care-
ful preparation .of proxy state-

ments so that stockholders would
be fully informed. .

Two pleas for ! dismissal' were
ignored by Chancellor Seitz. At
the conclusion of the plaintiffs'

case, Richard F. Corroon, Wilming-
ton RKO attorney, based his plea
on the grounds that no fraud had
been proved and that no domi-
nance by Hughes had been shown.

Robert C, Barb, Wilmington
lawyer for Friedman, asked dis-
missal on grounds Halperin had
not substantiated his charges. Final
plea in trial was by Louis C. Fie-
land, New York attorney for
Schwartz, who contended that
what the RKO board did or did not
do was not important, but that the
whole matter rested oh the issue
of whether Hughes had made a
fair offer for the remaining RKO
stock.

Negotiation* for k new Italian

film Agreement will take place in

Rome within^ another couple of

weeks. Details of who will partici-

pate from the Motion picture Ex-
port Assn, haven’t been settled as ;

yet, but It is almost definite that

the American group will be headed
by MPEA proxy Eric Johnstoii,.

Jphnston was in N. Y. Monday
(15) and returned the same day
to .Washington for confabs

,
with

State Dept, officials who want him
to return to the Middleeast. Sched-
ule of that trip hasn’t been worked
out. However, whenever he goes,
Johston can be expected to stop
in Paris for an attempt to straight-

en out the tangled French film

pact situation.

It had originally been thought
that the Italians would come to

Washington for the negotiations.

Unless the Rome talks result in

an agreement, the Washington pow-
wow may still come off.

Harry Brandt Praised

Take Census

London, March 16.
British exhibs, concerned at the

possibility of a product shortage
by the uncertainty of the battle of
screen and sound dimensions, have
quizzed all British and American
distrijbs to ascertain the shape and
size of films to come; The answers
already received indicate that the
bulk of new productions will fit

existing screens.

There is no repiy from 20th-Fox,
whose policy has already been am-
plified by the pronouncements of
Spyros P. Skouras, and most Brit-
ish units have intimated that their
films will be made available in a
ratio of approximately 1.65 to 1.

The only British studio, (Renown)
contemplating a CinemaScope pro-
duction has stated that it would be
releasing with a single optical
sound track.

Neither Rank, British Lion, AB-
Pathev Ealing or Exclusive have
any immediate plans in anamor-
phic filming but all are using a
ratio of either 1.65 to 1 or 1.66 to 1.

Of the American companies who
have replied. Republic, Universal
and Paramount announce they are
sticking to the widescreen, but
MGM indicated they were not yet
in a position to give the Cinema-
tograph Exnibs’ Assn, the neces-
sary info.

Vista Without ’Disloyalty’

Theatre chain operator Harry
Brandt, one of the foremost pro-

ponents of" 20th-Fox’s Cinema-
Scope among: exhibitors, has. also

embraced Paramount’s Vista-Vision

without ^being disloyal” to ,
the

former medium.
Unlike exhib leaders such as Al-

lied’s Wilbur Snaper and Theatre
Owners of America’s Walter Reade
Jr., who sees a combination of

VistaVision and SuperScope, the
Tushinsky process, as serving to

combat 20th’s adamant stand on
stereophonic sound, Brandt feels

that both mediums can benefit ex-

hibitors.

“Just look at the opportunity
VistaVision offers exhibitors," he
said. “Right now, with Cinema-
Scope one week, and VistaVision
the next, we are in a position to

offer the public the greatest variety
anyone could possibly dream of.

The exhibitor has been given new
life, and a brand-new future a thou-
sand times greater than all the.

greatness of the past.”

Brandt’s statement was released
by Paramount following the ex-
hib’s Teturn from the Coast where
he had witnessed a demonstration
of VistaVision. Similar statements
of praise for C’Scope complete
with stereophonic sound were sent
out recently under Brandt’s name
by the 20th-Fox press agents. Ac-
cording to Par, Br.andt described
VistaVision “as the greatest ad-
vance in photography in the entire

history of the motion picture in-

dustry."
Exhib emphasized “that I’m not

being disloyal to Cinemascope,
which I still feel to- be a very fine

process.” As head of the Inde-
pendent Theatre. Owners Assn., a
Gotham exhib org, Brandt has
been the only topper of an exhib
outfit who' has completely accepted
and supported 20th’s policy on
Cinemascope.

Senate Small Biz Comm. Raps

Distributors; Urges Arbitration

Washington, March 16.

Senate Small Business Commit-
tee urges film industry arbitration

and alertness by the Justice De-
partment to protect the rights of

indie exhibitors, in its annual re-

port issued tonight (Tues.). Study
re pictures,, based on the investiga-
tions into motion picture distribu-
tion practices by the Shoeppel sub-
committee, raps the distributors
more sharply than did the Schoep-
pel report of last September. On
arbitration, the report comment^:

“It can be reported that senti-
ment among exhibition and disr
tributors remains strongly in favor
of arbitration as an economical and
expeditious means of resolving
many of its most vexing problems.
“Somewhat disturbing in this

picture, of course, is that the mat-
ter of film rentals as an arbitrable
subject has not yet been resolved.
However, it is to be hoped that
such an issue will not be allowed
to detract from the fact that repre-
sentatives of all segments of the
motion picture industry have given
assent to the principles of arbitra-
tion as offering a solution to indus-

,
try strife.”

“Your committee is confident
that industry leaders can estab-
lish arbitration procedures which
will be productive of renewed
vitality and increased prosperity
in the motion picture industry.”
Report comments that the anti-
trust division of the Justice De-
partment “is beginning to emerge
from the complacency which has
characterized its past enforcement
of the Paramount judgments.” It

says the division Is obligated to af-
ford the indies “the fullest protec-
tion” against injuries from pre-
release' and competitive bidding.
The Small Business Committee

does point out, however, that in-

(Continued on page 20)
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Sue on Wanger Film
Charging “pirating” of their ma-

terial, radio writers
^
and producers

Peggy and Walter McGraw filed a
$3,015,000 suit in N. Y. Federal
Court yesterday (Tues.) against
Walter Wangdr, Monogram Pic-
tures, and Allied Artists.

Pair claim Wanger’s “Riot in
Cell Block 11” is based on their
radio show, “The Challenge of Our
Prisons,” an analysis of riots in
United

.

States prisons which ap-
peared on NBC from Feb. to April,
1953.

v

»

i i

Test Runs for ‘P.O.W*
In order to determine a° release

pattern, Metro has set test engage-
ments of “Prisoner of War,” a story
of the Korean prison camps.

Picture/starring Ronald Reagan,
will have prerelease bookings in
Canton, O.; Houston, Syracuse and
Richmond, Va. Experience with
these dates will establish the fu:

>tun£j policy ofii the attractions . u .

VistaVision and Tushinsky

Called Reasons for Not

Rushing to CinemaScope
Columbus, March 16.

“This is a fast changing busi-
ness and today’s innovation may be
on tomorrow’s junk pile,” wrote
Robert A. Wile, executive secretary
of the Independent Theatre Own-
er* of Ohio, in his weekly bulletin.
He warned exhibitors to adopt a
wait and see attitude on purchase
of widescreen equipment.

Wile reported various rumors
about efforts to push installation of
CinemaScope equipment, but ad-
vised that "in view of the claims
for Vistavision and the Tushinsky
lens, it would seem prudent to
await further detailed information
before committing oneself to
the expensive CinemaScope equip-
ment.” He added:

“If Vistavision is as good as its
promoters claim It to be, other pro-
ducing companies may turn to it.

Meantime, all Allied units should
bring this situation to the atten-
tion of their members. No exhibi-
tor should commit himself to Cine-
maScope today without at least
knowing what i$ in the offing. Al-
lied has no right to flash a red light
on anybody who wants to install
CinemaScope, but it would fall
short of its duty if it did not dis-
play the amber light of caution.”

By MIKE WEAR
Amusement shares held a promi

nent position, in stock market
trading last week as industria
stocks soared to new highs for 21
years or longer. The motion pic
ture group had fresh favorabl*
news to help it hold up close t<

recently established high ground
Activity in film shares and con
tinued bullish attitude apparently
stemmed from the continued re
lease of strong boxoffice fare ant
disregarded the current dip ii

actual theatre grosses stemminj
from Lent and the income ta:
deadline.

As with the activity in the stocl
market generally, a favorable sigi
for pix issues was that the volurni
expanded on any advance ant
declined as these shares retreated
Bullish vforces In the Stree
stressed the fact that nine out o
the first 11 weeks this year th<
stock market prices advanced.

*

Leadership in the film grou]
rotated to Warner shares in Mon
day’s (15) trading, moving to th<
highest point in weeks and a nev
high for this year. WB w»as up 75c
WB has had a long string of high
grossing pix.

General Precision stock als<
came to life last Monday, movini
above 31 and .near the year’s high

Universal common held near th
1953-54 peak most of the pas
week while the U preferred \va
unusually strong again. America!
Broadcasting-Par continued to dis
play 'strength/seldom dipping be
low the best figure for the last 1

months.

Technicolor showed a net gal;
of 1% points.

Paramount Pictures slippe
nearly a point from its high c
30% mainly because the stock sol
ex-dividend late in the U'eek. Thes
shares hadjiovered near the 1953
54 high for several days prior t

the usual dip on the 50c dividen
on-record date. Par pays the high
est divvy ($2 per year) on it

common of any film company
20th-Fox common held above 2
most of the week but did not bes
its old high on the 10c extra melo
cutting.

Cincinnati, March 16.

Harry Kalmine, general manager
of the Stanley Warner Cinerama
theatre chain, was here last week
to inspect 2,000-seat RKO Capitol
Theatre, Leasing of the house for
Cinerama, he explained, depends
upon the opinion of his firm’s ar-
chitects.

Cincy is an ideal town for Cine-
rama in that it can draw motorists
from four States.

Push Trice of Liberty
,

Film company reps in • varioi

exchange areas have been name
to supervise the distribution <

“The Price of Liberty,” the l 1

minute short sponsored by the Di

partment of Defense/Film will t

released March 26.

Charles Boasberg, head of th

general sales managers committc
‘ Selected1 the local tchah*men/



" V ' . Columbus, March 16.

After 40 years during which the Ohiq Film Censorship Division of

the state Education Department has held"a tight rein on the type of

prodyct which can he exhibited in the state, the divisjoh,. under Dr.

qlyde .HissOng, its chief and also state education director, has let

down the bflrs and admitted for general exhibition five features which
it has held <under ban during the last eight years. More releases of

banned films- will undoubtedly come. Why have the flood gates

been opened? *

It is felt in some quarters that Dr.- Hissong has made a shrewd
tactical move which will insure, the Continued flow of censorship fees

into, the Education department’s coffers. The censors collect $3 for

every reel bf film exhibited in Ohio. This money, which has on- oc-

casion surpassed $300,000, wds formerly split between Ohio’si General
Fund and the Audip-yisal Section of the Education Department for

the support of its film library, now one of the top libraries in the
nation.

But last October when Sen. Charles Mosher’s law exempting news-
reels from censorship went into effect, Dr. Hissong reports that the
receipts suffered a drop of $80,000 per year. A law has since been
passed giving all censor fee receipts to the Audio-Visual Section.

For the fiscal year July 1* 1952, to July 1, 1953, total receipts from
film censorship, amounted to $270,240, This amount, less expenses of
approximately $40,000, went directly to the support of the film li-

brary.
*

If Ohio’s censors had kept on maintaining their standards of two
score years, standards that have been under attack and with which
they have been losing one little battle after another, eventually all cen-

sorship in Ohio might have been thrown out. A quarter of a million

a.year in revenue would be lost with such an action.

Dr. Hissong knows this and if such a thing happened, he would be
forced to go before the Ohio Legislature and plead for* funds to sup-

port the film library and the Audjyo-Visual Section. H£ may feel it is

better to relax the stern rules which have ruled Ohio censorship and
relieve it from constant attack and the peril of having it declared in-

valid. With pictures that were once incontrovertibly banned now ad-

mitted for general exhibition, and with a looser interpretation of the
law, which can he laid at 4he door of the U. S. Supreme Court (al-

though the court has never made a general ruling on movie censor-

ship, confining its decision to specific pictures), Dr. Hissong may well
feel that he can have his cake and eat it, too, i.e., have some cen-

sorship control and still- get nearly $250,000 a year in revenue from
it besides. .

’

.

The board of the American Civil

Liberties Union in N. Y. has voted
authorization and funds for test

cases against state censorships of

both Ohio and New York. The ob-
jective is made clear by Morris L.

Ernst. It is to move for the total

abolition of “pre-censorship” and
place motion pictures once and for

all On a basis of equality with the
press. ACLU takes the position

that “freedom of speech” is not a
right to be enjoyed and practiced
by one medium of communication
while denied to other media.

“Actually the film industry has
far more effective means of natu-
ral control than has the tabloid
press,” Ernst points out. “Theatres
can exclude minors but there is no
way to prevent children being ex-
posed- to lurid news stories of po-
lice court sex, assuming such in-

formation to be harmful for chil-

dren.”

ACLU has designated its staff at-

torney, Herbert Levy, who head-
quarters at 170 Fifth Avenue, N.
Y., to gather possible “sample
cases.” Film men in Ohio or New
York are invited to communicate
with Levy. What the ACLU frank-
ly seeks are “honorable” examples
so that a considered, dignified se-
ries of tests can be carried to the
U. S. Supreme Court. Fast-buck
features about dealing with mari-
huana, bar-girls or strippers are
not “the type.” ACLU wants bona
fide examples of reputable features
honestly treating subject matter of
the sort regularly published in the
press but “arbitrarily” banned
from the screen. To make the test
fully representative. ACLU will
pass by censorships involving docu-
mentaries and newsreels and stand
foursquare on fictional treatment.
How long will it take the ACLU

to secure the, necessary data and
to file actions? There’s no answer
to that. ACLU hopes that produ-
cers and exhibitors will supply the
leads.

Bally ‘Jolson’ Reissue
Columbia* preparing to re-re-

lease “The Jolson Story.’’ in wide-
screen and stereophonic sound, is
launching the new version In a big
way Film company is taking some

,

key exhibitors from the New
U New Haven, Philadelphia

nd Boston territories to the Fox
,

hea*rf'n Brooklyn next Wednes-
cV

24
-

foi *a special screening,
of film will be pre-

InA
* by a dinner at Toots Shor’s

and a mo^efe jp^qokfenV .

,

AWAIT RKO ACTION

Report Hughes Will Appeal From
Illinois on Trench Line’

Chicago, March 16.

Followup action has not as yet
been outlined by RKO in its fight

to win exhibition permission for
“French Line” in Chicago, but
spokesmen of the studio revealed
that Howard Hughes definitely

would carry the case to higher
courts. The Illinois Superior Court
last week declined to grant RKO
an injunction against the city in

the censorship tiff but indicated

that the studio had adequate re-

course in law, meaning it could

climb.the ladder of courts if it de-

sired.

RKO branch said attorneys here

and on the Coast are at present

mapping strategy jjtnd will prob-

ably file in a higher court this

week.

28M-G Scribes on 23 Pix

In New Production Surge
Hollywood, March 16.

Increased production at Metro is

fndicated by the fact that a total of

28 scripters are currently working
on the lot, readying 23 story prop-

erties.

Toilers in the writing mill in-

clude Alan Jay Lerner on “Green
Mansions;” Robert Ardrey, “Quen-
tin Durward;” Richard Brooks,

“The Last Time I Saw Paris;” Guy
Trosper, “Many Rivers to Cross;"

Casey Robinson, “Montmartre;”
Jan Lustig, Moonfleet;” Arthur

Weiss, “O’Kelley’s Eclipse;” Fred
Finklehoffe, “St. Louis Woman;”
Christopher Knopf, “The King’s

Thief;” Helen Deutsch, “The Glass

Slipper;” Christopher Isherwood,

“Dianne De Poytiers;” Alec Cop-

pel, “The Swordsman of Siena;”

Isobel Lennart, “Love Me or Leave
Me;” Maurice Zimmon, “The Prod-

igal;” Dorothy Kingsley, “Jupi-

ter’s Darling;” Millard Kaufman,
“Mail Order Bride,” Karl Tunberg,

“Ren H-iir;” DucfleTNichols, “Adam'
Sample’s Story;” Ivan Goff and

Ben Roberts, “Green Fire;” Betty

Comden and Adolph Green, “Cole

Porter’s Cavalcade;”'-William' Lud-

wig and' Sonya Levien, “Hit the

Deck;” Stanley Roberts and Angus
MacPhail, “Highland Fling;” Ruth

Brooks Flippen and Leonard Spi-

gelgass, “My Most Intimate

,
Friend.” .

•
\ ; t i j > *
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STAND TOGETHER!

O’Brien Tells Broadcasters That
Censorship of Films Concerns Them

Movement to align all communi-
cations media in organized resist-
ance of censorship got underway
Monday. (15). Formation of an anti-
censorship committee comprised of
reps of films, radio-tv and the press
Was urged by Philip J. O’Brien,
N. Y. attorney and consultant for
the Motion Picture Assn, of
America.

In a talk before a meeting of the
Radio & Television Executives
Society, O’Brien said that any form
of blue-pencilling in any branch of
communications is repugnant to all

media and should be dealt with on
a “united front” basis.

In his MPAA role, O’Brien has
been active in seeking to combat
pic censorship on various fronts.
His “united front” pitch was the
first attempt by the MPAA to bring
all other interests to its side.

By JAMES L. CONNERS
Albany, March 16.

Spokesmen for the motion pic-

ture industry don’t seem to be hav-

ing any appreciable impact, upon
the political minds in the §tate

legislature as regards pending
amendments to the N, Y. censor-
ship laws. Protests that new word-
ing will compound confusion and
initiate a new series of irritations

and litigations apparently fall on
politically deaf ears. Nobody wants
to seem against “decency” in an
election year and in the comment
of one Republican legislator “No
one will vpte against . the bill.”

Asked if Governor Tom . Dewey,
was “for” the amendments the
legislator shrugged and said tie did
not know.

It is the conviction of the film

industry that .Dewey favors and
will sign the legislation but for
some reason the whole amendment
procedure has been conducted with
unusual hush, practically without
Public discussion or newspaper
coverage. It is supposed here that

the influence of Catholic elements
which were angrily outspoken
against the U. S. Supreme Court
decision lifting the ban on the
French “La Ronde” (opening this

week in Manhattan) is the key to

the pressure to amend the law and
get state censorship back on the
rails. .

Philip J. O’Brien and Philip J.

O’Brien, Jr., both attorneys, the
latter formerly with the Eric
Johnston staff and now a counsel
thereof, attempted to appeal to

Gov. Dewey last Wednesday to

head off the amendments,. O’Brien,
Senior is an influential Republican
of Yonkers. Junior O’Brien was in

attendance here all last week to-

gether with Manning (Tim) Clagett.

publicity director of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America. Both

j

were contacting legislators in-]

tensively but Albany-wise poli-j

ticians thought belatedly. Charles]
A. Smakwitz, zone manager for

j

Stanley Warner, has been coop-
erating with the MPAA reps.

Originally there were two bills

pending but the longer one, with
its sw'eeping definition of “im-
moral” Was killed by the Assembly i

Judiciary Committee, and its like
]

measure in the Senate will pre-

;

sumably not
,
be reported out by

j

the Public Education Committee.
J

Briefer act will come out. This eh-
j

joys favor of the Governor’s coun- j

sel. George M. Shapiro, who is re-

j

puted to have played a part in
;

drafting the measure and in sug- •

gesting wordings to tighten it.
j

39 other countries. President Ei- i

The longer bill originated in the

senhower has approved the con- 1

State Education Dept, whose coun-
j

vention, but Congress must ratify i
sd, Charles A. Blind Jr., spoke

Show Biz, literati Group

To Spark More for Early

Okay on Copyright Setup
r

- Movement to spark early U.S.
Congressional ratification of the
Universal Copyright Convention
gained momentum last week with
the formation of a natidnal com-
mittee of 65 top execs from the
literary and show biz worlds. At
the same time, the American Bar
Assn., at its annual conclave, in

Atlanta, also passed a resolution
favoring passing of the interna-
tional copyright treaty. Three bills

for this purpose are currently
pending in Congress. Hearings be-
fore the House Judiciary Commit-
tee opened Monday (15) in the
Capital.

Co-chairmen of the new Na-
tional Committee for the Univer-
sal Copyright Convention are
Douglas M, Black, president of the
American Book Publishers Coun-
cil, and Rex Stout, Authors' League
6f America prexy. Members in-

clude Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr.,

NBC prexy; CBS-Radio prez Ad-
rian Murphy; Joseph S. Dubin,
Universal Pictures exec; Stanley
Adams, ASCAP president; Carl
Haverlin, BMI prez; Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d, and others.

The Universal Copyright Con-
vention, which would give com-
posers and authors international
protection. was signed in 1952 at

Geneva, by reps of the U.S. and 1

that of Governor Dewey, is at

Stake. .

’
.

The Democrats, anxious to re^
capture control of the State gov-
ernment after a 14-year relegation'

to the. minority role, arc unlikely
to take any action, on delicate
matters like censorship, which will,

alienate large church-influended
blocs.

“Lust” and “vulgarity,” two of
the terms in the original bill which
O’Brien, Jr. sharply criticized in *

memorandum, were stricken from
the Brydges short-form bill Mon-
day night (8). At the same time
the word “perversion” was added in
committee.
The meaning of “perversion” was

presumably to be questioned by
the bill’s opponents, just as
O’Brien had done with the words
“dominant,” “impliedly," “desir-
ably,” “acceptable” and “proper.”
Suggesting “additional time” be

accorded interested parties in or-
der that reconsideration of the
legislation might occur, O’Brien
declared that “Instead of rehabili-
tating censorship, which is of
doubtful constitutionality in any
event, the Legislature should be
exploring other methods of control
which are compatible with consti-
tutional rights.” In' this effort,

members of the MPAA “will be
happy to offer their services and
to cooperate to the extent that co-
operation is not inconsistent with
their rights,” O'Brien added.

Industry Raps

it before it -becomes effective. At
the present time, American works
get international protection
through publication in small edi-

tions in Canada. Canada belongs
to the Berne Copyright Union, set

up in. 1886, and all works copy-
righted in Canada are automati-
cally recognized in all countries
belonging to the Berne Union.

broadly in support of both at last l

week’s hearing. Brind said he

!

would “take either.”

Legislators speak frankly, but
only off the record, about censor-
ship, its * political, moral and re-

!

ligious implications. They are well

;

aware this is an election year, in
]

which the Republican party’s con-

j

tinuation in power, and possibly

!

Ohio Atty-General Instructs Dr. Hissong on Future

Censorship

Columbus, March 16.

Ohio’s censors, surrendering po-

sitions they have held for 40 years,

last Friday (12) released for geh-

eral exhibition five films they had
formerly rejected and hinted that

these were only a harbinger of

more to come.
Although still voicing its origi-

nal objections, the" censor board

released “The Moon Is Blue,
’

“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye.” “The
Ways of Love” (containing the

contcoverfciql “Miracle”/, “The
Outlaw” (with

1

deletions) arid

“Mom and Dad” (With deletions).

Dr. Clyde Hissong, state direc-

tor of education and chief censor,

said that in view of U, S. Supreme
Court decisions in “The Miracle,”

“La Ronde” and “M” cases, the

board how had no other alterna-

tive but to release the pictures,

since the court interpretations, al-

iithough applicable .only to^thei par-

ticular films considered by the
court, swept away and made in-

[

valid the Objections held by the
censor board.

Hissong’s action came a few
days after he had received an in-

lormal opinion he had asked of

Attorney General C. William
O’Neill, which he is using for

guidance,
O’Neill said that any reason for

censoring films in the future must
be “doubly convincing” as a re-

sult of the Supreme -Court’s ac-

tion on “M,” which in January re-

versed the censor board’s rejec-

tion. Ohio censorship was not
held unconstitutional and the state

may maintain a limited licensing

system for motion pictures. How-
ever, Atty; Gen’l added, the state’s

reasons for imposing restraint on
certain films “must be doubly
convincing” over what they were
formerly.

Protests flooded into Albany last
week on the heels of approval by
the Assembly Judiciary Commit-
tee of a bill attempting to define
the terms “immoral” and “inciting
to crime” in>New York’s state cen-
sorship statute.

Tenor, of these comments was
that the U. S. Supreme Court had
already doomed censorship on
these grounds as being too vague
and indefinite and that spelling put
these terms didn’t change.or affect
that ruling. .

.

‘ „

In her letter of objection. Flor-
ence Shientag, attorney in the “La
Ronde” test case which was one of
the two on which the Supreme
Court acted, she maintained that
the proposed bill would defeat the
purposes of its sponsor and that it

would “force the Court, in a proper
case, to go all the way and hold
that censorship of motion pictures
is not constitutional in any re-
spect.” Then, she added. “Obscene
films, which are presently subject
to inspection and licensing under
the New York law, might be
shown.”

In his letter to E. W. Brydges,.
co-sponsor of the measure with As-
semblyman James A. Fitzpatrick,
Arthur Mayer, president of the In-
dependent Motion Picture Distrib-
utors Assn, of America, objected
to the that there were no pub-
lic hearings on the bill. Mayer
added: “The proposed amend-
ments . . . attempt to overcome
the objections to the vagueness of
the terms ‘immoral’ and ‘incite to
crime’ by defining them in equally
vague and indefinite language
which, if anything, is even more
difficult of interpretation or appli-
cation."

Mayor expressed his belief that
a more constructive approach
would be that suggested by Hugh
M. Flick, the N. Y, censor, who
favors restrictive classification of
pix.

Independent Theatre Owners
Assn., at a meet in N. Y. last week,
passed a resolution vigorously op-
posing the bill and urging all other
communications media to join in
the fight “Which strikes at freedom
of expression and a free press.”

A N. Y. Daily News editorial On
the proposed bill called attention
to the “sensible immunities” ac-
corded the press and observed that
"censorship almost never does
achieve its desired result,” The
News, advice: “The film censorship
project is one, • we feel, which
the Legislature should simply file

and forget*”- .
' - ' •
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2UTE5L £ Markova Brings 1-Niters
Class A theatres, who always have
been victims of a product squeeze

operated by the major circuits, are

sitting on the sidelines watching

To British Dance Scene
London, March 16.

Alicia Markova opened a season
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This Dali’s a Dilly
" Paris, March 9.

Salvador Dali is doing the

decor for a new ballet which
choreographer Serge Lifar is v

creating for ; the Paris Opera
Ballet. f

Opera has already turned
down one costume suggested
by the surrealist Spanish
painter-designer. This one con-

sists of a series of replicas of
• the female breast all over the

costume, which are inflated
‘ during the dance.

by Liza FuchsOva and David Tid-
Hitherto; all 20th-Fox product

|,oa id at the pianos,
has first played one of the two T ;iey wlu dance in concert halls
Rank theatre groups before being without- -scenery or special effects;
offered to Independents. But the tour embraces 14 principal
announcement that future releases.

cities and winds up on April 15
starting' with "12-Mile Reef, are with a date at the Royal Albert
to be sold on the open market^has KaU in ij0fldon when the Phil-
given new hope to independent hanroma 0rch will provide the
theatre owners The policy change, musical backgrounding.

:

made by 20th»Fox, some tradesters *•'
- -

s

believe, may eventually vary the .

rigid releasing .pattern which op- (\J •1| f f% I

erates in Britain. ypifQ*||||pQ \A/*|f
Many feel that Indie exhibs with f Cl DWIICO UUVR

an equal chance of getting first-run

playdates for the top C’Scope prod- QHO'P • T\ •

uct may, after all, vary their oppo- J l \ll 111 I'aHTIQ
sition to the insistence of stereo- 111 a Ul lM
phonic sound and invest in anamor-
phic equipment. By moving quick- ' Paris, March 16.

ly, they Could be able to cash in Great grosses are being racked
on the novelty of the medium. up by . the Sacha Guitry color pic-

More important, however, is the tine. “If Versailles Were Told To
fact that free access to the 20th- Me." '* In two weeks, this grossed
Fox output, and presumably other $273,000 at three houses. On the
C’Scope pix, will raise the capital strength of this showing, Guitry
value of their theatre? apart enters into expanded pic produc-
from yielding potential increased tion with a “Napoleon" up next,
grosses. The market -value of any Jose Ferrer already is signed for a

picture house is necessarily con- lead. It is to be followed by a film

trolled by its potential gross which on the Dreyfus Case,
is governed by its booking strength.

! .
Next biggest grosser is the ex-

in a free booking situation, the
j
ploitation pic, “Tempest in the

indies stand to gain. ; Body,” garnering $108,000 in five

Although there is natural disap- ' houses for two-week run.
pointment at 20th-Fox over the! Claude Autant-Lara’s film on the
fallout with Rank on C’Scope in-

1

sex initiation of two adolescents,
stajlation, the former company be-

j

“Flowering Wheat,” pulled a fine

lieves this eventually may lead to
|
$138,000 in its four weeks in two

increased orders from indies. Al-
j
theatres. “Voung Bess” i M-G) did

ready some of the smaller indie [$66,000 in two weeks at two houses,
groups are planning trial installa-

j

The Gallic “A Bachelor's Life”
tfons. * came in for a two-week four^house

Despite the signs of potential ac- I take of $51,000.
tivity by the indies, branches of “Moulin.Rouge" (UA), which got
the Cinematograph Exhibitors neat crix, appraisal, is in its sec-

Assn. are cautioning their mem- ond first-run status, doing $301,-
bers and urging a go-slow. The 500 in’ 10 weeks. “The Savage
Birmingham CEA last week car- Fruit,” French pic, got $24,000 in

ried a resolution advising their three weeks at an arty house, while
branches not to proceed with in- 1 “Little Fugitive” (Burstyn) con-
stellations “in view 'of the lincer- ftinues its long art house run with
tainty” and the Kent County

j
$60,000 for nine week in a 1,000-

branch listed 11 reasons against seater,
them. These included’ a beef —^ 1—1——

—

against 50 rental ternis. the fact TA AD DIY DDAniTfTIAM
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-SSFiSS ON UPGRADE IN SPAIN
peopl» away from the fron t seats.

Madrid, March 9.

YIDDCAT CAD DDIT DfV Coproduction films are on the
UiDlAI rUli DliiJL llA upbeat in Spain. Reported that

vit iTTnnvn only one film in six is strictly

against 50^c rental terms, the fact
that the magnetic sound track
could be more easily damaged and
that the size of the screen drove
people away from the front seats.

UPBEAT FOR BRIT. PIX

IN AUSSIE FORECAST sKT**
1

ShS&
_ ,

in collaboration with various other
Sydney, March 9. countries

Film industry toppers here fore- ^ ’
•>**

, , c
cast a real upbeat for British films ,£

e*ar?® GowaiMr Suevia* FUms.

this year. This is based on the big
j
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success of such pix as “Cruel Sea,” I

s^arrm8 Antonio Villar and di-

(U), “Genevieve” iU ),“Appointment
*^ted by Alberto Cavalcanti. Bra-

in London” <U). “Malta Story”
technicians and players will

(Rank) and “Million Pound Note” i L
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cer Ana(Rank) and “Million Pound Note”

(Rank), all of which made records
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land, too, British biz is reaching i ?
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Marisa Prado and Al-

hieh figures nresentlv ;

herto Ruschel, Brazilian stage stars

The British produci is clicking
:
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in both minor and major capacity
Nevdle signed- dancer-singer Car-

houses in some keys.
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a French-Spamsh

It is estimated that more British
pic to done locally m May.

fare will be shown here this year Vega Films of Paris and Produc-
tion ever before, and without any *?nes Perojo of Madrid now are
benefit of the 15% compulsory filming a French-Spanish prod,uc-
British quota here. While the Brit. :

l 'on *n North Africa. It is called
Ish fare won’t run the U.S. pix off “Three Men Are Going To Die."
the Aussie marquees by any means, Spanish version is directed by
it figures to give Yanks a run for Feliciano Catalan. The French edi-

the boxoffice money. ” tion is being handled by Renethe boxoffice money. ” tion is being handled by Rene— Chanas with three French players

Brit. Censors Make Cuts Orduna is prepping the Spanish-

I 00 4 t 1 A/*o 1^*1 Mexican film, “Scviilean Imbrog-
ln Jo4 Ol l,“bZ rllms ,i0 ” starring Paquita Rico and a

T . „ Mexican actor.
London, March 9.

•

Out of a total of 1,962 films sub- 1 inn /*« r r; . . > t-*
milted for censorship last year, !

* oCC Iv006 ill

the British Board of Film Censors
[ British Kpv of ^00 000

flatly rejected 10. Cuts were or- v! ?, v
* t5U

t

U’UUU
dered in 384. Newcastle, Eng., March 16.

These figures’ include features, This northeast England city has
documentaries, shorts or cartoons.

'

a total population of around
Of the features, “U” certificates ' ^00.000.

(universal) went to. 412 pix. A fui> During its five-week, run at the
thcr 184 were placed in the “A” Odeon, “The Robe” drew 190,615
category (adults) and 34 were given

{

patrons, almost two-thirds of the
the “X” rating (over 16 only), . |

entire populace.

‘Antisocial’ Pix
Mexico City, March 9,

All-Mexico exhibition ban of the

top French pix, “Olivia” and

“Three Women,” must not in any

way be construed as discriminatory

.against French or other foreign

films, Alfonso Cortina, chairman

of the National Cinematographic

Board, stressed in upholding the
censors’ nixing. Mexicans frequent-
ly laud French pix because of their

.excellence, Cortina pointed out.

“Olivia” stars Simone Simon
and Edwige Feuillere and was im-
ported by Ffancia Films. It was
gonged because the censors fell!

“it would produce an ariti-social

effect upon the majority of the
public.” “Three Women,” based
upon episodes from Guy de Mau-
passant’s works (brought in here
by Jorge M. Dada), was nixed be-

cause the censorial group ruled
“two of the episodes are clearly

contrary to established and re-

spected social institutions.”

Francia Films and Dada an-

nounced they will accept the ban
without a fight. These are the first

foreign pix to be banned in Mexico
on anti-social and immoral grounds
in some time.

Gran Rex’ $625,950 Net

Paced BJL in ’53 But

Lesser Arg. Spots Limp
Buenos Aires, March 9.

The Gran Rex, 3,050-seat house
here, had ihe biggest receipts of

any first-run in city last year, with
a total of $625,950 or a weekly av-
erage of $12,037 for 51 weeks. This
excludes one stanza of exceptional
receipts because of special price
boosts for Italian Film Week. Next
largest theatre, the 2,354-seat Op-
era, was runnerup, with a total of

$550,250. This, of course, ex-
cluded French Film Week. The
2,400-seat Ocean took third place
with a total of $557,580 in 52
weeks.

These figures are exceptional be-
cause from the largest, deluxe
houses which exhibit the top prod-
uct. Exhibitors in general are un-
able to make both ends meet on
account of the low admission
scales.

20th-Fox had the highest net re-

ceipts of all the film companies in

1,953, with $2,123,070 from 18 pic-

tures released and one reissue. Me-
tro was second with $1,736,260 on
13 releases. RKO was in third
place with $1,539,450 On 20 re-

leases and tw'O reissues. Warner’s
had 12 releases, which racked up
SI,255,600, Columbia had 12 re-

leases netting $1,163,660 while
Universal had 14 releases and $1,-

t)50,130. Paramount’s 11 pix
netted $1,0;;7,340; United Artists
an equal number of films which
netted $842,770; Republic’s nine
-releases. and one reissue had $400,-
150 and Monogram did.' $211,310.
Top grosser in January and Feb-

ruary was “King Solomon’s Mines”
(M-G), which reached $104,155 in

a 11-week first-run.

O’Donnell Gets VIP
Treatment in Sydney

Sydney? March 9.
1

Robert J. O’Donnell, Dallas

(U tS.) theatre executive, here on
cruise ship Caronia for a two-day

stopover, wras given the “freedom
of the city” by top Aussie film

execs. Norman B. Rydge, head of

the Greater Union theatres cir-

cuit, together with Leroy Braqer,

Columbia chief here, wined-dihed

the Interstate Circuit executive

and his wife, showing them over

the local theatre setup. Sid Al-

bright, 20th-Fox boss, gave a cock-

tall party at his home, where the

O’Donnells met more pic execs,

diplomats and many of. Sydney’s
“400.”

O’Donnell admitted to the film

industry chiefs that he had na idea
that Down Under was such a big

place, especially Sydney. Within
the. 48 hours he was here, the Dal-

las filmite knew more about this

country than a native son. And he
got the inside dope on the film biz.

Bauer, himself Texan’, but now
50-50 Aussie because of his long
stay here, planes to the U. S. next
May on Columbia biz.

Popular Abbe
Paris, March 9.

The Abbe Pierre, a simple priest
who was quietly trying to get hous-
ing for the poor these last few
years, suddenly „was .thrown into
the limelight during the cold w'avc,
some weeks ago, when he saved
hundreds of lives by his appeals
and emergency centers.
Now six directors are trying to

get pictures on his.Jife started, and
one producer has invited Charles
Chaplin to France to make a film
on the champion of the downtrod-
den.

Rome. March 9. .

Italian film • circles are angered
over the complaint made last Feb.
15 by the Independent Motion Pic-
ture Distributors Assn, of America
against activities of Italian Films
Export. IMPD claimed that IFE, by
going into distribution. Threatens
to become a nionOply. Italians ad-
mit that IFE started out as purely
as a publicity and propaganda
agency. But they insist that an
Italian distributing office had to
be created because indie distribs
and importers clearly showed their
inability to promote Italian films

Jn the American market."

“The activity of the independent
distributors,” says Aialdo dello
Spettacolo, the producers’ organ,
has always been limited to the pur-
chase of Italian films at a fixed
price and an absolutely inadequate
percentage to show them in a few
art centres,, .in some popular the-
atres or, in short, in limited cir-
cuits. Italian producers, at least
for their films of major import-
ance. have successfully dubbed
their pictures and have distributed
them on the large circuits and
throughout the entire U.S. market.
The independent distributors were
unable to do either one or the
other.”

It goes on to say that IFE is

not at all monopolistic. On the
contrary, IFE has shown it will
support and join in any initiative
to seriously promote important
Italian films even if they are im-
ported and distributed by indies,

2d London House Leased

By 20th-Fox for C’Scope
London, March 9.

20th-Fox has leased a second
West End theatre as a show-win-
dow for Cinemascope. Company
closed a deal with J. Arthur Rank
to take over the Odeon, Marble
Arch, lor one year with options.
20th-Fox started its tenancy of the
Carlton with an invitational preem
of “12-Mile Reel,” another
C’Scopeiv The takeover of the
Marble Arch Odeon, which is al-
ready tooled lor CinemaScope, is

effective from April 8 when 20thr
Fox will open with “Khybcr
Rifles.”

Leasing of the second West End
theatre is designed to avoid a
[bottleneck in releasing 20th’s
CinemaScope films of which Only
two had previously had a West
End pre-release. As long runs are
anticipated at the Carlton, another
theatre was, considered necessary
to insure a steady flow of new
product. Coinciding with the news
of the ^takeover, 20,thrFox an-
nounced that, in its first 13 play-
dates, “Robe” had played to 2,06.7,-

094 patrons.

London, March 16.

Without advance warning, the
House of dommons turned the
spotlight on H. M. Tennent, Ltd.,
and its .policy of promoting non^
profit distributing companies
which get admission tax exemp-
tion. It gave permission to a Labor
M. P., Woodrow Wyatt, to intro-
duce a bill which, would bring such
companies under Parliamentary
control. The new measure Is set to
have its second reading April 2,

The .'attack launched by Wyatt
was aimed, principally, at the oper-
ations of the non-profit distribut-

ing company promoted by the
Tennent Organization. He admitted
that it had done some extremely,
good work in improving standards
and suggested that, if the people
concerned . (and he named Hugh
Beaumont, the chief) confined
themselves to the non-profit mak-
ing interests, there would be no
complaint. But they did not do. so.

There was another company, which
was a profit-making company, and
the two units shared between them
the principal director, Hugh Beau-
mont.

The Laborite alleged, that, by
skillful use of the law which allows
tax exemption, Beaumont had built

up his profit-making company on
very substantial lines and created
a great theatrical empire. Of their
current tak free play, “A Day By
The Sea,” starring three knights
and a dame, he said: “It is not
educational and it is not, in my
View, a very good one.” At this

point there was an interruption
and another Labor M. P. said: “It

is tripe." Prices had been upped
for this production and, if it were
a tax-paying venture, the Treasury
would be getting' about $1,400 a
week..

Wyatt then pointed out that the
non-profit making company, Ten-
nent Productions, paid

' $112 a

week, in managament fees for each
of its plays, to the profit-making
company, H. M. Tennent Ltd., and
that amounted to roughly $28,000
a year. A recent balance sheet of
H. M. Tennent showed a profit of

$22,400.

Within a few weeks, Wyatt
claimed, Beaumont would be in

charge of 10 productions on the
London stage. As a result, other
managements and producers were
rapidly being squeezed out “by the
operation of this growing monop-
oly.”

HUROK SIGNS ANTONIO;

FESTIVAL U.S. TOUR SET
London, March 16.

Before he left for the Continent
last Wednesday (10), U. S. manager
Sol Hurok confirmed the booking
of the London Festival Ballet for a

Canadian and American season in

the fall. He also revealed that he
had signed Antonio and his Span-
ish Ballet for 20 weeks in a coast-

to-coast tour opening January*
1955.

The Festival Ballet will open its

tour at Quebec on October 10 or

11, after which it will cross the
U. S. and Canada to the Coast to

play Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco before working its way to

New York via the southern stales.

Tamara Toumanova will appear
as guest artist, as well as Nora
Kovach and Istvan Rabovsky, the

two Hungarian-Russian dancers
who escaped last year from behind
the Iron Curtain. '

Repertory will include the full-

length, four-act, century-old classi-

cal ballet, “Esmeralda,” which will

be having its first presentation in

America. The story is based on
Hugo's “The Hunchback of Notre
Daine.” Also to be done for the
first time in the U. S. will be Har-
old Lander’s production of the old

Danish ballet. “Napoli.”

Extend Rank-Ealing Pact
London, March 9.

The output of Ealing. Studios is

to continue in distribution through
the J. Arthur Rank Organization
for the next five years. Extension
of the original pact has just been
concluded in London and this will

,give General Film Distributor*

sole British- rights to the product.

Outside Britain, Ealing produc-

j

tions will continue to be handled.

1 through the various Rank agencies;
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New York on April 16. Film, being

reissued by RKO/fc being handled

iimilarily to a ndw picture, with

hew tie-ups and press books. It’s

slated for the RKO chain as well

»s theatres on the same booking

*P
The Loew's chain and nabes

which play day-and-date are set to

receive Metro's* “Knights of the

ound Tabled the firstrCinema-

metropolitan N.Y. circuit. Advance
publicity and advertising has been

going on for several weeks, with

the brunt of the campaign aimed

at schools. •
Other pictures slated for N.Y.

nabe houses during Easter Week
are United Artists' double bill of

“Heidi" and "White Mane." Uni-

versal’s "The Glenn Miller Story,"

a natural for teen-agers as well as

adults, gets the second half of the

week on the RKO split in' Gotham.
Dual bill situations in N.Y. will

find "Rob Roy" (RKO) teamed
with “Pinocchio" and "Tarza, Son
of Cochise” (U) with the "Miller

Story.”
Hinterland bookings are just as

solid. UA’s "Heidi” is set for

houses in Boston, Providence, Chi-

cago, Los
.
Angeles, San Francisco

and St. Louis. Metro’s “Gypsy
Colt,” a story of a young girl and
her horse, is down for substantial

scattered dates. ;/ Twentieth-Fox’s
n e w e st Cinemascope picture,

“Prince Valiant," based, on the
King Features adventure comic
strip, will have some 200 Easter

,

dates.1 U s "Ma and Pa Kettle aft

Homev” always a hinterland fa-

vorite, will get a whirl during the

vacation stanza.

While not primarily aimed at

kids, other product available for

“the week" is in the popular ap-

peal category. Paramount is dish-

ing out Bob Hope’s latest, . "Cas-
anova's Big Night " set for^aturar
tion bookings. Also from Par will

be “Elephant Walk," starring Eliza-

beth Taylor, scheduled for key
penetration markets, and Danny
Kaye's “Knock on Wood,” set for

some 10 prerelease engagements.
Charlton Heston in "Naked Jungle"
will be available for substantial
bookings, too.

.

Warner Bros, big Easter picture
will be “Lucky Me,” a C’Scope
musical starring Doris Day. Com-
pany’s 3-D chiller, “Phantom of

|

the Rue Morgue” will get a. big
play during Easter Week also.

From 20th, theatres will have the
spy thriller, “Night People," as
well as such C’Scopers as "King
of the Kyber Rifles" and "Hell and
High Water." Latter pair will be
hitting the nabes at Easter time.
Metro’s contribution Will be
‘Rhapsody" and “Rose Marie" in

addition to those already men-
tioned.

RKO will launch the King Bros.’
“Carnival* Story" in prerelease
runs and will continue bookings
on the Samuel Goldwyn reissue
“Best Years of Our. Lives." Col-
umbia’s big one will be Judy Holli-
day in “It Should Happen to You."
Col will also back its slate with a
number of new westerns as will

Universal. In addition to "Heidi,
UA will be represented- with "Act
of Love” and "Top Banana."

Italo Film-Making
—— Continued from pace 5—
for a musical. Film, which con-
stitutes a history of Naples and
its invaders, wilL be released In the
U. S. by Italian Films Export and
niyy go out in its original form,
without dubbing or subtitles.-

Giannini denied that Italy was
tailoring its films after Hollywood
and said Italo producers didn’t
think they’d been getting a bad
break so far in the U. S. market;
"Whatever hits we've had so far
have come mpre or less as a sur-
prise,” he declared. "It’s only
lately that we have really begun
to seriously think in terms of the
L. S. Apart from all that, the Ital-
ians have something of a language
inferiority;”

a
He thought Cinemascope was

one “for certain, selected sub-
jects’’ but was enthusiastic about
stereophonic

' sound. "It’s great
and it is a ’ liberation,” he stated.

_
we have suffered from the prob-

lem of the “saturated’ soundtrack
tor too long. Stereophonic sound
is bound to come." Giannini, who’s
pot related to the Italo banking
tanuly, sa id he liked the wide
screen “but not at the expense of a
loss in height." ' *

L.A. DAILIES TO NIX

NAUGH1TSHOW BIZ ADS
Hollywood, March 16,

Los Angeles Newspaper Publish-
ers Assn., bracking down on adver-
tising which violates "code of de-
cency for amusement advertisers,"
in a letter to 'local exhibitors and
studios, doesn't cite any specific
instances, but it’s, understood some
ads recently created unfavorable
comment. They even caused a few
"cancellation of subscriptions,” ac-
cording to Association secretary
Floyd Maxwell.

Four metropolitan papers, the
Times, Mirror, Examiner and Her-
ald'Expfess, belong to the associa-
tion. The News pulled out a few
months ago when purchased by
Clinton Mackinnon. Copy of the
code, adopted shortly after the war,
accompanies the letter which hints
advertisers would do well to study
regulations and thereby, prevent
“drastic censorship.” It’s the first

time speh letter was ever sent.

I

Kalmus
Continued from page 4

year that it becomes, of very first

importance,” Kalmus declared.

Regarding the eight-perfora-
tion cameras, the Techni pre_xy

said: “The policy of Technicolor
with respect .to these six cameras
and with respect to building a
larger number is being consid-
ered.”

In handling VistaVision, Techni
is faced with the problem, of mak-
ing normal size 35m prints from
eight- perforation horizontally

moving negative which exposes
two-and-a-half times the normal
frame area.' This requires projec-
tion printing. "Fortunately,” he
commented, “the printing proce-

dure which Technicolor uses to

manufacture its dye-transfer ( imbi-

bition ) prints is of that character
and ideally suited to the require-
ment.”

Kalmus said in improving and
modifying the Techni process, the
lab was aiming to improve the
matrix stock and the positive print

rawsto'ck. Changes in the latter

“are aimed to further improve the
visibility and other characteristics

of Technicolor imbibition .prints on
extremely large screens,” he de-

clared. He added

:

“I wish to point out that the mag-
nificent VistaVision demonstration
. . . with its splendid characteris-

tics of smoothness, freedom from
grain, visibility and beautiful color

rendition embodied not all hut only

one of the thrjie phases of improve-
ment upon which Technicolor is

now working.” In play so far

alone is the increased negative
area due to the eight perforation
VistaVision procedure.

Kalmus related that he recog-

nized back in the spring of 1952,

when his attention was first called

to Cinerama, that larger screens

were in the offing and that Techni

would have to modify its process

“in order to serve the industry

with the best and least expensive

prints in color which would satisfy

these new large screen require-

ments.”

It was Specified at that time

that, whatever the new process,

there would be no loss or deterio-

ration in the color rendition; pro-

cedure would have to be changed

to keep Techni prints as smooth
and as free of grain as before; and
price couldn’t be upped much, if

at all.

Impression prevails that Kalmus
feels that, when Par demonstrated
VistaVision to exhibs and the press,

insufficient credit was given Techni
which had contributed so material-,

ly to the perfection of the wide-

screen method.

‘Moon Is Blue’
Continued from page 3

apparently is determined to keep

the pic out of that city regardless

of the legalities. The spokesman

for Preminger said that the gen-

darmes in J. C. have made it clear

that some sort of action will be

taken against local theatremcn ex-

hibiting "Mooh,” even to the ex-

tent that houses might be forced

closed because of the “condition”

of their lobbies or some technical-

ity in building or other statutes.

The Preminger man alleges that

the situation in J. C. can’t be

coped with.

Film Fetes
mmmamm Continued from page S sssl
to present the American film in-
dustry’s much misunderstood eco-
nomic credo to the assembled press
corps. o •

Some order has beep brought
into the film festival chaos the
International Federation

.
of Film

Producers Assns., w h ic h has
graded fetes into four categories.
MPEA is a member of the Fed-
eration. *

Also, economic' concessions in-
creasingly offered the Americans
have Intrigued the companies. The
Federation’s administrative coun-
cil, meeting 1

in London late last
year, voted in favor of a regulation
that not only would accord festival
entries extra-quota status for sub-
sequent distribution but also would

j

allow free remittance of all monies
!

earned by festival entries in the
sponsoring country.
So far, only Argentina has of-

ficially agreed to be bound by this
resolution, so that there should be
a bonus transfer of all coin accu-
mulated eventually by the Ameri-
can entries in the recent Mar del
Plata fest. Argentina has no quota
import law, so the bonus license
part of the resolution didn’t come
into play there.
However, both provisions are of

extreme importance in Italy ' and
France in view of the American
participation in the key . Cannes
and Venice festivals. As far as
MPEA knows, neither country has
as yet agreed to be bound by
the Federation’s resolution, even
though it’s believed that the Ital-
ians favor it.

The bonus permit arrangement
looms -as an important considera-
tion in France, Where the compa-
nies under the Last agreement were
limited to 110 licenses, annually.
Since.the companies as a rule put
their best foot forward at Cannes
and Venice, general distribution of
their entered pix on an extra-li-
cense basis would jeonstitute a real
incentive.

Meanwhile, regulations of the
Venice affair have been changed
from last year to conform with
American complaints over the
manner in wrhich the selection of
competing films had been handled.
Under the new rules, each nation
will be free to select the pix it

wants to enter, providing they
were made in the preceding 12
months, hadn’t shown at another
competition and reached "an art-
istic and spectacular level to indi-
cate a real progress of the motion
picture/’ They also can’t "offend
the national sentiment of any
other participating nation.”

Countries producing more than
250 films a year—-and that includes
of course the U. S.—will be lim-
ited to three entries. However, as
last year, extra films of exception-
al merit will be accepted.

This answers the demands of
the MPEA which, last year, made
it clear that/unless the entry rules
were changed, it wouldn’t consider
further participation in Venice. At
that time the Italians turned dovra
most entries picked by the Amer-
icans themselves and proceeded to
request certain pix for the com-
petish. Some of these Weren’t of a
quality which the companies con-
sidered as top favorable or suitable
for the event.
The International Federation has

graded international film fests into
four categories. In category. A are
those in which all of the Federa-
tion’s members must participate.
They include Cannes (March 25 to
April 9) and Venice (Aug. 20, to
Sept. 10'.

In category B are non-competi-
tive events in which associations
have an option to participate. It

includes the just-completed fetes
at Sao Paul, Brazil, and Mar Del
Plata, Argentina; the Berlin film
festival, skedded June 18 to 29 and
the §an Sebastian. Spain, event,
July 10 to 27. There is little doubt
that MPEA will elect to go into
Berlin. The Spanish fete is still

under consideration.

In category C are fests limited
to restricted and specialized pix.

There are two or. three of those.

In category D are “national” fetes

such as the one in Locarno, Stvitz-

erland, in July and the one tenta-

tively skedded for Cairo next No-
vember. In these, members assns.

can’t participate 'other than on an
individual company basis.

According to the MPEA, the In-

ternational Federation has two
more festival applications under
consideration. One of them pre-

sumably involves the ' projected

film fete In Japan, which would

fall into the D category.

U,S. Information Agency Interested in Overseas

Spread of Theatrical Charity Organization

U’s $297,091 Increase
su'e*mllnins variety ciub*

. ,
*

.
'

, . .
International in the light of the

yesterday (Tues.) reported a $297,-
091 increase in first quarter net P°se^ Variety Clubs annual091 increase in first quarter net
profit, boosting per share earnings convention in Dallas, March 22-25,

to 71c from last year’s 43c. Jack Beresln, international chief

Company’s net for the 13 weeks barker, declared in N. Y. last week,
ended Jan. 30, 1954, was $772,979 At the same time, be disclosed

ss/asss r* t* h
:

profits taxes. This compares to a wouidn t stand for reelection and
consolidated

.
net of $475,888 after couldn’t be drafted for the job. “I

provision of $675,000 in ta^es for made that decision on the basis of
the first quarter of '53. many years* experience,” Beresln
^Earnings for the '54 quarter are said . “two years is enough. Now
the equivalent of 71c per share on ... .. A ,

»

the 1 010,449 shares outstanding. its time to make way for new
.

This is after deducting dividends blood and some new thinking."

on the preferred stock. All figures Beresln reported the convention
in the U statement are subject to would be asked to grant charters
adjustment and year-end audit. to two new tents, one in Jackson-

. . —— . — • ville, Fla. and the other In Bom-
_ bay, India. He said the request for

PlCfAAIt Traimpr hak a Jacksonville charter had cornsr igeuu i rapper ueib from Jack Dumestre of Atlanta, th#
TIia Piril and That’c fllf Variety Clubs international rep for
lllc DUO aOO IDal o yla the Southeast, and that the tent

V ft Tl. , ... . aa would be assigned the number 44
ffllD ILL. incaire ingrs. at its own request. The Bombay

Kansas City i March 16.
charter will carry the number 43.

Pigeon menace which has long At the Dallas convention, which
plagued downtown theatre' man- promises to be one of the best at-

agers here came in for an easv tended in the history of the Clubs,

and, at least, partial solution last Beresln will make a pitch for

week. The problem which has permanent headquarters headed
claimed almost eternal struggle on UP by an exec director able to de-

the part of managers has lessened vbte his full time to the affairs of

since an intrepid pigeon trapper, Lbe organization. “We have out-

Edward Cushing, came on the grown our swaddling clothes/' he
scene declared. “It’s a full business now."

ife was indeed » welcome figure £***£ '•*

when he walked into the Para-
fulUlme puW,c r

.
elatJons sUfl-

mount Theatre and asked Harold Beresin’s observations came at a

Lyon, manager, 'if he could set his luncheon of trade press editors

wire traps on the roof of the the- wbo acted as judges in a contest

atre. All he had. to explain was f®r human interest pictures and.
that he wanted to take the birds, stories telling the Variety Clubs
and Lyon said go to it with a story. Winners were Morris Ber-

hearty blessing. man of the Pittsburgh Sun-Tele-
graph (Tent. No. 1) who won $300Cushing, it seems, makes a busi-

™ " “V
ness of trafficking in pistons.
Some of the' hapless birds go for 1? ”* A° 131 ot

dinner table, some to gun clubs for 1?’
target practice, some to dog train-

the Clubs he p
ers for field work. And Mrs Cush- ^ «e «"?. » free tnP <»

ing explained to Lyon that if the
the DaMas ^“"Vention.

bird has passed the squab stage
jinp

Y

at>t>earet̂ 10 Color Maga-

better use the pressure cooker.

Some recent major changes of wrtt™^/„r'
I
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downtown structures has meant the ,

b
i

e"' U ®
r,'

nfoJTna.-
displacing of hundreds of pigeods ,

er
K
WPR - N - '•

'from their accustomed roos£. First <>y Beresin. It

it was the many-aicoved Junior **’

College which was tom down, then
Pa"S,

°S ®Uhe Clubs over-

some of the town's older buildings SSt’TST^ .
,bt Chrw““

the herth.m. met-ine ree™ vXr Salute, fund ratsing campaign for

the new expressway. AH this meant .
IIospi,i"

the hundreds of dps (displaced
A', klorwuLoro tained b>’ Variety Clubs, had beenpigeonsih^to find other quarters. >**“

and they largely chose tire center m
b'®®*r “ a"

.

e
,

ver
_

an „"t «">*

of the downtown shopping district. ZTio putting ?he h^taron^
This made not only a headache sound footing *r

for theatre managers, but for the
J

merchants and the secretary of
: 1**11**

their association. Bill Austin. The
' Crowded Dallas Calendar

Daniel Boone approach was wel-J Dallas, March 16.

corned, according to Lyon, since it] Variety Club, Tent 17, to host
was costless and several other met h-

j

over 1.000 barkers at the 18th an-
ods tried proved anything but in- nual Variety Clubs . lnlcrnalional
expensive. The pigeon repellents .

.
,

work to a degree, but have never convention here, March 22-25,

been employed to an extent they "ill accent western flavor during
could entirely rid the premises. the four-day meet. While charit-

: The city ordinances also proclaim able projects will dominate the

I r? ’T"'
different. Cushing comes armed sliCd 1S heavy,

with a city health department per- Local tent, which hosted the
mit. a wire box trap and dclectible

j
worldwide meet in 1939, again has

grain with which to entice the birds set Hotel Adolphus as convention
imside the wire, from which they headquarters. Inn’s roof garden

1 are prevented from walking out by will be used as clubrooms during
[a bit of reverse English on the the week, instead of the smaller,
! wire. permanent seventh floor home. A f-

!

- — ter opening day’s (22) hotel sesh,

» n conventioneers on Tuesday (23)

Cinerama Holiday Seen "
6 Weeks From Finish Texas “roundup’ and barbecue will

“Cinerama Holiday,” second film have Morton Downey plus music

in the widescreen medium which from the Hardin-Simmons College

Louis De Roehemoht is making for Cowboy Band, of Abilene, Tex.

around $1,000,000, is expected to R. J. O’Donnell is international
be completed in six weeks. De convention chairman, Committee
Rochemont returned from Europe chairmen are chief barker Albert
last week to view for the first time H. Reynolds, registration: Carl A.
the rough-cut footage so far shot Dolsen, greeters; Meyer Rachofskv,
and assembled for the film. Crews finance; Ronald Martin, transporta-

hafve been filming on location both tion; Mrs. John Rowley, ladies

in Europe and in the United States, committee; Charles E. Darden,

Following the screening of the Boys’ Ranch, and Kendall ^ a (
v>

footage and confabs with execs of clubrooms. Ringmasters include

plcte . the scheduled sequences tionai executive .director,

there. Short, director general:
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A PROVEN BOX-OFFICE BONANZA!

BOOK IT NOW

FOR GREAT EASTER BUSINESS!
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LL ITS STORYBOOK WONDER BECOMES SCREEN MAGIC!
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[Loew’s Polil

WATERVILLE, CONN.

^ tVHleJ

M
its tremendous

boxofficeperfarmance

in Schine Theatres in:

Glowrsville

Amsterdam

Canandaipa

has resulted in

i

the Schine circuit!

Mi
HEIDI” wins GOLD MEDAL AWARD

PARENTS’ MAGAZINE,

AS "OUTSTANDING $

FAMILY MOVIE!"

|

spectacular book tieup.
1

Grosset & Dunlap, one of the nation's leading

publishers, is all out for “HEIDI” with one

of the most extensive book promotions ever

placed behind a motion picture! 7 new edi-

tions are being* distributed - a minimum of

4,000,000 copies - in a nationwide' theatre

tieup. Posters and other material on the 7

books and the picture will be displayed in

91,720 traffic locations ranging from depart-

ment stores to newsstands.. .all keyed for

the Easter season!

Also 400 radio and 90 TV stations all over the

country will promote “HEIDI” with plugs and

spot announcements!

»*

''Absolutely stunning! Moves one

to emotional raptures that are

seldom got from a film!"

-N. Y. TIMES

"Should fascinate child and adult

alike!" -M. P. HERALD

rare and exciting film

.

as proud and majestic

as its wild stallion..,

r £

^ . rv

A FHm «f Albert Umoriue
Presented by WHUmi L Swdef

KIPS! ADULTS! fWffrOAff GOES P0R THESE

PRIZE-WINNING, FAMILY-AFFAIR FILMS!

i ( J <1 .iwi t iw u i t i b l l I t . l i - j / J >1 t. v I I



with its showing* anywhere. But

at the same .time there is concern

over the kin<f oklinpression "Salt”

will create abroad. Its first show-

ing outside theU.S.A. will be
4-

Mexico City/

m

As Otis Guernsey Jr., the

N y Herald /Tribune reviewer, put

it
: T believe, the same export rules

should app!y.4o this film as to any
. other, However, I would be as

sorry to see anyone here or abroad

get their ideas about the U.S. from

this picture -as -from a film like

‘‘My Son John.
0

In hi$ published appraisal 'of

"Sail," Guernsey was outspoken.

He called its craftsmanship "ex-

cellent" arid he praised perform-

ances 6f the largely non-profes-

sional cast. However, he observed,

where "the technique is realistic,

the social villainy is not. . . . It is

simply and purely a game played

with loaded dice by producer Paul

Jarrico, director Herbert J. Biber-

nian and writer Michael Wilson at

the expense of the whole truth."

It’s ’Loaded’
Guernsey held that the film’s

conflict is "loaded" and “a lie by
omission . . . Let it be shown by
all means, but let it be recognized

for what it is: a corruption of

screen journalism.”
In striking contrast, a spokesman

for Independent Productions Corp.,

which is releasing "Salt,” said this

week that the picture was a worthy
j

ambassador for the Ainerican film
|

industry abroad. Certainly it’s a

lot better than some of the bad
pictures now beirig shipped to the

foreign market.” "Salt” doesn’t as

yet have a foreign release, al-

though the Mexican opening is vir-

tually arranged.
"Salt," made in cooperation with

the international Union of Mine,
Mill & Smelter Workers, . which
has been accused of Red leanings,

tells of a strike by Mexican work-
ers at a npne in New Mexico. Its

theme; apart from a plea for equal-
ity for women within the union, is

Reds Use Yank Stills

Communist functionaries in

the satellite countries, while
decrying Hollywood as the
arch symbol of western decad-
ence, are using the faces of
American film stars without
apparent hesitation.

For several months now, the
Polish tabloid Przekroj has
been using the likeness of
Marjorie Main as the wise
aunt at the head of an. advice-
to-rcaders column. Miss Main
isn’t identified however.

In Czechoslovakia, the Com-
munists, have latched on to

Rita Hayworth for propaganda
purposes. Posters , show the
star purportedly reading a
Czech Communist party mag.
Underneath is the admonition:
Do as Rita Hayworth does!

the company’s brutal attempt to
break the strike. Discrimination
against Mexicans also figures
prominently.
Opinion that "Salt" shouldn’t be

exported since it paints an untrue
picture of conditions in this coun-
try and does not represent a typi-
cal labor situation was voiced by
Arthur Mayer, Independent Mo-
tion Picture Distributors Assn,
prexy, in N. Y. "This matter goes
beyond freedom of expression," he
held. "I have fought censorship
long and hard, but somewhere one
must draw the* line. And it seems
to me ‘Salt of the Earth’ is it."

Aliens Lack A Frame
Distress expressed by most of

those who have seen the film is

that it will be widely misinter-
preted abroad. "In this country we
have a necessary perspective and
frame of reference, we know that
this kind of thing doesn't go on
as a permanent condition," was
one comment. "Send this kind of
thing abroad and it’s bound to be-
come a weapon in the hands of
the Communists, Chances are
they’d make out that these are
true conditions whereas the bal;
anting picture provided by -Holly/
'vo°d just propaganda." >
Problem of Controlling exports

without entering into the realm
ot Censorship has plagued, the in-
dustry for decades. The major
oistribs exercise a certain selectiv-

ln
.
their choice of pix going

«l
)r

?,
ad ' ^or instance, 20th-Fox re-

eiitiy had in mind reissuing
crapes of Wrath" but changed

u> mind when it was realized that

this would feed ammunition to
hostile elements . abroad.

The government occasionally
takes * an indirect^hand. There
were some talks between the U. S.
Information Agency and Columbia
re the foreign release of "From
Here to Eternity.’’, Theodore C.
Streibert, the agency’s director,
said Monday that he was heartily
in favor of voluntary action on
the part of the industry in exer-
cising export selectivity. But he
added:

"I would be very cautious and
hesitant to suggest government ac-
tion. We don’t waht government
controls in these matters. This
kind of thing always works two
ways, and never satisfactorily. You
shouldn’t tamper with filjns any
more than with news dispatches."

According to the "Salt” produc-
ers, their picture will be shown
abroad in exactly the same version
being exhibited in the U. s! They
have no intention of affixing a
foreword that would indicate that
the situation depicted \jn the film
represents the exception rather
than the rule.

With the exception of the two
papers that didn’t bother review-
ing “Salt”—the Mirror and the
Journal-American—all of the N. Y.
critics agreed that any attempt to
Stop the film’s export would con-
stitute censorship.

Kate Cameron of the N. Y, Daily
News, who thought in her review
that the picture "has its. strong
points,” commented that some

J

scenes should be deleted from the
.film before it is sent abroad. “I

!

don’t think it’s an honfesf picture"
she said. ‘

j

.Bosley Crowther of the N. Y.
Times, in his review, tagged the
picture "a calculated social docu-
ment ... a clearly intended spe-
cial interest film" and, on tracing
the pic’s "agitated' history,” ex-
pressed surprise in finding it

"simply a strong pro-labor film.”
Crowther was the only one to de-
tail the, political record of those
connected with the production.

Alton Cook in the N..Y. World-
Telegram & Sun noted that "Salt”
"loads its dice so heavily, all

chance for sympathy is lost.” He
expressed apprehension over .the

film being used fdr anti-American
propaganda in Latin American
countries.

Following "Salt" lensing at Sil-

ver City, New Mexico, there were
queries from Rep. D. Jackson (R.,

Cal.) to both the State and Com-
merce Depts. 'on what could be
done to flash the red light on the
export of "Salt." He was told that
it was largely up to the conscience
of the individual producer.

Book Publishers
•

_

Continued from page 3

’The Caine Mutiny," which con-
tains scenes from the current
Broadway production as well as
Stanley Kramer’s upcoming film.

In the case of "Eternity," however,
the paper-back reprint contained
no mention of the picture.

Film execs note that the release
of the picture was responsible for I

placing "Eternity” back on the
bestseller list. Publishers argu-
ment, on the other hand, is that
the pic’s success was based on the
popularity of the book.

Cru>? of film tie-up men’s com-
plaint is that publishers won’t co^

operate on advertising, dealer dis-

plays, etc. At the same time, it’s

claimed, the book trade w'ants stills

from the picture and mentions in

film ads, but won’t reciprocate to

any degree.

UA’s $40,000,000
SSmm Continued from page 1 SSSSS

t

and that the net prdfit is on the

rise along with the gross business.

Fact that the first quarter of this

year is upbeat was. seen reflecting

a payoff on quantity, rather than

quality, pix. Company hasn’t had
any outstanding entries in full

release so far this year but is send-

ing out its features at the rate of

four a month, This is one of the

heaviest skeds in the trade cur-

rently.

UA has a couple of promising

4j.o. pix now swinging into distribu-

tion, "Act of Love” and "Beat the

Devil," but the bulk of returns on

these will be credited to the sec-

ond, not the first, quarter.

California Labor Earnings
Hollywood, March 16.

Average weekly earnings of film
production workers in January
dropped to $116.84 from Decem-
ber’s $120,28, according California
Labor Statistics Bulletin.
Average hourly earnings same

both months at $2.87, but average
hour's worked, was off from Decem-
ber’s 42 to 40.7 January.

il Return

Of Yates From Europe
Republic’ Pictures, which usually

holds its annual stocholders’ meet-
ing the first Tuesday in April, has
adjourned, the session from the
originally scheduled April 6 to
April 9. The extension, sharehold-
ers were Informed this week, was
arranged to enable prexy Herbert
J. Yates to^ attend and preside at

the homeoffice conclave.

Yates is in Europe accompanied
by his actress-wife Vera Ralston,
and his executive assistant, William
Saal.

Meantime, the company’s proxy
statement disclosed that Yates arid

members of his family either own
or control about 21%' of the out-

standing Republic common stock
and some 15% of the preferred is-

sue. He personally is listed as

owning 16,550 shares and 1,000 pre-
ferred.

Another 2,650 shares of common
is held by his son, Douglas T.

Yates, a Rep director and veepee of

Republic .Pictures International
Corp; Associated Motion Picture
Industries, Inc., of which Douglas
Yates is an officer arid director,

owns 178,842 shares of common.
49,600 preferred shares and $744,-

000 of the firm’s debentures:
Proxy also reveals that members

of Yates’ family were owners of

record of about 6,600 shares of Rep
common and own all outstanding
stock of Tonrud. Inc. Latter bolds
12.200 Rep preferred shares and
183,516 common. In addition. Ton-
rud retains 71,97.4 shares in A.MPI,
whose outstanding shares are 187,r
926. There are 1.817,860 shares of
Rep common outstanding and 400,-

000 shares of cumulative coriverti-

ble preferred stock.

Herbert Yates, according to . the
proxy, received $175,350 for the
fiscal year ended Oct. 31, 1953. Fig-
ure includes $100,000 accrued re-

muneration for that 12-montli pe-
riod which is deferred in accord-
ance with terms of his 1950 em-
ployment agreement. Richard W.
Altschuler, director and preZ of
Republic International, drew $34.-

600 or $3,985 more tban he was
paid the previous yean Compen-
sation for all other officers amount-
ed to $389,550.

Five directors are up for re-

election at the annual meet. They
are Albert W. Lind, a partner in
the brokerage firm of Sterling
Grace & Co.; Franklin A, McCar-
thy, rep of Eastman Dillon & Co.;
C. Bruce Newbery, Republic vee-
pee and sales chief; Herbert Yates
and Altschuler.

Filin Prints in All Processes

Marines and Sex
Albany, March 16.

Recent issue of The . Evan-
gelist. Catholic periodical, car-
ried a frontpage box headed
"A Marine Veteran’s Com-
plaint." It deplored the com-
mon assumption that Gl’s are
all "sex happy” and rapped
M a r i J y n Monroe’s recent
"musty burlesque in Korea;"

Miss Monroe was guilty, said
the anonymous Marine, of a
"brazen insult to the men who
wear the uniform of their
country as gentlemen." She
displayed "unbounded con-
tempt for every man wearing !

the Star of David or the Cross
'

of Christ in the. units she
visited."

Concluded the Marine, “Ko-
rean natives must have a poor
concept of American woman-
hood.”

Herbert Yates
Continued from pagt 7

ceive it; and thirdly, he did not
believe it would make a bad pic-

ture good or add any value to a
;

good picture as far as the public ;

were concerned.
Appealing to the industry for

team spirit, Yates warned that if

the majority of first run theatres
installed stereo sound it would be
impossible to continue production
of good conventional pictures at

present day costs, for a limited or
split market, and this could result

in a product shortage which
would seriously effect smaller and
medium sized theatres. Republic
had already experienced this un-
steady trend in America dug to the
closing of many theatres and the.

necessity of Cinemascope forcing
extended playing time and delay-

ing for piariy months conventional
pictures of good quality. Repub-
lic was disturbed by the prospect
of a split market in the industry
becoming a riational development
"because of the emotional confu-
sion/and hysteria now appearing on
the horizon."
The Republic boss concluded his

speech by reminding exhibitors
that they were in a strategic posi-

tion and could play a leading part

in bringing about a sound and sane
policy. "You hold the whip hand.

I hope you will use it."

Publicists Guild ‘Ambush’

Paul Lazarus .in Effort

To Speed Col Contract
With United Artists in the fold

with what is regarded as "the best
contract we’ve ever had/’ the <

Screen Publicists Guild, represept-
ing pub-ad staffers of five home-
office film companies, is stepping
up pressure to conclude negotia-
tions with Columbia, Warner Bros.,

Universal and 20th-Fox.

Deadlocked at Col in a dispute
relating to an automatic progres-
sive wage. hike, SPGites staged an
open air meeting Friday (12) in

front of Colls homeoffieg building.
It’s asserted that most of member-
ship of the Guild, about 170 staff-

ers, were on hand. As Paul Lazarus
Jr.; Col veepee in charge of adver-
tising publicity, emerged from the
building, the unionites chanted
“we want a contract."

Prior to the demonstration. Col
staffers met with Lazurus. Exec
said, it was reported, that he did
not think it was feasible to remove
the talks from the bands of the.

regular company negotiators, head-
ed by H. K. Kaufman. He urged the
SPG to continue the present nego-
tiations and guaranteed that Col
will deal responsibily with the un-
ion. SPG indicated it would re-
tinue the talks, but stressed that it

was not prepared to retreat on tlu-

progressiye wage proposal.

UA and the SPG inked a two-
year pact, retroactive to Jan. L It

provides for a new classification

and minimum system resulting in a

$120 minimum for all pub-ad staff-

ers after six years of service, $140
for senior publicists, and salary in-

creases ranging up to $25 a week.
Other stipulations provide for $70
for associate publicists, with $80.

$90 and $100’ after one, two and
three years; $50 for apprentices
with $60 after .six months; arbitra-

tion of. all layoffs and discharges
and requests for increases based
on job changes; filling of all job
vacancies which occur, a 37V* -hour
week; sick leave ranging up to 10

weeks annually after nine years
service; realignment of tolerance
or free-time provisions, retention

of three weeks vacation after five

years, and a union shop. t

Oklahoma City/March 16.

A "new era’’ in pbf will open it

flicker firms will allow old cellu-

loid classics to be shown in jnew
processes, the board chairman ol

AMicd States Assn, told a convcn
tion of Allied of Oklahoma here.

Abram F. Myers said the indus-
try would make "tremendouj
gains” -if , rival pix companies
would release prints for showing,
in different processes.

He also predicted sweeping
changes in the industry sparked by
the coming of VistaVision and the
Tushinsky lens. But he said Para-
mount’s

. Barney Balabnn had told
him Paramount will make conven-
tional prints of its releases along
with those in the wide-screen ver-
sion. , ;

"If they make good on that, 1

think we’re on our way out of a

great scare/' Myers said. "I know
of no better way to cut a company
or product down to size than to

give it some keen competition oi
others with something as good oi
better.”

He said he hoped a test would
be made between Cinemascope and
VistaVision, because "that's a test
that would mean something to the
exhibitors of the United States/’

Allied of Oklahoma member*
closed their second annual conven-
tion by passing a resolution per-
mitting. the local Allied unit tc

help any "distressed exhibitor”
whose aid request is approved by
the

.
grievance committee.

New officers elected were Ear!
Snyder of Tulsa. Okla.. president
Siebert Worley of Shamrock. Tex.
vie? president; Harold Bowers of
Tuba, secretary'- and Bernard
McKenna of^ Norman, Okla., treasr
urcr.

Glen Thompson of Oklahoma
City was named chairman of the
board of directors. Other directors
elected were E. T. Borum, Earth,
Tex.; Mrs. Leonard Newcomb,
Oklahoma City; Claud Motley,
Oklahoma City; Athel Boyter,
Oklahoma City: Les Nordeen. Ko-
nawa. Okla.: Eddie Jones, Tulsa;
Henry Simpson. Bristow. Okla.;
Frank Deaton. Alva, Okla., and H.
II. Carlile, Dimmitt; Tex.

Panoramic Not Signed

But Definitely Releasing

Via RXO, Sez Goldstein
Deal for his Panoramic Produc-

tions to release through RKO is in
the offing even though it hasn’t
been definitely' set, according to
Leonard Goldstein, .Panoramic
prexy.

In N. Y. last week with Robert
L. Jacks, Panoramic v.p. and pro
ducer of 20th-Fox’s CinemaScoped
“Prince Valiant/’ Goldstein
screened for 20th execs four of his
uncoming releases, including ‘The
Siege at Red River.” "The Gambler
From Natchez,” "The Raid” and
“Princess of the Nile.”

Quartet is part of the 10 pix
which Goldstein had contracted to
deliver to 20th when that studio
swung completely into Cinema-
Scope. Goldstein indicated that
there would be no extension of that
deal with 20th and that any ar-
rangemest he made with RKO
would be exclusive. He returned'
to the Coast Friday (12).

Francisco Heads Assn.

Of Non-Theatre Film Men
Chicagor March 16.

L. Mercer Francisco; prexy of

Francisco Films, has succeeded
George T. Becker as prexy of the
American Assn, of Film Producers.
AAFP, comprised of major mid-
west non-theatrical film companies,
held its annual session here last

week with election of new officers

the main order of business,

James Kellock, Wilding, was
elected veepee; Joseph Betzer,

Sarra, secretary, and L. P. (Larry i

Mominee, Atlas Film Corp./ treas-

urer. Directors are Frank Balkin,
Reid Ray Films, St. Paul; Harry
Watts, Jam Handy, Detroit, and
Fred Niles, Kling Studos.

Becker recently resigned as
veepee and general manager of
Vogue-Wright Studios to join the
Gene K. Walker organization in

San Francisco. He’s been suc-
ceeded by William Faivre.

Should Jell Pronto
Hollywood, March 16.

Deal for Panoramic production*
to switch releasing affiliation tc
RKO probably will be signed with-
in few days. Agreement is in pre-
liminary form, already on paper
Some new points cropped up-pvei
weekend to slow finalization.
Leonard Goldstein dye back

Tuesday from Mexico City to take
part* in final discussions. He. Rob-
ert Goldstein, Robert Jacks are In
on Panoramic switch to RKO.

iedlob-Bacher Indies
oilywood, March 16.

Bert Friedlob and William Bach-
er,; currently readying "Untamed”
fob production in association with

20xh-Fox, closed a deal for the fi-

nancing of eight Indie films, starl-

ing Nov. 1.

All the pictures, according to

Friedlob, will be filmed in Cinema-

Scope. Two of them will be top

budgeters and the rest "ill be

backed by medium bankrolls.
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NOW SHOOTING

JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ S

THE BAREFOOT
CONTESSA

Color by Technicolor

Starring Humphrey Bogart, Ava Gardner,

Edmond O'Brien Written and Directed by

Joseph L. Mankiewicz

Aiadintx Award
Winner

HUMPHREY

BOGART

A( (/d< ni\ A u ard

. \ (>ninn t

AVA

GARDNER

NOW SHOOTING

^ M
y

THE PURPLE
PLAIN

Color by Technicolor

Starring Gregory Peck

Directed by Robert Parris^

A J. Arthur Rank Prese^ta? lc°

. 1 / 1-/ inn

B(\-(/jin (i nmt
GREGORY

PECK

T FI

NOW SHOOTING

VERA CRUZ
Color by Technicolor, Widescreen

Starring Gary Cooper

and Burt Lancaster

Directed by Robert Aldrich

A Hecht-Lancaster Production

Harold Hecht, Exec. Producer

'J-.V.’.'.V.V.V.*
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COOPER
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Jack Carton
continued from P»f« I =

ThTs career. * ?
tu*

dio publicity. mtft in the WB Cine-

^“It’s^he^Mt part I’ve had since

T left Warner Bros.,” he said. He

had been undeh contract to the stu-

dio for some 11 years and is cur-

rently freelancing, a status he pre-

fers to long;term pacts ’When

vou get too secure financially ” he

said "you ‘get lazy. When you .get

into’ a slot at a studio, you find

yourself in a * stock company.

You’re making the same picture

over and over again with different

people and before long it’s with

the same people.”

Carson has no plans to enter in-

dependent production\on his own.

“YoUr professional judgment gets

warped if you appear in a picture

you're producing yourself; An ac-

tor's job is to act.”

Actor, who appeared on Broad-

way several years ago in a revival

of "Of TheevI Sing,” is on the

prowl for another musical. He is

currently discussing a project with

the Music Corporation of America.

Live* tv, althoughe he,was one of

the rotating performers on the Col-

gate Comedy Hour, is not part of

Carson’s future plans except for

guest appearances. He has no ob-

jections to a vidpix series, but

terms the pace of a weekly live

show as ’’too killing.”

Challenge ef 20th
-= Continued from page 7 '»

companies to‘ string along with
“dimensional” rather than stereo-

phonic sound, may actually force

20th’s hand, and that a change in

policy is indicated.

Some exhibs have already dis-

cussed 20th’s position re the Tush-
insky- lens with the distrib’s brass.

Exhibs returning from the Coast
demonstrations maintain they have
the assurances of Warner/ Bros.,

that it Will permit its Cinema-
Scopers to be projected via that
lens. Same position is likely to be
taken by Metro which has never
insisted on specific equipment for
its anamorphic releases. However,
eventually all comes back again to
the question of stereophonic sound.

Presumably, the largest number
of theatres interested in the Tush-
insky process consists of the small-
er houses which .haven't as yet in-
stalled 'Scope and claim that,

under prevailing restrictions re
sound, they aren’t economically in
a position to do so.. Thus, even if

20th gives its okay for the Tush-
insky lens, exhibs still would be
stuck with the sound which many
don’t believe they need.

All this is reflected strongly in
various exhib bulletins. The latest
one from Allied of Indiana, for in-
stance, quotes a policy statement
from its board, urging producers
of all Cinemascope pix to “find
6ome means to enable these
features to be exhibited in un-
equipped indoor theatres and
drive-in theatres.

Time Zones
Continued from page 4

amount the theatre
*

might have
taken in at the boxoffice.

In recent weeks, hotels have be-
come active in organizing closed-
circuit tv network facilities. Latest,
to enter the field is Irvin P. Sulds,
former closed-circuit consultant to
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres and most recently asso-
ciated with TNT. Sulds is prexy
of Business Television, Inc., a
firm established to set up a closed-
circuit network in hotels.

Outfit's immediate objective is
a system of business conferences
between New York and Chicago
via two-way television, with other
cities being added to the service
as demand indicates. Using the
newly developed RCA TV Eye
television cameras which cart be op-
erated by remote control in fixed
positions, the service will tie to-
gether hotel conference rooms in
the two cities. According to Sulds,
the confab can be arranged for in-
dividual use through regular tv re-
ceivers Or enlarged to take care of
groups of 300 to 400 through
targe screen RCA sets which Busi-
ness Television

; is installing in
New York and Chicago.
Associated with Wells Television,

specializing in providing
hotels with tv sets, Business Tele-
ision will also install facilities for
arger closed-circuit hookups.

’Conqueror’ Has Record

$4,000,000 RK0 Budget
Hollywood, March 16.

RKO’s “The Conqueror” has the
highest budget in the history of
that studio, a total of $4,000,000.
Figure set for the John Wayne-
Susan Hayward co-starrer exceeds
that of “Jet Pilot,” which has cost
approximately $3,500,000 thus far
without getting off the ground.
Dick Powell, who will double as

producer-director, has a shooting
schedule of 57 days, 20 of which
will be outdoors. Script calls for
5,000 extras who will perform as
soldiers in Gengi$ khan’s numer-
ous battles. Filming starts April 1.

II‘Phantom’ Oppositiona - Continued from pose 3 mS^sSm

an “upofficial” call from .the IA.
Latter, in a bulletin some weeks
ago, had urged its members to
contact union headquarters prior'
to handling “Salt.”

The picture, center of much con-
troversy and target of repeated
charges that it has a Commie
theme, opened Sunday (14) at
the Grande Theatre, N, Y., an

J

in-

die operation that doesn’t employ
IA operators. The -producers had
been told, again unofficially, that
IA projectionists wouldn’t handle
it.

Industry observers, while im-
pressed with the considerable pub-
licity that preceded “Salt,” never-
theless felt that the IA was ex-
tending its scope into a dangerous
area. "This is the worst kind of
censorship,” one exhib commented.
“Once they start that, who knows
where they’ll end up.”

Gullette reported that he had
made several efforts to get an ex-
planation from IA headquarters,
but that he had been unsuccess-
ful, the union declaring that it

had nothing to do with it and that

it was a matter of the individual

men’s conscience. “It was a very
unhappy experience,” Gullette de-

clared. “I fell down on a customer.
And the worst thing is. you can't

do much about this kind of thing.

You can’t fight a battle with a
phantom.”

In the absence of an offioial ex-

planation, there was speculation

over the IA’s reason for fighting

“Salt” in this manner. It was said

at one point that the IA was charg-

ing Jarrico and Biberman that

their Independent Productions
Corp. didn’t use IA labor in mak-
ing the film. While this is true,

it’s also a fact that, urged when the

picture got started, Roy Brewer,
then IA international rep, urged
IA members not to work on it.

Political coloring Qf the Smelters
Workers union also may be a fac-

tor. It was kicked out of the CIO
because its leadership was alleged-

ly Red-dominated. The union sup-

plied a good many of the actors

in “Salt” and also had a say in the

scripting done by Michael Wilson.

Pic’s stormy history has been
punctuated by charges of Com-

4

munism. Both Jarrico and Biber-

man were “unfriendly” witnesses

before the House Un-American
Activities Committee and Biber-

mr.n served a five-months jail sen-

tence for Contempt of Congress.

Violence broke ou4 after “Salt”

finished locationing at Silver City,

New Mexico, and the government

started deportation proceedings

against Rosaura Revueltas, the fea-

ture’s Mexican star, on the basis of

her Communist affiliations.

In New York and on the Coast,

Jarrico and Biberman had trouble

getting the picture processed, with

a N. Y. lab refusing to handle the

work.
“Salt ” in which Biberman claims

the Mill & Smelter Workers have

no financial interest, has no Pro-

duction Code seal and, according

to a spokesman for Independent

Productions Corp., never applied

for one. “Half the Independents

in Hollywood don’t submit their

films to the Breen office,” he de-

clared. It’s pointed out that this

is not a fact.

Biberman believes that “Salt

should have theatrical distribution

and is reportedly negotiating for

showcases in Detroit, San Fran-

cisco and Denver. A N. Y. exhib,

with whom Biberman negotiated,

commented after seeing the film

that the didn’t consider it enter-

tainment in the accepted sense

and therefore wouldn’t book it.

The film relates the story of a

strike’ in a New Mexico mining

town; the company’s efforts to

break it and the final victory by

the miners.

IT
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Dacca Questions

Continued from page 4 ssJ
stockholders of record at the close
of business March 22, ’54.

Rackmil, highly optimistic about
U’s future, reported that the com-
pany’s first quarter was well ahead
of the comparable quarter in ’53

and that he expected the ’54 gross
to beat the record ’53 level. Com-
pany last year "showed a total in-
come from film rentals and sales
of $70,490,254, an improvement of
some $6,000,000 over ’52.

The U prexy disclosed that the
company was currently checking
into the Tushinsky lens- but added
“we are not trying to be heroes for
any one system.” In this connec-
tion he pointed out that U has two
Cinemascope films completed, but
that it also had a responsibility to
its exhib customers throughout the
world to supply therewith product.

TV No Competition
As for television, ‘Tve never

believed it Is competition for us,”

he declared. “It’s another me-
dium.” He added, in response to a
question, that U had no plans for
releasing its old films to tv, partly
because it wouldn’t antagonize its

exhib customers.
Asked about U buying up blocks

of its own common, Rackmil com-
mented that this was done “so ps
not to _ distribute the common
shareholders’ equity. We want per
share earnings kept as high as pos-
sible.” He said it was a policy
to keep the outstanding stock at
its current level. U hadn’t consid-
ered buying up warrants, h stated,
but added that this might be done
in the future.
Asked whether he considered

himself capable of serving as the
president of both U and Decca,
Rackmil snapped: “That’s an in-

sult.” he refused any further com-
ment on that topic.

It was disclosed that U is named
a defendant in 200 antitrust suits

asking damages totaling $400,000,-
000. Company last year spent $2,-

600,000 in direct advertising.

France’s New Terms
jt= Continued from page 4—
bility for “effective” distribution
in the U.S.
MPEA position is still that it

has a signed agreement and that
it expects the French to live up
to it. This deal involved 110 per-
mits, monthly remittances of $200,-

000, and a subsidy of $400,000 over
a two year period to enable the
French to set up an office in

America. In the light of consider-
able French producer pressure, it

now appears almost certain that

this agreement will not be imple-
mented in its present form.

What’s puzzling observers is the
French insistence on a “satisfac-

tory” showing of a French film be-

fore it merits a bonus visa. The
market for subtitled imports has
shrunk very considerably during
the past few years and there has

been traditional disagreement be-

tween importers and the French
producers on the true potential of

the U.S. market.

M-G Relirees
Continued from page 5

active employment, but did not re-

ceive the approval of the company.
Although the company has not

released a complete list of those

exiting now, it includes Clark

Gable, veepee and director William

F, Rodgers, shorts subjects pro-

ducer Pete Smith, studio labOra-

tory head J. M. Nicolaus, Atlanta

district manager Charles E. Kass-

nick, former New England district

manager Maurice N. Wolf, press

representative Elliot Foreman, and

accounting department staffer Ray
Lazarus.

Carey Wilson Quits Metro
Hollywod, March 16.

Exodus of veterans from the

Metro lot continues with the re-

tirement of producer Carey Wil-

son under the studio’s pension

plan, after an association of 33

years.
Wilson’s first Metro assignment

was in a supervisory capacity on

“Ben Hur” while the picture was

being produced in Italy. Among
the pictures he produced were

“Green Dolphin Street,” "Scara-

mouche” and “The Postman Al-

ways Rings Twice.” He also start-

ed the Andy Harcty series and the

Nostradamus shorts.

Chi Theatre Breaks Pix Logjam

With Dual Bill First-Run Policy

WB’s Rush ‘Lucky’
Warners’ “Lucky Me,” ’which

went into production about a

month later than "A Star Is Born”
on the same lot, will go Into na-
tional release on Easter Sunday,
while “Star” is expected to be still

lingering before the cameras.
Completion of “Lucky” is being

rushed for a three-theatre world
preem in Miami Beach on March
28, before its national release date.

Chicago, March 16.

With Chicago distributors sill
backlogging untouted product do*
signed for normal screen exhibU
tion—owing to shortage of .Loop
outlets for first-run showings—the
RKO Grand is relieving the log-
jam condition somewhat with, a
rash of double-feature bookings for
one week only. Resultant increase
in product turnover should be a
relief to the hungry nabe theatres,

many of which have had to con-
tend with reissues until distribu-

tors satisfied themselves with Loop
playdates for “B” films.

Harrington Will Rep

London Tent in Dallas
London, March 16.

Norman Harrington, assistant
chief barker of the London Tent
(36) of the Variety Club, is to be
British rep at the international
convention in Dallas which opens
Monday (22). He sailed March 15
on the S.S. United States.

Invitation was originally sent to
D, J. Goodlatte, who was Chief
Barker last year, but who cancelled
out because of illness. Harrington
repped the British tent at Las
Vegas convention in 1952.

Phil Smith
Continued from page 7

Grand currently has combo of
“Go Man Go” and "The Fake” run-
ning a single frame*, following with
two Lippert entries “Queen of
Sheba” and “Bla’ckout” for another
week, and a tandem of Metro* pix
"Give a Girl a Break” and “Ten-
nessee Champ” opening March 24.

It’s the first time in many years
that a major first run house here
has skedded a series of films on
only a single week basis. More sur-
prising is the fact that the RKO
Grand, enjoined by the Jackson
Park decree, now has temporary
immunity from court limitations on
playing time and may hold over
attractions like other theatres do
along the Main Stem.

Holdover “trend” of late is thin-

:

ning in the Loop. Only one pic it

having a long fun and that is “Cin-
erama” in' its 33d week at Palace!

pense and of the other systems
coming up, such as VistaVision and
the Tushinsky lens, I believe drive-
in operators will play a wait-and-
see game. Our own circuit isn’t

installing stereophonic sound any-
where at the moment.”
There will be a “negligible”

number of ozoners equipped with
stereophonic sound by this sum-
mer, Smith thought, adding that
those who did go to the expense
were doing so due to competitive
conditions in their area.

Metrb is following the 20th-Fox
lead in refusing to book Cinema-
Scopers into drive-ins that don’t
have stereo sound. Smith stated.
At the same time, he said, he
wasn’t plagued by any product
shortage. “There are plenty of pic-
tures around,” he commented, add-
ing that companies like Universal,
Columbia, Paramount, United
Artists and others not following
20th’s sound dictum would make
themselves a fortune this year.
Smith frankly admitted that he

couldn’t quite see the need or ap-
plication for stereo sound in cars,
and he expressed concern, too,
over the wear-and-tear on speak-
ers. The Boston op said he was
puzzled by 20th's attitude since it

was bound to cost the company a
good-size chunk of its drive-in
coin.

Harry Arthur
Continued from page 7

people in this nation still prefer

lacs and Chryslers, notwithstand-

ing the fact that they fully ap-

preciate the many advaqtages they

would enjoy by owning the larger

cars.

Criminal Contempt Suits

By Federal Government

Hied Against Schines
Buffalo, March 16.

Criminal contempt proceedings
were filed by the Government in

Federal Court here today against
Sehine Chain Theatres, Inc., J.

Mever Sehine, Louis W, Sehine,
John A. May, Donald G. Sehine
and certain alleged Sehine sub-
sidiary corporations. Papers con-
tain an alternate request that 12
of the 15 named defendants also be
adjudged in civil contempt of
court. The order is returnable for
hearing on April 13.

Government claims defendants
disobeyed or conspired to disobey
U. S. Court orders in connection
with decrees in previous anti-trust
actions. Buffalo Council President
Elmer F. Lux, who is bead of Elm-
art Theatres, Inc., and its prede-
cessor, Darnell Theatres, Inc., is

also cited, claim being that both
corporations are actually Sehine
owned subsidiaries and that all Hie
Sehine corporations and interests
are still conspiring to deprive com-
petitors of first-run features.

Sehine is charged with attempt-
ing by technical trade transfers
and through family setups to ac-
complish what has been probihited
by the court. Government further
claims that Elroart Theatres. Inc.,

whose stock is owned by some of
the defendants, controls numerous
theatres in Kentucky in which the
original Sehine^ organizations was
prohibited from retaining any in-

terests.

METRO EXPLOITEERS MOVE
“By the same token, there are

many movie patrons whose, purses
dictate their patronage of smaller,
neighborhood theatres instead of
large, first-run downtown theatres.:
To deprive these patrons of
Cinemascope purely because of a
theory that 4-track stereophonic
sound is an integral part of the
operation . . , is to be guilty of
favoritism.”

Arthur commented on the drop in

production and the fact that' 20th
wasn’t making available its ’Scope
pix in standard versions and went
on: “Your ukase to exhibitors, that

they cannot have Cinemascope
without using your 4-track stereo-

phonic sound, means simply that

you are reserving Cinemascope for
first-run and/or deluxe theatres
with sufficient capital at hand to

make the major installations you
require.”

In proposing comparative tests,

Arthur said Skouras should be will-

ing to at least “seriously consider
the possibility that a policy change
is not so inconceivable. Isn’t there
just a chance, Spyros, that you
may be wrong?” he asked.

Austin Shifts His Field Men
Following Retirements

Metro exploitation manager
Emery Austin has made a number
of shifts in the company’s field

exploitation staff.

Charles Fellerman, of the home-
office publicity staff, has been
named to succeed Elliot Foreman
at the New York-New Jersey
branch. Foreman retired on March
1 after many years of service with
the company.

John L. John has been trans-
ferred from Indianapolis to Pitts-

burgh and Joseph Doyle has been
moved from Chicago to Indian-
apolis. V. Sladek is the replace-

ment for Doyle in Chicago. Jack
Weiner, currently handling the

New Orleans-Memphis territory,

will shortly take over the Florida

territory with headquarters in Jack-

sonville. Art Katzen, now handling

the Omaha territory, will assume

Weiner's New Orleans-Memphis
area. Replacing Kaizen in Omaha
will be Robert Stone.
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Picture Grosses

TORON-ra 'SADIE’ STRONG 16G,
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Last week, ‘Best Years lives’

(RICO) (reissue) (2d wk), $14,pOO. St. Louis, March 16.

Hyland (Rank) (1,250; 50-85)— Mixture of summer temperatures
“Tonight We Sing” (20th). Oke and below freezing weather all

$6,000. Last week, “Personal Af- within the space of three days
fair” (Rank) (2d wk), $4^00. slowed biz at main$tem houses, and

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)— only, fair grosses are in evidence
“Command” (WB) (3-D) (2d wk). currently. “Sadie Thompson” is

Trim $11,000. Last week, $15,000. strongest of new pix, With fine
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 50-80)-r total at Loew’s. It is closely, fol-

•‘Escape Ft. Bravo” (M-G). Neatjowe(j by “Saskatchewan,” With
$11,000. Last week, “Long. Long fairish take at the Fox and “How

AA NOTIFIES SEC

OFNEW STOCK PLAN
Washington, March 16.

Allied Artists last Week filed

formal notice with the Securities

and Exchange. Commission of in-

tention to issue 150,000 shares of

5V6% cumulative preferred* stock.

Stock, to be offered at $10 per
share, is convertible. Proceeds
from its sale wilV Pay off $142,500
balance on a mortgage, reduce cer-

tain bank loans, and to help
finance, production, distribution

and exploitation-

Ampex
Contlatfed from pact 7

Trailer” (M-G) (3d wk), $9,000. .

Odeon (Rank (2,390; 50-90)—
“Beat. Devil” (UA) (2d wk). Neat
$9,000. Last week, $13,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,388; 40-75)—“War Ambassador
of Worlds” (Par). Big 3513,000. Last "l**.

To Marry a Millionaire,” still

strong in third frame at the St.

Louis. “Cinerama” is playing to

near-capacity in fifth round at the

week, “Eddie Cantor Story” (WB

)

(2d wk). $8,000. ,

Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 65-$l'—
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (3d wk).
Still wham at $26,000 to pace city.

Last week, $29,500.

‘CRIME’ FINE $12,500, 53: i

FRISCO; ‘HAPPEN’ 10G wf**
1

_ ’
.. .. Loew’a

Estimates for. This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1,20-

$2.40) — “Cinerama” (Indie). (5th

wk). Big $27,500 after $27,200
fourth frame.

Fox (FAiM) (5,000; 60-75) —
“Saskatchewan” (U) and “Golden
Blade” (U). Fairish $14,000, Last
week, “Here CortVe Girls” (Par)

and “Flight to Tangier” (Par),

San Francisco, March 16.

Usual Lenten Slump has set in

here, with biz being hurt as cus-

tomary. However, “Crime Wave”
and “Duffy of San Quentin” Ipoms
nice at Golden Gate. Strong pro-

motion for “Gypsy
.
Colt” is bring;

ing in fairish coin at the Warfield.
“Should Happen to You” looks fine
on second round at St. -Francis.

“Cinerama” shapes great in 11th
week at Orpheum,

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850: 60-

$1)—“Duffy San Quentin” (WB)
and “Crime Wave” (WB), Nice.
$12,500. Last week, “Glenn Mil-
ler Story” (U) (3d wk), $14,500.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)-

—

“Sadie Thompson” ’ (Col) and
“Charge Of Lancers” (Col). Fine

$16,000; Last week, “Beat Devil”

(UA) and “Give Girl a B*eak”
(M-G) $12,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)

—

“Man in Attic” (20th) “Man Crazy”
(20th). Mild $10,000 or near. Last

week. “Money from Home” (Par)

and “Redheads from Seattle” (Par)

Cm.o.),- $9,000.

Orpheum ;.(Loow’s) Cl,500; 60-75)—“Long Long Trailer” (M-G) and
“Great Diamond Robbery” (M-G)
(2d wk). Slow $5,500 after $6,000

in first frame.

Pageant (St. Louis Amus.) (1,000;

For(FWC) (4,651; $1-$1.50) — 90)—“Forever Female” (Par)

“Hell, High Water” 20th) (3d wk), wk). Fast $3,50
Slow $10,000.- Last week, $13,000. initial session,

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-90) St. Louis <£

—“Gypsy Colt” M-G). Fairish (4,000; 50-75)—“
$11,000 or -less. Last we/ek, “Quo (3d wk). Fine $1
Yadis” (M-G) (reissue), $11,000 in f in second.
6 days. Shady Oak (

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-$U— (800; 90) — ‘‘For

“Boy Frbm Oklahoma” (WB) and «2d wk). Fancy
“Jesse James vs. Daltons” <CoD. opening session.
Fair $12,000. Last week, “Tlie -——

—

Command” (WB), $15,000. HSa
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 65-Sll— tanior

“Should Happen to You” (Col) (2d In Mont
wk>. Fine $10,000. Last week,
$14,000. Mor
Orpheum (Cinerama Theaters, “Beat the Dev

Calif) (1,458; $1.80-$2.80)—-“Cine- the -Capitol this
rarna” (Indie) (11th wk). Great Command” loo!
$28,000. Last week, $29,000. “Eddie Cantor £

United Artists (No. Coast) 1.207; standout with sc
70-SD—“Beat the Devil” <UA) «2d Estimate* f
wk); Okay $7,000. Last week. $11,- PaIaC€ - y.T.)

Stagedoor (A-R) (400; 85-$1.50)
—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (13th wk). «
Fair $6,000 on lower scale after 12

*M-G) (3d wk), $

weeks at roadshow with $2.40 top. Capitol (C.T.

Last week. $7,300 at old scale. “Beat Devil” <U

wk). Fast $3,500 following $4,000

initial session,
St. Louis (St. Louis Amus.)

(4,000; 50-75)—“Millionaire” (20th)

(3d wk). Fine $10,000 after $13,000
in second.
Shady Oak (St. Louis Amus.)

(800- 90) — “Forever Female” (Par)

• 2d wk). Fancy $4,000 after $4,500

C’ay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Cap- Last week,
tain’s Paradise” (UA) (2d wk). $17,000.

Good $2,000. Last week, $3,800. Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 50-80)

—

Bridge (Schwartz-Reade) (399; $1- “Creature From Black Lagoon”
$1.20) — “Conquest of Everest” (U). Fair $10,000. Last week,
(UA) <2d wk). Initial week ended “Alaska Seas” (Par), $9,000.
Sunday H4) was good $4,500. -In Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 50-85)—
ahead

‘Ik17111* Desert” (Disney)
,
“Eddie Cantor Stoi-y” (WB). Sock

(7th wk-10 days), $6,400. I $25,000. Last week. “Give Girl
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85) — Break” (M-G), $18,000.

“Bellissima” (Indie). v Fair $2,300. Ornheum (CT) (1830- 84-fi0)_
Last week, “Moulin Rouge” iUA r

f "Chin’a"vZturl"' (Colfand^sfe
VoU'w* v Thoatroci (inn. a- Command” (Col). Average $7,000.

Si' "Rnm^
F
('i

T
rvPin^”

3
\

Last week ’ “Great Diamond Rob-

fthTvki Oke V.800? Lst week $
b
?700

,M'G) and "ToPeka
''

S3 000 .

.

’
*

; __ Imperial (C.T.) 1,048; 50-80)

—

y T 11 n : “Shark Valley” (UA) and “Vol-

Morpe TopNew rrov. cano” ,«ua) Good $7,wo. Last

. . _ .week, “Moulin Rouge” (UA) and

Pix, 13G; Miller 14G, 2d
1
"Blaclt Fury" (tJAK *6 ’500-

‘Cantor* Giant $25,000

In Mont’I; ‘Devil’ 20G
Montreal, March 16,

“Beat the Devil” shapes great at

the Capitol this session while “The
Command” looks fine at Palace.
“Eddie Cantor Story,” however, is

standout with sock total at Loew’s.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 75-$l)—

“Command” (WB). Fine $16,000.
Last week, “Knights Round Table”
(MrG) (3d wk), $18,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2.412; 50-80)—
“Beat Devil” <UA). Great $2(1,000.

Last Week, “Torch Song” (M-G),

Providence, March 16.
Majestic is riding high with

“Phantom of Rue Morgue” but is

being matched by RKO Albsc’s
“Glenn Miller Story” (U). still

smash in second week. State’s
‘‘Long, Long Trailer” looks okay:
in second. Strand’s “Riot in Ceil
Block 11” was nice on first week.

Estimates for This Week

DENVER
(Continued from page 8)

000. Last week, “Beat the Devil”
(UA) and “Yesterday and Today”
(UA), $11,000.
Orpheum (RKQ) (2,600; 50-85)—

“Wild One" (Col) and “Nebraskan”
(Col*). Good. $11,000. Last week.
“Crime Wave” (WB) and “Duffy of

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 70-85*— San Quentin” (WB), $7,500
”» 1 _ Hf mi... « . . — .

“ »wyv
“Glenn Miller Story” (U> (2d Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70-
Soeko $14,000 after $18,000 in first

j $1
)—“Glenn Miller Story” ’

(Ul
V
(3d

've
fi
k
V \ #no ' Wk). Still sock with $15,000 or over

<2,200; 70-85v— and stays a fourth. Last week,'Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB) $23,500. .

20?J;Borth?r River” (U) - H°tsy Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85) —
$13,000 or near. Last week, “Three “Charge of Lancers” (Col) and1 Dung Texans” (20th) and “Great “Combat Squad” (Col). Thin $2 000Sioux Uprising’* (U), nice $8,500. Last week, “Bait” (Col) and “Drums

State (Loew) (3,200; 50-74)— of Tahiti” (Col), $3,000.
(M-G) and. Vogue (Pike) (442* 60-90)

non
^ wk) * Gkc

j

“Man Between” (UA). Fine $3 700$9
«<°°' j

L
?c
St

i

week
* Holding. Last week, “Cavalieria

[S1 ^iverman ) (2,200; 50-70^)^ Rusticana” (Indie) and “La Tra-
r: rhe^Bigamist” (FR) and “White viata” (Indie), $2,000.
Fire (FR) Opened Monday (15). I Webber (Bailev) (712* 50-85) >—

^ell
/?I

pck
l

1 ’

i

“Robe” (20th), lith wk downtown.

$8 00Q
and ^enn ffer (AA 1

, .mccj.ind second round here. Good
$2,500. Last week, $4,500.

Good

So. America
J555 Continued from page 3 ss.
new areas'for our films which are

c

exceedingly popular.

Chief difficulty is that a consid-

erable share of U. S. pix earnings

are frozen in South America. At
present, Johnston, estimates, the

amount is between $25,000,000 and
$27,000,000, On the other hand,
he points out that’ this situation

is equally true in Europe, and that

we are getting some coin out. Last
year, Brazil released $16,000,000
in dollars, with another $800,000
coming out this year. We expect
to receive $500,000 .

in dollar ex-

change from the Argentine this

year. These are the two largest

markets for our pictures, but the
situation looks bright everywhere.

“Today,” says Johnston, “South
America is not very far behind
continental Europe, this side of

the Iron Curtain, as a money mak-
er for American pictures.

But while Europe is a stable

market. South America is a growth
market. Our business and prospects
are much bigger in South America
than before the war. >*

Video Negligible

“Television is coming into the
South American countries but
there are very few sets in the
homes, and the programs are on
the air for only a few hours daily.

I do not believe that television will

have the same effect down there
that it has had in the United
States, certainly not for a consider-
able period.

“In addition, there are vast areas
of South America which are com-
plete wilderness, waiting to be
opened up and settled. These sec-

tions are potential .markets, some
of which will be developed in rela-

tively few years; The South Ameri-
can standard of living : is being
raised, which means more audi-
ences >and more receipts for motion
pictures.” ,

Johnston, who will report to the
State Department on his trip this
week, expects to fly to the Middle
East within the next two. weeks,
to resume’ his job as President
Eisenhower’s roving ambassador in
that corner of the world.

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 9)

(4th wk). Still sturdy at $9,000
after $13,300 for third.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2.400; 2jf-
80)—“Red Garters” (Par). Way be-
low hopes at $7,000. Last week,
“Bigamist” (FR), $8,500 in 10 days.

Little. (Rappaport) (310; 25-$l)

—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (2d wk).
Sock $5,500 after $6,000 opener.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
"Taza, Son of Cochise” (U). Opens
tomorrow (Wed.) after fair $3,800
for “Forbidden” (U).

New ^Mechanic) (1,800; 25-80)
—“Should Happen To You” (Col).

Fast $12,000. Last week, “Hell,
High Water” (20th) (3d wk), $5,000.

Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-
$1)— “Moon Is Blue” (UA) (5th
wk). Okay $5,200 after $5,500 in
fourth.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-85)—
“Jivaro” (Par), Drab $6,000. Last
week, “Duffy San Quentin” (WB)
and “Crime Wave”, $5,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1.600; 35-

$1.25)— “Night People” (20th).
Starts tomorrow (Wed.). In ahead,
"Man Between” (UA), good $8,000.

Metro Execs to Coast
Metro homeoffice execs are con-

vening on the Coast this week for
a series of meetings on upcoming
product.
Pub-ad veepee Howard Dietz

.planed, out from Ne\y York . Mon-
day (15) to join veepee and treas-
urer Charles C. Moskowitz and
sales chief Charles M, Reagan,
who headed west over the week-
eo.
* Prexy Nicholas M. Schenck, who
had been vacationing in Florida,
will also be on hand for the meet-
ings. -

*

ceptibly. Whether the Inhovatipii

carries sufficient weight with the

customers to justify a $25,000 'in-

vestment is something drive-in ops
will,have to decide.

Mahon said Ampex had de-

veloped the speaker at the request

of Coast drive-ins and that cur-

rently the company has three

teams visiting various sections of
the country to establish an exact

price and also to gauge the length

of time it would take to make a

complete installation. Theatre
Specialties oh the Coast has been
asked to provide an estimate of

the volume in which the speakers
could be produced. He said Ampex
had a good many exhib inquiries,

but. that there was “no demand as

yet.”
,

With a number of in-car stereo-

phonic speakers already on the
market, 20th reports that several

ozoners are equipping, including
two of Claude Ezell’s in Texas who
has come up with an in-car speak-
er system of his owii, Motor-Vu
drive-in in Salt Lake City looks

set as the first drlve-in in the
country to feature Cinemascope.
The Twin drive-in in Chicago also

is going for stereophonic sound,
20th reports.

Company plans no modification
of its policy which is not to hqok
CinemaScopers into any drive-in
that doesn’t have stereo sound ap-
proved by 20th. It’s sticking to this

decision even though there admit-
tedly isn’t enough equipment
around to outfit more than a small
number of ozoners even if every-
one should ask for it. 20th execs
don’t see this as too much of a
loss for them since a good many
of 20th’s standard releases — in-

cluding. “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” — haven’t played the
drive-ins yet.

Mahon said the re-wiring of
drive-ins wasn’t as complicated as
it seemed since few of the ozoners
have cemented ramps. At the same
time, he indicated that a good
many driVe-ins do not have light
or heater wires that can be utilized
for the additional sound channels.
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" 40 NABES READY FOR

‘ROBE’ IN DETROIT AREA
“

. * Detroit, March 16 .

V *0 nabe houses
tie In i ' Detroit 'are* are installing

n- Cir .idScope equipment and hoDe
to j ready by, April 14, when
“The Robe” wlU , he - released to
second-run hou4e&

v Recording to
Joe ^ „e, 20th topper here.

OBy the end .of 'Apriii “How to
Marry Millionaire,” “Beyond the
12 Mile .Reef’ and other Cinema-
Scope productions will be available
for second runs. ... ..

Loew’s Stale
aSS Continued from page 4 '355^,

phonic horns. All in all, more than
three tons of

; equipment will be
lifted, it’s estimated.

Changes will also be made in the
projection booth to re-install the
spotlights. For 3-D films, the pro-
jectors were realigned. These will
now be uprooted and placed in dif-
ferent positions, perhaps signal-
ling the end of two-projector 3-D
for Loew’s State. Other costs re-
lating to the return of vaude in-
volve the cleaning and painting of
the dressing rooms. .

First vaude show, headed by
Julius LaRosa, is slated for a two-
week stand starting April 17,
Easter week. The house’s policy
thereafter will depend on the pub-
lic’s response, the plan now being
to spot occasional vaude shows. Be-
cause of the reconstruction cost,
Loew’s toppers are hopeful of
merely breaking even with the first
show. However, they feel the cost
will be amortized over the long
run even if vaude is brought in
only on special occasions. i

‘Help Stillman’
Continued from pace 8

are both good pictures,” they have
received very little playing time.

“Today, frankly, Stillman is op
his uppers,” says the bulletin.
“The bankers are closing in on
him and. he stands to lose every-
thing he has, and that goes for his
life insurance and his home. We
have investigated thoroughly and
what we say is the unvarnished
truth.”

The bulletin states that “U.A, is
cutting its distribution percentage
drastically—more than half” and
the exhibitor will be given “very
fair and equitable terms.”
“We ask you to buy the pictures

at what you ordinarily would pay
for this tfpe of product,” the bul-
letin concludes. “In doing so you
will make a buck for yourself and
you will still be affecting most
helpfully the individual lives—the
salvation — of an entire family,

,

And the man and the family are
j

strictly top drawer.”
|

British Clmeijown
sssSm .Continued from'pare‘4 --

—

daily rushes. . Picture -. theatres
will be able to keep oitep for only
a few weeks with new product and
thereafter will either ga dark or
rely on improvised prOgi-ams main-
ly composed of reissues.

Later flash—Labor Minis-
try is entering dispute and
trying to persuade both sides
to accept arbitration. Neither
side recfptive. „ 4

The dispute stems from the re-

jections by the lab owners of a
major wage hike demanded by the
Assn, of Cine Technicians; cover-
ing more than 2,00(Lprocessing em-
ployees.- The union’s claim for an
additional $4.25 per week for all

adult workers, was nixed by the
employers who agreed to let the
dispute go to arbitration. The
union, on its part, insists that
there can be no arbitration without
previous negotiation.

As a result, they instituted an
overtime ban and a. general go-
slow which has been operating lor
some weeks. The labs now com-
plain that it is impossible for thejn
to operate with this harassment
and they intimated last week that
all lab workers would receive one
week’s notice effective on March
19. v

First result of the studio shut
down will be to affect the news-
reels. One of the. five topicals.

British Movietone News, is printed
by Kay’s Laboratories who are not
members of the FLA and not af-"

fected by the dispute. Resultantly,
it is expected that Movietone will

appear as usual. The others are,

at the moment, seriously consider-
ing the alternative of flying their

exposed spools . to the continent
and having prints processed ' either
in Paris or Brussels and flown back
in

. time for nofmal distribution.
This is now under active con-
sideration.

At this juncture it is not antici-

pated that tliere will be any major
studio firings as, while active lens-
ing may be Interrupted/ there are
still preparatory and editing jobs
to keep most of the staff gainfully
employed. Immediate production
schedules^ however, will probably
be seriously* disrupted and artists

who have forward commitments
may be placed In an -uncompromis-
ing position.

The crisis will reach its peak,

however, after only a few weeks
when release prints for picture the-

atres dry up. It is reckoned that,

on current programs, the bibs are

only a few;weeks ahead of demand
and if the* dispute should, in any
way, be prolonged exhibitors will

have to turn to reissues offered by
thq, renters or close ' their doors.

The industry is hopeful that the

Issue will be resolved before that

point is reached, but there is a

seriqus determination not to give

way to ACT demands.
The main point of principle in-

volved is that the employers claim

that the union demand4s based not

on cost of living but on company
profits. That, ' they assert, is an

unprecedented" development in In-
.

dbstry and, If allowed, would open

the door to a flock of new, and pos-

sibly extravagant, wage demands.

Re-Honor Pat Somerset
Sacramento,' March 16.

(Gov. Goodwin Knight reap*

pointed Pat Somerset as the solo

representative of the film indus-

try on the California State Advi-

sory Council on Employment Serv-

ice, . Somerset, who is assistant

executive secretary of the Screen

Actors Guild, was originally ap-

pointed by Gov. Earl Warren.
New council will hold its first

meeting here next Tuesday to dis-

cuss problems relating to the ad-

ministration of the unemployment
insurance code.
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Clips From Fib Row
+ 4 4+ 4

CHICAGO
Perry Lieber, RKO chief pub-

licist, returned to desk on the

Coast following “French + Line

legal flurry here last week,

Walter Wnnger due in town
March 21 for ballyhoo of “Riot

iivCell Block 11 ” slated for Roose-

velt,

-Arch Trebow, B&K maintenance
chief, touring south on month’s

vacation.
; \

Abe Teitel, owner of World Play-

house, back from. California so-

journ.

Burtus Bishpp, Metro division

manager, back to work after hos-

pitalization with virus complaint.

“Rose Marie” opening key down-
state spots March 18; “Julius Cae-

sar” likewise but on roadshow
basis.

Elmer Upton, • B&K secretary, to

N.Y. last weekend for stockholders

meeting.

Otto Eitel, Palace Theatre

owner, planed to Santa Barbara,

Calif., to attend father’s funeral.

LOS ANGELES
United Artists closed deal to

handle foreign release of Frank
Ferrin's “Sabana," filmed in India,

with Ferrin retailing U.S. and
Canadian .distribution rights.

James S. Burkett will take over
the duties of Charles Amory, who
resigned as Veepee in charge of

Coast sales for Path© lab to enter

tele field.

MINNEAPOLIS
Lester Isaacs. Cinerama exhibi-

tion director, here for greeting
luncheon, with publicity man
Everett Callow. Cinerama is set

for opening at the Century April
19. House was sub-leased from
Paramount for three to five years.

Minneapolis will be 11th city to get
Cinerama.

again this summer #for ninth
straight year. Husband Rex, for-

mer East Pittsburgh projectionist,

now directing booth operations at

Park Theatre, Greenfield.
Dome Theatre calling it quits

and Mrs. Agnes 'Jochim, who owns
the house, will switch the property
over to commercial use.

Joseph Zangrelli, former WB
booker here' and now headbooker
in the company’s Los Angelas ex-
change, flew in from the^Coast for
funeral of his mother.
Raymond S. Woodard, of the

Kayton Amus. Co., Franklin, Pa.,

and city councilman there, elected
Franklin Chamber ‘of Commerce
prexy. "

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Bureau oY Health Education in

Concord announced addition of

two sound productions to its film

library, “Dr. Spock” and “Terrible
Twos and Trusting Threes,’’ bbtli

dealing with child, care.
The Strand announced new ad-

mission prices, now in effect, 70c
for adults at night and 50c for
matinee. Children will be 20c at

all shows.
Thomas J. Claveau of Hudson,

head of the Film Transportation
Co., Inc.; announced candidacy for
Hudson Board of Selectmen. He
is a veteran of the last world war
and the Korean conflict.

in Sulphur Springs, named general

chairman of the Hopkins County
Red Cross Drive.
Roy E. Hanson, purchased the

Rialto Theatre, Irrowell, from The-
atre Enterprises of Dallas. For the:

last five years he operated six

theatres for Paramount at Phoeni^,
Ariz. Alvie Smith, manager of the
Rialto, transferred by the circuit

to RoswelL N, M.
The Palace; the first $1,000,000

theatre in San Antonio, is to be
closed within the next few weeks,
according to Eph Charnihsky, head
of Southern Theatre Co., which
operates the house. The Palace at

one time maintained a 50-piece pit

band. It featured stageshows and
later was used as a stock house.
Southern operated the Palace since

1930.

"Titfield Thunderbolt” is first

DENVER
Altas Theatres boosted Mert

Martin. Salida, Salida, Colo., man-
ager. to managership of Unique,
Gunnison, Colo., succeeding Fay
Boyd, who went to the Golden,
Golden, Colo., succeeding Harry
Ashton, resigned.
Ted Knox bought Starlight

drivein, Newcastle,
.
Wyo„ from

Starlight Amus. Co,; renamed it

the Knox.
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Bennie Berger shuttering his
Fergus Fall, Minn., “B” house per-
manently.

Before returning from Florida.)
circuit owner Bennie Berger will

attend International Variety dubs*
convention in Dallas; he will join
other forces in trying to land 1955
session for Minneapolis.

C'Scope now in 80 of territory’s
theatres, according to 20th-Fox.
United Artists exploiteer Col.

William Shirley in from N, Y. to
plug “Beat the Devil,” State under-
line here.
Metro branch : manager W. H.

Workman sufficiently, recovered
from auto accident injuries to re-
sume duties.

After being shuttered since last
November, the only Osceola, Wis.»
theatre is being reopened by its

owner.
Warner Bros, exploiteer Don

Walker in town setting up cam-
paigns for “Phantom of the Rue
Morgue” and “Lucky Me.”

Hollywood, March 16.

Robert Arthur drew producer
Veins on “The Lovely Delinquent,”
a yam about income taxes, ,

at UI
, . . Bill Leslie signed a term con-
tract at Columbia,' starting with a

featured role in “The Long Gray
Line” . . . Clarence Green and Rus-
sell Rouse will produce “Near Con-
fidential” under the Edward Small
banner for United Artists release. .

.

Jack Arnold ankled UI after direct-
ing four pictures in two years .

Capt. H. 41. Connelly, USN, ap-
pointed technical advisor on “Sons
of the Navy” at Allied Artists . . .

Alfred Newman composed “The
Crocodile Song” for a sequence in

“The .Egyptian” at 20th-Fox . . .

United Artists’ “Wicked Woman”
drew a “B” rating from the Na-
tional Legion of Decency.

t

Robert Stillman will resume pro-
duction of “The Americano" in

May on the RKO lot ... Larry
Parks signed as male lead in
“Tiger by the Tail,’* to be produced
by Robert Goldstein in England
. , . UI talking a four-picture non-
exclusive with Jack Balance
Alex Nicol signed as James Slew-
art’s co-pilot in “Strategic Air
Command” at Paramount
Harry Carey, Jr., will portray
President Eisenhower as a cadet
in “The Long Gray. Line’*
Broderick Crawford signed to star
in “Case File, F. B. I..” to be pro-
duced by Arthur Gardner

.
and

Jules Levey for United Artists re-
lease ... Jesse Hibbs assigned to
direct “Nevada Gold,” Lex Bark-
er’s first starrer under his new UI
contract.
Paramount uppqd Frank Free-

man to full producership and as-
signed him to handle “The Loves
of Qmar Khayyam.” to be filmed
in VistaVision . . . Columbia signed
Peter Graves for the Cpl. Heinz
role in “The Long Gray Line
Cornel Wilde will star in Benedict
BogeaosV “Where the Wind Dies,
slated for production in the
Tushinsky Superscope process for
RKO

.

release . . . John House-
man will handle production reins
on a Metro film, still untitled,
dealing with labor in American
industry ... Tom DeMario drew
a featured role in UI’s “Bengal

PHILADELPHIA |ners’ cartoon chief, increasing his

Roy Robbinsjon^er manager of if ê
a
e
rtmcnt ,rora tw0 units to

Mala Powers assigned to co-star

ST. LOUIS
Edward Fellis, vet exhib in Hills-

}
boro. 111., who leased his Orpheum,Uvliu f r* \A \ *i_ _ •¥-* j _ -A

that a member of the Fellis family
has not operated a film theatre.
Frank Rogers purchased the

Star, Newton. 111., from Home The-
atre Circuit Corp.
Kerasotes Bros... Springfield, III.,

shuttered their Palace, 350-seater
in ChiUicothe, 111., for indefinite
period; will keep the Town, in the
same city, in operation.

F. J. Lee, district manager for
United Artists here, convalescing
at his home after being hospital-
ized several weeks.
Heart specialists are attending

Bob Marchbank, district manager
for Commonwealth Amus. Co. at
his Washington. Mo., home.
Tom Canavan, projection serv-

ice engineer for Fanchon & Marco,
bedded in Jewish hospital follow-
ing pneumonia attack.

-Glenn MSUerSmry;' went into
j
berg, new Stanley Warner“ad-pub- ! EiVi

third week in St. Paul as well as ; licity chief »
fie,d ’

here.
~ '

BOSTON
Maurice N. Wolf, for last few

years public relations head at
Metro exchange here, has retired.
A former exchange manager, he
had been with the company for 35
years,

j

Aldine and Terminal theatres,!
named assistant tq_ Irving Blum- Uvith ^ in W, “Gold-

’ formerly titled “Nevada
Georee Murohv after hrief trin I

G6ld” • * Jack Donohue is the

to N.Y., returned here for Port-
i gf

d
r
anC

g
'A

operative treatments at Jefferson :

replaciIl^ R
i*
ch

?r
d

Hospital. Then be left for the
, 2fn

r* ®" ',S° recalled by the

Coast March 15 ! Singling Circus . . . Mara Corday
Philadelphia Motion Picture Pre-

j

* *e*tu
.

r®d rolejn ur,

s "Three
view Group at meeting passed res-
olution expressing “confidence in
the good judgment of the direction

.
- of the Motion Picture Assn, to keep

Gaid "ho /'esiKn^ I the Production Code consonant
from Affiliated Theatres Corp., 18
months ago to enter the food busi-
ness, returned to his former post
as booker at Affiliated.

Although badly shaken up in an
auto crash. Jack Morton, Republic
salesman, suffered only minor in-
juries following a checkup at the
Quincy Hospital.

PITTSBURGH
Dave Brown, RKO booker, pro-

moted to sales department and will
Cover West Virginia territory.
Brown is one of 11 original
founders of the Variety Club.

Paul Prougar, out of the
Marines, is back managing SW cir-
cuit’s Washington, Pa., theatre;
Harold Cornelius moved to the Co-
lumbia in Brookville as a result.
That house had been closed since
Thanksgiving but has reopened for
the night and full-day weekend
trade.

Robert Anderson, late of the
in

with public morals and good taste."
The group also pledged its support
to those films which ‘will not lower
the normal standards of decency
and morality.

Gov. John S. Fine of Pennsyl-
vania, A. W. Schwalberg, general
sales manager of Paramount; Jer-
ome Pickman, company's veepee
and director of advertising; Dor-
othy Lamour. current at Latin Ca-
sino, were at head table oPVariety'
Club luncheon for Danny Kaye
March 16. Chief Barker Norman
Silverman presented comedian
jwith “Heart Fund" plaque for his
work for underprivileged.

DALLAS
Producer-director Frank Lloyd

will package a personal appearance
tour of the Interstate

< .Theatre
Circuit late in March for opening
of his “Shanghai Story,” a Republic

:

pic.

Dwight Seymour named, city
Cantor Theatre chain in Indian-

;
manager of Love Theatres at

apolis, appointed manager of the : Snyder, Seymour is a vet exhib,
Strand. Greensburg, where he re-

1

having been associated with the
places Robert Juan, resigned. I Griffith Circuit in Oklahoma for
Ann Kantner will manage the 'years.

Gobs in Paris” . . . Formal signing
of Rossana Podesta and Jacques
Sernas for co-starring roles in
“Helen of Troy” was announced by
Warners . . . Paul Marion joined
the cast of “Bengal Rifles” at UI
. . Joan Weldon ankled Warners
after one year during which she
appeared in “Riding Shotgun,”
“The Command” and “Them!” . .

Hecht-Lancaster signed Pedro Gal
van for a key role in “Vera Cruz.’

Betta St, John will co-star with
Arthur Kennedy in Josef Shaftel’s
indie production, “The Bandit" . .

Mark Robson set Nov. 1 as the
starting date for “Walk With the
Devil,” third and last of his indie
program for 1954 . . . Joseph Mell
shifting from stage to screen for
a role in UI’s “The Tight Squeeze
. . . Mark Hanna- drew a part in
‘ Pirates of Tripoli” at Columbia
. . RKO signed Bob Sidney as
choreographer, for “The Con
queror” „ . .Elsa Lancaster plays
a bearded lady in “'Rie1* Big Top”
for Hal Wallis,, . ..Dorothy Malone
returning .to ‘ Warners as fehiime
lead in “Battle Cry”. . . . Oscar
Brodney signed a two-year writer
contract at UI, starting with “Lady
Godiva of Coventry” . . . Richard
Webb snagged a role in “The Black
Dakotas” at Columbia.
New tag on Filmakers’ Storv of

a Cop” is “Private Hell” “ :i1

Wednesday, -March 17, 1954

Inside Stuff—Pictures
tf

Several Broadway houses as well as circuits in the New York, New
Jersey and Philadelphia areas are getting free plugs over supermarket
FM systems in return for Annie Oakleys to the theatres. Arrangement
has been worked -out in a deal with Storecast • Corp. of America, a
supermarket merchandising service. Plugs, consisting of one to three
20-second spots daily” are being carried. Joy the Acme markets of the
American Stores chain via WHOM-FM, New York, and WGHF-FM,
Philadelphia. So far the spots are heard hr the Acme stores in the
north New Jersey area, but will shortly be extended to Westchester
County, „

A special program of “first films” by young film makers will be
presented this month by Cinema 16, non-profit film society. Films,

it’s noted/are designed to call attention to new film talent and jiew
techniques of film-making.

At the showing of the films, the producers will provide the audience
with program notes on how the films were made (cost, equipment, etc.).

In turn, the audienoe will be asked for written comments on the films.

Program will be shown Sundays at 11:15 a.m, atvhe'Beekman Theatre,
N.Y. •

‘

Celebrating his 35th year as manager of Loew.’s in«New Orleans,

Rodney Toups has been given much space in the daily newspapers as

well as several luncheons. Before joining the Loew interests, he was
assistant to Col. Tom Campbell in the management of the Tulane and
Crescent theatres. He is as w.k. in legit and vaudeville as he is in

pictures. Ralph Kettering, who Is representing United Artists in New
Orleans in promoting “Beat The Devil,””Top Banana” and “Act of

Love.” tendered Toups a party ,at Brennan's Vieux Carre Restaurant
in the French Quarter last week.

Better Films Council of Milwaukee, a group consisting of people
Affiliated with ~100 women’s social, church and civic organizations, has
voiced protest at the “increasing laxity of motion picture production
codes,” and uncensored foreign product in a letter to Eric A, Johnston,
prexy of Motion Picture Association of America. Naming no names,
letter reads in part: “We cannot condone the increasing laxity in the
interpretation of both film advertising and production codes so evident
lately. We feel the production , code does not need re-writing, but it

definitely needs re-reading.”

Following a special screening of “This Is Cinerama” for high school
principals in Pittsburgh, the Board of Education agreed that the film

had educational .value and okayed early dismissal of high school Stu-

dents to attend matinee performances. School authorities in New
York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles- and San Francisco have issued
similar pronouncements. A special student rate policy of $1 per ticket

has been set by Stanley Warner for group attendance at matinee
performances.

v
.

Polaroid Corp. is introducing a new type 3-D viewer featuring an
all-plastic frame and increased viewing area. It'll be sold at. the same
price as the standard cardboard specs. According to Richard Kriebel,
Polarizer sales manager for Polaroid, orders for the new viewers will

apply toward permanent possession of the special 3-D monitor and
synchronization equipment being made available gratis by Polaroid
to houses using Polaroid glasses. Latter are available! through RCA
Theatre Equipment dealers.

Even though a cat has nine lives, it is a piker compared with Rube
Schaffer, Hollywood stuntman, who has been killed no less than 275
times on the screen over a period of 23 years. His latest achievement
in simulated; shuffling off this mortal coil was wholesale, consisting
of six deaths in one day during the filming of “Pirates of Tripoli.”

He was slain by a' bullet, a knife, a fall from a roof, a sword, a cannon
and finally by drowning before calling it a day.

_ ^ M inv«UC XJL^li Bill
Pittsburgh Drive-In on Route 22 1 Bob Thomas Lilly, theatre owner i Phipps signed for one of the leads

in “The Snow Creature,” science-
fiction film produced and directed
by W. Lee Wilder . . . Jerry Wald
negotiating with Sterling Hayden
for a top role in “The Bandits”
at Columbia . . . Ernest Lehman
signed as one of the scripters on
“The King and I” at 20th-Fox . . ,

UI signed Tyler McVcy4or a role
in “Francis Joins the WXCS" * . .

UI Studio Credit Union announced
a net profit of $20,832 for 1953
. . . Sarita Monteil signed a mul-
tiple-picture deal with Hecht-
Lancaster . . . Music arranger Ed-
ward Powell repacted by 20th-Fox
the 24th consecutive year ...
Michael Wilding will play the
Prince Charming role opposite
Leslie Caron in “The Glass Slip-
per” at 20th-Fox.
Erin O’Brlen-Moore drew a fea-

tured role in Columbia’s “The
Long Gray Line.” . . . Donald
Murphy snagged a part in Bryan
Foy’s “I Was a Prisoner in Korea,”
new title for “Those Reported
Missing.” . , . Sam Katsman signed
William R. Cox to„ screenplay “The
Lost City of Amazons" at Colum-
bia . . . Dan Towler and Tank
Younger, pro football players, add-
ing weight to the cast of “The
Egyptian” at 20th-Fox ... Mitchell
Kowal joined the cast of “Francis
Joins the WACS" at UI . .

.

Jeanne
Crain will play the Mary Magda-
lene role in UI’s “The Galilean,”
with Douglas Slrk directing ...
Victor Mature will play the role
of Marshal Bernadotte, co-starring
with Jean Simmons in “Desiree.”

. . Walt Disney signed Bob Wilkie
for a key role in “20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea.”
Robert Dix, son of the late Rich-

ard Dix, signed a player contract
at Metro, starting with the Esther
Williams starrer, “Jupiter’s Dar-
ling.” . . . Plane pilot Paul Mantz
makes directorial how on Para-
mount’s “Strategic Air Command,”
handling the second Unit . , . Add-
ed to the “Strategic” cast were
Jay Fllpiien and James Best in
character roles . : . Warners signed
legit actor James Dean for the
role of Caleb in “East of Eden.”
. . . Frank Loesser will function
as musical consultant on Independ-
ent Artists’ tunefilm, “The Girl
Rush.” starring Rosalind Russell
. . . Ray Evans and Jay Livingston

writing two songs for Hal Wallis'
“The Big Top.” . . . Torin Thatcher
drew a pivotal role in Warner’s
“Helen of Troy.”
Sam Katzman signed Lee Sho-

lem to direct 'Cannibal Attack.”
starring, Johnny Weissmuller in
the “Jungle Jim” series at Colum-
bia . . . John Wayne's son. Pat,
makes his film bow as a cadet in
“The Long Gray Line” at Colum-
bia . . , Hecht-Lancaster bought
screen rights to “The Last Chuk-
ker,” British novel by J: K. Stan-
ford . . . Director Henry Hathaway
and camera crew left for Europe
to shoot auto races in four coun-
tries for the 20th-Fox production,
“The Racers ”

I

2Senate Small Biz
Continued from page 10

dustry trade practices are not tli

sole source of exhibitor headache:
asserting: “It is recognized tha

the advent of television and th

general changing of the recrer

tional habits of the American pec
pie are basic facts of economi
life which must be met largely b
the efforts of the exhibitors them
selves. It is conceded that thes
major changes in recreational pal

terns may threaten the closing c

some theatres no matter what ac

tion is taken.”
The Small Business Committc

says the Schoeppel probe, showc
that prerelease and competitiv
bidding were a cause of considei
able trouble to the exhibitor!

“Whether either practice was i

itself violative of Federal law,

comments the report, “was an e>

tremely close question, .but tli

distress resulting from their wid<

spread employment seemed almo:

indisputable."
Antitrust division is rapped fc

failure to issue "even a reprimand
to RKO on the case of Reube
Shor and his run of “Peter Pan
at his Cincinnati drive-in. A Is

hit are zoning practices which th

committee contends are manipi
lated to the detriment of small a
hibitors.
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AD CAMPAIGN!
130,387,736
READERSHIP!
M-G-M’s famed column
in 12 top national mag-
azines. Special ads in 11

top business publica-

tions, plus Time and
Newsweek. Part of Life

and Look spread, plus

newspapers and TV.

BRAVO! TO ALL WHO
MADE THE BEST SELLER
INTO A GREAT MOVIE l

M-G-M presents The Picture of the Year With The Cost of the Year I

'EXECUTIVE SUITE'
Starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN • JUNE ALLYSON • BARBARA STANWYCK • FREDRIC MARCH

WALTER PIDCEON • SHELLEY WINTERS • PAUL DOUGLAS • LOUIS CALHERN
wm DEAN JAGGER • NINA FOCH ’ TIM CONSIDINE

&crton flay by ERNEST LEHMAN • Baitd on the Nivil by Camaroit Hawtiy • Dirtcftd by ROBERT WISE • Produced by JOHN HOUSEMAN
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Film
a Continued from page •

Til!© Ootid Hie Voting
strength it should do steady busi-

ness ori either side of the Atlantic.

The yarn takes four characters,

brought together by force of cir-

cumstances, who participate in an
armed holdup and come to a sticky

end. That they should all die in

this way strikes a false note, but
the twist clearly has been done to

satisfy a censor’s insistence that

crime mustn’t pay. The killing of

the last two participants is particu-

larly melodramatic, and calls for

revised editing to give added .con-

viction.

First of the four central figures

Is Richard Basehart, playing an ex-

G1 and Korean war vet, wnose
English wife had returned homS to

visit an ailing mother. He throws
in his job with the intention of

bringing her back, but is trapped
into staying. The second is Stanley

Baker, a professional boxer who
has decided to abandon the ring

with some money saved up, but an
injured hand makes him virtually

unemployable. To woreen matters,

his wife stood bail for her no-good
brother who absconded and their

savings went down the drain.

Then there is John Ireland, an
American airman stationed in

Britain who, ‘.while on a 48-liour

ass, finds his wife (Gloria Gra-
ame) knocking around with - a

British film actor. He winds up
becoming a deserter. Finally, there

is Laurence Harvey, an aristocratic

English gent who has never done
a day’s work in his life. He relies

on his natural charm to induce his

wife tb meet all his gambling and
other debts. It is the last-named
who conceives the holdup«and talks

the others into participating.

The direction focuses in turn
on 'fcach 6f the four before the

principal characters merge into

the climax. The episodic treatment
is smoothly handled although some
of the passages have a tendency
to drag. The main strength of the

film rests in the quality of the
acting. All principal roles are

expertly played. Basehart, Miss
Gratiame and John Ireland, over
from Hollywood, give sensitive per-

formances. The main 'British con-
tingent, headed by Harvey, Joan
Collins, Baker. Margaret Leighton
and tin a one-scene bit) Robert
Merley, keep the local flag flying.

Freda Jackson does an outstanding
job as the possessive mother, while

Lee Patterson contributes sterling

work as the British actor who
conies between Ireland and his

wife. Myro.

The Saint’s fair! Friday
(BRITISH)

E

ally make back its gigantic $750,- violence and revolt which make
000 outlay. The government helped this film sure to be talked about
in this by making Versailles avail- The lihfrockpd one's blessing of a

able, and it proves to be the great- decanter of wine in a nightclub

est production asset. This is also and his final killing of the' priest

intended as a cultural prestige are points of brilliant professional

,
. . .. film, and, as such, definitely stands work. Leo Joannon has given this

inspector describes as not breaking as a pleasant way of learning his- good, studied direction and has
the law— he merely bends It— tory Jean Francaix’s music is also contributed a fine perforra-
returns to an England whose Scot- cievej; w i1ne the editing keeps this ance as the friend of the unfrocked
land Yard resents him, at the mammoth fresco always coherent, one.

Guitry has found a lot of his old pierre Fresnay brings his imcabled behest of a close woman
friend, whom he finds dead upon
his arrival. Saint is convinced her
death Isn’t accidental, as the police

claim, but planned, connected
somehow with, gamblers to whom
she lost vast sums.

> Efforts to solve the mystery leads

to exciting run-ins with the River
Mob, operating from a luxurious
barge, and in bringing them to

justice the Saint is aided by Naomi

verve, charm and malicious wit mense talent to bear on the
and uses the film like the born anguish and hallucinations ojL the
story teller he is. This will have to erring priest, making this his most
be heavily sold hard in the U.S - j

for best resuults. Mosk.

Ritter Creek
Action-packed Wild Bill Elliott

western, best for star in years.

Hollywood, March 4.

complete composition to date.!

Pierre Trabaud holds his own as

the fervid, simple young priest.

Lensing is tops as in the editing,

However, this might* set off po-

lemics on differences of interpre-

tation. But the taste and intelli-

gence of handling should eliminate
Chance, a victim of the gamblers I , Allied Artisi*~ieiea»e of Vincent m. |ny sort of censorship or ecclesias-

indebtedness
| tl^l differences. Mo*, ’

Hayward,
'

who is paying oft her
to them by luring in suckers.

llott; features Carleton Young,
Garland, Olaude. Akins, Jim

Hayward handles his role, in * W* Coinleo Spettaeolo
hard-hitting fashion, reminiscent Of WaggnerYcamora.' Ernest .Miller; editor,

his earlier days in character, and Sam Fields; music, Raoul Kraushaar. Pre-

receives satisfactory thesping as- viewed March 2, ’54. Running time, 74

sistance right down the line. Miss
Chance plays his Girl Friday,

Thomas Gallagher is, his man,
Charles Victor scores as the Yard
inspector and Sidney Tafler and
Fred Johnson are in as mob
l6dd6rSi

*

Seymour Friedman makes his

work as director count, and he gets

MINS.
Clay Tyndall .

Queqtln AUen
Gall Homier .

.

Vance
.
Morgan

Dr. Prentiss .

.

A. Z. Platte .

.

Whltey .......
Jerry. Bonner
Oak Mason ..

Harley Pruett
Sheriff

Wild Bill Elliott
Carleton Yount
Beverly Garlanc
. . Claude Akins
. . Jim Hayward
; John Harmon
Veda Ann Borg
Dan Muramert
John Pickard
Forest Taylor
Dabbs Greer

Del Monslo
(Funniest Show On forth)

(3-P—-ITALIAN—COLOR)
. Rome,. Feb. 9.

Paramount release _of a Rosa Film j?ro

K

Joe Venango Mike' Ragan

ductlon. Stars Toto, Marc Lawrence
Britt, Franca Faldlni. Tania Weber,
rected by Mario Mattoll. Screenplay, Mat-
toll. MonicelU. Contipenza, De Tuddoj
camera (Ferraniacolor), Karl Struss; edi-

tor. Leo Catozzo. Running time, 10 MINS.

Tottens .i,... Toto
Boss ; .Marc Lawrence
Tamer .May Britt

good technical backing by Walter 2nd Rider ”7.
. ... .... J.7.Y.Y Zon Murray I Trapeaist.Y. . . ... ... Tania Weber

John Larcn singer FrancaHarvey, handling the cameras, and
Ivor Stanley’s musical score.

Whit.

SI Versailles M’Etalt
Conte

(If Versailles Were Told to Me)
(FRENCH—COLOR)

Paris, March 9.

Coclner release of Cocinex-CIM produc-

Gunman
Pat Cleary
Charles Hammond
Mrs: Hammond .

.

Oak's Girl ........

Joe Devlip
. Earl Hodglns
Florence Lake.
. . Jane Easton.

Singi
Bastlan.

Faldlui
Alberto Sorrentlno

Paramount is releasing this

would-be takeoff . on “Greatest
Show on Earth.” With Toto, color,

and a 3-D first in Italian produc-
tion, returns should be good
throughout Italian runs. It has

This is good example of a west
ern feature turned out on a

moderate budget. Logical story

motivations and action, excellent

performances by an above-average considerably less to offer foreign

cast and expert direction give viewers, and appears spotty at

familiar ingredients the punch best, despite the gimmicks, for the

needed for its market. It is Wild U. S, It follows on the heels of

Bill Elliott’s best in long time. an Italo lampoon of “Quo Vadis.”

A revenge motive makes up the -titled “OK Nero” and not as good,

familiar basis for the George By coincidence both are^ Par phi,

Waggner original screenplay, but but two different local outfits made
he has plotted the action credibly the takeoffs.

and made the characters believable What might have been an amus-
f
1. so the playoff under Thomas Caring ing- satire, as well as good spec

Mile? .T^gSK Pascal tight direction holds attention. tacle in 3-D, for the most part has
Ben Franklin Onon Welles Producer Vincent M. Fennelly has been turned into tame stuff be-
^neAntoinette .....

^
ijina Nuwa

i given Elliott topnotch supporting cause of a patchy, improvised
Feioton V.7.7.7.7.7 Jean-Louis Barrault talent, most notable in Carleton script. Best moments are when
MoUem ........ Fernand Gravey Young’s heavy duties and in Bev- Toto takes over with some vaude
Madame La Motta ....

—

Gaby Moriay
eriy Garland’s playing of tiie routines he’s done before onstage

Tn hnur« Qneha r.iHtrv hae fenime lead. Her performance is some years back. There -appears to

so^nSr th^SOiSear history of
considerably above the level of the have been an attempt at the start

the Ring-
ling epic, with’ Toto in the James

Hon. Written' and directed by Sacha
Guitry. Stars Guitry, Claudette Colbert,
George* Marchal, Jean Marais. Micheline
Presle, Lana Marconi, Fernand Gravey
Camera. Pierre Montazal; editor, Ray'
mond Lamy; music. Jean Franealx; set*,

Rene Renoux. At Berlitz, Paris. Running
time, IM MINS.
Louis XIV Sacha Guitry
Louis XV Jean Marais
Louis XIV (young)..... Georges' Marchal

with Lemmy victor and still in the
clutches of the heiress, # rends
with the promise that more Is to
follow. In fact, Constantine is now
working in another one in this
series,

T‘Bames Get Along,"
Director Jean Sacha has tried

for some distinctive styling. Con-
stantine is properly ingenious as
the hard-drinking, fastfisted Cau-
tion. A bevy of gals supply the
pulchritude. Colette Doreal is a
looker with nice thespian ability,

Lensing and editing are- passable.
Fights are the best mqunted and
conceived to come along in a Gallic
pip of this kind. . ; . / Mosk.

Rlmsky-Korsakov
(RUSSIAN—COLOR)

Biopie of the Russian com-
poser; average b.o.retijrns in

its Intended market.
. ,

Artklno release of Leningrad Film Stu-
dio production. Features Grigori Belov,
Nikolai Cherkassov, L. Grlasenko. Din
rected by G.. Roshal. G. Kazansky. Screen-
play. A. Abramova. G. Roshal; camera
(Sovcolor). M. Magid. L, Sokplsjcv; music
and arrangements. Y. Sviridov,, AtTStanley
Theatre. N.Y.. week bcfrfrtning Feb. 27,
'54. Running time, IS MINS.

,

. Rlmsky-Korsakov ........ GMeorl Belov
Stasov Nlkdrai Cherkassov
Maipontov A.. Borisov
Zabelt-Vrubel ............. L. Grlasenko
Glazunoy .

.'.
. / V. Khokhryakov

Mrs. Rlrashy-Korsakov . L. Sukharevskaya
Challapine A. Ognivtsev *

Serov B. Kokovkin
Almazova L. DranovekayS
Grand Duke '. • •

• ,
F. Nikitin

Symphony Orchestra of.the Kirov Opera
and Ballet Theatre In Leningrad.

i^S^ ThTToVi showiUce usu»l Pnirie **roine. to . take off the Cecil B.

SvSi^cad^ fo?a hlndpFckJd Elliott comesjo Bitter Creek to piCf characters and plot li
serves
series of episodes
the Kings Louis XIV, XV, XVI,
plus a quick tying up of the fate
of this landmark up until the pres-
ent day. The kaleidoscopic view

The town seems willing to let the
kilting furore pass as by persons Stewart role, Marc Lawrence as
unknown, principally because Charlton Heston, etc.
Young, ambitious ranch**. Is.sus- ^ the ^ washes out

Fast-moving resumption of The
Saint series, with Louis Hay-
ward again starred..

Hollywood, March 13.
HKO release of a Julian Lesser-Anthony

Hinds production. Stars Louis Hayward;
features Naomi Chance. Sidney Tafler,
Charles Victor. Directed by Seymour
Friedman. Story-acreenplay, Allan Mac-
Kinnon; based on characters created by
Leslie Charteris; camera. Walter Harvey;
editor, James Needs; music, Ivoy Stanley.
Previewed March 12. *54. Running time,
70 MINS.
Simon Templar Louis Hayward
Carol Denby Naomi Chance
Max Lennar . ...... Sidney Tafler
Chief Inspector Teal Charles Victor
Katie French Jane Carr
Jarvis Harold Lrn''
Keith Merton Rus«ell Enoch
Margie Diana Dors
Irish Cassidy Fred Johnson
Hoppy Uniatz Thomas Gallagher

ficed to make this a primarily in-

time Gallic pic. Also, great deal of
shearing would be needed for the
American market

Despite the names of Claudette
Colbert and Orson Welles, they
only make episodic appearances
Hence, this Will have to be sold on
its pomp and illusion. Guitry picks
out choice anecdotage to embellish
the slow-moving pace
No time is spent in its (Ver-

sailles) being built by Louis XIII,
but how young Louis XIV lavished
his love and care on it, and devel-

This British whodunit re-casts
;
°Pe<l it into the most magnificent

Louis Hayward as The Saint, the
|

court in Europe is stressed. Guitry

Leslie Charteris character he last
\

takes the lion s acting share of the

C View « tionsf in M*Mi 11IC C1LU1 1 SWU WdallCO VUk
takes on a cohesive air in the !* XthouSi there* is no real evi- What emer«es “ some good but^ 1 den^tS^nk him to it foalistic

eu° tights and physical brawls, as
wel1 as incidental supporting ac-
tion, are logically brought on to

mentally nationalistic in vein and j^p the tale alive and kicking as
Elliott tights his way through every

names,' where practicaHy every 0f Young to remove him.
role hides a big star, should make The shpwdown climax is weti han-

a top grosser here. For the finds Elliott with Miss

circus shots with 3-D angles, some
brief appearances by May Britt and
Tania Weber as the circus duties,

all melanged into a pic difficult to

define.
Even the spotting of stars in the

audience here is a repeat of

Greatest Show,” with the names
U.S., chances are slimmer because Garland a eirl who had believed including Anthony Qtiinn, Silvana
a great deal of spectacle is sacri- ^ Young’s honesty until cireum- Mangano, Aido Fabrizi and others.

— 4A mmWa 4nl« a *M nM l«f «st -
.

p • - TF A. k #>mo

played for RKO in 1938. and
emerges a fast entry for the pro-
gram market. Excellent uye has
been made of tendon backgrounds
in establishing atmosphere, and
star delivers strongly in a quick-
triggered role.

Jointly, produced by American
Julian Lesser and British Anthony.
Hinds, the Saint, whom a police

-radio cm antic mi-
,

Rockefeller Center

“RHAPSODY”
starrini ELIZABETH TAYLOR

vnrouo cassman • joim oqcsm » urns cmhem
Color by Technicolor • An M-O-M Mcturo

>nd VOTICKM OIK IKnTOlM
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Vehicle as the aging Louis XIV. He
gives the pic its main cohesiye
portion as he deftly and intelli-

gently paints this king. The reign
of the debauched Louis XV, and
its fading after the unsavory death
of the king only to be relit by
Louis XVI with Marie Antoinette
carry it to a conclusion.

Eastmancolor is kind to the . rich
hues of the palace except for some
exteriors which tend to be bluish.
In spite of the grandiose subject,
Guitry’s raconteur technique
makes the production intime. It is

this technique which takes the
edge off the film for foreign situa-
tions.

Guitry is always regal as the old
king while Georges Marchal and
Jean Marais are fine as the
younger effigies. Welles, in aston-
ishing makeup, portrays an owly,
aging Ben Franklin who comes for,
and gets, aid for the American
revolution. Miss Colbert bfears the
histrionic brunt of ‘the affair as
the conniving Montespan. Michel-
ine Presle is graceful and lovely as
Madame Pompadour. *I*he revolu-
tion episode is weakest part of the
film for it’s played in comic oper-
etta style.

Though Guitry flounders along
the way, his lucid-eye view of the
royal history of ’ Versailles is a

,

diverting affair. It should eventu-
j

stance reveals his treachery.
Ernest Miller handles the cam-

era excellently to take care of out-
door values. Sam Fields’ editing is

good, as is the background score by
Raoul Kraushaar. Brog.

Le Defroque
(The Unfrocked One)

(FRENCH)
Paris, March 9.

Gaumont release of SNEG-SFC-Gau-
mont production. Stars Pierre Freanay.
Directed by Leo Joannon. Screenplay,
Joannon, Denis De La Patelliere . camera,
Nicolas Toporkoff;- editor. Robert and
Monique Isnard. At MadeleinC, Paris.
Running time, 120 MINS.
Maurice ’ Pierre Fresnay
Gerard Pierre Trabaud
Catherine Nicole Stephane
Mother . . Marcelle Geniat
Seminar Director Leo. Joannon

Karl Struss, as cameraman, has
done a good job in this first local

3-D effort
,

but experimentation is

evident, and results uneven. With
almost all plot strands Still left

dangling, pic is brought to an
abrupt halt with a strange and ap-
parently tacked-on scene depicting
the evening prayer of the circus

troupe.
Pic was also shot in 2-D and

color, and some test first-runs as

a flattie are planned. Hawk.

This is a powerful offbeat pic
about the crisis in faith of an un-
frocked priest. It is meticulously Marcel Weiss; editor, Paulette Robert. At

made and benefits from excellent
®a,zac * p*r1*- Running time, to mins.

nprfnrmanpos Film ic nf annJ Lemmy Caution Eddie Constantineperformances, *llm S Of good Miranda Claude Borelll
enough Calibre for art house sit- Constance............ Colette Doreal
uations in the U.S. However, box- ftegeiln i....Gregoire Asian
.n: . Suzanne Vera Norman

Cet Homme Est
Dangeureux

(This Man Is Dangerous)
(FRENCH)

Paris, Feb. 2.

Sonofilm release of Sonoftlm-EDIC-Lu-
tetia production. Stars Eddie Constantine^
Directed by Jean Sacha; screenplay,
Jacques Berland from novel by Peter
Cheney; dialog, Marcel Duhamel; camera.

(In Russian; English Titles

)

Billecfas a “brilliant musical bi-

ography of the composer of ‘Sad-

ko,’ fCoq d’Op’ . and Schehera-
zade,’ ” this newest Soviet import
is interesting longhair diversion
but hardly measures up to its ad-
vance heralding. Market for the
Leningrad Film Studio production
will be largely confided to the few
U, S. theatres which show Russian
product. .

When the film devotes itself ex-
clusively to its cultural aspects it

emerges as fine entertainment.
But as usual there had to be a
political -sermon. Czar’s ..Cossacks

shooting down t he revolting
masses and sundry ojther.unsubtle
scenes will be fanflliar to. veteran
viewers of Kremlin-sponsored pic-

tures.
*

Moreover, this biopic of Nikolai
Rimsky - Korsakov (1844-1908) is

considerably abridged for it spans
only the period from 1398 to short-
ly before the composer’s death.
Nevertheless there are liberal ex-
cerpts front such of his works as
“Sadko," “Snow Maiden” and
“Czar Saltan.” These are excel-
lently played and beautifully sung.
A decided asset to the film is the

melodious voice of L. Grlasenko.
She’s outstanding in her portrayal
of the title role in “SnovifMaiden.”
Grigori . Belov, as Rimsky-Korsa-
kov, handles the part with warmth
and dignity. Balance of the cast
provides fair support under the
uneven direction of G. Roshal (who
co-scripted) and G. Kazansky.
On the credit side is the fine

work of the Kirov Opera Sym-
phony Orchestra and Ballet Thea-
tre as conducted by B. Haikin. Sov-
color, jn which this import was
lensed, appears to .be improving
but still lags behind the vivid hues
found in Technicolor -nd Eastman
color. Print's English titles are
adequate. Gilb.

Appointment for
Murder

Lux
Spa-

.Jacqueline Plerreuxoffice likely will be limited due to ( Dora
downbeat theme.
An unfrocked priest takes refuge Following on the heels of the

in mocking and finding fault with first Peter Cheney opus, “The Gun
the essence of the church. In an Moll Poison Ivy,” here, which was
army prison camp, he gives absolu- nice b.o., this is another one with
tion to a dying priest out of amity, Eddie Constantine, U.S. warbler,
but it is taken, as a sign of his still again playing the tough FBI man,
latent priesthood by a young man Lemmy Caution. This has enough
who is convinced of his vocation intrigue, sexyTemmes and fisticuffs
after this. He becomes a priest to make this another neat program
and tries to bring the unfrocked entry here. For the U.S., this is
one back to the church. The latter mainly for dual or secondary bill-
has reached a point of fanaticism ing; Republic has already picked
after the death of his' hiothef up the. English Version which was
which is attributedrto him. At odds- made at the same time,
with himself, he thinks he has This time Cheney’s toughguy
finally scourged himself when the plays a gangster who has escaped
young priest appears, and the uri- from the U.S. and is on the lam in
frocked one kills him in .a paroxysm
of pride and anguish, and then
gives himself up in donning the
dead priest’s frock.
Although drawn out at times, the

film holds active interest through-
out, and reaches high points of

France. He is after a bank robber
who, for some reason, is French,
and gets involved in a proposed
kidnapping after he gets a carous-
ing American heiress in tow, .After
several vmurddrs, love affairs and
fights, the swift-moving story ends

(ITALIAN)
Italian Film Export release of

Film production.' Stars Umberto
daro, Delia Scala. Directed by Piaccio
Bandinl. Screenplay, Sandro Contin-
enza, Eniiio de Conclnl, Mario Monlcelli,
Stefano Venzina, Bandinl; camera. Ren-
nto del Frate, Ugo Nudi; sets Alberto
Boccianti; music, Glne Marinuzzi .Tr. At
Cinema Gigllo, N, Y., storting Feb. 18,
'54. Running- time, 91 MINS.
Det, Pletrangell Umberto Spadaro
Silvia Delia Scala
Aido Manni ....Andrea J. Bosic
Giorgio

,
Morelll Marco Vicarlo

Palermo Natale ' Clrlno
Vandina Dorian Grey

(In Italian; English Titles

)

This tedious Italian whodunit not
only depicts ft baffled police force
but most of the time keeps the au-
dience in doubt- as to what is gbiiig

on. Even the familiar impeccable
performance by Umberto Spadero
fails to save it from the tired, ac-
tionless, story and weak thespian
performances. “Appointment For
Murder”^shapes only as a fill-in

for Itallan-language houses of the
U. S. It was hardly worth the
bother and expense of imposing
English titles.

'

Besides Spadaro’s yeomanship
work in the chief detective’s role,

only Delia Scala; as Jiis daughter,
and Andrea ; Bosic, Cast as husband
of the dead woman* contribute
much to making the story plausible.

Others 'in the large cast appear
either bewildered by the story or

the . director. Actual screenplay
seems to have been spoiled by hav-

ing . too much writers work on it.

There were five, including Ban-
dini, the director. Latter’s direc-

torial stint is Vay below par.
Wear.
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A Case for TV Dramas
The Sunday night “Television Playhouse” series on NBC-TV,

out of the Fred Coe production stable, which has been generally

Hailed as perhaps the most qualitative of the hour-long dramas

in the video sweepstakes, appears tc be Tunning into sponsor

trouble. Program is bankrolled on an alternate week basis by

Philco and Goodyear and the tire company, it’s reported, is dis-

tressed over the Coe-inspired “format” whereby a great majority

of the “TV Playhouse” original vehicles- mirror the Joys and the

heartaches, the foibles and the frustrations of the people big and
little who make up America today.

Goodyear's displeasure stems from dealers around the country

claiming they echo the sentiments of their area constituency

who prefer the more conventional boy-meets-glrl type of light

presentation rather than the present “realistic” approach of the
“Playhouse” dramas. Even th$ highly acceptable ratings which
invariably give “Playhouse” major ranking among the 60-minute
dramatic showcases in television, from all accounts fail to im-
press the Goodyear high command in their insistence that NBC
and Coe lay off the heavy stuff and establish a light and airy

base for their, presentations.

Acquiescence to such a move would be a blow to television as a
mature and intelligent medium. Coe and his scrlpters, including

such gifted talents as David Shaw, Tad Mosel, Paddy Chayevsky,
'Sumner Locke Elliott, Horton Foote, etc., have endowed the' se-

ries with a warmth, character and integrity that has won the
universal respect of writers both in and out of television. In pro-
fessional circles, many of the “Playhouse” tv scripts of the past
season have been put on the same high level as the best of the
serious legit output on Broadway.

Here is one fervent hope that Coe and cohorts do not buckle
under sponsor pressure. When a network or a station, or for that
matter a program, delivers to the sponsor who foots the bill, a
package that receives both critical acclaim and a rating stamp
of acceptance, the contract Is fulfilled. Beyond that it becomes
editorial censorship, vesting with those who control the purse-
strings the power to dictate program content.

The vast tv audience isn't afraid Of having a mirror held up
to life when it is done as artistically and entertainingly as on
“Playhouse.”' Yet the sponsor feels he has the right to decide
that unadulterated escape Is the only drama that his public
shall have; certainly a curtailment of the right of the public to
make its own choice. Not to mention a disparaging comment on
the maturity of the tv audience.

Network Commits a Fine Print Booboo on ‘Game of

Day* Feed to Chi
+ — —

Chicago. March 16.

In one of those in-public boo-
boos that left a string of red faces
from here to New York, ABC-TV
switched off its feed to WBKB of
the web’s exhibition baseball cov-
erage after two innings Saturday
(13) when someone belatedly read
the fine print in the network’s pact
with the major leagues.

The Chi beaming was abruptly
terminated wheri*it was discovered
the web’s Saturday. “Game of the
pay” contract has the standard ma-
jor league city blackout clause
Which applies to the spring games
as well as the regular season sched-
ule. It’s understood that the ABC-
TV outlets in Detroit and Milwau-
kee also were caught in the snafu.
What made the WBKB situation

particularly embarrassing was that
the game involved the Chi White
box and the station had decided to
carry it only the day before after
a local sportswriter had urged his
readers to caH the Station and ask
lor the game. The issue set off new

(Continued on page 34)
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ID as Gleason Sub?
Tommy Dorsey orch is being au-

ditioned for summer replacement
duty.
CBS-TV has its eye on the band

for possible slotting in the Jackie
Gleason Saturday night time.

Lauds Radio, TV

Albany, March 15.

A New York State Joint Legisla-

tive Committee lauded the “effect

'of radio and television upon
minors” in their recent report on
the media. Singled out for par-

ticular praise was NBC’s supple-

mentarly broadcast code, which
covered restrictions on vagaries
running from “sex” to “insobriety.”

The committee’s '53-54 investi-

gation of broadcasting, was an
growth of its original survey of the

comic book industry. Report stated

that investigators were pleased

that radio atid video had “adopted

for themselves the same type of

self-regulation that we have been

(Continued on page 34)

Chesterfield, which negotiated a

five-week deal with NBC-TV for

pickup of the Spike Jones Saturday

night at 8 show (in order to grab

an option on the time period) has

decided to ride through the sum-

mer with the musical stanza.

However, both Chesterfield and

Jones make way in the fall for the

Mickey Rponey vldpix entry which

gets the time slot.

Trying to resolve its Monday
night program . lineup for t>.e ’54*

’55 semester, notably in the 8 to 9

p. m. area, which is being ear-

marked for the new full-hour Sid

Caesar show in the fall, is appar-

ently creating a problem for NBC-
TV. It means giving the 8 to 8:30

“Name That Tune” and the 8:30 to

9 “Voice of Firestone” shows the

heave, at least insofar as those

time periods go.

(The 9 to 9:30 period already
has been resolved, with the Dennis
Day show getting axed and NBC
putting the

.
new Tony Miner

“Medic” film series in the slot

come September.)

But apparently Firestone doesn't
intend to take it lying down. This
is one of the oldest sponsors on the
NBC books, dating back more than
25 years. The tire company has
spent many millions of dollars

through the years on its AM musi-
cal stanza, and later in tv as well.

Few if any companies have poured
so much coin into the NBC treas-

ury. Thus it feels it rates a better
shake than to be indiscriminately -

shunted to one side as NBC goes
about strengthening its Monday
night roster in a bid to get off the
“Burns & Allen^Talent' ScOuts”-
“I Love Lucy" CBS hook in the 8 to

9:30 segments.

NBC would like to put Firestone
in the 7. p. m. slot (although this

is station time the network feels

that Firestone has established such
a unique position that stations will

not hesitate to latch. oh). Firestone
says it’s no dice. The sponsor,
however, wouldn't be averse to

moving back to the 10 o’clock pe-

riod, but if Lucky Strike and John^
sons’. Wax remain berthed with the
9:30 to 10:30 Robert Montgomery
dramatics, it would automatically
rule out any such shift.

All of which puts NBC in a quan-
dary as to what to do about Fire-

stone. It poses the problem, too,

of how tough can a network get
with a client who has been doing
business with the web for a quar-

ter of a century.

Ouster' of ‘.‘Name That Tune”
also poses a sponsor problem, with
Spiedel reportedly blowing its top
over the threatened time yank.

Only a few weeks back, in ac-

quiring the “Lux Video Theatre”
for Thursday nights, NBC served
notice on U. S. Tobacco Co. that

it was not going to renew its op-

tion for the “Martin Kane” 10

o'clock slot, in order to permit
Lux to move in, with result that

the tobacco company and its

agency, Kudner, are now threaten-

ing legal reprisals.

‘LAST MAN OUT’ IN

MARCH 28 BOWOUT
Hollywood. March 16.

“Last Man Out,” Richard Eng-
lish's much-kudosed radio series on
former Communists and their rea-

sons for leaving the party, has

been cancelled by NBC radio, ef-

fective March 28 after its 26th

broadcast. Ironically, lopoff comes
just when English accepts the TV-
Radio Life Award for the “Out-

standing Documentary Program of

1953.”

“Last Man Out” has been a sus-

taining program since it began,

with English operating at a loss to

continue it. Understood that he’s

out around $14,000 in actual cash

and in film and magazine assign-

ments he bypassed in order to keep
the program running.

.

Program has received a Christo-

pher AWard> been kudosed by sev-

eral American Legion posts: , It has

been drawing between 500 and 600

letters weekly.
English planes to New Orleans

this week to testify before the Sen-

ate Internal Security Committee,
elaborating on information he de-

veloped for “Last Man Out” on
Communist infiltration of the

Fanpers Union.

Oops!
One of the major ad agencies

which in radio’s heyday was
responsible for five of the Top
10 shows on the networks, but
which har since moved almost
exclusively in video program-
ming, found itself in an em-
barrassing situation last week.
Agency i' putting an hour-

long weekly radio shpw on
CBS in the fall and was' en-
gaged last week in propping a
dummy format. Not a single
person at the agency could re-

member the mechanics of put-
ting one together.

When Arturo Toscanini lays

dowd Tiis baton after the Sunday,

April 4, Carnegie Hall-originating

broadcast of the NBC Symphony
Orchestra, with an all-Wagnerun
program, it will probably be the
famed maestro’s last performance
and appearance in this country.
Shortly after the concert Toscy re-
turns to his naive Milan, abd he’s

told friends it’s for good.
Should Toscy, now 86. express a

desire to return in the fall. NBC
will be ready to ink him to an-
other year’s deal. (He gets $96,000
a season.) But NBC execs don’t ex-

pect him back.
All told it cost NBC about $500.-

000 a year to maintain the symph.
Whether it will be disbanded
should Toscy remain in Italy is

still a moot point. Under its AFM
agreement the network is obliged
to keep 60 musicians on staff, but
the symph is an expanded organi-

zation exceeding 100 musicians.
This season Socony-Vacuum has

been sponsoring the Sunday eve-

ning season, paritally taking the
network off the costly hook.

CELESTE HOLM, CBS

DICKER ON TV SERIES
CBS-TV program chieftain Hub-

bell Robinson has been huddling

with Celeste Holm—object, a half-

hour situation comedy series with
music as a possibility for the fall

season. Any signaturing of a pact,

however, would depend on whether
Miss Holm can get out of her pres-

ent NBC contract.

NBC some months back had
made a pilot of a scheduled film

series, but wras dissatisfied with it.

CBS. on the other hand, thinks it’s

got the right formula for the star.

More ABC-TV Shows

Play Repeat Time
ABC-TV, which started a “double

exposure” policy via three-a-week

showings of its “The Mask.’’ is ex-

tending the grind policy to im
elude two more sustaimers, “Who’s
the Boss?” and “It's About Time,”
both panel shows. Each will be
repeated once a week via kine-

scope.
“Boss,” with a live showing Fri-

day at 9:30, will be repeated Sun-,

day at ‘7:30 starting April 4, re-

placing Paul Whiteman’s “TV Teen
Club,” which has been axed by
•Sweets Co. of America. “About

;

Time,” the Thursday pit 8 paneller

featuring Dr. Bergen Evans, gets

1

Its repeat Monday at 8:30 start-

ing April 5, replacing “Dr. I. Q.,”

which moves Into Sundays at 9:30
for Hazel Bishop the day before.

Web has worked out a repayment
schedule with the unions for reuse
similar to that used in the case of

“The Mask.”

f As one of the major moves !
the projected “radio of tomorrow”
pattern on the NBC agenda, a two*,

hour Friday night “communioP
tions show,” highlighting the best

of a full Week’s features on the

early-morning tv “Today” show, is

currently being mapped for Dave
Garroway, who is also the pivotal
personality on the video stanza,
Most of the show will encompass

taped excerpts from the video edi-
tion, but Garroway will be on hand
for supplementary commentary,
commercials, etc. (Similar idea
has long been in practice at CBS,
where Arthur Godfrey's cross-the-
board morning stanzas have been
excerpted via tape for a Sunday
AM show.)

Underlying the Pat Weaver-Ted
Cott concept of unorthodox pro-
gramming (away from the stand-
ard half-hour format), such as
“Weekend,” “Roadshow” and the
upcoming Garroway stanza, is the
bid to woo clients via the maga-
zine selling plan of insertions, thus
inviting coin not previously chan-
nelled into radio. Thus a similar
type of sponsorship as pertains te
“Today” will apply to the night-
time Garroway show, with “Today”
clients haring first refusal on the
AMairor.

Lots of Murrow
r

In Ford s Future?
If Ford Motor Co. had its way

about it,, there would be a whole
roster of Ed Murrow-CBS program-
ming in its future. Motor company
recently pacted a co-sponsorship

deal on Morrow’s cross-the-board

nighttime news commentary. Auto-
motive outfit would also like the
network to make some kind of an
arrangement whereby it can latch
on to Murrow’s Friday night “Per-
son to Person” sbbw (currently
sponsored region-wise by Amoco in
the east, Hamm Beer in the mid-
west and Santa Fe in Los Angeles.
Ford would even go a step fur*

ther and throw in its lot with the
Sunday afternoon New York Phil-
harmonic concerts, it’s understood,
the one proviso being that Murrow
would make himself available for
the midway commercial spiel.

‘CARMEN IN HARLEM’

ON MENKIN’S AGENDA
Still experimenting, Larry Men-

kin, WOR-WOR-TV, N. Y., pro-
gramming head, has picked a brace
at offbeat productions for his
three-man “Spotlight” series on
the video arm. Shows are “Car-
men in Harlem” and “Alice in
Wonderland.” and have been set
for mid-April.
“Carmen,” with an-all-Negro-cast,

is an updated version of the clas-

sic story, with Carmen as a night-
club cigaret girl, Don Jose as a
GI and Escamillo (the bullfighter)

as a bandleader. “Alice” idea was
conceived with Jack Manning,
show director, who after, appear-
ing some time ago in the big legit

production, went with members of
cast to a Gotham hospital and put
it on sans props and costumes.

Jimmy Nelson Pacted

For ABC Video Series
ABC-TV last week pacted ven-

triloquist Jiminy Nelson to star in

a comedy-quiz session, “Take My
Word,” for a late summer or early
fall start. Series will be a satire

on panel shows, using all the Nel-
son characters, Danny O’Day, Hum-
phrey Higsby and Farfel. Web has
a definite commitment to air the
show, sponsored or not. by Sept. 14.

Program’s being packaged by
Lou .Cohan and Bob Jennings.

Cohan is Nelson’s manager.
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Ed Lamb on loyalty’ Hot Seat As
o *

Washington, March 16. 4

Serious charges involving the:

loyalty of Edward Lamb, • Ohio
broadcaster-publisher and Demo-

In preparation for hit hour-long Sunday night series on CBS
ra^io starting in September under -his longterm Kraft Cheese
commitment, In which he’ll do a iree-fmsall. news commentary,
perform, interview, play records, etc., Edgar Bergen (sans Mc-
Carthy) has already moved into the Washington scene to familiarize
himself with the workings, of a newspaperman.
Armed with/ press credentials and assigned to membership on

the Radio Correspondents’ * Assn., Bergen has spent a Week on
the D.C. scene, sitting in on press conferences, huddling with top
executive brass, etc. This week he returns to Washington^ again
for interviews with the Senate Democratic Minority Leader, Chief
Justice Earl Warren (from Bergen’s home

.
state of California)

Presidential Press Secretary James Hagerty, etc.

When Bergen preeras his show in the fall, he plans to do some
Washington originations as a newspaperman (he’ll be in direct
competition with Walter Winchell in the 9 o’clock slot). Also as
an accredited correspondent he plans to put some of the major
D.C. factotums on his show in guest spots.

New Uses of Radio Frequencies on Tap If Congress
Forks Over $1,000,000

cratic party bigwig, were made by
the FCC last week in a letter call-

ing on* Lamb to prove that he has
never been a Communist and to

show cause why his licenses should
not be revoked.

Lamb owns radio and tv stations

in Ohio and Pennsylvania, has tv

applications pending in Ohio and
Florida, and is publisher of the
Erie <Pa.) Dispatch. He is also a
lawyer, practicing In Toledo, and
has been a heavy contributor to the

Democratic Party.

After sitting on Lamb’s applica-

tions for over six months and hold-

L&mb Wants Data
Washington, March 16.

Lawyers for Edward O.
Lamb, broadcaster - publisher
and Democratic Party bigwig,
demanded further information
from the FCC on which it

based its charges concerning
Lamb’s loyalty to the U. S.

Through his counsel, Fly,

Shuebruk, Blume it Gaguihe,
Lamb requested data on "the
sources of the alleged infor-

mation upon which the Com*-
mission is now proceeding” to
enable him “more precisely to

ascertain the evidence which
should be submitted to the
Commission to refute the alle-

gations.'’

ing up renewal of his Erie tv sta-

tion tWICU-TV) license, the Com-
mission informed him that it is

now in possession of information
which contradicts sworn testimony
he gave the agency in 1948 that he
had never been 3 Communist.
“This information;” agency wrote,
“contains charges that for a period
of years, particularly the period
1944-48, you werp a member of the
Communist Party. According to

these charges, and particularly dur-
ing the period 1944-48, your name

(Continued on page 26)

WNBCs ‘Operation

NBC’s Gotham stations are go-
ing on a talent hunting binge un-
der the heading of “Operation
Search Warrant.” Ham Shea,, gen-
eral manager of WNBT-WNBC,
hopes that a talent bank will de-
velop from the field work to aug-
ment the current veteran stable of
Faye Emerson it Skitch Hender-
son, Tex and Jinx McCrary, Herb'
Sheldon, Morey Amsterdam, et al.

Hunting corps will consist of
such key personnel as program
managers, executives and publicity
personnel. Each will be assigned
to cover one post a week in legit,

niteries, small radio-tv stations,

shows out of town and, in the sum-
mer, the strawhat circuits. One or
two of them will cover women’s
club and the lecture loops to see
if they can come up with offbeat
personalities.

Paula Stone, Mike Sloane

Inspirational Senes
Legit producing team of. Paula

Stone and Mike Sloane last week
moved into their first video pack-
aging venture — and it’s a com-
pletely offbeat one for them.
They’re packaging, and together
with , a group of other interested
parties, sponsoring an inspirational
series featuring Dr. Irvin Seale for
a 13-week ride on WABC-TV,
ABC’s N. Y. flagship.

It’s a non-profit Venture for the
Sloanes. According to Miss Stone,
she’s been a regular patron of Dr.
Seale’s Wednesday night lectures
at Carnegie Hall, and always
wanted to see him on tele. She
and hubby Sloane got together with
some other patrons and raised the
com to sponsor the non-denomina-
tional minister (he’s pastor of the
Church of Truth), They’re produc-
ing with no fees. Series kicked off
last Sunday (14) in the 11:15 p.m.
Clot.

Color TV Schedule
NBC-TV

» On Tour Account — March
19, 4:30 p.m.

3 Steps to Heaven—March
22-23, 10:45 a m.

American Inventory—March
28, 2 p.m.
Eddie Fisher—March 31, 7:30

p.m.
Paul Winchell Show •—April

4, 7 p.m.
Ding Dong School—April 9,

10 a.m.
Youth Wants to Know

—

April 11, 1 p.m,
Frontiers of Faith—April 18,

1:30 p.m.
Kraft TV Theatre—April 21,

9 p.m.
American Forum of Air —

April 25, 2:30 p.m.
CBS-TV

New Revue—March 19, 5:30
p.m.

WMAQinCHiGets

"Reafistic/ Seven

Live ShowsAxed
Chicago, March 16.

Although billings were up over
50% last year, NBC’s WMAQ is

bowing to the trend of the radio
times which finds the net income
standing still or even contracting
despite the gross upbeat. In what’s
described as a realistic reappraisal
of his programming strategy,
WMAQ program chief George
Heinemann is giving the bounce to
at least seven live sustainers and
is regearing the operation along
the now-standard service, news and
music format.

Emphasis will be on building up
a stable of staff gabbers who can
handle deejay shows which can be
sold spot-wise a la the formula
developed years back by the indie
stations. Heinemann is also mov-
ing to utilize the Chi NBC 37-man
staff musician quota more exten-

i sively by developing smaller com-
|
bos that can be packaged into strip

j

shows to round out the live and
j.disk music schedule. Likewise, he’s
expanding the activities of his two
femme gabbers. Merry Merryfield
and Gretehen Thomas, with their
daytime hausfrau spreads.

Several of the airers getting the
economy axe were launched last
year when Heinemann took over as
both WMAQ arid WNBQ program
director in an attempt to vest the
station with some new personality
values. While the projects* paid off
ratingwise, most of them failed to
get out of the sustaining class and
thus have been earmarked for the
discard.

Slated to depart within the next
few weeks are: “Uncle Johnny
Coons,” “Uncle Ned’s Squadron,”
“Case Dismissed” and “Ameri-
cana,” all on. Saturdays; Dorothy
and Tony Weitzel’s daily interview
session from the Conrad Hilton;
Bill Bailey’s afternoon disk ses-
sion and “Mission Secret,” evening
cloak and dagger series.

WDSY Joins Mutual
Minneapolis. March 16.

Mutual picked up WDGY as an
affiliate last week, after losing
WLOL to the ranks of the complete
independents. The new addition,
operating on 50 kw days and half
that for the after dark hours, is
the. oldest radio outlet in the state,
having started in 1923.

Al KeBr’s NBC Show
Al Kelly, the doubletalk comic.

It being Mi by WNBC, N. Y., into

* half-hour show in which heTl
lampoon radio stanzas. Kelly will

appear in his role of Professor

FinSter.

It’s being aimed for a Saturday
afternoon slot starting in a couple

of weeks.

Emil Lence, topper at Eastern

Parkway. Arena, N. Y., and pro-

moter of DuMont’s Monday night

fights, Is making a clear cut bid

to get more tv money for his bouts

when contract comes up for re-

newal this spring, or else he will

pitch his property to ABC-TV. He
has been already told by DuMont^

however, that the network can’t

pay what he wants. .

To make the package more valu-

able he has signed heavyweight
Dan .Bucceroni to fight Tommy
Jackson on March 29. Video con-
tract comes up for renewal in May.
Lence has said he made a $10,000
guarantee to get Bucceroni, who is

slated to fight champ Rocky Marci-
ano in September. This is largest

coin outlay made by him to date.

By going to ABC, Lence hopes
to.build a show of Gillette or Pabst
proportions, which are carried on
NBC-TV and CBS-TV respectively.

Fights via DuMont are currently
sponsored on a co-op basis on 32
live web affiliates and by klne on
25 more.

“DuMont hasn’t got all the co-
axials I want,” Lence said. It Is

understood the network can’t af-

ford carpring fights to two Cali-
fornia cities, since cost of lines

would easily exceed coin netted
from Coast co^op sponsors. As it

is now, DuMont has made no profit
by carrying fights, which are tele-

cast largely for the prestige factor.

If the fights move on, DuMont will

be only video net without a fight
night.

Nesde’s WNEW Deal

A 210G Windfall; 10% !

Of Station Sale Price
A few days after Richard Buck-

J

ley and associates bought Gotham
]

radio indie WNEW a little oyer a

week ago, station salesmen inked
a pact with the Nestle Co. which
promises $6,000 a week ' for the
next nine months.

In one of the largest one-station
spot saturation campaigns, Nestle,
for its Nescafe coffee, contracted
for 24-hour a day coverage, seven
days a week, from April 5 until

Jan. 1, ’55. Plan calls for participa-
tion in all WNEW d.j. stanzas.

If campaign is continued for en-
tire period, around $210,000 in coin
will be paid the station. Deal was
set by Sherman & Marquette for
the coffee^maker. This: is approxi-
mately 10% of the nut paid by
Buckley for station ownership.

‘Top Thi*’ Shift*

NBC Radio’s crossboard “Can
You Top This,” aired 10:15-30 p,m.,

now deviates on Fridays when it’s

also extended 10 minutes from
9:35 to 10. That’s the erstwhile slot
of Gertrude Berg’s “House of
Glass.”

The quarter vacated on Fridays
by the Ed Ford-Harry Hershfield-
Ward Wilson-Peter Donald joke
session is being filled by '“This
Side of Sports,” a new show.

‘Can’t Do That? Dept.

Sale of black and white tele-
' sets received a bit of a set-

back last week (10) on the
NBC-TV “Kraft • Television

Theatre.” One of the charac-

ters remarked that he’d rathsr
wait on getting his first re-

ceiver, preferring to buy the
tint type.

Trade . wondered whether
that kind of discouragement
in a dramatic script could
have got by on playshops.
sponsored by such outfits as
Philco, Westinghouse, Motor-
ola, et al.

Upwards of 60 tv stations

throughout the country have thus
far indicated they want to be
“counted in” in the formation of

the National Assn, of Television

Program Managers. OTganization,

which has already firmed up 25
stations, was incepted by Vic
Campbell, director of programs for
the radio-tv division of the Hearst
Corp., and program manager of
WBAL-TV in Baltimore.

Campbell, who is expected to
henceforth headquarter in New
York while finalizing the organiza-
tional- structure, designed- the
NATPM as a clearing house for an
exchange of program ideas, which
will be spearheaded via a weekly
newsletter to be called Showman-
ual. When one station, buys a pro-
gram from another, both the man-
ager responsible for its creation
and the originating station will
share in the fee.

Move is the first attempt toward
strengthening of tv programming
on a local level. “The very new-
ness of the television industry,”
says Campbell, “leaves many prob-
lems still unsolved, still more as
yet unfaced. Discussion and com-
parison of the various approaches
to those problems can only result
in mutual benefit.
“New techniques of production

are constantly being tester-some
good, some bad. A clearing house
for an exchange of experiences Is
a swift and efficient way to do the
weeding,”

75-MARKET PUSH

FOR ROBERT HALL
Robert Hall Clothes has raised

its video advertising from last
year’s dozen markets to 75 for the
pre-Easter season. Although no fig-
ures were disclosed, it was learned
that the clothing firm upped its ad
budget considerably over last year’s
approximate $2,000,000, thus mak-
ing the company one of the nation’s
chief broadcast advertisers in the
retail trade.

According to Frank B. Sawdon
agency, which handles Hall clothes,
the tv ad campaign is expected to
last well past the Easter clothing
rush and on into the summer. The
company has bought radio time in
100 markets.

Washington, March 16.

A plan to establish a new moni-
toring organization to sweep the
long-distapce part of the radio
spectrum for unused frequencies
has been presented to Congress by
the National Security Council. De-
tails of the project were disclosed
in testimony released last week bn
hearings before the House Appro-
priation Committee in January on
the FCC budget for the coming
fiscal year beginning June 30.

The project, called, the “Fre-
quency Usage Monitoring. Pro-
gram,” would be set up in the FCC
if Congress provides the approxi-
mately $1,000,000 requested. It

would involve the' reactivation of a
former monitoring station in

Puerto Rico and the expansion of

seven stations in the U. S., Alaska
and Hawaii.

As. explained to the Committee,
FUMP would have nothing to do
with programs but would have as
Its principal objective the dis-

covery of unused and available

space in the spectrum on which
the U. S. could stake claims and
establish priority. That part of the
spectrum to be monitored for this

purpose etnbtaces the frequencies
from 4,000 to 25,000 kilocycles.

Among those who testified in

support of FUMP was Theodore
Streibert, director of the Voice of

!

(Continued on page 36)

TintTV Set Prod.
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom

said last week that the company’s
first commercial color tv models
will go into production w'ithin 10
days, three months ahead of

schedule,' and that manufacture of

tricolor picture tubes is now gaited
at 2,000 . a month. The model,
dubbed CT-100, is an open-face
console with a 15-inch tube and the
tentative list price is $1,000;
“We anticipate the public de-

mand for these color sets will ex-

ceed supply for some time,” Fol-

som said, “therefore RCA plans tQ

continue large-scale production of

black-and-white receivers.”
RCA is also working on a 19-

inch tricolor tube which according
to Folsom will nearly double the

piettire tube area and have the

same brightness as the 15-incher.

DuM DICKERS KOVACS

FOR COMEDY SERIES
Ernie Kovacs is negotiating with

Norman Knight, chief of WABD,
DuMont key in New York, for a

contract on a comedy series.

Though talks have been going on
for several days, no final decision

has been made yet. It is believed
that agreement hinges on a spon-

sor for the stanza.
Comic, who has been freelancing

since WCBS-TV, N. Y., ended his

own series some weeks back, re-

placed Hans Conreid bn March 5

as a panelist on CBS-TV’s “I’ll Buy
That.” .

Talks began with Jim Caddigan,
DuMont programming topper, a

month ago, but were turned over

to Knight, since proposed deal in-

volves only an afternoon or early

evening show on the o&o for the

itime being.

DHF: Under-Hep, Funds
... . .. . Washington, March 16.
In one of the few cases in which it has reversed an examiner

recommendation on a TV application, the FCC yesterday * (Mor
turned down the bid of a California applicant for UHF for posses
in too little know-how and too little money.

In denying a permit to Orange Belt Telecasters of San Bema
dmo, the agency held that Everett L. Carson, president and pn
posed engineer of the station, lacks the specialized experiem
required for setting up and operating TV equipment.
On the financial side, the Commission said the company wou!

have only $7,500 left to operate the station after construction, n<
taking into account contingencies which may arise.

This sum, the Commission said, would not be adequate to na station for a reasonable period of time.



the secret of liberty
The significance of McCarthyism to the television industry is

now sufficiently clear. It plainly effects the well-being of broad- .

casting since there is, perhaps, no Industry that depends so much
upon public opinion, and in turn, can influence for good or evil

that public opinion. For this reason it Is essential that clear

thinking and perception of the problem shall prevail. The lead-

ers of the industry may well be ahead of this editorial in such
perception but until very recently the networks have exhibited

little inclination to stand up to McCarthyism.

In fairness, the present issue of Communism in Government
might never have been swollen to its present political importance

if the Democratic Party, while it had power, had made a firmer

attempt to rectify the situation and convince the American
people. The McCarthy brand of investigative roughshod is not
exclusively a Republican Party responsibility. The predecessor

administration shares some of the odium, Martin Dies was a
Democrat. .

*
.

Within the frame of recent trends, and despite their own per-

haps understandable timidities, the air media have done a splen-?

did job In the presentation of public service issues. For that mat-
ter so has the Hollywood film industry.

It was McCarthy’s latest demand for deadhead time to answer
“personal attacks’* that forced the issue. Fortunately for the
webs, the Republican National Committee Itself did not want
McCarthy as rebuttal voice to Adlai Stevenson. NBC and CBS
were on solid ground in reserving the Invitation to .reply. So,

too, with Edward R. Murrow’s “See It Now” In limiting McCar-
thy’s right to air access to McCarthy himself and not any agent
of his.

' The senator’s promises of retribution will not be lightly dis-

missed by the nets since he usually keeps his word in such
matters. But the broadcasters have been forced to a decision.

The menace of the one-man myth has occurred in American
hlstoiy before and, undoubtedly, will appear again. It was vital

to recognize McCarthyism for an exaggerated manifestation
of a legitimate worry of the day and to think through and act
independently of charge and counter-charge, emotional accusa-
tion and possible retaliation. The current situation is regretta-

ble, broadly considered, because it tends to pull, or polarize,

people into emotional extremes of loyalty to personalities rath-
er than to basic standards.

Edward R. Murrow has now attacked head-on the one-man
myth an<T\pointed up Its factual inconsistencies and dubious
logic. By i&eff the Murrow broadcast is a reminder of ques-
tionable tactics^rather than a solution. It is an expedient of

great Interest, and some belated courage, but basically It’s a
footnote to history rather than a definitive answer to

McCarthyism.

Justices Brandeis and Holmes writing after World War I in

Whitney v. California had this to say: “Those who won Our
independence believed that the final end of the State was to

make men free to develop their faculties; and that in its gov-

ernment the deliberative forces should prevail T>ver the arbi-

trary. They valued liberty both as an end and as a means. They
believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to

be the secret of liberty.. But they knew that order cannot be
secured merely through fear of punishment for its infraction;

that it is hazardous to discourage thought, hope and imagina-
tion; that fear breeds repression; that repression breeds hate;

that hate menaces stable government; that the path of safety

lies In the opportunity to discuss freely supposed grievances and
proposed remedies; and that the fitting remedy for evil coun-
sels is good ones.”

And with the good justices, these editorial paragraphs rest. •

Phillies Strike Out

In DuMont Pitch
Overtures by a major league

club to DuMont anent airing sev-
eral games via the web have ap-
parently backfired because of
league restrictions on telecasts.
The Philadelphia Phillies, joined
by Budweiser Beer, reportedly ap-
proached the network recently to
clear a deal whereby there wduld
be regular national exposure on a
wide variety of National League
games but now it has dribbled into
a bid to buy web facilities just to
bring ballcasts to the St. Louis
market.

Network coverage on . touchy
game of baseball has always been
umicult to consummate. It wasn’t
untu Falstaff inked pact With ABC-
i

V to expose “Game of the Week”
fast year for first time that it had
®ver been dorie before. Then it was
rranged only when blackout areas

k! ^ major league cities had
been fixed.

piJ^
m

u
Mc^allon

* DuMont i

met, has two reservations
coverage of games. WJ

Jbe 12 cities blackout pres
deal worthwhile, he

tin-m
S t CaWe COStS WOUld
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C°StS and leave the web
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no profit. Then ther
e avoid incurring dis
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Gregson Vice Sherwood

On WABC Early Slot

Jack Gregson is moving into the

early morning slot held for the

past 65 weeks by Bobby Sherwood

on WABC, the ABC, N. Y. flagship,

starting March 29. Sherwood, the

ex-bandleader turned deejay,

bowed out of his WABC pact by

mutual agreement with Ted Ober-

felder, WABC v.p., with his last

show slated for March 26.

Morning slot encompasses three

strips—6:35 to 7, 7:15 to 7:30 and

7:35 to 8. Gregson moves into the

strip pretty well sold, with niost

of the Sherwood bankrolled re-

maining and a few new ones added.

Gregson, who announces ABC-
TV’s “Saturday Night Fights,”

broke into deejaying this fall with

the afternoon network and local

‘ Jack’s ' Place.” This was the

“warmup’’ segment for Martin

Block, who moved into the time

on Jan. 1, after securing his re-

lease from WNEW, N. Y.

CBS-TV is dropping the wres-

tling show originating in Holly-

wood and slotted 3:30 to 4:30 p. m.

Saturdays. Grappled have had a

run of a couple of months on the

web as a sustainer emanating from

Legion Stadium. The axe is effec-

tive May 1.

ACLU Asks FCC To Ikasb Out
»• f

By LEONARD TRAUBE
A new type of tv programming

Is on the horizon, that may in time
niake the “pure” entertainment

stanzas as oldhat as the local opera
house. Long in the making, it got
its biggest shot in the arm last
Week when Edward R. Murrow
went to bat against Senator Jo-
seph R. McCarthy on “See It.

Now.” With this single half-hour,
Murrow & CBS-TV had formulated
the “reality” program in its most
provocative form. It was worth a
dozen variety shows and maybe a
couple of hundred conventional
drama segments in the intensity
with which it magnetized the pub-
lic.

All week long and up to the
current stage, the Murrow vs. Mc-
Carthy theme reverberated every-
where—on the streets and in the
homes, in newspaper and magazine
shops, and at rival, networks. It

was this “reality” that gave televi-

sion its golden opportunity as the
originator of national and even
world news, much the same as
NBC-TV’s “Meet the Press” is

watched regularly by newspapers
for Page 1 leads. It was entertain-
ment of the sort that can’t be con-
cocted and whose sole basis for
being is its up-to-the-minute values.

In a sense, Murrow’s other tv’er,

“Person to Person,” is in the same
“reality” groove. The subjects
may be and often are entertainers
but, pitched into conversational
settings, they emerge as personali-

ties separate and apart from their

theatre-made deportment-by-script
Only last week, a non-entertainer
with a considerable stake in show
biz was person-to-personned in a
manner that showed him in a new
light as far as the public is con-
cerned. Murrow not only had in-

terviewed Brig. Gen. David Sar-

noff, board chairman of RCA-NBC,
but had crossed rival lines in or-

der to do so.

The ‘Think’ In TV
A McCarthy as subject doesn’t

happen every day, but all down the

line there’s a trend toward latch-

ing on to the hottest topics of the

day for video exposure. These
segments take many forms—hard

news, discussion and interview’

programs, panel show’s, documen-
taries, “think” analyses of the

news, etc. Through them, new’s-

men are starting to emerge as per-

sonalities with as much on .
the

show biz ball as performers who*ve
spent a lifetime perfecting their

styles. The performer needs a new
joke, a newr choreographic pattern,

a new script. All the “reality”

pusher needs is a slant on the na-

tional and world scene that will

(Continued on page 34)
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Arnold’s MBS Strip

Mutual has made room for an-
other go with Edward Arnold in a
10-minute nightly strip called

“Spotlight Story.” Skedded to be-
gin on March 22, the series will be
an expansion of a similar one done
by the actor a while back.

Arnold w’as formerly on in a five-

minute strip every morning before
the hiatus. New stanza is expected
to be sold on a co-op basis.

Ed Morrow Paces

The most exciting week in the

history of television as an industry

was brought to a climax on Mon-
day (15) when Senator Joseph R.

McCarthy agreed to appear on Ed-

ward R. Murrow’s “See It Now”
program on April 6 to answer the -

CBS-TV commentator’s attack of

,

last Tuesday (9). McCarthy had
previously assigned his friend, au-

thor William F. Buckley. Jr., to

take the “See” stump, but Mur-
row sent the legislator-investigator

word that the offer of time was
not transferable.

*

Senator McCarthy said he need-
ed the breather until April 6 to

develop information in his files on
Murrow. He said also that he had
previous commitments. Murrow’s
wire to McCarthy read: “Your sug-

gestion of April 6 as a time for

your reply to my recent television

program is acceptable. Transcript

and kinescope of last Tuesdays
program are being mailed to you.

Regarding your statement that I

have ‘consciously served the Com-
munist cause,” I deny it utterly.

The record when it is finished will

show w’ho has served the Commu-
nist cause, you or I.” Before that;

Murrow had offered March 23.

On the Mutual radio program
of Fulton Lewis Jr. last week.
McCarthy, referring to Murrow,
had said, “I never listen to the

extreme leftwing, bleeding heart

element of radio and television.

Murrow answered this next day
(12) on his CBS radio stanza: “I

may be a ‘bleeding heart,’ be:ng
not quite sure of what it means.
As for being ‘extreme left wing,’

that is political shorthand; but if

the Senator means I am somewhat

(Continued on page 35)

Even Rivals Hal Columbia
Television became of voting age last week after Edward R.

Murrow had “gone to work” on Sen. Joe McCarthy. The franchise

came about suddenly and without any preparation. All over net-

work and indie station offices the word “pride” best expressed

what personnel of varying status felt that Murrow had done for

the industry. At NBC, for instance, the word went around, “wotta

show!”—everyone knew that meant “See It Now” without mention

of the title or the personalities involved on the CBS-TV “clip-

and-at-’em" attack of last Tuesday, It was as if they were talking

of one of their own stanzas in typical partisan style.

For perhaps the first time in tv history, too, that oft-used “on

another network" Venflnio discard as the Columbia call letters

got around-the-clock workouts by the competition. In contrast,

the anonymous phrase was flaunted by Fulton Lewis Jr. when he

interviewed the Senator on his Mutual program last Thursday.

Oh the other hand, Columbia’s major rivals, whether radio or video,

gave full credit to Murrow and the web, on sundry programs,

wherever the opportunity arose, and Tex McCrary, on the “Tex

8c Jinx" WABC (N.Y.) pre-midnighter went the whole way on the

chapter and Verse, giving out with posies to both CBS and Murrow.

At the flagship station of one of the wehs, an executive Vho’s

been in the habit of postponing decisions for-days, suddenly gave

out snappy orders and as one of the hired hands put it, “this never

happened before Ed Murrow’s blast at McCarthy.”

Even Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, boss of RCA-NBC, got the bug.

Interviewed on the Murrow-Fred Friendly “Person to Person

the industrialist-show bizzer kept throwing encomiums at Murrow

In such a way as to indicate that he was deeply aware of the

McCarthy stanza of three days previously.

It was the biggest Macy’s-loves-Gimbel’s week in the history of

the medium.

Radio Committee of the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union last week
formulated a preliminary plan to
approach the subject of “equal
time” in controversial issues. Its

first move was to prepare a com-
munication to the FCC requesting
that public hearings be held bn
the questions of freedom of speech,
station responsibility, allocation of
time and Other issues stemming
from the demand—sincethen frus-
trated—rby Sen. Joseph R. McCar-
thy for equal time to answer
Adlai E. Stevenson’s March 7
speech on CBS (tv-radio) and NBC
(radio).

On the suggestion by H. V. Kal-
tenborn, the NBC commentator,
that the issue was too complex for
the committee to frame a concrete
plan. It was agreed that another
meeting of the radio panel would
be held. It's slated for next Wed.
(24), and meantime a copy of Co-
lumbia U. Prof. Sidney Hook’s
statement on ethics would be cir-

culated by the American Commit-
tee for Cultural Freedom. Sugges-
tion has been advanced that invi-
tation to .attend the meet be ex-
tended to newspaper, radio and tv

commentators and web officials to
take part in the discussions.

In a leadup discussion Thomas
Carskadon. of the 20th Century
Fund, declared that the committee
would, made a major contribution
if it could formulate “a sound pol-
icy” on the rights of persons at-
tacked to hav$ time to reply. Ho
said there was no law on the sub-
ject except in connection with
granting of equal time under Sec-
tion 315 of the Communications
Act. which deals with candidates
for political office. The only ap-
plicable rule, it was stated,, was an
FCC regulation dealing with equal
time for discussion Of controver-
sial topics.

A question was raised by writer
Gilbert Seldes on whether a per-
son might forfeit his “equal time”
privilege because of intimidation.
Gilbert” pointed out that Senator
McCarthy had threatened CBS and
NBC with legal reprisal if they
did not accede to his demand.

March Blowsh
Big WOR-TV Biz

March is proving a fat month
for WOR-TV, General Teleradio
outlet in New York. Station had ft

16.6% increase in billings thus far
over the entire month of February.
Big part of hike came from two

hew show’s. One W’as rerun of
“Fireside Theatre” vidpix, pur-
chased by Eversharp Pen for ft

twrice weekly telecast, and the
other was announced return of the
“Spanish Hour” which brought in
three sponsors for the once-a-w>eek
shot. Several other advertisers
inked contracts for spot announce-
ments.

In the meantime, WOR-TV is

moving toward making a major aft-

ernoon shift in programming.
“Western Kid” feature film stanza
is being ousted and big-money
maker “Merry Mailman” is being
cut from an hour to 45 minutes
and moved from 5 to 6 p. m. New
show, tentatively titled “Major
Jet,” is being brought into preced-
ing hour-long spot. It is cultural-
travelog affair slated for eight to
14-year-old juve aud. Oh March 22,
WOR-TV will drop a Monday night-
time film show and substitute Sloan
Simpson, who is also going net-
work from WOR.

“Jet” is a Sandy Howard pro-
duction like “Mailman,” and is be-
ing brought in as much as a mer-
chandising lure as a program hypo.
Station has established contract
with Howard for share in merchan-
dising nut on shows.

Colgate’s 7:30 Option
Colgate-Palmolive Co. has taken

an option on the 7:30 to 7:45 p.m.

Monday time on NBC-TV now oc-

cupied by "Arthur Murray Party.”

“Party” goes off next month.
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Eddie Fisher, pinchhltting for
the recuperating Jackie Gleason
in the. latter’s spot Saturday night
(13) on CBS-TV, did an expanded
version of his own "Coke Time"
show, even to the inclusion of the
plugs for the soft drink company.
Fisher handled the emcee spot
with his usual boyish appeal and
delivered a brace of songs to carry
the musical portion of the stanza.

Regulars Art Carney and Aud
rey Meadows clicked strongly in a
takeoff on the "Mr. & Mrs,” shows,
doing the burlesque in British ac-
cent. Carney's opening bit with
Fisher, however, -fell flat on its
face due to a corny script idea
about Carney's having a yen to be-

nothing further. The rest of the
|
come a singer. Fisher still needs

Questions ran over familiar ground
|

to develop more savvy as a
and Cohn did not retreat an inch I straight man, while Carney some-
from his position.

j
times tends to overplay his lines.

In the' context Of the current po-
litical situation, the format of this

show was ideal. This was neither
a star chamber proceeding nor a
hit-and-run attack. If there’s any
special American way of conduct-
ing a decent argument, this was
clearly it. Both sides of the dis-

pute were aired on the spot* and all

accusations could be met directly
by the accused.

"Meet The Press" is a sample of
the unique public service per-
formed by video in bringing vital

questions and. personalities to .the
widest possible audience. This is

both news reporting and news-in-
the-making, as evidenced by the
prominent featuring of the show’s
record in the Monday morning
dailies. Herm.

The Four Step Bros, were fea
tured in a standout hoofing turn.
It was a full reprise of their reg-
ular vaude turn, executed with
flash and* speed for top returns.
Bandleader Ray Anthony was
spotted in a trumpet solo and then
accomped Fisher on "O, Mein
Papa,” which both recorded for
different labels. CBS gave RCA
[Victor an almost superfluous plug
in showing a Victor disk spinning
while Fisher was singing,

Another good bit, from Fisher’s
nitery repertoire, was the run-
down of hits written by Harry

»

Like the Ed Murrow show on celain nieces, the next querying i June Taylor Dancers and * troupe |
«lty dog act made for a poor finale of celluloid which let the camera

Sen. Joseph McCarthy last Tues-

day (9), "Meet The Press" pulled

a journalistic coup Sunday night

0.4) with the deadline booking, of

Roy Cohn. . chief counsel for the

.McCarthy committee, right op the

heels of the sensational^ charges

and countercharges in the David

Schine case The confrontation of

Cohn and a probing panel of news-

papermen was not only ace report-

ing but high drama as well.

As the focal point in the fight

between the Army and Sen. Mc-
Carthy o^er alleged pressure to

get favored treatment for Pvt
Schine, Cohn was on the hot seat.

That seat wasn’t made any cooler

by moderator Ned Brooks’ opening

comment that a direct issue of ver-

acity was involved between the

Army civilian officials on one side

and McCarthy and Cohn on the

other.

If this show hoped to uncover

which side was telling the truth, it

didn’t achieve its aim. Cohn stuck

to his guns, reiterating that he was
not allowed to go beyond the

memoranda released by McCarthy
last week and repeating, on all

other points concerning his future,

that we would abide by decisions

made by "older and wiser" people

than he. The questioning by the

panel of reporters was sharp and
sometimes hostile in tone, but defi-

nitely not exceeding the allowable
limits for newspapermen. Certain-

ly no nasty rumors, which even an
immediate denial cannot erase,

were let loose by any of the ques-
tioners.
The only revelation of any con-

sequence that was made on the
show stemmed from a query by
3VIay Craig, of the Portland, Me.,
Press Herald, about a petition be-
ing circulated in Cohn’s depart-,

inent pledging loyalty to him as
ch ef counsel.' Cohn conceded the
existence of such «a petition but
disclaimed responsibility for either
launching or stopping it. This line

of questioning, however, led to

celain pieces, the next querying

the Secretary on a tax matter, next

asking Mrs. Humphrey qboUt her

needlepoint, then throwing Hum-'
phrey a question about fiscal pol-
icy. It was confusing.' Subject
matter was light as well as scat-

tered—too much on horse-breeding'
and too little on financial prob-
lems. The Secretary, however, did
wind up his portion with an im-
pressive statement of' ^iis philos*
ophy and beliefs as to tax policy
and the country’s betterment.

Both the Humphreys and Sar-
noffs made agreeable impressions
as warm, honest, everyday human
beings. The General spoke of his
beginnings as wireless operator,
about his mementoes and medals,
and more seriously about the
atomic, future and the blessings it

can bring humanity and the home.
Mrs. Sarnoff was introduced as a
promising sculptor. There was a
charging light touch in the ex-
change between the two network
execs—-Sarnoff said his becoming
a wireless operator instead of the
reporter he started out to be, lost
him his chance to become an Ed
Murrow. The sumptuous home of
the Sarnoffs, and the substantial
residence of the Humphreys, also
obviously made an impression on
tv viewers. Bron.

June Taylor Dancers and * troupe
of Irish Jig dencers.
An Irritant was the monotonous

regularity; of the spot plugs be-

tween each turn. "Herm.

Approaching St. Patrick’s Day
made itself felt in maximum meas-*

ure on Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV
Toast of .the Town";show Sunday

(14) and the gay spirit added color,

to a fairly routine hour of enter-
tainment. If wasn’t one of Sulli-

van’s best, but it hit a couple of

very enjoyable bighspots.

Having made his bow to the
Irish, Sullivan took the occasion to

note another approaching event

—

the Academy Awards. For that

purpose he proclaimed hi4 own
preferences, i.e. Leslie Caron as

best actress and Montgomery Clift

as best actor. Both performers
were in the studio audience for a

quick smile at the cameras.

To substantiate his kudos for

Miss Caron, Sullivan ran the
charming puppet sequence from
“Lili." For Clift, he picked the

"taps" scene from "From Here to

Eternity.’’. Choice was an unfortu-
nate one. Apart from the fact that

it didn’t relate to Cliffs thesping
abilities, this particular bit was
lensed in low key. On the tv screen
it was hardly distinguishable.

Sharing feature billing last Sun-
day were. Juliiis La Rosa and
Victor Borge. La Rosa came across
with a couple of neat and well-
staged renditions. Singer has a
pleasant, relaxed quality in both
voice and movement that rates him
tops. He did a plenty smooth turn
on "Too-ra-loo-ra-la.” and later
proved himself very much at home
with the sentimental "A Foggy
Day in London Town" and the
humorous "Eh Compari" in which
he got a laughgetting assist from
Ray Block, Sullivan’s baton-
wielder.

La Rosa also somehow got in on
the windup of some fancy tap rou-
tines by Hal LeRoy and "Peg-Leg”
Bates, the latter no stranger on
"Toast." The boys worked well to-
gether even though their act ran
a little long. Bates is a showstopper
any time and it’s miraculous how
he overcomes his handicap.

Borge has been doing the same
type routine for a long time, but
somehow it never becomes tiring.

He’s got perfect timing and a ready-!
wit that immediately establishes
him as an audience fave. His
"Toast" turn Sunday was fast and
funny and well thought out. He
clicks almost the moment he comes
on-stage.

Rest of the show was something
of a letdown. Dorothy Hayden’s
Irish Steppers displayed some
fancy footwork but suffered from
poor camerawork that concen-
trated on long shots. Introduction

Akst, Fisher’s accompanist. Clos- of the Holy Cross championship
ing number was a production salute basketball team took up time
to St. Patrick’s Day featuring the needlessly. Gaudsmith Bros, nov-

“Person to Person," on CBS-TV i

last Friday night (12), was inter-
esting as much for what was not
revealed, as for what was. It prob-
ably marked the first 'time on tv

that a veepee of one network (Ed
Murrow, of CBS), interviewed the
board chairman of another web
(Gen. David Sarnoff, of NBC as
well as RCA). It came so soon after
a demand on . both networks by
Sen. Joseph McCarthy (thus far
refused) for free time to answer
Adlai Stevenson's attack of the
week previous. And it followed by
one night the attempt of McCarthy
(on Fulton J. Lewis’ program) to
smear Murrow with a Red label.

If Gen, Sarnoff was disturbed
by the McCarthy demand for time
or the new light McCarthy tried
to place Murrow in, there was no
sign of it. There was also no sign,

in Murrow’s handling of Sarnoff
(and Sec. of the Treasury George
M, Humphrey, his other inter-
viewee), of any strain or nervous-
ness from the McCarthy charge,
the commentator appearing to be
his usual quiet, assured, informal
self.

Perhaps the extraneous matters
referred to above, or the fact that
the two subjects (Sarnoff and
Humphrey) were more substantial,
sober citizens than the glamorous
Jeanmaires, Pinzas or Stokowskis
of previous programs, made Fri-
day’s session seem less interesting
or absorbing than usual. Part of
the fault was Murrow’s, who has a
habit of jumping too sharply and
bewilderingly back and forth from
one subject to another in lightning
fashion in these 15-minute inter-
views.

In the Humphrey segment, he

and, unless cut to :
pieces by lack

of time, seemed poorly rehearsed.

As m.c., Sullivan did hi»'usual
good job. The filmed commercial,
showing a Lincoln car being put
together from start to finish, had
a lot of merit and constituted a
welcome departure in plug fashion.

. Hift.

Book shows seemingly having a
fad since Ethel Merman’s' wallop-
ing performance in "Anything
Goes" and NBC planning a dozen
for next season. Jimmy Durante
had a go at a story musical Sunday
(14) and it played with all the
flourish and fanfare of a watered-
down opera, but with enough com-
edy to rate as a Broadway mbsical.

Format was different from any-
thing Durante has ever done before
on "Comedy Hour" but aside from
a slightly muddled finale it had all

the receptive qualities of a Du-
rante show. Schnoz never worked
harder but was well rewarded for

his try.

Idea of book was to convert
Durante’s

,
standard, "Inka Dinka

Do," into an opera, which explains
the guesting of the Met’S high-
range warbler, Patrice Munsel. To
set the stage and continuing nar-
ration, Robert Montgomery appear-
ed on a kine. shot in N. Y. and
played it straight until late in the
opera," when he proclaimed,
"This is not Robert Montgomery
Presents." Show picked up its

fastest pace when it strayed from
book," and these elements proved

stronger assets than the story line

developed.

Thread of continuity was broken
for a taxi bit with Eddie Cantor,
preparing an exchange guesting
With Durante and a switch with the
Schnoz as the driver. It touched
off some solid boffs, as did Eddie
Jackson strutting to a pair of songs;
Marion Colby trilling a swingy
thing; Miss Munsel

,

raising her
golden voice in "Love Is Where
You Find It."

Other defections from the book
carried the show’s laugh quotient.
Biggest boff was Cantor’s essaying
Durante singing "Start Off Each
Day" and Durante repaying in kind
with a rendition of "Susie.” An-
other applause exploder Was wash
line of long undies strutting in
perfect cadence to. Jackson’s
shuffle-off, as was a Conga line
routine with a bevy of beauts.

Cantor paid off his guest call
with interest, ho^h in his threading
through the show and reception to
his antics at home sets. He played
it through like he enjoyed it and
helped shore up laughs.

Finale seemed too over-ambitious
for a small stage, with everyone
massed for an.operatic treatment of
"Inka Dinka Do." There were
blasts of Wagner and other sten-
torian classic that confused the
general effect. Jackson finally
broke it up singing "Bill Bailey."
Creditworthy were the scripting
of Charles Isaacs and Jack ElinSon,
the staging of Joseph Santley, the
contribution of arrangers and Roy
Bargy's crew. Helm.

NBC TELEVISION OPERA
THEATRE
(Taming of the Shrew)

Joining the list of the NBC-RCA
“compatible color attractions" was
the sixth presentation of the NBC
Television Opera Theatre on Sat-

urday (13)—a 90-minute perform-

ance of “The Taming of the

Shrew." As a black-and-white pro-
duction, the opera, by the Ameri-
can composer Vittorio Giannini,
easily ranked among the best in
the NBC repertoire. With the add-
ed tint dimension, it was one of
the rare treats of the tv season.
The occasion was a dual “first"

for NBC as it marked the pre-
miere of this Giannini version of
Shakespeare’s Kate, although it

had previously been done in con-
cert form by the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra. Like the Cole
Porter-Sam and Bella Spewack
“Kiss Me Kate” legit musical (and
later a Metro pic) it wasn’t exactly
all Bard, though based largely on
Shakespeare’s play. But the all-
important element is that it was
an alive, believable comedy, well
sung and well acted, beautiful to
behold* in color, with an enjoyable
hour and a half of music.
Without attempting to appraise

its status on a purely operatic
level, Giannini’s “Shrew” provided
lyrical enjoyment without neces-
sarily producing any great arias or
anything startlingly new. It stuck
to the traditional operatic form,

was hedgehopping from trivia to
j
with its recitatives, and songfests

Treasury steadily, one moment ask-
i ranging from solos to quintets. It
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truly inventive artist.

As television fare, it was a su
perb production. For the net-
work’s tint Impresarios, it was a
field day. The lavish costuming,
elegant brocades, lush velvets, sat-
ins and plumes afforded ample op-
portunity for the rainbow techni-
cians to showcase the NTSC tint
standards at their finest. Not only
were infinite hues exhibited, but
the various textures sprung to life.

Once more there was proof abun
dant that color provides the third
dimension, and in the spectacular
realm of traditional opera it is at
its best.
Under Samuel Chotzinoff’s pro-

duction reins, no intricate settings
or gimmicks were attempted, yet
the effective backgrounding was
rich though simple. It managed
to convey spaciousness in depth
without becoming overbearing.
The costuming (by John r „xer)
would have done credit to me Met.
Not too much praise can be heaped
Qn Peter Herman Adler as music
and artistic director. The pacing,
the fluidity of the performance,
the nice balance maintained be-
tween the fine orchestra and the
performers bespoke q devotion to
an assignment.
John Raitt made an excellent

Petruchio, in fine voice and dra-
matic form. Susan Yager sang the
role of Kate understanding^ and
when she didn’t push her voice it

was warm and lyrical. The others
were well cast, including Sonia
Stollin as Bianca; John Alexander
as Lucentio; Donald Gramm as
Hortensio; Leon Lishner as Bap-

Televersion of Ernest Heming-
way’s short story, “The Gambler,
the Nun and the Radio" together
with the delineation by Hermione
Gingold of three sketches put the
accent of Sunday’s (14) “Omnibus"
on comedy. But even with this
stress on humor, show maintained
its high cerebral standard. The
Hemingway yam carried a gentle
kind of humor projected mainly by
Geraldine Fitzgerald, playing Sis-
ter Cecelia, and Harry Townes as
the gambler who’s shot in a dis
pute over winnings.

Hemingway’s humor at times ap
proaches irreverance such as the
Sister’s hope that one day she’ll
be a saint, and the gambler’s will-
ingness to lay three to one that
she makes ltv Some sections were
edited out and another part, the
entrance of the man who shot the
gambler, was an addition to the
original tale. But altogether, one
of the more charming bits of this
hour and a half layout.

Miss Gingold in a solo bit on the
cello was hilarious. Together with
Cyril Ritchard, she enacted a man-
and-wife mountain climbing team
and In conjunction with Phillipa
Bevans performed a sketch on hats
which had some hilarious moments.
British import, doubling from
“John Murray Anderson’s Alma
nac,” is one of the top comedi-
ennes around.

The other major contribution on
show was a filmed documentary
“Shoot the Nets," which followed
the Dutch herring fleet during a
catch. It’s a .YelJ-cpoitrjjptqd bit

do most of the speaking and with
a minimum of added commentary
{*’« iilm that main-
tained interest throughout. There
was another sizeable film on the
design of .a bus which was an in-
teresting and palatable commercial
for Greyhound. *

Jose.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
With Lucille BIIm. guests
Producer: John Butler
Director; Willard Davis
30 Mins.. Wed., 6 p.m.
PEPSICOLA
KGO-TV, San Francisco

(BiM)
This is a pleashnt half-hour of

kiddie frolics filled to the brim
with entertainment, contests, story
telling, refreshments and prizes.

Program hostess Lucille Bliss is
an accomplished actress. A former
radio artist and currently active
with Walt Disney Productions (she
voiced "Anastasia" in Disnev’s
"Snow White" and "Alvie" in the
new^ "Bobby Sox" series), she
is often tagged a» a "woman with
a thousand voices." With permis-
sion from Disney Productions, she
integrates film clips and stills from
the^tories of Pecos Bill, Snow
White, Bambi, Donald Duck and
Pinocchio, It’s an impressive stunt
and gal is clever in her vocal in-
terpretations.

Last show viewed (10), caught
"Auntie Lu" with a crew of hard-
to-handle young’uns. She was de-
signed as a Holland birthday party
with Dutch settings and costumed
entertainers. The little girl danc-
ers couldn’t muster enough cour-
age to go into their dance and Miss
Bliss had vocal competition with a
small lad who didn’t like his prize.
But Miss Bliss is an old hand at
handling children. Despite these
upsets she continued her narration
of "Pecos Bill" lending vocal char-
acterizations ranging from a gri>
zled cowhand to a tiny voiced girl.
Costume themes are greatly uti-

lized. Birthday gimmick is played
out in manner of reading greetings
to younger set and treating juve-
hile visitors to hunks of birthday
cake and sponsor’s drink product.
Miss Bliss often mix matches her
little people with members of the
animal kingdom which adds to
amusing viewing. Tone.

Ed Lamb
S Continued from pace 24 ss

was included, at the direction of
the then Chairman of the Lucas
County (O.) Communist Party,
upon the lists of members of the
Communist Party to be solicited
for financial contributions and, on
the basis of these lists, you were
actively solicited by officials of the
Lucas County Communist Party
and in response to such solicitation
contributed money for the support
of the said Party. Further, the
charge has been made that, during
the period 1934-48 you closely as-
sociated wlth members of the Com-
munist Party."
The Commission gave Lamb 30

days to show why his qualifications
should not be made the subject of
hearings. However, there’s little

doubt that a formal inquiry will be
held, probably before an examiner.

Immediately following release of
FCC’s letter, former Atty. Gem J.

Howard McGrath, now executive
veepee and counsel for the Edward
Lamb Enterprises, issued a state-
ment saying that "it appears that
only through Some kind of a hear-
ing can the falsity of the innuen-
does be brought to light." McGrath
added he was gratified that "at
last" the Commission has set up
the machinery so that the case can
be resolved. 1

McGrath declared that Lamb
"stands ready again to declare un-
der oath before any agency of the
FCC, any committee of Congress
or any Court of this land that he is

not now or never has been affiliat-

ed with, a member of, or in sym-
pathy with the Communist Party
or its minions. On the contrary, Mr.
Lamb enjoys among those who
know him an outstanding record
for anti-Communist activities?"

McGrath added that it was his

"deepest personal conviction" that

Lamb is • "another victim of the

hysteria of our times, called upon
to defend himself against un-

named and undisclosed accusers in

a public forum. In my opinion, this

defense is required of him because

Of his long and consistent* sympa-
thy for and support of liberal

i

democrat pqli<jips £pjl tid£4W«
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A lot of things have happened in the seven days since Ed Murrow
practically" became a national hero. It could well have been
Murrow’s courage., that infected others, including the Army, in

taking a more vigorous stand.

. Thus, in view, of the “seven-days-that-shook-the-world” succes-

sion of events as: the aftermath to what happened on “Good
Tuesday

,r/on “See It Now,” the telecast is being reviewed more
pr. less for the record. And also because, it marked a return to

the dtfys* when a political *commentator didn’t necessarily have to
fence-straddle. and could assert his prerogative of free speech.

There’s no doubt that Murrow and CBS did themselves proud
when “See It Now” took its stand for television, the networks
and the people. Using his regular documentary pattern of per-
mitting the proponents in an issue to either defend or hang them-
selves. py. their televised or recorded words, Murrow, in taking
on McCarthy, gave the program the added dimension of personal
and editorial Comment. It was a lulu. ~

Murrow? at the outset alerted his audience to the serious con-
sideration he had given to his expose of the Wisconsin Republican
by reading every word of his specially prepared notes. Selecting
from the vast spoken and written record of the Senator presented
in itself no mean feat. To choose wisely those specific incidents
that would best clarify the tactics and policies of a McCarthy
within a half-hour show must have required considerable time
and prodigious work. Yet in the few incidents Murrow presented,
the contradictions and half-truths, the unsubstantiated statements,
dogmatic smearing and labelling that are McCarthy’s stock in
trade were forcibly illustrated.

Murrow deserted the filmed and taped records once to show
two piles of newspapers; those that the Senator had labelled “left
wing,” and a smaller pile, a third in size, that was pro-McCarthy
in the case of Gen. Zwicker. Hurriedly he gave the summations
of the “left wing” press, which numbered, among others, the New
York Times, New York Herald Tribune, Chicago Tribune, Wash-
ington Times Herald, St. Louis Post Dispatch, etc.-r-all of which
were decidedly against McCarthy, and in no uncertain terms.

It was only after Murrow had done full justice in authenticat-
ing his case against McCarthy that he took his stand editorially.
He spoke of the greater and more awesome aspects involved when
a man, by spreading confusion and capitalizing oh fear, can so
intimidate the networks that they would resort to appeasement
(as in the case of his last Imbroglio after ex-President Truman’s
speech). Although Murrow offered free time to the Senator for
rebuttal, he now spoke to the people of the country who were
viewing and listening. He was not keeping quiet, and this was
not* the time for the people to keep quiet, for we could not desert
freedom nor be afraid. The CBS network, by sanctioning the
program, was exercising its prerogative in protecting freedom of
speech on the air and not being intimidated by fear. For it is a
critical issue, and one upon which the networks must take a stand.
To Ed Murrow, to his producer Fred Friendly, to CBS and the

sponsor, Aluminum Co. of America, the public owes thanks for
a job that needed doing, and that they did. so well. Rose.

GOV. MEYNER’S WEEKLY RE-
PORT

With Robert B. Meyner, Marty
Weldon, others

Producer: Lloyd Whitebrook
Director: Irv Ross .

Writers: Fred Freed, Weldon
30 Mins., Sun., 7 p.m.
WATV, Newark, N.J.

Gov. Robert B. Meyner of N.J.
and the. N.J. broadcasters Assn.,
which is backing him up, called in
a group of out-of-state video pros
to. help build a non-partisan weekly
report on the state of Jersey. In
addition to freelancers Fred Freed
and Marty Weldon (who works for
CBS also), the Joseph Katz agency
helped lay out the stanza onWATV. N.J. Broadcasters have
taken the audio portion of the tele-
cast for replay, and the State Dept,
of Education has expended its own
coin to cut kines.

First stanza (14) was a promising
outline of things to come, Meyner
explained that he hopes to main-
tain it as a weekly “town meeting,”
encouraging queries and gripes
about political affairs. “Report”
was and expects to continue as an
informational half-hotir, and to
prove the veracity of his promise
of non - partisanship, Democrat
Meyner had Sen. Sam Bodine,
chairman of the Republican State
Committee, as first guest, although
the latter did little more than com-
pliment the attempt and make a
brief warning that the show would
jose value if Meyner discarded
impartiality.

Marty Weldon, in addition to
sha«ng the. writing chores* acted
as Meyner’s moderator. He asked
the politico about current legisla-
tive and administrative problems
and ran through a newscast on the
governor’s week. Herein laid the
Piogra m’s chief fault. Ratner than
nave Weldon summarize events of
the week when the man who took
Part was right next to him, it
might have been better for Mey-
i
10 ** 1° pick a pertinent highlight
and explain reasons for his actions.
»

T

t,r example, Weldon noted that
Joyner had been accused of
''hitewashing Commies in the

,

0
.
system, -then he read the

^ e bpsss rebuttal, quoting the
vi ord rubbish.” Interesting, but
nQl very informative.

.
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Still a further weakness in show,
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JL. an early breakdown toward
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Was otherwise informing and

Should prove worthwhile.

YOUR VANDERDATE AT THE
UTAH

With Bruce Vanderhoof, others
Producer: Dan Rainger
Director: James Baldwin
85 Mins., Sat. 4:05 p.m,
Participating
KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City

This pleasant afternoon session

is practically a one-man show rest-

ing on the shoulders of deejay
Bruce Vanderhoof. He wanders
around the Empire Room of the
Hotel Utah and chats with people,
pulls an occasional gag, introduces
talent and takes time out occa-
sionally to whip into a commer-
cial.

Format of the stanza calls for a
different Utah city being featured
each week, with the town contrib-
uting talent while city officials are
interviewed. In session caught (6)

topper of the visiting entertainers
was seven-year-old Wendell Isaac-
son who did a western number
complete with costume, gestures
and hamming. The moppet really
has talent and practically walked
away with the show.

On hand for instrumental num-
bers and to help out with accom-
paniment is the Vandergroup, a
four-piece combo that handled its

chores well.
,

Show of this length, without a
script, could become pretty dead-
ly. But Vanderhoof, through ju-
dicious use of an engaging per-
sonality, coming through with the
right word at the right time and
not acting as if he’s heading the
greatest show in the world, sue-,

ceeds in avoiding all the pitfalls

that loom. He works hard for his

Sponsors but doesn’t lay it on with
a trowel, which is all to the good
for everyone concerned. Berl.

WICC’s look at Us’
Bridgeport, March ,16.

On basis of just-completed Hoop-
er survey, WICC is claiming the

title, “most listened-to station in

any competitive market in the

U. S.,” and is issuing a challenge

to any network or indie operation

to match its dominance.

The report by Hooper (incident-

ally, this is Hooper’s home baili-

wick) researchers covered more
than 10 local and New York sta-

tions in the area and reveals WICC
commanding an average cumula-
tive audience share of as much as

49.8% against the nearest competi-

tor’s (a major chain key) 21.6 and
the other Bridgeport station’s 5.5.

.
In spite of the acknowledged

pull of Arthur Godfrey on WCBS,
WICC’s sway is greatest between

7 • m. 4nd noon. * :

night editor
With Hal Burdick
Producer: Ward Byron
Director: Dick Sandwick
Writer: Burdick
15 Mins.; Sun., 6:f5 p.m.
DuMont, from New York
DuMont pulled a faux pas on

this program that has often ir£ed
video viewers. It wasn’t bad
enough that they cut the stanza
short to fill in a regularly skedded
commercial about bad body, odors,
but they compounded, the hurt by
cutting into a preem performance,

i i^
as 0Ile tlie most short-

sighted biz stunts pulled in weeks,
because they evidently valued one
paid-for commercial, over a show
which has at least a presentable
chance to be sponsored for its full
15-minutes.
In “Night Editor,” another one-

man drama, actor Hal Burdick ran
a little over his time limit alright,
but not so. far that he’d cut into
the next show. It must be noted
here though that the lines cut were
probably anticlimactic, since the
story seemed complete before the
awkward curtain. But still it gave
vent to a sense of injustice. Bur-
dick, resembling a . middle-aged
"doctor” in an ad for Dr. Carter’s
liver pills, is an accomplished ac-
tor. He moved around his restric-
tive office-like set comfortably,
and told his tale about the news-
paper trade like a good living-
room story teller.

Story, which he wrote himself,
follows same route as most narra-
tions about journalists today: an
editor whose hardboiled veneer
shatters when he faces a problem
in human interest. But the story,
though ordinary, was told well, and
the author-thesp should get con-
tinual exposure, provided the net-
work doesn't preempt all of the
next stanza with an ad for DuMont
tele sets.

CLUB CARAVAN
With Bill Cook, Hugh Bryant,

Vivian Lori, Freddie Toler,
Phyllis Caldwell, Four Bros. Sc

a Cousin, others
Producer: Cook
Director: Don Horan
39 Mins., Wed., 10 p.m.
WATV, Newark. N.J,
WATV’s “Club Caravan” has a

fair chance for success as a mod-
erately pleasant variety stanza. But
its biggest lure lies in the fact that
it’s presently Gotham video’s only
direct attempt to sell the Negro
market. Outlet had a similar all-
colored show airwise about three
years ago, but since the market
was then underdeveloped, it col-
lapsed.
With music on the upbeat, pro-

ducer -emcee Bill Cook; who’s
deejayed on sister radio station
WAAT for years, parades a string
of local club acts before the cam-
eras. (Even atmosphere is one of
bistro-bar, tables and guests in-
cluded.) In stanza caught (10), it

was a showcase for mostly young
Negro talent.
Top bits were delivered by Hugh

Bryant, who baritoned neatly
through “Take Me In Your Arms,”
and Four Bros. & a Cousin, sing-
ing their record click (Jaguar
diskery). “Trust in Me.” In another
act, Vivian Lori depended entirely,
on her classic contour lines in de-
livering “Get Happy.” Cook also
introed a youngster, Phyllis Cald-
well. The latter was evidently ner-
vous as she thumped out a piano-
vocal number, with a comball as-

sist from the emcee (outwardly
reading love poetry.)
Cook did very well when he lim-

ited his stint to introductions and
small talk, but whenever he tried

to be funny he fell flat, chiefly
because his jokes were the private
kind that seemed to come suddenly
into his mind and which only he
understood. Adding it all up
though, the stanza can be inked in

on the credit side.

ERVIN SEALE
15 Mins., Sun., 11:15 p-m.
Producers: Paula Stone, Mike
Sloan

WABC-TV, N. Y.
Costs of these quarter-hour talks

will be defrayed by anonymous
friends of the Church of The Truth,
New Thought group which holds
services at the Engineering Audi-
torium and Wednesday noons at

Carnegie Hall, N. Y. Content will re-

mind old radio listeners of the

Unitv quarter hours once on
WMCA at same hour.

Ervin Seale is an attractive fig-

ure, Calm, judicious, infinitely

seasoned 3 s a speaker, he discusses

human* problems with emphasis
upon tjie as-you-think-so-are-you
interpretation. Two cameras were
used, but mostly it was hegd-on.
Completely free of either dramatics
or nerves, Seale exemplifies the

poise and sanity he preaches. Seale
must already have an extensive
following since he's been preach-
ing in N. Y. 15 years or so. He
cannot fail to win new friends. His
talks ate beautifully delivered with
almost flawless diction and arc free

of any denominationalism or fac-

tionalism. Land.

THE MAYOR’S CONFERENCE
With Mayor Robert F. Wagner,
Thomas Furey, Edward Katchcr,
Davjd Wise, Edward P. .Morgan

Producer: Arnold Cohan .’

Director: Bill Workman
Supervisor: Bill Lyons
30 Mins., Sun. (14), 2:30 p.m.
WCBS-TV, New York

If television appearances alone

can win elections, New York’s

Mayor Robert F. Wagner certainly

should be around for years to

come. In the first of a series of

monthly television press confer-

ences, Hlzzoncr projected as a

major tv prospect, imparting

warmth and candor to a session

that stuck strictly to business-
problems of New York City gov-

ernment.

Part of the Mayor’s charm lay in

his deft handling of some hot-
potato questions thrown at him by
a battery of four Reporters. True
enough, he stuck safely on a limb
that parried questions of politics
and that kept him safely in the
field, of municipal problems, and
if an element of dullness crept
into the session that was the rea-
son. But his candor and humor
in meeting the questions, and his
unquestionably shrewd handling of
them, were a show in themselves.
Best part of it, of course, was his
smiling “I know what you’re driv-
ing at” expression when a ticklish
question was asked of him. If he
didn’t reply satisfactorily to the
question, the home audience at
least had the privilege of watching
him play at cat-and-mouse, but do-
ing so in a manner that could only
win respect.

Initial part of the segment was
devoted to a prepared statement
reviewing the first 10 weeks of the
new administration, stating what
has been done and what problems
remain to be attacked. In that
statement was plenty of fodder for
the

.
Monday morning papers, with

the Mayor’s blast at the state for
what he called inequitable distri-

bution of state funds.

Then came the press’ turn, with
David Wise of the Herald Tribune,
Thomas Furey of the World-Tele-
gram & Sun, Edward Katcher of
the Post and Edward P. Morgan
of CBS quickly warming to their
task. Questions were pretty much
on the routine side at first, but
the newsmen soon moved off into
the fertile field of politics, and it

was* then that the Mayor’s per-
sonality and ability began to shine.
And while the reporters got no
hot political statements out of the
Mayor, the sum total of the ques-
tioning and the opening statement
constituted a fine summary of
a*, hat’s been happening to the city
government. That was the purpose
of the program in the first place:
and it was admirably fulfilied.

Credit for launching of the show
should go to Arnold Cohan, the
agency head who's also the Mayor’s
dollar-a-year radio and tv aide. He
set up the show, the rotating sched-
ule for stations and did a topnotch
production job on this initial seg-
ment. Bill Lyons’ direction and
Bill Workman’s supervision for
WCBS-TV kept the technical end
of the show perfect. Program was
carried .on radio by WNYC.
WMGM and WOR. Chan.

TONIGHT
With Charles Harrison, Charles

King, John Roberts, Tom Moore-
head, others

Producer: Charles Harrison
Director: Felix Myers
30 Mins., Mon.-Frt, 6 p.m.
Participating
WFIL, Philadelphia

Charles Harrison, director of
news and special events for WFIL
and WFIL-TV assisted by a flock
of top radio reporters, edits a new
dinner-time digest of world and
local events: Segment also includes
sports, business, entertainment and
weather flashes.

Harrison takes leadoff spot on
“Tonight,” followed by Charles
King, who acts as city editor with
the lowdown on local doings. John
Roberts, head of Temple U. radio
and tv department, covers the
suburbs and Helen Bauer reports
on pictures, legit theatres and nite
spots. Tom Moorehead comes in

With a roundup on sports, and
Fred Weber does a short business
report and the stock quotations.
Francis Davis’ weather forecast
closes the 30-minute package.

Program has no. editorializing
except for brief comment by Har-
rison on such matters as “Ein-
stein’s Birthday” and the atom
bomb. No knob turning has its

values for a resume and roundup,
so rundown makes good 30-minutes
of straight reporting wijh solid
help from tape-recordings. But
segment is a trifle too calendarized
and whole thing could be hypoed
by being more personalized, espe-
cially since WFIL's top staffers

Ore involved. * GaQh.

THE MORNING SHOW
With Walter Cronklte, Charles
ColUngwood, Bll & Cora Baprd,
Carol Reed, John Peter; Itjt

Baker Priest, Stephen A*
Mitchell, diesis

Producer: Paul Levitan
Unit producers: Ted Marvel, Dos

Hirsch
Directors: Tom Donovan, • Vinca
' Walters
News editor: AvWestln
Writers: Jack McGlffert, Heleg

• Market, Tom* Costigan, Marianne
MacCalla, Alice Wallace

120 Mins., Mon.-thru-Frl., 7 a.m
Participating
CBS-TV, from New York

CBS.’ answer to NBC’s going-on*

three - years - and- past - the - crit-

ical-point “Today” is a quiet* “good
morning” to you between 7 and •
a.m. Devoid of any extra-special

gimmicks with the possible excep-
tion of a fluent, animated weathei
map, “The Morning Show” repre-

sents the web in peak form as W
news, entertainment and interview
facets: Within a half-hour, which
is about maximum for the average
televiewer in the early eyem, the
show provides what’s expected of
it, and anything beyonjd that ovei
the two-hour span is for the look-
ers-in who enter at a given point
during the morning’s setting up
exercises:

On the other hand, it isn't all

repeat fodder, as witness a couple
of live interviews from Washing-
ton on the preemer, another remote
on what goes on with the Signal
Corps Pictorial Center out on Long
Island (including the debut of a
wrist watch radio) and the three
segments featuring the Bil & Cora
Baird puppets. The latter are
strictly delicious and the principal
in these shenanigans is the Bairds'
latest conceit, Charlemane the
Lion; who is caused to .operate a*
a disk Jockey while the other fig-
urines carry out their particular
conception of what the tunes are
all about In the timing, the: groom-
ing and the movement, the Bairds’
contribution is one of the top
efforts of this crossboarder out ol
Studio 41 in the Grand Central
Terminal Bldg.

Whether the saucy characters are
going down the line on “Tiger
Rag” ^tricked up as a small orch
combo), become skeletons and bull-
frogs for the Delta Rhythm Boys*
waxed belting of “Dry Bones.” or
follow the Georgia Gibbs' etching
of “Somebodj7 Bad Stole De Wed-
ding Bell.” it's- wunderbar all the
way and a slick pace changer.
Another character coming up ii
Humphrey the Houn’ Dog.

t Walter Cronkite the relaxed,
sroooth-as-silk salesman operating
in the anchor spot as the centrifu-
gal force from which the proceed-
ings stem. He defies pindown
definition; it’s sufficient that on«
feels his presence without intru-

j

sion. Casting the top news develop-
ments, here and there supported
by films, is Charles Collingwood,
another down-to-earther despite
the poshy aura about his back-

! ground (Rhodes scholar, etc.) and

j

the meticulous grooming. The news
I is not repeated in toto since the
1 reprises either include other clip*
or a new slant on the happening.
Here and there Collingwood will
slip in an incident not treated in
a previous segment. At the finish
he did a recap.

In the first interview by Cron-
;
kite. Stephen A. Mitchell, chairman
of the Democratic National Com-
mittee. appeared to tip off that
“Morning Show” will train its

guns on persons whose views Will
make news. The split screen em-
ployed was smoothly contrived, as
was the rest, of show. In the other
face-to-facer. U. S. Treasurer Mrs.

i
Ivy Baker Priest accented the

i

femme angle of her job, plus ex-
plaining its functions. Regularly
pitched are weather reports by
Carol Reed, an articulate gal who’s
made practically a career of this
department. The electronic map-
chart is a first-rate invention that’s
self-explanatory.

An interesting vignette on the
preem was John Peter's text on
and behavior with cardboard toys,
pitched as something new in this
field. Although it was little more
than a quickie, it carried a lot of
weight.

Since the studio overlooks Grand
! Central Terminal, opportunity was
‘ afforded for a few shots of the
concourse, though not at its climax
of congestion in the earlier periods.
Three capsule spots (7:25, 7:55 and
8:25) are devoted to local news with
Harry Marble on this assignment
in New York. These are also for
local ’cut-in commercials on the
circuit that are developing at a
very raped clip: Marble’s Slot

is billed “News of New York” and
he supplies a good summary of

local affairs. The 8:55 spot is by
Margaret Arlen as a leadup to her
9 o'clock femmery which will be

dropped March 29 though she’ll

(Continued on page 34)
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‘Institute Showcase Top ’54 Event

Columbus, March 16.

Educational broadcasters’ organ-

izations are taking responsibility

for portions of the program at Ohio

State U.’s 24th annual Institute for

Education by Radio-Television,

scheduled for April 7-10 at the

Deshler-Hilton hotel here.

The Institute, as usual under the

direction of Dr. I. Keith Tyler, di-

rector of radio education at OSU,
will meet and close a day earlier

than it has in recent years. The
opening general session is sched-

uled: for Wednesday night, the ban-

quet for Friday night and the clos-

ing session Saturday morning.
Touted as a highlight of the

meeting is ‘‘Institute Showcase,”

which will consist of special tele-

casts from WBNS-TV studios.

“Showcase” will be a part of the

closing general session oh April 10

on the overall subject of ‘‘Educa-

tional TV Programming.” The tele-

casts will be produced by person-

nel of several of the nation’s TV
stations and be viewed for critical

examination by the session in the

hotel ballroom. “Showcase” is be-

ing arranged in cooperation with

the American Council for Better

Broadcasting, an organization
\
of

listener and viewer councils which
is holding its first national meeting
in conjunction with the Institute.

The Assn, for Education by
Radio-Television is responsible for

the first day’s sessions, which will

include a discussion of “Critical

Contemporary Broadcasting Prob-

lems” (radio, UHF; educational

TV’s future, etc.) . on Wednesday
evening.

Thursday’s program, for which
the National Assn, of Educational
Broadcasters made arrangements,
will wind up with a general session

featuring a presentation by Ted
Streibcrt, head of the United.

States Information Service, of the

whole procram of USIS, including

WGN-TV'* Bull’* Eye
Chicago, March 16.

WGN-TV, which last week
basked in the publicity lime-

light as three of the four Chi
dailies broke out with profiles

on Liberace whose vidpix is

carried on the Tribune station,

is again getting front page at-

tention as the result of a

series .of public-service shows
featuring Alderman Robert
Merrlam.

Merriam, mentioned as a

possible mayoralty candi-

date, is filling in for the va-

cationing "Press Conference”
on WGN-TV and has been
using the documentary tv

technique to spotlight syndi-

cate activities and graft in the

police department. Charges
aired on the show have revived,

the crime-politics issue to the

extent it’s again Page 1 news.

Skinner’s Clients

George Skinner, ‘ .the Philly

“M.C.” (morning conversational-

ist), will make his New York tele
:

debut on WCBS-TV March 29 with

a minimum of 16 spots weekly for

the hour-long show he will head

bacl8to-baek with CBS-TV’s “Morn-

ing Show.” As of last week, hop-

ping the Skinner stanza were Old

Dutch Cleanser, three a week;

Uncle Ben’s Converted Rice, twice

weekly; Thomas Bread, four; Nes-

tle’s Instant Coffee, cross-the-board,

and Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee, two a week.

Skinner is being brought in for

he 9 to 10 a. m. local slot that fol-

_ows the web’s "Morning Shpw”
which was launched Monday (15).

Yiddish Format

Washington, March 16.

Virtually every radio and tv

performer in .the capital area, plus
a number of national show biz

tigures, have been inked for co-

operation in a 14-hour telethon for

{benefit of the D.C. Society for
Crippled Children beginning next
Saturday (20) night. Although
WMAL-ABC is originating station,

fund raising effort will be a joint

project of town’s radio-tv industry.

WMAL sportscaster Jim Gibbons
and ABC White House correspond
ent Bryson Rash will spell each

Voice of America, overseas librar- { other in emcee chores for a show
ies and other services. I that will include Eileen Barton and

Friday wilt be Joint Committee
j
Ann Crowley, Capitol disk singer

on Educational Television Day and
$
Mickey Mario, actress Constance

the program will include meetings [Ben nett, tv stdr Charlie Apple-

of the seven-man committee plus l white,, and two recording units,
_ .. — . m . ! pm n _ _ i a *_ _ TV _ 9 » « l _

an open luncheon. Speaker for the

evening’s banquet has not yet been
announced.

'

The Institute will include the

The Ravens and the Hal Linden
Trio. In addition, two vidpix made
by Roy Rogers and evangelist
Billy Graham are being donated to

usual score and a half of special
;
the cause,

interest and wocjt study sessions.
! A variety of local radio-tv per-

i tonalities and capital news figures

Coast Mosiciaiis Get
ttrhi iu nrrr n iim i

— uiK<« nungvuiu.

25% AM-TV Pay Hike
j
?un"ar »?.<*; Morgan Beatty, Art

» I T amh Hill fwnin Jim KPirvman

have also volunteered their tal

ents. These include the following
—Hazel Markel, Inga Rungvold.

Lamb, Bill Gold, Jim Berryman,
Hollywood, March 16.

! Doris Fleeson, Mark Evans, Pick
Coast musicians get pay hikes

j
Tempie . Billy Johnson, Lief Eid,

cf 25'; on loc-M shows and 5% Ruth Crane, Bill Walls, Richard
for coast to coast commercial shows

; Rendell, Jerry & Jima Strong, Bill
under the terms of the new con-
tract, which goes into effect April
4. Breakdown of costs was sent to

all local radio and television sta-

tions by Phil Fischer, Local 47
veepee and International studio

rep.
Following are the local scales

which become effective April 4:

Half-hour show (including half-

hour of rehearsal same day),

$13.25; hour show (with half-hour
rehearsal same day) $19.80; leaders
and orchestra managers, 50% ex-
tra; rehearsal overtime, $3.30 'or

each half-hour or fraction thereof;

broadcast overtime, $3.30 for each
15' minutes' or fraction thereof;
playing alone, 50% extra; doubling,
25'

b

for the first double and 10

%

Malone, Bill Mayhugh, Felix

!
Grant, Frank Harden and Jackson
Weaver.

In addition. Secretary of In-

terior Douglas McKay and a sing-

ing quartet of Democratic Con-
gressional reps, plus some GOP
members of the House, will mingle
with the station talent to help
town’s crippled moppets^ This rep
resents most intensive tv. fund
raising effort to date and marks 3
growing trend in town’s public
.service pattern. .

Door-Knocking Salesman: Buck

WEVD, radio Indie, out of its

virtual monopoly of the 1,750,000

.Yiddish ' speaking people among
New York’s 3,000,000 Jews who
catch portions of a 53-hour weekly
program block in that tongue,

grosses about $450,000 yearly. Still,

because of the makeup of the Eu-
gene V. Debs Foundation, which di-

rects the outlet, it nets presently

as little as $60-65,000 per annum*

Station, which is one of the few
in the country tax exempt by the

Federal government, doesn't pock-

et a cent of the relatively small

profits. The Foundation, begun in

*32 by Gotham’s- Jewish Daily For-

ward, has a board of 25 members
who direct station policy. Being
strongly pro-labor, the group main-
tains a staff of. 10 musicians at $50,-

000 per and three English-speaking
announcers (primarily for station

breaks) at an added $15,000 yearly.

The musicians play on the average
of an hour or a little more daily,

while the voicemen cover spotty

moments during the evening Eng-
lish hours. Only fracas station

ever had with labor was last sum-
mer during the IBEW strikg/When
the engineers demanded certain

“extras” that one topper said

would have forced the station to

close, permanently. Instead, WEVD
closed for- almost the duration of

approximately a six-week strike,

not reopening until the IBEW men
returned to work without the “ex-
tras.”

Realizing the aud potential, at

present 30 national advertisers
sponsor circa 30 shows. General
Foods alone buys 10 15-minute seg-

ments 'a week. About 90% of the
gross annual profits come from Yid-
dish programming. The coin is be-

ing accumulated against the day
station closes when it is deemed
money be given to some “charity
or labor organization.”

The Jewish market is the largest
foreign language group in Greater
New York.

WIFE-TV DIVORCES UHF

Dayton Newcomer Finds VHF
Competition Too Tough

Dayton, March 16.

Unable to compete with the two

VHF stations in Dayton—WHIO-
TV and WLW-D—the UHF station

of the Skyland Broadcasting Corp.,

WIFE-TV, Channel 22, went off

the air after midnight last Sat.

(13): However, Ronald B. Wood-
yard, president, said the FCC will

be asked for permission to retain

the operating license “at least 60

days” to give the" station time to

study future developments and. see

if the FCC cannot relieve, the prob-

lems of UHF stations throughout

the country.

Station went on the air last’ last

Oct. 26, and was reported to have

lost more than $160,000 in operat-

ing expenses since then. Station

employed about 25 persons, and
has a plant and operating facili-

ties valued at between $600,000

and $700,000. Woodyard estimated

that about 41,000 sets in the area

were converted to UHF.

Portland, Ore,— Frank Coffin,
sales staffer for KOIN-TV here,
has been moved into the post of
local sales manager of the station,

i -
. , i

Coffin's been with the station since
for each double thereafter; singing iast September, when he resigned
or speaking lines to be considered ! as national advertising manager of
doubling.

.
> KGW here.

WATV’g New Biz
WATV, Newark, N. J., tele indie,

pacted.
.
three new

.
participating

contracts with sponsors that go
into effect this week. Inkings were
disclosed after new sales chief Bill

Crawford took over at the outlet.

Donner Mfg. (bug bombs) and
Bostwick Labs (aquarium.) sup-
plies) bought participations on
“Time for Pets,” a half-hour Sun-
day feature, and RAD (bleach) will

underwrite part of the “Shop,
Look and Cook” strip.

Vs.CBS-TV.WTVl
St. Louis, March 16.

CBS and the Signal Hill Tele-

casting Corp., owner-operator of tv

station WTVI at Belleville, 111., 14

miles from here. Were named de-

fendants in anti-trust suit filed in

the U. S. Federal Court here last

week by the Ozark Television

Corp., owner-operator of KACY-:
TV. The suit asks for $844,282 Ac-

tual damages and $2^532,848 treble
damages under the federal, anti-

trust laws.

KACY’s petition alleges that
CBS ’hnd the Signal Hill Corp.’s tv
station WTVI conspired to prevent
KACY from getting any CBS net-
work programs. It further charges
that instead df an anticipated prof-
it of $1,000,000 since beginning op-
eration last October the station has
sustained a loss of $244,282 and
that its plant and equipment origi-
nally worth $650,000 as a result of
the alleged conspiracy and busi-
ness losses is now worth $150,000.

A further charge is made in the
petition that KACY was the only
tv station in the area contractually
free from network commitments to
give assurance it could clear time
requested by CBS. for programs not
carried locally by kSD-TV and that
although the importance of the
network programs to KACY’a op-
erations was known to both de-
fendants they efinspired to “direct-
ly and unduly restrain competition
in violation of antitrust laws.” At-
torneys for the network and sta-
tion WTVI declined comment.

Max E. Buck, merchandising
chief of NBC’s o&o stations, looks
for the. demise of the door-knock-
ing, pavement-pounding salesman
when color tv emerges. The ortho-

dox drummer will be replaced, in

his view, by “electronic selling.”

Buck described the new “sales-

man’s era” in a speech on Monday
(15) before the Grocery Manufac-
turers Representatives at the Ho-
tel Astpr; N. Y.
“There will be a single master

Salesman, standing before a cam-
era in his homeoffice and speaking
to buyers sitting in their own
chain-store offices before a ‘Buyer’s
Screen/ In full rich color, the
new product will be submitted for
consideration to buyers everywhere
at once. The electronic salesman
Will show the package, open it,

point out its packaging advantages,
pour out the product, show it and
demonstrate if. Trained home
economists will give tips on its use .

and merchandising men will give

advice on, how to sell it fastest and
most profitably. A.d specialists

will show retailers how to tie in

with their own advertising.

“It will be the end of all private

deals, special favors. For there

on the Buyer’s Screen, for all tp

see, will be the prices, the' terms,

the delivery date?—giving all re-

tailers equal opportunity to buy
wisely and well.’’

Buck said that electronic selling

is the inevitable “next step,” after

colorvision revolutionizes the buy-
ing habits of the American con-

sumer. “Chain buyer's for the first

time will buy the way homemakers
will buy—through color tv. They
will be moved by the same things

that move homemadeers to buy

—

through the appearance of the

product* the value, of the product,

its many uses, it wilf end the

great guessing-game in which buy-
ers' now too often indulge—‘will

the women buy it?’ A guessing-
game which comes from buyers
who often have different standards
for measuring an item’s worth in

the office than homemakers have
sitting before their tv. screens.

“While all this may mean the

death of a salesman as he now is,

it will mean the . birth of a new
kind of salesman—the retail expe-
diter. He will be the liaison man
between the retail store, the chain

headquarters and his own execu-
tive staff. . He will be the scientist

in., the great retail laboratory, de-

termining new ways to sell more'
of his product once it reaches the

retail floor. From him will come
retail selling techniques hot yet

dreamed of.”.

Minute Maid Pacts 'Circus'
With Mars Candy-, preparing to

take its usual summer hiatus on
ABC-TV’s “Super Circus/' the web
has pacted Minute Maid Lemonade
to a 13-week ride on an alternate-
week basis for the Sunday Chicago
origination.

Kellogg stays as sponsor of the
first half-hour.

Steinhauser Still Has
. /

That Newspaper Yen
Pittsburgh, March 16.

Si Steinhauser, who recently re-

signed as radio-and-tv editor of the

{Pittsburgh Press after nearly a

quarter of k century, apparently

has no intention of clearing out

of the newspaper field entirely. Al-

though reported at first to be plan-

ning a sepal-retirement in Miami,
where he's in with a group which
has applied for a television chan-

nel, Steinhauser has been back in

Pittsburgh for a time now arrang-

ing to syndicate a column to a

string of small weeklies.
His first outlet is the Oakland

News, a nabe weekly, in which the

Steinhauser pillar, “Look and Lis-

ten,” began a fortnight ago. __

THANK YOU, RED BUTTONS
For Two Glorious Seasons on Your Show

I Last Appaaranca Mar. 1 5th

)

JOE SILVER
Thanks Also to

BENTON « BOWLES

and

GENERAL FOODS

Contact: BERNIE WILENS, BAUM-NEWBORN AGENCY 743 5th Avo.. Now York. Phono MU 5-1380
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KYW’s ‘Gotta five’

inPhilly
Philadelphia, March 16.

Blasting {he. way with a full scale

barrage- of pop music, KYW, the

Westinghouse 50 kw in this city,

has developed a major attack on

tv that has drawn more attention

to the NBC outlet than anything

since the golden days of AM, when

station fed 22 shows a week to the

web.

Pin-pointing the musical bar-

rage is the four-hour • marathon

“Saturday Night Dance Party," on

v-liich the Pulse rating In its first

months tqpped everything audio in

town. “Saturday Night Dance
party” was evolved last fall when
General Foods lopped all tv-sat-

urated radio markets on such audio

vehicles as “The Roy Rogers Show”
»nd “Father. Knows Best.” .

. The move was followed by R., J.

Reynolds dropping locally “Grand
Ole Opry”; duPont nixing “Caval-

cade, of America” and Pet Milk,

“Truth or Consequences.”
'

General Manager Franklin
Tooke called in his program staff

and his message, in effect, was that

KYW would no longer depend on
network radio to bring in a major
share of revenue; that the staff

would create its own shows, replace
network sustainers with KYW
programming.

Alter a series of conferences, the
Westinghouse staffers decided to

hit tv at its weakest point—the
presentation of recorded music.
Town, was flooded,; however, with
deejays ‘playing and replaying top
20 disks, and Tooke requested new
concepts in record planning.
KYW’s wakeup. men, Jack Pyle

and Bill Givens, came up with a.n\

idea they had been testing in |piall

doses on a, sunrise Saturday show

—

big block's of records from the
Swing Era, the Millers, Dorseys
and Goodmans. They asked for
a major chunk of' Class. A time for
a series of tributes to the men and
music of the 1930’s.

Glenn Miller Teai Show
Gordon Davis, program director,

gave greenlight for test show to
be built around RCA Victor’s lim-
ited edition of the Glenn Miller
memorial album. Davis knocked
out every show between 8 p. m.
and midnight Saturday, Oct. 3,
1953. picking that night because of
its high-powered tv opposition.
Station used all available media for
week to promote “Glenn Miller
Tribute.”

Banner Reaction
Reaction topped anything in

modern KYW history, with station
switchboard jammed from shortly
after airtime until early- Sunday
morning. The mail poured in for
a week and record stores sold out
the Miller album, at $25 a throw.
Quality of Miller show reaction
convinced Tooke and Davis they
were on right track. Analysis of
response showed it came mostly
from nostalgic listeners, youth of
30's.

boss Robert Teter was
quick to point out this income
group buys big slice of products
radio sells, as opposed to the audi-
ence for the regular run of .deejay_
fare geared to small-spending teen*
•ge group.

to give Pyle and Givens time
ior research,' selection and writing
Job demanded lay tribute idea,
snows are slotted once a month.
Grady Edney, KYW staff producer;
proposed for three remaining Sat-
urdays the “KYW Saturday Night
rance .Party,” four hours divided
into 10-minute dance sets with em-
phasis on bands and instrumentals.
Edney was pulled off other

assignments and handed job of
while Pyle and Givens

;>
cnl to work on Second tribute to

Goodman. “Dance Party”

Iro
e

.

tw<* 'weeks after Miller

,

Edney’s Program steered
awfly from Vocalists,

mted big-selling singers to set

rnf.

.
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,
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,^?'r hour- He eliminated

r,J2
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nothing that wasn't
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eabe,

i Variety runs from
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1 bvthms. Announcer Jerry
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?
e
? show*, at fast, clip

v
brief betweeft-records

p
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s ln band remote style.
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slmu- ° i
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ail Pulled in by Miller

kudni f

Ut stiU got plenty

?
or breaking out , of tired

th J
.vj

les
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of presentation. First
Dance Parwies” carried

aii^ri v ugs for Goodman. tribute,

«'uot,

Nov
-,
7v,ScriPt«r Givens re-

d valuably
_ assistance

_
from

Goodman collectors who volun-
teered their music and time,
among whom '* were clarinetist’s
brother, Gene Goodman.

.

“Operation Saturday Night” con-
tinued with three more dance par-
ties and KYW again beat the pro-
motional drama for Tribute No. 3
—Artie Shaw, Dec. 5. The fourth
tribute went to Tommy Dorsey,
Jan. 2, and the unpredictable TD
stopped his. New Year’s .Eve Dor-
sey Bros, pickup from the Statlcr
(New York) to send out a plug for-
the upcoming Dorsey tribute.

Other bandsmen to be featured
include Jimmy Dorsey, Woody
Herman, Duke Ellington, Jimmy
Lunceford and Glenn Gray. In
April, thdre’ll be a request repeat
of the Glenn Miller tribute.

LITTLE ROCK UHF’ER

SOLD FOR $500,000
Pine Bluff, Ark., March 16.

Television station KATV. CBS
outlet’here on Channel 7, purchased
UHF tv station KRTV of Little
Rock in a surprise deal engineered
here last week by Kenyon Brown
of the Little Rock UHF outlet and
the Griffith Enterprises of Muske-
geon, Okla. Reported purchase and
sale, subject to the okay of the
FCC, Was said to be nearly $500,-
000. •

.

Brown, who also operates an!
outlet in Wichita. Falls, said at

!

first the deal with Pine Bluff’s
KATV was a “merger” and then
changed ’his tune and said it was
“a sale subject to FCC’s approval.”
KRTV had been operating on

Channel 17 in the UHF bracket in
Little Rock for nearby nine months
with Brown skippering tlie outlet. I

The new switch will leave UHF;
Channel 17 “wide open” now in

Little Rock.
i

Dallas—George . Stevens has
been aPP0inted as local sales man-

1
Columbus—Ray Marsh, station !

?.
g
^
r
u
*°£f

” EAA-TV, according to
j
account exec, has been named act- >

Ralph W. Nimmons, outlet man- ing manager of WCOL here, replac- i

ager
- ing Charles Reeder.

I

There’s a RWG Bottleneck m Plans

For Reorganization of ALA-SWG
Hollywood. March 16.

Optimism on the proposed 'Au-

thors League of America-Screcn
Writers Guild reorganization plan

is waning, as the Radio Writers

Guild membership prepares to

meet Thursday to discuss several

alternative plans, with a referen-

dum to follow if any is accepted.

Confusion increased last week as

the RWG western cciuncil rejected

part of the SWG plan, then recom-

mended one differing from that

projected by the screenwriters.

Council objected to the two-corpo-

rate setup of the SWG proposal,

whereby there would be one corpo-

ration in the east, one in the

west. Consequently it okayed a

plan calling for a one-corporate
setup. But since this differs from
the SWG proposal, there will have I

to be a reconciliation somewhere 1

along the line to clarify the differ-

ences.
In N. Y., the eastern council of

RWG also nixed parts of the pro
posed plan, which has been in the
works for three years. To further
complicate the situation, radio
writers are being wooed by Tele-
vision Writers of America, and Its

regional topper, Ben Starr, is send-
ing RWG members a letter this

weekend urging them to join up
with' TWA’s proposed overall

broadcasting writers’ union.
TWA is upbeat:ng its campaign

for radio scribblers in view of the
fact it’s filed for an NLRB election

to rep the AM writers. Starr, in

his letter to RWG members, in-

forms them he’s optimistic about
the chances of TWA winning the
election, and adds that as soon as
that happens members of the tv

and radio grafts would vote on new
officers, a new constitution, even a
new name for the organization,
which, means TWA, as such, would
no^ongerjexijt^^^^^

the Governor’s boot went 45 yards
... and we started our 6th year of telecasting

Here's the picture. Halftime at Seattle’s Metnorial Sladimiv. More than

300,000 rabid football fans* watching KlNG-TV’s big fifth-birthday

telecast of the state high school football championship.

The Honorable Arthur B. Langlie steps back into punt formation.

A bush falls over the stadium. The Governor rolls up his. right

pantslcg. He takes a deep breath. Then, with a great sweeping

motion, lie propels the ball downficld. The ball sails. ldgb,-j^ummpfc|.,

to the field, and rolls t<j asfop. GoodiSf 45jtfird$

and a cool $ 130 to the March of j)fin&jft!Cafottc$y of,
'' /*

fa ' ,* *

17—- _ 1. 1- . ...A AnhAr] AimlA^n^nAl* T waft'. ^ •

Frankly, we were just as.plea&ed appb^nrnor

the kickoff to our sixth year of tclecastingin the Pacific Northwest,

Back in 1918, KING-TV opened up operations by bringing this

same game to a limited audience. Today, five years later, we boom into

c:\erv corner of thi«.pros[>crous Puget Sound conn try, MNG-TV
is a -byword- to almost a million people. And ('.haiinel 3 is the familiar

address of an old and truM.ed friend.

But KING-TV isn't resting on its laurels. We’re cooking up

new way> to promote audience and advertisers every das of the week.

Wi tries*, the picture 'of the Governor kicking the football. It made

front {>agcs all over the state.

Sjtj^’ypb’re searching for a way to drum up sales in We-tern

Washington, better give vonr Blair man a ring. Wp've got a big

drum and there’s hardly a soul who doesn’t hear it.

100,000 WATTS • ABC

FIRST IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
*Estimated sets 316.500 Jan. i, 1954

KHe IV
CHANNEL 5- BLAIR TV
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METER DAVIS ORCHESTRA
With Michael Frans* conducting;
Larry Hlfgin*, announccr-emcecf
Marjorie Lawrence, guest

Producer-Director: Higgins
30 Mins., Sat.. 11:15 p.m*
Mutual, from Hot Springs, Ark,

Vacationists flocking to this na-

tionally known resort and bath-

house center, are also in the big

league entertainment circles with

the terrif Saturday night stanza

fed to the MBS web via Hot

Springs* KWFC which spotlights

the w.k. Meyer Davis orch, Met
Opera star Marjorie Lawrence and
announcer-emcee Larry .

Higgins.

This 30-minute stint does sock

selling job for this resort center

with the all-around well-producCd

package which pours out of the

swank Arlington Hotel’s Crystal

Ballroom, ranked in this area as

Arkansas’ top hostelry,

Higgins, who doubles in brass as

producer-director, sparks the show
off with a winning adlib style of
nationally-known celebs who head-
quarter at the Arlington and Hot
Springs and then brings orch with
the first numbers which included
a medley of “in the Still of the
Night,” and “People Will Say
We’fe In Love,” conductor Fran*
violin interpretations and win-
some style dominating the eye-
opener. Miss Lawrence is -appro-
priately spotted in the next se-
quence and the Met Star literally
owns the jampacked audience

SPEAKING OF. MUSIC ‘

30 Mins.; Sun., 3:00 pjn.
WNYC,-Jf. Y,

Utilizing various personages
from the classical music field,

WNYC, N. Y., is "offering a weekly,
half-hour Sunday program that
should find favor with the longhair
set,- Besides offering highbrow
compositions, program dishes out
informative notes relative to the
music played. Hosting of the airer
changes hands each week. Second
broadcast of * the series, Sunday
(14), spotlighted guitarist Raymond
de la Torn.
De la Torri provided listeners

with some background data on
the composition of guitar music
in addition to spinning three of
his own recordings. An explana-
tion of the Works played was also
advanced by him. . Jess.

with her clear, concise, winning
soprano voice.

Singer Don Kemery handles
himself well with his voice style
and scores heavily with his rendi-
tions of “Fini” and sells “Here In
My Heart” aplenty with the terrif
background of the Davis crew with
Franz batoning.

Higgins, who does a yeoman job
in keeping the show moving, de-
serves praise for his topflight pro-
duction and direction. He knows
his biz and turns in a polished
performance for the Hot Springs
Chamber of Commerce. Show
could easily be a. steady diet piped
put of here every Saturday night
instead of seasonal as planned by
web and local groups. Matt.,

NOW SERVING OVEte 251,742*

IV HOMES IN OKLAHOMA!
•January I, 1954

THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO. • The Daily Oklahoman • Oklahoma City Time*

Tho Farmer-Stockman • WKY Radio • Represented by KATZ AGENCY, INC.

MUSIC OF AMERICA _
With Edward Vito, herplit; Harry

* Fleetwood, announcer
Producer: Steve White
Director: Len Welnlea

.

30 Mins.; Sat., 1:30 pjn.
Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y.

,

*

Produced in cooperation with
the music department of the City

College of N.Y., “Music of Amer-
ica” is an informative and enter-

taining survey of the backgrounds
of current American musical ideas,

Series covers all fields from long-

hair to pops and develops its point

through illustrative diskings and
commentaries by visiting CCNY
professors. '

On last Saturday’s stanza, the

story of sailor’s chanties was pre-

sented via a series of disks by such

singers as Burl Ives; Leonard War-
ren, William Warfield and the Yale

Glee Club. The historical selec-

tion added up to an excellent folk

tune repertoire. Harry Fleetwood
handled the announcing chore

pleasantly while Ptof. William Get-

tle, of the CCNY music depart-

ment, made some brief and lucid

comments on the function of the

chanties in the operation of the

oldtime sailing ships. Hem.

ELLEN MARSHALL
With Lee Sullivan
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 a.m.

WERE, Cleveland
This station’s women’s chit-chat

corner is handled in an earthy, un-

varnished and welcomed manner
by Ellen Marshall who crams 30
minutes with interviews and sales

pitch.

Typical of her woman-to-woman
approach is the Wednesday stanza

in which she interviewed author-

educator J. Martin Kohe on his

newest “Your Greatest Power”;
Miss Eleanor Custer of the Family
Health Assn., and a Mrs. J. Leon-
ard whose husband had won a

truck safe-driving contest spon-
sored by White Motor Co

:
with the

exception of the third interview,

which was a so-so moment, the
other two contained helpful hints

for the housefrau.

Miss Marshall’s mike approach
is a simple woman-to-woman beat;
uncomplicated, and unpretentious.
She delivers an effective message.
On stanza caught, Lee Sullivan
subbed for Tom Edwards, regular
announcer.

Two minute commercials were
injected into bulk of the show with
closing minutes heavily spiced with
spots and music. Mark.

Radio Followup

E. B. White’s bestseller, “Char-
lotte’s Web,” came up for a work-
over bn CBS’ kiddie program,
“Let’s Pretend,” Saturday (13).

Johanna Johnston split the novel
in" two parts so deftly that dialers
can’t help , coming back next week
for the windup.

It’s . an intriguing tale of child-
hood fantasy and Miss Johnston
has retained much of White’s sharp
humor and satire. Some of White’s
whimsy may be a little lofty for
the show’s juve fan, but the adap-
tation is done so simply and ef-
fectively that kids couldn’t help
but eat it up.

Story is of a little girl who un-
derstands the language of animals
and how a spider (Charlotte) saves
the life of a pig, who is being fat-
tened for slaughter. It was a warm
and appealing half-hour and Lynn
Thatcher, as the girl who under-
stood animalanguage, made it all
seem plausible. She got a standout
assist from the rest of the cast.

'

Gros.

Highlight of Arturo Toscanini’s
winter series of six concerts with
the NBC Symphony undoubtedly
occurred Sunday (14) over NBC.
The 87-year-old maestro led his
orch in a concert that for its un-
usual makeup and dramatic impact
almost equalled the memorable
“Masked Ball” two-part concert of
an earlier series this year. And
with increasingly recurrent rumors
that the maestro is through in
April, returning to Italy for good,
Saturday’s program took on a
deeper significance than ever.
Program comprised the Vivaldi

Concerto Grosso in D Minor, for
strings; Verdi’s Te Deum, for
chorus and orch, and the Prolog
to Boito’s “Mefistofele,” for basso,
chorus and symph. An augmented
orch, two choruses (the Robert
Shaw Chorale and Columbus Boy-
choir) and Met basso Nicola Mos-
cona made the Boitq opera excerpt
a vivid, dramatic fusing of color
and sound under the alert maes-
tro’s stimulating beat. The Shaw
Chorale held the spot for the Verdi
devotional work that had as much
theatrical drive as religious and
emotional impact, And the Vivaldi
work, kept to a small orchestral
scale, was a delightful reading,
especially in the exquisite slow
movement. Broiu

SQUAD CAR .
-

'

With James VangfeUe; Sam All-

good, announcer; Pete French,
narrator.

15 Mina., Son., 10:15 p.m.

BANK OF LOUISVILLE
WHAS, Louisville v

Transcribed 15 minutes, high-

lighting on-the-spot recorded hap-

penings of Louisville at night.

Basic idea is stories behind the

work of the Louisville Police De-

partment, with commercial pitch

plugging the savings department

of the sponsoring bank. Plugs

stress the point that the faithful

gendarmes protect the lives and

property of children and adults,

and good old Bank of Louisville

is a safe repository for funds, and

a dependable insurance against

theft, breakins, and all the haz-

ards of modern day living in a

large city. Plugs also stress value

of a savings account as a buffer

against juvenile delinquency, and

too, parents can send their ' kids

to college by saving.

Show caught had two incidents,

recorded at the spot; one. a traffic

accident, Which the driver had
scrammed, leaving a pal in the

car. Guy claimed he was just rid-

ing with him, didn’t know much
about him, and so on. Recorded
comments were pretty indistinct,

and certainly lack any suspense.

Lackadaisical comments of the cops

indicated it was all in a day’s

Another recording involved a
narcotics theft from a drug store.

It could be gathered that the sus-

pect had been hanging around the

store but left no prints. Woman
part-owner stated that the guy had
been an after hours visitors, and
the store had been broken into

recently. Man they were talking

about was. picked up later-—com-
ment from narrator, “This time
he might get it”

gecojrded show of this type obvi-
ously requires a large amount of
editing.’ Musical bridges were in

the suspense mood, and voices
used the clipped delivery a la

“Dragnet.” While the show is in
no sense a copy of the tv’er, it

does have the same clement of
actual stuff in the nocturnal chores
of the police department. Incidents
selected to tee off this series, how-
ever, were pretty mild, and actual
recordings leave much to be de-
sired when compared to rehearsed
dramatics. Withal, listeners should
find some excitement in being per-
mitted to listen in on the cops’
following through on incidents
showing how the Police Depart-
ment works while we sleep.

Wied.

Key Appointments
For NBC Spot Sales

NBC’s Spot Sales made four key
appointments in radio and TV last
week. Richard C. Arbuckle, ex-
general sales manager of WERE,
Cleveland, becomes radio account
executive in New York and Paul
Mensing is transferred from an a.e.
in Chi to division radio manager
in Detroit.

On the video end, Bill Fromm,
assistant promotion manager of the
N. Y. Journal-American, is tapped
as promotion supervisor and
Barnes Compton Jr., of N. Y. sales
staff of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
as an account exec.

Re Ronnie Waldman
London.

Editor, Variety:
Under the heading “BBC Exec

looks at U. S. TV” in your issue
of Feb. 24 you reprinted portions
of an article from Reynolds News
in England and stated that the ar-
tide had been written by me.

This was not, in fact, the case,
On my return from , the U. S re-
cently, I gave my impressions or
my trip at a Press Conference at-

tended by representatives of mosl
of the British newspapers. In-
evitably, each of them wrote u{
this conference according to the
official views of his newspaper con-
cerning commercial tv. I woulc
not wish my many friends ir

American tv and radio to believt
that the reprint from Reynold:
News represented more than i

small proportion of what I said a
that conference; nor am I happ?
about the impression that I mysel
wrote the article in question.

I would be grateful if yoti wdult
agree to publish this statement am
to allow me, at the same time, ti

thank the tv industry in the U. S
for their hospitality and kindnes
to me and for enabling me to .en
joy such an interesting, instructivi
and stimulating visit.

Ronald Waldman
,

(Head of Light Entertainmen
Television, BBC.)

JOE AND EILEEN BELL
3# Mina. Mom-thru-Fri. 11:3Q
Sustaining

^
WCOP, Bpaton

Believed to be the first husband-
wife chatter program on any Hub
station, this,newcomer is conducted
by a couple of pros, Joe (Tobin)
Bell and his ex-actress wife, Eileen.
Former, whose air experience has
run the garnet from staff annduncer
through feature spielings to station
co-owner, (WJDA) is a “take hold”
guy who knows his way around
and can gab articulately on numer-
ous subjects, while his wife, dis-
playing a trace of accent of her na-
tive Britain, has .no trouble keep-
ing pace.

Typical show teed off with Joe
Observing “Well, this is report card \

day, I wonder what we can ex-
pect?” From this opening the duo
expanded into a discourse on
schools, the pros and cons of danc-
ing lessons for preteenage boys,
(they finally okayed them), ex-
pense, but overall gratification, of
straightening youngsters teeth and
the fluoridation of watdr. "All in
all, it’s the sort of chatter that the
average intelligent housewife can
appreciate and understand, for it

encompasses subjects that enter
into everyday life.

This show should manage to pull
a fair large segment of home-
maker listeners. Elie.

DuMont Renewals
DuMont has gotten renewals on

three of its major shows. Gerry
Martin, web sales topper, this week
has inked IAmerican’ Chicle and,
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., to carry on
with “Rocky King.” Chicle outfit

has also picked up co-sponsor tab
for another go around on "‘Col;
Humphrey Flack,” and Benrus
Watch has decided to' extend its

“Meet Your Congress.”

None of the three new contracts
becomes effective until April, and
all extend Into early summer.

Latent Coral Record

"JESSE JAMES"
i/W

"SIGNPOST"
Mr. i William Morrln Agency

COLSATC . COMEDY HOUR

Sundays
Mgt.i William Morris Agency

AMERICAN T \m

SCRIPT-WRITERS
YOUR OLD SCRIPTS CAN >
EARN MORE MONEY
Commerelil TV mette Hi debut in Entfind

ehortly end icrlpte will be e top Pr l°r ”y;

Let ui nepotlete fer the me of your etrlpte

already written end ueed in America. Vou

oen eeeh In en Brltleh . TV without any extra

work—Juet eend ue detelle of evallebte ecrlpte

end the prenremmei In which they were uieo,

RALPH BARBER (TV Scripts)

35 PANTON ST. HAYMARKET
LONDON, S.W.l. (Member* A.T.P.M.)

57th Street. 118 Went Cl 7-1900

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room with Private Bath

from 95.00

2 Rooms and Kitchenette

from 160.00

Monthly on Lease
Full Hotel Service for One or Two

Pernonn Included

Also Moderate Monthly Arrangements

A
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TV Censor BiD
Lansing, Mich., March 16.

The bi’l to censor television

sliows sponsored by beer and wine

advertisers .has passed .in the

House. 56 to 32, after one of the

most acrimonious debates in re-

cent years.
.

*

Bill would prohibit "dramatiz-

ing" the drinking of beer and
wine during commercials. "Dra-

matizing”' is not defined, sponsors

of the bill saying it is undefinable.

No one knows whether it could be

stretched to include showing a bot-

tle or glass of, beer or wine in a
“still life” settingr-in pther words,

not in the act of being lifted to

the lips and drunk.

Enforcing agent—and it would
be an exceedingly reluctant censor

because it already has sharply,

criticized the bill—would be the
Michigan Liquor Control Commis-
sion.

... Commission Chairman George J.

Burke said it would cost the State
$500,000 a year to censor beer and
wine advertising' on tv. "To moni-
tor ail Michigan tv stations, includ-

ing those to go on the air in' the
next year, we would need at least

100 men," Burke said. "The bill

says that if an advertiser violates

the prohibition against ‘dramatiza-
tion’ of ah ' alcoholic beverage, we
must notify all ,oUr 240,000 licen-

sees that the product can’t be sold.

We would, also have to police those
licensees to see they did not sell

the product."

The Michigan Broadcasters
Assn., through Jordan Jenkins, its

legislative agent, failed to per-
suade the bill’s sponsor, Rep. John
J. McCune, to abandon the bill in
iavor of a legislative study commit-
tee.

Mansfield Journal

On FCC Carpet For

Swipe at Kraushaar
Washington, March 16.

FCC last week stoutly upheld
one of its attorneys who had been
charged with exhibiting an "antag-
onistic, biased and prejudiced atti-
tude” during hearing conferences
on the hot contest for channel' 36
in Mansfield, O. The charges were
made by the Mansfield Journal,
through its counsel, Dow, Lohnes
& Albertson, who asked that FCC
attorney David L. Kraushaar be
displaced. The Commission’s'Broad-
east Bureau defended Kr&ushdar,
saying he was being attacked in an
effort to "obfuscate the real is-
sues” in the case.

The Journal . is owned by the
Horvitz Bros, who have been in-
volved in anti-trust proceedings.
Their bid for the channel is being
contested by Fergum Theatres, Inc.

In dismissing the charges, the
Commission said that its study of
the transcript of the proceedings
not only fails to support the "ill-
considered” allegations but indi-
cates that Kraushaar "has com-
ported himself with proper pro-
fessional dignity and restraint.”
^The Commission also took a slap

at the Journal for bothering it with
impulsive charges born of the

neat of hearing.” Agency said it
considers the case "an imposition
ot its time and wasteful of is proc-
esses but expressed hope that the
contestants will now go ahead with
tne hearings and bring tv. service
to Mansfield as quickly as possible.

Gross-Baer’s Threesome
Gross-Baer Productions is prep-

Ping three new Shows for exposurem upcoming weeks. List includes

J
simulcast, "State Your Case,” to

fin L
,ublic beefs : a variety stanza

hi 1 Let’s Celebrate/’ which will
e built around important civic
ents, and a juve science-fiction

Robot”
Ued “Adventure of Busty

rf,<?r
lvy Gross

> Partner in the pro-
outfit, has been in Holly-

ti, a
°( ^° *‘na^ze the deal to move

(

a

nprn
e
,°
r
rge Jessel video stanza

lhit
TV) f

.

ron> New York, with

4 ^
oast kickoff slated for April

B p
L
'ri
oss'Baer has. a tieup wit.i

1 ens
> a Jessel sponsor.

$7,076,335 Net.For

Motorola; Peak Sales
Chicago, March 16.

Motorola ended 1953 with record
sales of $217,964,074 with net in-

come of $7,076,335, equal to $3.66
per share. Sales weTe 29% above
1952 and 23%: above the previous
record established in 1950. v
Prexy Paul V. Galvin predicted

that the current year would be the
secofid best sales year in the com-
pany’s history, although radio-tv
sales unti!^1955 at the earliest. He
about a third less than a year ago.
He predicted color production by
the tv industry would total 100,000
sets in 1954 but color units will
not make up a significant part of tv
sales until 1955 as the earliest. He
said the industry would have to
come up with a satisfactory large-
sized tube before color will hit
volume sales.

Palm Beach Golf Coin
Four of CBS Radio’s 10 pickups

of the Palm Beach Gold Champion-
ships from Meadowbrook Country
Club, Westbury, L. I., will be spon-
sored by the Palm Beach Co., pro-
moters of the tourney. Web is

covering the May. 12-16 event ex-
clusively with sports director John
Derr oh the commentary..
Palm Beach golfery is a charity

affair with proceeds to the Boys
Club of New York.

*

Autry Buys Out K0Y
> Phoenix, March *16.

KOOL-TV purchased' its share-
time sister KOY for $400,000 this
week. Deal, subject to FCC finali-
zation, was made, according to reps
of both outlets, because it was felt
that the channel could be

- more
effectively and economically oper-
ated under single management. /

The dual operation was started
October 24; ’53, and on March 1
it - became an ABC-TV affiliate.
Autry also is principle' stockholder
in KOPO and KOPO-TV, Tucson;
KOLD, Yuma, and KMPC, Holly-
wood.

Manager for WP1X
W. Robert Rich took over yes-

terday (Tues. ) as program, man-
ager for Gotham tele station
WPIX. He replaces Louis B. Ames,
who resigned Monday fl5).

t

Rich has been upped to pro-
gramming topper from post at
WPIX as . assistant program man-
ager and biz boss for the program
department. Before joining the
metropolitan station in November
’53, he was program director for
WBEM, Inc., Buffalo.
Ames, whose future plans are

unannounced, joined WPIX in

1948, first as associate director. He
took over as program chief in '51

when Warren Wade ankled the out-
let.

Train Technicians, Directors, Actors
Rome, March 9.

Now that tv officially has been
launched in Italy, video authori-

ties here with an eye focused on
the future are planning to set up a

streamlined, America n-type tv
0 '

Centre to train video technicians,

directors, actors and other person-

nel. The scarcity of technicians and

performers specializing in video

work has been one of the main,

reasons for Italy’s late start in this

field. * ‘

Most of the top tv performers
today are being drawn from Italian

radio, the stage and motion pic-

tures on a temporary basis^inas-
much as tv-trained personnel sim-
ply do not exist. Because of low
wage scales, however, ty is not
getting the cream of the legit and
pic crop who perfer to steer clear
of video except for a special ap-
pearance at rare intervals.

To improve the quality of video
• programs a private organization—

[

partly subsidized by the Stale,

j

known as the Italian Institute of
Television—has taken over a large

{ area of grounds and buildings in

j

the Flaminia section of north Rome
}
to establish the Experimental Cen-

tre of Television Art (Cenro Speri*

mentale Artlstico TelovisJonc).

Scope of this new tv Centre ii>

eludes two main functions:
f. To serve as a talent school

and. training' ground where tech*

nicians, actors, directors, singer*

and other specialists can prepara
themselves for careers in video.

2. To make available to Italian

and foreign tv producers complcU
facilities for making television pro-
ductions, botlrfllm and live shows,
in any language, at the lowest pos-
sible costs.

D i r e c t o r s told Variety that
the Centre will also serve as a
clearing house for uptodate infor-
mation relative to video activities

in Europe and it will be able to
furnish crews, equipment and per-
formers for telecasting anywhere
in the Mediterranean area.

While the Rome tv Centre offi-

cially opens in March, it actually

started operating on Feb. 1 when
courses were started for the train-

ing of. tv directors, singers and ac-
tors. Courses for- studio . techni-
cians. engineers, repairmen, etc,,

have been going on since last No-
vember at the Television insti-

tute's old headquarters on Via
Savoia.
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ALL ROADS LEAD TO

The “roads” that television travels, we mean.

Today the American home is unique in the world.

Television keeps it rich with entertainment,

information and new ideas.

The broadband transmission “roads'* of television

are complex, and expensive to build. But extension of

facilities is going ahead in stride with,

industry requirements. Right now, more than half

the nation’s population could be reached through

stations connected by the 50,000 channel miles of Bell

System television network.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR INTERCITY RAOIO

AND TELEVISION TODAY AND TOMORROW

HOME
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DETROIT AUTO SHOW
Thanks to DON RIDLER

and the

Detroit Auto Dealers Association
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New York
Ifuniz Hall to do series of guest-

shots on Red Button Show. Chief

writer on that display is Larry

Gelbart who’ll work with Artie

Stander who will try to create

some new characters for* Buttons’

catalog. „. . Claire Mann has
opened a N.Y, Studio for "Slim-
nastics” courses, designed to re-

duce weight through dance exer-
cises ... Somer Albert appearing
on Robert Montgomery show Mon.
(22) . . .

44Ted Steele Show” on
WPIX lengthened by half an hour.
Now he does that stanza for two
hours daily, plus 'another houi* of
telecasting. -

'

Eugenia Rawls into “Man Be-
hind the Badge” on CBS-TV Sun-
day (21)

.

. Grant Sullivan fea-
tured in DuMont’s “Secret Files of

Capt. Video” Saturday (20) .

Chris Gampel doubled over from
‘‘No Exit” into “Danger” last night
(Tues.) . . . Ed Peck* away from his

usual tv chores, playing opposite
Gypsy Rose Lee in Bermuda stock.

Roger Price on NBC’s “Home”
show (15) with his “Droodles”
comedy pitch. Humorist also has a
capsule stanza on ABC-TV , . .

Alfred Hopson appeared on CBS-
-.TV’s “Danger” yesterday (Tues.)

. . . Jim Morgan. Friday host on
WNBT’s “Midnite Movie,” ex-
tended cross-the-board starting
next Monday (2) . . . Pic producer
Sam Goldwyn to talk on film code
tomorrow . (Thurs.) on NBC’s “To-
day” with Dave Garreway inter-

viewing him.
Actress Hope Miller is in N. Y.

temporarily from the Coast, where
she did 14 tv shows plus films for
Metro (“Tennessee Champ”), Paro-
ramic (“Gorilla at Large”), and
Warner Bros. (“Bounty Hunter”'.
She is due back on Coast shortly

to be launched later this month.
. , Cathy Morgan, Oliver J,

Dragon’s gal Friday on Burr T1U-
strom’s “Kukla, Fr&n & Ollie”
staff, sporting a diamond from Dr.
Michael Grana of St. Louis , . ,

Bud Hauser, pioneer auto dealer
ty bankroller, is dropping his Sat-
urday night feature film,on WNBQ
after a four-year, run as of April 3.

He’s also dropping Saturday night
“Inner Sanctum” vidpix on the
same station . . . All-Negro tv show
packaged by Leonard Hartenfeld
and Bud Arvey auditioned for
agencies and clients Monday (15)

under WBKJB auspices. Half-hour
show emceed by deejpy Daddy-O
Daylle with singer Lurican Hunter,
comic Ernie Harper and Red Saun-
ders band. Jack Page handles pro-
duction reins for the packagers . . .

Ed Morgan named director of pro-
duction at Kling Studios . . .-'Bill

Sprague, ex-WBKB tv director,

new production manager at Tele-
cine Recording Studios . . . Clare
Baum added to NBC-TV’s “Haw-
Inns Falls” cast . . . Zephyr Awning
Co. takes over Friday segment of

Dorsey Connors’ 6:15 p.m. tidbit

on WNBQ.

N. Y. Legislature
Continued from page 23

and news, segments by Vince Wal-

ter*, There are two unit producers,

Ted Marvel on “A” and Don'Hlrsch

on “B,” with Bob Stolfl serving

unit manager and Ay Westin as

news editor* The scripters did a

Workmanlike job at. opening with

Jack McGiffert as head wrtter.

In a week when web rivalry was

relaxed, the reading of a tongue-in-

cheek wire from the “Today”

opposition (Dave Garroway, Jack

Lescoulie and Frank Blair) made

it hunky-dory all around. (The

text: “Abandon hope all ye who
enter here”.)

.

Trau.

ABC’s 2d Inning
— Continued from page 23 s

Beanpacht Na Feile Padraig—meaning Blessings on St. Patrick’s

Day. ItTs part of a message that chiefs’ of the leading clans of Ireland
are bringing to New Yorkers, via WNBC and WNBT, today (Wed)
in tbeir own voices as shortwaved to Radio City and recorded for all-

day airing on the NBC flagships.

constantly urging on the comic
book and picture book industry.
“While television "and radio fre-

quently present programs involv-

ing crime and terror which We
don’t feel are in the best interests

of children, we are convinced that

the radio and television industries
are doing a sincere job in attempt-
ing to regulate themselves” the
state legislative group stated.

The committee perused telecasts

for Darryl Zanuck’s “The Egyp-;and radio shows of NBC o&o’s in
tian."

j

major markets, and commented on
Howard Seller, onetime ABC the good job being done in their

staffer and more recently with Ed continuity acceptance departments,
Petrie, returned

.
to ABC-TV as a

: Closing statements in the report,
sales development staffer . Bob

t
prepared under the direction of

Drew into “Plainelothesman” oir’ Chairman James ^A. Fitzpatrick,
-DuMont Sunday <21 ) ... Sally which criticized the motion pic in-
Kemp, daughter of the late Hal

j
uUstry as well as the juve book
m4kers. was expected to prove val-

formerly of WHEC-TV. Rochester. !

“*ble ammunition for broadcast-

in town auditioning for local ;

ers‘

shows . . DuMont reeled in two
j

new sales account execs on Mon- i

day <15>. Howard S. Kiser joined !

the web from a post as salesman
J

with the American Weekly Dtvi-

:

sion. Hearst Publications, and
j

Richard W. Hubbell left manager-
! r.nnt : n]IP

ial reins of WGLV, the UHFer in i cansule
Easton. Pa.

1

Tele Reviews

sparks between WBKB sports gab-

ber Tom Duggan and Daily News
writer Jacl^Mabley who started the

needling, ' On his Thursday night

(11) show Duggan gave the sta-

tion’s case why it was not carrying

the game because of previous com-
mercial commitment and threw the

needle back at the News by urg-

ing his viewers to call its number
and ask the paper why it was car-

rying racing odds even though this

is the off-season for Chi tracks.

But because of the stir created,

a bankroller for. the baseball tele-

cast stepped into the picture. So
late Friday (12) WBKB announced,
Which the News frontpaged with
a “power of the press” bow, that it

would carry the Sox-Athletics gamej
the next day with Norge dealers
picking up the tab.

So everyone was happy until the
end of the second inning Saturday
when the plug was pulled on what
was undoubtedly the shortest tv

baseball season on record.

O’Kelly, Burke and O’Roiyke. Anyone missing?
• — '

' / •

•

Specially tailored material aimdd for use. of femme broadcasters
and distaff agency reps is currently being distributed to members of
American Women in Radio and Television by Treasury Dept, and
Federal Civil Defense Administration. Program ifiarks growing coop,
eration between the national organization and government agencies
and increased acknowledgment of the impact of femme programs.
Treasury kit, plugging the U S. Savings Bond program, includes

spot announcements, suggested interviews, quotable inaterisll by prom-
inent women, background information, and an open end transcription
featuring AWRT prexy Doris Corwith, NBC director of Talks and Edu-
cation, and financial expert Sylvia Porter* A brochure containing bond
plugs by such “outstanding national figures” as Mrs. Eisenhower,
Betty Furness, Lucille Ball, and Mary Pickford, is enclosed.

Last week a Mrs. Julia Strong Degnon, of Cairo, 111., submitted an
original tune-—music and/ lyrics—to the Peter Lind Hayes CBS Radio
show. Tune was tagged “Dream Boat To Cairo,” a tribute to her home-
town and the place Hayes lived all through his boyhood. Hayes had
it arranged for his network broadcast last Sat. (13). CBS Radio pub-
licity department flew in Mayor Egbert A. Smith of Cairo plus a local
Cairo quartet to intro the tune and perform it on the. airing of that
day.
Tune has now been designated as Cairo’s .official song. It’s a first

for the composer, an amateur cleffer.

NBC’S weekly newsletter to . tv and radio editors, columnists, etc.,

is one of those “task force” jobs that requires going through hundreds
of releases and communications to cull Choice items for the 11-page
getup. In charge of the

.
assembly line and responsible for the writing

is Milt Brown, of NBC Press, who also works in copy that he picks
tip on his liaison rounds.

,

'

Continued from page 27 ^
with the commentary

Chicago
George Jessel to guestspeak be

fore the Chi Television Council ! of departures, is too close in gen

Judged off the first outing,
“Morning Show” is a winning
entry in the wakerup sweepstakes,
but its format, granting a couple

next Wednesday (24) . . . Jack
Ryan, ex-Daily News radio-tv edi
tor, handling public relations for
Atlas Film Corp .

notched his third

eral complexion to that of “Today”
for the comfort of clientele who
might want to see both in the

. Don Herbert
j
limited time imposed by ayem

anni as NBC-

1

customs and habits. The overall
TV’s “Mr, Wizard” last week . . . 1 production by Paul Levitan was
Tommy Bartlett signed with I crackerjack. ditto the direction of
WBKB fdr a daytime panel show [show portions by Tom Donovan

FOR EXECUTIVE TASTE,
this fabulous new colonial

home on 5 acres offers the
dignity and charm of native

stone hand cut shingles,

with all the convenience
and ' efficiency of modern-
design and construction.
Ideal for entertaining.

It’s on a high ridge In
New Canaan, with a superb
view of the Sound and the
New York City skyline.

<utd Gu&tom fiulU

THE 14 ROOMS, ON I
LEVELS, Include 4 master
bedrooms with baths; living

room, dining room and
playroom, all with fire-

places; library with bath;

card room with bath; kitch-

en; pantry, breakfast room;
4 outdoor decks, radiant

heat, servants’ apartment,
3 car garage. Asking
1173,000.

BROKERS PROTECTED

VICTOR J. SUDMAN
Darien, Connecticut • Telephone Darien 5-4361

New York Telephone DIgby 4-7049

Misunderstanding

Switchpulling incidents in Chi-
cago and Milwaukee -came about
through a misunderstanding over
ABC-TV’s rights under their con-
tracts with the major league teams,
according to Les Arries Sr,, sports
director of the web. Contracts,
which cover regular season games,
list those cities to which games
can be fed, with no major league

j

cities included. However, contracts
for pickup of the exhibition games,
made under a separate deal at

$2,000 per game, failed to specify
a list of cities, and ABC-TV at first

assumed it had the right to feed 1

the games to those major league
cities where they could be sold.

Web had proceeded on the

!

theory that the major league cities

couldn’t be reached during the
regular season because of local

tele commitments, and since there
was no telecasting of the pre-sea-
son games besides the ABC-TV
pickup, it would be alright to pipe
the exhibitions in. When local radio
stations (who were carrying the
games) hekrd this, however, they
intervened, and attorneys for the
ballclubs involved informed ABC-
TV that the exhibitions were tabu
also: This happened on Friday
(12 ).

By this time, however, wires had
gone out to ABC-TV affiliate* to

the effect that if they could sell

them, the games would be fed
them. Chicago and Milwaukee
came through with clients. Then,
after the attorney huddles. Arries
sent wires to the stations telling

them the deal was off. It w'as here,
however, that someone slipped up;
The feeds went into Chi and Mil-
waukee anyway, and it wasn't till

WBKB called N.Y, for cues that
Arries realized they were carrying
the games. He immediately ordered
the feed cancelled, and Chi and
Milwaukee were blacked out in

mid-game.

NYU TV WORKSHOP
* TLAYS’ Pin DATE

Pittsburgh, March 16.

Directors of New York U. TV
Workshop were well satisfied with

results of 'their- first “road engage-

ment/’ week-long session j which
just concluded here in studios of
KDKA. Although total-enrollment,
at $125 per person, was only
around 30, general enthusiasm was
high aind Cledge Roberts, director
of the TV Workshop, said he be-
lieved there’s a real field for the
courses away from the campus.

Thing that impressed most was
the number of employees from
radio who were sent to the Work-
shop by their stations, all of which
have applications for tv channels
on file with the FCC.
Climax on Saturday was a series

of regular simulated studio pro-
grams. KDKA itself had no con-
nection with the Workshop, only
its facilities were used.

‘Reality’ Shows
Continued frontpage 25

Fred Coe Tapped For

U. of Colo. Conference
Fred Coe is . the first network

representative to be tapped as a
staffer for the annual Writers Con-
ference of the U. of Colorado in
Boulder. Producer of the NBC-TV
“Television Playhouse,” “Mr, Peep-
ers.” et al., will direct the Tele-
vision Writing Workshop of the
Conference, July.20-Aug. 6, the
21st in the series and one of the
oldest of its kind In America. En-
rollment is limited to 100 and
students from upward of 25 states
customarily attend.

Others on the staff this year in-
clude novelist Philip Wylie; John
Kouwenhoven, head of the English
department of Bernard College,
and poet Rolfe Humphries.

UHF’er Teaches Pitt
v
s

WDTV Sports Lesson,

But Choice Tiffs Gone
* Pittsburgh, March 16.

- Eyeing the quick invasion of the
locaj sports field by WENS, UHF
Channel 16, in Pittsburgh, WDTV,
DuMont o. &. o. and. the town’s
only VHF station, has decided to

move in, too, and stake a claim
on that field.

^Inasmuch as WENS already had
tire rights to Duquesne U. basket-
ball games in the NIT tied up.
WDTV at the last minute decided
to step in and telecast the finals

of the Western Pennsylvania high
school loop championship, which
commands a wide interest around
here. Channel 2 telecast the big
game from the U. of Pittsburgh
Field House Friday night (12 ) and
will also cover the PIAA windup, *
involving the top Eastern and
Western state teams, from Phila-

delphia Mareh 27.

In addition to the college floor

games and one or two of the Pitts-

burgh Hornets’ hockey games,
WENS also has about 30 of the
Pirates’ baseball games sewed up
this summer. There has been no
announcement yet but it’s under-
stood the contract calls for tele-

casting the local National League
entry in action practically every
week-end they’re away from home.
It figured that no other channel
would have an outside chance to

grah the games inasmuch as a cou-

ple of Pirate biggies are Impor-
tant stockholders in WENS.

at the

[give his program that “entertain-‘
’ment” quality. Something of the

j

sort has been done by Dave Garro-
! way on his early morning “Today”
[
show for over two years, and CBS-
TV broke out jon Monday (15)
with

: a counterpart hosted by
newsman-turned-entertainer Walter
Cronkite. _Hfc may just as well
apply fof an AFTRA card.
The “reality” program, in short,

not only supplies the theatrical
facets but gives the television in-

dustry its biggest stake in the edu-
cational-public affairs-lnformation-
al firmament. It’s a two-pronged
approach to programming that may
w-’ll dominate the livingrooms
ifrom here in.

MacCrystal to KOA-TV
Denver, March 16.

.

William F. MacCrystal, one-time
western sales chief of M-G-M Radio
Attractions and more recently a
sales staffer with NBC-TV on the
Coast, last week joined KOA-TV
here as sales manager.
A vet of the Metro studios, Mac-

Crystal joined the Loew’s-bwned
WMGM, N. Y., as a sales
staffer in 1946, moving to the Coast
two years later as chief of Metro’s
Los Angeles FM’er, KMGM. In
1950 he took over Coast sales for
the transcription outfit and was in-

strumental in the deal that turned
over the entire package to Mutual.
He joined NBC last year. “*

San Francisco—Bay -area educa-
tional Channel 9 (KQED), received
a Ford Foundation grant of $113,-
724. Grant enables station to buy
its initial studio equipment.' KQED
also expects to qualify for an ad-
ditional Ford grant of $26,276,
bringing total amount to $150,000.

hi ins

^/Vo • ^
Currently

“SUSPENSE”

“MAMA”
"WINKY DINK
AND YOU”

BILLY NALLE
DTmrrmn

SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS

AND TITLES
Oa TIRESIDI THEATER
Television Show

.by

RAY MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Av#., H’wood 29, Cal.

Send for Free Optical Effects Chart

EAST 86th STREET
TO RENT

Loiorlom decorators apartment. 4
rooms olr conditioned, from April

to November, possibly longer.

Phone before ID A.M.. TR f-0027*



Murrow & McCarthy
Continued from page 25

in the left of his position and of

Louis XIV, he is correct.”

Murrow went to bat on a

McCarthy statement that the

American Civil Liberties Union

had been listed as a subversive

front by asserting that the Attor-

ney General’s list does not “and

has never” listed the ACLU as sub-

versive, “nor does the FBI or any

other Government agency.” Mc-

Carthy’s only listing proffered was

hv the California Un-American

Activities Committee. Murrow had

nrieinally stated there was no Fed-

eral listing of the ACLU.

On another question, after a

charge by McCarthy that Murrow
had served on the advisory board

for a summer seminar at Mosdow
U. in 1935, the CBS analyst said

on his program: -
.

“I was assistant director of the

Institute of International Educa-

tion This organization dealt pri-

marily with the exchange of stu-

dents and professors between this

and foreign countries. It'was large-

ly financed at that time (1935) by

the Carnegie Corp. and Rockefel-.

ler Foundation. Among, its board

of trustees were such as John
Foster Dulles, John Basset Moore,
Thomas W. Lamont, Virginia Gil-

dersleeve, and others equally dis-‘|

tinguished. this board of trustees

created an advisory committee in

connection with a summer school

in Moscow for graduate students,

teachers and professors.” Miirrow

then submitted a long list of ad-

visors of whom he said: “Some
of the persons on that list are now
dead, but presumably not yet im-
mune from the Senator’s atten-

tions. It was and is a rather dis-

tinguished list, and I plead neither

ignorance nor youth as the reason
for my name being on it.”

The Russian authorities, Murrow
declared, abruptly “and without
satisfactory explanation, cancelled
the proposed, summer school be-

fore it began, and most of the
prospective members spent the
summer travelling in the Soviet
Union. I did hot accompany the
group to the Soviet Union. No ef-

fort was made to revive the ven-
ture, and the advisory council was
therefore dissolved.

“I believed 18 years ago, and I

believe today that mature Ameri-
can graduate students and profes-
sors can engage in conversation and
controversy, the clash of ideas with
Communists anywhere under peace-
time conditions, without being con-
taminated or converted. To deny
this would be to admit that in the
realm of ideas, faith and convic-
tion the Communist cause, dogma
and doctrine is stronger than our
own. This reporter declines to ad-
mit that, but remains uncertain as
to Senator McCarthy’s position on
this matter.”
At a lecture appearance in Man-

itowoc, Wis., McCarthy again
brought up the Moscow U. issue,
trotting out the Pittsburgh Sun-
Telegraph of Feb. 18, 1935, and
wondering why Secretary Dulles’
name does not show up on the list

of prospective travellers to Russia.
To this Murrow responded that
Dulles’ name appeared as a trustee
only.

At the Murrow-Fred W. Friendly
(“See” co-producer) office, the spa-
cious 17th floor of 485 Madison
Ave. was scarcely large enough to
hold the avalanche of letters and
wires that started to pour in fol-
lowing the “See” telecast of last
Tuesday. These were divided into
the classifications “pro,” “anti!’ and
'VIP” (the latter meaning biggies
and friends). The ‘pro” bracket was
overwhelmingly in the majority; at
one point the mail stood 19 to 1
for Murrow’s stand, but the ratio
was reduced in the middle and
far west, though still considerably
in Murrow’s favor.
The program’s personnel was

severely taxed on handling phone
calls and the web’s switchboard
was tied up on several occasions,
f riendly stepped in to receive an
almost uninterrupted succession of
scribes, but the phones kept ring-
ing steadily so that it was difficult
ior him ,to issue any formal state-

hxmrs
t0 *nterv*ewers during office

v
A?|id the great question raised

oy Murrow's scorching attack on
J.cC?rthy. the latter was having

(roubles on either fronts, npt-

r 7 Wlt-h his chief counsel Roy
rro

in con.bection with -alleged

!r0M
Sure

,*° give Preferential Army
fnr?,^n^ to Pvt. David Schine,Ser

Jy
- on McCarthy’s staff.

ue thls was going on, the whole

Army was behind Secretary Ste-
vens in breathing down McCarthy’s
neck.

Tradewise, Sen. McCarthy got a
strong protest from the Radio,
Newsreel, TV Working Press Assn,
of New York on the Senator’s bar-
ring of CBS and NBC newsfilm
crews at the news conference he
held last Tuesday after being re-
fused time by both nets in favor
Of Vice-President Nixon. The wire,
signed by Arnold Lerner, prexy
acting for the board of governors,
said that “I need hardly point out
that once the practice of barring
‘unfavorable’ news agencies js

adopted, it might conceivably de-
velop to the point where only
‘favorable’ agencies would be ad-
mitted, making a travesty of the
very institution of the press con-
ference.”
On Saturday (13) the Senator

wired back that he had relented
and both webs were admitted to
his Friday press conference.

Chi’s 85% for Murrow
Chicago, March 16.

With the response described as
exceeding anything in the station’s

history, surpassing even the reac-
tion to the Godfrey-LaRosa in-

cident, WBBM-TV reported as of
late last week that it had received
nearly 2,500 listener communiques
on Edward R. Murrow’s “See It

Now” treatment of Sen. Joseph
McCarthy last week.

Station says tide of phone calls

and latters has been funning about
85% in Murrow’s f^vor with many
callers actually asking to be regis-

tered as either a pro or con vote
on the issue.

NBC ‘Spectaculars’
Continued from page 1

was incepted by Weaver back in
'51 when he was exec veepee of
the network (with the Weaver con-
cept detailed at that time in
Variety). At that time NBC execs
met with a ‘ special committee of
the American Association of Ad-
vertising ‘Agencies to outline the
plan, However, the project was put
on ice during the period that
Weaver himself was cooling off in
his status as “v.p. in charge of
planning for. color tv” during the
Frank White prexy regime. With
his reemergence as prexy, it now
becomes a reality in a few months.

TV & McCarthy
Continued from page 1

has already been pacted for one of

the series.

With Sid Caesar scheduled to go
into the Monday 8 to 9 period next
season as the regular attraction

and the Tony Miner-created “Med-
ic” film series slotted for 9. to 9:30,

the sponsors will be committed to

these shows on a three-weeks-out-
of-four basis and will have first re-

fusal on the one-a-month Monday
“spectaculars.” Similarly, Max
Liebman’s new 90-minute show
next season, which will be top-star

“bopk” shows envisioning such
personalities as Danny Kaye and
Mary Martin, remains berthed 9

to 10:30, and again sponsors will

be notified of the every fourth

week preemption for the color

spectaculars.”
Leland Hayward, who has been

working closely with Weaver on
the project, will be responsible for

13 of the shows, which will origi-

nate both out of New York and
the Burbank studios on the Coast.

(In. addition to the Colonial The-

atre in Manhattan, NBC’s Brooklyn
studios, previously used for mam-
moth black-and-white productions,

such as the Maurice Evans “Rich-

ard II,” is in process of being con-

verted as color studios).

Hayward is now engaged in lin-

ing up producers, directors and top

talent for the series. He is going

after such names as Alfred Hitch-

cock, Walt Disney, David O. Selz-

nick, Joshua Logan, Richard Rod-

gers, Oscar Hammerstein 2d,' Wal-

ter Freid, who, it’s understood, has

already been pacted to do some,

etc., as rotating producers. NBC
is shooting for specially written

musical comedies of Broadway the-

atre stature, operettas, musical

and" dramatic period pieces, cir-

cuses, acquacades and other forms

of show biz, utilizing the top crafts-

men, playwrights and literary fig-

ures, with the emphasis, however,

primarily on the producer. The
legitimate shows will be done in a

theatre, with an audience, as

straightforward theatrical presen-

tations.
,

.

Coin is no object in the net-

work’s bid for major attractions

in the all-out push to “do some-

thing about Monday night and the

longtime Godfrey-“Lucy” CBS
leadership, as well as an attempt

to restore Saturday night to its

onetime preeminent status. Its

Weaver’s conviction that the “spec-

taculars,” done on the same am-

bitious scale as last year’s Ford s

50th anni show and the projected

NBC-CBS “Rodgers & Hammer-
stein Cavalcade” for March 28, can

attract to the network 70% of the

nation’s total tv audience.

The idea for the “spectaculars

the Wisconsin solon was doing a

hollow job.

3. At his press conference
Wednesday, President Eisenhower
rallied to the support of CBS and
NBC in their hassle with McCarthy
over the “equal time” issue.. While
both radio and television time were
concerned, Prexy laid the emphasis
on video indirectly. He explained
that he had seen and heard the
Flanders talk on television. He
went on to say he thought the webs
were being entirely fair and dis-

charging their responsibility by
granting time to the G.O.P. Na-
tional Committee.

4. On top of this, Eisenhower an-

nounced he was making a televi-

sion fireside talk to explain his tax
program to the people. It had
newsmert at the conference quip-
ping about “television day at the
White House.” .

. On Saturday night, Vice-Presi-
dent Richard M. Nixon took to the
airwaves to make the official reply
to Adlai Stevenson, a further boost
for tv.

6. Finally, on Sunday night (14),

Roy M. Cohn, chief Counsel for
Senator McCarthy’s special investi-

gating committee, was on "Meet
the Press” to give his side of the
widening row between McCarthy
and the Army,

HoweD-Rogin’s Cellomatic Optical

Device (or TV Pacted by NBC
A new projection device which

executes virtually every type of

television optical effect at low

cost and also produces animated ef-

fects from stills at better than half

the cost of filmed animation has

been perfected by the commercial

art firm of Howell-Rogin. The
machine, called the Cellomatic,

can cut; .studio costs sharply by

holding opticals and commericals

to one camera, is being used for

special art effects on news shows

and soon will be the basis of a

new technique in the production of

animated film commercials. Equally
important, its inventors claim to

have overcome some key difficul-

ties encountered by color tv ex-

perts.

Machine involves the use of two
projectors putting a single picture
on one screen, with controlled

j movement of pre-pr.pared overlays
giving the animated effects. Cello-

matic w’as invented by Howell-Ro-
gin toppers Tom. Howell and Milt
Rogin; There are currently only
two of the devices available, with
a third in production and two more

‘ in the works. Machines will be
1 rented, complete with operator, at

about $125 a day.

Howell-Rogin has already con-
tracted with NBC’s news and spe-

cial events . department for a 52
week exclusive deal on the device,

and is renting it on a per-show
basis to other webs and agencies.
In the field of new?s, the animated
features of the device enable use
of arrow’s, pinpoints and other mo-
tion indicators on maps, diagrams,
etc. Generally, the machine does
superimpositions, horizontal and
vertical wipes, rectangular and
‘circular irises (the latter can’t be

done electronically), dissolves and
crawls.

. On the color side, it allows for

correct color values arid bright-
ness via the use of specially pre-

pared artwork laid ov\;r black-and-
white transparencies of t

!, e pack-
ages, instead of films of the prod-
ucts. If the color im’t rieht on
one slide, they can do it over by
laying on a different color, instead

of having to reshoot, they f- y. De-
vice was ^ised on the mccrt color-

cast of NBC’s “Camel News Cara?
van.”

Fact that it can animate finished
artwork is leading Howell and Ro-
gin into the field of production of
:*nimated commercials They fig-

ur. they'll be able to turn out . ani-

mated spots at half the current
cost because the technique elimi-

nates the need for reshooting.
They'll show the finished artwork
on the device; if it meets with
agency approval, they’li simply
move a camera up to the screen
and shoot it. Method not only elimi-

nates the need for reshooting *ut

eliminates the cost of single-frame
production bee a u s e animated
movement is already controlled by
the device.

Currently, device is limited only
to New York 4 it's been, used on
“Beat the Clock.” “Omnibus” and
“Danger”), but as soon as enough
of them are available. How’ell and
Rogin will rent them to stations,

supplying syndicated artw’ork, with
station artists filling in the names
of . local sponsors, credit lines, ete.,

themselves. Howell - Rogin will

train the operators, and will

charge a monthly rental equal to

the station’s Class A hour rate.

Since the device also works as
a projector, with a nine-foot pic-

ture, it will also be used for con-,

ventions and sales meetings
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INNEW YORK CITY ...

Erich Leinsdorf, conductor of the Rochester Philharmonic, which

will give concerts at Carnegie Hall, N.Y., and the Brooklyn Academy

of Music, March 26-2f7, has been lined up for several radio-tv guest

shots in connection with the orch’s visit. He’ll appear on the Alma

Dettinger WQXR show, Metropolitan Opera WABC quit, Faye and

Skltch Henderson WNBT show. Elolse McElhone WPIX program, Vir-

ginia Graham WABD airer, Polly Bergen WABC program and Tex &
Jinx WNBT spot,

Alan Shulman, composer and cellist in the NBC Symphony Orches-

tra, is wriffng a series of short musical works for strings Which Will

be heard periodically over WNBC, N.Y., Wednesday at 10:35 p.m.,

when a string, orchestra of NBC symph players will premiere them
under baton of Skltch Henderson. First of the series, “An Elizabethan

Legend,” will be heard tonight (Wed.). Oliver Publications, Inc., will

publish the series when completed ... Soaper thesp Elizabeth Law-

rence currently in Equity Community Theatre’s "Hasty Heart’* .

Hal Peary, WMGM gabber, returned from Coast Monday (15) after

screen test for himself and interviews with celebs for his Gotham
show .. . . Benny Fields Sc Blossom Seeley on WMGM also celebrated

32d -wedding anni last week . . Another anni: Walter Preston’s 30th

in radio . . . Elizabeth (Ibby) Lanier, Bernice Judis’ right hand at

WNEW, got hitched to William McAuliffe, a steamship exec, last week.

She’ll continue with the radio indie.

Stuart Novlns, chief of CBS public affairs, to the Coast on biz . ...

Emmett Heerdt, Jr.* sales manager of WEEI, CBS’ Boston outlet, in

town, for huddles with spot sales execs . , . NBC prexy. Pat Weaver,

guest of honor at industry-wide luncheon in behalf of United Jewish

Appeal of Greater N.Y., May 6 at Hotel Plaza . . . CBS sports boss

John Derr to Hallandale, Fla., today (Wed.) to handle web’s coverage

of Florida Derbv (20) . . . In addition to p.r. consultancy for WINS,
Phil Dean, ex-WNBC-WNBT. has opened a publicity office in partner-

ship with Burt Schultz, ex-Benton & Bowles . . . Seymour Mintz, re-

cently named prexy of CBS-Columbia. elected member of board and
v.p. of CBS, Inc. . , . Charles S. Monroe and his staff radio writers, at

CBS, moved Monday into the 49 E. 52 annex.

Ted Koop, CBS Radio news chief in Washington, to moderate cur-

rent events panel at American Trade Assn. Execs' annual spring .meet

Friday (19) in D.C. . . . Oivin Fjelstad, music director of Norwegian
Broadcasting System, in U S. debut as conductor of CBS’ *‘20th Cen-
tury Concert Hall” Sunday (21 > . . . News director Wells Church of

CBS. Radio in D.C. last week to huddle on web’s ’54 ejection- coverage.

Henry Wendler, home garden editor of “Country Journal.” early

ayemer Mondays on WEEI. Boston, to get network recognition March
2*1 on CBS’ “Garden Gate” show stemming from his election to the

Order of the Green Thumb, honorary society fur gardening authorities.

I.\ CHICAGO ...
Win Jolly has been moved up from his traffic manager berth at

WGN to become assistant program director, succeeding Tom Elvidge

who’s joined the Grant. Schwenck & Baker agency. Bob Irving was
namedi traffic manager and Margot Schermerhorn takes over as chief

of WCFs new mail order department . . . Jules Herbuveaux, assistant

WMAQ-WNBQ general manager, vacationing in Arizona . . . Mutual
presentations director Henry Poster in for Chi conferences . . , Chi
CBS veep H. Leslie Atlass back at the helm after a Florida cruise .

WMAQ’s “The Northerners” remoted from the Palmer House Monday
night (15) with Ronald Reagan narrating a special tribute to the auto
industry in conjunction with the 50th anni Of the Chi Automotive
Trades Assn ... Comic Jack Denton has left the vaude field to become
* deejay at WISN in , Milwaukee with a three-hour morning spread
. . . Chi Trib radio-tv editor Larry Wolters back at his typewriter after

a brief illness . . . Richard Wehrheim of the Chi NBC engineering
staff named to newly-created post. of supervisor of technical main-
tenance.

IN SAX FRANCISCO ...
Billy Daniels warming local radio-tv cycles during Fairmont Hotel

run . . . "My Favorite Husband’s” Bob Sweeney visiting (15) his ex-
home town . . . Carmen Dragon added his name to local Opera’ House
“Fun For A Day” show April 3. Also on tap—Lucille Norman, Gordon
MacRae and Art Linkletter . . . Cottonseed Clark, fired from KVSM
(San Mateo), landed a top berth on San Jose’s radio KEEN broadcasting
from his supper club in Belmont . Lew Lengfeld’s “Let’s Look At

WOE L

AM TV FM

New York • Chicago • Lot Angeles Son Francisco

Books” celebrates five tv years .
/'. Sacramento’s KCCC-TV increases

power next 'month from 17,000. to ‘200*000 watts • . , KBID-TV (Fresno)

appointments: Gene Grant, sal4s mgr.; Robert C. MerMfield* news fedifor

. . . Former KGO publicity man Dave Bogart home after country-wide

tour with' “Space Patrol’s” spaceship.
i

IN PHILADELPHIA 1 . •

Lee Stewart, WFIL-TV commentator, was rushed to University Hos-

pital (8), for an emergency appendectomy^. . . Violet Hale, WFIL-TV

fashion and beauty expert, has been elected president of local chapter,

American Women in TV and Radio . . . Murray Arnold, new program

director at WPEN, has launched new show, “Cathy’s Corner,” starring

Cathy Allen,* former Louis Prima chirper

.

Ed McMahon and Don

Prindle star in new daytime variety* show, “Get Happy” (WCAU-TV,

9:15-9:45 a.m.), with Sandy Stewart, Jack Valentine, Jean Corbett and

the Tommy Ferguson Trio . . . Ed Hurst and Joe Grady, WPEN disk

jocks, have been picked as panelists to select “record of the month”

for Woman’s Home Companion new feature . ... Jane Froman in town

(13) to receive gold medal award of Philadelphia Club of Printing

House Craftsmen . . Julius LaRosa as best male singer; Rosemary
Clooney, as best femme, and Ray Anthony, best bandsman, were the

winners in more than 12,000 ballots sent in to WIP’s third annual
popularity contest, conducted *by deejay Dan Curtis.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
KSTP-TV uid WCCO-TV hive entered bids to televise stale high

school tournament basketball games here March 25-27, KSTP the
entire tournament and WCCO the final game. Latter also will televise

this region's final game to determine its representative in the tourna-
ment which, for the- first time, is permitting telecasts in consequence
of complete sellouts being assured . . . New KSTP-TV series has
staffer Bee Baxter covering the problem of parents’ discipline of teen-
agers . . . Cedric Adams, WCCO-TV and radio top personality, vaca-
tioning at Jamaica for three weeks . . . Running for reelection, St. jPaul
Mayor John Daubney engaged WCCO-TV facilities for half-hour, to
answer voters' questions about election issues. The mayor through
the newspapers had extended the invitation for the queries. Two other
candidates accused him of using this campaign method in order to
avoid attending public . meetings with them and “where he would

i have to face his public and debate his record for all to hear’’ . . . KSTP-
TV announcer Bob Ryan enjoying the Florida sunshine and, during
his absence St. Paul newspaperman Don Riley is doing his “Photoquiz”
show and George Grim and A1 Tighe substituting for him on his news

!• shows.

IN CLEVELAND ...
WXEL and WHK teamed for half-half tv-radio presentation (12) of

binaural sound ... Ex-disker Howard Lund nabbed with barbiturates
. Buffalo announcer Stanley Barron, freed of alienation of affection

suit . . , WTAM’s chirper Jaokie Lynn doing canary chores of Doctor’s
Hospital Benefit Horse Show . Downtown show managers Frank

i Murphy, Loew’s; RKO’s Max Mink; Warner’s . Dick Wright and Tele-
management’s Jack Silverthorne now autographing pics at shows as
a result of popularity on their WNBK half-hour panel stanza, “Lights,
Camera/Question” . . . Don Perris, WEWS promotion, engineered first

tv preview stanza in Midwest with 1:10 a.m. advance screening of
Princess Pictures, series for radio-tv editors in 37 cities. Preview fol-
lowed customary signoff . . . Cleveland’s Mayor Anthony Celebreae
extended orchids to broadcasting industry for heroic efforts during
week-long snow storm.

in boston .

WBZ announcer Carl deSuze returned last week from three-week
jaunt to Africa which included safaris in Algeria, Tangiers and French
Morocco. A layout of photos shot during the trip is slated for publica
tion in Holiday mag and deSuze is currently Whipping up series of
articles on the trip for the Boston Globe , . . Henry Wendler, teacher

j

of agriculture at a local high school and long associated with WEEI’s
i "Country Journal” show, is slated to receive the Order of 'the Green
Thumb during CBS network show, “Garden Gate” Sat. (20) . . . Robert
Allen, formerly with the First National Bank, and Leo Van Wart have
joined the sales staff of WTAO-TV, Hub’s lone UHF station . . . William
J. Williamson has been named sales manager of WBZ, replacing Tom
Meehan, who has been transferred. Frederick Greene has been ap-

|

pointed advertising and sales promotion manager of station . . . John
D. Maloy, WNAC and Yankee network production supervisor, has .ac
cepted the job of volunteer chairman for the American Cancer Society’s
April Crusade here.

IN PITTSBURGH . . .

A couple of local boys. Paul Walsh and Robert Nagy, have joined
the announcing staff of WTRF-TV in Wheeling, W. Va. .. . . During
Bob Prince’s absence covering the NIT in New York and now the
Pirates’ training camp in Florida, his daily sportscasts on WENS arc
being divided by Fred Davy and Ray Downey . . . Betty Marlowe is
how the educational rep for Marty Wolfson, the tv cartoonist ...
Josephine Vfeari will have a new name, Josie "Carey, when she launches
her children’s program on the educational channel, WQED, which
expects to be in operation in a few weeks. Before going with the
station, Miss Vicari was associate producer of “Ask the Girls” at
WDTV. She’s also been in several musicals at the Pittsburgh Play-
house . . . Mrs. Jim Marks, wife of the managing editor of the TV
Guide here, underwent an operation for appendicitis at the St. Joseph’s
Hospital . , . Frank d’Emilio, assistant football coach at St. Vincent’:
College and an outstanding athlete' there in his undergraduate days
has been named sports director and sales rep for WAKU in Latrobe
Pa.

IN DALLAS . . .

Di^k Wheeler, new WFAA-TV announcer, will double as assistant
to news editor Michael Hinn . . . Jim Boyd, western singer and RCA-
Victor disker, resumes at WRR with ail across-the-board 45-minute
shot. Afternoon airer is in addition to his daily KGKO ayem stint , . .

Local golf pro Graham Ross back on WFAA-TV with a 15-minute
weekly golf instruction sesh, “Golf Gab,” with an assist from Jerry
Haynes, sports announcer . . . Margaret Baker, ex-N.Y. radio commen-
tator,. filled her KGKO Sunday (7) hour with Glenn Miller tribute via
anecdotes and waxings ... “Time For Magic” debuted as a twice
weekly WFAA-TV quarter hour, hoaded by magician Mark Wilson.

Murino Power Plan Coin

, Murine is pluklng down coin for

CBS Radio’s Power Plan and a

brace of “Beulah” programs on a

saturation kick extending into

May. Included in the Power Plan
are “FBI in Peace ahd War,”
“Meet Millie” and “Mr. Keen.”

Procter Sc Gamble narlicipates
on a regular basis in PP via “FBI”
and “Keen.”

Continued from page . 25

ure either with- Ford Frick, overall
baseball czar, or lyithi $en. Edward
Johnson, who has remonstrated
Anheuser-Busch (Budweiser) for
Cardinal ownership.

“If we’re going to hurt someone,
we’ll do some other kind (sports)
show,” McMahon said. He is con-
sidering for regular web airing, in*
any case, sports like tennis, track,

lacrosse and soccer. However, if

sponsor wants to pay the whole co-

axial nut, McMahon said web is

still intere$ted in baseball.

As it stands now; according to a
report from St. Louis, D’Arcy
agency has made a deal with
WTVI-TV, Belleville, 111,, to tele-

cast all of the 77 Cardinal out-of-

town ganrtes, with DuMont making
arrangements in each of the re-

maining National League cities

where a DuMont affiliate is located
to make the pix and then transmit
them via Telco to WTVI. That sta-

tion in turrt will expose them in

the St. Louis area alone. The club
and the agency are anxious to ar-

range the deal, since they expect,

if DuMont can’t clear the necessary
seven stations, to make arrange-
ments with another network, or, in

tb<s event this fails/WTVI may be
asked’ to send its own : cameramen
to those cities to originate the pix.

Continued from page 24

America. Streibert told the Com-
mittee the project will be of “con-
siderable value” to the Voice in its

broadcasting operations. He ex-

plained:* ^...

“The long-distance parts of the
radio spectrum used for broadcast-
ing are overcrowded and the world
pattern of usage changes from day
to day. The existing structure of

international 'agreements and reg-
istration of frequencies is entirely

inadequate, by itself to< avoid or
prevent .harmful interference to

long-distance brqpdcasting and pro-
gram transmission.

“Up-to-date specific information
on foreign usage of the interna-
tional broadcasting bands will

greatly assist our
.
broadcasting

operation in selecting interference-
free channels for shortwave broad-
casting and for program transmis-
sion to our overseas relay bases.

This holds for both accidental in-

terference and intentional inter-

ference.
"Accidental or unintentional in-

terference can often be cleared up
by negotiation if the sourefe is

promptly identified. Current
knowledge of holes or unused spots
in the radio spectrum is very use-

ful in dealing with cases of inten-

tional interference and jamming.
“This monitoring program will

^provide us with more -information
on the radio jamming that is di-

rected against many of our inter-

national broadcasts. The more in-

formation we have the better we
will be able, to deal with this jam*
ming.”

BOB CARROLL
Currantly

Fred Allen Show
NIC-TV, Tueideys. 10 P.M.

• DERBY RECORDS •

M«nag*m«nt: VAl IRVING
Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

PAUL DRAPER
LESSONS IN BALLET TAP and STAGE TECHNIQUE

ADVANCED . . . Mon.. Frl., Sot., 4:30 to 4:00- P.M.
At CHESTER HALE'S STUDIO

159 West S4H» Street — COL 6-4070— • 1
INTERMEDIATE . . . Tees.. Wed., Tfcurs., 4;30 to 6:00 P,M.

At THEATRE STUDIO of ifio DANCE
137 West 56th Street ~ COL 5-4070
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One of the first fullscale filmed commercials in color went before

the cameras Monday (15) at Screen Gems' N.Y. commercial pro-

duction department, when the vidpix outfit shot a one-minute

tint blurb in three color processes for Pall Mall and its agency,

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.

jpilni was shot with live ... action;- sets and product package in

35 ni Technicolor three-strip process, in 35m Eastman negative-

positive stock and in 16m Kodachrome. Negatives of the 35m foot-

age will be reduced to 16m for prints. Special soundtrack describ-

ing technical details of each scene will be added. M. Peter Keane,
SG’s eastern production manager, supervised the shooting. Prints

wHi be completed in about six weeks, atVhich time they’ll be
screened over a closed-circuit, and thereafter possibly made avail-

able to other agencies.

Purpose of the test shots, for which a Technl camera was flown
in from the Coast, is to determine cost, quality and processing :

time '•factors of ea<ih type of color stock.

Vast upbeat in the use of syn-

dicated and spot film for television

has caused Bonded Film Storage,

one of the largest handlers of the-

atrical film, to set up separate op-

erating divisions to specialize in

vidpix In line with this separa-

tion, the firm .this week set up a

new Coast office for telepix, which
will operate as a subsidiary under
the name of Bonded TV Film
Services, Inc. New York end of

the operation will be a division of

the parent company, Bbnded TV
Film Service.

Indicative of the sharp uptrend
of tv-film is the fact that from its

seven warehouses and depots in

the N.Y. area, Bonded already
handles more than 6.000 vidfilm
shipments monthly, with -all indi-

cations pointing to an even higher
traffic. Specialized handling relat-

ing to commercials, time demands
of vidpix, etc., cued the separation
move.

New Coast operation will be
headed by Stanley Halperin. for-
merly with the WJlliam Morris
office. Branch, which Bonded
proxy Chester M. Boss terms the
“largest physical plant for han-
dling of television films in the
country,” opens Monday (22).

Eastern video operations are head-
ed by Manny Kandel, v.p.-general
manager of the firm!
Majority of the Bonded clients

comprise vidpix distributors and
«d agencies.

t

Goldwyn, Jr. s 1st

Production on the new Samuel
Goldwyn Jr. vidpix series, “The
Unexplained," starts today (Wed.)
on the Goldwyn lot in Hollywood,
with vet telepix director Ted Post
niegging the initialer, “The Merry-
Go-Round.” Goldwyn Jr. has signed
several top playwrights, including
l-eonard Kantor, Victor Wolfson,
''illiani Archibald and Raphael
a.ves, to script other pix in the

senes and has pacted Bernard Her-
man to create an original score for
nc mUaler and a theme for the

•ones.

* Go - Round” screenplay

i,'
v
[
lttcn by Mel Dinelli from a

l <
y k-v hay Bradbury. Series is
8 Produced by Goldwyn Jr. un-

hinn
le

)'!
estwai’d productions Ltd.

•nnei, his own company.

Pilly, Isn’t It?

The upcoming “Medic” vid-

-pic series on NBC-TV, which
goes into the Monday night at

9 slot in the fail, has gener-
ally been hailed as the “Drag-
net” of the medical profession.

. Some at NBC have suggested

calling it “Drug-net.’*

In Chrysler 100G

TV Drama Series

In a move to bring the . talents

of top picture people into televi-

sion, NBC prexy Sylvester (Pat)

Weaver has firmed a deal with

Chrysler for a series of nine hour-

long dramatic shows each to cost

$100,006. Stars and supporting
east will be drawn from the film

studios and the entire collection

of plays will be produced and di-

rected by top men of their calling.

It wIIT“be the first all-film layout
ever sponsored as a live series on
tv.

Shows will be aired once a

month, which will cover the regu-
lar season. Understood Chrysler
will spread the commercials Among
its other automotive lines which
comprise Dodge; Plymouth and
DeSoto. i

Airing time is still to be deter-

mined but it is considered likely

that shows will be aired on differ-

ent nights when NBC can clear

time acceptable to Chrysler. Se-

ries starts in September.

Within the last three months or
so, a dozen or more of the na-
tion’s biggest industrial firms have
begun gearing their Institutional
films for television as carefully laid
out sustaining fare. There are
hundreds of others that have re-
made or are in the process of Te-
editing old films for video. Still
another large group is reported
shooting institutional vidpix at
present. One source listed the
overall worth of industrial proper-
ties available to the country’s video
operation at circa $40,000,000, but
other experts, straining the multi-
tude of catalogs prepared by man-
ufacturers, are inclined to believe
that coin represented is at least
$510,000,000 higher.

Reason for shift in emphasis is

given as dissatisfaction among in-
dustrialists over the limited num-
ber of people who attend non-
theatrical exposures — women's
groups, men’s clubs, training
courses, etc. At the utmost 2,300
pewsters sit through each showing,
while with, video, at little more
cost—if any more at all—than the
$2.50 the 16m houses charge for
handling each date, the manufac-
turers can build up audiences thou-
sands whenever a video station
shows one of the films.

David Anderson, public relations
chief for radio and tv at Standard
Oil of N. J., indicates that possible
reason for shift grew out of an
increased desire to build good will

)

With a deal from NBC Film Di-
with the tv stations, and media.; vision for financing and . distribu-

nnmhilr ' i ^>
si

?
eS

’
, ^ l^e

• tion of 39 “Adventures of the Fal- jnumber of institutional films done *

. . . .

by industrialists are a surefire hypo !

con v,rtually ,n his hip pocket,

for all biz, especially if the public
;

Bernard L. Schubert is prepping

a pilot on a new series, “The Amaz-
ing Mr. Malone.” production on

Film-Flam
Minneapolis, March 16.

Local advertising man, who
thought he had a plan to get

two of the Twin Cities’ top tv

personalities, WCGO-TV’i
Cedric Adam* and KSTP-TV’*
Bill Ingram, on each other’s

competing stations, ran into a

snag.

He had them appear in

filmed commercials. However,
KSTP-TV refused to accept
the Adams commerc’als and*
WCCO-TV would have none of
the Adams’ commercials and
But Adams still is getting

himself plugged on rival

KSTP-TV because that station

is using filmed cigaret com-
mercials made by Adams in

New York.

Talcon,’ 'Malone

Pace Schubert’s

$3,000,000 Billing

is reached in greater numbers.

Esso’s Pix

Esso alone has already received
a reedited film from Telenews, and
now the vidpix company is

working over another Esso prod-
uct. In the past Esso sliced
a 20-minute pic called “Search
That Never Ends” into a l'2Vi-

minute show adapted to tv. An-
derson said he received “great sta-

tion enthusiasm” over _ the job.

Then Esso went into a second film

done by the company’s British oil

affiliate anent building an oil re-

finery. Like many other firms.

which is slated for next month for

fall releases. Deal with NBC needs
only the formal signatures.

Under the NBC deal, Schubert
Will produce,, via Harry Joe Brown
and Buster Collier’s Federal Tele-

films, a minimum of 39 “Falcon”
pix at a cost of more than. $1,000.-

000. Plot has already been com-
pleted. and production starts April
5* on the first cycle, with release

date for network and syndicated
sale in June. Charles McGraw stars.

Deal is the third major entry. mi « • i . a/vai io kiiv. uni m - uiajvi vubij
Esso doesn t pay to have films d.s- Schubert has piloted th!s season
tnbuted. insteadjt ships proper-, H,s copM>duc<rr with j0hh Lovt.
t.es from own office. l,

on on ,he .Topper.. serics for
It’s certain that non-theatrical

j
Camel, and also reps Loveton sales

groups will continue receiving in-

stitutional films, but effect on aud
cannot be determined since areas
will first be>‘ saturated by telecasts

of same pix. Each and every time
a new’ tv station goes up—and
these are the ones which depend
heavily on film to fill out the

broadcast day—another non-the-

atrical showing will lose most of

(Continued on page 38)

and distribution-wise on the "Mr.
Ac Mrs. North” segment sponsored

I by Revlon and Congoleum-Nairn.
In terms of product, this repre-
sents 117 half-hour films, with a

gross hilling in excess of $3,000.-

000. “Falcon” deal puts the outfit

into continuous production into

August, 1955. “Malone” series

hasn't been cast yet, nor has a di-

rector been set.

Annie’ 17.7; Autry 11.8
. .

0akley” got a better
wjipshooting score on the Nicl-

Vm'if
'ast time out in New
^ an ^er mentor Gene

shot a' I 77
he J

?
ew vitlPlx cowgirl

ki*v
7,7 on her WABD, DuMont

only Ti'g
18, 'vhile APtry copped

Piobahi
l

f
y ' is an Autry production,ooa u. reason for outclassing the

Srai-
10 taught her to shoot

l-ustv f,n
18

*^ Autl,y’s guns are

U'ripjf,,.
0
^ maltingthe rounds for

York
i
V?-

u,n several times in New
How \i' u

S ®a^ley has spanking-

*5und
h°°ters ** her first

FIRST ANNUAL TV FILM AWARDS

In The 21st Annual

Survey of Radio-TV Showmanagement
.1

OUT SOON

Underlining the Increasing im-
portance of merchandising to the
syndicated vidpix business, Tele-
vision Programs of America last

week created a separate corpora-
tion to handle all its merchandise
ing and promotion. New division,

TPA Merchandising & Exploita-
tion Division, Inc., is operating out
of separate headquarters and is

headed by Jerome Capp, who for-
merly handled the multiple ad-pub-
promotion-merchandising chores
for the firm.

Eventually, the new division will
handle outside merchandising ac-
counts, subject to TPA approval,
but for the next six months at
least, only TPA properties will be
involved. New firm will license and
distribute all kinds of novelties,
toys, comic books and soft goods
relating to the vidpix properties of
TPA. All goods involved will stress
identification with the . characters
of the TPA vidpix scries and Will
be licensed on a dual level.

Latter, the dual-level licensing
aspect, is a new twist in vidpix
merchandising. Under the scheme,
manufacturers can make and sell
items based on TPA shows at. re-
tail le%el and price, but must also
make the items available, to local
and regional sponsors of the Shows
at cost for use as self-liquidating
premiums, etc. For example. Dex-
ter-Wayne Inc. is marketing a jun-
gle game based on “Ramar of the
Jungle” at a $2.98 retail price, but
is also supplying some “Ramar”
sponsors the sets at 50c each for
use in boxtop, etc., premium cam-
paigns. Also involved in the
scheme is a cross-plug, where Dex-
ter-Wayne gets plugged by the lo-
cal sponsor using the sets. All sets
made available to the local sponsor
bear his name.

Meanwhile, with Capp moving
over to the new division, TPA has
installed Dick Miller as director
of publicity. Miller, who formerly
operated his own flackery handling
fund drives (Holland Flood Relief,
etc. 1. is flying to the Coast today
< Wed.' for the first of a senes of
press conferences on upcoming
TPA product. Initial conference on
the Coast next Monday <22i will
disclose details on production of
the “Halls of Ivy” series. Follow-
ing Monday (29), prexy Milton
Gordon will .reveal all future pro-
duction and sales plans at a con-
fab in N. Y.

Capp, incidentally, after setting
the initial details of the new op-
eration, will take off next month
on a tour of all TPA clients to set
individual plans and contracts for
merchandising and exploitation.

Miner s 'Medic

As part of its projected Monday
night tv program realignment, the
RCA-sponsored Dennis Day show,
slotted opposite CBS-TV's toprated
“I Love Lucy,” is getting the axe.

Going into the time period will be
the Tony Miner-created "Medic”
film serics.

However, sponsorship of the
“Medic” show- will only be oh a

thrcc-weeks-out-of-four basis in

view of the network’s plan to

preempt -every fourth week.

“Medic” scries has been kicking
around for some time, with the
pilot film highly touted in agency
circles.

‘It’s a Bet’ Quickies
Chicago, March 16.

Allas Films and the George and
Jim Anderson packing firm have
scheduled shooting on a jointly-

produced vidpix series of five-min-

Ute shows tagged “It’s a Bet.”

Novelty squibs, featuring Clar-

ence Hartzell and Don Alan, will

be sold as a cross-the-board strip

with a \ total of 65 slated for the

first batch.
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Eye ‘Lucy Reruns in ’55 (or Added

Moppet Exposure; DesOu Pact to*58

* Hollywood, March 10. :— .
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A preqedental double spread of PI ADIAM 7AD Aril CI?T
«'I Love Lucy” on CBS-TV, where- rLUKIAN WtOAlH PU

. by second-runs would be .shown FOR TFI FPIY SFR1FS
Sunday, afternoons and first-runs
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lELLriA DfilllfiJ

on the Aguiar Monday nighty -,
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. - w no„j a Florian Zabach to star in a series

is being discussed by Desl Arnaz
of ^aiffch^ur vidpix tb be shot this

and the web, who have agreed on summer for Fall release. Series

a two-year, no-option extension of hasn’t been formatted yet, but it

their pact for the nation’s top tv will have Zabaclr playing the vio-

, Jii. lin, emceeing and frontihg an or-
sh(w. chestra, much the same as Guild’s
to demand from P*™#**™*'™* “Liberace” series.
slot where the^moppets -can see

plan is to shoot 39 haif.hgurSi

i ^l!
C
ow rnrrpfit with a possibility that ZabaCh will

into effect ^.ii^he team s
.
current

also star in -an .additional, ld-min-'
pact with Phihp Morris is up in

ute series. Series will probably be

New service to supply special

stock footle at low cost to VjdpTx .

producers -t has; been formed: by P^BIC DEFENDER ,

R. A. Pheelan,. former producer* With Reed Hadley, others
c

writer for OfficlarFIlms: and Edna Frodueers: Hal Roach. Jr., Carroll

Paul, formerly chief librarian' at *£ T , Kenton. James
NBC’s Stock Film Library; Jg* Martin

' '

Firm, Stock 'Shots to Order Jno. Writers: Howard J. Green, others

will shoot stock-or: background #rb- 20 half-hours

bad enough having the star doini
the spiels, but when he does them
as a fictitious' character, thev loso
all credibility. Chan.

MEN TOWARD THE LIGHT
,u

a
*.

"ftrsfnins I
tUR ltLLHA MIRIM WVffiXSr"'”T **!"

SJBSfSSS?^ Tele-Picture,
have agreed on summer for fall release. Series with library costs. . ge

d
Q
at
p
10
B

franchise on “Men Toward the Light,” pro!
on extension of hasn’t been formatted yet, but it *. T CBS-TV has turned « to Hal Roach duced by Charter Oak Tele-Pic-

. • » ' . a- 'till - a rf nK ftnU" nirln rtf’ Ihn inn. ' V. ... .« »* _ .11 ...L w i.nwAn ' 1m «ia1 1 nKam<f am' . nrliL * 1
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April of 1055.
shot on the Coast, since Puke

Arnaz and Lucille Ball had con- Goldstone, who directs "Liberace"
sidered giving up their show at and “Life With Elizabeth,’’ will
the end of the ciggie pact, since als0 mcg zabach.
by that time they will have 141

vidpix canned and they could cash
in on syndication of the series, p.l If) • •

‘‘But we decided to go ahead with M fillyIk
this new deal, which takes us LUIJ 1 It
through 1958,” Arnaz said. “I don’t •

believe you can go into syndication <f)l I I ) V 1 •

and do new shows at the same M|a|ir||Q|s|r I AlAfllV
time. The only way. we will show A ItljfUllvR A vlvUIA
he-runs ‘Lucy’ in the foreseeable

*

future will be through this. Sunday Ethyl Co., which last year spon-
matinee on the network, which we sored Screen Gems* ‘‘The Big

Jr. and Reed Hadley* who scored tures in collaboration with the

so solidly with “Racket Squad” for American Foundation for the Blind

the ciggie firm. “Public Defender,” and the Industrial Home for the

the new series which Roach has Blind of Brooklyn, represents top-

come up With for PM, is the third notch public service fare fot sta-

so far this season in the jHot, and tions, both in form and content,

sad to relate, it's no more satisfac- As for form, It’s one cf the few

tory than its predecessors, and no- free .film groups that .comes in a

where near as effective as “Racket 13-week package, a. definite plus

Squad ” in terms of aUdience-building. la

Series, based on an idea by Sam content, it represents an excellent,

fLrTnVnlfyrr-^"- “^‘blTn^els iZZhoZa c°n

Hollywood, March 18. &ye ‘feSflte whtt'i^ Suable to the fc WWgg^f MljorUM;

Rerun «>in which began coming publiclatJarge** dMtnse^gaMst.
}u,,Va

g
tl/er Li em^on?i grig

Into the Screen Actors Guild cof- P ®
«

a dlJferent ,tory is shown First segment, narrated by John
fers as a dribble last November, each week, with Hadley as the cen- Daly, demonstrated what could

is mounting into a bonanza for tral figure, First episode had Had- only be^ done Om film—“What a

foipniv optnrs iiust heFinninir to ley uncovering 'the real culprit in Blind Man Sees. ; Film showed
telepix actors, just beginning to

Aich-Vyoun* ex-coA the various forms of blindness:
get the benefit of the multiple ha(j been charged and whom Had- central vision, peripheral vision,

- v d an. a . -e . . __ . _ i Ml L. F _ , _ R . - A • a

_ ... . runs. SAG tv administrator Ken ley was defending. It seems in- etc. The footage was shot in such
"W'‘.Cp-t Whiph last year spon- Thomson says the guild has col-, evitable that the remaining pix in a way that only what a blind per-

red Screen Gems
j
The Big

lected $19,546 to date, fumieied by the series will fake a similar line, son sees and the way he sees it.

ayback in some 40-pdd markets, Droducers to the guild to distribute Trouble is, the story pattern is was discernible' on the screen. Itare now talking about,” he added. Playback” in some 40-odd markets, producers to the guild to distribute Trouble is, the story pattern is was discernible on the screen. It

The producer-star of Desilu, who this week pacted with the vidpix f0 361 telethesps. Coin involves old hat for tv by now, and the showed how the blind person

said the company may lens the se- outfit for another cycle of at- least onjy third and fourth runs, and first segment reflected that. A makes use of the little vision he

ries in color in 1950, said he feels 26 of the quarter-hour sports se- repJ 81 telefilms, a microscopic rather tired and dull script by has No emoting—plain, hard

a great mistake being made by ries. this time in 5 markets. New. number of the total oroduced in Howard J. Green kept the action fact. •

: 14..-L, telepix produced today te *M« is already to production in HoU^oi
protlucea in

at padej a„d Camc Up with There’ll no.question but that thi,

that thev umvittinelv attemot to N. Y., and will start simultaneously _, . .. .. ... . , a telegraphed and lame climax, is .must programming for tele sta-

in the 55 markets on wSy 15.
Best indication of the future re- Erie Kenton’s/ direction on the tions It represents a detailed,

•mwui uwuuu aw, n . run wi«A in V^hruarv. whpn inUiotim nAnirln’t avati Viri

n

ct fha nnneniAnmniia stnHv Inr.elliFPntlv

is. * No emoting—plain, hard
ct.

There's no question but that this

JESt'JS'SL
P
#«L

4
{;wJ£« tvi series VhlVh^comDr&7riSr?atton SAG received approximately $10.- customarily sharp Hadley to life done and skillfully produced.

anS oter cltos ot {SEE* 000, as compared to enly $3,634 in this one. ^InciSentally, the idea There'S no pitch.no cutting prob-
gear ourseh es to Uiat medium, and f S' received until Feb. 1. In view of of integrated commercials is over- lems involved. Both Charter Oak
there is a great difference in the

the many vidpix continuously go- extended somewhat, with Hadley and the participating groups can
result.” hut new commentator isn t set yet. r“- " / *

Hpiivorin? «ni»i not Hadlev take a bin bow for this one.

in the 55 markets on May 15.
uesi.. uuucduun ui imure re-

Ben BCrenberg is producing the
customarily sharp Hadley to life done and skillfully produced,

in this one. incidentally, the idea There’s no pitch.no cutting prob-

Of integrated commercials is over- lems Involved. Both Charter Oak

result.”

The star of tv's first situation

comedy series, one which un-
leashed an entire cycle, said he

S^oSSnSS^lwSiS; jpg into the rerun flrfd, and par- <** a W«'tow f#r th‘5 one
c

footage last year, but current batch
t‘c<?»ly since actors havent even but as the public defender. Its Chan.

is f7om diverse sourcesi DeM for
gottenjflieir rerun coin for ^fth

leasned an ennre cycle, said he Rth;.ru.
“

-„t virRnf'S.n and sixth runs yet, the guild takes
secs no signs of the demand for s»ri^ has ren > onnH an optimistic view of the situation
this type of show dwindling. “As *££? .£2* for the actor.

Zl £ MuSSn^oS' iS!
^ Not included to coin sent the

volled is a good show, it will last,”
2 noh-Ethyl markets and current *^n

c
P
rodorera' M its val“e- Using the industrials

he opined. crop will ako be available for syn- make flat deals wUh producers at
apparently ^ quite beneficial to

.-r 1 k--

•

. u e dication outside the gasoline com- the time they work m the pictures. Wause with the aualitv

rv
IS
k!

busmess wbe
.

re Pony’s cities. Additionally, Screen H » producer wants to pay the ^ AneSiiS hlSlike to become your friends. By Gems recentlv set a deal with rerun coin when he originally hires AMfl 1 • ftll flil«f 1 14-41A AH MA

Industrials
Continued from pace 37

Industrials, Coml’s

S;
P
a
,aSohL«refv° iSJSif^Ar Hi Mid'M m a producer of

and the audience, wik come toLrt. Ae?ording to SAG’S -P«t industrial .films for vide, and of

An anthology senes, on the other ries with local dealers on a co-oo with the producers, a player is to 5SS?
0ns Can garaer I0110wlnS at no

filmed commercials. Firm has been

week sto

e
i^
en
A top Jhow d

ReP]>ys ^^caefy set by Some of the properties soon to experimenting over the past sev-

en personalities mid this is^whv
Armstrong “ seY«n markets, with be on the tv block are a series of eral months with color stock—A ns-

you fold people such as Jack Webb! i^vcd
but

,
de* .fo?the sixth run. This adds^ub

lfV6-minute shorts on heart co, Technicolor, EastmSn and Koda-

Groucho Marx and Arthur Godfrey [UTer budgeting
e er man ac'

to 100%, and some producers have by^h^lnithut^of^if^In-
chrome—and with packaged prod-

nght at the top of the ratings [ chosen to pay the actor double his Tan?e.\^ nets of national advertisers, and is

rMnm ri£ht7at^ outset
P th

ships) have done a travel pic for reportedly ready to move into pro-

„ ,

-
-j. release shortly. (Idea is to push duction of color' commercials.

Overscale players ar* permitted travel to Europe via U. S., but com- Additionally Pathe’s schedule ofto dicker various deals with pro- mercial identification is kent at ,

Aaaitipnauy, I'atne s scneauie ui

ducers as lone as the deal reached
m

.

er
.

ciai wenwncauon is Kept at industrial pix for tele is on the up-aucers, as long as ine aeai Teacnea minimum.) United Aircraft has hftat with * half-hour tint docu-
is m no wav under the euild’s con- a 45_minute nic on the historv of

Deat
I
W

,
a
;
naIt h®uf ,

un
i!

I; ao
1
Xua 40-minute pic on tne nistory 01 mentary Just completed for Na-

aviation that has already played tional Steel, another on the way

and usually- containing little or no RKO Pathe is about to step into

filmed Commercials. Firm has been

Some of the properties soon to experimenting over the past sev-

be on the tv block are a series of eral months with color stock—A ns-

Groucho Marx and Arthur-Godfrey turer budgeting,
right at the top of the ratings _____
week after week.

“You wear out your welcome
only if your standard goes down,
not because it’s a situation com-
edy.. You can’t fool the public. The
public are not morons; 90% of the
time they’re correct." Don’t ever
underestimate the intelligence of
the audience,” he said.

'liming Comm’l Blurbs

Now a Big Agency Prod.;

Margarine,Sets Marjorii
is in no Way under the guild’s con-
tactual minimum on reruns.

Hollywood, March 16. viuyj* p«u:i was lruiea several nunarea scauons. raren- Trano Wai-ih Airiincc and ne-
Howard Connell and Frank March 1, 1952, and only now are theticallV, the aviation industry is «0tiaHnn« in the wnrks’with an-

Brandt, director of radio 8c tele telefilms made since then begin- one of the chief purveyors of in- -Li.,,- qt(api outfit In line with the
and radio and tv manager, respec- ning to hit the rerun elrcuit. The dustrial films. Union Pacific rail- ploandinF video activitv Alan
tively, of the Hewitt, Ogilvy, Ben- Guild’s commercial contract was way is reported distributing re- Hartman formerly with MVA Ziv

ikn 1 L
"F

’ nnnuinfl^ ttaa raiflll nn anmnin and Official Films, has joined Pathe

ff.?
1“1

.^AS2S?2
e,
Sf! as an account exec and assistant

SAG's vidpix pact was inked several hundred stations. Paren-

NBC-TV has wrapped up a
sponsor for the Mickey Rooney sit-

uation comedy vidpix series ar.d

the Coast last week to supervise
production of nine commercials for
Good Luck Margarine at the Gross^
Krasne lot. Blurbs, which will be
used on the “Big Town” series, fea-
ture Marjorie Lord and other
members of the vidpix cast.

Connell and Brandt are also hud-

video cycle. It’s understood that £ a^erTdneyGE is doing something on this Kr/m^r
8

A..J aI.a /m j n_i j • • _ i XUalllCli

it goes into the Saturday 8 to 8:30 dlmg with Marvin Young, head of
p.m. segment in the fall. Network tbe agency’s Coast office,

is keeping the client under wraps
pending finalization of pact.

Rooney series Is tabbed ai $35,000
a week. Sale of the show was Con-
tingent on the barikroller also buy-

j

ing the time jperiod, which is op-

!

posite CBS-TV’s Jackie Gleason,
one of the major factors which
held up latching on to a client.

order also, Old Gold ciggies has
a film out—and one which is re-
portedly widely sought—on the
American Indian. Esso is contin-
ually making documentary shorts
for its tv news program, “Esso Re-

wr-nfc rtnt m v i. j
porter.” For a true indication of

Jr co 'r’ ^
as made

„
8 the number of industrial properties

SNAPSHOTS TELEPIX

SETS O’SEAS UNIT
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,
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uy ofV toatore^iffo? re*>
programming on its “Early Show” are turning to the exDansive cata- out by Television Snapshots, N. Y.

and "Late Show” starting April 1 i0g published by the U of Iowa telepix outfit which up to now has

as
.
first-runs in Gotham. Of the DuMont for examnlp takimi been concentrating on commercials

total, 26 are from Hollywood" TV advantage’ of the great number of and industriails. Scheme involves

Naiaf Y^rlr Service, a subsid of Republic Pic- documentary vidpix made bv in- dispatching of a two-man Crew for
[New York tures. which made the product dat- dustry in a 19-week summer series overseas assignments for features

National Telefilm Associates Ing up' to 1949, The bther 32 ema- skedded to begin April 21 Robert fbr network shows, shooting of a
held up latching on to a client. moved to new Madison Ave. quar- nate from Telepictures, Inc., via E Ginna chairman of the Fler woman’s show plus industrial films

Present occupant of the Satur- ^ over the weekend . . Mike Official Films, and produced by trie Companies public infomation £or U. S. firms with overseas in-

day time is Spike Jones, whom S??®,
3

’ 1 ^ chl6£ of MPTV, Lippert from 1951 to 1953, witfi prograi^Ta^ “wTShow terests ‘

eve
e
r

St

thh^
d^ sponsonng - H«w- ^Yto ^he

5?™
1

°ft
,
hem yet even in the- Iw Americans benefit from modi! Babette Doniger, Snapshots

sint
V3Cate 4 16

Coast for exploitation and pub-
atrlca * r®lease

;
P£ve °T the Lippert ern wonders created by scientific prexy, has signed Dwight Godwin,

siot after the surnirier* 1 i_i» . P. films will £et lsunrhpH in Anrii nnri jnjiin^ui . .

j

• .. n » a«* a««al jUAftfAt*_nomprA*

terests.
is-sponsortog. How- fora tour of 8ve some of.them noT^ereiT iW too* fZ Zl Babette Doniger, Snapshot.
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summ
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r vacat® th® Coast for exploitation and
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LlPPe^ ern wonders created by scientific prexy, has signed Dwight Godwin,
summer.

licity huddles with local reps, on!?
S
4i!I
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K
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et launcbed in April and industrial advances in tliis^ex-March Of Time director-camera-

I
Back early in April ... Buster

and /*ie ba,ance will be shown country.” man, to head the overseas unit.

Palooka’s 26 Markets
Sales on Guild Films’ “Joe Pa-

Back • earlv in Anrii a oaiance will be shown
Crabbe off to Morocco’ for three

monthly. through the rest of this

looka’.’ series, which started off TFA. each pic every two months,"or six Peter Elgar Productions, N. Y. Far East. On straight newsreels,
slowly in January, are beginning Marl«we planed to the a year, re-runs being part of the industrial film and commercials team will work on assignments

I?, a
Pick up ’ with sales last week to r'5

>as
t:

la,?t we^k to resume filming guarantee to the distrib. It’s producer, is experiencing a sharp given snapshots by the nets. The
WABD, N. Y. and WXYZ-TV, De- Tt>A

he
-SUf

e
5. series, for figured that each film brings $3,* upbeat on the blurb side, with 58 woman’s show will be a composite

troit, putting the series in 26 ro ie °
(

00 to the supplier on the basis of spots scheduled for three clients —overseas crew will shoot person-
markets.

riet” ABC WdDic
ng

Winlk
sl sh°wings. This woultL average over the next few weeks, alized women’s footage, with a com*

Series last week underwent one so i(i its “Madison* Sa Garfipn” tn
per exposure, but the fees Schedule. Includes 39 Sterling parison of the foreign woman to

cast change, when Luis Van Rooten the Industrial National Bank of
ran6e from $200 to $1,000. At the Drug blurbs for Daneer-Fitzgerald- the* America femme. Series, which

was signed to replace Sid Tomack Providence, the 51st market the
3G ra£e * tbe station lays out about Sample; 15 spots for Cavalier cig- will be incorporated Into existing

as Knobby Walsh. Tomack had. to series is appearing in . Wynn $F75»000 for the 58 features, many gies via Wm. Esty and four Oxydol women’s shows or will be syndi-
how out because of other commit- Nathan. UTP general ' sales man- of which are exploitable on their spots for Procter 8c Gamble via cafed, is titled “Woman to Worn-
ments * ager, back to the Coast star casts.

4 ^ i p-F-S. . : , . l
*n.” Shooting will be in color.

months of filming "Captain Gal-
lant of the Foreign Legion” for

year and all of 1955.
|

Flagship of the €BS^eleneL»ns“
each pic every two months,"or six

Elgar’s Blurb Upbeat

man, to head the overseas unit,

which will depart for Spain at the

end of this month. Tour will take

in Portugal, Africa, the Near and

Far East. On straight newsreels.
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DR. CERALD WENDT,
narrator ofJUNIOR SCIENCE,
is ChiefofScience Education for
UNESCO. He u‘<ij formerly
Science Editor of TIME and
SCIENCE ILLUSTRATED,

head of the N. Y. Userid's Fair
science exhibits and Dean of
Penn Slate's Chemistry and
Physics College, as well qs a
noted military, and industrial

consultant.

You ve got to see and hear JUNIOR SCIENCE to truly

appreciate its scope and wonder! Ready for immediate

airing . ..with 89 fifteen-minute, custom made films!

JUNIOR SCIENCE is a public relations "natural” that is
<

bound to get enthusiastic parent, school and community

approval! And it has a potent merchandising potential

via self-liquidating premiums!

SYMBpATlM CORPffATlOH

655 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 21,N.Y.

plMf pric#—
write, wire or phono

NERO IAFFE
655 Madison Ave.

New York 21, N. V.

TEmpteton 8-2000

2211 Woodward Ave.

Detroit 1, Michigan

WOodward 1-2560

JACK McGUIRE
155 L Ohio St
Chicago 11, Illinois

WHitehall 3-2600

MAURIE GRESHAM
9100 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles 46, Calif.

CRestview 1-6101

GORDON WIGGIN
216 TremonLStreet

Boston 16, Mass.

HAncock 6-C897

ALEX METCALFE
MPTV (Canada) Ltd.

277 Victoria Street

Toronto, Canada

EMpira 8-8621

ED HEWITT
625 Market Street

San Francisco 5, Calif.

DOuglas 2-1387

BRUCE COLLIER
3109 Routh Strict

Dallas 4, Tavat
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

Nat (King) Col?: “Alone Too
Long”-“It Happens To Me” (Capi-
tol). Nat (King) Cole’s sincere styl-

ing Is aptly suited the rich raeto-

die line and warm lyric idea of
“Alone Too Long.” Song, from the
upcoming Broadway legitune, “By
The Beautiful Sea,” is due for a
top bracket slotting via this slice.

Reverse is a solid Tin Pan Alley
entry which Cole gives a slick and
appealing workover. '

Teresa Brewer; “Jilted”-“Le
Grand Tour De L’Amour” (Coral).
“Jilted” is in the same driving'
groove as Teresa Brewer’s cllcko
“Ricochet” and it should get 'the

same top-play treatment. It's gear-
ed for the juves, jukes and jocks.
A natural on all levels. Bottom
slice is a novel entry that should
pick up solid spina along the way.
Kay Starr: “The Man Upstairs”-

Seven Year Itch,” didn’t get very
far last year as “The Girl Without
A Name.” Now that Eddie Brack-
en, who's appearing in the Chicago
version of the play, has written
a new lyric and. taken on the
warbling assignment, it's chances
for a big play are still slim. It’s

still a standout tune and Bracken
handles the ‘lyric appealingly in

his limited.crooning.Atyle, He. gets

a nice assist from warbler Barbara
Cooke, Bracken does a fair job on
“September Song.”

Julius LaRosa: “Have A Heart”-
“When You’re In. Love” (Cadence).
The jaunty beat of “Have A Heart”
should get Julius LaRosa strong
spinning time on jock and juke
levels. It's an excellently produced
slice and the double tracking tech-
nique is worked to good effect.

LaRosa gets a nice romantic feel-

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets
NAT (KING) COLE . ...................... ALONE TOO LONG

(Capitol) .... ...................... It Happened To Me
TERESA BREWER . . . JILTED

(Coral) .La Grand Tour De L'Amour.

KAY STARR THE MAN UPSTAIRS
(Capitol ) . . . v ..If You Love Me

“If You Love Me” (Capitol). Give
Kay Starr a bouncy beat and a
good lyric and shell come up with
a biscuit that’s earmarked for the
hit lists. “Man Upstairs” fits the
bill and it's surefire for all spin-
ning outlets. “If You Love Me”
is a dramatic piece which Miss
Star belts for okay effect.
Lou Monte: “Won’t You Forgive

Me”-“Somewhere (There Is Some-
one)” (Victor). Although the
chances for this coupling to take
off like Lou Monte’s previous cut.
“Darktown Strutter’s Ball,” are
slim, it’s still a good shellac effort
that rates attention. Monte has a
neat piping style and treats “Won’t
You Forgive Me,” an above aver*
age ballad, appealingly. He gets
a pleasant lilting quality into
“Somewhere” which gives it a good
spinning potential.

Georgia Gibbs: “I’ll Always Be
Happy With You”-“My Sin” (Mer-
cury). The warm ballad styling of
Georgia Gibbs gets a standout
showcasing on “I’ll Always Be
Happy With You.” Thrush’s fans
will take to this one in a big way,
and it could step out for. a big
payoff. Miss Gibbs makes “My
Sin” a fair spinning bet.
Bob Trow Quartet: “Soft Squeeze

Baby”-“I Went Along For The
Ride” (Zodiac). The catchy “Soft
Squeeze Baby,” Which Arthur God-
frey kicked off on the Columbia
label, is given a novelty backing
here that should give it a strong
juke potential. The interpolated
dialog borders on the blue which
may get it into trouble with the
networks. “I Went Along For The
Ride” is a routine item that won’t
get far.
Eddie Bracken: “That Girl”-“Sep-

tember Song” (Chance). The theme
music from the legit comedy, “The

1

ing into “When You’re In Love,”
It. too, rates spins.

Joe (Fingers) Carr: “Until Son-
rise”-“Humoresque” (Capitol). Joe
(Fingers) Carr’s “Until Sunrise”
is the kind of slice that . can
build slowly into a hit bracket
item. It’s a highly melodic piece
and Carr’s tasteful keyboarding
brings out its full potential. The
vocalizing by The Carr-Hops is an
important plus. On the reverse,
Carr takes “Humoresque” for a
catchy ragtime ride.

Homer & Jethro: “Crazy Mixed
Up Song”-“That Tired Run Down
Feeling” (Victor)^ One of the
brightest novelties' of the current
wax season, “Crazy Mixed Up
Song,” gets a sharp workover by
Homer & Jethro. Slice has a big
spinning potential in all fields. Re-
verse is in the hillbilly groove with
limited appeal.

Dorothy Collins: “Mountain
High-Valley Low”-“Crazy Rhythm”
(Audivox). Dorothy Collins' cut of
“Mountain High-Valley Low”
makes most of the sound-gimmick
techniques seem like child’s play..
On this one, Miss Collins' voice
takes on a choir effect and she
warbles with proper reverence. It’s

an effective technique and should
win spinning response. The tune,
an oldie from the legituner, “Lute
Song,” is a knockout. Miss Collins
changes pace on the- reverse for
a vibrant workover of “Crazy
Rhythm.”
Connee Boswell: “The Philadel-

phia Waltz’V’Call Me Darling”
(Decca). You can count on Connee
Boswell to turn out consistently
good wax. This coupling is no ex-
ception. She’s got shellac savvy
and knows how to belt a lyric with
meaning/ Both sides"rate top atten-

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

7. OH, MY PAPA (13)

Second Group

HEART OF MY HEART
FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE

. Jo Stafford . Columbia

. Dojis Day . Columbia

. Frank Sinatra . . . Capitol

. Patti Page . .Mercury
Perry Como . .... Victor

. Four Knights ....... . . . Capitol

. Eddie Fisher .... Victor

, Dean Martin . . . Capitol

. HiUtoppers ......... Dot
Georgie Shaw .... Decca

. Tony Martin .... Victor

. Four Aces Decca
. Gay'ords ..Mercury

DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL
NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT
TILL THEN

!

SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL
MELANCHOLY me
CHANGING PARTNERS \ !

BELL BOTTOM BLUES
JONES BOY ;

.

ANSWER ME, MY LOVE ......... ......................
LOVIN’ SPREE

1

STRANGER IN PARADISE
.

.

rFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song

Eartha Kitt Victor

Lou Monte ............ Vidor
Tony Bennett Columbia
HiUtoppers ... Dot
Georgia Gibbs . .

,

..... Mercury
F,d:ly Howard . .

.

Patti Page ... . . .Mercury
1'

• ca Brewer ..

MVls Bros. ......

,

Nat (King) Cole . . . Capitol
Eartha Kitt ......

Tony Bennett . . .

.

. . . Columbia

Lalo: Symphonic Espagnole ft

Kerngpld: Concerto In D (RCA
Victor; $5.45). Two interestingly
contrasted works, superbly played
by Jascha Heifetz, with fine orch
support. The Lalo is refined, warm,
yet not schmaltzy as with other
fiddlers. The Korhgold, modern in

vein though romantic in idiom; is

a somewhat ungrateful score, some,
times difficult to play (and to take).

Prokofiev Album- (Angel; $4.95).
fianist Samson Francois in accom-
plished readings of a frisky piece,
the Toccota in D Minor; Visions
Fugitives, with its delicate, charm-
ing flavor, and the Concerto No. 3
in C, Opus 26. Last-named,
played with the Paris Conserva-
tory, is vigorous and modern in
style, with sonie lovely lyric pas-
sages to offset.

Strains: Symphony for Wind In-
strument! In E Flat (M-G-M; $4.85).
Quite conventional music for
Strauss and not too inspired a com-
position, but very well rendered
by Izler Solomon and M-G-M orch.
Massenet: Werther (Cetra, 3 LP,

$17J$3). Effective, dramatic per-
formance of the opera by an

and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

133d Conascutivs Wssk, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monioa, Calif,

Exclusively on Coral Records
DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL

and
I LOVE YOU

With Jimmy Wakely

tiori, but “Philadelphia Waltz” has
more pop appeal.

!
Album Review

George< Feyer: “Echoes of
Broadway” (Vox). Pianist George
Feyer has followed up his success-
ful “Echoes of Paris,” “Echoes of
Vienna” and “Echoes of Italy”

with this inevitable album, in a
graceful, appealing parade of
Broadway show tunes and pop hits

of the past few decades. They’re
a nice choice of the better tunes,
skillfully played, with an incisive

keyboard beat, in neat arrange-
ments that aren't over-arranged,
and with the melody always upper-
most. Expressive album makes an
excellent cocktail hour of relaxing
music*

Latino Vocalists On

North-Sooth Shuttle

Italian cast and orch, with soms
fine, artistic singing on Pia Tassi.
nari’s part as Charlotte. Ferruccio
Tagliavini, as Werther, has good
lyric quality and style for the most
part, though he pushes too hard
at times.
Beethoven: Quintet in e Fia*

Op. 16 & Mozart: Quintet in E Flat*
K. 452 (Columbia; $5.95). The two
infrequently-heard wind quintets
in E Flat form an interesting com,
bination here, masterfully played
by pianist Rudolf Serkin and Phila-
delphia Wind Quintet members.

Overtures From the Opera
(Capitol; $5.95). Some unfamiliar
ar, well as familiar Rossini and
Verdi here, all tastefully per-
formed by the Radio Italiana Sym.
phony, and well worth having.
Jones: Die Geisha ft Benatzky;

White Horse Inn (London; $2.95).
Selections from two oldstyle op-
erettas make a charming, light-
hearted album in this Berlin Munv
Opera job. “Geisha,” British musi-
cal of vintage 1896, had vocals in
German, and is gently nostalgic.
“Inn,” better known, offers engag-
ing marches, waltzes, etc. Bron.

A number of recording artists

for Seeco, Latino label, are keep-
ing busy bicycling between the
U.S. and South America. For the
second straight year, Machito &
His Afro Cubans have taken off for
Caracas, Venezuela, to

.
appear

there during the annual Mardi
Gras. The band left for Caracas a
short while ago and while there
will do some radio shots. A short
Latin American tour will also orig-

inate from Caracas. Orch will re-
main in Caracas for about a month
and then may move to Puerto Rico,
which will mark Machito’s first ap-
pearance there. Vocalist Bobby
Campo returned to Puerto Rico
recently after a two-week stay in

!

New York, during which time he

!

filled an engagement at the Puerto
Rican theatre.

Vincentico Valdes, another See-
co artist, returned to the U. S„
last week after a month’s stay in

Havana where he did some radio
and tv work and also Cut some
sides for Seeco with the Sonora
Mantancera orch.

The top $0 tongs of week (more in case of ties), bated on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index 'it Audience Trend Index

.

Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Director, alphabetically listed. '

Survey Week of March 5-11, 1954
A Dime And A Dollar—t"Red Garters” . . . Famous
Answer Me My Love ... Bourne
Baubles Bangles And Beads—+‘‘Kismet” .......... Frank
Bell Bottom Blues $hapiro-B
Bimbo Fairway
Changing Partners Porgie
Cross Over The Bridge- .............w . Valando
Darktown Strutters' Ball Feist
From The Vine Came The Grape Randy-S
Granada — Southern
Heart Of My Heart ......Robbins
I Get So Lonely . Melrose
Jones Boy Pincus
Lost In Loveliness—*“Girl In Pink Tights” Chappell
Make Love To Me Melr&e
Man With The Banjo ....................... t ..

.

Mellin
Marie Berlin
My Heart Won’t Say Goodbye-*“Girl In Pink fights” . ChappellMy Restless Lover . J. . . , Chappell

e
h
i?
I
nif

ai>a ' • • ? • Shapiro-B
Sadie Thompson’s Song—t“Miss Sadie Thompson”. . Mills
Secret Love^—f“Calamity Jane” Remick
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell . ! . Morris
Stranger In Paradise—-“Kismet” FrankIPL A A lifMI •' • »
That’s. Amore—t“The Caddy” Paramount
J'hft’s What A Rainy Day Is For—t“Easy To Love” Robbins
Till Then Pickwick
Wanted . Witmark
Woman (Man) , Studio
Young At Heart .Sunbeam

Second Group
A Girl A Girl
Am I In Love !!!!!!!!!'!!
Amor

!

And This Is My Beloved—“Kismet” ! ! . . ]

Anema E Core— 1 “Three Coins In The Fountain” ;

!

Angela Mia
Breeze And I [ ] .!!!.!!.*

.

Brother John !!..!.*.!
Doggone It Baby I’m In Love ! . . . !

!

.*.!.!! *, ’.

! . ! ! j

Dream Dream Dream
Ebb Tide . ’.’’‘.“W*
Gee
Have A Heart "
I Speak To The Stars—t“Lucky Me” !.*!.*.”*!

I Went Out Of My Way ] . ] 1

1

I’ll Hate Myself In The Morning
Lovin’ Spree

] !

!

Melancholy Me
Pine Tree Pine Over Me

‘ ‘

south
Tennessee Whistling Man
Till We Two Are One '

Until Sunrise *

* ••••••

Valando
Miller
Southern
Frank
Leeds
Chappell
Marks
Darnelle
H & R
Feist
Robbins
Morris
Arcot
Witmark
Lowell
Crawford
Joy
Sheldon
Miller
Peer
Studio
Shapiro-B
Leeds

Top 20 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)

v
A Valando

Anema E Core
, Leeds

Answer Me My Love *
’ ‘ *

Bourne
Changing Partners Porgie
Heart Of My Heart .Robbins
Here

t H & R
I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me !!!’. Mills
I Love Paris Chappell
Ida Sweet As Apple Cider Marks
Istanbul

;

. . . .... .

.

Alamo
Little Things Mean A Lot Feist

rvu ^i4/r
‘L<^e

r^°'^e * Melrose*
9*1 My Papa .. Shapiro-B
Ricochet Sheldon
Secret Love Remick
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell !

*

*

.* Morris
Song From Moulin Rouge Broadcast
Stranger In Paradise

. Frank
That’s Amore paramount
wanted .

. Witmark
Young At Heart ........ Sunbeam

has been in the Top 101
t Filmusical. Legit musical.
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Irvine Berlin ll another, like;

Trank Lesser, wh^tods hhmelt

too complicated byHoB^oodtUm
jpais to sign the new ASCAP
So’ waivers when it comes to

kinescope rights. It is known that

SH-as among the first to en-

thusiastically go along with the

Society’s new tv pact, and prexy

Stanley Adams of the American

Society of Composers, Authors &
publishers made it * point, In a

sneech before the ASCAP board,

to laud Berlin because &e is one

of the few writer-publisher mem-

bers of the organization.

But Berlin feels that tv presents

a “grand right” potential of many
complications. “For example, in

recent years many a songwriter

has been ‘saluted* on the radio, and

this type of show has included

myself as you can Imagine, and

then followed ‘and-then-he-wrote’

etc Sometimes these .‘salutes* are

kinda embarrassing,’* Berlin con-

tinues, “but it’s all right—they’re

just heard on the air, and that is

that.”

But with the visualization of the

plugs, that’s a more potent value,

and Berlin conceives how a possi-

ble biopic deal for this or ,that

songwriter’s career, past or in fu-

ture, might well be infringed upon.

And unwittingly, because the plug

is well-intentioned of course. But

it’s conceivable that a Rodgers &
Hart salute might infringe on a

Metro biopic already made; or Cole

Porter’s “Night and Day’* which
WB produced, just as that studio

already has produced “I’ll See You
In My Dreams” (Gu? Kahn biog),

"Rhapsody In Blue” (George
Gershwin), and there are others.

When Berlin makes package
deals with Paramount, Metro and
20th-Fox, he is circumspect in ced-

ing them the rights to his old

songs for a term of years, and it

is conceivable that a kinescope of

a tv program—being made on film

—could bg interpreted as a cellu-

loid rights’ infringement.
(As Frank Loesser’s attorney has

argued, it is one thing to'police the

(Continued on page 48)

Artie Shaw Shuffles

Bell Label Because

Of Dorsey Tavoritism’
Pact between Artie Shaw and

the lowprice Bell Records wound
up last week after a hassle between
the orchster and the diskery over
promotion and waxing assignments.
Split was forced by Shaw who con-
tended that Bell was brushing him
off and giving priority treatment
to the Dorsey Bros. orch.
Shaw brought his claim before

the American Federation of Musi-
cians but the union held that he
had no action against the label.
Bell and Shaw mutually agreed to
terminate the pact which was set
a couple of months ago. It was
skedded to run three years. Shaw
has released two platters under
the Bell tag. He waxed with his
Gramercy Five.

Ed Sullivan Preps 2d

Disk Salute on Toast’
Ed Sullivan is prepping another

•alute to the record industry for
his "Toast of the Town” GBS-TV
show. Sullivan’s last tribute to the
record biz was showcased in Febru.
aiy last year.
Although artists and date have

rot yet been set, Sullivan and Dick
Linke, Capitol Records promotion
Manager who is acting as liaison

a
the- .Record Industry Assn. Of

America
. started the ball rolling

a.nieet Monday (15). Meantime,
wuiuyan has readied a two-part
*aiute to the American Society of

rmP° S(?rs, Authors & Publishers
for May 2-9.

Cigar Jingle Into Pop
j
0re lesser Music has

rights to the tv cigar

i £ e,
(
Muriel,” for7 publication as

pj}
p

-v
n« 0riglnally written by

lJpn J- Keveson, the jingle has

Ai u
a
5apted to -the pop idiom by

pKma
? and Ralph Freed.

QuirpH
ht
w lu

“Muri^l“ were ac-

nen & w y Pnbbery from Len-
lo” p New York ad agency

Puny
ix,nRard. tobacco com-

Columbia U. Anni Tune
In celebration of the 200th anni-

versary of Columbia U., the univer-
sity orchestra commissioned Henry
Brant to compose a work which
would reflect musically Columbia’s
bicentennial theme, “Man’s Right
to Knowledge and the Free Use
Thereof.”
The new work will be performed

by the orch at its spring concert
in McMillin Theatre, N.Y., April 3.

Fed. Court Rules

Pre-1909 Tunes

Status of tunes written prior to
the Copyright Act of 1909 was
thrown into doubt last week as a<
result of Justice Sidney Sugar-
man’s precedental decision in
the £. B. Marks Music suit against
Remington Records on “In the
Good Old Summer Time.” Justice
Sugarman, oL the N. Y. Federal
Court, held’ that a renewal does
not constitute a new copyright and
therefore the pre-1909 tune is in
public domain and not entitled to
mechanical reproduction royalties.

Many publishers are viewing the
ruling with alarm since many valu-
able songs, still within the 56-year
Copyright Act term, fall into the
pre-1909 status. Heretofore, the
publishers and the record com-
panies have avoided testing the
legality of mechanical royalty pay-
ments on pre-1909 copyrights. The
pubs have claimed that a renewal
is a new copyright and the disk-
eries have agreed to pay the
royalty coin.

Problem of the status of pre-
1909 tunes almost reached the
courts a couple of years ago when
Capitol Records decided not to pay
royalties on its Les Paul-Mary
Ford waxing of “In the Good Old
Summer Time." Diskery, however,
failed to follow through and agreed
to pay Marks the regular royalty
rate.

“Summer Time” was copyrighted
originally in 1902 by Howley,
Haviland & Dresser. The tune
was later transferred to Marks,
who got the renewal copyright in

1930. Tune was penned by Ren
Shields and George Evans.

Julian T. Abeles, attorney for

Marks, plans to appeal Justice

Sugarmaii’s decision.

JACK ROBBINS WRAPS

RENEWALS ON 4 TUNES
Jack Robbins, head of J. J. Rob-

bins & Sons, wrapped up the copy-

right renewals on four important

copyrights in the Words & Music
catalog which he owns jointly with

Cork O’Keefe. Tunes are “It Isn’t

Fair,” “Dream A Little Dream of

Me,” “We Just Couldn’t Say Good-
bye” and “Gypsy In My Soul.”

Robbins, meantime, is involved

in deals for “Happy Dollars,“ a

new musical by William Friml,

Rudolf . Friml’s son, and John La-

touche, and “Ankles Away,” by

Eddie Davis and Guy Bolton.

Morrow Band Bookings

Advance bookings being -lined

up for the Buddy Morrow orch in-

dicate that the band is heading for

a peak year, topping the 1953 take

by 75%. Orch started rolling in

’52 but biz began pyramidirffe the

following year on the heels of sev-

eral disclicks via RCA Victor.

College dates loom as the most

important factor in Morrow’s

upped take. Band is swinging

around the country picking up

campus bookings at hefty figures.

Orch had been sticking to the mid-

west territory for the past couple

of months but the booking setup

now will bring Morrow into the

west and northwest this month

and April and the south in May.

Orch then swings into the eastern

territory for the summer.

Lloyd'V*. Decca Suit
N, Y. Supreme Court Justice

Morns Eder reserved decision
Monday (15) on' the petition of
George L, Lloyd, dissident
Decca stockholder, to void his
ouster from the dtskery’s
board Feb. }1, Lloyd, mean-
time, is setting up his slate
of alternate Decca board mem-
bers in preparation for the
showdown proxy fight at the
annual- stockholders’ - meeting
in N. Y. April 13.
‘ Report in last week’s
Variety that both Bing Crosby
and Fred Waring were sup-
porting Lloyd were denied in
statements from both artists.
Crosby said: “I am hot a stock-
holder, and as I consider my-
self an employee of Decca, I

have not in any way author-
ized the use of my name by, or
given support to, any opposing
factions.” [Everett Crosby,
Bing’s brother and usually his
spokesman, still persists in
statements, “I’m With Lloyd”].
Waring said he is not a Decca
stockholder and had not au-
thorized anyone to state that
he supports an opposing fac-
tion.

Decca s Hove Into Universal

Board Chairman
Sydney M. Kaye, vice-chairman

of the board for* Broadcast Music,
Inc., and its chief eounsel, will
move up as board chairman March
31. He will replace Justin Miller,
who resigned in January as chair-
man of the National Assn, of Radio-
Television Broadcasters and now
plans to retire on the Coast. Carl
Haverlin continues as BMI prexy.

Industry officials are tendering
Miller a farewell dinner in Wash-
ington, D. C. t March 31.

Miller’s Beneke Buildup
Impact of the filmusical “The

Glenn Miller Story” on terpatron
tastes is probably best shown by
the “request” book at the Holly-
wood Palladium.

During the entire year 1953,
only six customers listed Tex
Beneke as one of the bands they’d
like to hear during the year. Since
the first of the year — and the re-
lease of the Miller biopic—Bene-
ke’s name has been listed 93 times,

fin Pan’s ‘Colossal lies’

Fading With Oldtime

Songploggers—BMEte
New Orleans, March 16.

The disappearance of the old-

time songpluggers also removed
from Tin Pan Alley’s scene "glam-
orous stories and colossal lies about
songs,” Russell Sanjek, director of
special projects for Broadcast Mu-
sic, Inc., told a BMI program clinic

held in conjunction with the spring
meeting of the Louisiana Broad-
casters’ Assn, here Thursday (ll),

Today for a song to become a
hit—and there are never more than
65 smash tunes in one year—it has
to sell about 500,000 disks and 150,-

000 pieces of sheet mUsic, Sanjek
said.

Sanjek said that about 70%
of today’s record sales are pop mu-
sic with many bought by teen-agers.

"The record companies are con-
stantly in need of new stars and
the demand for talent is now great-

er than ever before,” he added.
Al Marlin, field rep of BMI, of

Topeka, Kans., who presided, intro-

duced the other speakers: R. C.

Embry, veep of WITH, Baltimore;
Dierrell Hamm, manager, KANE,
New Iberia, La.; Dick Campbell,
program director, WDVA, Danville,
Va.; Marie O'Meara, time buyer,
Fitzgerald Advertising Agency,
New Orleans, and Wayne Phelps,
owner-manager, KALG, Alamogor-
da, N. M.

Jukebox Fight
Chicago, March 16.

Alternate proposals on how the
jukebox operators can best buck
attempts to license the coin ma-
chines for music performances are
due for additional study, following
adjournment of the Music Opera-
tors of America conclave in Chi-
cago last week. The question of
the pending McCarran bill to with-
draw the present licensing exemp-
tion from coin machines in the
Copyright Act W’as a key point on
the agenda.

At the present time, most of the
juke operators are leaning towards
the proposal to set up their own
licensing organization as against
organizing^ their own publishing
company. Barney Young, Life
Music owner, advocated the licens.
ing setup, while Larry Spier pro-
posed that the juke ops set up both
ASCAP and BMI firms. Another
speaker at the convention, Hans
Lengsfelder, an ASCAP writer,
urged that the ops come to terms
with the existing licensing socie-
ties. His reception w’as not sym-
pathetic.

Under Young’s plan, the coin
machine industry would set up a
new performance rights society.
National Juke Box Music, Inc., in
the same way that the broadcasters
set up Broadcast Music, Inc., in
the fight against the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers. NJBMI would publish
and license works by non-ASCAP
and BMI writers and would at-

tempt to get records through nor-
mal channels. Young claims that
with juke performances assured,
the diskeries would be eager to
cut such tunes.

Spier advocated formation of
ASCAP and BMI publishing firms
by the juke ops under his manage-
ment Under such a setup, some
of the performance coin shelled
out to the existing societies would
be channelled back to the opera-
tors.

Decca Records* move to diver-
sify its show biz operations vis in-
vesting in a controlling interest in
Universal Pictures, paid off last

year with a net profit of $1,862,-

266, including for the first time in-

come from its interest in the un-
distributed earnings of Universal
Decca’s net, without inclusion oi

the undistributed earnings of the

picture company, reached $1,240,*

438. . This compares with the pro
vious year’s take of $933,265.

The rise in Decca’s net can bn
directly attributed ’to its 67% in-

terest in Universal, since income
from the diskery alone was ap-

proximately equal to that of 7 the
previous year. Last year, Decca
disks netted $1,109,006 before
taxes, as compared with the 1952
met of $1,195,413. Net sales fell-

slightly from $18,231,134 to $17,-

990,176 in 1953.

Milton R. Rackmil, prexy of
both Decca and Universal Pictures,
reported to stockholders that U’l
earnings for the first quarter of
the current fiscal year are at «

considerably higher level than ii

the previous year. In addition, U
will get a substantial benefit re-

sulting from expiration of the ex-

cess profits tax.

'Miller Story*
Rackmil accented the benefit!

of Decca’s tieup with Universal ii

pointing , to the diskery’s sound
track album from tbe U pic, “Thi
Glenn Miller Story,” which went
over the 150,000 marker in the
first six weeks. “Similar opportu-
nities for reciprocal promotion,’
he said, “lie in the fact that talent
may be more easily obtained and
more profitably employed in tbs
operations of either division, and
potentially, in television.”
Rackmil pointed out that in face

of the increased number of Decei
shares outstanding, earnings pel
share in 1953 Were larger than ix

1952. In 1952, tbe company earned
(Continued on page 48)

GARNER INTO LONGHAIR

FIELD FOR CONCERTS
Errol! Garner is the latest jazz-

man to join the concert field via

an exclusive deal with Giesen &
Boomer agency. The pianist will

make a swing of the longhair con-

cert halls during the 1954-55 sea-

son.

Garner is currently appearing

at the Embers, N. Y. nitery, and
is skedded for a European concert

tour this summer.

Burns Joins Herman
Ralph Burns has been added to

Woody Herman orch for its upcom-

ing European tour. Burns will han-

dle the piano solos, while Nat

Pierce will continue to held down
the keyboard spot for the rhythm
section.

Orch takes off for Oslo April 1.

Yma Sumac Grosses

88G in 35 Concerts
Yma Sumac’s concert tour

wound a 35-date trek last week,
pulling in more than $88,000 for
its share of the take.

Kenneth -Allen, who books the
concert, currently is prepping an
extended tour for the 1954-55 sear
son. Miss Sumac will tour for
19 weeks beginning Oct. Id and
running through March 15 with a
three-and-a-half wek layoff over
the Christmas-New Year’s holidays.
Miss Sumac will follow the regu-
lar tour with guest soloist stints

with svmphonV orchestras.

Capitol More Into R&B
Limited to Pop Field;

Prep New Jazz Seriei
Capitol Records is stepping inta

the rhythm & blues groove
Diskery, which has been the onlj
major label to give the r&b stylo
the brusboff, is limiting Its move-
in, however, to the pop market.

According to diskery brass, the
r&b sound has made such inroadt
in the pop field during the past
couple of years, that Cap bat
finally decided to hop on the band-
wagon. No plans have yet beer
made to earmark the new slicei
for the r&b market.
Cap will kick off its r&b push

with etchings by Big Dave (Davo
Cavanaugh). Cavanaugh, inciden-
tally, is currently prowling r&b
artists on the Coast for label's up-
coming release schedule.
Cap also is prepping a big jazz

push for April. Diskery is issuing
nine longplay albums of such top
jazz names as Benny Goodman,
Billy Butterfield, Lenny Tristano,
Duke Ellington and the late Stan
Hasselgard. The LP packages will
be ah addition to Cap's "Classics
In Jazz” series. The diskery’s pro-
motional guns will be focuse

'

this series during the ^nonth.

McCLUSKEY EXITS

RCA FOR OWN FIRM
Bob McCluskey, sales manager

for RCA Victor’s country & west-J
5
J

ern department. exited the eom>moUo“al *uns wl" ** focus<!<) °n

pany this week to set up his own
management and promotion firm.

McCluskey joined Victor three
years ago as pop promotion mana-
ger and shortly after moved into
the hillbilly department under
Steve Sholes.
Replacement for McCluskey has

not yet been set, but in the mean-
time Victor is adding three field

men to cover the folk market.

Victor Shifts Lewis

Hollywood; March 16.

RCA Victor is shifting Jack
Lewis east this week to join the
expanded artists and repertoire de-
partment under Joe Carlton. Hell
work with Bill Zeilung in the jazz
aftd pop album field, concentrating
largely on the jazz stuff.

For the last year, Lewis has been
a rhythm and blues man in the
plattery’s coast a&r department.

Merc Buys Indie Side
Chicago, March 16.

Mercury Records purchased the
master of Lola Dee’s “Padre” from
the indie Wing label at close of
last week’s Music Operator of
America conclave, where the disk
created a measure of interest.

Tune was penned by Chicagoans
Al Trace and Dave Bohme. Trace
had previously written "Bake a

Cake.” "Padre” was published in

Chi hv Bud Brandon.
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Birdand’s "Brave, New Jazz' Policy

By HEftM SCHOENFELD

BlrtJlSrtd, ^roadway’s jlve-ln

haven for. hipsters, is rounding out

its fifth year of operation this

spring under the same policy and
management. For any Jazz spot,

that’s a long time; for a cool jazz

spot, which Birdland Is, it's sdme-
thing of a record. ,

While other bop and hot jazz

spots have tried to cut into the

jazz trade, only, to fold, Birdland
has been the sole New York club

to find a payoff formula in pro-

gressive music. The Royal Boost
disappeared from the Main Stem
shortly after the war. followed by
the much publicized Bop City

nitery after the launching of Bird-

land.
1

In the last year, the Band
Box, directly abutting Birdland,

was forced to jettison its competi-
tive jazz program for a pitch to

the mambo trade. Currently, the

new Basin Street club right oft

Broadway appears to be clicking as

a showcase for top name Dixieland
and swing bands.

Birdland, however, has been a

consistent crusader for modern
jazz under its various cognomens of

bop, cool and progressive music
While the spot’s owners, Ralph
Watkins and Morris Levy (who
are also tied into the Basin Street

and eastside Embers niteries), oc-

casionally book popular names
such as Sarah Vaughan and Billy

Eckstlne, the Birdland rep has
been mainly established as a baili-

wick for experimental jazzmen
and their cognoscenti fans.

On the Coast, there are numer-
ous clubs in Los Angeles and San
Francisco for the cool school, but
in N. Y., Birdland is the Only place

where such names as Lester Young,
Charlie Parker, George Shearing,
Terry Gibbs, Buddy DeFranco,
Dizzy Gillespie and similar jazz-

men can play regularly.

Skirts Pitfalls

Under Oscar Goodstein’s man-
* agement, spot has skirted some
typical jazz spot pitfalls and the
club has gained a corollary rep for

being straight and clean. So much
so, that Birdland has been an extra-

curricular classroom for several
college jazz courses, including that
of Dr. Marshall Stearns of New York
U. For the younger set, it has a
bleacher section with a $1 admis-
sion tag and without any pressure
from the waiters to buy extras.

Via a tieup with the U. S. Navy,
the Birdland shows are regularly
put on tap for rebroadcast over
shipboard sound systems under the
series title of “Concerts in Minia-
ture,” a cuffo package show run by
a sailor, Bob Rogers. Impact of

these naval concerts has been felt

at Birdland’s b.o. by,, the regular
patronage of armed service per-
sonnel who have become jazz fans.

Typical of Birdland’s show is the
current

.
package with Dave Bru-

beck’s quartet and the Slim Gail-

lard quintet. Although hardly
known outside of jazz circles, Bru-
beck is currently heading the
best modern jazz combo in the
busine&s. Via the brilliance of
Paul Desmond's alto improvi-
sations and Brubeck’s solid jazz

keyboard technique, this young
group has already made a perma-
nent imprint on the jazz .scene.
Both Columbia Records and RCA
Victor have been dickering for this

group, but Brubeck has commit
ments to the indie Coast label,

Fantasy Records.
Gaillard is a regular at this spot

and registers more as a comic than
a musician. His trademarked
doubletalking and his mannerisms
on the guitar are okay for a change
of pace. Gaillard, however, is also
an expert musician on several in
struments when he wants to play
but that, unfortunately, is rarely
ever.

Tiffany Builds. Roster

With Scott, Cheniey
Chicago, March 16.

Guy Cherney and Pat Scott are
dated for recording sessions next
week on Tiffany label, each slated

for four sides. Orchs and Jacques
Belasco and Joseph Gallicchio will

cut the backing, and the disks are
pegged for release in early April.

Diskery is hitting foreign mar-
ket via Polygon Records of Lon-
don.

Vallee Settles Govt. Tax

Corp. Claim for $31,675
Washington, March 16.

An income tax claim of $72,399
was compromised by Rudy Vallee
for $31,675. the Bureau of Internal
Revenue disclosed last week. Claim
represented taxes and interest, on
the Rudy Vallee Orchestra Units
Corp.

Corporation was inactivated in

1944. when the crooner-bandleader
entered the armed forces. Claim
was for the years 1941-42-43.

Count Basie Overseas

For 1st Concert Trek

Count Basie orch teed off a Eu-

ropean tour in Copenhagen, Den-

mark, Sunday (14). It's bandlead-

er’s first continental tour, Orch is

booked overseas through April 10

and will play about 10 countries.

Following the tour, crew is due
back in the U. S. April 12 to be-

gin a series Of one-niters.

Walk’s $250,000 Deal For

Another Aragon Year

After 113-WeekRim
Santa Monica, March 16.

New non-cancellable contract

providing for a $750 a week pay

boost was sighed by Lawrence

Welk for the coming year at the

Aragon Ballroom. Contract pro-

vides for a flat $250,000 plus a 50-

50 split pn everything over $5,000

per week.

Deal continues the Champagne
Muslcker at the ocean front ball-

room, where he has just finished a
113 week run.

Welk has the right to exit for

any sixrweek period, except ar.ound
New Year's, in the event the con-
tinuing KTLA telecast goes into

film from its present live status.

Miller to Spot British

Jockeys onWNEW Show
London, March 16.

Jack Jacksoh and Sam Costa,

both of whom have had disk Jockey

series on BBC radio programs, will

be featured by Mitch Miller in

“The Money Record" on WNEW,
N. Y., when he returns to the U. S.

Program was waxed during Mil-

ler’s recent trip to London. The
Columbia recording exec checked

out for Holland last Tuesday (9)

on the first leg of a Continental

swing.

Lombardo Bypassing

Spring Tour for N.Y. Stay

For the first time in five years,

Guy Lombardo is bypassing his

annual spring tour and will stay

on at the Hotel Roosevelt, N.Y.,

Grill until June because of his tv

commitments.

Lombardo heads a WNBT show
Friday nights for Lincoln-Mercury
and has been inked for a new
series starting in September.

The record companies are swing
ing into the spring season with an
eye on the dance biz. Since terp
interest around the country gen-
erally picks up during this period,

the diskeries are prepping special

promotional pitches for their orch
properties.
Columbia Records spearheaded

the renewed interest in bands with
its concentrated push on its new
properties Les Elgart, Pete Ru-
gulo and ban Terry. RCA Victor

is following suit by prepping its

promotional guns on the Ralph
Flanagan, Buddy Morrow, Sauter-

Finegan and Shorty Rogers orchs.

The Victor band push will be slot-

ted in a “Dancetime Series” that’s

earmarked for top exploitation..

The other diskeries are also

latching on to the bank kick in

an effort to Cash in on the spring
dance fever. Capitol will continue

to hit the market with its highrid-

ing Ray Anthony and Mercury will

concentrate on releases by Ralph
Marterie, Jimmy Palmer and Rich-

ard Hayman. Latter is Merc’s art-

ists & repertoire head in the east,

but he's prepping an orch for week-
end dates ground,, the New York
area. Decca i* prahning to enlarge

. (Continued on page 48)

>

BUDDY ROBBINS JOINS

TREND AS EAST EXEC
The indie Trend ^Recor,ds ex-

panded its operation last week
with the naming of Buddy Rob-
bins as eastern representative
Diskery headquarters on the Coast
With Albert Marx topping.
Robbins will handle Trend’s ar

tist.s and repertoire chores in New
York as well as its Sales promo-
tion. He’ll continue operating his
own publishing firms, Warwick
Music (ASCAP) and Merrick Music
(BMI).

HETJUL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

18 cities and shomng com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title
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JO STAFFORD (Columbia) . m
1 2 “Make Love to Me” ........ 5 4 > 6 7 9 9

.
10 1 1 1 6 1 2 3 2 4 • 2 1 2 122

DORIS DAY (Columbia) €

2 1 “Secret Love" 1 7 5 1 1 9 9 • • 2 • • 10 9 1 7 1 4 • 1 4 4 7 90

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
3 5 “Cross Over the Bridge” ... 2 4 • 8 4 3 9 3 1 2 8 5 4 3 4 4 4 4 6 85

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

4 4 “Youiig at Heart” 7 6 3 a 2 • 4 2, 3
. • • • • 4 4 4

1' 3 1 3 8 4 4 84

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol) •

5 7 “I Get So Lonely” . 1 • • • • 7 9 4 5 2 4 • 6 4 1 4 4 4 5 • •

*

4 4 73

PERRY COMO (Victor)
• *

6 9 “Wanted” 6 5 2 5 4 2 7 • • 8 2 4 • 7 • • 4 4 • 4 9 9 9 • • 4 • 62

GEORGIE SHAW (Decca)
7' 10 “Till We Two Are One” .... 3 • • 4 3 • 4 5 10 4 • 4 5 • 4 4 . 8 • * 4 4 4- 4 60

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

8 3 “Oh, My Papa". 4 • • 3 10 « 4 • 4 4 • • 4 4 • 4 9 9 10 5 4 4 8 • 4 • 1 43
' NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol) 4

9 21 “.Answer Me, My Love” . . . . 8 3 10 • • 9 8 6 • * • • 4 • 4 5 ... 4 9 2 6 4 4 4 4 42

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) •
>

10 8 “Stranger in Paradise” 2 • • • • 6 4 • 6 • 4 4 4 4 4 4 49 4 - 6 4 4 9 4 4 » 9 26

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
'

11 11 “Vine Came the Grape” .... .

.

10 • • 5 • 4 •

.

6 4 4 4 4 9 9 8 9 4 . 4 . 7 9 4 • 21

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

12A •
“Anema E Core • •

.

• • • 3 • • 7 4 4 4 9 4 4 4 4 10 9 4 • • 20

EARTHA KITT (Victor)

12B 22 “Stole De Wedding Bell” ••

.

2 • • 4 4 • 4 • • 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 9 4 4 . 5 4 4 20

CROWS (Rama)
14 • . “Gee” • • • • • • 1 • • » • 4 - • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 • • • 4 9 4 17

HILLTOPPERS (Dot) •

15A 15 “Vine Came the Grape” .... .

.

» • 9 # • 4 • • 4 4 9 9 4 4 9 9 4 9 9 7 4 4 5 16

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)

15B 12 “Till Then” • • • • • • • 4 • • • » • 4 4 4 - 3 4 4 10 5 10 4 •' i6

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
17 14 “Changing Partners”. . . . 10 • • • • • 4.4 7 • • 4 4 4 9

'

4 4 4 - 9 » • 4 4 • 8 15

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
18 17 “No Teardrops Tonight” ... .

.

• ¥ 7 • • • • 7 8 • • • * 8 4 4 9 9 4 4 9 9 4 4 4 * 4 • 14

BING CROSBY (Decca) •

19 . • “Changing Partners”. ......... • 9 6 • 9 • • 9 4 • 4 4 9 4 9 • 4 . • ,
’

4 4 4 4 4 • 3 4 9 13

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

20 6 “That’s Amore" 9 9 * •, 9 9 9 9 8 • 4 9 9 1 • 4 • 4 7 4 4 10 ' 4 4 4 4 12

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

21 . .. “Stranger in Paradise” . ... .

.

9 9 • • 9 9 9 9 • * 4 • 7 9 9 • 4
'

4 4 • 4 4 9 9 4 4
.
. ii

FOUR ACES (Decca)
22A 19 “Stranger in Paradise" 9 9 • • 9 9

'

4 4 4 4 • • 4 4 10 • 4 4 4 • 4 * 4 4 4 2 • 10

FOUR TUNES (Jubilee)
22B « • "Marie” ' ,

. 9 • • • 9 9 • • 4 4 4 • 9 9 • 4 , • 4 4 • * . 4 9 4 4 4 4 •• 3 10

TONY MARTIN (Victor) *

22C • • “Here” 1 * * .*> 9 9 4 • 4 9 4 • • 4 4 4 m 9 • 4 • 4 • 4 • 4 4 4
‘

4 9 V# 10

EARTHA KITT (Victor)
25 22 “Loviii* Spree” .

.

' « • • • • • 9 9 • • 9 4 4 4 4 • • 4 • 6 • 4 • • • • 4 4 9 4 9

SIX TOP
ALBUMS

l 2 3 4 5

GLENN MILLER KISMET GLENN MILLER MUSIC FOR SONGS FOR
STORY

Broadway Ca«t MEMORIAL LOVERS ONLY YOUNG LOVERS

Film Soundtrack

Columbia
Glonn Millor Jackie Gltatort Frank Sinatra

Decca Victor Capitol Capitol

DL 5519 ML 4850 LPT 3057 8352 H 488
'

THAT DAO EARTHA

Earth* Kitt

Victor

LPM 3187
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A new approach to * the peddling

of sheet music is being launched

bv Barney Young via a Song of the

Month publication, The bi-month-

lv will feature the words and music

of one hit song supplemented by

background info on .the tune, the

writers, and the artists who record-

ed it. Mag will be priced at 50c a

copy.
.

Publishers see it as opening new
outlets for the sale of sheet copies

and as a source4or added revenue.

The magi which will be handled by

Ace Distributors, will hit news-

stands around the country. Young’s

initial distribution , is geared .for

150.000 copies with an aim of 500,-

000 after the mag .starts rolling. .

Young’s deal with the pubs is

similar to that of the regular sheet

jobbers. Pub’s take is 23c a copy

on a returnable basis.* Mag’s pro-

duction cost is. about $7,500 for

100.000 copies as compared to

$1,500 sheet printing tab for the

same number of copies. The print-

ing costs will be absorbed by the

pubs against the overall take,

Pubs feel that the mag will help
stimulate, the sales of all sheet

music and that it
.
could open up

new avenues of sheet merchandis-
ing.

Mag’s kickoff tune is “Stranger
In Paradise” with “Young At
Heart’’ already set for the follow-

ing issue. When editorial matter
on the tune’s background is scant,

Young plans to add such new fea-

tures as “Movie of the Month,* and
“TV Show of the Month.”

Blue Note’s Reopening

In Chi Revives Major

Showcase (or Jazz Names
Chicago, March 16.

Scheduled reopening of the Blue
Note is a source of much jubilation
among Chi jazz bookers, as the ma-
jor midwest jazz showcase had
long been a lucrative prestige spot
for both small and large bands un-
til it shuttered last December. Note
has slated April 2 as its opening
date in new Loop location, with
Red Jtyrvo and Muggsy Spanier
units kicking off the primer fort-
night. Manager Frank Holzfeind
already has- Benny Goodman, Les
Brown and Louis Armstrong bands
tapped for future 'dates.

Band bookers aren’t blushing
about admitting their need for this
room. One went so far as' to call
It “The Metropolitan Opera of
Jazz.”

New site, while it’s on a second
door, should be a decided improve-
ment over the old Blue Note which
was a cellar saloon With many at-
tributes of a cave. Upstairs loca-
tion is to be carpeted and in an
ivory-blue decor, seating close to
650 against a 400 capacity of the
old room. Blue Note is owned by
Harold Wessel but is booked and
operated by Holzfeind.

Philly Bros. Sue- Shaw

For Breach of Contract
Camden, N.J., March 16.

tJ!
ul

,

Tay and Allan Taub, South
rniiadelphia businessmen,

.
have

"led suit in U.S. District Court

of/
6

,

a£a *nst singer Georgie Shaw,
alleging breach of contract. Shaw,
currently featured at Chubby’s
a

.l
11 West Collingswood, N.J.,

„
ccntly clicked with his Decca re-

ading of “When We Two Are
*i .

The Taub brothers managed
e singer until last spring, when

Shaw^aid^
W3S mu*ua^y ended.

Ta^£
C0rding Shaw, Murray

amateur songwriter, along

rprJ,vf
ls b£?ther, backed him in a

Tanv
ing Session to put over

the n 10I^,S' The waxing was on

hann«
r
5y !

abel - Nothing further

saiH
Pene

j
w *tb bis managers, Shaw

ram^n<* they dissolved the ar-

timf
C

i

m
f j

Singer in the mean-
Al r

lat
,

ched onto a hew manager,
°F Shapiro-Bemstein

sinp/' i

^t record for Decca has

brani,
placed Shaw into four-figure

son
’ and Taub brothers have

«°ne to court to collect

Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes Itsted hereunder U
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of .

the three major sales outlets enu-
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with ’Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT' de-

veloped fromjhe ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent < disks coin machines >.

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music l.

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

2

1

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

DORIS DAY (Columbia)

« • • «

3 PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

4

5

6

5

8

10

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) .

.

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol) . ; ... .

.

PERRY COMO (Victor) .............

4 EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

8

9

10

GEORGIE SHAW (Decca)

7 HILLTOPPERS (Dot)

6 TONY BENNETT (Columbia)

TUNE

. . . Make Love To Me
(Secret Love
) Lost In Loveliness

fCross Over The Bridge
Changing Partner^
[My Restfess Lover

. .
.' Yqung At H^art

. . , I Get So Lonely

. . . Wanted
fOh, My Papa

.
.
{Anema E Core
(A Girl, A Girl

. . . Till We .Two Are One
(Vine Came The Grape

• *
* )Till Then
(Stranger In Paradise

• * -{No Teardrops Tonight

.

(Rags to Riches

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

5

8

3

4

9

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

TUNE

SECRET LOVE
MAKE LOVE TO ME
fYOUNG AT HEART ...

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE . .....

'WANTED
STRANGER IN PARADISE
OH, MY PAPA ...

I GET SO LONELY
TILL WE TWO ARE ONE
(CHANGING PARTNERS .....

rUBMSHF.B

. . Remick
. Melrose

. Sunbeam
. -Valando
’ Witmark

Frank

Shapiro-B

. Melrose

Shapiro-B

. . . Porgie

1st N.Y.Orch Natl

Tour in 34 Years

Set; 220G Budget
The N. Y. Ph.ilharmonlcrSym-

pbony will make a' cross-country
lour at the end of next season for

the first time since 1921, Orch
will finish the ’54-'55 season—Its

113th—In N. Y. April 17, ’55, and
! immediately begin a five-week
trek. Tour will comprise 30 con-
certs in 28 cities, starting in De-
troit April 18, and winding in Ann
Arbor May 22. In between, such
cities as Kansas City, El Paso, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle,
Portland, Salt LakST City, Denver,
Omaha and Chi, among others, will

be visited. Orch will
.
have 33

weeks’ playing time next season.

Trip is budgeted for about $220,-

, 000, with gross expected to reach

; $180,000, or an average of $6,000
' per concert, for a net loss of about
$40,000 on the tour. It is being
booked by Columbia Artists Mgt.,
with CAM’s Community Concerts
sponsoring in three cities, and the

j
rival Civic Concerts sponsoring in

i two towns. Regular maestro Dimi-

j
Iri Mitropoulos will share podium,
ichores with guest batonlst Guido
Cantelli.

Andre Kostelanetz finished bis
third special concert of the season
with the N. Y. Philharmonic in
Carnegie Hall. N. Y., Saturday
night (13), for an SRO $5,700 gate.

Management, pleased with the
three SRO houses and with the
new symph audience Kosty at-
tracted, has already inked the
niaestro for three more such
events next season. Management
is also mulling plan for a regular
Kosty pops season next spring, as
an extension of these special con-
certs, in hopes of not losing the
impetus of the new and.

Cfci AFM Lscal, AFTRA

In Jurisdictional Row

Packaged Music firms

Now Offer Pubs Little

As $5 Per Tune Usage
Despite widening outlets, other

than radio, for music on electrical

transcriptions and tapes, publish-

ers are getting small coin for their

copyrights. In fact, some tran-

scription outfits are now offering

deals for one-third less than the

price they were given about five

years ago.

From a peak of about $15 per

song, the pubs now are getting

as little as $5. RCA’s Thesauras

operation is one of the firms offer-

ing the $5 low. Pubs have been

accepting the steady coin decline

and have in the past couple years

made deals for $12:50, $10 and

$7.50.

Although transcribed music has

moved into such new outlets as

supermarkets, factories, depart-

ment stores, . etc,, pubs still figure

the plug value as practically nil.

Some pubs are undecided as to

whether they’ll accept the $5 fig-

ure, while others are working out

package deals whereby the tran-

scription outfits will have to take

a flock of other songs in order to

get the ones they want.
’

' - - '
.

'

- - •

Accent Label Exec East

Robert N. Hunter Jr., v.p. of the

indie Coast label, Accent Records,

is swinging east on a promotion

and talent hunt junket, Label cur-

rently Is building its pop and coun-

try roster.

Sacks Back to Gotham
After Coast Quickie

Manie Sacks, RCA Victor gen-

eral manager and vice-prexy, re-

turns to N. Y. today < Wed.) after

a week's trip to the Coast.

Joe Carlton, Victor pop artists &
repertoire chief, joined Sacks on

the Coast last week after attending

the Music Operators of America
convention in Chicago. Carlton is

due back next week.

Chicago, March 16.

High-level showdown is shaping
up between the American Federa-
tion of Musicians and the Ameri-
can Federation of Television-Radio
Artists whose Chi locals are cur-
rently sparring over representa-
tion of radio-tv musicians who also
sing and act.

Situation reached something
. ol

a local climax Friday night (12)
when ’The Courtesy Hour,” one
of Chi’s few remaining variety tv
shows, was yanked by the Malcolm-
Howard agency and bankroller

I Jim Moran at T the last minute
Ifror.i WBKB and a feature film
|
substituted after both unions
(threatened to pull their members.
Specific issue in this case was the
planned use of Homer 4 Jethroe,
hillbilly comedy team, who as in-

strumentalists are AFM members.
802 Picket Line Residues

At WOR, N.Y„ With Tooters
|

iSTSSS AFTRA has been claim-
_ •

;
ing because of their radio-tv sing-

Boiling at Petnllo Move ing and comedi"-

Hitting paydirt with its operatic

wax, RCA Victor has racked up
over $8,500,000 in retail sales from
this sector of its longhair catalog

since 1949. Total represents 450,-

000 opera albums or 150,000 indi-

vidual 12-inch longplay disks, since

many of the sets comprise two or

three platters.

George R. Marek, Victor artists

& repertoire chief, ascribes the

rise in operatic disk sales to the

improvements in recording tech-

niques via tape and the nefr speeds

which have cut the cost of longhair

works by one-third as against the

oldstyle albums. Since the advent

of LF, the opera repertoire on wax
has increased tremendously with

virtually every major label, and
several indies, turning out com-
plete versions of the standard and
lesser known works.

Local 802. N. Y, unit of the
American Federation of Musicians,
resumed picketing at WOR, N. Y.,

studios this week following a vic-

tory in N. Y. Supreme Court Fri-

day (12), when Judge Ernest E. L.

Hammer threw* out the station’s

petition for an injunction. The
judge, at the same time, dismissed
the $1,000,000 damages action

brought by WOR against the union.

Hammer ruled that state courts

have no jurisdiction in cases where
an. employer claims that picketing

is contrary to a Federal law.

Dispute has been bu ?
i hng up

steam locally for the t>asT < several
weeks and it may well affect net-
work shows before it's resolved.
Down through the years an uneasy
peace has existed between the two
unions by having AFM members

I
take out AFTRA cards whenever
their work took them under
AFTRA ’s jurisdiction via the lat-

ter’s performer pacts covering
singers and gabbers. But recent-
ly AFM prexy James C. Petrillo,

also prexy of Chi’s AFM Local 10,

has ordered his boys not to join

another union, arguing that the

Hopes for a settlement, mean-
1

AFM cards provide adequate cov

j«time, remained dim despite the fix-

ing of a new bargaining session

Friday (19). WOR is adamant
against rehiring 40 staff musicians,

while local 802 execs have indi-

cated that this must be the

for any future agreement.

Local 802 ranks are burning at

AFM prexy James C. Petrillo for

breaking through the picket lines

via the kilocycles. Pctrillo’s

Chicago local reached an agree-

ment with the Mutual outlet there

and an AFM orch has bee'n piping

in broadcasts into the N. Y. flag-

ship. Local 802 is also not making
any headway in attempts to get

AFL prexy George Meany to yank
the union-sponsored “Frank Ed-
wards And The News” show on
WOR. Meany stated he would have

I to abide by the contract.

erage for Fadio-tv work.

Cecoanut Grove Sets

Strong for 11 Weeks
Los Angeles, March 16.

Longest band deal in more than
a year has been inked by the Co-
coanut Grove with Benny Strong
who’ll check in April 21 for an
11-week stand. Strong closed at

the Grove three weeks ago after

winding his second date there .n

less than a year.

Grove, which in pre-war days

played many of the nation’s top

bands on long location deals, has

not had a long run band since

Freddy Martin’s 16-week visit late

In 1952. Henry King is current on

a six-week deal.
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THE MAN WITH THE BANJO
MAN, MAN IS FOR THE WOMAN MADE

WANTED LOOK OUT THE WINDOW

ANEMA E CORE (With All My Heart and Soul)

A GIRL, A GIRL (Zoom-Ba Di Alii Nella)

DREAM, DREAM, DREAM
DON'T CRY MAMA

SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL
LOVIN' SPREE

HERE PHILOSOPHY

SOMEWHERE THERE IS SOMEONE
WON'T YOU FORGIVE ME?

LATIN LADY HEIDELBERG

RCA Vi CTOR
It
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DJ. Penchant to Discover Own Hits

Increased difficulty of pushing a

disk into the payoff bracket is be*

Ing attributed to the heightened re-

gional aspects of the biz. In many
instances during the past few

months, records have started roll-

ing in certain territories but have
failed to sustain the pace on a na-

tional scale.

Pubs returning to home base in

New York after a disk plugging

tour cite examples of platters get-

ting top play in one city and being
a dud in another. In the' past, a

regional click would indicate the

disk's country-wide potential, but
recently the pubs and record com-
panies have come to consider each
territory as a separate problem.

The prima donna attitude of the
disk jockeys in each city accounts
mainly for the territorial prefer-

ences. Each jock wants the credit

for discovering the building a
clicko slice. SO, if a record breaks
through in Cleveland, the jockey in

Detroit or in Pittsburgh will be
laying on another record in an
effort to bring it to the top. A
disk usually has to crash through
with a 'big noise before all the
jocks around the country will get
together on it for mass exposure.

Another factor in limiting the
spread of a disclick is the distribu-
tor. The distrib in one area can
be stronger than his counterpart
in another and get priority play.
In other instances distribs in sep-
arate regions may have different
plug platters depending . upon the
'varied lines they’re carrying at the
time.

The pubs, now more than ever
before* have to depend more on
their own plugging facilities to get
their side off the ground. They
continually hit the midwest and

;

New England disk jockey circuit j

with each new release. “But," as •

one pub put it, “after romancing a ,

deejay in Cleveland we go on to
Detroit and we have no way of
knowing if Cleveland is still play-
ing ball with us."

A Jolson Story
Detroit, March 16.

All his adult life John Stan-
kiewicz has found his chief

pleasure in imitating the late

A1 Jolson. He walked into a
Detroit dime store the other
day and asked for a record
titled “Hello Sunshine, Good-
by Rain” by Norman Brooks.
Nobody knew it, so Stankie-
wicz dropped to one knee and
rendered it, plenty loud. The
store manager Adolph Berger
first implored, then com-
manded Stankiewicz to stop,

get up and get out.

Berger got popped on the
nose. Stankiewicz got 10 days
in jail for assault and battery
from Recorder’s Judge John
A. Rica. AS Stankiewicz went

"’back to the bull pen cell in

the courtroom corridor he
sang “Sonny Boy"—standing
up.

HARRY SOSNIK TO BATON

90-MINUTE R&H TV’ER
Maestro Harry Sosnik has been

signed as musical conductor for the

special 90-minute television pro-

gram March 28, featuring musical

highlights from the Broadway pro-

ductions on Rodgers & Hammer-
stein. The program will be present-

ed from 8-9:30- over the combined
CBS and NBC networks. General
Foods will sponsor the program,
which will cost an" estimated
$450,000.

Sosnik is a former musical di-

rector for CBS and Decca Records
and has composed original music
for films in addition to conducting
for many tv and radio programs.
He is the originator and producer
of the Treasury Department’s
“Guest Star” program, now in its

seventh year and heard on over 500
radio stations each week.

BILLY ECKSTINE
LOST
IN

LOVELINESS

sings

DON’T GET
AROUND MUCH
ANYMORE

MGM 11694

K 11694

78 RPM
45 RPM

M G M RECORDS
/

THE j^EATtS r NAME Aq IN ENTERTAINMENT

S E V t N T H A V E NEW, VQRK 3 6 N »

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending March 6

)

London, March 8.

Oh My Papa
I See the Moon
Happy Wanderer. .

Tennessee Walk . .

.

Changing Partners
Rags to Riches .

.

. . Maurice
. . Feldman
.Bosworth
F.D.&H.
. . Mellin

. . Chappell
Swedish Rhapsody . .Connelly
Don’t Laugh At Me. . v . Toff

That’s Amore. ...... .Victoria

Answer Me Bourne
Cloud Lucky Seven .Rohbins
If You Love Me . World Wide

Second 12
Ebb Tide ... • Robbins
Here to Eternity . . . Dash
Blowing Wild Harms-Connelly
The Book . . . .Kassner
Bell Bottom Blues ...... Reine
Luxembourg Polka Dash
Golden Tango . .. . .Wright
Heart Belongs to You Kassner
The Creep Robbins
Tenderly . Morris
Cuff of My Shirt. . . .Connelly
Ricochet » . Victoria

Buddy DeFranco Cites

Need For Industry Body

To Lick Dope Addiction
. New York.

Editor, Variety:

Once again the problem of dope

addiction has become a major is-

sue in the music business today.

Unfortunately, it has never ceased
to be a major issue with clear
thinking bandleaders and many re-

sponsible sidemen.

As long as dope addiction is to

be dealt with, suppose we take it

out of the back alleys and handle
it like So many other ills of the
present day. Suppose we deal with
narcotic-users as sick people, not
as, paradoxically enough, -henF-
criminals. Suppose we deal with
the dope-pushers, who make, for-

tunes from the stuff, as the crimi-
nals they are.

This is in no way a defense for
the addict. But, we must of neces-
sity realize that the addict is an
apparent weak, sick target for
profiteering, who looks constantly
for a way out of the real into the
obviously unreal world.

I would liken him to the alco-
holic whose real world apparently
becomes unbearable.

As I have mentioned many times
before, the diagnosis and treat-
ment of people such as the dope-
addict belongs in the hands of
those who are equipped to really
clear it up,” namely doctors and

psychiatrists.

Suppose booking agents, record-
ing executives (newspapers and
magazine publications), and re-
sponsible musicians try to get to-
gether and treat this problem as a
serious one, instead of a bizarre
way to make commissions or sell

newspapers.

I try my best to eliminate all
and any connection with the dope-
addict. Not because I feel superior
to them, but, because, as any hon-
est bandleader will tell you, the
catering to one addict in your
band leads to nothing but trouble
and does nothing to cure the ad-
dict’s habit.

Perhaps, if stringent laws with
regard to hiring addicts were en-
forced, the potential addict targets
would think twice before trying a
“new thrill." If sensible action
were taken by all of the responsi-
ble people in the business, we
could rehabilitate most of the ad
diets; and keep this plague at i

minimum.
Let us make clear that talent

has nothing whatever to do with
dope addiction. There are more
addicts who possess absolutely no
talent.

Buddy DeFranco.

New York .

Phil Bloom handling press rela-

tions for Martin Block, ABC disk

jockey. King Kennedy is repping

Block on the Coast . . . Len Wolf,

Audivox exec, off on a six-week

promotional trek for Dorothy
Collins’ cut of “Mountain High,

Valley Low” . .

.

Henry Okun ankled

his promotion manager’s jpot at

Original Records. . . . Tbe^Gene
Krupa Trio begins a two-week en-

gagement at the Chicago Theatre,

Chicago, Friday (19) . . . Coral Rec-

ords thrush Eydie Gorme doubles
rom Steve Allen’s NBC-TV show
into Cafe Society for one week
starting March 22. Crooner Pat
Terry will be on the same bill .

Lionel Hampton orch set for the
Uptown Theatre, Philadelphia, for

one week beginning April 28 . , .

The Taylor Maids, Eureka Records
vocal combo, in frorii the Coast on
a promotional trek . . . Mrs. Jay
Binder, Philadelphia housewife,
won the' “Betty Madigan Tag Line"
contest with her entry “Your Disc
Cover Girl," Jerry Gaines, disk
jockey on WHAT, Philly, was the
winning platter spinner. Botfi get
a cuffo trip for two to the Casa
Marina Hotel, Fla.

April 17 for single week, and then
to University of Minnesota on
April 24 . . . Harmonlcats to Seville
Theatre, Montreal, March 25 for
one week.

Wallace Downey to, S.A.

For ASCAP Latin 0.0.
Wallace Downey, head of Al_

America Melodies and foreign ex-
pert for the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
flew with his wife, Suzette, yester
day (Tues.) on a month’s survey of
the Brazil, Venezuela and Cuban
market. This is a necessary junket
semiannually,

. up., and down the
east and west coasts of South
America, to explore new currency
regulations, legalities and the like

He will be gone a month, and
upon his return will quickie to
Mexico to o.o. that ever-growing
music market.

London
Eddie Calvert- returned from the

States last week . . . Hammersmith
Palais' bandleader Lou Preager
going to the States April 25 for a
three-weeks’ business trip during
which he will negotiate commercial
TV, recording and projected Anglo-
American banCbexnarige deals . . .

Ivy Benson, leading girls’ band,-
leader here, to take a trip to the
States in September , . . .... Frank
Cbacksfield signed big Decca con-
tract.

.
Hitherto, . he has been a

freelance' recording conductor , . .

Billy Ternent combo to play three
months' summer tour of Mecca
dance halls round the country.

Hollywood
Duke Ellington due on the Coast

April 12 for a one-nighter at Long
Beach before opening a two-week
stand at the Downbeat. San Fran-
cisco, April 13 . . . Tex Beneke
billing henceforth will be “Music
in the Mood" . . . Gene Norman
trying to line- up most of the old
Glenn Miller sidemen for a Miller
memorial concert here next month.

. . Carolyn Grey, former chirp
with Woody Herman and Gene
Krupa orchs, inked with Vito Rec-
ords as a Single . . . Carmen Dragon
joining the faculty of Idyllwild
Arts Foundation... , . Johnny Ham-
lin Quintet opens April 1 at Facks,
San Francisco . . . Hal White orch
held, oyer at the Capistrano Beach-
combers Club.

Pittsburgh
Tony Bennett and Percy Faith

booked for a one-nlghter at Syria
Mosque April 1 . .

.

A1 Fremont,
back home after eight months on
the West Coast with Benny Strong
orch, opened Monday (15) with his
own four-piece band at the Merry-
Go-Round for an indefinite run.
. . . Frances Langford set for the
Twin Coaches Easter Week, open-
ing April 17 ... Herb Conrad, or-
ganist, into the Devonshire in Oak-
land again after an absence of two-
and-a-half years. . .Reid Jaynes, pi-

anist, has landed the Park Schen-
ley berth. This is Frank Blandi’s
new restaurant, the classiest in
town . .

.

Mimic Mem open on Mon-
day (22) at the Monte Carlo. Three-
some follows Nino Nanni...Twin
Coaches has picked up the option
for Frankie Barr’s band for an-
other three months. . .Mary Ellen
Trio into the Ankara; replacing
Doodles & Weaver, who had to
cancel out on account of illness . .

Claire McClintock, his broken arm
mended, is back on the drums with
Herman Middleman’s band at Car-
ousel. Hy Edwards pinch-hit for
him for a month

.

Ethel Smith
and Rusty* Draper will share billing

at the Vogue Terrace the week of
April 26 . .

.

Joe Lescak threesome,
after run downtown at the Carnival
Lounge, into the Hollywood Show
Bar in East Pittsburgh.

St. Louis
, Johnny Savage quintet rounding

out eight weeks at Park Plaza Ho-
tel . . . Harry Fender doing a CBS
program in . addition to nightly
chore at the Steeplechase . .-

.

Betty
Clooney a h.o. at Town and Coun-
try . . . Zodiac Room continuing
with Shecky Greene, plus Joe
Schirnier’s Bourbon Street Six.

Chicago
Gene Krupa Trio next headliners

at Chicago Theatre opening March
19 for two or more weeks Ted
Weems orch forced to flee from
Hotel Freeport in Freeport, 111.

last week when fire broke out . . .

Will Mahoney unit snagged by
Barnes & Carruthers for seven
weeks of fairs late in summer . . *

Terry Gibbs quartet set for
Streamliner, Chi, April 20 for
three frames . . . Sammy Kaye to
Roosevelt Hotel, New> Orleans,
March 25 through April 21 . . .

Tex Beneke to Hollywood Palla-
dium April 16 through May 14 . . .

Louis Armstrong pegged for Du-
luth Home Show April 7-11, then
to Rancho Don Carlos, Winnipeg,

0*M7f

HARRY

BE1AF0NTE
*

HOLD ’EM JOE

I’M JUST

A COUNTRY BOY
’RCA VKTORRKORD N» 30-SMr

— FOUWAYSi

RECORDS

‘The finest sound on record”

VITO RECORDING COMPANY
8853 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 46, Calif.

HELEN TROY
”1 GET THE BLUES
WHEN IT RAINS• I

with BUDDY BAKER'S Orchestra

“A KISS IN TBS DARK11

b/w with

JUD (IONIAN'S RHYTHMAIRES
and VAN ALEXANDER'S Orchestra

TONY ROMANO
"GOOMBYE, GOOMBA"

b/w ”1 PROMISE, I PROMISE, I PROMISE11

with JUD CONLAN'S RHYTHMAIRES and VAN ALEXANDER'S Orchestra

America's Fastest

f Selling - Records!

I
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Warner Bros. Picture

LUCKY ME
##
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DORIS DAY

'i _ ern BiMeithm

SECRET LOVE

!

B/W THE BLUE BELLS OF BROADWAY

WARNER BROS., MUSIC DIVISION

M. WITMARK & SONS

488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
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Beilin Nixes ASCAP-TV Deal
Continued from page 41,^1^^

;

Disk Companies’ Best SeUeis

one-time usages of .these kinies

“within 60 Idays/' but who could

ever know jif some of the kine-

'scopeq weren't filmlegged, spliced

together in some sort of a film

featurette, apd find their way intc*

an overseas marked in direct com-

petition with the composer’s cur-

rent and much costlier film). *

In Berlin’s, case, certain songs

aren’t even his property. “God
Bless America” is one; and the

“This Is the Army” score and
rights is another. Uncle Sam owns
the latter and the Scouts Founda-
tion owns the copyright to “God
Bless America.” He cites how Ed-
die Fisher unwittingly did a Berlin

“salute” on his tv Coca-Cola show,
showing himself in uniform in

“This Is the Army Mr. Jones.”

“Hate to Get Up in the Morning,”
medleyed with “Left My Heart at

the Stage-Door Canteen,” and fi-

naleing with the story of “When I

Leave the World Behind.” an old

Berlin ballad. These are the sam-
ples, in Berlin’s opinion, of possi-

ble legal complications with film

studios and othcf vested interests

if ASCAP has carte blanche on the
kinescope phase.

This doesn’t forfend ^Berlin’s en-
thusiasm for all the 'great work
that ASCAP has been doing—he is

presenting a caution that may not
meet the eye at first blush.

ASCAP Pub Majority

See ‘Exaggerated’ Fear
Such caution as expressed by

Irving Berlin and Frank Loesser,
the majority of ASCAP publishers
feel, is exaggerated. While con-
ceding that ASCAP may h?ve over-
reached itself in giving away the

SADIE
THOMPSON'S

SONG

THOMPSON

*USswuslC
IHC._

kinescope rights, the dominant
ASCAP segment believe that the
important thing was to get the

video deal wrapped up. While only
a few thousand dollars annually
was involved in giving away the
lcinne rights, some $8,000,000 year-
ly will stem from the overall

ASCAP-video pact. >

That’s the thinking of the top

picture company ihusic firm and
that of Jack Bregman of Bregman,
Vocco & Conn and Lou Levy, head
of Leeds Music. “The important
thing!” Bregman said, “is to pre-

serve ASCAP. If we take out im-

portant works from the ASCAP
catalog for video, then the Society
is weakened to that extent,” i

Most of the publishers, more-'
over, are not worried over the boot-

legging problem. They are confi-

dent that the networks and ASCAP
will give adequate protection

against such a possibility. Stiff pen-

alties in the Copyright Act against

such illicit use of copyrighted
works would also '•minimize any
such operation.

BEST SONGS SET FOR

SPECIAL OSCAR PLUGS
Hollywood, March. 16.

Mitchell Leisen. general director
of the Oscar Derby, announced the
lineup of warblers who will sing
the 'five entries for the Best Orig-
inal Song. They are: Donald
O’Connor and Mitzi Gaynor, “The
Moon Is Blue;” Ann Blyth, “Secret
Love;” Dean Martin, * “That’s
Amore;” Ethel Merman, “Sadie
Thompson’s Song," and Connie
Russell, “My Flaming Heart.”

Prices for seats at the Pantages
Theatre, March 25, are:, main floor,

$12; loge, $9.60, and mezzanine, $6.

Grasso Signs With AMP To

Head Up Music Education
Benjamin V. Grasso, president

of the Music Education Exhibitors
Assn., has joined Associated
Music Publishers as vice-ptexy in

charge of expanding AMP’s opera-
tion in the field of music educa-
tion.

AMP is a wholly-owned sub§id
of Broadcast Music, Inc., specializ-

ing in standard music. Charles
A, Wall is prexy of this division.

mma
recorded by

PERRY COMO
VICTOR #20*5447

M. WITMARK & SONS

WANTED:
Talented, aspiring, bandlead-
ers; society and rhumba; un-
der 24; unmarried; call CH.
4-2334 until 6 P.M., daily-
BO. 3-1109 Sundays.

1Rand Promotion
Continued from page 42 s

|

its buildup of diskery’s house orch,
;
The Commanders, while Coral is

'

- laying on its new orch pactee,
George Williams.

Even the indie labels are hop-
ping on the bandwagon. Bell, the
lowprice label, is giving the Dorsey
Bros, orch prime promotional
treatment; Clef is going all out on
the Roger King Mozian outfit, and
Rainbow is prepping a buildup of
the Jimmy Roma band, especially
since its recent breakthrough with
“Roo, Roo, Kangaroo.”

The band agencies are working
closely with the record companies
in their promotional efforts. Such
percenteries as General Artists
Corp. and Music Corp. of Amer-
ica have laid out a disk promotion
net around the country that’s

I

geared to stimulate ballroom opera-
tor interest.

•; CAPITOL artist
° 1. I ’ GET SO LONELY . Four Knights

I COULDN’T STAY AWAY FROM YOU
«

. 2. I REALLY DON’T WANT TO KNOW . . .Les Paul-Mary Ford

:: south
o 3. YOUNG AT HEART Frank. Sinatra -

v TAKE A CHANCE
! I 4. ANSWER ME, MY LOVE .Nat (King) Cole
«• WHY
;

5. THAT’S AMORE Dean Martin
YOU’RE THE RIGHT ONE

:: COLUMBIA
1. MAKE LOVE TO ME ...Jo Stafford

<• ADI, ADIOS AMIGO
” 2. SECRET LOVE Doris Day,

DEADWOOD STAGE
3. EASTER PARADE ., Liberace .

;; THE ROSARY •

<> 4. THERE’LL BE NO*TEARDROPS TONIGHT . . Tony Bennett
I

’’ MY HEART WON’T SAY GOODBYE
0 5. TWO PURPLE SHADOWS Jerry Vale

;

;;
- AND THIS IS MY BELOVED <

:: coral <

» 1. BELL BOTTOM BLUES . Teresa Brewer 2

OUR HEARTBREAKING WALTZ <

0 2. PINE TREE, PINE OVER ME .Desmond-Barton-McGulre Sis.
J

CLING TO ME *
1

1 3. SIZE 12 . . . Don Cornell <

HOLD ME ^

’’ 4. POSITIVELY NO DANCING Karen Chandler !

1 HIT THE TARGET, BABY
*’5. I LOVE YOU ...Jimmy Wakely-Lawrence Welk !

4 I STOPPED LIVIN’ Jimmy Wakely
;

’’ DECCA,
;

<> 1. AMOR ...*. ....Four Aces <

SO LONG
„ 2. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE ... Georgie Shaw I

HONEYCOMB <

’
’ 3. STRANGER IN PARADISE r .....

.

Four Aces !

HEART OF MY HEART
° 4. YOUNG AT HEART Bing Crosby-Guy Lombardo <

;; I GET SO LONELY <

o 5. YOU DIDN’T WANT ME Mills Bros. 5

I HAD TO CALL YOU UP
\

4

:: LONDON •
<

<> 1. CRYSTAL BALL . . . Johnston Bros. 44 TIIE CREEP 4

o 2. IF YOU LOVE ME ....... Vera Lynn 2

C’EST LA VIE <1

3. THE BOOK .David Whitfield J
0 HEARTLESS 1

1 4. AVE MARIA ... Mantovani 2

.I LARGO - 4

° 5. SOMEONE ELSE’S ROSE Joan Regan 2“ LOVE I HAVE FOR YOU 2

:: MERCURY 2

L FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE Gaylords 2" STOLEN MOMENTS
2

<> 2. CUDDLE ME ...... Ronnie Gaylord jOH AM I LONELY
2

n 3. CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE Patti Page 1
” MY RESTLESS LOVER i

,, 4. MELANCHOLY ME Eddy Howard 2
I WONDER WHAT'S BECOME OF SALLY J

I!
5- TRAIN WITH THE RHUMBA BEAT ... . v ... Rusty Draper

, , MELANCHOLY BABY
o M-G-M

o -MAYBE NEXT TIME
Jom James

;;
Z- LOST IN LOVELINESS Billy Eckstine

DON’T GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE

i :

3 IZ do™
r
b^es

,t on YOim M,ND Hank WiI,iams

" 4
' M?NrwurOwVBUSINESS

S T°NIGHT ' Ha"k W‘UiamS

; :
5. TURN AROUND BOY Lew Douglas

CAESAR’S BOOGIE
0UglaS

RCA VICTOR
*'

A
N
Gi*t awSl

'

:SMSt F15her

::
* LO^KOUT THE W.NDOW •;

Perry Cmo

;; PHn^sopHY Tony Martm
4- DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL Lou Monte

I KNOW HOW YOU FEEL
o 5. MAN WITH THE BANJO . . . . . . . Ames Urns
* MAN, MAN IS FOR THE WOMAN MADE
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MAESTROS SEEK OKAY
FOR PROMOTION SETUP
New attempt to launch an or-

ganization of bandleaders for
promotional purposes was placed
before the American Federation of
Musicians for an okay recently
A previous attempt last year col-
lapsed when the AFM frowned on
the project as infringing on the
union’s function. The current pro-
moter of the band association
William Conlan, has assured the
AFM. that the orch leaders’ setup
would not Infringe on any wel-
fare, economic or social problems
handled by the union.

Membership in the new organi-
zation would be limited to 10 or
12 U.S, bandleaders, with Conlan
as exec secretary. -Outfit is pro-
jected as an international organi-
zation representing bands from
other countries as well. Universal
Public Relations, a publicity out-
fit, is sparking the idea.

i n m m
|

a
ji m

i

i

t

«
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THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN HORN

JIMMY McPARTLAND
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Started March 5 for Two Weeks

HELD OVER INDEFINITELY
METROPOLE, NEW YORK

J 1 ***
Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER

, Pres.

^ GW
I

Chicago I Hollywood
7,15 5fh Ave - PL 9 ’ 46 °0 I 203 No. Wabash

| 8619 Sun,ct Blvd.

Camden Label Building

Catalog With Extensive

Transfers of RCA Masters
Camden Records, low-priced disk

line launched by RCA Victor last

year for distribution to chain and
department stores, has been build-

its artists roster with extensive

transfers in both the pop and long-
hair field. Singer John Charles
Thomas and violist William Prim-
rose are the newest names to join
the Camden label via switch of
their old Victor masters to the
new label.

Other artists with works in the
Camden catalog are Albert Spald-
ing, Marjorie Lawrence, Cornelia
Otis Skinner, Trapp Family Sing-
ers, John Jacob Niles and conduc-
tors. Frank Black, Nathaniel Shil-
kret and Werner Janssen, Richard
Crooks, Lawrence Tibbett, Kenny
Baker, Mitchell Ayres, Joe Reich-
man, Dick Leibert and Raymond
Paige, among others also are being
released through Camden.

Currently, the label is in the

Mecca
Continued from page 41

90c per share on 1,035,533 shares
as against 92c on 1,354,158 shares
last year. Decca prez reported
that the diskery’s share of U’s
earnings will be larger in 1954 be-
cause the present full holdings of
approximately 67% of U common
stock was not acquired until Jan-
uary of this year. Universal’s earn-
ings, since Decca became an im-
portant stockholder three years
ago, have gone from $2,367,784 in

1951 Jo $2,616,356 in 1953.
Total current assets of Decca at

the close, of last year amounted to

$9,241,730, as against current lia-

bilities of $4,927,002. The book
value of Decca’s investment in

Universal exceeds the cost of the
investment by approximately $3,-

300,000. Decca’s investment in

Universal amounts to $13,329,563,
while dividends from the picture
company totalled $703,894.

Hi$h On All Lisfs!

PINE TREE

OVER ME
MILLER music corporation

process of adding local record out-
lets in major cities. Line is now
handled by 80 dealers, with 125
retailers initially projected for the
Camden line. Victor sells the
Camden label direct to dealers,
with its distributors in each terri-
tory getting billing credit.

I’VE GOT AN

INVITATION

TO A DANCE
Recorded by

i tinmitt tun
or Mercery #70324

ADVANCED MUSIC CORP.

CONVERT YOUR 7ft'S TO LP'S

1 Hr. of Music on ONE 12" Ditc-$4.85

Programs Off-tho-Radio and TV—
$7.50 par Hr.'

BELL MUSIC BOX
847 Sixth Avo. (30th St.) Now York 1

LO 5-9773

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit

REALLY DON’Twant to know
... Records
EES PAUL-MARY FORDEDDY ARNOLD Capitol

BOB SANTA MARIA V!etor

®OB CARROLL AfGM

Published by HILL & nA^IGE sONGS^^T
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the Rev. Harlan B. KJshpaugh of Comwallville N.Y., wh& probably
the only Methodist preacher doubling as a disk jockey on WTRY

troy, N.Y., recently found a hitherto unknown recording by great
Austrian contralto, the late Ernestine Schumann-Heink—probably the
inly original copy extant.

Minister, who Serves four rural churches in the “Rip Van Winkle"
....ntnr nf UDState New York, discovered anoienf

BETJUL SHEET BEST SELLEH

a w* -—, . V j j ,—7 expeditions.
Platter was privately recorded in 1900 and song is “Wie ein Gniessen ”

by Mehrkens—a number diva was singing in her 1900 recitals
Kishpaugh’s find has been dubbed and issued as a collector’s item

by William H. Seltsam, president of International Record Collectors’
Club, Bridgeport, Cqnn., coupled with unlisted 1901 rendition of the
Barcarolle from La Stella^ Del Nord,” by Cuban soprano, Rosalia
Chalia It constitutes one, of rarest of all operatic items, since Schu-
mann-Heink side antedates, her first Columbia celebrity series records
by three years.

i >

The Fifth Copyright Law Symposium, a compilation of winning
essdys in ASCAP’s annual Nathan Burkart Memorial Competition in
honor of the Society’s founding lawyer, was published last week bv
Columbia University Press ($4). Ten essays by law students on various
aspects of copyright law were selected by a panel consisting of Judge
Stanley H. Fuld of the N Y.,Court of Appeals, and Chief JudgeS
R. Yankwich, of N.Y. Federal Court. Tome is prefaced by ASCAP
prexy Stanley Adams with an introduction by Herman Finkelstein
the Society's general attorney. ' * ’

Songwriting is a much more professional profession in Europe
Katherine Dunham and Dave Gilbert, who penned a ditty tagged “The
Blues,” for Paramount’s “Mambo,” now shooting in Italy, found it out
the hard way. They wanted to have the tune published over there
only to discover that the Society of Italian Composers won’t okay
publication of a song unless the tunesmiths are graduates of a recog-
nized conservatory or college—or pass a special examination. Miss
Dunham and Gilbert took ithe exam and passed. Incidentally France
has the same regulation. •

Inroads of the disk biz Into home entertainment has sparked the
Woman’s Home Companion mag. to launch a new series tagged “Record
of the Mopth.” Feature starts with the April issue (on the stands
March 19). First disk to be tagged for the mag’s “Oscar” is Dinah
Shore’s RCA Victor cut of “Changing Partners.” Disk was selected
by a disk jockey panel consisting of Joe Grady and Ed Hurst (WPEN
Philadelphia), Jprry Marshall (WNEW, New York), Paul Brenner
(WAAT, Newark), Ed Bonner (KXOK, St. Louis) and Jack Lacy (WINS,
N.Y.).

“Roo, Roo, Kangaroo” is the latest tune tojset its push into the
bigtime via the indie label route. Song was kicked off a couple of
weeRs ago by Jrtnmy Roma on Rainbow Records. Last week the majors
got wind of. the jock and juke interest and rushtd cover sessions
Already in release are RCA Victor with Ralph Flanagan; Columbia
with Les Elgart and Mercury with Ralph Marterie. “Kangaroo” was
penned by Roma and is published by

. Rainbow’s own firm, Milber
Music,

.

Current, wax revival of the swing era of the 1930s has sparked an
M-G-M Records album salute to eight of the top dance bands of that
day. Package, tagged “The Great Ones,” features the hit tunes of
each of the bands with pome of the original sidemen who sat in on the
original sessions. Album was arranged and conducted by ’LeRoy
Holmes and salutes such orchs as Glenn Miller, Count Basie, Woody
Herman, Tommy Dorsey and Jimmy Lunceford.

serial song plug in history is being held up over money. Freddy
UP his one-third, BMI has come up with its share

and all that’s .needed now. is for RCA Victor to contribute its portion
a*1? _vet skywriter Virgil Noble will soar above Hollywood writing “996”

t*
.Y long to keep the Frank Worth tune in the minds of the deejays.

it will be, incidentally, the briefst sky message Noble has written in
Ins 32 year career,

‘
-So Long,” a Shapiro-Bernstein copyright which is starting to make

Borne noise via the current Four Aces slice for Decca, is another
example of a tune that just won’t die. Tune was .written back in 1940
py Russ Morgan, Irving Melsher and Remus Harris, and has had 27
flisk versions since that time. It’s never broken throiigh for a hit
neiore but the Four Aces version is stepping away at a click pace
since its release two weeks ago.

.
Survey of retail sheet music

best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing- com-
parative sales rating for this
and last week.

“ ASCAP t BMI
<

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk.
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Title and Publisher

1 1 “Secret Love (Remick) . .

2 6 tYoung at Heart (Sunbeam) .

.

3A 3 “tyeartof My Heart (Robbins).

3B 2 “Stranger in Paradise (Frank)

5 8 “Make Love To Me (Melrose).

6 4 “Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B)

7 5 tChanging Partners (Porgie)

.

8 11 “Wanted (Witmark) ........

.

9A 12 “Cross Over Bridge (Valando).

9B 10 “Till Two Are One (ShapirovB )

11 7 “That’s Amore (Paramount) . .

12A 14
,

*1 Get So Lonely (Melrose) . .

12B 9 “Vine Came Grape (Randy-S).

14 .. “Bell Bottom BluestShapiro-B)

15 13 “Till Then (Pickwick) .......

3 2

5 . 5

9 10

8 .

. 10

3

6

6 ...

8

3

8

9

9 10 ..

5

65

6 9 56

53

2 52

47

34

3 8 34

6 32

. 10 19

3 10

6 .

I
Audio & Video Expands

Longplay Tape Library
In an expansion of its taped

background music division, Audio

& Video has enlarged its library

to a total of 60 different eight-hour
programs. During the past month,
1,500 musical selections were add-
ed to the catalog. Expansion also

includes the incorporation of a

rental plan for eight-hour tape
recorded programs.
Rental -project is being pitched at

such outlets as restaurants, offices,

stores, banks and factories. Cata-
log is also being offered on a rent-
al basis to electronic dealers, han-
dling longplay tape equipment,
and to background music oper-
ators throughout the country for

rental to business firms and other
locations.

Coast Label Bows
Hollywood, March 16.

j

Initial releases of Melody Record
Company, new Coast odd label,

were set this week by Heywood
Scott.

Artists already under contract

include Bob Lidell, Dusty West,
Gene Star, her chorus and orches-

tra; Corkey Edminster and the
Corral Gang; Speedy Ross and the
Wagon Masters, and the Melodiers
Quartet.

Is Whose Face Red

?

A quiet middle-aged couple
was ushered to their seats at

Town Hall, N. Y., last week to

attend a concert. Usher came
over soon after; told the man
he was in the wrong seat, and
insisted he get put of it de-

spite his- protests. Man, good
and sore by now, got up and
walked out of the hall.

Ejectee was Arthur Judson,
honorary prez of the world’s
largest concert bureau, Co-
lumbia Artists Mgt., and often
referred to as czar of the U. S.

longhair field. He was merely
there as guest of the manage-
ment, to scout a new con-
ductor and orchestra.

Bernstein to Handle
Sam Fox Promotion

Dave Bernstein has been upped
to the professional manager’s spot
in charge of eastern popular pro-
motion for Sam Fox Music. He’ll
also be in charge of the Fox sub-
sids, Movietone Music and Holly-
wood Songs.

Bernstein bad been in Fox’s plug-
ging department for the past two-,
and-a-half years. Fox currently is

propping a campaign for the
“Brigadoon” score featured in the
Metro Cinemascope pic due for
late summer release. The score
was written by Alan Jay Lerner
and Frederick Loewe.

Coast Retailer Offers

Untouched’ LP Albums
Holywood, March 16.

Guaranteed factory-fresh LP al-

bums are being offered by Music
City, local disk retailery which

i
pioneered in self-service in record

• retailing two years ago. Store has

(

invested in thousands of “safety

seals” which will be applied to

each labum as it arrives from the
distributor,

“It has always seemed to me,"
commented Music City prexy Clyde
Wallichs, “that when a person in-
vests $3 to $18 in an LP album he
is entitled to put the first scratches
;on it,"

-Henceforth, all LP albums sold
will be sealed into the sleeve and
prospective purchasers will have
the use of several demonstration
records for listening purposes.

Westminster Into Japan
The Westminster Records eat*.

j

log is set for a movein on the
Japanese market vie a tieup with
Kokusai Radio Center, Tokyo out-
fit. Kokusai will press, and dis-
tribute Westminster s longplay
classical and light pop releases.
The Westminster disks will be

on the market in Japan in a couple
of months. Deal was set by James
Grayson, Wes'JTih.ster prez and
Koki Naganuma, Kokusai prexy.
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AUDIVOX RECORDS
proudly presents a remarkable achievement by

DOROTHY COLLINS
I l«be*'

- '
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— "1 A Fascinating Creation

£ \ THE VOICES OF

J
* * * DOROTHY COLLINS

^00 singing—

“MOUNTAIN HIGH-VALLEY LOW”
No. 107, 78 RPM — No. 45-107, 45 RPM backed with

“Crazy Rhythm”

DOROTHY COLLINS and GEORGE IARNES

.x
AUDIVOX RECORDS.

140 Wntl 57th Straat

Now York 19, N. Y,
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By HAROLD MYERS
London, March 9.

The best possible entertainment

at the lowest possible price. -That

seems to be the guiding principle

under which the British War Of-

fice operates in providing live,

professional sliovys to troops sta-

tioned on the foreigfi operations

circuit, stretching from Germany

in the west through to the Suez

Canal Zone, Malaya, Hong Kong
and Korea in the east.

Apart from the widespread

amateur theatrical activity whicn

it encourages, the Combined Serv-

ices Entertainment Division of the

War Office has the job of packag-

ing and transporting a total of 40

professional shows a year to the

various zones. It has to operate

within a ceiling of $560 weekly

LEW

BLACK
and

PAT

nTTTTui
(Beauty and

;
thn Leaitf

A new not# In
Glamor Comody

Stayed by
Mervyn Neleoa

Cast Franklin
Lau Waltere Ent,
1575 Braadway
New Yark

for a complete company. And that

figure is only paid when the star

is! a national headliner.

The_ British operation is differ-

ent in” all main essentials from the

American plan for providing pro-

fessional entertainment to the GIs

in Europe. The British Tommy has

to pay for admission while the

GI and his friends are admitted

free. The British programs are

aimed at being self-supporting,

apart frdm an annual Subsidy,

while the U. S. scheme is financed

entirely by Post Exchange profits.

The American entertainments are

booked exclusively through recog-

nized agents while the British

shows are straight plays sent over

with original West End, casts.

British Soldier Must Pay

Except in Korea, which. is clas-

sified as a combat zone, the Brit-

ish soldier has to pay for him-

self, his family and friends. .In

Germany, the top is 56c, with

prices sealed down to a mini-

mum of about 15c. A slightly

lower rate of admission operates

in the Canal Zone and Malaya,

The amount collected at the box-

office is estimated to yield $140,-

000 annually and this accounts for

50% of the annual budget. The

remaining 50% is received via a

direct subsidy from the welfare

funds of the Army and Royal Air

Force.
British service entertainments

CContinued on page 52)
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YOUR 1954 MODELS ARE TERRIFIC!

Jerry Murad’s
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Show*

See You on

TOAST OF THE TOWN
THIS SUNDAY—MARCH 21

Exclusive Management

MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT AGENGY, INC.

203 N. WABASH AVE.. CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

, By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Agent-booker Sam Roberts, who

died in Chicago recently at the

age of 67, started his career as an

entertainer. Jesse Freeman ‘‘im-

ported" him to Chicago around

1917 when he was then doing a

turn called Roth & Roberts, *‘The

Wop and the Cop." About eight

years later Roberts became an “in-

dependent" agent, that is to say,

he had no Keith or Western Vaude-

ville “franchise." .

In time he became the biggest

of the indies and when there was
not much left to be independent ofj

or about, in Chicago vaudeville,

Roberts went right on booking and

agenting. He literally knew every-

body and was one of the most re-

spected of the old clan.

As a member of a picturesque

era in show biz, Roberts was con-

temporary of such stalwarts as

William Jacobs! Sam Kahl, Sam
Thall, Billy Jackson, Guy Perkins,

Malcolm Eagle, Max Halperin and
Henry Shapiro. Roberts was quick

with energy <md heart when show-
folk were in trouble and the num-
ber of collections and benefits he
organized 'is arm-long.

He survived as a favorite of the

1950 generation of Chicago agents,

such personages as Danny Graham,
Marcus Glaser, Harry Greben,
Howard Schultz, Sam Levy, Char-
ley Hogan, Leo Salkin and Sid

Page.

A classic of Roberts’ days as an
'actor concerned Peoria where his

J

act used the gag, “I caught my
]

.
wife making love with a stranger

! on the sofa." “What did you do?"
‘ I sold the sofa." They made the

; act cut that out in Peoria, the

. bawdiest town in the midwest, and
‘ Roberts screamed about it for

i
years.

I During the* depression Roberts
. booked a juggler into a town in up-

j

per Michigan, only to have the
I juggler sell the theatreowner that

j

he, the juggler, was a better book-
• er and could do it cheaper. That
was tops in depression competition

|
for Roberts, who ended up very
veil off, owning the Lyric Theatre

I in IndianDolis at one point.

AGVA MOVES TO SETTLE

j

CARTER- LA VIE HASSLE
j

American Giuld of Variety Art-
' ists will try to hold an arbitration

j

on Lynne, Carter and the Four

j

Cartiers, an act which was can-

,

celled out of La Vie en Rose, N.Y.,

[ recently after one showing. Union
;

is trying to bring the parties to-

i
gether and is now setting up a

j

panel which will process the acts

! claim against the spot for $2,500,
! representing two weeks’ pay.

! Spot had inserted a clause in the
•contract stating that the turn

!
would be paid only for the shows

• performed at La Vie en Rose in

i<the event police interfered with
i their act. .’Cafe management was

|

dubious that police would permit a

J
female impersonation group at the

;
cafe. There was also the possibility

; of legal entanglement, because
: Kay Thompson claimed the turn
' was a copy of her act and there-
' fore would claim damages.

Marilyn Cantor Seeks OK

For El Rancho Civil Suit

Hollywood, ’’March 16.

Marilyn Cantor, daughter of Ed--
. die Cantor, who recently played
' El Rancho, Las Vegas, will try to

.
press charges against the spot in a

,
civil court. Having already pre-
ferred charges of interfering with

j
her act with the American Guild

: of Variety Artists, Miss Cantor, ac-

j
cording to union execs, is attempt-

i
frig to get the union's permission

i for the civil action.

; Miss Cantor charged that the

I
time of her act, done in conjunc-

• tion with two boys, was cut down
;
drastically and therefore she was
unable to show to advantage. First
night of her engagement, she did

j
more than 20 minutes. Manage-

i
ment forced her to trim to less

;
than 10 minutes.

.Don Farnworth & Marlene Dell,
dance team, signed for a return
engagement with the Virginia State

; Symphony Orchestra Guild this
Week (17-18).

Atlantic City, March 16. <

Visitors left $883>071,000 in this

resort city last year, with $1,659,-

828,868 spent in the state’s other

oceanfront resorts, according to fig-

ures released by the city-operated

Press Bureau and compiled by

James King, promotion chief of the

State Dept of Conservation and
Economic Development.

Popularity of the resort over

other Jersey Coast spots is shown
when comparison is. made with the

next place, on King’s list, Asbury
Park, where $220,000,000 was re-

ported spent. Only other vacation

spot to get into the nine-figure pic^

ture was Ocean County, where all

resorts, were bunched under one
head, with $173,871,046 going to

those in the vacation business.

Most visitors came in the sum-
mer months, and represented a

6.31% increase over the year pre-

vious. Their spending was 8.86%
higher.
Of all the visitors, only 2% came

to attend conventions. The aver-

age party of 3.3 persons spent $234
in their nine-day stay. August was
the most attractive month, with
42% of the visitors coming then.

Ups Press Bureau Budget
This resort Will spend $255,675

against $180,960 a year ago to main-
tain its Press Bureau,

.
through

which city advertising, and a score

KAYE’S $39,500 MARK

FOR 3D PHILLY WEEK
Philadelphia, March 16.

Danny Kaye topped the $39,500
figure for his third consecutive
week at the Shubert Theatre, al-

though newspaper ads over week-
end were carrying “last times” an-
nouncements.
Comedian’s deal with the Shu-

bert called for a' four-week visit,

with options for an additional

brace of fortnights. Sale for
fourth stanza has picked up. and
should become stronger as windup
nears. But there seems, little like-

lihood that Kaye will stay here
longer thatf Saturday night (20).

Freddy Martin in Season

Stint at Starlight ^oof
Freddy Martin’s band has been

signed for the season at the Star-

light Roof, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,

N. Y., starting June 1. He’ll remain
at the Roof until the Empire Room
opens Sept. 30 with Los Chavales
de Espana as the initial attraction.

It’s the first time that the latter

group has apperaed in the Empire
Room. They previously appeared
on the Roof.

The Empire Room will continue
with Eddie Albert & Margo follow-

ing the current run of Martha
Wright, and George Gobel going
in afterward.

Tony Azzi, personal manager, off

to Europe for talent gandering
expedition. Fi;ank Sennes, oper-
ator of the Moulin Rouge, Holly-
wood, joins him in May.

of advertising promotions, emerge.
Most of the $74,715 boost results
from projects planned for the city’s
Centennial this year.

Topping these projects is $61,000
to purchase a Centennial train
which will travel up and down the-
boardwalk starting in June, twice
a day. The train is a replica of the
first engine and passenger cars to

come into the city many years ago
when the old Camden 8c Atlantic
R.R. started functioning.

Also $20,000 is set aside for other
Centennial promotions, as yet to

be announced by the City Prbss
bureau. An appropriation of $8 -

200 is made to cover costs of free
symphony concerts by the resort s

symphony orchestra.

Radio and television show line

charges will cost $3,500, while

$.1,000 is put aside for entertain-

ment and travel costs of bureau
personnel.

THE PHEBY SISTERS
17 WEEKS

JAPAN
KOREA

PACIFIC
ISLANDS

JULY IS
EDDIE SMITH AGENCY

1497 Broadway Haw York

BUDandCECE

ROBINSON
Currently

BEVERLY HILLS

COUNTRY CLUB
COVINGTON. Ky.

Direction: MCA

VADJA
DEL 0R0

Currently

MOULIN ROUGE
PARIS

Until April 3

Just Concluded

MADRID, SPAIN

DEN HAGG, HOLLAND
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MILES INGALLS
Hotel Astor, Now York
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Sez u BSS
Bill Miller, talent buyer for the*——

.

Fb. Latin Quito Rem
SRSjrjJIlT Set^ Wife Road Swing

e,ar the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., by The Latin Quarter Revue cur-
4>ver t .

there’s no ren^y playing the Latin Quarter,
the state, feels thafa there s no Miami Beach, win take to the road
shortage of new Immediately after the Florida spot
Vegas, Ah increasing amount of ci0Ses for the season March 28.

ingenuity must be. shown in getting unit will first hit the Chase Hotel,

, new talent into the res°r
f’

a^°rd" St. Louis, April 1; thence to the

ing to Miller, His problem.at ^he Desert Inn, Las Vegas, for six

moment, he claims is to findplay- weeks, starting April 13, and on
dates for some of the acts on wmcn the way back to New York will

he has made commitments. play the ColgaterPalmolive confab

Newcomers whom Miller has > in Cleveland, May 25.

lined up include Ann Blyth, down Layout will open at the Latin

for Sept 21. He’s also, pacted Quarter, N. Y., June 6 or 13.

Dennis Day, for June 8, and has —

Can. Court Upholds
s arting in May, but date is now *

AGVA Dancers
Miller’s lineup includes Ames ,

Bros, and George Gobel, who go Toronto, March 16.

i n April 6; Red Skelton and Anna A dance quartet dropped by
111

. _ ’ , /.. a . U’.nl.A-. /"WTJT rpir . m , -

Pitt’s Payroll Bite
Pittsburgh, March 16.

Henceforth all performers and
musicians playing Pittsburgh will
get an unforeseen cut in salaries,
A 1% slash will come out of all
monies earned in Pittsburgh be-
cause of a new payroll tax which
went into effect March 1.

Slice is mandatory and employ-
ers must take out the coin.

as

Work Out Amicable Skeds at Buff.Meet

Toronto, March 16.

A dance quartet dropped by

Maria Alberghetti, May 4; Helen CBL-TV, Toronto, after the . Mu-
Traubel, May 18; Martha Raye, sicians Union refused to play for

June 29; Sam Levenson, July 31; them because the dancers would
Vagabonds, Aug. 10, and Jose not surrender their cards in the

Greco, Aug. 3L .

• American Guild of Variety Artists,

Miller feels that the high prices has been reinstated. Group won

to talent have paid off, not only in the first round m the court battle

attendance at the hotel and casino, of the unions here when Justice

hut oublicitywise for the hotel and Stewart granted an interim injunc-

citv Miller pointed oiit that each tion prohibiting three officials of

story carried a Las Vegas dateline, the Musicians Union and Samuel

The city is being constantly glam- Hersenhoren, orchestra leader,

crized because of the highpriced from “doing, or refusing to do,

talent brought into town. ,

any action with a view to procuring,

will a breach of any contract held by
Miller

In- the fonr dancers.” Mixed team -
begin an p

f f*ru6ture Babs Christie, Robert van Norman,
j

will start
Andrew Body and William Yule-.:

by m will be back before the Canadian
in about a mont

, ^ Broadcasting Corp. tv cameras for
ready by the fall, he expects.

today’s (Tues.) “Big Revue”
Miller stated that he’ll wind up series.

with more than $700*000 because of injunction prohibits the tooters
the condemnation of the Riviera

fr0m “asking, threatening,
!

property by. New Jersey for the inviting, urging, encouraging or en-
construction of an entrance to the joining anyone with a view to
Palisades Interstate Parkway. In breaking the dancers’ contract.'’
addition, according to Miller, he Named in the injunction were Wal-
owns additional acreage across the ter Murdodh, Musicians Union
road from the Riviera, for which president; -Norman Harris, secre-
te has been offered $250,000. tary-treasurer; Robin Logan, for-

The funds from the state are mer head of the. Toronto chapter of

presently being held yn escrow, AGVA, who has now switched his

pending the outcome of a suit allegiance to the Musicians Union,
brought by Sam Marcus, at one and Hersenhoren, conductor who
time partner with Miller in the refused to play for the dancers.

Riviera. Miller says he bought out W. B. Williston, counsel for the

Marcus’ interests. Marcus claims, plaintiffs, said he was not attempt-
according to Miller, that he still ing to force Hersenhoren to. play

had a say in the affairs of the cor- for the dancers under any and all

poration because of his being an conditions; “the orchestra leader

Niteries are again shopping
around for compbination acts and
packages because of unwillingness
of many names to hit cafes. Units
such as the Latin Quarter show,
which will go on the road after
closing its run at the Miami Beach
spot, and a China Doll unit will
give the nightclubs a respite from
its search for attractions.

In addition, formation of acts
such as Lenny Kent & Rose Marie
has provided another combo that’s
hitting it excellently on the cafe
routes. Another making the rounds
is the Billy Gray unit, which will
hit La Vie en Rpse, N. Y., April 22.

Many niteries are in trouble
attractionwi.se, particularly at this
time of year when business dips.
Top names generally eschew cafes
now for fear of being associated
with a dive in grosses.

Consequently, bonifaces have
had to look around for offbeat
attractions or combine several
middle-bracketed names in an
effort to make a big splash!

Britain Can’t Afford

Roily Keeps Rollin’ From

South Africa to Paris
Johannesburg, March 16.

Roily Rolls will wind up his
South African tour because of

,
ne-

cessity of filling a commitment at

the Bobino, Paris, starting April 2.

Rolls had attempted to push back
the Paris stand because of addi-
tional offers in South Africa, but
Bobino's couldn’t be postponed, ;

Rolls originally came to South
Africa with “Folies Bergere” but
remained on to tout after the unit
wound up its commitments.

officer.

1199
Bigger in Brit.

London, March 9.

could refuse to play by saying his

mother was sick,” or another con-

ductor could be brought in. By
refusing to play for “The Revue
Dancers” during previous rehears-

als, Hersenhoren was “clearly en-

gaging in an illegal strike, an un-

lawful act,” said Williston.

J. G. Collins-Williams, who ap-

peared for the Musicians Union,
claimed that the orchestra had not

gone to CBC tv officials and asked

Vaudeville, despite the paucity CBC to fire the dancers. (Further
of talent, is spreading its tentacles complications was that two of the
into new spots formerly covered dancers, Miss Christie and Yule,
by the picture biz. had joined the auxiliary local set

Such important cinema circuits up by
A&? A

MUsi^
a
.

s Gaumout-firiUsh (J. a. Rank), mer AGVA mei ha
^ t

t,
}®2

ABC, Granadas and several impor-' rejoined AGVA, knowing that the

tant indies are giving vaude the American- Federation of Musicians

biggest breast has had ln years could not play for AGVA mem-

Bills comprise mostly two to
ers

‘ '
.

three headliners, with eight sup- * n i
Porting *cts. Such bills have helped AlOftS LOOIII 3S aymDuOIiy
to unearth new talent, with latest " . IA „ ,
toxoiTice draw in the new Decca M 1 (in Toledo Take«Ur, David Whitfield, who has had naM

>
,U,CU0

mem standing wherever he has ap- Arenas loom as a sizable
.

outlet
peared recently,' whether picture for symphony orch tours, it was
theatre -

s or vaude houses. stressed at a meeting of the Arena

Other names that have switched Managers Assn., last week, in Buf.
j — — iiiat

7
°m vaude houses to

Anne Shelton, Peter
°
Brough & ledo Arena, with the reputation of

Archie Andrews Josef Locke having bad acoustics, scored $9,100
^ry Thomas, ^HyCotton Band for a single Sunday matinee of the

Dei

n<

£ £olleano » and wilson, Kep- ®.6s
i?
n P°PS 9r

^
h ’

Wlth Arthur
Pel & Betty. Fiedler conducting.

New * ui u v a. To prepare for this date, the

P%«d big vaude in
h
vMr«

h
«rp ««^h arena consulted engineers of the

diverse’ siLvte^?,?'rL^
e&T

f
a^e_sHch Owen-Corning Fiberglas Co., which^CaSe
TT' built a series of baffles so that

eter; Southifif
OU
i5^^elds ’

Ex
> there was better sound distribu-

Snuthampton^anrt T
3nd

tion. Following the date, Fiedler

4on spSs srirh «d^5
U
f
b

-
n
rr
L<

i2’ praised the acoustics. It’s likely

T°oting and ForestHilj
1*011

that more symphonic dates will fol-

ooo
111 scored as high as $11 '“

l0y*'
'

touched
11

2
1 fi8ure- films never Paul Duke, magician, has date at

is nof l
when the Program Lamar State College, Beaumont,

never v
0p heavy, the intake has Tex,, tomorrow (Thurs.) and at

still c,
Deen below

' $7,000, which Pihehurst Forum, Pinehurs^ H.C.,
shows a healthy profit. March 25.

falo. Group was told that the To-

To America, Sez Grade
Britain’s policy of exporting only

its better products also applies to

acts, according to Lew Grade,
prexy of the Lew & Leslie Grade
Agency, who was in New York
recently, prior to planing back to

London.
Grade declared that only the

best acts should be exported to

America or anywhere else. No
good will come from glutting the

market, he said, and besides the

better acts are needed to maintain
the reputation that many foreign

acts presently have in the U S.

Grade, who is represented by
Eddie Elkort in New York, has
made

,

preparations to bring in a

British unit into Las Vegas. Pack-

age to be produced in conjunction

with Val Parnell, managing direc-

tor of the Moss Empire Theatres
in England, will be billed as Val
Parnell's “Palladium Music Hall

Show.” It’s opening at the Desert
Inn, Las Vegas, July 6. It’s the

second unit to be imported from
Britain for Las Vegas consumption.
Previously announced was “Picca-

dilly Revels” which will hit Las
Vegas in April. Latter, was pro-

duced by the Harry Foster Agency,
Grade’s major competition.

EMA’S ‘MORALE’ DINNER

FOR CHI AGENTS, TALENT
Chicago, March 16-

As morale gesture in view of

friction with American Guild of

Variety Artists, the Entertainment
Managers Assn, in Chi is staking

a dinner dance for agents and tal-

ent on April 5. It’s one of two
annual social occasions for EMA,
the other being a summer golf out-

ing. Dinner this year is expected

to draw 175 people. Jack Lau and
J

Marvin Himmel are co-chairmen

for the event.

Local agents ate also prepping

a testimonial for the late Sam Rob-

erts, the proceeds of which will

be turned over to the cancer fund.

Christopher’s One-Man

Magic Show on B’way
Milbourne Christopher’s one-

man show April 19 at the Long-

acre Theatre will be the first magic

show on Broadway in 14 years.

Dante’s “Sim-Sala-Bim” played the

Morosco in 1940, arid before that,

by about a dozen years, Thurston

did his abracadabra stuff.

Christopher differs from all by

being strictly a one-man cast, no

stage aides and no stooges, al-

though using the audience as legi-

timate volunteers.

Pittsburgh, March 16.

Everybody’s been trying to get
into the “Chance of a Lifetime” act
around here ever since the click

at the Copa of Andre Philippe, a
five-time winner on the Dennis
James opportunity program, but
obviously it’s developed into a situ-

ation of too little and too late.

From the looks of things, Philippe
was the one and only solid com-
mercial property to emerge from
the tv show, at least as far as
Pittsburgh is' concerned, and the
rush of other niteries to grab off

the multiple winners hasn’t been
paying* off;

Of course, it may be the deluge,
too, that’s mitigating against the
Chances of another strong b o. en-
try. It’s almost impossible tp pick
up an amusement page locally

these days without- seeing two or
!

three clubs billing “Chance of a
Lifetime” winners. Only one who
has come close to matching the at-

tention for Philippe is Alfredo Sa-
;

del, another multiple winner now
playing a two-week engagement at

the Carousel. But even he’s not :

remotely approaching the Philippe
j

figures at the rival Copa.
Carousel was so anxious to get

Sadel, they agreed to take him de-
spite the fact that he was still in

the “Chance” running and stipu-

lated in his contract that he could
take ‘off Friday, ordinarily a big
night in the clubs here, if he won
in order to return to New York and
compete again. -

Lenny Litman, who owns the
Copa and struck gold with Philip-

pe, immediately tied up two other
“Chance” multiple winners, Dia-
hann Carroll and Leonard Sues,
but they’ve both come and gone
without creating anything resem-
bling a ripple. Sues stayed around
for an extra week following his

Copa booking to work a small spot
in East Pittsburgh, Hollywood
Show. Bar.
As an example of the flood of

“Chance” people around here, last

week Carousel had Sadel, Sues was
at Hollywood Show Bar, Copa was
billing Philippe as its next attrac-

tion — he opened a return engage--
ment last night (Mon.)—and dance
team of Norton & Patricia was at

the Ankara. Week before, two oth-

er winners, Ronnie Eastman and
Larry Marvin, were at the Carou-
sel and Horizon Room, respective-

ly.

Everybody apparently expected
to cash in big on “Lifetime's” big

|

rating locally over WDTV, and par-,

ticularly after Philippe jampacked
the Copa all week long during his

first engagement, but it’s not work-
ing out that way at all. The bloom’s
already off almost before it even
got started,

Mrs. Marshall New Head
Of Ont. Auditorium Group

Toronto, March 16.

Mrs. Margaret Marshall, opera-

tor of the Alexandra, Hamilton,

was elected prexy of the Audito-

rium Owners & Operators Assn, of

Ontario. She succeeds Clifford

Kendall, of the Brant Inn, Burling-

ton. W. J. Way, of the Highlands,

Galt, was named vice president.

Directors are S. G, Simpson, Ma-
sonic Auditorium, Toronto; Gerald
Dunn, Pavilion, Bala; William Laid-

law, Top Hat, Toronto; O. Dutton,
Wondergrove, Hamilton; William
White, Palace Pier, Toronto, and
J. Robertson, Sauble Beach Pavil-

ion, Sauble Beach,

Fireworks regarding playing
time for ice shows at the Chicago
Stadium failed to come off at a
meeting of the Arena Managers
Assn, last week at the Statler Ho*
tei“ Buffalo, The three major
blades displays worked out all

schedules amicably and coopera-
tively, with the result that the
big shows will play the Stadium,
It was also brought out that no
change Will be made at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., where the «

AMA’s “Ice Capades” will con-
tinue- to get an early fall stand.
It had been reported that this
show would be replaced by Ship-
stad & Johnson’s “Ice Follies” as a
result of an agreement between
S&J. and Arthur M. Wirtz, arena
owner and operator and producer
of “Hollywood Ice Revue.”

According to the schedules
worked out at the Buffalo confab.
“Ice Follies” Will play the Chi
Stadium, Qct. .20, for 12 days. They
had formerly played the Chi Arena
for four weeks. This slack will be
taken up by a stand at the Pitts-
burgh Garden, Ndv. 16 to 28. Wirtz
will play the Chi Stadium, which
he owns, around Christmas time
and “Ice Capades” will play the
stand March 11. Exact date that
“Ice Capades** will play Madison
Square Garden wasn’t decided
upon, because of the fact that the
Garden hasn’t yet set up dates for
the World’s Championship Rodeo.
Complete cooperation between

“Follies,” “Ice Revue” and “ICe
Capades” is seen by the fact that
schedules call for the various
shows to go into houses that each
group controls. “Ice Capades” will
play Wirtz spots in St. Louis, Chi-
cago, * Indianapolis, Omaha and
Madison Square Garden, N. Y„
while Wirtz’s show will go into
Philadelphia, Springfield (Mass.),

: Toronto, Montreal and other spots.

Cooperation All Around.
Evidence of cooperation between

|

all groups .was brought out at the

I

meeting when it was found that
i two shows were spaced too closely

j

at one given situation. Schedule
I
making was halted temporarily un-

|

til the problem was forked out.

Problem of “Ice Capades*’ and
“Ice Follies” getting into Chicago
wasn't, too serious at the AMA
meeting. Feeling was that either
show could have played the Wirtz
showshop at any time in the past,
but Allen Loeb and Harry Radix,
who operated the Chi Arena, were
AMA members, and so the organi-
zation shows were routed in that
building. Arena was recently

(Continued on page 52)

3 Chi Acts Walk

k AGVA Nix
Chicago, March 16.

Three acts walked out on the
show at the Hollywood Supper
Club here last week because the
mapagement refused to pact with
the American Guild of Variety Art-
ists. Spurning AGVA’s ultimatum
for a minimum basic agreement,
Steve Harris, operator of the Hol-
lywood, was left without a pro-
gram when The Leonards, Cecile
Carrol and Mellody skidooed.

Similarly, the Lindsay Dancers,
chorus line at Mangum’s Chateau,
asked to be deleted from the mar-
quee when the house refused to
yield to the union's demands.
Other acts, Joe Conti and Len
Dressier, who stayed on, have been
recommended to the national un-
fair list of the union by

. Ernie
Fast, midwest AGVA direetdr.

Local membership meeting of
AGVA elected six delegates to the
seventh national convention to be
held in Montreal this June. Rep-
ping Chi are Jessie Roselle, Tom-
my Martin, Harry King, Bobby
Sharp, Billy Grant and Jack
Gwinn.

Palace Undecided On
5th Anni Show Form

Form of celebration to be marked
for the fifth anniversary' show at

the Palace, N. Y., is still to fie

decided upon. House will be in

the stageshow business for five

years on May 19.

Palace recently played its 200th

show as a grind.
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Albany, March 16.

Possibility that the N. Y: State
Legislature may adjourn before
the ’Assembly will be able to act

oq the Moritt amendment to the
General Business Law, may stymie
talent agencies ih their bid to

legalize the 10% commission. The
.Moritt measure amends the pres-
ent N.Y. General Business Law to

permit agencies to charge 10% be-
yond a $200 weekly salary. On jobs

2 paying under- $200, present 5%
limit will still apply.

Bill passed the Senate last week
by a vote of<33 to 19. Measure was
introduced by Sem Fred Moritt of

Brooklyn, who has been associated

W'ith show biz for many years. He’s
a songwriter and has been a per-
former.

Theatrical unions as yet haven't

M
H?i Ed SuIIIvm Inpreulo* .

• corner donlc." —VARIETY

WILL JORDAN
Currently

CHUBBY'S
CAMDEN. N. J.

March 22

TOWN CASINO
BUFFALO. N. V.

Dfrectloe: MCA

spoken against the measure, but
there are still no . indications that
they will permit the amendment to
pass without opposition: In past
years, the unions have always op-
posed any attempts to increase the
present 5% ceiling on commissions
f6r theatrical engagements.

Failure of the Assembly to act

on this matter would not Impair
talent agency operations anyhow.
The . rule limiting theatrical com-
missions to 5% is more honored
in the breach than in the observ-
ance. However, the agencies have
always felt .that it’s hypocricy to

have the limit in the state set at

5% when virtually every agency
has a standard 10% charge. Unions
have been more effective in setting

fees than the present state regula-
tions. Most theatrical unions, exr

cept Actors Equity Assn., permit
10% bn most engagements. Equity
sticks to 5% but permits higher
slices under certain conditions,"

Kaye to Play Bulawayo;

Let Him Pronounce It

Danny Kaye has picked up some

additional time in South Africa.

Comic will play Bulawayo for two

days and Salisbury after winding

up in Johannesburg, Dunbar and
Capetown. Tour starts at Johannes-
burg. May 3.

Already signed for this junket
are the Three Dunhills and Wen-
•ces. One or two fhore acts are still

to be set.

What'* In a Name?
Omaha, March 16.

Freddy West, organist at

Frank Pane’s Cocktail Lounge
here, has unusual opposition.

Down the street, a few
blocks away the Hill Hotel’s

Ron-d-voo Room is featuring

singer Frank Pane, the man
the other

,
spot was named af-

ter. Verne Swanson has taken
over as manager of Pane’s

Place.

Pic Date; Hayes-Heaily Sub
Peter Lind Hayes

.
& ,Mary Healy

have been signed to replace Gloria

De Haven, originally set for the

Persian Room, Plaza Hotel, N. Y. f

April. 29'.' /Miss De Haven bowed
out of the date contract to take a

pic bid for Universal’s “Three
Gobs in Paris.”

'

Preceding Miss De Haven at the

Persian Room will be Celese Holm,
who starts April 1.

‘Ice Revue’ 126G, Cincy
'< Cincinnati, March 16.

“Hollywood Ice Revue” grossed

close to $126,000 on 11 perform-
ances in a nine-day engagement at

Cincinnati Garden., which ended.
Wednesday (10). Paid attendance
was 69,908 and admission . was
scaled from $1.50 to $3. It was the
third annual visit f01; 'the Arthur
M. Wirtz show.
Next season’s booking will in-

clude two weekends, instead .of this

year’s one, permitting two extra
matinees.

British Troop Shows
3 Continued from #*(• 3t

N.H. FAIRS GROUP ELECTS

Concord, N. H., March 16.

.
Joseph Kershaw of Keene was

elected president of the New
Hampshire Fairs Assn, at the or-

,

ganization’s annual meeting here./

Dr. Dana H. Lee of Lancaster
was named as new vice-president
and Dr. R. W. Smith of Laconia
was reelected secretary-treasurer.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

are given complete professional

presentation. Settings are de-

signed and manufactured locally,

and accompany 'each show on

tour. Fulltime civilian employees

are engaged locally to give expert

advice and to supervise the tour.

Although it is recognized that

the ceiling payments are substan-

tially below recognized salaries,

the War Office relies exclusively

on the patriotism of artists. And,

so far, with great success, because

they have managed to induce some
of the leading names in the pro-

fession to head package entertain-

ments. Ronald Shiner, one of the

biggest boxoffice names in Brit-

ain, both in films and in legit, re-

cently headed a company which
went over to Germany to do the

West End stage hit, “Seagulls

Over Sorrento,” in which he had
starred before he left the cast.

This is the type of Grade A pack-

age that gets the top Tate of $560;
another company doing the same
show in the Middle East, which in-

volved increased transportation
costs,. was paid at a slightly lower
rate.

Cost Keeps Out U. S. Artists

Mainly for reasons of cost, par-

ticularly in regard to transporta-*

tion, very few American artists

are booked for the British service

circuit. While they recognize that

GIs in Europe are fed a prepon-
derance of British shows, this is

governed mainly by the proximity
of Britain to the Continent. They
have, however, had some distin-

guished American artists , playing
to British Tommies, including

The InternationaI Favorite

FRAKSON
• COMEDY MAGICIAN •

4th Return Engagement

OPENING MARCH 23rd

COTILLION ROOM

HOTEL PIERRE
. *

New York

Personal Manager

ALLEN HERMAN
118 W. 57th Street

New York 19, N. Y.

Circle 7-1900 *

New York
Joyce Taylor set for the Chez

Paree, Chicago, on the Danny
Thomas show starting April 4 .

.

Beverlee Dennis tapped for the
Casino Royal, Chicago, April 15

. . Harvey Stone booked for the
Gay Haven, Detroit, Friday (19):.'.

Kay Thompson into the Adolphus
Hotel, Dallas, April 9, and Ciro’s,

Hollywood, April 23.

Chicago
Gene Emerald, first comic emcee

to open Lake Club, Springfield, 14
years ago and who since has been
a radio announcer, returns to cafe-
boards at the Lake Club on March
26 for one week, sharing bill with
Ginny Scott. Room has Sophie
Tucker booked for week beginning
May 28 . . . Bertl Capek, skating
comic whose option was dropped
at the Conrad Hilton ice show in
Chi when he was injured a month
ago, joined Shipstad & Johnson's
“Ice Follies” in Buffalo last week

. . Billy Devroe and ' Devilaires
playing Sky Club, Aurora, March
23 and booked solidly thereafter
through September. . . . Zany-acs
begin two frames at Normandy in
Mishawaka, Ind., March 28 .

Prof. Backwards set for four weeks
at Palmer .House, Chi, beginning
May 6.

Fireworks Fizzle
Continued from page 51

Hollywood
Lecuna Cuban Boys package set

for the Cocoanut Grove, starting
April 2 . . . Continentals, now at
Ciro’s, will be joined by Ronald
Reagan only for special dates, in-
cluding a repeat at the Last Fron-
tier, Las Vegas . . . Anna Marla
Alberghetti flies from the Sahara
May 17 to Youngstown, O.. for five
days at the convention of the Cen-
tury Foods Co., for which she'll
receive a flat $6,500 , . . Charlie
Henderson penned four members
for Byron Palmer to add to his
act to bring it up to 40 minutes,
and he’ll break ’em in at the Sans
Squcr, Miami Beach . , . Helen
Forrest moving back to California
permanently . , . Irving Greenwald,
only personal manager with an of-
fice in Las Vegas, inked the Car-
sony Bros, and Irwin Corey.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatrical!

FUN-MASTER
TH£ ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG Flit

/The SDrvie# of th« STARS)
Flrtf of. 15 Slot $7.06—All 35 Issues $23
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
B*9|nnln9 with No. 1—No Sklpplngl
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, par book.. $10 •• MINSTREL BUDGE? . , . $25 1
•

' bk. $35 Z• BLUE BOOK (Bags for Stags) $50 •HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

2LA2?L-£LA5SIF,ED encyclopedia
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovar a thousand

No C.O.p/s

BILLY GLASON
300 W. S4th St., Now York 19—Dapt. V

Clrclo 7-1130

leased to the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System for use as a television
centre.

The AMA confab also took up
other problems. One of the deci-
sions reached was to give more
time to the exhibition type shows.
The AMA will go after flower, auto
and home shows, and has already
given time to the William S. Orkin
"Do It Yourself” show in Cleve-
land and Providence.

A new arena in Spokane was
accepted into the AMA roster of
members. •

The iceshows have been able
to expand operations considerably
because of the fact that arena
building is on the increase. There
are, new spots in Charlotte, N, C.,
which will seat 10,000, and another
new building in Des Moines. Thus,
should the ice shew ops feel that
one show should withdraw from a
particular city, another new town
is willing to get a place on the
schedules of the major iceries.

Bailey Shifted From Chi
To MCA’s Dallas Office

Chicago, March 16.

Layton Bailey transferred this
week from Chi Music Corp. of
America to the agency’s Dallas bu-
reau. Bailey had assisted Chi MCA
veepee James. Brayley in servicing
location accounts and in handling
syndicated films for the past eight
years. At Dallas he’s pegged to con-
centrate on vidpix exclusively.

Bill Richards arrived at 'MCA
here from Gotham last week to
work in the one-night bands de-
partment

, he 1med by Dan Cleary.

Danny Kaye, who gave his service*
gratis.

The Combined Services Enter-
tainment maintains close liaison
with the industry, and have two
consultative committees to give
advice on vaude and legit pack-
ages. • These panels include top
impresarios, agents and reps of
the two performer unions.

All artlstirengaged for the zones
are given officer status (without
the rervice installations including
any rank) and are free to use all
dubs, canteens, and stores. They
are also given free hotel accommo-
dation and all meals.

The British, like the Americans,
welcomed the first linkup between
the Professional Entertainments
Branches of both countries when
the Tessle O’Shea company went
over on a combined- tour of the
two Zones of Germany and Austria,
They would welcome an extension
of

:

this development if entertain-
ment of the right grade and ap-
peal to bofh countries could be
lined up.
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MIGHT. CXUB REVIEWS
Waldorf-Astoria, M. V
Martha Wright (with Harold.

Hastings ). Nat Brandtvynne Or

•

chestra, Mischa Borr Oral}; no min-

imum.

“Fresh from 1,000 performances

in ‘South Pacific? the Empire
Hoorn proudly presents Miss Mar-
tha Wright.” That was the way
orchestra leader Nat Brandwynne
brought the current headliner onto
the floor opening night (11). It is,

of course, what the gal represents
—a long run in a hit show. So- that

was the sell. Equally logical1

; a con-
siderable section of her routine in-

cludes a reprise of melodies from
the Rodgers-Hammcrstein opera.

Miss Wright is a very likeable
figure in her poodle cut. Dainty of
features, she sings, plausibly, of be-
ing ‘‘disgustingly healthy” without
a neurosis of even latent develop-
ment. She seems pleased and is

pleasing. She has a soap-and-water
freshness and is excessively “Amer-
cah Girl” in- type. She is totally

without Continental, innuendo or
leering libido. If she said she’d just
shot 82 on the golf links, nobody
would be surprised.

Handsomely gowned in greert she
holds the floor for about 25 min-
utes displaying . nice pipes, "much
quiet charm. It is probable that (1)

the regular middle-aged' clientele
of the room will be left in pleasant
mood, and (2) that the one critical
comment will he levelled^against a
certain sameness to Miss Wright’s
material, an absence of special
lyrics or a sock novelty. She is

given strong accompaniment by
Harold Hastings, who was with her
when, she played the St. Regis, ‘as

a novice, gome few years ago.

Attendance was only fair at the
first performance Thursday (11),
four days before income tax dead-
line. Legit showmen nowadays dis-»

count Lent as an adverse factor but
opinion is divided as to hotel din-
ing room sensitivity to the Lenten
period. It is probable that it
notably reduces Catholic family pa-
tronage of the sort which steps out
cn the genteel side. ' Land.

Stork Clnb, London
London, March 9.

Bill}/ Shepard, Teddie Hate, Rose
Hardaway

, Danny - Termer Oreh;
$2.80 cower.

Al Burnett came back from his
annual talent prowl in the U.S.
with three American artists who
are currently appearing on the one
bill. It is an ambitious develop-
ment for this popular late-night
room, but they had to put the
ropes out op ppening night and
there are signs the club will be
attracting more than its normal
quota of business.

Over the years, Burnett, who al-
ways emcees the cabaret, has
established an intimacy between
stage and ringsiders, using stock
gags that lose nothing by their
nightly repetition. This has a good
warming-up effect and, if the audi-
ence is ..sometimes boisterous, it
is always appreciative.
The three 'new-comers quickly

have evidence of this. Teddie Hale,
the colored hoofer with his slick
tap routines who opened the show,
has the customers yelling for more'
alter one of his marathon displays,
lerper has smooth style and fre-
quently does his stepping without
musical backgrounding,

.
Rose Hardaway, a striking sepia

Jooker clad in a spectacular gown,
makes an impressive entry, but

I

^Sing ah intro number dis-
cards the dress to reveal the barest
necessities of clothing. At that
point she switches into a dance
number, the only virtue of which
?
s that it is an ideal way of display-
ing her charms. Customer reaction
is near unanimous.

Billy Shepard, who winds the
*no\v, is a vocalist who knows how
to make full use of a handsome

i

pipes - Going straight into
a, balanced songalog, he builds a
Progressive audience, reaction
eventually begging off to an en-
thusiastic ovation. Ballads are obvi-

f°rte and his click entries
i iclude a Jolson medley, “There
Goes My Heart'’ and "I Believe,”
Presentation is neatly back-

by the Danny Termer
ombo who also cater to the dansa-

recently* Current bundle, easy on
the budget, rises above the hasty
settlement and should do nicely at
the tables if the large firstnight
turnout is an indication.
Gene Baylos is as skillful a

rnonologfst as this room has had
all season. Headlining, he en-
gages in rambling material that
passes swiftly in, a 30-minute slice
--all topgrade borscht circuit fool-
ishness centering on nightclubs,
performers’ problems, gambling,
nioney, popeyed drivers and songs
that never get sung. Delivery is
casual, the surprise twists slyly oc-
casioned, and Baylos doesn’t miss
scoring for laugh response.

Personable Bobby Wayne con-
tributes ti well-paced songalog in
line Voice but with minimum show’-
manship for this room. Chez has
a large shelf that requires, for best
results, a certain amount of mobili-
ty and visual display that Wayne
ha.sn t worked into his act. Still, as
^straight singer, it’s to his credit
that he holds the crowd attentive
and responsive through his turn.
Show is ted off by the energized

variety of the Woodson Family,
two brothers and two sisters, who
dish up solid proportions of song,
dance, acros, instrumentallzing and
clowning for large returns. Unit

°,n ^ upbeat and works
quickly to a sharp acro-terp close.
Brian Farnon orch is customarily
smooth in backing the show and al-
ternates ballroom sets with the
danceable Chamaco Rhumba Band.

Les.

Latin Quarter, Boston
Boston, March 8.

. Sugar Ray Robinson (with Joe
Scott), Eileen Barton, Walton &
Sina, Bob Conrad Dancers (8),
Bob Peters, Harry DeAngelis Orch
( 8 ), t

Zarde Bros. Trio; $ i enter-
tainment charge.

is Sugar Ray Robinson’s
appearance at this room,

Pat ion. Myra.

Cliez Puree, fid
Chicago, March 7.

Baylos, '.Bobby Wayne,
(

Ji
0n Fa™ily (4), Brian Far-

j^ Gre/i (8), Chamaco R.humba

cover
<5)

’ minimum, $1.10

I
s ®nQther amply-pro-

inv
two-weeker whose book-

Was consummated at the wire,

d,,,,??
5o

°f topname talent pros-

S^nU
t

rhe
»S

nna^ailable at the last

ultimo
^0U!:C has been plagued

8ilnoi:
hun’>’;up-and-xign-someone

fliion on several previous bills

This
second,
the last 'tnore than a year ago, and
during the interim the champ has
picked up plenty of polish. Dur-
ing his. initialer he displayed strong
show biz savvy, but now he’s much
more sure of himself and his terp-
jng has improved tremendously.
His format is*different than at the
previous outing, for instead of do-
ing a couple of spots, he now stays
onstage throughout the stint, ex-
changing banter and general tom-
foolery with his very capable part-
ner, Joe Scott. In addition to the
song and dance routine, they in-
c.ude a hoked version ' of “Drag-
net,’ complete with jive talk, and
a zany version of “The Sugar Rav
Robinson Story,” as filmed by a
major pic company. While there
are

,.
a couple of slow spots in the

routining* the boys work hard, and
overall results are very satisfac-
tory showwise.

_ .In her initial nitery stint here,
Lileen Barton, a peppery, pintsized
thrush, fares nicely with a diversi-
fied songalog. Cute femme han-
dles the ballad, “Secret Love”; an
impresh of her parents’ old vaifde
routine to “Wild About Harry,” the
_Ho-Ho Song,” with a nod to Red
Buttons, and her latest disk, “Don’t
Ask Me. Why,” with a neat change
of pace for okay response. Be-
moaning the fact that Johnnie
Ray’s platter of “Cry” has pushed
her etching into the background,
she launches into a zany carbon
of the waiter’s rendition for nice
yocks. For clincher she bows off
with her w.k. “I’d Have Baked a
Cake.”

Bill tees off with the deft Walton
« Sina, a mixed pair whose skill-
ful sesh of acrobatic-adagio terp-
ing nabs hefty customer reaction.
The Bob Conrad girls prance
through a couple of sprightlv pro-
duction numbers with Bob Peters
handling the vocals in capable
fashion. Harry DeAngelis band
hackstops nicely and splits dance
assignments with the Zarde Bros,
trio. E-lie.

La. Vie em Rose, M. V.
Hairy Bclafonte (with Millard

Thomas),
, Bernice Parks, Harry

Mtmmo, Ving Merlin & His Girls
<4), Van Smith Orch, Jovita Band;
,$5 minimum.

Seveii Sons* Omaha
Omaha, March 11.

Dorothy Claire, Lynn Tilley Trio;
no cover or minimum.

A folKsififfer can go a long way
if lie s got the pipes, style and ma-
terial that goes with Harry Bela-
fonte’s turn. Young crooner Js
making the stepoff from intimery
into class boite appearances with
this .stand and he registers solid-
ly* In the past year, Bclafonte has
built a strong following via his
RCA Victor disks and a featured
spot ih the current Broadway re-
vue/ “John Murray Anderson’s
Alamanac,” which should add up
to big biz for this eastside hostel-
ry. Only drawback; from the man-
agement’s viewpoint, is that he’s
only available for the post-mid-
night show (his chore in “Al-
manac” keeps him bm\v before
that ) and the crowds will probably
wait until after midnight before
they begin to flock in.

Working with guitar accompan-
ist Millard Thomas, Bolafonte
belts out a topflight potpourri of
fo’k, religioso and calypso songs.
This sort of stuff used to be lim-
ited to Greenwich Village-styled
boites. but Belafontc knows how
to make it palatable to the chic cli-
entele as well. He delivers with
savvy and with wry, yet warm, hu-
morous quality. Songalog includes
such numbers as “Timber.” a pas-
sionate folk item that’s a little too
'ombre for an opener; “Country
Boy.” a warmlv intriguing ballad;
In Venezuela.” a lilting romantic

piece, and “Bird and The Bee,” a
rollicking calypso. He’s a knockout
all the way.

Impressionist Harry lV^immo, too,
comes in for a good share of plau-
dits. He’s got lots of material,
enough to weed out some of the
rough spots to concentrate on the
comic gems, of which they are
plenty. His mobile face and body
are put into good use to build the
vock®. Socko bits include tap im-
nre«.sions. a studv of the way men
walk in different countries and a
carbon of Michelangelo sculpting
a man, woman and habv. Latter
borders on the blue hut only the
captious will, find it offensive. Iii

all. he’s an amiable buffoon.
Chantoosie Bernice Parks dissi-

pates her potential here with a
rambling repertoire and over-pro-
duced material. Mi«s Parks has a
strong piping attack and knows
how to dramatize a good lvrlc for
ton effect, but her special mate-
rial interpolations don’t .help. If
.
che’d sing ’em straight and hard
she’d get more mileage out of her
scngalog. She does well with
“Plentv of Money and You,” "A
Good Man Is Hard To Find.” sung
in French and English, and “Broad-
way Rhvthm.” And hit or not,
“Oh Mein Papa” doesn’t belong in
her act.

Ving Merlin and his three
femme fiddlers are an -okay open-
ing turn. They Heifetz their wav
through “Strings of Mv Heart,”
“Stranger in Paradise,” “Hot Can-
ary” and “Moulin Rouge.” Some
of Merlin’s staging techniques are
a little dull but

.
none of it taxes

the eye or the ear.
*

Van Smith’s group backs each
act in a spirited style. Jovita and
her rumba group, however, be-
come a bit obtrusive even to the
Latino addicts. Gros.

slide and glide, and perform leaps
and splits, tp gasper a big . hand.
Heel and toe taps and solo bits
are very good and a softshoc con*
Wast proves a standout routine.
The Copa Girls and crooner

Chuck Nelson arc good in a pair
of holdover line numbers. Ray
Sinatra shines as Merrill's piano
accompanist, while the orcb, aug*
mented by four fiddles, racks up
a creditable musical chore, -

Bob.

Palmer Holme, l lil

Chicago, March 11.

Kay Thompson, Marshall Sc Far-
rell, Bobby Brandt, Empire Eight,
Emil Coleman Orch (10); $3.50
minimum, $ l cover.

Anticipation ran high for Kay
Iriompson’s return to Chi with her
new solo routine, the Empire
Room of this hotel filling to the
brim on opening night. In view of
her superior talents and theatrical
knowhow, it was slightly disap-
pointing that she did not com-
pletely overwhelm her audience.
Though she gives a brilliant

demonstration of one-woman musi-
comedy, Miss Thompson’s ultra-
sophistication evidently bypassed
the midwestern firstnighters, who
were not quite enchanted or moved
to uproar by the frivolous, windy,
sarcastic but laughable dame she
satirically portrays. Too, at her;
opening, she was handicapped se-

;

vercly by the blaring brass of Emil
Coleman’s orch, which smothered
her specialty lyrics at least half
the time. Audible, her

. blue stuff
scored broadly, but in losing com-
petition with the instruments it
passed of course as just another
song.

In solo elocution Miss Thompson
concocts an imaginary cocktail
party for the- international set at
which she’s the' party hostess, and

Slierry-MfeHior1and. M.V.
(FOLtOWUP) * <- -

.

%
This is * ’quick return for George

& Nicholas Alexander, a couple of
personable gents with a penchant
for

; international -songs of many
flavor,. They go the gamut from
the Czaristic Russian to Spanish,
French to Italian, interlarded with
Mexican ranchero and “Hopalong”
western nonsense, not to mention
a good sampling of the “Guys &
Dolls” score. The latter, by the
way, in intimacy and repose, as-
sumes new values and is part-an-
swer to the durability of the Frank
Loesser-Abe Burrows-Jo Swerling-
George S. Kaufman collaboration
for so many seasons in America
and Britain.
The Alexander frerrs^a profes-

sional or .actual relationship Isn’t
for sure—-have a penchant also for
mandolin and guitar self-accompa-
niment, with result that their stuff
is always melodic and popularly ap-
pealing. It is also just right for a
class room like the Sherry-Ncther-
land’s Carnaval, but their reper-
toire in general, should enjoy gen-
eral appeal, not excluding the
video guestshot circuit.
With maitre d’Henry at the door;

the management’s own Serge Obo-
lensky and Count Vasily Adlerberg
(latter did the interesting Freneh-
decored interior) usually on the
premises; along with the Lester
Lanin and Jan Brunesco dance
•••^ds. this Is one of the nicer in-
teriors in Gotham, Abel.

Hotel Statler, L A.
Los Angeles, March 12.

The Sportsmen (4); Lucille fc
Eddie Roberts; Renards «2); Skiiu
nay Ennis Orch (14); Roil Perry.
Orch (4); $2 cover.

Lack of marquee bait will hurt
this Terrace Room layout, although
there's plenty of entertainment

this gives her several points of de- [generated. Opener ran some 75
parture into dynamic song and !

m
j
nu*es but it can easily be

dance. Paced in a fluster, her i
trimmed to a speedy hour-long

monolog is rattled off so swiftlv
1 show. 1

that many of the sly lines are lost

1

Sportsmen, headlined, suffer
as comedy. She weathers well, ,

fronvjiaving been seen too recently
though, making her dent vivacious-

;

in olher tecal spots with the same
ly on numbers like the jivey “Mad- ;

material. They’re good, however,
ame,” “Rubyocco

;
From Morocco” • 'H**' close harmonics and

and vigorous “I Love the Violin.” ,

the special material comedy
On these, an unbilled male quartet *conSs that ring a bell. A little

helps vocally. For several reasons more identification with the Jack
not directly attributable to Miss

j

®ebn3’ show might not be a bad
Thompson, her act misses the full ,dea ™ this tourist hangout,
impact in this room. It's sleek, i

Lucille & Eddie Roberts, in
highgear diversion all the wav but i

their first Coast date, pound over
definitely classifies as specialized

!

their mentalistics to peak ringside
fare. .

• response. They’re on a trifle long.

Making their Olii dehnt ac a
but elimination of some of the

team, Pete Marshall and Tommv
j !

UT at

Farrell are standout artists on this ' SSeration^
e

«

f

S
!t

bill. There is rich satire ia their rc-
!

h!f
r
Kie
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f
n
«r

maKe b s °”e °t

laxed and whimsical comedies with on t l^e circu n t ifMarshall a rlanner cmnnthi* tAir
ine circuit., blunts of identifying

ing7he vocals andTstMights’and’be-

1

“er * **
goggled Farrell playing the buf- ; Th*.
foon. Neatly they lampoon Texas the vein of

r
?he

radio shows, western ditties, fool- dahee ^ teams^smonth^
’

isb lyrics of pop songs and siflart
; uti)izine simole °roIiiine« ^ Th^S

fashion shows, Marshall is capital i

spoil R
8
howler bv SS nnSon impressions of Perry Como and

}
15

^ minule^-and^

S'™?™ th
,f

side^is^ surefire. out 0f place in this room and withHighlight is an imaginative skit
, the rest of heiveo^tnnie

S^iV^„/ ,rgh,S
,°
f • «f^ SkTnnn°Ennisorchdo<.! an «-

singer, most of them embarrassing, cellent job of providing a dance^^ S>e sho/siijfe
and their returns in laughter and
applause is resounding.

Bobby Brandt contributes, limber !

Kap.

Samis* Iar Vegas
Las Ve?as, March 10.

Robert Merrill, Herbert it Saxon,
Clark Bros. (2). Coon Girls (10).
Ray Sinatra Orch
or minimum. -

Baiiln Siroot. .\. V.
! acro-dancing in speed tempos with

j Tr!*-
|

plenty style and class. Smooth re- S2 5o 7)^ io n r ' J °’

covery from a succession of vind-
Z nummum -

TAvo-framer with Met Opera star

star Robert Merrill will do well
enough. Second time around-—he
made his nitery debut here nine
months ago—finds same act in evi-

dence, which is plenty okay. Bari-

milling. cartwheels and flips earns
him as big a hand as does his fine

(14)- t,o cover ‘ ftexilcgged stepping. Empire Eight.
. "o LOUtr

i youthful house line, kicks in two
I eyecatching production numbers in
gay mood to give this four-week
bill added flash. Les.

El llanrho* Iji« Vegas
Las Vegas. March 10.

Basin Street, which reopened a
couple of weeks ago with a new
jazz policy, is flying high with its

!
current show. With Louis Arm-
strong’s return to the New York

1

nitery scene, five years after his

;

last appearance at the now defunct
Bop City, the joint should be

: jumping for the next four weeks.
Satchmo has changed but little

in the last half-decade, during

doubt it is a form of vacation from jinum

Dorothy Claire got boniface Don
Hammond off the hook last week
when Paul Gilbert received ’a
hurryup call to Hollywood. The
blonde comedienne jumped in
from California to fill out Gilbert's
date, then returns to the Coast
this week to prep for a legit shot.

Attractively gowned in a low-
cut green formal, Miss Claire sells
all the way and employs several
gimmicks such as smoking a cigar,
wearing a bcateri-up derby* etc., to
keep the payees happy. At show
caught, she worked hard to over-
come fact the customers were
scarce and was way ahead after
her ’‘Relatives” bit, and a well-
staged finale of “Gloccamora.”
Lynn.Tiltey Trio, local outfit,

docs a fine job of cutting the show
Pianist -Al Lamm is particularly
outstanding. Trump. -

Les Paul & Mary Ford, Arti* _
, n

tone gives impression that the bis-
;

Dauti, Dot Dee Dancers (10). Bob ’ w hich time he's gone from Oslo to
tro encagement is a kirk, and no

j

EUis Orch (IP; no cover or mini-
;
Tokyo, but his combo has under-
gone some sweeping changes.
Only clarinetist Barney. Bigard
and vocalist. Velma Middleton are
holdovers from his original all-star
group. Jack Teagarden has been re-
placed by trombonist Trummie

the gruelline demands of opera.
Merrill delivers “Sorrento” in a

manner that backs the current
! crop of crooners rieht out of mind.
Vesti La Giubba” and Figaro’s

Les Paul & Mary Ford are in for
a month’s run here, and their wide
following assures good biz. Per-
sonable stars respond to ovation

aria from “Barber of Seville” got ! that greets them with a sprightly 1 Young, Earl Hines by Billy Kyle,
rousing applause. Once again 1 sprinkling of faves. The familiar

,

Cozy Cole by Kennv Johns and
there’s his hilarious impression of ; low tones of Miss Ford score in

;
Arvell Shaw by Milton Hinton. Jfs

Ezio Pinza singing “Some En- • solos and the adept guitar playing ; still a swinging group, however,
chanted Evening.” “Old Man of both is a revelation. Cute con- • and few combos can math this for

lest on instruments between duo is
;

laying down a happy Dixieland
good for laughs and Paul is an beat.
adequate tonsil aide to his frail.

;
Although going back almost four

and
arc

River.” “Whiffenooof Sone.”
“I Got Plenty Of Nothin’

“

crowd-pleasing encores.
Young cafe vets Herbert A

Saxon, making their first Vegas
They open a 25-minute act with
“Dear One, The World Is Waiting

start, are loaded with talent, but

;

For The Sunrise.” and then go into

somehow' act does not come off as
a big laugh-provoker. Duo, with
Don Saxon feeding straight lines
to comic Tim Herhcrt. was tight at

opener, but once they cease Dress-
ing and relax into their usual sure
banter and exchanges, they should
score here too. Song impressions
and dance routines are clever and
topper is a prizefight bit with Her-
bert acting out Saxon’s micro-
phone narration.
The ’Clark Bros., tap dancers,

a medley of recording hits.

Comic Artie Dann goes over well

decades to the foundling days of
jazz in New Orleans. Armstrong
has lost nothing of his show biz
zest, . As a showman, he remains
in a class by himself among imisi-

v.’ith the customers, featuring his

,

clans and can clown with the best
proboscis during a great portion of in any field. As a jazzman, Arm-

’ ' ~ strong still hits with some beauti-
ful trumpet choruses and mops up

his act—-without once making a

reference to Durante. -Effusive co-
median is good in rambing humor
that includes brief musical gags,

The Dot Dee Dancers are nicely
costumed in a pair of line numbers
that are visually quite pretty. The
gals are safe as long as too much
movement isn’t involved. Bob.

with his melodious gravel-throated
piping of the blues or a pop num-
ber like “Cest Si Bon.”
As usual, Armstrong gives plenty

of scope to his sidemen and all of
them take several solo turns. Big-

(Conllnued on page 54)
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US VEGAS, NEVADA

NSW, YORK C|tY
Wltiefc Halt (l> '1l

Georgfa SaWtclle ;

Gertrudf Tyvon
Robert Devoyo
Harold Barnea
George Do Witt
Rockottes

, .

Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 19

Wong Sis
King Johnson .

Jeanne Charlebols
I.add Lyon
Trinl A Manolo

B Yosts A
Alan Carney
3 Tuckers

CHICAOO
Chlcaao (P> 19

Gene Krupa 3
Frank Fontaine
2 to fill

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 17

Grand Ole Opry
Hank Snow
Marty Robbins
Moon Mulllcan
Joyee Moore

. _
Rainbow Ranch B
Sleepy McDaniels

AUSTRALIA

AUCKLAND
St. James (T) 19

Walton & O'Rourke
Chart? Wood Co
Lowe A Ladd
Cook A Jeans
Daresco 3
Guy Nelson
Chevalier Bros
B Vaughan
Renlta Kramer
Bouaa y

Bert Duke A Joy
Sonya Corbeau
Dorothy Hall
Show Girls
Nudes

MCLBOURNf
Tivoli (T) IS

Guns Bros
O'Hagan A Stead
John Blythe
Balcombes
Gloria Dawn
Merenos
Muracs
Max Blake
Seyler Heylen
Betty Meddings
Frank Cleary
John Blnthal
Male Ballet
Ballet Girts

SYDNEY
TWetl CD 1*

Tommy Trinder
Toni Green
Joe !>*
Dagenham Girl P
W Latona A Sparks
I De Pauls
Mary Priestman
Littlejohns
Harry Moreny

Lloyd Martin
Torn Lamond
Maureen Helman
BaUet Girls

EDINBURGH
Empire (M> IS

David Hughes-
Dawn White Co
Vic Perry
David Hurst
Des O'Connor .

Newman Twins.
Conway A Day
Terri Carol .

FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 19

Joeef Locke
Dancing Duvals
Dave King
Bassi 3
David BerglasW Keppel A BettyPAS Sherry
Brockways

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 19

Terry-Thomas
Dennis Bros A June
Donald B Stuart
Tommy Jover Co
Ross Hai-vey
Moreton A Kaye
Lorrae Desmond
Ref A Julian

GRIMSBY
Palace (!) 19

Prince Zahoor
Joe Stein
Noon Bros
Jack Grieve
Marsh A Lorraine
3illy Gay
Moulin Rouge Girls

BRITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) IS
Eve Boswell
Kirby A Hayes .

Musical Elliotts
Skating Vogues
D A J DE-Mott
P A J Yuile
Frank Preston
Julie A Marie

BLACKPOOL
Palace <1) IS

Larry Macari 9
Del Morals-
Dot A Maureen
Wilsons
Terry Wilson
Saveen. A D May
Arnley A Day.
Ronnie Collis
I Montons

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) IS
7ic Oliver
.IcAndrews A Mills
7erry Hall
(obey Buckley
Clifford Stanton
Walthon A D
lylvia Campbell

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) IS
Jerek Roy
'oan Regan
immy Wheeler
fusical Elliotts
Sill Giles
*eter RaynorLAD Aldott
toy Belles

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 19

say Bonn
!no A Layne
t Alan A Steve
loberti
tezanos

.
3 Bartholomew
Copa CousinsNAP Lundon

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 15

1 Smith Bros
I A M Harrison
1 J's A June
*avel
Hlliams A Shand
.ngelos

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 15

S Seymour Ore

.

'ohnny Lockwood
fvonne Prestige
Cl Granadas A JP
Uchard Sis
toy Jefferies
ocalettes

EAST HAM
Granada <11 15

enowns
fave King

i Lesters
ilex & Ni'co
Metropolitan (I) IS
Silly Livingston
' Pirates
oyle Twins '

HACKNEY
Empire <S) IS

frankie Vaughn
foe Church
Hax Bacon
Hylda Baker
Francois A Zandra
Del Cortina
Bill Wareham A B
Louise Dogs

LEEDS
Empire (M) 15

De Vere 3
Dorothy Squires
Rex Roper A Pat
F Bamberger A P
Austrar
Authors A Swlnson
Cycling Villenaves
L AL Rogers

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) IS

G H Elliott
Leslie Welch
Jack Tripp
Helga Barry
Merry Micks
Manley A Austin

LONDON
Palladium <M) 15

Ted Heath Ore .

Dickie Valentine
Lrta Roza
Dennis Lotis
Dick Shawn
Beverley Sis
Marquis A Family
Axnandid Tp
A A L Ward
Chas Chase
Pan Yu* Jen Tp
Ursula A Gus
Palladium T Girls
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome <S) 15
Jack Parnell Ore
La Bommie
Mike McKenzie
Taps Miller
5 Sapphires
Davie* A Hale

NEWCASTLE
Empire <M> 15

Ballet Montmartre
Diana Decker
Fred Atkins.
Fraser Harm' Co
Bill Naynard
Bobbie Collins
Gladys Morgan
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M> 15

Harry Lester Co
Hayseeds
Goofus
Village Slickers -i

Farmers Daughters
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M> IS

LaCys
Kalla
Devine A King
Vogelbelns Bears

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 15

Harry Rowson
Len Aster
Paul Rivers
Dickie Bird
Maurreen Comfort
10 Valentine Girls

SHEFFIELD
Empire <M> 15

Laurel A Hardy
3 Jills
Alan Rowe
Keefe Bros A A
Harry Worth
D Rosalre A T
Audrey Jeans
Roy A Ray
Kayes Pekes
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 15

Great Mario A G
Spillane 3NAN Grant
Jimmy EdmundsonPAP Page

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Basin St.
Louis Armstrong
Velma Middleton

Blue Angel
Oraon Bean
Burl Ives
Bert. Howard

Jimmy Lyona Trio
Bon Sotr.

Jimmie Daniels
Dana A Wood
Oliver Wakefield
Kaye Ballard
Dolores Brown

: i ‘. i {

t

Cafe Society
Coolers n
4 Tunes
Aristocrats
Georgie Shaw

Celebrity Club
Ed Schaefer
Stuart Harris
Alfred A Lenore
Roger Steel Ore

Cheteeu Madrid
Terri Stevens
Coca. A Tina
Marta Nlta
Jose Pillar Ore
Freddie Alonso
Sarita Herrera

Giro's
Josh White
Nejla Ates

Copacebano
Ames Bros .

\

Beverlee Dennis
Blair A Dean .

Lorraine A Brunner
Sandy Evans
M Durao Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Motel Ambassador

Jules Land© Ore
No. 1 Fifth Avo
Bob Downey
Harold FonvlUe
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian

Sadie Banks
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore .

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hamsbay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia Karavaeff
Misha Markoff
Hotel New Yorker
Ed A Wilma Leary
Jo . Barmfm
Ben Dova
Steve Klsley Oro
Dee Drummond
A Rollini Trio
Hotel Pk Sheraton
Jose Melis

Hotel Pierre
NOlson Eddy
Gina A Gerardo
Gale Sherwood
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Relit Ore

Hotel Plan
Lisa Kirk
A A B Lund
Ted Streater Ore
Monte Ore

Hotel Roosevelt

Hofei St. Regis
Shlrl Conway
Milt Shaw 'oro
Ray Bari- Ore -

Hotfl Shsrry-
Notherland

Alexander Bros
Lester Lanin Oro
Jan Brunosco Oro

Hotel Statler
Horace Heidt

Hotel Taft -

Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter

Bernard BrosLAM Murray
Mon Toy
Darvas ' A Julia
Lee Sharon
7 Ashtons
Ruby Richards
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow* Ore
La Vie En Rose
Harry Belafonte
Harry Mlmmo
Vlng Merlin
Van Smith Oro
Jovlta Ore -

Le Ruben Bleu
Julius Monk
Kirkwood A Good'
man

Isobel Robins
Jackson Sisters
N Parris Trio

Versailles
'Nice To Seo You*
Fay DeWltt
Don Llberto
Georgie Kayo
AI Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller

.

Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Margy Duncan
Paula Stewart
Caro) Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchlto Ore

Village Barn
RacheUEUen
Jack Malone
Carell A Carlyle
Larry MacMahon
Joe Furst
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Artie Johnson
Trude Adams
C Williams Trio
Waldorf-Asterla

Martha Wright
N Brandwynne Ore

Desert Inn

Jimmy Durante
JaeUe Miles
Lea Chaillvelf
Betty RelUy

El Cortes
Chkrley Chaney.
Beverly Richards-
Roberto

' Flamingo
Ben Blue Rev

Lest Frontier
Howard Keel
Blackburn Twins
Evelyn Ward
Carsony Bros.

Golden Nugget
Briney.A Carter
Jill Adams
Dude Kimball -

Joe Venutt Oro
tends •

Robert Merrill
Herbert A Saxon
Clark Bros

I Rancho Vegas
lAPaul.AM Ford
Artie Dann

'Sahara
Judy Capova - Show
Kathryn Grayson
Jack Carter ,

Sujata A Asbka
Cee Davidson Ore
S'Henle Ice Rev

Silver Slipper
Maxie Rosenhloom
Hank Henry
Sparky Kaye'
Nicholas Trio
Bill Willard
.Jimmie Cavanaugh
Virginia Dew

'

Bill. Willard
Joan White .

G Redman's Oro
Thunderblrd

L Compagnone De
La Chanson

Mata, A Harl
Los Gatos

RENO
Mopes tkyroom

Rusty Draper
Rudy Cardenas
Skylettes
E Fitzpatrick Ore

New Golden
Knights

Joe Cappo

Carrlbbeans
S Young Ore

Riverside

Patti Page
Mr. Ballantine
Riverside Starlets
BiU CUfford Ore

HAVANA
Aontmartre

Guy Lombardo Ore Mischa Borr Oris

CHICAGO
Blue Angel

Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichols
Bob WeDyck Trio

Black Orchid
Josephine Premice
Bob McFadden
Jerri Winter
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez Pare#
Gene Baylos
Bobby Wayne
Foifr Woodsons
Brian Faraon Ore
Conrad Hilton HePI
Margie Lee
Adele Inge

(7)

Lippe 'A Ballsch
Bobby May
Bob Bromley
Bill Griffin
N A J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears .

.

Boulevar-Dons (6)
F Masters Ore
Edgewafer Beech

Charlivels
Rudy Horn
O Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Ore

Patmer Meuse
Kay Thompson
Marshall A Farrell
Bobby Brandt
Empire Eight
Emil Coleman Ore

lOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

Mindy Carson
Jack Durant
Cerneys
Henry King Ore

Band Box
Mickey Katz
Bas Sheva

Bar
.
of Music

Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Blitmore Hotel
Connie Haines
Gil Lamb
Hal Derwin Ore

Giro's
Continentals (4)
Houcs (3)

Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Chariey Foy*s
Arthur L. Simpkins
Pat C. Flick

Rita Rebm
Marguerite Padula
A. Browne Ore

Mecambe
DeMarcos (2)
Paul" Hebert Ore

Moulin Rouge
B Minevitch H R
De Castro Sis (3)
Dominique
Chiquita A Johnson
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (3)
Gina Genardl
Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancers

.Statlsr Hotel
Sportsmen <4iLAE' Roberts
Renards (2)
S Ennis Ore
Ron Perry Ore

M de Paris Orq
Michelle Due
Pedro Vargas
Bergaza A Terraxa
Rosendo Resell
Monsigneur Orq
E Antunez Orq

de le Plays Orq
Bans Soucl

Olga Chavlano
Frank Gitilli
Estrella Peres

'

Ray Carson
Tondelayo
Actu A Cellini

Marcel Pefore
Cachia
Jacqueline Lerol
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Troplcana
S de Espahk Orq
Celia Cruz
Rene A C Delaine
Mano Lopez
Marta A Alexander
Paulina Alvarez.
Bertica A Rolando
Orlando de la Rosa
Kiko Gonsalves
Senen Suare^ Orq
A Romeu Orq

Paris Pitch
Continued from page >

new, as several medieval

are also displayed.. Goya,

MtAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Bar of Musis

Bill Jordan
Guy "Rennie
Harvey Bell
Beth Challis
Gina Valent?
Ethel Davis
Fred Thompson

Birdland
Rey Mambo Ore
The Tempos
Do^Ray-Me 3

Beachcomber
Sophie Tucker
Sammy Davis
Will Mastin 3
Myron Cohen
G. Tapps A Co
Harry Rlchman
Milt Ross
Charlie Carlisle
Louise Brown
Len Dawson Ore

Black Magic
Sammy Wal$h
Clare Hogan
Hal Winters

Casablanca
Dave Tyler Ore .

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
Larry Foster
The Williams (2)
Teddy King Ore

Clro's
The. Red Caps
The Treniers
Jo Thompson

Clover Club
Tony Martin
Alan King
Betty Luster
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury

Di Lido Hotel
Jack E. Leonard
Al Martino
Zlg A Vivian Baker
Freddie Calo Ore

L'Aiglon
Chuy Reyes Ore

?“!",» i.-,

Charlie Farrell

t
Li£,n . QuarterJoe E. Lewis

Jane Morgan
The Szonys
Veronica Bell
Ruth Costello
Ralph Young
Piroska
Ernie Amato
Cortez Ore
Canripo Ore
Antone A fna

, T».rloton
Jack Stuart Ore
Jeannie Moore
Leon 4 Eddie's

Myra Davis
Chuck Fontaine*'
Acres O'Reilly
Jackie Gordon
Billy Austin
Nancy Kent
Charlotte Waters
Bill Gray
Ralph Gilbert

Nautilus Hotel
Buddy Hackett
Frisara A Reynolds
Antone A Jna
Sid Stanley Ore
„ Patio
Mary Kaye Trio
Saps Soucl Hotei

Dorothy Dandrige
Eddie Snyder
Sacaras Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs

.
La Rue's

Louis Adler Ore
...Roney Plaza
Milt Herth Trio
George Hines Oro
t

S?£on9 H°1*»
Los Chavoles
Trinl Reyes

,

Val Olman Oro
4 Helene
Tony De La Crux

Vagabonds
Vagabonds (4)
Maria Neglia
Condos A Brandow
Mary Ann Bentley

means
falsies

Corot, Benoir, Van Gogh, Pissarro,

Gaugin, Degas, Monet, Manet, Sis-

ley, Toulouse-Lautrec were gome
of greats imitated by phonies try-

ing to cash in on the prestige val-
ue of the artists. In some cases the
phonies are the innocent copy
work of students picked up by con
men for their hoodwink purposes.

Sculpture stamps and money
also came in for careful copycat-

ting and one of the most absurd

hoaxes was the letters of famous
people delivered by forger Vrain-

Lucas to the scholar Michel Chas-

les from 1860-69. Chasles paid out
the equivalent of $30,000 for let-

ters from such VIPS as Socrates,
Plato, Lazarus (raised from the
dead), Cleopatra, Julius Caesar and
Charlemagne. Incredible aspect of
the case- is that the letters were
written in colloquial French, using
the appropriate script. Plenty of
U. S. dollars figure in the display
as "made in Paris/' These are
probably the bills used in U. S.
tourist hoaxes and shortchanging.

Not shown was the famed gag
Lucien Guitry, Sacha’s father,
pulled on a producer in the . early
1900s. Guitry wanted to play

. Louis
Pasteur in the play based on his
life, but the 'producer insisted he
did not look enough like the famed
bacteriologist and it would destroy
the effect of the play. Guitry in-
vited the skeptical producer to his
home a few days later. He showed
him a photo of Pasteur and then
began to put on makeup. In a few
minutes he was the exact replica
of the photo. He did the role and
the producer never knew that the
photo was of Lucien Guitry.

.Basin St., N.Y.
ard and Young arc most promi-
nently •' spotted

. wfrile drummer
Kenny Johns, the only ofay mem-
ber of the troupe, comes to the
front ' with "Stompin' At The
Savoy/’ Even while v

in the back-
ground, Armstrong plays great ac-
companiment and. that stems from
his early training wheh lie played
obbligato horn to Bessie Smith's
vocals.
During the lasf several* years,

Miss Middleton has been a regular
with the Armstrong troupe and
they knit together for several
knockdown comedy vocals. Their
“Baby, It's Cold Outside” and
"That's My Desire” are already
classics and their byplay on a flock
of other tunes is topflight com-
mercial stuff.

As relief combo for Armstrong
in this continuous show operation,
Paul Bley’s trio clicks with some
solid music in a more modern
groove. Bley, a Canadian like Os-
car Peterson, is a protege of the
latter and handles the keyboard
with the same kind of drive and
excitement. Hetm .

HI Lido, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, March 12.

, Sans Souci . of Havana Revue
with Gil Marr

t
Estella, Litico &

Mario, The Riinerast Los Romeros,
Line (8); produced by 'Cesar
Alonso; Freddie Calo’s Orch; $3.50
bev. minimum.

Gaucho Pie Fast
• *S Continued front page 2 s:

the local press devotes reams to
the event, the foreign correspon-
dents don’t rate it so noteworthy,
particularly the Americans.

„
The U. S. personality turnout

has impressed more than any
other, and in fact the interest of
the masses is centered around it.

Edward G. Robinson and Errol
Flynn conversed in Spanish and
the former visited art museums
(which were opened especially for
him). Walter Pigeon has been
dubbed a gentleman among actors;
Robert Cummings and Wendell
Corey, as younger representatives,
go over best with the femmes.
Joan Fontaine, June Haver'

,
and

Rosita Moreno, were already an
old story, having been here before,
but there is great interest in seeing
Irene Dunne and such new names
as Corinne Calvet, Ann Miller and
Barbara Rush.

• 1 ) ' t L L ft I V , I 1

Outside of the Ritz Bros., the
Moulin Rouge in this hew ocean-
fronter hasn't been pulling the
patronage despite a sound lineup
of acts booked through the sea-
son. Even a combo that had Al
Martino and Jack E, Leonard
failed to draw in sufficient quan-
tity to hit the profit-side for the
operation. With installation of
current package — a complete
switch in policy from the "name
value” idea—there are indications
that owner Irving Cohen may have
hit on a winner in this Cuban im-
portation. «

The unit was a big click in sev-
eral appearances at the Olympia
Theatre last summer and fall and,
with some new faces added, sets
up a fast-paced melange that keeps
the big room bouncing. With Gil
Marr helming proceedings in
smooth, easy manner, the revue
holds aud interest throughout.
Marr sets up, on his own, a set of
Latin tunes that are well re-
ceived, best of the lot being his
baritonings of a Cuban medley and
version of "Granada.”
The Rivieras add a Parisian

touch with their lampoon on
Apache Dancers. It's a rough and
tumble act that sparks howls and
yelps from the femmes when the
blonde applies a series of judo-hi-
jinks on her- heavy partner, wind-
ing with a lift onto shoulders for
a spin around the floor that sets
the palms pounding for a wrapup.

• Flamenco work of Los Romeros
is authentic with the heel-stomps
earning big reception, topped
when they essay the hand-clap and
foot work sans musical backing.
Highspot of the revue is the hip-
swinging, uninhibited rumba rou-
tines of Estella. Litico & Mario. It’s
colorful, eye-filling and zestfully
brought off, complete to the
shoulder-tosses and interweavings.
Climaxer is a rouser, Estella at-
taching to her derriere a string of
maracas for a giggle and mitt-rais-
mg sequence.

Productlonwise, the double quar-
tet (four male, four femmes)
turns up a zingy group of native
terps with the principals joining
in two segments and the finale for
the "big” effects. Devisings are
provocative and varied to elimi-
nate the sometimes- monotonous
bongo-beats and create mounting
excitement. Freddie Calo and his
orch are superb on the showback-
mgs, Lary.—1 -

*

L« Unban Vilen, K, Y.
Kirkwood & Goodman, Dorothy

Loudon
, Leigh Roberts, Norman

Paris Trio, Julius Monk; $4 and $5
minimum.

?n tv Tpmmercials remains one of
the. best aroynd and tabler Z.
spouse is Still big. .

re

Dorothy, Loudon has progressed
steadily as an intime nitery ^ong
stylist. She s developed an assur-
ance and a song-selling way that
Wins easily. Repertoire varies from
the big sentimental ballad to the
impudent novelty and each .style
is handled with authority. At all
times she's in command of her ma-
terial and her audience.

. "I’m The Lonesomest Gal in
Town,” a la Ted Lewis, is a rowdv
ribtlckler. She begs off with /en-
cores, a simple, melodic “Spend
Your Life On The Merry Go
Round” and a sly takeoff of a
southern belle , whooping it up on
"Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen ” Leigh
Roberts, other warbler on the bill,
is reviewed in New Acts,
The Norman Paris Trio rates a

bow for its expert showbacking
and charming interlude sets.

Gras.

Carousel, Pitt
Pittsburgh, March 11.

Alfredo Sedal, Jack Lester,
Edith Dahl Herman Middleman
Orch (5); $1-$1.50 cover.

Although current bill has, been
shaved down to only three 'turns
(due to the last-minute cancella-
tion of Jonathan Winters), it’s still
one, of the top buys In town. Tony
Melee’s upstairs room, ably hosted
by Julius Monk, is one of the more
comfortable lntimeries in town and
it always manages to dish out a
topdrawer array Qf comic and vo-
cal talent.
; Topliners KirkWood & Goodman
are familiar to Gotham’s small-
room gadabouts, but their comedies
are still surefire. They know their
material and their audience and
they hit with ribtickling impact.
Team’s patter is geared for the hep
set aqd it goes ovei; pfrppf^ (5£tif

Multiple "Chance of a Lifetime”
tv winner Alfredo Sedal is head-
lining Jackie Heller's nitery while
latter is on a West Indies cruise
and on all counts the Venezuelan
looks like a comer. Couple of
things are needed yet, a little more
vocal training so it doesn't show
around the throat when he bangs
out the high ones and a little less
stiffness on the floor, but these
things should come easily. Then
Sedal can prepare to gather in the
marbles.

For the youngster has just about
everything. He has a thrilling
voice, which doesn't need a lot to
put it in the Mario Lanza class; is

darkly, handsome enough with an
abundance of Latin-Amerlcan good
looks to pattycake the tickers of
femmes from six to 60 or over and
bas bundles of charm and person-
ality, the kind that puts him right
in everybody’s lap the moment he
steps out. The surprise is that none
of the film companies has snapped
him up yet. Based on . what Sedal
is showing here, he certainly has
the makings.

Veteran Jack Lester is doing the
m.c, chores in Heller’s absence,
and after a great many years
around he’s still a crack hoofer
who can show his heels to the pres-,
ent crop. As long as he sticks to
the old soft

.
shoe and his showy

variations on it, Lester’s in clover.
His announcements and intros to
his own specialties, however, tend
to be a trifle voluble and garrulous
and could be generously scissored
to compound his own returns.

Tall, blonde Edith Dahl opens
and should play her fiddle, which
she does well, and get off. The gal
hits plenty of blue ones in the
dialog department and most of it

is downright embarrassing. She’s
been around long enough at least
to know that the dinner show,
when there fire youngsters present,
is hardly the place for- smoking-
room stuff.
Herman Middleman’s five-piece

crew, a fixture here, scores high.

,

with both the entertainers and
dancers. Burthen it always has,

Cohen.

Roosevelt Hotel, X. O.
New Orleans, March 16, ,

Xavier Cugat Orch (18), Abbe
Lane, Otto & Marchita, Juan Mam
uel, Candido, Diabolito, Charles
Carts, Tina & Coca; no cover or
minimum.

Xavier Cugat, back for a two-
week stand in the plush Blue
Room, delivers a bright musical
session in a below-the-border for-
mat that generates plenty of . color
and variety, to make for topdrawer
entertainment.

, His . crew is a
good show band with a fine musi-
cal quality. •

Abbe Lane and her agile curves
and free-wheeling chassis arev the
shows prime lure. In addition to
her physical endowments, the
strawberry blonde looker has a
sultry voice , that garners rapt at-

tefition as she scorches "Si, Si.”
' Cumbachero” and "C'est Magni-
fique.” Clad in a. snug-fitting
gown, she sells in, an intimate,
friendly manner, too.
Other acts are just as potent

Otto & Marchita* dance . team,
click with their rhythmic body
swinging. Juan Manuel scores
with his singing of Latin standards
like "Granada” and "Guadalajara,”
plus "April In Portugal.” Femmes
go for him. •».

Only non-Latino Jn lineup. Is

Charles Carts, a French whiz with
cards, who does feats* with the
pfisteboards and nets plenty, of

gWMWPgqK I Hi
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Russell Mark*it presentation

Wifh George p*„ WW.” Harold

Barnes ,
Corps de Ballet, Margaret

Sande director; Choral Ensemble,

Pochettes, with choreography by

Markert; Radio City MuSc Hall

Symphony conducted by Raymond
plige; Gertrude. Tyven Robert

DeVoye. George Sawtelle; sets,

James Stewart Morcom; costumes,

Trank Spencer; lighting. Eugene
Braun;

t

"Rhapsody", <M-GL re-

yiewed in Vaiuety Feb. -17» 54.

The Radio City Music Hall’s cur-

rent splash has a bright and lively

feline Built around the title,

-‘Mexican Holiday,” this Russell

Markert construction hits ' a

sprightly stride and with fine

help from a pair of outside acts

that hit maximum reception, this

effort is a worthwhile piece of en-

tertainment.

Corps de ballet goes off the

usual entrechat standard with a

bathing beach scene which hits a

light touch. The girls Wear tutus

that look like bathing suits. Their
rompings aren't too far removed
from that which might be normal-

ly seen on a sandy stretch. 'Ger-

trude Tyven and Robert I?eVbye

do tasty pas de deux. Background
in which the linegirls manipulate

a diaphonous silk cloth increases

the picturesque effect of this se-

quence.

The Glee Club, with George
Sawtelle soloist, does a fine ar-

rangement of “Vaya Con Dios”
and “El Relicario,” with special

lyrics, to hit ap easy, relaxed
stride that’s well appreciated.

Top sequencers by Rockettes in

a lively Latin motif that encom-
passes a wide variety of move-
ments. The choreography is. im-
aginative. and colorful and, as
usual, the Rocks are the highspot
of the Music Hall presentation.
George De Witt proves effective

in the comedy slot. He gives a se-

ries of impressions that results in
salvos, and he throws out a few
gags to clinch his hold on the au-
dience.

Harold Barnes gives a lift to the
latter portion of the show with a
line exhibition on the tightrope.
Barnes simulates some striking
ballet movements while on the
strand and he has some tricks that
are solidly applause-provoking.
The Music Hall Symph, with

Raymond Paige conducting, does
a medley of themes based on com-
positions by Alexander Borodin.
The Glee Club on the side of the
stage provides some vocal passages
to heighten the effect. Settings by
James Stewart Morcom, Frank
Spencer’s costumes and Eugene
Braun’s lighting are on the plus
side. Jose.

Moroccan aero group who flip-flop
all. over the Place, create human
pyramids, and, 'in general are a
nice aero act. Colette Mars seems
Jobe getting better and better.
Filling out a sequined dress ad-
mirably, she plies her repertory
of saucy and dramatic ballads with
unerring showmanship, as fine
voice blends with subdued but tell-
ing body and arm accomp.
Eddie Constantine, U. S. singer,

who scored here in frardboiled cops
fend robbers pix as the hard-drink-
ing, skirt-chasing Lemmy Caution,
now rates star billing in a- .song
stint. Constantine,

. has an ingra-
tiating personality and is at home
in Gallic ballads, with the more
limpid and loose song his forte. A
big voice and pleasing presence
made him recipient of mitts here.

' Mosk.

Apollo, X. Y.
Pearl Bailey, Louis

r

Bellson
Quintet (9), Three Riffs, Lewis it
Van, Don Redman Orch (16);.
“The Big Leaguer” (M-G).

I/Olympia, Parts
Paris, March 10.

Eddie Constantine, Colette Mars,
Freddy Angel, Andreanos (3),
Cinq Peres, Tay Ru, Pierre
Dac & Leo Campion, Jenny it Gert,
Helene Muselle it John Renn,
Four Angels, Eight Ben Ali,
Yvonne Sola), Gaston Lapeyronnie
Orch (20), Dany Revel;. $1.25 top.

House has settled down into a
choice music hall with a program
that is always varied and Interest-
ing if not always topgrade in name
value. This week has two staunch
singers who have developed a good
niche, if not stardom, for them-
selves, the usual aero, terp and
magico stints with a smattering of
chansonnier tartness and a gasp-
provoking number to make this
a spectacle that is 'keeping the big
house full. Now spot needs to
branch out to foreign shores for
stars to make this the top interna-
tional house it well can be due
to capacity, location and name.
.
Freddy Angel starts the ball roll-

ing with many of them being well
juggled through a breezing manip-
ulation turn. The Andreanos (3)
give a neat offbeat magico act with
tne trio making with the tricks
and sleight of hand that keep
everybody guessing, and with
enough colorful props to make this
* pleaser. The Cinq Peres are
a rmnstrel-like choral quintet with
multicolored outfits and vocal
calisthenics bn takeoffs pn the
Bumblebee” and others.
Tay Ru does some fine balancing

a big clock with one-finger

rn ^ s
?
n<* Precarious perching on

rous atop this narrow space for
good mitting. Pierre Dac and Leo
ifSpoo bring in the. pungent wit
oi me chansonnier as they do a
nne zany patter act that is good
ror many laughs and much mitting.

tXN & Gert. supply the chills as

"If
cuo goes through a series of

pe, Avlnp and lasso turns in west-

, in!)
g
,
arl3 to end with a knifethrow-

lnR stint that gets gasps.
ne Muselle and John Renn
a hsht touch of grace and

baiinf
y ln*° *n a pleasing

‘ numher that' has the air of
impromptu dance recital, and is

TiJE 3^ 1**011 1° show mood.
e tight Ben Ali are‘&‘boufidi!lg>

It's a family affair at the Apollo
this week, for Pearl Bailey is serv-
ing up the songs and hubby Louis
Bellson is beating the skins. Along
with fine support from the Three
Riffs, Lewis & Van and Don Red-
man’s band, the bill adds up to
one of the Harlem house’s better
vaude offerings.

Miss Bailey, who opens and
closes the 80-minute show, ad libs
her way through a variety of rou-
tines that’s good for solid audience
response, whether she’s announc-
ing next week’s lineup or reminis-
cing about her early saloon days.
Hers is a unique style which has
particularly endeared her to the
Apollo’s clientele.

Introed by Bellson, Miss Bailey
winds up the session with some five
numbers that range from the fa-
miliar “Row, Row, Row” to a racy
saloon bit. Her repartee with the
audience, badinage with fellow per-
formers and overall demeanor
serve to accent the buxom song-
stress’ relaxed yet racy approach.

Bellson shows that he’s no slouclt
as a skin-beater. Aided by bass,
piano, tenor sax and trumpet, he
wows ’em via stints on the traps,
etc., in “Fascinating Rhythm” and
“Heat Wave." It’s a class exhibi-
tion of stickmanship.

Although a standard turn that’s

been around for years, ofay male
dance duo of Lewis & Van is in-

troed as making its initial appear-
ance at this Harlem vaudery. It’s

a well-routined sesh that opens
with both hoofing on a brace of
miniature stairs. Team winds to
good returns following some chal-
lenge fctuff and a soft shoe bit.

Three Riffs, a male harmony trio,

Score easily with clever impres-
sions of Billy Daniels, Johnnie Ray
and the Four Aces. It’s class ma-
terial all the way.

Don Redman, another oldtimer,
deftly batons his crew, comprising
three rhythm, five reed and eight
brass. It’s an okay aggregation that
Competently backs the show and
also scores on a nicely-arranged
“Stranger in Paradise.” Gilb.

Olympia* Miami
Miami, March 12.

Vaughn Monroe, Jack Parker &
Doll , Neal Stanley, Geraldine it

Joe, Les Rhode House Orch;
“Paris Model.”

Palladlm, Modes
London, March 9.

Ted Heath it His Music (with
Dickie Valentine

,
Litd Roza, Den-

nis Lotis), Dick Shawn, Beverley
Sisters (3), Marquis it Family, Al-
bert it Les Ward, Chaz Chase, Pan
Yue Jen Troupe- (4), Five Aman-

dis. Tiller Girls (16) , Eric Rogers
it Skyrockets Orch,

The new Palladium vaudeville
seasoa opens with a British name
combo as its headlineir, but the out-
come proves a disappointment.,Ted
Heath and his Music

t
with his trio

of vocalists, recently completed
their round of Sunday night swing
sessions at this theatre always
playing to capacity biz, but it is an
open question whether they will
prove the same b.o. lure in this
stint. ‘

«,

Strangely, there is a total lack
of showmanship in the presenta-
tion. They use some excellent ar-
rangements and the aggregation
has clearly been well trained, but
at no time does it add up to a vis-
ual entertainment. The three Vocalr
ists, Dickie. Valentine, Lita Roza
and Dennis Lotis, all of whom have
disk popularity, contribute very
little in individuality and the last

two take the easy way out by doing
impressions of some of the Ameri-
can headliners who have previ-
ously played the Palladium.

From the point of view of the
vaudeville fans, the main event is

the major comedy click by Dick
Shawn. The newcomer, completely
unknown to London theatregoers,
gives himself a false buildup. “Not
many laughs,” he says, "but plenty
of muscle.” On the contrary,
there’s a constant flow of laughs.
His material is shrewd, intelligent
and perfectly-timed comedy. De-
livery is faultless and impact un-
mistakable. Shawn has a natural
flair and the audience is quick to
recognize his talents. He has almost
as much stage time as the head-
liner, but makes better use of it.

The Beverley Sisters are steady
faves here and their provocative
line of close harmony singing has
given them a steady, appreciative
following. Their routine follows
the pattern they’ve established
over the past seasons. Their song-
alog, opening with “Triplets,” in-

cludes their longtime click, “It’s

So Nice.”

Marquis it Family, in which
Gene Detroy presents his near-
human chimps, is always surefire;
the animals are firstclass perform-
ers who recognize their own talent
by leading the applause for each
of their own turns. Albert & Les
Ward a're a pair of musical impres-

]

sionists, but their act is badly
|

paced and lacks invention. Chaz
j

Chase, who made a name for him- i

self here during his long stint in
j

an earlier edition of the “Folies
Bergere” revue, fails to make the
same comedy impact. The routine
is virtually unchanged and is obvi-
ously familiar to most of the audi-
ence.

The Pan Yue. Jen Troupe, a’
quartet of Oriental performers,
have a standard balancing and
acrobatic act which includes some
adroit manipulation. The Five
Amandis, a Danish team of spring-
board acrobats, do a number of
familiar tricks with a great deal
of skill. Myro.

European Pix Flood Havana
Contlmui from page 2

In addition, there are dozens of
,
ing it. If the film market hag de-

independents.
' More Foreign Pix For ’54

The 'five-theatre Carrera first-

run circuit here played only one
European picture in 1959. In 1953

it showed 10 as against 42 U. S.

films. This year it has already

shown six European pictures. The
five-theatre Radiocentro circuit

here had one European picture in

1953. This year it is showing 30

as against 22 U. S. films. Only the
five-theatre American chain will

probably show less European pic-

tures this year than last. In 1953;
it played 14 European pix but this

year it may only show four' or five

because it has contracted with WB,
in addition to its existing contract
with Metro.

Undoubtedly the drop in show-
ings of American films cannot be
blamed entirely on the influx of
European pictures. For one thing,
Hollywood is producing fewer pic-

tures. This has created a vacuum,
which has quickly been filled by
the overseas films. There are other
factors, too.

Bob Pratchett Jr., of Para-
mount’s Havana office, said: “It

has to be taken into account that
the country is going through an
economic depression. People who
could formerly pay 80c twice a

creased in the U. S. because of
tele, there are still vast audiences
in Latin America who are not
likely to see video for a good many
years. Hollywood has had a huge
headstart in building up interest
and goodwill In its pictures in the
lower Americas. Even the lan-
guage factor favors Hollywood. Be-
cause of strong U.S.-Latin cultural,

economic and political ties, Eng-
lish is spoken or understood by a
large proportion of Latins. Few
know French or Italian.

But the Europeans are rapidly
catching up!

SHIRL CONWAY
Songs
20 Mins.
St. Regis Hotel, N.Y.

Shirl Conway has been around
in the poshier bistros and, after a
European sabbatical, is back in the

U.S., at the Maisonette of the plush
' St. Regis HoteL Her Continental

hiatus seems to have militated
against her in that what might
have been “smart” stuff a couple
of seasons back is now as dated as
Jorgensen jokes. That’s how fast
the standanls move, particularly
in the chic boites where it is as• , • * a •• j au tuv vmsv vviwo vrssvi w so no

week to see pictures now can only i much a combination of personality
afford to go once a week. And of

j and performance as material?
course, there is tele. The worse

1

nights theatres here have are on
Wednesdays. That’s when baseball
is telecast, and also when the popu-

Miss Conway has thewords but
somehow the music doesn't .quite
come out in the resounding echoes
she should achieve, particularly in

lar Regalias El Cuno tv show is
j the league that encompasses the

on.”
j

St. Regis. Tbusi the tall blonde

U. S. Pix Still Top Grossers !
songstress, with her severe high-

European films and wrhat
grossed: "Seven Sins” (French)

$22,000;
_

Little World of Don ballad -Money Isn’t Everything,”
Camillo (Italian), $22,000; The I an(j scissors-snipping numbers
Two Truths” (French), $21,000; - finds it not as smooth sailing as
“Tomorrow Is Too Late” (Italian),

;
per professional competence would

$19,000. ' indicate otherwise. However, it’s

The American films and biz i
35 rouch a matter of approach to

done: “The Snows of Kilimanjaro” j current orbit of influence as it

(20th), $32,000; “Sudden Fear” ^ a 5^*.
(RHO), $25,000; “Peter Pan” {

*

lU *° *

iRKO), $23,000; “Limelight” OJA),
Rats” $21,000;

Bookers for this house are still

on the name-booking kick to fill

the topliner spot and keep the box-

office humming, with this week’s

star, Vaughn Monroe.
He’s practically the show, what

with three supporting acts that

just about fill out matters, only

comedy-juggler Jack Parker up to

par for the course set by Monroe,
who emcees, and works in three

slots to break up his song-com-
pound. He applies that deep-throat-

ed baritone to a well-arranged
group of pops and, of course, the

hits he’s identified with.

The stubhblders eat it up, with

enthusiastic reaction all the way.

Delivery eschews any gimmicks,
Monroe adhering to the standup

style developed during the band-
leading days. Best of his set is a

specialty self-spoof on the labels

applied to his voice by the gag-

sters.
Parker's work on the pins and

rubber-balls is deft and smoothly

brought off, with the comedy in-

terweaves adding pace to a show-

manly turn.
Neal Stanley has appeared here

before and returns with the stand-

ard impressionist routine that con-

tains carbons of Hollywoodians.

Earns fair returns; revise on mate-

rial and updating on characters

would add to impact;

Acro-dance ideas of Geraldine it

Joe garner them lukewarm recep-

tion. It’s a lively turn but as cur-

rently constituted, shows need for

sharper staging. Les Rhode and

house orch, per usual, are okay on

the- showbackings. * Lary.

long way.

Per usual, Milt Shaw’s violin-

maestroing sparks the show back-
’ 520,000,

j eruppering > as well as the “society”
); and Moon

, dansapation. Equally competent
alternate is the Ray Bari ensemble.

Abel.

$22,000; “Desert
“Moulin Rouge”

T

Sh
£?

e
;
dansapation. Equally competent

IS Blue (UA), $13,000. Each Of { aliemsta ic lh« Rav »rKPmh1#

.

these pix — U. S. and European —
played one week at the Carrera
circuit during 1953.

Censorship of A Sort

There is censorship of films in
j

Cuba, but its only aim is to pre-
vent children from seeing unsuit-

1

able pictures.
]

The French and Italians are not
‘

the only ones who play up the sex
j

angle. Other films shown in 1953

THE YISIONAIRES <4)

Songs, Dance
19 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.

This is a promising song-roixed-

witb-dance quartet ithree males,

one femme) with plenty of pep,

nice appearance and reasonably
KltkiVi WI1VI j _ _ _ TV , M *

which did this included the Swed- gJLf- Wf;

Palace, X. Y.
Church it Hale, Howard Nichols,

Visionaircs (4), DcMdttiazzis (2>,

Bernadette Phelan Trio, Eddie
White, Karpis Trio, Jo Lombardi
House Orch; “Loophole” (AA), re-

viewed in Variety Feb. 24, ’54.
t

Current Palace vaudery is a bit

topheavy on novelty in an average
bill that nonetheless has a few
good points to recommend it. The
one weak spot Is comic Eddie
White in next-to-closing. Vet
monologist-singer’s material is an-

tique and his timing uncertain.

There’s a snappy opener with

Church & Hale duo and solo taps.

Okay deucer is Howard Nichols an^jj,

his barrel hoops, with the oldtinvef

employing a dozen staves at one
point on noggin, knees and legs,

Ir; the trey are the Visionaires,

vocal quartet (New Acts), followed

by the crackerjack DeMattiazzis in

their dancing doll device that’s a

real mvsterioso until the snapper
w'hen the femme reveals all. The
Chords are above par in instru-

mental impressions deriving from
their voices alone, topping with

Wayne King, the Paul-Ford “How
High the Moon” and Richard Hay-

man’s harmonica’d “Ruby.”

Bernadette Phelan and her two
boys are stylish on the adagio hnotif

and the femme has that extra-

special chassis to go with the

tossed salad. Karpis Trio, consist-

ing of two men and a girl aide,

have a fine combination risley, un-

supported ladder juggling and bal-

ancing stint. Climaxer is a hori-

zontal perch that’s revolved by the

gams of the strongman for a siz-

zling windup. Trau.

... ’ er in "It’s a Good Day” and fine
ish A Single Summer of Hap^-

, change 0f pace in “Dreamer’s Hol-
ness (nude love scene); the tidav’’
Japanese “Rashomon” (a woman

j

'
. , _ . ... , , .

attacked)- and the German “The For 'vindu Pi quartet dips back

SsmUr*?

^

Slff Jit • into the *20s for a snappy workout
Sinner (Hildegarde Neff poses

( on song an(j terp woven around the
sans clothing).

j Charleston and . riding hard on
The recently-formed Cuban Le-

j

“Let's Do It Again” within a med-
gion of Decency has attempted to

i
ley of vintagers. Thoroughly like-

campaign against sexy films, but
J
able group. Trau.

their efforts have met with com-
plete failure. When they organized
a “spontaneous” demonstration last

year at the Rodi Theatre during
the showing of the Italian “The
Woman Who Invented Love,” the
remainder of the audience p$id no
attention to the pleas for everyone
to leave the house. The next night,

when the Legion attempted to

picket the theatre, the police told

them to move on or be arrested.

Unfortunately for the Legion, it

picked a fairly innocuous film to

attack, and the public just laughed
at its members.

What can Hollywood do to meet
the competition? 20th-Fox thinks it

has the answer. Manager Sibcrt
said: "After Cinemascope, we’re
not afraid of any competition,
‘The Robe' broke every record
ever made in Cuba. It had the
longest continuous run and grossed >

more than any other picture.”
|

Pic played five weeks at the
i Payret and three weeks at the
' Trianori last January and Febru-
ary, grossing $100,000 and netting

20th-Fox $60,000. The biggest pre-

vious moneymaker of the company
was “David and Bathsheba,” which

took three years to make $49,000

for 20th-Fox.

Whatever the answer to the

! overseas invasion. Hollywood ought

I not delay in finding and develop-

LEIGH ROBERTS
Songs
15 Mins.
Le Ruban Bleu, N.Y.

For a little gal, just under five

feet, Leigh Roberts has a big voice.

And for a femme who looks like

a babe in the woods, she knows
how to belt out the “I’ve been

knocked around plenty”-style blues

song with authority.

This deception is intriguing es-
*

pecially as she gets warmed up
with "Good For Nothin’ Joe,” a

prostie’s lament, and “What Did I

Do? 1
’ It’s a double-edged start that

puts the tablers in the proper
mood for her. -followup items. She
gives ’em a little lighthearted lift

with a breezy-styled "Supper On
The Table At Six O’Clock” but
segues right back to the lowdowrt
blues groove with "I’m Through
With Moanin’ ” and “Kind Of A
Man Who Needs Kind Of A Wom-
an Like Me.”

It's a socko repertoire and Miss

Roberts doesn’t let her material

down. She’s got you believing that

she’s been through it all by the

time she bows to a begoff.

Once Miss Roberts shakes off the

stage-fright tensions that were ap-^

parent at show caught, she’ll be-

come a strong draw on the intim-

ery circuit. Gros.
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In Plea for Admissions Tax Cut

Washington, March 16,

Dwindling area of professional

legit was brought to the attention

of Congress in a statement filed

today (Tues.) with the Senate Fi-

nance Committee* now considering

the bill to reduce admissions taxes

and nitery taxes from 20% to 10%.

Statement, which urged that the

Senate pass the House-approved

bill, was accompanied by a- copy

of the economic study on “The

Plight of the Living Theatre”

made by Prof. Oi Glenn Saxon, of

Yale U.

Statement, which abstracted

highlights from Professor Saxon’s

study, told the Finance Committee:

“Admissions tax collections from

the living theatre industry totaled

less than $14,500,000 in 1052. To
the Federal Government they rep-

resent less than 3/10,000ths of

1% of total budget receipts. Ac-

. cordingly such reduction to 10%
means a loss of receipts to the

Federal Government of $8,000,000

—3/20,OOOths of 1% of total

budget receipts.”

It then goes on to give these

liardship statistics from the Saxon

study

“In New York City, the number
of commercial theatres available

for professional productions .has

decreased by more than 50% since

1931. Such theatres numbered 66

in 1931 and only 32 in 1953.

“Nationwide total number of the-

atres has dropped from 647 in

1921 to 234 today—a decline of

64%.
“Winter or permanent stock com-

panies have all but disappeared in

the past two decades—having num-
bered 413 in 1928 and only 20 in

1953.

“Slimmer - stock companies, a

fairly recent phenomena, devel-

oped in the late ’30s and early

’40s. recorded 152 companies in

1950 and only 139 in 1953.

“Only 63 professional produc-

tions were presented on Broadway
in the 1952-53 season, contrasted

with 195 shows produced during

the depth of the depression in

1931-32—a decline of 68%.
‘The total number of playing

weeks of all productions on Broad-
way has declined from 1,147 in

1948-49 to 1,023 in the 1952-53 sea-

son. Since 1927-28, the decrease
has exceeded 50%.

“Between the 1944-45' and the

1951-52 seasons, estimated total at-

tendance at stage plays on Broad-
way has fallen from 1

1

,500.000 to|
8.400,000—a decline of 27%. The-
atre Guild and American Theatre
Society records reveal nationwide
that subscriptions in 12 major cities

dropped between 1952 and 1953 in

varying degrees that ranged up to

59% in Milwaukee.”
The statement says factors in the

decline of the legit have been mo-
tion pictures, radio, then televisior

and finally the Revenue Act of

1951 which “exempted many forms
of entertainment directly in com-
petition with the theatre—includ-

ing operas and symphonies.

Jersey Playhouse Sets

’45 Summer Season Sked
Atlantic City, March 16.

Gateway Musical Playhouse, lo-

cated in suburban Somers Point,

will offer eight musicals and two
plays during its third season,

which gets underway early in July.

Jonathan Dwight, vlce-presid nt

and producer at the theatre, will

open the season with “Mr, Rob-

erts’’ and close- with “Stalag 17.”

He’ll feature Broadway names, a

change of policy from the first

two seasons, when all plays and

musicals were cast With a resident

company.

Musicals to be offered include

“Paint Your Wagon,” “Up in Cen-

tral Park,’’ “Fihian's Rainbow,’

“Bloomer Girl,’’ “One Touch of

Venus.” “High Button Shoes,”

“Pal Joey” and “Brigadoon.”

Staff appointments made up to

this time by Dwight include Ed-

ward Padula, as the new director,

who will stage all eight 61. the

musicals: -Max. Fischer, director

last year, who will stage the two
plays; Earl Redding, who will be
musical director; George Calder,

last season's Gateway conductor,

who will be choral director, and
Robert Randolph, who will again

serve as designer and technical

chief.

Coffeo-Cowen ’Window'

.Gets Phoenix Tryont

. Phoenix, March 16.
Something that should prove to be of considerable research value

to legit opened this week at Yale u: Library in New Haven. It is a
“The Open Window,” a macabre group of show biz memorabilia known as The Yale Collection of the

comedy by Lenore Coffee and Wil- Literature of .thei American Muaical Theatre.; \
cornea? y _ Collection haa been spearheaded by a donation of Robert L. Barlow,Ham ,

Joyed Cowen. _w.ll be tried
mMaging e(Utor oI the Yalt Alumnt Magazine, wbo started collecting

out at the Sombrero Playhouse mus|cai comedy literature about 28 years ago. The earliest Item now
here next Monday (22) for a one- in the collection is the original published Vocal score of “Floradora *

week run prior to a Broadway mqsicomedy produced on Broadway in 1900, which featured the w.k,

showcasing. It will be produced “Tell Me Pretty Maiden." Barlow’s donation consists of about 5,009

under the aegis of Richard Chari- items, including sheet music, programs, complete scores and recordings

ton’s newly-formed American Pro- by original casts or artists,

ductions. Listed in the collection are the first printed versions of ”01’ Man
John O’Shaughnessy directs a River,-” “Time On My Hands/’ “The Man I Love," and various scores

cast headed by Victor Jory, Mary of musicals that died on the road pre-Broadway. Also
, included arer

such scarce, items as recordings made by . George Gershwin and Fred
and Adele Astaire in England when “Lady, Be Good” and “Funny

Witherspoon, Barbara Morrison Face” were playing in London. Practically every published song by'

and Leonard Carey featured. Yale alumnus Cole Porter is in the collection, as -well as an auto-

vwindow" launches the Sombre- graphed manuscript score of “Anything Goes," presented to the Yals

^•li^ nmi,rofDr«Bro»dw.V Library by Porter in 1942. Loot weeh. Porter added to the Library,

produc*lona.

0
For the winfer straw- H the acorea of 23 Victor Herbert musical ahows, many of them

4 n
t

n*i.ee
h
*HS«

ll

AmCTiean
C

produ^ In eonnecUon with the collection, a hi-# aystem has been constructed

Uons alsob^SSMSS* }“ ** T* ‘°

Barbera’s “Down to Earth,’

‘Off-Bway’ G&S Tronpe

ings from the various shows,
According to John H. Ottemiller, associate librarian, of the univer-

sity, It is anticipated that eventually the Yale Collection will contain

all published music and representative recordings, whenever available,

of every musical show produced commercially in this country.

Stage director Harold Clurman, reviewing “Ondine” in the Nation
mag, wrote his notice in form of an open letter to its star, Audrey
Hepburn. Calling her “enchanting," he said the tenor of the Broad-
way reviews was “as if everybody were asking for your telephone
number." But, warning her against films, he wound up a full-page

review with a lengthy word of cautioh, saying:

“Talent is not just a possession, it is a responsibility. You are at

the beginning of your career; because this beginning is so dazzling

you must not allow—as so many others do-r—the beginning to become
summer operettas at Iroquois Am- the end . . . You can learn to be a real actress if you do not let the

phitheatre has lifted all racial racket, the publicity, the adulation, and the false—that is, ignorant-

bars, and tickets to all productions praise rattle you away from yourself . . . Keep on acting, studying,

presented by the association at the working—and not always at your greatest convenience. Play parts

al fresco spot Will be offered for that are risky, parts that are difficult, and do not be afraid to fail!

sale to the general public, which Above all, play on the stage—though I do not suggest that you give

means no discrimination whatso- up films. Do not. trust those who tell you that screen and stage acting

Negroes were previously are the same species or of equal artistic value: it is simply not true

Lifts Negro Ban
Louisville, March 16.

_
Louisville Park Theatrical Assn.,

a private corporation which stages

ever.

‘AFFAIRS’ SWISS BOWOK;

SET FOR GERMANY
Zurich, March 9.

In its Swiss preem last Thursday
(4) at Zurich’s deluxe smallseater.

Theatre am Central, Louis Ver-
neuil’s “Affairs of State” was well

received and looks like a hit. Press
reviews were, also favorable. Inci-

dentally, this is the first German-
language performance (adaptation

is by Florian Kalbeck), and play is

slated to move to Germany and
Austria from here.

The Giovanni Zamboni produc-
tion, skillfully directed by Rolf
Kutschera from Vienna, was care-
fully prepared and maintains a fast

pace, never allowing a dull mo-
ment. The cast is exceptionally
well chosen, and glamorous Vien-
nese actress Susanne von Almassy
scores a personal hit as Irene El-
liot.

She is capably supported by
Ilans Leibelt, who turns in a
smooth tongue-in^heek portrayal
a.c Philip Russell; Margarete Fries
as Constance, and Robert Lindner
as George Henderson. Rest of the
cast includes Willem Holsboer as
Byron Winkler and Franz Dehler
as Lawrence, Sets and costumes
are tastef&l, and overall production
values are firstrate.

To Break Even on Ron
The 10-week season of Gilbert &

Sullivan at the President Theatre,
N. Y.. beginning next Tuesday (23),

will have to play to virtually capa-
city biz at its $3.60 top to break
even on the run. President, which
has less than 300 seats, and there-

fore falls into the off-Broadway
category, can take in about $5,200

a week. Weekly production expense
is estimated at around $4,700.

Under direction of Dorothy Hand-
ler. the American Savoyards will

operate at the theatre under- con-

cessions from the various unions
involved in the production. Offer-

ings will utilize two musicians,

probably three stagehands, one
pressagent. one company - house
manager and one b.o. man. In some
cases the concessions at the Presi-

dent. which is located in the Times
Square area, will be less than those

afforded off-Broadway groups Out-

side the Main Stem area.

Initial production tab for the 10-

week run is negligible, since the

company has been in operation for

several years. Group has its own
costumes, and sets will be held
down to a minimum. Outfit origi-

|
rally was showcased at the off-

Broadway Jan Hus House for over
three years as a non-Equity opera-

tion. tagged the Masque & Lyre Co.

In October, 1952, group went out

on tour under an Equity contract

for about three months.
Following the tour, company laid

Off until last summer, when it ran
for 11 weeks at the Gilbert & Sulli-

van Festival Theatre in Monmouth,
Me. Group will return to the straw-

hat location again this summer for

a 10-wgek season beginning June
28. After last year’s summer stand,

unit took off on another tour from
September through November.
During the 10-week season at the

President, company will offer the

full G&S repertoire, with group
operating under stock conditions.

banned by association policy from
attending performances. Decision
to admit the -general public cli-

maxes a fight by Negro groups to
gain admission to jthe open-air the-
atre.

even when Jean Louis Barrault says so.’

The N.Y. Assembly Judiciary Committee thumbed down a bill by
Assemblyman Daniel M. Kelly, Manhattan Democrat, which would
have required theatres and other places of public exhibition to post,

hear the boxoffice, a diagram showing the exact location by letter

, .. . . ... and number of each reserved seat ticket. The committee took similar

ir°Q action last year. Its rejection is expected to end hope of passage at

nan f the present session of the Legislature, although a companion measure,

l !
h sponsored by Sen. Julius A. Archibald, also a Manhattan Democrat,

show sponsors were not guilty of u ’

unlawful discrimination in refusing
to admit Negroes.

Negroes were admitted to the
Amphitheatre last year during the
run of “The Tall Kentuckian,” play
based on the life of Abraham Lin-
coln and produced as part of the
city’s 17th anniversary celebration.
But that play was not presented by
the Louisville Park Theatrical
Assn.
Memorial Auditorium, managed

by Maurice Settle, and which is

another city-owned show property,
has not had the segregation prob-

An unexpected reunion of star and staff of “A Streetcar Named
Desire” occurred Wednesday evening (10) at a performance of “Lul-
laby” at the Lyceum. In the audience were Marlon Brando, Max Siegel
who was company manager for the Tennessee Williams play, and Jo*

anna Albus of the Houston Playhouse who was one of the stage man-
agers, Bob Downing, production stage manager for “Streetcar" occu-
pied the “Lullaby” prompt comet. Bert Lytell, prexy of Equity 'during,

the run of “Streetcar,” also was in the house.

Audience at last Wednesday Afternoon’s (10) performance of “Confi-
dential Clerk” (Morosco, N.Y.), when the play had ended and the
actors were taking their curtain calls, was surprised to see a well-
dressed woman work her way down as close to the footlights as she
could, wag her finger sharply

,
at one of the actors, and keep repeating

lem encountered by the Amphithe- loudly: “I couldn’t understand you! I couldn’t understand you!" Inci-
atre. Aude has no policy on segre-
gation, and matter of whether or
not Negroes will be admitted to
shows there is left up to the or-

ganization renting the building for
the attraction. Thus, no problem
for the Auditorium.

dent caused much comment as audience filed out.

New Barn at

Boyle Set as Director
Pittsburgh, March 16,

Ray Boyle, Pittsburgh actor-di-

rector, has just been signed to di-

rect a new strawhat theatre this

summer on the Vanderbilt estate

in Hyde Park, N. Y. The playhouse
is now Under construction on part
of the mansion grounds, some 10
miles from the home of Franklin
D. Roosevelt. '

Boyle has been doing a lot of tv

work in New York this year, and
has in the past directed stock proj-

ects in both Cleveland and Balti-

more. His wife, Gerri Gedd. an
actress who attended . Carnegie
Tech here, as did Boyle, will be
in his company^ at Hyde, Park.

Fletcher-Garner Hood’

Winds Brief Road Tour

Met Opera Offers Rocky

‘Norma’ After 9-Yr. Lapse
The Metropolitan Opera’s pro-

duction of “Norma" last Tuesday
(9), first presentation of the Bellini

opera at the N.Y. emporium in nine
years, was anything but an artistic

A sort of second road company success. The singing, generally was
of “The Moon Is Blue" will wind uneven, and the whole work lacked
up a limited run of three one-week and drama,
engagements at Thalin Hall, Wil- This was a reconditioned rather
mington, N. C., March 27. Brain- than a fresh production, with a
well Fletcher and James Burns, couple of new sets by Charles El-
v.ho are appearing on the comedy son. Physically it made for an in-
with Peggy Ann.Garner, originally teresting evening; musically, not.

!?J£
ther 80le

.i
y f0

/ Soprano star Zinka Milanov, as
Norma - was unbelievably erratic,

Azalea Festival being heRT there. with some lovely singing one mo-
l°
Und

,i

they ment and s0rri® horrid emissions
could get other bookings and as a the next. Half-tones and head-tones
result signed a regular production
contract with Actors Equity.
•Fletcher - Bums presentation,

which opens in Wilmington Monday
f22), played the WRVA Theatre,
Richmond. Va., week of March 1
and, the Tower Theatre*, Atlanta,
last

1

Week. Production is laying off
this week. Comedy is being sent out
under the production tag, New

[.York Broadway Drama Co. George
Brandt has had a touring edition
of the F. Hugh Herbert comedy on
the road for the past few months.

New Hou$ton Musical
Houston, March 16.

Non-Equity Theatre, Inc., with
no productions for the past two . »

months due to the Illness of its

director, Johnny George, will stage house? bote to AlbanvNY
P
'for

its next production on April 6. Malcolm Atterbury during the six
Play will be a new musical, titled years the latter presented reper-
Happy Dollar, written by Lee toires there, is now. stock super-
Falk and John Latouch with visor at the Amsterdam (N. Y.)
music by lyilliaip^^ip^l. I City Hospital.

would be spun out beautifully,
while forte notes that followed
were messed up completely. Tenor
Gino Penno, the Pollione, was also
uneven, occasionally singing artis-
tically but more often bellowing
like a bull. .

%

Even the dependable mezzo, Fe-
dora Barbieri, as Adalgisa, was
pushing too hard, for some harsh
results. Cesare Siepi, the basso,
singing Oroveso, alone held to top
Met standards with a fine rendition
ot' the chief Druid’s airs. Fausto
Cleva’s conducting was satisfac-
tory, but the production never
lived up to Bellini’s demanding but
rich, dramatic score. Bron.

Rockefeller’s Ballet

Contrib at $1>205,000

For Marquis de Cuevas
Grand Ballet de Monte Carlo,

managed by Marquis George de

Cuevas, dropped $147,500_ in the

past 14 months abroad. This is a

considerable loss, as the dance

troupe managed to stay under a

$50,000 loss for each of the two
previous years. Troupe, head-
quartering in Monte Carlo and
restricting its activities to Euro-
pean dates, lost coin on operating

expenses as well as on new pro-

ductions.

Deficit Came to light recently,

when the limited partnership
agreement of the company was
changed in N. Y. County Court. A
ninth ajnelided certificate was filed,

as of March 5, ’54, raising contribu-

tion of Margaret de Cuevas, the

Marquis* wife and granddaughter
of John D. Rockefeller, to the

troupe to $1,205,000. Previous

certificate, filed Dec. 26, ’52, had

raised her contrib to $1,057,500.

The Marquise now owns 92% of

the stock of the company.

Carson Sought for ‘Cops’

Musical on B’way in ’55

Jack Carson is being sought as

star of a musical comedy, “Cops

and Robbers," maimed for Broadway
presentation next season. Sid Sil-

vers is writing the book and the

Coast team of Jay Livingston and
Ray 'Evans is supplying the songs.

No production sponsorship is

set, but Music Corp. of America is

assembling the. project.
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Show Fmaoces
ONDINE

<A« •* Feb. tl. ’54)

Original investment, Including 20% overcall $102,000
production cost ... 108,102

Gross for 2VS weeks Boston tryout
. • , 85,146

Tryout profit 2,210

Pre-opening expense in N.Y. 6,830

Net cost to open in N.Y. 112,722

Gross first 2 weeks (1* performances) In N Y. 70,720

Operating profit first 2 weeks in N.Y. 12,283

Amount to be recouped 100,439

Bonds and deposits ....... 14,360

Overcall due from partner 510

Cash deficit - r- 13,309
Weekly Operating Budget

Theatre’s share of gross .straight 30%
payroll for company (approx, at capacity gross) ... 9,700

(includes 7V£% of gross each to costars Audrey
Hepburn and Mel Ferrer)

Crew
Stage managers ^

Company and general managers^.
Pressagents
Wardrobes and dressers .

.

Extra stagehands .........

Author royalties (approx,, at capacity gross) 9.72%
(Divided between original author Jean Giraudoux and
adaptors Schuyler Watts and Maurice Valency)

Director royalty (Alfred Lunt)
Music royalty (Virgil .Thomson) . .*

Advertising and publicity (show’s share) (approx,)

Departmental expense (approx.)

Office expense ...........

Boxoffice assistant

Miscellaneous (approx.) . . .... ...

Gross needed to break even (approx.)

Potential .operating profit at capacity

(Note: The Playwrights Co. production opened Feb. 18, ’54, at the
46th Street Theatre, N.Y.)

<— -
t

: —

1.275
325
500
250
474
334

2%
J/2%
900
250
250
180
350

20.000

9,000

Season Is One of Leanest in Years

Too Many Johns
Pittsburgh, March 16.

John Johns, veteran actor
at the Pittsburgh Playhouse;
John Johns, former WB man*
agcr in Pitt and now Metro’s
exploitation man in that terri-
tory, and John Johns, newspa-
per artist on the Pittsburgh
Sun-Telegraph, have finally de-
cided to be formally intro-
duced and get together regu-
larly_ thereafter to exchange
their mixed-up -mail and clear
up other confusions.

They’re forming a John
Johns Club and will hold their
first meeting Saturday night
(20) when “Happy Birthday”,
opens at the Pittsburgh Play-
house.

Reduce Costs; Oppoadon Likely

Local Area Membership
Rule Eased by ATPAM

Requirement for local area
membership in the Assn, of The-
atrical Press Agents & Managers
has been eased by a recent amend-

! ment to the union’s constitution.

I At the discretion of ATPAM's
i board of governors, qualifications

for admittance into the union may
; be relaxed in districts not overly

populated by non-working mem-
bers.

However, persons admitted un-
; der related conditions will be
limited in transferability into other
areas. ATPAM will exercise ju-

risdiction over any move to another
; locale only after a five-year period
i of membership in the union and at
least 100 weeks of employment in

_ the fields of the entertainment in-
6 dustry that fall Under its jurisdic-

Wins Control

Nominating Committee
Moderate liberal forces, which

Chicago, March 16. +
With a recent flurry of definite

and possible bookings on the spring-

schedule, the Ldop legit picture is

brightening a bit. However, the

current season is shaping into one

of the lean&t in years with the

Theatre Guild, even at this late

date, hardpressed in filling out its

eight-show package.

With the definite scheduling of
“Me and Juliet” into the Shubert
April 7, the Guild, has its sixth
entry of the 1953*64 calendar
wrapped up. And now that “Pic-
nic” is set to start touring April
19, the Guild is assured of a sev-
enth offering, although the date
and house for the production has
yet to be determined. Also en-
route is “My Three Angels,” due
sometime in May at the Blackstone
for the eighth subscription com-
mitment.

Other projects are still in the
talk stage. Jules Pfeiffer is work-
ing on a revival of “Tobacco Road,”
which he says he wants to bring
into either the Selwyn or the Har-
ris next month. Latter house is

occupied by “Time Out for Ginger,”
W'hile the former is dark. “Twin
Beds” is reportedly headed for the
Great Northern sometime

,
in May

via the twofer treatment Also,
David Rosen is understood to be
talking with some eastern associ-
ates on a Chi revival of “ffarely
Proper,”

The Loop W'ill be down to two
allows next week, when “Porgy
and Bess” leaves the Civic Opera
House and “Good Nite Ladies” de-
parts the Great Northern. “Gin-
ger” and “Seven Year Itch” will
be holding the fort until “Juliet”
arrives. “World of Sholem Aleich-
em continues to draw, with or-
ganizational bookings helping at

out-of-the-Loop Eleventh St.the

Theatre.

SHUBERTS SHEDDING

Apparently as a step toward sim-
plifying the manifold operations of
Hie Shubert theatrical enterprises,

•;
Shubert is disposing of the

?u!
ls costume company, Century

"'ibrary. He has circularized the
PPrpximately 8,000 costume com-

panies in the tJ. S. for offers on
j«e inventory of Stage Costumes,

Jrli'
1 le subsidiary which buys up

costumes of folding Broadway
an<* is understood liquidat-

8 it and Century Library.

4n
^e

.

ronica Blythe, who has been

vi,-
^barge of Century for many

jears but was recently laid off

Dm/ i

S
,

prainin® ber ankle/ will re-

th* r
y *** reinstated to handle

ne disposal of inventory.

1st Non-Pro ‘Oklahoma’

Readied in Honolulu
Honolulu, March 16.

First non-pro staging of “Okla-
homa” will be essayed by Honolulu
Community Theatre, with debut
set for May 12 in Ruger Theatre.

Ed Mangum will stage the Rodg-
ers & Hammerstein musical, with
Dolores Wunsch as musical direc-

tor and Josephine Taylor as chore-
ographer.

Troupe, which utilizes amateur
talent, meanwhile is staging “She
Stoops to yConquer,” which opens
tomorrow (Wed.),

Touring production of “My
Angels,” under the management o' tion.

Leland Hayward, is already nearly i —: 1
:

s.°sht; Mo,lerate Ub€ral Gwup
has returned $6,500 of its $10,000 I

inyestiment and may recoup the i

balance of this week’s subscription :

engagement in Cleveland.

Backers of the tourer include
the United Booking Office, $7,500; won last year’s Actors Equity elec-
American Theatre, St. Louis, $1.- tion and have generally been in
500;> Hanna Theatre, Cleveland, the ascendancy in the unioli in re-
$500. and Sid Grody, an employee

1

cent years, have won control of
of UBO and nephew of Marcus. the nominating committee for the
Heiman, its manager, $500. Deal i annual election June 4. Seven of
under which Hayward acquired the

;
the nine members of the commit-

touring rights extends through tee are generally regarded as

] next July 1, with an option for re- : moderate liberals,

newal until next Dec** 31. Stock. ’ Entire liberal ticket was elected
radio and television rights will not at the quarterly meeting last FVi-
be released before then. day (12) as the six membership

After the $10,000 cost of the representatives on the committee,

show is recouped and a $5,000 re-i Those selected, with the number
serve is earned, 50% of the profits °

go to the backers, with the re-
Hoeridi <264 ), Mary .Wel^i (261).

maining ha'f split between Hav- i
Heywwd

ward and the producers of the I
Hale £1™* ®artl

-
ett

0?i
)

v

bm*

Broadway edition. Saint !son ‘238) and Ossie Davis (236).

4 In a move to reduce advertising
costs for Broadway shows, a spe-
cial committee of the League of
N. Y. Theatres is considering a

plan to standardize the alphabets
cal ads In the N. Y. dailies into •

sort of directory, idea, still undei
study, Was discussed at committee
meetings last week.

Project was apparently sparkef
by the “Kismet” situation, when
the musical opened, during the re-

cent New York newspaper strike,

but became a boxoffice hit, appar-
ently due entirely to television and
radio exploitation. It’s felt that if

Broadway shows could be listed in

a directory form, somewhat as dons
in London, or as radio and telS

and sports are carried in the New
York dailies, the vital info would
be clearer and more concise, and
that lineage eould be substanti-
ally reduced.

It’s claimed that the savings
could be sizeable in the case of
smash hits which do not actually
have to advertise to draw capacity*
attendance. As an example, dur-
ing the first couple of yearg'run of
“South Pacific” at the Majestic
N. Y., the musical wa$ sold out
many weeks in advance; but the
management had to have the daily
ABC ad as a service to patrons
and, contractually, had to include
extra lineage for star billing, etc.

Legit Isn’t Sensible. Biz,

Sez Kronenberger; Raps

The Age of

j
If a directory setup hau been avail-
able at the time, there might have
been considerable saving on ths
show's ad budget.
Proponents of the standardized

ad setup argue that it would not
only be simpler and clearer fob
theatre patrons, but would involve

(Continued on page 59)

original

Subber, Rita
Thomson.

Albert Husson, author of
French farce, “La Cuisine

Allen and Archie

the
des

Conservative ticket nominees,
all defeated, were Basil Rathbone
(233), Paula Bauer Smith (228),

Harry' • Bannister (220), Nydia
Westman (217), Ed Begley (203.1

More and more, Louis Kronen-
.berger seems to emerge as a latter-

day,
.
one-man edition of Mencken

and Nathan. The subtitle for Kro-
nenberger’s latest book, “Company
Manners” (Bobbs, Merrill; $3),

suggests that the volume contains
”a cultural inquiry into American
life”; but after quoting Dore
Schary—“America is a ’happy-end-

ing nation’ ”—Kronenberger de-

clares in an author’s note that his

work really hasn’t the scope its

subtitle indicates. The writer is

concerning himself only with “cul-

tural manifestations” in the world
he knows-r-“the professional and
intellectual world, the urban mid-
dle and upper-middle class.”

After ranking ours as “The Age
of Publicity,” stating that Barnum
is the only man fit to be compared
with Freud and Marx, Time maga-
zine’s drama critic moves into the

realm of the theatre.

In a chapter entitled “Broadway
Blifes,” Kronenberger notes that

the theatre is a “class” art as well

as an “established” art; but that it

just isn’t a “sensible business.” The
writer underlines hazards of pro-

ducing and deals at length with

angeling practices of the Howard
Cullmans, who “seem to prefer

making money they don’t need to

giving art the assistance it does,”

unlike Maecenas and the late Otto

Kahn, to cite names introduced by

the author.
Joshua Logan and Oscar Ham-

merstein 2d suffer “cultural” criti-

cism from Kronenberger: the for-

mer for having “a kind of genius

fdr contriving an effect—-without

grasping the effect (from another

point of view) • of What he has

done”; the latter because he “has

raised the libretto a notch or two

above its traditionally ghastly

level, and has brought it to about

the level of women’s magazine fic-

| (Continued on page 60

)

Anges, and Sam and Bella Spe- and Iggie Wolfington <188*. They
wack, who adapted the English-

j arc alternates, in the order listed,
language vereiMi, share a flat $250 ( ^ any 0f those elected are unable
royalty until the investment is re-/ to serve _
couped the $5 0W reserve is

j Previously named to the corn-
et up. After that, they 11 share

? mittee by the Equity council as its
10. o of the gross on weeks show- ’ representatives, were Kent Smith,
ing that

^

muc
j?

pr
?£

1
i;

®r tbe
. w ho will be chairman, and Kather-

profit is less than 10% they 11 get ine Meskill and Lee Tracy. Smith
the amount of the net, with a mini-

j js regarded as a liberal and Miss

4 also get 10%
; Meskill and Tracy as conserv atives,

of the total profits from the tour. Alternates as council representa-
Walter Slezak. who was top-

1

tires are David Wayne, liberal;
featured in the comedy en Broad-

j
Marjorie Gateson, conservative,

way, is starred on tour.
l and Scott McKay, liberal.—
j Angle on the election of council
representatives was that the
choices were apparently not on
factional grounds. Smith, a liberal,

received the highest number of
votes. Miss Meskill, Tracy, Wayne
and Miss Gateson received an
equal number, and McKay drew
the lowest total. In the runoff.
Miss Meskill and Tracy, conserva-
tives, were the winning pair, with
Wayne and Miss Gateson following
in older.
The nominating committee has

’CAMERA’ LONDON CLICK:

BEST STRAIGHT IMPORT
London, March 16.

‘‘I Am A Camera,” which opened
at the New Theatre last Friday
(12), is rated the best straight im-
portation here in years. Hypoed
by an outstanding performance by
Dorothy Tutin, as Sally Bowles, it

was widely acclaimed by national
j

crix. Production was enthusiastic- ' until 20 day? before the elc-viion

ally received by audience and re-
j

011 a regular ticket and

viewers. It looks set for a prosper-
j

submit it to council, although it

ous run.

The London production of John
van Druten’s play came in after a

week’s tryout at Brighton. It

opened under the management of

Donald Albery in association with
Gertrude Macy and Walter Starcke.

Production was directed by Van
Druten. Besides Miss Tutin, the

cast was headed by Michael
Gwynn, as Christopher Isherwood,
with Hugh McDermott, Marianne
Deeming. Robert Cartland, Renee
Goddard and Everley Gregg.

will probably do so considerably
before then. Equity rules also per-
mit the entry of independent tick-
ets, as has frequently happened ln^
the past

Texas State Fair Picks

‘King & I’ for Expo Run
Dallas, March 16.

State Fair of Texas has signed

“The King and I,” with Yul Bryn-|sotti.

- Preem Set for Dallas
Dallas. March 16.

Margo Jones will preem a dou-
ble-bill of short plays at Theatre
*54 for a three-week run, March 29-

April 17. New scripts are “The
Apollo of Bellac,” by Jean Girau-
doux, and “Purification,’’ by Ten-
nessee. Williams. Former, a com-
edy, will be a translation by Ar-
thur H. Nations and Marc A. Ma-

ner and Patricia Morison, as its

auditorium fare during the annual

expo’s 16-day run, Oct, 9-24.

Musical’s local run would open
Oct. 8, to accommodate influx of

grid fans here for annual Texas
U.-Oklahoma U. football game on

fair’s opening Saturday (9). Early

opening will give “King and I
u 25

performances in State Fair Audi-

|
torium.

Miss Jones, wrho once staged the
Williams piece as a non-pro effort

at Pasadena Playhouse, will direct
here. Williams’ drama concerns a
New Mexico murder trial, circa

1900, and has previously been
titled “Dos Ranchos, or The Purifi-

cation” and “Purification, or a
Song for Guitar.”

Brace of plays replaces Manning
Gurian’s “Way of a Woman.”

Addition of Brit, French

Scribes to 2d-Nite List

Urged on N.Y. Managers
Addition of a number of Nets

York correspondents for London
and Paris newspapers to the sec-
ond-night list for Broadway pro-
ductions has been suggested to the
League of N. Y. Theatres. These
would be in addition to the four
British correspondents already on
most second-night lists.

Correspondents for London pa-
pers proposed for the list are
Newell Rogers, Dali}- Express; Alex
Faulkner. Daily Telegraph; Don
Iddon, Daily Mail; L. E. Hinrichs.
Times, and Ruth Champion. Daily
Mirror. Those representing Paris
sheets are Louis Foy, France-
Presse* Leo Sauvage. Le Figaro;
Georges -"Henri Martin. Paris-
Presse, . and Pierre Crevesse,
France-Spir.

British reps already getting sec-
ond-night courtes>T include Fred G.
Alletsqn Cook. London Evening
Standard; Kay Murray, Kemsley
Newspapers; E, Mawby Green,
London Theatre World, and Ed-
ward Fitzgerald, London Tatler &
Sketch.

Bill Fields, pressagent for the
Plaj’wrights Co., figured that the
firm's production of “Ondine,”
adapted from the French of*Jean
Giraudoux, wnuld be a natural for

coverage by the correspondents for

the Paris papers, so he sent sec-

ond-night tickets to them and the
five additional British scribes. He
also forwarded notice of his action

to the League, with the recommen-
dation that other managements
might follow suit for future shows.
Whole subject of press courtesy

for New York reps of foreign

papers was brought to a head
recently when the four French
correspondents wrote an open
letter to Brooks At kihson, drama
critic of the . N. Y. Times, protest-

ing that they habitually were
brushed off by Broadway producers
until after the shows were no
longer news.

TORGY’ FINALLY TO BOW

IN NATIVE CHARLESTON
Charleston, March 16.

“Porgy,” DuBose and Dorothy
Heyward drama, will be presented

in Charleston for the first time

April 21-24.

The drama, centering about

Charleston and originally produced

by the Theatre Guild in, New York

24 years ago, will be presented

here by the Dock Street Theatre,

Inc., in County Hall with a predom-

inantly Negro east.
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The King of Hearta \

Wilmington, March 11.
Elaine Perry production qf comedy In

three act* by Jean Kerr and Eleanor
Brooke. Star* Donald Cook. Jackie
Coopcri feature* Clori* Leachman* Bex
Tlm^pun.' Directed by Walter P. Kerr.
Deriftlfd apd lighted by Frederick Fox.
At Kuyhoute, Wilmington, Del.. March
11. '54; $1.20 top.

Jenldlla ..... ..

.

Hilda Haynes
Franoi* X. Dlgnad ........ Jackie Cooper
Larry Larkin Donald Cook
Dunreath Henry ........ ClorU Leachman
Mike John Drew Devereaux
Joe Wlcke* ............. David Lewis
Norman Taylor ......... Bex Thompson
Mr. Hobart Carl Low
Billy .......
Policeman ...

Darryl Richard’
William Sharon

Two things were apparent at the
premiere of "King of Hearts."
First, that frequently it is a quite
funny play and second, that it’s

way overboard on length. The Jean
Kerr-Eleanor Brooke plot is as thin

as cellophane and just as trans-
parent, but the day is saved by the
snappy, witty dialog. There’s many
a sophisticated epigram scattered
throughout the script and the au-
thors almost achieve that happy
state of “a laugh in every line.

’

However, there is still plenty of
work to be done between now and
the April 1 Broadway debut, and if

the pruning shears are used wisely,
along, with other adjustments, the
net result should be gay, diverting
entertainment.

The merriment centers around
Larry Larkin (Donald Cook), a suc-
cessful egocentric and . gabby
cartoonist. His strip, featuring a
boy and a dog, is developed from
a mixture of sophistication, satire
and social significance. Posing as
a bighearted benefactor of boy-
hood, he imports an Australian
orphan but insists the adoption be
in the name of his latest fiancee,
Dunreath Henry (Clorls Leach-
man.)
?
There are complications in the

appearance of Francis X. Dignan
(Jackie Cooper>, a down-to-earth
ghost artist who falls hard for
Dunreath. • When the boy (Rex
Thompson) arrives, he loses no
time turning the house upside
down. There is the inevitable clash
with Larry whose approach to the
youngster is strictly adult. Only
Dignan really understands the
problem. .

The final curtain sees true love
triumphant with Dignan and
Larry’s fiancee headed for the
altar, with the boy in tow. while
the cartoonist falls back oh his ego
to salve his wounds.
The acting is topnotch through-

out. Gook and Cooper serve as
excellent foils for each other and
both are adept at milking every
last ounce of dialog for maximum
laughs. Miss Leachman is attrac-
tive and capable as the befuddled
fiancee. David Lewis as a friend
and business associate of Larry's;
Carl Low, a newspaperman; Hilda
Haynes, the maid, and William
Sharon, a policeman, all handle
their roles with ease and polish.

However, an unbeatable combi-
nation—two boys and a dog—prove
the real scene-stealers.
Rex Thompson, as the Australian

orphan, more than holds his own
with his more experienced elders
to win audience admiration. And
Darryl Richard, as a neighborhood
pal. walks away with his two brief
scenes. Finally, Sparky, Hie huge,
awkward English sheep aog, dem-
onstrates he doesn't need any
snappy dialog to bring down the
house in his two appearances. This
trio offers tough competition for
grownup members of the cast.

Walter F. Kerr, N.Y. Herald-
Trib drama critic, has provided
deft direction for the script which
his wife co-authored and Frederick
Fox’s modernistic studio setting is

an eye-catcher. Klep.

Horatio
Dallas, March 13.

Theatre 'St production of musical com-
edy in two acts <18 scene*). Book by Ira
Wallach; lyrics.' Sheldon Haralck; music.
David Baker. Features Charles Braswell.
Directed by Margo Jones. Technical di-
rection, James Prinelet choreography,
Georg Frierson.' At Theatre *54, Dallas.
March 8. *54; $3 top.

Last-minute switch in sked has
Margo Jones staging as her seventh
new script an elaborate two-act
musicomedy, "Horatio,’’ concoc-
tion of a talented trio, Ira Wallach,
Sheldon Harnick and David Baker.
Reception of the laugh-loaded ef-
fort by arena payees augurs a
heavy three-week run that should
put this preeming musical high
among Miss Jones’ all-seasoh pro-
ductions.

Although there are 34 singing
and speaking roles, also 14 songs,
Miss Jones augments her full com-
pany with local radio-tv talent,
and the end result is highly com-
patible. As stagefare this one, de-
spite the large cast and numerous
lyrics, gets smooth treatment from
the talented members and Miss
Jones adds flawless direction. Hero
Horatio" is crammed into a zippy

110-minute arena staging; with

scftnt editing, embellishing and
strengthening the i lightweight
book, this . comedy 'should rate
further showings on large legit

stages.

Book by Ira Wallach pulls steady
chuckles and: frequent bellylaughs.
New material keeps auditors hap-
py as author pokes fun at the
Horatio Alger rags-to-riches story.
Story opens in the office of Hora-
tio Templeton, big corporation
prexy, and via flashbacks tells the
laughable tale of this knuckle-
head’s rise, wherein he falls uphill
to fame and fortune.

Baker’s catchy tunes are all ear-
worthy and nicely complement
Harnick’s lyrics, which are plot-
w'oven and become an integral
part of the contlntffty, All 14
rhymes are expertly metered as
the yarn segues smoothly from
lines to lyrics. Good cleffings are
"Let’s Evolve," "The ABC’s of
Success/’ "If I Felt* Any Younger
Today," "Temperance Polka" and
"Best Loved Girls in Town’’—all

getting salvos from patrons.

Charles Braswell stands out as
Horation, giving a serious portray-
al of mental numbness that often
begets sympathy. His voicing of
"Daydreams" is capable,, and sock
lyrics mark this a hit ballad.

Guy Spaull gives his usual ex-
pert turn as a family lawyer, and
acquits himself nicely with humor-
ous wordage of "If I Felt Any
Younger." As a cunning rascal,
James Field makes

.
Simeon Shad-

rach a likable guy anyway—and
has fun with the villain’s song,
"Environment, Heredity," and
"Class of '88."

Sock song-and-dance routine of
"Best Loved Girls irt Town" is
hilarious as done by. quartet of
lookers, Claire Stewart, Lilian
Prather, Louise Noble and Barbara
Borin, inhabitants of a Chicago
bordello who befriend Horatio.

Balance of the large cast supple-
ments expertly, many doubling in
two or more roles. Single relay
set, mostly benches and chairs,
amply serves for the swift-paced
17 scenes. Bark.

The Side Door
(Minnesota U„ Mpls.)

Minneapolis, March 16.
While perhaps not sufficiently

distinctive and weighty to .qualify
as a Broadway potentiality, this
new U. of Minnesota Theatre’s
fourrcharacter play is a creditable
effort. It boasts a lively and stim-
ulating first act, after which, how-
ever, it steadily runs down hill.
Incredible situations and a too-
slight, trite plot pull it down.

It’s the second dramatic brain-
child of faculty member Philip S.
Gelb to he produced on the cam-
pus this winter. As before, Gelb
exhibits a flair for trenchant,
sharp dialog. He also proves adept
at character drawing, spoofs well
and shoots satirical shafts straight
at their targets. But his deficien-
cies again have to do with sustain-
ing a plot, and evolving believable
situations.

Story concerns a scheming, im-
provident father’s successful mach-
inations to marry off his young,
modern-minded daughter and save
his estate. By setting it in the early
part of the 19th century and hav-
ing a French village as the locale,
the happenings attain a trifle more
illusion of reality. In addition to
the father and daughter, the char-
acters are a bullying, boorish
count-landlord who threatens to
foreclose the mortgage on the
home and evict the pair, and a dis-
illusioned, unhappy young soldier
thrust accidentally into the pro-
ceedings.
Gelb uses this light framework

oh which to hang his views on the
eternal feminine, , romance, sex,
matrimony, moral codes and con-
ventions. The plot’s threadbare-
ness and melodramatic origin are
thus disguised. There is much talk,
some of it interesting and stimu-
lating. V
The U. of Minnesota Theatre

has, provided thoroughly profes-
sional, first-rate acting, direction
and staging. Essaying his first act-
ing, chore in many years, the thea-
tre’s capable director, Frank
Whiting, is excellent as the father,
and the others, Phillip J. Smith,
Mary Lou Reed and Calvin F.
Quale, also carry off their roles
exceedingly well. Rees.

BRENT ST. LOUIS STAGER
St. Louis, March 16.

Romney Brent has been signed
as stage director for the St. Louis
Municipal Theatre Assn, for 1954.

Season tees off In the Forest
Park Playhouse June 3 with an 11-
night stand of "Call Me Madam."

‘Apple’ in Golden Setting

At N.Y. Phoenix Bat B'way

Prospects Questionable
Take Homer's "Iliad," give it a

turn-of-the-century American lo-

cale and a satirical musical treat-

ment and you 'have "The Golden
Apple.” The : John > Latouche-
Jerome Moross show, which has
been on the verge of a Broadway
production for several years* has
finally made It as far as the off-

Broadway Phoenix Theatre as the

third and climactic presentation of

T. Edward Hambleton’s and Norris
HOughton’s pop-price season.

For the special audiences and
atmosphere away from the fierce

commercialism of Times Square,
this folk musical version of the
story of Ulysses, Helen, Paris,

Penelope and the other immortals
of Mount Olympus is fairly amus-
ing and, particularly as a novelty,

should do satisfactory business.

But it’s by no means pure golden,
and appears to lack the vitality of
broad appeal for .transfer to Broad-
way, fop which it, was tentatively
aimed.

Presumably sparked by their
"Ballet Ballads’’ critical click of
Several seasons ago, Latouche and
Moross have translated the ancient
Greek myth into a rather intellect

tualized spoof located In the state
of Washington immediately after
the Spanish-American War. Helen,
a bucolic strumpet, is lured off to
the city by Paris, a traveling sales-

The Golden Apple
Phoenix Theatre (T. Edward Hamble-

ton & Norris Houghton) producUoft of
musical comedy in two acts (10 scenes),
with book by John Latouche. music by
Jerome . Moross. Features PrisciUa GU-
lette, Stephen Douglas*. Kaye Ballard,
Jack Whiting, Blbl Osterwald, Jonathan
Lucas. PorUa Nelson. Directed by Nor-
man Lloyd; choreography, Hanya Holm;
musical director,

.
Hugh Ross; settings.

William and Jean Eckart: costumes. Alvin
Colt; lighting* Klaus Holm. At Phoenix,
N.Y., March 11. ‘54; $4.80 top.
Helen . . .

.

Kaye Ballard
Lovey Mars fifbl Osterwald
Mrs. Juniper Geraldine Vltl.

Minerva Oliver . Portia Nelson
Mother Hare Nola Day.
Penelope PrisciUa Gillette
Menelaus Dean Mlchener
Ulysses Stephen Douglass
Theron David Hooks
Mayor' Juniper Jerry Stiller
Pans . Jonathan Lucas
Hector Charybdls Jack Whiting
Heroes: Frank Seabolt, Marten Sameth.

Crandall Diehl, Maurice Edwards, Murray
Gitlin. Don Redllch, Peter De Malo, Bar-
ton Maumaw, Robert FlaveUe, Julian
Patrick. Larry Chelsl. Garry Gordon.
Local Girls: Sara Bettis, Dorothy

Etheridge, NeUe Fisher. Dee Harless.
Janet Hayes. Lois McCauley. Ann Need-
ham. Joli Roberts. Jere Stavens, Tao
Strong. Helen Ahols.
Local Boys: Santo Anselmo. Bob Gay,

Charles . Post, Arthur Schoep.

man. Ulysses, a muscular-brained
Spanish-American War hero, goes
off to bring her back, knocks off
Paris, dallies with Circe and her
siren sisters and gets embroiled
with' Hector, a city slicker whose
last name is Charybdis and is part-
nered in a crooked stockmarket
operation with a guy named Scylla.

The Moross music, which never
quite falls into melodic ’pattern, is

bright and lively but progressively
tiresome and Latouche’s unevenly-
metered oddly - rhyming lyrics
never permit the singers or the
audience to relax. This unfortu-
nate effect is accentuated by the
fact that all the dialog is also in
this kind of disjointed verse or
recitative. Occasionally a song,
such as "My Love Is on the Way,"
"Lazy Afternoon," "My Picture in
the Papers" or "We’ve Just Be-
gun," seems about to assume pop^
ular form, but invariably disap-
points.

After a slow start, the show
picks up with Helen’s willing ab-
duction, and there are some funny
numbers as the sirens burlesque a
South Seas dance, science fiction
and melodramatic sin in the wicked
city.

Norman Lloyd’s staging is brisk
and flexible, Hanya Holm’s chore-
ography adds expressive animation,
^the settings of William and Jean
Eckart have a spare, eloquent
beauty and Alvin Colt’s costumes
are humorously decorative. Hugh
Ross conducts the pit orchestra
skillfully.

Priscilla Gillette, first-featured
as the heroine who serves by
merely waiting, has good looks and
an appealing voice, but little to do
until almost the finale, when she
is warmly impressive.—Kaye Bal-
lard, in the juicy role of Helen,
does an infectious spoof of sexi-
ness. Stephen Douglass is a forth-
right, pleasant-voiced Ulysses.
Jack Whitihg, dittoing his soft-

shoe mayor-of-the-big-town char-
acterization irom "Hazel Flagg," is
his familiarly insouciant, ingratiat-
ing self. Jonathan Lucas, a sinewy
dancer, is an

. amusingly deadpan
Paris. Bibi Osterwald. Portia Nel-
son and Geraldine Viti register ef-
fectively as Mount Olympus gos-
sips doubling as sirens, and Nola
Day is acceptable as a calamity-
crying seeress. Kobe.

Blood Wedding
London, March 10.

’ London Art* Theatre GommUtee presen-
tation of drama in three act* (seven
scenes) by Federico Garcia Lorca. Star*
Beatrix Lehmann-. Directed, by Fetor H*U,
At Art* Theatre Club, London; $1 top.
Mother Beatrix Lehmann
Bridegroom Nicholas Amer
Bride Rosalind Boxall
Leonardo . . : 'Alec Mango
Leonardo's Wife Heather Chasen
Mother-in-Law Gillian Webb
Father v..........; Lionel Jeffries
Nurse . Ruth Denning

Although this Spapish play has
been the motif for a. ballet, this is

its first production here as a
straight play. It is a gloomy im-
pressionistic opus alternating be-
tween prose and verse, and suit-
able only for this intimate type of
theatre, which mainly attracts 'the
intelligentsia; Symbolism is heavily
underlined both in the fragmen-
tary scenery and the . interpreta-
tion by the players. Of its kind, it

is impressively presented and at
times moving, with artistic lighting
and grouping effects.
A widowed mother broods over a

family feud that over the years has
robbed her of her husband and
elder son. All her devotion and
apprehension are centered on her
remaining boy, who is anxious to
marry, but the match fills his
mother with foreboding. The girl •

seems good and suitable, but it

develops her former . sweetheart
left her to marry her cousin, and
the attraction is still in the blood
of both of them. The wedding takes'
place, but while the guests feast
and dance, the bride runs off with
her former lover, a member of the
hostile clan.

'

The neighbors Tally round the
stricken groom and when the cou-
ple are tracked down in the forest,
both men die in the inevitable
duel. The ill-starred bride returns
to

.
her mother-in-law, hoping for

the relief of death at her hands,
but finds grief and fatalism too
deep even for this assuagement.

Beatrix Lehmann gives a ful-
some display of haunted misery as
the bereaved mother and Nicholas'
Amer is alternately sparkling and
incensed as the eager bridegroom
robbed of his honor. Rosalind
Boxall handles the difficult role of
the unwilling bride with intelli-
gence and Lionel Jeffries gives a
gem of a characterization as her
dullwitted father. Remainder of
the cast supply capable support
and Peter Hall’s direction accen-
tuates the basic tragedy of the
theme. Clem.

Lf Marl, La Femme
Et La Mori-

’

(Husband, Wife And Death)

Gilberte Refoule presentation of comedy
In three sets (four scenes) by Andre Rous-
«n. Stars Bernard Blier, Jacqueline Gam
thier; features Claude Nlcot. Jane Marked.
Fernand-Rene. Staged by Louis Ducreux;
sets, by Georges Wakhevitch. At Arabasaa-
deurs-Henri Bernstein, Paris, 83 top.

Bernard Blier
e Jacqueline Gauthier

iT.hL * * Claude Nlcot

Perkier Marken
Percler . . .

.

Fernand-Rene

uimuu,;wiuvii Iiuu oeen aue to lono-
litiess anyway, and when the piay
starts the wife realizes she is stuck
forever with this oaf. She decide*
t0

,
do away with him. Then the

wife finds out the husband has no
lottery winnings; suddenly gives
herself away, and the husband
realizes she had tried to kill him
Then after brooding and deciding
to kill her, he Anally, realizes that
all she wants Is a child to live
happily. After shooting up the
stage, they decide to go on to-
gether, for each knows what the
other is capable of, and, murder
being catching, the curtain goes
down on them plotting the death
of a rich uncle who had really
stashed away .some sweepstakes
winnings.

Though too much time is spent
at the beginning in discussing bed-
room tactics, the fine work- of Jac-
queline Gauthier, as the bourgeois-
minded frau, and the solid pres-
ence of Bernard Blier, as the easy-
going husband, get this off the
ground - and then into an irresisti-

ble comedy-tragedy.

The rest of the five^character
cast is also outstanding, with Jane
Marken as the giggling ' murderer;,
next door, Claude Nicot as the
roguish brother with thieves’
principles, and Fernand-Rene as
the gallant reprobate. Staging by
Louis Ducreux, .manages to keep
this bowling in Spite of some com-
edy and dramatic slow spots, and
Georges Wakhevitch’s sets are a fine

fitting for the activity. Mosk,

Dark Is Light Enough
Glasgow, March 6.

v Tennent Productions presentation of
comedy-drama by Christopher Fry. Stars
Edith Evans, James Donald.. Directed by
Peter Brook. Decor, Oliver ' Messel. At
King's Theatre, Glasgow.
Belmann Hugh Griffith
Jakob .. John Moffatt
Kassel . . .’, Peter Bull
Stefan Peter Barkworth
Bella Violet Farebrother
Willie David Spenser
Gelda ................... Frances Hylahd
Richard Getther . James Donald
Countess Ostenburf Edith Evans
Colonel Janlk John. Glen
Count Peter. Zichy ....... .Jack Gwillira

Christopher Fry, English poet-

playwright, sets his latest play in

Austria in 1948 and* terms it a

“winter comedy." It is a wordy,
sombre piece, presented by a dis-

tinguished cast of players, and de-
mands considerable thought by the
playgoer, who must go more than
halfway, to meet the author witli

his symbolic phrases, epigrams
and rapier-like thrusts of philos-

ophy.

Powerful enough, beautifully
spoken and with topgrade decor
by Oliver Messel, it nevertheless
emerges more as a display piece
for Fry as .well as a showcase for
Dame Edith Evans’ brilliant act-

ing talent as a countess. Here on a

tuneup tour prior to London, the
play will satisfy more the connois-
seur of Fry and of acting prowess
rather than the average theatre-
goer.
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legit Midas touch, with anoth
click. He now has "Lorsque L’E
fant Parait" ("When The Child A
P®ai*s") in its third year, hei
Helene" in its second, and tl
newcomer looks in for a long lii

with critics giving it practical
unanimous raves. However, Rot
sin has not taken well to export
tion ("Little Hut" and "Nina” di<
unceremoniously in N. Y.). Th
present opus might also fare bad
in N.Y., for its satirical slant ai
macabre humor border on the sc
did and ghoulish, though it Is ke
in check and is tasteful here.
Although it has been open se

son in the U.S. on old derelic
killed by charitable, lovable o
screwballs ("Arsenic And O
Lace"), and by despicable typ
killed by benevolent fallen ange
("My Three Angels"), it has nev
been considered especially fum
to kill one’s husband when J
doesn't die as scheduled and wh<
the woman can’t stand his a
vanccs anymore. That is usual
melodrama or straight drama
the U.S., but here a husband
fair game, whether to be put o
of the way or to be cheated o
with the ... treatment either hig
low or medium comedy or dram

Here, this shapes as slick cor
mercial theatre all around, b
with a weak first act, a more i

tense second act ail’d an exploslv
hilarious 'third-act finale. Catef
reworking of the first two ac
might make this of good Broadw;
potential, with the neat dramaturi
and comedy idea a good basis,
conniving, pretty young Parish
wench has married a baldin
bumpkinish, peasant-like charact
because she had been told that 1

had a fortune in sweepstakes-wi
nings hidden away, and docto
had only given him a year to liv
Under her loving ministratior
done to hasten his demise, he Cor
pletely clears up his physical co

in her Austrian country house,
the Countess Rosmarin Ostenburg
holds weekly court. The Countess,
a brilliant talker, has rescued from
the firing squad her 'weakling ex-
son-in-law, a fugitive from the
Hungarian army. He makes the
house his • hiding-place, and com-
plicated events ensue.
James Donald, English film and

stage actor, plays the difficult role

of the cowardly fugitive soundly.
Frances Hyland, young newcomer,
playing his former wife who still

sees some goodness in him, shows
definite promise.

Also commendable is the in-

cisive Welsh-tinged diction of

Hugh Griffith as a sarcastic cour-
tier and the effective playing of

John Glen as a Hungarian colonel.

In the midst of the often-heavy
wordplay and the rapidfire dialog
of philosophy, a Hungarian dance
by two Soldiers and a revolution-
ary Hungarian song by Miss Evans
are lightsome spots.

Peter Brook- has directed with
skill, and the s'umptuous salon set

by Messel is standout, Acting
apart, the. play shapes up as diffi-

cult, exacting and often puzzling,
and chances of a longish run seem
slight. Piece falls into the intel-

lectual class so much ’ favored in

current British theatre, and has
been generally panned here by the
crix. ’ Even a 20-minute cut does,

little to lighten the load. Gord. ,

( Theatre indicated if -
booked)

Gilbert Se Sullivan, President,
March 23. -

Kings of Hearts, Lyceum, April 1 •

Magic and Loss, Booth, April 6.

Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst,
April 7. i

By Beautiful Sea, Majestic, April
8 .

Pajama Game, St. James, May
12 .
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?orgy S36,400, ‘Gnger* $14,900
Chicago, March 16.

Loop legit biz was generally dull

again last week ' with the Lenten

lull taking Ml effect. Chi roster

will be down to two entries next

week with “Good Nite Ladies" de-

parting Saturday (20) and “Porgy
and Bess" next Monday (22).

Estimates for Last Week
Good NIte Ladies, Great North-

ern (11th wk) ($5; 1,500). $8,000.

.

Porgy and Bess, Civic Opera
House (2d wk> (4.80; 3,600). Over
$36,400, excluding 20% tax;

Seven Year Itch, Erlanger (25th

wk) ($5; 1,334) (Eddie Bracken).
$16,100.
Time Out for Ginger, Harris

(9th wk) ($4; 1,000) (Melvyn Doug-
las). $14,900. •
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N.Y. City Ballet $38,800,

Azuma Kabuki $25,800
Ballet Theatre racked up a neat

$39,900': last week, garnering $35,-

300 in seven showings in Frisco
and $4,600 on a single in Sacra?
mento. Troupe this week plays
Reno, Portland and Seattle.

New York City Ballet, in its

ninth week at City . Center, N. Y.,

grossed 'a sturdy $38,800. This
(final) week shapes even better,

with troupe forsaking repertory for
eight straight showings of “Nut-
cracker," season's new and big hit.

The $38,800 figure, at a $3.60 top,
is gross for net (non-profit org re-
taining the tax).

The Azuma Kabuki Co., at the
Century, N. Y., was over $25,800
for its fourth week at' the Century,
N. Y., at a $4.80 *opM tax excluded.
Troupe has added an extra week
to its Gotham run, winding March
27.

;

]

Ballet Theatre expects to have a
five-week summer season this year.
With 2V% weeks already inked in
July at the Carter Barron Amphi-
theatre, D. C. Another three or
four days at RaVinia Park, Chi, is

in negotiation. Troupe hopes to
add a few dates in between D. C.
and Chi, both ways. Ballet Theatre
troupe therefore won't dance at
Jones Beach, N. Y., in the summer
musical extravaganza there, but BT
management has agreed to furnish
dancers and choreographer for the
summer splash.

‘Pacific’ Grabs $32,900

In Two Georgia Towns
Augusta, Ga., March 16.

“South Pacific" split last week
between the Municipal Auditorium,
Savannah, and the Beil Auditorium
here and wound up with a total
gross of over $32,900. Musical took
in over $11,800 at the Municipal
(6-10 ) and topped $21,100 at the
Bell (11-13).

.
Jeanne Bal-Webb Tilton starrer

is splitting the current week be-
tween the Memorial Auditorium,
Chattanooga (15-17) and the Tem-
ple Theatre, Birmingham (18-20).

Barn Group To Wind Up
Cruise Ship Operation

Caravan Theatre, Dorset, N. H;„
strawhat operation, will end a win-
ter season of productions being
presented aboard, the cruise ship,
*?

,

’ Atlantic, April 19. At windup
date, outfit will have given per-
jormances in the salon of the At-
lantic during five 14-day Carib-
bean cruises.

Group performs aboard the ship
sans lighting and set?. Productions

e offered via arena staging. Car-

since 1949
been °peratIng in Dorset
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San Francisco, March 16.
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Kaycee Orch Traviata’

Gets $7,500 for 2 Shows
Kansas City, JMarch 16.

Grand opera locally produced ap-
parently is a shot in the arm to'
arena longhairs, who turned out in
strength for the first of two pro-
ductions by the Kansas .City Phil-
harmonic Orchestra last Thursday
(11) and Saturday. Two perform-
ances of “La Traviata" in the Mu-
sic Hall played to virtual capacity,
the two houses totalling 5,000 per-
sons for a $7,500 gross.

Second opera will be. presented
Thursday (18) and Saturday this
week, “Madame Butterfly" getting
the call. It, too, is headed for
near sellout, prices ranging from
$1.50 to $5.

’

Operas are directed by Hans
Schwiegei^ conductor of the Phil-
harmonic, with staging by Dr. John
Newfield, drama director of the U.
of Kansas. Metropolitan Opera
names imported for the two shows
include Licia Albanese and Thomas
Hayward.

Ad Directory
mSSS Continued from page 57 ssssss

reduced week-to-week advertising
expense. The coin thus saved, it’s

claimed, could be used for display
space .on occasion, 'or perhaps
spread over more publications. It’s

pointed out that with rising oper-
ating . costs, including ad rates,
legit managements have generally
tended to limit their advertising to
fewer and fewer publications.

There appears <0 be some differ-
ence of opinion among League
committee members about the pro-
posed directory setup for ads. For
instance, it’s argued that many
Broadway managements now budg-
et only about 3% or 4% of the
gross for advertising shows, in
contrast to some commercial prod-
ucts, which may spend 10% or
more of the sales- revenue. It’s

also claimed that, contrary to ex-
pectations of proponents of the
plan, any ad savings will probably
not be used for display space or
additional publications, but in
most cases will be used for other
purposes.

It’s feared that the newspaper
managements may oppose the
move to reduce space and, possi-

bly, might retaliate by curtailing
news and feature coverage of legit.

Finally, there’s the question of
whether all producers and theatre-
owners would agree to the pro-
posed plan or conform to it. It’s

invariably almost impossible to get
all Broadway managements to

agree on anything, and this would
presumably be no exception. It’s

figured doubtful if such a setup
would be practical without unani-
mous or near-unanimous, coopera-
tion. /

Ironic twist on the directory-

style ad setup proposal is that the
present alphabetical arrangement
is the remains of a similar move
about 25 years ago. Prior to that,

the legit ads on the New York
J

amusement pages were a conglom-
eration of sizes and style ads,

without any attempt at order or

system.
As a move toward clarification,

as well as an economy measure,
the strict directory-type plan was
drafted, with shows listed in al-

phabetical order (hence the ac-

cepted trade term—ABC ads), lim-

ited to only essential details and
confined to a few lines each.

Gradually over the years, how-
ever, managements have expanded
and elaborated on the ABC ads,

so that while the style is still con-

sistent as to type, etc., the inser-

tions vary in size from a few lines

to as much as two or three inches.

Costs have skyrocketed in propor-

tion;

Stock Bills

(March 15-28)

Dobbs Ferry* N. Y. (Playhouse)

—Fourposter (18-21) (25-28).

Haipmoriton, N. J. (Mill Play-

house)—Inspector Calls (17-18);

Streetcar Named Desire (19-20);

Don Juan in Hell (24); Springtime
for Henry (27).

Houston (Playhouse)—Rain (17-

27)
Nassau, B.W.I. (Brit. Col. Play-

house)—Country Girl (15-20).

Phoenix (Sombrero Playhouse)

—Open Window (tryout) (22-27).

, LA
_ . . Los Angeles* March 16.

..
®e^r ce LBlie had an excellent

first frame last week for her three-
week stand here. Indication! are
the tempo will increase.

Estimates for Last Week
An Evening With Beatrice Lillie,

Biltmore dst wk (18 days) ($4.80;
1,636). Excellent $32,300. Tally, for
nine shows, includes opening night,
Saturday (6).

.. *n*l Play. Ivar (4th Wk)
($3.60; 400). Another slow $1,600.
She Dood It in Dixie, Beaux Arts

(4th wk) ($2.40; 542). Down to $700.
.Tobacco Road, Civic Playhouse
(7th wk) ($3.60; 400). Private
parties boosted it to $1,800.

‘Sea $31,610, Holt,W $13,000
-. .^Boston, March 16.

Although there were five entries
along the legit main stem last
week, biz was only so-so. "By the
Beautiful Sea," in its third and
final week at the Shubert, slumped,
and “Guys and Dolls." in third
moveover.week at the Colonial, was
way off. Newcomer, “Anniversary
Waltz," co-starring MacDonald Ca-
rey and Kitty Carlisle, at the Ply-
mouth, started slow, but aided by
slick notices and word-of-mouth
built during the week. “TVin
Beds," in second frame at the Wil-
bur, picked up over previous week,
aided by twofers. Ballets de Paris,
in for single week at the Opera
House, was good hut not gaudy.
Lone newcomer this, week is the

perennial “Oklahoma” which
bowed into the Opera House Mon-
day (15) for a three-week “farewell
visit.” This is its eighth trip here.

Estimates for Last Week
Anniversary Walt*," Plymouth

($4.20; 1,200) (1st wk) (MacDonald
Carey, Kitty Carlisle). Under $13.-
000. Current, final week, shapes
stronger.

Ballets de Paris, Opera House
($4.20; 3,000). (One week). Near
$35,000. ,

By the Beautiful Sea, Shubert
($6 Fri.-Sat., $4.80 other nights;. 1,-

700) (3d wk) (Shirley Booth). Ham-
pered by weak book* Slumped from
previous week's sellout to about
$31,600. House is dark.
Guys and Dells, Colonial ($6

Sat., $4.80 other nights; 1,500) (3d

;

wk here; 11th in Hub). Apparently
;

overstayed, final week slow $16,-
400. House is dark.
Twin Beds, Wilbur ($3.60; 1,200);

(2d wk). Fair $11,400 for sec-
ond frame. Final' week is current.

‘OKLAHOMA’ $32,200

FOR 2D DETROIT1
Detroit, March 16.

Second and final week of “Okla>
homa" grossed a sock $32,200 at
the 2,050-seat Shubert. 1 Top was
$3.60. Theatre now is dark, re-
opening March 22 with two weeks
of “My Three Angels” with a top
of $3.60.

Current at the Cass is “New
Faces." in for three weeks. Top in
the 1,482-seat house is $4.80.

‘Hearts’ $9200 (or Four

In Wilmington Preem
Wilmington, Del., March 16.

“The King of Hearts," new Jean
Kerr-Eleanor Brooke comedy,
drew over $9,200 in four perform-
ances. March 11-13. in the 1,223-

seat Playhouse at $4.20 top.

Show moved to Walnut St. The-
atre, Philly, Monday (12).

0*Donnelk‘Girr Weak
$3,600 in Balto Stock

Baltimore. March 16.

Cathy O’Donnell in “Pick-Up
Girl" grossed a weak $3,600 at Don
Swann’s; Hilltop-Parkway here last

week. Experiment of 99c. balcony
scale sponsored by the Big Broth-
ers of Baltimore to give a lower in-

come bracket audience an oppor-
tunity to see a legiter did not mean
much at the b.o. Charles Coburn
in “You Can’t Take It With You"
is current.
On March 23, the winter stock

operation will preem “Pajama
Tops," adaptation of a French
farce by Jean Letrez, known in

Paris as “Mou-Mou."

‘Angels’ $15,200, D.C.
Washington, tyfarch 16.

“My Three Angels" picked up
for its second and last week at the

Shubert Theatre, racking up $15,-

200 at a boxoffice.

Roland Petit’s Ballets de Paris

opened at the. Shubert last, flight

(Mon.) for a fortnight stand.

I Hardwkke 10G

‘Apple’ Big $19JO, Clerk' $21500
Business on Broadway picked up

last week after taking a seasonal
slugging the previous session. Hike
in receipts went as high as $5,100
for one show. Only three entries
registered dips.

There are no openings this
week, with only five shows defi-
nitely slated to come in before the
season winds up. Figure does not
include the 10-week Gilbert &
Sullivan series which bows at the
“off-Broadway" President Theatre
next Tuesday (23), Last week's
closings, not including the windup
of the limited engagement of Ruth
Draper’s one-woman presentation,
were “His and Hers," “Lullaby"
and “The Winner "

Estimates* for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy'Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy)

, MD (Musi

-

cal Drama), O (Opera).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top prices;
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-,
meat tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Boning Glass, .Longacre (2d wk)
(D-$6-$4.80; 1,048; $26,817) 1 Cedric
Hardwicke). Over $10,000 {pre-

vious week, $7,600 in four per-
formances).
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,

Plymouth (8th wk) (D-$6-$4.80*. 1 ,-

062; $33,500) (Henry Fonda. John
Hodiak, Lloyd Nolan). Held at
$32,700, with .theatre party com-
missions cutting into take.
Can-Can, Shubert (45th wk)

(MC-$7.20; 1,361; $50,160). Held at

$50,600.
Confidential Clerk, Morosco <5th

wk) (057.80; 935; $30,200) <lna
Claire; Claude Rains. Joan Green-
wood). Over $22J>00 (previous
week. $23,400).

Fifth Season, Cort <60ib wk) (O
,$4.80; 1,056; $25,227) (Menasha
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Over
$22,000 (previous week, $20,000).
GIH in Pink Tight*, Hellinger

(2d wk) <MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000)
(Jeanmaire. Charles Goldnen. 1

Topped $52,000. with theatre party
commissions cutting into take (pre-
vious week, $40,000 for three per-
formances and three previews).

Hts and Hera, 48th Street < 10th
wk) (C-54.80; 925; $22427) (Celeste
Holm. Robert Preston). Over $10.-;

400 (previous week, $9,700); closed
Saturday (13) after 77 perform-
ances at a loss of about $30,000 on
a $60,000 investment.

Immoralist. Royale (5th wk) <D-
$6-$4.80; 1,035- $31,000) (Louis
Jourdon, Geraldine Page). Under
$15,900 (previous week, $16,600).
John Murray Anderson’s Alma-

nac, Imperial (14th wk) (R-$7 20;
1,400; $50,300). Almost $35,700
(previous week. $32400).
Kind Sir, Alvin (19th wk) <C-S6-

$4.80; 1,311; $39,460) (Mary Martin.
Charles Boyer). Under $18,700
(previous week. $18,100); closes
March 27.
King and I. St. James (155th wk)

(MD-87.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Yul
Brynner, Patricia Morison). Under
$37,000 (previous week. $32,000);
closes Saturday (20) to tour.

Kismet. ZiegfeldHl5th wk) (MD-
$7.20; 1.628; $57,908) (Alfred
Drake). Almost $57,800 (previous
week. $57,500); .

Lullaby, Lyceum (6th wk) (C-
$4.80; 995: $22,845) (Mary Boland).
Over $7,500 (previous week, $6.-

100); closed Saturday 03) after 45
performances at a loss of over
$50,000 on a $60,000 investment.
Me and Juliet, Majestic (42d wk)

(MC-57.20; 1,510; $58,000). Under
$31,000 (previous week, $28,100);
closes April 13.

Oh, Men, Oh, Women, Miller
(13th wk) (C-$6-$4.80: 920; $23,248)
(Franchot Tone). Almost $22,300
(previous week, $21,600).
Ondine, 46th St. (4th wk) (D-

$7.80; 1,139; $39,512) (Audrey Hep-
burn, Mel Ferrer). Over $40,600
(previous week, $40,100).

Picnic, Music Box (55th wk) <CD-
$6-$4.80; 1,010; $27,534). About
$17,500 (previous week, $17,800);
closes. April 10.

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst
(13th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,160: $29.-

500) (Katharine Cornell). Under
$13,100 (previous wreek. $16,300);
scheduled to close Anril 3.

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,
Coronet (11th wk) (C-$7.80; 1.027;
$28,262) (Burgess Meredith. Mar-
tha Scott). Over $18,300 (previous
week. $17,400).

Sabrina Fair, National (17th
wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $31,300)
(Margaret Sullavan. Joseph Cot-
ten). Under $28,800 (previous
week; $27,000).
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (69th

wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1.063; $24,400)

(Tom Ewell) Over $22,500 (pre
vious week, $19,700).

Solid Gold Cadillac,' Belasct
(19th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,077; $28,

>

300) (Josephine Hull). Over $28/
300 (previous week, $27,400).

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymor*
(24th wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28,*
300) (Deborah Kerr). Under $28,*
700 (previous week. $28,000).
Teahouse of the August Moon,

Beck (22d wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1.214;
$31,681) (David Wayne, John For*
sytbe). Held at almost $32,200.

Winner, Playhouse (4th wk) (CD-
$4 80; 999; $21,500) (Joan Tetzel,
Tom Helmore). Under $11,200
(previous week, $10,000); closed
Saturday (13) after 30 perform*
ances at an estimated loss of pear-
ly its full $60,000 capitalization.
Wonderful Town, Winter Gar-

den (44th wk) (MC-87.20; 1.510,
$54,173) (Rosalind Russell). Ovei
$46,700 (previous week. $41,600).

Miscellaneous
Ruth Draper, Vanderbilt (7tb

wrk) (CD-S3.60; 720; $13,000).
Closed Saturday (13) after a lim-
ited run of 56 performances.
Golden Apple, Phoenix (MC-

$4.80-$3.60; 1.150; $24,067). Opened
last Thursday (11) to six affirma-
tive review's and one indecisive
opinion (Atkinson, Times); grossed
over $19,300 in six performances
and two preview’s.

Philadelphia. March 16.
With eveiy performance SRO

and the GoUd-American Theatre
Society taking a smaller hadt out
of the receipts, "Dial M for Mur-
der*’ topped its sensational first
week. Every seat was sold at the
Walnut for entire second
with exception of a half-dozen
comps for the Monday night show.

“Stalag 17,” with a $2 top and
coming on the heels of smash busi-
ness of Twin Beds” with twofers,
gave solid proof that there is mar-
ket here far popular-priced stage
fare. Locust St Theatre has one
regret that it didn't follow policy
of 'Twin Beds,” with double eve-
ning show, Friday and Saturday
nights, instead of regular midweek
and Saturday matinees.

Brace of arrivals this sesh
brought in The King of Hearts,”
With Donald Cook and Jackie
Cooper, to Walnut last night
(Mon.), and new Shirley Booth mu-
sical, "By the Beautiful Sea.”
which relights the Forrest tonight
<16).

Estimates for Last Week
Stalag 17. Locust (2d w’k) (CD-

1.580; $2.60) (George Tobias*. Hun-
dreds turned away last evenings of
run, despite return visit of PW
comedy. Sock

.
$1 5.000.

Dial M for Murder, Walnut <2d
wk) (D-1,380: $4.55) (Maurice
Evans'. Reception for English mys-
terj’-thriller ran far ahead of all

expectations. Could have stayed
extra two weeks easily. Over
$30,000.

‘FACES’ 21G, ST. LOUIS;

REYNOLDS-’GIGT 13G
St. Louis, March 16.

Leonard Sillman’s “New Faces
of 1952" wound qp its two-week
stand at the American Theatre
Saturday (13) with an estimated
gross of $21,000. Blackstone is in
for one week, scaled to $2.44.

“Gigi," with Debbie Reynolds,
closed a two-week frame at the
Empress Theatre Sunday (14). 'with
a fine gross at $2.50 top of $13,000.
"Death Takes A Holiday," with
Vincent Price, tees off a two-week
frame tonight (Tues.).

‘Roberts’ $7,000 for 23

Shows in Rochester
Rochester, N. Y., March 16.

Arena Theatre, local resident
stock company, on Saturday < 13)
completed a sock extended four-
week cruise with “Mr. Roberts.”
grossing more than $7,000 for 23
performances, biggest hit of the
fall-winter season;
The extra week slashed the run

of'^the group’s annual Shakespeare
production “Othello," to one week.
It opens tonight (Tues.) with Rob-
ert Blackburn a$ the Moor. Doro-
thy Chernuck. directed the modern
dress theatre-in*the-round version.
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Touring editions of "Sabrina tin and Sam Byrd, as a dramatic

Fair.- with D!,n, Lynn a d W "- reading.^
plan.

dell Corey In the Margaret Sulla
j n jng a London production this

ran and, Joseph Cotten roles and
spring 0f “Sodom, Tennessee,” in

a cast including Estelle Winwood partnership with Peter Cotes, has

and Margaret Bannerman, will play aiso teamed with Leo Caspare for

the Coast starting April 5 under a presentation on Broadway next

the management of Lewis & Young fan 0f John Byrne's “The Pained

. . . London producer Jack Hylton Days” . . . Tony Perkins, son of

has decided not to run for Parlia- the late Osgood Perkins, may take
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posed production of “Angelica,’ by Sympathy” in June, when John

Ronald Alexander, is budgeted at Kerr leaves for a film contract .
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‘mated for physical production,
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$39,102 for rehearsal ^and other
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and Auditoriums, to be pub-

tre Owners of. America, lished next January . . . “Pattern

Tea (S. Eliot), .Anyone?
,
'Perhaps Henry Sherek and

• the Producers Theatre, are

“Pal Joey”-conscious.
' As the management of the

’

U.S. edition of T. S. Eliot’s “The
Confidential Clerk.” current at

the Morosco, N, Y„ they de-

cided to use the American
pronunciation, “Clerk,” in-

stead of the British, “Clark”
A spectator at the show last

week noted the Lankization in

the dialog and recalled the

song, “Zip,” from the pld Rodg-

ers-Hart musical, “Pal Joey.”

A line in the number went,

“English people don’t say

’clerk,’ they say ’dark.’ Any-
body who says ‘dark’ is a

Current Road Shows
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pif; v!* Hauua* Cleveland (22-27K of Mack the Knife,” which
in “Love of Four Colonels.” will turned ^ New York. ....Chi Er- Moon Is Blue-—Royal Alexandra, ^eentujites Weill’s scintillating

head, cast, with Basil Burwell linger next week debuts ®,
-39 Toronto^ (15-20); New Parsons, rhythms, strongly abetted by some

staging. 5'm curt^n_tor Itch
^
on Thu s- Hartford (22-24,); Shubert, New racy Blitzstein lyrics. Gerald Price

British direrthr Hurh Hunt has
daIs and.Sunday n

J
8bts. ‘ Haven (25-27). also rates kudos for his acute de-

Shows

staging. r TcXS “ fiarnoro onuucn, racy Biitzstein iyrics. Gerald Price

British direetbr Hugh Hunt has
da
David

d
WavBe andJohn Forsythe ^M^^AnJeis (Walter Slezak) — f

lso rat
f
s
f .
ku

t°i,^ his aCute de‘

DramaT^estival to a^jud^cat^the haVe signed to continue as costars Hanna, Cleveland (15-20); Shubert,
lv
®j^ originai “llireepenny ” com-teSAtt Int^5 August

^ Moon” Faces^-Cass Detroit (16- Poled Tri
tries in Toronto. Among the^^New b

J™®®*®
®£ ^ fS?..j? mSv

f ?ces—Lass, ueiroit tio-
Brecht Was produced in Berlin

York productions Hunt staged was ?2?=
her

nnpra Hnusp Bos in 1928 under the label “Die
“The White Steed.”' i*l, 4 ®%ĥ *“°pera House ’ BoS

Dreigroschenoper.” Work is de-

London, March 16,

(Figures denote premiere dates)
Airs Shoestrlnf, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).

Alice Looking Glass, Princes (2-9-54).

Angels In Love, Savoy (2-11-54).

Anna Lucesta, Hippodrome (1-26-54).

As Long As Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).

•Ig Knife, Duke York's (1-1-54).

Birthday Honours, ICriterlon (10-6-53).

Boy Frland, Wyndham'a (12-1-53), .

Burning Glass, Apollo (2-18-54).

.Charity's Aunt, Strand (2-10-54).

Confldantlal Clark, Llyrlc (9-16-53).

Day By Tha Saa, Haymarket (ll-26;33).

Fifth Saason, Cambridge (2-24-54).

First Edition, New Watergate (3-11-34).

Folias Bargaro, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).

For Batter Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).

Ouys and Dolls, Colliaeum (3-28-53).

I Am a Camara, New (3-12-54).

I Capture Castle, Aldwych (3-4-54).

King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).

Love Match, Palace (11-10-53).

Moon. Is Blue, Vaudeville (3-5-54).

Mother, Embassy (2-15-54).

Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).

Faint Your Wagon, Majesty’s (2-11-33).

Pygmalion, St. Janies' (11-19-53).

question of Fact, PiccadiUy (12-10-33),

Reluctant Heroes, Whitehall (9-12-50).

Ring Out Bells, Vic. Pal. (11-12-52).

Sleeping Prince, Phoenix (10-5-53).

Someone Waiting, Globe (11-25-53).

Wish You Were Here. Casino (10-10-53).

Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-33).

You'll B0 Lucky/ Adelphi (2-25-34).

“The White Steed.” 21’. .*Zn^i 8 f.^7iT97 )

P Dreigroschenoper.” Work is de- wish You Were Hero. Casino ao
o j ' » * ,

• has reportedly expanded nis next ton (15-27). rivpH frnm thp Tnhn flav-Tnhn Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (io
Sandra Church takes over next season schedule with plans to Porgy & Bess-Civic House, Chi 11^d fr

®"l -B^inK You'll Bo Lucky/ Adelphi (2-25-31

week as ingenue lead of Picnic ” produce “L’Alouette” (“The Lark”). (15-20); Lyceum, Minneapolis (24- ODera '' whirh was first nrodu?edsucceeding Juuce Rule . Russell Jea„ Anouilh drama to be adapted 27)/'
i«
P
1728 and h^s «;inS been the

«chedulid openings
Nype is set for the male lead m by Li,lian Heilman, with film di- Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken' .*

a
^nce Deen the ynd R#port New Lindsey (3

‘ Pipe Dream, ’ the* Rmlgere-Ham- rector William Wyler as stager . . . —Erlanger, Chi (15-27). London duriSe the Vio- 23^)"
fr°m Sh dow, ' New Q-te"

merstein jnusical being adapted william Merchant's “Faster, -Fas- South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb fnrLn ^^Y^-ThVppnpnnv” an wbito Countoss, Savin* (3-24-34)

from a^foFthcoimng'John 'Steinbeck. has been scheduled for pro- Tilton) — Memorial Aud., Chat- SS?ches fSch subfecU S? eorrSSl S&&3&novel, “Sweet Thursday.” The show duction next season by Jay Julien, tanooga (15-17); Temple, Birming- S0n and mo?!l behavior In J bitter wt^d'in/ inISm. hipp^ ^-si).
is due for production a year hence ^ Maureen Stapleton and Ben ham (18-20); Tower, Atlanta (22- ^ Li„

1 a U
Nighttown,’ a sequence from Gazzara as leads. 27). L ' \ r ^ T w ’ closed- laSt weekJames Joyce's “Ulysses,” is an- Mrs. John F. Waters, wife of the Stalag 17—Nixon, Pitt (15-20)- Of the cast, Lotte Lenya, Weill’s .arlt <,o st MartVn'I ^22 54 )nounced production next season by controller of the Shubert theatrical Royal Alexandra, Toronto (22-27). widow, is recreating

.
the prostie A?ts (2?3-54>.

Oliver M. Saylor, Marjorie Barken- enterprises and his secretary for Time Out for ‘ Ginger "(Melvyn r°le
.
sbe originated in the 1928 saagulia sorrunto, Duchcsa (6-i4|

= many years, has been dropped Douglas)—Harris, Chi (15-27). production of the opera. Although Trupicana. New Watergate (2-io-

from the latter spot. Waters has Twin Reds—^-Wilbur, Boston (15- thls 1

J
lay n°t be the best casting

been critically ill for several 20): Her- Majesty’s, Montreal (22- now, her song delivery is penetrat-

mdnths with a heart ailment and 27l!
ing. Comedienne Charlotte Rae is

naraiv«i« Thi» Watf*r« were married m top form. Femme knows how to
toss off a laugh line or mug her
way through a funny situation.

Penn Tent Op Skeds II Kr0lieilll6rser II

10 Musicals for ’54 r Continued from page 57 —-1 due to leave the cast shortly to

... . „ assume a role in the Broadway
Allentown, Pa., March 16.

ti-on or B movies.” Richard Rod- musical, “Pajama Game.”)
wh® vi*

gers ’ Kronenberger grants, “is a Scott Merrill comfortably fits
Melody Circle, musical theatre-in-

firstrate composer of show music,” into the role of the slick gangster
the-round under a tent at Dorney buj tlie critic is happier about Rod- chieftain, Macheath. Jo Sullivan
Park here this summer, has an-

gers’ collaboration with Lorenz makes an attractive appearance
nounced 10 musicals for the sea- Hart. “Had Mr. Rodgers done a and does well vocally, especially
son, opening June 21. ‘Bali Ha’i’ in his Rodgers & Hart in her rendition of “The Bide-a-

Listed are “Pal Joey.” “Rose daySt would have clearly been Wee in Soho.” Leon Lishner
Marie,” “Roberta,” “Paint Your done’

as a travesty- and Mr. Hart turns in an impressive perform-
Wagon,” “DuBarry Was a Lady,” never would have provided oppor- ai]cc both dramatically and song-?

“Carousel.” “New Moon,” “Hazel tunities for such inflated musical
wis<v ?eatrice Arthur shows to“ Sh0es" and

ADVANCE AGENTS !

COMPANY MANAGERS

!

W* K«v« be*n *«rving thaafrical

shows for ovtr 42 yoars. Ours i.s

fit* oldest, most reliable end ex-

perienced transfer company on the

West Coast!

* Jtoi/rood ptivifegee for handling

•hows and fheertrieof luggdga.

' • Complete warehouse fflcililiesf

* Authorizad in California. Equipped
to transfer and haul anywhere in

U.S.I

* RATES ON REQUEST I

been critically ill for several 20): Her "1 Majesty’s, Montreal (22-

mdnths with a heart ailment and 27h
[paralysis. The Waters were married
last December.

Penn Tent Op Skeds

10 Musicals for ’54

Allentown, Pa., March 16.

I Kronenberger
Continued from page 57

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street

lot Angeles 13, Calif.

MUtual Blil er OXford 9-4764

SUMMER THEATRE
FOR RENT OR SALE

very reeioneble. Deer Like, Ps. 320 eesti, sir

tendltlened, fully equlyped, reedy (e ipeNIs.

Write E. Mllenick, 24 Burd Ave., Upper.

Oerby, Pe. Phone Flendere 2-4939.

Shows id Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy)

, D (Drama),

“Oklahoma
’” usance mi. » “Barbara Song” and both she and

Tent will have 1,500 seats, legro’.”

m°S &^ °

Regular top will be $3.50. Kronenberger believes the thea- doesn’t fare too well as
8
a police

ni ^ iTi tre ’ not individual productions, commissioner. He’s at his best in

Nhflwc in KPnFar^Rr needs the sort of backing given “The Army Song.” Other castvuuvvo iu liviitrUi ooi operas, symphonies and museums, members fill the bill, with William
Keys : C (Comedy), D (Drama), The author sees tv as tending to Duell standout in a comic idiom.

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), destroy American homelife rather William Pitkin's settings areMC (Mtisical Comedy), MD (Mu- than aiding in its reestablishment, imaginative and overcome much
steal Draitia), O (Opera). F0r Kronenberger, tv is “no mere of the disadvantages of the small

gadget; it is one of the great mile- stage. His brothel set is especially

Rrhfcnn RnW i? ^ stones and possibly gravestones in picturesque. Music for the produc-

I Prfnre ^GeoSe
G
AbboLJwJme the whole history of culture.” tion

h
is Provided by an . eight

7
piece

s* ww^
ince

i-
t»eorSe ADDot-Jcrorne

“ComDanv Manners” has rhan- orch . comprising the instruments
Robbins, dirs.; prods.: Eddie Foy .

company manners nas cnap-
fQ which Weill’s music was or-

Jr , Janis Paige, John Raitt, stars. te™ ®n art * science, humor, privacy iS eJ2t2j
wems muslc W

r
as
ss
or

and the new-rich,” among other
cnesiraiea * jcss.

was or-
Jess.

CAB CALLOWAY
NINETY-FIRST WEEK o> Sportin’ Lifo

“Porgy and Bess”,
Currently Four Weeki

CIVIC AUDITORIUM. CHICAGO
Mgt.: BILL MIYTLER, 1619 Broadway. New York

excursions into native mores. De-
spite the critic’s, generally acid
viewpoint, there is backhanded
hope for our times in Kronenber-
ger’s reflections on “The Spirit of
the Age,” wherein he Contends that
things might be more horrifying,
if simpler, “if America Were com-
pletely Soulless and visionless,
were altogether materialistic.” But
“we are of so mixed a composition,
so bifocal an' outlodk, serving God
and. Mammon both, and both at the
Sc(Ae time. Down„

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Llndtty Rtport, New Lindsey. (3-22-54).

Man from Shadows, New Gateway (3-

liichantod, Arts (3-31-54).

Woddins in Paris, fllpp. (4-3-54).

CLOSED* LABT. WEEK
Paris ‘90, St. Martin's (2-22-34).

Prlvato Stcrotary, Arts (2-3-54).

Saagulla Sorrento, Duchess (6-14-50).

Treplcana, New Watergate (2-10-541.

BROADWAY ANGELS,

INC.

Common Stock

Prlct 50c a Shara
»

Writo or phono for an offering

circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 65Hi St., Now York 23

TRafal«ar 4-1S1S

PLAYHOUSE
IN-THE-PARK

Philadelphia, announcti tha

opaning of a Naw
.

York

offica at 55 Wait 42. Straat,

Suite 924. Tel.: LA 4-8335.

Sam M. Hahdalsman, Man-

aging Di ractor.

\) Q/TrVO(5 c

thi

165 West 46th

NEW YORK
Plaza 7-0190

•Y* *
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t uce’» Sports ‘Dummy*

Time Inc., the Henry Luce pub-

lications empire which is preparing

In early debut of a new sports

iJekfy
y
has shot the works on a

-dummy” issue of’ the new mag-

Sligh ly larger than Tune and as

«niniislv illustrated as Life, the

first new Luce weekly^ since 1936

cL„nes up as a slick editorial job*,
h
T?fe 'Tr instance” issue,runs 140

nages in covering all facets of the

Kfrts world from fox-hunting in

ffland to beak-busting in Madi-

sM Square Garden. There are a

couple" of byliners in. the sample

Sue but the rest* of the writing,

patterned afteKthe light. terse

Time style with a literateness that

is unique in the sports mag field.

Issue also includes several strik-

ing color spreads on the Olson-

Turpin fight, the jockey fraternity

and some reproduct ons of Thomas
Bakin’s sports paintings. In a note,

the mag “regretfully” reports that

hone of the advertising in /he
diimmv was paid for. The plates

ivefe borrowed from various ad-

vertising agencies to make the

issue as realistic as possible.

Eddie Davis ‘Humor-dor*
Comedy writer Eddie Davis, cur-

rently celebrating his 25th anni in

show business, is engaged in two
literary projects. First is publica-

tion by Frederick Fell, Inc., of

“Laugh Yourself Well,” a compila-

tion of gags due put this spring.

The other, in connection' with

his anrii, is a private edition of all

the material he’s written for such
comics as Eddie Cantor, Jimmy
Durante, Jackie Gleason, Milton
Berle, Martha Raye, etc., which
he’s sending to each of the comics.

He’s calling th'is “Eddie Davis’

Humor-dor.”

Lillian Roth, Davis Books
On Frederick Fell’s spring list

is Lillian Roth’s autobiography,
“I'll Cry Tomorrow” (in collabora-

tion with Gerold Frank and Mike
Connolly), and “Laugh Yourself
Well,’’ by radio gagwriter Eddie
Davis.

A longtime Arizona resident, be-
cause of health, Davis . has such
typical chapters in his “comedy
Kildare’’ as “Flat On My Asthma”;
“From Here to Maternity’.’; “Tak-
ing a Turn for the Nurse”; “Right
Up My Allergy”; “Ills, Pills and
Bills.”

Life’s Agfaa Khan Blog
Life will serialize excerpts from

“The Agha Khan Story” which (

Simon & Schuster is publishing, in
America. John Cdhnell* London
Daily Mail feature writer, • com-
pleted the ghosting job after
America’s J. Bryan III (former
Satevepost editor) walked out be-
cause he didn’t think the Moslem
ruler was “frank enough.”

Frazier, Incorporated
Despite rumors, says George

Frazier, he’s not interested in any
a&r position at Capitol Records. If
he does anything in this line, he’ll
do special jobs for RCA Victor.
He's too busy with writing. He has
Pieces on Guy Lombardo, • Jose
Ferrer, and an exhaustive one oft
cafe society due in Coronet, a
piece on Steve Allen forthcoming
m Cosmopolitan, one on Arlene
Francis in Today’s Woman, and ar-
ticles bn Alfred Gwynne Vander-
bilt and Yale Secret Societies due
lb Esquire.
Next week he moves into the

i « plaza Hotel to- research a
long Esquire job he’s doing on that
botel. He’s also preparing a Vogue
E!»

ce °” s°ngwriting and is writ-
ing an introduction to and editing
i^HecUon of his articles for Jail
Publication of

, Duell, Sloan &
'ftn

ai
ii

^'S About Time,” book
KLii o,

magazine, will be on

1955 1 is

f

loan * Pearce’s spring-

ir

rp. _ Rumford Divvy
N
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i
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?
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hofrE
1 st0Gk
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McKaye, 27-year-old
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e
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*or radio station

novel
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-pEd-f ?a * ha! 1115 fin>t

Puhhcn a?°ftait of the Hamned,”
,
uhiic>;

ed t—S month by Twayne
Ioiici

hers
i, subsidiary of Random

CX?: Twayne printed 5,000
pfceopics and Signet will

foEi?95,0?0.
Paperback editions

M.v
ease late in April,

book „ u
y
f

got material for the
''bile working as a freelance

writer in Hollywood. The book is
dedicated to William Saroyan, film
director.-

Knopfs Paperbacks
Alfred A. Knopf is planning a

new series of paperbound volumes,
known as Vintage Books, priced at
95c
The first nine titles, all to be

published next Sept. 13, are “The
Art of Teaching,” by Gilbert
Highet; “The American Political
Tradition ” by Richard Hofstadter;
“A Short History of Music,” by Al-
fred. Einstein; “The Stranger,” by
Albert Camus; “Howards End,” by
E. M. Forster; “In Search of Thea-
tre,” _by Eric Bentley; “The Im-
moralist,” by Andre Gide; “Death
in Venice and Seven Other
Stories,” by Thomas Mann, and
“Democracy in America,” by Alexis
de Tocqueville, in two volumes.

Will Hays’ Memoirs
Shortly before his death, Will

Hays had turned over to Double-
day the manuscript of his mem-
oirs. The book, which covers his
entire career, will include sections
on his experiences as a member of
Harding’s cabinet and later as head
of the famed Hays office In Holly-
wood. Publication is tentatively
set for 1955.
Doubleday will also publish, on

April 22, 1954, a first novel by
Will H, Hays, Jr., who is a member
of the English Department at
Wabash College in Crawfordsville,
Ind. Entitled “Dragon Watch,” the
book is an 800-page novel about
life in an Indiana town.

Redgrave’s Theatre Book
“The- Actor’s Ways and Means”

by Michael Redgrave (Theatre Arts
Books; $2) is the printed version of
the British actor’s Rockefeller
Foundation lectures at the U. of

Bristol, session of 1952-53.
Somewhat revised since oral pre-

sentation, the book studies acting
problems in terms that Redgrave
refers to as “Cause and Effect” and
“Instinct and Method.” By the

player’s own admission, tardy* trib-

ute is paid to Stanislavski, whose
methods, Redgrave says, once
“bored” him. A closing account of

“The Theatre and the Word”
rounds out the tome, and deals
principally with the “spoken” word
in the theatre.
Book is handsomely illustrated

with a number of plates showing
Redgrave in a gallery of his best-

known stage and screen roles, in-

cluding the “Macbeth” he brought
to Manhattan's National Theatre
in 1948; Doion.

Good ‘Tom Thumb* Book
“Barnum Presents General Tom

Thumb,” by Alice Curtis Desmond,
(Macmillan; $3) is written with an
eye on the juvenile market, but it

is, nonetheless, a fine study of

America’s most famous Lilliputian

and the country’s greatest show-
man. The careers of Barnum and

i

the midget, Charles Sherwood
Stratton (Tom Thumb), were inex-

tricably interwoven, but this is the

first time an author has presented
the two as tandem-protagonists in

a single volume. The writer also

offers some new material on Lavi-

nla Warren, the tiny lady who be-

came Mrs. Tom Thumb; and her
choice of illustrations could scarce-

ly be better.

The work is carefully docu-
mented. great care is taken to re-

flect mid-19th Century backgrounds
of Europe and America, and the

psychological and physiological

realm of mldgetry is accurately

explained.
. Best of all, two real-life charac-

ters who have become legends are

given the chance in Mrs. Des-
mond’s book to. be human beings.

Barnum is depicted both in suc-

cess and failure; both as a hum-
bug and as a loyal friend. And
little Mr. Stratton, while remain-
ing the world’s smallest man,
passes from childhood to middle-

age in the most fabulous surround*

,
ings and remains, thanks to the

' author, a creditable, sometimes an-

,
noying, always understandable, fas-

cinating person. Mrs. Desmond
i has also done ‘ service to the dig-

nity and Warmth that often charac-

terize relationships iti show biz.

i Doion.

‘Dressing The Play*

“Dressing the Play” by Norah
Lambourne (Studio-Crowell; $4.50),

is an excellent basic handbook on

stage costuming. Author is staff

tutor with the* British Drama
; League, and has created wardrobe
’ for many notable English prdduc-

tions,, including several plays by

Dorothy L. Sayers, who submits a

preface to > this work.
Book, contains 40 diagrams in

black and white and 40 photo-

graphic plates, many of them re-

i productions of period paintings.
1 Use of color, shaping of costumes.

masks, stage jewelery, hair styling,
and proper rehearsal with cos- f

‘

.

^ P
Doion!
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

|
chatter i Frank Scully »

“Deborah Kerr; New Model.” “ Hollywood.

Esqutre
B°a1, in the CUlTent Qne of the most amazing fauna confined to the Hollywood. garni

»» .‘
0 ;

preserve and one of mastodonic proportions is Aaron Rosenberg. Due
in» InL

Bennett Is doing a polish- to his success as producer for UI of such Jimmy Stewart hits as “Win-
<‘iTtiH^VEe MSni&Mr0US nov<?

’ Chester 73,” “Bend In The River” and “The Glenn Miller Story”*—
,

m U10ns
* in all they have done five pix together—he has managed to live down

To/^1
1

!,

ramson profiling Oswa Id
, the fact that 20-odd years ago he was the unanimous choice of football

imrnn^intftccMo
*n Es<luil

’e s experts for the mythical post of All-American running guard.
p

. j
S

. ,

* _ *
1 The pattern on these stadium Spinozas had been pretty well estab-W .^

Hollywood to listed by the time Rosie emerged from USC and its Trojan wars.

Wnmqi'f h« p!
tuatw? zor

.
Warner’s usually . snapped them up, tossed them to some manufacturer.

55 110ine Companion.
: of oat-operas as glorified errand, boys under the title of “2d assistant

Fowler s newest work, is director,” and then watched, them slowly sink into oblivion with the
“Minutes of the Last Meeting,”

: setting sun.
coming from. Viking April 2.

j

Hut the lad whose name was Aaron didn’t follow that pattern at
Bucdc Herzog in Hollywood to all. At least he didn’t follow it beyond the initial typecasting. He

cover the Academy Award presen-
1 doesn’t feel it is empirically true of others either. He points out that

tations for the Milwaukee Sentinel. • jess Hibbs, a great football player, is becoming a better director -with
Ellon Kraft joined Gardner-Mor- ! each picture he directs Colton Warburton, a tiny halfback while at

ns Associates, New York puh-i’ela- USC, is now a top film editor and Duke Morrison (John Wayne to you)
lions concern, as account executive.

! has. made millions remembering lines that otherwise would have gone
Helen Greenwood, former editor

,

thataway.
of Everywoman’s, returned last! Once, in Liberty, I wrote a piece entitled “Stumblebacks.” The
week from a three-month tour of: premise was you didn’t have to be a halfwit to be halfback, but If
boutn America. ' you were a halfback long enough you would end your.days as a halfwit.

Appleton-Century-Crofts to pub-
;
It was Written about and in an era when little halfbacks, such as

hsh “New Century Cyclopedia of
, Colton Warburton, were banging their brains against 210 pound

Names, ’ edited by Clarence L. 5 guards, such as Aaron Rosenberg. The fact that Warburton and many
narnnart, Marph 22. others escaped becoming Ad Wolgasts of their arenas didn’t quitenarnnart, Marpn 22. others escaped becoming Ad Wolgasts of their arenas didn’t quite

Earl Leaf, newly-appointed Coast : destroy the original premise,
correspondent of Stearn Publica- ‘ Neither did the emergence of Rosie from the pattern Hollywood
tions, is writing a book based on had laid down for All-Americans destroy the mold completely. His
his trek to Cape Horn.

! really was an unusual case. In the first place his entrance to Holly-
0l

t>
s
n*

ne^ ! wood was ’incredible, in a believable sort of way.
n

j He was being raised in Brooklyn, if that is the proper term for a

hits the bookstalls £ E kid Who was twice nearly .killed
’ by. traffic accidents.. The first time

•'Ripley s 35th AnniveiW Be-
j

»tU loll_ you) a^hearse ran over him. The second_t.me a truck

lieve It Or Not,” fourth of the Rip-1 tne“ to knock him off. He was a sickly kid anyway and this sort of

ley series, just published by Simon ,
massaging wasn’t helping him much.

& Schuster, in $1 paperback edi- 1
His father was a tailor and had read about the life in an old Spanish

tion. ’

I

town called Los Angeles. It seemed to be a sunny land, easygoing
Popular Library got the pocket-* and, what was more to the point, people wore clothes. • So Papa Rosen-

size reprint rights to Saul Bellow’s
j

berg moved the family out to Hollywood. **

“The Adventures of Augie March.”
|

There he set up a tailoring shop around Santa Monica and Gower.
It’s skedded for publication in ! Across the way were a couple of cemeteries and they seemed to be
early 1955. doing quite a business too. But a few doors down was a studio where
Helen '’ Gould, freelance and

\ they were making Tarzan pictures.
DaiLY Vaiuety overseas mugg, due

j occurred to Papa Rosenberg that Aaron might evade inclusion in
in New York Sunday (21) for two

: California casualty lists (where the drivers turned out to be crazier

Own in Brooklyn), if be learned some of the tricks of Taraatt. Aaronappearances on radio and tele.

Fernau Hall, British dancer, di-
WK>'

. . . . ^ * • . .. , , 4 . . .

rector and producer, has written a At he.beeome a football star from the start. There

history of the ballet and other i 8ot his. first taste m a field that was to become his hfework by
dance forms, titled “World Dance,” i doubling for Jack Oakie as a football player in “Sweeties.”

which has just been published by Though USC had scouts combing the bushes for likely football

A. A. Wyn, Inc. {material, Rosie managed ta elude them and headed for Berkeley,
Gotham Life to be sold on New intending to major in journalism at California. But Howard Jones

York newssUnds at 15c per copy thought faster than Mr. Moto and got him back to USC before it was
beginning with the March 20 issue, too late. The Trojans had players like Jeff Cravath, Gene Dorsey and
Mag’s new distribution augments other giants, but they figured they could use kids like Rosie later,
its longtime circulation in metio- Knights Of The Co-eds
politan area hotels, restaurants, etc. USC was practically an autonomous principality in those da?*?.

Universal - International set a Though there was a police station across the street, if a cop ever

fv ra i« :

^

3
° arva

t

inn^ entered the USC campus he took liis life in his hands. One chased

'“Rhn’of the CaDrock ” “Man With- a co‘ed for a traffic violation and was mobbed. His gun disappeared

Cut a Star” and “To Follow a Flag ”
<
and his unff°rin was tom from his back before the college prez could

films based on Bantam publica- !
restore order. Rosie was mixed up in that one somewhere. He prob-

tions .

j

ably was the running guard who ran the. denuded copper off the

Solly Baiano, head of Warner ’ campus.

Bros, casting department and chief , It was in such a benign atmosphere that Rosie rose to become the

talent scout for the company, will runningest running guard of the era. Everybody picked him for his

be profiled in the U. of Illinois
{
All-American team.

alumni magazine. He was grad-
j

Then an odd thing happened. Warners didn’t get him. Sol Wurtzel
uated in 1925 and started his Hoi- got him. WurtzeL, the original keeper of the B’s, assigned Rosie to
lywood career 25 years ago as a

, jjie 0]d Foxriotr on Western Ave. as an “observer.” In six months
sideline musician. he Nvas elevated to a second assistant directorship. Warners at least

Lucius Beebe pub isher of the
; w6 ]d have him there

Virginia City (Nev ) Territorial
j

By thc . tlme the countr>, was hit with a fvvo-front war Rosie had

£r^
r

u
ri

Rress
k
for *a

P
history of tlieS

climbed to first assistant directorship and the highest paid in the biz.

frontier newspaV ?o be
V
£gged /hen he joined Gene Markey’s particular- Nax-y as a c.p.o. and

“Comstock Commotion, The Story !

after four years got a commission. Discharged, honorably of course,

of the Territorial Enterprise.” I

Rosie could have had his job back at Fox but with a salary cut. He
Sheet is Nevada’s oldest ana larg- i took a walk Instead of a cut He heard George Marshall was directing

est weekly. : “Tap Roots” at UI and needed an assistant. While there he discovered

Harry Harris,' television and
j

a likely story for an indie production. Leonard Goldstein was after

drama columnist for the Philadcl-
1
the story, too. So Rosie wrapped himself in the package and sold

phia Evening Bulletin, is leaving to
j
the whole thing to U-I. That got him the job of Goldstein's associate

take post as editorial assistant on
; producer.

TV Guide, put out in Philly by
| uj then gave him a production for his very own. That was “Johnny

Walter Annenbcrg’s Triangle Pub-
. gto0i pigeon,” costarring Howard Duff, Shelley Winters and Dan Dup-

lications. Harris, who lias been
. yea jjow cou]d miss? He might have, but he didn't,

on the Bulletin start id years, as-
j

since then he has produced more than 20 pictures and only one
SU

v\viri
n
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St
KiS manager of o{ t,ien11 ,ias touched football. That was “The All-American,” starring

th? United Press” Bureau
a
fn

f

Al- Tony Curtis and dii-ected by Jess Hibbs.

banv, received the annual award! ^eon Hart, the rangy All-American end from Notre Dame was

of the N Y Legislative Correspand- having a tryout at LI when "All-American was in the talking stage,

ents Ass’n., for excellence in re- 1 He sometimes played handball with Rosie on the back lot.

porting, at the gridiron dinner of One day Hart asked the producer, “Did USC ever beat Notre Dame
the organization in the Ten Eyck in your time?-'

Hotel. Albany, Saturday (14). It "We never lost to them,” said Rosie,

was the second time King had been This is a Ripley that happens to be true.

so honored.
,

But you never get stuff like this out of Rosie unless you prod him.
Reinhold Publishing, which late

. Incidentally, Glenh Miller was a pretty good football player at
last year issued Robert Woods Ken- C0Uege but it never got into Rosie's production,
nedy’s “The House and the Art Millions For Stewart Vice Rosie
of Its Design, next week (26) ^vill jimmy Stewart’s, cut to date on “The Glenn Miller -Story” is around
issuê ‘Quality Budget Houses, on o 5qo (ooO. lie cleaned up $1,000,000 on previous pictures he did on

*s
C
0flfl

e
to"s20

l

000
d
written by Kath- : Pcl

’cen fa6e I°t* Rosie. AH this happened between 1950 and 1954,S House A remember. Can any other combo make a similar statement?

Carden and Thomas’ H^CreigMom Whether “Saskatchewan” (another Rosie production) will do as well

editor of Progressive Architecture, for Alan Ladd is hard to say, but it’s a cinch it won’t lose money. No

Ex-CBS foreign correspondent, !
Ladd picture ever has.

.

'

, .

and Rome Deputy Chief for the I Except for his thinning hair, Rosie hasn t changed much from the

ECA, John Hz Secondari, now re- ! days when he was one of Saturday’s more solid heroes. A giant of

siding pn the island of Majorca,
;
a man, he weighs 205 pounds, which was less than he did in thefoot-

off the coast of Spain, has written
; ball season 25 years ago.

a second novel, “Temptation For A He is a modest nian, too. having no accredited pressagent off the

King.” His “Coins, in the Foun- gut he enjoys plenty of goodwill among flacks, both on and off

tain,” just made by Metro, stars the j0t.

Clifton Webb and Barbara Stan- This represents a radical departure from Hollywood tradition. Usu*
wyck. Lippincott will publish *n

.ally these stories are not bought until the actor is too old to play

rr koin.'ntf eonii. Ihimself. Irt Murphy’s case it catches the most decorated GI of World

n
Ka

<m^tswriter
P
^antland * War II right in his prime as a performer. I dread to think of what

1121 on his memoir?, ‘m^O Yeara I happen to the first guy who suggests that Murphy would be mis-

In Sports.” J
cast in the part
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Broadway
Bam Dembow Jr. west on Indie

production o.o.

Claudio Arrau, concert pianist,

left N. Y. by piano last weelc for a

three-month tour of Europe.
Agent Jerry Rosen of Mercury

Artists Corp. at the Beth Israel

Hospital following a heart attack.

Arthur F. Discoll (O’Brien, Dris-

coll & Raftery) returned Monday
(15) from a 34-day, four-continent

cruise on the Flandre. *
Big turnout at the Harwyn on

Sunday (14) for Joan Crawford’s
cocktailery-buffet, hosted by Earl

Blackwell and Michael O’Shea.
Jules Podell, operator of the Co-

pacabana, N. Y„ has been made
chairman of the nightclub division

in the current Red Cross drive for

1954. '

The American Fund for West-
ymnster Abbey, co-chalrinanned by
Morris L. Ernst, has set a $300,-

000 goal for the restoration of the

Abbey.
Met Opera assistant manager

Francis Robinson to be pipemaster
lor the Pipe Night which the Play-
ers Club is giving for Mary Garden
March 28.

Robert Cummings, returning
from the Argentine Film Festival,

will stop over in Gotham for bally

chores on behalf of Warner Bros.'

"Dial M for Murder.”
Ray Heindorf, Warner Bros,

music department chief, in for

round of radio-tv appearances and
advance bally for ’’Lucky Me” and
“A Star Is Born,” C’Scope musi-
cals. '

"
John Joseph, ex ad-pub head* of

Cinerama and newly appointed
public relations head of the Hilton
Hotels (never say ’chain’) is mak-
ing his offices at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

Bill Hardey (Bill’s Gay ’90s) in

Lebanon Hospital, The Bronx,
N. Y.; recuperating from major
surgery. No visitors as yet.

Jussi Bjoerling, suffering from
a throat infection all season, can-
celled all performances with the
Metropolitan Opera in N. Y. and
on tour, as well as concert engage-
ments. and returned to Sweden
last week.

George Jessel had three molars
pulled but that didn’t deter his

L. A. quickie on a pre-booked
speaking engagement.. Incidentally,
Jessel holds the record as the most
frequently repeated name in N. Y.
to L. A. and vice versa.
Art works by w.k. showbizites

now on exhibit at the Hotel Del-
monico, to be auctioned off for the
benefit of the N. Y. Cardiac Home,
founded by Alfred J. McCosker
and Harry Hershfield, starting to-

morrow (Thurs.) and winding up
the following day.

This Saturday noon's CBS show
by Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Healy will be a tribute to Joe
Laurie Jr. and his new book on
‘•Vaudeville.”

,

Joe Laurie Jr., recuping from a
heart attack at St. Clare’s Hospi-f
tal, N. Y., will have to pay for
another room if those floral gifts
from his friends don’t ease off.

He’d like to see that money do-
nated to the Heart Fund. (Besides,
he says, ’’they cost too durn much,
sp send it to the Heart Assn.”

Producer Edwin H. Knopf,
tcripter Helen Deutsch, and com-
poser Bronislau Kaper in from
Boston where they had been con-
ferring with Leslie Caron and the
Ballet de Paris troupe before the
filming of Metro’s “The Glass
Slipper,” in which Miss Caron will
star and which will feature the
Ballet troupe.

Maurice C. Dreicer, once a one-
man radio program factory,
Variety’s appellation, has devoted
himself to ar search for the “per-
fect steak.” He gives silver butter
knife awards and, if really thrilled,
a gold one. Latest to win the latter
is the Western Hills Hotel of Fort
Worth. Independently wealthy,
Dreicer can indulge these little en-
thusiasms.

National Screen Service exec
Burton E. Robbins reelected presi-
dent of New York's Cinema Lodge
of B’nai B’rith. Named veepees
were Max Youngstein, Norman
Robbins, Jack Weissman, Marvin
Kirsch, Milton Livingston, Cy Sey-
mour, Robert K. Shapiro, Al Wilde
and Lou Wolff. Jack Hoffberg was
reelected treasurer, David Kelton
as secretary, and. Martin Levene
as chaplain.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Behno Frank directing musical
“Tree Grows in Brooklyn” for Play
House troupe mid-April.
Andre Phillipe, French singer,

doing nitery dates and some re-
cordings fot local studio.
Seven Lucky Girls, dance line at

Alpine Village, heading for Psifts
club date in France this spring.

Sophie Tucker tentatively set

for Eddie Sindelar’e “Sky-Way
Club when it refume» floorfhow
next month.
Mary McCarty it Vogue Room on

two-week singing stand, with Tom-
my Wonders and Margaret Banks
on same bill.

Eight hours after Tower closed,

wreckers started tearing seats and
film equipment out of the 60p-
seater, to transform it Into busi-

ness stores. •

, ,

Ray Smith promoted to technical

director’s post and Jack Lee made
choral director of Cain Park’s sea-

son, opening July 5 with “Gentle-
men Prefer Blondes.”

„

Al Spink in town laying publicity

groundwork for “King and I,’

which Hanna legit management is

booking into Public Music Hall,

3,000 seater, April 4, for two Weeks.

“King and I,” due at Public Mu-
sic Hall March 29, getting gigantic

advance sale under sponsorship of

the Hanna, Cleveland’s chief legit

house.

Paris
Jean Darcante, director, replac-

ing Frank Vlllard in the title role

of legit “Bel Ami.”
Ringside, jazz nitery, reopening

again after week’s quarantine

caused by faulty wiring.
New Opera super-spec, “Ober-

on,” which cost $180,000, will be
amortized in 50 presentations.

. Jean Renoir renouncing his plan

to make a biopic of Van Gogh
here; high budget needed for film

caused, its being dropped.
Jose Ferrer made a special trek

here to see Pierre Brasseur in

“Kean” before heading for the
U. S. Ferrer may take this for
Broadway;

Borrah Minevitch soon to open
an intime nitery on the lie St.

Louis which until now has been
one of the few uninvaded nitery
quarters here.
Folies-Bergere second troupe off

to Buenos Aires for first stop on
a . South American tour, with
Michel Gyarmathy going along as
director of the group.
Up for Victoire, the Gallic Oscar

equivalent, are “Robe” (20th),

“Greatest Show” (Par), Julius
Caesar” (M-G), “Moulin Rouge”
(UA) and “Quo Vadis” (M-G).
Jean Mercure rehearsing new

Claude-Andre Puget, Pierre Bost
play, “Judas” which bows at the
Comedie-Caumartin in April with
Paul Meurisse and Marguerite Ja-
mois. .

Marcel Achard finishing up last

act of his new play, “The Most
Beautiful Love in the World,” with
first acts already in rehearsal at
the Gymnase. Jean-Pierre Au-
mont and Melina Mercouri are
starred.
“The Battleship Potemkin,”

Russo pic, getting a return date at
a first-run house on the boulevards.
It was made 25 years ago. Also
in for return runs are “Fugitive
From a Chain Gang” (WB>, “Scar-
face” (WB) and “Blue Angel/’

Venezuela
By Helen T. Coogan
Ducos was Channel

Vet British stage actress,

Louise Hampton, who died a few
weeks ago, left $490.

R. H. Godfrey, elected unop-
posed as veepee of. the Cinemato-
graph Exhibitors Assn.

Herbert J. Yates off to Rome
with his wife, Vera Ralston; Rich-

ard Altschuler and Bill Saal.

Composer Bernard Grun dis-

posed of his latest book, “Food of

Love” to publishers Rider & Co., a
subsidiary of Hutchinsons.
David Berman planed in last

weekend from Hollywood for con-

fabs with his brother, Monty, on
costuming of several new produc-

tions, . „
Sir David Maxwell Fyfe, Home

Secretary in the Churchill govero-

“Streetcar Named Desire” for
Curtaineers.

.
_

Sue Willis. Carnegie Tech dra-

ma graduate, left ' the touring

“Twin Beds” and is back In N, Y.

doing tv work.
Playhouse cutting run of

“Queen’s Husband” short by nine

S
erformances, first time . that’s

appened all season. -

Australia
By Erie Gorrlck

“Moon Is Blue” (UA) proving a

big winner in this territory. :

Hoyts will Cinemascope all key
suburban houses by end of this

year.
, , . .

William Moloney appointed to

board of directors Far Northern

Hollywood

ment, is to be principal guest at Theatres.
. ^ ,

tomorrow’s meeting of the Variety “Gefievieve” smashed all house

Club. records at Greater Union s Odeon,

Richard Hearne, currently being Melbourne.
featured on Ed Sullivan’s program
planes back from. U.S. to appear

in the BBC-TV feature “Well, You
Asked for It.” ‘

.

Lawrence O'Madden, who au-

thored the comedy “Maiden’s
Prayer,” is here from the U.S. to

publish his latest comedy “No
Trees, Please.” i

Constance Moore, due at the

“Call Me Madam” away to socko
trade at Royal, Sydney, for J. C.

Williamson.
Tommy Trlnder comes into Ti-

voli, Sydney, under the David N.
Martin banner.

Jack Alexander, chief Aussie
film censor, is to have his term of

office renewed.
Harry Wren will bring in a newVvtlH«UtkVV Vf — ——- — V ' — -

• Jr J A.

Cafe de Paris March 16 for four ice show at Palladium, Sydney, for

weeks, has suddenly canceled. Man- Celebrity Theatres. .
,

agement is subbing -with a Cecil Universal to distribute “Male

Landeau revue. and Female.” It was formerly

Maxine Sullivan, who recently called “Bob and Sally.”

finished a cabaret season at the Hayes Gordon, U. S. singer, cur-

Copacabana, is to star in the BBC rently doing a stint for the Aus-
radio feature, “Midday Music tralian Broadcasting Commission.
Hall,” March 22. Josie O’Neill, dean or Aussie

Jerome Whyte returned to N.Y. film critics, quit Woman’s Day mag
to be on hand for closing of “The to swing back to Consolidated

King and I,” but due back April 9, Press for a new mag setup

a fortnight ahead of “Teahouse of

the August Moon” preem.
Due to the success with Arthur

Schnitzler’s “Merry - Go - Round”
from which the successful “La
Ronde” film is based, Weidenfeld
& Nicolson are publishing author’s

“Casanova’s Homecoming.”..

Harry Cohn recovering from sur-
gery.

. Terry Moore4
hospitalized with

ear infection.
*

Guy. Mitchell to St. Louis to
open nitery stand;
Ernest K. Gann left for Switzer.

‘

land to write a screen story.

Jose Ferrer and Rosemary Cloo-
ney planed in from Europe.
Arleen Whelan home from the

hospital after major surgery,
Robert Ryan back in town after

fix weeks on the Broadway stage.

Lenny Sherman and troupe east
on tour of Army

, and Navy hospi-
tals.

Wayne Morris left for England
to appear in “Operation North
Star.”

‘
,

Australian Consul General Stew-
art Jamieson hosted by Jack L.
Warner.
Edward Arnold will emcee the

Kansas. Centennial Celebration in

Topeka, Kans.
Fred Gavens teaching John

Wayne how to use Mongol sword1

:

n “The Conqueror,”
Raoul Walsh returned from

Puerto Rico where he directed ex-
eriors for “Battle Cry.”
J. Carrol Naish injured when

hrown by a horse on location for
’Sitting Bull” in Mexico.
Gary Cooper heading for' a

Scandinavian vacation when he
completes “Vera Cruz” in Mexico.

4’sZoe uucos was
preem femme star.

Venezuelan press cheered the di-
rection of Venezuelan Symphony
by Jascha Horenstein.

Shell reportedly considering put-
ting on monthly hour-long variety
show, supporting its ICA gas.

Spaniard Marquesita Radell here
from Bogota for tele roles, after
South American and Antilles tour.

Catholics protesting Channel 4’s
(Televisa) handling of second most
popular tv program in Caracas,
telecasting of Mass at 9 a.m. Sun-
days.

All Caracas niteries boasting
carnival attractions. As Inter-
American conference opened night-
clubs lined up their strongest bills

in months.

By Jerry Gaghap
The Continentals, song duo

(Johnny Paris and Jose Olivier),

have split.

Comedian Ken Barry purchased
Nicholson’s Cafe, Gloucester
Heights, N. J.

Wakeman Corp., local manage-
ment Outfit, moved its headquar-
ters to New York.

Bill Gerson, owner of Pep's
Musical Bar, back in Temple Uni-
versity Hospital for surgery. -

“Pop” Sciolla, owner of Sciolla’s

Cafe, at the short recuping from
what was mistakenly diagnbsed as
a heart ailment.
Tom Malone, owner of Club

Boulevard, North Philly spot, as-

sumed stewardship of 2-4 Club,
huge midtown''’private club.
Harry Ascola, formerly with Co<

lumbia here, named branch man-
ager of the new Transdisc firm
which' will handle RCA Victor’s

label “X.”
Dallas Gerson and David Dus-

hoff, co-owners of Latin Casino,
Philadelphia name showcase, look-
ing over South Jersey locations for
a 1,000-seat club.

Jack Southern merged Atlantic
City’s two big Negro cafes—the
Harlem and the Paradise. Latter
wlil play revues and Harlem will

switrifi to musical bar policy.

Paul Pacey Miller bought out in-

terests of his partner Buff Snyder
in Pacey’s Musical Bar (North
Philly spot); will switch from re-
vues to musical combo policy.
Harry Fink? former Mercury

Records rep, took over reins at
Wakeman Corp. (fnanagement out-
fit), replacing Peggy Lloyd, yyho
will concentrate on recording work,

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

JqsC Iturbi to Edinburgh and
Glasgow for concert dates.

5

Phyllis Dixey to Empire, Edin-
burgh, with her own show, “Peek-
a-Boo.”

Royal Danish Ballet likely for
Edinburgh .International Festival
in 1955.

Carl Rosa Opera Co. set for
three-week stint at King’s Theatre,
Glasgow.

Billy Stutt pacted as comedian
for summer show at Gourock, on
Clyde coast.
Denny Willis, Scot comedian,

planes to Middle East March 21 to
entertain troops.
Dunfermline Opera House, long-

time Scot vaudery, may close down
because biz is off,

Larry Macari Quintet topping
Palace, Kilmarnock vaude bill
after trip to Korea.

Robert Wilson, ace Scot singer,
doing one-night stands prior to
seasons at Ayr and POrtrush.

By Lewis Garyo
Magician Octavio Matos started

tour of Portuguese Africa.
French pianist Aridor Foldes

touring Portugal and Spain.
Portuguese acrobats, The John-

nis, left for Madrid to appear at

Circus Price.
Maestrp Ivo Cruzz off to Ger-

many where he will baton the Han-
nover Symphony.
Tenor Lou Pizara and dancing

duo of IvOnne & Paulo, headed
vaude bill at the Teatro Aveiro.

Legit company of Brazilian
actress Alma Flora, co-starring
Renato Paulo, off on provincial
tour starting in Santarem.

Legit actors Reginaldo Duarte
and Celestino Ribeiro under con-
tract to magician Chang who is

prepping here a new show for
European tour.

Portuguese producer Artur Du-
arte, now in Madrid, here to ar-
range for a new co-production to
be filmed in . Madrid with Portu-
guese and Spanish versions.
Doyen of the Portuguese circus,

Francisco Franca, now 77, feted at
a special show at 6,000-seat Circus
Coliseu to celebrate his first ap-
pearance at this house 65 years
ago. Since 1920, when Franca
broke an arm in a fall from a
trapeze, he has been the .ringmas-
ter at the Coliseu circus.

Ireland
By Maxwell Sweeney

Sonia Dresdel pacted to star at
Dublin Gaiety in “Love in Idle
ness.”

Ita Irvine, Belfast Arts Theatre,
pacted for season with Dublin
Globe Theatre.

Screen director John Huston
named to membership of Variety
Tent 41 (Dublin).
Noel Purcell inked for role in

George Minter’s production of
“Svengali,” lensing at Pinewood.
Dublin exhib, Maurice Baum,

prexy of National Film Distribu-
tors, new outfit, to handle pix im-
ports.

- Hv Hal v rnhpn I
Playwright Bridget Boland in for

Dancing Evans ‘Family playing

Pittsburgh

three-week date at Chicago The
atre.
Eddie Green named biz manager

for Cain Park summer theatre in
Cleveland this season.
Hal Davis, president of Local 60

of musicians union, recovering
from severe heart attack.

Prisoner,” starring Alec Guinness
at Olympia, Dublin.
John Malone in from England for

preem of his new play, “John
Courtney,” which won Abbey The-
atre prize last year.
Milo O’Shea and wife, former

Abbeyite Maureen Tool, signed for

Jimmy Boyle in town thumping wnStlSL*”? Jf
reem °j

for “Julius Caesar,” which opens anci

at the Penn Saturday (20).
Smoke at Dublin Pike Theatre.

Jack Lester set at Carousel for n ,
_ _

the three weeks Jackie Heller’s
. rAWlAllfl. llrA

away on West Indies cruise.
I VI liailUy VI v*

William Block, Post-Gazette pub- Smllling Jack Smith at the Ore-
lisher, and his wife sailing March gon Clover Club for two stanzas
19 for six weeks in Europe. Anna Russell inked for a one

Francis Mayville and his Inter- nighter by William Duggan Attrac-
national. Repertory Ballet Co. back tions.
from a 10*day tour of Florida: Nadine Jansenn and Russel.
Ben Washer In town beating Jones held for a second,, week at

drums for Uta Hagen-Robert Pres- Jack Lawler’s Tropics.
ton-Lee Bowman play, “Magic and William Thedford, Evergreen
the Loss.” veepee, in city ta Confer with Ore-
Jean Marson’s soldier-husband gon district manager Russ Brown

back from Germany so SW pub- Leon Mandrake, /Buck Young,
licity department’s Girl Friday is Lee Donn and The Sparklets held
vacationing. for a second week at Amato’s Sup
Walter Worthington from “Take per Club. Nellie Lutcher inked to

Giant Step” at Playhouse into follow.

Chicago
Gertrude Niesen back from N.Y.

talent shopping trip for Black
Orchid.
Pat Lombard, veepee of Chi •

General Artists Corp., vacationing
in Florida.
Moulin Rouge dropped acts pol-

icy and is featuring . only a band
through the Lenten slump.;

,

Topname record talent of all

labels in city last week for Music
Operators of America conclave.
Dick Smith, severely injured a

month ago in an auto accident, now
working club dates in a back brace.

.

Taylor Maids in town for three
days’ last week making deejay ap-

pearances to plug new Eureka
label.
Gene Lockhart current at Show-

case Theatre? Evanston, opposite
Barbara Foley in “You Can t Take
It With You.”
A Willie Shore Post of the Jew-

ish War Veterans installed here
last weekend in honor of the late

Chi comedian. .

-

Lyric Theatre, Chi’s new resi-

dent opera company, prepping a

tv show to be called, “Lyric Audi-
tions of the Air.”
Lydia Clarke and Charlton Hes-.

ton hosting town’s legit crowd at

cocktail party at Ambassador East
Hotel today (Wed.).

Starlite Room kicking off new
vaude policy this week with Lee
Johnson topping and Pancho
Rhumba Band supporting.

Reno
By Mark Curtis

Ella Mae Morse, now a local gal,

off to Portland for engagement.
Patti Page makes first apear-

ance in town March 18 at the
Riverside.
•Silver Spurs awards for best

western actor and pic of year set

for middle of May.
L.A. disk jockey Larry Finley

In town for four-day rest and a few
shows taped from here.
Alan Jones forced out of top

spot at Riverside with bad throat;
replaced by Rudy Vallee through
remainder of engagement.

Plans for Mitzi Gaynor, Holly-
wood screen player, in NCAA ski

meet included shooting starting
gun and flagging skiers home. But
NCAA rulings restricted action to

publicity stills In bathing suit.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Nat King Cole a click at Casino
Royal nitery.

Organist-comedienne E t h e 1

Smith topper in past Week at Hotel
Sheraton-Carlton.

Television star Jane Wyatt and
Joan Alexander in for department
store fashion stints on same series

with Hildegarde and Constance
Bennett.

Ben Goetz, Metro’s British man-
ager, here briefly when* his trans-

atlantic plane was switched to Na-
tional Airport because of bad

weather at Idlewild.
British Ambassador Sir /Roger

Makin slated to present certificates

to reps of U. S. government agen-
cies which participated in last

year’s Edinburgh Film Festival.

Dorothy Sarnoff, Sam Jaffe ana
moppet violinist Charles Castle-

man highlighted a celebration °t

Jerusalem’s 3,000th anni at a Con-

stitution Hall rally last night

(Tues,).
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NAT OSBORNE
Nat Osborne, 75, composer and

former concert pianist, died March
u in Hackensack, N.J., after .an

illness of two years. He began his

musical career in the concert vein

a pianist and composer. He later

switched to popufcr music, com*
nosing such tunes aS' "Take Me
Back ' to Your Garden of Love,”

^That's the Song of Songs for Me,”
••when I Looked in Your Wonder-

ful Eyes” and “The Wonderful Kid
from Madrid.”r

Osborne also wrote “You Want-

ed Someone to Play With,’’ “In

Love’s Garden,” “Just You and I,”

“In Old Madeira,” “On a Little

Farm in Norway,” “I’m a Fool to

Believe You” and "Another Good

DUSTY FLETCHER
Clinton “Dusty” Fletcher, 57, vet

Negro performer, died of a stroke
March 15 in New York, He was
best known for his routine on
“Open the Door, Richard,” which
became a nationwide song hit and
virtually a national slogain several
years ago.

During the height of “Richard’s”
popularity, three other claimants
to the tune’s authorship arose.
Issue was ultimately settled by
giving credit to John Mason, Jim
McVeay and Dan Howell, along
with Fletcher for the song.

Fletcher played the Apollo Thea-
tre, in Harlem as recent as three
weeks ago. He worked virtually
every major vauder in the U. S.,

trait” and “Three.Men on a Horse*”

c *
a

f!£
had % comedy part in the

first Greenwich Follies.”
His wife, three daughters and a

brother survive.

Man Gone Wrong.” Music for such
shows as “Atta Boy,” “The Sirens,”

“I Love You,” “Hello America” and
“Not Yet Marie” were written by
him. He was a charter member of

the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers.

Wife, a son and a daughter
survive.

IRVING FRANKEL
Irving Frankel, 57. a veteran of

the motion picture /business, died
ot a heart attack in Pittsburgh
March 9. He started his career in
that city as a salesman for Par
shortly after being mustered out of
the army after World War I. He
later was with the old Theatre Ad
Mat Service Company, which ’'he

subsequently owned before it Went
out of business in the early ’30s.

In Hollywood, Frankel was in

as well as many cafes. He was .on
the boards for more than 30 years.

KARL EITEL
Karl Eitel, 83, co-founder Of the

Bismarck Hotel and Eitel’s Palace
Theatre in Chicago, died March 9
in Santa Barbara, Cal. With brother
Emil, he built the first Chi hotel
to house visitors to the Columbian
exposition of 1893. In 1926 be
built the Bismarck and Palace
Theatre and later operated the old
Marigold Gardens and a string of
cabarets.

Surviving are his wife, three
sons, four daughters, two brothers
and two sisters. One of his sons is

Otto K. Eitel, current president of
Bismarck and of Palace Theatre.

„
MARIA LANI

Mine. Maximilian- Ilyin, 48, pro-
fessionally known as Maria Lani,
actress, model and writer, died
March 11 in Paris. Born in War-
saw, Poland, she studied at Max
Reinhardt’s School of the Theatre
in Berlin. .

Mme. Ilyin later joined the staff
of Theatre Gaston Baty in Paris
and appeared in Jean Cocteau’s
“The Human Voice.” She also ap-
peared in a silent French-made
film.

Husband, Maximilian Ilyin, a
writer and former Parisian art
critic, survives;

engineer at Western Electric, .died
,

March 11 in Hollywood following i

a cerebral hemorrhage. !

Mother, 90, of E. T. (Peck) Gom-
ersall, former assistant general
sales manager of Universal Pic-
tures, died March 8 In Ciricihnati,

Charles Marcellls, 42, manager
of Chicago’s Irving Theatre, died
March 1 1 in that city. Wife, daugh-
ter, and son survive.

‘Lights’ TV Show
Continued from page

mg and utility outfits are iakjng

JOSEPH FRANKS
Joseph Franks, 56, for years

treasurer of Philadelphia’s Shubert
Theatre, 'died March 13 in that
city. With the Shubert organiza-
tion for 25 years, he was trans-
ferred to the National Theatre, i
Ur n n . ... • i

IOi JT1£1Washington, D. C., two years ago.
Surviving are his wife, a son,

four brothers and three sisters. .

MARILYN SCARBOROUGH
Marilyn Scarborough, 18, former

pro ice skater, was killed March
11 in a headon car crash near Fort
Worth. She toured Europe in 1953
with the Sonja Henie ice show and
had appeared earlier in Dorothy
Franey ieersat Hotel Adolphus,
Dallas.
Survived by her parents.

ANTHONY LUCAS
Anthony. Lucas, 104, retired

vaude performer, died March 9 in
Central. Islip, L.I., N.Y. He and his
late brother, Sam Lucas, were in
the first vaude show put on by
Charles and Daniel Frohman.

Lucas was believed to .be the
oldest retired vaude performer in
the country.

William. S.. Paley, David Sarnoff,
Ralph Cordineg, Gwilym , Price;*

Walter Summit, Elmer Lind$eth,
George Blake, Charles Crane, Clep
Craig and James B. Black.. Some;
200 first-line electrical manufactur-

0
part in the hoopla.

Its understood that Selzniek
I went to bat on pressing for a black-
; out on commercials with the ex-

;
ception of beginning and end, and

Arlington Young,' 73, veteran llas been successful in persuading
motion picture grip, died March 9 i

the principals to see things his
in Canoga Park, Cal. His wife, way. At the very least, it hints at
son and two daughters survive, -a format whereby oversized drama-

.
——- : tic segments will not be inter-

Lynn Leishman, 46, member of
j
rupted.

Metro's art department for 25
j

Overall theme will stress the
years, died of a heart attack March, i meaning and spirit of American
o in Culver City. 1

life integrated with the significance

of the electrical facet over the

Nathan P. Fleisher, 65, operator
of a theatre chair business, died
March 7 in Philadelphia. His wife
survives.

Ja
75-ycar period in which the coun-

f • \'»^M died ^ irv mailp ik strides to
h:s Hollywood home followinil

maUe ,**s giMicst- wnaes ^ip

art attack *
! assume world leadership, Selznick

<

j

in
a heart attack.

MARRIAGES
Sandy Walsh to Sammy Parilla,

Cleveland, March 7. Bride's a
nilery dancer.
Pam Morrill to Paul Grayson,

New York. March 7. Both are legit
players: she recently closed a tour
in “Misalliance.” *

Mary Sanger to Bob Smith, San
Marcos, Tex., March 7. Both were
performers at the Aquarena Un-
derwater Theatre and were mar-
ried under water.

Dolores Sarsen to Vral Navaro,
Chicago, March 13. He’s niterv
singer currently at Chi’s
Angel.
Kathiyn Orr to William Parkin-

son, Perth, Scot.. Feb. 24* Bride's

i will reportedly mount a number
: of techniques new to tv in inter-

,
preting American progress over
tnc span that began with Edison’s
invention. The two-time Oscar
winner has given himself about six

months to come through with what
already Is being regarded as the

1

No. 1 spectacular in tv annals.

RftH Cavalcade
Continued from page 1

j

an actress; he's stage director.

MICHAEL SHATHIN
Michael Shathin, 66, supervisor

IN LOVING MEMORY

EDWARD EVERETT HALE
Died March 19, 1953

RUPERT CHET
And All His Friend* In Show Butineu

the talent agency business for afor Warner Bros in India Sinea.
clinvf J i *1 J i .

“ *“***» Oillgrt-
short stretch and then produced
a number of educational films in-
dependently. He returned to Pitts-
burgh in 1940 as a film salesman
vvith UA and RKO. Leaving Film
Row a couple of years ago, he was
sales manager in the Pittsburgh
district for Minute Parking, Inc.,
at the time of his death.
,
Surviving are his wife two

daughters, his father, a sister and
a brother.

ARCHER L. AINSWORTH
Archer Lee Ainsworth, 53, pio-

neer in Canadian radio, died March
12 in Nassau, the Bahamas, where
be was holidaying. In 1934, he
became president of DeForest-

IN MEMORY,

'Littl# Sunshintii
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Iuved by wife and son. i

pore, Thailand and Indonesia since
.1946, was killed March 13 in Sin-
gapore when a British airliner, in
which he was a passenger, crashed
and burned. He joined the film
company in 1937 as manager in
Japan, a post he held for Metro
from 1928-31.

At the time of his death. Shathin
was headquartered in Singapore.
When World War II broke out he
was interned in Japan for about a
year. In 1943 he became Warner?’
supervisor for India and Free
China, with headquarters in Bom-
bay. Born in Russia, he became a
U. S. citizen in 1951.

Wife and a daughter survive.

ALOIS LANG
Alois Lang, 82., sculptor and

member of the family which has
always played the lead in the 300-
year-old Passion Play of Oberam-
mergau, died March 10 in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Lang had sung in the play’s

choir prior to coming to the U.S.
in 1890.

HARRY LaMERTHA
Harry LaMertha. 72. former ra-

dio editor of the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat, died March 10 in Belle-
ville. 111. A onetime president of
the National Assn, of Radio Edi-
tors. he was also a former director
of the New York Radio Gridiron
Club.

Wife, a son and a daughter sur-
vive.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs, Doug

son, Chicago, March 7. Father is
general manager of Great States
theatre chain in Illinois.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Peters, son.
Boston, March 3. Father is produc-
tion sing.-t -at Latin Quarter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cotter, son, Chi-

cago, March 5. Father is WBBM
sales service manager in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gibbs* daugh-

ter. Pittsburgh. March. 5. Father's
program director of KQV.
Mr. tiand Mrs. .Ray Downcv,

daughter, Pittsburgh. March *4.

Father’s a
.
radio and tv sports-

caster.

!
Mr. and • Mrs. Pat Butlram,

{ daughter, Hollywood. March 1 1,

Mother is actress Sheila Ryan;
father is a tv-radio actor. ‘ _
Mr. and Mrs, John Sedwuk Eemn

|

daughter. Rochester. N.Y'., Feb; 27. ^
Bonny

Groucho Marx and Edgar Berge*. &
Blue 1 Charlie McCarthy working with

'Miss Martin. Out of that frame-
work v. ill come a parade of scenes
from all the Rodgers & Hammer-
stein hits—Gordon MacRje, who’s

— virtually set for the lead in the pic-

ture version in. “Oklahoma!”;
M‘ s Martin and Erio Pinza in

Kennedy. ’ scenes from “South Pacific’'; John
Raitt and Jan Clayton reprising
“Carousel Patricia Morison and
possibly Yul Brynner. doing “King
A I” with the Siamese children
^rom the original cast: Tony Mar-
tin and Rosemary Clooney handling
“Me and Juliet” roles. Still not
set but do«e to consummation is

derl ’for Johnnie Ray to do a
straight 'sans tears • segment! from
‘ Allegro.” And Rodgers & Hammer-

.
^lein i hem st Ives.

In back of this talent lineup
comc-N the writing-staff—Rodgers

WILLIAM S. McLEMORE
William S. McLemore, 6^-

; Mother, an actress, was a resident
fptmer office managei foi _lhe

, niember of the Rochester Arena
Theatre; father is director there
tliis season.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Oczypok. son,

Pittsburgh. March 11. Father’s an

20th-Fox exchange in Dallas, died
March 6 in that city. He was in

film biz 28 years before retiring
in 1948.
Survived by his wife, two sons,

; engineer at WJAS
a daughter, brother and sister.

j
Mr> and Mrs X’l Newman, son.

i Hollywood. March 10. Father is a

« , ^OUL'. : musical .director at 20th-Fox.
Raoul Moretti, 61. Fi*ench com- i Mr. and Mrs. Ining Deutch. son.

poser, died March 6 in Venice. He New York, March 4. Father is gen-
operett(fcg. “In Ca-

! eral professional manager of Peer
International.

composed the
micia” and “Rosy.”
Moretti also did the music for

the Rene Clair film, “Under the
Roofs, of Paris.’’

a. Hcmmerstcin ccdlr-borating in

t i-e vciipting and <f c(>ur:-e in the
ftagmg: Sam '“Sabrina Fair” i

Taylor and Goi>dman Ace: Sam
and George Balzer of the
stable; Nat Hiken < cur-

rently on the Martha Ray^ show *

:

•'oh Duan and Bernic Smith of
Mane's tv’er; Norman Paul. Zeno
K^nkcr and Si Hose of the Bergen
stable and others.

Producing-dirccting layout will
he Ralph Levy, u ho ho’ds down
the supenisorj- reins on Benny’s
radio-tv activities and tne “Burns
and Allen” show. Music will

he conducted from the origi-
nal Broadway scores ard arrange-
ments hv an orch headed bv Harrv

Mr: and Mrs. A1 Morgan, daugh- ;Sosnik: sets are being designed by
’ter, Bronxville, N. Y., March 12. I Dick Johnson; choreography is by
[Father is producer in CBS Radio's ; John Butler.

LINTON P. MARTIN
Linton P. Martin, 66, drama and

music critic of the Philadelphia
Inquirer, died March 12 in that
city after a long illness. A familiar
figure at first nights and the Phila-
delphia Orchestra arid Metropoli-
tan Opera concerts, he had been
with the Inquirer 29 years. Before
that he was with the Philadelphia
Press, the Evening Ledger and the
North American.

Martin was a radio commentator
and program annotator for the
Philadelphia Orchestra and the
Robin -Hood Dell Orchestra. He is

survived by his wife, Mildred Mar-
tin, motion picture critic of the
Inquirer, and a daughter, by a pre-
vious marriage.

WILLIAM FORAN
4

William Foran, 75, character
actor and former vaude performer,
died March 9 in The Bronx, N.Y.
Making his legit debut in "Check-
ers,” he later appeared with Ethel
Barrymore in vaude and was seen
in “Miss Civilization,” a sketch by
Richard Harding Davis. He was
best known for his portrayal of
Porky in “Broadway.”

Among other plays in which
Foran had roles were “Front

Page,” “Turn to the Right,” “Over-

ture,” “Both Your "^a
,7

hogany Hall," “The Milky Way,

“Kill That Story,” ‘Family Por-

Mrs. Aaron L. Danzig, the for- =

mer Ellinorc Moskowitz. 35. con-
cert pianist and teacher, died
March 11 in Chicago. Surviving

|

are her husband, a son, a daughter, i

her mother and two sisters.
j

public affairs deoartment.

MCA Divvy
Continued from page 2

Wife. 61. of Jack Sobel, Broad-
w«ay theatre ticket agent, died
March 11 in New York after an ill-

ness of three years. Surviving, be-
sides her husband, are a daughter
and a son.

Back of the show will be a
double salute—Genera! d : i. k-

ing a how (with an officer of the
firm slated To appear briefly on
(he show' on its 25th anni. and
the celebration by Rodgers A- Ham-
morstein of their 11th year of

U. S.. Canada. England and on the
1

collaboration. Entire project came
Continent, surpassing any institu- ’about via Young & Ruhicem. GF ?

s

tion of its kind ever developed in agency, which, searching for a

the amusement world. .In 1953 the video projeci to celebrate the oc-

. gross business of MCA was the
J

casio.i. noted that the date coin-
largcst in its history, and Stein

j

tided with Rodgers & Hammer-

Harry (Rube) Dalroy, 75, pioneer
western film actor known as the
Mayor of Gower Gulch, died March
8 in Hollywood while walking on
Sunset Blvd. He had been “mayor”
since 1949.

envisioned continuous growth. He
expressed “particular pride" of

the' parent MCA company's inter-

nal relations and more particular-
ly of the benefits provided for its

executives and employees. These
MCA companies are now celebrat-
ing the lOih anniversary of their
profit-sharing trusts, first cstab-

Father, 68, of Fernand Tiilli

(Hugh Tullyi, Pittsburgh musician.. .
- ^ - —

who has the trio at Pitt's Carlton Fished in 1944 for the benefit, pro-
[

mat fell into place within six days.

stein's anni and with the fact that
at that time the team would have
nothing going on Broadway, what
with "King & 1“ and “Me and
Juliet” closing, Y & R veep Dan
Seymour lined up. a presentation,
approached R A H and met with a
favorable' reaction. That, accom-
plished. the entire lineup and for-

Housc, died in that city March 9
after a short illness.

Frank MeCarrolI, film stuntman
and rodeo rider, died March 9 as, a

result of a fall at his home in Bur-
bank, His wife, son, brother and
sister survive.

tection, and financial savings ot I culminating in the disclosure of

their employees. The funds in the project last week,
these profit-sharing trusts now ex- There will be an estimated 177
ceed several millions of dollars! NBC and CBS affiliates in on the
and are rapidly increasing through

j

spread. Show will originate in

their earned income, as well as the
j

X. Y. from CBS’ Studio 60 on up-

substantial contributions being per Broadway, with all the seg-

Ray Myers, 69. former vaude
booker, died March 14 in Los An-
geles. He formerly booked acts bn
the Orpheum circuit.

Father, 56. of Martin Feinstein.

press head of Sol Hurok. Inc., died
March 12 in Florida.

made annually by the MCA com-
panies to the extent of 15'.?' of

each employee’s compensation,
while the employee makes no con-
tribution whatsoever.

In 1953, the parent MCA com-
panies gave to their executives
and employees earning $100 o 1

more weekly, a $25,000 group life-

insurance policy, without any cos

Howard J. .Barhj^oat^5]
(i

soui\<^ whatsoever to the employees.

ments live. Title is tentatively
listed as “General Foods Presents
Uodgc'rs A- Hammerstcin.’’ Sponsor
v ill use product commercials on
lie .show, since it can’t make an
nstilulional pitch without brand
"•ames. Program’s in the S-9:3C

ot, preempting Sullivan and Free

\Varing on CBS and “Colgate Com
•os I - dy Hour” and half of "Philc

. '.Mc.i housc.’.L cn NBC.
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THE GEORGE JESSEL SHOW
ABC-TV

Sunday Nights at 6:30
Produced by MANNIE MANHEIM

Written by GEORGE JESSEL and SAM CARLTON
l

Camera Direction: ED NUGENT

“Watch us again next week (March 21) won’t you, when my guests

will be SMITH AND DALE, FAY DE WITT, and SUSAN ZANUCK-and
on the following week (March 28) ROBERT MERRILL, POLLY BER-
GEN and JERILYNN JESSEL.

A N

Mr. Jessel Under the Management ofm
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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Mass Production of Color TV Sets

Hollywood, March 23.

“From Here To Eternity,” Co-

lumbia’s all-time top grosser, will

also become the studio’s most-hon-

ored picture, Daily Variety’s sev-

enth annual Academy Award Straw

Poll indicated today, capturing five

- of the top eight awards In the 26th

annual running of the Oscar Derby
at the Pantages Theatre tomorrow
(Thurs.) night. The Buddy Adler

production for Columbia also has

an outside chance to score a last-

minute upset and grab a sixth

trophy.

.

Straw Poll votes indicate an easy
• victory for the picture as Best Prp-
‘ duction of the year and Oscars will

- go to Fred Zinhemann for its di-

rection; to Daniel Taradash for the

screenplay; and to Frank Sinatra

and Donna Beed for the best sup-

- porting performances of the year.

Slim chance of a sixth trophy for

the picture Is in the Best Actor i

category where Burt Lancaster was I

creeping up on William Holden as

the polling ended over the week-
end.
Based on a percentage break-

down of the total votes, Holden
appears to be assured of winning
the coveted trophy for his per-

formance in “Stalag 17.” A last

minute shift of sentiment, how-
ever, could give the award to Lan-
caster.

Audrey Hepburn is a shoo-in

(Continued on page 62)

Mutual’s Facts Forum

Deal Sets Off Staff,

Station Fireworks in D.C.

Washington, March 23.

Simmering feelings over the
controversial Fpcts Forum, H. L.

Hunt’s nonprofit broadcasting set-

up which airs so-called public
service programs, blew up Here
this week when members of the
Mutual Broadcasting System’s
Washington staff and its Washing-
ton affiliate WWDC, threw a fit

after the network sold one of its

news shows to the organization.
Blowoti came when Mutual let

Facts Forum take over .its “Re-
porters Roundup” for a reported
$350 a week and deposed its mod-
erator, Everett Holies, Mutual’s di-

rector of news in Washington.
Facts Forum is substituting Robert
Hurleigh, assistant to Fulton Lewis
Jr., as moderator when it takes
over production of the show
April 5.

Following that announcement,
Joseph McCaffrey, a Mutual news-

’ man and a permanent reporter on
the show, handed in his resigna-
tion and two other newsmen on
the Mutual staff confided they are
looking for new jobs. WWDC 'said
it "Would not carry the show after
it moves into Facts Forum hands,
but would confine itself to local
public service broadcasting in its

' place.

As an indication of feelings

(Continued on page 30)

The Winnahs (?)
Hollywood, March 23.

Winners in the top eight
categories of the 261h annual
Academy Awards, as indicated

by Daily Variety’s •sev-

enth annual Straw Poll:

Best Picture—“From Here
to Eternity.”

Best Actress—Audrey Hep-
burn.

Best Actor—William Hol-
den*

Best Supporting Actress— -i

Donna Reed.
Biest Supporting Actor—

Frank Sinatra.
Best Director—Fred Zirme-

mann.
Best Screenplay — “From

Here to Eternity” (Daniel
Taraflach

)

* Best Song—“That’s Amore”*

,

' *Indicates a close race in

which an upset inay develop.

‘Eternity For Free

Jams House And

Miffs Columbia
People will leave their television

sets to see a film for free, especi-

ally if it’s “From Here to Eternity.”

That’s the immediate conclusion of

a stunt pulled by Lewis Tartoriello,

operator of the Treat Theatre, a

400-seat nabe house in Newark,
N.J. Disgust^ with his usual Mon-
day night business (average take

of about $15), Tartoriello threw the

doors of his house open last Mon-
day night (15) and welcomed all

(Continued on pagq 71)

Orville Wright Hated It,

But He’ll Be Pic Hero Yet
- Hollywood, March 23.

Melville Shavelson and Jack

Rose are forming an Indie unit to

produce a biographica' film, “Kitty

Hawk ’’ based on the careers of

Wilbur and Orville Wright, the bi-

cycle merchants who pioneered

aviation. Shavelson got the rights

as part of his severance of con-

tract with Warner Bros, last vear.

He’ll direct and Pose will produce.

Pair are seeking Gary Cooper to

play one of the brothers.

Not known here what Stanley

Kramer has in mind since he, too,

has a Wright vehicle, Fred Kelly’s

book, “Miracle of Kitty Hawk,” ac-

quired while Krsmer was at Co-

lumbia
Warners spent hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars, according to

Shavelson, developing screenplays

but production was stymied due to

tlfc distaste of Orville Wright for

the Hollywood idea of aviation his-

i tory. He’s now “dead.

NEW PLANIND.C.
Two-a-day vaude will be given

an entirely ne>w, experimental

dressing starting April 16 for nine

days at the Capitol, Washington,

when Betty Hutton goes in with

a film. She’ll play two shows, one

at about 7 p. m. and the other

after 9 p.m. She’ll be on a 50-50

split.

Idea of this type booking is to

make vaude as attractive as
niteries to top, performers. Names
have long declared that they’ll

never play theatres wheTe four or

more shows daily are needed. With
this format, idea is to get the top

names to open -vaudetime through-
out the country with the possibil-

ity of earning more than most
niterifes (except Las Vegas spots)

can afford, and at the same time,

provide easier work and better

hours.
,

The William Morris Agency, in

authoring this plan, has blueprint-

ed the house to open at 4:30 p. m.
weekdays, and around. 1 or 2 p. m.
on Saturdays and Sundays, when
three stageshows will be present-

ed. Argument on this score jdmits
that, in most situations, the mati-
nee biz is negligible. During week-
days, the house will open w’ith

shorts, newsreel and picture, then
go into the st^geshow, repeat the

film, anther stageshow and close

(Continued on page 22)

Weekend Town?
The increasingly tougher strug-

gle to hustle the buck is causing a

considerable reduction in the

amount of nightlife in N Y. There
are signs that New York, as well

as other metropolitan centres

throughout the country, are turn-

ing into weekend towns.

It’s no longer possible for the

average wage-earner or business-

man to patronize late shows as a

regular policy. Necessity of being

at the desk bright and early has

forced cafe customers to patronize

the early shows or take in amuse-
ments that jjjfill get them into bed

at a reasonable hour.

As a result of these economic

forces. New York is blossoming

(Continued on page 62)

Tip for Tap .

Some in the trade are won-
dering if Arthur Murray will

demand equal time on NBC-
TV “Comedy Hour” because

Fred Astaire appeared a

couple weeks ago on Ed Sulli-

van’s CBS-TV “Toast of the

Town.”

By 1958 or Sooner RCAs Folsom

Converted Juke
Chicago, $Iarch 23.

A Chicago jukebox has been
converted—to religion. The
bright lighted box-has found a
place for itself in the cellar of

the- Austin Westminster Pres-
.byterian church, piping its of-

ferings into the chapel through
special loudspeakers.

Coin machine offers 24
choices of sermons and devo-
tional music, among them such
hymn favorites as

.
“Rock of

Ages” and “Nearer My God to

Thee.” Current leader on
parish hit parade is sermon-
ette, “What Lent Can Mean to
You,” waxed by Dr. Clarence
E. Showalter, the pastor.

Vegas Ops Aim At

Talent Too Costly
* Las Vegas, March 23. «

Las Vegas hotelmen are attempt-
ing to cut down on talent expendi-
tures by renewal of an agreement
giving an operator the right of
first refusal after he has initially

played an act. Most of the inn* !

keepers are lined up in this agree-
.

ment, sole exception being Jack
• i • .«* _ .

Enlralter managing director of the panS JjjJq ColSands Hotel, who has still steered

By ABEL GREEN
Color 'television will reach its

mass production maturity in 1958,
in the opinion of RCA prexy Frank
M. Folsom, and “it could reach
this status sooner if everybody in
the industry got behind it.”

In. a succinct q. & a. manner,
the tinted ty blueprint is spelled
out, under present circumstances,
as follows:

Programming? There will be no
collaboration on competitive color
telecasts, just as “big” black dc
white video shows have opposed
each other. However, it would ap-
pear logical that when there ii

some color-set circulation, the net-
works would not deliberately sched-
ule a color show’ opposite another
already scheduled. Actually’, vast
majority of NBCtcolorcasts occur
at the regular scheduled time for
that sho\*t in b&w. The problem is

]
largely academic now anyway since

;
CBS schedules only one 30-minute

:
color show a week as against

;

NBC’s two and as many as four.
I Servicing? There are reports of

j

a 5200 and $225 “service contract”

j

for a $1,000 14-inch video set, as

j

against the current $60 and $70
service contract for*a 21-inch set.

j

A.: The cost of servicing sets will

|
not hit colorcasting. Tuning of

! RCA color sets is only slightly

! more critical than tuning b&w sets,

ard the stability of RCA color re-
ceivers is excellent—a factor which
will preclude exorbitant service
costs.

Show’s? Will the public be get-
i Continued on page 30)

clear of such an agreement. How-
ever, there are some hopes that he
may come into the fold.

Strict’ adherence io this agree-
ment by the hotelmen would mean
the. end of open bidding on talent

in most cases. Except for the first

time around, where there would be
some obvious hiking of price in an
effort to get a new face, an act’s

selling price would be virtually

static thereafter, unless the origi-

nal buyer ftesses him over.
Failure of Entratter to come into

(Continued on page 61)

Senate Okays TV On
McCarthy Vs. Army
. Washingonv .March 23.

The Senate investigation sub-
committee looking into the row
between Sen. Joseph’ McCarthy and
the Army today (Tues.) voted

(Feldman) Pic Pkge;

Yanks For Cannes Fest
Such world-famed niteries, music

halls and capitals of cafe activity
as the Folies Bergere ( Paris ) ; New
York’s Stork Club, Lindy’s and
Copacabana; Chicago’s Chez Paree;
the Los Angeles Romanoff’s,
Brown Derby and Cocoanut Grove,
among others, have gotten the Hol-
lywood treatment. Now the Lido,
w.k. Champs-Elysees (Paris) caba-
ret-restaurant, will be “glorified”
in an Anglo-U.S. film package, to

be done in VistaVision by Raoul
Levy (Charles K. Feldman) for
Columbia release. It will be pro-
duced in Paris.

• Levy, who is with the Andre
Bernheim (Paris) agency. Conti-

nental correspondents for Feld-
man’s Famous Artists (U. S.)

. , . .. . agency, flew back to Paris last
unanimously to open its hearings • nf ht (Xues) aftcr a Coast visit
to television cartieras. All four net-j

ln behalf of the 7th annua j Cannes
works are expected to carry the

| Festival. Acting for Favre
hearings, which will probably get

j LeBret, secretary-general of the
under way next week.

J Cannes fest, he lined up Robert
Sen.

,

Karl Mundt, temporary
j

Mitchum, Terry Moore. Merle Obe-
chairman of the committee, said

j

ron, Donna Reed, George Raft. Ar-

that witnesses who object to being
: jene Dahl for* personals at the Rivi-

televised would not have to do so, 1 era fete. Joe Mankiewicz and Ar-

but that otherwise the cameras i thur B. Krim (UA) will join later,

will have free access to the hear- ! Ariatole Lltvak Is back in Holly-

ings. r (Continued on page 62)

(



MISCELLANY

* Paris, March 23*. 4
The Seventh International Can-

nes Film Festival tees off Thursday

(25) with the 20th-Fox C’Scoper,

“12-Mile Reef,’* Technical as well

as artistic aspects will be stressed

at this year’s fete with the past

year’s film trends being duly taken

into consideration and this Initial

pic typifies this. This will be the

first competitive* fest (Venice had

a C’Scope demonstration last year)

to preem with a C’Scope i>ic. Also,

the fete closes April 9 with

Metro’s C’Scoper, “Knights of

Round Table.”

There are 41 features In the run-

ning from 19 nations, and with 33

shorts, this brings the participation

up to 23 nations. It is anticipated

that more than. 1,200 journalists

and film personalities will attend.

Jury for feature pictures already

has viewed the films, and these

screenings (whether morning, af-

ternoon or night) will again tip the

Standing of the films in jury favor.

Of course, diplomatic protocol also

will play a part in the coveted eve-

ning screenings, but placement

nevertheless will be a good hint

on a film’s chances.
The jury is composed of 'Jean

Cocteau, chairman as last year; di-

rectors Marc Allegret, Luis Bunuel,

NoeWioel; filjn writer Jean Aure-

nche; film ccmposers Jacques Ibert,

Georges Raguis; film crix Andre
Kirin and Andre Lang plus govern-

mental film reps PhiHipe Erlahger,

Michael Fourre-Cormeray, Jacques-

Pierre Frogerais, Georges Lamous-
se. Billy Wilder has been invited

as the specialjury member, an ar-

tist who has previously won a prize

at Cannes. Wilder won a kudo here

in 1946 for his direction of “Lost

Weekend” (Par). This position was
held down last year by Edward G.

Robinson wbcHiad got his for thes-

ping in “House of Strangers” i2Qth)

All Groups on Jury
Although the jury has a nice

variety of reps, prizes may take

the poetically and puzzingly-worded
kudos of last year. Prizes then w ere

given to films for such diverse

things as “charm of interpretation
” (Continued on page 62)

Probably
A New York television pro-

gram chief /received a letter

last week from a San Diego
station asking for some advice..

Letter explained the station

had a mortuary client on tap

for a quarter- or half-hpur

showf, and wanted to know
what type of shows the Goth-

am outlet had been using for

funeral parlor sponsors.

One of the questions asked

was whether the program in-

creased business.

Wednesday, March 24, I954

DuMont Puerto Rican

As Studio Protection

DuMont Telecentre on East 67th

St. in New York was surrounded

by fSolice who were fearful for the

lives' of guests on WABD’s (local

keyT“Between the Lines” telecast.

The program, shown late last

Thursday (18) night, ^as announced
as a sounding board for the Puerto

Rican situation and the guests

were a handful of Puerto Rican of-

ficials.

The morning of the program city

police got wind of threats on the

lives of New York politicos, and
fearing that the menace extended
to program guests, had building

doors locked several hours before
airtime. Armed police guards were
posted in the studio and others

outside. Guests on “Lines” were
Clarence Senior, chief of the is-

land's migration division (Depart-
ment of Labor), K. R. Rodriquez,
prexy of the PR employees assn..

Congressman ..Emmanuel Celler
and Manuel Cabrares, a consultant
on PR affairs to New York’s wel-
fare commission.

ROONEY TO HEAD UNff

FOR ONE-NITER TOUR
Mickey Rooney will head a unit

to play one^oighters. Charles V.

|

Yates is lining up a package head-
I ed by the filmster that will start

They Used To Shoot Up
III «| M

I
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5 ^ I Unit will sell for a minimum
Rio de Janeiro, March 16.

! $3,500 guarantee against 60% of
A recent songhit, “Ninguem me

\ the according to Yates.
Ama ( Nobody Loves Me ), looms

|

big as No. 1 on the Morgue's Hit
Parade in Rio. At the picturesque
Balneario Bar, overlooking Rio’s

petit Red Beach,, a young girl se-

lected this melancholy
.
Brazilian

samba on the jukebox and drank
poison while listening to it. When
shortly thereafter two more pa-
trons took the same poison af the
Balneario. the owner thought it

wiser to take the record out of the
jukebox to prevent the repetition

of a “Gloomy Sunday" suicide
|

wave. '

Lyrics of this R§elodious “blue”
samba, cleffed by Antonio Maria,
go as follows: “Nobody loves me,
Nobody cares for me, Nobody calls

me ’My Love,”’
Recording was made by plaintive

and sultry-voice Nora Ney.
This is a switch because the

usual Latin temperament would
call for somebody to shoot up the
jukebox than shoot themselves.

HORACE HEIDT .

Currently Hotel Sutler, New York
Under Personal Management

WALTER PLANT
Statler Hotel, New York City, N. Y.

» .. Washington, March 23
CongresjCwas urged last week to Vote U,S. adherence to the

Universal Copyright Convention Which an American delegation

helped to formulate at Geneva in/1952.

Spokesmen, who 'testified before the House Judiciary Committee,
was Herman Finkelstein, general counsel for ASCAP, who was a

'member of our delegation in 1952.

An international copyright agreement is particularly important
to Americans, Finkelstein pointed out, “heeauSe we are an export-

ing nation in the field of books, songs, plays'$hd ration' pictures .”

He added that; -

“At the present time, American interests are able to make large
investments in our literary and musical works because they are
assured of substantially world-wide ‘'prdtection through, the Berne
Copyright Convention to which the United States is not a party.

That Convention, which has a membership of 40 nations, provides
for the automatic protection in all Convention, countries of works
first published in ahy of them. Our authors and publishers take
advantage of this by having their works first published in Canada,
simultaneously with their first publication in the United States.

There is no assurance that the Berne Convention countries will

permit this side door to remain open.”

By HAROLD MYERS
London, March 23.

The lush days of London’* night-
life appear to have come to an
abrupt end. Thebe is no longer any
mad rush to compete in the- talent
derby and very few of London’s
bonifaces are in the market for
Broadway names. The depression,
began to set in soon after last

year’s Coronation festivities, when
operators found that expensive tal-

ent investiments were not paying
off as anticipated.

Expensive . bigname acts, with
rare exceptions such as Noel
Coward, were not always an out-
standing lure and, with the price
involved, anything short of capac-
ity biz meant winding up in the
red. The American tourist -also did
not come up to expectations. In
numbers they were above average,
but they gave the Impression that
they li]ud Britain for sightseeing
but preferred to buy their night-
life in Paris. The mass exodus im-
mediately after the Coronation
clinched this viewpoint.

During this era . of anticipated
prosperity, Eustace Hoey. who

( Continued on page 61
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Press Agent’s Lament
.By TOM WEATHERLY.

Back in the Spring of ’25

(Hardly a man is now alive)

When first I hit the Great
White Way

Drama pages were really gay.

You could land a pic of a
chorus girl

(Ermine muff and huge spit curl)

By simply treating ye old time Eds
To 5c. beers with creamy hdads.

You could steal two columns,
maybe three,

(Depending upon your duplicity)

With milk baths, mayhem, multiple
wives,

Or the prima donna’s love for

chives.

But times have changed, ' alas and
alack,

(It’£ really tough to be a flack)

Today, you’re lucky and genius
tinted—’

If you even get the play’s name
printed. —

Stolz’s UA Biopic Talks;

‘Viennese’ Summer Stint

Robert Stolz, who planed back
to Europe recently after a New
York visit, is mulling a quickie re-

turn to Gotham in July to baton
the “Viennese Night” In the Lewis-
ohn Stadium concert series. Mrs.
Minnie Guggenheimer, Stadium
Concerts topper, currently is try-

ing to line up some tv dates for

Stoltz for his one week stay here.

“Viennese Night” is slated for
July 24.

Stolz has conducted the Viennese
program regularly since 1942, skip-

ping only last year’s concert be-

cause of commitments in Europe.
During his stay here Stolz huddled
with Max E. Youngstein, United
Artists veepee, about (he possibili-

ties of a filmusical biopic.

3 24
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Steve Allen’s Nifties,

Eileen Barton ’Idiot Card’

Spark D.C. Photog Fest
.Washington, March 23.

A* show which moved fast and
pleasantly, although overloaded on
the vocalizing side, was unreeled

|

for President Eisenhower Saturday
! night (20) at the, annual dinner of
the White Hous^ News Photogra-
phers Assn. 3*

Show opened with Morton Dow-
ney, had Eileen Barton in the No.

|

3 spot, and wound up with Eddie

;

Fisher as the sixth and closing act.’

Thus, it opened and closed with
Coca-Cola, with both male singers
getting in plugs for their, airwaves
sponsor.
Maria Neglia and her fiddle

proved close to sensational for the
600 guests, and the veteran Hal
LeRoy supplied neat terping.
Plenty laughs were supplied by
emcee Steve Allen and comic Joey
Bishop.

Allen brought down the 'house
with a nifty to explain why the

(Continued on page 24)
1

Pearl Bailey Interracial

Ed Ford and Joe Laurie’s

’ HaveHorse, Will Travel’

Joe Laurie Jr, is still fighting
his heart attack problem at St.

Clare’s Hospital, New York, and
one night last week when experi-
encing a particularly bad night, and
with nurses scarce* Senator Ed
Ford, his longtime friend and as-

sociate on “Can You Top This?”,
sent over his private nurse to
Laurie’s room. Ford is. also hos-
pitalized at the same institution
for relatively minor surgery, but
he took the precaution of checking
in a couple of days in advance,
plus a private nurse setup just in
case.

Dr. Richard E. Gordon, Laurie’s
attending physician, has since
called in a 'consultant heart spe-
cialist. Following x-rays it was dis-
covered that a dilated esophagus
may be causing gas pains around
the heart but, regardless, it looks
like a 6-7 week stretch in the hos-
pital for the author-comedian.
Harry Hershfield did some

sneak-visiting to both (Laurie is

denied visitors) and they almost
broke up the ecclesiastic staff with
their ad lib road company of “Top
This.” Laurie and Bather Andrews,
who rotates visiting patients, have
become particular pals but Laurie
is beginning to suspect that after
a bull-session in the room “the
padre is starting to talk with a
dialect.’*

From East Zone
Tapes of longhair recordings in

the Iron Curtain countries are now
becoming a source of material for

the Indie record companies in the

U,S. Problem has-been complicated

by the fact that the “hot tapes”

are competing with legitimate ma-
jor diskery waxings 'of the same
works by the same artist.

Majority of the indie deals are
being made with the East German
Communists. When Germany was
split into east and west zones, the
Commies seized Radio Berlin and
all the tapes in the vaults. Some
indies have been shelling out as

~|-much as $100,000 to get the rights
to^ peddle the recordings in the
U.S.

Top squawks are coming from
the longhair artists who claim that
release of the platters in the U.S.
are unauthorized and a flagrant

fform of piracy. In addition, the
indies

, don’t pay any disk sales

royalties to the artists.

The problem flared into the open
last week with allegations by orch
conductor Dr. Wilhelm Furtwaeng-
ler that Urania Records was ped-
dling an unauthorized waxing of

Beethoven’s Third Symphony. In a

suit filed in N.Y. Federal Court
last week, Furtwaengler claimed
that the Urania platter was made
from tapes secretly purchased
from the East German commies in

1952. He added that the tapes were
made without his knowledge or

consent while broadcasting the

symphony in Germany in 1944.

Action, in which 19 New York
record dealers as well as Urania

(Continued on page 50)

Chicago, March 23.

An interracial package, topped
by Pearl Bailey, is pegged to play
the Pine St, YMCAlbranch circus
in Kiel Auditorium, St. Louis, for
six days beginning April 16. Pro-
ceeds of the show will' aid under-
privileged Negro children in the
locale of the colored YMCA
branch.
Package includes Arthur Lee

Simpkins, Three Rockets, Louis
Bellson and. Quintet with Don.Red-
man conducting the Bellson orch,
plus one act to fill. Same group,
minus Simpkins, is slated for the
Regal Theatre, Chi, on May 7 and
is being booked by the William
Morris' agency for a presentation

house tour.

4 New Red China /Films
Approved For Japan

Tokyo, March 16.
Four new films from Red China

will be imported into Japan this
year by the Sino-Japanese Friend-
ship Society. Finance Ministry ap-
proved the import with certain re-
strictive conditions including no
printing of the pix, no paid exhibi-
tion and no telecasts. Included in
the four, is a 10-reeler, “Steel War-
rior,” about the construction of
the Chen-Yuan Railway.

Last year, t society imported
“White Haired Woman’* from Peip-
ing and received blasts from the
press when it was learned pic had
been shown to paying audiences.
Government officials took no ac-
tion then against this violation of
the license although the investiga-
tive division of the Prime Min-
ister’s office told Variety it con-
siders the Sino-Japanese Frfend-
ship Assn, to be a Red propaganda
outlet.

taaoi .an isojc .:
- w* *

BCC Bans 3 Songs in*

Trench line’; Not Based

On Morals But Ad Angle
London, March 23.

Three of the seven songs in “The
French Line,-” RKO’s film starring

Jane Russell, have been put on the

banned list by BBC execs, not be-

cause they offend pubhc morals
but because they are tinged with

indirect advertising.

The title song, “The French
Line,” was ousted because that is

the name of a shipping company
and the BBC does notp intend to

give the liberty of the air to them.
They also object to “By Madame
Firelle” because Firelle is a pro-

prietary name. Nix against “Ariy

Gal From Texas” is. because of the

use of the words “Texaco” and
“Shell.”

The BBC had also raised objec-

tions to “What Is This That I

Feel?” by complaining of one line

in the song which reads “Should I

blush like a tr?fc of Mackintoshes?”
The offending word, “Mackintosh-
es,” has now been removed from
the lyric and has been replaced by
“orange squashes.”

The Jane Russell controversial

number, “Looking for Trouble,’

had previously been eliminated by
RKO which is to protest the BBC’s
plug ban.

Music from the film is published

here by Mills Music which has ar-

ranged recordings on several labels,
i-ti . a&sq no bsunu«o.>>
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HE SCOPE, WE

' The Superscope printing arid

projection process, , developed by

Joseph and Irving Tushinsky, and

the subject of much trade specu-

lation for some weeks, was given

its eastern showing at the RKQ
86th Street Theatre, N. Y., Mon-
day (22). That it will have strong

impact on the trade was immedi-

ately evidenced**- *

George Dembow, v.p. of National

(Screen Service, which has a dis-

tribution tieiip with the Tushin-

skys, stated some exhibs' already

have ordered Superscope lenses

(at $700 per pair), including; Harry
Brandt, for 100 theatres; Walter
Reade Jr., for 50 houses; Wilbur
Shaper, five; Louis Schine, 50, and
Martin Ellis, 20. (Numerous trade-

sters had seen private demonstra-
tions on the Coast- a few weeks
ago). *

Joseph Tushinsky, conducting a

backstage press confab with his

brother following the showing, said

deliveries will be made in 45 days.

He revealed that Coming Glass is

providing the . lenses, the John
Schaad Co. of Philadelphia is do-
ing the grinding* work and a fac-

tory on the Coast is putting to-*

gether the finished product. Com-
pact-appearing apparatus, in box-
type housing, will fit any projector
and present focal length lenses can
be used, according to Tushinsky.

S’Scope is two-part operation,
providing for (1), conversion of

( Continued on page 18)

UCHTMAN ON S’SCOPE:

IT’S OKAY BY US'
While it still considers the

Tushinsky Superscope lens “in-
ferior” to its Bausch & Lomb
projection lens, 20th-Fox has no
objections to its use In connection
with the showing of its Cinema-
Scope pix, A1 Lichtman, 20th di-

rector of sales, said in N. Y. this
week.

• He also indicated that there was
a likelihood of an early reduction
in the price of B & L lenses. Even
if an exhib has a Tushinsky lens,
he still must comply with 20th ’s

requirements for screen and
stereophonic sound,

It’s pointed out that those exhibs
who’ll go for the Tushinsky lens
are most likely to be the ones who
don’t intend installing magnetic
sound, so that the whole question
becomes academic. Latest count
of Cinemascope installations in
the U. S. was put at 2,600 by
Lichtman who said orders were
coming in at the rate of 100 a
week.

Tht Tushinsky

s

Brothers -Tushinsky, Irving
End Joseph, had a formal edu-
cation (u. of Missouri) in
optics and have been drifting
in and

. out of the field ever
since. Irving Tushinsky, also a
musician (sax and oboe), work-
ed for three years, with the
Metro studio orchestra. Jo-
seph Tushinsky at »t>ne time
was a film producer, function-
ing as an Indie aligned with
United Artists. His pix includ-
ed “Delightfully Dangerous.’*
He also has presented light
opera at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.

Freres, spurred by the
spectacular emergence of 3-D
and much trade talk about
mew pic processes, less than
two years ago began active
study of photography again
and worked out the principles
of their Superscope system.
RKO became interested, fi-

nanced the development work
and now, in exchange, is be-
ing paid back with preferen-
tial licensing agreements.

Myerberg Puppet Pic
Set for Aug. feelease

First production of Michael
Myerbepg, featuring the newly-
developed -Kinemiq marionettes, is
being readied for Adgust release.

iL
a 76-minute ./.feature dealing

j " /‘hansel and Gretel,” with the
adaptation of the Grim fairly tale
by Irish poet Padraic Colum. An-
ticipating completion of the picture
by May, Myerberg is currently
talking a release deal with a
number of distributors.
Myerberg’s Kinemins mark a

development in the puppet and
marionette field. The figures are
rubber-plastic mechanical figures
permitting unlimited

.
movement

end facial expression. There are
n° strings attached. Picture is being
•hot similar to a carttfon, with
different photographs (117,000 al-
together) being taken of each facial
expression and movement. Outfit
is currently perfecting a new de-
velopment which would permit
remote control manipulation of the2™ expressions and movement
of the figures.
.. Production cost of “Hansel and
gretel” is placed at $300,000. This,

nf
V
fv.
ver

’ is only part of the cost

.I ;
• new" process which repre-

sents an additional investment of
some $600,000 in research and facil-

( Continued on page 18)

Hollywood, March 23.

The tax man has come and gone
and production is picking tip—as
it always does after the Ides of
March—but the outlook is still on
the gloomy side for Hollywood
this year. The majors, for all the
optimistic pronouncements and
grandiose plans of recent weeks,
are heading for an all-time low
in production for the third con-
secutive year.

In 1952, the majors turned out
only 243 films. Last year, in the
confusion over the' new processes
which suddenly burst upon the in-

dustry, the total dwindled to 215.

On the basis of announcements
made thus fm*, the eight majors
and Allied Artists will have a to-

tal of 195 pictures completed by
the end of the year. Adding gloom
to this pessimistic outlook is the
fact that the majors seldom, if

ever, make as many pictures as
they announce at the beginning of

each year.

Metro swelled the announced to-

tal over the weekend by lifting

from 18 to 26 its tally of pix to be
produced during this year. Even
with this boost, announced after

meetings between hOmeoffice and
studio brass, the Culver City lot

will be behind its own- 1953 total.

It turned out 30 films last year.

Twentieth-Fox also will be at

least four pix under its 1953 tally.

Studio expects to make between
12-14 pictures by the end of the
year as against 18 completed in

the 1953 calendar year.
Significantly, there has been

more gearing for production in re-

cent weeks, particularly in the

wake of the annual visit of the as-

sessor who determines the value
of completed product under the

(Continued on page 18)

'Elephant Walk’ May Go

Superscope; Colombia

Also Ponders Oo 'Caine'
Paramount is talking a deal to

process its newly-completed “Ele-
phant Walk” in the Superscope
system which converts regularly-
lensed pix to ana m orphic
(squeezed) product; It’s understood
that Par wants to spread out
“Walk” to a ratio of two to one
via the process.

Also interested is Columbia,
which is testing “The Caine Mu-
tiny” as a possible candidate for
the Superscope treatment. Col is

figuring on converting its entry to
2.55:1, which is the ratio employed!
in 20th-Fox’s Cinemascope.
RKO already has five films, shot

normally, which arr being convert-
ed into anamorpix.
Joseph and Irving Tushinsky, in-

ventors of S’Scope, claim another
feature in their system which, if

accepted, would mean hefty sav-
ings for producers who employ
anamorphic photography in shoot-
ing pix. Via special precision print-
ing, it’s claimed, these films could
be reduced to lesser size in re-
lease, prints for theatres not
equipped to play the widescreen
entries. Producers now lensing in
anamorphic also, are making con-
ventional second versions of th*e

films with a “protection” camera.
Need for this second version would
be eliminated if the S’Scope sys-r

tern proves satisfactory.
\

In reducing the anamorpix to
(Continued on page 62r

GREGORY MAH-WOOS

CONCERT SUBSCRIBERS
Paul Gregory is putting some of

|
his legit facilities to work in be-
half of his new pic business inter-

ests. Producer has a list of 365,000
theatre concert subscribers. This
is being used as a mailing list for
promotion material on the Davis
Grubb novel, “Night of the
Hunter.” which Gregory is pictur-

}
izing. He figures it’s a good start-

ing point for a word-to-mouth cam-
paign.
Gregory and Charles Laughton,

who’ll direct the pic, came into

|
N. Y. from the Coast last Thursday
(25) for a week’s stay, then head
for two weeks in Jamaica where
they’ll map a screen treatment.

. Critical Gueitt
Sol Schwartz, president of

RKO Theatres, in introducing
Inventor Tushinsky at the
N.Y. demonstration of Super-
scope on Monday, commented
that the house was always
available for demonstrations
and had been so used on sev-
eral previous occasions. Any-
thing for the good of the in-

dustry was of general interest.

That the 86th Street screen
was itself criticized by the
technical-mir. % d exhibs who
constituted the audience is a
case of the guests finding fault
with the living room. Ohe ex-
hib spotted what be consid-
ered a mend in the screen.
“Probably some kid with a
slingshot or a blow-gun,” he
mused; “what the film indus-
try needs is not more ratios

but patented handcuffs for
child customers.”

Now Ask: Can

Film Biz Dare

‘Prisoner of War* Had,

But Lost, Defense Okay
The Defense. Department’s re-

fusal to cooperate with Metro on
promoting “Prisoner of War” is all

the moire surprising to the film

company since it has the full ap-

proval of the Prisoner of War
Assn., a group of some 11,000

members With, chapters in 43 cities.

Company, in fact, has a request

from the organization to screen

the picture at the outfit’s annual

convention in San Francisco next

month. Gen. William . Dean, who
was a Korean war prisoner, is list-

ed as principal speaker.
Metro pub-ad toppers In New

York are wondering what the De-
fense Dept.’s ban will mean in

terms of working with veteran or-

ganizations. No vet outfits have

been contacted as yet; but M-G
expects to /approach the American
Legion, the Veterans of Foreign

Wars and other national orgs.

With a 10% cut in the Federal
admission tax almost assured, ex-,

hibs are divided in their views
whether to retain all the advantage
of the tax reduction or to pass at

least some of it back to the. public.

Divided position is contrary to the
general opinion held last year
when th^ Mason Bill, which applied

only to motion picture theatres,

was vetoed by President Eisen-
hower. Latter bill was sold to
Congressman on the basis that

theatres needed to retain any tax

cut in order to remain in business.

Change in attitude is due to the
nature of the current tax reduction
bill which applies to many other
businesses as well as films. Feel-

ing of many exhibs is that there
will be much publicity relating to

the tax cut, with the public being
urged by many industries to take
advantage of the resultant savings,

ff theatres are the only ones who
fail to pass on any of the savings,

it’s felt that the policy may back-
fire public relationswise. The rail-

roads and airlines, for example,
(Continued on page 17)

Exhibitor reaction to the dem-
onstration of Superscope, the de-

.

velopment of Joseph and Irving
Tushinsky, was generally enthusi-
astic following the showing Mon-
day (22) at the RKO 86th St. The-
atre, N. Y. The only negative re-
action, not a complaint but •
resigned favorable acceptance, was
the view of one exhibitor who said:

“Here we go again. No matter
what new gimmick they put out;
there’s always something we have
to buy. It’s a fi&id day for the
equipment people.”

This comment, however, was not
typical, some exhibs feeling that
the Tushinsky process would serve
as the means to break 20th-Fox’s
adamant sales policy in the rental
of Cinemascope pictures. Follow-
ing a luncheon meeting of Allied
Theatre Owners of N.j.. at which
representatives and leaders of
other Allied units were present,
board chairman Abram F. Myers,
commented: “If they (20th) have
a whole cellar full of equipment;
they might have cause for appre-
hension.” Myers termed the Tush-
insky showing “as a marvelous
demonstration marred only by s
horrible screen. It’s the worse
screen I've ever seen.” The screen
in use at the RKO 86th St. is 20th*s
Miracle Mirror screen.
Except for these off-the-cuff

(Continued on page" 22

)

‘JOLSON STORY’ REISSUE

A MUST FOR STEREO
“Jolson Story,” Columbia’s big

money-maker of 1947, has been re-
recorded 'in stereophonic sound
and, for the present at least, will

i be licensed only to theatres
equipped for the four-track audio.
Col studio has been at work on tbe

j
pic for some months in an effort
to provide extra sound values ahd
modern dress.
Company hasn’t decided on a

specific release date for the reis-
sue but the likelihood is that it

( Continued on page 17

)

National Boxoffice Survey
New Product Lifts Biz; ‘Miller* Tops for 5th Week,

‘Cinerama’ 2d, ‘Rose Marie’ 3d, ‘People* 4th

With U. S. Income tax payment

date out of the way and more new

product being released, film biz

in key cities is shaping up better

this rotind. More favorable weather

and In some Instances a nice lift

from the St. Patrick’s Day holiday

all are contributing to a more

healthy b.o. tone, according to re-

ports from key cities covered by

Variety.

For the fifth week In a row,

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) is pacing

the field despite being in fourth

and fifth weeks in most locations.

In some keys, the James Stewart
starrer is great to stout even in

fifth sessions. “Cinerama” (Indie)

again held onto second place, still

playing in 10 keys.

“Rose Marie” (M-G), a new en-

try, is showing enough to take

third position, being socko in five

of the eight key cities where now
playing. “Night People” (20th) is

shaping better this round, and is

copping fourth.

“Saskatchewan” (U) is a close

fifth, running almost neck-’n -neck

with “People.” “Phantom of Rue
Morgue” (WB) Is landing sixth

money, with “Hell and High Wa-
ter” (20th) in seventh spot.

“New Faces” (20th) is capturing

eighth place. “Beat the Devil”

(UA), is ninth, with “Julius Caesar”

(M-G) rounding out the Big 10.

“French Line” (RKO), just get-

ting around; “Riot In Cell Block

11” (AA) and “Ride Clear of Di-

ablo” (U) are the runner-up films

“Red Garters” (Par>, a newcom-
er, is doing a great deal better this

j

round than previously. It is fancy
j

in K.C., okay in Detroit and fair

in Denver. “Rhapsody" (M-G). also

new, is fine in second week at

N. Y. Music Hall and fancy in Chi.

"Ma, Pa Kettle At Home’’ tU) is

rated hefty in K.C.

“Creature From Black Lagoon”
(U), also fairly new. looms smash
in Boston and big in Frisco. “Naked
Jungle” (Par), big in Detroit and
fair in Cleveland, shapes good in

L.A. “Best Years of Lives” (RKO),
out on reissue, is okay in Cincy and
ice in N, Y.
“Beachhead” (UA), neat in Fris-

co and excellent in Seattle is rated
oke in L.A. “Yankee Pasha” (U),

also new, is lively in L.A.
“Living Desert” (Disney) still is

fine to big, playing Boston, Port-

land and L.A. “Moon Is Blue”
[.(UA), on some new bookings, is

sock in K.C. and solid 'in Balto.

“War Arrow” (U>, good in Seat-

tle, is. fine in Cleveland. “Act of

Love” (UA), record in Chi, is okay
in N. Y. on extended-run. “Should
Happen To You” (Col), smart in

Omaha, is okay in Balto and fine

in Denver.
“Man Between” (UA) looms stout

In Washington, sock in Philly and
fair in Denver. “Genevieve” -(U)

is fine in Chi and great in /N. Y.

“Tanga Tika” (Indie) is big in Min-
neapolis.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Page% 8-9)
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Secretly Negotiates With British

Producers on C’Scope

• London, March 23.

Spyros P, Skouras, In Lohdon
on a 48-hour stopover, opened ne-

gotiations with independent pro-

ducers for British pix to be lensed
in the Cinemascope

.
method,

Names of the companies involved
are being kept secret and no indi-

cation is available of the response.

While in London, Skouras was
shown first rushes of the Cinema-
scope film of the royal tour and
issued instructions that it should
be given the widest possible re-

lease in the United States.

At a special board meeting hpld
during his stay,. Sir Gordon Craig,

general manager of British Movie-J
tone News, wds upped to managing
director.

More and more ,cuts in; Holly-
wood’ production are bound to

come, states Samuel Goldwyn,
long avowed advocate of stepped-

up stress on Equality” with a nix;

on quantity;

“You will see fewer pictures be-

ing made,” states the producer, for

the reason that there's insufficient

creative material to sustain the

current pic rate. He puts it this

way: “The stories are not there,

the writers are not there, the tal-

ent isn’t there,”

Goldwyn was particularly strong
In his observation re a dearth of
competent scripters: “The Screen
Writers Guild h#$ 900. writers and
T say maybe 10% are good. As
George S. Kaufman once said,

"Everybody who writes a letter is a
Writer*

Goldwyn is in N. Y. for
.
three

weeks of work on the preliminaries
to his lensing of “Guys and Dolls.”

He wants first to get the feel of
Damon Runyonesque spots. Gold-
wyn explains it: ,‘T came east to

vijit
.
every place—the salvation

missions, Lindy’s, restaurants on
the east side and west side—from
where Runyon got his characters.”

Producer figures it will be eight
months before actual shooting of
the adaptation of the legit dick.
“It will be that long before I have
a script and decide On casting and
direction. The Only way to save
money is to be thoroughly pre-
pared.” ‘Filmmaker is shuffling off

to Buffalo this week to see tests

of the Todd-AO process but will

not decide for some time on which
system he'll employ for the . . , _ __ .

,

"‘Dolls” picturization. I A spokesman for BOT. said his

It's obvious that Goldwyn is put- !
dropped because the

ting up a hefty wad . of coin for .
b^d changed the rules, but

filming the musical, particularly in
decUned to elaborate on what

view of the $l,000.000-against-10^-
| ^e

.

ch“?A Mnsisted'of.

of-gross cost for the screen rights.

He was asked if the market poten-

• Soifiitiw
Soto* of the film companies

are doing a hurt over the re*

cent quote from Eric John-

ston In Sduth America- that
.

Cinemascope open* a new
window on the world, and nil

prediction that, in another

year to a year-and-a-half, the

fiat picture wopld be on its

way out. ,

Execs have brought it to the

Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica prexy’s attention that they

feet' he should be speaking for

the industry ’had notias they

interpret his view, for 20th-

Fox.

Johnston has denied that be
said it just that way. How-
ever; he agreedjto set the Rec-

ord straight on~ his return to

the U. S.

FIELD CLEAR FOR TNT

BID ON CHAMP FIGHT
. Nate Halpern’s Theatre Network
Television has the field to itself in

the 'quest for the closed-circuit the-

atre telecast of the . Rocky Marcl-

ano-Ezzard Charles heavyweight

championship fight scheduled for

June 17. Both Box Office Televi-

sion and Stadium Television Net-

workJiave withdrawn their bids to

the International Boxing Club, proP
motors of the fight.

Efforts to Unseat Dick Walsh
Convention On Aug. 9—— —

PUBLICISTS. STILL' UNHAPPY

Ask Dlstribji Fpr Counter-Proposal']
Without 'Downgrading*

si; t

Pullout of Ed Dorfman’s .Sta-

dium Television Network js be-

lieved to be based on the lack of

Pathe Laboratories is continuing

its active and direct interest in in-

die production with an $850,000

fund which the outfit has set aside

to finance unaffiliated filmmakers.

Fund is operated on a revolving

basis, that is, as borrowed coin is

returned it is thereupon loaned out
again to producers. In banking
terminology, Pathe provides the
“first money,” usually about half
of the entire production budget,
and the producer taps other
sources for the remaining half df
required cash.

Condition to * all- borrowings IS

that all film lab work must be as-

signed to Pathe,

On the basis of dollar income
volume, Pathe Is the largest of the
various subsidiaries of Chesapeake
industries, Inc., of which William
C: MacMillen Jr., is president. Rev-
enue from film processing in 1953
amounted to $7,926,896.

Over the past year Chesapeake
sold its Eagle Lion studio ©n thetial warrants such tall investment. . .

“The market is the greatest in i
suitable closed-circuit equipment.: I Coast for $1,100,000 to tv produc-

i fi « • I AM tf+ >\Iam 1W*A A 4a t\V»AaAMt 4 Vl A > Gam }»4amaa4m A a. mam! a1 4L a JaaI
history and the gamble is' the
greatest it ever has been,” Gold-
wyn opines. Also, he says it‘s quite
logical that the public wall pay
more money, i.e., advanced admis-
sion prices, “if you have a fine
picture.” He wrent on: “It doesn*t
make any difference how much a
production costs; if it’s bad the
public won’t see it. But they will
pay more money for quality. Look

Dorfman’s plan was to present the
event in big city ballparks employ-
ing portable large screen units.

According to Halpern, no deci-

sion has been reached as yet by the

IBC whether the bout would go to

home or theatre tv. The Gillette*]

Razor Co. is still .actively in the

race for the home tv rights. Hal-

pern snared the closed-circuit

rights to the Marciano-LaStarza
at the prices they paid to see ’The

[
boout last year for $100,000. De-

Robe* at the Roxy.” The N. Y. [
cisioft on the medium for the up-

showcase had a top of $2.40 for !
coming fight awaits the return

“Robe.”
Goldwyn had other notes to pass

along, some with which he has long
been identified. “I see the abso-
lute death of double bills and me-
diocre pictures,” he stated. And he
takes a cynical view of theatremen
who speak of seguing into produc-
tion, via financing or otherwise.
"‘Why don’t exhibitors make pic-
tures?” Goldwyn asks. “They make
them until it’s time to put up the
money,” Goldwyn answers.

PARAMOUNT ALL-OUT

FOR VISTAVISION
As 20th-Fox made a complete

shift to CinemaScope, Paramount
is going all out in its adoption of
YistaVision. This is the system in
which double-frame “taking” film
is fed into the camera horizontally
to achieve widescreen projection
with high definition results. Stand-
ard-frame release prints are used,
either regular or anamorphic
(squeeze). • '

Par’s upcoming sked of new pro-
ductions all are listed for the VV
process. First to be released will
be “White Christmas,” next De-
cember.

Next two pix from Hal Wallis
are to be in VV. These are “The
Big Top,” Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis
comedy, and “the Rose Tattoo,” an
adaptation of the Tennessee Wil-
liams play. Cecil B. DeMille also
Is making the change, his upcom-
ing epic, “The Ten Command-
ments,” being slated for VV. Ditto
Alfred Hitchcock’s “Catch * a
Thief,” with Cary Grant.

Others on the Par VV slate in-
clude “Strategic Air Command,”
“The Covered Wagon,” “Angels’
Cooking” and “Run for Cover.”

from Florida of James Norris, IBC
topper. He was due back late yes-

terday (Tues.) and is expected to

make a decision by next week.

tion Interests. As part of the deal
the new owners agreed to use
Pathe’s printing and processing
facilities.

It was on a similar basis that
Chesapeake-Pathe sold Eagle Lion
Classics to United Artists a couple
of years ago. UA entered. a pact
providing that lab work for UA’s
indie pix would be given to Pathe
wherever UA had a voice in the
matter.

TEST ONE-PROJECTOR 3-D

&

Branson’s London Trek

Opens March 31 at Roxy in Detroit
On "Lagoon*

First public exhibition of the
Pola-Lite 3-D single-projector sys-

Walter Branson took off over ! tern has been set for the Roxy The-
the weekend on his first travels

j

atre, Detroit, next Wednesday
abroad since his appointment as

]
<31 ). Universal’S “Creature From

RKO’s general manager of all for- the Black Lagoon” will be shown,
eign operations. He was accom- Projector attachments are re
panied by Robert Wolff, ,company s

j

quired for this one-track 3-D sys-
chief in the United Kingdom, and

j

tern, whose basic feature is that
the first stop was London.

;

the need for simultaneous “throw-
in addition to the British capi- : ing” of two pripts via two bqoth

tal, Branson will make a swing of
|

machines is eliminated. “Lagoon”
Paris, "Frankfort and Rome, con-

j

is in black and white. U is now
tabbing with sales reps on general

j

completing the processing - of

policies and specific campaigns on i “Taza, Son of Cochise,” which is in

new products 1 color, in the Pola-Lite system.

Tn his heyday, David W; Griffith had little truck with technical

innovations and lensed his classic, “Way Down East,” for UA on
that premise. (Film is now in the spotlight via a special program
of pix to be shown at the Museum of Modem Art, N.Y.).

Inspection of Variety’s files, in this respect, has a near startling

effect. The issue of Sept. 10, 1920, chronicled how Griffith em-
ployed “mechanical effecis” with previous ; productions but es-

chewed them with “Down East.” J

Variety’s reviewer, Jolo, noted: “Without the aid of any espe-
cially spectacular or stupendous mechanical effects / . . "D. W.’
lias taken a simple, elemental, old-fashiorned; bucolic melodrama
and ’milked’ it for 12 reels of absorbing entertainment . . Wh\en
a film producer can offer something bigger and finer than anything
yet seen on the screen without the use of 'effects’ of any ‘kind,

either in or surrounding the presentation, any detailed, review
or ’criticism’ is entirely , superfluous.”
Meanwhile, a lineup of 21 UA films has been set by the Museum

for showing at its private theatre beginning April 5. First is “East ”

which starred Lillian .Gish,, Richard Barthlemess and Lowell Sher-
man, and the last is “High Noon,” Gary Cooper starrer. In between
are pix linking such other names as Douglas Fairbanks, Buster
Keaton, Mary Pickford, Billie Dove, Gloria Swanson, JoHn Boles
and many others. Ali part of 35th Anniversary of United Artists.

Clause pertaining to A progres-

sive automatic wage bike con-

tinues to stalemate the negotiations

between the „ Screen Publicists

Guild (N Y.) and Columbia. Warner
Bros., Universal and 20th-Fox.

Only United Artists, which inked

a new pact last week, has agreed

to accept the clause.

As a result of the deadlock, the

SPG has asked the four holdout
"companies to present a -counter

offer which would prevent what the

union calls “downgrading” >of

staffers. If the proposals are un-

acceptable, the SPG will hold a

union-wide meeting on March 31

for the purpose ;of setting a strike

date.
According to the SPG, 40% more

of the staffers are in lower classifi-

cations today th'aa existed in 19£4S
It also points out that while the

cost of living has gone up 52%, the

basic minimum wages have Only

been hiked 25%.

ONLY CONGRESS CAN

.

SAVE DICK HAYMES
Washington, March 23.

Singer Diclc*Haymes was ordered

deported today (23) *to his native

Argentina. He immediately filed

notice of appeal.

In N.Y. Haymes’ lawyer, Bartley

Crum, said that an appeal from mately 350 members. Four small
the deportation order would be northern California locals also en-

'ttoUyWOOd,, March 23.

Campaign. t<^ “draft” Roy m.
Brewer to run for prexy of iatse
met‘it* first rebfilfe here when the „

exec board of IA cameramen’s
Local 650 voted; unanimously to

support prexy Richard Walsh for

re-election. Action was interpreted

as a slap, at Brewer inasmuch ai

it tame after'indirect approaches
from Howard** fcostigan, Brewer
aide spearheading the “draft”

move, for endorsement by, the

lensers of the former IA Holly,

wood rep, who resigned last year

following a policy, hassle with

Walsh. Brewer is now exec assist-

ant to Allied Artists prexy Steve
Broldy,

Cameramen’s action is con*
sidered a major blow at Brewer’s
chances, since his backers have
sought to gather as ‘ much voting
strength as possible from the area
over which Brewer ruled for years. •

The lensers* local, repping u
western states, has 95(( members,
which gives it a sizeable vote at
the national convention to be held
in Cincinnati Aug. 9.

IA regulations provide that there
shall be one convention vote for
each chartered local, and in addi-
tion one vote for each 100 mem-
bers, or the major portion thereof.
Only Hollywood local Which has
come out for Brewer is Cinetech-
niclans 789, which has approxi-

filed also with the Congress and
the U. S. Supreme Court. Sen.

William Langer, chairman of the

Senate Judiciary Committee, has
been asked to look into Haymes’
file and the claim is made that
charges against the crooner were
‘inspired.”

One way in which the deporta-
ion order could be stayed is for a
Congressman to introduce a pri-

vate bill to halt proceedings. Pend-
ing action on such a measure, the
Justice Dept, would automatically
hold up any move against Haymes.

METRO BUYS FROM GALLEYS

Pays $100,000 For Daphne du
Maurier’s New Novel

In a pre-publication deal, Metro
has shelled out $100,000 for a new
novel 'by Daphne du Maurier.
Tome, titled “Mary Anne,” was
bought in galley form from Double-
day. it’s set for publication on
April 29 and has already been
named a Book of the Month Club
selection.

In another book deal, Metro
snared “Cobweb,” a first novel by
William Gibson. It was published
this month by Alfred Knopf.
Rounding out the company’s recent
story buys is the acquisition of
“Tip on a Dead Jockey,” a short
story by Irwin Shaw which ap-
peared in the New Yorker on
March 6.

dorsed Brewer, b&t local labor
circles report that altogether they
probably have no more than four
convention votes. They are Chico
501, Watsonville 611, San Mateo
409 and Modesto 564.
Cameramen’s endorsement of

Walsh was based on the fact that
he advocates complete home rule

for locals, one union official stated.

Union’s action pin-pointed th§

fact that Hollywood labor is divid-

ing into separate camps, one advo-
cating the re-election of Walsh, the
other backing Brewer' to unseat
him. Labor leaders, here opine that

Walsh is far better known through-
out the country than Brewer, and
some

,
add they don’t believe

Brewer will muster a majority of

the Hollywood locals- in the up-

coming election.

Brazil Honors Johnston
Washington, March 23.

Eric Johnston was decorated at
Brazilian Embassy last week with
the Order of the Southern Cross.
Award recognizes his services as

U. S; rep to the Sao Paulo Film
Festival.

N. Y. to Europe
Sir Thomas Beecham
Nat (King) Cole
Richard Conte
Al Delynn
Pierre Fournier
Morton Gottlieb
Ilya Lopert
Luis Mariano
Paul McCoole
Pierre Monteux
Marilyn MorriSpn
Paul Paray
Seymour Peyser
Arnold Picker

.

Tom Stathos
L. Arnold Weissberger

Europe to N. Y.

'

Wilhelm Backhaus
Lloyd Bridges
Sol Hurok
Buster Keaton
David Lichine
Mitch Miller -

Ramon Novarro
Roy Rogers

N. Y. to L. A.
Tony Buttitta
Peter Lind Hayes
Mary Healy

,

Dave Jacobson
Robert E. Kintner
Robert F. Lewine
Goddard Lieberson
Isidore Lindenbaum
Borrah Minevitch
Brewster Morgan
Eugene Solow

L. A. to N.Y.
Brian Aheme
Jack Benny
Irving Brecher
Frederick Brisson
Willet Brown
Cyd Charisse
Rosemary Clooney
Charles Coburn
Howard Dietz
Joel Grey

*

Joseph H. Hazen
Jim Hanaghan
SonjaHenie
Jean Hersholt
Russell Holman
Philip N. Krasne
Ralph Levy
Gene Lockhart
Frank Loesser
Groucho Marx
Mercedes McCambridge
Terry Moore
Jeff Morrow
Charles C. Moskdwltz
Amold^Ioss
Patrice Mubsel
Alex Nicol'
Merle Oberon
Fred M. Packard
Janis Paige ’

Harold Perry
Charles M. Reagan
Loren L. Ryder
Lizabeth Scott
Frank Sinatra
Frederick Y. Smith
Mickey Spillane
Ivan Tors
Joyce Widoff
Jean Yarbrough
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By FRED HIFT

Bringing the subscription tv pic-

ture suddenly into sharp focus, a

group headed by Matthew Fox last

week (19) acquired exclusive U. S.

and worldwide rights to Skiatrori's

Subscriber- Vision pay-as-ydu-see

system and plans to file within 60

davs with the Federal Communi-
cations Commission for a commer-

cial license.

Deal, involving some $20,000,000

in cash and guarantees and envi-

sioning the introduction of toll-tv

in 10 key cities, including N. Y„ is

predicated on FCC approval and

will force the Commission to make
up its ,

mind on the admissibiity

fee video as a commercial service.

Subscriber-Vision, developed by

the Skiatron Electronics and Tele-

vision Corp; over the past three

years and tested in N. Y. in con-

junction with station WOR, scu m-
bles the image at the transmitter.

At the set, a decoder unit—in the

shape of a small box—is attached.

The viewer obtaiins a thin, plastic

card for each program or series

of programs being tollcast. Upon
insertion of the card into a slot

at the decoder, the picture clears

and steadies. The system is said to

be completely foolproof.

Agreement, signed by Fox and
Skiatron prexy Arthur Levey, pro-

vides for the following:

A new operating company, called

Skiatron TV Corp., is being set up
with Fox as president and board
chairman. ThereTl be a nine-man
board, with Fox getting five di-

rectors and Skiatron four. In turn,

two Fox directors will join the

Skiatron board on Which there are

currently two vacancies.
Skiatron, frhich will continue to

( Continued on page 17

)

UNDER 60c GOES

BILL

Our Founder, Mary
Mary Pickford, one of the

founders of United Artists, is'

touring four Latin America
capitals to participate in trade
and public luncheons, etc.,

spotlighting UA’s observance
of its :35th anniversary.

Miss Pickford, who is now
a cb-owher of the company, is

spending a few days each in
Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro,
Lima and Mexico City. Travel-
ing with her is her husband;
Charles (Buddy) Rogers.

POLAROID

VIA 3-D

,
Washington, March 23.

The U. S. Senate will approve
the excise tax reduction bill, as
voted out by the senate finance
committee last Friday,* with few
changes. ' Bill is expected to be
called up for debate and action
pronto.

Senator William Knowland, the
majority leader, admitted that the
administration’s hope of pruning
the bill to eliminate many of the
reductions was doomed. However,
he said that he believed there were
enough votes to stop any move by
the Democrats to amend the
measure by including1 an increase
in personal exemptions of income
taxes.

The Senate Finance Committee
went further than anyone expected
last Friday (19) When it voted to
exempt from

; admissions tax all

tickets under 60c. not Only for mo-
tion pictures but also for other
spectator amusements. On tick-
ets costing 60c and more, the ex-
cise reduction from 20 to 10.%.
voted by the House, was retained.

Tough on Ponies
Only exception was for admis-

sions t o horse and dog tracks
where they bet on the nags and
greyhounds. The Senate Finance
Committee would kill the benefit
given by the House and would re-
quire that such admissions continue
t0W a 20% tax on admissions.
The House-okayed reduction

from 20% to 10% on night club
checks was kept in the Senate bill.

Senate corrected one error which
8°t by in the House bill. House
measure states that the new tax
would be lc. on each 10c. or frac-
tion thereof. The Senate made it
*'e

.

a
.

d - “or every major fraction"
"inch is what the House intended
m the first place.

Col. h.. E. Cole and Pat McGee,
co-chairmen of the COMPO tax

(Continued on page 18)

Reflecting the industry’s 3-D

activity during 1953, Polaroid Corp.

sales that year' jumped almost

100%, from $13,393,259 in 1952 to

a record high of $26,033,656 last

year.

Company’s annual report, out
last week indicated a net of $1,415,-

021 for ’53, the equivalent of $3.32
per share. This compares to a net

of $597,210 in 1952, a per share
earning of $1.32.

Edwin H. Land, Polaroid prexy,

said the 3-D field, in which, the
company was involved primarily
via the viewers, was profitable

“despite substantial write-offs oc-

casioned by wide fluctuations in

the demand for viewers and by the

costs involved in developing new
products.” In these he included

the Polaroid Vectograph, a single-

strip 3-D system developed by
Polaroid.

The company has two agreements
with Technicolor regarding the

process. Under the first one, Polar-

oid grants Techni, on a royalty

basis, a nonexclusive license to.

manufacture and sell Vetograph
prints world-wide. Under the sec-

ond one, Polaroid is to supply to

Techni the raw film stock to be
used in the manufacture of Veclo-

graph print!

Polaroid expansion is reflected

in the increase in capital expendi-

tures which jumped from $623,000

in ’52 to $1,362,000 in 1953. Land
disclosed that Polaroid had estab-

lished a three-year revolving credit

for $1,000,000 but that none of it

had as yet been used.

The company’s photographic

sales increased 55% in ’53. account-

ing for 65% of tne total volume.

Polaroid profit before taxes was
$5,014,285 in 1953 compared with

$1,940,566 in ’52. Land said that,

during the second half of last year,

“heavier development and promo-

tional expenses and write-offs of

obsolescent 3-D tools and Inven-

tory combined to reduce profit

margins below the exceptionally

high rate for the first half-year.”

Errol Flynn Exits WB
After a 20-year association, Errol

Flynn and Warner Bros, have

called it quits. By mutual agree-

ment the pact between the actor

and the film company was termi-

nated last week.

Flynn, who had been under ex-

clusive contract to the studio, had

the agreement amended several

years ago calling for one picture

annually for Warners arid allowing

him to make outside deals. Since

coming to WB as an unknown u}

1934, Flynn starred in Some 35

pictures for the studio. His last

picture for WB was “Master of

Ballantrae,” which was made ui

England.

Actor has been living abroad re-

cently and has engaged in indie

production.
< i“>M ')

By HAROLD MYERS

London, March 23.
The biggest industrial dispute

ever to hit show business In Brit-
ain in bringing the wheels of the
entire film trade to a standstill.
Every branch of the cinema trade
is likely to be affected. In another
week, at the present rate,, the
showdown between ow'ners and
union labor may literally produce
total suspension of all producing
of pictures, all processing of prints
and conceivably all theatre ex-
hibition.

Yesterday (Monday) the British
Film Producers Assn, emergency
committee unanimously decided to
sack all studio staffs. _ It wras im-
possible to continue production
without laboratory facilities to
complete daily rushes. Staff wrill

get one week or two-week notice,

depending upon status, as of this

coming Friday (26*. Although not
affiliated with the producer's asso-
ciation, Sir Alexander Korda is

stringing along with his fellow-
owners and also suspending pro-
duction.
The crisis/ deepened last

-

Friday
when the original two-week notice
handed to 2,000 laboratory em-
ployees, became effective. Mainte-
nance workers are still reporting
and have not been pulled out as
yet by the union. It will now* take
the labs several days to get run-
ning full schedule if and when a
settlement is finally managed.

By late Monday the Labor
Minister decided to set up in-

(Continued on page 17)

Spell-bound
Hollywood, March 23.,

Masterminds on the Colum-
bia lot went into a huddle to

decide a momentous problem
involving the forthcoming pic-

ture starring Judy Holliday.

After an hour’s debate the

title was changed from “Phfft't”

to “Phfffft.”

TERRYTOON OK:

Okay Cuffo Appearances

On Acad Award Telecast
Hollywood. March 23.

All radio and television appear-

ances on the Oscar Derby program
will be cuffo, by virtue of a blanket

clearance granted by AFTRA. Ex-
ecutive secretary Claude McCue
explained that AFTRA considers

the program deserving of all possi-

ble cooperation in the drive to

strengthen the relationship be-

tween the electronic and the the-

atre media.

4 Toughest problem facing Holly-
wood product in the foreign mar-
ket 'this year Is the determination
of the governments nnd producers
of such countries to use import
licenses and remittances to force

their own features Upon U. S, the-

atres.

This is the bald issue in at least

three major markets where new
film agreements or import and ex-
change regulations are coming up
for renewal or renegotiation—
namely, Italy, France atid Japan.

The problem is also on the horizon

in Germany vvhere native produc-
tion continues to grow,

American film company execi
view this development with a de-
gree of alarm since it is tied close-

ly to the rising volume of local

production all over the world and
is likely to produce even greater
pressures in the future. With this,

! they fear, will come an intensifica-

tion of the already widespread be-
New technique of drawing adopt-

j i i(.f that there is a ‘conspiracy”

ed by Paul Terry for his Terrytoon afoot in the U. S. to prevent for-

cartoons permits their showing via cign imports from getting broad

20th'Fox’s Cinemascope projection "“"thS re“lf
lens, even though the figures arent

j

that they will not be able to re-

being “squeezed” at the camera
j peat their record $176,000,000 re-

end. 1
miltanee take out from the Xoreign

After doing .some testing. 20th. :

market in 1953. the companies aro

"which releases the Terrytoons, has
]

optimistic as far^ as 19p4 is con-

come to the conclusion that even ;

cerned. Its pointed out that most

some of the older subjects can be < of the important film pacts a
>

ren t

show n by CinemaScope houses on
J

due t,o expire until the middle of

the wide screen since the distortion the \ ear so that the v olume of

doesn’t seem to matter in the Terry transferable com is apt to con-

phararipre !
tmue hi"h for a good part of 54.cnaraciers.

|
What is likely to affect the re-

_
i mittance picture this year, and
even more so in ’55, is the lack of

iContinued on page 24 >

Availability of Terrytoons
CinemaScope widescreening some
what relieves the very considerable

bottleneck on prints of ’Scope

!

shorts. “Jet Aircraft Carrier.” the I

’Scope short that was to have ac-
j

companied “Prince Valiant," 20th’s
j

Easter release, wras dropped at the ,

halfway mark, when the camera-

;

man was killed in a crash and the.

carrier put back into port.
I

Terry has been experimenting \

with a* method of compensation in
j

the drawing for .the ’Scope lens for
|

some time. The first subject he
triedMt out onwas “Arctic Rivals.

FILMS’ FRIENDS

IN ALBANY:

I ZERO
Academy announced that the

j

His shorts don’t cany' stereophonic

Derby telecast will be for home
j

sound. The projectionist uses the

consumption only. Theatre teevee
j

2-D instead of the regular ’Scope

is out, but the program will be
j

aperture so that the stereo sound

carried on 106 video stations and
j

track is cut off. Pic is then masked

Albany. March 23.

The Fitzpatrick bill defining
“immoral” and “incite to crime"
in the New York State censorship

on
chain.

195 radio outlets in the NBC in accordingly via the screen cur- : law passed the Assembly last Fri-
^ 1 ! I V A I L< lovi- M jaf 1 A A 4 A A aa,<

tain.
• day U9 1 bv a vote of 140 to 0, with-

;
out debate and went to the Senate

! for action. Failure of the film in-

J
dustry to win a single vote against

j

the definition, which the industry

j
contends opens up a new can of

i worms, came as a stunner to film
’ men. Experienced lobbyists were
I rushed in at last moment but could
‘ do no more for the film industry

. . „„ . . „ j : than the stalwarts from the Eric
ChiW. March 23. Phcme.^ « all « and

Johnston sUff. Bost films follld

ToDvision

out last week. Tollvision roundup,
j

30 patents already granted, plus
w<?re

‘

surprj sc(j that the cinema
stressing the programming im-j. another M pending, - esi s

trade has had no regular contacts
portance of top quality feature yearly Phonevision s>stem

^ jn. Albany. In the showdow n this

films, contains more than a hint
j

used^ telephone lines tp bn g
; was apparently incurable. It’s just

why Zenith prexy Cmdr. Eugene
,

the home^set the unscrambled^
j not the wav things get done in

F. McDonald Jr. has so patiently nal. Zenith also has coded cards
, Alhlnv

accepted the Federal Communica-
;

and coin box devices The former
^ what action will Govenor Dewey

tions Commission’s lack of action j- is apparently .akin _to Skiatums
j (j)kc? senator Ear! W. Brvdgcs and

oi^the^ Phonevlsion petition filed !
Subscriber-Vision and the latter

over two years ago. (along the lines of Paramount s

The Zenith official financial or- !

Telemeter,

Assemblyman.James A. Fitzpatrick,

both influential Republicans, pre-

dicted. a few hours after the Upper
Likewise Zenith states t h a. t- :‘n0Use adopted the measure, that

,
sports promoters have been urging

|

the
,
Chief Executive will sign it.

tion service Without an abundant
| it tf) get ronj fig on toll-tv and

j

The fact his counsel. George M.

supply of such top quality; motion
j

,

r* .aeer for Shapiro, played a major role in the

gan states: “Zenith believes that it

would be folly to start -a subscrip-

supply
pictures. Hollywood has the pro-

ducers. the masters of entertain:

ment, the leaders in showmanship

who can provide subscription tv

with the finest quality popular en-

tertainment.

“Moreover, these motion picture

producers have the distribution

know-how that will be imperative

once .tv starts drawing upon the

greatest boxoffice in history

—

twenty-seven million American

homes with television sets.”

The report points out that tech-
.,4 1 > ‘

*

irf. J

‘enough broadcasters are eager for

it to establish a subscription net-

work almost overnight.” Congress

sional interest is also focusing on

boxoffice video, Zenith claims, be-

cause many “small cities are like-

ly to have no local television un-

less subscription tv brings it. But

most of all, the public will demand
that Subscription tv give them the

kind of topflight, firstrun motion

pictures that are regularly shown
in theatres ” the report argues.

. 1. i>r -

bill's drafting is believed signifi-

cant. No one, however, can
prophesy with complete authority

what the Governor will do. He has

30 days in which to sign or veto

the legislation.

Assembly action unfolded so

quickly—not. more than 10 seconds

elapsed between the reading of the

bill’s title and the short roll call,

with a 140-0 tally—that even Fitz-

patrick was surprised.

New York State has had “fair

(Continued on page 17)
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FrlMaer •! War '

'Grim, iuilwflnd Account ei
. i

North K*reto atrocities.
’ •

.> r . •

Hollywood.March £3. -

Wtro release of Henry Bernsji pro*
auction. Star* Ronild Reagan. Steve For*
rest, Dewey Martin; features Oscar Ho-

«U production ,'Wuei mantle tic from Bet(*Jt*** ‘j^he^wUcIt ISum Sn?
,y th* *v*"g* ®uW<>®r

itSemSuicn^fiuU^quu,
«Mm Sjroly.jBa oitroct ffioilmum SiSrS MwSrpiF * W Mfllnm. Stone ero .QwyaQr. Sl-puctol coS’yfretorn^budfetwlsf^

. fectlyat Sue as the colorful hCeL the medicine shew men, and both jfejfjie th?5l!SS? J
c<wits

•Robert E. Kent and Samuel * onoortunitleg but keen their characters alive and en- 2?5“ J55L who con-

Alien . AlThin CRIliei r flifMAAnlAIM '

editor, James Newcom. Previewed Match supporter*. » _ p

n

«
Vfl . ivoes Union fort. Johnson, pursued oy

17* 'M. Aspect ratio up to i:75-i. Run- Robert Stack. On hand as femme carnival yPe • „ .
. T*ff Morrow a Pinkerton man, and

ninK time, •» mins. . .

!
» intprest is Miss Thiess Maurice and Frank King give the Jen « .

JCpt Swph R.; Stanton.:*. «eve Forrest Swordplay and chicanery are the ^^lenslnEm AGFA*Color (print comes to^the rescue of the fort. By

Irish

ss Dru Is present, -at* tlnuei bravehr despite persolS
”ankeC nurse whom bereavement The youngsters are

i across in its travels, a11 natural, and at times amusing.

et into the act when. his
/!

sual

Richard Boone steals high r andard.of direction. Clem.

It to the warring red- _ * !_~
. ^

skb>r«nd then helps them attack a Ralls lata Laramie
Union lort. Johnldn, pursued by (COLOB)

Francis AioySuaBeiney.^.. Robert Horton of footage. Although the final
vfde

e
sleht° values to the back- satisfactorily concluded, .

sois the -—:

—

•

Copt, .tack Hodges Mnmn frame finds King George, as played
Haller’s cam- big North-South fighting, leaving Hollywood, March 19.

Ltl^GcorS' Brt*itobovnik'. '.stolen Bek»ssy by Otto W»ldis, sttU wearing ^hls
Willy s”hmfdt?Gent- time (or a finale clinch between

4Jgj£«™g”f*Ja
J*

Coi. Hint dto yi Leonard strong regal trappings, there s a cheerful
composed -and conducted the Johnson and Miss Dru, who had chard, Dan Duryca; features Joyce

*
1
™:

Werton ToHivar . ...... b«ryl Hickman atmosphere for Stapley has won
tcthe action been too concerned with their re- Kenzle.Barton MacLane. Ralph DuffiRed Guard „ weaver ccvy anH bn hu r fo • score wnicn Ills l.ne acwon. ,1. 1„„ toother Harry Shannon. . James Griffith, m. *.i

Good, regulation outdoor ac-
Honor slanted for okay re-
sponse inlta-market.

Hollywood, March 19
Universal release of Ted Richmond pro.

Cnpt. Lsng Hyuii choi. . . Roiiiif^oriyama himself a bride and an heir fol-

Benjamln Julesberg
;

Ike . Jones lows a year later.

Axel Hor'strom .......... . . *Jerr* Paris. Performances are generally good
Lt. peter Reiiiy ........... John Laptop under William Castle’s breezy di-
ned Guard . .... Ralph-. Ahn

. reJjJ0IK stack, of dashing phy-

T, . . „ sique, is well cast as a swashbuck-
This is & grim . liwft account oi

1 n oniv ntcpiipis s
the atrocities practiced on prison- ^L^H £riSp LhP hnt wins tho
ers of war by North Koreans. While SSflSESfe 'nf

d
MiS?

b
Thiess as well

the incidents are well-documented herself^favorably as a
in actual records by returning She

POWs, the presentation here is un-

u vMiiwvt* «•»« ,
' •—

'

wnpiui vnu vuijcri ACHiuiTi uuycc •/\luC«

been too concerhed with their re- Kenzle, Barton MacLane. Ralph Dumke,kfvvoa ww
.

“
•

. .A * - - 1
1 Unt«ov ChanMnn Takmam f'k.l/iUL wi ’

Brog . speettv. sympathies to get together ^
romantically before the windup. champ, Joseph Hoffman; camera (Tcchni.• • • —* Ajalaaaul tfAHK1, * * — J -kia _

*

Prill© ©f til© Blu© GraHN Most of the characters in the J.
Kent;*^ song,

y
"Laramie?'* oun^’ by^Rex1 nu© ©I »*»«© Robert Bren-Gladys Atwater story Allen. Frederick . Herbert and Arnold(COLOR)

Okay supporter with a . race-

track backdrop. Lloyd Bridges
and Vera Miles topline,

- Hollywood, March 20.

nooert DienHUriaays Aiwatei aiuxy Alien. rreaerJCK Herbert and Arnold

lean to the flamboyant, particularly Hughes; musical direction, Joseph
n 1

i ...niintohib tn Gcrshenson. Aspect ratio up to 2 - 1 . Pre-Boone S, but prove acceptable to .viewed March lfl, '64. Kuinnliig lime. 10
this type of show. Picture gets in mins.

its comedy licks on occasion, most- Jefferson Harder ...... !-•' JohnTayne

ly from Johnson and Stone ringing 5rfm ShSessy Dan dS
ions interfere with business.

ptXn.nrt
‘ sf."‘

u”?'
Stapley, as the Scottish pre- Miles. Margaret Sheridan.ue or credibility- to- carry the -Pic*- Stapley, as the bcoiusn pre- Miles. Margaret Sheridan, oireciea oy^ sequence to get Miss uru ugnt so ^rr«oomn.«r. ........ *twnes urifmh.-

ture; It doesn’t figure for the en- tender, appears too
^.
c^Sfy

iJJg5. Haroi^shum^ ' he- can smuggle the gun aboard her con winton .* Myron Honloy

tertalnment market although heavy and modest ‘to give- his role muen- America), Harx'y Neumann; editor, John ambulance wagon.
,

.
Pike -Miirphy .........

.

Charles llorvnth

promotional efforts may Imoy its
( b

“
fo5ce

c“
f
d
“m| Charles KSS?!??®:’ n7S88T* : The color lenslng by Bdwwd. tJSfflR ©5526

chances. throne by iorce ot a:rms. i-.nariei*
,,m Lloyd Bridges CrOnjager is a production asset, Higby Alexander Campbell

Storywise, the film has all the Invm and Alrni Hale Jr; aie^effec- Linda. M, P„»r,.y
e
ch-Hi!5^ and stands out mpst noticeably in ~~

Ingredients to be a startling shock-
|

tive as Stack s iellow swordsmen •

•

; ; ; ; ; ; , .

M*r
^Vthur shieids the Indian attack on the fort. Li- Regulation, but well-valued, out-

er giving the truth about POW while Leslie Bradley and Louis IJ.
Danny . Michael Chapin 0nel Newman did the score and door action characterizes “Rails In-

treatment in the Korean war, but Merrill • are okay, keavies. oene Hunter Che«Ww wrote the situation tune with Ken to Laramie^’ and it should draw an
th* nmduetimi and direction hart-.-. Havlick s editmg is tight and Mis- Mrs. Giaves cecu Weston n h- 0fher technical credits are okay response in its market. Pacethe production and

.
direction h^ m" Casey”. ! ! ! ! !

.* .* .*

! !
.*

!
.* EmoS pSSen Darby/ Other technical credits are okay response in its market. Pace

dling gives it a “quickie” look and
|

rha Bakaleinucoff s musK.ai _g re Mrs. Casey /....... Joan Sbawiee okay. Bvog. is lively with performances to
Ray. Walker

dling gives it a “quickie” look and cha Bakaieinucoit s musK-at _u vcl* m^, Casey /....... Joan Sbawiee

routine treatment that will hot grip tion is competent; Gilo. vet — Ray Walker

len mv^inte^ewed many POW Carnival Story “Pride
f i lc g it* tells

returnees to get the facts straight (COLOR) ?hl
a

^stnrv^o?^* r^vnsv^prince * tram
far the film ctorv and rertortedlv - the story of Gypsy Prince, from

all of the incidents and dialog are . Good Munich-lenscd drama with
Tife're’s

for real. However, they don’t come ! s.a, and carnival thrills for pop ap- „uPm
b
^n

ra
fh»

out that way on the screen under pc*I and okay prospects. •SJSSJi
Andrew Marton’s direction of the ,

— however, plus neat thesping by^the

Henry Berman production and Holhwvood, Mhrch 23. P^HJc‘Pal® which_all adds up to rate,

manv of the seauences would be RKO release of Maurice and Frank film an Okay supporter.

Eight *0*ri«t»k .Walk
(BRITISH)

Suspense thriller * good for
local consumption but under-
dramatized for U. S. taste.

London, March 23.
British Lion release of George King

match.. Add Technicolor as a pic-

torial value.
Co-starring in the Ted Richmond

production are John Payne, Mari
Blanchard and Dan Duryea. The
two males have familiar names and
the top trio is capable in carrying
the show. Payne is literally a one-
man army as the hero, .playing a /
sergeapt assigned to clean up a

”

manv of the sequences would be
J

rko ot igorice ond^ * a AnuhKro^lf. gang headed by Duryea which is

laughable if the basis was not such
!

Pr^h^n Lvie Bctt«r George The Harold Shumate story and Cathy o*DonneU. Derek Fan. ian Hun- preventing the railroad from com-
a-serious one.

|
Nader;' features Jay c. FUM»en.^ Helene screenplay pivots around Vera D

^,fh\
d
Hn
b
e
y^^ ing to Laramie. Duryea is a saloon-

plot twist used has Ronald Rea- Stanley, a^l »erb«r. 'Dge^cd Kurt Miles’ faith in her horse,
. Gypsy Smera. BreAdan Stafford’; editor,Francis keeper, partnered with Miss Blan-

gan volunteering to check reports i *Ku^T“eui^! ba^d “ a Vtofy by Prince. Arriving at the track. Miss Bieber; music, George Meiachrinp. At chard, who doesn’t want the rail-

df brutalities. He parachutes be-! M^Jei KSSb^«dcTB. wmiarns;.«m- Miles talks trainer Lloyd Bridges f”™
0# March 16' M * Runn,nfi road to progress, because the sec-

hind enemy lines, slips into a
| ^^’J^d^ted^bv *^vmiy into stabling the animal. When Tom’ Manning.. ...Richard Attenborough ^tion gangs keep his business pros-

column of G.I. prsioners and be- Merri^wbitlf^LudoUGriesbach; m»i^e horse eventually is entered in a JU|‘Manning,,- eathy o'nonneii Pering.
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Mrs. Hlegs .

- Ernie Higgsplayed by Oscar Homolka and Lc or.-- Some sizzling sex and carnival Hayes Goetz’s capable production Ed"th Higgs ^ jury. Despite this distaff assist,

a>-d S‘ron«. are so brcid to
; thrills are the commercial com- supervision is evident in film’s though, it takes male heroics to

almost comic opera. A particular
j modjties giving this King Brothers overall treatment, while William The title of this pic is more mel- bring Duryea back for his hanging

offender is Homolka, who gives an
! production a chance at pop appeal BeaudineV direction manages to odramatic than its substance, after he has escaped,

opera bouffe flavor to his Ru' s r.n
; and goo<j ticket sales. Strong sell- stir ud and generally sustain inter- There -is no eleventh - hour Jesse Hibbs’ direction stirs up

officer character. This perform-
ing wiU ^ no problem with these cst- Megging also works well with snatch from the gallows, but a pro- Plenty of Visual action, during the

ance points up the general lack of exploitation angles and there the players. Bridges and Miss Miles tracted murder trial of an inno- fast 80 minutes, making excellent
the kind of forceful direction t-ie

. should ^ added ballyhoo both come over well, the latter in cent man eventually acquitted be- use of the well-established charac-
picture needs.

. .

. . . worth in the fact Munich was the particular registering strongly with cause his counsel accidentally
,
ters and motivations. Payne plays

Steve Forrest, a defiant G.I., and
site of thc pict!lire
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s lensing. ,

a marked ability and pert attrac- stumbles on a vital piece of evi- hls roie with conviction and Duryea
Dewey Martin, a prisoner who

; The independently-made film.
|

tiveness. Margaret Sheridan, as dence. Scenes of the famous Old doesanotherofhislikeableheav-
seemmgly swings over to the Beds r which RKO is distributing, has an I

third topliner, has the rather Bailey and the accoutrements of ies. Miss Blanchard is an attractive
co-star with Reagan but none of

t eye-brow lifting aspect or two to !

thankless role of the other woman, justice are interesting in them- romantic partner for Payne. Joyce
the trio has a ehaijce to be more

< itg sex-in-the-sawdust handling, but
j

She’s okay in the spot, however. selves, but are too laboriously true MacKenzie, as Duryea’s wife, hasn’t
than adequate. Glimpsed in feature

j
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1 \ortb.VftrsuSisouth actioner fii taxidriver, newly married and Horvath.
. ^Planck s lensing, are accep ?ble ^jfth^iving star is the best film

j tingireouirements of reneral out- about to own a cab and a house Camera work by Maury C
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, part Anne Baxter has haid in some
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of his own. On his way to work man is actionful, giving the move-
several kids delay him with April ment a neat display that helps the
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familiar romance-adventure pat- Bettger, the high-diving star of the T«hi
n^ the . familiar likea conventional taxi* 'driver, Hilda
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; . .\\\\\‘ veronica Hm.st

tern, The 18th-century period cos-
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carnival. Bettger is killed in a div- J0^1^011 . J°anne Dtu buf he bears the stunning burden Bob Carter »Hchaei- Medw*"

, turner on which five scriptcrs ing “accident” arranged by Cochran and Technicolor fob marquee flash. 0f the monstrous accusation with enff^nseh
‘

• Antho°ny °Richmn
h
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toiled contains sufficient move- .and the latter arouses the Widow PloLof the Leonard Goldstein convincing realism. Cathy O’Don- willy .. . sem Barrett

ment to please the action fans, again long enough to make love to production is built around the theft nell is not served well with either Moxted • BeSL
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Withal, it shapes up as satisfying her and then steal the dead man’s, of the Gatling gun by Southern script or camera as his Canadian S?nea
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Gun»ey l*: John Warwick

escapist entertainment fare for the savings. A third man, George Na- raiders' who transport it across Wife. Her rather drab air of jimmy Knuckle Toke Towniey

twin-bill market. der, enters , her life while she is country in a medicine show wagon pathos arouses a certain amount —
While most of the cast are un- recuperating from a diving injury, to some unnamed destination, of sympathy but is seldom really As often is the case when young

known to the average filmgoer, but Cochran turns up again; is re- Rudolph Mate’s direction gives a moving. The young lawyer is sin- children, are featured in. a story,

Robert Stack and. Ursula Thiess buffed at last and then killed, by fast opening to the Sydney Boehm ceTely portrayed by Derek Farr, iu this one & moppet steals- the

share top billing and provide the the show’s strong-man, who has script, but the story pace * slows and Ian Hunter "Is admirable as picture. Here a nine-year-old boy.

marquee values. Another lift had a crush on Miss Baxter all the thereafter until past the midWay his father who "is Counsel for the Anthony Richmond, mak'ng lj is

riems from the fine Technicolor in- time, leaving her free for a new mark, when movement picks up prosecution. screen debut; exhibits nil tne

feriors and exteriors as lensed by life with Nader, again and builds to a rousing bang- An excellent performance comes effortless confidence of a vet. His

Henry Freulich. Katzman’s over- The sympathetic diver character I bang climax with enough happen- from Eithne Dunn as the victim’s (Continued on page 24)



Lewi* Gilbert Protest* ‘Out-of-Way’ Site—Hughe*
Offer Win* 30-to-l
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Dover, Del,, March 23,

Howard R. Hughes won a re-

sounding victory when RKO Pic*

tures Corp. stockholders, at a spe-

cial meeting in Dover, Del. last

week voted nearly 30 to 1 to ac-

. cept his offer of $23,489,478 for

remaining stock In. firm; James R.

Grainger presided.

The vote tally showed 3,284,889

shares favoring Hughes' offer of

$6 per share and 73,227 shares op-

posed. Approximately 8,000 stock*

holders voted by proxy. Only 31

persons attended meeting, with 14

seated at table with management,
officers and employees. Eight

others were newsmen and two
identified selves as observers for

counsel in the several lawsuits

filed to halt sale.
-

The affirmative vote, including

L262.120 shares already owned by
Hughes, amounted to approximate-

ly 85% of all the stock entitled to

vote. The negative vote added up
to less than 3% of stock.

Stockholders also approved re-

duction of capital Of the corpora-

tion in manner set forth in proxy
statement so as to' enable stock-

holders other than the airman to

receive promptly their pro-rata

share of the purchase price.

Only dissenting voice raised at

meeting came from Lewis D. Gil-

bert of New York, a stockholder in

many corporations and who had
previously protested the sale of

stock to Hughes. Gilbert said

every stockholder should have an
opportunity to share in the ulti-

mate fate of the corporation. He
criticized the fact meeting was
held in out-of-the-way Dover in-

stead of New York City, “where
many more could attend,” and de-
scribed the amount .of Hughes pur-
chase price as an arbitrary figure.

He contended the stock was worth
more than Hughes offered and
also questioned the evaluation of
assets as set forth in the proxy
Statement.

Hughes must hurdle other legal
obstacles before assuming one-,
man control of film company. One
is the suit in the Delaware Court
of Chancery which sought injunc-
tion to halt stock sale. Trial ended
last Thursday but Chancellor Col-
lins J. Seitz; has not indicated
when he'll hand down decision^
Opposing counsel filed brito

Tuesday (16). Three of four par-
ties involved in Chancery, suit
asked that the request to enjoin
the sale be dismissed. These were'
the RKO board' of directors, de-.

fendants in the suit; Sidney
Schwartz, who had intervened as
plaintiff in the case,, reversed Jiis

stand and asked that complaint be
dismissed “for benefit of all the
stockholders ” and Milton Fried-
man, intervening defendant, \vho
claimed Hughes offer was fair to
stockholders.

Counsel for plaintiffs, Louis
Schiff and Jacob Sack, contended
evidence presented during trial
had clearly borne out their con-
tentions, warranting the relief
they seek from the court. The
brief repeated the allegations con-
tained in the complaint, charging
Hughes dominated board that ac-
cepted offer; that directors gave
assent without adequate consider-
ation of true value of assets, and

l?
a
V. sate wras recommended to

stockholders on the basis of a
grossly slanted and deceptive
Proxy statement.”

xt i * Hollywood, March
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REICH'S LATEST SUIT

Files In Nevada Charging Breach
of Contract on Fees

Las Vegas, March 23.

Bernard Reich, the Beverly Hills

attorney who has been seeking a

legal way to get at Howard Hughes,
is trying a new tact. Reich has
filed a $500,000 breach of contract

action naming RKO, Hughes and
New York attorneys Louis Kipnis
and Leo Mittleman.

,
Reich charges Kipnis and Mittel-

man breached their contract with
him by refusing to. pay his fees in
connection with the case and, fur-
ther, that the New York lawyers
“conspired” with Hughes to trans-
fer the minority stockholder litiga-

tion to Nevada, again to deprive
him of his fees.

DISOWN SMALL

BIZ REPORT
Washington, March 23.

Governmental investigation of

the picture business took a spec-

tacular twist today with the dis-

closure that last week’s promulga-

tion of a report by the Senate

Small Business Committee had not
been authorized by members of
the committee. The report, it’s

now learned, was given out by staff

members and is much more critical

of the film companies and the anti-

trust division of the Department of
Justice than the Senators would
have it.

As a result, the committee is

disowning the report and writing
a new, “official" one for presenta-
tion tomorrow (Wed.) or shortly
after.

Unique situation has become the
source of much embarrassment for
certain exhibitor elements. Their
charges of unfair play on the part
of the distribs, they had said, were
backed by the Smarll Business
Committee. •

Based on Investigations conduct-
ed by a subcommittee, the SSBC
“report” of last week was more
severe in rapping the distribs’

trade practices than a sub-commit-
tee, report of last September. The
new report spotlighted pre-releas-

ing of pix and competitive bidding
as causes of industry “distress/'

Senator members, in rewriting

the report, likely will water down
the distrib reprimand and call for

a system of industry arbitration.

Contrary to the wishes of Allied

States, film rentals will not be re-

garded as an arbitrable subject in

the SSBC statement, it’s under-

stood.

ROCKNE, CHI, SUES

Charges WB and B&K 'Conspired'

To Favor State Theatre

Chicago, March 23.

Attorney Richard Orlikoff has

filed an antitrust action in Federal

Court accusing Warner Bros, and

Balaban & Katz of conspiring to

deprive the Rockne Theatre of

pictures even though the house

outbid its competitor, the B&K
State. Charge runs that Warners

had been making circuit deals with

the large theatre chain, that the

Rockne was nbt given the op-

portunity to screen. Warner re-

leases prior to bidding, and that

the pix-were denied Rockne even

when -the theatre, offered more

favoraole terms than its competi-

tion.

Case has been assigned to Judge

Sam Perry's court. :
Rockne is seek-

ing injunctive relief.

How much of an adverse box-
office influence is the 40-day pe-

riod of Lent in this year of 1954?
Definitive data is lacking' Opinion
is somewhat divided. But. this

seems to be the situation:

(1) Lent does not particularly
hurt stage hits on Broadway and
is discounted by legit producers.
They are more inclined to blame
income taxes, rather than Lent as
injuring b.o. up to March 15, or
slightly thereafter. Fashionable
hotel dining

, rooms see Catholic
family patronage dropping off for
religious reasons.

(2) In the moving picture in-

dustry, Lent is a variable. It pretty
much coincides with those cities

and towns which have a heavy con-
centration of Catholics. While
Episcopalians and other non-Cath-
olic bodies taken Lent very seri-

ously, there is no widespread “giv-

ing up” of pleasures as a matter
of pious pledge.

Film men express the influence

of Lent this^way: “In a key mar-
ket with big Catholic population it

takes a powerhouse attraction to

overcome the downbeat. A big pic-

ture can open big in Buffalo or
Cleveland or Boston, but still may
be off 15% to 30% despite strong
notices and a sock opening.”

The United States, overall, is

hot notably depressed, boxoffice-

wise, by Lent. It is not nowadays
figured a vital factor in the south,

most of the southwest, and the

farm country of the midwest where
Catholics are but a small segment
of the citizenry. Dallas and Hous-
ton exhibs feel Lent but little,

but its more of a problem in

heavily-Mexican San Antonio. Sim-
iliar contrasts can be pointed out.

N.Y. film men consider Lent im-
portant in such communities as

Chicago, Boston, Providence,
Bridgeport, Buffalo, Cleveland,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Or-
leans, St. Louis, San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Against that they

tend to disregard it as essential

economics ib New York City itself,

Detroit, Indianapolis, Omaha, Lin-

coln, Des Moines, Denver, Salt

Lake City, Seattle, Portland, Rich-

mond and Atlanta.

Need Danny Kaye’s Okay

To Pre-Test Paramount's

'Christmas’ Before Dec.

Paramount wants to set up some

pre-release engagements of “White

Christmas,” its first In VistaVisIori,

but must obtain permission from
Danny Kaye. It’s a unique situa-

tion, stemming from the fact that

Kaye has a starring role in both

“Christmas” and “Knock on
Wood.” Latter was made by the

actor’s own indie company and also

is a Par release.

. As part of his deal to team with

Bing Crosby in “Christmas,” Kaye
won agreement from Par that the

pic would not go into release for

at least six months following

“Wood," which is set for distribu-

tion in June. In accordance with

this stipulation, Par skedded the

national handling of “Christmas"

for next December.

But now Par would like to open
“Christmas” in five to 10 situations

on a pre-release basis. These would
be designed to create interest in

the film via word-of-mouth, etc. A
formal okay from Kaye Will be

sought.

Nick.Schenck in Florida
Following studio confabs on the

Coast relating to upcoming . prod-

uct, Metro prexy Nicholas M:
Schenck returned to Florida over

the weekend to resume his vaca-

tion.

Veepee and treasurer Charles C.

Moskowitz, sales chief Charles M<
Reagan, and pub-ad topper Howard
Dietz returned to the homeoffice.

New $rief* Filed
Wilmington, March 23.

Plaintiffs against: RKO Pic-
tures and Howard Hughes, in

the recently-concluded trial

here, have filed supplemental
brief with the chancellor who
heard case. Point is made
that 6.30,024 shares, or 23%
of total RKO stock not owned
by Hughes, was either not
voted or voted in opposition
at the stockholder meeting in

Dover.
Against this, counsel for the

RKO Board filed its own brief
citing the size of the majority
cast in Dover for the Hughes
plan to buy in all shares at 56.

Brief repeated that the offer
was “fair.”

Chancellor’s opinion is ex-
pected soon:

DAIS DITHER

AT I.F.NS FEED

4 Assuming .that Howard Hughes*
purchase of all RKO assets is con-
summated, the airman still will

have fellow stockholders in the pic
company. Point is made that inr

vestors will not be under any com-
pulsion to part with their shares
and it’s figured as virtually cer-’

tain that some will continue to
hold their stock despite the $6
price which Hughes has offered to
pay. Chances are that .whatever
stock remains outstanding could
still be traded, on an over-the-
counter basis.

Obviously, relatively few share-
owners will hold out in view of
the big Hughes price. But Wall
Streeters underline that in any
transaction of this kind there al-

ways are investors who simply
ignore all communications from
the company on which their money
is riding. Further, it’s likely that
some RKO execs will w'ant to con-
tinue their personal stock owner-
ship.

So far as the outside stockhold*
'

ers are concerned, it’s also, noted
that 32,000 shares in the old RKO
company have yet to be sur-
rendered. This should have been

I done so the stock could be ex-

By HERMAN LOWE
Washington. March 23.

A teapot tempest, in connection
with last Saturday’s (20 » dinner to
President Eisenhower, is only now
beginning to simmer down among
members of the White House News
Photographers Association. Row
dealt with the ‘procurement of tal-

ent and head table seating for the
affair. Facts are these:

Association is comprised of still

photographers for individual News-
papers and press associations, etc.,

lensers for the motion picture
newsreels; and, in increasing num-
ber recently. motion picture

lensers for the television webs.
Still and newsreel men have al-

ternated in putting on the show,
but with (actually) the Hollywood
studios providing nearly all of the
talent every year. As a reward,
presidents of- the major studios

have been- invited to sit at the head
table for the shindig to the Presi-

dent. This, however, has irked the

still cameramen who claimed the

film . company presidents were get-

ting all the head table play, while
execs of still picture services and
large newspapers were ignored.

This year it became the turn of

the still men to put on the show
and they laid down the lawr to their

newsreel colleagues— they’d be
glad to have Hollywood deliver the

( Continued on page 22 >

new ^picture .and theatre outfits
.which were formed w-hen the old
parent corporation was dissolved.
Transfer of the 32.000 shares was
not accomplished simply because
the owmers either held themselves
oblivious to the corporate breakup
or tend to non-conformity.
Hughes’ buyout proposal in-

cluded the condition that the com-
pany must be free of any “liens
or encumbrances.” This was writ-
ten in to protect Hughes from such
a legal entanglement as in Wil-
mington. Deal will go through only
if the N. Y. law firm of Donovan,
Leisure, Newton & Irvine advises
Hughes that the so-called encum-
brances have ceased to exist.
As the takeover issues are re-

solved. Hughes mill set up a trans-
fer agent to whom stockholders
will send their shares. In exchange,
they’ll receive checks at the $6-
per-share rate.

LOWELL THOMAS FILM

Tibet Footage Taken Just Before

Chinese Reds Moved In

Film record of an expedition into

forbidden Tibet by Low'ell Thom-
as and Lowell Thomas Jr. will be
unveiled at the Guild Theatre,

N. Y., next month. Picture, en-

titled “Out of This World,” was
photographed in color and presents

scenes of the Dalai Lama, the Po-

tala, the sacred Tibetan building

which towers higher than the

Woolworth building, and other

dews of the Himalyan country.
Theodore R. Kupferman, who is

associated with Thoihas Sr. in Cin-

erama Productions, is listed as pre-

senting the film. Thomas is prexy

if Cinerama Productions and Kup-
ferman is general counsel and ex-

ecutive veepee. The Guild The-

atre date is the only hooking set so

far, with additional distribution

arrangements still to be worked
lut.

The Thomases, it’s noted, were
inly the seventh and eighth Ameri-
cans ever allowed in the sacred

City of the Lhasa. Both share the

aarration for the picture.

The Thomas expedition brought
its film out of Tibet shortly before

;he Chinese Communists moved
nto the country. It is listed, there-

fore. as the last film record of the

country before being taken over

ay alien conquerors.

JULIUS GORDON THINKS

TIME’ BIAS HITS PIX
An anti-film business attitude on

the part of Time mag has been
charged hv Julius M. Gordon, head
of Jefferson Amusement Co., Texas
chain.* Peg for the blast, was i
quote from Samuel Goldwyni in the
March 15 issue which, states Gor-
don, was used out of context and
distorted the meaning of the
producer’s statement. The rtll
statement wrould have depicted
Goldwyn as “highly optimistic
rather than gloomy,” the circuit
op alleged.
4n any event. Gordon knuckle-

rapped Time for its general
handling of film business matters,
suggesting the weekly’s policy is

linked with the fact that March of
Time, which had been produced
by Time, Inc., did a fold.

In a letter to the mag. Gordon
at one point states: “Since the un-
successful attempt to market
‘March of Time’ in motion picture
theatres several years ago, I have
watched w'ith growing concern the
vitriolic reviewing of most Ameri-
can films, and the sniping at the
entire industry that has appeared
to be a continuous policy of attri-

tion of your magazine.”

Sound Eds Laud 'Worlds’
Hollywood, March 23.

First Annual, Award of the Mo-
tion Picture Sound Editors for “the
most dramatic use of sound effects

in 1953” W'ent to "War of the
Worlds,” produced by George Pal
for Paramount.

Individual parchment scrolls

were presented to Pal and to

Thomas B. Middleton and William

Andrews, sound editors of the pic-

ture. Pat Crowley handed out the

scrolls and Cecil B. DeMille wa*

principal speaker.
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LA. Better; ‘SaskatcK Fast 122,000,

Rifles’ OK 146, ‘Mission’

Los Angeles, March 23.

First-run biz is hitting an okay
level in current week. Most spots

reported good weekend trade de-

spite ralhs. Pleasant $22,000 is

seen for ‘‘Saskatchewan,” playing

in two theatres, while "Yankee
Pasha” looms nice $18,000 in three

sites. "Naked Jungle” is going for

good $17,000 in two regular first-

runs plus $33,500 in one conven-
tional house and four ozoners. Biz

for latter four is predicate# on
clearing skies.

t

Okay $14,000 is seen for ' Khy-
ber Rifles” in two locations playing

first popseale date. "Dangerous
Mission” in 3-D is slow $10,000,

also in two. Light $3,200 is seen
for "Wild One” on first downtown
popseale engagement. Most hold-
overs are benefltting from im-
proved weekend trade, several

running ahead of previous stanzas,

"Cinerama” still is longrun champ,
being sharp $32,000 for 46th frame
at the Warner Hollywood.

Estimates for This Week.
Warner Downtown. Beverly <SW)

(1,757; 1.612; 70-$l.10)—"Naked
Jungle” (Par). Good $17,000 or
near. Last week* Downtown, Wil-
tern, "Duffy San Quentin” (WB)
and "Crime Wave” (WB). $9,700.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2.812; 60-$l.10^"Saskatche-
wan” (Uf. Pleasant $22,000. Last
-week, “Miller Story” (U) (4th wk),
$21,400.

Palace. WiTtern, Vogue (Metro-
politan-SW-FWC) (1.212; '2,344;

885; 70-$l.10)—"Yankee Pasha”
(Ul. Fine $18,000. Last week. Pal-
ace, “Jivaro” t^ar) and “Alaska
Seas” (Par). $7,300.
Loewis State. Hollywood Para

mount (UATC-F&M) (2,404; 1.430;
85-$1.25) — "Dangerous Mission”
(RKO) (3-D). Slow $10,000. Last
week, State, "Gypsy Colt” (M-G)
and "Tennessee Champ” (M-G) (2d
wk-6 days), $2,700.
Los Angeles, Rite (FWC) (2.097;

1.363: $1-$1.50>—"Khyber Rifles”
(20th). Okay $14,000. Last week,
L. A. in different unit; Ritz, Vogue.
Globe “Beat Devil” (UA) and
"Fangs Wild” (Lip) (2d wk), $7,500.

United Artiste (UATQ) <2,100;
70-$1.10>—"Wild One” (Col) and
"Big Heat” (Col) (reissue). Light
$3,200. Last week, "Killers From
Space” (RKO) and "War Worlds”
(Ps»r-subnin), *3.700.
Egyptian (UATC) (1.538; $1-

$1.80)-i-"R6se Marie” (M-G) (2d
wk). ‘ Neat $15,000. Last week
$18,000.

Fox Wilshfre (FWC) (2J296:

$1.20-Si.80)—'“New Faces” (20th)

(2d wk). Nice $11,000. Last week
$12,300.

Uptown, Loyola, Fox Hollywood,
Globe (FWC) ( 1 ,715; 1,248; 756;
782; 70-$l.10)—"Beachhead” (UA)
and "Stormy” (Disney) (2d wk)
Okay $13,000. Last week, with Los
Angeles, excluding Globe, $22,000

Chinese (FWC) » 1,905; Sl-$1.80)
—"Hell: High Water” (2(gh) (3d
wk). Good $11,000. Last week,
$11.9011.

Los Angeles Paramount (ABPT)
(3.300; 70-$1.25)—“Public Enemy”
(WB) and "Little Caesar” (WB)
(reissues) (3d wk). Small $4,500.

Last week, with Hollywood Para-
mount, $12,200.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S) (2.213; 980; S1.10-S1.40)—
"French Line” RKO) (3-D) (4th

wk). Okay $15,000. Last week,
$18,000.

El Rey (FWC) (881; $1-$1.25) —
4‘One Summer Happiness” (Indie)

(5th wk). Smooth $4,000. Last week,
$4,000.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)—“Living Desert” (Disney) (14th

wk). Big $3,500. Last week, $2,800.

Four Star (900; $1.50-$2.40)—
Julius Caesar” (M-G) (19th wk).
Good $3,200. Last week, $2,800.
-Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2.80)— “Cinerama” (Indie)

(47th wk). Started 47th frame
after sharp $32,000 last week.

‘Arrow’ Sharp $11,500,

Cleve. ;
‘Jungle’ $10,000

Cleveland, March 23.

Heavy rash of outdoor all-action

pix products, with few distinctive
pace-setters, is blamed for very
lukewarm grosses here this week.
"War Arrow” at Allen is in line
for the biggest take, and nice ses-
sion. Most of the others including
State’s “Naked Jungle,” and dual
packages at both Hipp and Palace
will be on mild or fair side. "Rose
Marie” is smooth on Stillman
moveover.

.. Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3.000; 60-90)—"War

Arrow” (U), Nice $11,500. Last
(Continued on page 20)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . $468,000

(Based on 21 theatres)

Last Year . . . T. . .

.

$503,800
(Based on 20 theatres')

Tcople’ Boffo

.PhiDy
Philadelphia, March 23.

New product is helping end the

Lenten slump here this round.

Night People” looks topper with

a smash session at the Fox. "Beat

the Devil” is rated great at the

bandbox Trans-Lux. "Saskatche-

wan” shapes sockeroo at the Gold-

man while “Jivaro” looms only so-

so at the Midtown. "Glenn Miller
Story” continues sock in third

Stanley week.
Estimates for This Week

Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-S1.50)—
"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (7th wk).
Okay $6,0(K). Last week, $7,500.

Boyd (S-W) (1.459; $1.30-$280)
—"Cinerama” (Indie) (24th wk).
Sturdy $18,000. Last w4ek, $18,500,

Fox (20th) (2,230; 74-$1.50) —
Night People” (20th) Socko $35,-

000. Last week. "New. Faces”
(20th) (2d wk), $17,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50
99)—"Saskatchewan”. (U). Smash
$16,000 or better. Last wee
“Money from Home" (Par) (2d wli

$13,000. '

Mastbaum <S-W) <4,360; 99-

S1.30)—"Riot Cell Block 11” (AA).
Fine $21,500. Last week, "Phan-
tom Rue Morgue” (WB) (3-D) (2d

wk). $17,000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-
$130)—"Jivaro” (Par). So-so $8,-

500. Last week, “Saadia” (M-G),’

$10 ,000 .

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99-

$1.80)— "Knights Round Table”
(5th wk). Stout $12,000. Last
week, $13,000.

Stanley (S-W) (2,900; 74-$1.5D)—
"Glenn Miller Story” <U) (3d wk).
Sockeroo $26,000. Last week,
$33,000.

Stanton (S-W) (1,473; 50-99)—
"Boy from Oklahoma” (WB) and
"Great Diamond Robbery" (M-G).
Poor $6,000. Last week, “Combat
Squad” (Col) and "Slaves Baby-
lon” (Col), $8,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)
—"Man Between” (UA). Smash
$6,000. Last week, "Fan Fan, Tu-
lip” (UA), (3d wk), $3,500. .

-

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-S1.50)—“Beat. the Devil” (UA). Great
$10,000 " or slightly better. Last
week, “Moon Is Blue” (UA) (20th
wk), $3,500.

‘Beachhead’ Brisk $9,000,

Seattle; ‘MiHer’ 15G, 2d
Seattle, March 23.^

Despite several newcomers,
"Glenn Miller Story” continues

outstanding here currently, with a

giant t?ke in second round at the

Music Hall. "Beachhead” is top

new entry with an excellent ses-

sion at the Coliseum. “War Arrow”
looms good at Liberty while New
Faces” looks fairly good in second

Fifth Avenue round.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) <800; 90-

$1.25)—"Rob Roy” (RKO) (2d wk).

Good $3,500. Last week, $4,000.

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90) — "Beachhead” (UA) and
"Dragon’s Gold” (UA). Excellent

$9,000. 'Last week, "Rogue River’

(Col) and "Killer Ape” (CqI),

$5,400.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;

$1-$1.25)
—"New Faces” (20th) (2d

wk). Fairly good $8,000 but not

holding. Last week, $11,700. .

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 85-90)

“War Arrow” (U and "Forbid-

den” (U). Good $6,000. Last week,
"Easy To Love” (M-G) (2d wk),

$3,300 in 5 days. .

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1.25-

$1.50)—"Living Desert (Disney)

(4th wk). Nice $4,000 after $4,200

last week
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90-

$1.25)—"Glenn Miller Story” (U)

(2d wk). Giant $15,000. Last week,
$18,400. -

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 65-

00>—"Creature from Black La-
goon” (U) (3-D) and "Project M-7”
(U). Opened Monday (22). Last

week, "Beat the Devil” (UA) and
"Riders to the Stars” (UA). Okay
$7,200 in 9 days. - ^
Paramount (Evergreen) (3*039;

65-90) — "Dangerous Mission”
(RKO) and "Prisoners of Cashah”
(Col) (2d wk-4 days). Dull $2,500.

Last week, $5,400.

‘Rose Marie’ Wham 32G,

Frisco; ‘Sashatch’ Stout

16G, ‘Lagoon’ Lush 20G
San Francisco, March 23.

Film boxoffice trade is perking
all along Market Street this stanza

despite a week-long rain. “Rose
Marie” shapes as standout with
sock total at the Warfield. "Sas-
katchewan” also looms sturdy at

Golden Gate while "New Faces” is

fine at the Fox. "Creature From
Black Lagoon” Is big at Paramount.
“Cinerama” continues very strong
at the Orpheum despite being in

its 12th week, "Beachhead” looks
neat at United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) <2,850 80-$l)—"Saskatchewan” (U) and "Monte

Carlo Baby” (Lip). Fancy $16,000.
Last week, "Duffy San Quentin”
(WB) and “Crime Wave” (WB),
$12,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1-$1.50)—

“New Faces” (20th). Fine $21,000.
Last week, "Hell, High Water”
(20th) (3d wk), $10,000.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 85-
$1.20)—"Rose Marie” (M-G). Sock
$32,000, being backed by strong
campaign. Last week, "Gypsy Colt”
(M-G), $10,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)

—

“Creature From Black Lagoon
(U) and "Project M-7” (U). Big
$20,000. Last week, "Boy From

(Continued on page 20)

M Hefty $16,000,Gncy; lives’

Ohy 9G, IGlkr’ Sock 7/^G, (A
-4-

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. .$2,462,400

{Based on 23 cities, and 212

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-
’

eluding N. Y.)

Total Gross Sams Week
Last Year .$2,233,100

(Based on 23 cities and 201

theatres.)

Teople’ Rousing

Washington, March 23.

Three newcomers, more than
average for these days of long-

runs, are currently livening up the

main stem. Both "Night People”
at Loew’s Palace, and "Wild Qne’
at Trans-Lux, shape as sock en-
tries and will hold. Some hold-
overs are dipping sharply, but
"Julius Caesar” in 7th week at

Lopert’s Dupont and "Glenn Mil-

ler Story” at Keiths, In fifth round,
still are solid.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-$D—

"Hell, High Water’’ (20th) (2d wk).
So-so $13,000 after $19,000 opener.
Moves.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-85)

—"Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (5th-

final wk). Pleasant $6,000 after

$7,000. Moves on.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.25)

—"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (7th wk).
Amazingly steady at $7,000 for
second consecutive week. Stays.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 74-$l)—
Glenn Miller Story” (U) <5th-final

wk). Bright $11,000 after big $14,-

000. Probably won’t hold again,
Metropolitan (SW) <1,200; 90-

$1.20)
—"Fighting Pimpernel” (In-

die). Weak $5,000. Last week,
"New FaCes” (20th) (2d wk), $8,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$l)

—

"Night People” (20th). Sock $22,
000, with critical raves helping.
Holding. Last week, "Act of Love1'

(UA) (2d wk), $11,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)—-"Man Between” (UA) (2d wk).

Very steady $7,000 after $8,000
opener. Holds.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)—(’Cinerama” (Indie) (20th wk).

Big $18,500, aided by influx of
students on annual trip to D.C, Last
week, '$18,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)—

"Wild One” (Col). Solid $7,500.
Holds. Last week, "Annapurna”
(Indie), $2,500.

Taxes Bop Mpls But Devil’ Good

; ‘Faces’ Big 11G, ‘Tanga 4G
Minneapolis, March 23.

With Lent on in full swing and
the Federal and state income taxes
just having put their bites on
pocketbooks, theatres are finding
patron ranks somewhat depleted.
Fact that all important riewcorners
are off the beaten paths in one
way or another is another detri-
ment, patrons here apparently
wanting their screen fare in the.
conventional groove. Arrivals in-

clude "New Faces,” “Beat the
Devil.” "Red Garters,” registering
boxoffice-wise in \ that order.
"Devil” :looms standout newcomer.
It’s the fifth week for “Glenn
Miller Story.” “Tanga Tika” is

big at the small World.
Estimates for This Week

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 65-85)

—

"Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (5th
wk). Winds up as this theatre’s best
b.o. bet in months. Fine $4,500.
Last week, $3,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)

—“Glenn
Miller Story” (U) (5th wk). This
boxoffice killer-diller still getting
’em. Brisk $5,000. Last week,
$6,000.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 65-85)—
‘ Red Garters” (Far). Well-liked

musical, but no rush to buy tickets.
Moderate $8,000. Last week, “Hell,
High Water” (20th) (2d wk), $9,000
of cpaIa

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2*890; 76-
$1)—“New Faces” (20th). Minne-
apolis just missed out on getting
stageshow of this. As far as regular
film crowd is concerned, picture
proving extremely controversial,
with patrons extremely enthusias-
tic or definitely against.. Heading
for hefty $11,000. Last week, "The
Wild One (Col), $7,500 at 65-85.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—

"Ride Clear of Diablo” (U) and
“Prisoners of Casbah” (Col). Fart
$6,000. Last week, "The Bait”
(Col) and "Charge of Lancers”
(Col), $4,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 65-85)—"Beat
the Devil” (UA). Mixed opinions on
this are a handicap. Strong array
of marquee names, however, is

helping. Fairly good $8,000. Last
week, "Saskatchewan” (U), $10,000.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20) r-

“Tanga Tika” (Indie). Heavy ex-
ploitation with numerous tieups a
boxoffice aid. Big $4,000 or close.
I.ast week, "Conquest of Everest’'
(UA), $2,700.

‘Night’ Hangup $14,500,

Balto; ‘Morgue’ Bright

12G, ‘MiHer’ 7G in 5th
Baltimore, March 23.-

New product is helping boost biz
at most stands here this week.
'Night People” looks sturdy at the
Town. "Phantom of The Rue
Morgue” is getting big play from
moppet crowd at the Stanley. "Beat
The Devil” is good at the Century.
"Riot In Cell, Block 11” is disap-
pointing at Keith's. "Glenn Miller
Story” still was good in its fifth
week at the Hipp.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

80)—’"Beat The Devil” (UA). Fairly
good $10,000. Last week; "Long,
Long Trailer” (M-G) (2d wk), $8,-
500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;

35-90) — "Saskatchewan” <U).
Opens tomorrow (Wed.) after fifth

Week of “Glenn Miller Gtory” (U)
drew good $7,000.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 25-
80)—“Riot Cell Block 11” (AA).
Slow $7,000. Last week, "Red Gar-
ters” (Par), $6,800.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980;- 20-70)

—

‘Taza, Som of Cochise” (U). Nice
$4,200. Last week, "Forbidden”
(U). $3,500.
NeW (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-80)—

"Should Happen To You” (Col) (2d
wk). Okay $8,000 after $11,800
opener.

Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-
$1)—"Moon Is Blue” (UA) (6th wk).
Solid $5,000 after $5,200 for the
fifth.

° Stanley (WB) (3,200; 40-90)—
"Phantom of Rue Morgue” . (WB)
Brisk $12,000. Last week, "Jivaro’
(Par), $6,000.

Town.- (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-
$1.25) — "Night People” (20th).

Loud $14,500. Last week, "Man
Between” (UA), $7,500.

Cincinnati, March 23
"Hell and High Water” rules the

downtown roost this Tound and is
lifting overall < count favorably
Other newcomers are "Best Years
of Our Lives,” shaping okay for
the Palace, as well as "Alaska
Seas” fairish at Capntol and “Boy
From Oklahoma” so-so at Grand
"Glenn Miller Story” continues
great in fourth stanza at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Albee .(RKO) (3.100; 75-$l)^

"Hell and High Water” (20th)
Solid $16,000. Last week, “Rose
Marie” (M-G), ditto.

Capitol (RKO) <2,000; 55-85)—
"Alaska Seas” (Par) and "Jivaro”
(Par). Fairish $5,500. Last week
"Cease Fire” (Par) and “Stranger
on Prowl” (UA), $6,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—
Boy From Oklahoma" (WB) and

"Killer Ape” (Col). So-so *5,000.
Last week, "Money From Home”
(Par) (m.o.) (2d wk). $5,500.

Keith’s (Shor) <1,500: 85-*1.25)— .

"Glenn.Miller Story” (U) (4th wk).
Great $7,500 In wake of $10,000
third session. May hold another
week*

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 55-85)—
"Best Years of Lives” (RKO)e(reis-
sue). Okay $9,000. Last week,
"Beat the Devil” (UA), same.

‘Rose Marie’ Rich 16G

In K.C4 ‘Kettles’ Same,

‘Garters’ Smart $9,000
Kansas City, March 23.

Heavyweights at first-runs are
adding- up to some strong money
for this week despite Lent and
March weather. "Rose Marie,”
C’Scoper at the Midland, is big at

$16,000 and will hold. “Ma and Pa
Kettle at Home” is sturdy in four
Fox Midwest houses, "Moon Is

Blue” in second week at Esquire
is near opening week’s record
pace. "Red Garters” shapes bright

at the Paramount. Light rain

Thursday was a boon to this area.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 75-

$1)—"Moon Is Blue” (UA) (2d wk).

Near capacity at $12,000. Last

week, house was reopened to bring

in picture and hit record $14,000.

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1-$1.24)

—"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (10th wk).

Easing off to $1,500. Last week,

$1 800.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 75-$l)

—"Rose Marie" (M-G). Great $16,-

000 and will hold. Last week,

"Should Happen To You” (Col) and

"Siren of Bagdad” (Col), $7,500.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 60-85)—

"Man Between” (UA) and "Dono-

van’s Brain” (UA). Fair $5,000.

Last week* "Phantom of Rue
Morgue” (WB) (3-D) and "Steel

Lady” (UA) at 75c-$l scale,

$10,000.
v „ AA„

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

65-95)—"Red Garters” (Par). Fan-

cy $9,000. Last week, “Money
From Home” (Par) (2d wk), $7,500.

Jower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran-

ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

700; 1,217; 65-85)—"Ma, Pa Kett e

at Home” (U) and "Dragonfly

Squadron” (AA). Hefty $16,000.

Last week, "Saskatchewan” (U)

with "Geraldine” (Rep) added at

Tower and Granada, $18,000 in 8

days.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—

-

"Conquest of Everest” (UA) (2d

wk). Fat $2,600. Last week, $2,800.

‘Happen’ Hot $7,000,

Omaha; ‘Faces’ Big 8G

Omaha, March..23-

Four new entries are helping

downtown first-run biz this week.

Particularly great are "New Faces

at the State and “Should Happen to

You” at the Brandeis. “Money
From Home” at the Orpheum
looms good.

. .

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75) —

"Should Happen to You” (Col) and

"Man From Cairo” (Lip). Smart

$7,000. Last week, "Phantom Rue

Morgue” (WB) and "Terror Street

(WB), $7,500 at 75-$l scale.

Omaha ’(Tristates) (2,000; 50-75)

—"Give Girl a Break” (M-G) and

"Great Diamond Robbery” <M-G).

Solid $7,000. Last week, 'Glenn

Miller Story” (U) (3d wk), $7,000

at 70-$l scale, giving it huge $41

-

000 for run here.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 65*

85)—"Money From Heme” (Par

.

Good $11,000. Last week, "Nignt

People” (20th), only $12*500 at

70-$l scale. _ ,
State (Goldberg) (875; 70-$l> *-

“New Faces” (20th). Big
ti
$8

;
000.

Last week, "Living Desert (Dis-

ney), $5,500 at 65-80c scale.
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SNew BiDsUp Chi; ‘Morgue’ Plus

Krnpa 0ke$53,000, ‘Command’ 20G,

Chicago, March 23,

Solid upbeat along downtown

«tcm this week steins largely to

85 eight new entries, most of them

very strong. Four C'Scopers are

current in the Loop, largest jium-

ber so far. And the Carnegie is

added to major flint outlets here

with bow of “Golden Coach,'“ start-

ing at fast $5,000.

-Other new bills Include “Phan-

tom of Rue Morgue/' good $53,000

with Gene Krupa stageshow help-

ing at the Chicago. United Artists

looks oke $20,000 for “The Com-
mand.’’ Monroe’s “Act of Love"

looks record $18,000. “Rhapsody"
is loud $24,000 >at Woods.
“Rob Roy" looks to hit solid $13,-

000 at the Loop. Duo of “Bor-

der River" and '‘Hide Clear of

Diablo’’ should get fast $20,000 at

McVickers. Grand's “Queen of

Sheba” and “Blackout" looms okay
$7,000. .

“Saskatchewan" is holding
strongly at Roosevelt in Second
frame as are “Genevieve" at Surf
and “Conquest of Everest" at Zieg-

feld in third. “Rose Marie" is

strong in third at State-Lake.
Estimates for This Week

Carnegie (TelemT) (475; 95)—
^‘Golden Coach” (IFE). Plump
$5,000. Last week, “Stranger on
Prowl" (UA) (2d wk), $4,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 98-$1.25)

—“Phantom of Rue Morgue" (WB)
(3-D) with Gene Krupa topping
stageshow. Good $53,000. Last
week, “Long, Long Trailer" (M-G)
(2d wk), $40,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—

“Queen of Sheba" (Lip) ahd
“Blackout” (Lip). Nice $7,000.
Last week, “Go Man Go" (UA) and
“The Fake" (UA), $14,000.
Loop (Telem't) (600; 90-11.25)—

“Rob Roy" (Disney). Solid $13,-
C00. Last week, “Man Between"
(UA) (3d wk), $7,200.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-95)

—“Border River" (U) and “Ride
Clear of Diablo" (U). Fast $20,000.
Last week, “Crime Wave" (WB)
and “Duffy of San Quentin" (WB)
(2d wk), $12,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)—

“Act of Love" (UA). Record $18,-
000 or near. Last week, “Saadia"
M-G) (2d wk), $3^00.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)

—“New Faces" (20th) (4th wk).
Tidy $18,000. Last week, $19,500.

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $l:25-$3.60)

77
Cinerama" (Indie) (34th wk).

Hot $30,000 after $33,000 last week.
^Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 55-98)—
Saskatchewan” (U) and “Nebras-

kan" (Col) (2d wk). Big $14,000.
Last week. $24,000.
.State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-
$1.25)—“Rose Marie" (M-G) (3d

$26000
Tidy *21 ’5®0' Last week »

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
-
Ge

i
le^ve” (U) (3d wk). Very

food $6,000. Last week, $7/200.

ti
(B&K) (1,700; 98-“

The Command" (WB) and
Black Fury" (WB). NSG $29,000.

*eek ’

“
Beat Bevil" (UA) and

500
an n Attic” (20thH2d wk), $16,-

*i^0d*rJEssaness) (1,198; 98-

SknnT Bhapaody"
. (M-G). Fancy

w?i
005’ Last week, “Hell. HighW
wer

.^
20

T
th) (4th Wk), $15,000.

Jlndle) (687; 98)—“Rome
?n,°

C
?,
ok (indie). (6th wk). Hold-

$3^300
C a * week,

••r£!
efffeld (L°Pert) (430; 98)—

Jk!TesLof Everest" (UA) (3dWk • Fine $3,700. Last week, $4,200.

‘Caesar’ Socko 20G,

Pitt; ‘Saskatch’ Stout

HG, liller’ 8G, 5th

Tt
Pittsburgh, March 23.

do\mi^
Csn 1 look like Lent at all

cSm?n2
Wlth "Julius Caesar”

“Glonn n^nroug^ big at Glenn,

and hnJni
e

<

r sJory
" staying strong

and
1

?-c
th

i

y ln fifth week at Fulton

Dlpac* ^
asItatchewan" proving a

th™nt surprise at the Harris. At
in®

11e
,

time “Cinerama" is pick-

a iitn
at
i’

lc Earner after dipping

Rov ic !

the Past fortnight. “Rob
y is ,!

anSuishmg at the Stanley.

F..i7
st,l

5£.
4e

'

s £or Th,s Week
“Gl?nl°

n^(

?,
hea) d^OO; 85-$1.25)—

No dLMll
i
er Story" (U) (5th Wk).

°t exiting yet, with biz

marif
Stl
cwg ??d way over the profit

ooo
ca^h in around $8,-

AroimS
r
S5 chips this session.

Har5 %000 last week.

"SafwV (Harris) (2,100; 65-85)—
Saskatchewan” (U). Surprisingly.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; 4. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

bi7fi
k

/,
l

'/*iewan '
<u >- Surprisingly

$11 nn?i
two days indicates at least

,U0() here, very good. Last week,
(Continued on page 20)

Indianapolis, March 23.

Biz is looking up a bit here this
stanza, with a good break in'weath-
er helping. “Hell and High Water”
at the Indiana is getting the big-
gest total but it's only okay. “Red
Garters” at Circle .shapes good.
“Paratrooper" at Loew’s looks
mild. “Public Enemy”-“Little Cae-
sar" combo is neat at Lyric.

Estimates for. This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;

60-85)—“Red Garters” (Par) and
“Jivaro" (Par). Good $H),000. Last
week, “Boy From Oklahoma” (WB)
and “Paris Playboys" (AA), $8,000.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-85)—
“Hell, High Water” (20th). Okay
$ll,O0O. Last week, “Glenn Miller
Story” (U) (3d wk), big $10,000,'
boosting total run to $42,000.

Loew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 60-85)—
''Paratrooper" (Col) and “Saadia"
(M-G). Mild $8,000. Last week,
“Beat the Devil” (UA) and “Great
Diamond Robbery" (M-G), $8,500.

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 5§-76)—“Pub-
lic Enemy" (WB) and “Little Cae-
sar" (WB) (reissues). Neat $7,000,
with “An Star Jamboree" onstage
replacing “Little Caesar" at 95-
$1.25 scale on Sunday only. Last
week/ “Shark River" (UA) and "Joe
Louis Story" (UA), $6,000, same
setup.

‘Jungle’ Torrid $24,000

Tops Dot; ‘Garters’ Oke

14G, ‘MiUer’ 12G, 5th
.Detroit, March 23.-

“Naked**Jungle” is heading for
a big session at the Michigan.
“Cinerama" is into its second year
at the Music Hall and still is roll-
ing along at a great gait. Outside
of these two, remainder of down-
town biz is slow this week. “Red
Garters" shapes only okay at the
Palms. “Killers from Space" is dull
at the Broadway-Capitol. “Glenn
Miller Story" and “Long Trailer"
still are strong in fifth weeks at
the Madison and United Artists,
respectively.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1-

$1.25)—“Hell, High Water" (20th)
(3d wk). Light $16,000. Last week,
$19,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
80-$l)

—“Naked JUngle" (Par) and
“Alaska Seas” (Par). Big $24,000.
Last week, “Top Banana” (UA) and
“Fake" (Col), $18,000.

Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—“Red
Garters" (Par) and “Jivaro” (Par).

Okay $14,060. Last week, “Sa-
skatchewan” (U) and “Ma, Pa
Kettle at Home" (U). $15,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 95-$1.25)—

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (5th wk).
Big $12,000. Last week. $16,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500:

80-$l)—.“Killers from Space”
(RKO) and “Limping Man” (AA).
Slim $10,000:, Last week, “Crime
Wave” (WB) and “Duffy of San
Quentin” (WB), $14,000.

United Artists (UA) (1.938; $1-
$1.25)—“Long Trailer” (M-G) (5th

wk). Oke $9,000. Last week, $11,-
545.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95-$1.25)

—“Rob Roy”‘ (RKO) and “Pecos
Bill” (RKO) (2d wk). Mild $5,500/
Last week, $8,700.

Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.80)—“Cine-
rama" (Indie) (53d wk). Happy
first anni here, with big $20,000
likely. Last week, $19,400.
Krlm (Krim) (1,000; $1-$1.50>—

,

“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (6th wk).

Good $7,000. Last week, $5,000. i

‘MARIE’ TRIM $13,000,

PORT.; ‘SASKATCH’ 9G
Portland, Ore., March 23.

Three new pics.and a strong re-
issue package are boosting biz this
inning. “Rose Marie” looms best
at Liberty, with great total. “Sas-
katchewan” also is very big at the
Broadway. “New Faces” via
C’Scope looms nice in second week
at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) ( 1 ,890; 65-90)

—“Saskatchewan” (Ul) and “Killer
Ape” (U). Stout $9,000. Last week,
“Glenn Miller Story” CUI) (3d wk),
advanced scale, $9,200:

Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Living
Desert” (Disney) (2d wk). Lively
$4,000. Last week, $6,000.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; - 90-

$05)—“Rose Marie" (M-G). Cin-
emascope. Great $13,000. Last
week, “Beachhead” (UA) and
“Heart Goes Crazy” (UA), $9,800.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1-
$1.25)—“Hell, High Water” (20th)
(5th wk). Okay $3,000. Last week,
$3,200.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-

$1.25)—“New Faces” (20th) (2d
wk). Fine $8,000. Last week,
$10,300.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65-

90)—“Public Enemy” (WB) and
"Little Caesar” (WB) (reissues).
Okay $6,500. Last week, “Red Gar-
ters” (Par) and “Alaska Seas”
(Par), $7,000. •*

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
90)—“Gypsy Colt" (M-G). Modest
$4,500. Last week, “Little Fugi-
tive” (Burstyn), $5,100.

Toronto, March 23.
“Rose Marie" is topping the city

in first stanza to wham returns,
with “Hell and High Water" and
“Saskatchewan” also hefty new-
comers. However, the fourth week
of “Glenn MiUer Story" is stiU
holding lusty in second place, just
a step behind first week of
“Marie.”

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059;

955; 470; 694; 698; 35-60>—“Devil's
Canyon” (RKO) and “Strange Fas-
cination” (Col). Light $11,000. Last
week, “Crime Wave” (WB) and
“Siren Of Bagdad" (Col). $11,500.

Egltnton, University (FP) (1,080;

1,558; 40-75)—“The Intruder” (In-
die). Oke $12,000. Last week, “.The
Robe” (3-D) (20th), first at pop
scale, $14,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1,250; 50-85)—

“Meet Mr. Lucifer” (Rank). Light
$4,000. Last week, “Tonight We
Sing” (20th) (2d wk), $6,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)—
“Hell, High Water” (20th). Big
$18,000. Last week, “Command"
(WB) (3-D) (2d wk), $9,000 in 5
d&ys*

Loew's, (Loew's) (2,090; 75-$l)

—

“Rose Marie" (M-G) (3-D). Wham
$24,000. Last week, “Escape Ft.

Bravo” (M-G), $11,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—

“Saskatchewan” (U). Hefty $15,-

000. Last week, “Beat DevU" (UA)
(2d wk), $4,500 for three days.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-75)—
“Blowing Wild” (WB). Modest $9,-

000. Last week, “War of Worlds”
(Par), $12,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 65-$l)

—

“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (4th wk).
Still great at $22,000. Last week,
$25,500.

‘Happen’ Big 15G, Denver;

‘Marie’ 14G, ‘Miller’ 11G
Denver, March 23.

“It Should Happen to You” is

getting top money here this round
with a fine total at the Denver.
“Rose Marie” is about even in

strength at the larger Orpheum.
“Julius Caesar” is very, strong at

the Aladdin. “Glenn Miller Story”
still shapes solid in fourth Para-
mount week.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—

"Julius Caesar” (M-G). Big $9,000.

Holds. Last week, on reissues.

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50-

85)~“French Line” (RKO) (5th

wk). Fair $6,500. Holds again but
only for few days. Last week,
$8,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)

—“Riot Cell Block 11” (AA). Good
$8,000. Last week, “JivSro” (Par)

and "Alaska Seas” (Par) (2d wk-
5 days), $4,500.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)

—

“Should Happen to You” (Col) and
“Prisoners Casbah” (Col). Fine
$15,000. Last week, “Saskatche-

wan” (U), $13,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—

(Continued on page 20)

B’way Better; morgue’ Lively 52G,

‘jiaadia’ Steady 8G, "Night’ Bright

55G 2d, "Rhapsody 12SG, Tears’ 15G
Although not favored by many

new bills,. Broadway film business
staged a smart pickup starting last
Friday (19), with the result* that
first-run trade has a considerably
better tone. Most houses fared un-
usually well on St. Patrick's Day
(Wed.). The week had some rain
but seldom did it interfere with
the boxoffice. Return of very cold
weather for the first day of spring
did not hurt Sunday (21) trade to
any extent.
Biggest of newcomers is ''Phan-

tom in Rue Morgue,” which is

heading for a fine $52,000 opening
week at the Paramount. “Riders
To the Stars” shapes only fair
$10,000 or less, at the Globe.

“Saadia" looks to hit good $8,-

000 in opening week at the Nor-
mandie. “Cat-Women of Moon" is

okay $5,000 at the Rialto.
“Rhapsody" with stageshow con-

tinues money champion with a nice
$125,000 in prospect for second
week at the Music Hall. It holds
a third. “Night People” shapes to
get a good $55,000 in initial hold-
over round ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Roxy.

“Best Years Of Lives" held with
an okay $15,000 in second session
at the Criterion. Second run of
“Gilbert and Sullivan" at the
Guild is getting a fine $7,500 open-
ing week.
“Glenn Miller Story" still is dis-

playing remarkable stamina, fin-

ishing its sixth stanza at the Capitol
last night (Tues.) with very big
$36,000. “Act of Love" is rounding
out a great extended-run at the
Astor tomorrow (Thurs.) with an
okay $10,000 in the final (6th t

week. “Red Garters" opens Fri-

day (26).

“Riot in Cell Block 11” held
with oke $10,000 in its fifth frame
at the Mayfair. “Top Banana,”
with $8,000 in final (5th) week at

the Victoria, is being replaced by
“Haste fo Live” tomorrow (Thurs.).

“Cinerama" continues in smash
style with $39,500 in its 42d ses-

sion winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)

at the Warner.
“Loslt Weekend,” out on reissue,

was launched yesterday (Tues.) at

the Rivoli. “Beauties of Night”
opened the same day at the Fine
Arts after an elaborate preem
Monday' (22) night:

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 80-$1.80)

—“Act of Love” (UA) <6th-final

wk). Winding run here tomorrow
(Thurs.) with okay $10,000 after

$12,000 in fifth week. “Red Gar-
ters” (Par) opens Friday (26).

Baronet (Reade) (43Qi.90-$1.50)

—

Currently running festival of Alec
Guinness starring pix. In ahead,
“Intimate Relations” (Indie) (4th

wk), ended last Friday (19) held
at mild $2,400.

Capitol (Loew's (4,820; 70-$2.20'

—“Glenn Miller Story” (U) (7th

wk). Sixth session emted last night
(Tues.) held at big $36,000 after

$37,000 in fifth. Stays on into

April. •
Criterion fMoss) (1.700; 85-S2.20)—“Best Years of Lives” (RKO) (re-

issue) (3d wk). Second round ended
last night (Tues.) held with fancy
$15,000 or near after $19,000 open-
ing week.

Fine Arts (Davis) (466; 80-$1.80)—“Beauties of Night” (UA). Open-
ed yesterday (Tues.) after invita-

tional preem Monday (22) night.

In ahead, “Conquest of Everest”
(UA) (15th wk-5 days), oke $4,600
same as for 14th full week, to wind
up a highly successful longrun.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; $1-$1.80)—“Riders To the Stars” (UA), In-

itial session ending tomirow
(Thurs.) looks to reach fair $10,000
or under. In ahead, “Go Man Go”
(UA) (2d wk), dipped to $4,300 in

3-day abbreviated week, making
fair $15,300 for 10 days.

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)—
“Gilbert and Sullivan” (UA) (2d

run) (2d w'k). First frame ended
last night (Tues.) hit fine $7,500.

46th Street. Embassy (Newsreels.
Inc.) (600; 50-85)—“Yesterday and
Today” (UA) (2d wk). . Holding
around good $6,500 after record
$10,500 opener. Stays.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)

—“Riot in Cell Block 11” (AA) (5th

wk). This round winding today
(Wed-) looks to hold at fairish $10,-

000 after $10,500 for fourth.

“Naked Jungle” (Par) is due in

next, probably soon. «

Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
(592; 95-$l.80)—“Saadia” (M^G),
Initial stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to reach good $8,-

000, following $5 French hospital

benefit on night of March 18.

Holds.
,
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$l.20)

—“Golden Mask” (UA) with 8 acts
of vaudeville. Current round end-
ing tomorrow (Thurs,) is heading
for fine $20,000. Last week, “Loop-
hole” (AA) and vaude, $18,000.

Paramount (ABC-Par) (3.664; 80-
$1.80)—“Phantom of Rue Morgue"
(WB). Looks to hit nice $52,000.
Holds. In ahead, "Money From
Home" (Par) (3d wk), $32,000 to
round out a nice three-week run.

PAria (Indie) (568; 90-$1.80)—
“Captain's Paradise” (UA) (26th
wk). The 25th round ended Sun-
day (21) was good $6,500 same as
in 24th week. Holds until April 26.

Rialto (Reade) (600; 50-98)—
“Cat-Women of

.
Moon” (Astor).

Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks to be good $5,000, or near.
Last week, "Untamed Women"
-(UA), $4,500.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$2)—
“Lost Weekend” (Par) (reissue).
Opened yesterday (Tues.). Last
week, house was shuttered.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (6,200; $l-$2.75)—“Rhap-
sody”' (M-G) and stageshow (2d
wk). Holding around nice $125,000
in current session ending today
(Wed.). Stays a third. First week
was nice $135,000. “Rotse Marie”
(M-G) and Easter stageshow opens
April 1. “Rhapsody” topped open-
ing week's trade on both Saturday
and Sundav.
Roxy (Natl. Th.) (5.717; 65-$2.50)

—“Night People” (20th) (2d wk).
Looks to Wind up initial holdover
stanza tomorrow (Thurs.) night at
good $58,000, First week was $64,-
000. over hopes. Stays a third week,
and until “Prince Valiant” (20th)
comes in about April 6 as the
Easter pic.

State (Loew's) <3.450; 85-61.80)—“Saskatchewan” (U) (3d ’ wk).
Second frame ended last night
(Tues.) held at good $16,500 or
close. Initial week was $22*500.
Stays on until “Yankee Pasha" <U)
and Easter stageshow opens in
ApriL

Sutton (RAB) (561; 90-$1.50)

—

“Genevieve" (U) (6th wW. Fifth
session ended Monday (22) held
with big $14,400 after $14,500 in
fourth. Stay's on.
Trans-Lux 64th St. (T-L) (453; 90-

$1.50)
—"Holly and Ivy" (Pace) (7th

wk). Current week ending today
(Wed.), looks like okay $4,000 or
near after $4,500 for sixth. Holds
an eighth week,
Trans-Lnx 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

90^130V—“Lili” (M-G) (55th wk).
Thp 54th frame ended Monday (22)
climbed to sock $11,500 after $9,-
200 in 53d wreek. Stays on.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 95-
$1.80)—“Top Banana” (UAj (5th
wk.) Present round w'inding today
(Wed.) looks like mild $8,000 after
$9,500 in fourth week. “Haste To
Live” (Rep) opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

4$1.20-$3.60>— “Cinerama" (Indie)
(42d wk). Current stanza ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) is holding
around sock $39,500 after $39,000
for 41st week. Continues indef.

1811000’ Wham $25,000,

Hob, ‘Hell’ Fair 16G, 2d,

‘Miller’ Sock 2HG, 3d
Boston. March 23.

“Glenn Miller Story'," in third
week at the Memorial, continues
very’ big with strong possibility it

will be held over an additional
frame. “Hell, High Water” in sec-,
ond stanza at the Met is fair. “Crea-
ture From Black Lagoon,” holding
over, was aided by midweek school
holiday to socko opening week at
Paramount and Fenway. “Ride
Clear of Diablo," coupled With re-
issue of “South Sea Sinner,” plug-
ging Llberace’s appearance, shapes
trim at the Pilgrim, “Beat the
Devil” opened at the Orpheum and
State last Saturday (201. “Cine-
rama” still is smash in 12th week
at the Boston.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (BAQ) (1,500: 60-SI.10>—

“Long, Long Trailer” (M-G) (4th
wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, $10,-
000 .

‘

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
5©-$l)

—“Living Desert” (Disney)
(7th wk). Fine $4,000. Sixth week
was $4,300.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

(1,354 $1.2O-$2.40) — “Cinerama”
(Indie) (12th wk). Boff $25,000. Last
week, spurted to $26,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l>—
“Conquest of Everest” (UA) and
“Royal Tour” (Indie) (3d wk'. Okay
$7,000. Second week. $8,000.

Fenway (NET) (1.373; 60-$D—
(Continued on page 20)
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Wednesday, March 24. I954

THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI — Perlberg-Seaton

Production. William Holden, Grace Kelly, Fredric

March. James Michener s novel. Technicolor*

LIVING IT UP — Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
with Janet Leigh as co-star. Technicolor.

THE CONQUEST OF SPACE— More spectacular
than “War of the Worlds” or “Whfen Worlds
Collide.” Technicolor.

“Only BIG ONE
THE COUNTRY GIRL— Perlberg-Seaton Produc-

tion. Bing Crosby, William golden, Grace Kelly.

REAR WINDOW — Produced and directed by

Alfred Hitchcock. James Stewart, Grace Kelly*

Technicolor.

SECRET OF THE INCAS- Charlton Heston,

Robert Young, Nicole Maurey,~Yma Sumac.
Technicolor.
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fom Paramount”
SABRINa FAIR — Humphrey Bogart, Audrey
Hepburn, William Holden. Produced and directed by
Billy Wilder.

’

MAMBO— Ponti DeLaurentiis Production. Silvana

Mangano, Shelley Winters, Vittorio Gassman.

ULYSSES — Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano,
Anthony Quinn. Technicolor epic.

PARAMOUNT NEWS AND SHORTS - Bigger

and better than ever as the perfect program builders

for all theatres.

In addition to this bright future, Paramount has these top hits NOW : MONEY FROM HOME, THE NAKED
JUNGLE, RED GARTERS and that box-office innovation, 3-Reel Featurettes, CALLING SCOTLAND YARD.
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Tokyo, Match 16. 4

Two members of the hewly-ap-

pointed Foreign Film Import Com-
mittee of the Japanese Finance

Min istry have come* out with pub-

lic statements pointing up the di-

rectly opposite opinions held by

some members of the comrtiittee

organized to advise the government

on foreign film import quotas for

tlie coming fiscal year.

Maxaichi Nagata, chairman of

the Motion Picture Industry Pro-

motional Council and prexy of

Daiei Studio, and a non-govern-

mental member of theFFIC., urged

adoption of a “barter” system In.

allocating quotas. This would give

those countries giving favorable

consideration to import of Japa-

nese films 30% of the. films*to be

licensed. 1

Tatsuya Kato, Nippon Cinema
Coip. prexy,

;
whose firm imports

Republic Picture's and British Com-;

monwealth Films products and

who represents the Foreign Motion
Pictures Importers Assn., a splin-

ter group of - some 20 independent

film importers, said he was op-

posed to the 30% “bonus” plan at

present as being impractical and
bepefittihg the five mkjo'r Japanese

film companies alone.

Both men were united in the

opinion there must be a cut in the

total quota allocated for the. 1954-

55 fiscal year in view of Japan's

depleted foreign currency holdings.

Other members of the commit-
tee are Taken Tojo, director of the

exchange bureau Of the Finance

!

Ministry; Nobuhiko Ushida, direc-

tor of trade and commerce bureau
of the Ministry of International

Trade and Industry; Ryoichi Tat-

suke, director of the information

and cultural bureau of the Foreign
Ministry; Kimita Tsukada, chair-

man cf the trade and commerce
committee of the Federation of

Economic Organizations; Yoshio
Onsawa. prexy of the Ohsawa Sho-
kaia Co., and Kyosuke Fukuda.
president of Tokyo Shimbun. a

daily newspaper.

While it is not yet formal, Nobuo
Metori, Japan, manager for Para-

mount, also has been appointed to

the committee. This appointment
has placed, both Metori and MPEA
Asian chief Irving Maas in delicate

positions. Maas, said he was not
consulted .on fhe .appointment of

Metori and that such an appoint-

ment, if meant to mean represen-
tation of MPEA or a member com-
mittee. could not be made without

See Dip infix Imports

, Tokyo, March 16.

A 'decrease in' the .
number of

foreign films to 'be imported into
Japan during ' the coming fiscal

year is inevitable- according to

Take! Tojo, director of the foreign

exchange bureau' of the Japanese
Finance Ministry.

Tojo said the Finance Ministry
was attempting to firm up an im-
port policy as soon as possible, but
'that there were delicate interna-
tional aspects to be taken into con-
sideration. - He said that the de-
teriorating foreign Currency hold-
ings-. of Japan would almost inev-

itably demand a reduction in film

quotas this year. In addition, Tojo
cited the $6,000,000 accumulated
“frozen” funds earned by film con>
panics in 1953 as an important con
sideration in the problem.' Tojo
said this should be considered as a

debt and must figyre in the new
policy.

Zurich, March. 16

Contrary to recent years, when
U.S.. pix were almost constantly
panned, by Swriss critics as well as

by a large part .of the public, ' in

favor of European product,. the
current season seems to be bring-
ing about .a radical' change, .of

views. Contributing to this, of
course, is the. fact that European
pictures this season- mostly have
been mediocre to poor compared
to recent years, with only, a few-

standing out such as “Return of
Don Camillo” (Frehch/ItaJian),
“Wages of Fear”- (French), “Gen-
evieve” (British), “Me and > My
Wife” (Austrian) as well as a few
German comedies and sentimental
dramas.

' *

On the other hand, both t!Ve*j

public and crix recognize that the
present season is Offering a flow of
quality * product from Hollywood
rarely seen in the' last few years.

Obviously; this . resulted in a con-
siderable. gain of free publicity

^ space a n d * favorable reviews,

his approval. Maas added that he
|

Amongthe filmsprofitihgbyeriti-

was solely responsible for nego- l Pr2/
se are ^ Lrl^ ^M-G), JuIiijs

tiating tor the MPEA with the !
Caesar (M-C>, Little Sheba

O’Neill, Spewack Plays

Set For Ireland Sows
Dublin, March 16.

Hubert Wilmot, director of Bel-

fast Arts Theatre, will stage three

Irish premieres .within the next

two months. In Belfast he is

skedded to present “The Happy
Marriage,-’ an adaptation by John
Clements of -Jean Bernard Luc's

“Complexe de Philemon,” fol-

lowed by Sathuel Spewack’s “Un-
der the Sycamore Tree.”

Wilmbt also Stages
,
Eugene

O’NeillWA Mport for the Misbe-

gotten” In Dublin on April 19.

Despite Part-Time Prod.

. On Riviera, Paris Keeps

Grip on french Filming
* Paris, March 16,

The Victorine Studios.. in Nice

and the Pagnol Studios in Mar-
seille always have hoped for a
gradual transition of the- center of

pic production from Paris to the

Riviera. Howeverr though the 'en-

ticements of more months of clear

weather and' scenery were always
dangled before producers’ eyes,

Paris kept its stranglehold on film-

making. The growth of fast trans-

portation made it unfeasible for

a’hy shift, of production with, the

Riviera' only a few hours from
Paris. •

• Recently Michel Auclair planed
to the Riviera every night after a
play stint here, did a * day’s work:

and then winged baclc in time for

his show. Fine equipment and tech-

nicians down there ahyays are an
enticement. For example, last year.

11 pix were made on the. coast, five

jwere made partly down there and
1 while exteriors for five others, were
done there. Three .U. S. films also

used the scenery of the- Riviera,

two 'English pix and. one German
pic' SvCre . made partially • there.

Eleven of these were tinkers. Top
production was. 31 in 1950 but in

1952 only 22 .were made.

.... U. S. productions made there or
in part at this locale were “Melba
(UA\ “Twist. Of Fate’.' lUA) and
the Anatole -Litvak pic “Act of

Love” (UA). English- films were
“Always A Bride” (Rank) and “For-

bidden Cargo (Rank).
' '

French pix utilized . the Riviera
setup for “L’Enyers De Pa'radis,”

“The Blond* Gypsy/’* “'When You
Read This Lettsr”_»Canneswas the
locale) and “Strange* Desire of

Mister Bard I” 'More, exterior time
was fine -for the hardboiled detec-
tive antics of the Peter Cheney pix
“The Moll -Pois.on Ivy,”. “This Mari
Is Dangerous” and “Mister Seru-
pule And The Chinese Poison.”

Aussie’s Victoria State Govt Plans

Arg. Radio Program
Buenos Aires, March 16.

For the first year in a, decade,

broadcast concerts by internation-

ally famous longhair guest talent

on the Murido web will not be.

sponsored by General -Electric this

winter. The net is scouting for

another bankrolled to finance the

series. Longhair cycle series has

been a feature of Its program line-

up "since coming on the *lr back in

1935. Through broadcasting ^con-

cert music regularly, the Mundo
put classical music on the map in

Argentina and built up 1 a 14,000,*

000 audience.

Mercedes-Benz Argentina, only

outfit Which currently obtains im-

port permits for autos, .looks likely

to. Inherit the series.

Last year Dante Aloe, Mlindo'

manager, was in the U. S. on a

tele purchasing tour, but placed no
orders.

Japanese government.

Mex Film Head Denies

Govt. Meddling in Pix

O’seas Market Distrib

Mexico City, March 16.

Anent the loud grumbling about

the government’s control of distri-

bution of Mexican pix abroad and ! or Cinemascope.”
nixing by the National Cinemato- i

heavily thumbs-downed by papers
graphic Board of export permits ! in connection with “The Robe.”

(Par.). “Shane” (Par.), .“Prisoner of

Zenda” (M-G),. .“Call Me Madam”
i20th), “Plymouth' * -Adventure”
<M-G), “Roman - Holiday” (Par.),

Stalag 17” (Par). “Bad* and the
Beautiful” (M-G> -and “Story of
Three' Loves’,’ (M-G) aniorrg others.

Paramount and’ Metro, are leading
the field in this respect.

In some instances,' several pix
were cited as examples that “lio -

lywood is still able to produce
good films without 3-D, widescreen

The last was

for 10 films made in Mexico, A1
fomo Cort’na, NCB chairman, has
declared flatly that the . adminis-

“Lili” so far shapes as the big win-
ner, being past its 11th week of top
biz here, and having completed a

tration strictly regards the film in-
;
highly successful nine-week date In

dustry as a private business.

Cortina asserted that distribution

©f Mexican productions abroad
had been so slovenly that in gen-

eral it was giving Mexico a baj.

name in other countries. The
foreign market for Mexican pix is

*o limited, the NEC chief explain-

ed, that only 70 to 80 films can be
properly exported yearly. That ex-

port, he said, is officially consid-
ered to r aronably-assure produ-
cers good returns, Mexican pix,

next to those of Hollywood, arc
the most popular on the American
continent. Cortina said. The gov-
ernment, he revealed, insists that
the demand lor Mexican pix must
strictly tie-in with prestige for
Mexico.

Film production financing by
the trade’s own bank. Banco
Naoional Cknematbgrafico, will be
picciscly the same this year as in

1953—a $17,440-per-pic ceiling.

Cortina announced. He’s a boa'd
member of the bank. This financ-
ing is geared .strictly to 50 filjns

annually so as to guaranty qual-

ity and assure adequate distribu-
tion.

Berne. “Roman Holiday” released
only in Laifsanne so far. is doing
very well after five weeks at the
Palace there.

‘French’ Sought in Japan
Tokyo.. March 16.

C’SCOPE, PLASTORAMA

PREEMED JN GERMANY
Berlin, March 16.

A milestone in Berlin’s film his-

tory was the - gaja preem of the
first ClScoper, “The Robe,” at the
Filmbuehrie Wien on Kurfuersten-
(iaiiim- With 20th-Fox giving it a
big ' publicity campaign via radio,
newspapers,

.
posters and other

media. While most of .the crix dis-

liked the pic’s subject matter, they
generally favored the new tech-
nique'. The greater part of the pa-
trons enthused over “The Robe.”
Quite a number of big local houses
are currently equipped with
C’Scope, each costing approximate-
ly $7,000 on the average.
Almost simultaneously with the

Berlin preem of “Robe,” the first

German Plastorama (a Russo in-

vention) pic, “Eine Liebesgeschi-
clitc,” with Hildegard Neff and
6. W. Fischer in the leads, was
preemed in Hanover. This Eric
Pommcr production Was shot in

two forms, one in 2-D and the other

Vienna Opera
• Vienna, March 16., .

. Although the bomb-gutted Vien-

na State Opera House -on the Ring

won’t reopen until October, 1955,

plans for. initial activities are al-

ready being forriuilated. Karl.

Boehm, orch "conductor recently

appointed' opera ; director effective

next September, has returned from

batonning assignments in Germany
with some declarations of policy

for an opera company considered

one of the world’s tops.

He pinpointed either Mozart’s

“Don Giovanni” or Verdi’s “Othel-

lo," both among Vienna’s sock
achievements, as probable pre-

miere features. He also said that

the rebuilt house will aim to pre-

sent at least six complete restag-

irigs or new productions within its

(.first 10 days: Boehm will person-
ally conduct three of these.

Boehm also took occasion to

blast the. "star system" in opera.
Vienna, able to pay top salaries, of
about $150 a night against fees
of up. to $1,000 or more in Ger-
many, Italy and at the Met, must
depend on developing firstclass

new talent, and attracting experi-
enced artists to whom an appear-
ance in Vienna will still mean
prestige throughout the world, he
said.

Names built up In Vienna will
continue to be given opportunities
for more profitable dates abroad.
But the Vienna schedule, which
runs 10 months a year, must be
freed from indiscriminate loss of
its best talents during seasons in
N. Y., Milan, Berlin, etc. In the
repertoire department Boehm
promised to have all the major
works of Mozart ready for presen-
tation in 1956, a Mozart festival
year, and to rest age Richard Wag-
ner’s “Ring.” Latter lias been
dropped because of cramped stage
facilities in the opera’s present
home, the 150-year-old Theatre an
dcr Wien.

Controversial “French Line’.’ j
'rtdesercerr plus stereo sound. Pub-

(RKO) will get a warm welcome in

Japan where two of the largest

distrib chains have asked for the
film.

Toho has. approached the local

RKO office for a flat edition of pic

to be shown in June. Shoehiku Cir-

cuit has asked for the 3-D version
to play at its Tokyo house, the
Picadilly.

lie. and crix reaction was not as
enthusiastic as probably expected.
Film would look better sans the
new technique, some scribes con-
tended.

Paul*’* Austrian Oscar
Vienna, March 16:

Paula Wessely won the Austrian
Oscar (Sascha Kolowrat trophy) for
the third time. Award was founded'
in 1947.

Miss Wessety received award for
ihe production of the film, “I and
My Wife,” in. which she stars with'
her huJjand. .

Arrau’s Berlin Return
* >

Berlin, March 16.

Claudio Arrau got' inn ovation
Sunday (14) in his first Berlin ap-

pearance In more than 15 years, as

soloist \iith the Berlin. Philhar-
monic Orchestra. Pianist played
the Brahms Concerto No. 2, with
Sir John Barbirolli conducting.

Arrau, who wits • raised and
trained in Germany, is currently
on a three-month lour of Europe,
lie’ll be heard in Berlin again on
Marcjr 25 in a recital at the Titania
Palast.

Melbourne, March 16.

Victoriani government is about
to re-control cinema admission
prices following an alleged public
outcry against high admission
scales now operating here. The
government now claims that cin-

ema managements have not passed
the ..benefit of the wipeout of the
entertainment tax on to the public
This former wartime impolt was
Yated long overdue for elimination.
.Understood that’ film house and
theatre admission rates will now be
reset by government moguls on a
basis equitable with the tax wipe-
out,

The' bring-doWn-prlces campaign
was inaugurated by major newspa-
pers here which had become
aroused by A drop-off in advertis-
ing biz, according to inside reports.

Cinema operators here pointed
out to the government that the ad-
mission scales had always been at a
low level. Also that since* 1939,
they ! had gorie up only on an av-

erage of around 68%, in compari-
son to the current cost-of-living

hike of 2Q0%Y It also was pointed
out that operational overhead bad
increased tremendously since 1939,
and. that many cinemas were op-
erating close to “the borderline.’’

Whether recontrol of admis-
sions will spread to New South
Wales, Queensland, South Aus-
tralia and Western Australia has
hot yet been decided by the respec-
tive state governments. There has
been ho public outcry against
slightly advanced admissions for
houses playing Cinemascope here.

Yank Films kto fead

In West Berlin’s Key

Houses to Open March
. Berlin, March 16.

The first half of March saw the*
greater part of local preem houses
showing American pix. Six of the

13 principal cinemas were playing
U.S. films, four had domestic pic-

tures while* three were showing
pix of Franco-Italian origin.

The Astor Is still showing Otto
Preminger’s ^German version of

“Moon Is Blue”' (UAf, “Prisoner of

Zenda” (M-G) is it the Capitol,

“Sangaree’* (Par), 3-D version, is

playing Filratheatre Berlin. “Gone '

With Wind” (M-G) Is in its fourth

month at the Kurbel. Most talked-

about film currently is the Cinema-

.

Scope “Robe” (20th), which
preemed at Filmbuehne Wien last

week.

Nationwide, domestic pix are re*

tattling their dominating role won
in February. They were -again so

successful that the five biggest

grossers in WOst Germany’s eight

most Important key' cities were
German films. This, domination of

native films is mainly, explained by

their great popularity in second-

run 'Cinemas.

London Legit Bits

London,March 16.

Roger McDougall, who wrote
“Escapade,” which made a lot of
money for Henry Sherek, despite
losses on its New York run, has
written a new play* “The Facts of
Life.’Y which Sherek has acquired
and f ill, present at the Duchess
Theatre April 21 after a. week try-
out each at Blackpool and Birming-
ham . . Arthur Lesser is seeking
Marius Goring for the lead in “The
Journey,” by-Herbert Covey, Which
will premiere in the West End
prior to its Broadway showing.
Ron Randell, costarring with Jo-

seph EiilofT in “The Fifth Season”
at the Cambridge for Linriit. &
Dunfec, is anxious to produce “Buy
Me Blue Ribbons,” by Sumner
Locke Elliott, which was done on
Broadway in 1951 jmd lasted 13
performances. Randell thinks de-
spile the flopu on Broadway, that

1 the show has « chance in London.

‘Robe/ ‘Moon’ Clicks

In Holland’s Keys
Amsterdam, March 16.

“The Robe” is now in its fourth

week in three theatres of Holland;

the Flora and Rialto here and the

Asta in The Hague, the only houses

equipped for C’Scope. Boxoffiee

returns are splendid. How-ever,

this is not considered a victory for

the new projection-system here be-

cause in this country, where re-

ligion is deeply rooted, the “Robe”
naturally draws the occasional film*

patron to the theatres. Reviews
as well as public reaction on the

pic were’ mixed.
“Julius Caesar” (M*G) started in

The Ifague In two spots day-date.

Results for first week were good

but not Up to* hopes. Film was held

a second week in both' houses.

“Moon Is Blue”: (UA) is now in

its fourth week at* the Alhambra
here. The censors raised .no objec-

tion against the pic. It was even

accepted In Catholic circles. The

Dutch press gave much space to

the censorial ‘troubles in the U.S.

and explained how the code and

the Breen office are. working. Peo-

ple’ over here like to ‘compare the

picture with the legit play, which

had a great run in this country lart

year. For the first time since the

v;av a German, picture, “So Lange

Dii Da Bist,” did very good Liz

the keys.



Mex Film Producers "Strike* Stems

Mexico City, Mar0h 16.

'Sk
thefr Scot Gendarmes Okay««« Hypnotist To Do Show

ti

p
<f*

«.as provoked.by their reluctance tjoned a^ hypnotism show here on

Sfkeeo on wprkingbec&use it was the condition that the hypnotist,

Indefinite- just how "salvation John Barrington, does “nothing,of-

Sans ” for the industry will affect fonsive” to the patrons, they also

fi!p trade TheSeplans are those of have insisted he,observe conditions

Eduardo G»r*Wb, prt*jr ol the .**. laid jlown by the Scottish gov-

Trade’s bank, and Alfonso Cortina, ernment -department. Application

chairman oh the National Clnemet- MM stoct ^Hypnotism Act of

ographic Board.,. : . 195£ went into effect.

TVianV in the industry say both Bestnctioivs are that a descrip-

tainnc which feature increased tion of the proposed show be fur-

Sovernnient aid for the industry, nished. no person under 21 be hyp-

too much officialdom in the notized, no person under hypnotic

sun biz Some producers recently Power say or do anything offensive

Jnid the Ministry of. the Interior to members of the public, and no

too government department advertising relating to the show be

that looks after the pig. trade, that allowed If It 1* ••likely to - be in-

thcv would prefer to quit the film junous^to morality or offensive to

biz rather than work under the public feeling.”

Garduno Plan,
4,?oo much like — —

they do things in Russia,” some
producers charged.

Both plans, after rewriting and

general revamping, are now- being

readied for presentation, to the

Ministry. Some producers don’t ex-

pect much of this final version of

the plans because, as $hey explain,

the changes are merely insertion
. London, March 23.

of the government s proposition to Biggest itinerary attempted by
control distribution oLMexican^pix hjm jn .years is being undertaken,
abroad. That propositioni estab- by jSmile Littler wfren he flies to

j

lishes Exportmex to_ rule this dis-
Australia April 6. He stops off at

tribution in the U.5., L/anaaa, cap>utta and Singapore to survey
Alaska, Europe, Africa and Au-

the theatre setups. Littler’s jaunt
stralia, with Soutti Ampfica to bo to Aussie is to take charge of the
attended to later, plftu allows NCB

flhaj rehearsals of his London hit,

to ban export permits for those .<zip Goeg a Million,” which he is

Mexican films whlclr it considers presenting at the Tivoli, Sydney, in
unfit for foreign oXhioition. It has

association with David N. Martin
already nixed sending abrbad 10 April 17. He claims to be the first

pix, ,among- them^ a Mexican yer- producer of English musicals to go
sion of Ibsert s The Dolls House,

_ 0yer to take rehearsals of his own

Par Paces Japan
Tokyo, March 16.

Paramount was theT top
earner of the major V. £. film
companies distributing prod-
uct in Japan in the month of
February. Par ' held to its

January level with $300,000.
Other gross distribution fig*

ures Include: Metro, $236,000;
Warner Brothers, $198,000;
Columbia, $140,000; Universal,
$125,000.
- Par’s gross includes $44,000

,

earned from joint distribution
with Breakston Co. of “The
Scarlet Spear.”

» • m* v . iM iv - I
vrvi vu vai\v a vuvuj

current bqxoffice champ
^
in the shows jn Australia.

Mexican division, at Cine Alameda
here. ....

1
.

Nearly 58% of french

In ’52-’53 Period
London, March 16.

Improved quota performances by
exhibitors is reported by the Board
of Trade in returns for the 1952-3
period. Number of first feature
defaulters was down from 1,043 to
884. The- percentage of defaults
had dipped from 25 to 21.

The performance of ’ the three
major circuits was well above the
demands of the Quota Act. Al-
though the law prescribes a first

feature quota of 30%, t they -aver-

aged 34%; for the supporting pro-
gram the legal requirement of 25'%
was exceeded by 6.5%; * None of

the circuits Is accorded any -relief.

The BOT returns are based on
information received from . 4,640
theatres, of which 414 are accord-
ed complete exemption.

Kate’ Fast S11M0, Ijoiido’ Big8G,

New Brit Producing Duo
Preps Provincial Touife

London, March J.0..

Captain Max Morgan, although
he still has one more year to serve
in the army, is already paving the
way to a show biz career when he
dons civvies,

- Morgan has Joined forces with
local showman Hugh Bernard and
they • have acquired .jointly the
touring rights of a former. West
End hit, “The Bad Samaritan,” by
William Douglas Home, from own-
er E. P. Clift Show is now being
cast and is expected to start an
extensive provincial tour sometime
in April.

Newly-formed combo also ; has
rights to A. D. Mackie’s ‘The Hog-
manay Story,” which has already
played some' Scottish towns. For
English tours they have renamed
it “The Runaway Bride.”-

While there, Littler will make
arrangements for his other success-

ful London shows in Australia in

conjunction with Martin. These
will Include “Love From Judy,”
Affairs of i State” and the current
Winter Garden Theatre smash,

; jf-‘w tv* • “Witness for the Prosecution,” by

Kv aS l.anHMli l.lhPS Agatha Christie. Last-named is be-
py fW LaigCbl

in* presented by Peter Saunders,
Paris, March 16. Littler having aequired the Aus-

Centre National Du Cinema’s tralian rights, which are held by
most recent statistics show that Gilbert Miller for America.
57.5% of the yearly film grosses F^om Sydney Littler. hops to
come from 45 cities in .France hav- New Zealand,- then Honolulu. Hie

ing populations of over 60,000; g<jes to Los Angeles to talk over
These major cities shelled out $65,- possible filmization of “Judy” and
670,000. Paris, with its 375 houses, sorpe of his other properties. Will
grossed $32,535,000. or about 28% glimpse' Las Vegas for one night,

of the total French pic grosses, departing _
the following day for

This makes ir evident that these New York’ where he will spend 10
' cities are the backbone ol film in- days taking in several Broadway
come here. shows. Littler calls this* “a trip

The Centre’s survey also shows round the world in six weeks.”

that patrons spend on an average •—?
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.
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housed ?n
that the number of film

pltal am0Unts to $29,000 which
houses in a city does not neces- doubled shortly
sanly correspond with the poptila-

ĥairmanOf the board is Erich

Buenos Aires, March 16.

Implementation of Law No. 14.-

226, which makes it obligator)’ to

i include vaudeville in all Argentine
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at ^he Opera filrndheatre (Lococo
10% to 25%. Apart from the 884

{ mic cotnme aft or- a R^viAt
first feature defaults, however,
there were 1,626 theatres which
failed to fulfill their legal require-

ments for the supporting program.
In the previous year, the supporting
defaulters totalled^1,901.
After allowing for reliefs and ex-

emptions, the average prescribed !

Circuit). This segues after a Soviet
Film Week, scheduled at the house
next week, and is due to turn the
deluxe film theatre into a legit

house for six weeks. The entire A2
performances will stage only one
show, “Folies de Paris.”

LQndon, March 16.

•The two current 3-P entries were
leading the field in the*West Rod
last stanza, with the>tngle Cinema-
scope pic ’ barely" landing third
place. After jts smash openingr
“Kiss Me Kate” ha8 held solidly,

at the Empire, with a Ane $13,000
in third stanza. The other 3^D film,

“Hondo,” also continues solid at

$8,000 in thifd Wartfer week. At
the Carlton “12-Mile Reef,” fi^sjt

’|S»<oper since the theatre was
leased, to 20th-Fox, disappointed ’in

opeping session and is Just okay
$7,000 in second.week. «
.Several British films have been

doing sturdy first-run . biz. Th#
Odeon, Leicester Square, has “The
Good Die Young,” '.and it is still a
hefty $8,500 in seedhd week. “Hob-
son’s Choice” at the Plaza held
firmly with around $5,300 for its

third frame. The Gaumont’s “An
Inspector Calls” and “Bang! You’re
Dead,*’ is heading for a nice $7,000
opening Week.

Estimates for Last Week
‘ Carlten <20tb> (1.128; 55-$1.70).—

“12-Mile IteeF' (20th) and “Vesu-.
vius Express” {20th J. (2d wk>> The
first anamorphic program since Hie
house was taken over as a 20tb-Fox
show window. Not up to level of
first, two erScdpers, second 'week
just okay $7,000. First was $8,400,
both below hopes. Continues.

'

Empire (M-G) <3,099; 55-$1.70>—
“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G> (3d Wk).
This 3-D entry holding as major
boxoffice lure with big $13,000
after $15,400 in second.

Gaamont (CMA) ( 1 .500; 50-$ 1 .70)

—“An. inspector Calls” <BL) and,
‘iBang! you’re Dead” (BL). Nice*
$7,000. Holds.

'

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
<1,753; 50-S1.70) — “O'Rourke of
Royal Mounties” (GFD> <2d wk).
Fair $5,800 after $7,400 opener.

London Pavilion (UA) <1.217; 50-
$1.70>—“Moon Is Blue” <UAi (10thThis Lococo venture involves

first feature quota for the entire I

transporting a company of 74 from i wk'. Still very
, big $8,000, same as

country was 25.5% but the results j

E“r0^' directors Paul Der- it’s been for weeks. Must be pulled

show An AvcrAg© screen tlxn© for
]

^ And MichAel Gydrmdthy* next week to niskc WAy for British

British pix of 28%. .Of the 884 !
c>rmen CavaUaro has been

|
quota program of “Eight O'clock

first feature defaulters. 560 missed «
*»ol"d » ^val .circuit as part of

j
Walk;’ BL; and "Devil on Horse-

the target by 5% or less.

. correspond with the popula-
tion. Toulouse, which rates fourth
in Population, only has 29 cinemas.

w ‘tb a population of 108,

Waschnek while board members
are CCC-chief Arthuf Brauner. ex

hibitor Max Knapp and Dr. A. C.onn »; i ir ;r, r ’ nimtor max jtvnapp ana -ui.

whil. R^.K
ei®M l

llm house
,
s Walch, a local lawyer. Alfred Bit-

“tT" tins is AFU's manager.
snullct population, has 16 pix the- Company ’

s first production pro-

gram consists' of eight pix, all of

which have already been granted

federal credit. AFU will tee off

its first pic, “King of Thieves,”

FOR TOUR OF BRITAIN
I

dio^
1

Second
6
is^ Because I Love

You,” a remake of the 1934

“Regine ” Third AFU pic is to. be

“Blow Upon Blow,” authored by

DUTCH ICE REVUE SET

London; March 16.
John P. Sherwood,- comparative-& newcomer to showbiz, is launch- ^‘.7,,“^“

|»8 out into the leer setup, com-
The0 Llngen '

Pding against such; stalwriHs as
Aonj Arnold and- Claude- Langdon.

«Mru
hei^ood bas^ closed deal

the Dutch owners of the
arned Bowmeester Revue In Ice,
Wnl/'h A i« M a W 11

Striptease In Vienna
Vienna, March 16.

It is never to late to striptease.

Jhich opens at the Palace, Hull, Casanova, one of the leading Aus-
March 23 for a week, with eight trian nightclubs, has introduced

®sks in the provinces already this entertainment here.

S«W. He expects to bring the * Fatima Bijou is the femmes
thow to London after the pcovin- npme,. listed as "the latest New
*aal lour. ' l York sensation.”

High Cost of Building

Holds Back Expansion

Of Aussie Drive-Ins

*Melbourne, March 16.

Film industry observers here fail

to see any spread of the drive-in

movement in the Aussie zone de-

spite, the inaugural success of

Hoyts’ under-the-stars house, Sky-
line at Burwpod. This Melbourne
ozoner has 560-aisto capacity.

It is figured that the cost of an
ozoner here is in the vicinity of

$180,000, far beyond the pocket of

an average exhibitor. Another
point against any drive-in upbeat
is seen in the determination of in-

dependent exhibitors to fight via

political aid any move by the ma-
jor loops to set up open air op-

position in territory where a the-

atre operation is already estab-

lished.

A spokesman for the exhibs here
said that the driv,e-in could become
a real menace to the independent

Aussie showman if given the green

light to run unrestricted. In New
South Wales, the Films Commis-
sion, set up to control cinema op-

position, already has nixed several

drive-in bids.

London Film Notes
London, March 16. i

Romulus Films, headed by John
and Jimmy Woolf, are to film ‘.‘Car-

rington VC.” the Dorothy and
Campbell Chrjstie West End hit

John and Margaret Leighton,

Lewis Gilbert, will direct , with

shooting *.to start in mid-April ...

John Temple-Smith, wealthy fin-

ancier, is latest bankroller weaned
into the film biz. He is behind

the newly formed film company
Major Filins, whose first pic,

• Checkmate.” will be released

through Monarch Productions

Olivia de Havilland is backing

aYid starring in new film titled

“That Lady.” which is based on

|
Kate O’Brien’s novel of saihe name.

the new vaudeville plan, but in
general most exhibitors are count-,
ing on a further postponement of 1 (2^200;
enforcement of the vaudfilm law. I young
Legit impresarios are determined
not to be behind the -film theatre'
plus vaude scheme. All the por-
tents are that the legit season will

black” (BL) opening March 19.

Odeon. Leicester Square (CMA)
50-$1.70) — “Good Die
(iFDi* (2d wk). Above

hopes wdth solid $8,500 after $9,300
opening round. “Doctor .in House”
iGFD) preems March 26.

ROSSELLINI WON’T USE

C’SCOPE ON HIS ‘JOAN’
Rome, March 16.

Roberto Rossellini, Italo director
who had announced hfe would shoot
the Arthur Honegger opera, “Joan
at the Stake,” in Cinemascope, has
given up thfe idea. The reason is

that the C’Scope labs were unable
to give him a date when it could
handle a picture. They told Rossel-
lini it could be six months or more
without any definite date.

Rossellini went ahead with his

film In 2-D, using Gevaert color
process. Actual lensing was finish-

ed after 17}6 days of shooting.

Film stars Ingrid Bergman and
features Tullio Carminati.

Rossellini will have a rough cut
of the pic put together sometime
this month. This will be done in

the Italian language, with sub-
titles. Later the picture can be
clubbed Into French or other lan-

guages.
Miss Bergman, who has portray-

ed the role of Joan of Arc in both
legit stage and screen versions
prior to doing the opera, said that

she will be occupied for the next
18 months with the ‘‘Joan” opera.

nf+ia T„i Odeon, Marble Arch' (CMAV (2,-
be little less tnAD scitlt-illAtin^. In

;
oon, ca 1 1 *7/1

»’
- ‘t'Ka

er
Ct

audtences
b
wX

6
ha^e i

<GFD ’ an£
<4Ride Clear of Diablo”

rnin f^ pn7nv ' (GFD ' <3^ "kl - Only a moderate
enjoy J costly aUrac-

, 53 0oo in final frame. “West of10 1 Zanzibar” (GFD) opens March 24.

Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1,70* —
“Hobson’s Choice” '(BL) (3d wk».
Proving good British entry with
pleasing $5,300 after $6,500 in sec-
ond. “Red Garters” iPar) opens
March 19.

Ritz (M-G) (432; 30-S2.1 5)—“Ju-
lius Caesar” (M-G» (6th wk). Holds
firmly at near $3,000.
Warner (WB) (1.735; 50-$L70»—

“Hondo” (WB) (3d wk). Hefty
$8,000 after $8,700 for second.
Stays on to be followed by “The
Command” (WB).

Mex Exhijbt Fight 16m
Mexico City, March 16.

Exhibitors are readying a na-

tional drive against mobile 16m
cinemas which they brand big, un-
fair competition because they cut

into film attendance at standard

theatres.

The ’mobiles, the exhibitors say,

hurt regular 35m houses in the city

as well as in the country. •

NEW TOKYO NITERY

BARS AU PROSTIES
Tokyo, March 16.

Newest nitery in the Tokyo area
is the Tradewinds, plush strictly-

music club, opened in YokuSuka,
giant U. S. naval base 50 miles
south of here. Jerry Zukor. owner
of Honolulu’s Tradewinds, is a co-
partner in the Japan branch. Built
by Japanese under direction of
U. S. designers and decorators, the
club cost $250,000.
There is no cover but a 70c flat

charge for any drink, ard this has
been luring the gobs in big num-
bers.

One Unique feature, since -Yo-
kusuka is a city with a large pros-
tie population, is Zukor's refusnl

to admit -aty escorted Japanese
women not able to show proof of

marriage to her escort. There is a

no-admish rule for unescorted
women. Whili^jjopular with naval
Authorities, ' the rule may cause
Zukor trouble with Japanese au-

thorities when they learh that’ a

public place, licensed by them, is

discriminating.* 1
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Magazines and Sunday Supplements

(Motion Picture Company Advertising Expenditures)

Loew’s, !»«•

Sunday Supj?*.

RKO Picture* vOPP*

General Magazine*

Sunday Supps •

paramount Picture*, Corp
General Magazines ,.

Farm Magazines .

Sunday Supps . .

.

Universal Picture* Corp.

General Magazines

Sunday Siipp* >>.

.

Warner Bros. Picture*, Inc

General Magazines • • • •

Sunday Supps »

Columbia Picture* Corp.

General Magazines . . .

.

Sunday Supps

• • e • • t

• **»•••*

« • • • $ • *

, ^ f I I • • • l •Sunday Supps
United Artists Corp
General Magazines
Sunday Supps

SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau, Inc.

1953 1952 % Change
$766,908 $1,280,311 — 40.6
656,238 , 1,075,247 — 39.0
104,670 205,064 49.0

* $409,39.7 $1,242,805 — .67.1
339,312 1,043,620 — 67,5
70,085 199,185 — 64.8

$352,025 f 398,906 — ll.fi
309,045' 313,860 1.5

<— 18,700 —100.0
42,980 66,346. — 35.2

•

$270,054 $ 454,685 — 40.6
201,044 359,540 — 44.1
69,010 95,145 — 27.5

$255,580 $ 198,883 + 34.2
230,460 190,895 e + 20.7
25,120 7,988 +114,5

$238,521 $ 313,550 — 23.9
166,730 313,550 — 46.8

' 75,791 — + 100.0
$196,149 $ 398,968 — 50.8
161,410 265,485 — 39.2
34,739 133,483 — 74.0

$125,735 $ 86,510 + 45.3
. • 106,200 17,365 + 411.6
• - 19,535 69,145 — 7L7

MAGNETIC VS. PERSPECTA SOUND POSES

Mervin Houser Will

Resume In Hollywood
- Mervin Houser, RKO’s public*
ity director at the homeofflce, is

returning to the studio in a couple
of months to become exec assist-
ant to Perry Lieber, national ad-
pub chief. He originally head-
quartered on the, Coast and shifted
east some months ago.

Lieber has yet to decide on a
replacement in the spot at the h.o.

By ROBERT J. LANDRY

Expenditufe figures contrast-

ing 1953 with 1052 show a distinct

failoff in the amount of money-

spent by motion picture producer-

distributors in consumer maga-
zines and Sunday newspaper suph

plements. Efforts to ascertain

what justified deductions may be
drawn from this data (see accom-

panying chart) do not support any

flat claim that Peter Magazine has

been widely robbed to pay Paul
Television.' For all the talking-up

of tv as an advertising medium
in support of key centre . openings

it is doubtful that $1,000,000 a year

is involved in. tv spending.

The full facts as to the advertis-

ing pr&ctices of producer-distribu-

tors are still obscured." Not that

the companies are so mysterious.
Rather because there still is no
central reporting source gathering
figures on either local theatre ad-

vertising, special tv campaigns or
so-called co-op advertising. Film
industryites in Manhattan use the
modifying phrase "so called" "co-

op advisedly since they are out-

spoken in saying that
,
local thea-

tres and circuits contribute very
little, as little as 3-5%, to coopera-
tive campaigns.

Theatres and circuits tend to
stick to fixed annual budgets for
advertising, most Of it earmarked
for everyday directory cards. Dis-
tribs consider exhibs rigid and un-
imaginative in holding that spend-
ing for key openings benefits the
distribs chiefly in that^it sets up
the whole territory behind the key.
They concede it’s hard, to impos-
sible, to overcome that mental
conditioning.

One thing for sure: nearly all

distribs emphasize the essentiality
of newspaper advertising. This is
the basic medium, and must re-
main so. Video has its charms,
especially where trailerized scenes,
and story theme, lend themselves
^reproduction on home sets. Radio
still has some exploitation value.
Posters have their place. But the
press is top kick in selling the pic-
ture. in this connection- the com-
parative 1953-1952 figures suggest
that the Sunday supps have fallen
off less in distrib spending than
the consumer magazines—books
hke Life, Look, Collier’s, Red
"ook, American Monthly, etc.

jading of the accompanying
.

,

53 lineage for 20th Century-Fox
noticeably lopsided with the

newspaper data missing since it
jvas m the fall of 1953 that 20th-

r n ,

s *10t the advertising bank-
rou launching CinemaScope and
fhe Robe." The case of RKO

must also be separated as a special
downbeat situation in ’52 and ’53

ArVi ?
s

’ in same period, United

cih
S
.

ts rates as a special upbeat

iim ^' UA total spending was

4 PC,
and magazines alone up

/mm a trifling $17,365 one

ZJi
0

,
a respectable $106,200 the

wm ' u
Earners, and Columbia, it

craL , ,

rioted, substantially in-
their spending in 1953 for

auhday supps.

Max Fellerman’s Status

At Lopert Organization*
Max Fellerman, who anklecM

United Paramount Theatres .three
weeks, ago to join the Ilya Lopert
org, has been named veepee and
general manager of Lopert Films
Inc. and Lopert Films Distributing
Corp.

Under Fellerman’s jurisdiction
will be the booking and manage-
ment of the Victoria, Astor and
Bijou Theatres, N. Y.; the DuPont
and Playhouse Theatres, Washing-
ton; and the Ziegfeld, Chicago.
He’ll also, supervise the distribu-
tion o| current Lopert Films re-
leasefthrough United Artists. Fel-
lerman yvas named to his new post
on Friday (19},-by Lopert prior to

the latter’s departure for London.

Columbus, March 23.

There Is one newspaper in Ohio
which doesn't charge so-called

"penalty rates" for film advertis-

ing, the Hamilton Journal-News. It

has a circulation of 23,346 among
the town’s population of 57,915. In-

dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio
last week highlighted a letter from
Charles E. Brown, advertising di-

rector of the paper, which it can
use in its campaign to knock down
special high rates all over the state.

Brown’s credo:

"We do not make any rate differ-

entials between theatre and retail

advertising. We have never been
able to- understand why the theatre

or amusement business should pay
more than other businesses. In fact,

we are so firmly established in the

belief that all advertisers are en-

titled* to the same rate regardless

of type of business or size of ac-.

count, that^we charge everyone the

same. We operate on a flat rate

basis,- there is only one rate. There
are. no discounts from this rate to

anyone. There are no contracts

necessary to get this rate. All that

we ask is that an advertiser be a

regular consistent account.”

The Journal-News rate card was

enclosed and showed the follow-

ing; Transient advertising, $1.54

an inch; iocal political, $1.35; oc-

casional local, $1.35; regular local,

$1.25.
'

Indict Fete Flick

Annual luncheon of the .Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Distrib-

utors Assn, is skedded for N.Y.

April 6 at the Russian Tearoom.

Guest of honor on the occasion

will be Dr. Hugh M. Flick, the

N.Y, censor.

'Wait and See’ Policy

On CinemaScope, Stereo
. London, March 16.

Two main points emerge from a
report, prepared by the officers’

committee of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn., on CinemaScope
and stereophonic sound following
the meeting at which Spyros P.
Skouras outlined the 20th-Fox pol-
icy.

The first is that, if American
production companies attempt a
worldwide "squeeze," they would
probably ruin themselvCs in the
process "and

.
it is not supposed

that any solidarity between them
would last for more than about
five minutes." The second- is the
view that there was no expecta-
tion that the novelty would per-
sist much longer, and the obvious
point where any squeeze was most
likely to break down would be the
need of the production companies
tot money.

Surveying,product prospects, the
report explains that Paramount
had indicated, that prints 6f their
films would be made available in

whatever form would secure the
greatest number ,of bookings
throughout the .world. Republic
was arranging its product on simi-

lar lines. WB policy, undecided at

the time of the report, has since
been explained by Wolfe Cohen,
via which exhibitors will get a
choice of single or magnetic sound
tracks.

Emphasizing that sales .jcondi-
tions in the U,S. are somewhat dif-

ferent from those in this country,
the report say? the fact remains
that the number of Cinemascope
and stereo sound installations will

be Rank’s 75 "plus whatever
others will be installed elsewhere,"
There would, thus, be a limited
demand in this country for any
CinemaScope process pictures de-
pendent upon stereophonic sound.

Harking back to the refusal of

Skouras to agree a single track

test, the CEA asserts that if a genu-
ine demonstration were held and
the results justified the expense,

the officers would accept the ver-

dict. For the meantime, however,
their advice was "wait and see."

currently being Installed at Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y., and a dem-
onstration of the system is due
soon. The integrator units are
being distributed by leading the-
atre supply dealers, including
Westrex, RCA, National Theatre
Supply, etc.

Loew estimated the cost of
Perspecta sound at $1,900 for small
houses, $3,200 for medium-sized
ones and $4,200 for large situa-

tions. The Integrator units come
to $850 with labor figured extra.

These prices ate based on Westrex
quotations in the U. S. and don’t
necessarily apply abroad. Also,

houses that already have a chan-
nel will pay less.

Asked whether he foresaw any
difficulties in the two areas where
20th and Metrd handle one an-
other’s pix—Austria and Ecuador
—Loew indicated he didn't antici-

pate any clash. "If they want our
pictures they’ll have to take them
the way we give' them," he com-
mented.

Key to the European situation

are the J. Arthur Rank and ABC
theatres in Britain which have re-

fused to'install stereo sound- Rank
has agreed to equip 75 houses and
nothing more than that. As a re-

MetrO, Paramount and likely
Warner Bros, are now arraigned
against 20th-Fox in the foreign
market where these companiesJ
have decided to adopt the Perspec-
ta stereophonic , sound system as
the standard on all of their pix^lnr
eluding CinemaScope releases.

Same policy is being extended
by at least M-G and Par to the do-
mestic market where all of their
films, with the exception of Clhe-
maScopers, will be available with
Perspecta sound. Latter involves
a single, cued optical track and an
"integrator" unit at the projector
which channels the sound to three
backstage speakers for what has
been described as "directional"
rather than stereophonic sound.

According ' to Arthur Loew,
preXy of Loew’s International,
there will be no M-G ’Scope plx
with multi-track magnetic sound
available in the foreign market at
all. At the same time, the com-
pany will insist on the use of
Perspecta sound in conjunction
with the showing of its ’Scope
films. "We think that is needed
for the wide screen," Loew stated
in N. Y. Monday (22). He held
Perspecta sound was equally as
effective as 20th’s magnetic stereo
sound.

j suj^ 20th is channeling its ’Scope
He noted that, while Loew’* In-

!
pi* to the indie ops in Britain,

ternational and Par Were agreed
j

According to Loew, Skouras was
on their sound policy abroad and

j aware of the'impending mote and
in the U. SC, WB legal eagles were
still scanning the proposition. In-
dications are, however, that WB
will go along and it’s expected that
other companies may join in the
move towards Perspecta sound.

Perspecta sound units are being
manufactured by the Fairchild Re-
cording Equipment Co. with other
companies to be licensed to make
them. Loew’s owns a .50% inter-

est in the process developed by C.
Robert Fine, president of Fine
Sound Inc, Loew International is

equipping 37 of its houses abroad
with this sound system and has
already begun to ship prints with
the process to its foreign ex-
changes.

What Is the Effect?
The combined move of M-G and

Baltimore Dinner Honors
Spyros Skouras March 31

Baltimore, March 23.

Political diplomatic, civic and
business leaders, headed by Mary-
land’s Go\C Theodore R. McKel-
din, Jr. and Baltimore’s Mayor
Thomas D’Alesandro, will be on
the dais at the Variety Club’s tes-

timonial dinner. here for 20th-Fox
prexy Spyros P. Skouras. Place:

Emerson Hotel. Date:. March 31.

Other guests will include the

Turkish Ambassador, White House
staffer Maxwell

.
Raab, Solicitor

General Simon Sobeloff, Senator

J. Glenn Beal, R., Md., Deputy
Attorney General William C.

Rogers. Rear Admiral Lewis Parks,

and RKO prexy Sol A. Schwartz.

Proceeds from the dinner will go

to Variety’s Heart Fund.

Vet Henry Harris Steps Down
Albany, March 23.

Albany Local, Theatrical Stage

Employees Union, has elected

I George Powers, of the Grand, as
1

president and business agent. He
succeeds Henry Harris, of the

Strand, who served for 15 years

and who is the union’s oldest work-

ing member, with a record of 46

years.

John Lanahan,- of the Grand, is

new vice-president. James Foley,

of the Ritz, is secretary, and Har-

! old Parry, of the Madison, is

1 treasurer.

there had been a number of con-
sultations on It There are. for the
moment at least, no "’indications

that 20th is ready to modify ' its

policy.

20th has encountered difficulties

in getting its equipment into some
countries due to currency restric-

tions. As a result • a good many
fqreign keys remain to be
equipped. Story goes that in some
South American areas, 20th has be-
gun to make four-wall deals in or-
der to get ’Scope established. Com-
pany has given large-scale, guaran-
tees to manufacturers abroad for
the making of *Scope lenses,
screens and sound.

First Par
ty
j»ic to go out with

Perspecta sound will be "White
Christmas.” First M-G release

Par fuhich has no ’Scope pi*) and i with the sound system in the U. S.

the expected decision on the "part

of WB immediately raises the
question of the effect this bid for

standardization will have on 20th.

Latter -.insists, both in the U. S.

and abroad, that its ’Scopers Can’t

be shown with anything but four-
trade magnetic stereo sound.

(Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy.
said yesterday (Tues.) he would
continue to fight for "the suprema-
cy of better entertainment" and
that it would be a "long, hard
fight." He commented that Per-
specta sound wasn’t much cheaper
than 20th’s magnetic sound.)

According to 20th, some 150 the-
atres abroad currently have in-

stalled CinemaScope equipment
and another 800 have placed or-

will be "Betrayed" and abroad
Knights of the Round Table."

Drive For Local

Continuing fight of exhibitors to
get newspapers “to drop their dis-

criminatory and unfair policy of
high advertising rates for theatres"

ders. 20th Is shooting for .round I

J

5 take“ “P * The.-

3,500 to 4,000 installments by the !

end of this year, which would
j ^aJ^’an^^eJrepapers'

6
pSJSSs

in various sections of the country,
will be sent out within two weeks.

Following a study of the results
of the survey, thb TOA board will
set in motion a campaign to con-
vince newspapers that theatres are
entitled to the same rates as local
department stores.

Fight to obtain ad rates equal
i to those of other local firms has

cover all of the European keys.
However, it’s pointed out that

if a house has installed 20th’s mag-
netic sound and then wants to play
a CinemaScope film from M-G, it’ll

have to go to the additional ex-
pense of adding Perspecta sound
equipment. In view of the already
existing speakers and wiring, how-
ever, the cost w'ould be cut dras-
tically.

There is no problem for a the-

atre wanting to play a film with
Perspecta sound if It isn’t equipped
for it. . Without the integrator

unit, the optical track is used and
functions just as in any ordinary
projection. Need for magnetic
striping also is eliminated.

Unanswered Question?
Asked how Metro could pursue

a dual policy for ’Scope abroad and
at home, Arthur Loew said he . . . _ , . _

couldn’t answeif that question. He
j

rates were fixed by^78 /c. The fig-

did indicate, however, that he !

ure for papers under 35,000 was

could see no objections to playing
j

42%. The percentages are from a

his company’s ’Scope films through ,

report of the Newspaper Advertis-

the Tushinsky variable anamorphic |.ing Executives Assn.
TOA stresses that its survey is

not an "attack" upon newspapers,
"but rather an effort to aid the
exhibitor obtain a more equitable
deal as a local merchant. Most
certainly this is a local problem
and cannot be solved by any sort

of national campaign, But it is

possible that such a national sur-

vey may result in facts and figures,

which if properly compiled and
(-interpreted, may be of vital im-

been going on for many years.
The campaign has never been un-
dertaken on a national basis, but
has been left tp each individual
thea.treowner to work out his own
problem with the local publisher.

In its memorandum to members,
TOA notes that 93% ’‘of the big
dailies (over 100,000 circulation)
charged premium rates. For mid-
dle-sized papers (between 35,000
and 100,000 circulation) higher

lens which Loew’s ‘execs observed
in action at the N. Y. demonstra-
tion Monday. M-G is interested

in the Gottschalk lens, which op-

erates on the same principle as

the Tushinsky prism, and has or-

dered a number of the Gottschalk

lenses for its foreign showcases.

That lens is being distributed by
Radiant Screen Manufacturing Co.

and is to be shown in N. Y. today

(Wed.
A Perspecta sound integrator is

1 portance to the local exhibitor."
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But Patricia Breen Sees Secular Press Reporting
Only The Extremists

Chicago, ‘March 23.

Roman ,. Catholic sources are
themselves divided about censor-

ship and more particularly about
the recent prominence in the press

of alleged “Gatholio opinion” and
“Catholic influence.” Some thought-
ful members of the clergy and
laity Apparently are increasingly

anxious that the general non-
Catholie public understand that

some of the extremists arp speak-
ing for themselves, or small blocs,

and not the> whole faith.

“Catholics, like any other grbup,
range in extremes of opinion, and
there are many . Catholics of good
standing who are opposed to legist

lative censorship of motion pic-,

lures.” This comment was made"
to Variety by Catholic film critic

Patricia Breen, currently column-
izing for . Voice of St. Jude and
formerly daily reviewer for the
Chicago American, Too often,

thinks Miss Breen, the least sym-
pathy Catholic statements are
echoed loudest by the secular
press, “presenting the viewpoint of
some Catholic publications as
though it were the official attitude

of the Roman Catholic Church.”
Two or more Catholic views are
voiced- but only one is reproduced
in the secular press.

“The moral law,” she says, “has
been defined for us by the Church,
but its application in specific in-

stances can
.
be—and is—debated

by any Catholic person, religious

or lay.”

It’s pointed out that editorials in

Catholic journals regarding the re-

cent U. S. Supreme Court decision
on film censorship ranged in senti-

ment from approval of censorship
and dislike of the court’s attitude,

to plaudits for the court and an
attack against censorship. Aij in-

stance of the latter is cited in a
recent issue of The Commonweal,
which Miss Breen characterizes as
“a highly respected national Cath-
olic magazine.” Article therein,
by William P. Clancy, reads in part:

“The prior censorship of motion
pictures, like the prior censorship
of speech and the press, should be
repugnant to any free society be-
cause such censorship is neces-
sarily arbitrary to a high de-
gree . . .

“Let us, by all means, be pro-
tected against the exploiters of
vice. But let us be protected also
against those who, in the name of
virtue, would sustain public l pro-‘

cedures which are in clear viola-

tion of democratic processes.”

No Albany Chums
wmSSSm Continued from page 5 sss!
and reasonable censorship under
the Board of Regents since 1910,”
the speaker asserted. The purpose

.
of the amendments was to draw up
an effective censorship statute and
to maintain these fair and reason-
able standards. *

'

“This bill was evolved after a
good many conferences among a
good many able people” who at-
tempted to define “immoral” 'as it

applies to the state law, Brydges
observed.

Speaking of the mail he received
-‘-'much of it “from components
of the motion picture industry”-—
Brydges read from a letter sent by
an unidentified person who
claimed immorality, lewdness, per-
version, etc. were “myths” in
man’s mind, mere words given
meaning “by theologians and poli-
ticians.” If that viewpoint were to
hold, the New and Old Testament
were out, the 10 Commandments
Were out, the Judo-Christian con-
cept was ended* Brydges declared.

Senator Joseph Zaretski, Bronx
Democrat, who led the opposition,
•aid at the outset, “I am talking
against this bill for the purpose of
saving censorship of motion pic-
tures in the State of New York. If
you pass

,
this bill, you are risking

, J
filing by the United Statdfc

Supreme Court outlawing all cen-
sorship of motion pictures.”

David Landau has joined the
Samuel Hacker & Co., public ac-
countant outfit to work* in the for-
eign audit division of the motion
Picture department. Formerly with
Columbia Pictures.

/'

British Films
SSSSS Continued from pnge S ==^
l »

vestigation committee to in-

quire into dispute and re-
quested fullest support from
both sides.' Government also
asked for normal work to re-

sume. Employers were able
to accept at once but union
reps have to consult their gov-
erning group which wilt meet
immediately.

'

The techhicians were quick to
inform Sir Walter Monckton, the
Labor Minister, tfiat the studios
were aggravating the crisis by
their wholesale firings. Union
wants the Government to start an
immediate investigation. There is

no open allegation of a “conspir-
acy” to break labor, but that is pri-
vately whispered. Situation gives
every present evidence of. getting
extremely nasty.

,

. The newsreels are lining up with
the feature producers and say that
they, too, will give wholesale no-
tices of sacking this coming Fri-
day if no settlement is uien in
sight. With perhaps 4,000 studio
workers and 2,500 lab workers al-
ready off payroll, this thing can
'snowball into total paralysis of the
British film industry. Calmer

1

minds, not ruled by current pas-
sions, deplore -this dog-in-manger
situation.

i •
That this is a major labor show-

down seems clear. Considerable
bitterness has already manifested it-

self. Owners resent unionists fo-
cusing their fire on company profr
its rather than

.
on labor’s cost of

living.

Throughout most of last week
conciliation officials of the Ministry
of Labor made abortive- attempts
at a settlement but the parties were
far apart. The Film Laboratory
Assn, challenged the right of the
Assn, of Cine Technicians to peg
wages to company profits. This was
just what the Union proposed to
do, judging by a piece of its gen-
eral secretary, George Elvin, in
the; London Tribune. Elvin singled
out J. Arthur Rank’s Denham Labs
as making $3,500,000 during the
past six years and paying up to
55% dividend. None of this has
been officially disclosed, Rank hav-
ing ^ answered a stockholder in-

quiry recently by simply stating,

with the British businessman’s
laconic distaste for specifics, that
the lab was “very profitable,”. Elvin
also asserted that British Techni-
color had upped its rate of divi-

dend from 20% to 25%. George
Humphries & Co. is on record as

making a $52,000 profit while As-
sociated' British-Pathe yielded a

profit of $436,000.

First repercussions to the spread-

ing paralysis were felt over the

Weekend even before the lab
;
clo-

sure became effective. At Pine-

wood Studios, about 30 film tech-

nicians were pirikslipped with a
fortnight’s notice. The Douglas
Fairbanks unit, which is making
American telepix at the National
Studios, Elstree, gave notice to the

entire technical crew.

First to feel the pinch will be
the newsreels and the news thea-

tres. The former have taken pro-

tective action by readying two edi-

tions before the labs stopped work,

which will carry them through for

at least the current week. Of the

five British newsreels, four are af-

fected by the dispute, but British

Movietone News is processed by a

laboratory which is outside the

Film Laboratories Assn, and so not

'involved in the shutdown. Movie-

tone was anxious to stand by its

competitors and take no advantage

its favored position; however, it is

faced with a delicate legal situa-

tion inasmuch as it could be sued

by exhibitors, who had contracted

to take its reel. Unlike the other

topicals, it would not be in a posi-

tion to plead force majeure.

Major Showdown
Almost the entire weight of the

British industry is being leveled

against ACT in what is considered

a major showdown with the union.

The British film producers have

maintained close contact with the

laboratories and are known to have

given their sympathetic support.

The Kinematograph Renters’ So-

ciety (exhibs) haVe officially de-

cided to back the labs *nd will

Another Air Debate On

Pro and Con of Code
Discussion oil the necessity of

film censorship failed to get much,
past the Production Code’s pros
and con$ Sunday (21). as the topic

got another going-over op the

Araeridan Forum of the Air over
NBC-TV.
. Participants in the show were
Hugh M. FTOk, the N.Y. censor;

Ephraim London, attorney promi-
nently identified with the anti-cen-

sorship forces, and Martin Quigley
Jr., trade publication editor. Frank
Blair was the moderator. ,

With a good part of the time
.taken up by questlona'and answers
on the Code, which, its proponents
maintain, doesn’t properly belong

]

under the censorship heading,
London roused Quigley with the
statements that many pix are re-

leased by the majors without a
Code seal. As the “evil effect” of

the Code he cited Jtlhe argument
that it reduced picture content to

the level of the youngest member
of the family. “That is one of its

wor$fr effects,” he declared.
Quigley, who • appeared more

concerned with.defending the Code
than analyzing the theme of cen-
sorship per se, replied that there
was only a single film, without a
Code seal in release by a major
dlstrib. He outlined the principle

of the Code, which is designed to

prevent the making of films that

might lower the morals of the-

community, and voiced his opposi-
tion to censorship since it cuts pix
after they’re completed.

In response to a question. Flick
pointed out that his rulings were

j

subject to court approval, to which
London replied that this procedure
took time*and money, Flick said
he .welcomed criticism and that his

work.had itirvalue unless the pom-
munity participated. During the
program, Flick was kudosed as a
censor who enjoys the respect of
the industry. However, complained
London, there is no uniformity of
Opinion among the various state

censors wh£n it oomes to judging
pix.

Quigley and London engaged in

a give-and-take, with London main-
taining he favors pressures short
of those on the government, and
Quigley holding that such pres-
sures—-on government officials—
are

;
the legitimate function of

citizens; There was also some dis-

cussion on the effects of pix on
audiences. Flick * said half the
films submitted to his division

didn’t carry the Code seal. Most
Of those, however, are foreign im-
ports.

HERALD-TRIB PREDICTS

’AMENDMENT’ SNAFU
N. Y. State Legislature’s action

in voting to amend the censorship
statutes was given an editorial go-,

ing-over by the N. Y. Herald-Trib-
une yesterday (Tues.). Law-
makers last Saturday passed
amendments designed to spell out

the meaning of “morality” and
“tending to jncite crime" as related

to the content of pix.

States the daily: “The new mo-
tion picture censorship bill is even
worse than the old, because it com-
plicates the restrictions already

written into the law. It seems
likely to lose out in/ court tests,

just as its predecessor did, and, in

any case, it Is no credit to the en-

lightened state government.”

William* Shelton has been ap-

pointed v.pl and general sales

manager pf Times Films Inc. by
prexy J£an Goldwurm. Shelton will

continue to head up his own firm,

Imperial Film Distributors of

America,

give all practical aid within legal

limits. Exhibitors have not offi-

cially expressed any opinion and

are worried at the possibility of a

print shortage but are, in the main,

standing fast with other sections

of the trade in the tussle against

ACT.
As things stand at present, dis-

tributors arq sufficiently advanced

with their prints to operate nor-

mally foe three to four weeks. If

the dispute is prolonged beyond
that date, they will have to decile

whether theatres will remain open
with re-issues or whether there

should be a mass close down and
place the onus for the deprivation

of the public’s entertainment on

the union. This is being considered

at high level, top secret confabs.

luther’ First Catholic Comtry Test

Will Be Puerto Rico:

Malty Fox
ssss Continued from page I

do technical work designed to re-

fine the system and which bag a

number of other electronic innova-

tions in the fire, will share in the

profits of the operating company
on a royalty basis. It also retains

the rights to the basic patents.

Deal provides lor a number of

guarantees pegged to the active
application of the system at vari-

ous stages and also Incorporates
an option for the Fox group to ac-
quire Skiatron stock. No public
stock issue is contemplated for the
new outfit.

Initial Fox payment to Skiatron
comes to $300,000, with another
$200,000 in cash being put up to

get things rolling and to meet "at-

torney* and other fees involved in

preparing for and carrying through
the FCC application. Coin is being
provided by Fox personally, it’s

understood, even though he has a
number of strong financial back-
ers. Latter are still being kept un-
der wraps. One is understood to be
David Baird, the financier who’s
also on the Stanley Warner board.

Based 'on 2,000 prerelease- en-

gagements, ’'Martin Luther,”- the

LOtiis do RochcifiOnt picture made
for the Lutheran Church, appears

headed for a - $0^00,000 domestlo

gross. Overall domestic estimate

includes Canada where the picture

Is reported doing better percent-

age-wise than In U. S. engage-

ments. The de
;
Rochemont org,

which Is distributing the film, at-

tributes the Canadian upbeat to
the furore created by the ban of
the picture in Quebec province.

The Quebec Cinema Censors
Board nixed the film on the
grounds that it showed a Pope in
a bad light and this would offend
Roman Catholics,

,
the largest re-

'

'

llgous group in Quebec.

Starting the foreign release of
the film, the de Rochemont org Is

first concentrating on the pre-
dominantly v Protestant countries.
Picture had it's European pre-
miere in Hanover, Germany, on
March 4. Some Catholic opposition
was encountered In the form of a
request that the picture be banned
from Germany. “Luther” openings :

are next scheduled for the Scandi-
"

navian countries, England and
South Africa.

Use of Subscriber-Vision "in the
foreign .market is to be .pushed,
since several governments, apd
notably Britain, have shown con-
siderable interest, in the system.
Some contacts have already been
made. Most of Europe’s radio and
tv obtain their revenue at present
by licensing sets.

While Levey, as Skiatron’s domi-
nant stockholder, will be repped
on the Skiatron TV board, he’ll not
be an officer, but will* act In a con-
sultative capacity. There are cur-
rently a little over 1,000,OdB shares
of Skiatron common outstanding
and it’s not figured that, in the
foreseeable future at least, the
Fox syndicate will obtain a control-
ling interest.

Fox says he is at the moment
primarily concerned with pushing
FCC approval, Fox himself, be-
sides being a showbiz vet, is in a
vefy advantageous position since,

apart from being a partner in
j

United Artists and a member of
j

UA’s board, he’s also owner and
board chairman of Motion Picture
for Television Inc., one Of the '

country’s largest “syndication” tv
outfits.

Also among his backers in the
venture is a large electronics out-
fit which is said to stand ready to
manufacture the Subscriber-Vision
decoders on a mass basis. Gadgets
should cost around $12 a piece and
are said to be simple and cheap
to install.

According to Fox, there’s been
no tieup with any tv station in any
of the key cities where he plans
to launch fee-tv. He’s also dropped
Levey’s prior arrangement under
which Western Union was to have
aided in the servicing of Subscrib-
er-Vision. As it’s currently envi-
sioned, the decoder cards will be
mailed to viewers.

Withirf recent months Levey and
his associate in Skiatron, James M.
Landis, had been holding continu-
ous talks with WPIX, the N. Y.
Daily News station in N. Y. which
specializes 'in sports coverage.
Other N. Y. stations 'undef con-
sideration for a permanent tieup
had been WATV and WOR-TV. It’s

known that Fred Thrower, WPIX
general manager, had sat in on a

series of discussions, but the new
group apparently intends to start

anew.

It’s Fox’s opinion that, once the
FCC approves one toll-tv

.
system,

it’ll flash the green lighWo all,

throwing the field wide open to

competition. It’s to further his un-
derstanding that the decision to au-

thorize tollcasting is well within
the scope of the Commission and
wouldn’t require a special nod
from Congress.

The Skiatron licensing deal is

seen breathing new life into the
dormant FCC application for a

commercial ;|:rmit from Zenith’s
Phonevision system. The third pay-
as-you-see method—Telemeter—Is

currently undergoing extensive
tests at Palm Springs, Cal.

Picture’s first experience with a
largely Catholic country, will be
met during Easter Week when it

opens in Puerto Rico, Reactioh to
“Luther” in. this area may, to a
large extent, set policy for its ex-
hibition in other Catholic coun-
tries, particularly South America*

Spain, Italy, France and Austria
are, for * the moment, being by-
passed, but plans are to distribute
the film throughout the world. It’s

Anticipated that the greatest diffi-

culty will be met in Spain where
the Roman Catholic Bishop of Bar-
celona has urged adoption of stern
measures to repress what he
termed proselytizing by U. S.
Protestant sects in Spain. While
the Bishop’s statement was not
aimed at “Martin tiuther/r

it’s

figured that bis views would apply
to the picture if an attempt were
made to show it in Spain.

Film Biz Asks
,
Continue* from pace 1

have indicated they will
, pass the

savings on, at least temporarily.

Exhib orgs are therefore warn-
ing their members not to make any
immediate decisions. Theatremen
are urged “to stay close” to their
boxoffices and to be alert for pub-
lic reactioh. If a reduction ap-
pears the best policy, it is suggest-
ed it be made after advising the
public it will be forthcoming after
new tickets are received ana pres-
ent contracts are liquidated. If no
reduction is contemplated, it’s ad-
vised to justify this decision to the
public.

Theatres that are weighing an
admission hike for some reason
(re-opening of drive-in or installa-
tion of widescreen) are advised to
boost it higher than originally in-
tended and then giving back part
of the hike when the Federal tax
is cut.

• t

‘Jolson Story’
Continue* from page 3

jvill swing into distribution over
the next few months.

Pic represents the first instance
where a distrib, in peddling a re-
tread, is insisting on stereosound
showings. This, of course, will
limit Col’s potential customers to
the less *than 2,000 theatres
equipped for the special audio fea-
ture. However, Col is not commit-
ting itself to any longtime policy
that might relax the condition re
stereo some time later.

“Jolson Story,” in which Larry
Parks impersonates the late A1
Jolson, rang up domestic distribu-
tion income of $7,000,000. Col has
set a special showing of the pic
for tonight (Wed.) at the Fox The-
atre, Brooklyn, with exhibs and
the press in the eastern area on
the invitation list.
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Declares Uttited Artists, Nol ^ajppas Fafmily True
Owiier—Reverses Master. In Chancery

r,\ ,

Chicago, March 23.

United Artist* has been awarded
200 shares of stock In the Milwau-
kee Towiie Theatre, by federal
District Court’ Judge William
Campbell. This is a reversal of a

decision by a Master in Chancery.
Stock was in escrow for over a

year while Master William Saitiel

held hearings to determine legal

ownership of the shares. His de-

cision that they were the rightful

property of Spiro Pappas, family
of the late Constantine Pappas, and
other stockholders in the Towne
was overridden by Judge Campbell.
Attorney Thomas McConnell said

he would appeal the. decision.

Shares are estimated' at being
worth y$300,000 currently. Number
involved comprise one-third of the

capital stock of the company and
. were given to United Artists sev-

eral years ago in turn for aid at a

time when the theatre was an seri-

ous financial straits. McConnell had
argued that the stock was obtained

under duress.

YEAR'S RUN FOR SHORT
, \ ’ •!

Canadian ‘Romance or Transportr
|

Wearing Out* Ita 4th >Fflnt
*V""M •' **

Overshadowed., by the one-year
anniversary of “Xiili’* at the Trans-
Lux 52d St. Thteatte, N. Y.v the
"Romance of Transportation/* ani-
mated color short playing' with
“Lill,” also has hit the jackpot
since it's very rate for a short to
get a full year’s run.

Subject * Was made by the Na-
tional Film Board of Canada, and
is distributed in the U. S. by
Mayer-Kingsley. : The dy in the
ointment:, Color is expensive and
"Transportation'’’ is currently
grinding up its -fourth, print.

.

Contlnne4 from pace 3

HG in Cannes
Metro’s ^Knights of the £ound

Table” will bow at the Cannes film

festival with PerspectaSound, I. e.,

directional rather, than stereo-

phonic sound. Decision under-

scores the. split in policy between
Loew’s International and MGM in

the U. S., where it insists on stereo-

phonic sound for all dates for Its

Cinemascope pix. .

According to C. Robert Fine,

prexy of Fine Sound, N. Y., all of

Metro’s 40 theatres abroad will be
equipped with Perspecta stereo-

phonic sound integrators by the

end of April. System involves a

cued optical soundtrack which
channels the sound irto three back-

stage speakers.

Fine said two integrator units

had already been shipped, to Eu-
rope, one of them to Cannes and
the. other to Belgium. The Cannes
installation eventually is to be
transferred to Metro’s Plaza Thea-
tre in Toulouse, France. The inter

grators are manufactured by Fair-

child Recording Equipment Co. of

Whitestone, N. Y.

Saville Heads SPG

Nominating Committee
Hollywood, March 23.

Screen Producers Guild elected
Victor Saville chairman of the
nominating committee which will

select 14 candidates for the Guild’s
executive board. Seven members,
or one third of the board, are
elected every year. Other mem-
bers of the nominating comhiittee
are Albert J. Cohen, Fred Kohl-
mar, Mervyn LeRoy and Harry
Tugend.

Election will be held at the
Guild's annual meeting on May 3,

to replace the retiring board mem-
bers: Samuel B. Briskin, Bryan
Fov, Walter Mirisch, Sol C. Siegel,
Jerry Wald and Carey Wilson.

&

Nabes* British First Runs
Use Lots of Paid Space

Minneapolis, March 23.

Development of first-run polity
In the nabes here plus Cinema-
Scope for the big downtown houses
is proving a financial assist for the
local newspapers.

Nabes, turning arties for the
showing of foreign films, mostly
British, are now selling these “first-

run” attractions aggressively
through liberal newspaper adver-
tising and other promotions.

Meanwhile downtown houses
playing C’Scope product have been
taking larger space for their attrac-
tions. General advertising splurge
has spread, too, to the conventional
subsequent run theatres which
have been stimulated to more space
for their more important attrac-
tions. General result has seen the
local sheets getting their largest
film advertising revenue in years.

: regularly photographed films into

1 anamorphic (squeezed) positive
' prints and (2), the projection lens

j

itself with which the exhib has
freedom to “throw” the pic on to

! any size screen, even up to a meas-
|
ure of three in width to one in
elevatioQ,

Audience Impressed
Hour-long demonstration On

: Monday bad*an audience of about
500 particularly impressed jvith the
versatility of the variable prism
operation and the screen images
which* looked like a reasonably
good facsimile of Cinemascope.
Shown were .scenes from Walt
Disney’s “Fantasia,” Metro’s
“Knights of the Round Table” and
a group of RKO pix which had
been shot in conventional fashion
and printed in the anamorphic
system. Marring effect was via two
thick shaded lines on the screen
but technical observers said this
was due tb a flaw in the theatre
screen itself. Also shown were
some stock shots which came
through .with a certain amount of
fuzziness.

Spectacular effect was achieved
with “Fantasia,” , which had not
gone through the anamorphic pro-
cessing. Film simply was spread
out to an area of about three to
one. Dial control on the Tushin*1

sky lens permits this but the print,
of course, must conform to the
aspect ratio.

Tushinsky admitted that this
spreading, if done with a live-ac-
lion. pic, would distort the images
but it can be done with cartoons.
“Doing it with a. Mickey Mouse
short would make Mickey 'gain 20
pounds but Walt Disney is de-
lighted with this hew look,” the
inventor quipped.

Feature of the system under-
lined by Tushinsky was that it pre-
cludes the need for any cropping,
that no part of the frame is lost.

Complaint about some widescreen-
in g in past was that some portion
of scene action or character was
cut on top -or bottom as a pic was
fanned out. S’Scope retains the full
screen height.
Although in the precision print-

ing normal photography can be
converted up to a ratio of three to
one, Tushinsky figures two to one
is best suited to accommodate the
needs of all theatres. Prints in
both those sizes will be used by
RKO for its S’Scope product, he
reported.
Along these same lines, Tushin-

sky said that 20th-Fox’» C’Scope
pix, measuring 2,55:1, actually are
being shown only in five U. S. the-
atres in that ratio. Because of
Architectural limitations, other
houses have been masking the
C’Scopers down to 2.2:1, he stated.
Tushinsky presented an assort-

ment of claims boasting of superi-
ority, over the by-far-more-costly
CinemaSRNpe. In this, pix are shot
with an anamorphic lens, which,
alleges Tushinsky, means such
photographic restrictions that
quality is impaired. In the S’Scope
system, he went on, the producer
Is free to use any type of lens,
camera and film and can maintain
the highest photographic quality.
The anamorphic feature is in the
lab Work.
Tushinsky stated his lens can be

used in projecting pix in C’Scope,
Paramount’s VistaVision and all
other systems. Any type of audie
track can be accommodated.

,

’Rose Marie’ Sans Strings

Attachedto'KBights’;

Chicago, March

V Metro is releasing “Rose Marie’*
fidr outlying exhibition here minus -I

the restrictions attached to its first

CinemaScoper, “Knights of Rqund
Table,” which prohibited theatres

from double-featuring the biggie.

Deeming this a signal victory,; at-

torney Richard Orlikoflnstates that

the JRockne ,, Theatre, which he
counsels, may abandon 'its suit

against Metro if it continues to

keep the pix restriction-free.

Rockne suit, now pending’further
court action, charges Metro with
crimping the competition style of

• theatres by insisting hpOn single
feature status for 'its CinemaScop-
ers. 20th-Fox likewise was involved
for refusing to allow a second-fea-
ture deduction, though the com-
pany did permit double-featuring.

Rockne Theatre has a rather uni-
que policy which it finds neces-
sary in order to compete with the
nearby B&K State Theatre. House
buys pix for two-weeks outlying
runs, whiie B&K houses are limit-
ed to single weeks, and thereby
is often • able to outbid the large
circut for product. Rockne holds
the major 4 pip for a fortnight but
changes the accompanying feature
each week. House currently is

awaiting response to its bid for
“Rose - Marie.”
« O’. .

* "
- V .

>

Allied Joining
Proponents of an industry arbi-

tration system are launching a cam-
paign to overcome the widespread'
view that a system cannot work
without Allied States Assn, partici-
pation? One staunch advocate of
the plan puts it this way: ’The
fact that Allied’s board does not
take part in the discussions or does
not approve the plan does not
mean that Allied members cannot
use it.”

He stressed that a general mis-
conception must be cleared up-^
that exhibs are forced to arbitrate.
The only ones bound by the plan
are the distribs, he explained.
Exhibs, he noted, may employ arbi-
tration only at their own discre-
tion. “They don’t have to use it
if they don’t want to,” he empha-
sized. On the other hand, he
pointed out, a distributor must ar-
bitrate when called on to do so by
an exhibitor.

Allied leaders, who have refused
to take part in any plan that does
not include the arbitration, of film
rentals,

.. discount the argument
with the statement that “anybody
can arbitrate anything now, plan
or no plan, as long as there’s agree-
ment on the arbitrable subject.”

.
A date for the arbitration meet*mg is expected to be set shortly.

In his letter to exhib orgs asking
them to participate, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prexy Eric John-
ston said several weeks ago that a
confab would be called within 60
days.

JONES BROS. SUE MAJORS

File In Federal Court—‘Conspiracy’
Dates Back 13 Years

Chicago, March
#
23.

Seeking $6,000,000 in treble dam-
ages, Aaron and John J. Jones are
suing., nine major film companies
for alleged conspiracy to deprive
them of their Oriental Theatre
lease 13 years ago. Suit was filed
in Federal District Court of Madi-
son, Wis., in an attempt to skirt
the Illinois statute of limitations
under which antitrust cases filed
more than two years after the of-
fense are automatically negated.
Jones brothers are dping business
as Jones, .Liniek &V'Schaefer and
currently operate the MeVickers
theatre. '

*
.

'

s

Distribs are charged with con-
spiring to deprive the McVickerS
of first run features, before 1941,
causing business to suffer as a re-
sult, and causing the Jones’ to lose
their lease. Consequently damages
were claimed at $2,000,000. Aaron
Stein is counsel for the Jones
brothers.

I
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Chicago, March 23.

With Chicago film biz leveling to j>ar or worse at outlyirfg houses,
^competition again expresses Itself noticeably in giveaways. Drive-
ins are, active at this, the greater number of them opening for

. the new Reason this week with, ad-lines reading “Free Souvenirs
For Everyone!,” VFree Kiddieland,” and “Clifts to’ Each Driver.”

In the neighborhoods* five Balaban & Katz theatres are bolster-
ing their marquee hire by reinstating dlnnerware deals.

MISPRESENTED GROSSES
v

. J
—

Woman Wins Judgment vs. Former
Owner' of House

>

Abilene, Tex., March 23.

A district court jury has found
that Albert L. Smith misrepresent-
ed earnings of the Palace Theatre
Here when Mrs. Alpha Allen pur-

chased it. in March 1952}. It was
further' found that the plaintiff,

Mrs. Allen, suffered damages of

$2,500. -

Smith said he would appeal the
judgment

i
.
*

Majors Busier
SSSSm Continued from* pace 9 —

—

terms of California’s property tax
law. The present announced total

of 195 from all major sources, rep-
resents an increase of* at least 20
films oveivwhat had been expected
as a result of spot checks con-
ducted during the New Year holi-
day season;

Behind this upsurge appears to
be’ a growing fear, based upon ex-
hibitor complaints, that indie pro-
ducers were usurping the key play-
dates, long held almost exclusive -

ly by’ the majoft.

Underlining this, local produc-
tion veterans point to the fact that
better than a dozen indie films
have been showcased in the Broad-
way first runs in the last fortnight

j

—a figure almost double the norm*
And the vets . have their fingers
crossed on production totals from
the majors for the current twelve-
month period.

As of Monday (22), they point
out, there was no production at
Metro, Republic and RKO only
one at Warners and one at Disney.
Twentieth-Fox and AA each had
two pix going, Columbia; Para-
mount and UI each had four—

a

total of 18 pictures from the eight
so-called majors plus Allied Ar-
tists and Disney, who actually be-
longs in the ipdie category.

. His
current “20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea” is being made without a re-
lease. Against this are listed five
indies for United Artists release
all, Incidentally, being shot out-
side the U. S.

Under 60c
Continued from pafe 5

if

committee, who have been actively
buttonholing Senators down here,
issued a statement after the
Finance Committre reported its
bill, which said in part:

[-
“The motion picture industry is,

i

°* course, highly appreciative of
the concern shown by the Senate
Finance Committee for the plight
of the smalltown exhibitor. The
exemption of all admissions under
60c would provide adequate relief
to take virtually all of the more
than 6,100 distressed theatres out
of the 4eficit or marginal staVs
under which they are now operat-
ing. And the reduction of tax rate
to 10% will restore stability to The
country s remaining motion picture
theatres.

The tax relief given Under the
Finance Committee amendment
also will bolster exhibitor pros-
pects for taking advantage of the
improved technological develop-
ments which are being put on the
market.” .

*

‘Hansel & Grater
*555 Continued from page J

ities. Latter includes a seven-story
building on the New York’s lower
^st side. Formerly a neighborhood
tiali* devoted to meetings, wed-
dings and other social functions,
it has been converted into a film
studio complete with sculpturing
facilities, carpentry and machine
shop, sets, and Wardrobe depart-
ment. Unique feature of the oper-
ation is that everything, including
the. figures, sets and costumes, are
made one-third normal size. It can
be termed a Lilliputian film studio.

o
Be Luxe'Lttbs, shooting for a ca-

pacity (if .2,500,000 feet a week by
the end1

: of the year, expects to

boost Ita print output about 50%
by July, according to Allan E.

Freedmari, De Luxe topper in N. Y.
Lab is • .currently turning out 100
prints $ week.
De : Luxe expansion takes on

.added importance in view of the
fact " that 20th-Fox, of which De
Luxe is a subsid, has decided in

the future to, stick to Eastman
color positive fop its Cinemascope
prints. That decision was made at
the studio by production topper
Darryl F. Zamick after viewing
“Night People.”

Pie is the first of 20th’s ’Scope
releases to' go out entirely on
prints manufactured in Technicol-
or’S" dye-transfer, imbibition proc-
ess. Techni will complete filling
the “People” order for imbibition
prints, but after that will stick to
turning out 20th ’Scope prints on
the more ‘expensive Eastman color
positive unless there is an emer-
gency. Difference conies to about
1V6c per foot.

Freedman <said there had been
attempts to farm out ’Scope print-
ing to some other N, Y. labs, but
that the results had hot been sat-
isfactory and that It was therefore
decided to keep all of the work at
De Luxe. Lab has a deal with
Techni to create a Techni installa-
tion in the east with an assist from
Techni engineers.

. Definite site for the new' plant
hasn’t been chosen, but Freedman
thought it was likely it would be
located in New Jersey*

He also expressed the belief that,
once there is real volume produc-
tion using the Eastman color posi-
tive, the price could be brought
down to 6c and possibly less than
that. Reason that the Eastman
color prints now cost around 6V£c
per foot in part is the high cost of
the raw stock. There are no indi-
cations that Eastman intends to
lower that price at the moment.
Imbibition rights in volume"manu-
facture cost 4.98c per foot, which
allows a sufficient profit margin
to .leave the door open fpr another
price drop sometime in the future,
it’s explained.

At the Tushinsky lens demon-
stration in N. Y. Monday (22),

Joseph Tushinsky made it a point
to praise Techni and ridicule
rumors to the effect that imbibi-
tion prints were no good for the
wide screen. At a press confab
later, however, he maintained that,
if Techni Was having difficulties
in manufacturing quality imbibi-
tion prints for CinemaScope, this
was due to lack of definition in-
here in anamorphic lensing.
Techni has no trouble with his
system, he maintained, since the
anamorphic effect is iritroed at the
lab stage.

Editors Honor Five

Academy Nominees
Hollywood, March 23.

;
Five Oscart nominees were hon-

ored at the fourth annual dinner
of the American Cinema Editors,
with Barbara Stanwyck presenting
the awards, Red Skefton as emcee.
Jack L, garner as chief speaker
and prexy William B. Murphy pre-
siding.

~

Film editors who received the
awards were: Cotton Warburton,
for “Crazylegs;” . William Lyon,
“From Here to Eternity;” Qtto
Ludwig, “The Moon Is Blue;” Rob-
ert Swink, “Roman Holiday,” and
Everett Douglas,. “The War of the
Worlds.”

In his keynote speech Warner
laid the blam,e for the production
slowdown on the lack of enthusi-
asm among the creative talents of

the industry.
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PICTURES

SAN FRANC&C0
(Continued iP^in page ’&)*?',

Oklahoma" (WBl and ^^sae Jables

vs. Daltbns" (C<A)*; $l0;50q. ?.

St. Francis (Par) <1,400; 65-$l)-—

“Balt" (Col) and "Drive Crooked
Hoad" (Col). Good $10,000: .Last
week, "Should Happen to You"
(Col) (2d wk), $10,000.

Orpheuih (Cinerama Theaters,

Calif.) (1,4$8; $1.80-$2.80)--r"Clne-

rama" (Indie) (12th wk). Sturdy
$28,0Q0. Last week, $28,200. .

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207:

70-$l)
— "‘Beachhead" (UA),- and

"Clipped Wings" <AA). Neat; $16,-

500. Last week, "Beat the Devil”
(UA) (2d wk), $7,000.

Stagedoor (A-R). (400; 85-$1.50)
—>"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (13th wk).

Fast $5,500. Last week, $6,000.

Clay (Rosener) ; <400; $1^"Cap-
tain’s Paradise" (UA) (3d wk).

Robust $3,000. Last week, $2,500.

Vogue (S.F. Theatres) : (377; 85-
$1)—"Rome 11 O’clock" (Indie)

(5th wk). Good $1,900. Last. week,
$2,OO0P •

)
'

•
L - 71

-

'

‘Faces’ Ragged $11,000.

Pray.; ‘Deni' Nice 12G
Providence, March 23.

"‘New Faces," at Majestic and
"Beat the Devil" at Loew’s State
lead the first-runs here this week,
former being especially big. Other
stands are also above average.
RKO Albee is in its third session
with "Glenn Miller Story,” and
still big. Strand opened nicely with
"Jubilee Trail”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 70-85)—

"Glenn Miller Story” (U) (3d wk).
Still big at $9,500. Second week
was $14,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 85-$D—
"New Faces” (20th), Upped scale
helping for nifty $11,000. Last
week, "Phantom of Rue Morgue”
(WB) and "Border River" (U), $12,-
000 .

State (Loew’s) (3J200; 50-74)—
•‘Beat the Devil”, (UA) and "Great
Diamond Robbery” (M-G). Nice
$12,000. Last week, "Long, Long
Trailer” (M-G) and "Fort Algiers"
(UA). (2d wk), $9,000.
Strand (Silverman) <2,200; 50-70)—"Jubilee Trail” (Rep) and "Sun

Shines Bright” (Rep). Opened Mon-
day (22). Last week* "The Biga-
mist” (FR) and "White Fire” (FR)r

oke $6,500.

L’viUe; ‘MiDer’ Tetrif

10G, ‘Devfl’ tirab 9G

BOSTON
(Continued from page 9)

"Creature From Black Lagoon” (U)
(3-D) and "Jivaro” (Par) (2d wk).
Opens today (Tues.). First week
was nifty $7,000.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
"Glenn Miller Story” (U) <3d wk).
Still big at $21,500 following $26,-
000 in second.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 50-
90)—“Hell, High Water” (20th) (2d
wk-6 days). Fair $16,000 following
$25,000 in first.

.

Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90)
—‘‘Beat the Devil” (UA) and "Pris-
oners of Casbah’’ (Col). Opened
Saturday (20). Last week, "Knights

' of Round Table” (M-G) (5th wk),
nice $11,000.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
—"Creature From Black Lagoon”
(U) (3-D) and "Jivaro” (Par). Sec-
ond week starts today (Tues.). First
week was smash $18,000.

Pilgrim (ATC) (1.800; 60-95)—
"Ride Clear of Diablo” <U) and
"South Sea Sinner” (U). Neat $13,-
000 looms. Last week, "Crime
Wave” (WB) and "Duffy San Quen-
tin” (WB) (2d wk), $8,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—
"Beat the Devil” (UA) and "Pris-
oners of Casbah” (Col). Opened
fair Saturday (20). Last week, "Rob
Roy” (RKO) and "Man From
Cairo” (Lip), not bad at $10,000.

Louisville, Marph 23.

Top product on the main stem
this week Is spelling activity at the
wickets. Lines at the Kentucky,
where "Glenn Miller Story" is

playing and: same story • at the
Rialto for .."French Line,” m£ans
terrific trade .for both films. Hold-
over of "Ed^ie Canto* Storyv at
the Mary Anderson is- not so good.
* .Estimates for This Week

;

Kentucky’ (Switow) (1,200; 75-
99>—"Glenri Miller Story’’ (U). Off
to terrific start with long lines.

Looks like great $10,00Q, which
means a longrun at this small spot.

Last*week, "Border River” (U) and
"Forbidden” <U), $4,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—
r ‘Eddie Cantor Story” (WB)

(2d wk). Matinees' off, and nights
crimped by opposition. Small $5,-

Q00 after first week’s $10,000.
Rialto (Fourth AVenue) (3,000;

75-$l) — "French Line” (RKO).
This 3-D musical has clear .sailing

here with no censorship. ,Crix,

however, were lukewarm'. At a $1
top. big capacity here should spell

sock $26,000. Last week, "Best
Years of -Lives” (RKO) (reissue),

fine $14,000 at regular scale.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 54-75)

—

"Paratrooper” (Col) and "Nebras-
kan” (Col). Opened Sunday (21).

Last week, "‘Beat Devil” (UA) and
“Great Diamond Robbery” (M-G),
good $9,000.

‘Marie’ Great $22,000,

Buff; ‘People’ Big 136
Buffalo, March 23.

“Rose Marie” is standout here
this session, being socko at the
Buffalo. Biz generally is stronger
at all spots. “Night People”
looms stout at the Center while
“Saskatchewan” is very big at the
Lafayette. “Crime Wave” is rated
hefty at the Paramount while “New
Faces” is good in second Century
week.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 70-$l)

—

“Rose Marie” (M-G). Smash $22-
000. Last week, “Act of Love”
(UA), $14,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 55-80)

—

“Crime Wave” (WB) and “Duffy of
San -Quentin” (WB). Hefty $12,000.
Last week, “Red Garters” (Par) and
“Murder oq ^Monday” (Indie),

$13 000
Center (Par) (2,000; 55-80) —

‘‘Night People” (20th). Stout $13,-

000. Last week, "‘Jubilee Trail”
(Rep) and “Run for the Hills”
(Rep), $10,800.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—

“Saskatchewan”- (U) and “Nothing
But Women” (U). Sturdy $13,500.
Last week, “Glenn Miller Story”
(U> (4th wk), $9,000 at $1 top.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 80-

$1.00)—“New Faces” (20th) (2d wk).
Good $8,000. Last week, $14,000.

Lou Greenspan’s New Job
' Hollywood, Marcft 23.

Motion Picture Industry Council

named Lou Greenup** *f It* execu-

tive sccrfetajy to succeed Art Ar-

thur who is leaving April ! on an

^xtendcd ’tpave pf - absence* Green-

span has been working closely with

MPIC for 18 months in a public

relations capacity. ^ °
.

Arthur will be affiliated with

Ivan Tors Productions as co-produ-

cer and executive associate.' *

STOCKS

AmtsaneDt Stock Quatatioos
(N.Y. Stock Exchange) .

For Week Ending Tuesday (23)
’

1953-54
High Low
17% *12%
50%
50%
23%
12%
55%
14%

38%
38%
11%
7Vs
41%
10%

in 100*
Am Br-Par Th210
CBS, "A" . . . 27
CB& “B” ..: 20
Col. Pk. .... 20
Deeca 164
Eastman Kdk. 225
Loew’s i

.

. . 230
Nat. Thea. . . . 153*

-T"
'*

/
IVeekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues. ChangeW week

&• %
+ v< .

High;
16%
47%
'47/'

21%
10%
55%
14%
6%

+ %

CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 8)

week, “Should Happen to You”
<Col), ditto.

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90)^
;

“Taza, Son of Cochise” (U). Shown
‘ in regular 2-D style, fair $5,000.
Last w’eek, “Money From Home”
(Par) (m.o;) (3d wk), same.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 60-90)—

“Nebraskan” (Col) (2-D) and “Jesse
James vs Daltons” (Col). Ordinary
$10,000. Last week, “Sasketche-
wan” (U), $11,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 60-90)—
‘‘Naked Jungle” (Par). Fair $10,-
000. Last week, “Rose Marie”
(M-G), $16,000.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 60-90)
—“Rose Marie” (M-G) (m.o.). Pleas-
ing $10,000. .Last week, “Jubilee
Trail” (Rep), $3,500.

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)

"Rose Marie” (M-G). Sturdy $14.-
000 or near. Last week, “Wild One”
(Col) and "Nebraskan” (Col),
$11,000.,

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 9)

"Hell, High Water” (20th) (2d wk-
9 days), $8,000.

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-$1.10)

|

-

—
"Julius Caesar” (M-G). Fine pre-

! 'a 1 1 « a. ^ a Wh. t A i 1. a. — .. . t J 1 - X -

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;
j

selling campaign together with ter
70-$l )—"Glenn Miller Story” <U)
(4th wk). Still solid at $11,000.
Last week. $15,000.

Tabor (Fox>*< 1.967; 50-85)*—"Bat-
tle of Rogue River” (Col) and
"Slaves of Babylon” (ColU Fair
$3,500. Last week. "Charge of Lan-
cers” (Col) and ’’Combat Squad”
(Col), $2,000.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 60-90)—"Man

Between” (UA) (2d wk). Fair $1,700.
Last week, $2,700.
Webber (Bailey) (712; 50-95)—

"Millionaire” (20th) (5th wk) (ih

first-runs). Good $2,500. Last week,
Robe” <20th) (2d wk), after 10 in
other first-runs, $2,500.

rific notices turning trick. Socko
$20,000, and a holdover. Last week,
"Beat the Devil” (UA) fell off on
the stretch, and did less than
$10 ,000 .

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)—
"Turn Key Softly” (Indie). Shoved
in at last minute for stop-gap be-
tween "Annapurna" (IFE) and
"Living Desert” (Disney). Looks to

! reach sockeroo $4,000. Last week,
“Annapurna,” a dud at $1,500.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-85)—

“Rob Roy” (RKO). Stiff competi-
tion for the Disney live-action fea-
ture, and it looks to land only a
slight $7,500. There should be okay

By MIKE WEAR
- Action of the amusement stocks

last week and carrying through
into Monday (22), like the whole
stock market, apparently ,was a

harbinger of things to come. While
various groups continued reflect-

ing hopes of the comings months,
amusements and in particular film

Issues, were spelling out in higher
quotations the anticipated im-

proved earnings both in a general

business upbeat and the better

Tnent stemming from a reduced ad-

mission tax. With the U.S. Senate
tax group voting to remove all

taxes on admissions of 60c or less,

motion picture shares began climb-

ing last Thursday and followed

through Friday (19) afternoon on
receipt of this0 good news. The
house previously had'voted to trim

taxes" 10%.. •

The bullishness in picture shares

resulted in a batch of new hit

in this and affiliated groups. RKO
Pictures, Warner Bros., General
Precision and Eastman Kodak all

hit new peaks for 1954. Latter’s

new peak, recorded Monday' (22)

was' 55. General Precision went to

35, a new . high for the year, also

Monday.
RKO Pix hit 5? a late in the week

|.as a result of the stockholder okay
on the Howard Hughes buy-in deaf
Such price was a natural since the

offer to buy wras at $6 per share.

WB upbeat apparently stems not

only from the several high-gross-

ing pictures out in release but on
announcement of plans for future

intensive film production. Warner
shares hit 15%, new 1954 high.

AFL ASKS STUDIOS FIGHT

AGAINST FOREIGN SUBS1D
Hollywood, March 23.

Because of the shortage of jobs'

cn the motion picture lots, the Hoi-,

lywood AFL Film Cpuncil has is-

sued a communication asking in-

dustryjeaders to fight against sub-

sidies 'and other artificial means
used by foreign governments to in-

duce American producers to make
pictures abroad. It also declares
that the U. S. Government should
use its influence in negotiations
with foreign film industries “in

order to equalize the bargaining
power.” .

The Council offered the full sup-
port of organized labor in the fight

and asked that the uniohs, repre-
senting more than 24,000 studio
workers, “be notified prior to any
foreign negotiations and that we
be given the opportunity, to discuss
the negotiations with you before
agreements are consummated."
American film workers, the com-

munication added, are vitally inter-

ested in these foreign negotiations
and "are particularly affected by
the rapid decline of domestic pro-
duction of this in this industry."

In. addition to Eric Johnston of
MPAA and Ellis Arnall of SIMPP,
copies of the communication were
sent to John Foster Dulles, U.S.
Secretary of State; Samuel Waugh,
Assistant Secretary of Slate- for
Economic Affairs; Raymond Ver-
non, Acting Director, Office of De-
fense and 'Trade Policy; Carl D.
Corse, Chief, Commercial- Policy
Staff, and J. N. C; Hand,* Contfner-
cial Policy Staff member in charge
of motion^pic^ures^,.

30% 24% Paramount . .153
:
30% ‘29%P^# %

36% 26% Phllco ...... 120 3$

.

to ./ : 32 &£—%•
29% 21 RCA .... ... 458 •, zn& >im ..v :2mm —
57/a 2% RKO Piets. . . 308 -m : fi%

v
• 5%'#; + %

5% 3% RKO Thea. ... 282 5%' T* 5%/i? r

,4% 2% Republic^ 33 ,3% 3% .3% — “

11% 9% Rep*; pfd. *.
. . 13 11 10% 103/4 —

14% 8% Stanley War, . 186 14% 13% 14 - + %
22% 13% 20th-Fox . . . . 130 21% 20 20% —

1

20% 14 Univ. Pix. ... 48 20% 19%
'
19%. — .%

70% 61 Unlv., pfd. . . +80 70% 69% 7t)% +1
-17% 11% 'Warner Bro$. 142 15% 15 15 — %
84 '62% Zenith ’. . . . • 37 . 70% 69 69% + -14.

American Stock Exchange -

, 6 2% AlUed Artists 20 4% 4% 4% +•%
17% 8% Du Mont . . . 95 10% 9% 9% + Vs

XIV< 12%' Technicolor . 83 13% 13% 13% _ 1/4
* 3% 234 Trans-Lux... 4 3 3 3 —

Over-the^Counter Securities
Bid Ask

Capitol Records 9% *-1

•

1OH

Chesapeake industries ',3 3% + %
Cinerama . 1% 2% — %
/Color Corp.. of Amer. 7/16 11/16 —1/16
Polaroid . 36% 38%r —
U. A* Theatres . : 10% o ll%

.

—
11Walt Disney ..... .... ....... /10

* Actual Volume.

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

+1%

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Jo Brooks has been fn New York some weeks representing indie

producer Bruchs Randell jwho plans a documentary-type feature en-
titled “The Black Dahlia” and based on the famous unsolved murder
case in Los Angeles. Miss Brooks’ mission has been to find a “lush,
ripe, young type” for the part of the gal that gets so unpleasantly
killed. Scouting eastern tv legit andv

modeling agencies, results' were
nil. Miss Brooks returned to the Coast muttering that eastern gals
are too tall (5-9 being common) and too small in the chest (32 and 32

%

instead of the 36 or 37 bosom the producer wants for Dahlia)*

On two occasions last week, Samuel Goldwyn-was offered a platform
from which to discuss (or rap) Hollywood’s Production Code and in
both instances Jhe declined. Just previously, Goldwyn showed apparent
eagerness to break into public view with his argument that revision
of the Code .should be placed before a group of responsible producers.
Why the silence now? “Enough Ites been said already," answers the
filmmaker. Questions concerning the Code were put to, and brushed
off by, -Goldwyn on the NBC-TV "Today" show last* Thursday (18)

and a day later at a press conference.

Cinema Stamp Collectors, philatelic group in the pic business, has
voted approval of a proposed U.S. commemorative postage stamp in
honor of George Eastman, pioneer in photography. Group has peti-
tioned the U.S. Postmaster General to authorize the Eastman stamp
in celebration of the centenary of his birth on July 12.

• k

:

-?• •

.

^ \

—

around $9.000. ' Last week, “Crime
Wave" (WB) and "Duffy of San
Quentin” (WB), $6,000.
Warner (SW) <1,200; $1.30-$2.80)

—‘‘Cinerama’’ (Indie) (15th wk).
Picking up again on strength of
extra showings for theatre parties
and club bookings, and inching
close to $20,000 once' mdre. That’s
great. Last week, down to $17i000.

USSR V*. USA
Hollywood, March 23.

Difference between Russian and
American film propaganda in the
cold war will be demonstrated, to-
morrow (Wed.) at Allied Artists
studio before members of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry Council and
other industry leaders. Two films,

one made by Reds and one by the
U. S. Information Agency will be
shown by Theodore G. Streibert,
director of the Agency.
Commy film, "The Condemned

Village,” will be compared with
"Dance to Freedom,” made by
American industry personnel in
Germany.

Cinerama a Year In Det.
- ‘ Detroit,, March 23..

The special red sidewalk carpet
originally used a year ago here in
Detroit was shipped back again fqp
tonight’s first year anniversary
festivities in connection withT‘‘This
Is Cinerama,” Two local council-:
women cut a birthday take in the
lobby and other , exploitation
whoopla centers on Merian Cooper
and Lester^ Isaac of Stanley-War-
ner.

The year’s score; 778,662 paying
customers for around $1,500,000.

>

Tony Mann'* Locations
Fort Worth, March 23.

Anthony Mann, director for Par-
amount Pictures, will stop here for
two days around April 8 to make
advance preparations for location
footage on "Strategic Air Com-
mand” at Carswell Air Force Base.
Mann and cameraman Bill Daniels
will interview actors for bit parts.

Additional location shooting will
be at MacDill Air Force Base in
Tampa, Fla. Pic stars James Stew-
art and June Allyson.

University Sticking To

Policy of Booking Pix,

Stage Plays, Concerts
Minneapolis, March 23.

U. of Minnesota will continue to

exhibit.films on its campus, book

concerts and plays^ in various of

the territory’s small towns and sell

merchandise, despite complaints
against it by exhibitors, concert
impresarios and merchants. - Uni-
versity officials so declared at the
second and final public hearing
held by the state legislature.

Their lone concession was a
promise to eliminate a' few of the

items now being sojd.

The state legislative committee
is powerless to act in the matter,
the university board of regents
being the school’s sole governing
body. It was indicated, however,
that there may be "trouble” when
the university seeks its legislative

appropriation later this year. .

Malcolm Willey, academic vice-

president, insisted the university
film society, sponsoring the pub-
lic showing of films on the campus
with admission charged, "exists be-

cause the university has a respon-
sibility to provide for its students
the best in foreign films and the

best . in contemporary American
films for purposes of education
and culture.", -

Wiliey also defended the book-
ing of 'concerts, plays and lectures,

He pointed out that university ar-

ranges programs for communities
with less than 10,000 population
"because private agencies usually

will not bother with such small

communities." Without university

help, he asserted, such communi-
ties would get no good music, plays

i
or other programs.
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"EXECUTIVE
SUITE”
It’s The Talk of The
Industry I

William Holden,June Allyson, Barbara

Stanwyck, Fredric March, Walter

Pidgeon, ShelleyWinters, Paul Douglas,

Louis Calhern, DeanJagger, Nina Pock

"RHAPSODY”
"'Rhapsody* Sweet at

Music Hall, N. Y.”

-VARIETY
(Technicolor)

Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman,

John Ericson, Louis Calhem

V :

"LONG,LONG
TRAILER”
It's getting long, long

runs. BIG everywhere.;*

Hold extra time I

Lucille Ball, Desi Amaz

V
T

"JULIUS "STUDENT
ROSE MARIE” CAESAR” PRINCE”
"Great in Chicago.

"Rich in L.A.,

"Robust in Cincy."

-VARIETY

(CinemaScope-Color)

.

Ann Blyth, Howard Keel,

Fernando Lamas

Y

FLAME AND
THE FLESH”
It's Turnerific I Coast tip-

off: Lana’s new hit is

the tops !

(Technicolor)

Lana Turner, Pier Angeli,

Carlos Thompson

Every new opening Big.

House records in

Detroit, Philadelphia,

Washington. Allentown

terrific.

Marlon Brando, James Mason, John

Gielgud, Louis Calhern, Edmond

0 %

Brien, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr

r

LILI”

"'Lili* Terrif in 53rd

.

week I Continues indef

at Trans-Lux 52nd St.,

N. Y.” -VARIETY
(Technicolor)

Leslie Caron, Mel Ferrer,

Jean Pierre Aumont

It’s a Wow ! Coast Pre-

view of M-G-M’s New'
CinemaScope Musical

confirmsadvance ravesl
(CinemaScope-Color)

Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, John
Ericson, Louis Calhern, EdmundGwenn,
S. Z, "Cuddles'* Sakall, Betta St, John m

and the singing voice of Mario Lanza

r

ED SULLIVAN
PICKS LESLIE

"LILI” CARON
FOR OSCAR !

"Far and away the top performance

of any motion picture actress."

— Ed Sullivan in his column
and on the air.
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CHICAGO
Herb Yfhteieiv - Staniey*W*r?ier,

division manager, returned from
Key Wekt.Fle., vacation.

Surf Theatre availing postcards

to patrons recommending. “Gene-
vieve’’ to friends. 1

Chuck Teitel to N. Y. to secure
territorial rights for pix from
Times, Film Corp., Fine Arts Pic-

tures, and Joseph Burstyn, Inc,
„

Women’s 'Variety Club, held the-

atre party last week at Ice Ca-
pades in Chicago Arena; with pro-
ceeds turned over to La Rabida
Sanatarium.

Harry Mintz, recently resigned
as Stanley-Warner d'strict manag-
er in Milwaukee, took over opera-
tion of three theatres, in Wiscon-
sin Rapids, Wis.
John Jones to Dallas this week

as international rep for Variety
Club, With Mannie Smerling, Irv-
ihg Mack, Joe BerensOn and Mike
Stern as local delegates, Jones is

bound for Hollywood to look over
new1 film developments following
the Variety conclave. »

’‘Cease Fire,” in 2-D, booked in-

to McVickers with “Casanova's Big
Night” on April 28.

PHILADELPHIA
Trans-Lux Corp. took lo~gterm

lea-o on World Theatre. Lessors
of 800-seater is the Faith Theatre
Corp., headed by Samuel Cum-
mins.. Deal consummated by Berk
& Krumgold. theatre brokers.
The Stanley and Boyd, both mid-

tovn deluxe theatres, made tie-in

with Philadelphia Parking Author-
ity to provide reduced parking
rates for their patrons.
The Variety Club’s luncheon for

Danny Kaye >16) drew the biggest
midday turnout in the history of
Tent 13.

Jack £orscher, vet 20th-Fox
bcoker,* has retired.
The Ogontz Theatre will be re-

opened Holy Week to show a series
of religious pictures under title

“Philadelphia’s First Reel Pulpit.”
The 35th anni of the founding

of United Artists Corp. will be
marked here May 5, with a testi-

monial dinner given for the com-
pany by the local Variety Club.
Jay Emanuel, indie exhib and film
trade publisher, is chairman of din-
ner committee.

jtban three years.

LOS ANGELES
A1 Zimbalist, head of Z-M Pro-

ductions, signed deal with Astor
Pictures for distribution of four
films: “Cat-Women of the Moon/*
“Daughter of Robin Hood.” “Mis-
tress of Monte Carlo” and “Pirate
Women.”
Ed Barison acquired distribution

rights in 11 western states for “La
Lupa,” produced in Italy by Ponti-
deLaurentiis.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Nabe houses featuring “budget

nights.”
Hamrick circuit booker Doug

Forbes in town to confer with city
nrnager Marvin Fox.

Newly-promoted western sales
manager for RKO, Herb MacIntyre
huddled with Mrs. J. J. Parker and
Tom Walsh.

Metro’s wonder horse, “Gypsy,”
here for personal appearances.

“Living Desert” was SRO in first

week.
Evergreen’s Fox, first complete

Cinemascope house in U.S., set for
completion June 1.

DALLAS
Morgan Theatre in Fort Worth

shuttered,. bringing to an end one
of the city’s oldest nabe houses. It
was opened in 1929 by the late
J. F. Hightower When known as
the Texan.
The Plaza at Denton opened as

an art house.. Owned by Harold
Robinson, it is managed by Shields
Mitchell. Robinson also operates
the Rancho, first local ozoner which
opened in 1948.

J. C. Capps purchased the Pueblo
at Ruidosa, buying out tlie interest
held by his partner Bob Briggs,
A complaint charging Arnulfo

Gonzales, owner of the Avalon,
Corpus Christi, with three state
fire violations filed in court there.

In hope of increasing attendance
at the Aztec and Majestic in San
Antonio, Interstate' is opening new
bills on Friday and Saturday,
rather than earlier in the week.

Partnership formed by Kay Cay-
wood and Norman Lawler at Brady
to take over operation of the
Texas, Brady and Palace theatres.
The interest formerly held by
Clinton Newlin was purclr scd by
the duo, Caywood, owner of the

Texst for mor# jthan 1

will be local manager.
’ Mr. 'and Mrs* Edgti? Brinson are
new owner* and, operators of the
Lebn Theatre, and' Weeping Oak
Drive-In at De Leon. They bought
therit from L. H. Scales,

PITTSBURGH
Laskey Bros., indoor and outdoor

tri-stafe exhlbs/ added another
ozoner to their chain/ the Comet
Drive-Itf at MorTeH, a mile south-
west' of Connelisville.
. Latest theatre to shutter, is the
Shapiro >at Six Mile Run. Placed
lh hands of realty dealers for sale
Or rental.

Ideal Drive-In near Kane, Pa.,
sold by Joseph Farrell and asso-
ciates to W, E. (Wally) Anderson
of Mount Jewett, who owns five
theatres in Pennsylvania and two
In upstate New York.
RKO discontinued night ship-

ping and Frank Ray, who. has
served as night shipper for more
than 25 years, will go on day trick
with Harold Tinker, Paramount
and Metro are sole exchanges here
which still maintain night shipping
departments. ..

Speer MarousK vet New Castle
exhib, decided against retirement
after obtaining rent "reduction on
the Regent there. He had planned
to pull out of the theatre business.
John Crosby is the new assistant

treasurer for Cinerama at the
Warner. A former actor, ..he was
at. the- WB in 1914 as a member
of the

11

old Harry IJavis Stock Co„
when that house was called the
Grand.
‘ Alpine Theatre in Punxsutawney,
closed for some time, reopening
for Friday night and Saturday
afteroooq and night, operation ohly.

/Chuck Shannon, longtime. WB
circuit theatre manager in tri-state
area, now associated with his
father, Stewart A. Shannon, divi-
sion manager for Brulin Co. of
Indianapolis. • *.

Par exchange holding all-day
trade showing Monday (29) at
Shadyside Theatre of three 1954
releases, Danny Kaye’s “Knock on
Wood”; “About Mrs. Leslie,” with
Shirley Booth; and Elizabeth Taylor
in “Elephant Walk.”

ST. LOUIS
PubKx-Great States Theatres

moved Ivan E. Cooper, manager of
its Apollo, Peoria, 111., to East St.
Louis where he will be head man.
for the new ozoner on outskirts of
city.

John R. Brummett, who recently
finished his two-year hitch in the
Army, is new manager of the
Times, Jacksonville, 111., owned by
the El & Fran Theatres.
Bloomer Amus. Co., Belleville,

111., purchased a 540-car ozoner
near Centralia, 111., from Lloyd
Spurgeon.
A 325-car ozoner near Jackson,

Mo., and the Advance, a 312-seater,
Advance, Mo., purchased by J! C.
Crits and Harry McDowell from
Mrs. John F. Edmundson, who will
continue to operate her State in
Bloomfield, Mo.
New ozoners in St. Louis trade

area skedded for 1954 openings are
located near LaCenter, Ky., run by
Clark Smith, and two near Padu-
cah, Ky., operated by Lake - Ed-
wards and R, E. Renfro. There are
three other ozoners in the same
area.
Robert Marchbank, district man-

ager for Commonwealth Amus. Co.,
convalescing in his Washington,
Mo., home, after hospitalization.

OMAHA
Fire destroyed* Isis Theatre

owned by Verling Gieba, at Dead-
wood, S. D., with loss estimated
at $50,000.
Both Kearney, Neb., houses, the

Fort and the- World, converting to
C’Scope. *

Ralph Blank brought “Top Ba-
nana” into his top nabe spots/ the
Admiral and South Omaha Chief.*

Walt Bradley installed 3-D
equipment at his New Moon Thea-
tre, Neligh, N5b.

‘Hans Christian Andersen*

ALBANY
Three small theatres, the Strand

and Victoria in Watertown, and the
Community in Manchester, Vt.,
have been temporarily ^closed.
Darkening of the Watertown pair
left that city w'ith only one subse-
quent-run, the Liberty. Schine Cir-
cuit operates two first runs, the
Avon and Olympic, while Sylvan
Leff . conducts a third, the Town.
Manchester has another theatre,

the Playhouse. Mrs. Helen Hadley
is the exhibitor there.

SetYia RKO for July

“Hans Christiap Andersen,”

which played on a prerelease,

upbed-scale basic last year, is set

to Swing Into general distribution

“at popular prices” on July i»

Samuel Goldwyn, producer, is

fashioning the pic so that it can be
played on larger screens through-

out the country, in addition to reg-

ulation size.

RKO will handle this second-
time-out for the Tilmi. Distrib, of

course, released “Andersen” origi*

nally and is now reissuing “Best
Years of pur Lives.” Being left

to future decisions are plans for

releasing “Guys and Dolls/V which
Goldwyn will produce later in the
year. The relationship with RKO
so far has been satisfactory—“I
have no complaints,” sez Goldwyn— but much depends on how
Howard Hughes pilots the filmery
in the future.

Dais Dither
Continued from page 7

show, but no head tabie accommo-
dations for the company presi-

dents. The newsreelers regarded
this as a snub to their companies
and, in effect, “went fishing.”

The still' cameraman went on a
fishing expedition of their own, to
find someone who would get to-

gether a show for thdm. It isn’t

quite clear down here who made
the first approach—but the man
who took on the chore w*as Ray-
mond Bell, of Columbia Pictures,
who is often in Washington on com-
pany business. Bell handled the
arrangements for the show, with
an assist from the

.
television net-

works, especially NBC.
Columbia Pix is a non-newsreel

company and has no members in
the White House News Photogra-
phers Assn. Then came the windup.
. Although the still photogs balked
at having heads of newsreel own-
ing companies as head table guests,
when they put on the show, they
nevertheless invited a Columbia
Picture topper. Jack Cohn, execu-
tive vice president of Columbia,
was prominent oni the 4ais.
One other company president

was scheduled to sit at the head
table but for a different reason.
Spyros Skouras was slated for a
prominent seat because Tom Cra-
ven, outgoing president of the
News Photographers Assn., is with
Fox Movietone News here. Skouras,
who had planned to'fiy to Washing-
ton from Paris, was grounded by
bad weather. His seat at the head
table was occupied by Jack Haney,
general manager of Movietone.
Walter Ament of Pathe News was
up there, too. The other industry
rep at the head table was Eric
Johnston.
An interesting development at.

this dinner was the very large
number of television station and
network people attending, some
coming from New York. This is

regarded in Washington as a hint
of the direction the association
membership is taking.

’Scope Time
Continued from page 3

comments, Myers was reluctant to
go into detail relating to the
Tushinsky process or its possible
effect on 20th’s CinemaScope, “I
want a chance to digest it,” he said,
“and then I’ll make my views
known in a bulletin to our mem-
bers.”

Wilbur Snaper, prexy of Allied
of New Jersey and former Na-
tional Allied ‘topper, said Super-
scope was “the first step toward
standardization in the ihdustry.
We’re hot frozen in as we are with
Cinemascope,” In a discussion
of the merits of CinerrtaSeope, he
slated flatly: "You can have The
Robe’ and ’How to Marry a Mil-
lionaire’ -Rl . Ci’nemaScope. I’ll

take the Trailer’ oh
a regular Avmefsferfeen against either
of them/. In/referrlng to 20th and
its “miust” policy. oh stereophonic
sou*#/ Snaper :

s*fifc /‘Ifrfbx had
sbowh a little discretion in its

sales policy, it would not be in the
position it’s in now.

.
Indicative of exhib interest in

the demonstration was the large
turnout of theafcremen, many from
out of town. Theatre Owners of
America also held an informal lun-
cheon meeting to discuss the pro-
cess.

Hollywood, March 23.

Sam Katzman registered “Jail;

Bait,” juvenile delinquency yarn,

for filming at Columbia in Decem-

ber .... .. Dorothy Phillips drew a
featured role in Columbia’s “Three

for the Show” , . . Rudy Male took'

ah’ option/on “The* Case of Lela

Cade,” a screenplay by George

Zuckennan . . . John Farrow to

Honolulu to scout locations for'

Warners’ “The Sea Chase,” starring

John Wayne . . * Metro assigned!

Charles Schnee to produce “Char-
lemagne,” based.'on a biography by
Harold Lamb . . Howco Produc-
tions will film “M-Naga,” African

yam, with Sabu and Marie Wind-
sor in top roles . , . Ward Bond will

play an athlfetic director in “The
Long Gray Line” at Columbia.

Next Abbott and Costello film at
Ul will be “The Stiintman,” start-

ing June 1 with Charles Lament
directing his 11th A&C picture . . .

Gloria De Haven returns to film

for a top role in UI’s “Three. Gabs
in Paris.” . . Albert Cohen will

produce “Hannibal of Carthage,”
based, on a biography by Harold
Lamb, as one Of UI’s top films for
1954 . . . Faith Domergue will co-
star with Linda Darnell and Ban
Duryea in "People Like Us,” an
Allan Dowling production at Re-
public . . . Walter Scharf assigned
as musical director on Hal Wallis-
Paramount’s “The Big Top”
Erin .O’Brien-Moore will play
Ward Bond’s wife in “The Long
Zimbalist’s next producer assign-
ment at Metro is ‘.‘Ben Hur,” slated

for filming early in 1955.

Warners assigned David Weis-
bart to produce “Tall Man Riding,”
Starring Randolph Scott in Cinema-
Scope . . Lana Turner will star
in “Weekend at Las Vegas,” ro-
mantic comedy to be produced by
Joe Pasternak at Metro . . . Judy
Holliday checked in at Columbia
to appear in “Phffft,” a Fred Kohl-
man production with Mark Robson
directing ... Sid Bernstein side-
steps comedy long enough to play
a slave foie in “The Egyptian” at
20th-Fox Allan Dowling’s
“People Like Us” will be filmed as
‘Night Music” . . . Cy Howard com-
pleted the script for Hal Wallis*
“Martin and Lewis in Paris" .

Charles Chaplin Jr. going to Ger-
many for a /top role on Alexander
PaaVs “Colunibus Discovers Kraeh-
Winkel” . . . Jerry Wald readying
a Columbia musical titled “Girls
Are Here to Stay.”

Jo Pagano joined William *F.
Broidy Productions as executive
assistant in charge of creative ma-
terial . . . William Demarest plays
a prospector in “Nevada Gold” at
UI . . . Samuel G. Engel will' pro-
duce “Daddy Long Legs/’ co-star-
ring Fred Astaire and Leslie Caron
at 20th-Fox . . . Frank DeKova
drew a featured, role in Metro's
“Green Fire” . . . Warners signed
Gregory Walcott for “Battle Cry”
... Allan Dowling set May 7 as the
starting date foj^ “The Sea Is a
Woman,” to be produced by Tom
Gries and directed by Walter
Doniger at Republic for RKO re-
lease . . Tony --Owen signed
Yvonne De Carlo as femme lead in
“The Scarlet Flame,” to be pro-
duced in Spain ... Lawrence Ryle
nlays the assistant high priest in
Darryl F. Zanuck’s “The Egyptian.”

Jack Co.e will choreograph “Car-
/nen Jones,’ ’indie for‘20th-Fox re-
lease . . . Stuart Randall set for
The Tight Squeeze” . . . Film-

akers switched from “Private
Hell” to “Private Hell 36”

. .

Publicists Guild sChiors will have
their dues boosted from $25 to $3Q
per quarter . , . Paul McGuire
joined the cast of “Nevada Gold”
at UI . . . Andre de La Varre left
for Switzerland to film a Warner-
Color short, “King Winter" . . .

r
a^‘n drew a moppet role
Tight S(lueeze” at UI . . .

Eddie Dunstedter will score and
conduct musical background for
Allan Dowling’s “Hunters of the™. • *

•
paura Mason checked in

at Allied Artists for a role in “The
Bowery Boys Meet the Monsters.”

^
Richard Denning formed his own

theatrical film unit, Diana Produc-
tions, with a mystery yarn, “A
Voice From the Dark,” slated as
first production . . . David Niven,
Glynfs Johns and Margaret LefgJu
ton^will be cast topDers in “Car-
rfogton, V.C.,” to be^filmed in Lon-
don by James and John Woolf-/. .

Alarlin Skiles assigned as music di-
rector on “Sons of the Navv” at
Allied Artists . . . Philip Kieffer
drew a ro/e in “The Long Grey
Line

^
at Columbia ... Murray

Pollack plays a featured part in
The Country Girl” at Paramount
... Ted Doner celebrates his 45
years in show business with a role
in “The Egyptian” at 20th-Fox . .

,

Coriel Wilt* bought /‘Curly ’ *
festerh

Mow signed *sgte(^iCdntract atTimeMetro, starfln^tfith “Th,

Washington d
title ?on« in.
Mighty ” '

“
• a 4

'

Ned
for the

_?nd the
Martel re-

jll featured
$8 in Paris.”
!.dj.ap second
” Hit ITT

rfptar with
*ftf'“Case File

tjjrns r to
role in UI^s **Th‘

v . , Kim Novak
femihe lead ih/i

Ruth^ 'Roipu)
Broderick Cra
FBI” under the Edward S:va(l ban"
ner . . . Robert Ryan will f* ai .

jn .

“The King’s Ransom,” based on a
new novel by Braden Wallace.
Metro is communicating with the

.Cunard -Line aborit a film to be
titled “Mauretania.” . . . Warners
signed Hal Bokar for a Marine
role in “Battle Cry/’ . . .Don Bar-
clay returning tg Hollywood for a
featured role in Columbia’s "The
Long Gtay Line.” . . . Olympic
Productions signed Chiquita and
Johnson for dancing and sneaking*
roles In “Bitter Sage.” . . „

Eghlohe Harout, Ivar Theatre oper-
ator, will play a Syrian vole in "the
Egyptian,” . /. Paul Harvey will

portray a French colonel in Colum-
bia’s “Three for the Show.” . . .

Don Siegel prepping an indie pro-
duction titled “The Big Box.” ...

Wayne-Fellows renewed J»m Ar-
ness for another year ... Richard
Karlan drew a role in UI’s “The
Tight Squeeze.” ... Warners an-
nounced the termination of its con-
tract with Errol. Flynn.

Two-a*
Continued from’ page 1

with the film. Under this setup,

they can save • on projectionists’

and stagehands* fees because of the

shorter working day which, inci-

dentally, is the cream time of day.

There will be another saving,

inasmuch as with any name that

can do time, there will be a con-

siderable saving in the number of

surrounding acts that will be used,

finder this revised two-a-day, Miss

Hutton will still do around 50 min-

utes, and thus only two other acts

will be necessary.

Pop Price Angle

Miss Hutton’s show will be at

pop prices, albeit slightly higher

than that which the house has been

getting for the straight film pol-

icy. It’s estimated that Miss Hut-

ton can walk out with about $20,-

000 for a week.

The Morris agency estimates

that there are at least 50 situa-

tions in which this kind of policy

Can be instituted. Agency says

that in each of the houses where

this plan will be pitched, possibili-

ties are that tall coin can be hit by

names. It feels it’s a mistake to

run two straight shows in a film-

house, because the general public,

throughout the years, has been ac-

customed to going in at any hour.

Restricting the times in which the

boxpffice is open cuts down the

gross potential, it believes.

As for the mornings when the

house will be closed during that

policy, the Morris office believes

that there won’t be too much of a

loss because of the generally 'yeak

matinee biz. At the same time,

managements may be able to get

an occasional house rental under

the two-a-day system.

The two late shows follow fairly

closely the pattern that has been

successful In the British vauders,

except that there are. no combina-

tion policies, in effect there,

s The D. C. bookings will mark the

third bill to be' playing the Loew
circuit that week. Loew’s State,

N. Y., starts April 17, for a week,

and Loew’s Penn, Pittsburgh, starts

the same day for a one-week stand.

Julius LaRosa, with Ella Fitzgerald

in support, plays the Manhattan

spot, while the Sauter-Finegan

Orch ahd Vaughn Monroe relights

the Pitt stage. The Loew circuit,

Leon Cohen booking, is particular-

ly anxious to relight a$ many stages

as possible with name shows.

Walter Futter Hospitalized

Walter Futter, vet in film pro"

duction, suffered a mild heart at-

tack while visiting the Columbia

Pictures homeoffice Friday ( 19^

He’s in Beth Israel Hospital.
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Bung! You’re Bead
personality it more worth watching

than the improbahle story in which

he it the central figure, ^ic should

prove a good b:o. proposition hero

on the draw of the male start,, and
make a suitable second feature for

most houses elsewhere.
Tilm is a whodunit in reverse,

with* a hue and cry. for the mur-
derer of a man after it has been
revealed in prolog style that he
was accidentally shot by a child.

The gradual tracking ;down by the

E
olice and the terror of the hunted
oy is tensely unreeled. His scenes

with his older buddy are more
convincing than those portrayed
by the. adults, whose dialog seems
stilted.

Living in an old shanty among
the woods, the small ,son of a log-

man swaggers and bosses his near-
by friend, an older boy with a
retarded mind. A model, helpful
child to his father. he, runs wild
and exerts his budding authority
while the boys roam the country-
side. He finds an army revolver in

a deserted shack and substitutes it

* for his own toy weapon. Holding
up a neighbor he does a highway-
man act demanding his watch and
fires and kills the man. A quarrel
over a girl resulting in bad blood
causes the crime to be laid at the
door of an innocent person until
the investigating detective unrav-
els the truth.

Apart from the sterling per-
formance by Richmond and the
good support by Sean Barrett, as
bis companion. there are excellent
contributions by Jack Warner, as
the boy's father; Michael Medwin,
as the accused man; and Derek
Farr, the sleuth: Veronica Hurst
has little to do but supply the
blonde distraction while Gordon
Harker has a brief apnearance as
the local innkeeper. The produc-
tion is directed with equal sense of
drama and pathos. Clem.

. d

An InKneefor Calls
(BRITISH)

Stagey adaptation of j. B.
Priestley’s play; rates only
moderate b.o. prospects.

London, March 16.
British Lion release of Watergate Pro*

Suction. Stars Alastair Sim: features Olga
Liodo, Arthur Youne, Brian Worth
Bryan Forbes, tilwn IWrr. .

Tane Wen-
ham. Directed bv Guy Hamilton. Screen*

5
1a)’ bv Desmond Davis f-om the clay by
. B. Priestley; camera, Ted Scalfe: edi

tor, Alan Osbiston: music, Francis Cbajt-
rin. At Gaumont, London. Running time
7* MtNS.
Inspector Poole .......... Alastalr Sim
Arthur Birling Arthur Young
Sybil BvrJin* - Ol*s Undo
Sheila Vrling . Eileen Moore
Eric Birl : n*r Bryan Forbes
Gerald Croft Brian Worth
Eva Smith Jane Wenham

iharc of the blame for the suicide

of a poor, working girl.
. ,

The father (Arthur Young) had
fired her because she was a trou-

blemaker and bad led a factory

deputation for more money. The
spoiled daughter (Eileen' Moore)
had been responsible for her dis-

missal from a local store in a fit

of temper while the prospective

son-in-law (Brian Worth) had led

her off the ‘ straight .and yarrow
and set her up in his own apart-

ment. The mother (Olga Linda) is*

pictured as having denied her aid

when she appeared before a charity'

committee for help. Finally the son
(Bryan Forbes) had been forced to

steal money^after he learned the
girl- was going to have a baby by
him.

As each incident is told in flash-

back, the moral of the play be-

comes clear. Society, Priestley is

inferring, has a duty to perforin

and even the humblest citizen has

a right to a place in the sun. The
social aspect is soft-pedalled but is

brought out by the younger and
more impressionable member of

the family. Although the entire

cast is quite adequate, the best per-

formance comes from Jane Wen
ham as the young girl. She has a

refreshing personality and the
quality of complete sincerity.

Myro.

There has been no attempt to
disguise the stage .original in this
film version of J. B. Priestley’s
play. It has been treated in static
fashion with the plot unspooled
to the -accompaniment of a succes-
sion of prolonged flashbacks. Looks
only moderate at the Ij.o., but for
British exhibs will have the advan-
tage of a quota tag.
The story has dramatic poten-

tialities while the p’ot has been
skillfully developed, but the man-
ner of presentation tends to be-
come a little wearisome. Alastair
Sim, an actor of rich comedy tal-
ent, is given few opportunities as
the bogus inspector who compels
every member of a prosperous
midlands family to accept some

nr-RiBio cm music hui—t
Rockefeller Center
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fflfeiEft
the program market For exploi-

tation, 'there’s boy platter artist

Jimmy Boyd making& film bow,
but at best picture

#
will be held

to lower-bracketing in double bill

datings,
'

Footage, poorly tinted, la fash-

ioned around twin foals sired" by

a racing champ on the stock farm
on John Eldredge. One is born

with cloven hoof, and it
f
s decided

by trainer Bill Williams, and the

owner to destroy him, particularly

when the vet says he’jl never be

any good at racing. Young Boyd,
whose grandfather, George Cleve-

land, handyman, Is- detailed the

task of shooting the cplt. prevails

upon latter to give him the small

animal. They secretly rear the

foal and prep him for the two-

year-old classic, in which he out-

runs, of course, the good twin.

Williams handles himself with

his usual casualness and romance
is supplied rather haphazardly by
Jean Porter, daughter of Eldredge,

who has a yen for her fathers

trainer. Young Boyd is in for four

songs, which he warbles capably
enough, including "Pardners” and
"Fa-La-Link-A-Di-Do,” but as,an
actor he’s mostly on the yelling

side. Eldredge makes one of his

few sympathetic appearances,

smooth and easy, Cleveland is

called upon for an overdose of

comedy and Sam Flint is the vet

who encourages young Boyd In

raising the colt,

Technical, credits are _ average.

Barry co-authored original story

with Sam Roeca, who scripted.
.Whit.

Wednesday, March 24, 1954

Let Belle* De Nuit
(Beauties of ijbe Night)

“Les Belles De Nuit” was
viewed fronfParis by Variety

Oct. 15, 1052. The Franco-

LoQdon-Rlzzoll production and
release ’stars Girard Phlllipe,

Gine Lollobrigida and Mar-
tine Carrol, and is being dis-

tributed in the U. S. by UA.
"Writer-director Rene Clair

has pulled out all stops In the

use of special effects in this

fantasy of dream and reality,"

opined Moik. -"Pic exploita-

tion possibilities and general

high comedy level should

make this of interest to some
arthpqses and sureseaters in

the U. S. . . .Lensing is ex-

cellent and the story ' of a
young composer's dream world
is well acted by the, principles.

Direction is done ‘with con-

sumate filmic skill, and the

editing keeps the complicated
structure in coherent order."

Fangs of the Wild

Mild outdoor melodrama for
programmer dates.

Hollywood, March 5.
Llppert Pictures release SI Robert L.

Uppert, Jr., production. Star* Onslow
Steven#-. Mum Doan; introduces Charles
Chaplin, Jr. Directed by William Ciaxton.
Screenplay* Orville Hampton; based on a
stonr Idea- by Ciaxton; camera- Paul Ivano;
editbr, Monica CoUinswood; music, Paul
Dunlap. Previewed March 3, *54. Running
time. )t
Roger
Jim .

MINS.
...... Charles- Chaplin. Jr.

Onslow Stevens
.......... Marcia Dean

Tad Freddy Ridgeway
Mae . Phil Tead
Deputy Sheriff .......

.

Robert Stevenson
Shop Buck

The melodramatics in "Fangs of
the Wild" play mildly and it is a
barely passable lowercase program-
mer. Basic blot also has a familiar
ring, having been seen a number
of times (i.e. RKO’s "The Win-
dow,” etc.), but is so statically han-
dled that a good meiler punch is

lacking. It’s a routine dualer filler.

William Ciaxton direct from his
own story idea, scripted by Orville
Hampton, but tempoed the scenes
too slowly for presentation to have
much life. A kid given to tall tales
witnesses a cold-blooded murder
but can get no one to believe him.
That basic plot this time is laid
in the outdoors at a mountain hunt-
ing lodge operated by -the boy’s
dad. The killer passes the murder
off as a hunting accident and al-
mqpt gets away with it until he
panics and tries to kill the boy. The
latter’s dog, however, proves the
hero when he saves the lad after a
finale chase through the moun-
tains.

Film introduces Charles Chapiin,
Jr., as the killer .and, while his
personality indicates some promise,
this is not much of a showcase for
him. Onslow Stevens is the dad
who doesn’t believe his son. Freddy
Ridgeway, and Margia Dean is

Chaplin’s wife and motive for the
shooting. Phil Tead, the lodge’s
handyman, Robert Stevenson, a
deputy sheriff who sounds off about
careless hunters, and Buck, large
collie, are the others^ in the melo-
drama.

Devil on Horseback
(BRITISH)

.Ambitions British racetrack

meiler; might get by as part

of twin bill in U. S. «

London, March 23.
BHtiah Lion release of (Group 3) John

Grlerson-Isobol Parclter production. Stars

Google Wither*. John McCallum. Jeremy
Spenser. Directed by Cyril Frankel.
Screenplay, Nell Paterson. Montagu
Slater; camera, Denny Densham: editor.

Sidney Stone; music, Malcolm -Arnold . At
London Pavilion. March 17. '94. Running
time. U MINS. ^ ^
Mrr. Ccdell - Google Wither*
Charles Roberts John McCallum
Moppy Parfitt Jeremy Spenser
Ted Fellowes Meredith Edwards
Scarlett O’Hara . Liam Redmond
Darky Sam Kydd
Squib Malcolm Knight
Len Peter Lindsay
lteg Guest Eric Francis
Fred Cole .. Vic Wise
Mr. Parfitt Peter Swanwick
Mrs. Parfitt F» ty Hardy
Valet Arthur Lovegrove
Blacksmith George Rose

Group 3, a government-spon-
sored outfit, has become more am-
bitious in its choice of talent for
this story, with a horseracing back-
ground. The script does not al-

ways match up with the ability of
the stars, but there is a solid audi-
ence for this type of production.
It should register as a 5* reliable
duailer, and may go as lower half
of twin bill in U. S.

Central character in the story is

a young boy (Jeremy Spenser)
with a natural way of handling
horses, who. ge~ts signed up as a
stable lad. He soon gets his chance
to ride several winners as an ap-
prentice jockey. But the^lad is

bumptious -and conceited. He has-

to be taken down a peg or two,
after being found responsible for
the death of one of his mounts,
and forced to learn that winning
a race is not always the sole
answer.

This role is sincerely played by
Spenser, a boy with several major
film credits. He admirably sug-.
gests the conceit of youth- and the
humility that follows. ; Googie
Withers and John McCallum (real

life husband and wife) are nicely
teamed in the romantic leads as

ove. Film will do well here on
.heme and the Edwige Feuillere

name. His name and an exploitable

heme may help sell it in the U.S.

however, pic could stand sdme cut-

ting.

This explores the growing love
of two youngsters, a boy of 16 and
Vinca^ a. 15-year-old girl, who have
ived together practically as broth-

er and sister because of the close

ties of their families. However, one
summer’s vacation shows the be-
ginnings of. physical tension be-
tween them and the growth of love
under the unseeing eyes of

r
the

parents.

A catalyst in the form of a. beau-
tiful, aging woman comes along to

bring Philippe into her sensual
web and initiate him, leaving him
wiser. She leaves him so as to

avoid involvement.
Film is steeped in literary and

filmic symbols which at times give

the pic an uneven quality. There
is the mouse in the trap liberated

by the boy, the key to his room,
flashing lights of passing cars and
he boudoir door of the elderly

woman.
Autant-Lara has given this know-

ing mounting, but the film remains
primarily literary in tone rather
than moving. Miss Feuillere is per-
ect as the* mysterious, sensual
woman. Pierre-Michel Beck, look-

ing like a young Freddie Bartholo-
mew, has the coltishness for the
role but lacks the intensity to de-
tract from his more dramatic mo-
ments. Nicole Berger is the fetch-
ing, young girl on the threshold of
love who emerges as a budding
st«ir horc*

Lensing is fine and editing helps
put over many points. Mask.

On the technical side, the Robert
j

owner and trainer although given
L. Lippert, Jr., production has good i

only moderate scope. Liam Red-
values, such as Paul Ivano’s pho-

j

mond
;

as_ a tippling ex-jockey,
tography, which does justice to the
mountain locations. Brog.

Racing Blood
(COLOR-SONG)

Meredith Edwards and Sanrr Kydd
head a standard supporting cast
Cyril Frenkel's direction keeps the
action rolling, and makes the most
of the suspense values in the
script. Myro

So-so horse-racing entry for
mild response in program
market.

20th*Fox release of a IVcsley B.-rry
production. Stars Bill Williams. Jean Por-
ter. Jimmy Boyd. Directed by Barry;
associate producer. Edward L. Alperson
•

!

r.; screenplay, Sam Roeca; story, Roeca,
Barry; camera. John J.faKln; editor, Ace
Hermrn; muric, Edward J. Kay. Pre-
viewed March 15, 54. Running time, 75
MINS,.
Tex ... Bill William.-;.
Lucille .'. Jem. Poster
David Jimmy Bold
Cramps George Cleveland
Mitch - John Eldredge
Doc Nelson Srm Flint
Emerson Fred Kohler Jr.
Wee Willie George Steele
Mullins Bobby Johnson
Jockey Ben Frankie Darro

This apparently is a case of 20th-
Fox getting caught with its pro-
gram down and indiscriminately
throwing in a low-budget release
to service customers badly in need
of product. Wesley Barry produc-
tion, which former juve star also
directed, is a listless horse-racing
yarn which lacks finish even for

Le Rle En Herbe
. (The Flowering Wheat)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Feb. 9.

: Gaumont release of Franco-London Film
produotion. Stars Edwige Feuillere. Di-
rected by Claude Autant-Lara. Screenplay,
Jean Aurenche. Pierre Bost, Autant-Lara
from novel by Colette; camera, Robert Le
Tevbre; editor, Madeleine GuR. At Colisee
Paris. Running time, 110 MINS.

.

Woman in White ..... Edwige Feuillere
Philippe Pierre-Michel Beck
-Vinca .-. . . ..... , , ,

.

Nicole Harger
Mother lienee Duvlllers
Cameraman .

; Louie Pe Funet

Claude " Autant .
- Lara, who has

made few pik' of international im-
port since his "Devil In The Flesh,"
goes back to themuch the same
source for this new offering which
treats with the tribulations of first

love, the coming of age .and the
affair of a young boy with an older
woman. Here the similarity ends
with the new film lacking the force
and cohesion of its predecessor,
emerges as a. sensitive portrayal of
adolescence in the first throes of

Import Licenses
Continued from page S

dollars resulting from diminishing
U. S. aid. Also to be considered is

the fact that, -with rising produc-
tion, there may be an increasingly
lively interchange of local pix.

Tendency is towards a conservation
of dollar reserves via purchases
from one another, and this is

bound to work to the detriment of
Hollywood,
Not unaware of these economic

danger signals, the American dis-

tribs are giving considerable
thought to market expansion, par-
ticularly in South America and the
Far East, , with the* former a more
immediate prospect for earning de-
velopment.

Rundown
Here’s a brief rundown of the

difficulties confronting the Motion
Picture Export Assn, as it pre-
pares to renegotiate agreements in
key markets and seeks to expand
revenue in others:

Italy: MPEA prexy Eric Johnston
is due in Rome very soon for pre-
liminary discussions. Highlighting
his difficulties are the 10% subsidy
under the current agreement which
expires at the end of June and the.
Italians’ determination to cut down
on the number of U. S. imports.
The Italan industry appears to be
somewhat split on this issue, with
some determined to clamp a lid on
Hollywood imports and others ad-
vocating free, importation and in-
creased dubbing taxes to force a
natural weeding out of the weaker
product. There is no quota in
Italy now, but the U. S. distribs
are agreed on a voluntary limit of
225 pix plus a certain number of
extra films that go to Italo distribs.
Subsidy issue is going to be a

thorny one to overcome, it’s felt.

Under the last deal, the Americans
paid 10% of their Italian revenue
to assist the Italian, industry. Part
of that money is used to maintain
Italian Film Export in N. Y. as an

agency to promote Italo pix. Prior
U. S. payments amounting to the
equivalent of more than $2,000,000
were used to establish JFE as a
distributing Outfit The Italians
want these payments to continue
MPEA;. prodded 4>y the indies,

wants them .discontinued.

If MPEA- compromises, and goes
for a subsidy arrangement, it

stands to gain In terms of conces-
sions made by the ttalans. if, on
the other hand, it stands firm,

severe restrictions om trading in

Italy are likely to result. To make
the situation worse, the Italians are
much heartened by the success of
their own pix at home and conse-
quently believe that any reduction
In U. S. imports Would leave the
way open for a further expansion
of their own films., ;

Impression is gained that the
Italian government r and - .industry,

despite some divergent opinions re-

garding IFE, wants to see the
agency continued as a means for

the Italian producer to at least

gain entrance to the

.

; American
market.

France: Situation here is com-
pletely snafued, with

;
MPEA main-

taining- that it has a signed agree-
ment and the French are now un-
willing to stick by Its terms. Execs
believe that Johnston will have to

compromise when he gets to Paris
this week or next; Key to the
French attitude is an arrangement
that would assure them what they
consider a fair chance at the U. S.

market. Impression is gained that

the French would gladly authorize
the transfer of more dollars pro-

vided the "effective" distribution

of their pix is assured them.

In this they—rand other Euro-
pean countries^—have a tendency
to ignore both the unique struc-

ture of the American industry; its

lack of European-like relation to

the government, >and the applica-

tion of the U. S/ antitrust laws.

What puzzles and Somewhat an-
noys the companies here is that

key industryites abroad, after fre-

quent visits to America since the
war, are fully aware of the limita-

tions of the market and the seppe
of action that can be, taken to

widen it. They appear to appre-
ciate these' difficulties when they
are here, execs complain, but ig-

nore them when they return to

their bailiwick.

Japan: There is concern in N. Y.
over' reports that the Japanese
have in mind changing the whole
basis on which import permits have
been granted so far. New regu-
lations are due to come out April
1 and the Japanese are known to
have discussed the> possibility of
issuing licenses in relation to the
number of Japanese pix that have
played each country, intent here
«agaln is to push the distribution of
Japanese films abroad. The Japa-
nese also are faced with a tight

dollar situation and. may seek to

reduce remittances. This is serious
since, to some American distribs,

Japan and the Philippines have be-
come their second largest revenue
producer.

Allen’s Nifties
Continued from page 2

show was q little late in getting
under way. "I had to wait back-
stage while Robert Montgomery
straightened my tie," he said. The
NBC video producer and actor, as

is well known here, "produces"
President Eisenhower’s television
appearances, and was a guest at
the dinner. Allen scored again
when he cracked about the Statler
Hotel in which the dinner was held,
"so long as* it’s not a Schine Hotel,
we’re all right."

Biggest unintentional: laugh of

the evening came from Miss Bar-
ton. She explained she was very
nervous and said, this was differ-

ent from television, where there

was a large "Idiot Card" always
out of camera range with the words
of her song, in case she should
forget. .*

Reference reminded much of the

audience that when the President

makes a television speech, hei usu-

ally works with a Teleprompter
which, after all, is an "Idiot Card"
with motion.

Krim Overseas April 2
Arthur B. Krim, president of

United Artists, leaves N.Y. April

2 on a trek to Europe to onceover

current indie production.
Seymour Peyser, chief counsel,

and Arnold Picker, UA’s foreign

department head, also will be leav-

ing- shortly for a visit on the Con-
tinent.
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The UHF Dilemma
it becomes increasingly evident that sooner or later the FCC

will have to-do something about UHF, which on the surface of

things, shapes up as the tragedy of the post-freeze era, even

exceeding In consequences the sorry “FM Story.” Hardly a week
goes by but that another chapter of UHF in retreat isn’t being

written into the Government agency's archives, with a steady

parade of applicants turning back their permits.

Thus far, close to' 50 have had a change of heart and mind
about staking a claim in the still dubious upper high, frequen-

cies. With the exception of Fresno, Calif., and Milwaukee, and
perhaps one or two- others, broadcasters have been scanning the

spectrum in vain in search of an elusive UHF sucbess story.

It’s fully anticipated in some quarters that Congress itself may
take the initiative in prodding the FCC into some kind of action

to resolve the ticklish UHF dilemma. For the whole UHF issue

may yet become one of the major political hot potatoes on the
Washington scene. It's not exactly a secret that some influen-

tial legislators have been scorched in going out on the UHF limb
with a personal financial stake in high-channeled stations in

their home bailiwicks. Other members of Congress are getting

the pressure from high-placed citizenry within their »hometown
constituency who went for the “UHF ride” and have since re-

gretted it. Inevitably it's regarded as a certainty that the leg-

islators themselves will come to grips with the FCC.

It’s been suggested that the- FCC can still get out from under
by finding new spaces in the VHF spectrum. This, it's main-
tained, is entirely feasible^ once the FM band (which has long
since gone for broke) has J>een recaptured and reallocated for
tv. The additional VHF channels would still permit for a mini-
mum two-station competitive race in all the major areas of the
country as well as VHF representation in the smaller markets.
But the FCC has made its UHF bed. Whether it’ll budge re-

mains to be seen.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Attempts of NBC and CBS to

resolve their respective Thursday

night television program lineups

for next Reason are being under-

lined by a multiplicity of dramatic

incidents which, at least from V
Madison* Ave. perspective, perhaps

pack even more of a wallop than

most of the on-the-air tv~ show-

casings that night

The behind-the-scenes agency-

sponsor-network “intrigue” and
“counter espionage” going on in

1

' the inter-network rivalry is not

only drama-laden but even threat*

ens to invite client reprisals,

court litigations atid perhaps FCC
repercussions.

Hardly a day goes by, as the two
networks jockey for a greater

Thursday night potential for the

’54-’55 season, that new, unexpect-

ed incidents don't rear their head
to throw newr complexities into the -

shadow-boxing between network
and sponsor.

Nunns VHF or None

Suspends UHF Construction in Ky.; ‘Not Feasible’

For Large Market
: 4

Washington, March 23.

Persuaded that an area-wide

UHF system at -this time is un-

acceptable, both to the advertisers

and the viewing public, Gil-
more Nunn has suspended con-
struction of his ultra high sta-

tion,. WLAP-TV, in Lexington, Ky.,
after spending $150,000 on the
project. Nunn has petitioned the
FCC to assign a VHF Channel in
the area. If he is unable to get
VHF, he will wait for further de-
velopments in UHF, which will
make operation feasible. Most of
his UHF investment qan be sal-

vaged for VHF.
In a statement explaining sus*

pension to the Lexington area pub-
lic Nunn said difficulties with UHF
“suddenly became extravagantly
apparent” after completing ar-
rangements- for a CBS affiliation
and microwave facilities for trans-
mission of network' services.
“Some, day,” he asserted, “the

UHF system may be able to serve
an area and a market as large and
populous as is this major market,
but we don’t believe it is possible
on today’s UHF standards, particu-
larly as far as many receivers, new
or converted, are concerned. Until
consistent and acceptable recep-
tion throughout Central Kentucky
is assured, we are* not going to

(Continued on page 30)

The NBC color cameras are go-
to? outdoors for its first sports
Program-, when the National Open
^olf tourney is held at Baltiisrol
Country Club in New Jersey. In
addition to being the first outdoor
sports tint display, it will' also
niark the initial televising of the
National Open.
NBC Radio will carry all three

flays of the tourney with periodic
Pickups from June 17 through June
19, NBC-TV will cover, via the
compa t|5ie rainbow pickup, the
cumactic two hours (4 to 6 p.m.)

c^sin8 o£ the tourney.

a\t
C represented on the

Ax\i-tv commentary by . Lindsey
eison, assistant sports director of

jGc network, and sportscaster Joe

In A Rut!
On CBS-TV's “Man Behind

the Badge” last Sunday (14),

Ralph Stantley, as a detective
lieutenant, captures “gang-
sters” Lewis Charles and Jack
Klugman. .

On NBC-TV “Treasury Men
in Action" tomorrow (Thurs.),
Stantley, . as a T-Man, nabs

.
Charles and Klugman, again

%
portraying underworld charac-

ters.

NBC on the Prowl

ForMurrow-Type

Of Commentate!
Money — or anything else he’d

desire—would be no object In

NBC’s quest for a topflight news
analyst-commentator who has the

potential of an Ed Murrow. NBC
has long recognized its news dept,

void in terms of a topflight Mur-
row-type personality with the re-
cent explosives bn the McCarthy
issue and the resultant national at-

tention foclissad on CBS only serv-

ing to make NBC all the more con-
scious of its present also-ran status
in the commentator sweepstakes.

Not long ago NBC made some
overtures designed to woo Murrow
over to the rival camp (both he and
NBC-RCA board chairman David
Sarnoff have an “Ed” and “Dave”
personal andwarm regard for each
other), but Murrow, who is on the
directorate board at CBS, pledges
first allegiance to Bill Paley & Co.

NBC’s been prowling the field

for some time and reportedly
would not mind if it could talk

Columbia’s Eric Sevareid into a

switchover, since the latter is held

in high esteem in the commentator
fraternity, with some regarding

him as second only to Murrow as

a radio-television personality.

Some time back NBC was riding

with the Don Hollenbeck (now
CBS)-John Vandercook-Robert St.

John parlay of newscasters, which
put it in the running for major
laurels, but for sundry reasons re-

linquished its hold on all three of

,
them.

It all started when NBC grabbed
off the brace of Lever Bros. Lux
shows from . CBS. including the
hour-long radio show and the 30-
minute “Lux Video Theatre,”
which expands to an hour in the
fall, and scheduled for the 10 to

11 p.m. Thursday slots. This .meant
serving notice on U.S. Tobacco Co.
that “Martin Kane” was being
ousted from the 10 to 10:30 period
upon expiration of its contract in

August (which, in turn, brought
down the house of Kudner on
NBC’s legal department with
threats of court injunctions, FCC
action, etc., all of which are still

pending.)

Now It’s Ford

Now it develops that too many
NBC-TV affiliates are reluctant to

clear the 10:30 to 11 period, which
is station time. Obviously a station

cannot carry a 30-minute portion
of a full hour dramatic show,
which poses a serious problem ior

the network and Lever Bros. This,

in turn, has induced NBC to toss

some gentle hints aft Ford that the
network would consider it a gra-

cious gesture 'if the auto company
gave up its 9:30 to 10 “Ford The-
atre” Thursday night time in order
to permit Lux to move up a half

hour, thus getting it off the sta-

tion-time snafu. Obviously, NBC
doesn't consider it the better part

of wisdom to give Ford the indis-

crimininate heave, particularly

since automotives are hot poten-,

tials today in the tv programming
sweepstakes. Further. Ford has
been eyeing some CBS properties,

including Ed Murrow, which
doesn’t increase NBC's happiness.

Since Ford is more than content

with its vidfilm series in the pres-

ent Thursday night NBC slot,

which manages to grab off a siz-

able rating, there's little likelihood

of the sponsor acquiescing—unless
NBC gets tough about it.

Meanwhile, on the CBS side of

the scorecard, there’s a man-size

plot afoot to counter the rival NBC
web’s upcoming hot Thursday
night lineup with some razzle-daz-

zle maneuvers of its own. It’s con-

sidered very possible that Co-

lumbia will throw in a full hour
dramatic show in the 9 to 10 peri-

od as a sneak punch in an effort

to whittle down the NBC Lux tv

potential. But to do this would
necessitate C£S telling Lever Bros,

to go peddle its “Big Town” wares
elsewhere, since that 30-minute

series occupies the 9:30 to 10 pe-

riod.

Telling Lever Bros, off, in the

wake of its wholesale Lux defec-

tion to NBC, would be considered

by some of the CBS boys as a

proper and justifiable retaliatory

gesture and would make them very

happy, indeed even though It would
probably mean a permanent all-

time CBS-Lever divorcement.

Everybody’s wondering what’ll

happen next week.

’*

Safari Scorecard
CBS’ offshore globetrotting

champs and the mileage they
hung Up during 1953 in a total

of 421,003 miles performed for

the web:

George Herman 69,553
Lou Cioffl 50,000

Ed Murrow . . ........ .42,000

Bill Downs 40,000
Alexander Kendrick, . . .36,000

Robt. C. Pierpont. . . .30,000
Larry LeSueur . . . . 29,000
Howard K. Smith. . . . . 27.B50
Wplls Church , .25,295

David Schoenbrun . . . . 23,600
Allan Jackson i. . 13,000
Richard C. Hottelet ....12,105
Robert Trout . .11,600.

Ned Calmer . 9,000
Eric Savereid ..... 2,000

(I 1 I !••• >

4 The biggest single switchover of

programming from one network to

another, involving in all in excess

of $9,000,000 in annual billings,

will find CBS-TV inheriting four

. Procter & Gamble daytime,

quarter-hours, five times a week,
from NBC in . addition to pacting
P&G for a new quarter-hour strip.

The major daytime coup even
transcends CBS prexy Frank Stan-'
ton’s acquisition of the lucrative,

daytime, Colgate billings last year, •

when he brought about the web’s
“Big Payor'-“Strike It Rich”
$6,000,000 cross-the-board billings

parlay.
Involved in the latest maneuver

is the brace of back-to-back late

afternoon P&G shows—“Welcome -

Travelers” and “On Your Ac-,
count,” both half-hour shows.
Unusual aspect of the latest

switchover is that P&G is even
foregoing its annual discount on

TV Sound Board

On New Legiters

Upcoming legit productions will

get an “in-town" tryout via a new
tv show being packaged by scrip-

ter Howard Field in association

with Broadway Angels, the public-

ly-financed showbacking group.
Program. “Angels Audition,'’ which
starts April 21 on WABC-TV, the
ABC Gotham flag, has already
signed several legiters, including
“The Panjama Game," for appear-
ances.
Program will consist of inter-

views by producer-commentator
Paula Stone, who'll emcee, .with
producers, writers, directors, scen-
ic designers, composers, et al. on
the background and preparation
of the legiters, and will highlight
a couple of scenes from the pro-
ductions themselves. Viewing audi-
ence will be asked to act as “an-
gels,” in that they’ll write in their

views and criticisms and see if

they’re justified after the play
opens.
Show will preem as a sustainer

(although it’s open to sponsorship)
on a purely local basis. After. 13
weeks, it may go network on ABC-
TV, Field said. Already set for
previews, besides “Pajama Game,”
the Freddie Brissomproduced mu-
sical, are “Hang Together,” the
Sidney Blackmer-starring melo-
drama and “King of Hearts,” the

(Continued on page 32)

CBS-TV REVAMPING

SUN. AFT. SCHEDULE
With “Omnibus” exiting CBS-TV

after next Sunday (28) the web has

blueprinted a new' shuffle for the
four-hour Sunday period from 2:30

to 6:30 (taking in the 5 to 6:30 span
of “Omnibus”). Previously charted
to fill the 90-minute gap were ex-
tending “Adventure” a half hour
and slotting it 4:30. to 5:30, with
Eric Sevareid taking 5:30 to 6 with
a new show, “The American Week”
and the next 30 minutes held open.

But effective April 4 “Adventure”
will go 5 to 6, followed by the
Sevareid stanza. Preceding seg-

mentation will read: 2:30-3:30,

“Teledrama” (WCBS-TV, N. Y ),

extended 30 minutes; .3:30-4, “Man
of the Week”; 4-4:30, “Juvenile

Jury”; 4:30-5, “Youth Takes a

Stand.”
Starting April 11, “Man of the

Week” Will be" Slotted 4 to 4:30

and local filmery will be berthed

ahead of it. Meantime, there’s no
provision yet for slotting “Juvenile

Jury” although it goes in as sum-
mer. sub for the Jackie Gleason

[Show. I

NBC 3-to-5 Plot
Faced with the loss of its

4-to-5 p. m. Procter & Gam-
ble biz in the switchover of
“Welcome Travelers” aind “On
Your Account” to CBS, NBC
prexy Pat Weaver has already
set in motion plans for a com-
plete overhaul of the late aft-

ernoon 3-to-5 periods, which,
will find the Kate Smith Show
exiting the 3-to-4 berth next
season.
Both Miss Smith and her

manager, Ted Collins, have
contracts with NBC which still

have three years to go and it’s

anticipated that a new Kate
Smith program will preem in
the fall, in a new format and
time period. Weaver plans to
reactivate the abandoned
“Hometown, USA” project of
four soap strips (under an
overall theme) for the 3 to 4
period, with an additional
hour of soapers for 4-to-5, with

.

a participating sponsorship
formula for the two hours of
programming. It even hopes
to persuade P & G to buy some
of them.

the shows by moving out prior to
the contract expiration period

—

in itself a considerable sum of
money.

Acquisition of the tw'O properties
will give CBS a complete daytime
sellout, and. in fact, even entails

telescoping the morning Arthur
Godfrey tv programming from 90
minutes a day to 60 minutes. (Ac-
complishing the latter feat, in or-

der to make room ‘for some of the
’

P&G biz, wasn’t easy, with the
move running into a virtual spon-
sor blockbuster, not to mention
Godfrey’s own reluctance to shave
off 30 minutes a day). Exact slot-

ting of the P&G shows being
moved over hasn't been fully re-

solved yet by CBS. since it will in-

volve a reshuffling of the daytime
schedule. It’s all geared for a
July start.

Hotel New Yorker. N. Y., is con-

ducting a promotion in radio and

tv that latches on to the legit

“Showtrain” idea incepted a few

years, ago to bring customers to

Broadway showshops in packages.

Under the hotel’s blueprint, a

disk jockey in a given city fronts,

a “Weekend With the Stars" in

Gotham. The fans check in at the

inn, which gives 'em a pocktail

party on Saturday afternoon w-hen

the outlanders do a handshaking

(Continued on page 32)
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That, the "new ABC" is deter-

mined not; to slip back into its pre-
merger "old look" was made ap-
parent this week when the network
pulled off its most strategically im-
portant coup to date, renewing six

key sponsors for longterm pacts
covering the 1954-55 season on
some of its more Important prop-
erties; Aside from Insuring some
$9,000,000 in television business
and reasserting, its radio morning
bid, the renewals served the pur-
pose of consolidating ABC’s early
post-merger gains and lending the
web enough coin and confidence to

take new strides in its bid to chal-
lenge the tv dominance of NBC
and CBS.

Swift Switch
Chicago, March 23.

Swift & Co. continues its agency
juggling with its Premium hams
and bacon billings moving from J.
Walter i Thompson to McCann-
Erlckson as of Nov. 1.

This' portion of the Swift ac-
count, running between $800,000
and $1,500,000 the past Several
years, has long been associated
with ABC’s "Breakfast Club.” :

Th^e big three of the renewals
came from American Tobacco,
Dodge and General Mills, with
Lucky Strike arid Dodge latching

©n to their Danny Thomas fran-

chise for all of next season and
Dodge additionally keeping "Break
the Bank" for

. all of next year,

with summer rides set for both
shows. General Mills signed for

nrxt season in radio and television,

setting the "Lone Ranger" vidpix
for another ride and again picking
up the Stu Erwin segment. In line

with an expanded radio schedule
involving renewal of its morning
shows and expansion of its 7:30-

8 p.m. strip to five days per week.
General Mills wants to go alter-

nate weeks with Erwin, but the
web doesn’t expect too much trou-
ble picking up a skip-a-week bank-
roller what with the solid Nielsen’s
the stanza has been garnering.

Also in the renewals picture for
a full year is Pcpsi-Cola, which is

(Continued on page 35)

7-Up’sMi

WNBT’s latest wrinkle in sales

gimmicks is. a "Pantry Plan”
rigged around the "Tex & Jinx"

show of NBC’s tv flagship in N. Y.

Under the razzle-dazzle
*" blueprint

worked, out by merchandise chief

Max E. Buck, sponsors will get

point-of-sale support in five groc-

ery chains in the first multi-chain

plan for advertisers on one show.

Quintet of food chains operating

235 outlets in the metx'opolitan
area and with an annual volume
of $66,000,000, will conduct week-
long product promotion of items
plugged on the daily 2 to 3 p.m.
"Tex & Jinx." It’s a daisy chain
idea, with each circuit of stores
alternating for weekly periods on
"sale of the week.” Under this

arrangement, a sponsor for 13
weeks would get as many as a

dozen separate promotions with no
minimum purchase required by
advertisers.

St. Louis, March 23.
7-Up soft drink firm is nearly

doubling its advertising kitty in
prep? ration for a major entry into
television. Prexy H. C. Grigg re-
vealed at ‘ the 7-Up distributors
meeting here yesterday (Mon.)
that the company plans to spend
between $4,000,009 and $4,500,*000
during the next year.

Although the prez, in his an-
nouncement, did not detail a me-
dia breakdown, it’s understood
most of the additional coin has
been earmarked for tv. It’s, report-
ed that 7-Up and the J. Walter
Thompson agency which handles
Its national advertising have been
eyeing. either a network show or a
syndicated vidpix series for,a sum-
mer splash.

PREP ‘SECOND CHANCE’

AS NBC-TV ENTRY
"Second Chance,” 15-minute

Qptfits in on the deal are Peter
Reeves (59 outlets). Key Food

), Big Ben ‘15), Shop-Rite
and Hill’s <15).

e with this supermarket
[Hjreatment, Buck also has gone to
bat for the "forgotten man1’—the
smaller advertiser—in radio, with
large and medium chairs in met
N. Y. and New Jersey pacted on

(retail level promotion for WNBC-
I advertised products. In addition
i to the $1.500-per-week super-

|

Chain Lighting Plan which sup-

! plies food advertisers with displays

j

in some 1,600 supermarkets, sta-

tion has other setups for sponsors
with more modest coin. Here’s the
arrangements:

$l,000-per-week advertiser gets
week-iong display in all units of

I Bohack, Grand Union,
_

Safeway,

;
Food Fair, Shopwell, Gristede,
Dilbert and Daitch—totalling 800
stores.

$750-per-\veeker (for 13 weeks)
receives promotion in 250 outlets
of Safeway, Sunrise and Shopwell.
A promotion in two chains

(selected from National Grocery,
EinhOrn, Big Dollar, Diamond K)
is provided for the $500 budget.

•trip on NBC radio, is being
prepped as a half-hour video en-
try by Frank Cooper Associates. If

the package sells the radio show
Is in for possible revision also.
First kine was cut last Thursday
08) by NBC-TV.
Sy Fischer, NV Y; topper for

Cooper, intends to peg the pack-
age as a nighttime stanza for pos-
sible cross-the-board exposure. If
such occurs, audio portion of the
tv show will be lifted for use on
radio instead of the current 15-
minute original: Johnny Olson,
who emcees the AM show which
Is sponsored by Carters, Turns and
Hudnut, has been slated to han-
cre the tv reins too. Bob Maurer
Is the producer, Matt Harlib di-
rects and A1 Freedma'n handles the
scripting.

CBS-TV’s Upstate Affil
CBS last week signed a new

primary tv affiliate for northern
New York state, pacting the Brock-
why Co.’s new Carthage, N. Y., sta-
tion as part of its supplementary
affiliates group.

Station, for which call letters
haven’t been assigned yet, will op-
erate on Channel 7 just outside
Watertown, N. Y., and will begin
broadcasting in late summer.

CBS-TV ‘Morning Show’

Invites Auxiliary Coin;

Margaret Aden’s SRO
Margaret Arlen’s local capsule

(8:55 a.m. on WCBS-TV, N. Y.) of

the CBS web’s "Morning Show’’

will be in. SRO status as of March
29, when the femme’s 45-minute
flagship fare w ill be dropped in
favor of the quickie. The NTA (no
time available) came about with
Thomas Protein Bread's buy of the
Monday stanza for a full year.
Renuzit had already been snared
for Tuesday and Friday and Sapo-
lin Paint Wednesday-Thursday.
The Arlen fivc-minuter has been
dubbed "Morning Memo.’’
Harry Marble’s news sjzeups

from N. Y. (local cut-in) picked up
first sponsor in Southern Star
Bonita tuna fish, which is taking
13 Thursdays, 8:35-8:30, starting
tomorrow (Thurs.).

Updated coin condition of the
"George Skinner Show," * w hich
tees off on WCBS-TV March 29 as
a segue from "Morning Show,”
shows 10 sponsors with 31 partici-
pations. New pacts are with White
Sewing Machine, Washington State
Apples and Proctor Electric.

T*

In the role of Ted Sanderson on
"Rocky King,” ^Channel 5, Sunday,
March 28, 9-9:30 p.m.

LE 2-1100

(TV f

Grip on Daytime
ABC-TV finally lifted itself off

the daytime hook by selling a
quarter-hour strip of the morning
Don McNeill "Breakfast Club”
to Philco, one of the program’s
oldest sponsors on radio. Philco
latched on to the 9:45-10 a.m.
strip, the same segment it sponr
sors on radio end of the Chi orig-
inator, thus resolving the need for
separate audio-video commercials.
Deal was set via the Hutchins
agency. Philco’s taking the seg-
ment cross-the-board for a two-
week splurge, then cuts back to a
three-a-w'eek sked.

With Philco’s simulsponsorship
starting March 29, the web has
abandoned plans to air a substi-
tute tv’er for "Breakfast Club” for
the two weeks beginning with that
date. Substitute tv’er was planned
because of the two-week visit the
show was making to Miami, where
it was planned to originate it on
radio, with a separate tv’er filling
the 9 to 10 a.m. time. Now that
Philco’s in the sponsorship picture,
web will carrj’ both radio and tv
from Miami, with WTVJ originat-
ing the show.

Entire "Breakfast Club” entour-
age is Miami-bound, with key

j

technical personnel going along
too. WTVJ will supply camera and
stage crews. Show will originate
from the Hotel Delido for the week
of March 29, from the Miami Beach
Municipal Auditorium April 5, 6
and 7 and from Dade County Au-
ditorium April 8 and 9. Troupe
returns to Chicago in time for the
April 12 show.

Sale to Philco represents ABC-
TV’s first successful foray into the
daytime field. Last fall, the web
aired two afternoon shows for
three months, but couldn’t find a
sponsor. "Breakfast Club” was
launched last month on a sustain-
ing basis after efforts to bring In
Swift & Co., longtime radio spon-
sor, had failed, with other AM
bankrolled adopting a "wait-and-
see” attitude.

McCullough pacted

TO MEG TV ‘DANGER’
With the CBS-TV "Omnibus”

exiting March *28 after its siXmonth
under the TV-Radio Workshop of
the Ford Foundation, director An-
drew McCullough grabbed himself
a quick successor stint. On follow-
ing Monday (30) he drew the pro-
ducer credit on the web’s
"Danger.” On alternate weeks he’ll
be producer-director .wiih- Mel
Ferber staging on the skip weeks.
Tuesday niter has had a series of
top level changes this season.

Charles Russell, who’s currently
producer of "Danger,” will devote
himself to "You Are There,” also
under the Columbia banner.

Wednesday, March ' (24, 1954

Eyebrovy-ralser of the week Is thf complete bru£hoffgiven by
the current Time mag issueto the part played by Ed Murrow’s
"See It Now” arid the CBS-TV*network in theMcCarthy Imbroglio
Unlike the other weeklies devoted to current and public affairs
which took full cognizance of the Murrow-CBS overall contribution
Time fails to give it any mention, as though it were non-existent!

Particularly In view, of' the fact that the current issue gives a
fulsome appraisal under the banner, "McCarthy and His Men ”

with the front cover and "profile” devoted to, the controversial
Cohn & Schine dpo, the bypassing of Murrow and ! his "See It
Now" show is. baffling to network execs*.

Instead of reviewing Murrow, the radio-tv section of Time this
week devotes itself to (1) the several-months-old "My Favorite
Husband” show; (2) a Japanese soap opera.

In contrast to Time’s silent treatment, the upcoming Newsweek
Issue will front cover the Murrow story.
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NO ACT OF PROVIDENCE

Just Solid Thinking, and WEAN
Scores on Coin *

.

^
•

Providence, March 23.

Using a musical format based on
a poll of audience preferences,

WEAN, the Yankee Network outlet

here, wrapped up one of the big-

gest nighttime radio deals of re-

cent years by signing Gorman
Bakeries to bankroll five hours a

week in the 9 to 10 p.m. strip for

a solid 52 weeks.

Sale stemmed from the decision

several months ago by general
manager Mowry Lowe and assist-

ant g.m. Tod Williams to throw the
book at all network and local shows
in the 9 to midnight slot, with, the
exception of two news shows. Solid
music was scheduled over the
three hours, to be based on audi-
ence preference as pre-determined
via a poll. Through the use of a
pilot mailing which showed pref-
erences of about 24% popular . vo-
cal, 20% pop instrumental, 20%
light concert, 14% showtunes and
the remainder jazz, hillbilly and
concert, station drew up a format.

After dry runs and other tests,

station launched a saturation spot
promotion, 100% coverage of bus
cards and direct mail to listeners,

sponsors and agencies. Gorman
sale was the result, and with a
heavy booking of spots, the three-
hour strip is near SRO.

Don Quinn Explodes

A Phoney Credit Myth

On ‘Favorite Husband’
Hollywood.

Editor, Variety:
It seems that once again (this

time in the Chicago Tribune) I
have been credited with putting
the bright stuff into the "My Fa-
vorite Husband” show.

This is as embarrassing to me as
it must be irritating to Sol Saks
and his associate, Nate Monaster,
and I can’t tell you how much I
regret and deplore the misinforma-
tion; I only wish I knew how it got
started.

1 am here at Young & Rubicam
as sort of an emergency service for
any of our shows which might be
in need of help or advice and the
Lord knows "Favorite Husband”
has been in need of neither one.
The only thing I have had to do
with "Favorite Husband” is admire
it, and my admiration for the con-
sistently great job the writers are
doing from week to week only
serves to make me squirm a little
harder when I am handed a
phoney credit. •

I would like publicly to express
congratulations for the really in-
telligent scripts Sol Saks and Nate
Monaster are turning out for "My
Favorite Husband/’ I wish I could
take credit for it. Don Quinn,

New Mutual Clients
Two new sponsors have stepped

in to underwrite a' brace of seg-
ments on Mutual. On April 3 the
State Farm Mutual Auto Insurance
Co. will pay the nut on a weekend
10-minute sports stanza delivered
by sportscaster Jack BrickhOuse,
and three days later Jackson &
Perkins Co. will begin advertising
through Gabriel Heatter’s Tuesday
night program.

Louis, Needham & Brorby was
the agency for the insurance firm,
and pacting for J&P was handled
through Maxwell Sackheim.

With virtually all-out acceptance
of its new radio spot carrier plans
covering morning afternoon and
evening strips assured by its af-
filiates, ABC has begun to peddle
its strip plans actively. Web has
moved to the front of the field
in three respects—it’s got the low-
est per-participation network price
on record; it's the only web that
doesn’t require a full network
pickup on a spot buy and it’s the
only network offering a deal
(nighttime and morning) for a
minute and one-half jnstead of the
customary minute.

ABC. has set the plans for "All
About Eve” in the morning, for
Martin Block in the afternoon, and
for any one of its evening 8 to

9 p.m- quarter-hour strips. Morn-
ing and evening setups are similar
-—they’re based on the principle
of slicing a quarter-hour strip
straight down the* middle instead
of selling it on a two and one-
half per week basis. Station com-
pensation is the same as in the

two and one-half method. Under
the new plan, web sells the spot-

buyer one and a half minutes each
quarter-hour, allowing two spon-
sors per show. Advantage of this

sefup is to allow the multiple
product sponsor to pitch two
brands with the same buy.

Rate-wise, the evening strip

sells on fiye-a-week basis for

$8,830 for the full network of 352
stations or $7,705 for the minimum
lull net of 204 outlets. This, breaks
down to $1,177 per one-minute
spot for the full net and $1,027. for

full minimum chain. Shows in-

volved in the nighttime spread are
"Three-City Byline,” "Sammy
Kaye,” "Hollywood Starway” and
“Mike Malloy.” First sponsor to

move in gets his pick of shows,
with all the rest moving into that

particular show. Minimum buy
is four-a-weeki

“All About Eve,” a soaper, is set

up the same way, with a one-min-
ute rate of $1,638 for the full web
and $1,339 for the minimum net.

Minimum here is a five-a-week
bt/. Station compensation is simi-

(Continued on page 30)

WMGM Gets New

Rate Stractnre
Radio indie WMGM has come up

with a new rate structure, which
is intended to stabilize prices and
eliminate "shopping” by the ad-
vertiser. According to Bertram
Lebbar Jr., station topper, change
means lower charges in some in-

stances and higher -nut in others.

"Our discount policy has been
sharply curtailed to offset the fact

that most package buys were pre-

dicated upon end rates,” Lebbar
said. "In simple language,' instead
of having a rate of $100 subject
to discounts which might bring
the rate down to $50 we now pub-
lish a rate of $60, full discounts
on which still bring it down to

only $50.”

Rates on certain personality
shows have been upped, according
to Lebbar. In this, WMGM’s 15th

rate card, Lebbar has omitted
class A and B times, and limited

himself instead to one rate for the

entire 18-hour broadcast day. The
one-hour, one-time-a-week figure

stands now at $400, six shots a

week for an hour (all this on basic

time rate list). total $1,920. On
old Card it was $800 for one hour
a week and $3,840 for six weekly.
Basic rate "changes are similar

1 throughout.
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Threat of a walkout by members of the American Federation of

Television & Radio Artists in three cities hung over the ABC radio

and television networks today (Wed.) after the union gave the net-

work until this afternoon to decide whether it would force mu-
sicians who act on tv and radio to join AFTRA.
At what was scheduled as a “final” meeting yesterday (Tues),

the network asked for one more day in which to attempt to solve

the problem: , -AFTRA agreed, and set a final meeting this after-

noon. If the web. doesn’t accede to AFTRA’s demands, it’s likely

that the jmiob \vill order its members to walk out of ABC studios

in N. Y., Cbjleado and Los Angeles. AFTRA exec secretary George
Heller said picket lines would be thrown up if a walkout is called.

Crux of the situation is this: AFM members have been doubling

over on several live shows in Chicago as comics, etc. Up to now,
according -to^eller, such musicians have joined AFTRA and been
paid AFTRA rat'es. Over the past couple of weeks, Heller charges,

AFM prexy James C. Petrillo has enjoined the musicians from
joining AFTRA. Heller charges it’s the network's responsibility

to make the musicians join or to hire other AFTRA members for

their live roles.- He charges that in failing to do so, the web is

violating the conditions of its contract.

Web has maintained it's in the middle of a squeeze play, -tacitly

admitting that if it acceeds to Heller’s demand it may face a walk-

out by the musicians. Network contends it's strictly a jurisdictional

dispute in which it shouldn’t be involved. Meanwhile, it’s been
on strike alejt since Monday (22), and. web officials say jit’s ready
to go into operation on an emergency basis.

Walkout, would not be a strike per se, according to Heller.; It

Would involve declaring ABC unfair and in violation of its AFTRA
contract. AFTRA members would be instructed not to report to

work and a picket line would be thrown up around ABC. Heller
said it wasn’t decided whether AFTRA would strike New York,
Chicago and the Coast, but admitted it was probable.

.

Heller contends that the ABC violation is twofold—one, that it’s

not fulfilling the contract by making musicians with acting parts

join the union, and two, that the web is avoiding the payment of
full AFTRA salaries in those cases. In cases where the tooters

are being paid AFTRA scale, it comes off their pay as musicians,
he says, which amounts to the same thing. He said ABC had been
fulfilling its .contract till early, last week, when Petrillo put the
screws on foliowing the KEX, Portland, decision favoring the AFM
in a hassle there. •

Sisters of Mercy vs. AT&T

Court Ruled Against Religious Group on Installing

Of Coaxial Gable

Pittsburgh, March 23.

In a precedent-making, decision

here last week, Common Pleas

Judge John T. Duff Jr., decreed

that a public utility may use land

it obtained by eminent domain for
television transmisson purposes.
Judge Duff dismissed a request for
a restraining injunction brought by
the Sisters of Mercy of Allegheny
County against AT&T to prevent
the company from installing co-
axial cables on land obtained from
the religious order.

“Television transmission is clear-
ly within the scope, of the defend-
ant’s business,” Judge Duff ruled,
speaking for himself and Judge
Thomas M. Marshall, in a joint de?
cision. “The fact that television
broadcasts largely are subsidized
by advertisers does not detract
from the defendant’s public activ-
ities,’’ the jurist concluded.
Under an eminent domain law

dating back to 1876, AT&T last

(Continued on page 30)

Although his Kraft Cheese iden-
tny doesn’t officially start Until the
jail, when he moves into his hour-
jeng

- Sunday night CBS radio Spot

,

ll
.

ls new sponsor, Edgar Bergen

^
going into the “Kraft Television

Theatre” Wednesday night NBC-
It May 5 when he and

«
S

fS
la

,

r -*e McCarthy alter ego do
* full hour version of “Alice in
Wonderland ” (While Bergen os-
tensibly has been pacted for radio,

f
* 111 Periodically shuttle into video

ftf

r
*£25 doubling into their brace

« NBC-abc full hour video
diamauc attractions.)

“Ance” presentation will kick off
seventh anniversary of the
J-raft tv series on NBC. The pro-

li^°n will be formatted along the

JSJ* H the “Teahouse of the Au-
le8tter, with- Bergen

ind
M
^9a,

rthy as both narrators
*nd participants.

Vork
Cntry originate in New

D C. Dailies’ Merger

Seen Aid to Radio

Washington, March 23. .

Smaller radio stations • here ex-
pect to benefit from the merger of
the Washington Post and the Times
Herald, which leaves the Capital
with only one morning daily.. Ad
agencies reported, radio accduifts
expecting to get some of the credit
stores and other enterprises cater-
ing to low-income population to di-

vert budgets which formerly went
to the Times Herald.

Sale of the Times Herald put
around 125 editorial employees
here out of jobs' Paper's radio
critic, Bernie Harrison, was imme-
diately hired by1 the Washington
Daily News, Scripps-Howard paper,
which is expected to gain consider-
able circulation by the Post $6,500,-
000 buy.

Ernie Schier, T-H drama critic,

and Leo Sullivan, his assistant,
have not yet, caught on elsewhere.

The half-hour format as the

basic radio network commercial
staple is slowly but Surely fading

into limbo. The “New Listen” Is

already beginning to take hold, as

evidenced from the resounding

“no - other - media - can' - make -

this - statement0 payoff resulting

from NBC’s conversion of Fibber

& Molly into a flve-times-a-week

quarter-hopr show delivering a

thousand listeners for 77c.

Renewal of the “Telephone
Hour” on a firm 52-week basis last

week was an occasion for consid-

erable drumbeating by. the NBC
press boys, who extended them-
selves in a lengthy two-page re-

lease extolling the perpetuation of

the ' 30 - minute weekly series.

Whereas a few years ago such a

renewal would have been taken in

stride, today it has as much news
value as a cancellation, certainly

indicative of what’s been happen-
ing in network radio.

Cancellations on the single-spon-

sor half-hour shqws have been

mounting at an accelerated pace

over the past couple . of seasons
and may hit a new high when
May-June renewal time comes up.
Because CBS Radio has had many
more sponsored half-hour shows,
as the one network that thus far
iriis been able to successfully with-
stand the tv inroads, it now stands
to take more of a rap.

What is important is that the
webs know the score on the future 1

30-minute program pattern and
are gearing themselves for the
“New Listen,” notably in terms of
capsuling the segments (as with
Fibber & Molly ) or expanding the
showcase for participating spon-
sorship, as with NBC’s “Road-
show” (designed for the auto lis-

tener) and “Weekend” (Sunday
newspaper of the air). CBS, too,
is fully aware that its new radio
clients are those that are embrac-
ing such elongated participation
stanzas as the 90-minute Robert
Q. Lewis Saturday show. Similarly,
the upcoming NBC thrust into
two-hour Friday nighttime pro-
gramming (via the taped roundup
of Dave Garroway’s morning “To-
day” tv show), further reflects in

Which direction Ted Cott and his
program boys are thinking.

Equally as important is that the
webs know they have a success
story to put across in terms of the
"New Listen"—of the unequalled
listener commercial impressions
they can deliver at low cost under
the participation sales formula. If

they’re worried, it’s because the
advertiser and the client aren’t
giving it the rapt attention or sup-
port it deserves.

Publisher Wants to Keep Out TV

Radio’s Floor Plan
NBC Radio program veepee

Ted Cott is inaugurating an
on-the-atr promotion campaign
designed to tell the story of
the medium’s impact and cir-

culation to the public.

All the NBC stars have been
recruited for the campaign,
with Dinah Shore, Eddie Fish-
er, Groucho Marx, Jack Webb,
Phil Harris-Alice Faye, etc.,

participating in the buildup of
network radio in conjunction
with their shows.
NBC will use its own facili-

ties to drumbeat the new
“character” of the 46,600,000
radio homes for the use of
117,000,000 radios, with the
floor plan today featuring sets
in the living room, kitchen,
bedroom, den, in the car. etc.

R&H Spectacular
General Foods’ 25th anni “Caval-

cade” Sunday night (28) Is develop-
ing into a four-network, 235-sta-
tion snowball in the biggest com-
mercial tv spread to date. The
$450,000 Rodgers & Hammerstein
8 to 9:30 musiklatch was originally
earmarked for CBS and NBC, but
Young & Rubicam, ad agency for
the giant food outfit, has been but
in the field buying up outlets at a
rapid clip, with every major sta-
tion and a number of UHF’ers
brought into the fold to the extent
that the 90-minuter will have the
nation’s sets virtually to itself

Typical of the north-south-east-
west aspect of coverage on the top
talent spectacle is New York, where
six of the seven are in on the
deal, including indies WPIX and
WATV, plus web flagships WNBT,
WCBS-TV, WABC-TV and WARD,
so that the ABC and DuMont oper-
ations come in for the ride.

National breakdown by nets
shows 98 stations on NBC, 97 on
CBS, 32 on ABC and six on Du-
Mont, adding up to 233 plus the
two Gotham indies. (Strike at

WOR-TV will probably prevent
show from making a clean sweep

Poppy Exits ’Home’
The “Home” show's first casualty .

is Poppy Cannon, food editor of
|

the 11 to nooner on NBC-TV, !

which was launched March 1.
|

No replacement set yet for Miss !

Cannon, who’s, food columnist for
|

House Beautiful.

Washington, March 23.
,

A protest against a tv authoriza-
tiontion was filed with the FCC.
yesterday (Mon.) on the grounds it.

will hurt business Of a newspaper
publisher. Clarksburg Publishing,
Co., publishers of a morning, af-

ternoon and a Sunday newspaper
in Clarksburg, W. Va., told the
Commission that a station to be
built on Channel 12 by the Ohio
Valley Broadcasting Corp. will be.
in “direct competition*’ with its

newspaper for the advertising dol-

lar. •

The company asked that the re-
cent authorization to Ohio Valley
be set aside and a. hearing be held
to determine whether construction
of station would result in concen-
tration of control of media of mass
communications. Ohio Valley is

owned by interests which control
various newspapers and broadcast
stations in West Virginia.

Clarksburg said it has been its

experience that “most advertisers*
whether local or national, oper-
ate on a rather definitely fixed ad-
vertising budget and that the com-
petition among the various media
available for advertising is keen
and constant. A decision to ad-
vertise in one medium results in a
decrease of gross revenue avail-

able to other media. The same ad-
vertising dollar cannot be spent
twice.”

In addition, the company added,
the proposed station will hurt cir-

culation of its newspapers. In
areas reached by WTRF-TV in

Wheeling, ;wbich is 34% owned by
interests which control Ohio Val-
ley, said Clarksburg, operation

.
of

the station has been accompanied
by “a definite drop" in subscrip-
tions to its newspapers.

In view of Ohio Valley’s news-
paper affiliation in nine West Vir-

ginia cities, with radio stations in

three cities, including Clarksburg,
and with its tv outlet in Wheeling,
Clarksburg asserted, it is “obvi-

ous” that Ohio Valley can exert

“an extremely dangerous type of

control over matters Of competi-
tion and of commercial and pub-
lic interests.”

a
Station rep organizations wax in-

dignant every time some agency oij

sponsor moves out into the broad-
cast territories with another “un-
conventional” scheme. Reason is

that each new or long-forgotten

plan that the advertisers come up
with always manages to cut out the

middle man, whether intentionally

or not.

In the main, the boys who are

utilizing th§ direct-to-station meth-
od^ target the smaller outlets on
the assumption that they’ll be more
eager to pick up some ready coin

than the bigger stations will. The
little feller often has a tough time

making ends meet. He has lots of

loose air time - hanging around,

with no regular sponsors in sight,

and is ofttimes most ,
eager to pick

up a ready buck and not question

th6 long-range effect. There’s lots

of appeal, too, in being Able to

save a buck by dealing without the

representative if the station cares

to risk it.

When the “guy with the deal” is

lassoed in the act by the station
reps, he generally — and after

pointed exchanges—-admits, yes,

he did visit stations in that area,

“but not to bypass the reps or to

make special time buying arrange-
ments” that do not stick to the rate

card.

Recently, one agency exec re-

marked to Variety that he was in

certain areas with his salesmen
who were visiting local outlets, but
that they were there only to ce-

ment' relationships '/befween the

agency ahd $ponsbf arid the ^tk-

tiori management arid pbfsonklitieis.
“We wantca”to meet them ' to get

them to thinking like the adver-

tiser wants—with ‘an individual ap-

proach to ads.”

The adman pointed out, when
questioned about bypassing the

reps, that ahy biz his organization

picked up while out on the road

came from dealers who, with na-

tional manufactured products to

sell, made local time buying deals

with neighborhood stations. All the

Heps
agency got from it, the exec. went
on, was payment from the national
manufacturer (his regular account)
for: suppjymg the dealer with ad
copy and advice.

'But As We See It!’

The reps interpret this another
way: obviously the agency sales-

men were out to make special
deals, especially since they did bill

the big account for “minor” serv-

ices rendered. It boils down to this,

the reps imply: that no matter how
you slice it—and no matter how
often the agency protests its inno»
cence—the money it gains proves
that it took part in the arrange-
ments between the station and the

local sponsor.

Collective attitude among the

station representatives is that any
station that accepts unique time

deals Is eventually going to under-

mine its fixed rate structure by
making it impossible to convince

future advertisers that they should

(Continued on page 33)

CBS factotums are huddling with
Phil Silvers on a deal that may
give the “Top Banana” comic a tv

show in the fall. It would be a 30-

minute stanza and Silvers’ first

video on a regular basis.

Meantime, Silvers is “training**

for tv via CBS Radio. April 14
“2 1st Precinct” will intro him into

a script in which he’ll play himself,

doing a benefit in a church for,

children in order to get them away
from detonation range following a
series of explosions in the prerinct

of the captain (Everett SloaneU
Silvers is currently in Miami

plugging his upcoming Warner
film, “Lucky Me.” and he ?

ll plane
to N. Y. for “Precinct.”

TONI EYES NIGHTTIME

Chicago, March 23.

Toni division of the Gillette Co.
is moving to stake out a claim on
NBC - TV’s nighttime spread.

Heavy - muscled home permanefit
and shampoo merchandiser, here-

tofore largely identified with CBS,
is shopping for a choice half-hour

NBC-TV slot for next fall.

Move reportedly means no cut-

back of Columbia expenditures but
rather an upped-budget expansion
into NBC-TV so as to. have a
straddle on the two big networks.
If the deal comes off it will repre-

sent the client’s first major NBC-
TV association.

Toni had hopes of getting aboard
the last half-hour of the Milton
Berle summer replacement this

season but that has gone by the

boards because of product conflicts,
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NEW OWNERS, SHIFT IN PATTERNS
Picture among New York radio

Indies is changing as rapidly as the'

colors on a fancy juke box. With-

in the last two months a brace of

stations changed hands, one has

regeared its power setup and ap-

proach to specialized markets, still

another has received an okay on a

power upping -and intends to hike
the rate card, rates were already
changed this week at one success-

ful outlet. These are just some of

the shifts in pattern—and 'they
mean a total of several million dol-

lars kept in motion,

Audio continues to be as valu-

able as video to’ Gotham's polygot

8,000,000. Since tv has only two
stanz: s directed at Negroes, only
one taftd a very recent one it is)

levelled lor Latinos, a limited

sports pic because of heavier re-

strictions placed it by promoters
than on radio, a '. narative dearth
of musical offt..‘-igs, radio has
jumped more deeply into the gaps.:

And they've come up with the

kind o* mo-s called greenbacks
that cling to the ungardened walls..

For thvs re; ‘oil radio's scene shifts

are not an indication of a success-

ful “struggle" against the inroads

of television; instead they prove
that as much money left for radio

as the other electronic medium,
and that all which Is going on are

moves by hard-headed biz men
who want to capitalize on an al-

ready successful instrument.

Eye ‘New’ WINS
Rather than make the first ex-

ample the inordinately successful

\VNEV»\ start with WINS: A mod-
est operation for the big city, the
latter outlet w; s bought by Elroy

McCaw, who rides a reputation as

a clever investor. He picked up the

property a couple of months ago
for $450,000* and in the last two
Weeks has poured in Undeclared
amounts over an additional $75,000
ifor Eob A; Ray) to hypo sales acd
make programming revisions. He
brought in Bob Leder and a follow-

ing lrom NEC. bounced where he
thought bouncing necessary, and
is still making drastic changes to

build his property to new heights.

As for WN.EW, which went ?s a

circa $2,000,000 package (about the
same time WINS announced in-

ternal shifts) to Richard Buckley,

•Continued on page 33)

Color.TV Schedule
NBC-TV

Gillette Boxing Bouts —
March 26,. 10 p,m.
American Inventory—March

28,2 p.m.
Home (Cherry Blossom Fes-

tival, Washington)—March 31,
11 a.iri,

Eddie Fisher.— March 31,
7:30 p.m. .

'

Paul Winchell Show— April
4, 7 p.m.
Ding Dong' School—April 9,

.10 a.m.
Youth Wants to Know —

April .11, 1 p.m.

^ i. Frontiers of Faith—April 18,

1:30 p.m.
. Kraft TV Theatre—April 21.

‘9p.m.
American'

.
Forum of Air—

April 25, 2:30 p.m.
CBS-TV

New Revue—March 26, 5:30
p.m.

Hollywood, Ma^ch 23.

Arthur Kurl-n’s long-kick, d-
around plagiarism suit against
CBS-TV. Cy Howard, et al., on “My
Friend rrma" was settled quietly
out of court some weeks ago for
an amount believed to be the larg-
est such private scttlcm'ent in a

radio-tv plagia i^m action. Al-
though the figure. is not known, one
authoritative source here put it at

“well up in six figures."

Kurlan, a tv-rr.dio producer, had
based his claim on an audition he
made eight years ago with Lucille
Ball under “My Sister Eileen” tag.

Case had gone through a series of
litigations and last fall the Su-
perior Court of California allowed
Kurh.n to sue for $3,000,000. Trial
was to come up in June.

Although it doesn’t have to make
up its mind until April 1, all indi-

cations at the moment
.
point to

Colgate's renewal of its , Sunday
night 8 to 9 “Comedy Hour" on

NBC-TV. Network prexy Pat Wea-
ver has' been doing some N.Y.-to-

Jersey City shuttling in recent days
armed with facts and figures why
Colgate should not relinquish its

franchise on the
:
valuable Sabbath

slot and its star-rotating comedy
program pattern, despite the heavy
inroads made by the competing
“Toast of the Town" on the Tren-
dex ratings,, and apparently the
Colgate echelon seems impressed.
Strong renewal factor Is the im-
pressive Nielsen showings. •

However, there ^will in all like-

lihood .be some* changes both in
format and stars, with renewed ac-
cent on book shows and musicome-
dies (such as the recent “Anything
Goes," starring Ethel Merman.)
It’s anticipated, too, that there will
be additional names added to the
Colgate roster, giving .the indi-
vidual stars less frequent exposure.

General Foods, incidentally, is

mulling the same idea in connec-
tion with its Bob Hope Tuesday
nighty showcase on the weeks that
Berle' lays off. Instead of using
Hope exclusively, GF may rotate
him with another major personal-
ity. Along with GF, Buick has no-
tified the network that iC’lL be back
for the Berle ride in the falL

Mod Watters Nixed On :

NBC Cincy NCAA Pickup,

Standoff on AFM Dicker
Cincinnati, March 23.

Mortimer J. Watters drew a

standoff and a loser in two bar-

gainings last week for the WCPO
stations he directs for Scripps-

Howard. "
*

• . i. •

In a session with Bob SIdell,

head of the American Federation
of Musician’s Cincy locgl, dicker-
ing on a first-time contract was de-
ferred indefinitely after, several
talks. '. TJnion musicians would have
to be engaged by WCPO-Ty, for
Watters to carry through his plan
Of' bringing on Al Morgan and
Lanny Ross to originate network
shows.

'
•; , , V • •

Second missout Was the nix' of
NEC to the Watters request- to

carry the NCCA basketball finals

from Kansas. Pity -Saturday (20).

Crosley’s WLW-TV, NBC outlet,

telecast its own wrestling show at

that time.

In reply to the Watters bid of,

picking up the basketball program,
“as a public service," Sheldon
Hickox Jr., NBC station relations
director, telegraphed: “Sorry, We
do.not feel it advisable to feed this

program to you.”

Circa 'Goldie, Fields & Glide’

Jack Benny’s “Goldie, Fields and Glide" .vintage vaude act on
his Sunday (21) PBS-TV show with guestqr* Blrig Crosby and
George Burns (see Tele Followup) came out a£ asong-and-dancer.
Actually, *this was more of a hick-and-blackface comedy stint in
its origins. Variety files show that Goldie, Fields & Glyde (note
different spelling of third name) was reviewed at the Bronx Opera
House, N.Y,, issue of Sept, 19, 1913, i Composing the trio, when
caught nearly 41 years ago were George Burhs (he Nat Blrnbaum),
Nat Rcnard and another eastside (N.Y.) kid called Abe Gliedman
(hence. Glide or Glyde). Biirns did blackface with Yiddish dialect;
Renard, now a unit manager and agent, did Yiddish characters;
Gliedman played a toughguy. BCrin.V i presented the' act \pn his
show as going back about 30 years. Hfe may have, been referring
to engagements after the Bronx O.H. as the trio in later years
played such Gotham spots as Miner’s in the Bronx and- the old
Murray Hiir Theatre (now Loe.w’s 42d St. at Lexington Ave:). •

The Variety reviewer, incidentally, ‘.aid Burns (Goldie) was
n.s.h,

>'

s $3,000,

m

0

ZENITH SALES REACH

$165733,276 HIGH
Chicago, March 23.

Zenith Rati o reported consoli-
dated 1053 sales hit $166,733,276
for an alllime Irgh, exceeding the
previous record, set in 1952 by
21 (

.r. Net profits were $5,631,701
or $11.44 per share. Firm’s profits
Mould have b:en $6,208,357 or
$12.61 per share had there not
been a $576,656 loss at the Win-
charger plant in Sioux Cily’duc to
• flash flood.

In his letter to the stockholders,,
prt xy^ Cmtlr. Eugene F. McDonald
Jr., disclosed that Zenith “is plan-
ning to produce a limited .quantity
of color tv Receivers primarily for
the purpose . «*, further study, apd
demonstration.’’ ,• i

WNBT ’Conversation’ Set

For April 3 Kickoff
“Conversation," the WNBT, N.Y..

high IQ stanza which kicks off
April 3 as a Saturday midnighter,
will be flexible in format as far as
length is concerned. Though blue-
printed as. a half-hour session, it

can be cut to a ouarter or
stretched to three-quarters of an
hour. It will be up to moderator
Bon Grauer to wield the whip on
the amount of time consumed, but
station wifi be ready with the
segueing fare at a moment’s no-
tice.-

Initial show will be devoted to
American humor and include a
panel of Agnes de Millc, Margaret
Mead, Alan Green, George Wiedcn-
fclt and John RLngling North.

NBC-TV has come up with a

proposal designed to ease Swift’s

discontent with the early afternoon

|
Sunday showcasing of “Kukla,-

Fran At Ollie" which the meat

packer latched onto -last fall. New
/plan, involving a later time period,
is being pitched to the bankroller
and the J. Walter Thompson
agency when it became common
knowledge that othef- webs were
making a play for both the show
and the billings.

“Kukla" reberthing is tied in

with Hallmark Cards* pending cut-

back of- its Sunday afternoon “Hall
of Fame” drama series from

.
its

full hour to a half-hour three
weeks out of four. The network
has offered Swift the open half-

hour spot—4:30 to 5 p.m. (GST)

—

for the three-out-of-four ride. Plan,
which has been tentatively okayed
by KFO owner-crea:or Burr Till-

strom, would take the show out of
direct competition with the Sunday
baseball telecasts and would bring
it down into the heavier viewing
time of day. Then on the monthly
Hallmark 60-minute dramatic “spe-
cials" "Swift
posure via

1
plugs.

j

If the deal

]

parties, it'll

‘Ladie* Day’ to WATV
Bruce Mayer and Norman Pal-

mer found a new home for their
“Ladies Day" package: The stanza
which finished on WABD, DuMont
Gotham key, late last year, moves
to WAT.V , Newark, lor after-
noon Across-the-board exposure On
March 29.

Bill Crawford, the Newark out-
let's sales topper, bps lined up
three sponsors • for the show
through his department. Mira
Cloth,- .Libby Frozen Foods and
-Linda -Foods • aave, the nut under-,
Writers.

i middle of next month. And it

likely means that NBC. and Till-

strom will come .to terms on a
contract renewal for the upcoming
year. While in New York last Week
Tillstroin had conversations with
Lcland Hayward who’s working
closely with NBC prexy Sylvester
(Pat) Weaver on the mastermind-
ing of the web’s “Operations
Spectaculars." The talks centered
on Tjllstrom’s participation on .the
creative level in some of the major
projects. While Tillstrom's chief
interests remain with his "Kukla"
troupe he’s known to have some

j

other program ideas he’d like to

(Continued oh page 30)

Early Morning Score
Preem week <15?19) of CBS-

TV’s “Morning Show" grabbed
a 3.3 Trendex against the en-
trenched “Today" on NBC with
a 3.9 for tlie period. ' '

*

Trendex is 10-city coverage,
but figures apply only to the-
eight cities where ..the pair of
two-hour wake-’em-up stanzas
aie in competition.

SPONSOR SHIFTS FOR

L1NKLETTER SHOWS
Art Linkletter’s stanzas were in-

volved In sponsor shifts last week.

Bauer & Black, plugging Cured
Bandages, will take thp Friday

quarter-hour segment of the 30-

rninute “House Party" on CBS
(radio and tv) starting -April 30.

Slot was previously bankrolled by
Green Giant canned foods. “Party"
is ,on video 2:30 to 3 and aural
3:15-3:45 eposs-the-board, where
it’s in . SRO status with Kellogg,
Pillsbury and Lever Bros.
. Linkletter’s “People Are Funny"
returns Amana Refrigeration - to
the Tuesday nighter on the radio
web during the hOt period (wTien
Mars Candy takes a hiatus). Amana
underwrote the series last summer.
This year’s start for the cooler is

April 6 on a weekly basis through
M*y and then alternating. Net is

pon the prowl for the skip-a-week
client, beginning in June. - --.

Rybutol’s DuMont

Totals $5,500,fli
Vitamin Corp. of America (Ry-

butol) deal for sponsorship of Ger-
trude Berg on DuMont represents
a $5,500,000 outlay. Inking was
not made Until the network cleared
better than 160 stations for the
stanza.

"Goldbergs" package is moving
into the spot being vacated by
Bishop Sheen and his “Life Is
Worth Living" stanza, and if the
clergyman signs for another series
after his 26-week spring, summer
vacation, the web will have to find
a new spot for “Goldbergs.” First
shows in the new series will go on
Tuesday evening, ^prii 13.

VCA signed On lor Mrs. Berg
through BBD&O. Ely Minlz and
Robert Harris are definitely in as
members of series’ cast. Other reg-
ulars, including Arlene MeQuade,
are expected to do the video ver-
sion of the long-established for-
mat. Megger will be Martin Mag-
ner and producer Cherney Berg.

Bishop Sheen Was carried regu-
larly on 168 DuMont affiliates dur-
ing his tenure. “The Goldbergs”
is to be televised on substantially
the same, lineup of affiliates.

Necchi’s ’Home’ Buy
NBC-TV’s “Home" show has

added Necchi Sewing Machine to
Us underwriter roster in a timing
coup over Singer Sewing Machine. ,

Latter was understood interested I

in latching on to the 11 to noon
stanza starting in the fall, but
Necchi stepped in for a cycle that
tees off April 1 on a one-a-weCk
deal that would give the outfit 1

priority on renewal and • thus cut

!

out the rival and long-established i

Singer.
;

Other "Home” business includes j

Broil-Quik- (Peerless Electric), for
tour participations starting next
month, and - show’s first renewal,
Avco tyfg. Co., .which was booked
for 13 weeks originally (current)
.and 1 h^s a-added 39 for a year-
rounder.

Pittsburgh, March 23,

Westinghbuse over the weekend
announced plans', here for an acre-

size, $3,000,000 KDKA radio and
television center, ftear the Pitt

Stadium in Oakland, if^the FCC
approves the station's tv applica-

tion for Channel 11. The proposed
building would .provide five tele-

vision and three radio studids, one
.of the former able to accommodate
audiences df up to 300 persons,

.Located across the stteefc from
the’ heW Veterans Hospital, the
center is to be situated right on
the U. of Pittsburgh campus! The
announced served notice tjiat

KDKA had
;
apparently given up

trying to .get the Morewood-Shady-
side Civic Assn, approval of a
Forbes Street location. The Civic
Assn. Had continued to oppose
zoning changes to clear the way
for the radjo-and-tv development
even in the w'ake of a series of
conciliatory conferences.

Site of the proposed structure is

next to the new KDKA-FM trans-
mitter building, which houses the
transmitter for Pittsburgh's, edu-
cational tv station, WQED, which
goed on the air next month. Its

transmitter will be operated by
KDKA engineers on a non-profit
basis. “The U. of Pittsburgh,” L.
R. Rawlins, general manager of
KDKA, said, “made it possible for
us. to.haye the ground. The cooper-
ation is part of the friendly rela-
tionship between KDKA and the
University that began back In 1922,
when KDKA put the first Univer-
sity broadcasts on the air.”

In addition to KDKA, other ap-
plicants for. Channel' 11 are sta-
tions WJAS and WWSW.
A couple of weeks ago, KQV.

which has applied for Channel 4 ,

announced it would put up a $1,000,-
000 radio*and-tv center in nearby
McKeesport if its application is ap-
proved, Channel 4 on account of
geographical locations has been
assigned to Irwin, about 15 miles
away, rather than Pittsburgh
proper and Irwin’s next door to
McKeesport.

Set for CBS-TV
CBS-TV will break out with an

elaborate hour long Easter Sun-
day show with top talent and rein-
ing by. Leon Leonidoff, head pro-
ducer of Radio City. Music Hall
in N. Y. It’s slotted 5. to 6 p.m,
under the tag of “Onqe Upon An
Easter" and booked so far to hqgd
up the variety, stanza are Gwen
Verdon, dancing - star of “Can-
Can” on Broadway; Bobby Clark
and Doretta Morrow, with a score
and batoning by Vidor Young,
Web is working on a sponsor

for the April 18 “spectacular."

WWY Hot Kinnie
4

General Foods’ 90-minute Rodg-
ers & Hammersteln cavalcade on
all four networks. w:?ll preempt all

shows in the Sunday 8 to 9:30 pe-
riod except one—Waiter Winchell’s
ABC. simulcast.

*

Winchell' will go on as usual at

9 p.m., with ,the, radio segment
completely, unaffected by the R&li
special. He’ll also be before the
cameras for*.a hot 'kinnie. which,
the web will'' use that night for

stations west, of Chicago.





Tot o’ Gold’ Ends
' V Ottawa, March 23.

’ CKOY’s controversial “Pot o'

Gold” has been won, after, six

weeks’ clu^s all ^pointing to the

U.S.-born acting prime minister of

Canada. “Clarence Decatur'Howe’s

career," an answer suggested in

the House of Commons two weeks*
4

before by a mSlnber of parliament

Ond sent in, with boxtops, etc., by

innumerable contestants, was final-

ly pulled from the daily mountain

of letters and won $3,450 for a 31-

year-old housewife. (Mrs. Gordon

Melvin Johnson of ' Deschenes,

Ont., across the river from the

Canadian capital’.)

Now the cabinet minister and
his wife can relax, free from a

daily deluge of telephone question-

ers and, after-Mrs. Howe protested

two weeks ago, a barrage of anony-
mous letters castigativ her for re-

senting such “opportunities to help
thoilfc who need the money, not
being in the fortunate position to

steal; from the government," as

one ho-namer phrased it.

One of the owners of CKOY—
Duncan MacTavish, president of

the National Liberal Federation-
will breathe easier now, since his

organization supports Mr. Howe’s
Liberal Party.

Another result, apparently, will

be a quickened crackdown, at least

partial, on such radio giveaways,
as well as on “annoying" commer-
cials, matters on which the gov-
ernment-owned Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. has ordered the Can-
adian Assn, of Broadcaster^—the
organization of independents —to
confer with it very soon..

CAB’$. executive veepee, J. T.
Allard, inade a classic statement on
that point to the Ottawa Journal
Friday (19), the day the jackpot
was won: “It might be expected
that when a flood of critical pub-
licity swept over the industry, we
would do something about it. You
may quote me as saying that We
constantly strive to improve our
programs, being very sensitive to

public opinion."

NBC Radio Probes

ABC Spots
Continued from page 20

>

On the upcoming NBC Radio
agenda is an excursion into “group
Journalism" with a new 15-minute
cross-the-hoard show called “Heart
of the News:” It preems on March
29 and goes into the 10:15 to 10:30
p.m. slot. It’s an ambitious venture
In news programming, with Jim
Fleming in the pivotal spot and
with 17 of the network’s top news-
casters and commentators “stand-
ing by" for rotating spots to tackle
the issues in which they’ve special-

ized.

Thus if the subject is Joe McCar-
thy, he’ll be “profiled" in terms of

Moscow, Washington, etc., with
NBC’s specialists in those areas
moving in for an “analysis In
depth.”

Each Saturday, in an extension
of the series, a 15-minute show will

be devoted to letters stemming
from the show, with the commen-
tators held in readiness in case of
rebuttal.

Buick is In as first sponsor* tak-
ing the March 31 show.

More Shine Than Rain

In Parliament Exit
Axing by Parliament Cigs of its

Monday-Wednesday-Friday share
of WCBS-TV’s “Rain or Shine" has
brought about a reshuffling of
sponsor complexion on the capsule
eix-a-weeker on the N. Y. key of
CBS. Piel's Beer stepped in to
grab the spots vacated by the ciggie
outfit, the lager company, having
previously been imprinted on the
Tuesday and Thursday exposures.
As a result, Ford Dealers has
moved into the Tuesday slot and
Bond Clothes is bidding for Thurs-
day. Should the Bond negotiations
fall through, the added time will
be taken by Ford Dealers,

Saturday sponsorship continues
with De Jur Amsco.

lar to the nighttime setup. In the
cases of both nighttime^and day-
time strips, stations may sell half
the strip locally if the net; has
sold the other half, but local deal
is cancellable on four weeks
notice if the web comes up With a
second client.

’ Price-wise, the Block show is

the most powerful of all, with a
one'^ninute participation on the
lull net going for $1,200 on a five-

a-week basis and $1,333 on a three-
a week buy. The network is sell-

ing the show three ways—on a
quarter-hour, five-minute and spot-
carrying setup, but the participa-
tion plan is the most attractive
price-wise. Station compensation
in this case is hased on one-third
of the quarter-hour compensation,
the same as the NBC Three Plan
setup. Cost includes time, talent
and agency fee. v
Thus far, the network has made

baste slowly oh the brace of plans.
One reason was to wait for grass-
roots reaction to the Block seg-
ment, which when It was network
before, some seven years aga on
Mutual, didn’t pah out too well.
Web reports station have been
net’s four affiliate meetings in
cottoning to the show, with the
fear that he’d run competition to
their local deejay personalities les-

sening. Another reason was the
desire to get full station accept-
ance to the plans, an objective ac-

complished in the course -of the
January and last month. .Thus
far, there’s been only one buy, a
one-shot on Block for April 2 by
BuIcJl But the network officials

arc confident that with their price
structure and waiving of full-net
requirements, they ought to be off
the hook before long.

S Continued from hate U ss
encourage the investment of Tril-

lions of dollars in UHF receivers

and installations by the viewing

public or by the television set

dealers."

Nunn added that "even with the

fine * cooperation and- wishful

thinking of the many interested

parties, we believe an acceptable

area-wide UHF tv service, from
Lexington would be an economic
imposition on every one con-

cerned ... If we were convinced
of the permanent, long-term Value

of area-wide UHF telecasting, in

light of possible high-powered
high-towered VHF developments,
both we and athe public would be
making sound investments. As it

is, we prefer to take our loss and
save your money,’’ Nunn said he
would ‘^reactivate" his plans and
“proceed in confidence" when and
if, in the next few months, the
UFH situation improves or a VHF
channel is granted the area.

D.C. Brass Join Show Biz

Washington, March 23.

The equal tiriie problem and ether current; broadcasting ques-
tions will be thoioughly thrashed out in a two-day conference on
cominuhlcations law and regulations which starts Monday (29)

under auspices of the Federal Bar Assn, and the Bqreau of National
Affairs. . '

.

. All members of the FCC will speak, with top broadcasters join-
ing them in the sessions at the Washington Sheraton Hotel. Among
additional speakers listed are Joseph McDonald, treasungrof NBC;
Justin Miller, board chairman of National As$n/of^R|d|&& Tele-
vision Broadcasters; Judge E. Barrett Prettyinaii Court
of Appeals; John T, Quisenberry, general solicitor of American
Telephone & Telegraph and W. Spenser Harrtaon, CBS v.p. *

’
Hassle as

Folsom on Color
Continued from pace 1

Fools Fornm
Continued from pace 1

about the Facts Forums shows,
two invited guests, Gen. Carlos
Romulos, Philippine ambassador
and former UN delegate, and New
York Times staffer John D. Morris
walked out Sunday (21) on a tap-
ing of “State of the Union” after
they learned it was a Facts Forum
show. They said they had been
led to believe that it was a net-
work-produced discussion program.
It was in ^hls instance that the
two unnamed Mutual newsmen
said they would look for work else-

where—they book guests for the
shows, and claim Mutual bills the
programs as network productions.
When guests learn they’re Facts
Forum shows, they said, these
guests feel they’ve been duped.

Facts Forum has “State of the
Nation” on Mutual, “Answers for
Americans" on ABC radio and tv,

and “Facts Forum,” which is

booked on a spot basis via tape
and film. WOR, Mutual’s N. Y.
flagship, carries ..the latter.

Negotiations On
A spokesman for Mutual in Nfew

York denied that Facts Forum
would take over “Reporters Round-
up." He did admit however, that
the network was negotiating with
FF for the latter to come in as
co-sponsor Of the show. As soon
as negotiations are completed, the
question of a moderator would be
settled. Until that time, the spokes-
man said,. Holies would continue
as moderator.
He added that no date has been

set for FactsJForum to move in as
co-producer, nor has the entire
question been settled.

Kintner, Lewine To Coast
ABC prexy Bob Kintner and

eastern tele program chief Bob
Lewine planed to the Coast over
the weekend to survey the net’s
facilities there in anticipation of
moving more of the web’s sustainr
ing and commercial shows out of
the space-cramped N.Y. studios.

Pair will return at the end of the
week.

Philadelphia-—Joint Board of
Bakery and Confectionary Workers,
AFL, is sponsoring “Paul Sullivan
and the News" over WIP, at 4:30
p.m. It’s the second laborsponsored
show for the station.

Telethon; Nets $60,000
Washington, March 23.

A 17 hour telethon over WMAL
racked up an “imposing $60,000"
for the benefit of thg D- C. Society
of Crippled Children past Satur-
day night and Sunday (20-21), with
donations still ~ pouring in when
show wound up. Over 100 per^
formers, including virtually every'
local radio-tv personality, plus
about 30 nationally known show
biz figures, joined reps from Con-
gress, press and government to
plug the cause in most elaborate
and intensive local tv appeal to
date. .

!

Following example of boss Ken-
neth Berkeley, who, besides being
station manager is heading^public-
ity for the current Crippled Chil-
dren drive, WMAL staffers turned
out en masse for the night-long
show. Anchor men Bryson Rash,
web’s White House correspondent,
and sportscaster Jim Gibbons,
sparked show from its' 10 p.m. Sat-
urday teeoff to Sunday, 3 p.m.,
conclusion, three hours after its

original noon deadline. Producer
Ed Scherer also stayed entire time,
keeping the combined entertain-
ment-fund raising ball rolling sans
hitches or rough spots. Show was
marked by bell ringing showman-
ship and an effective combo of
smooth organization and audience:
excitement.
Peak entertainment period came

between 10:30 and midnight Satur-
day, when a troupe of big name en-
tertainers and political figures
from the White House News Pho-
tographers dinner in honor of the
President showed up. Studio and
cprridors swarmed with hysterical
teenagers as Eddie Fisher checked
in for a singing stint, with Eileen
Barton, Steve Allen, and Joey
Bishop repeating parts of their
“command" Presidential perform-
ances. Also in the black tie crowd
were Robert Montgomery, a regu-
lar these days at most White House
functions; Secretary of the In-
terior Douglas McKaye; Michigan’s
Senator Charles Potter, a* legless
war vet of World War II; and an
imposing array of newscasters and
nationally known news correspon-
dents.
• Others in the parade before the
tv cameras included Constance
Bennett, AFTRA local prexy Eve-
lyn Freyman, the Harmonicats, the
Hal Linden trio, cowboy singer
Pick Temple, chantoosey Micki
Mario and the Bell Sisters.

Interesting angle of the effort
was, that despite obvious draw of
top show biz personalities, thp dol-
lars started pouring in when local
personalities took over in the day-
time hours. Personal pitches from
such WMAL screen regulars like
Milton Q. Ford; Jerry Strong and
Jackson Weaver, gave drive its
greatest impetus, with sponsors
laying it on the line for the men
who sell their products. Staffers
from other stations who appeared
with telling results included car-
toonist Billy Wells, Jackson Weav-
er, Frank Harden and Bill Malone.

CBS-TV Pacts McGrows
Veteran scripting team of Walter

and Peggy McGraw has been
signed by CBS for a television
documentary series as yet untitled.
Duo recently published a book

on conditions In prisons.

ting a fair shake at receiving good
black-and-white on their

.
color

sets?—a sort of “reverse incom-
patability." A.: They’ll get as good
or better b&w Teception on these
sets as they do on current b&w
receivers.

Costs? What chance will there
be for color to grow with sets cost-

ing around $1,000 minimum, plus
servicing, etc.? Is there any trade-

in for b&w sets planned. Folsom:
Its pattern of growth will be along
lines similar to that of b&w fV^

Color television will grow as fast

as mass
'
production is achieved.

There' will certainly be trade-ins’

of black-and-white sets bn color

sets. It was here that the presi-

dent of RCA added that ’58 will

see tinted video’s mass production
stage. •

.

A - *• •»

/Don’t Underestimate Public’
Folsom harks back to the rapid

progress made by b&w tv since

the 1947 pioneering meetings in

Camden when RCA invited all

manufacturers to avail themselves
of RCA patents and equipment,
just as it is doing this weekend
in the Bloomington, 111., factory.

From a $375 price for a 10-inch

set in two years after ’47 the pub-
lic got the same set for $149, and
today a 21-inch set is obtainable
for $199. indicating how rapidly
merchandising and tooling-up can
match public acceptance,
“You can’t underestimate the

capacity of the American public,’’

he observes. “If they’ll accept the
sleek Jaguar and kindred foreign
cars with their trimmer, smaller
components, in relation to General
Motors, so will they absorb color

ty with a smaller screen at a high-
er price. The . relationship is a
parallel to the small English cars.

In no time, of course, we’ll have
a 19-inch screen available."

Folsom decries the cracks about
“you need an MIT course” to tune
a color tv set at home; it’s simple
and as efficient at any b&w set.

Sisters of Mercy
Continued from page 27

year instituted condemnation pro-
ceedings against a strip of land in

Unity Township belonging to the
religious order. In its suit the Sis-

ters of Mercy asked a restraining
injunction When the utility firm in-

stalled eight coaxial cables capa-
ble of handling television broad-
casts as well as telephone conver-
sations.

In its defense, AT&T said the
cables would be used primarily
for telephone calls, With each capa-
ble of handling 1,800. Judge Duff
said that the FCC had approved
the use of the cable for tv as woll
as telephone purposes.

Hallmark
Continued from page 28

develop as his KFO schedule per-
mits.

Tillstrom returns to N. Y. again
next week, this time with Kukla,
Oliver J. Dragon and the rest for
a series of NBC-TV guest shots.
Tillstrom visits “Home” on Tues-
day (30) and guests om the Dave
Garroway show Friday night (2).

Baritone Oliver J. is due for a
sneak appearance on “Hit Parade"
Saturday night (3).. Then their
regular Sunday show will come
from N. Y. the next day with
Dorothy Collins cubbing for Fran
Allison who’ll be in Florida with
the ABC “Breakfast Club" com-
pany.

By TV Webs
Washington, March 23.

Another “equal time" problem
Was handed to the networks last
week when Democratic National
Committee Chairman Stephen A.
Mitchell charged that his party was
virtually blacked out of tv. in its ef-
forts to answer President Eisen-
hower’s speech of March 15 on the
Republican tax program.

Mitchell complained that only
five DuMont and two NBC stations

carried the Democrats’ reply the
following night on video although
the President’s talk was broadcast
by all tv webs, with an estimated
100 stations accepting the program.
Only DuMont put the reply on the
net as a live telecast, he said, while
NBC broadcast a delayed kine-
scope on its New York and Wash-
ington stations. CBS and*ABC, he
said, “provided no opportunity at
all,, to present our pase on tele-
vision/

Since the NBC, ABC and :Mutual
networks carried the' reply on ra-
dio,. Mitchell said he found the at-
titude of the video' webs “difficult
to understand." He said only CBS
declined to provide radio time.

Mitchell said he had no quarrel
with network policy in not grant-
ing time to reply to the President
when he speaks as chief of state.

“However, we feel that when Mr.
Eisenhower discusses a political is-

sue in a political vein, whether he
does it at the White House of at
a political, rally, the Democratic
Party, as a matter of fair play,
should receive the same opportun-
ity to present its case to the pub-
lic, Just as the Republican Party
was given time to discuss the Is-

sues raised by Adlai Stevenson in
his Miami Beach broadcast.

“If this right is not respected by
the networks,” Mitchell added,
“then the Republicans can obtain
a monopoly of the airwaves and
black out the Democratic Party
merely by having Mr. Eisenhower

(Continued on page 38)

M&M $1,000,000

M & M Candy, with an ad budget
which totals approximately $1,000,-

000 yearly, ankled the Roy Dur-
stine agency late last week to take
up with Ted Bates. Official chang-
ing of hands edmeg within 60
days, but Bates Is already handling
the sweets account. Alman Tar-
rington is presently supervising the
biz for Batefe.

Decision was handed to Durstine
by the M & M prexy and the firm’s

ad chief, Charles White. Candy
company is now sponsoring
Kagran’s vldplx series, “Johnny
Jupiter," as a first runner in 82
video markets. Twenty-nine of the
films' have been exposed to date.

' Interesting; note is that Kagran,
which owns share of “Howdy
Doody" via NBC-TV, has half of

the 10 segments bi-weekly carried
by Bates’ accounts. Agency does
the ad campaigns on the juve show
for Standard Brand’s Royal Pud-
ings and Blue Bonnet Margarine,
for Continental Baking’s Hostess
Cupcakes and Wonderbread, and
for Colgate toothpaste.

Crothers’ New Post
George Crothers has been

tapped os manager of public affairs

broadcasts of CBS-TV under Sig

Mickelson, web’s news-public af-

fairs director.

Encompassed in the new domain
of Crothers (ex-director of religi-

ous airings) are discussion, educa-
tion. relitiinufl and nubile service.
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lew pictures and better pictures.?

Garroway had spoken of a “revo-

lution” in the Him industry, with'

S'production curtailed and attend-

ance down.”
'

Goldwyn' emphasized that the

story, is the all-important thing—
he rated technique “fourth.” Hold
and' entertain people;, then you
have “a fine picture," the producer
observed. When Garroway talked

about motion pictures on home
television and about General Sar-

noff's new “tape” system, Goldwyn
stated that “after five minutes,”
color means little if the story is

not there. He asked' Garroway
whether the latter had not seen
“bad” pictures in Technicolor.

Goldwyn, who declined to discuss

his “fight against the Production
Code” (“I have said about all 1^

have to say about that—you have
read the. stories and the head-
lines”), sounded off on double fea-

tures. They have probably done
more harm to good pictures than
had pictures themselves, he re-

marked. Jaco.

Ed Sullivan's Sunday night (21)

“Tqgst of the Town” on CBS-TV
was one of the dullest in weeks.
Number of factors combined to

make )t so—absence of a Surefire
act, some poor camerawork on the
novelty turns, a. single set that
quickly lost its attractiveness, and
a major disappointment in the
Betty & Jane Kean stint. Only
bright spot was an all-too-short
pantomime finale by Richard
Hearne. *

Marquee value was furnished by
Eddie Fisher, who in tbe now_
accepted casual crooner fashion
Bang a brace of his hit recordings
—“Wish You Were Here,.” “I’m
Yours,” “Lady ' of Spain ” “I’m
Walking Behind YOu,” ‘Oh My Pa-

}

?a”and a couple of others, return-
ng later to do his latest, “A Girl,
A GirL” tattle need be shid about
Fisher’s belt-’em styling, but the
effect was dissipated somewhat by
completely unrelated* stage busi-
ness in his strolling through the
set. He’d have done better to do
a straight standup rendition.

could, hove • used some- prudent
pruning. Girls built toward the end
of . the turn with their braae of

impfeshes of top show.businessites

(Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis, Jackie

Gleason, Lena Home, et al), but

there was a lot of waited motion
preceding these. >

Hearne, as noted before, was the
one bright spot, and he was left

for last. This had the virtue of

giving the segment a solid finale,

but it also limited him to one
piece of business, an impression
of a Victorian gentleman partici-

pating in^a European-type square
dance. It was pure panto, beauti-

fully executed and highly funny
in effect. Camerawork, incidental-

ly, could have been better here.
Others on the bill were the

Harmonicats, who gave out with
their now-standard “Peg O’ My
Heart” and encored with a solid

boogie-woogie number, and Gau-
tier’s Steeplechasers, a good pony-
and-dog act most of whose effect

was lost because the camera was
rooted to one spot while the ponies
circled.
Under the “Sullivan’s specials”

heading were the cartoon work of
three Walt Disney artists who
shipped off some quickie drawings
of Disney faves. These were ac-
companied by a short clip from
“Pinocchio,” which is going, into
rerelease soon. Only thing wrong
with the clip was that it was too
short. Another special was the
presentation, of the Look awards
to press photographers. Accord-
ing the ip-person winners should
have been buttressed with stills

of their award-winning work, since
a f$ce and a name didn’t mean
very much. Per usual, the Lincoln-
Mercury commercials were top-
notch, as much a part of the show
as the entertainment portion it-

self, Chan.

record pantomime bit to Dean Mar-
tin’s “That’S Amore.’^The head-
Shr&kft bit wai the best of; the
show's three sketches, particularly

since the writers neglected to pro-

vide good finishes for the* other

two, one in- which Cass Daley dis-

played chapter two in her saga of

the Hollywood-happy waitress and
one in which Jams Paige helped
Hope recreate his initial vaudeville

days, ....
*

' Hope's opening monolog drew a

high laugh response, the topicali-

ties flitting from Senator Mc-
Carthy to the Joan Benny wedding
to the rising price of coffee, Mam-
schewitz, id Crow, Nash and Clro’s

all sneaked in for free rides.
Kap.

With Jack Benny as an unbilled
guest. Bob Hope went to the post
last Tuesday (16) on NBC-TV with
his best show in a considerable
period. Benny had only a walkon
.but he added another yock to a
* show full of good humor.

Kean Sisters appear to have lost David Niven was the show-
much of their discipline since seen stealer this time out, emerging
last. Turn was overlong and rfrom a psychiatrist skit with lhope
weighted by loose material that * again in the finale for a hilarious

Continued from pace 25

Jean Kerr-Ele&nor Brooks comedy
starring Jackie Cooper and Donald
Cook. Also set is a film preview
of Michael -Myerberg Productions’
electronic puppet version of “Han-
sel and Gretel,” with clips and the
puppets appearing live.

. Field, a Coast writer who’s done
several tv’ers in New York, origi-

nated' the idea and is co-producer
with Thomas Legate of the Broad-
way Angels staff. Program will air

Thursdays, 10:30-11 p.m.

B’easl Showtrain
Continued from page 25

stint with various radio-tv person-
alities.

Hotel Arranges with network
guest relations on broadcast ducats,
plus guided tours such as NBC-
Radio City neck-craning. Couple
of weeks ago, for instance, about
2,100 came down from Boston for
the New Yorker-network deal. Up-,
coming (April 24) will be Bill

Camperson, deejay of WHOL,
Allentown-Bethleham, Pa., leading
a contingent of from 1,000 to 1,500
who’ll gather in the hotel’s grand
ballroom between 3 and 5 p.m. to
mitt the stars.

Similar Saturday afternoon cof-
fee-klatches at the hotel are set

by Bill Phillips, from Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.; Elliot Gove, of WSYR, Syra-
cuse; and Joe Smith, of WARD,
Johnston, Pa.

discuss the questions which listen-

ers have been invited to
1 send.

Undoubtedly so as not to antago-

nize the legal profession by elimi-

nating potential clients, Gannon
emphasizes that the answers con-

stitute only- general illustrations of

the law anfd that specific advice

never 4a"given. He tells the ^
ques-

tioners that they shouldn t try to

apply : the law principles .
them?

selves, but should seek a lawyer’s

advice.*

Questions put to the panel of

three by Gannon concerned p wide
Variety of matters. For ^example,

one woman wrote In and asked if

she and hen. five brothers and
sisters could inherit a homestead
from their father who was on relief

and received an old age pension.

She was told that the state’s lien

on the property amounted to a first

mortgage’ and preceded the chil-

dren’s interest

Another inquirer learned that his

damage suit arising out of a July,

1953, auto accideht likely wouldn’t

be reached for trial until late this

year. In reply to other questions, it

also was brought out that a signed

donation pledge is enforceable if

supported by a valid Consideration,

even though it isn’f’notarized; that

parents have an obligation to sup-
port their children until the latter

are 21 years old; that an -estate’s

executor can sell property despite

the *fact that all the heirs don’t

agree to the sale, and that three

are. necessary to incorporate a busi-

ness and that for many reasons a
partnership or individual owner-
ship is preferable, etc.

JOLLY 7 GANG
With Joe Kelly, Kenny Bowers
Producer: Dan Schuffmau
Director: Richard Victor
30 Mins.; Mon.-thm-Fri., 5 p.m.
Participating
WBKB, Chicago

Using most of the standard mop-
pet-participation fixtures, “Jolly 7

Gang” comes through as the usual
noisy kidfest that must raise hob
with mom’s nerves but apparently
has enough activity and excitement
to capture the little tigers’ fancy.
Headmatf on this bout with the
junior high and younger set is Joe
Kelly, longtime quizmaster on the
network “Quiz Kids.” As befits

the hecticactipn of the half-hour,
he keeps ’his patented joviality
going at full throttle. He’s assist-
ed in the high Jinks by Kenny
Bowers who trampsground decked
dut as a robot.

It’s the typlcalovery-day's-a-
birthday-party format " with the
kids taking part in «n assortment
of parlor games with the prizes
through the “courtesy -of— Out-
ing watched (17) featured such
novelties as . a dart mid balloon
game and the egg -on the string bit.

AIL of Which was run off to much
screaming and laughter by the
studio guests.

it’s harmless if boisterous fun
hut it probably won’t set-off a big
word-of-mouth campaign among
the city’s gradeschoolers. Dave.

SHORTCUTS WITH SHORTHAND
With Helen S. Gahhner
30 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 >a«m.
Sustaining
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Mark down a creditable start for

this novel television educational,

believed the first in which short-
hand has been taught by video.
Presented in the new “TV School-
time” series Of Mohawk-Hudson
Council On Educational Television,
it is under the capable guidance
of Helen S. Gahimer, member of
Glens Falls High School faculty.

For the 13 originations, the feature
will concentrate on “high frequen-
cy words” and the ability, by high
school students and^dults, to write
them quickly.

Miss Gahimer stressed on the
initial telecast that “Of the thou-
sands of words in the dictionary,
they are just about 100 that

.
we

use constantly: about one 'half of
the words we speak and write
consist of these .10—he, in, a, is, it,

that, and, the, Of and two.” She de-
monstrated the Gregg shorthand
formations of* five fundamental
strokes and covered the writing,
in that system, of a group of simple
words and phrases— on a black-
board and a Chart— during first

half-hour.

The photogenic young
.
woman

handled“the admittedly technical
instruction clearly, simply and
persuasively. Jaeo.
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who headed up . a group of former

mioority stockholders, the new

owners picked up over $200,000

the first week in business—and

from one sponsor.

Half a year ago, Bertram Leb-

har, topper at WMGM, offered

owners Loew Booking around

$2,000,000 for the station. Nego-

tiations were progressing nicely,

until stockholders realized that if

Lebhar (the man with his finger

on the pulsebeat) wanted to risk

the investment, they wanted to

stick it out. It’s probable ' that

Lebhar still wants the station. In-

cidentally, WMGM is the one

which makes out so well with the

music-sports setups

WLIB, so-called small operation

in New York, got a recent face-

lifting from partners Morris and
Harry Novik’. The brother duo dug
into the weighted pocket for

$150,000 to move their transmitter

closer to Harlem
1

, a market they

have long sought, and to make
concurrent programming changes?

George Bernstein was brought in

from WOL, Washington, D.C., to

stimulate sales. Understood these

were not “desperation” attempts,

but calculated moves to up an al-

ready substantial profit.

WQXR To 50 KW
After sitting on Federal lethafgy

for nearly a decade, Gotham’s
“good music” outlet WQXR will

be allowed to up its power from
10 to 50 kw. Elliot Sanger, boss-

man there, figures to hike station

rates as soon as he can after power
change is consummated, figuring

there’s still more tfie market can
easily bear.

SO far WLIB has been the only

really specialized market station

that has been mentioned in con-

text, but there are several others

which have intensified campaigns
to bring in still more of the un-
touched ad cpih in their particu-

lar bailwicks, places where tv has
. no credentials. WHOM, with its big

Latino showcase, has a happy
status among national sponsors,

with 18 or so in the. kitty at pres-

ent. This station does other lan-

guage turns too .with rewarding
results. WWRL, one of New York’s
smallest stations^ goes in for the

Latinos also, and it’s understood
they’re being adequately recom-
pensed. Both stations have made
programming moves, which if they
Came from WNBC or WCBS would
likely have made weekly headlines.

WEVD grosses about $450,000
annually; this is a “small” station

too. WOV, one of the standout
foreign language stations in Amer-
ica, with big Italian following, has
clicked among the Harlem crowd
as well. Station braintrust is so in-

terested in that group that they
have gotten behind the new Negro
network—a national affair—just to

be able to pull programs out for

their own use. They’ve even made
recent expenditures in Italy to get
more foreign language material-
through new studios, mobiles
abroad.

It’s an 'audio age of promotion,
big outlays (even in comparison to

video costs) and unquestionable
success. Several of the industry
prophets have said, since the ma
nuevering began, that the big
changes and new ideas are only
supported by the fellows success-
ful enough to afford experiments
tion.

“catches on we’re going to cut out
all deals and go network.”

Cutting out such enterprises on
the part of' VCA or any other
manufacturer stands to reason,
since .the stations figure to make
a great deal more, if the ads are
effective, than they would under
normal rate plans. However, the
reps resent any so-called “infringe-
ment,” experiment or no experi-
ment, because it means the possi-
bility of a dollar missed, and the
advertiser or agency involved fig-

ures it can get the time it yrants
cheaply by making a lure out of
the. line, “a dollar saved.”

Britt, Coleman Ballcasts

Cleveland, March 23.

Jim Britt and Ken Coleman have
been pacted to telecast the 77 out-
of-town Cleveland baseball games
over WXEL.

Britt, former sports head of the
Yankee network, has been on a
flve-night-a-week WNBK sports
stint. Coleman, who’ll do the color
for Britt’s play-by-play, has been
given a leave of. absence from
WTAM-WNBK, returning in the
fall to do the WTAM coverage of
the . Cleveland) Browns football
games for Carling Brewing Co.
Which also . Sponsors the WXEL
games.

Baseball radio voices for the In-

dians over WERE will be Jimmy
Dudley, assisted by Ed Edwards.

‘Get a Passport’
= Continued from page 21 5

not get special arrangements too.

A few weeks ago, a rep organiza

tion called’ to the attention of
Variety the actions of Vitamin
Corp. of America (Rexall Drug
subsid) which, in an effort to pitch
a new spot remover product, made
“per inquiry” (or per sale) deals
with some smaller stations.

The stations contracted with the
manufacturer in this instance to
pitch the new cleaner upper for
20% of the sales made in their
areas.

BBD&O, which handles the Rex-
all subsid’s advertising

.

denied
knowledge of the matter. Morton
Edell, prexy of the VCA outfit
was next approached, and after a
few minutes of “who me?”, ad
mitted that something of that na
ture had occurred, but that it was
merely a “test with a few smal
stations,” and that if the produc

NBC National Defense

Shew Under Scrutiny

Of Army, Air Forces
Key officials of the Army and

Air Force have requested copies

of the script of “What Risk Retali-

ation?” aired by NBC March 4.

Program gave an analysis of the
proposed 18% cut in military man-
power planned

, by June, 1955, and
described the “new look” in the
nation’s defense program which,
as enunciated by Secretary of State
Dulles calls for “a great capacity
to retaliate instantly by means and
at places of our choosing."

Some of the questions raised in

the broadcast are similar to those
asked of Gen. Matthew B. Ridg-
way, Army* Chief of Staff, in his

appearance before the Senate Ap*
propriations subcommittee last

Week: For instance: Can we keep
our allies With a policy that offers

little choice between devastation
and capitulation? Is the U S. pre-

pared to defend itself against
atomic counterattacks? Is the U.S.
prepared to risk the start of World
War III by invoking the “new
look?"

Credits $n “What Risk Retalia-

tion?”: Produced by the NBC
News Dept.; written and announc-
ed by Pauline Frederick; edited by
Bill Ryan.

The Institute of Radio Engi-

neers’ annual convention at. the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y., will

today (Wed.) be the scene of what
probably will amount to a sharp

contest and preliminary sales

pitches over the two technical ap-

proaches to the usA of magnetic

tape for tv. One of the highlights

for industrymen will occur when
Harry F. Olson of RCA and J. T.

Muller of Bing Crosby Enterprises
make successive speeches this

morning extolling the virtues of

their respective magnetic tape rer

cording systems.

The meet, which began Monday
(22) and carries on through tomor-
row has been the airing place for
several highly technical treatises on
all phases of electronics as well as

the showcase for new’ innovations
in the field. Convention committee
hired Kingsbridge Armop’ in the
Bronx, where over GOO industrial
firms and others engaged in elec-

tronics are showing their wares. 1

When the final count on attendees
is in Friday, a total Ojf .40,000 peo-i
pie are expected to have been pres- 1

ent at the big hall in the Bronx

and concurrent speech and round-
table sessions in the Manhattan
hotels.

Both Crosby Enterprises and
RCA have been working on mag-
netic tape for t\ (tint as well as
black-and-white use) for some
years, but the IRE meet talks today
will mark the first time either firm
has made a Complete and official

technical report on progress, al-

though RCA showed its property
on Dec. 1, *53.

Observers say that use of mag-
netic tape is a long way off, but
this should not prevent the “op-
ponents” from getting their lick*

in. At last report, the Crosby sys-

tem offered a slower moving and
hence more compact reel than
RCA, which had its product'looked
upon skeptically because of tha
bulk of its reel. However, some
technicians maintain that RCA is

more advanced in its findings anent
magnetic tape for tint tv. Crosby-
men maintain that they’re just as
adaptable to*color, but so far they
haven’t been able to use hue shows
to bear out their point' through
demonstration.

nothing Works JaikeWantmanship
Putting the yearn on everyone to want something more,

new or better. That’s Wantmanship. the Crosley Group’s dynamic new dimension

in selling. Typical of the Group, WLW-T, Cincinnati, -uses top talent—professional want-makers,

to make wants real and urgent.
'Wantmanship explains why the Crosley Group

makes more sales faster, at less cost, than any other medium or combination.

the

Radio
WX.W-JL Atlanta

OTXtW-C Columbus
WLW-D Dayton

WLW-T Cincinnati

Exclusive Sales Offices:

New York, Cincinnati, Dayton,

Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Hollywood

$1954. IN Cmlty Broadcasting Corporation
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KING-TV is Seattle's favorite television

station—''morning: noon and night”—*

according to the latest Monday through

Friday Telepulse, for January, 1954,

KING-TV.,... ..49%
Second Network Station . . 33%

,

Third Network Station. . .18%
(Tacoma)

Independent Station 0%

KING-TV..............46%
Second Network Station . . 29%
Third Network Station . . . 22%

(Tacoma) -

Independent Station 3%

KING-TV.. 43%
Second Network Station . . 28%
Third Network Station. , ,26%

(Tacoma)

Independent Station. ... . . 4%

From the Frodoction Centres
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IN NEW YORK CITY. \\

Kenny Delmar (Senator Claghorn) on CBS "Theatre of Today" Sat-

urday (27) . . . Sen. Edwin Johnson of Colorado, first guest on CBS-

|

"Capitol Cloakroom" six years ago and an annua! participant, billed

for show’s sixth birthday (26) . . . Lowell Thomas toastmaster at Ex-

plorers’ annual feed at Waldorf (20) . . . CBS news chief Wells Church

off to Key West for a week’s fishing . . . Music boss JhnFassett of CBS
spieled at Springfield, Mass., last week . . . "Rosemary”' weeper into

10th year Monday (29). . . . Harry Marble and Hugh Holder pinchhit

for Galen Drake on WCBS while Drake vacations in Florida i . . The

Red Barbers celebrate 23d wedding anni (28) at the Usual place, a

Florida training camp, this time the Yankees ... Seventh annual

dinner of the Sports Broadcasters Assn, will be held May 23 at the

Park Sheraton, prexy Joe Hasel announced . . . Rheingold again pacted

the college radio stations of the Ivy Network for the annual Miss

Rheingold campaign in the fall . . . Jacqueline Hyde into a running

part on CBS’ "Nora Drake" ... Back in New York after completing

"Bengal Rifles" on the Coast, Arnold Moss will return to the radio

lists next week (31) for the lead in "FBI In Peace and War" on CBS.
He’ll give his one-man show, "Seven Ages of Main*" at tne Library

of Congress in D.C. April 5. /r

Presidential tv consultant Robert Montgomery is luncheon speaker
for Women’s Ad Club this week . . . MBS news commentator Joseph
McCaffery has left web to freelance in radio-tv news . ... NBC’s "Home"
telecast skedded to originate from capitol March 31 with 'a tinted

version of the famed cherry blossom trees . . . Mutual’s femme, news-
caster Hazel Markel is listed in new edition of "Who’s Who in America’1

. . . ABC commentators Martin Ag.ronsky and Elmer Davis being added
to schedule of WMAL for first time . . . WWDC government news
reporter Carl Berger slated for a special award from the American
Assn, of Public Information, Education and Research for "creating a
better appreciation and understanding of the American government
and its employees" . . . Ed Sullivan and frau weekend guests to visit

daughter and son-in-law, a Navy officer stationed here . . . Dione Lucas'
"Cordon Bleu” cooking school, a DuMont vidpix, being filmed here
from, stage of K-B’s MacArthur Theatre for benefit of National Sym-
phony, with wife,of the French Ambassador Mme Bonnet chief sponsor.

Scripter Bob Duncan has joined Bill Leonard’s staff at WCBS . . .

Jack Sterling’s Mon.-thru-Sat. gal, Ann Rosso, takes three-week vaca-
tion in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., starting April 3.. . BIU Leonard’s radio-
tv stints last week: "Six O’clock Report,” "This Is New York," “Florida
Derby,” "Lamp Unto My Feet,” "You Are There," then back to his

“This is N.Y" grind.

IN CHICAGO . . .

WGN deejay Saxie Dowell off for a couple of weeks of Arizona sun
. . . William G. Keith and David Nelson upped to client service exec
posts at A. C. Nielsen’s Chi office with John L. Sullivan and Joseph
Weher dittoing in the New York shop . . . Eileen Mack appointed, public
relations director for WCFL .... Borden Co. bankrolling WMAQ’s
noon news three times weekly . . . William Gillen new Chi BBD&O
veep . . ,.WGN stepped up its farm service schedule with a noontime
ag digest gabbed by Norm Kraeft, Larry McDonald and Butch Davis
. . . Paul Barnes added to the Chi NBC announcers’ roster . . . Edith
Harper, ex-tv copy head at the Stockton-West-Burkhart agency in Cin-
cinnati, joined the Georgel H. Hartman creative staff . . . BHl Hohmann,
Chi NBC ad-promotion staffer, guestspoke last week at Beloit College’s
annual career conference . . . Illinois Bell is taking a once-a-month
ride on WMAQ-WNBQ’s "New Dimensions" stereophonic simulcasts
in the Thursday night 9:30 period . . . Kenneth P. Torgerson, ex-Benton
& Bowles, joins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample as associate media director
... George Rink and Jack Baxter awarded veepee stripes at the Earle
Ludgin agency . . . ABC veep Sterling (Red) Quinlan and WENR man-
ager Art Harre slated for a New York junket this week to finalize the
details on the WENR-WLS merger due to become ah actuality around
the first of the month.

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .m

Marty O’Neill, WMIN-TV personality, one of primary’s 12 St., Paul
city council nominees of which six eventually will be elected . . .

C. T. Hagman, general manager of WDGY, which' this, week becomes
the local MBS outlet in place of WLOL, will carry the Fulton Lewis
and Gabriel Heatter daily news programs and the Sunday afternoon
mystery show lineup among other network offerings . . . General Elec-
tric and Erickson Oil sponsoring the first WDGY show of Wes Fesler,
former U. of Minnesota football coach who resigned his football tutor*
ing job to become associated with the radio station. It’s a six-days-a-
week, 15-minute stint at 6:15 p.m. and was launched last week. All
four Twin Cities’ tv stations professed a desire to televise .the state
high school basketball championship tournament here March 25-27

(Continued on page 35)—— — ^ —
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Tint TV Won’t Require

Redesigning of Client’s

Package Colors: Horton
Philadelphia, March 23.

Contrary- to the statements of

,
some leading

. package designers

with an eye for a fast buck, Mike
Horton said here last week that

manufacturers won’t find It neces-
sary to restyle their packages
colorwise during the tint tv era.

Horton, publicity chief of NBC’s
color sector, told the Philadelphia

f.

Public Relations Assn, that pack-
age colors i that are "good today”
will be "good tomorrow." He cau-
tioned against any changes which
would require reestablishing iden-
tification, though taking note of
the fact that some packaging will
have to undergo alteration in hue
because the colors weren’t appro-
priate to begin with.

Horton was invited here from
|;New York to talk on "Color Tele-
vision and NBC Methods of Ex-
ploiting It." Executives of WPTZ,
Web affiliate which is carrying ex-
perimental colorcast, attended to
supply the data on local tint ques-

I tions.

BOB CARROLL
Currently

Fred Allen Show
NBC-TV, Tuesday!, 10 KM.

• DERBY RECORDS •

Management: VAL IRVING
Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

OPTICAL EFFECTS
For KLING STUDIOS

Chicago and Hollywood
by RAY MERCER & CO.
4241 Normal Ave* tt'woed 29, Cal.

Send far Fft* Ojpftad Effects Cfcar#
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«nd, for the tat: time* ft* league was agreeable to ty because a sellout

Of all sessions is assured in advance. But when the actual showdown
came only WCOO-TV made a bid and then only for the final champion*
ship game. It received the permission , . . Bob DeHaven, WCCO tv

and radio personality,, and the wife vacationing In the South.

fiV PITTSBURGH . . .

Jane* Rosa to Dade City, Fla., for a vacation and Evelyn Gardiner
has taken over her KDKA program / . . Byron Williams has left WJAR
in Morgantown, W. Va., to become chief announcer of WTRF-TV in
Wheeling. He succeeds Bob Carr, who has been upped to a producer-
directors berth. Carr also* does a daily program on the station with
his wife . , . “Ask the Girls’' starting its fourth year onWDTV. Florence
Sando was the moderator for two and a half years, and Katherine
Copeland took over last June . . . Pittsburgh Brewing Co. now sharing
sponsorship of Pie Traynor’s daily sportcSst on KQV . . . E. Grey Lock-
wood. in charge of New York portions of Academy Awards simulcast
on NBC, is a graduate of the Carnegie Tech Drama School here
Sid Berlin has chalked up five years of service tin the WWSW sales
staff . . . Nh* Ferry devoted all of his “This Is Pittsburgh” teeveer
on WENS to Rege Cardie,WWSW1

funnyman waker-upper, one evening
last week . V. Bari Wheeler modeling school has bought half an hour
*t 8 o’clock every Thursday evening on Channel 16 for Its own show.

IIS PHILADELPHIA . . .

KYW disk Jockey Jack Pyle emceed annual dinner dance of Phila-
delphia Club at Advertising Women (10) . . . Jerry Williams, of WIP
“Gagbusters” team, opened return engagement with combo at Rendez-
vous Club (22), sharing bandstand with Louis Jordan . . . Richard
Aydelotte has been upped to program director at WDEL, Wilmington,
Del. . . Jean Sargent, the “Skinner Spotlight” hostess at WPTZ, is

leaving station due to press of commercial commitments at WFIL-TV
. . . Jack Mahoney, formerly of WIP, has joined the WIBG sales staff

. . . Paul Marlin, former general manager of WCCC, Hartford, Conn.,
named assistant program director at WIP . . . Jack Stock, executive
program director at WFIL-TV, received -distinguished service certifi-
cate (American Legion’s highest award to non-vet) Friday (19) . . .

Local songstress Toby Deane will join George Skinner on his new
CBS-TV show . . , Charley Ventura started live radio show, Sundays
on WKDN, Camden, NJ. Bandsman also does daily disk jock show
for station.

IN CLEVELAND . . ...

Lloyd Yoder, general manager of WTAM-WNBK, cited by Marine
Corps for stations' help in January recruiting drive . . . Don Perris
exiting WEWS promotion for McCann-Erickson . . . Fred Wilson cele-
brates his 30th year with NBC on April 1 . . ... Florida vacationeers
include Johnny Andrews, WTAM; WGAR?s John Garfield, and WHK’s
Tom Fletcher . . . Burkhart’s Beer picked up tab for 15-minute WNBK
“Custom Inn” Monday-thru-Friday with Glenn Rowell, Cy Kelly and-
Rosemary Kelly ... Dorothy Fuldheim pacted to do WENS Saturday
night news roundup . . . Sammy Levine and Tom Manning emceed
three-hour midnight bowlathon (20) to hypo charity drive ... Pete Lee
will take his WJW Radio Nanigans on second summer tour of European
army-air corps bases this summer. Bob Batchelder will engineer and
co-produce the 15-member variety stint . . . WTAM “Morning Band-
wagon” skedded for Toledo theatre appearance and for opening dance
at Chippewa Lake Park.

IN CINCINNATI . . .

Paul Miller scored radio beat with telephone interview of Liberace’s
mother in Hollywood heard on his Sunday “Official Answer” WCKY
show. It answered a listener who has high hopes for her piano-playing
son . . . Bob Brkun of the Dotty Mack show adds to his WCPO chores
by bowing March 29 as a disk jockey on weekday afternoons . . . Hank

.
Morgan transferring from WCIN here to Rouusaville’s sister station
in Atlanta as sportcaster . . . Charles Black, program director of WSAI,
appointed by Sherwood R. Gordon, president and general manager,
to double as station manager . . . Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has
engaged Eugene S. Slimmer as account exec addition to its television
sales staff eastern offices in New York. He formerly was with Weed
It Co,, national radio and tv reps.

ABC’s Vote of Confidence
Continued Trout page 26

holding on to its post-“Ozzie &
Harriet” Friday at 8:30 *Pepsi-Cola
Playhouse” franchise, and Ameri-
can Safety Razor and Gruen, which
are staying with the Walter Win-
chell simulcast for a solid 52
stanzas. Web is particularly happy
about ASR, since it bought into
the show only a few weeks ago
when Carter bowed out.

Consolidating Gains
With these key bankrollers in

the house, together with Philco’s
morning buy on “Breakfast Club”
(see sepiarate story), ABC is in a
position to consolidate all its gains
since the United Paramount mer-
ger. Philco buy means the net is

safely off the hook for the first
time in daytime programming, and

57th Strut. 1 It West Cl 7-1*00

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room with Private Both

from 95.00
2 Rdoms and Kitchenette

from°l60.00
Monthly on ieqso

Full Hotel Sorvico for Ont or Two
Person* Included

Also Moderate Monthly Arrangements

Male or Female for soles promotional

work, (no selling) must have show

business experience—must be glib,

creative—permanent pesitien—salary,

•ox V-32254, Variety, 154 W. 44th

S»., New York 34.

with the pacting of a second
“Breakfast” sponsor (with Swift,

another oldtime radio bankroller,

probably next in line), can look to

expansion of morning program-
ming. At the same time, with its

more important evening segments
set and money in the bank, the
network can look to some more big

talent sprees of the Thomas and
Ray Bolger variety, thus building

on. what now are firm foundations.

Nevertheless, some big question
marks remain, namely, the Bolger
show, U. S. Steel and Motorola's
hour-long dramatics and the Paul
Hartman “Pride of the Family” se-

ries,_for all of which renewal time
hasn’t come yet. Steel, however, is

known to be buying up properties

through August via the Theatre
Guild, which is a good sign for the

web. On both the Bolger and Hart-

man segments, American Tobacco
and Sherwin-Williams on the one
hand and Armour and Bristol-

Myers on the other, are in for

39-week deals, but the ratings in

either case haven’t been too.

heartening,

On the radio side, General Mills

renewed ‘‘Whispering Streets” and
“Betty Crocker” in the morning,

and reestablished its 7:30-8 fran-

chise by renewing the “Lone
Ranger” three-a-week setup and
bringing in “Silver Cloud” for

Tuesdays and Thursdays. Mills had

dropped “Cloud” last fall in a re-

trenchment on its evening bank-

rolling, but by sharing sponsorship

on the Erwin tv’er is moving into

a five-a-week nighttime setup once

again.

Radio KING, American Broadcasting

Company affiliate in Seattle, is the

Pacific Northwest’s favorite daytime

radio station, according to the

most recent Pulse, Inc., survey.

Radio KING captured 63.5% of the

share of audience hy quarter-hour

segment from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

(Monday through Saturday),

according to the Pulse Survey

made in November-December, 1953

k

Radio KING rates first in 61 quarter-

hour segments for the six days of

the week for a top score of 63.5%.

The second Seattle network station

took 23 firsts for 23.9%; the third

network station scored 19 firsts for 1

19.7%; and the fourth network station

liad four firsts for 4.1%.

Preference of Radio KING by Tacoma
listeners over their local stations is

attested by KING'S lead in share of

audience, during all three surveyed ,

time segments between 6 a.m. and 12

midnight, Monday through Friday.

50,000 Watts ABC

v
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if KAMO REVIEWS
THE CRUCIBLE
With Mi Draiale, Rath Spring'

fori, others • f •

Prodoeer-dJrecter; Alu Sanfi
Writer; Nathu Calea
60 Mu, Prl. (19), 9
FORD CO. OF CANADA
CBC, from Torente

(J. Walter Thompeon)
Ford Theatre’s radio premiere of

Arthur Miller’s “The Crucible”

was an unqualified success. It was
carried over CBC’s Dominion Net*
work, which feeds private stations

from coast to coast.

Nathan Cohen, freelance legit

critic, author of a Toronto stage

flop last year and moderator of

CBS-TV’s “Fighting Words/’ turned
out a taut, almost terrifying one*

hour .
script from the full-length

drama. The overlong commercials
seemed less incongruous breaks in
this tale of the witchcraft trials in
old Salem. Mass., than if the mod-
ern parallel in recent headlines
had not bean almost constantly
evident.

It’s the story of John Proctor, a
respected citizen who gets himself
involved with a promiscuous young
servant girl, whom his wife- dis-
charges. She then plots, by feign-
ing to be the victim of his wife’s
witchcraft, to have her executed
and tp replace her in Proctor’s
home. In passing, she and two
other girls “incriminate” everyone
else in the village whom they hap-
pen to dislike, and all are arrested
and tried. A fourth girl plays
along at first, then—too late—tells

the truth. In the end it is Proctor,
hot his wife, who goes to the gal-
lows with six others who refuse to
make a .false confession of impli-
cation in witchcraft. The accused
are considered guilty, and guilt by
association is used freely, just as
.in today’s “witch hunting.”

Producer Alan Savage directed
with alternate delicacy and dynam-
ism, and Lucio Agostini's special
music, composed and conducted by
him. was tremendously, effective.

John Drainie and Ruth Springford
as John and Catherine Proctor
could hardly have been improved
upon in any way, and, splendid sup-
port was given by Toby Robbins
as the young informer-harlot who
swayed the grave guardians of jus-,

tice with ridiculously inadequate
“evidence.”' Her high-pitched “un-
der-the-spell” voice was blood-

j

chilling.

Joan Blackman as one of her as-
j

sociates. and Deborah Turnbull as j

the tardy truth-teller were stand-
outs. as were Frank Peddie as the
judge, Murray Westgate as an in-

quisitor and Robert Christie as
Rev. John Hale, who joins the
witchhunt at first, then opposes it

and urges all those accused to con-
fess “because human* life is worth
more even than truth.” Proctor
eventually, for his wife’s and fam-
ily’s sake, does that verbally, but
will not sign his name to a false

confession and so. valuing bis good
name above his life, goes to bis

death. i

. Timeliest of anything in the)
drama was the near-end report* i

disquieting the inquisitors, that?
public opinion was beginning to

:

turn, and turn violently, against

;

the witch hunts. Gard. i

*

t

WES FESLER SHOW
Producer-director: Dn OKriei
Writer: Fesler
19 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 6:15 pju.
Participating
WDGY, Minneapolis
During the three years that Wes

Fesler was U. of Minnesota foot-

ball coach he was on the air dur-

ing the gridiron seasons with un-

rehearsed and scriptless tv’ and
radio shows. On those programs
he authoritatively and smoothly
discussed Minnesota football
games -while being Interviewed,
conversing with a panel or furnish-
ing a running commentary for
films of $he contests.

On tv in particular Fesler scin-
tillated. A former' all-around great
athlete and All-American gridder
himself, he has a movie star’s good
looks and physique to go with a
gift of gab, a pleasant voice, poise,
affability, friendliness and sincer-
ity. He was both photogenic and
quick on the vocal trigger and with
his tremendous personality he won
a host of setowner admirers and
friends just as he did off the air.

The public respected and admired
him both as a man and as a pig-
skin tutor—the type of football
coach for whom parents would like

their sons to play.

Fesler resigned as Gopher foot-
ball coach to become a WDGY
radio v.p. and sports director and
he’s making his WDGY bow with
this show which, amounts to noth-
ing more than a conventional
sports newscast with a few mild
personal comments and observa-
tions tossed in. In the light of his
previous excellent airwave per-
formance it proves disappointing.

Too obviously reading from a
prepared script and occasionally
stumbling on some of the words,
the former football coach, who was
so smoothly and distinctively volu-
ble when on the air before, Seems
to be. wasting the talents and as-
sets that should make him an ace
personality in his new field. Of
course, with further experience
and improved scripts that would
give him the chance to express
some forceful and authoritative
opinions this type of show mi^ht
still land on the beam. However,
there undoubtedly are many of his
followers who would much prefer
haying him talk extemporaneously
on sports again, perhaps during
discussions with others. It’s a cinch
he’d once more do a hangup job
along such lines.

Undoubtedly another format
that emphasizes informality will

be found for Fesler. His prestige
as a sports authority and figure is

great, his standing in the com-
munity high and he obviously
starts with a ready made audience
and will never lack for sponsors.
But it would be a pity if failure to
capitalize on his abilities should
keep him from attaining the large
airwave stature for which he ap-
peared destined. ~ Rees.

St. Louis—Fred Heywood, direc-
tor of program promotion and
publicity at WCCO, Minneapolis-
St. Paid has become director of
public relations and publicity at
KMOX, effective April 1. Heywood
formerly worked at WBAL, Balti-
more, and NBC, New York.

GENE ANp GLENN
With GeM Carrofl, Gtem Rowell,

Brian Hodgkfauon
Producer: Warren Wada
Writer: Cy KeOy

, ^
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl. 9 am.
Mutual, from Cleveland
Good radio never dies. It might

fade away, but it returns perhaps
with a different dress, but with the

basic stitches. So it is with Gene
and Glenn. Absent from the air-

waves for some years, the pair ere
now back over Mutual, with the

same chaffer and song that made
them one of the bright lights of

the late ’20s. *

Gene, as Jake and Lena, and

Glenn, at the piano and playing the

straight man, have reopened their

bags of tricks and" trappings. The
only significant change—Lena can’t

hit the high notes with the same
fortitude of yesteryear. Otherwise
the routine is the same • cheerful
easy-to-listen to and zany 15 min-
ules of fast-moving radio. Gene
plays the double role of Jake, the
erratic hubby, and Lena, his mala,
propish wife. Glenn carries the
singing role with a couple of offer-
ings, and is joined on the chorus
with Gene.
Mutual is carrying the stint as a

morning refresher; WHK, however,
gives it an early evening pitch be-
cause of scheduling and the vast
Northern Ohio audience that re-
members the team. Incidentally,
when Gene and Glenn were former
Cleveland radio stars (Gene is now
with WEWS; Glenn with WNBK)
their announcer was Warren Wade
who is producing the well-handled
package from New York. Brian
Hodgkinson did local announcing
chores capably. Mark.

Represented by

'MEEKER TV, INC.
.'Ne'tfYerk Chicago

Angeles $an Francisco

Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy
&’ Co. staged a nice 30-minute
salute over CBS Saturday midday
to the ailing Joe Laurie Jr. and
his new book, “Vaudeville,” by
building Frank Parker, Jerry Vale,
the Norman Leyden orch and the
rest around a reminiscence of the
vaudeville tradition. An ardent
vaude fan from the fourth row had
to be admonished by Hayes that
“Frank Parker usually works
alone,” etc., interrupting more
than once with his enthusiastic
and obviously very fohd memories
of the 4 Cohans, the Palace, etc.

He was in order, nothing out-of-
true, excepting that he apparently
was so full of his topic—and noth-
ing else but enthusiasm—that he
did contribute tidbits. He probably
could have punctuated the fact that
Cohan never played the Palace
(nor did A1 Jolson and Harry
Lauder; see “Show Biz”), and un-
doubtedly caught that miscrediting
of Willie (for Joe E.) Howard for
“I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her
Now,” but that’s only for the AKs
anyway. In tqto, it was a slick
modern reprise of yesteryear
vaudery, highlighted with Merman,
Berlin, Bayes-Norworth, and other
imitations. Hayes made mention
of his former headliner - mother,
Grace Hayes, and Miss Healy’s
show biz antecedents also came
in for a once-over-lightly. A
sample of the tempus fugits de-
partments was Vale's mention that
his mother “remembers” when she
was a Rudy Vallee fan. Parker,
of course, was in professional
stride. Not the least of the plus
values was Norman Leyden’s slick
orchestral assist. Hayes & Healy
trailerized their upcoming Sands,
Las Vegas, date. Abel.

WNEW, New York, shouldn’t
overdo a good thing. The indie
built up a music-and-news rep but
it is now so irritating with its
monotonously repetitive reprises
<rt“and in New Jersey it's Bigelow
8, * etc. that more than one tuner-
outer is staying that way . . . On
the subject of irritations, and this
applies both to AM and tv, but
particularly noticed on the “Omni-
bus” CBS videoeF, the commercials
come m like a Niagara of bombastic
language, and particularly forte ih
contrast to the polite and. calm
charm of conferencier Alistair
Cooke. Another way not to win
friends and influence customers,
especially when you start looking
at the set and wonder wha’ hap-
pened? Abel.

r’JU
i.

Jayne Meadows Series
Packagers Wilbur Stark and

Jerry Layton last week signed
Jayne Meadows for a new tv situaJ
tion comedy series, “The Sergeant
and the Lady,” She’s to play a
lady cop in the series, for which
the male lead isn’t set yet.
.

Stark-Layton are aiming at a
late April start for the new show,
but haven’t set a sponsor yet.

HERMAN HICKMAN SHOW
19 MIm.; Mm. Hum Fit, i:S9 fJR
SHELL OIL
WCWLN.T.
Herman Hickman, ax-football

coach, is back again an sports

reporter and raconteur on a 10*

minute cross-the-board segment
this season. Although the. time is

short, Hickman manages to cram
in the essential new*. an interview
and at least one poem on each
show.

On the kickoff Monday (22),

Hickman gave a rundown of the
baseball scores on the citrus circuit

and presented a taped Interview
with N. Y. Yankee manager Casey
Stengel about who’s on second and
which team is gonna finish first. It

was the usual pre-season palaver
that the fans have to take until
the real thing com6s along. Hick-
man, in addition to handling two
longish plugs for Shell Oil, also
recited some doggerel

.
with a

sports theme. Hetm.

OPPORTUNITY UNLIMITED
With John Tillman, narrator
Director: Jeanne Harrison
Writer: Howard Merrill
15 Mins.; Sun., 12:15 p.m.
WABC, N.Y.

This annual program series, pre-
sented . in cooperation with the
N.Y. State Commission Against
Discrimination, presents case his-
tories in the commission’s attempts
to end racial and religious preju-
dice, in job hiring. Show makes its

point in favor of equal treatment
for all in a dramatized framework
that’s wholly effective in building
the proper sympathetic attitude.

Initial show Sunday (21) aired
the case of the first Negro who
was hired as a brakeman in the
eastern railroad system. Howard
Merrill’s script tended to be on the
pollyannish side in depicting how
the prejudice in this instance was
finally licked, but it did underline
that this is a matter for govern-
ment, industry and labor to solve
cooperatively. Railroad work songs
were adroitly used as bridges
while John Tillman handled the
narration smoothly. Herm.

1,100 CLUB
With Joe Mulvihill
45 Min.; Mon.-thru-Sat. 11:15 pjn.
WTAM, Cleveland
A soothing 45 minutes of easy-

to-listen-to music is presented by
Joe Mulvihill in a segementized
stanza built along the theme
“something old, something new,
something blue.” In stanza caught
(15) veteran disker offered such
selections as “Hit The Target,
Baby,” “Lover” and “Blues in the
Night.” All told, there are three
segments of his format that help
make the “1,100 Club” distinctive
and appealing.
As a disker. Mulvihill doesn’t

try to make heroes, “sell” any star
or record. His presentation, there-
fore, is an.unvarnished, simple ap-
proach, based, fortunately, on an
old and so-welcomed theme of pre-
senting listenable music at the
hour when easy to-take music is
desired. At least six spots were
tossed into the segment caught.

Mark.

MUSICAL MENU
With George Leighton
.45 Mins.; Sun.-thru-Sat.; 11;45 p.m.
WHITE TOWER RESTAURANTS
WROW, Albany
A chatty, intimate, warm note

distinguishes late evening musical
show tumtabled by George Leigh-
ton. Long trick on the assignment
has given him an unmistakable
sureness, Leighton’s delivery is
choppy, as he punches and presses
words, but the personalized earn-
estness offsets this defect.
He also sells the commercials

solidly, integrating his eating
tastes and habits into the chain
restaurant messages. They are
supplemented by catchy singing
jingles, the sum total of the adver-
tising being considerable. Leighton
has .recently been seeking listener
prefemces in music and reaction
to the program. Occasionally, he
grows too loquacious—and realizes
lt* Jaco,

SET AS ABC-TV SHOW
Detroit, March 23.

WXYZ-TV will produce a half-
hour Dafiny Thomas ABC-TV show
direct from the U. of Detroit
Spring Carnival April 30; The
program, skedded for 9:30 p.m.,
will feature Thomas receiving the
U. of D. “American of the Year”
award. It will include both U. of
D. and professional talent. WXYZ-
TV’s Pete Strand will produce.

Detroit— Donn Chown, WJR
scripter, has been named chairman
of the Detroit Radio and Televi-'
sion Committee for the national
General Assembly of Presbyterian
Churches.
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WOK. H.T.
Addition of this hour-ions tima,

fkea marked the inauguration nr
Walter Preston’s 30ffi ye£
broadcasting. Preston’s spinning 3
show tunes is a sure bet to pifa2tMe dialers with a leaning t£wards, musicomedy numbers. Lit
tenors interested in the theatr.
should also find his sidebar gabbing
informative. In addition to play £5
records, Preston tosses off chaite?
pertinent to the disks being spun

Initial outing, Saturday (20) was
devoted to tunes that stemmed
from Florenz Ziegfeld produc-
tions* In some instances re-
cordings of numbers by tha
performers responsible for their
introduction were played Tunet
spun comprised standards and
some .obscure items. Falling
into the former vein were such
numbers as “Shine On Harvest
Moon” “A Pretty Girl Is Likea
Melody” and “Look for the Silver
Lining, while ’latter category
included “It’s Delightful to BeMamed,” and Van & Schenck doingO Reiley I’m Ashamed of You " 8

Actually show could be tagged a
briefbiog of Ziegfeld neatly hinged
together by tunes from his various
productions. Preston, incidentally
alsohas Saturday night show onWOR. jm .

53 Continued from page 30 —
act as their spokesman over radio
and TV when an important meas-
ure is coming to a vote. Or if a
Democratic President were in the
White House he could black out
Republican spokesmen by the
satae tactic. I do not believe the
tv industry can really want to
bring about such a one-sided
situation.”

Mitchell asserted that the Demo-
cratic Party has not sought time to
answer the president “when he
spoke as the President” and did
not ask for equal time “oh several
occasions when he Has spoken out
as a partisan.”
But there are few domestic is-

sues, he said, which are more im-
portant than taxes “and we do not
think it is in the public interest

. . when the tv networks give one
major party a tremendous advan-
tage over the other one.”
Most newspapers, he said, re-

gardless of their “editorial sym-
pathies,” gave the Democratic re-

ply (by House Minority Leader
Sam Rayburn, Sen. Walter George
and Rep. John Cooper equal space
and prominence as the Presider.t’i

talk.

'Mitchell expressed hope that

there will be public discussion of

the “serious questions” raised by
the “virtual dimout” of the Demo-
cratic reply and that a policy of

“fair play” will result which can
be applied when other major is-

sues come up for public debate and

Congressional action.

Eileen BARTON
Latnt Coral Record

• JtSSE JAMES"
/w

-SIGNPOST"
t>ir.: William Morris Agtncy

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Sundays
Mft.r William Morris Aftncy
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Television Chatter

New York
Kate Smith and Jaye P. Morgan
the Robert Q. Lewi* crew) get

hi Dicture-and-text treatment in

inroS Looh ... Hank Sylyem

dickering a deal to write and con-

d S the score for an independent

f, m production bemg planned by
Stalin Wald / . . Sid Caaael into

pbS-TV’s “The Web” Sunday (28)

' Richard Jaeckel coming in

frmn the Coast for a starring role

in U. S Steel Hour March 30. with

Louisa Horton and John KeUorr
7icn set for the stanza ... Claude

DaSphte, who starred on “Phllco

playhouse” Sunday .(21), set for

"Omnibus' ” televersion of Glra-

dS “Apollon de Bellac” this

Sunday (28) . .. . Oliver Crawford’s

original, “Citizen Miller, picked

up by Kraft . . . Alfred Drake

guesting on the “Arthur Murray
Party” April 5.

Helen Gerald to Coast this week
for several weeks of radio-tv com-
mitments . . . Frank Amy upped to

operations supervisor of WPIX by
Leavitt Pope, operations manager.

Amy was previously sales service

manager for the station.
.

Paul Denis writing gossip for

TV People and a record column
for TV Fan . . . Film writer Malyin

Wald co-authored script for Lux
TV . . Mary Hunter on the Le-

land Hayward team lining up those

NBC “spectaculars” for next fall.

Yardley & Co. pacted for 52-

weeker on Gary Moore’s CBS
show, taking a Tuesday quarter . .

.

Barbara Joyce and Sidney Black-
mer on NBC-“Armstrong Circle

Theatre” (30) . . . George Skinner
9 to 10 a.m. show on WCBS will

tee off Monday (29) with nine
sponsors taking 31 spots, latest

signed being Helena Rubinstein for

20 weeks (Tues.-Wed.) and N, Y.
Telephone Co. for 10 weeks (Wed.-
Thiirs.) Pfnky Lee has two more
bankrollers coming up in Kolynos
toothpaste and International Shoe,
giving him a trio with General
Foods on the NBC’er.

Fred Robbins back from Coast
after Eddie Fisher telecasts, car-
rying taped interviews with nine
celebs for his radio sjhow at Mutual
. . . John Henry Faulk and Maggie
McNellis sub for Eloise McElhone
on WPIX show when latter heads
for Europe on March 29 ... v Mar-
tin Brandt into WOR-TV’s ‘‘Spot-
light’’ on March 29 ... Nancy Lee
Hollingsworth, daughter of WPIX
publicity chief, became affianced
to Ed Heiman, non-tradesman . . .

Dick Schneider, director, leaves
“Big Story” as of April 2. He’s
been directing the show for two
years . . . James O’Grady upped
from station relations department
to sales service manager..
Eva Gabor and Richard Riley on

i
CBS-TV “Studio One” next Mon-
day (29) . . . WCBS-TV’s George
Skinner, Toby Deane (singer on
Skinner’s upcomer) and Allen Lud-
den (“Carousel” m.c.) to judge an-
nual Easter Orchid Parade at As-
bury Park ... Pat McVey of CBS-
TV’s "Big Town” at Players Club
for extended visit including hud-
dles with playwrights . Sidney
Kingsley and Charles Robinson on
f

possible legit breakout ... . . Mu-
“’a

r

l °f Omaha has renewed NBC-
TY Today” on a 39-week three-a-
week basis starting next month.
Show s new bankroller is Dr.
Scholl’8 Foot Padst Incidentally.

|

Today” will have two color in-
serts from Washington, D. C.,
April 5.

*

Chicago
Harry Trigg upped to netwofk

Program supervisor at NBC-TV ...
jiiitlson dealer Jhn Moran has set
jus fifth annual cancer telethon
lo April 9 via WBKB ... .City
Auto dropped “Town and Country

anfd Lanolin-Plus

i

PC(
• J lre Pitching Post” Sat-

I

J

1Rhls
?
on WBBM-TV. Latter

i.

1

a,

1

•

sIl0.w remains as a sustainer,

u ,!
nto “Song Parade’s” 0

5 ‘

;

bcr
!
h ' with “Rehearsal Time,”w vanoty. show to be emceed by

JJ going into the 9:30
I
101 next Saturday (27) . . . Marlin

Perkins, host of NBC-TWs “Zoo
Parade” and WNBQ sportscaster
both rank aa tv 10-year men this
month, having first appeared be-
fore the cameras back in 1944 at
WBKB ... Arkie, the*Arkansas
Woodchopper, helming a Saturday
morning kiddie-angled show re-
moted by WGN-TV from First
Federal’s Loop shop . . . Bud
Hauser is keeping the “Inner Sanc-
tum” vidpix on WNBQ for another
cycle . . . WNBQ weatherman Clint
Youle and newsman Len O’Connor
vacationing' with Charlie Johnson
of the weather bureau subbing for
the^former and Dick Noble filling
O’Connor’s spot on the local “To-
day” news squibs . . . Roy Mac-
Lean pegged to produce Tommy
Bartlett’s new daytime panel show
which starts Monday (29) on
WBKB.

Kansaa City—New program di-

rector at RCKN, local member of
the Arthur Capper properties, is

Eddie Clark, longtime disk jockey
at the establishment. He was ap-
pointed by Joe Storey, manager, to
fill the post vacated by George
Stump, Jr., who recently switched
to KCMO.

Everything’s'Jake’ As

NEC Consolidates Evans’

Adv.-Promotion Status
About six months ago NBC’s ad

and promotion sectors were split
into radio and tv autonomous com-
ponents with Jacob A. Evans in-
stalled as boss of the video end.
Last week Robert Sarnoff, exec
veepee of the web, consolidated
these activities under Evans, who’ll
supervise the department for the
various operating divisions of the
company, Included are Institu-
tional advertising and- network
audience promotion.

Siarnoff also clarified these ap-
pointments:

'

Ridgway Hughes, radio network
sales presentation manager, report-
ing to Fred Horton, director of
radio web sales; David Hedley, tv
network sales presentation man-
ager, reporting to-Walter Scott, ad-
ministrative sales manager; Harold
Shepard, manager of new business
and promotion for Spot Sales, re-
porting to Thomas McFadden,
director of national SS.

Reporting to Evans will be John
Porter, national sales promotion
manager; Clyde Clem, national
audience promotion manager, .and
John Graham, art. director.

ItADIO-TELEVISIOX

Capitol Hill Set For Preem of New

Radio-TV Studio For Lawmakers
Washington, March 23.

The new Senate radio-tv studio

is set to go into operation some-
:

time this week, marking an ex-

pansion of the use of the media
in politics. More and more legist

lators are using the unique joint

facilities on Capitol Hill to tape
radio shows and make vidpix for

home consumption,

Addition of television facilities

to the operation run by Robert
Coar and fraft Helen was okayed
by the Demmle controlled 82d
Congress in its final days, right be-
fore the ’52 political , conventions.
Originally eyed with disapproval
and even suspicion by some mem-
bers of Congress, more and more
lawmakers have jumped on the tv
bandwagon, until now there are
30 members, evenly divided be-
tween the two parties, who do tv
shows for use on home stations on
a regular basis. This does not in-

clude the many more who use the
facility for special shews, or to

meet the frequent demands from

individual states for one-minute
public service spots for such causes
as Red Cross, Cancer Fund, etc.

The new studio, located on the
Senate side of the Capitol build-

ing, was built to meet the stepped-
up demand; Until now, the solons
had to trek to the studio in the
Old House office building which
they shared with their colleagues
in the House of Representatives.
Senators will use the new musk
studio for all vidpix, but will: con-
tinue to use their radio recording
room in the Senate Office building
for morning tapings. The Capitol
location was chosen for solons’ con-
venience, since sessions in the Sen-
ate chamber, on floor above it, be-
gin daily at noon.

Studio is larger and more elabo-
rate than the one already in exist-

ence. Set resembles a typical
senatorial office, with a background
of book shelves, a mammoili globe
to use for reference, and a stand-
ard office deslL, Complete, perma-
nent lighting, two cameras, a Tele-
prompter, and the latest type dolly
have been Added

Billy nalle
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Mr. Edward Arnold

JACK CARSON CELESTE HOLM
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SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE

52 star-studded half-hours

of top TV plays

rollicking comedy /.taut draim

tender romance / exciting adventure

epine-tingling mystery and intrigue

A successful, tested program . . *j

first run in over 150 markets

Your* Star Showcase, with Edward Arnold as host, is a proved

program—with a freslCaudience-building format. Even in mar*

kets where it appeared as The General Electric Theatre, it is new^

to more people than the number who saw the first run. And the

addition of Arnold assures even larger audiences.

Your* Star Showcase offers local and regional advertisers 62

different, top quality, network-calibre programs with a proved,*

impressive audience record. The series boasts ratings! of 20.S in*

Chicago • . . 30.5 in San Antonio • « • 22.9 in Cleveland • . .’82,6 in*

Kalamazoo .‘v. 47.4 in Charlotte, etc.

Your* Star Showcase is a series to which the phrase “presents
|

with pride’’ truly applies. It is great drama. It is a weekly parade,

of marquee names ', ,

,

sparkling scripts , .. tight direction , • ,1

lavish production,.

On all counts,^Your* Star Showcase can be the showcase for your,

product. Call, write or wire for the complete story."

AdrertUer or brand n»mt. tVidt£(U*, February, tP5$

\V< .
s\ v'

‘Vision mMroLL'ntn ts <>/ \Mni< ,ricu.mc.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • 1041 N. FORMOSA AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.



Camden, N.J., March 23.

RCA officials announced^ perfection of a new camera for tele-

vising color motion picture films and slides. The company an-
nouncement stated the new 3-VHthree vldicon) camera is relatively

small and offers numerous advantages in economy and flexibility

over other known methods of presenting color television programs
from filmed material.

With it, the company disclosed, many broadcasters can mfe
present black-and-white flirt and slide projectors with only minor
modification.

New camera supersedes all other color film and slide methods,
according to A. R. Hopkins, broadcast marketing manager, and
is scheduled for initial delivery late this year. Hopkiqs said it

conformed to the .company’s policy of planning color equipment
to permit the maximum use of existing black-and-white equipment
by the broadcaster. .

Washington, March 23. 4

Latest trend on the D.C. scene is

contracting for Congressional Vid-

pix by commercial stations;- Until

recently, legislators paid for their,

own film at a nominal rate* send-

ing the cans of processed film to

stations which had agreed to carry

shows. Now, more and more sta-

tions are ordering shows from
their state’s Congressional reps,

paying for cost of film at the same
rate. Outstanding example of* this

is a weekly show on-which Repub-
lican Senator Everett Dirksen and
Democratic Senator Paul. Douglas
alternate for weekly shows carried

by 11 tv stations throughout Illi-

nois, with stations picking up the
tab for cost of print. Rep. Clarence
Brown, (R., Ohio) moderates a
weekly non-partisan show, using
legislators of both parties from
the tri-state Ohio Valley region,

with, participating .tv*, stations in
the area paying for cost of the
film.

Manager Robert Coar, who has
run the operation since its incep-
tion, reports that he is now film-
ing 45-50 tv 6hows weekly for
about 90 stations. Weekly output
of radio tapes runs between 1200-
1400 for 150 shows. Members send
tapes to a single station in some
cases, while others, like minority
leader Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D;,
Tex.) order 80 tapes weekly.

.

—1 1 +—:

All This, Too
Liberace has graduated to

king-size: Guild Films, pro-
ducer-distributor of the pian-
ist’s vidpix show, has had an
arrangement with sponsors
wherejby it supplies them with
specially-waxed Columbia re-
cordings with the sponsor’s
name on the label, for use as
self-liquidating premiums.
Guild has distributed some
200,000 of the disks thus far at
a cost of 23c each to the spon-
sors.

This week, Guild client serv-
ice chief Art Gross wrapped up
a deal with Columbia whereby
Guild will furnish 10-inch
Liberace LP’s to those spon-
sors that want them. Eight-
number recordings will cost

the sponsors $1.25 per, with
the bankroller’s name going
on the jacket and thfe label.

WATV Switches To

WATV in Newark, N. J., is going
to experiment with first run fea-
tures for the New York market,
using the same type material dur-
ing both the adult hours and times
usually set aside for kids at the tv
screen. Outlet purchased a package
of 29 Johnny Mack Brown films
from Vitapix, part for showings on
Saturday night between 9:3Grl0:30,
and part for exposure on Mondays
between 6-7 p.m. Plan goes jnto

J ,f
ct .Saturday, April 3, and the

following Monday.
Bid for the ,adults on Saturday

evening is laid out in the hope of
making inroads against strong web
i/ve stanzas.

%
_The 29 features, half ln one spot
the rest in the other, wjll be run
through in a 14-week cycle at the
end of which time station pro-
grammers will, in all probability,
save only one of the hours for fu-
ture first run exposure.' It all de-

°n which gets the better
audience. Heretofore," WATV has
used only second and third run
Wms in those hours.

*

Feature Batch

,

p]^i Gotham video 'station,

i!
C

' ..
up feature films from

three different distrib outfits this
pix are chiefly fifst-run-

Ders >n the New York area.
S<;ven films were bought from

^luahty Films, 28 from Motion Pic-

fc5f.
s tor Television and 13 feature

westerns from M & A Alexander.

OFs $2,500,000

Gross as Hackett

Hollywood, March 23.

Official Films will have gross

sales of approximately $2,500,000

for the current fiscal year, and

show a substantial profit, prexy

Harold Hackett predicted here just

before returning to N. Y. following

a business trek to the Coast. Hack-
ett said OF has seen a tremendous
growth withiii the organization,

that it has increased its sales

force, and where the operating nut
was $3,000 a week, it’s now $8,000

weekly.

Hackett discussed
.

with several

producers a new series—a comedy
show, a cops-‘ri’-robbers with a

name star, and an anthology series.

Under discussions being held, Of-

ficial will go 50-50 on financing of

a pilot for the producer. Then, if

it’s sold, it would go to Official for

the* distribution following the net-

work run.

While here Hackett also dis-

cussed details of .
syndication of

“Four Star Playhouse.*’ The of-

ficial
,
commented that

' “the star

system is strong In tv. Sponsors

want big names—-they help sell the

product. A show such as ‘Four Star

Playhouse,’ featuring top stars, has

Sset the future pattern of telefilm

operations program-wise.”

Official has also telefilmed a

half-hour hillbilly show, and Hack-

ett is confident this type of pro-

gramming will sell, particularly in

the south and, midwest.

Hackett, who also discussed with

Bill Broidy the deal whereby Broo-

dy has acquired films from Robert

L. Lippert for distribution by Of-

ficial, doesn’t think there's any

chance of the major studios releas-

ing their pix to video

—

vas long

as they, want to stay in the busi-

ness.”

RATESToPw
Rising station rates, a conse-

quence of increased set saturation,
is creating an economic problem
for both stations and vidpix dis-
tributors via a slow squeezeout pf
limited-budget local and regional
advertisers. While the problem
isn’t one of major proportions, it

does involve a good chunk of syn-
dicated film business. And the
nature of the problem leaves the
syndicators unable to do anything
about it.

Some relief, however, sight
from the station end. Number of
stations, cognizant of the danger to
a strong source of their business,
have created “local rates.” Under
such a setup, a purely local spon-
sor can buy time at a lower rate
than an out-of-town or national ac-
count, usually at a discount equal
to that paid the national sales rep.
Thus, while the end effect is to
equalize the national and local rate,

a break is given to the local guy.

Reason for this setup is simple.
The local department store has so
much coin budgeted for a filmed
tv shofo. It’s all set to go on the
air when the station, with more
sets in the area, decides to raise

its rates. Local bankroller finds

he’s now way"over budget. Syndi-
cator won’t and can’t come'- down
in price, especially since his price
in most cases is based on the sta-

tion rate or the local set count.
Local sponsor bows out. buying
either a cheaper show, a live1 seg-
ment, spots or other media entirely.

Admittedly, it’s,a tough problem
created by natural economic forces.

But the local bankroller can’t see
it that way, and while the syndica-
tor can understand it, he can’t do
anything about it. Rise in set

saturation would ordinarily cue a
rise in the price of his show in a

particular market, but here again
the syndicator is holding the price
line with the realization that local

customers are limited. Establish-
ment of these Jocal rates help, but
so far they’re limited to scattered
markets.

What some syndicators see is an
eventual shift in sales to the point
where most deals are made with
stations, rather than sponsors or
agencies. If the trend of .rising

rate continues, they fear, number
of. local sponsors available will be
at a minimum, and stations will

buy films for use as spot carriers.

While from the viewpoint of the
local sponsor, having the sole

identification with a vidpix series

is most desirable, the economic pic-

ture may make necessary a share-
sponsorship setup via the use of

spots.

Time Out for English
. Erberto Landi, packager of

the “Italian Feature Film The-
atre” on WABC-TV, N. Y., is

trying an experiment in trans-
lation of the Italian-language
films on April 17. Instead of
using the customary subtitles,

he’s having . Lew Danis, host
of the show, narrate an Eng-
lish translation of the action
and dialog during “pauses irr^

the soundtrack.
If it. works, he' says, it might

be a sates angle for vidpix dis-

tributors trying to reach over-

seas markets. ' With dubbing
costs high and sometimes lin-

guistically unsatisfactory, and
with subtitles ' sometimes an
eyesore, the vidpix distribs

might be able to sell pix to

South America and Europe
with the narration technique

as the answer.

NTA Dickers ‘Beulah’

Vidpix, May Finance

New ‘China Smith’ Pix
Hollywood, March 23.

Negotiations are reported in

progress for National Telefilm As-

sociates, the new N. Y.-based dis-

tribution outfit, to take over syn-

dication of the “Beulah” films and
to finance new “China Smith” pro-

duction. NTA took over the old

“Smith” series a few months back
when1

- it bought out the Prockter
Syndication International catalog.

Reps of the Kon Dolifi estate,

which owns the "Beulah” pix

(which ran network via ABC-TV
up to last year) said they are go-

ing to 1ST- Y. to negotiate the sale,

but wouldn’t comment beyond
that. \Bernie Tabarkin, who’s pro-

ducing a inew batch of the Dan
Duryea adventure starrers, said

any comment on financing of the

pix would have to come from N. Y,

Landau’s ‘No Comment’
NAT Prexy Ely Landau refused

to comment on the report that NTA
is acquiring the Beulah pix and fi-

nancing more “China Smith” films,

but said that an announcement on
the firm’s “expansion plans” would
be made later this week.

i

Film division of General Tele-

»

radio definitely starts syndication

of the 30 feature films it purchased
less than a month ago from th&>

Bank of America for $2,350,000. >

Price list will be ready on the

films by March 29. This is the
;

first actual move toward selling its
j

products that the new vidpix firm

has made since its organization last

;

fall, and the syndication will be-

1

gin even before permanent execu-

1

tive posts are filled,

GT staffers will handle sales and
j

syndication on the films until a

full complement of salesmen is
j

hired. With the ball rolling heaVy
;

emphasis in these early stages will
j

be devoted largely to rounding out

the sales operation. It has been
j

reported that many of the staffers
j

for GT vidpix setup will come from i

within the mother General Tele-

!

radio operation, since head man
Tom O’Neil has received many “I’m

j

interested” signs from men now on
his payroll, and is looking favor-

;

ably upon their advances. Gen-
j

eral manager should be in the sad-

;

die by April 15, and the next reg-

1

ular man to join will be a sales

chief.

The former Bank of America
property consists of 30 films, many
of them of 1948 vintage or not

much earlier, viz., “Arch of Tri-

umph,” “Body and Soul.” “Cas-
j

bah,” “Double Life,” “Macbeth,”
etc. Dwight Martin, roving brain-

truster for GT, who has been on
top of the vidpix setup since its

Inception, made it clear that no
General Teleradio-owned video sta-

tion will get preference, in pur-

chase rights on the film available.

Elsewhere in the vidpix opera-

tion at GT, work has begun on the

scripts of the "Bobby Benson” se-

ries. A run of 26 will be ready for

fall distribution, after being shot

some place in the east. One spokes-

man indicated that location shots

for the cowboy film^with the juve

lead will be made on a “New Jer-

sey ranch.”

Use of foreign-language feature

films as program and sales ma-
terial in certain areas may prove
a boon for UHF stations in those
markets. That’s the belief of Er-
berto Landi, packager and agency
head, whose “Italian Feature Film
Theatre” is winding its fourth year
in New Yofk and will be on the
air in some seven Or eight cities

by the summer, Landi envisions
a small chain of 15 to 20 stations
using the films by 1955.

Just as in radio, he po^jts out,
smaller operations with unfavor-
able dial positions found foreign-
language broadcasting an unex-
pected boon, so will UHF’ers.
Progress has been slower in tele

because of the conversion prob-
lem, he says, but eventually that’s

the format that will evolve. Such
telecasting would be restricted, of
course, to markets- with foreign-
language populations tin his case,
Italian), but these include such
markets as N. Y.. Chicago, Los An-
geles, San Francisco, Philadelphia,
Boston, Pittsburgh and Buffalo.

Unlike foreign-language broad-
casting, howevCT, the programs are
likely to appeal equally to English-
speaking-only abdience, due to the
influence foreign films have had
in the U. S. and because of the
use of subfiles on the films. Landi
says his current N. Y. audience is

equally divided between Italian-

spdaking and English^nly viewers,
based bn mail pull m»er the past
several months. Wherever there’s

an art house, there’s an audience
the foreign-languagers, he be-

lieves. As an added attraction
the foreign-made pix usually cost
far less than American film

—

cost to Landi is usually about $500
for

(
a film, his price to stations

much less. To add to the attrac-

tion, he generally brings in one or
two N. Y.-based clients, to which
the station adds local sponsors.

Films are currently on WABC-
TV. N. Y. and in Steubenville, O.,

near the Pittsburgh market. Series
starts again in Chicago the first

week in April, and preems in

Rochester April 10. It’s more
than likely they’ll repeat this sum-
mer in Atlantic City, and there’s

been negotiations with Walter
Reade Circuit’s Asbury Park
(N,J. ) station. Additionally, Landi
is dickering deals in Boston and
Los Angeles, Program, in its four
years in N. Y., has been a con-
stant sellout, with Landi hooking
on to his clients via his own ad
agency, which services Italian-

market accounts in^ll media.
In tejrms of product, Landi has,

( Continued on page 44

)

thrown Shoe’s 6th Year

On ‘Smilin’ Ed’ Series

Hollywood, March 23.

Brown Shoe Co. has renewed
“Smilin’ Ed’s Gang,” telefilm se-

ries produced by Frank Ferriii, for

another year, making it the sixth

annum for the moppet show on
teevee.
No decision has been made as

yet regarding how many of the

shows in the 52-week period will

be reruns. Leo Burnett agency
handled the deal. May 4 is the re-

newal date.

Sterling Hot On

Industrials, Too
Sterling Television has entered

the field of industrial films for
video. Topper Saul Turell hired
Charles F. Dolan to head up the
firm’s new division, believed to be
the first among commercial video
distribs. The new appointee began
officially last week.

The distrib company has for the
past several days been negotiating
with a handful of major industrial
firms anent films for video exclu-
sively. Names of manufacturers
were not disclosed, but Sterling
reports that pix are strictly of

.
pub-

lic relations and informational na-
ture. Turell admits that the new
industrial service is ostensibly in
conflict with his regular commer-
cial video operation, but he feels
that by supplying stations free film
he will strengthen their support
elsewhere.- -Nut will be paid by
manufacturer, according to present
plans, to expose the pix, and price
“will be as low as $7.50 per tele-
cast.”

Doldn’s last post was with the
short subject department at' Tele-
news.
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VARIETIES weekly chart 6f city-by-city rating* of syndicated and na-

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau

on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shows^listed in each case, and their competition Shown opposite, AU
Votings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa

*

tion about film in each market, which, can be used by distributors, agencies

,

stations and. clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time— day and

NEW YORK

Program and Typt Distrib.

Set Coiinf—4,195,690

Rating
Day and
Timo

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating
, may

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor-

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children's market. Abbre.

viqtions and symbols are as follows: .(Adv.), adventure; (Ch), children’#•

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical •

(Myst ), mystery; (Q), quia; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn)]
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta-

tion's channel ; aU channels above IB are ZJHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors handle the. national spot for which the film is^ahred.

: WCBS (2), WNBT (4>, WARD (5), WABC (7),Stations—WOR (9), WPIX (11), WATV (13)

COMPETING PROGRAMS

Rating

. 3.2

. 4.3

. 3.2

. 2.7

. 5.9

. 1.6

. 3.8

. 22.5
’

. 1.1

.3.2*

PHILADELPHIA
Cisco Kid (W)

Set Count-

I Led Three Lives (Dr) ....

Badge 714 (Myst) . . - .

Boston Blackie (Myst) . . . .

.

Wild Bill ffickock (W)....

Victory at Se$ (Doc)

Craig Kennedy (Myst)
Front Page Detective (Myst)
Dick Tracy (Myst)

Foreign Intrigue (Dr.)

CLEVELAND
I Led Three Lives (Dr)

Liberace (Mus)
Range Rider (W)
Superman' (Adv) .IWNBK

City Detective (Myst) IWNBK
•v

Foreign Intrigue (Dr) ....*?.

Wild Bill Hickock (W) IWNBK

Annie Oakley (W)

Victory at Sea (Doc) }

Badge 714 (Myst)

Kit Carson (W)

BALTIMORE
Superman (Adv)

. Bamar of Jungle (Adv)

Badge 714 (Myst)
Wild Bill Hickok (W)
Cisco Kid (W )

1,588,132

. .26.0' leCaptured.

. .25.4

.24.4

. .23.8

..2X&

T.20.3

. . 15.6

. 444

.ia.6

. . 12.7

Stations—WCAU (10), VEIL (6), WPTZ (3)

WFIL.. I.. 8.8

Am the Law. .

.

• %

Kit Carson-

Hopalong Cassidy

Early' Show. . . .

.

e

Frontier Playhouse

.

NBC Opera
Ramar of the. Jungle

WFIL.. . 41.7
0

WPTZ.. .42.3

. . 8.8

.. 9.3

. 41.7

.40.0

.. 6.5

.41.2

Mystery Hour.

j TV Reporter .......

( Sports; Weather
| TV Reporter

( Sports ;
Weather

) Walsh Looks ’Em Over. . .

.

(Newsreel
fTV Reporter....
Sports; Weather:
Walsh Looks ’Em Over. . .

.

(Newsreel ........... .r.\.

.

I TV Reporter. *

( Sports; Weather ,

.

Dollar a Secpnd
J Basketball

I Beauty Secrets
ex Trailer's Ranch House.

.

Barr’s Diamond Theatre ....

3.0

Set Count—1—1,020,982

32.8

Z. | .47.1

Stations—WEWS (5), WNBK (3), WXEL (8)

... 1.8

... 2.1

... 5.9

... 5.9

... 5.0

... 2.4

... 0.6

... 3.2

... 12.7

. 313

. .28.7

.28.5

. 23.1

. 22.8

. 21.9

. .21.3

. .20.4

. . 19.4

49.4

I j Greatest Fights IWNBK
l( Fight Interviewer IWNBK
{Kraft"TV Theatre IWNBK
You Asked for It

Movie Matinee. IWEWS

[idweek Theatre

.

.etter to Loretta IWNBK
fovie Matinee. . IWEWS

IRocky King

.

( News; TV IQ . .

;

: . WEWS
(Art Linkletter. WEWS
Studio One WEWS

iovie Matinee.

. . 13.1

.41.5

. .29.1

. . 17.6

... 6.1

.43.1

, .26.4

. 6.9

. . . 6.1

..4.4
.
.*.8.2'

. .24.0

... 5.6

Down You Go

Strike It Rich
Paul' Winchell. .

f Desert Deputy ..........
( Bob Neal
( Blue Ribbon Bouts
1 Sports Spot
Death Valley Days

t ( Desert Deputy
(Bob Neal
(Inside Catholic Schools..
‘(Green Thumbs..
S Captain Video
( News Parade
( Feature Boxing
( Ringside Interview . .....
{ Desert Deputy
( Bob Neal

... 9.3

... 11.3

... 0.8

... 0.5

. . 45.4

... 7.9

... 10.8

... . 1.0

... 0.8

2.8

... 2.6

... 7.2

... 1.3

. . . 14.9

... 8.2

... 1.0

... 0.3

I Led Three Lives (Dr)

Racket Squad (Myst)
Hans Chris’n Andersen (Ch)
City Detective (Myst) |W
Dick Tracy (Myst) |W

PROVIDENCE

Set Count—675^506
.29.9

. 25.3
|

.24.2
. .22.8 -

, 22.7

.19.5

47.0
.17.0

44.6
43.5

Stations—WAAM (13), WBAL (11), WMAR (2)

00-6^30. . .

( 7 o’Clock Final

( Dinner at Belvedere .

S 7 o’Clock Final
(Big Questions
Premium Playhouse |WMAR.
This Is Your Zoo. . IWAAM
S 7 o’Clock News ..........
( Henry A. Barnes Mailbag .

.

S Blue Ribbon- Bouts
(Sports Spot IWMAR

.

Person to Person
Early Show
Mystery Marquee
Early Show \W

.. 6.0

. . 5.6

.. 7.4

.. 2.1

.23.4

.402

.. 5.3

.. 2.8

. . 22.8
-.41.6
. . 19.3

.. 6.7

.. 8.4

S Movietime i
) News 1

) Movietime ..............
( News

<*$<<
<«<££££

Story Theatre
Pridie of the Family
S Movietime
( News ’.

Basketball
( Greatest Fights

( Fight Interviews .........
Movietime

WAAM.
WMAR.
WAAM.
WAAM.
WAAM.
WBAL.
WBAL.
WAAM.

Read's? Movie Theatre
Movietime

WAAM.
WAAM

Set Count—521,321 Stations—WJAR (10), Boston WBZ (4), WNAC (7)
Favorite Story (Dr)T
Liberace (Mus)
Range Rider (W )

D. Fairbanks Presents (Dr)
Wild Bill Hickok (W)

Superman (Adv)

—

Gene Autry (W ) . . .........

Badge 714 (Myst) .........
I Am the Law (Myst)
Boston Blackie ( Myst )

Broadway to Hollywood.
Hall of Fame. .

leasure Playhouse
ange Rider. ..............

S Wonder World
( News
Annie Oakley
( Science Sketches
( News
3 Chefs Theatre
Mr. & Mrs, North
Big Story.

iFour Star Playhouse IWNAC
Omnibus ....'/

You Are There .IWNAC
Life With Father. ..... .j. .

.

j Yankee News Service ....

( Dfe\y Pearson. ; . . , . .....
Abbott and Costello ...... .*

Kit Carson . ..

SAN ANTONIO
City Detective (Myst)

Pride of the Family. .......
Studio One... IWNAC
(Blue Ribbon Bouts
( Sports Spot .-v . . . IWNAC

....
- 0.6

.... 3.8

....163

.... 8J)

Favorite Story (Dr)
Liberace (Mus)
Superman ( Adv

)

Art Linkletter (Com) .....

Captain Midnight (Adv) . .

.

Ramar of the Jungle (AdvX
Wild Bill Hickok (W)
Lilli Palmer (Worn)

Set Count—163,325
. , 41.5

. . 34.6

. 25.4

. 48.8

. 46.7 '

. . 16.3

. 43.3

. 40.4

.. 5.4

Stations—RGBS (5), WOAI (4)
j Yesterday’s Newsreel ..... IWOAI
( Sportsmans Club KGBS
Texas in Review. KGBS
Our' Miss Brooks WOAI
Sagebrush Ranch. KGBS
S Cavalcade of Sports WOAI
( Greatest Fights KGBS
Youth Wants to Know. WOAI
Sagebrush Shorty KGBS
Sagebrush Shorty KGBS
Howdy Doody WOAI



Something’s

happening
And this newsdip of French soldiers

bringing in Vietminh prisoners is

just a split second of the story.

For Newsfilm— a service of CBS
Television for all stations—covers

all the news that happens every

24 hours... then supplies stations

with the 12 most dramatic minutes.

With Newsfilm, something long

needed is happening in station news

programming.

It’s a service that stations told us

they wanted ... prepared wholly

for stations by a staff frhich knows

and keeps up with station needs...

superior technically . . . adaptable *

as many ways as there are news

shows . . . and above all, custom-

shipped to arrive on time.

And it’s happening on more and

more stations all the time. It can

happen on yours.

For details on Newsfilm, just call

your CBS Television Film Sales

representative in New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta, Detroit*

St. Louis, Dallas or San Francisco.

The distributor in Canada is S. W.
Caldwell Ltd., Toronto. /

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES
also distributors of the following : Amos V Andy,

Crown Theatre with Gloria Swanson, The Gene

Autry Show, Art Linkletter and the Kids, Files of

Jeffrey Jones, The Range Rider, Holiday in Paris,

Cases of Eddie Drake, Strange Adventure, Eye on

the World, Hollywood on the Line, Annie Oakley

and Varsity V.S.A.
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Hollywood, March 23.

In effort to put teeth In its

enforcement of Screen Writers

Guild’s telepix pact .provisos on rer-
>’

run payments; Hhe ‘television

Writers Group of SWG is currently

trying to Work put a reciprocal ar-

rangement with the TWG of the

Authors League of ^America,

whereby trie' N. Y. grdup would re-

port on telepix reruns in the east,

while SWG policed the west.
,

* Assistant exec . secretary Nora

Padway is in charge of the policing

at the SWG, which is watching the

situation closely, as the initial re-

run coin is being received by scrib-

blers. Since the coin is sent to

either the writers or their agents,

the,guild has no accurate estimate

of the amount received? thus far, at

this time.

The SWG vidpic pact marks the

first, time in Hollywood > history
that a writer gets a piece of his

work, unless he’s a top name, it

was pointed out by Albert Duffy,
chairman of TWG’s exec commit-
tee publicity,

Pact, Went into effect Nov. 24,

1952, and it’s only now that vidpix
made after that date are beginning
to Tiit the rerun circuit for the
third time (or more) around,

;
When

the writers cash in. Some writers,
who made percentage deals with
producers before the pact' . was
inked, are

k

receiving coin from
those pre-pact situations. Screen
Gems does not pay rerun money
since it hasn’t inked an SWG" con-
tract yet. Guild is currently negoti-
ating a, vidpix pact with the
majors; and Screen Gems, a sub-
sid uf Columbia, will be covered
by that contract.

' Vidpix writers on anthology
series receive 25% of their origi-

nal compensation, on the third and
fourth runs; 25% on the fifth -md

I

sixth runs; 25% on the seventh and
j

eighth runs; 25% on the ninth and
tenth runs;- 25% Qn the eleventh
and twelfth runs; and 25% on the
thirteenth runs.

Scribblers of serials get 33 1a%
of the original coin on their third
and fourth runs; same on the fifth,

sixth, seventh and eighth runs, and
not less than 10% for the ninth,
tenth, eleventh and twelfth^ runs,
and 10% for the thirteenth run.

DuM’s New LA Tie
• Hollywood, March 23. i

On April 1, DuMont switches its

L.A. affiliation from KTTV to

KHJ-T,V, it’s been announced by

DuMont managing director Ted
Bergmann; prexy Willet H. Brown
of the Don Lee division of General
Teleradio, and KTTV manager.
Dick Moore, • •

• >

, Bergmann said “the shift was
made primarily to provide a Los
Angeles outlet for the rupidly ln:

creasing vdlume of national busi-

ness which the network had avail-

able, and -could not be handled at

attractive • hours under the new
KTTV policy of - emphasizing local

service and local programs.

“Move will also make KHJ-TV
production facilities available for
DuMont originations,” he added.

NEW CYCLE OF 13 ON

’JANET DEAN’ IN CAN
Cornwall Productions wound up

shooting last weekmn the seebnd
cycle of 13 “Janet Dean,*. Regis-
tered Nurse” vidpix at the- Marion
Parsonnet Studios in : Long Island
City. Series, being distributed by
Motion Pictures for. Television’s
film syndication division, bowed in

|

N. Y. last night <Tues.) on WNBT.
Second group o’f the Ella Raines

starrer was directed by Jambs
Neilson asd 'Robert Boyle. Joan
Harrison produced. Shooting on
the third cyCle starts in May.

Madison Sq. Garden
"

"
> Sports Sold in Toyko

Tokyo, March 16.

, . The- Nippon Television Corp,
(NTV), Japan’s only commercial tv
skein, has signed a contract with
Editor’s Press Service here for 26
half-bour “Madison Square Gar-
den” film showsi Winlk Films ex-
ports the sports show which is

sponsored here by Shibaura Elec-
tric Co. Show will rim on Sunday
at- 8 p.m,, the “Golden Hour” here.
Japan Broadcasting Corp, (NHK),

semi-governmental controlled tv
net, has inked a contract with Edi-
tor’s Press Service here for 250
three-minute musical vidpix pro-
duced in. the U. S. by Official
Films.

Nash

Sal lit BJC-TT Nile

; Londdn, M*rch 23.
'

' A series of teleplx maffe primar-
ily for U- S. urebi b^ John l^aaht,

has been bought by BBOTV who
will start telecasting on Af)ril,3.

Films were lensed in Europe' un-
der the umbrella title of '‘Orient:

Express” with locations in Berlin,

Vienna, Rome and Paris/
The BBC -have acquired 11 of

the series and will tee off with “In-

tend to Kill,” the story ,of a Gl
deserter, which is- set in the ruins

of Berlin. . Rita! Paul is featured
in the initial entry and Others in

the series will star Nadia Gray,
Cathy O’Donnell and Jean Pierce
Aumont., ,

^

* • * * \

WHAM-TV as Vitapii

Stocldiolder Station

40 Outlets Lined Up
Rochester's WHAM-TV joiqed

the Vitaplx C0rp„~is a stockholder

station last week. Addition of the
Bill Fay-headed Stromherg-Carl-
son station giVes Vitapix’40 station

stockholders, covering more than
half the total U. S. ' television
homes. ‘

,

Station-owned distributing out-
fit is currently peddling its series
of 26 features produced for

5

televi-

sion in Germany by Burt Balaban’s
princess . Pictures. Additionally,

1

it's got a series of Johnny Mack*
Brown westerns* and a wrestling
series, and is in the process of test-

ing ‘ several - local live shows on
KTTV, one of its members, for
conversion to film.

NIELSON.ON COAST

FOR DEFENSE’ SERIES
Hollywood, March 23.^,

With the arrival here.-<of James
Nielson .who was. brought from
New York ‘ ta tflredt- the tv film
series; Sam Bischoff has launched
final preparations * for the", filming
at RKO-Pathe studios of “For the
Defense,” • Which- he is producing
in association with Edward G. Rob-
inson. Latter will also star in the
role of ai legal defender and cham-
pion of the/podc^

Nielson flew here' immediately
after completing the Ella Raines
series; “Janet Dean, Registered
Nurse,” in New York. He has di-
rected" 20 of the “Ford Theater”
video presentations.

Bischoff also signed James Van
Trees, caiherman formerly associ-
ated with Robinson at Warner
Bros., as head of the camera crew.

iYoir BONDED’S complete dependable

bonded tv FILM service, fnc.^
-T V Film Seruict

is on the
West Coast Too,

m

Newly opened facilities oi

the.West Coast provide th<

largest physical plant fo

handling TV .film in th<

country.

BONDED TV FILM SERVICi

It thO now, full-fledgei

subsidiary of' tho world:

largest, most oxperiencei

film handling and storage

company - BONDED FILA

STORAGE Co., Inc.

Fof complete TV film serv

Ice — you know it will b<

done best—by BONDED.

Shipping

flouting
*

'

v>

Storage

Examination

Expediting

Commercials

W04 North La Cienoga Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California Crestviaw 4-3112 — Bradshaw 2-782

630 Ninth Avonuo, Now York 36, Now York JUdson 6-1030—4

Wednesday, Merck 24, 1954

70,000,000 VIEWERS •#.

,*

- > -•

United' AlrfcriftV^fettore-l^urtb;

documentary on 'the history/jef

.flight, <‘We Saw If Happen,” has

set -Some sort of record for ex-

posure, In the three months it’s

been in .circulation to tele stations,

it’s appeared on 276. stations, $n

4npny cases more than once. Cal-

houn Studios, which fs distributing

the film. for United, ‘estimates Jfs

been "seen by -some 70,0(H),0(k>

people. «.

" London, March 23.

Demand that a quota be placed
on American teleplx imports on
Great Britain’s future commercla
stations : was voiced before the
House 'of Gomnfons by a delegation
of Actors Equity members, Gor-

A don Sand^om Equlty tfrexy, asked
l*some dp? M.Pi Sy th^t- at least 80%
of the programs on the commercial
stations should be British.

Film/ produced by United in

commemoratipn of the 50th - aftni

of powered flight, features many of

the pioneers of the aviation indus-

try. It’s available to
.

stations ‘ bn
a free basis.

1

®ala toe chief menace
to British actors Js the import of
American ..telefilms, .which having
cpye^ed their production costs in
the U. S, could be offered to Brit-
ain at a low price which would at-
tract British advertisers. He said
American firms were offering half-
hour shows at $150 each.

Pete£: Paul, recently !moved into

the Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample fold,

Is feCling its. way into tv pifogram

sponsorship for
,
the , first . time.

Candy outfit has bought the syndi-

cated “Joe Palooka” vidpix series

on WABD, N. Y., and has botight

a local segment in San Francisco
for its caramel :

')frte.^
^
It

r

$ • sticking

to spot announcements for Mounds
for the time being, until after the
slack summer months. • •

Firm, ohe 6t. tfie bigger candy
spenders, ;has never had a tele pro-
gram up to this point, with its

coin expended only, in spots and in

radio. - -. It’s upderst'opd 1^-F-S is

looking at more ’syndicated ' film
shows for other markets for a fall

start for both 4ts caramels and for
Mounds.

-

—

n
,
« .

.

. .. ....

Bagnall Takes Over,

Ex-Fairbanks Vidpix
Hollywood, March 23.

Nine vidpix serifs produced by
Jerry Fairbanks, and acquired re-

cently from ’ Consolidated Televi-
sion Sales by Shull- Bqnsall, have
been purchased by George Bag-
nall & Associates.

Properties involved are “Para-
dise Island,” “Crusader Rabbitt,”
“Ringside With the Rasslers,”
“Public Prosecutor," “Front Page
Detective,” “Hollywood Half
Hour,” “Jackson and Jill,” ‘.‘Going
Places With Uncle George,” and
“Television Closeups,”

< > + 4

Vidpix Chatter

New York
Anita Colby replaces Arlene

Dahl as hostess of Revue Produc-
tions’ “Pepsi-Colji Playhouse” oh
ABC-TV starting April 2 . . . Guild
Films ad-pub v.p. Lou Shainmark
back from the Coast after a look-
see at “Joe Palooka” and “Lib-
erace”

.
production . . . Jimmy Yo-

ham did some Signal Corps films
last week . . . Stanton Osgood,
.NBC Film Division’s production

,

manager, to address tho National
Television Film Council’s monthly
luncheon meet at the Warwick to-
morrow (Thurs.) , , . Intensive spot
campaign begins next week for
Pro-Fresh, a. new dry cleaning de-
vice, with blurbs filmed by Ani-
mated Productions via Lewin. Wil-
liams & Saylor agency . . . Martin
Balsam and Nita Talbot into fea-
ture roles . in “Inner Sanctum”
episodes being filmed by NBC’s
Galahad Productions ... Official
Films prexy Hal Hackett and v.p.
Herman Rush back from »Coast
production talks . . . UTP Gotham
veep Aaron Beckwith flies to Chi-
cago today (Wed.) for the firm’s
first sales clinic

New ‘Big Town’ Cycle
,
Philip N. Krasne, Gross-Krasne

topper and president of United
Television Programs, planed into
New York from the Coast last
week to set final details with
Lever Bros, on filming of a new-
cycle of 39 “Big Town” pix, with
filming to begin in May. He’ll also
huddle with Aaron . Beckwith,
UTP’s Gotham veep, oh the dis-
tribution outfit’s syndicated prod-
uct
He was accompanied from the

Coast by John R. Allen, Lever tele-
vision director, who supervised

|

filming of 'Lever*, commercials on
I the Gro$si-Kfasne lot last week.

'

‘ Low-Priced .*Gravy’
Number of New Yofk^based vid-

pix. distributors confirmed the fapt
that thetefpri.ee on half-hour tele-
pije . for Londort ‘was about $150'
each; Thi^ compares to some $i/
2((0-$2,000 for New York but there
are only a fraction of New York’s
receiyers *; currently installed In
Londons

Djstribs. did admit, however, that
the low price .was mainly for the
purpose of breaking into the Brit-
ish market and ates also “gravy”*
insofar as, recouping production
cost goes.- •

’AUTHORS PLAYHOUSE’
Hollywood, -March 23.

“Authors Playhouse” ' will shoot
four Ring Lardner stories begin-
ning April 1, with , the telescripts
currently being penned by the son
of the late, author, John LardnCr.
Set to roll are “A Frame-Up”

“Anniversary;” “A Day With Con*
rid Green” and “The -

Maysville
Minstrel.” Producers Eugene
Solow and * Brewster Morgan are
currently in N. Y, for confabs with
John Steinbeck on inclusion of his-

yarns in the series. >

: Princeton Film Center
Screen Actors Guild ^this: week

warned Princeton Film Center that

Unless it signed >r contract with

the union, its new Coast produc-
tion setup at the. Fred Rockett
Studios there would be declared
unfair and would be picketed. Vid 7

pic firm’s Princeton, N. J., studios,

are non-union, but action is aimed
primarily at the Rockett studios,

which is already on the Hollywood
AFL Film Council unfair list.

.
An-SAG spokesman said Prince-

ton had signed with the union

some time back' for a one-picture

deal, and since had not renewed.
If Princeton picks a union studio

on the Coast, SAG will sign with

them.

L Foreign Pix
Continued from page 41

shown some 250 to 300 films on

the show. They’ve come from

various sources, mostly from indie

-distributors in the U. S., who re-

lease the pix tcP television a couple

of years after they’ve played the

arthouses and Italian nabes. He’s

also got an office iri Rome, which

keeps track of production there

and sets deals for prodbet. Some
of his pix come through Italian

Films Export, buj; not the bulk of

them. Prpduct, as Land! sees it*

doesn’t constitute too much of a

problem, but nonetheless, telecast-

ing to a small but loyal audience,

he’s got misgiVings about the use

of repeats.
’

"

—WANTED^,
TV Film Salesmen
'

j. %!<<

Excellent opportunities for top

TV flint Program ^fa14ttnsh to

{oin one of the largest 'TV film

distributors. Good salary, plus

Incentives. Our men know of

this ad. Write full details.

Box V.45223, Variety, 154 W.

46th >5t., New York 36. -
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In a move to permit further ex-

pansion and diversification, Decca

Records is asking proxy approval

to increase the company’s author-

ized capital stock from 1,500,000

to 2 500,000. At the present time,

Dccca has 1,500,000 slocks in Cir-

culation and Decca’s management
vants the authorized limit ex-

tended by 1,000,000 so that it can

expand its operations “when the

cpoorUmity arises.
'

proxy solicitation Indicated that

Decca may be planning invest-

ments in other fields, beyond its

present two-thirds stock owner-

Jflip in Universal Pictures. State-

ment, signed by secretary Samuel
Yamin for the board, stated that

"just as many other business or-

ganizations today have been .ex-

tending the scope of their, opera-

tions into new fields, we may find

©ur next opportunity for expan-

sion in a field outside of, although

compatible with, our present busi-

ness of record and motion picture

production.” Decca’s .statement

pointed to Columbia: Records as “a

good example of the. type of diver-

sification we have thus far under-

taken”
taker.” Latter diskefy bowed „into

the hi-fi equipmeht market last

year ^nd is now going into the

phono needle and general plastic’s

biz.

Statement declared that the

newly authorized stock would hot

be used for '“any bonus, profit-

sharing, stock option, pension, re-

tirement, or other plan . for the

benefit of officers or employers of

the corporation, without prior ap-

proval of the stockholders.”

All the present members of the

board have been renominated for

reelection. These include Milton
R. Rackmil, prexy of both Decca
and Universal;

.

Leonard W.
Schneider, exec viee-prexy; Robert
W. Lea, of Olin Industries Inc. and
a Universal board member; Harold
I. Thorp, of Laurence M. Marks
Co. and U directors; and Samuel
H. 'Valia nee, vice-chairman of. In-'

dustria Electrica de Mexico and U
director. Only Lea was noted as

a U. stock owner with 100 shares
to his name. Rackmil was listed as

owning 11.713 shares of Decca
with* an aditional 15.460 shares
owned by his immediate family.

Rack-mil's salary was listed as
$43,317 from Decca plus $81,540
from 'Universal in addition to $18,-

550 expense account paid by the
picture company. Schneider gets
$40,769 and Yamin, $30,475.

lh’oxy solicitation also called for
the reappointment of Peat, Mar-
wick. Mitchell & Co. as auditors
for the company.

Top Col Artists Set For

Novel Carnegie Benefit;

Session to Be Recorded
A novel benefit concert for the

Y. Lichthou.se for the Blind has
been set by George Avakian; .Co-

lumbia Records pop album direc-

tor, for Carnegie Hall, N. Y., April

Featuring top names from CC-
lumbia’s artists' rosier, the concert
will be i n the form of a recording

tI?
81

.
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1 ,)c ^ore a paying Audience.
hero 11 be a $10 ton i
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•« ,1e Mariners, Erroll Garner, the
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- Helen Ward, Fred Low-
J; ' Fvs Elpart’s orth and a jazz
hid now being organized by John
ainmond 'will be featured in the

an<* disking session. All

t^0,
.
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!.

1,)P equipment will be on
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Co[UniW |n PaY all recording
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p us * percentage of the

Spvnh'i-
A Of years’ ago.*

inrv
- ' ^UKHan and George Shea'r-

th*. r

<.‘<1

1

ir}ho .staged a concert for

L< i/'t-'bthouse in- Carnegie Hallu; 11 wasn’t recorded.’

Alcoholics Synonomout
The record- biz is now mov-

ing in oh the tipplers. Latest
release from the indie Premier
label is ‘‘How To Make The
Most Popular Cocktails and
Long Drinks.”

Maurice Dreicer, food and
drink connoisseur, handles the
verbal instructions on the 10-
inch longplay platter, preicer’s
dissertation is backed by such
sound 'effects as cracking ice,

opening bottles and mixing
drinks. Premier, which head-
quarters in St. Louis, plans to
have the disk on the market
next week.

Major disk companies, such as

RCA Victor, are showing increas-

ing interest, in packaging recorded

tapes but there’s little likelihood

of an early entry into this field,

because at this time the potential

of the market is still unknown.
Other limiting factors are also

putting a brake on the ' move to

tape.

Chief obstacle • currently is the

l>igh cost of the raw material. The
raw tape nowr runs several times
higher than vinylite material and
that w-ould boost the price of re-

corded tape considerably higher
than conventional platters.. There’s

no indication, moreover, that the

cost of tape will drop radically in

the near future.

Victor is equipped to market
tapes via its duplicating setup, but
company execs don’t know' what
price to put on the product or how
many consumers are interested in

buying music in this form. Esti-

mates of the number of machines
in circulation rim from 200.000 to

over 1.000,000. with only a handful

in a bracket that would qualify as

high-fidelity equipment.

Another hurdle in the tape field

is the problem of speeds, which is

much more chaotic than existed in

the disk industry when 33s and 45s

wore introduced. Tape speeds now
start at 33 i inches per second and

go up to 15 and 30 feet per second.

Few machines are able to play

more than one. or two speeds. It’s

believed that the industry must

arrive at some standardization

before recorded tapes become
widespread.

LLOYD’S DECCA BOARD

SLATE NOW A ? MARK
Time is running short for

George L. Lloyd, dissident Decca

stockholder, to come up with an

alternate slate of directors in any

projected proxy fight before the

annual stockholders’ meeting in

N.Y., April 13. No slate has been

filed to date with the Securities &
Exchange - Commission and trade

insiders are now doubtful whether

Lloyd has sufficient time left to

wage any kind of successful cam-

paign for support among some

5,000 stockholders spread over the

country.

At this point. Lloyd has an

“okay” from Everett Crosby. Bing’s

brother, but not necessarily his

spokesman, to run for board mem-
ber. It’s understood, however, that

Lloyd got a turndown from both

Fi‘ed Waring, and Robert Mont-

gomery, both of -w hom were ap-

proached as possible -nominees for

directorial posts. Lloyd originally

indicated that he would come up

with an alternate board a couple

of weeks ago. but adpareritly has

not. -been able to complete his slate

to date.

With a strong likelihood that the
Copyright Act wBl be amended in
Congress this session or next, some
jukebox operators and their associ-
ations are now ready to talk turkey
with ASCAP and BMI on a licens-
ing setup. Both the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors &
Publishers , and Broadcast Music
Inc, have been sparking support
for the pending McCarran bill,

which tyould remove the present
licensing exemption from coin
machines.

Proposals from segments of the
jukebox industry have been made
to fix the licensing fees at a
reasonable level in advance oif.

Congressional action on the Mc-
Carran bill. ASCAP held a special
meeting last Tuesday (16) on the
jukebox situation which, at pres-
ent, looks more promising than at
any time in the past.

Although no method of licens-
ing the jukes has been devised, it’s

known that both ASCAP and BMI
are counting on only nominal fees,
qome blanket fee on an annual
basis for each machine is the like-
liest alternative. Both ASCAP and
BMI execs- have stated that they
want to see a healthy jukebox in-
dustry and have no intention of
taxing them out of business.

Say It With Wax
Capitol Records believes in

saying it on wax whenever
possible.

Current statement to stock-
holders includes a 45 rpm disk
containing prexy Glenn E.
Wallieh’s statement on one
side and a medley of the
company's top hits on the
other.

Decca Markets

Mercury In Row

MGM Joins Kick
Decca Records is the latest ma-

jor platter company to enter the
hi-fi equipment field with a phono-
graph priced in the $200 class.

Machine, which is being dis-

tributed by Decca through its reg-
ular branches, is tagged the Decca
Hi-Fonic Phonograph and features
a three-.speed turntable with vari-

able reluctance arm and specially-

designed speaker chamber.
At. the same time, Decca is

starting to put a hi-fi imprint on
its new longhair recordings made
under quality standards. First re-

lease for the audiophiles will be
Alfred Wallenstein conducting the
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orches-
tra in Beethoven and Mendelssohn
symphonies. This disk, incidental-

ly, marks the 25th anni for the
L. A. symph.
MGM Records is latching on to

the high-fidelity fever. Growing
disk-buyer interest in hi-fi W’ax-

ings has spurred MGM to attach a

special statement on each longplay
album guaranteeing that it’s “a
high-fidelity recording.”

This follows the pattern set by
the other major labels which have
been attaching various hi-fi im-
prints on their disks.

RCA Propping Biggest

j

Disk Jock Giveaway
RCA Victor is coming up 'with

1

its biggest disk jockey giveaway to

i
date in its current pop promotion

(‘drive. Diskery is cuffoing one
color video set,, valued at over $1,-

000, plus four all-expense vacation

l

trips' to New York to five jockeys

i
giving the strongest ride to Victor

j

disks.

Victor is focusing the promotion
on Tony Martin’s “Hcrc.l

” Ames
Bros.’ ‘‘Man With A Banjo” and

,
Lou Monte’s “Somewhere” and
“Won’t Y’ou Forgive Me*”

Hassle between Mercury Rec-
ords and publisher Howie Rich-
mond flared up this week over the
unauthorized release of a Patti
Page Coupling of “Autumn In
Rome” and ‘‘Indiscretion.” The
coupling, which was culled froin
the soundtrack of the David O.
Selztiick pic, ‘Indiscretion oif

American Wife,” isn’t on Merc's
release schedule.

Platter was aired last week for
the first time by Art Ford, WNEW,
N. Y.. disk jockey, and Merc al-

'

leges that Richmond got it to him. !

Richmond, however, claims that
Selznick had several “dubs” made
and distributed them to Merc.

,

Jack Rkel. Miss Page’s manager,
|

as well as to himself. “Anyone
could have given the disk to Ford,”
he adds.

Although Miss Page warbles
both tunes in the prolog to the
pic. Merc had decided against put-
ting it opt on its regular release 1

Schedule. Diskery currently is
|

stressing her current platter,
“Cross Over The Bridge.” and
didn’t want to come out with an-
other release while it was still rid-
ing high.

The . diskery currently is prep-
j

ping an action to halt further dee-

j

jay plays of the “dub.V The pic
j

tunes have been cut by Columbia
and Decca with Jo Stafford and
Peggy Lee, respectively.

TAPE MACHINE SOLOS

IN NEW SYMPH WORK
Louisville, March 23.

A tape recorder was the soloist
with the Louisville Orchestra in

the performance of a commiss'oned
work Saturday (20L “Rhapsodic
Variations for Tape Recorder and
Orchestra” was an intensive ex-
periment in sound and local hi-fi

fans Were enthusiastic over the re-
sult. +

Unusual noises on the tape were
prerecorded in New York. Com-
poser Otto Luening and his collabo-
rator Vladimir Ussachevsky ex-
plained that through numerous
manipulations with tape splicing
and tape-speed variation, a breadth
of range and of rhythmic complex-
ity has been achieved which is im-
possible to obtain .within the limits
of aiiy instrumental group.

Luening teaches at Barnard Col-
lege and Columbia U.. N.Y, The
Louisville Orchestra commissioned
and performed his “Louisville Con-
certo” in 1952.

Capitol Records sale?, which
have risen steadily over the past

four years, reached an alltime high
of $16,641,230 in 1953,’ Exceeding
the previous year by 15%, ‘ The
company’s net soared over
1952 to $690,154, equal to $1.43 a
share oft the 476,230 shares of com-
mon stock. .

In his annual Yeport to stock-
holders, prexy Glenn E. Wallichs
reported that the diskery’s work-*
ing capital stood at an alltime high
of $3,819,207, compared with $3r-

362,939 a year earlier. In 1953, the
company purchased and retired

$100,090 par value of its preferred
stock at a cost of $80,707, thereby
adding 4.1c to the book value of
the common stock.

Of the $1,500,000 par value of
the original issue of' preferred
stock. $1,379,750 has been retired
in the past three years. Bank bor-
rowings were reduced by $200,000
in 1953, leaving a balance of $300,-
000 to be repaid in three semi-an-
nual installments.

Wallichs reported that Capitol
was putting increased emphasis on
expansion of foreign markets. At
the present time, it's the only
company selling disks in all ma-
jor countries under its own label.

Rundown on Capitol’s .financial

returns is as follows:
1953 1952

x*t s*i« Sie.94i.230 si4.;as^4i
Cross Profit 6.4704S1 5.314 400
Not’ Income 1.424.154 1.144493
Federal Taxes ... 734.000 *44/00
Net Income 1/0,154 500-993
r-sh ... 2.544,417 2 WC.455
Working Capital. . 3419407 34*2439'
Total Assets 8404.432 7493053

Dave Kapp Launching

Own Platter Company

With Refifioso Set
Dave Kapp, vet disk exec for-

merly with Decta Records and RCA
Victor, kicks off his own label,

Kapp Records, next week with a
special interfaitb album, titled

“One God—The Ways We Worship
Him.” Set is based on a religioso

non-fiction bestseller of the same
title by Florence May Fitch and
was adapted for wax by Jerome

:

Lawrence and Robert Lee. Theme
song, “One God.” was written by
Erwin Drake and Jimmy Shirl,

part of. the “I Believe” cleffing

team with Al Stillman and Ervin
Graham.

Eddie Albert stars in the drama-
tization of the Fitch toifie, which
has sold 300.000 copies since its

publication 10 years ago. Miss
Fitch wrote the text for the al-

bum liner and -also okayed the
Lawrence-Lee script for its ac-

curacy in depicting the ideas of
the \arious religious cricds. Sev-
eral interfaith organizations have
show n interest in using the set for

educational purposes.

Kapp has already sot six dis-

t l ibs in key cities and pi: ns to add
six to eight more for national cov-
erage of Ids ‘output. He plans to

issue 12 to 14 albums a year with

singles to be extracted from the
sets for disk jockey exploitation.

If the singles show any potential,

he will issue them separately. At
this point, however. Kapp is ac-

centing albums in the standard
field.

Decca Goes Off B’way
J.

MENC Conclave in Chi
,

The Music Educators National

.
Conference begins a week’s stand

j

in Chicago' tomorrow iThurs.) at

the Conrad Hilton Hotel. It's the

MENC’s 33d. conclave. The* meets
are held bi-annually.

Among the Gotham music men

|

trekking to .Ch^for tin* powwow
ami expos’tion are Herbert E.

Marks and Jack Robbins.

Decca Extends Tieup

With 4-Star On Artists

Decca Records is extending its

alliance with Four Star Records
indie Coast label, for release of

disks by artists under contract to

the latter company. Slim Willett

platters in the country field will

now be handled by both diskerles.

As with several other folk artists,

Decca and Four Star distribute dif-

ferent numbers by the vocaFsts to

avoki clashes on any one disk.

Off-Broadway legit made Its fir-t

.

inroads on the disk industry with
I he tapping of thrush Jwye. Bal-
lard to a Dccca Records pact. War-
bler, who is currently featured in

the legituner, “The Golden Ap-
ple,” at the downtown Phoenix
Theatre, will cut “Lazy After-
noon.” one of the top songs from
the show'. The score was written
by Gordon Jenkins orch.

Several major labels currently
are dickering for the original cast
album rights. The musical is prep-
ping 1 a move 1 to Broadway next'

month. Chappell Music is' publish-”

ing The score.
'



Mindy Carson: "This Above All"-

"Speedy Gonzales" (Columbia).
Mindy Carson, has been looking for

her first smash disk for. a long
time and this, coupling shapes UP
as her strongest bid to date. "This
Above. All" is ah exceptionally fine

ballad with a strohg best and Miss
Carson .projects it. fdr maximum
results with a solid lift from Jimmy
Carroll's orch and chorus. "Speedy
Gonzales!’ is a clever novelty in a

swinging Latin format that could
also hit big.

Georgia Shaw: "A Fool, in the
Ways of Love”-"There Must Be
Some Mistake? (Decca). Decca’s
young vocalist, Georgie Shaw, who
broke through with his first "Till

We Two Are One" disk, has a
• strong followup coupling in this
release. "Ways of Love,” a strong
ballad with a torch theme, gets a
sock commercial treatment for
strong jock and juke- potential. Flip
is another fine entry with a good
lyric idea.

Doris Day: "I Speak to. the
Stars"-‘‘The Blue Bells of Broad-
way" (Columbia). Doris Day has

loved*’-"Lcft Me Tell- You About
Louisa" (MGM). Dean Parker Is

one of the crop of younger, vocalists

who are aiming to make it with
one big record. Parker has fine

clear pipes which he handles
tastefully. "Beloved" is a lilting

.ballad with good chances. "Louisa"
is a fair tune.

Lita Rota: "Just a Dream or Two
Ago"-"I Was a Fool in Love" (Lon-
don). British songstress Lita Roza
is a fine stylist and she gets good
material in "Just a Dream," a

pleasing ballad with a
.
good' idea;

She also impresses on “Fool In
Love." .

Album Reviews
Les Compagnons de la Chanson

(Angel). Les Compagnons, French
vocal combo which has played the
U.S. several times, have packaged
a set of French songs for a spe-
cialized market. Most of the songs
are delivered in French, but the
language barrier is unimportant
because of the simple v and beauti-
ful harmonization. "I Believe/’ in
English, is among the least im-

Best Bets
MINDY CARSON

Columbia .

GEORGIE SHAW
Decca

THIS ABOVE ALL
. . . . Speedy Gonzales

A FOOL IN THE WAYS OF LOVE
There Must Be Some' Mistake

DORIS DAY
Columbia .

I SPEAK TO THE STARS
..Blue Bells of Broadway

another beautiful ballad in "Speak
to the Stars," from the Warner
Bros, pic, "Lucky Me." It’s in the
"Secret Love" groove and could
grow to be just as big. Reverse is

a bonnie lassie Scottish melody
takeoff with Miss Day delivering
colorfully.

Henri Rene Orch: "The Happy
Wanderer"-"My Impossible Love"
(RCA Victor). A European import,
“Happy Wanderer" is a marching
song with a catching melodic line
and good lyric; In this version,
Henri Rene’s musette, backed by
orch' and -chorus, come up with a
stirring and colorful side. Flip is

an attractive instrumental show-
casing Rene's musette.

Jane Tuny: “Such a Night"-"It’s
You, It's You I Love" (Decca).
"Such a Night," which was
launched by Johnnie Ray for Co-
lumbia, gets another workover by
Jane Turzy in a way that spot-
lights the rhythm & blues indigo
quality. It’s solidly commercial.
Dinah Washington, for Mercury,
gives it a rocking ride slanted for
the r&b market. On the Decca flip,

Miss Turzy belts another bright
rhythm number but in a more con-
ventional groove.

Redd Evans: "Trapped”-‘Tdle
Gossip" (Redd E>. Redd Evans,
songwriter and publisher, is one of
the best song demonstrators in the
business and, qpw on his own label,
he makes a good bid for the wider
pop market with a couple of stand-
out numbers. "Trapped" is an
unusual 1 material piece which
Evans gives a stylish rendition to.

"Idle Gossip" is a change-of-pace
.slow ballad on which. Evans is not
so comfortable, but he underlines
the tune’s commercial potential.

Jo Stafford - Frankie Laine:
"Rollin’ Down the Line"-‘*Goin’
Like Wildfire" (Columbia*. The
Stafford-Laine team has turned up
with several hits for Columbia, but
these sides are in a too familiar
groove for smash impact, Although
both are bright enough to garner
lots of jock and juke spins.
"Rollin’" is one of those country-
type rhythm numbers with a repe-
titious lyric, while "Wildfire" is

another irt the same groove with no
particular distinction.

Jud Conlpn Rhythmaires: “He’s
Gotta Be Right for Me”-"It Doesn’t
Have to Be" (Trend)/ "Right for
Me” is a snappy rhythm item de-
livered in ace style by Jud Con-
Ion’s vocal combo backed by organ
and rhythm section. It’s a good
sound with definite juke potential
On the reverse, Jerry Duane’s
vocal is impressive, although a bit

too mannered for best results.

Johnny Parker: "RUnnin’ Around
In Circles”-"The Way I Feel"
(Coral). Johnny Parker has an un-
usual vocal style that straddles
both the blues and pop markets.
That baritone waver could be off-

beat enough to hit on the rhythm
number, "Circles," with Neal
Hefti’s orch furnishing expert
backing. "The Way I Feel" is a
low-tempoed ballad which Parker
also handles commercially.

Dean Parker: "Be Mine, De-

pressive things they do while
"Moulin Rouge’’ is among the best
in the album.

HMY, Brit. Columbia

Launch EP Program
London, March 23.

HMV and Columbia Records are
launching extended play, 45 rpm
disks in April to become the first

companies here to introduce dough-
nuts to British turntables.

First list includes Furtwangler
conducting the Vienna Philhar-
monic, Toscanini and the NBC
Symphony' Orchestra, Gigli, Mario
Lanza. Arthur Fiedler and the Bos-
ton Promenade Orchestra, the
Benny Goodman Quartet, Tommy
Dorsey, Sidney Bechet and his New
Orleans Feetwarmers, Tony Mar-
tin and the Ralph Flanagan orch.

Prices for the new disks range
from $2.25 for the ^ longhairs to
$1.30 for the pops.

LAWRENCE WELK
•nd his '

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
134th Consecutive Wwk, Araoon
Ballroom, Sants Monica, Calif. *

Exclusively on Coral Records
DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL

and
I LOVE YOU

With Jimmy Wakely

RCA, through its dew quasi-indie Label X, Is making a major
contribution to the history of jazz with its new program ‘of reissues

selected from its archives.* With its first installment'of nine albums,

in a series that will eventually comprise over 100, Label X ft filling

in the gaps in the "available repertoire of jazz classics. For mu-
sicologists, discophiles and jazz students, this series ranks among
the, most important to be released, in recent years on the new
SDfifidS «

,

J
,

'Most of the sides in this first block of albums go back at least

25 years to one of the most important periods in traditional jazz.

One set is devoted to the Original Dixieland Jass Band of 1918,

a legendary combo of white jazzmen who are credited With making

the first recordings in the field. Other groups In the Series include

Jelly Roll Morton's Red Hot Peppers of 1926, Benny Moten’s

Kansas City Jazz of 1927, Johnny Dodds’ Washboard Band of 1929,

Eddie Condon’s Hot Shots of 1929, Ben .Pollack’s Orchestra with

Benny Goodman of 1926-29, Jimmy Lunceford’s .Chickasaw Syn-

copators’ of 1930, and sets by Jimmy Yancey and Rex Stewart's

Orchestra cut in 1940 dnd ’41.

Flrstrate liner notes are written by Bill Grauer Jr. and Orrin

Keepnews, who are handling the jazz reissue program for Label

X. Both Grauer and Keepnews have been doing a similar jazz

history on wax via their own Riverside Records operation.
Herm.

v

Ostfeld Joins Bourne
Ray Ostfeld has been added to

the plugging staff at ABC Music,
Bourne subsid.

Ostfeld will work under Charlie
MacGregor, who was named ABC’s
professional manager a couple of
weeks ago.

Prince Geo. Hotel, N.Y.,

Places Hi-Fi Platters

On Cafe Allegro Menu
Full dimension sound and a full

course dinner is now part of the

bill-of-fare at the Cafe Allegro in

New York’s Prince George Hotel.

Operating under {he romantic tag

of "Classics By Candlelight," the

medley of high-fidelity and tasty

cuisine should keep the room’s

chef and disk jockey hopping.

It’s a pleasant and comfortable

room yet large enough to take the
hi-fi volume projected via special

ly constructed equipment. Setup
was installed by John R, Andrew’s
Music of Distinction outfit and it

gets the most out of the wax. On
opening night (18) it got a little

too much out of the platters and
the sound enveloped the room.
However, the initial sound tests

were made when the room was
empty and it’s expected that they’ll

be able to control the sound once
they get an estimate of how much
the tablers’ ears can take.

The music menu runs the gamut
from Bach to Richard Rodgers.
Each diner receives a card with
36 longplay albums from which
to make a selection. Format is

simple. The waiter carries each
selection to,.an attractive deejay,
Sally Jessup, up front and you can
eat or drink to Copland’s “El Salon
Mexico," Ravel's "Daphriis and
Chloe," etc., with no cover or mini-
mum. When the volume is right

the equipment reproduces a bril-

liant sound. Gros.

Howard Letts, RCA Victor as-

sistant • general manager, returns
to N. Y. today (WedJ after a two-
day o.o. of the Indianapolis plant.

Wolf; Quartet In D Minor ft

Italian Serenade in G (Columbia;

$5.95). The w.k. Serenade, with Its

gay, sentimental rhythms, and the

seldom-played Quartet, a dramatic,

impassioned work on a rather he-
roic scale, get fine readings by an
accomplished group new to Col,

the New Music Quartet.

Roberta Peters Album (RCA
Victor; $5.45), Victor presents
the talented young Met soprano
in a choice selection of Italian op-
eratic arias, adding three num-
bers sung by Lily Pons, Luisa Tet-
razzini and Amelita Galli-Curci for

interesting contrast. It’s a good
merchandising stunt, but earlier

disking methods make this slightly

unfair to the oldtimers. Miss
Peters stands up very well on her
own, and, album is worth having.

Schumann; Etudes Symphon-
iques & Bjpahms: Variations on a
Theme by Paganini (Angel; $4.95).

Two sets of romantic yet sturdy
variations played poetically and
expressively by a gifted pianist in

Geza Anda.
Rossini: D Signor Bruschino

(Vox; $5.95). Engaging, tlineful

short cortiic opera, well sung by
an Italian group of artists, makes
a sprightly recording and good
fun. Elda Ribetti and Carlo Rossi
are accomplished * romantic leads.

Alfven: Midsummer Vigil &
Svendsen: Carnival in Paris
(M-G-M; $4.85). The lyric Alfven
and gay Svendsen, plus some
shorter Norse pieces, make up an
attractive, representative disk of
modern Scandinavian composers.
Royal Opera House Orch of Lon-
don plays them with spirit and
skill,

Ibert: Concertino da Camera &
DebuSsy; Rhapsody for Saxophone
(Capitol; $3.98). French sax virtu-
oso Marcel Mule handles the eva-
nescent Debussy and more exotic,
flavorsome Ibert with skill, as well
as round smooth tone and fine mu-
sical quality. Paris Philharmonic
under Manuel Rosenthal assists.

Bron.

Florence Foster Jenkins’

Pft&IETY 10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

SECRET LOVE (8)

OH, MY PAPA

Second Group

FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE

TILL THEN

Jo Stafford . Columbia

Doris Day . Columbia <
<

Frank Sinatra ... . Capitol <

Perry Como Victor
4

Four Knights ... . Capitol

Patti Page . .Mercury

Hilltoppers Dot

Eddie Fisher ......

Georgie Shaw Decca

Tony Bennett . . Columbia

Tony Martin Victor

Eddy Howard ..... . . .Mercury
Eartha Kitt Victor

Nat (King) Cole ... . Capitol

Dean Martin ....... . ...Capitol

Lou Monte
Four Aces .... . Decca
Gaylords . . . . .Mercury

Eddie Fisher

Eddy Howard . . .Mercury
Hilltoppers Dot

Georgia Gibbs . . .

.

; . . . Mercury
Mills Bros. . DeccaJONES BOY

LOVIN’ SPREE Eartha Kitt_^ ... Victor
BELL BOTTOM BLUES . . ..... . Teresa Brewet Coral

figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

Low-Fi Victor Reprise
It is not very likely that this

wishful thought will ever come to
pass, but in this era of offbeat

and tongue-in-cheek and anything-
for-a-laugh approach to entertain-

ment an album such as RCA Vic-
tor’s "A Florence! Foster!! Jen-
kins!!! Recital!!!!" could become a
freak vogue of a sort. Just about
in the same degree that Mrs. Jen-
kins—a "Broadway Rose" of so-

pranos, excepting that she had a
bankroll-r-enjoyed a certain "fol-

lowing." It was a cruel following,

as only ' a less than * once-over-
lightly listening of this "concert
cameo" will attest. It was sizeable

enough to gross $6,000 in a one-
nighter at Carnegie Hall, after

Mrs. Jenkins for years wrangled
the rafters of the grand ballroom
of the now defunct Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, in New York, at $2.50 a
head. The Carnegie tariff presuma-
bly was higher.

Mrs. Jenkins died a month . and
a day after her one and . only
Carnegie cavort on Oct, 25, 1944,

which Francis Robinson, asst, man-
ager of the Met, .reports, in his

album liner, caused the N.
World-Telegram’s music critic,

Robert JBagar, to observe, "She was
exceedingly happy in her work. It

is a pity so few artists are. And
the happiness was 'communicated
as if by magic to her hearers. . .

She died at 76, so Mrs, Jenkins
must hive survived many a "bro-
ken heart” at her Ritz-Carlton
capers.
George R. Marek, manager of

RCA Victor’s artists & repertoire*
wanted to label this "recital" a
"low-fidelity album," which would
be fidelity indeed. Cosine McMoon,
her longtime accompanist, gets

credit in the billing, which inci-

dentally, has those single, double,
triple and quadruple exclamation
marks as* indicated above. The
platters, were private recordings
which Marek assembled from
divers sources, including pianist

McMoon.
The. excerpts are Mozart’s "Mag-

ic Flute” aria: "Queen of the
Night"; Liadoff’s "Musical Snuff-

box" in English (lyrics by Adele
Epstein); another original, "Like a

Bird,’’ by Mrs. Jenkins, music by
McMoon; "The Bell Song" from
Delibes’ "Lakme" (in French); and
McMoon’s, “Serenata Mexicana," in

Spanish. Reverse, side leads off

with a flute and piano accomp to

David’s "Charmant Oiseau’’ (in

French) from “Pearl of Brazil";

Bach-Pavlovish’s "Biassy" in Rus-
sian based on Bach’s Prelude 16

(words by ,
Pushkin); "Adele’s

Laughing Song" from Johann
Strauss'. * “Fledermaus" (English

version by Lorraine Noel Finley).

That’s a lot of credits and a

question whether it’ll be worth the

bother. Somehow, in the abstract,

it coipes off more-pitied-than-

scorned, although who should pity

this septuagenarian soprano (sopra-

no?) who apparently printed her

own money and was able to indulge

this infliction on a certain
,

group,
. -;ApeU

Brazil Pub To U. S.

Brazilian publisher Cesar R. Ba-

har fined into New York Monday
(22)’ for an o.o. of .the music biz

scene. Bahar also heads SBACEM.
Broadcast Music Inc.’s Brazil af-

filiate.

He’ll be guesting with Henri

Rene, RCA Victor musical direc-

tor.

I Li \ L i • > i
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Hollywood, March 23.

7<he music: business has over-

rated the importance of the disk

wkev That’s the opinion of A1

Tarvis-—and he ought to know. He’s

the grand-daddy of the platter

spinners; having started out here

on the Coast more than 21 years

ago.
.

;

"There were announcers using
|

records,” he explains, “but there

wasn't anyone actually doing any

programming. They’d just toss

records on, apologetically, to fill

1

Now that the wax whirling has

become big business, Jarvis is more

than a little concerned about what

he feels is the exaggerated empha-

sis the music business places on

the jockeys’ worth. Jarvis feels

that he has proved in 21 years of

platter spinning that the most a-

jock can do is let a platter break

for a hit more rapidly than it

might have without air plugging.

"I've never made a hit out of

a dog,” Jarvis points out. “And

I'Ve never made a dog out of a

hit record just by refusing to play

it”
Besides, the vet spinner opines,

the influence of a deejay is ex-

tremely limited on a territorial

basis. A record company would

have to line up a majority of the

nation’s approximately 2,000 dee-

jays, he believes, in order to force

the necessary penetration to give

hit status to a mediocre record.

And such consolidated cooperation

can’t be obtained—or even bought,

he feels, despite the general music
business feeling about payolas.

“Most jockeys, particularly those

with the big shows and the big

audiences,” Jarvis contends,

“aren’t going to bother with that

kind of a setup. They can’t if they

want to maintain their audience.

The listener is extremely critical.

We have people calling all the

time, expressing their opinions of

the records we’ve been spinning.

We couldn’t get away with trying

to push dogs.”
On a Local Level

Despite the occasional; attempt

at it, Jarvis feels that a cOast-to-

coast disk jockey program can
never achieve the success of the

purely local show because of vary-
ing territorial tastes and condi-

tions. A record that is strong in the

East may mean nothing in the

West, Jarvis emphasizes, and —
breaking it down still further —
it can be big in Los Angeles and
meaningless in Seattle.

“Or look at what happens With
varying weather conditions. I’m
out driving in a real California
downpour and I have the radio on
to a deejay show. As a listener,

I’m not paying any attention to

the fact that the. guy is broadcast-
ing from New York. All of a sud-
den, he says

—
’Isn’t this a beauti-

ful day?’ Boom—that program is

shot for me. I can’t believe any-
thing he says.”
A firm believer in severely

limiting commercials, Jarvis feels

that deejays who load up on spots
and wind up playing only one
record in 15 minutes are doing a

disservice both to the audience and
to the various bankrollers. “It

doesn’t take long for people to
start shifting that dial if there’s
more commercial than music. I’d

rather get a few bucks less—and
keep my audience.”

Barris-Gottler-Brooks

Head ‘Songwriters’ Show’
Hollywood, March 23.

“The Songwriters’ Show,” in

vhieh three top turtesmiths, Harry
Barris, Archie Gottler and Shel-
ton Brooks, compose melodies
right on the spot to fit lyrics se-

lected from those submitted by
amateur lyricists, in the audience,
has been packaged by Enterprise
Productions, Inc., headed by Nat
Nigberg and Lee Loeb.

Also signed as a regular on the
*now is June DiMaggio, niece of
Joe DiMaggio, who sings the past
nit songs of the three songwriters
as well as tht new songs composed
©n the show, plus those of a guest
composer introduced each week.
Miss DiMaggio was previously
known under the professional name
©f June Alpino.
The regular composers have

•cores of hits to their credit, in-

R Cottier's “America, I Love
Barris’ “I Surrender Dear*’

Ball .P
rooks ’

“Darktown. Strutters

Sheldon to Handle
Sales for ‘Somewhere’

Sheldon Music has picked up the
selling rights to “Somewhere There
Is Someone” from Chase Music,
Coast pubbery. Chase was recent-
ly formed by Charles Nathan,
Tonie Nathan and Dave Heisler.
Lou Monte kicked off the tune

last week via RCA Victor etching.

Sullivan’s Disk ’Toast’

Awaits Industry Okay
Ed Sullivan’s second tribute to

2
1® ^ord ,ndustlY over his CBS-TV Toast of the Town” show isnow waiting for a green light from

the Record Industry Assn, of

rUS??* «
eXec

,
*?oard - Hick Linke,

Capitol Records* promotion man-
ager who is acting as liaison be-

mA?1

^uh.
V
u
an and the riAA, will

meet with the exec board when it
convenes March 30.

Toast s salute to the disk in-
dustry will depend on whether all

c
®,mpanies want to go along

with the promotion. Sullivan pre-
viously toasted the diskers on a
tele show last year.

Best BritishSheet Sellers
(Week endinp March 13) »

London, March 10.

I See the Moon Feldman
Happy Wanderer, ., .Bosworth
Oh My Papa .Maurice
Changing Partners ....Mellin
Don’t Laugh At Me Toff

Tennessee Walk F. D. & H.
Swedish Rhapsody ..Connelly
Bell Bottom Blues Reine
That’s Amore. ....... Victoria

Cloud Lucky Seven . .Robbins
Rags to Riches. . . . Chappell
The Book . .Kassner

Second 12
Ebb Tide Robbins
If You Love Me. .World Wide
Answer Me .......... Bourne
Luxembourg Polka. ....Dash
Blowing Wild . Harms-Connelly
Here to Eternity ..Dash
The Jones Boy .... Wood
Golden Tango . .Wright
Heart Belongs to You Kassner
Cuff of My Shirt .... Connelly
Bimbo ...Macmelodies
Heart of My Heart. . .F.D.&H.

Mitch Miller to N.Y.
After European Trek

Mitch Miller, Columbia Records
pop artists & repertoire chief, is

due back at his New York desk this
week after a two-week European
jaunt.

Miller had been eyeing the mu-
sic biz scene in England and on the
Continent.

• •

By ABEL GREEN
While several. disk company and

publishing execs believe that the
present chart setup in the music
biz needs revamping, Columbia
Records’ prexy James Conkling
is of the opinion that “in spite of
occasional evidence to the con-
trary

1

, they (the charts) are normal-
ly pretty accurate—I would say
perhaps 90% of the time.”

While veteran music publisher
Louis Bernstein (Shapiro-) is

“afraid that even a good, honest
chart wouldn’t be accurate because
who will determine the value of a

performance?,” two RCA Victor
record executives decry the charts
“because when we’re on top we
often know that we don’t rate it,

as often as when somebody else is

on top that we know just how
much has been bur volume com-
pared to theirs.” These are the
opinions of Victor’s sales exec Bill

Bullock and a&r manager George
R. Marek.

Footnoting this Is Capitol Rec-
ord’s Alan W. Livingston’s opinion
that “your idea (about an all-in-

dustry chart) is a good one. There
is little doubt in my mind that,

many a hypo puts a song on the
trade charts which is actually be-

ing outsold by something that does
not appear; We know this by com-
parison of the relative position of

P^UETY Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution '

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin mQchines ),

and three, ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

JO STAFFORD (Columbia) .. .Make Love To Me
(Cross Over The Bridge

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) -(Changing Partners
(My Restless Lover

DORIS DAY (Columbia) Secret Love

PERRY COMO (Victor) Wanted

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)" Young At Heart

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol). I Get So Lonely

(Oh, My Papa
EDDIE FISHER (Victor) {Anema E Core

(A Girl, A Girl

NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol) Answer Me, My Love

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)..,..

HILLTOPPEBS (Dot) ,. g^eT^^
TUNES

(ASCAP. fBMI)

TUNE publisher

SECRET LOVE . .Remick'

MAKE LOVE TO ME . . . Melrose

fYOUNG AT HEART Sunbeam

WANTED Witmark

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE Laurel

I GET SO LONELY Melrose

ANSWER ME, MY LOVE * . .

.

Bourne

STRANGER IN PARADISE * Frank

OH, MY PAPA Shapiro-B

FROM THE- VINE CAME THE GRAPE Randy-S

our songs wlthih the chart it-

self. . . This, in effect, is> the
concensus excepting that, lacking
any other barometer, “the charts”
seem to be a countenanced evil—
if evil is the Word for it.

Conkling Observes
The proposal by. Variety that

some disinterested agency, Such as
the Record Industry Assn, of „

America, undertake the compila-
tion of an accurate chart finds Col
prexy Conkling observing:

“I have not always agreed with
the listings in these charts^and,
from time to .time, have tried to
prove, statistically, that they were
subject to certain error.

“The question now is, can they
be better? As a. believer in re-
search methods for popularity list-

ings. I certainly d<f not oppose
looking at other possibilities but,
at the same time, I do believe that
certain questions must be an-
swered: ‘

,

“1. .Independent surveys of this
nature are terribly expensive. Who
is equipped to pay for them? I

cannot see this as a function of
the Record Industry Association
since it does not benefit the In-
dustry in general but benefits only
certain segments < Popular,

f
Coun-

try, and Rhythm & Blues). An in-
dustry association should give
careful consideration, I believe, to
expenditures which benefit only a
segment of the association.

"2. Within the realm of reason-
! able cost, can a research organi-

|

zation deliver a more accurate poll

|

than we are presently receiving

|

from the trade publications? These
organizations .normally project a
national rating based on a very

! small sampling which they are
able to prove is accurate within a
few percentage points. Already, I
believe, some of the trade publica-
tions are polling a much larger
sample than a research organiza-
tion would poll, and if their metb-««
ods of projection, rating, etc., are
logically handled, then perhaps
their poll is alreadjr as accurate or
even more accurate than a special-
ized research organization could
deliver.

“Columbia is certainly ready and
willing to inspect any* alternate
methods of improving the present
popularity charts. However. I must
re-emphasize my own feeling that
these charts, over a period of time,
are reasonably accurate and that
any new method1

would have to in-
dicate a much larger error than I

think exists to justify its very sub-
stantial cost.”

Livingston's Ooinion
Cap ar&r veepee Livingston con-

cludes, “Whether or not a system
satisfactory, to all record compa-
nies can be worked out by the
Industry Association, I do not
know, but your editorial is cer-
tainly a most logical proposal.”

Music publisher Bernstein Is

quite vehement in his position that
the “charts” discourage newcomer
entries in the music sweepstakes
if the principle that the deejay
“most played” is the true barome-
ter of public taste:

“If people play
1

songs because
of their position on a chart, you •

just wouldn’t get new songs played
at all. That is, if disk jockeys and
others played only what was on the
chart. That’s a very, important fea-
ture to consider. For quite a while
deejays and others relied upon the
Hit Parade. As a sample of how
what we think about the Hit Pa-
rade, our song, “Oh! My Pa-Pa,”
was No. 1 in the country for at
least four weeks, before it went
on the Hit Parade. And although
It continued being the No. 1 song
I don’t believe it ever got above
No. 2. on the Hit Parade. And that’s
an organization that spends a lot
of money to get information. I
would be very much in favor of
an accurate chart, providing it

wouldn't prejudice people who
play music against new composi-
tions. That is the biggest handicap
to overcome.”

RCA’s Yorke Hits Road
As ‘Caravan’ Advance

Bob Yorke, RCA Victor mer-
chandise manager, hit the road last
week as advance man for the
“Country Caravan” show, headlin-
ing the diskery’s top hillbilly stars.

“Caravan” will play 14 cities in
the south, starting April 25. Part
of admission price will be the pur-
chase of one Victor disk.
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Tokyo, March 21. -f

The past year has seen a terrific

upbeat in pop disk biz in Japan

with all established companies re-

porting grosses over past years and

with several Tiew labels debuting

auspiciously. Also marking the

rise in interest in Western plat-

ters is the emergence of several

ntw disk shows on local airwaves,

formation of platter clubs, and a

monthly jazz magazine published

by the long-established but only

recently rapidly growing Hot Club

of Japan.

Personal appearances of western

talent is credited with the hypoed
interest. Prominent among last

year’s visitors . were Norman
Granz's “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
aggregation, Louis Armstrong and
Xavier Cugat. Most recently re-

ported to be prepping a Nip trek is

Nat (King) Cole. .

Country has also been visited

more frequently by execs from the

U. S. recording companies, most
recent being Warren Birkhead, Far
East rep of Capitol, who left last

week after huddles with Mercury’s
Japan man, Robert Weiller. Ses-

sions developed plans for new Jap-
anese pressings of western talent

on LP and 45s.

Japan Victor is going all out to
make 1954 even bigger than last

year in the pop field and is ready
to rim test records of LPs and may
press 45s.

,

Among the new labels added to
the music shop shelves in the past
year have been Grams’ JATP and
the latiners, Seeco and SMC. En-
tries in the longhair field include
Britain’s EMI (including HMV),
London, Deutsche Gramaphone,
Westminster and Period.
Currently spinning frequently

throughout the country are Dinah
Shore’s Victor \ “Blue Canary,”
Charlie Applewhite’s Decca “I
Love Paris,” Bill Darnell’s Decca
“Tonight Love,” Ike Carpenter’s
Decca “Blue Pacific Blues” and
sagebrush thrush Jean Shepard’s
Capitol “A Dear John Letter.”

Spitalny Orch Clicks

As Stars of' Annual

Mpls. Builders Show
Minneapolis, March 23,

Over the years, this annual local-
ly-produced show at the Audito-
rium here has relied oh a single
shrewdly-selected big attraction for
its stagefare, instead of presenting
assorted variety acts to supplement
its numerous exhibits and other
features. The policy^ has always
undoubtedly helped the show to re-
turn good boxoffice dividends.
They’re keeping'-- the • turnstiles

heavily greased again currently
with Phil Spitalny’s “Hour of
Charm.” This offering, of course,
stacks up with the best of the pre-
vious topnotchers in providing en-
tertainment. Indications are that
last year’s attendance record, set
when Spike Jones and his gang
were the attraction, will be chal-
lenged, despite the handicap of
blizzards on the two opening days.

Spitalny’s 60-minute concert pot-
pourri, absent from the local scene
for several seasons, is once more
served up, tastily in music, song
and dance by his talented feminine
group. Everybody seems to relish
this treat.

Handsomely-attired 24 young,
women, scintillating both as an
orchestra and choral group, again
have the advantage of surefire rou-
ting and arresting arrange-
ments and Spitalny’s deft show-
manship. The latter manifests it?

self once more in the brief intro*
ductories, lighting, groupings, in-

cidental business, solo spotlighting
and the pace-changing that also af-
fords a diversity of music from all
tastes.

Outstanding and the biggest ap;
plause-grabbers at show caught in-
cluded Evelyn and her "magic”
violin, as always; vocalizing by fea-
tured singers Glynn 'Hill and Rose
Mane, Jgnny McLane’s trumpet-
ing Louise’s keyboard massaging,
viola’s frenzied manipulations of
drumsticks and Lolita’s exotic Mex-
ican flamingo.

.

’t,*
n between opener, “Battle

Hymn of the Republic,” fend the
thrilling stirring “National Em-
blem March” finale, 12 other num-
oers, all clicko, were sandwiched.
And Spitalny wisely left ’em clam-
onng for more. Reet,

Bestselling Bonnet
Decca Records, which has a

virtual corner on Irving Ber-
lin’s perennial seasonal hit,
Easter Parade,” has sold over

2,000,000 copies of the number
on three different disk ver-
sions by Bing Crosby, Guy
Lombardo and Ethel Smith.

.
For this year’s holiday,

Decca is issuing another
“Easter Parade” slice by Fred
Waring.

in Band Field

Bands are still having a tough
time holding on to vocalists. Dur-
ing the past several months there
has been a large stream5 of switches
in the piping contingent of a num-
ber of orchs.

Reasons for the constant change-
over in singing personnel vary
from a yen to gq out a$ a single

to a desire to settle down to house-
keeping. In any case turnover
shapes up as a time-consuming
job. Each time a new singer is

pacted by a band, the booking
agency has to revise its billing

sheets, send out new 'pix and in.

some cases revamp entire press
books.

*

Recent changes among the band
vocalists include Marie Johnson,
who left the Tony Pastor orch af-
ter. about six months. Lucy Purcer
replaced. After about two months
with the Ralph Flanagan orch,
Nora & Marge exited the band,
with Scottee

.
March taking ov.er.

Since mid-’51 Ray McKinley has
had four different vocalists, the la-
test being Peggy Barrett, who’s
been with the orch for about th.’ee
months.

Other recent changes include
Patty Malloy replacing Sally Ann
Summers (Sammy Kaye), Dorothy
Kae replacing. Jeanne McManus
(Hal McIntyre), Ginger LaMare re-
placing Paula Martin (Claude
Thornhill), Joan Carter and Dick
Holland replacing Thelma Graceri
and Ted Stanford (Jan Garbei)
and Jo Ann Miller replacing Marie
Mitchell (Blue Barron). Also,
Frankie Lester recently exited the
Buddy Morrow orch and Frankie
Mann left the Ralph Marterie ag-
gregation. Both singers haven’t
been replaced as yet.

Band With Med Flory
Mercury Records is embarking

on a band-bufiding program for
Med Flory, alto sax player former-
ly with the Claude Thornhill and
Woody Herman bands. Flory will
also be featured as a vocalist' in
the new band.
Bobby Shad, Mercury Records

rhythm & blues chief in N. Y., will
supervise the crew’s initial sides.

Hot Griddles With Jazz Spark

Cool B.O. at N.Y. Paramount Childs

In a move to cut down costs of
distributing cuffo disk jockey plat-
ters, several of the major com-
panies have devised a new sub-
scription type of service for small-
er stations. Under this setup, the
minor outlets are being asked to
pay a nominal monthly ,fee for
disks. Fees are designed to, cover
the costs of pressing and handling
rather than to make a profit.

Capitol Records launched its
subscription program

. some time
ago and nOw Decca Records has
followed suit. Decca’s fee schedule
calls for $8. monthly payments for
pop disks with a $4 charge for
either country platters and rhythm
& blues. For the whole works, a
station has to

.
pay $12.

It’s understood that Columbia
Records is also mulling a similar
plan to cover disk jockeys in
fringe areas. The gratis service to
the major stations by both Capitol
and Decca continues as formerly.

Faith, Bennett Start

30-Day Tonr in Balto

With 31G Guarantee

Paddy’* Day?
Omaha, March 23.

St. Patrick’s dances in

Omaha last week were played
by:
Adolph Urbanovsky’s Bohe-

mian orch at Crescent Ball-

room, Grant, and Toothless
Simon and his Fiv& Cavities at

the Rushville Legion Club.

Indie Labels

Still Getting

Indie labels are still holding

their own in the battle for top

honors with the major diskeries.

Although not as powerful as last

year, indie company output is cur-

rently placing among the big guns
being released by the majors..

One of the top indie contenders

currently on the market is the
Four Tunes recording of “Marie.”
Issued by Jubilee, a rhythm &
blues label, the number has
moved into a dominant position in
the pop field. Although presently
waning in popularity, Eddie Cal-
vert’s “Oh, Mein Papa” has been
hypoing receipts for the Essex la-

bel. Coverage of the tune by Ed-
die Fisher for Victor, however, cut
into full potential of the Essex
release, with the Fisher versionfer. n ... _ 1 lUCfUC, VIIU1 UIC C UMICI VCl^IVU

Lh

e

lr

:

y
_£3 "3°,^ Bennett

^

topping, the bestseller lists for the
tour kicked off in Baltimore last
Friday (26). Package already has
17 consecutive one-niters lined up
with other dates currently being
set to round out a 30-day swing.

past few months.

Another Essex entry that’s been
getting some play is Monte Kelly’s
“Granada.” Number has also been

Unit is being sold on a percent-
several otberwaxenesm-

:e deal against a $3,500 minimum cludmg Columbia’s Frankie Lame
I guarantee. Faith is traveling with sl *cm

£:
Tbe Rama label has moved

1

a 38-piece orch. Willard Alexander mto the competitive picture with

is booking the tour
/uexanaer

‘Gee’” by The Crows. Tune is also

Both Faith and Bennett are !

circulating under the Epic banner
Ilumbia RworH*' Hick*™ ami »h® i

via the Somethin* Smith recording.Columbia Records’ diskers and the
label is tying in with the tour for
promotion and exploitation. Faith,
incidentally, backs Bennett oft the
crooner’s Col etchings.

3 Laurie Sisters

Join Merc Roster
The Laurie Sisters, vocal trio,

have been tapped by Mercury Rec-
ords to a longterm deal. Parting
is in line with Merc’s pew talent
prowl. The artists & repertoire
division for the tyro diskers is

headed up by Hugo Peretti and
Luigi Creatore.

Initial release by the Laurie
Sisters will be on the market in a
couple of weeks.

Jaye P. Morgan has been drawing
buyer action via her Derby etching
of “Life is Just a Bowl of Cherries”
and the Hilltoppers are beginning
to stir up some interest for Dot
with their disking of “From the
Vine Came the Grape” backed by) some hot two-beat instrumentaliz-

Mixture of hot jazz and hot grid-

.

dies at the N. Y. Paramount Childs
restaurant on Times Square has
paid off with a 71% increase in

patronage since eatery adopted a
two-beat rhythm' policy two’ years
ago.

The 650-seat cellar operation,
which marked its second anni as a

jazz outlet last Wednesday (17), has
developed Into a recognized show-
case for two-beat instrumentalizing.
Besides the daily showcasing of a
jazz aggregation, spot offers Sun-
day night jazz concerts in which-
the spotlight is put on specialty at-

tractions—and in a number of in-

stances the management has
landed some strong draws.

Lil Armstrong, termer wife of
Louis Armstrong, made her first

New York appearance 'in about 10
years at a recent Sunday night con-
cert. Pee Wee Russell, Joe Sulli-

van and Zutty Singleton, who
made a number of records together
several years ’ ago, reorganized ter
a concert appearance at Childs
last month. A band consisting
solely ofsidetaen, who at one time
were fronted by Armstrong, is

skedded for an appearance at the
eatery April 18,

Jack Teagarden made his only
recent Gotham appearance at a
Child’s concert, while Sidney
Bechet also was spotted at one of
the Sunday bashes. Prior to gain-
ing disk popularity on. the Dot
label, the Hilltoppers were booked
into the restaurant for a Sunday
concert The Dixieland Rhythm
Kings w'ere also given -a Sunday
showcasing. The Salt City Five,
in their first Broadway engage-
ment, ran for 27 weeks at the
Times SqUkre location, while Con-
rad Janis* orch has been at the
site for the past eight months. In-
cidentally. elements of tbe teenage
customers who frequent the restau-
rant, have formed a Janis fan club.
" Locale also served recently as a
showcase for the preera outing of
a newly-formed six-man combo'
tagged The Wildcats. Group, com-
prised of a footer, 88er, trombon-
ist, bass player, drummer and
saxer-clarinetist, followed stand at
Childs with an engagement at the
Glenn Island Casino, New Ro-
chelle, N. Y., as part of series of
Sunday jazz concerts being held
there. Unit did an okay job at
Childs, registering as a pleasant
musical crewr, Arrangements
varied from fox-trot rhythms to

“Till Then.’
!
mg.

Install Local 242 Execs
Youngstown. O.. March 23.

Harmon Jones has been installed

as president of Local 242, Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians.
Other officers are William Smith,

vice-president; Charles S. Exum,
secretary and national delegate;
Floyd S. Burke, treasurer, and Jo-

seph McRae, business agent.

!

PfcRlETY
Survey of retail sheet music

best sellers based on reports

obtained from leading stores in

13 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
wb. wk. Title and Publisher
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1 *Secret Love (Remick) , ,

.

2 tYoung at Heart (Sunbeam).

.

3

2

111

95

"3 5 »M<tke Love to Me (Melrose) 9 4 5 5 2 3 .2

8 Wanted (Witmark). 1 10

2_

6

3

10

9 B2

62

"5 3* »Stranger in Paradise (Frank) 10 6 10 48

6A
6B

jT

7

Heart of My Heart (Robbins) 8 7 8 9 6 42

tChanging Partners (Pocgie) 5 9 8 6 8

8 9 *Cro8» Over Bridge (Laurel) . 4

9 6 *Ob, My Papa (Shapiro-B)

10 f2 *1 Get So Lonely (Melrose)

11 *.Answer Me, Love (Bourne)

,

.7,

8

9 8

5

8 6^

5 8

1

9

10

2

42

_39

37

6 6 6 36

10 6 32

12 ”11 That’s Amore (Paramount) . >

Vine Came Grape (Randy-S)

10 6 9 19

13

14

'12

9

9 8 5 10 16

•Till Two Are One (Shaplro-B) 9 9

15 Ebb Tide (Robbins). 10 8

12

7

Col’s Gene Becker

Eyes Tele Talent

For Comedy Disks
Columbia Records is mulling a

move-in on the comedy disk field,

j

Plan currently is being worked out
I
by Gene Becker, Col’s director of

j

special pop repertoire.
Becker expects to pattern the

novelty turnout along the lines set
by Capitol Records’ Stan FYeberg
and Andy Griffith and RCA Vic-
tor's Homer & Jethro. In the past
year novelty platters have taken on
new proportions in the disk jockey
and jukebox field and Becker
wants Col to get on the bandwagon.

He’s currently prowling artists
and material for his “operation
novelty.” A couple of tele person-
alities are being considered but no
pact has yet been signed. Once
the new venture starts rolling,
Becker expects to issue novelty
disks in the instrumental as well
as the vocal groove.

Becker, who joined Columbia
several months ago, is currently

• concentrating on the label’s band
promotion.

Chandler To Double

Between U & Decca
As part of the tieup between

Decca Records and Universal Pic-
•tures, filmplayer Jeff Chandler has
joined the diskery’s artists roster
under a regular term pact. His ini-

tial coupling will be “More Than
Anyone” and “I Should Care,” with
Chandler due to make a regular
disk jockey tour to promote his

debut disk.

Last year, Don Cornell, who
cuts for Decca’s subsid. Coral Rec-
ords, was inked to a Universal pic-

ture deal. Decca owns' the major
stock interest in the film company.
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Radio-Orch Sked
Victor Zembruski, who has been

conducting Polish language and
Polish ‘ music programs on radio
stations in his native Connecticut
sipce 1934, now has his wife Sophie
in the act, :*Thls aet: presently, re-

quires the pair to travel' weekly to

local stations in Danbury (WLAD^
New Haven (WELI); Waterbury
(WATR), Bridgeport (WNAB), end
Albany, N.Y., (WPTR), At each
stand the pair use the station’s

tape-recording facilities to tran-

scribe Polish disk jockey participa-

tion programs averaging 90 min-
utes per week per station. Zembru-
skis’ share 50-50 on the money
take from the spot announcements.
Mrs. Zembruski has also taken
over the continuity.

On the side Zembruski has still

another identity, that of leader of

a six-man Polish polka orchestra.

Dance dates are played not only in

the Connecticut area but at such
scattered points as Cleveland, De-
troit, Milwaukee and certain sec-

tors of Pennsylvania where the
three-step is esteemed.

Zembruski has built up a library

of 4.000 Polish recordings.* Some of
these he himself has recorded. A
typical Polish polka recording sells

5,000 to 10,000 copies; 50,000 is big:

one release some years back hit a

fabulous 300,000.

Admitting that polkas and ma-
zurkas with their eighths and six-

teenths are very arduous on danc-
ers, Zembruski comments: “What *

do you think it does to the musi-
cians? We have to slow down to

foxtrots.”
’

With reference to the radio pro-
grams. which are taped under the
title, “Mr. and Mrs. Polisfy Eagles,”
only about 2% actual Polish lan-

guage is employed. Poles, like Ital-

,
ians, increasingly' prefer to speak
and hear the English, of their adopt*

. ed land or, as in the second and
third generations, their native land.

Zembruski’s orchestra has been
* nooked for the Danbury Fair next
fall and will appear in Polish na-
tional costume.

AKM, GEMA In Fend
Over $40,000 Building

Vienna, March 16.

A hitter feud has broken out be-

tween AKM (Austrian society of J

authors, composers and publishers)

and GEMA (the German society).

Bernhard Herzmansky, as delegate
for the members of the old AKM
(dissolved in 1938 by the Nazis),

won his case before the local courts

for restitution of the $40,000 dollar !

building on the Ringstrasse. The
[

building was bought by the old

;

AKM ( the now existing AKM is
j

not its successor) as security for
;

the old age pension fund.
j

Dr. Roman Sas, lawyer for the

j

GEMA in Austria, notified all mem-

1

hers of AKM that the German so-

ciety will not accept this verdict,

as back in 1939 more than 1.000,000

marks, at that time $40,000, were
paid out to the members for the
sale of the house to the Perlmoser
textile factory.

The Germans sold the house to

the Perlmoser factory- in 1940, and
Perlmoser was ordered to hand the
house back to the old AKM.
Bernhard Herzmansky informed

the members that the claim of Dr.
Sas is unfounded, but inasmuch, as
no state treaty exists, and cannot
be* expected for years to come, the
final settlement is far distant.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

Survey of retail dish best

sellers based on reports oh
tained from leading stores in

20 .cities arid showing com

-

- barative sales rating for this

and lost week.

National
Rating

This "Last
wk. wk.

8 10

10 8

12A 22

12B 11

14 15

15 14

16 15

17 12

19A 18

22 20

23A .

23B 17

Artist, Label, Title

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
“Make Love to Me” 8

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Cro& Over the Bridge”

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Secret Love” 1

PERRY COMO (Victor)

'•Wanted” . 2

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

“Young at Heart” 3

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol)

“I Get So Lonely” t 9

NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)

“Answer Me, My Love” 7

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Stranger in Paradise” 4

GEORGIE SHAW (Decca)
“TUI We Two Are One” 5

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Oh, My Papa” '6

RONNIE GAYLORD (Mercury)
“Cuddle Me”
TONY MARTIN* (Victor*

“Here”
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Vine Came .the Grape”

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
“TUI Then” %
CROWS (Rama*
“Gee”
HILLTOPPERS (Dot*
“Vine Came the Grape”. .

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Anema E Core”

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“A Girl, A Girl”

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“No Teardrops Tonight”

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Heart of My Heart”

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“So Long”
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol*

“That's Amore” ,

MILLS BROS. (Decca)
—

“Jones Boy*....

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Changing Partners”

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Amor”

CD*
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SIX TOP
ALBUMS

GUNN MIUER

STORY

film Swndtraclt

Decca
DL 5519

GLENN MIUER

MEMORIAL

Glenn Miller

Victor

LPT 3057

KISMET

Broadway Caef

Columbia

ML 4850

MUSIC FOR

LOVERS ONLY

Jackie Gleason

Capitol

8352

SONGS FOB

YOUNG LOVERS

Frank Sinatra

Capitol

H 486

I BELIEVI

Perry Coma

Victor

LPM 3188

Hendl’s Guest Shot

Dallas,. March 23.

Walter Hendl, conductor of the

Dallas Symphony Orchestra, will

guest conduct the New York Phil-

harmonic Orchestra Feb. 5 next

season in N. Y.

Hendl was assistant
. conductor

of the Philharmonic before com-
ing here.

Hoi Tapes I

Continued from JfZgB 2

are named as defendants, was ad-
journed until April 12. Several
fialeri already have stated that
they are taking the Urania disks
off their shelves and will consent
to an injunction. The Urania re-
lease is in competition in the U.S.

with the RCA Victor disk, which
Furtwaengler cut with the Vienna
Philharmonic last year.

In a prior suit in France, the
court ordered that all copies of the
Urania waxing be seized and that
Furtwaengler’s name be removed
from them. Similar French court
decisions have been handed down
in suits against Urania and its

French distributor on disks cut by
pianist Walter Gieseking and the
Vienna Philharmonic.

Carlton Shuttle
Joe Carlton is on a shuttle be-

tween New York and Los Angeles.

Returning to N.Y. after a brief

Coast stopover last week, RCA Vic-

tor’s pop a&r chief took off for an-

other trip to Hollywood yesterday

(Tues.)

-He’s due to supervise a record-

ing session with' Dinah Shore.
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His latest . .

.

HIS, GREATEST!

Two “A” sides

SOMEWHERE THERE
IS SOMEONE

WONT YOU
FORGIVE ME
with Henri Rene and Hugo WinterhaMer

and their orchestras 20/47-5691

A great jazz version of “Night Train”

l

1

ALL NIGHT LONG

and his Orchestra

KNOCK ON WOOD
<3

(Shaye Cogan on vocal—Watch her !)

20/47-5707

I

I

I

I

I

RCA \/k'T()R
Vi wtrtri nKt"
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New York
B6b Anthony, Eagle Records

crooner, currently at the St.

George Hotel, Bermuda ». . . Paul
*Burkhnrd, “O Mein Papa” tunc-

smith, due in from Europe at the

end of April. Milton Goldman and
Paul Small are lining up tele guest

shots for him . . , Josephine Pre-

ntice cuts her first sides for Coral

Records in Chicago April 1. She’s

currently appearing at the Black

Hawk nitery there . . . Jimmy Shirt

and Edvin Drake have based their

new tune, “Winko,” on the k-y
word used by Jack Barry on the

CBS tele show, ‘‘Winky Dink and
You.” Song will be preemed on

the show Saturday (27 1 . . . The
Taylor Maids, new Eureka Records
vocal trio, wound up a week of dee-

jay promotion in New York on
their initiul waxing. ‘‘Nu, Nu. Nu.”
Sunday (2D. . .Peggy Tayior, who s

•been appearing at London’s Colony
Club, returns to the U. S, April 15

. . .Nat (King) Cole’s current Capitol

release is “It Happens to Be Me’’

not “It Happens to Me” as. erra-

tumed in last week’s Variety.

Chicago
Dick Jurgens orcii claiming rec-

ord of 22 years 'without being late

or absent for a date . . . Ken Gri-

fin pegged for Miranda’s in Rock
Island April 19 for three weeks
. . . Mnggsy Spanier, who opened
the Blue Note originally seven
years ago, is reopening it a second
time on April 2 . . . Sammy Kaye
added chirp Patyy Malloy to his

orch ... Oh [Henry Ballroom
booked solid through summer with
Don Reid opehing three weeks on
April 14, Russ Carlyle following
for lone frame on May 10. Ray
Pearl booked from May 19 through
June 27, and Tommy Carlyn taking
over through Aug. 1 Carlos
Molina Latin band playing Cotton
Carnival, Memphis. May 8-16.

Pittsburgh
A1 Marstco named musical direc-

tor for the Pittsburgh Field Club
. . . Joe Schafer’s band will furnish
the music for the Food Show at the
Hunt Armory next week . . . Walt
Harper orch signed to record for
the indie Gem label . . . Al Fre-
mont’s former arranger, Murray
Gerson. now a copyist for Metro,
arranging and copying for Academy'
Awards shindig for sixth straight
year . . . Guy Mitchell set for the
Vogue Terrace April 17 . . . Jerry
Murad and the Harmonicats play
week of April 26 at Twin Coaches
, . . Manriee Spitalny engaged to

assemble the band for Liberace’s
stand at Syria Mosque March
11-12. t

Dallas
Johnny Cola quintet, with June

Duncan on vocals, opens Monday
(29* at Cipango Club . . . Kay
Thompson comes in for her third
date April 9 at Hotel Adolphus
Century Room . . . Betty Clooney

current at Colony Club . . . Planta-
tion has one-nighters for Lionel
Hampton orch, March 29; v Duke
Ellington, April 5; Dorsey Bros.,

April 13, and Billy May, June 8.

Le.4 Brown also due May 18 . . .

Dallas Athletic Club, debuts its ne’.v

country club, April 5-10, with Jan
Garver orch . . . Ralph Marterie
orch, with acts, pencil ed for April
15 concert at SMU’s McFarlin And
. . , State Fair Aud has Frankie
Carle orch heading a revue April
29 . . . With Johnnie ltay and
comedian Gary Norton cnrr;nt,
Baker Hotel’s Mural Room fol-

lows with Joanne Wheatley, March
29; Wilder Bros. (3 V, Anril 14;

Sammy Kaye orch show. Aorll 23,

aud Julius LaRosa, May 21-29. Leo
Plepcr orch, on deck for five weeks
will be followed by Carl Sands,
May 3-20, after the Kaye interim
stand.

Houston
Merton Smith, sax player, takes

over the band at the Devonshire on
March 21. Pat Larson is quitting
to devote h>s full time to teaching
piar.o . . . Johnny Cola and combo
with June Duncan, vocalist, will
open at the Cipango Club. Dallas,
March 29 . . . Dick Barlow orch
opened last week at the Anacacho
Room of the St. Anthony Hotel,
San Antonio.

WANTED
recorded by

PERRY COMO
VICTOR #20-5647

M. WITMARK & SONS

Scotland
David Hughes, young English

singer, now skedded to headline
at Empire. Glasgow, April . . .

Eddie Calvert’s* “O Mein Papa”
still topping Scot hit parade, with
Bing Crosby’s “Changing Partners"
on Brunswick a close second . . .

Robert Wilson’s “Marching Through
the Heather” is top Scottish rec-

,

ord, and Burl Ives’ rendition of
|

“The Lollipop Tree” on Columbia 1

the best-selling juve market disk
. . . Eric Winstone orch into Play-
house. Glasgow.

Billy Eckstine set for vaude
dates at Glasgow and Edinburgh
Empires in June . . . Guy Mitchell
skedded for Glasgow appearance in
late spring, with an Edinburgh week
also likely . . . David Hughes due
at Empire, Glasgow, April 5.

Arnstein Must Post

Bond in Porter Suit
Federal Judge Edward Dimock

!

ordered Ira B. Arnstein to post a I

$2,500 bond to cover costs before
j

he. can examine Max Dreyfus,
Chappell Music topper, before
trial. Arnsteirr is pressing a piracy
suit against Dreyfus, Cole Porter
and legit producers Cv Feuer and !

Ernest H. Martin on the score for i

“Can-Can.” i

The three defendants moved to
|

vacate the notice of examination. :

Judge Dimock ruled that the pro-

1

ceedings would be stayed until the
;

bond is posted. It’s Believed to be •

the first time Arnstein has been
S thwarted in his “nuisance suits” !

against publishers and writers, Por-
!

j
ter in particular. Arnstein has lost

1 all of his previous suits, but never

.

had to pay off on the costs.-

Dittenhoefer to Col
Harold Dittenhoefer has joined

j

Columbia Records as service engi-
neer for the phonograph division.
He’ll set up servicing facilities for
all Columbia instruments with the
company’s distributors.

He formerly was sales engineer-
ing manager for Olympic Radio &
Television.

The top 30' songs of week (more in case of ties), based on

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index it Audience Trend Index.

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman

,

Director, alphabetically listed

.

Survey Week of March 12-18, 1954

Amor Southern
Answer Me Mv Love Bourne
Bell Bottom Blues Shaoiro-B
Bimbo /(...Fairway

Breeze And I '•
.

.

• . Marks
Changing Partners Porgie
Cross Over The Bridge ....

.

Laurel
Darkovn Strutters Ball Feist

Heart Of My Heart . . Robbins
I Get So Lonely . .....> Me 1 rose

I Reallv Don’t Want To Know II &.R
I Socak To The Star*

—
(•“Lucky Me” Witnvirk

I Went Out Of My Way Broadcast
Lost In Loveliness—*“Girl In Pink Tights” ....... Chappell
Make T ,ove To Me '. * . .

.

Melrose
Man With The Banjo Mellin
Marie . .. \ .. .

.

Berlin
Mv Restless Lover Chappell
Oil Mv Papa Shaniro-B
Pine Tree Pine Over Me . i Miller
Riclin* To Tennessee Johnstone-M
Secret I.dve—t“CalamUy .Tane

v
* Remick

Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Jfell ;.. Morris
South . Peer
Stranger In Paradise—+“Kismet” ....Frank
That’s Amore— i“The Caddy” Paramount
Till We Two Are One Shaoiro-B
Until You Said Goodbye Blackstone
Wanted . Witmark
Young At Heart Sunbeam

Second Group

A Dime And A Dollar

—

: “Red Garters” .Famous
A Girl A Girl Valando
Am I In Love .- . .Miller
Anema E Core—'"Three Coins, In The Fountain” .. Leeds
Baubles Bangles And Beads—“Kismet” Frank
Cleo And Meo . Joy
Come Over And Say Hello

% Shaw
Dream Dream Dream Feist
Flirtation Waltz Bourne
From The Vine Came The Grape Randy-S
Gee Morris
( Don’t Think You Lo.ve Me Anymore BVC
I Love Paris—*“Can-Can” Chappell
Jilted .....Sheldon
Jones Boy Pincus
Latin Lady Roxbur.v
Man Man Is For The Woman Made Garland
Melancholy Me Sheldon
That’s What A Rainy Day Is For—“Easy To Love”. . Robbins
Turn Around Boy Brandom
Woman (Man) Studio

Top 20 Songs on TV
(More Inf Case of Ties)

A Girl A Girl Valando
Anema E Core Leeds
Changing Partners ....Porgie
Dream Dream Dream Feist
Eh Cumpari Rosarch
Granada Southern
Heart Of My Heart Robbins
Hi-Lilli Hi-Lo Robbins
I Get So Lonely Melrose
If You’re Irish You Sing Montauk
Make Love To Me Melrose
Oh My Papa ; Shapiro-B
Pine Tree Pine Over Me Miller
Secret Love Remick
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell ! Mcftris
Stranger In Paradise Frank
That’s Amore Paramount
Till We Two Are One -...Shapiro-B
Wanted Witmark
Young At Heart • Sunbeam

Filmusical. Legit musical.

DAGMAR
Currently for Two Weeks

CHICAGO THEATRE
CHICAGO

Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

New York
5Hi Ave PL O.-UOO

JOE GLASER, Pres.

1

C h i c a q o
203 No Wobaih

Hollywood
8619 Sum ot Blvd

Mambo Bash Spawns Unit

For Tour of Auditoriums
The recent mambo concert held

in Carnegie Hall, N. Y., has been
expanded into a unit that will take

to the road after the Lenten sea-

son, April 19, for a tour of arenas
and auditoriums. Gale Agency has
packaged the outfit and is current-
ly lining up a series of dates.

In the unit, tagged the “Mambo-
Rhumba Mardi Gras,” will be the
Tito Puente Orch, Joe Loco Orch,
Miguelito Valdes, Mirta Sylva and
Mercedes Valdes, plus others still

to be set. Dates have already been
set in Raleigh, Norfolk, Washing-
ton, Philadelphia, Brooklyn (Para-
mount Theatre), Boston, Cleveland,
Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago.
Other stands are being lined up.

Col Waxes Atwell
Winifred Atwell, British jazz

pianist, will get a wax kickoff in
the U. S. via Columbia Records.
She cut several sides for the label
in England recently.

Miss Atwell’s debut platters will
j
ll^j

be out on the market this week. 1C

Aragon-Trianon Ballroom

.
Chain Splits as Karzas,

Moore End Partnership
Chicago, March 23.

The Aragon-Trianon ballroom
chain, major dancery operation in
Chi,

.
jsplit last week as William

Kairzas bought out full control of
the Aragon and severed his con-
nections with what now is called
the Prom Co., helmed by Kenneth
Moore. Latter involves the Tria-
non, the SUrf in Clear Lake. la
Prom in St. Paul and the Teip in
Austin, Texas.

Indications from Moore are that
he may sell the Trianon too. Can-
celling of a Chuck Foster date in
April at the ballroom spotlights the
possibility of a purchase, but Moore
refuses to commit himself. For
years the notion has been bandied
about that the Trianon might
switch to an all-colored police, in
view of the -fact that it isf. located
in a transition neighborhood.
Stra’ned , race relations in the
locale have been threatening the
ballroom’s box office. It’s likely
that a purchase may bring about a
policy change towards a segregated
clientele.

Aragon was built in 1926 by Wil-
liam and the late. Andrew karzas
at a cost of $1,500,000. When pre-
war ballroom biz was ailing and

j, threatening the Aragon-Trianon
operation. Moore, operating the
Chicago Bonding Co., bought into
the organization to rescue it. Both
ballrooms flourished during the
war years, but business has been
on a steady decline since.

Dawn Into Pops
Dawn Records, recently formed

rhythm & blues subsid of Seeco
Records, is expanding into the pop
field. Label will launch its pop
schedule with crooner Bob Mar-
shall.

Marshall will preem with “Be-
witched Am I,” backed by “Sou-
venir of Madeira.”

JAP KABUKI TROUPE

TO GET COL ALBUM
The Azuma Kabuki Co., Japa-

nese dancers and musicians, has
been tapped for a- special longplay
album by Colvimbia Records. The
company winds its five-week -stand
at New York’s Century Theatre
Saturday (27) and hea^is out on
an extended road tour.

Cal plans to have the album out
on the market within the next cou-
ple of vv'eeks. Company did a simi-

lar- set on the Balinese dancing
troupe which played' N. Y. a couple
of years ago.

Monroe Cuts Jersey Date

Short Due To Illness

Vaughn Monroe was forced to

cancel part of his stand at the

Stage Coach Inn, Hackensack. N.J.,

this week because of an allergy

ailment. In for 10 days, Monroe
was scheduled at the spot unlit

Sunday (28). He "returned to his

Boston home for treatment.

It’s the first time in 15 years

that Monroe cancelled" out of a

date. He’ll return to the spot in

May.

SADIE

THOMPSON
SONG
&

From tho

Columbia
Tochnicolor

Piduro '

MISS SADIE)

THOMPSON^

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit

JLY0U love me
Marion Marlowe Coniioj
JAN PECRCE ^.CoYwSbbrn.*i/E£RCE -

' .Columbia
EDITH rUF Victor
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Obscure Skowtuues 4H

Indie Wax Treabaent
Generally obscure showtunes,

heretofore relegated to party pian-

ists and intime nitery singers, are

now getting a spread on wax via

the indie disk companies. '

Vintage songs by such tuneSmith-

Ing vets as Jerome Kern,' Cole

Porter, Rodgers & Hart, Vernon

Duke and George & Ira Gershwin

are steadily becoming available to

the legitune aficianados in newly

cut longplay albums. The works of

»uch other vet show score1 writers

as Harold Arlen, Vincent- Youmans
and Arthur Schwartz & , Howard
Dietz are currently being consid-

ered by the indies for an LP work-

over. .

Although the oldie legitune sets

are far from being in the best-

seller class, the dlskeries figure*

they Can go into the black after

hitting the 2,000 sales mark. Many
of the albums have topped that

figure and the upped sales on each

successive release indicates that

the market is widening.

One of the indie outfits spear-

heading the shcwtdne revival is

Walden Records. Firm is now be-

ing operated a£ a parttime venture

by its toppers Ed Jabloriski, Stan-

ley Green and Leon Seidel: They
are earning their living in-*other

jobs now but' expect that they’ll

be able to devote fulltime to the

diskery in a couple of years when
they’ve bulit up the Walden cata-

log. Firm currently is expanding
its distribution setup’ so that it can

hit the majority of retail outlets

around the country.

Label has geared its LPs for .the

show biz crowd with a tieup with
Al Hirshfeld, N.Y. Times legit page
caricaturist, to do original covers.

Albums also feature extensive

liner notes on the songs. Firm re-

cently released a Rodgers &_Hart
set and “Gershwin Rarities” pack-

age.

Atlantic Records, primarily a

rhythm & blues label, has also

stepped into the Showtune field.

In its catalog are vintage tunes by
Gershwin, Kern and Duke. The
indie Heritage label has packaged
LP sets of tunes by Kurt Weill and
Ira Gershwin and Harold Rome.
Some of the majors, too, have

been on a oldie musical binge.

RCA Victor, for example, hit the
market a couple of months ago
with its “Curtain Time” release.

Series spotlighted four tunes each
from 16 vintage tuners. It was
packaged on eight LPs. Columbia’s
legit musical kick includes such
fave shows as “Pal Joey,” “Girl
Crazy,” “On Your Toes,” “The
Band Wagon,” “Anything Goes”
and “The Boys From Syracuse.”

High On AH lists!

PINE TREE.

PINE i

*
: r7lf

OVER ME
miller music CORPORATION

Fabulous

Performance!

JO
STAFFORD

-UBERACE

INDISCRETION
From the film,

'

Indiscretion Of An American Wife'

on C01UMBIA RECORDS

CROMWELL

Disk Companies' Best Sellers
CAPfTOL

4

AUTIST
1. I GET SO LONELY *

........ Four Knights
I COULDN'T STAY AWAY FROM YOU - ,

2. YOUNG AT HEART * Frank Sinatra
TAKE A CHANCE

3. ANSWER ME, MY LOVE .Nat (King)' Cole
WHY

4. I REALLY DON'T WANT TO KNOW . . Les Paul-Mary Ford
SOUTH

5. . I'D CRY LIKE A BABY Dean .Martip
HEY BROTHER, POUR TI1E WINE

COLUMBIA
I. MAKE LOVE TO ME Jo Stafford

ADI, ADIOS AMIGO
SECRET LOVE Doris Day
DEADWOOD STAGE
TWO PURPLE SHADOWS .. .Jerry Vale
AND THIS IS MY BELOVED
EASTER PARADE Liberace
THE ROSARY
THERE'LL BE NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT . . Tony Bennett
MY HEART WON’T SAY GOODBYE

CORAL

'.‘2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2.

3.

4.

5.

JILTED ^Teresa Brewer
LE GRAND TOUR DE L'AMOUR
THE ZOO Johnny Desmond
WOULD YOU LET ME HOLD YOUR HEART
SIGNPOST Eileen Barton
JESSE JAMES
SIZE 12- . Don Cornell
HOLD ME
BELL BOTTOM BLUES Teresa Brewer
OUR HEARTBREAKING WALTZ

DECCA 51

1. AMOR Four Aces
SO LONG ,

2* TILL WE TWO ARE ONE Georgie Shaw
HONEYCOMB

3. YOUNG*AT HEART Bing Crosby-Guy Lombardo
I GET SO LONELY m

4. LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOTw . Kitty Kallen
I DON'T THINK YOU LOVE ME ANYMORE

5. I SHOULD CARE Jeff Chandler
MORE THAN ANYONE

LONDON
1. CRYSTAL BALL Johnston Bros.

THE CREEP
IF YOU LOVE ME Vera Lynn
C’EST LA VIE
MY LITTLE MUSTARD SEED 4 Left Lawrence
MY LOVE FOR YOU
JUST A DREAM OR TWO AGO Lita Roza
I WAS A FOOL IN LOVE
FLIRTATION WALTZ Frank Chacksfield
PRELUDE TO A MEMORY

MERCURY
1. CROSS OVER THB BRIDGE 4

.. .Patti Page -

MY RESTLESS LOVER
FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE Gaylords
STOLEN MOMENTS
CUDDLE ME Ronnie Gaylord
OH AM I LONELY
MELANCHOLY ME Eddy Howard
I WONDER WHAT’S BECOME OF SALLY
SOMEBODY STOLE DE WEDDING BELL . . Georgia Gibbs
BAUBLES, BANGLES AND BEADS

M-G-M
1. AM I IN LOVE Joni James

MAYBE NEXT TIME
LOST IN LOVELINESS Billy Eckstine

DON’T GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE
THERE'LL BE NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT . Hank Williams

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS
POSITIVELY NO DANCING Alan Dean

OSE '

. MARIE r . ... Bob Stewart

I WENT OUT OF MY WAY
RCA VICTOR
1. ANEMA E CORE Eddie Fisher

A GIRL, A GIRL
2. WANTED Pevry Como

LOOK OUT THE WINDOW
3. HERE Tony Martin

PHILOSOPHY
4. SOMEBODY S*+OLE DE WEDDING BELL Eartha Kitt

LOVIN’ SPREE
b w ,

5. SOMEWHERE (THERE IS SOMEONE) Lou Monte
WON’T YOU FORGIVE ME

2 .

3.

4.

5.

2.

3.

4.

5.

HOLD ME CLOS1
STEPS OF ST.

Prep Early Start For

RCA Plant In Spain

Madrid, March 23.

Gabriel Soria, general manager

of Industria Electrotecnica, the

Spanish representatives of RCA, is

prepplng an early start for the

new factory on the Madrid-Barraja

airport main road. The machinery

for waxing and pressing records

has arrived from tha U. S. and is

being installed.

The production of records with

local talent will be the first activ-

ity of RCA representatives in Ma-

America's Fastest

•^Selling -Records!

drid. It is hoped the first records

will be ready in a couple of months’

time and put on the market soon

after. The new Madrid factory

will also Jielp to solve many prob-

lems of importation of RCA prod-

ucts in Portugal as the exchange
situation between the two coun-

tries is good.

Portugal Expansion

Lisbon, March 23.

Marc J. Matzen, RCA regional di-

rector, and Rudy Tolnay, com-

pany's European representative,

are here to confab about extending

RCA operations in Portugal. Major
hitch is the difficulty in getting dol-

lar permits for Importation of the

many RCA products which would

be sold here.

Instituto Pasteur, which repre-

sents RCA in Portugal, has organ-

ized a series of demonstrations of

Industrial tv with apparatus intro-

duced in the country under a tem-

porary importation permit. RCA
personnel is giving all technical as-

sistance to the Portuguese Radio

department which is studying the

possibilities of installing tv in this

country.

Inside Stuff-Music
Goddard Lleberson, Columbia Records exec vlce-prexy, voiced bis

partiality for “imperfect” disk performances while acting as commen-
tator on the CBS broadcast of the Philadelphia Orchestra Saturday
(2Q). Lleberson said: “Very often the perfect performance Is t|r»je- dull
ope. Mathematical correctness can act as a cold shower to inspiration
. . . My own preference, and I think- the preference of most myslcal
people, is for ah energetic, moving performance, wrong notes, and all.

Sometimes a . wrong note even adds a human touch to a recording.
No one minds a grammatical error In a declaration, ef love."

/ k

Federal Judge Sidney Sugahnan’s decision last week for Remington
Records in the E. B. Marks suit contained an unusual angle in its dis-

allowance of attorney fees for the winning side. The judge ‘ruled that
the plaintiff, Marks, had the right to bring suit on the basis of previous
similar cases And therefore did not penalize"the publisher with costs.

Sugarman’s decision, which held that pre-Copyright Act tunes are not
entitled to mechanical royalties, will be appealed by Julian T. Abeles,
Marks’ attorney. .

1

MGM Records is prepping a big push on its soundtrack album of,

“Rose Mari&” via a special platter for the deejays and record librarians
around the country. Platter features two songs from the track of the
Metro filmuslcal, “Rose Marie” and “Indian Love Call.” It’s being
sent to 1,400 record librarians and 200 key disk jockeys. Label also
has set up a dealer-exhibitor contest for the best tieup between the
pic and the album.

The recent meeting between Presi&eit Eisenhower and ASCAP
prexy Stanley Adams "at the annual White House Correspondents Assn,
dinner in Washington was not the first time that a President of the
U.S. met an ASCAP topper. Gene Buck, former ASCAP prez, was a
familiar figure in the Capitol and was a personal friend of Presidents
Coolidge, Hoover and Roosevelt during their administrations.

RCA Victor’s “Little Dog” insignia, which was enlarged recently on
the dlskery’s longhair releases after fading into a near-microscopic
trademark for several years, will now be spotlighted on all of Victor’s
pop releases as well. Swingover to the new labels will be completed
in May.

Forecast, Coast Label,
.

Sets Midwest Distrib
Chicago, March 23,

Carl Hoff and Lloyd Shaffer are

making first
' attempt to launch

their new Forecast label in the

midwest, though headquarters for

the indie diskery win De in Holly-

wood. Currently the company top-

pers are on a two month tour of

this “area setting up national dis-

tribution.
Forecast is using all masters

formerly released on the Crystal-

ette^ tag, with Marilyn Maxwell,
Georgie Auld, Jackie Fontaine,
Wilder Bros., and Lloyd Shaffer
orch as artists.

Teresa Brewer Skeds

1st One-Niter Swing
Teresa Brewer will hit the one-

niter trail next month, marking th^
first concentrated tour for the
songstress. Distaffer’s show biz. ac-

tivities in the past have been con-
fined [mostly to recordings, tv ap-

pearances and one film.

Tour begins April 17 at Asbury
Park, N. J. Music Corp. of America,

,
which is handling the bookings, al-

i ready has about 10 dates lined up.

Singer will hit some niteries and
will also play a few ballroom dates.

In some instances, she’ll be booked
along with a band.

ALAN DEAN
POSITIVELY

NO DANCING

HOLD

ME CLOSE

MGM 11(83

K 11(83

78 RPM
45 RPM
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Toronto, March 23.

in th£ second round of the cur-

rent battle between the unions
(American Federation of Musicians
and the American Guild of Variety
Artists, both AFL), -Ernest Corley,
AGVA puppeteer, has been issued

a writ in Supfente Court here for

breach of contract, cancellation of

his act and unclaimed damages
against the International' Hobby
Show management and the To-
ronto chapter of the musicians
union.

Corley bases his court claim oh
yanking of his “The Ministars”
act from the Canadian National Ex-
hibition's Coliseum when Walter
Murdoch, musicians' union topper
in Canada, allegedly told the
show's management that musicians
could hot play for other acts: on
the same bill as Corley.

In this concerted AGVA battle,

with Jackie Bright, president
AGVA, up from New York, and
Lou Smoleve, AGVA’s topper in

Canada, spearheading, prosecuting
counsel last • week won the first

round when CBL-TV, Toronto,
which had dropped “The Revue
Dancers,” were ordered to rein-
state the

. quartet when Justice
Stewart granted an interim injunc-
tion prohibiting the musicians
union from refusing to play for
the dancers. (Corley is an AGVA
member who refused to take out an
"auxiliary membership” ip the mu-
sicians union.)

Another Paris Disease

Set for U.S. Dates
“Existentialist’' singer Gene-

vieve debuts on this' side of the

Atlantic at the Rltz Carlton Hotel,

Montreal, April 7. Luc Poret,

French composer and guitarist, is

to make trek with her.

Thrush, who heads Chez Gene-
vieve in Paris, is being propped for

a New York appearance toward the

end pf the season b? her manager
Barron Polan. 'Polan expects, to

set up a session in Quebec before
the Gotham run.

ONE VEGAS OP IS FULL

UP WITH NON-FULL ACTS
Las Vegas, March 23.

Beldon Katelman, operator of El

Rancho* Vegas here, cannot be

blamed for being puzzled at actions

of the performing gentry. Katel-

man, who faces suit by Marilyn
Cantor for not permitting her to

do her full act, is attempting to

get Les Paul Ac Mary Ford to do a

full turn. -

Katelman is set to petition the
American Federation of Musicians
to permit him to bring suit against
the Capitol disk singers for failure

to live up to the terms of their

contract. According to Katelman,
their contract stipulates the serv-

ices of an offstage singer, usually
Carol 'Ramin (MiSs Ford’s sister),

so that they can more closely
achieve the multi-voiced effects

they get on their disks. They failed

to bring along the third singer, it's

charged.

New York
Starting date for Denise Darcel’s

repeat at the Pierre ; Hotel, N.Y.,

set at May 18. . .Amin Bros, signed
for the Radio City Music Hall,

N.Y., April 1... Manuel & Marita
Viera (Tippy & Cobina), following
their current stint at the Para-
mount studios, depart for Havana
where they'll play the Montmartre
and double into a vauder. They’ll

also do television guest .shots while
on the island . • • Chajllvels and
Beatrice Kaye pacted for the June
17 lineup at the Mapcs Hotel, Reno

Joyce Bryant to the Celebrity
Club, Providence, May 3 . .

.

Myron
Cohen to the Latin Quarter, Bos-
ton, April 19.

Sam Levenson pacted for the
Copacabana, N. Y„ June 10. Mary
Small is an April 1 starter there.

, . . Elsa & Waldo start a six-week
stand at the Biltmore Bowl, Los
Angeles, April 14 on a Leon New-
man Agency broking . . Pat
O’Brien resumes nitery dates with
a stand at the Mapes Hotel, Reno,
May 6 . . . George Tapps set fqr

the Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland,
April 17 . . . Jonathan Winters is

an addition to the Blue Angel,
N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.).,

Chicago
Dwight Fiske into’ Black Orchid

May 11 for a month, with Burl
Ives following June 8 for four
weeks . . . Liberace playing Opera
House April 2&-30 . . . Harvey
Stone repeating at Gay Haven, De-
troit. tonight (Wed.) within four
weeks of previous visi^ . . . Chico
Marx to Wilhurst Country Club,
Denver, tomorrow (Thurs.) for a
fortnight.

Shills For SF Hot Spot
San Francisco, March 23.

This burg is giggling over a pair

of highstepping imposters from
East St. Louis who palmed them-
selves off on the local chichi > as

Prince Onaga and Princess Muana
from Africa. They came complete
with a routine of folklore and
dances.
Exposure came only after they

had been extensively Interviewed

by press and video. They are actu-

ally Fred and Margaret Williams.

Once the ^swindle was played up
in the papers the Club Downbeat,
le jazz hot spot, hijed the “prince”

for $100 for three nights. He ap-

peared with a sheet wrapped
around a business suit and carry-

ing a corn husk wand.
Stunt intrigued the town, espe-

cially the prince’s allusion to his

wife as “my consort.”

SHAWN’S TOP SCOT SPOT

AFTER LONDON SUCCESS
London, March 23,

After finishing two successful

weeks at. the London Palladium,
Dick Shawn has gone to Paris for

a vacation'. He returns to headline

for Val Parnell at the Empire,
Glasgow.

Success of Shawn at the Palla-

dium has caused Parnell to play
this newcomer to England on per-
centage at the Empire, a thing
Moss Empires rarely does. Shawn
is reputed to get 30% of the take,

which is likely to be at least

$3,500.

THANK YOU!
*

Jack Durant
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Management

CHARLES V. YATES CHARLES TUCKER
NEW YORK LONDON

American Guild of Variety
Artists is set to open an offensive
in the organization of New York
mountain resort hotels. Union has
called a special membership meet-
ing of the N. Y, branch for today
(Wed.) at the Capitol Hotel to dis-
cuss the horscht belt problem ex-
clusively, Organization of the
mountain inns follows the expira-
tion of the pact signed between the
mountain ops and the union in
1951.

Union will seek contracts signed
by individual hotelmen. In ac-
adopted by AGVA some years ago,
no organization contracts will be
recognized and individual ops must
sign pacts.
* Call for the meet follows closely
on AGVA's second victory over the
Lakewood, N. J., hotelmen. Last
week the N. J, . Superior Court sit-

ting in Freehold denied a tem-
porary injunction to a group of
Lakewood innkeepers. Union had
been tied up by a restraining order.
Previously AGVA won a legal test
in N. Y. Federal Court, also in the
Lakewood case, when a •temporary
injunction was denied,
Armed with these two decisions,

union feels that its position is con-
siderably stronger in the organi-
zation of mountain hotels. It’s felt

that the legal precedents set be-
cause of the Lakewood decisions
will apply to the borscht belt
hotelmen as well.

Guild in Its letter to members,
stated that It would not renew the
1951 pact with the N. Y. mountain
bonifaces, which it called “a dis-

grace.” AGVA will seek individ-
ually-signed contracts with hotels
which in turn must issue individ-
ual contracts to acts. Union will
also seek welfare fund payments
and improved working conditions,
including higher dressng room
standards.

ANDREA TRIO TO PLAY

LAS VEGAS IN JULY
Glasgow, March 23.

Andrea Trio, adagio dancers, a

current hit in Howard & Wyndham
paritomine at Theatre Royal here,

are slated to open in the Lew &
Leslie Grade unit for six-week
stint in Las Vegas (U.S.) July 6,

with Reno to follow. Act expects

to stay in America for a year. They
were last in the U.S. in 1952 for

three months, playing N.Y. and
Cuba.

Trio opens on the London Palla-

dium bill April 5 for two weeks,
then planes to

.
Helsinki for a

month’s engagement at .the Fiske-

torget nitery. After playing the

Villa Rosa, Madrid, for three

weeks starting June 8, trio plane*

to'America June 29.

Circus Fire Receiver

Counsel Awarded 606
* Hartford, March 23.

Edward S. Rogin, who had been
acting as receiver for the Ringling

Bros., Barnum & Bailey Circus

during the* period in which the

show was paying out the $4,000,000

claims as a' result of the 1944

Hartford fire, was awarded $60,000

for his services by the Connecticut
Supreme Court.

Rogin, initially, asked $175,000,

Claiming that 5,000 hoyrs of work
were put in to bring the matter

to a close. Court made the award
on the basis of 2,000 hours.
During the 1944 fire, 169 persons

were killed and almost 500 were in-

jured.

Kay Thompson again pacted for

the Century Room, .Hotel Adolphus,
Dallas, April 9-17. Herman Wald-
man and his orch will back.

LEW

BLACK
and PAi .

(Beauty and
the laaaf)

A new not* In
Glamor Comady

' Stud by
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The American Guild of Variety

Artists now feels that the eijd is

approaching to the legal bickers

that have handicapped the 'union

in its organization of the
.
field.

Because of a series of legal vic-

tories In recent months, it’s now

felt that a solid base Is being set

for the Guild, and it will- soon be

able to go out in the field and line

un operators and performers with-

out being thrown by a law suit.

The recent' decisions > handed

Hown by various courts have given

the union a solid organizational

foundation. Under Jonas T. Silver-

stone & Mortimer S. Rosenthal,

chief counsel for 'the union,

AGVA's position in the field of the-

atrical unionism is now sounder

than it has been' for a long time.

At the same time, the foreseeable

end to the legal squabbes in virtu-

ally all parts of the country is

likely to save AGVA»a lot of coin,

and thus the Guild will have more
money to throw into organization.

The recent court rulings handed
down include one In the N. Y.

Supreme Court which definitely

gives AGVA a union status and its

members the appellation of em-
ployee. Both facts had been denied

by various employers, who had

,

sought to designate performers as

Independent contractors and AGVA
as a trade association which
wouldn’t be covered by collective

bargaining legislation. A decision

last week in the New Jersey Su-
perior Court, sitting in Freehold,
affirmed the major

.
parts of this

decision.

Under Silverstone fk Rosenthal,

union also scored- a notable victory

when' the N. Y. Supreme Court in

Long Island ruled affirmatively on
AGVA’s rightr to organize piteries.

Jurist declared that the question
of whether performers are em-
ployees or. indie contractors has
nothing to do with AGVA’s inher-
ent right to sign nightclubs to a
minimum basic agreement.

Several major legal hassles have
taken place because of a tiff with
the American Federation of Musi-

i

cians. In several cities, AFM mem-
bers refused to back up AGVA acts,

and in Toronto, the AFM organized i

an auxiliary for performers. AFM
move was defeated in Massachu-

1

setts, and a temporary injunction 1

was obtained against the musicians
in Toronto in two decisions. Sole
defeat for the union.was in Mont-
real, where the court refused a
temporary Injunction against the
AFM. . .

The court fights increased just
when nitery owners were called
upon to chip in $2.50 per performer
per week for welfare payments,
This has been the reason for the
increase in courtroom visits, and
now that this issue is on its way
toward disposal, legal difficulties
are expected to be on the down-
beat.

COLE MAKES BIG IMPACT

IN PALLADIUM BOW
London, March 23.

.,
Nat (King) Cole hit top response

at the Palladium yesterday here
yesterday (Mon.) on the opening
show, with a songalog comprising
his disclicks. Performance cli-

maxed a fairly harrowing day for
the performer. Because of the
fact that he’s backed by a trio,; the
British Federation of Musicians
sought to prevent his appearance.
1 here's reciprocal Ill-feeling be- 1

tween the British union and James
G. Petrillo, head of the American
Federation of Musicians. Until
Fetrillo relaxes his bar against
British musicians playing in the

o., American musicians will not
be permitted- in. Britain. British
lln,on

* however, permitted Cole to
open because he is doing an act
*na not displacing^ local musicians.
Other U. S. headliner, Henny

started slowly, but
built firmly andvwalked off a hit
espite the Jact that most of his

patter is familiar to British audi-
ences.

> ^

i, J’le ,
Palladium lineup was also

„ *?y the Trio Bassi, Conti-

I-
risley turn. British comedy

is represented by Michael Bentine.

Favn
1 S

B
orLthe layout include Tony

lstQ-

fi

n Evans, lmpression-

‘ci a
’ D

^\!
ne ®ng, comedy musi-

zan a ^ree ^dlos, cyclists; Waz-
cont^

a
.

bs, 8crobats; Morlidor Trio,
S^nists and, of course, the

JMiiifi

ffeidt to Wind Up N. Y.

Statler ‘Showcase’ Job
Horace Heidt will wind up his

stay at the Statler Hotel, N. Y.,
April 8 after a 10-week stand.
Heidt went in with the idea of
showcasing his new type of presen-
tation for video, and had his show
cased by network and ad agency
execs. Move meant a big loss to
Heidt on the engagement.

Unfortunately, Heidt hasn’t been
able to nab a tele show as yet.
However, there have been a few in-
quiries, and a video program may
still come up.

Phfflys AGVA

£5/# t

Can Unit to Korea
^ Toronto, March 23.

Skeddcd to fly from here to Ko-
rea next week to entertain Cana-
Jw® ' troops is a unit, including
Mildred Morey, comedienne; Zena
Cheevers, Wancer; Joe Handley, pi-;
anist, and Edith Zaiger, accordion-
ist.

Overseas tour follows their
trans-Canada services hospital cir-
cuit, with Miss Morey making her
second trip to Korea.

-

N. Y. Bypasses

miirr

Agents to Trial
Philadelphia, March 23.

Charles Garvey, local head of
AGVA (American Guild of Variety
Artists), is sending registered let-
ters this week to every booking
agent in the Philadelphia area, de-
claring they are to be brought up
for trial before the national .execu-
tive committee of the actors’ union.
The notices were sent to every

inember of AAA (Associated
Agents of America), the AKA (Art-
ists Representatives of America)
and TAPA (Theatrical Agents Pro-
tective Assn). The principal
squawk against the 10 percenters
(a favorite target for the AGVA)
is their slipshod handling of book-
ings.

*

Action stems from events of re-
cents months, when acts sought in-
jury benefits from AGVA and Gar-
vey had never heard of clubs : in
which they were playing. Bookers
grab local performers for club
dates and forget about such mat-
ters as the insurance fee and filing

copy of contract, etc..

Specifically, the complaint against
the agents charges them with fail-

ure to file bookings in advance, re-

fusing to issue contracts in quad-
ruplet form, and permitting em-
ployees to act as associates. Prac-
tice has become widespread and

;

AGVA has been unable to get
either information or help from.
Pennsylvania Dept, of Labor & In-

dustry and was turned down on its

appeal to the state’s Attorney Gen-
eral.

Union has decided to take reins

in own hands, since agent, situation

in this city is an old sore. Accord-
ing to Garvey, nine years ago there

were 35 bookers in Philadelphia.

The'number of performers in area

has remained the same, about

1,000; but now there are 125 agents

and 150 associates making a liveli-

hood from the same number of acts

—a fact which never fails to steam
the AGVA officials.

GRADES SET UINE FOR

THIRD BRITISH TOUR
London, March 16.

The Lew & Leslie Grade office

has booked Frankie Laine fop his

third British tour, commencing at

the Empire Theatre, Liverpool,

next Sept: 20.

The tour will last for five or six

weeks, and unless the London Pal-

ladium summer show has finished

by then, Will not include any Lon-

don dates.

Negotiations for Jo Stafford, Ten-
nessee Ernie and Perry Como are

still in progress.

Shrine Circus 150G, Chi
Chicago, March 23.

Shrine Circus, which closed a 14-

day run here last Week, played to

135,000 people, setting an attend-

ance record for the annual Sting-

ers’ benefit show.
Customers shelled out a total of

150,000, proceeds of which were
turned over to the Shrine Hospital

for Crippled Children in Oak
Park, 111.

Constance Tower booked for the

Maisonette, St. Regis Hotel, N. Y.,
1 starting April 8.

The N, Y. State Legislature ad-
journed last week without taking
action on the Fred Moritt <D„
Brooklyn) amendment to the Gen-
eral Business Law which would
have permitted theatrical agencies
to charge 10% commissions on
salaries beyond $200 weekly. At
present the law limits commissions
to 5%. ,

Bill had passed the Senate last
week, but pressure of other legis-
lation didn’t permit a vote on the
measure. Failure to’ act on pro-
posed change will not affect
agencies for the time being, inas-
much as they customarily collect

j

10% on every booking irrespec-
tive of salary.

Another Moritt measure to fall
.by the wayside in the Assembly,
after -adoption by tile Senate,

'

authorized cities to impose a tax 1

of not more than 50% on rentals
;

and
.

other income from hatcheck
facilities and commissions. It met

'

the same fate last year—snuffed
out in an Assembly committee-
due, Senator Moritt alleged, to ”a
lobby.”
A resolution by the Brooklyn

legislator providing for the crea-
tion of a committee to investigate

;

the operation of hatcheck and coat-
check concessions in places of
amusement, hotels and restaurants,
likewise died,

Mrs. Haroy’ a Whale of

A Show; 1st Time In U5.
Although she .was a solid b.o. at- i

traction in a 165-city swing

:

through Europe a cotiple of years
ago, Mrs. Haroy, a 75 ton-70 foot
whale, had been “at liberty” in the*
U.S, for close to year. However,
now. that the Arctic Whaling Co.
has its managerial harpoons in her,

|

she’s being lined up for a cross-
country trek. The outfit is headed
up by four outdoor men, Morris
Chalfen, Raye D. Perkins, Irving
M. Klein and

.
Emery F. Gilbert.

Mrs. Haroy got her monicker from
Cape Haroy, off Norway, where
she was harpooned.
• In her New York debut, Mrs.

'

Haroy is decked out under a tent
in a parking lot on a specially con-

|

MRS. HAROY (WITH JIMMY i

ROWE)
J

Novelty-Lecture 1

10 Mins.
j

Broadway and 69th St., N.Y. 1

structed 92-foot railroad, flatcar.
{

She’s In for two months with op-
tions and shapes as a steady draw. I

The o.o. of the sea mammal is be-

j

ing peddled at a 60c tab for adults i

and 30c for juves. (School groups I

can work out a special 15c-a-head
deal). There’s also a souvenir book-

;

let, priced at 25c, that should help
|

fill the coffers.

Mrs. Haroy is an impressive
looker and won’t disappoint the
anglers or the curiosity seekers.^
She’s preserved and kept odorless
via shots and won’t offend anyone
who has an antipathy to fishstore
smells. For Der Gotham debut,

j

she was given a glossy blue-green
paint job that made her look slight- !

ly artificial. Her keepers, however,
claim that the hew makeup will

wear off eventually and give her
a more realistic coloring.
Jimmy Rowe is Mrs. Haroy’s

mouthpiece. He delivers a terse,

descriptive spiel, scripted by Dr.
Robert Cushman \Murphy of the
American Museum of Natural His-
tory, that’s informative and loaded
with such inspiring statistics as

“her tongue weighs 6,000 pounds,”
“her heart weighs 1,200 pounds,”
“she could yield sufficient meat
for whaleburgers for every person
ih a city the size of Chicago,” etc.

Rowe's seagoing garb adds to the-

salty setup.
The Gotham bow was kicked off

with a cocktailery, catered by Dan-
i iel. in an adjoining tent. Menu
featured such seafood attractions

as oysters and lobsters for the
squares and whale beefsteaks,

smoked eels and sea urchins for

the hepsters. Gros. ,

1st VaodebiU of Year At

AC. Steel Pier April 17
The Steel Pier, Atlantic City,

will play Its first vaudebill for the
year, on the Easier •Sunday week-
end, starting April 17. The George
A. Hamid-operated house plays its

next layout May 29 for. the three-
day Memorial Day weekend, and
then goes into weekends. Pier will

start a full-week operation June-20.
Easter Sunday layout, booked by

A1 Rickard, will comprise A1 Mar-
tino, Johnny Morgan, Skating Ber-
rys, Honey Girls and Bobby Whalen
& Yvette. The Memorial Day bill

will consist of Richard Hayman,
Georgia Gibbs, Virginians, George
DeWitt and the Karpis Trio.

For Show Biz

Boston, March 23.
Recent developments in sports

schedules may make it possible for
arenas to find more playing time

. for show biz attractions. Until last

year, sports schedules were virtu-
ally immobile and once set couldn’t
easily be shifted to allow a full-

week” show td come in. However,
it’? now possible to move basket-
ball and hockey games temporarily
to allow in layouts wanting pro-
longed playing time in the arenas.
This development is an out-

growth of experimental scheduling
tried out by Walter Brown, bead
of the Boston Garden, and presi-
dent of the 'Arena Managers Assn.
Brown, some time ago, found that
during some weeks he had two
home basketball games slated for
the Celtics. The midweek game
always played to sparse attend-
ance. In an attempt to get out from
under the load. Brown transferred
the Celtics’ midweek home game
to various points, mainly to New
Haven, and he found that the
transfer resulted In big grosses for
games that were previously tun at
a loss. More games were then
transferred to other points* and
plan was copied in other cities. In
fact, Fort Wayne played one of its

home games in Miami Beach re-
cently.

This development means that
the hockey and basketball games
can be shifted at the will of the
arena operators' Thus, should a
major show become available for
arenas, ' the & scheduled athletic
events can be . shifted to other
points. There were several projects
that had to be abandoned, at vari-
ous times, by the AMA because of
the previous immobility of athletic
events. For example, when “Porgy
and Bess” closed in New York
some time ago, AMA had to aban-
don the project of routing the
show in its buildings because of the
athletic schedules. Today a sizable
route could be lined up by the
simple expedient of shifting games
to other towns.
The basketball and hockey

blagues are now anxious to shift
locations because this tends to in-
crease the receipts and to expand
the market for tjje sport.

CORNELL PACKAGE SET

FOR RESORT PARK TREK
Joe Glaser's Associated Rooking

Corp. has packaged Don Cornell,
The Gaylords and the Terry Field-
ing Orel! for presentation on one-
nighters during the spring and
summer. ABC will aim for resort
parks with this unit. They’ll be
getting around $2,500 against per-
centages for the outfit.

Group will open at the Totem
Pole, Boston, on June 4, and will

cover the east, south and midwest.
Booking provides another in-

J

stance in which agencies are rely-
1

ing on singers, preferably those
’with a record background, to bol-

ster one-night grosses. By this

means, sfbgers will hot only be
able to get higher than usual sal-

aries because of the barnstorming,
but also help bands to hit a taller

grade of coin.

Talept agencies are mulling a
course of action regarding the new
Pennsylvania decree forcing agents
not licensed In the state to take
out permits before they can oper-
ate" in that jurisdiction. In a,let»

*

ter sent to all agencies, Walter
Boehm, chief of the division of
private: employment agency
licenses, notified the offices that
henceforth they would have to
.get their own licenses and would
be forbidden to work through an
agent that had been previously
licensed in the state.

A unanimous plan of action Is

still to be decided' upon. Artists
Representatives Assn, is now min-
ing the problem but hasn’t reached
a decision. Most of the major of-
fices have agreed to stick together
on this issue*

The agencies are fearful that
once they apply for licenses In
Pennsylvania, other states may.
force the percenteries to. take out
similar franchises.
The Pennsylvania state regula-

tions are still being studied. N. Y.
percenters are unclear whether an
agent must be a resident of the
state or maintain an office there in
order to get a license.

Until last week, when the letters
were sent out, the agents had been
signing contracts with spot owners
and then processed them through a
Pennsylvania office, IPs expected
that pacts signed under that ar-
rangement will not be disturbed,
but it will be impossible-to sign
under that arrangement for other
engagements.

^
The new demand that all ^agen-

cies doing business jn Pennsylvania
be licensed opens up several prob-
lems for offices. Fact that the state
may demand a license fee and the
posting of a bond. is of little im-
nort to the N.Y, majors. However,
the |,la\v is being studied to deter-
mine whether a Pennsylvania: cor-
poration must be set up if they’re
to do business in the state. If this
is the ..case, the agencies will be
hit with corporate franchise fees.
This would make the offices sub-
ject to taxation in Pennsylvania.
Other states might establish the
same setup.
The agencies have, always con-

tended that the percentery biz is

not of interstate character. They
do. business under license from the
state in which they are home-based,
and any Interstate transactions
are merely an outgrowth of their
essentially intrastate character,

j

The original suit of the Keith Al-
lbee Circuit vs. Max Hart first es-
tablished that contention, and the
j

same principle was recently affirm-

;

cd in the major league baseball de- •

cision. which held that the sport
1 was not in interstate commerce.

The problem of obtaining
licenses in other states has long
been a vexing problem to the'N. Y,
agencies. Under present condi-
tions, the offices must work
through agents, licensed in the
states of Massachusetts, Florida,

! Pennsylvania and Michigan, among
|

others. Problem hasn't .been too

;

great because, generally, most
agents have been content with only
a small fee, and to the expense
wasn't too great, but still enough
to be an annoyance. It’s believed
that Pennsy agents pressured the
state to take the latest step.

R0SENBL00M USO UNIT

TAKING OFF FOR KOREA
Maxle Rosenbloom will head a

celebrity unit taking off tomorrow
(Thurs.) for Korea under auspices .

of USO-Camp Shows. The Rosen-

bloom package Is one of two groups

heading for that area tomorrow. In

the Rosenbloom entourage will be

Gladys St Will Ahearn, Pat Moran
St Jack O'Connor, Ludwig Dreyfus,

Regina Gleason,' Gloria Pall, Ruth
Gillis, Edith Craig, Peggy Dietrich,

Patricia Lynn and Joe South. This

outfit previously toured for USO
in the European area. Troupe will

be out three weeks.

Second show will comprise the

the Balabanows, Ben Beri, Jeanne
Busoni, Barbara Lee, Eddie Tulock
and Fran Stewart Quartet. They'll

be gone on a 20-week tour.
" —

T

Barry Sisters, now at the Sans
Souci, Miami Beach, follow with

the Ankara, Pittsburgh, April 5. •

v
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Sc SpouH# i&alvin Fondtr) .
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jane .(|h 'iprsair
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Lyons 'ZMo; B(^rt' Howard;' $& mini-
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Disciples -of Le Boeufsuj: letoit
(Paris) priditioii !.©t intftne enter,.]

tainmeut, • . vfbich1 Herbert Jacoby
pioneered Ifi America, .invariably

observe, “We’ve never seen a bad

show at the Blue Angel/' That was
true also at Le Ruban Bleu, the

forerunner Gotham bistro whlph
Jacoby emceed until he and Max
Gordon, partnered in their own op-

eration. The satisfied bUstomer
crack is true, in spades, with the

current semester. „ .

Holding oyer Felicia Sanders
and Orsen Bean, the paprika Mar-
tha Davis Sc Spouse—that’s how
she bills her bass-strumming ac-

comp—and Marjane, French song
stylist, are the added ’starters. The
blend is a compact package of di-

vertissement that is satisfactory

on all counts. It has humor, song
and rhythm—what else is lacking?
Each component is ultra on its

own, give or take a degree, par-

ticularly as regards Miss Davis’
“Sarah Sits & Shines” patter which
is misplaced Central and Lenox
Ave. barrelhouse that doesn’t be-

long on East 55th. It doesn’t be»
long period. Particularly poor'
judgment is the invitation for au-
dience participation, for while a
pro lyricist like J/Iiss Davis may be
circumspect in her articulation,

wise-guy or thick-tongued response
can only result in embarrassing
tongue - ^twisting. Undoubtedly
Jacoby & Gordon have axed Out
something which the pair’s own
professional judgment should have
anticipated. However, this is. not
a* first-time offense; the Variety
New Act <notice in ’49 chides them

, for Indigo stuff.

Otherwise, she reminds of the
Rose Murphy deft pianologistic
technique although a heftier femme
than the chi-chi stylist. None the
less Miss Davis- knows her way
around a Steinway and tickles the
black-and-whites in effective man-
ner, throwing away much good
stuff by playing separate melodies
with right and left hands but none
ef it escaping audience recognition
and .approval. “Spouse" (Calvin
Ponder) is undoubtedly a 1am-

mister from am'AFM setup, strum-
ming the bass viol- and handling a

Vocal solo and in combo. For his

role spotlighting—he’s otherwise
ih~:eclipse with the calcium on his

wife—he should do. a little pre-

cautionary brow-mopping for ob-
vious reasons.
Emcee Bart Howard heralds

Felicia Sanders for her “top_record

Of 1953,” meaning her vocal as-

sist to Percy Faith on “Song From
Moulin Rouge.” Miss Sanders evi-

dences application to her chores,

developing her repertoire beyond
the polite singing, with characteris-
tic numbers such as “Billy Came
Home,” “If You'll Let -Me Love
You Today” and “Come In. Mr.
Spring” along with “Music
Maestro” and “Come Rain, Come
Shine.” -

After the colored pair, Marjane,
blonde chanteuse, goes the conven-
tional Paris tourist eye’s view a
step further by tongue-in-cheeking
Eartha Kitt's conception of “C’est
Si Boh,” and then does literal

translations of “Rlcochef Ro-
mance” and “Jones Boy,” with .a
more legit treatment of “Black
Magic” in French. (Just as we in-

terpret and frequently pervert
Continental pops, the French of
late have been on a translation
kick *of Yank outstanders, also
sometimes with wierd conceptions).
She does* a surefire Paris medley—it's inevitable almost nowadays
—that does sound like a Franco-
American tourist folder, hut it’s

all palatable. She interlards her
stuff with Englislf in generous
slices. Her “Merci, Trois Foi$” is

an early standout following the
“Paris Skies” opener. She has
an excellent French-Canadian pi-

anist in Walter Eiger for a big
assist, along with the traditional
accordion (Clark Morgan) f6r the
Gallic atmosphere. Withal a strong
entry. *

Orson Bean doesn’t know it but
the recently revised trend of the
French chansonniers—modern-day
troubadours who topically interpret
the moods and mores of the times—is a parallel to his style. He
doesn’t point up the wit and humor
as pedestrian as the Parisian styl-

ists do. Bean is a subtle satirist

whose whimsy approach to the
passing show of life is adult yet
generally appealing for all its off-

beat stance. He is a sophisticated
gent without being too smart-

alecky, but hfs observations hit

home all the way. He's a welcome-
returner. 'Bean is doubling from
“Almanac,” a concurrent legit r&
vue, but Jonathan Winters dis*

places him this week.
,
Abel.

Ambassador Hotcly L. A*
Los Angeles, March 18.

Mindy Carson, with Sherman
Edwards ) Jack Durant’: the Cer-
neys (Z); Henry King Orch (13);
cover, $2.

Here's a shrewd booking for this

time of the year—an entertain-
ment .package that will generate
enough interest to attract what

_

nitery spending there is during'
Lent. It’s also a triumphant re-

turn to the Coast for Mindy Car-
son, who has gained in stature tre-

mendously since she was here two
years ago.

N

Ndw a singer with showmanship
and class, instead of merely a gal

with a good voicer she wallops
over a half-hour stint that draws
repeated salvoes. Whether it’s on
straight singing, as on “Stranger
in Paradise” or “Funny Valen-
tine,” or with a socko impersona-
tion of Bert Williams doing “No-
body,” there’s never a letdown.
Jack Durant (Mitchell &), suc-

ceeding where most cOmics have
failed, holds and satisfies an audi-
ence in the vast Cocoanut Grove
with some standup comedies,
based largely on his. experiences,
with his frau. It occasionally dips
into had taste and is 'sometimes
familiar., but Durant appears to be
a solid bet for this room—particu-

larly when he spices the material
with gome acromedics.
The Cernejas, a youthful dance

team, open well with five fast

numbers that earn attention. They
have charm, talent and great
promise. Best of their stuff is in

the Latune vein.
*

Henry King orch holds over to

back the show and handle dance
chores. • Kap.

“THE
ALEXANDERS

ARE GREAT1/'

PfoRIETY
“The

^
Alexander Bros.

(George* and Nicholas)
score solidly ** in their

opening engagement at the
Sherry-Netherland’$. Carna-
val Room. Lads are versa-
tile singers whose cleverly-
arranged songalog encom-
passes stahdards, westerns,
show tunes and foreign
lingo songs. They switch
easily and have a knack of

being convincing . . . impres-
sion on the first-night

audience was socko, the
lads having to beg off after
a 45-minute stint.” Ho 11.

New York Journal Ameri-
can

By GENE KNIGHT (Jim
O’Connor)
“Something special in

singing stars—George and
Nicholas Alexander— are
jamming the Carnival
Room with patrons.”

“They’re not only as good
as reported—they’re better.
Col. Serge Obolensky has a
class act In the brothers
Alexander. High class.

“Here is a great singing
duo—one of the greatest in
the smart supper clubs.
What they could do in a
Broadway revue!”

SHERRY-NETHERLAND
New York

Thanks to SERGE OBOLENSKY
Thanks to Our Friends of the Press—

EARL WILSON. JIM O'CONNOR. FRANK FARRELL,
IGOR CASSINI. ROBERT DANA, NICK KENNY

— Personal Management —
MAURICE LARUE

25 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.
Circle 7-7513

Currently

HELD OVER

Chez Farce, Oil
Chicago, March 19.

Phil Foster, Dolores Hawkins

,

Mario Sc Fiona, * Brian Famon
Orch (7); $3.50 minimum, $1.10

cover.

This is another moderate-priced
bundle to bridge a transitional

fortnight until the Chez unreels a

bevy of topdrawer names, begin-
ning with Danny Thomas April 4.

Even so, the firstrate standard acts

on this card make up a pleasantly
diverting program that should do
well enough at ’the door in what
normally are lean weeks for the
niteries.

Headlining, Phil Foster holds
forth with engaging monologing
for a full 30 minutes on pre-mari-
tal planning, domestic relations,
children’s games and gambling in

Vegas. While these are fairly tradi-

tional (topics among gagmen, Fos-
ter eschews sheer absurdity and
slants his stuff with more than a
touch of truth. The pointed reality

that underlines his humor/height-
dhs its impact tremendously, and
he keeps the tableholders issuing
a constant gale of laughter.

Chirper Dolores Hawkins has
plenty to offer both in visual and
vocal qualities and is kept aboard
for seven nicely-lauded numbers.
Gal is arresting in a strapless gown,
and her well-tuned pipings never
fail to land pleasantly. Songalog,
however, while it has the appeal
of the standard nitery design,
shows little imagination in selec-
tion and could stand a few fresh
entries.
Mario Sc Floria, returning to Chi

after, a four-year absence, con-
tribute agile ballroomology in the
leadoff spot to big returns. Team
works swiftly through a gossamer
Cole Porter medley, colors an
Accelerated Make Believe” with
spins and whirls, and makes a
proper strutoff with “Darktown
Strutter’s Ball.”

Brian Famon emcees and fronts
the orch in showbacRing. Dance
sets are divided with vibrant
*Chamaco Rumba Band. Les

Frenchman, a foggy Italian waiter,

a femme sot and a tv-cowpoke, he
adjusts his ' voice inflections -With

rapid fluidity, with the comedy
output keeping pace. Guy’s tim-

ing is socko and his chatter and
material guarantee plenty Of

yocks# *

Miss;. Bryant,, not'too well-known
here except by hepsters, is a pleas-

ant surprise with a nifty song
style that ranges from the,

sprightly to the sophisticated. Gal,

swathed in a tight-fitting gown,
handles a potpourri ojt Spngs that,

include the' fastiies, “Everything
I’ve Gdt Belongs to You” end
“Running Wild,” the ’ torchV
“Stormy ' Weather,” and a sexy
special .material number with a

punchline, “I Want to be like that

trollop, Lorelei.” Gal really gives
out, and her clincher, “Love for.

Sale,” sans anike while inching
(due to hobble-skirt) around floor,

is a “real gone” sender. Thrush;
ably abetted by pianist George
Rhodes, is impressive and scores

neatly with ringsiders.

Bill gets off to a fast start with
the slick ballet stepping of Janette
Grey, a blonde ballerina; who
whips through standard spins and
whirls with authority, winding
with a series of butterflies and
flips for nice aud reaction. Bob
Conrad dancers are okay in three
production numbers, the finale an
East Indian number in which
Storch reappears togged in Hindu
headdress and proceeds to break
up. Guy Guarino, late of the Mou-
lin Rouge, has taken over the em-
ceeing and production vocalizing

chores for neat 'results and the
Harry DeAngelis band showbacks
nicely. Zarde^Bros. trio alter-

nates for customer terpology."
JSlie.

Bellevue Casino, Mont’l
Montreal, March 20.

Carla Sc Fernando Dancers (6),

Marino Sisters (3), Goetschis

(3), Winnifred Hale, Charles Dan-,

ford, Bill Deegan, Casino Lovelies

(10), Bix Belair Orch (13 ) , Buddy
Clayton Quartet with Shirley Shel-

don. Produced and staged by Na-
talie Komarova, music by George
Komaroff; $1 admission.

Latin Quarter, Boston
Boston, March 18.

Larry Storch, Joyce Bryant
( with George Rhodes ) , Janette
Grey, Bob Conrad Dancers (8),
Guy Guarino, ’Harry DeAngeles
Orch (8), Zarde Bros. Trio. $1
entertainment charge. *

Although Larry Storch was
here for a two-weeker last Novem-
ber, he did so well that boniface
“Rocky” Falladino has brought
him back for another 1 week.
Coupled with sepia songstress
Joyce Bryant’s first Hub nitery ap-
pearance, this adds up to a slick
bill. Although Storch repeats
much of the material showcased
here1 previously, it’s all topnotch
tomfoolery, hypoed by his boffo
flair for mimicry and outlandish
sense of humor.
Rambling through a series of

yockful impreshes of a sophisticated

Harry Holmok’s outsized saloon
and terpery puts the accent on
Spain for the current offering and
with Ndtalie Komarova master-
minding the lavish production
numbers the payees get plenty for
their buck.

The freely-translated interpreta-
tion of a section from “Carmen,”
which is the high spot midwajf
through the revue, is a repeat from
a show seen here several seasons
ago but still crowd pleasing. With
mezzo-soprano Winnifred Hale and
baritone Charles Danford doing
vocal leads with gusto, the Carla &
Fernando group maintains atmos-
phere with its spirited Latin hoof-
ing. Only drag in {his particular
number is a hackneyed bullfight
session which is too long and repe-
titious.

Straight visual acts are divided
between the Marino Sisters and
the Goetschis. The three sisters
take the .opening slot and waste ..a

lot of time running through some
very dull dance routines till they
get to their finale, which is a bril-
liant tumbling sequence getting
them off to salvos. More of this
and less of the one-two-three kick
stuff would do much to sharpen
overall value of this combo. The
Goetschis, three medium - height
malgg, start fast and never break
pace as they run through a series
of clever unicycle stunts that are
clinched by the payoff, which has
all three brothers pyramided on
each other’s shoulders, with the
bottom one operating the bike.
Cincheroo material in this room
and a solid vaude offering for any
sight medium.
The Casino pony line .rates usu-

al kudos for handsome appearances
and hoofing ability. Newt.

NoNuttbiy Hollywood
... Hollywood, Match 16.

tony & Sally De Marco, Paul
Hebert Oral X 10) ; pover &>.

j Tony DeMarco . has tx?en scuff-
ing the jvax of 1*000' floors, sirtce
the Charleston craze and age
doesn’t seOm to have .slowed* him
down. V
He’s as agile and crafty but per-

haps more easily winded than his
partner, Hally, a teaming of the last
12 years. How well they do «here is
A matter ojf basjic preference, in
this room on the Sunset Strip they
like their singers and comics, al-
though The Champions did alright.

. ;
In this cramped floor space they

ate at a disadvantage, both in their
own performance and from the
table viewing. The limitations
don't, allow for any swirling flour-
ishes through their at times dizzy-
ing routines, and to follow their
rhythmic gyrations requires a
straining of necks in uncomfor-
table positions. Many have to
stand up to see lower than their
armpits. The small floor, however
has its compensations for the male
member, who makes no bones
about sitting “this one” out because
of the advancing years and the doc-
tor’s advice. Maybe he is just
spoofing, but he spends a good deal
of time in the chair, dabbing at his
perspiring brow with a kerchief
and sipping frequently of iced
aqua.

'

For their 40-minute turn, gen-
erously interspersed with comment
by De Marco, which can scarcely
be heard because of his habit in
dropping the mike, they skim
through every type of dance. Sally
De Marco matches Tony’s every
step with finesse and spends much
of her time in a whirl. She’s a
finished ballroom virtuoso with an
expressive personality.

Paul Hebert added three fiddles
for this engagement and the ac-
comp blends well with the graceful
sway of the rhythmio movements.

Helm.

Copaeabana, IV* Y.
Ames Bros, (4), Beverlee Dennis,

Blair Sc Dean, Betty Lorraine Sc

Chuck Brunner, Sandy Evans,
Copa Girls (8), Michael Durso
and Frank Marti orchs; $5 mini-
mum.

Copaeabana put up its “spring”
notice last week Mth a colorful
new show that made up in running
time for what it lacked in mar-
quee names. Ames Bros., of disk-
ery fame, are the headliners, and
.while they could stand some prun-
ing, are a crowd -pleaser once the
boys get going. Male quartet errs

(Continued on page 58)

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricalt

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG HU

(The Service of tho STARS)
First of 15 flies $7.00—All 35 Issues $22
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Sklpplngl
• 3 Bits. PARODIES, per book.. $10 o
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 o
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25 o
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 o
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

•3.00
OIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF QAGS, $300. Worth ovtr a thousand

No C.O.D/s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. S4th St., New York 19—Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

WHEN IN BOSTON
lf$ tho

HOTEL AVERY
Tho Horn* of Show Folk

Awry A WathlBqtoa St*.

LOLA JAY
Special Material

•
.. >

Musical Novelty

Harmonica '

\

•

Songs

Per. Mgr.: BOS HARRISON
32 W. Randolph, Chicago 1

e/o Coniolldatod Radio Artists
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with lier

South Sea Islanders
i

SAM MINEO—Flonot Conductor, Arranger

BERNIE KAAI—Steel Guitar

LAURENCE SILVA—Ufcafelr

DANNY KUAANA—Gutter

Opening JUNE 2nd

EL RANCHO VEGAS
Nevada

Just Concluded
* ^

CHEZ PAREE, Montreal
«

SHERATON CARLTON, Washington, D. Cl

TOWN CASINO, Buffalo

SHERATON BILTMORE, Providence, R. I.

AUTOMOBILE SHOW, Washington, D. C.

LATIN QUARTER, Boston

LATIN CASINO, Philadelphia

•

Recent TV GUEST APPEARANCE:

Ed Sullivan's

"Toast of the Town"

CBS-TV

NICK CASTLE, Choreographer

9538 Brighton Way Beverly Hills, California
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HigM Club Reviews
Continued from 1)150 SB

CopacabMUf Bf« Y.
on Unimaginative presentation and
the heavy-handed clowning,
A {pleasant interlude is by Bever-

lee Dennis, (ex-Dennis Sis) with
sturdy pipes and a sense Of humor.
This: is her first turn at the Copa
and,! Judging by the mittings re-

ceived, she ought to be back again
soon. She ties for specialty num-
berstogether With easy patter. Her
takeoff on Sophie Tucker is not
only' funny but shows real talent,
and her bit as the elevator opera-
tor who falls in love registers, Miss
Dennis, accompanied by Peter
Howard at the keys, is a comer

i

in her field.

Blair St Dean come’up with some
pleasing if betimes standard
terp routines. She’s an attractive
gal and both work plenty hard.
Honeymoon panto number com-
prises their top exhibit.

Fact that they're followed by
another dance team—Betty Lor-
raine and Chuck Brunner—doesn’t
make for good* balance, in the
show; With Sandy Evans provid-
ing the vocals at the. mitae, and
the khapely Copa lookers giving
a colorful frame, couple goes in
for some fancy stepping.
Ames Bros, push oflf in routine

fashion with “Give You Anything
But Love" and “Can’t Believe In
Love With Me.” Their Irish
specialty lacks conviction. After
that, Ed takes over the mike for
an okay rendition of “Secret
Love." Joe takes on “Old Man
River" for mixed effects. • Pre-
mium appears to* be on -voice
volume with him. After that, and
a little entertaining softshoe rou-
tine for Vic and Gene, the
Ameses do what must come natu-
ral for them, even though it be-
comes a little .wearying for the
customers. Quartet demonstrates
takeoffs on Billy Eckstein, tNait
King Cole. Mills Bros.. Ink Spots
and, finally, Vaughn Monroe re-
corded in quadruple. “I Love
Paris" and “You. You, You” are

LENNY COLYER
"Mr. Specs Himself

Cutrontly

TOWN CASINO
Biffalo

Per. Met. AL RORDI
203 N. Wabash; Chlcaee

Latest Comedy Material
far HC*a. HafielMi. lit*-
tilaar*. cte. Seed far aur
lat

e

»1 prlt* Iht af (rut
ORIGINAL faflMa*, aua*.
Imb, dial***. aaraOfaa,
sfclta, ate. Wrlttaa -by atma
'kit tae mki. Or aaaO
SIS far $50 vartb af abave.
Maway back If aet utlifted.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
104 W. 45 St., N. Yw M. Y. JU 3-0373

followed by a spiritual for the exit.

Burt Bacmirach is the quartet’s mu*
sical director. Show is backed
musically by Michael Durso ^who
also gives the patrons a plenty
loud beat. Hlft.

Desertliiii, I^as Vegais
Las Vegas, March 16.

Jimmy Durante , Eddie Jackson,
( with Jack Roth and Jules Buf

-

fano), Stan Kramer St Co. (3),
Tommy Leonetti. Dorm -Arden
Dancers (16), Carlton Hayes Orch
( 16 ) ; no cover or minimum .

The off-season high -mark in en-
tertainment on Highway 91 is

achieved with the big show top-
lined by Jimmy Durante. This
fortnighter is loaded with talent
hut the big wrapup is Durante’s, as
the wily showman resurrects vaude
at its best. Good biz is assured.

There's never a letdown dusing
45 minutes of Durante. When the
noise isn’t- coming from the stage,
it emanates from- the audience in
the guise of shrieks and applause.
It rained opening night, so em-
phasis underlined the Schnozz’s
opener: “Let’s Have Fun in the
Sun." The act gets on the road
with “You've Got to Start. Off
Each Day With a Song." As is his
wont. Durante stops the music to
utter Schnozzisms. including hie
singing of the high note to annoy
Mario Lanza on a pseudo-phone.
“Kinda Hard to Put It in Words”
is solid.

Eddie Jackson comes on to duet
“Bill Bailey’s Cornin’ Home” with
his old partner, and swings out
in a rousing piece of footwork
while Jimmy pounds the 88s. Du-
rante scores . with “T Refuse to
Wear a Beret," with the aid of six
line girls who try the star’s pate
for size in more than two dozen
assorted hats. “Let’s Do the Old
Act Again" brings back Jackson
in song and dance reminiscing
with Durante and -serves as tribute
to Lou Clayton, departed member
of the act.

“Umbriago" is smash closer
that starts with star tossing piano
parts around and winds with en-
tire orch playing among the
diners, leaving stage to the star,

,
Jackson and musical aides Jack

i Roth and Jules . Buffano. Stan
1 Kramer & 'Co. (company being

{
his mother and dad ) put on a

’ clever marionette show that is di-

versified. Dancing dolls include
Betty Hutton and Bill Robinson;

|
there’s Chanda the Magician, who
actually pulls rabbits and alarm
clocks from pockets; and a drunk
on a park bench takes comedy
honors in a routine that finds
voung Kramer an adept string
handler and vocal performer. Act
is topnotch all the way.
Tommy Leonetti. a promising

singer, delivers not unlike Vic
Damone. The handsome youngster
croons with sincerity and feeling,
to warrant satisfactory mitt-sting-
ing reaction. “Oh. My Papa" and
“With a Song in My Heart" are
boffo. A cleverly-arranged medley
includes “Sorrento," “Danny Boy”
and “My Yiddishe Mama," and
makes a begoff necessary.

Donn Arden holds over a pair
of spectacular line numbers,
“Showboat" and, “I’m in the
Mood." Carlton Hayes orch- works
from shell with exception of the
Durante portion, when crew takes
to stage and in both spots does
a fine musical job. Bob.

Nautilus, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, March 19,

’ Mickey Rooney,
,
.(with ' Danny

Morton ); Andre - D*Qrsay Sc

George, Antone Sc Ina, Syd Stan-

ley Orch; $3.50 bet?, minimum.

Operators of this pop mid-
Beach spot are shelling out high-

est dough yet for an act to Mickey
Rooney, although the sum is far

below the $25,000 paid the fllmite

by the old Copa here some years
ago. What Rooney is serving up
at this stage of his career is okay
for the vauders with their pop
prices, but in a cafe spot, with hep
patronage such as the Driftwood
Room has built through series of

bookings that featured the better

grade of tv and nitery comics, he
doesn’t quite make the grade.

Act is dependent more on
chance to intro acts and exchange
patter with aide Danny Morton,
than on’ any substantial framework
that would earn plaudits. The
crossfire lines that garnered them
giggles at the Olympia Theatre
here two weeks ago, fall flat with
the Driftwood’s patrons who have
heard the worn lines in every
form and twist from other enter-

tainers.

When Rooney does essay a fresh
idea, such as a takeoff on “Candid
Camera" or an after-dinner
speaker satire, there’s a fast cus-

tomer response. Best of the act

Is Rooney’s tried and true im-
pressions of the Hollywood stars,

ana with it the perfect spot for

a walkoff, Instead, Rooney takes
over at* the Steinway to purvey
three original tunes, none out-

standing, negarting the build of

latter part of the act.

House dancers Antone St Ina
come up with two bright new rou-
tines featuring one-arm and shoul-
der spins. Andre D’Orsay sets up
a pleasing group of vocals in a
subdued Billy Daniels style and,
Syd Stanley and his orch are solid

on the showbacks, also provide in-

viting dansapation. Lary.
1 .r ™

Rllz Carlton, Montreal
Montreal, March '18.

Mary Meade (with TedGrouya),
Johnny Gallant, Joe Settano Trio;
$l-$2 cover.

I

olivette miller
with the comedy song qnd donee stylings

— of — ?

40

bert gibson

pergonal mgr.; bob Harrison
32* w. randolph, Chicago 1, ill.

Wisely ignoring the hesitant,
cautious manner of most bonifaces
in Montreal during Lent who cut
budgets and figure they can palm
off second-rate acts during this
particular season, manager John
Contant brings in songstress Mary
Meade for the patrons- of his
swank Ritz Cafe with good results.

This is Miss Meade’k second en-
gagement in town since- returning
from Europe more than a year ago
and although her songalog is at
times familiar, routining is more
assured and direct than on first

viewing. An opening song in the
glad-to-be-back" idiom including
lyrics about her physical attributes
and gown is novel and moderately
effective in establishing a quick
relationship between performer
and payee. A sultry interp of “You
Do Something to .Me” draws okay
mitting, but a gimmicked Texas
routine with this attractive chan-
toosie garbed in 10-gallon hat and
six-shooters seems brassy and out
of place so early in programming.
Coming back fast, she reprises “I
Love Paris,” neatly adding special
material that takes this particular
number out of the hackneyed
groove it’s getting into. ,

Midway through session, Miss
Meade intros her accompanist and
husband Ted Grouya and embel-
lishes acknowledgment by singing
several of his own compositions.
An accomplished biiinguist, Miss
Meade appeals with a collection
of Gallic faves and winds with an
amusing song sequence involving a
letter in French for a solid begoff.
Patter throughout is okay but a
trifle forced and at times over-
anxious, failing to match the so-
phisticated appearance of this
handsome thrush. :

House 88'er Johnny Gallant
maintains atmosphere with his fine
pianolsms between shows, with Joe
Settano’s smooth trio doing dance
interludes. Newt.

Sahara, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 16,

Judy Canova* ( with sister Ann
and brother, Zeke), Kovach Si

1
Rabovsky, Baby Mistin Jr., Sa-

j

harem Dancers (12), Cee David-

l
son Orch (12); no cover or mini-

' mum.

promise H Indicates. Show Is in

for three weeks. Off-season dol-

drums may result in no more than
fair biz.

Ballet team of Kovach Sc Rabov-
sky scintillates, but in the main
the offering presents short, frag-

mentary Solos of ballet, just

enough ^to Create want for more
with the two working, together. As
it is, in the portions presented
during the brief turn, Istvan

Rabovsky is a veritable Nijinsky
in his' midair spins and leaps,

while Nora Kovach is captivating

in toe dancing, whirls ‘and kicks,

Grace and charm of duo are dis-

tinct asset to the act.

Baby Mistin Jr., six-year-old

prodigy, is a masterful xylophon-
ist, who scopes most of the in-

dividual honprs in the show.
Sprite, in Little Lord Fauntleroy
curls, handles a symphony (“If I

Were King”) with same ease and
clever stick work as Dixieland and
pop tunes. He is an outstanding
musical mite, which he has long
proven in circuses.

The Saharem Dancers are ex-

cellent in a Spanish bullfighting

number, authentically costumed
and colorfully staged by George
Moro. The square dance produc-
tion that winds with a thrilling

precision- number comes as a gay
surprise, for girls execute the real

thing while a local cowboy group
plays for the square dance. CCe
Davidson erck gives capable back*
ing.

Return of Miss^ Canova in a
glamorous evening gown is the sig-

nal for a rousing “When the

Saints Come Marching In," ar\<T

star and entire company file

through Congo Room diners while
audience' beats time 'with souvenir-
tamborines. Bob,

Open Door, N. Y.
"Parranda,” unth Talley Beatty St

Co. (17); $1.20-$2.40,

Early last month, the Open Door
nitery in New York's Greenwich
Village made an offbeat move in

showcasing a double bill com-
prised of Jean Paul Sartre’s legiter,

“No Exit," and a troupe of Haitian
dancers. After running the pres-
entation for several weeks, the club
preemed a new offering March 15.

This attraction, tagged “Parranda,”
is essentially an Afro-Cuban dance
program.

Although terp production doesn’t
have the Sartre name to lure the
avant garde element, it does have
a potential as a - tourist draw.
Broken up into,, three acts, the
terping and bongo rhythms in
“Parranda" tend to become repeti-
tious. Show could definitely use
tightening for faster pacing, espe-
cially in the first act. Presentation
boasts little in the way of outstand-
ing entertainment, but there’s a
possibility that Village oglers get
a kick out of the costuming and
suggestive body movements em-
ployed by the terpers.

Production spotlights Talley
Beatty Sc Co. and features Musa
Williams, Ryco Sarroga, Doris
White and Tommy Gomez. Of the
talent lineup, Miss Williams and
Sarroga hold downi Vocal assign-
ments. Former, who appeared in
the Broadway production of “South
Pacific," does two numbers, “St.
Louis Blues” and “Bali Ha’i," reg-
istering effectively on both. Sar-
roga also does a nice Job of song-
stering and guitar playing. He dis-
plays an affable personality and is
a welcome pace changer from the
steady stream of terp numbers of-
fered.

In the dance vein, Jeanne Par-
nell and Lucy Bogby have a good
bit in “Blues Improvisation." Pro-
duction numbers in the last act are
flashy, winding up with a frantic
Macumba." Beatty and Miss
White do an okay Job in holding
down the major footwork and torso
flexing assignments*- Beatty did
the choreography for the produc-
tion, with Lawaune Cousin getting-
credit for one number. Presenta-
tion utilizes four bongo players and
an 88er.

.

Offerings -at tha club are put on
by Cabaret Theatre, which gets the
gate receipts, at $1.20 to $2.40
scale, while the operators of the
nitery cash in on the food and
drinks served. Jess.

Billy Griy’i, L. A.
Los Angeles, 'March 15

Mickey Katz iwith Ziggy Elrrian
and Sammy Weiss), Bos Sheva
Bill Falbo, Fraylach Five Minus
Two; minimum. $3.

1 q 1 1

Jazz and comedy share the bill.
In* In thi# layout with diminutive
Mickey Katfc dishing dialect humor
and hot music as headliner. Ha’s
on his own for the funny stuff
whether it’s.'a rollicking story or a
reprise of one of his Capitol disks
Musically, however, he’s aided and
abetted by tfee sock trumpet of
Ziggy Elman and skinbeating 0f
Sammy (The Drummer) Weiss
Katz is no slouch with the clarinet
so the turn maintains peak re-
sponse at all times.' -

.

Band Box Kas^another unusual
attraction in Bas Sheva, whose fine
voice draws tremendous audience
response. She has a cantorial qual-
ity that she utilizes for good re-
sults, particularly on such items as
“Caravan" and “The Thrill l s
Gone" and a liturgical piece which
is a socko nitery offering. It leaves
Troth the singer and ringsiders emo-
tionally limp.

Standup comics don't usuaily
wind up in third spot in this room
but that’s what happens to Bill
Faibo in this layout. New to t)ie
Coast, he suffers from some bad
material and from the fact that
he’s a sort of comedy Marlon
Brando with as bad diction. Open-
ing night, too, he faux pas-ed by
using material originated by ohe
Billy Gray, who only happens To
be the boss and the favorite comic
of the Band Box hearing his name.

Kap.

Flamingo, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 11.

Ben Blue ( with Sid Fields,
Sammy Wolfe), Jean Marshall, Kay
Scott, Smith Twins, Dave Dyer,
Flamingo Starlets (12), Torris
Brand Orch (11); no cover or
minimum

. Judy Canova makes her nitery
bow in a pleasing if not sensa-
tional show. Charm, personality
and talent are sharply defined in
the familiar singing role of the
femme bumpkin, and she can con-
trast with good torch-tuning (see
New Acts). Sister Ann and
brother Zeke render capable sup-
port on vocals and Ann accom-
panies star throughout act on the
Steinway. Polish ls necessary to
tie package together to fulfill

Ben Blue returns to Vegas after
a brief interval, the new faces and
^^(^nUnuedoopag^60)^

THI

KIRBY STONE

FOUR
Held Over Again I

LAST FRONTIER
IAS VEGAS

Mftt.i WILLIAM MORRIS
Aitnty

When In Buffalo Stop at the

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL

An Apartment for the price of a Room
Compfefo Cooking Facifilio*

M. Lonchnor, Mgr., 206 So. Elmwood Av.

COMICS/
Cot M. C. IITI

by ROBERT ORBEN —
54 printed poqoi of. one-

linen, bite of buiineii,

right gegt, routine*, Impreiiloni, intro-

duction*, perodle* A emcee* meteriel. 700

boff* plot o free comedy cetelogl Send

$1.00 to: LOUIS TANNEN
, kt w

120 W. 42nd Stroot, Now York 34, N. Y.

/!
SHOT PEOPLE
rate special rates!
Hero is comfort plus convenience -*

spacious, home-like rooms, and excellent

fatalities in a hotel that's right in the center

of Philadelphia's night clubs and theatres*

JohnBartramHotel
ILOAD' AND LOCUST STREETS

WM. H. HARNED, Con. Mgr

.
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Spechl Mtfetkl by

JOHN BRAPFORD

and RUSS BLACK

HAVE HAD OVER A

YEAR OF SOLID WEST

COAST BOOKINGS...

playing to S. ft. 0.

record-breaking aadieacesf.

« WEEKS - STATLER HOTEL
to* Angeles

MARES HOTEL-Reno

FLAMINGO HOTEL- Las Vegas

CHI CHI -Palm Springs

CORONADO HOTEL-San Diego
*

TOPS— Son Diego

CHARLEY FOYS-los Angeles

CAVE SUPPER CLUB- Vancouver

AMATO'S SUPPER CLUB - Portland

LAST FRONTIER - las Vegas

r—'j/text
1

MARCH 12 TO 23

Hollywood

MARCH 24-ARRIL 30

ITALIAN VILLAGE- San Francisco

MAY 8-14

COTTON CARNIVAL -Memphis

MAY TS-22

PARK LANE HOTEL -Denver

MAY 28 -JUNE 10

EDDY'S CLUB - Kansas City
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CUb Renews
CMtUaMS front' bnf U

VlsmtngSf|4W Vfgai
material denoting S face-lifting

job. While the show Is not great,

it- is diverting, and the three-,

framer may wind up With fair bli.

Blue scores again In Ms panto-

mimc version of a down-at-tlje

heels Frenchman on a Paris street

who offers a prostitute a crust of

bread for her, favor. The special

material , in an operatic Sketch,

“Who’s On Faust,”. 4s effectively

put over for laughs by Blue, ca-
pable straight man Sid Fields and
comic Sammy Wolfe. Trio reach
best heights in “WhatKilled Vaude-
ville?” Attired in white suits,

strawhats and canes, they go .down
memory lanfc with Blue a standout
in pantomime and terps. As three
Harry Richmans, they’re boffo in
“Birth of the Bines.”

•Emcee’ and foil . to the star,

Fields is a vital, cog in the Blue
scheme of things. Wolfe, a new
addition, is good in takeoffs on Ink
Spots and Johnnie Ray and teams
with Blue in sketches to give him
a good run for top honors. Jean
Marshall is a fair warbler who’*
s.a. is a handy thing to have
around in the - skits. . Kay Scott
pleases in a brief tap terp and is

also good in sketches. The Smith
Twins', a pair of leggy blondes, are
neat in vocals of “Satisfied,”
“What Is This Thing Called Love”
and a medley of pops.

The Flamingo Starlets . repeat
okay “Kismet” and “Sans Sotlci
productions, featuring Dave Dyer
on vocals. Torris Brand and his
orch rate a nod for their fine mu-
sical .backing. Bob.

“His Ed Sultivaa Inprtuloa . .

• coajody classic." —VARIETY

4-SS'S.x-r. .X

«

Hit. Royal Hotfl,-Mont’l
• Montreal, March 18. •

Dornan.Bros,, (2), Namandle.,
Dancers (6), Max' Ctiamitov Orch
( 8 ), Bill Moodie Trio; $L$2 coffer.

Retaining the pony line of "six

attractive hdofers, the management
of the Sheraton -^Mount Tloyal
Hotel’s Nprmandie Room.features
only one other act in’ the current
layout. As the ^feature attraction

Charley and Leo Dornan more
than hold their own in this reduced
Lenten showcase -as they extend,
their song-and-nonsense gamut to
the limit to a solid receptibn.

Performers 'liave appeared be-
fore, both in this hotel and other
spots around town, but their unin-
hibited manner of entertaining is

still effective, with the tempo good
and the yocks coming fast and
frequently. * Opening ip a reason-
ably legit - manner the Damans
soon switch to the cpmedic side..

Team * is one of the few acts to

play this town who can carry out
an aud-participation routine with-
out slowing up offering or embar-
rassing the ringsiders. Latter

.
is

most apparent when they entice
five men up on the floor, put bat-
tered hats and wigs on their heads
and work a mime sequence that
never fails to draw salvos,,

Despite pacing and variety of
material presented, duo sometimes
get a little too casual with their
patter and asides to patrons but
their quick turns from broad com-
edy to a straight song keep payee
interest throughout.

Preceding and following the
Dornan stint, the Normandie danc-
ers, with-several new faces in the
lineup, clinch a small but enter-
taining show. With Max Chamitov
back at the piano, performers get
okay backing and Norma Hutton
is effective both as band, vocalist
and femeee. Bill Moodie’s trio
spells the Chamitov combo during
the dance sets. Newt.

Pfgalle, |aidM
London, Marchf 19.

Lamar
,

ger, "fit

.

ert (19), Woolf Phillips Orch,

Production and choreography by
Madame Damiara; lyrics

,
Bryan

Johnson; musical numbers

,

Wool/
Phillips . it Nick Demuth; decor,

fan Emmersoh., $2.80 minimum
weekdays, $3.25 Saturdays.

click* being obvious, rest at ledger Blburtrab’f, Veitea
shows • medley of “Where or ° Bn«ton 1a

only H.v. Ey.t „r.rl, ^mani , OrfOt Barton, Delrae &
, „ m M .ss . Young, Lowe,'HiteL Stanley

. Bob
duddv for “Doggie £°P * Laureen, Michael Gaylord'spuppy ior oogsie i f\rru /71 t.mi iiioW

"Bluebird SSF <

rmsm Jfei'n.g b«£iStoVhfr.w‘w®• *

*n v viFa a! fi«4a Only gimmicks as such in Miss I

;

Only gimmicks
Page’s act are arage s aci are a puppy luv rjrrh T.nu Wpir
in the Window,” and a waiter-de- V'* L,ou WeiL organist.

livered message " for "Tell the ?3
.

wlw*
:

W ™> » CuTTSchell’, second™Pl i - app*«ra«te at 'this outslrtd bistro

i
ralsn4»n^|!«

the Pigalie Restaurant, locateqin maMn«' the audience disappear— ,

uiicmns-nignt auaicnce
Piccadilly, has become a popular gy

^ tying -bUndfMd^^ *?? ** ***% par, although it

rendezvous for out-of-towners and And this is as close to magic as he to
2
an

\?£
n £,s apparent en-

suburbanites, ' but catering hardly ever gets But the slambang self-,
for his chore or the aud’s

at all to the regular sophisticates ribbing foXd-Sp trSSs &arge' *»•&** Of flyhigin

who patronize, most nlghtepots. th crowd with plenty of laughs- fefi?
1 St. Louis, apiving here with

They’ve built up. their reputation Itarfets bookend the bill with* or rm timelortehearsaiyith
ptaneis pooxena me pm wjin Michael Gayldrd’s house bafad, the

V I . • T 44 a -a» 4 • *

Starring In the present layout
is Danielle Lamar, who made a
sock impact when she first played
this cafe five or six months back.
The French chanteuse is a natural
for this room. • Her provocative
sex-style singing gives

: the right

Parisian touch and the gal' has a

surefire knack of mingling with
the customers. That' part - of «fhe

act may be corny, but is perfect
for the PigaTle clientele. There
are definite sex overtones in* the
routine and a couple of quick _ . , „ . ... ... .. ^
changes on stage,, behind a scrcen,

vear^bsenc^ JoseDhine Premice Jng of Prattfalls and general siap-

helms a lively four-week MU In stick Pius ^the record panto of the

building, running, up as many as I iTnSSiS.. onSS?
1

A r
half n rinyow cpnarntA apnnpnrpa In I

P®SSed JU preViQUS OUting.
^
Also

included- in his stint is a bit of
half a dozen> separate sequences in
each number.

Bill Clifford voices the “Calypso”
opener competently. Mark*

Black Orchid; Till.
Chicago, March Id.

Josephine Premice -'(with Chpio
Pozo), Bob McFaddeit, Jerri Win-
ters, Rudy Kerpais Duo; $4 mini*

I

mum.

time-stepping to “Tea for Two,”
some v guitar Strumming Pnd gen-
eral kibitzing with the ringsiders,
all of which adds up to okay en-
tertainment.-

Surrounding lineup: is okay, al-

though topheavy with acts that
have appeared here recently.
While Lowe, Hite & Stanley, the
three zanies who appeared- on the
same 'bill with Mitchell a year ago,
present* the same routines, consist-

WILL JORDAN
Currently

TOWH CASINO
BUFFALO
April 2nd

Jerry Lesler Show
ABC-TV

DSrectloat MCA

C olony Club, Balias
-* Dallas. March 19.

Betty Clooney, Dolly Barr, Bill
Tieber Orch ( 6 ) ; $2 cover.

Betty Clooney debuting locally
Friday (19) at the Colony, mid-
town Intimery, proves she has it.

Younger Clooney sister takes ’em
in from the start with “Sometimes
I’m Happy.” Brunet looker, in a
well-filled^ white strapless gown,
foUows with a savvy mixture,
“Changing Partners,” “A Good
Man. Is Hard to Find,”' “Jealous”
and “April in Paris,” with brief
can-can hitchhike.

. She wins all the way in the $5-
( minute bit, with deft banter with

}
tabiers in friendly, winning fash-
ion, and displaying fine vocal
phrasing and shading on oldies,

“All Of Me,” and “Alone.” Other
sock offerings are added.

Dolly Barr, showing a classy
chassis on rollerskates, clicks, as
opener. Agile feihme, also a
looker, masters the small floor in
a top turn of spins, dances and
cartwheels. Bark.

hSTlmv no fledgling «t j£I dSmonsSSioi'ofselling a song. She has balanced here «• couple of months, ago, also
her act with a mixture of English

f
scores strongly with his stint of

and Continental lyrjjes and she
-''JiSl'

hand-balanelng. Bill tees off with
knows how, and when, to switch rmers Vh° a e l s

a fast sesh of ‘roller-skating by Bob
from the dramatic to the frivolous resourcetui.

- . . Top & Laureen, who whip through
and vice-versa. And she knows Shes hacked smartly In her

their tricks, which includes the
how to pick alluring costumes...Her. «SSSSL^ ^SL male. femme °p.rtne?
first gown, a handsome creation,

is exchanged after an opening
dumber or two for a long-sleeved,
high-necked pullover and skirt.

That matches, the mood~of a num-
ber about Saint Germain de Pres.
Then another quick change to a
more revealing gown, which car-

ries her through the rest of her
act. 'As a special added effect, she
has sparklers on her eyebrows,
which have a fascinating appeal.

For the rest,' the show ,is n
bright concoction but not up. to

the usual spectacular standard es-

tablished in
.
earlier presentations.

Si h,
i

SL
0f

tn
hin
A.
P
°%mfonwq by one lfg while spinning . fran,

i nrppIv hni i vnen tically around a *> small platform.
Songs are largely bouncy Calypso riplrnp £ Ynbnff scorp nkav in thpnAVAitiPG 'delivered with wnnpr ueirae fit xopng score oxay ip ine

c an* next-to-closing spot with somenovelties
vocal style, suggestlVeness and cTlrk Tndifln tprnim?
punch. Sole sultry offering is

E$st inaian terping,

an Edith Piaf-pennS softie“‘Be- ^ ShowbaeWng Is • furnished- by

cause of Your Eyes,” in a wistful Gaylord’s band with Joe Antman
French mood. It’s a complete taking over in the_-downbeat de-

switch .from the rowdy, heavily- partment during Mitchell s stint,

accented Afro-Ciibari ballads that Lou Weir fills f*ie lulls with Ham-
are really her, forte. mond melodies. - Elie.

Ingratiating Bob McFadden
turns in thoroughly amusing array
of show biz characterizations that
score for accuracy. ItV good-

Concho Room, Phoenix
Phoenix, March 16.

Bryan Johnson stays on as a solo natured^lampooning ^nd the cata-
mfcox Onh

S
v£v

vocalist and emcee and fulfills log is fresh, involving up-to-date Jl™™V Wl*ox °rch (9), ?l.5U

both functions adeauately. Greta names seldom tackled by impres- cpver, oaiuraays

Unger is a spirited dancer' and is sionists. McFadde
!

n has an added «« stringer to these narts Al-
at her best in leading the can-can. hilarious gift of simulating sound fNo sttanger to these parts ai

The production sorely needs a effects* and -spoofs the sound- vnQ Key » * familiar ngure on

good specialty act or tv
vide a measurq of contrast im ine.| « “

I nrpund hp’c fppmpd with the King
succession of numbers’ which fea-

1

mockery of a farm-cou«try _radio
|

^ound, he^s Reamed King

"ComediM's bravaro style . . mutt get attention."—VARIETY

ARTE JOHNSON
Currently

VILLAGE VANGUARD, N.Y.
PLEASE CATCH

GARRY MOORE SHOW
CBS-TV. THURSDAY, MARCH 25

Mgl.i Marshall Scbacker

SSI PHth Aveaat, Now York City

PL B-25II

ture the showgirls.
Woolf Phillips who, until re-

cently, batone.d the Skyrockets
orch at the London Palladium, is

now the maestro here, and his ag-

gregation gives sterling . musical
backgrounding to the presentation
as well as catering for the dansa-
pation. Myro.

Riverside, Beno
Reno, March 18.

Patti Page, Mr. Ballentine,

Riverside Starlets, Bill • Clifford
Orch. No cover or minimum.

show that doesn’t miss the funny-
bone. Les.

Mars Clult, Paris
Paris, March 16.

Garland Wilson, Maurice Allen ;

minimum, $1.50.

It will look like the midsummer
session around here for the next
.10 days. Patti Page will be work-
ing a limited engagement but'from
the looks of the opening night
house, the tally will probably pass
the best of some two-week frames.

This is an early feather in the
Riverside hat and signifies the be-
ginning of. a strong lineup from
here on out.' This is Miss Pace’s
first trip to Reno, so she has the
whole town to draw on, even if the
Califoreigns should be blocked by.

snow. But the way is clear and
she’ll pull ’em over the hill.

Her songalog is a wonderful con-
coction of the things she has sold
to the record buyers. The dis-

With two fine performers like
Garland Wilson and. Maurice Al-
ien, this small boite is becoming
a fine windup spot here. U. S.

show biz>, personalities are begin-
ning to make this an after-hours
mecca, and many chime in for
some impromptu

.
entertainment.

However, top draw is the effer-
vescent pianoing of Wilson, whose
fine fingering, rhythms and excel-
lent rep make for top listening.
Wilson has a way of interping his
ballads with an intime, raucous

letting the

Sistefs, longtime vocal group with
the Rey band, and plunks out.

guitar background for the team
with a tyrief solo stretch while the

dolls rest their pipes. Result is

ah arresting routine that makes
for easy listening.

Femme foursome opens with a

trio Of standards and then cuts

loose with A specialty routine,

“Memoirs of a King,” that spoofs

the Duncan Sisters, Andrews Sis-

ters, Mary Ford Sc Les Paul, etc.

Numbers allows for a wide range

of voeallstics and is paced for

gusto as well ais tuhefulness.

Rey gives pick a bMsk workout
on~the guitar, steel guitar and

banjo, mixing 'em uo in five-piece

set. Per usual, his “talking” guitar

number is the big specialty that

pulls the plaudits.

Biz holding lip well for first
voice or letting the notes play i

across his expressive face that
]

wee^ P* fortnight engagement

make him a natural for cafe slot-

ting.

Allen is a young English
chanter and piano, player who
possesses a neat feel for the
ivories plus a nice, stylized voice
for the standards. His addition
of a few blued lyrics to the at-

mosphere is always tasteful and
worth *ocksr When caught biz was
SRO. Mosk.

Jona.

Gatineau, Ottawa
Ottawa, March 19.

Johnny Coy, Nita Beiber Dane-

ers (5), Helen Curtis, Jay Walkers

(3), Harry Pozy Orch ( 8 ); 75c ad*

mission; $1 Sat.

TRIXIE ESCO LA RUE
Juggling Star Unpredictable Comedy

Thanks Management for Association With Ice Capades and Ice Cycles

AVAILABLE—APRIL 12
4 ’

(
. > S

Currently Touring, Ice Cycles of 1954

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY or ESCO LA RUE
1740 Broadway, N, Y* 405 East 54th 1 Stroot, Now York City

Johnny Coy and Nita Beiber

Dancers are holdovers this week
at the Gatineau’s Carnival Room,
where Helen ‘Curtis and The Jay

Walkers have moved in. Miss Cur-

tis, a blond gal-mountain, works

standard pops on okay pipes which,

show to best advantage in her im-

preshes ’of Rose Murphy, Kate

Smith and Sophie Tucker. Best of

her dwh songs is a clicko arrange-

ment of “Side By Side.” The Jay

Walkers have promising ability but

are badly in need of material ana

producing. Nonsense comedy is

okay in spots, even gets, guffaws

once or twice, but with adequate

production of better routining, the

act coiild reach higher., Phil Bower
of Jay Walkers emcee's, the show.

Coy has modified, hjs routine

from previous opener week, con-

fining- it to a runthrough of a tap

dancer’s career from first taps to

time his Style goes out of date,

plus specialty,
'

“Tap Dancer s

Nightmare,” both boffo offerings.

Nita Beiber- Dancers, with Gen'5

Gotham, maintain their high stand-

ards with Cuban- mood terps. nuni*

ber and a jazzy bit. Gorm.

M 'L .*



Palace, N. V.
Wong Sisters (2). King John-

son Jeanne Charlebois, Ladd Lyon
( 2 ) Trini & Manolo., Ben. Yosts
Ambassadors (4 ). Alan Carney,

$ ree Tuckers, Myron Roman
firth- “The Goiden Mask0 (UAo,

reviewed in Variety March 10,

’34.
.

.

The Palate tfclent collection

shows its. best form in the Matter

nort'on of the proceedings. Ma-
&r defect at the start is the meth-

Jd jn which the act? are strung to-

cher. But once the stride is hit,

the audience response picks tip tre-

mendously and the overall result

is in the plus Column.

The maior comedy spot Is occu-

pied by Alan Carney,, a vet in this

institution. Carney’s top contri-

bution remains his iihpressions of

various soapbox speakers,^and it's

good for a salvo at -the walkoff.

The singing by Ben Yost’s Am-
bassadors (4) similarly keeps the

program moving. No matter what
tag is assumed by a Yost turn, the

singing always comes out the same.

The Vikings, Ambassadors, Guards-
men, all of Yost's assembly line,

teem to provide a degree of stand-

ardization, Some of, the singers ap-

pear to be interchangeable and
they give the impression that all

th is has happened before. They do
an operatic medley, a group Of,

oldies and “Old Man River” for the
usually good response.

Throe turns qualify , for aero
classification. Openers, the Wong
Sisters (2): provides a good com-
bination of terps’ and balancing,
and team gets off to a good mitt.

Midsection, Laddy Lyon start? off

with a few mild tricks and With the
aid of a femme plant in the audi-
ence continues With a mixture of
comedy and balancing for fine

results. Three •Tuckers, two boys
and a girl o.n the trampoline, show
some standard tricks. They work
out exceedingly well fof the closing

. spot.

Jeanne Charlebois, a. Canuck im-
pressionist, gives vocal imitations
of instruments and then does a
baby voice and simulation of a male
baritone. Latter gets her off big.
However, it seems that Once she
establishes the fact' that she can
perform tricks, with her larynx,
she could cut the impressions short
instead of going through a full
chorus. The only purpose the full
tune serves is to eat up time and
slowdown the act.
Under New Acts are King John-

son and Trini & Manolo. The Jp
Lombardi Orch is still being front-
ed by Myron Roman, who does
well at the showbacking. Jose.

Roiiiito* Purls
Paris, March lfi.

Jacaiics PiJlf, Les Quatres Bar-

bits. Tombelly, New Boopcrs (4),
Gflii/oii Pros. & Juanita (4 ). Mister
Ralph, Noclle Norman

, Bernard
Lavalrttc

, John Vree & Ch; (2),
Cavovas (2), Marqit A Marqot .Mmmce Boulais Orch (12),

*
Si-

mone Morin; top $1.25.
i

Bobino keeps : up its finely-
chosen shows with its song top-
hners. solid acros and terp. and
enough offbeaters to. round this
present show into a neat package
vhich is doing SRO biz. Jacques
Pills /called Peals in the U. S.)
headlines this with a fine new
songalog and is amply backed bv
*

,
Y'moving series of acts which

fiiicsts ‘that there is enough on-
porfumty and talent here in snitem the ranidlv mushrooming spate
of music halts.

^•n
0t

.

n
,

bel,y * s the - aero opener,
with the usual handstands working
jhcmsrJvcs into intricate balanc-
!;/•.. .Now Bopoers (4), a groupm .living kids from the local jazz

*V‘
e n°t top music hall ina-

i nai without the necessary smoky
;!

»osPhere
, but crowd m itts th ern

n«u
IJcrna *’d Lavalette is a snirle
man who w ins the aud .with

* cry funny' material on no'itic

w* fanatics and fine
rfkcoits on Canadian and ‘Martini*-
T’® singers.

t,/?
1* yenr-ojd moppet Mister

vvi/ i

a cui*lv-hqaded kid. Dlays
. lon.ionp and a . harpsichord

S)1fT

|t° drive home the prodigy

i P,rec°cioifs, biij a born ham.
v®„kid acquits' himself well.
* oeiio Norman, dramatic sinver.

Vm’ut
to hold her own after the

iidi
1

*•
?tiot- and delivers som®
love ballads that benefit

t,.

™ earlier training as an ac-
"cfore she turned chanteuse,
,s ^°°d but. lacks range, and

inH.J*
n
.l
ore for specialized and

rjtcvy spotting.
‘

i». [
l,Jt half close**' is Les Quatres

w'l
-S ’ ,n inventive 'chbvat g**oi»n

i»lmii«
no, *; na<!tel' colored

'

jacket®,
Heaps .and authentic beards.

Fine material^ expert harmonics
and a flair for clever gags and
teamwork make this one of the
top choral groups here and a
Crowd fave.

J.

A solid acro-balance act is Gan-
jou Bros, & Juanita (4 ) . Who bring
a production dress to the proceed-
ings., (See. New Acts). The Cano-
vas (2) are a fine body-beautiful
act with two muscled lads making
with excellent stands and rippling
balance. Margit & Margot are a
seeing-double act In which two
lanky

.
gal twins cavort in perfect,

harmony to make this an unusual,
beguiling turn. A combo aero and
comic stint is John Vree & Co. (2),
with a cloWn fumbling out with a
Suitcase which looses a long,
shrouded figure. His antics in
squeezing the fantastically mallc-
ab'e body back into the suitcase
make for a good act; The twisted
member is a tall girl.

: Pills is of the charm-singer
school. Blessed by a fine song-
alog which benefits from his
drive, dramatic feeling and phras-
ing, he makes ior a solid song
stint.. Welbtimbrcd . voice gives
life to “Viens.” a diversional flir-

tation; “Vide Ton Sac,” a dramatic
1 opus abqut : a murderer’s cortfes-
sion, and the Ather ditties rang-
ing from the lively to the silky
love laments. He uses a phone
prop for a neat number in singing
a lament to a deserting gal and
makes this a begoff. ' Mosk.

Apollo. V.
Harptones (5). Tito Rodriquez

Brnid (15). Mabel Scott.: -Pigmeat
Markham it Gcoroe Wilshire; For-
trr Johnson . Michele & Nilda,
“Turn the Key Softly” (Indie);

The Apollo has come up with a

spirited sesh this week With, the
recent on Latino. B ; C. report®
biz- off this season, but this bill

has as good a chance *s any to

fill the house. With Tito Rodri-
guez and the recording Harptones
as the lure, teenagers pile in.

To* Rodriguez everything is

translated into mambo. He opens
with a brace of arrangements
strictly . south bf the border, “A
Ponerse Duro” for one. Later he
turns “In the Still of the Night”
into a hip-shaking number, with

the bandleader at the vibes.

The mambo kick rarely lets up.

The Harptones, who do conven-
tional close harmony, break into

“Mambo Boogie.” ' With Michele L
Nilda. also billed as mambo art-

ists, they’re under New. Acts.

Pigmeat Markham, who. always
draws howls, does a standard com-
edy skit with an assist from
George Wilshire and a beautiful

but unbilled gal anent the irate

husband who shoots his rival, not

because he steals the \yife but for

passing off a Canadian dime, But.

even the funster closes show with

a mambo bit.

Only regular Harlem fare is de-

livered by terper Foster Johnson,

who shows more action and per-

sonally than exceptional ability,

and by hefty thrush Mabel Scott,

in three bop numbers.

'Olympia* Miami
* Miami, March 19.

“Grand Ole Opry” with Hank-

Snow. Rainboio Ranch Boys, Joyce

Moore, Sleepy McDaniels. Tubby
Wise, Moon Mullican and Marty
Bobbins; Les Rhode House Orch.

“Jivaro” (Par).

Change of pace this week saw

installation of the “Grand Ole

Opry” company on the stage of

this lone south Florida vauder,

with the stubholders, normally

strong on hillbilly acts, reacting in

mild fashion to the twang-twang
contingent’s efforts.

.

Tnere’s nothing new contained

in the staging of the hoedown.
with the material a continuous

scries of broad humor and lyric

ideas. Hank Snow is set in the top

spot and helps lift the group from

the level ,of mediocrity set through

most of the session with his Victor

recording songnlog. .

The layout includes the> Rainbow
Ranch Boys, Joyce Moore, who
comes Up with some fair vocalis-

tics; cornball comedies by Sleepy

McDaniels that garner sparse

laughs, and barndance fiddling

purveyed by Tubby Wise. Group
is doing biz. but anomaly Is fact

that aud reacts mildly. Lary.

name strength of this bill for the
coming fortnight. ^Actual vaiide
values run high too, generally,
though there’s a severe letdown in
the curtain-closer. At opening
show the bill ran about 10 minutes
overtime, indicating a need’ for
clipping to take up the sag.

Gene Krupa Trio bags peak cus-
tomer reaction in a 20-minute seg-
ment of solid instrumental diver-
tissement. Unit segues through
variegated moods and tempos in
five highly-improvised jazz num-
bers, each of which allows arnp e
departure for individual riffs.
Smartly, Krupa doesn’t predomi-
nate until the close but features
his two sock sidcmeii, pianist Ted-
dy Napoleon and versatile Eddie
Shu, the latter taking the major
leads on sax, clarinet, trumpet and
harmonica.

Following this group, which
milks audience enthusiasm thor-
oughly, Dagrnar is anticlimaetic.
While she offers the variety, of
song, dance, comedy and pulchri-
tude, none of it has force enough
to overcome the trio’s impact. Her
routines are loosely formed, con-
sume more time than they neces-
sitate, and all ctnire upon the
eventual iy tiresome subject Of her
physique. Conversation pieces with
her aides often resemble in tone
and humor quality* the oldtime
bur.ey breather-skits, and. the taste
of sex allusions is questionable in
this house that caters to family
trade. Aides in the comedy mo-
ments are Danny Dayton and Mic-
key Manders, and her dance part-
ner is

;
flexilegged Billy Parsons,

who shines with her In a strawhat
tap routine.

Humor notch is commanded by
Frank Fontaine, who has no trou-
ble rousing the house’s risibilities
with characterizations in idiot ac-
cents. He’s lauded for impressions
of Arthur Godfrey and Amos &
Andy, which are laughably

,

close,
and for a string of topnotch male
vocalists alternating phrases of
“Home on the Range.”

Vanderbilt Eovs lead off the bill
j

with a slick synchro tap opener ^

before breaking into sock body-!
balancing and assorted acros.
Garbed in dress suits,, the boys
have several b.g moments of ap-
plause for hand-to-hand, hand-to-
head and foot-to-head work! Louis
Basil, back to batoning house orch
after a vacation, emcees and cuts
his usually fine show behind the
acts. .Les.

Vegas Ops
Continued from pas* 1

rills*ngo. Hi

i

* • He
Chicago, March 19.

Daamar (4), Gene Kruva Trio,

Frank Fontaine. Vanderbilt Bovs

(2), Louis Basil U Housr Orch:

“Phantom of Rue Moraue” MVB)
(3-D).

Boxoffice at the B&tf “flagship

should get a tidy fillip from tile

' i

this setup means that the top acts
;

will benefit to the tune of $300,000 i

annually. It’s felt that just as long
j

as there's one holdout among the I

major hotelmen, talent costs can
J

continue to soar. For example, un-
der the present agreement, the
other innmen would be prohibited
from bidding on Marlene Dcitrich,
who recently played the Sahara at
$30,000 weekly. However, Entrat-
ter, not a party to the agreement,
could bid for Miss Dietrich and
up the price. Thus, the Sahara

,

would have to equal or bid higher
than the Sands Hotel.

There had been an agreement at

one time that no hote’man would
pay an act more than $15,000. This
was later upped to $20,000, but
that phase is now virtually non-
operaiive, as is seen by the fact
that the Sands will shell out a
reported $50,000 for Dean Martin

I & Jerry Lewis when they play that

J

spot in May.

The meeting at which the inn-
men effected an agreement has
been described as an attempt at

“financial sanity” in the gaming
resort. It has been admitted that

, salaries have boon getting out of
hand because of the fact that agen-
cies when submitting talent would
encourage the upping of prices by
each boniface.

Hoteliiicn have gotten together
prior to the meeting of two weeks
ago, when they agreed to stay away
from acts committed to a fellow-

member's hotel. It’s expected that
pressures will be put onto Entrat-

ter to get the Sands into the fold.

Hotelmen will also attempt to

get new members into the organi-

zation. although no newcomers are
expected for some time. Two gam-
ing licenses have been refused. In

the case of the El Patio, it's be-

lieved that a permit will ultimate-

ly be granted, but only after one
of the owners of the hotel pays up
$80,000 he allegedly owes various

hotels in the lo\ui because of loss-

es at the gaming tables. The Royal

Nevada bid was turned dpwn-ber
cause of a claimed link by some
of -the syndicate crowd building

the spot, with crime in Florida.-

JUDY CANOVA
With Ann Canovg ic Zeke Genova
Sonts-Comedy-Dance
30 Mins.
Sahara, Laa Vegas

A long 'established entertainer,

Judy Canova makes her nitery bow
and lpans rather heavily on hir

relatives for assistance. The bu-

colic comedienne displays plenty

of talent and bells barnyard songs

with appropriate yodels for full ef-

fect. She can just as ably sing

pops.

In pigtails and GI shoes, star

docs “Put Your Arms Around Mo
Honey,” “I Ain’t Got Nobody,"

“Dartin' Nellie Gray” and “Jesse

James.” Sister Ann is at the. piano,

also duets with Miss Canova, and

the pair are joined by brother Zcke

for some of the aroi*emt.n.tioncd

tunes. The three please but are

cn too much, together to a point
where Miss Canova is actual y
minus in her solo stints.

^

She -is

adept in piano duct with xi«tcr, be-

tween jokes and be its “Vaya Con
Dios” to. good applause. Star’a

“Ole Ma and Pa” routine with
Zeke is fair, and she executes r;

good softshoe to “Swanee Kivtr.”
Confidence will come with more

nitery work and should re.^u’t in

this trouper finding herself on
stage alone more often to belt with
the stuff that’s been identified with
her for years and which made her
a star. ' Bob.

<

HARPTONES <5) .
i

Son?*
15 Mins.
Apo'lo, N. Y.
The Harptones are young, ac-

j

complished performers. A genu-

j

inely listenable Negro quintet, they
j

run through a fistful of cotorful
]

tunes, and should be successful on
i

any club, house or video date doing
|

just what they do at the Apollo.

Doing every number in dose-
harmony, they alternately bounce:
and roll through 15-minulcs of
so’id entortainmert. Aftc® kic’ in®
off with jumpy “Just for Lauchs,”
they turn to “Sunday Kind of
Love.” Midway through the st»nt

they appear in at least three dis-

tinct flavors: mambo. spiritual and
foxtrot—all to {he tune of “Mambo
Boogie.” Pewsters tire of giving
the palms a workout. During the
same “Mambo" the Harptones
neatly spread themselves across
the stage by some smooth but basic
soft shoeing and end up in pic-
turesque groupings that any legit

megger would admire.

Only one fault comes through
during the quintet's five offerings,
and that is the voice of the basso.
Evidently, it’s not his real lung
quality because it comes out from
lime to time like a bullfrog with
laryngitis. Even with this minor
drawback, the lads look a likely lot

BRUCE DAVIS
Songs, impressions
15 Mins.
Seville, Montreal

Bruce Davis, a youngster with
little more than a year's experi-
ence. shows best possibilities o*

! any new- performer seen around
! Montreal in past 12 months. Of

|

medium height, with an lngratiat-

i

ing smile, clad in a neat tux w it li-

: out any zoot angles. Davis, to coin a

|

cliche, is a showstopper as he
!

whams over his song impressions

|

with surprising savvy and inherent

j

showmanship. His limited experi-
ence in show biz is apparent from
I

material offered" which leans heavi-

|

ly on the obvious but his projection

|

and overall handling of each im-
presh is refreshing and convincing,

j

Playing in a theatre loaded with
i

payees all hep to the current plal-

j

ter faves. Davis, on the night

I

caught, drew squeals of delight
'and an ovation reminiscent of
Johnnie Ray’s first showing in this

|

house. With the right grooming
l and a presentation that points On
his easy-going manner, Davis with
more finesse and lewer manner-
isms. should be a cincheroo for
most visual mediums, particularly
in the vaude theatres. Newt.

[KING JOHNSON
Skatinr
7 Min*.
Palace, N. Y.
King Johnson, a Negro dancer

who works on roller skates, is an
okay tapster but needs better rou-
tining. He handicaps himself by
working In a small space so that
he cannot achieve a sweep of mo-
tion. There’s little that’s spectacu-
lar In. what he shows.
Johnson winds up with k bit of

skating oh a bridge table ' Vihidh

is hardly exciting ‘enough to make
• deep imprint. Jose.

JERRI WINTERS
Songs
I Mins.
Black Orchid, Chicago

Onetime Stan Kenton chirper

has been around for some time,
most recently in Golham.tv circles,

and now she’s strung together a
rhegf of srtiart tunes in low reg-
ister for the Intimeries. Attractive
blonde has a fine dusty voice suf-
ficiently stocked with nuance and
whisper to be fairly distinctive,

and v/hile hcr dress is modest she
enhances visual appeal with twin-
k ing eyework during her thrush-
ing. She’s a likely candidate for
disks and the small rooms.

Miss Winters has a laudable way
with a song and knows her way
about the mike, although occasion-
al over-stylizing tends to bypass
smartness for flat stUtedness. This
rhou'd be smoothed out after she’s
felt her oats on the cafeboards.
Songalog is neatly balanced with
slow pops, standards and a couple
of fresh offbeat numbers that are
tastefully dramatized and credi-
tably arranged. Les.

MICHELE A NILDA
Dance
12 Mins.
Apo'lo, N. Y.

After a lightweight kickoff, ofay
couple shows enough class to k.ec p
the Harlem house happy. Nilda is

a striking dish, whose black tresses,
brief costume and long gams make
up for just average danceability,
and Michele knows how when it

comes to making with a crazylegs
k rnd of hokum. For any house
with demands similar to those of
the Apollo this is an acceptable

-act.
i

’

j
After doing two dazzling ball-

I

room choices together, the male
dot-s a semi-aero turn alone; then

j

the distaffer appears in knee
i tights, where before there were
none, to 'make with the vocal

j
chords. She can’t sing, but the

' aud doesn’t seem to think she has
to.

Since the. evening’s motif was
j

mambo, M'ehele ic Nilda close
i
with one. Then, as something of

j

an added attraction, they bail on
‘ two amateur teams in full mambo
regalia to demonstrate. Last bit

! was a nice bowout.
}

' TRINI St MANOLO
I Dance
* 9 Mins,

j

Palace, N. Y.
Trini & Manolo have been

around for some time, but haven't
•been documented in Variety's
;

New Act flies. Flamenco team
1 does some fine cleat work, hitting
; a rapid stride with Latin terping
| and. for change of pace, an impres-
sion of dolls on a music box,

Tcani looks well on stage, their
costuming is colorful and they can
fit majority of terp spots.

Jose.

London Nighllifo
jj

Continues from pace 2

formerly partnered Harry Morris
in the operation of the Colony Res-
taurant, branched out on his own
when he launched the Copscabana.
This lush nitery has fallen an early
victim of the depression.

Hoev confirmed last week that
he is shuttering the main restau-
rant and dance floor for the time
being, except for private func-
tions, but will continue t o operate
the snack and cocktail bars. An-
other swank Mayfair nitery, the
Bagatelle, has been dark for some
time mainly, it is claimed, because
building work on adjacent prem*
iscs has interfered with the hy-
gcnic running of the restaurant, A
claim for damages, it is reported,

is pending.

M?iny other prominent West End
night spots are experiencing le:.n

times and further shutterin'?* are
considered likely. One or two nf
London’s most famous nightspots
are expected to close within a
short time.

The Cafe de Paris, which had
led the race for top class laltnl in

recent years, has this season, been
adopting a more conservative
policy. Only the Colony Rest Mi-
rant, among the elite Mayfair
cafes, has maintained its steady
level of a 50-50 blend of local and
imported names! Quaglinos and
the Allegro Room continue with

moderate-priced attractions. In a

different class and appealing to. -a

different type of clientele, the •

Pi guile, on Piccadilly^ still stages

Its elaborate floorshows w ith a
fullscale production.
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NEW. YORK CITY ILottlf & Oliver file

Music Hall (I) 31

George Sawtelle
Gertrude Tyv*n ’

Robert DeVoyo
Harold Barnes .

George De Witt
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Syra Ore

Palace (R) 34
4 Colleahos
Nlvellis
Buddy Clayton
Harris & ShaW

CHICAGO
- Chicago (P> 34

\ Gene Krupa 3
Frank Fontaine
2 to fill

JACK50NVILLI
Palace <P) 2S-2I

Mickey Rooney
Mtckl Mario

4

Cecil
1

St Shirley
. Jimmy Shaw

MIAMI
Olympia <P> 34

Jack Carson
S Seatman Crothers Ralph A Lorraine
Van Grona Dancers Viggo Jahn
Benson & Mann I Connie Powers

AUSTRALIA

AUCKLAND a
St. Jamas (T) 33

I

Merenos
Muracs

Walton & O'Rourke I Max Blake
Charly Wood Co
Lowe it Ladd
Cook A Jeans
Daresco 3
Guy Nelson
Chevalier Bros
B Vaughan
Renita Kramer
Bouna
Bert Duke A Joy
Sonya Corbeau
Dorothy HaU
Show Girls
Nudes

- MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 33

Guus Brok
O'Hagan A Stead
John. Blythe .

Balcombes
Gloria Dawn

Seyler Heylen
Betty Meddings
Frank Cleary
John Bluthal
Male Ballet
Ballet Girls

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 33

Tommy Trlnder
Toni Green
toe Lee
Dagenham Girl P

Oliver Wakefield
Kaye Ballard
Dolores Byown

cafe society
Goofers
4 Tunes
Aristocrats
EdyO Gorme

Celebrity Club
Morty Gunty i

Alfred ‘ A Lenore
Roger Steel Ore

Chateau Madrid
Three Galanes
Marta Nita
Jose Pillar Ore
Freddie Alonso
Sarita Herrera

Clro's
Josh White
Mary Sullivan

Copacabana
Ames Bros -

Beverlee Dennia
Blair A Dean
Lorraine A Brunner
Sandy Evans
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador
lules Lande Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Boh Downey
Harold Fonvtlle
Hate! Webster
Old Roumanian

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel- St. Resit
Shlrl Conway
Mllt< Shaw ore
Ray Bari Ore

Hotel Sherry*
. Motherland

Alexander Bros
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Brunesco Ore

Hotel Stellar
'Horace Jleldt „

Hotel Taft
Vincent Loper Ore

i.etln Due <i»e'r

Bernard BrosLAM Murray
Mon Toy
Darvas A Julia
Lee Sharon
7 Ashtons
.Ruby Richards
Art Waiter ore
B Harlow* Ore
La Vie En Rose
Harry Belafonte
Harry Mlmmo
Mary Kaye Trio
Van Smith Ore
Jovita Ore n

Blackburn Twins
Kvalyn Ward a
Carsony Bros.

Oolden tfugget
Brlney A Carter
Jill Adams
Dude Kimball
Joe Venuti Ore

Sands
'Robert Merrill
Herbert & Saxon
Clark Bros
I Rancho Vsgas

L Paul it M Ford
Artie Dann

Sahara

Jack Carter
Sujata A Atoka
Coe Davidson Ore
S Hcnle lee Rev

tlfyer Slipper
Maitle • Rosenbloom
Hank Henry-
Sparky Kaye
Nicholas Trio
Bill Willard
Jlmmfe Cavanaugh
Virginia Dew
Bill Willard
Jpan White
G Redman's Ore

Thunderblrd
L Compagnons De
La Chanson

Cplot* Rnd wasproduced with ttye

cooperation of th# Cleveland

. It is a documentary short; show-
ing how activities in the arts can
be important factors in preparing
students for their future citizen-

ship responsibilities in a free so-

ciety. •

. , .

I Continued from page l8

Judy Canova Show Mata A HarlJudy
Katnr;yn Grayson Los Gatos I 1

RENO
. Mapas Skyrdom
Jack Smith
Maurice Rocco

:

Skylettes
E Fitzpatrick Ore

Ntw Golden
Frances Langford

Will Osborne Ore
Johnson A Madlll

Riverside

Mr. Ballantine
Riverside Starlets
BUI CUfford Ore

HAVANA
Montmartre Marcel Pefore

.

micM'dIc
0
'’

l-'fe £**

Rosendo RoseU c K-^nlna
11 nm

Monslgneur Orq .

°rq
E Antunez Orq _

Celia Cruz
S de Espana . Orq
Celia Cruz
Rene A C Delaine

W Latona A Sparks Sadie B-nks
6 De Pauls
Mary Prlestman
Littlejohns.
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Toni Lamond
Maureen Helinan
Ballet Girls

BRITAIN

BLACKPOOL
Palace (It 33

Emrae Lee
Michael Balck

Harold Holness Co Shiela Nolan
Woods A Jarrett
Shirley Basscy
Cyril Lagey
Eddie williams
Harlem Belles

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 33
lssy Bonn
Eno A Lajme
Ray Alan A Steve
Robert!
Rexanos
Billy Bartholomew
Copa Cousins
Nicolettes

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 33
Lacys
Katja
Vogelbeins Bears
Tommy Jover Co

BR1XTON
Empress (I) 33

Dorothy Squires
Alfred Parks
Nelson Bros
Gordon A Ritchie
Rex Roper A Pat
Austral
Kazan A Katr
Tiki A Dell

CARDIFF
New (S) 23

3 .
Monarchs

Jack Jackson
Joe Church
Billy Thomborn
Harry Worth
Des O'Connor
Conway A Day
Nadias
Ray Marino

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 21

Billy Livingston
2 Pirates
Doyle Twins

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 23

S Smith BrosSAM Harrison
5 J's A June
Walters Dogs
Rita Martel!
Renno Grandsman

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 22LAE Bartell

Danny Purches
Manderinos
Eleanor 8
Naito

Kathleen ‘Stobart
Les Baker
Ralph BeUimore
Joyce Clark
Bemies
Hlghspots

LEEDS
Empire (M). 31

Beverley Sis
Tommy Fields
A A L Ward
Rob Murray
Shane A Lamar
Freddie Harrison
3 Lesters
Alex A Nico .

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 22

David Hughes
Vic Perry
M Mitchell 3
Freddie Sales.
Newman Twins
Dashs Chimps
Cynthia A Gladys
Roy Belles

LONDON
Palladium (M) 32

Nat King Cole .

Henny Youngman
Fayne A Evans
Michael Bentine
Bassi 3
MorUder 3
Wazzan Arabs
Devine A King
3 Hellos
P Tiller Girls

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 22

Jack Parnell Ore
! La Rommie
Sapphires
Taps MiUer
Mike McKenkie
Marion Davis
Dennis Hale

NORWICH

Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila G|t

Twe Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hamshay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia KaravaeS
Misha Markoff
Hotel New Yorker .

Ed A Wilma Leary
.To Bnrnum
Ben Pova
Steve Kisley Ore
Dee Drummond
A RoUini Trio
Hotel Pk Sheraton
Jose-Melis

Hotol Fierro
.

June Havoc
Frakson
Gale Sherwood
Stanley Melba Ore
Misrha Bnrr Ore
Chico Belli Ore

Hotel Plaza
Lisa Kirk
A A B Lund
Ted Streater Ore
Monte Ore

Le Ruban Bleu^

Kirkwood A Good* Xrtu^A^emn!
Day. Dawn A Dusk
Dorothy Loudon

i

Leigh Roberts
N Parris Trio

Versailles
‘Nice To See You*
Fay DeWitt

C de la Playa Orq "enfJ * V wetaine
**

. Mano Lopez
tans Soucl Marta A Alexander

Olga Chaviano Paulina Alvarez
Frank GltUli Bertica A Rolando

Paulina Alvarez
Bertica A Rolando
Orlando de la Rosa
Kiko Gonsalves
Senen Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq

Cannes Fete
Continued from page X
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CHICAGO
Blue Angel Lippe A Ballsch

V Duncan Dcrs (3) [Bobby May
Linda Romano
Val Navaro
Jimmy MUls
Bob WeDyck Triq

Black Orchid
Josephine Premice
Bob McFadden
Jerri Winter *

Ken Sweet Trio
Ciiez Pareo

Phil Foster
Dolores Hawkins
Mario A Floria
Brian Farnon Ore

Bob Bromley
BUI Griffin
N A J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears (7)
Boulevar-Dons (6>

F Masters Ore
Edgewafcr Beach

1 Charlivels
! Rudy Horn
D Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Ore

Parmer .Ho-_<*»

Kay Thomp
Marshall A

Conrad Hilton HotT Bobby Brar
Margie Lee
Adele Inge

Empire Elg
Emil Coleman Ore

IQS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotol I Marguerite Padula
Mindy Carson
Jack Durant
Cerneys
Henry King Ore

Band. Box
Mickey Katz

Hippodrome (I) 22 Bas Sheva
Frankie VaughnNAP Landon
Peggy CaveU
Keefe Bros A A
Arthur Tolvher .

Dawn White Co
Len Martem
Victor Seaforth
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 22

K Mackintosh Ore
Jimmy Wheeler
Joyce Golding *

Metropolitan (I) 22 Les Ricards

Bar of Musis
Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Blltmore Hotel
Connie Haines
Gil Lamb
Hal Derwin Ore

Clro's
Peggy Lee
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Chartey Foy's

Max Wall
Frinton A Willis
Joan Mann
Phil Kelly
Peter Daly
3 Gridneffs
C A H Duprez

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 22

Bunty St Clair
Jack Radcliffe Co
Falcons
Betty Driver
Ross Harvey
Royal Kiltie Jrs
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 22

Max Miller
Joan Regan
Dennis Bros A J
Kay Kortz A E
Scott Sanders
Montons
Bill Maynard
Lizzet & Eddie
B Wareham A B

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 22

David Whitfield
Bonar Colleano

Bruce Forsyhe
Frances A Zandra
Chris Sands
Sisto Co
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 22

Syd Seymour Ore
Constance Evans
Johnny Lockwood
Cycling Astons
Marettas
Richard Sis
Yvonne Prestige

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 22

Vic Oliver Co
.

Sylvia Campbell

.

B 1 A A Pearson

Arthur L. Simpkins
[
S Ennis Ore

Rita Rchm

Bar of Musla
Bill Jordan
Guy Rennie
Harvey Bell
Beth Challis
Gina Valenta
Ethel Davis
Fred Thompson

Blrdland
Rey Mambo Ore
The Tempos
Do-Ray-Me 3

Beachcomber
JLS W I GUIOUII . v m .

McAndrews A . MUls S0?^,e
.I^V.

c^er
Fred Lovelle
Robey Buckley

!

Pierre Bel
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M). 28

Lee Lawrence
Seaton A O’dell
Rlchman A Jackson
2 Maxwells
Harry 'Bailey
Louise Pets

Wilson 4(eppel A B Del Cortina
Angelos
WUloughby Dancers
Fred Atkins
Beryl A Bobo
David Bcrgias

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 22

.Maxime Sullivan
Ronald Rogers
Flack A Lucas

YORK
Empire (I) 22

. Laurel A Hardy .

Derek Rosalre
Terri Carrdl
Ro.V A Ray
Fercr Raynor
Uisula A Gua
Alan Rowe
Kavt-s Pckes

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Betty Hutton
De Marios
Harry Richman
Milt Ross
Charlie Carlisle
Louise Brown -

Len Dawson. Ore
- Black Magic

Sammy Walsh
Mickey Roselle
Arden Young

Casablanca
Jack Carter
Dave Tyler Ore
Helene Dixon

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale •

Freddie Stewart
Larry Foster
The Williams (2)

Teddy King Ore
Clro's

The Red Caps
The Treniers
Jo Thompson

Clover Club
Billy. Grey
Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Betty Luster
Tony Lopez Oro

Don Liberlo

Ai°rfirman
7* with special mention for story,"

Neisori|. “for the film best told in images,

Patti Ross with special mention for the mu*
Linda . Lombard sic,” etc., which made it hard to

Paul? Stewart pin down the exact laurels won by
Carol Ohmart each film. '

panch?t
r
o Ore*

° Short subjects jury is composed
Village Barn of filmmakers and technicians.

Radier EUen There will also be a flock
^

^of inter-

CareU A°cariyie national technical meetings and
Larry MacMahon manifestations during the fete. A
mil Graham Ore Music and Film conclave on April
Village Vanguard 1-3, will have Gian-Carlo Menotti,

iTruife
J
Adam? Virgil Thomson, Roman Vlad,

c williams Trio Muir Mathiesen, Georges Auric

Martha
^

^Wright
11* ‘ ?nd Henri Sauguet discoursing on

N Brandwynne Orr the role of music in the films.

Aqq 5 Feature Pix From U.S.
Films entered from the U.S. are

.
“12-Mile ReefM (20th),“Knights of
Round Table'* (M-G); “Here To
Eternity” (Col); “Little Boy Lost*'

(Par); and “Living Desert” (Dis-

ney) plus the C'Scope short, “Toot,
Whistle, Plunk and Boom” (RKO).
France entries are Robert Siod-

mak’s “The Big Game”, “Blood and
Light,” with Zsa Zsa Gabor; and
“Before the Deluge”.

Entries for England: “The Kid-
napers,” John Grierson’s “Man of

Africa,” and a Franco-English pic,

“Monsieur Ripois.” Germany is

sending “As Long As You Are
Here,” which has already been
bought for U.S. distribution by Jed
Harris.

Austria’s entry is “The Last
Bridge.” Brazil will have two pix
entered, “The Song of the Sea”
and “Naked Amazon.” Egypt’s en-
try is “Heaven of Hell” while Spain
has “Everything Is Possible in
Granada,” starring Merle Oberon
and Antonio and his new Spanish
Ballet; and “Comicos.” “Sunday
Morning is the pic from Greece.

3 Entries From India, Italy
India’s entries are “Two Acres

of Land,” “Feathers of. Peacock”
and "Pamposh, the Kashmir IA>-

tus.” “Maddelena,” “Neapolitan

Selma Marlowe Line Merrygoround,” and “Chronicle of
Woody Woodbury Poor Lovers are the pix from
Sans Soucl Rev*

1 Italy. Japan also has three, “The
zig a Vivian Baker Dqor of Hell,” “Love Letter” and
Fre

i5?rd Tarieton
C “Female Destiny.” The three Mexi-

- - co pix entered are “The Child and
tho Fog,” “Defying Life” and “The
Last Revolution.”
Norway’s candidate is “Circus

Fandango.” Poland is sending “The
Five of Barska Street.” Sweden’s
two entries are “The Great Adven-
ture”, and “Bread and Love.”
Czechoslovakia is represented by
“The Actors.” .

Russia Sends 3 Films
Russia has three entries, “Ma-

rina’s Destiny,” “A Great Alba-
nian,” and a big opus on the Mos-
cow Ballet, “Russian Ballet Mast-
ers.”

U.S. personalities, who have ac-
cepted invitations are John Huston*
Arlene Dahl, Vera-Ellen, Virginia
Mayo, Michael O’Shea, Terry
Moore, Merle Oberon, Donna Reed,
Preston Sturges, Richard Todd,
Van Johnson, Ava Gardner and
Frank Sinatra.

A. Browne Ore
Mecambe

DeMarcos (2)

Haul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouga

B Minevitch H R
De Castro Sis (3)
Dominique
Chiquita A Johnson
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (5)

Gina Genardl
Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancera

Statlar Hotal
Sportsmen (4)LAE Roberts
Renards (2)

1 Ron Perry Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Jack Stuart Ore
Jeannie Moore
"boon A Eddia's
Lois De Fee
Lynn Star
Arlene
Rita Marlow
Charlotte Waters

Nautilus Hotal
Eddie Albert
Margo
Andre D'Orsay
Antone A Ina
Sid Stanley Ore

Patio
Mary Kaye Trio
Sans Soucl Hotai
Barry Sisters
Baron Buika
Sacaras Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs

LaRue's
Louis Adler Ore

Roney Plaza
Milt Herth Trio
.George Hines Oro

Saxony Hotal
Xavier Cugat
Abbe Lane
Val Olman Oro
Helene v

Tony De. La Cruz
Vagabonds

Vagabonds (4)
Maria Neglia

.

Jana Mason
Mary Ann Bentley
Frank Linalo -Oro

‘Eternity’ Sweej
Continued from paro l

victor in the Best Actress race,

the poll indicated, polling as many
votes as all of her competitors put
together. Votes are for her per-
formance in Paramount’s “Roman
Holiday.”

Only Close In 2 Categories
In the last .of the eight cate-

gories polled—the Best Song of
the year—another close race is in-

dicated, the closest of the entire
Derby. “That*s Amore,” appears to

have won the trophy on the basis

of the Straw Poll, but the margin
of votes It held over its nearest
competitor, “Secret Love/’ was so
small that the latter

,
could easily

capture the award by a final surge
of balloting. “Amore” was written
for the Par pic, “The Caddy,” by
Harry Warren and Jack Brooks.
Sammy Fain ,and Paul Francis
Webster penned “Secret Love” for
the WB pic, “Calamity Jane.”

.
Save for Best Actor and Best

Song, there was virtually no con-
test in this year’s Derby, the Straw
Poll indicated.

“Eternity” polled almost three
times as many votes as its four
competitors combined for the big-

gest landslide victory in Straw

Oscar Optimist
Omaha, March 23.

*

Ralph Blank, hoping history
will repeat, has set “From
Here to Eternity” for his two
top nabe spots starting Sun-
day (28), following Oscar
awards.
A year ago Blank bodked

“High Noon” after Academy
honors had been passed out
and cashed in on the pic’s

plugs.

Poll history and Taradash’s mar-
gin for Best Screenplay (on “Eter-
nity”) was almost 4s great. Sinatra
pulled almost twice as many votes
as his competitors.

In the six previous Academy
Award Straw Polls, Daily. Variety
has achieved a lifetime batting
average of .847. Twice in its his-

tory, it achieved 100% accuracy
and on two other occasions was ofi

on- only one category in each Os-
car Derby.-

Polling was made more difficult

this year by Academy officials who
exerted strenuous pressure against
the members, asking them not to
participate. Ballots mailed to each
member included a printed re-
minder that the Board of Govern-
ors had asked that the voting re-
main secret. A similar reminder
was flashed on the screen at the
Academy Theatre at each screen-
ing of the nominated films'.

As a result, the Straw Poll this
year is based on the votes of ap-
proximately 15% of the member-
ship as against 23-25% in other
years. Not only was the percentage
of refusals to participate greater
than before, but pollsters reported
a greater number of Academy
members commenting that they
had not voted. Most of those who
did not vote were industryites who
were out of the ebuntry for most
of the year.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Basin St.

Louis Armstrong
Velma Middleton

Blu* Angel
Orson Bean
Bfarjane

Martha Davis
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Solr
Jimmie - Daniels
Dana -ft Wood

Desert Inn

!
Jimmy Durante
Jackie Miles
Les Charlivels
Betty Reilly

1 II Cortoz

|

CharleyChaney
Beverly Richards
Roberto

Flamingo
Ben Blue Rev

I Last Frontier

USIA Pic Preem
Washington, March 23.

“Design For Growing,” newest
film made for the U. S. Informa-
tion Agency, will be preemed at
the Cannes Film Festival, which
opens l Thursday (25>, USIA an-
nouncedr Picture is in Eastman

. t > i . .. _• J « 1. 1 “ V
.
/ I

Continued from page 1

wood on a Government income tax
hassle and may not get back to his
French headquarters in time for
the Cannes festival.

For a time the fest was devoid of
enough Yank windowdressing,
hence Levy’s quickie to Hollywood,
Leo Sauvage, Nbrth American cor-
respondent for Le Figaro, was to
have accompanied him from N. Y.
to L. A. but couldn’t make it, also
in the interests of lining up per-
sonalities for the fete.
Levy last year produced “The

Proud Ones” (Michele Morgan and
Gerarde Philippe) in Mexico, made
in Spanish and Frertcli, also on a
package deal,

Pierre-Louis Guerin, boniface of
Le Lido, and Rene Fraday, his
prime Impresario, are still in the
U. S. auditioning talent for the new
iloorshow which Is traditionally
Franco-American dominantly, al-
thugh studded with other interna-
tional turns.

'* illaLi..../—* • •*

into full bloom oiv^eekends .onlv,
Fridays Saturdays are the top
b.o. nights. Sunday nights have
diminished since the long week-
ends are becoming a rarity. .

The diminishing of the late trade
Started with the cutback ’

of de-
fense orders. Then, many major
plants cut out late shifts and over-
time was eliminated., The latter
was a more decisive factor, since
manyi had geared themselves to
the regular wage

.
providing the

necessities, while the overtime coin
gave the earner the luxuries.
When this happened, the fre-

quency of going out was liso dim-
inished. It then became safer to
choose weekends as the big night
out. A guy could be as bleary as
he liked and still have enough time
to recover before facing a day’s
work,

Copa Starts Trend
The .first cutdown of the late

shows eaipe a couple of years ago
when the Copacabana cut out the
2 a.m. show on. weekdays. They
were forced into this policy be-
cause other cafes established a
two-show nightly limit when the
reason for a third show disap-
peared with lack of business. The
Copa three-show policy couldn’t
continue if the $pot was to get
headliners.

Several spots have been forced
to drop midweek shows. The
Celebrity Club is now operating
three days weekly. Ben Maksik’s
Town St Country Club, Brooklyn,
is on a weekend policy. Cocktail
lounges which formerly had con-
stant activity are down to two
nights weekly. Even Lindy’s was
mulling whether to close' every
night at 1 a.m. instead o{ staying
open until 4.

In most cases, it would pay the
operators to shut down at 1 a.m.
as the hotel rooms are now doing.
However, the bonifaces are fearful
that once that policy became prev-
alent, it would be difficult to re-

accustom spenders to the late

shows when business picked up.
Another anp more powerful rea-

son lies in the fact that the late

business is generally a liquor trade,

which is far more profitable than
purveying dinners. Tjie cafemen
still live in hopes that this most
profitable phase of the cafe busi-

ness will make a comeback.
The after-theatre haunts have a

splurge lasting until midnight or

so; Beyond that, they have to wait
for occasional insomniacs.

Chi Late Nite Biz

Getting Almost Nil
Chicago, March 23.

As it’s becoming increasingly

clear that l^temight biz is practical-

ly nil in Chi nowadays, a raft of

local cafes are flirting with' the

early trade. Most significant of

the niteries to advance its hours
is the Chez Paree, which just re-

cently disclosed an 8:30 show
and moved up succeeding perform-
ances accordingly. Previously, its

shows had been starting an hour
later. An advantage of the ad-

vanced clock is that midweek fam-
ily trade would be able to dine,

see the show and return home 'be-

fore midnight.
Recently, several new cafes at-

tempted vaude policies expressly

to lure the stay-out-laters, but

found soon enough thfct there are

none anymore even when conven-
tion season is- at its peak. Or, if

there Is a late-night crowd, it ap-

parently isn't making the night-

clubs. Both the Crossroads and
the Encore Room yielded their va-

riety formats, after brief attempts,

to the lack of an early-morning
audience, and the well-established .

bistors too are consistently, draw-
ing poorly past the midnight hour,

|

‘Elephant Walk’
j

Continued from page 3 SS-
more normal size, say the Tushin-

skys, some of the screen 'Subject

matter would be lost'. Also, if a

speaking 'character is cut put, the

dialog would seem to^polhe from
;

off-screen.

Another claim is made for stock

shots which, heretofore; could not

be used in any film shot in. ana-

morphic. The Tushinskys say that

with "their system- library mate-

rial, which was leased originally

in conventional format, can now be

processed for- use with Cinema-

Scope or any other anamorphic-

type product.
i ) ' .* • i l n . J •> l
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t'SxIETf LEGITIMATE

Actors Equity will only consider*
„..0ctc for a waiver of the six- L

month ‘waiting period ^between en-

ragements appUcable to alien per-

formers when the actor concerned

is to be starred in a production.

Lw ruling is one of severaL re-

iently added to the unions alien

regulations. Equity also eliminated

its requirement that all alien mem-
hlrs Day 5% .of their weekly salary

or

1

at least $10 weekly. Buie has

been revamped with the 5% re-

ouirement now applicable to all

salaries and the $10 minimum ex-

cluded.

Another addition specifies that

alien Chorus Equity members will

be required to join Actors Equity,

Chorus members were previously

permitted to play under an Equity

contract without joining the. union

and therefore weren’t subject to

the alien rules. Alien members will

also be given special Equity, mem-
bership cards, since the only iden-

tification they now have is the re-

ceipt for dues paid.

In order to quell cbnfusiop as

to what foreign productions fall

under the a](ien unit company clas-

sification, Equity has added a defi-

nition of such an operation to its

alien resolution. Union will classi-

fy a production as a unit company
when it has been produced by a
theatre which “has established its

identity over a. period of years, has
attained recognized status for its

artistic standards and certifies that

the production under consideration

is regularly on its production
schedule.” Groups currently recog-

nized by Equity as unit companies
are the Stratford Memorial Thea-
tre, Old Vic, D’Oyly Carte Co.,

Abbey Players, Dublin Players*and
Jean-Louis Barrault Co.

Duo Wets Feet In Show Biz

Off-B’Way To Recoup Coin

'"Madam’ to Tee St Louis’

36th Muny Opera Season
St. Louis, March 23.

‘"Call Me Madam” and “Okla-
homa” will be presented for the
irst time in the Municipal Theatre
Assn.’s al fresco playhouse in For-
est Park during the forthcoming
season that tees off June 3. “Ma-
daqj” will open the season with an
11-night frame and “Oklahoma”
will close with a two-week stand
starting Aug. 16.

Eleven productions will be pre-
sented during the 88-night session
of the Muny’s 36th consecutive
season. Although costs have risen
since last year, execs announce
there will be no increase in ducat
charges and the 1,700 cuffo seats
each night for the underprivileged
will be continued.

Theatre lie Lys, one of the top
off'Broadway showcases, is an es-

tablished success, but not a money-
maker for the operators of the
theatre. The 299-seater was taken
over in March,. 1953. by Anita Post
and her brother John, who runs a
construction firm in the vicinity
of the de Lys.

Greenwich Village spot is rented
out to various production orgs on
a four-wall deal at $500 per week.
This, according to the Posts, is

just enough to cover expenses. As
lessees of the theatre they pay .a

monthly rental of $350. Other
costs such as texts, maintenance of
the theatre and insurance, brings
the yearly operating ’ expense to
about $15,000. During the

.
past

12 months the house has been dark
about 23 weeks, which means that
rental was drawn for about 29
weeks, giving the Posts a total
take-in of approximately $14,500.
The Posts took over the de Lys

after renovating the location .two
years ago for William de Lys, who
had originally taken a .seven-year
lease on the spot and had intended
operating the small-seater as a
theatre club. Following one flop
production, “Frankie and Johnnie,”
de Lys cancelled his plans,, leav-
ing the Post Construction Co. hold-
ing the bag on a large amount of
Unreconped coin, shelled out by
the building outfit in refurbishing
the theatre.

Rather than suffer a loss, the
Posts decided to wet their feet in
*no\v biz and assumed operation
ot the theatre under the firm name
of Senior Estates, Ltd. Max Eisen

(Continued on page 68)

Soviet Ballet in Paris

For 1st Time in History
Paris, March 23.

Arrangements for Moscow’s Bol-

p
Theatre ballet troupe; to play

tV**
1 *8 sPring have been com

Pitted. Famed Russo terpsters

fr
Pen

4 L.

at the Pai*is Opera on May 8
jor three weeks. This makes first

Soviet history that a Russo
a

, /
comPany is leaving, th®

onntry for a foreign visit,
vjaiinn Ulanova and Constantin

p will head the company
Pertoire will include Prokofiev's

a
an<* Juliet,”’ “Cinderella,

a* u ,
us ing French Revolution

ami fi
tgr<

?
und

» “Flame of Paris,”
other items not yet announced.

With the payment of another
$30,000 .dividend for the four-week
period ended Feb. 27, “Tea and
Sympathy” has now distributed
$90,000 profit. On the basis of the
standard 50-50 split between the
management and backers, that
gives the latter a 75'b profit to
date on. their $60,000 investment.
During the four weeks, the

Robert Anderson drama grossed
$114,829, against a capacity of
$113,200, for an operating profit of

$28,913. Take brought the total

net profit to data to $105,144. Af-
ter the distribution of profits, the
assets included $8,970 in bonds
and deposits and $6,174 available
for cash reserve.

The Playwrights Co.-Mary K.
Frank production, with Deborah
Kerr starred, is currently in its

26th week at the Barrymore, N. Y.

On the Line
;Leslie Caron, on leave from

Metro to dance with Roland
Petit’s Ballets de Paris, now on
tour, told an interviewer re-
cently why she preferred danc-
ing to filmmaking.

“In pictures,” said the
French ballerina - actress,
“your work is everybody’s

—

the director’s, the writer’s, the
cutter’s, etc. On the stage—it

is cash. It is you, yourself, on
your own.”

Terp ‘Ondine’ For

HOUSTON ALLEY JOINS

EQUITY; DEKKER ANGLE
Houston, March 23.

Alley Theatre here has switched
to an Equity policy after function-

ing as an amateur or community
theatre since its formation in 1947.

Current click of “Death of a^Sales-

man," with Albert Dekker starred,

prompted director Nina Vance to

make the move. Joining Equity
put theatre in a position to nego-
tiate for an extension of Dekker’s
Contract, which expired March 20.

As an Equity Operation, the Al-

ley will use 50Co Equity talent,

with a minimum of six members
per show. In small-cast plays,

some of the union members could

be used in backstage capacities.

Taking advantage of the sock
Broadway legit hit of the same
name, Ballet Theatre Is prepping
a choreographic work by William
Dollar, titled “Ondine,” as feature
of its next season, its 15th anni.
Theme will be the same, based on
the folk tale of a Rhine water
nymph’s romance with a medieval
knight. Management is dickering
with a foreign ballerina to guest-
star in the work, William Fields
is booking the tour.

Ballet Theatre also plans a
classical work choreo’d by Leonide
Massine, and a new ballet by
Valerie Bettis, for next season.
Miss Bettis, a couple of years ago,
also choreo’d a ballet based on a
Broadway hit, in “Streetcar Named
Desire.”

Meantime, the troupe garnered
j

$33,500 in seven performances on
tour last week, iii the far west.
Troupe got $5,000 in Reno on a
guarantee; $10,000 for two in Port-
land, and. $18,500 for four in Se-
attle. This week the troupe is in

Vancouver for a full semester,
sarting Monday <22).

J

The Azuma Kabuki Co., in its

next-to-last week at the Century,
N, Y.

(
grossed $26,925.

Buy Tickets If Mpt Acts Uppity

Glenville Mulls 2 Plays

For Broadway Staring
Edinburgh, March 16.

Peter Glenvilie, who directed

“The Prisoner,’’ with Alec Guin-
ness, at the Lyceum Theatre here,

is mulling a plan to present two
plays on Broadway in a repertory

season next year. One is “The Liv-

ing Room,” by Grahame Greene.
The other is Bridget Boland’s “The
Prisoner,” his current production.

He’s angling for Dorothy Tutin
for “Living Room,” and Guinness
for “Prisoner,” . for N. Y.

Guinness things along legit runs
are bad for both actors and audi-

ences. “The Prisoner” will run
only a limited season in London,
because Guinness has a film com-
mitment in June. Star hopes to

find four plays which he can make
into a personal repertory, dropping
or reviving a particular piece at

\

will.
j

“The Prisoner” is set for filming
j

in the fall, with Guinness, Noel
j

Willman and other members of the t

present stage cast.

Asheville Cherokee Drama

Reprise Seen in Doubt
Greensboro, N. C., March 23.

Few people in Asheville believe

“Thunderland” will be presented

In 1954. What the community,

-

which invested heavily in the out-

door theatre where the drama was
presented, can do to salvage this

asset, is now being discussed. There
is some talk that the Flat Rock
players may use it. There is sug-

gestion of booking periodical at-

tractions there.

“Thunderland” is a forlorn mon-
ument to a fact that hardly anyone
takes time to consult. All the out-

door dramas have been heavily

sponsored. Perhaps none of them
could, from beginning to end, stand

on their own feet. Even "Unto
These Hills,” the most successful,

started with donations from most
of western North Carolina, plus a

subsidy from the state and various

sinecures.
The latest figures on attendance

showed that the Cherokee show
drew 137,750 people (paid admis-

sions) in 1953, a decrease from

1952.
“Horn in the West” declined to

43,384, “Lost Colony” increased in

1953 to 52,150, and “Thunderland”
increased to 21,823. “Lost Colo-

ny’s**- ‘ 1953 report shows it lost

money. It is estimated that “Com-
mon Glory,” at Williamsburg, drew

around 70,000.

Critic Kerr Knows Nothing

Of Mirrors, or Acting, Sez

Fellow-Townsman Thesp
New York

Editor, Variety:

It’s all very well for my friend

and former fellow Evanstonian,
Walter F. Kerr, the N. Y. Herald
Tribune critic, to complain about
stage mirrors being masked over,

as he was quoted recently in

Variety as doing. But Wally is

not an actor and does not under-
stand mirrors from the actor’s

point of view. I’ve just finished

playing “Angel Street,” in which
just such a scene, of tying an Ascot
before a mirror, occurs in the sec-

ond act. If you have the mirror
real, you can not only see your
own image, but the faces of the

audience in the first few rows.

This is bad.
#

An actor works from an image
in his own mind of what he is pro-

jecting to an audience, and does
not wish to be distracted by seeing

the actual image of his own literal

appearance. In addition to that,

when he sees the Audience, he im-

mediately fears that they also can

see themselves in that same mir-

ror. The only thing for the actor

to do is have the mirror misted,

and learn how to tie the tie by
feel. I had never tied an Ascot be-

fore in my life, but if .1 can learn

to do it, so can Walter Matthau, of

“Burning Glass,” and it’s his busi-

ness as an actor to do so, effec-

tively.

Henceforth, let Wally stick to

'Such comments on the subject of

writing and directing, which he

knows, and not on acting, which he

doesn’t know, in the practical

A popular-priced touring edition
of “The Fourposter” will be sent
out next month under the produc-
tion auspicies of H. Clay Blaney
and Cy Metrick. Although the
producers are willing to send the
show out at a $2.40 top, various
road theatre managers are more
inclined to charge what they think
the traffic will bear. As a result,

show's price scale will vary for
each of its first three engagements.

Teeoff stand at the Court Square
Theatre, Springfield, Mass./ April
15-17, will have a $3 top. Play
then moves to the McCarter Thea-
tre, Princeton, April 19-20, at a
$3.60 high. From there the pres-
entation goes to the Shubert The-
atre, New Haven', April 21-24* at a
$2.40 top. Production, which will

star John Beal and Carol Stone, is

capitalized at $15,000.

Blaney and Metrick are touring
the show via an arrangement with
the Playwrights Co. Deal calls 4 for
the Playwrights to receive 25Cc of
show’s profits, while author Jan de
Hartog shares on a graduating
scale of 5*7c, and 10rr. Pro-
ducers are also using the original
Playwrights* production, including
scenery, props, etc., for which the

‘ Playwrights receive 2ff of the
gross. Offering can break even at
about $10,500 a week.

London, March 23.

A major switch in the acbepted
legal practice of reviewing play*

or films for which invitation* have
not been sent to the press, is seen
developing following a recent case
against the British Broadcasting
Corp. arising out of the criticism

of a broadcast musical work.

Hitherto, the generally accepted:

principle has been that a play or
film is a privately owned property
and the owners may, if they so de-
sire, invite the press to express an
opinion. If an adverse notice fol-

lowed, it had been believed, the
reviewer and the paper would be
able to piead “fair comment” if

an action ensued. On the other
hand, if a paper had been denied
an invitation and bought its tickets

at the boxoffice, an adverse notice

might have to be defended on
grounds of malicious libel.

Top legal opinion in Fleet Street
(London’s newspaper row) now
holds the view that there is no
basis in law for this opinion. The
test should be whether it is a
matter of public interest and this,

generally speaking, can be held to

apply to most public performances
but not to shows sponsored by pri-

vate club theatres.

Acting on this principle, the
Daily Express has already inti-

mated that its film critics will buy
tickets at- the boxoffice if a dis-

tributor declines an invitation and,
subsequently, review the film in

the usual way. The same policy
has already been put into effect in
regard to legit, and the Express
last week jumped the gun on the
presentation of “1 Am A Camera1*

by sending its drama critics to
cover the show on the first of four
paid previews, prior to the official

opening. The Express review ap-
peared several day’s ahead of it*

competitors.

As the management, of the New
Theatre had, for reasons of their
own, withheld the normal press in-
vitation to Variety’s London
bureau, tickets for the preem of
“I Am A Camera” were purchased
at the boxoffice and the play re-
viewed in accordance with this
latest legal thinking.

sense.
Fitzroy Davis

Prep Coast letter’
Hollywood, March 23.

Rose Wallerstcin and Abe Lax
will star in “Letter to Mother,” an

English-language adaptation of a

play based .upon the Yiddish song,

“A Brivele der Mamen,” which Os-

car Ostroff will produce at the

Civic Playhouse here, starting

April 19. Ostroff will also direct

from Samuel Rudens’ English ver-

sion of the Harry Hoffenberg

script.

Mary Ellen Kay, Robert Roark,

Sandra Stone, Paul Raymond,
Chris Drake, Frances Weintraub,

Morris Strassberg and Yasha Ro-

senthal have been set in support.

FILM BUILDUP FOR

ONTARIO SHAKESPEARE
Ottawa, March 23.

Columbia Pictures (Canada) will

distribute National Film Board’s
"The Stratford Adventure,” color
feature covering the birth of the
Stratford (Ont.) Shakespearean
Festi\al. Film, which will feature
Alec Guine.ss because he was star

of the Festival, will preem in

Stratford, then go to major filmers

aqyoss Canada and United States
before going abroad. Teeoff date
not set. *

Morten and Gudrun Parker pro-
duced the 40-minute documentary.
(Meanwhile the third, or American
Shakespearean Stratford—in Con-
necticut—has a grant of 12 acres

from the town council, is still rais-

ing funds, hopes to get started this

summer. The parent Stratford in

England started its season last

week, drawing lukewarm press for

two star-less policy.)

Boff ’King’ Getaway
Hershey, Pa., March 23.

“King and I,” which began its

road tour at the Community The-
atre here today <Tues.), has. been

sold out in advance for its seven-

performance stand to the tune of

$43,000. Musical wound up on

Broadway Saturday (20).

Yul BrynnentPatricia Morison

starrer moves on to the Music Hall,

Cleveland, next week.

Damyaokee Mogg Strays

Into Odd Atlanta ’Moon’;

Tolerance At $3.70 Top
By SIDNEY B. PFEIFER

Atlanta, March 23.

Is there anyone in ‘the house
interested in the condition of legit

in the deep south?

Different people inflict differ-

ent kinds of punishment upon
themselves, especially during Lent.
So, after a lifetime spent in the
theatre pretty muqh everywhere,
your dam Yankee Buffalo corre-
spondent, finding himself in At-
lanta, Georgia <Joe-gia to you),
the other evening with a few spare
hours on his hands, resolved to

take a chance on the “opening
performance” of the traveling
“Moon Is Blue,” billed as the “orig-
inal Broadway version”—in which
Peggy Ann Garner and Bramwell
Fletcher were sweating it cut at

the Tower Theatre.

The Tower in Atlanta is a pretty

nice li’l ole commercial legiter,

in spite of the fact that it posts

its current prices in crayon-
scrawled hieroglyphice alongside
the boxoffice—for all the world
like a penny lemonade stand. The
usherettes look and act like sub-
Junior Leaguers replete with low-

cut dresses and lace shawls and
the teenage ushers are made up

(Continued on page 68)

’Likely’ Comedy Set

For Fall B’way Bow
“The Girl Most Likely,” new

comedy by Irving Brecher and Jo
Swerling, has been acquired by
Albert Lewis for production on
Broadway this fall. Comedy con-

cerns a young couple in Califor-

nia. Lewis expects to be in N. Y.

in two weeks to start casting.

Lewis was last repped on Broad-

way as co-producer of "Three

Wishes for Jamie.” Swerling is

co-author of the "Guys and Dolls”

book, and Brecher is a vet screen-

writer.
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Al Dalzell will flack for “Picnic” critic for the Boston Post,, will be

when the show takes to the road the main speaker next Wednesday
April Id. A revival of “Porgy,” (31) at the U. of Massachusetts con-

slated for production at the Dock vocation honoring Richard Rodgers
Street Theatre, Charleston, April & Oscar Hammersteln 2d for their

21-24, has been cancelled due to development of the musical play as

insistence by Negro leaders that * theatrical form and for their con-

the play be offered before an inte- tribution to the educational thc-

grated audience . . . Jan Leighton atre.

will appear in “A Sound of Hunt- * Sidney Blackmer will star in the

ing at Cherry Lane theatre. . .Flak Leonard Lee meller, “Hang To-

Housc,” by actor Leo Penn, who’s gether,” which Lee Holland has

currently appearing off-Broadway skedded for Broadway production

in the Circle in the Square produc- either iti May or next season . . .

tion of "The Girl on the Via Fla- C. W. Chrlstenberry Jr. slated to

min a,” will be preemed at the direct Romeo Muller’s “With
Neighborhood Playhouse School of Drums and Colours,” which Eddie
the Theatre, N.Y., from April 5-9- Hyans plans to bring to Broadway

Greenwich News Theatre,* off- in {he fall . . . Jim Miahler replaced

Broadway operation, is inaugurat- ^“I Waltz as a Judge in Caine

ing a policy of special matinees Mutiny Court Martial” and is also

for highschool students today understudy to Charles Nolte .

(Wed.) Shirley Jones will step EmUle Stevens, Ted Mann, Jose

up from the chorus of “Me and Quintero and Jason Wlngreen,

Juliet’’ to the role of Juliet for the founders and producers of the off-

road tour Of thi musical Ferdi- Broadway Circle in the Square,

nand Hilt is filling in for Peter have launched a public
t
relations

Cookson in "Can-Can" during lat- campaign in the legit field, Cam-
ter’s one-week Jamaica vacation pai^n will be operative throughout

Ralph Meeker has been ele- the U. S. and Europe and will com-

vated to star billing in "Picnic prise weekly mailings of articles

Maurice Levine has succeeded by M ss Stevens, Mann, Quintero

Louis Adrian as musical director and Wingreen on various aspects of

of "Kismet.” Latter will be musi- leat produetm.
.

cal supervisor for the Los Angeles Solid Gold Cadillac moves
Civic Light Opera Co. for the 10th from the Belasco^Theatre, N. Y . to

consecutive season..

"New Filers.” which has been

the Music Box May 10. Current
tenant at the Tatter house is "Pic-
nic,” which vacates the theatre, . _ •_ , iuc, which vdcaict inc uicattc

-iw Vnrir
M
f^

b
; ^imiSa APril 10 Prior to taking off on tour

APril 18 . .Daniel Mann will stage

wSEn
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1
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D

onald Ogden Stewart’s “Hinon-
hnvP S 5tPP three er.” slated for production next sea-

^ncoirf son by Saint Snbber Scheduled
Broadway production next month
of “The Year Hound," all-Negro-

™?J!»trf.iV
l*a

..T*ahnn.p cast revue, has been put off, withrunproves successful -Teahouse
„roducers jimmy DU£ and Larry

forihe Actors F*SSd Sunday
(21) night Shirley Bernstein is

tryodt tour to begin June 2.

Milbonnie Christopher’s magic
taking a two-month leave of ab-
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weeks beginning April 19.Ann N ye# 15 “Burning Glass.” currently at theher'
4t a * am theatre, is folding Saturday (27)

The ^ eighth .annual Antoinette ... a double bill, comprising a one-
Perry Awards Dinncr of the Amer- act opera. “The Stranger,” and a
lean Theatre Wing snJL initiate the revue. "Crosstown,” is scheduled
awards season of the Broadway to open at the off-Broadway The-
theatre Sunday (29), at the Pierre, -atre de Lys second week in May.
N.Y., a few days after Hollywood The operar penned by Edward
has presented its Oscars to the Eager and David Brockman, will
chosen,

. .. . c<> „ , , , , be produced by Jean Andra
By the Beautiful. Sea, skedded and John Cornell and directed

to bow on Broadway^1 the^Majes- by Alfred
. Ralph

tic Theatre April T^has undeigone Champion is drama reviewer of the
a number of personnel changes London Daily Mirror, not Ruth
during its pr^ent tryout tour. Champion, as erratumed.

as director with Marshall Jamison V1

£penil/'
taking over.' and the exiting of 52JL5 *?£ 1?!^ JLI'Sii

D37?ima
Genevieve Pitot, who was to have s

J^
e

_.

^ucncl
01' tnUSiC f0r th* da“Ce

'Tuex) by iSf^Lnion^be Sh

Fr»d BoUl hai been brought in' Gillian?
1 ”he “new Ronald" M?i/l?J

for the lead of play which Gottlieb and his part-
Bc King at the. Showcase Theatre, ner, Albert Selden, are producin'*
Evanstonlll. Religious playopens in association with Laurence
tonight (Wed.) and runs through oihier.
Lent . . . Milford Hanney takes to George Baser, who was musical
th® road brf?86!®. director of the Charles Gaynor re-
Jnles Pfeiffert ‘ Good Nite Ladie. vuc, “Lend An Ear,” on Broadwav.
which opened Monday (22) at the will serve in a similar capacity on
Fabst Theatre in Milwaukee, the new Gaynor revue, when the
Pfeiffer reports he has the nghU as-yet untitled show is preemed at
to “School for Bndes which he the Pittsburgh Playhouse on May
will launch July 4 . at the Royal i. Bauer himself wrote the music'
Alexandra, toronto. with comic for the Pitt playhouse musical,
Jackie Hannon m the lead ...Dina “On Your Mark,” in 1951. Frank
Hulpern starring in the Chi Jewish Wagner has also returned to that
£®®Pj« production of community theatre to stage the
Half theWorld s a Bride, script- musical numbers and do- the chor-

ed by Elizabeth Jeffries. eography . . . George Tobias got
Oscar Kanweis will star as some extra space in Pittsburgh

Sakini, the Okinawan interpreter last week when he Was in “Stalag
in “The Teahouse of the August 17” at the Nixon at the same time
Moon,” in his own translation of his picture, “The Glenn Miller
the John Patrick comedy, at Vien- Story,” was in the middle of its

na’s Theatre in the Josefstadt start- smash run at the Fulton Theatre,

r^l^c Ptint who waHw have Sackett "ill Play the title role

tenets
^ tousic for the dance (TuisjYy Sj^LihdonrtfbtScnUcIlCCS, Kami /nv* iwkkA*tm»«la uiir.u:.^

ing May 16. Ninon Tallon (Mrs.
Karlweis) agented the foreign pro-
duction,

Sue Willis has left the touring
“Twin Beds” and returned to New
York for tv work. /.If “King of

Lillian Gish was guest instructor Hearts” is a hit, Carl Low will*
with the American Theatre Wing have to quit the cast in: the middle
Professional Training Program of the run, since* he and his part-
Monday (22) in the Acting Is 'a ner, Clay Flagg, are scheduled, to
Business Course, which gives. tech- open the strawhat season at their
r.iques in acting Tor stage, screen, White Barn Theatre near Irwin,
radio and tele, discussing problems Pa., on June 5. . .“Guys and Dolls’*
of an actor. Joshua Logan will tour expected to windT up in De-
take over next Monday (29), direct- troit around end of May. . .“Magic
lug scenes as they would be played and Loss,” which plays Nixon in
in the tHeat.e. Pittsburgh week of March 29, will
Howard Newman, advance agent be the second tryout for Robert

for “My Three Angels,” and Noah Preston in that city this season.
Schechter, Cincy resident manager He” was also in “His and Hers,”
for Shubert enterprises, teamed as w'ith Celeste Holm, which bowed
lecturers Friday (19) at. Miami U. in at Nixon early in December,
in Oxford, O. They told students Tony Buttitta in/N.Y, from Mal-
and teachers about mechanics and lorca by boat last Friday (19) and
operating methods of the theatre off by plane to Frisco yesterday
in this country, Europe and South (Tues.), to start his Civic Light
America. Als^ about “Angels” and Opera press chores,
other shovs heading for Cincy. Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. Times
Morton Da Costa planed to L. A. drama critic, copped the first Rob-

last week to stage the Coast tour- ert Garland Award for “outstand-
ing edition of “Sabrina Fair,” ing achievement in arena work” in
which begins its travels Monday a polling of 15 cities outside of
(29) at the Sombrero Playhouse. New York conducted by the- Arena
Phoenix, with Diana Lynn and Guild of America, Runncrsup
Wendell Corey heading the cast. . . were Vernon Rice, ifcgit editor of
Elliot Norton, legit editor and (Continued on page 68)

Hays Oat of Town

The Magic and the Low
Hartford, March 18.

Alexander H. Cohen & Ralph Alswan*
presentation of drama W two acta (five

scenes) by Julian JKunt. Stars Uta Hagen,
Robert Preaton, Lee Bowman; features
Edith Meiser. Directed, by Michael Gor-
don. Setting and lighting by Alywang, At
New Parions/ Hartford* March 18* M;

Nlckl vTllson Charles Taylor
A1 Masslo Danny Dennis
Grace Wilson Uta Hagen
Larry Grave* ............ „ Le® Bowman
George Wilson Robert Preston
Anita Dawson ........... Edith /Meiser

Although “The Magic and The
Loss” contains the ingredients of a

successful Broadway play, it

doesn't jell, Its weakness is mainly
in plot, which needs more meat.
Otherwise it has a strong combina-
tion of witty dialog, sex, acting and
direction.
Author Julian Funt,.who is more

used to writing 15-minute radio
scripts a'nd soap operas, hasn’t fully

developed his theme of women’s
continuing fight for equality with
men. He take refuge income mas-
terful dialog to help carry the play
along. However, it doesn’t, and at

curtain time one is left with the
feeling of “so what, it’s been an
entertaining evening, but . .

.”

The play centers about Grace
Wilson, career-minded employee of

a Madison Ave. huckstery, divorcee
and mother of a 14-year-old boy,
who is headed toward a vice-presi-
dency of the firm because of her
brilliant work. It’s a meaty role
for Uta Hagen and she plays it to

the hilt.

Lee* Bowman does a more than
satisfying job as the cad lover, who
deserts the. femme in her hour of
need. In his chore of the divorced,
father and college teacher,. Robert
Preston also is good.
Edith Meiser. as the ad exec on

the way out of her post, shows top-
notch acting as the lonely, crushed,
career-gal on a drunken binge.

Masterful job is turned in by
Funt in his creation of two 14-year-
old roles. One is from the slums
aiid the other from the ultra-
sophisticated side of life. His boys
are authentic and warm, as are the
lines provided them. Charles
Taylor is splendid as the bright
son of the divorcee. In a lesser
role as a Dead End kid, Danny
Dennis is also okay.

Final curtain has the divorcee
and her ex-husband going their
separate ways. She’ll continue her
fight to rise in the ad world, and
he’ll seek the continued quiet of the
campus of a small western college.
The one-setter Greenwich Vil-

lage apartment by Ralph Alswang
is both eye-selling and authentic.

Eck.

The Wizard of 0z
Montreal, March 17.

Verdun Operatic Society production of
musical comedy in two acts (seven
scenes). Directed by Ken Withers.- Stars
Brian Macdonald. Wilma Nash; features
Frank . Heron, William Bankler, Margaret
Noakes, Corinne Saint-Dennis. Music by
Harold Arlen Sc E. Y. Harburg. with
additional music by Ian Macmillan and
lan Morrow. Choreography by Macdon-
ald; costumes by Evan Jones. At Her
Majesty's. Montreal. March 18, *54; $2.25
top.

For their *54 offering, the Ver-
dun Operatic Society has stepped
out of the obvious operetta groove
which has been their forte for the
past several years and tried their
vocal and acting talents on “The
Wizard of Oz,” with better than
average results. *
Adapting their presentation from

Metro’s film version of this fantasy
and adding additional music by
localite Ian Macmillan, this hard-
working company makes up in
spirit and determination what they
lack in stagecraft and smoothness..
Standout performances by Wilma
Nash as Dorothy ,and Brian Mac-
donald do much to offset the. rather
ponderous and hoked-up offerings
of other supporting players.
- Macdonald proves to be a triple-
threat personality for the show;
he did the choreography, takes part
of the Scarecrow and is convinc-
ing as a comic and eccentric hoof-
er. Frank Herons as the Cowardly
Lion and Bill Bankier as the Tin.
Man give adequate support with
Heron showing himself as an able,
if too-broad, comedian. %

Corinne Saint-Denis as ballerina
in an amusing toyshop sequence
and. principal dancer during an
eerie routine in the witch’s castle
highlights the second act. Choral
efforts by company are very good
and the costumes and. sets by Evan
Jones effective. Newt.

‘Witness’ for B’way
“Witness for the Prosecution,”

Agatha Christie meller currently a
hit in London, is slated for pres-
entation on Broadway next fall by
Gilbert Miller in partnership with
West End producer Peter Saun-
ders.

No one is set for the cast.

Choice of a. Thornton Wilder farce, “The -Matchmaker” for the
'Upcoming international Festival at Edinburgh is warmly praised by
an editorial 'in the dignified Daily Scotsman, Edinburgh. “The Festival

Society,” it says, “has been a trifle solemn in its pursuit of culture

and it is no bad thing that they should try to dissociate the Festival

from boiled shirts. Humor has flourished mainly on the fringe of the
Festival. The concessions made to few or middle brows by the Festival

Society should insure, that a good time is had by allj by the devotees
of the arts from grand opera to country dancing, if there is such a
thing as a cultural scale.” “Matchmaker” was done on Broadway
with Jane Cowl some years ago as “Merchant of Yonkers.” Writer
says that, although the tartan streak in the Festival pattern is becom-
ing more pronounced, the groundwork remains international. He com-
ments that that annual deficit is no blemish on the Festival’s record,

and that the $57,000 lost last fall must be set against the much greater

gains reaped by the tourist industry.

Backers of the current Cheryl Crawford Broadway production of

“Oh, Men, Oh Women,” include Franchot Tone, who stars in the play,

$5,600; Harriet Ames, former producer, $5,600; Tone, for his sons

Pascal Franchot Tone and Thomas Jefferson Tone, $2,800 each: A1
Greenstone, souvenir program agent, $1,400; Manie Sacks, RCA veepee,

$1,400; Jack S. Seidman, theatrical accountant, $1,400; Roger L. Stevens,

realty operator and member of the Playwrights Co., $700; Arthur
Laurents, playwright, $70Qj Robert. Ross, actor who died recently, $700;

Jerome Chodorov, playwright-librettist andJ>rother of Edward Chod-
orov, author of the play, -$700; Andrew Geoly, of Eaves Costumes,

$700; Jane Ann Choate, wife of producer Edward Choate, $350; and
Gloria Safier, talent agent, $350. Production was financed at $70,000,

with provision for 10% overcall.

Maimed in an accident in 1947, Steve Cochran, manager of the

National Theatre, Washington, during the 1930s, is now working as

a cashier in the mutuel department of the Charles Town (W. Va.)

racetrack. Cochran, who had produced several shows and at one time
was active at the Olney (Md.) Summer Theatre) Was hospitalized for

two years following his accident, which occurred in Los Angeles. He
had gone to the- Coast to join David O. Selznick but landed in the

hospital instead after being hit by a streetcar. As a result of the
accident, he has to use crotches.

Cochran also works as a mutuel clerk at Waterford Park, a few
miles from East Liverpool, O., where, a number of years Ago, he pro-

duced a revival of “The Constant Wife,” with Ethel Barrymore starred.

His legit activities also included the formation of National Theatre
Players, which originally comprised such performers as Edward Arnold,
Minor Watson, Kathryn Givney and Romaine Callendar.

Backers of the Edward Choate touring production of “Harvey,”
which folded recently on the Coast, included Emmett R. Callahan,
show’s company manager, $1,600; Herman Wobber and Edward Wob-
ber, of the Geary Theatre, S.F., $800 etchfCyril Grody. of the United
Booking Office, $5,800; Jane Ann Choate, wife of producer Choate,

$50; Paul Beisman, manager of the American Theatre, St. L., $1,600;

Dan R. Hanna Jr., of the Hanna Theatre, Cleveland, $1,000; Arthur
Klar, souvenir program agent, $1,200; Bruce Savan, stage manager
of “Girl With Pink Tights,” $50; Helen Walpole, radio-tv writer, $400;
James E. Stroock, proxy of Brooks Costumes, $400. Production was
capitalized at $20,000, with no provision for overcall.

Inspectors for the N.Y. City Fire Dept, are waging their annual
campaign for strict enforcement of regulations for Broadway theatres.

Fuss is expected to subside as usual after official inspection is com-
pleted and licenses are renewed. As always, various violations of the
fire regulations that have crept in during the year are being nixed.

Also, as per usual, there are reports of seemingly extreme tabus being
issued by some of the more- strict inspectors. At one house, for

example, an actor was instructed to remove a collection of congratu-
latory wires stuck around the dressingroom mirror since opening night
last fall. In several instances, sofas were ordered taken out of dressing
rooms. There have been no reports of attempts at strict enforcement
of the smoking regulations in the front of the house, however.

“Taleqt ’54,” the showcase for unfeatured Broadway talent presented
by the Stage Managers Club to an invited audience of producers, di-

rectors and casting heads, originally planned for April 9 as a surprise
to Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, hais been set back to
April 12 at 2:30 p.m. R & H will be in Cleveland April 8 for opening
of “Me and Juliet.”

The Mark Hellinger Theatre has been made available through gen-
erosity of owner Anthony B. Farrell and Shepard B, Traube, producer
of the theatre’s present attraction, “Girl in Pink Tights.” Hiram
Sherman will handle the emcee chores and the entire production will

be supervised by John Effrat and William Ross.

Theatre designer Rolf Gerard is profiled in the April issue of the
American Artist. In discussing Gerard, who has designed both for
the theatre and opera, writer Catherine Sullivan notes: “Theatre critics,

it seems, rarely pan the scenery. ' Their comments on the play and
players may be writ in acid, but the scenic designer usually gets at

least a polite nod of approval. Music critics, on the other hand, only
rarely have a good word for the visual effects of an opera. Either
the designer has flaunted tradition where it is considered’unflauntable,
or he has followed it too closely where be should have forgotten it.”

“It is a pity that so few habitual theatregoers care for music—I have
yet to meet a dramatic critic at a concert—and almost none of them,
it appears, cares for painting or sculpture,” So said stage director
Harold Clurman, who doubles as drama critic for the Nation magazine.
Reviewing “Girl in Pink Tights” last week, with emphasis on it*

ballerina-star, Jeanmalre, Clurman added: “I couldn’t help regretting
as I watched ‘Tights’ that regular theatregoers seem to attend the
ballet so infrequently—though ballet is nearly always the best theatre
to be seen in New York.’?

'

Norman Nadel, theatre editor of the Columbus Citizen, brought a
' group of 190 people into N.Y. Monday (22) for the fourth theatre party
rigged up by the Ohio daily. Group will be in town through Friday,
seeing shows, Nadel’s staff this trip comprised five people—Dick Tracy,
Citizen’s pub relations editor; Richard Garrett, staff photog; Charles
Kauderer, Columbus travel agency man; Wesley Llewellyn, N.Y. Cen-
tral passenger agent assigned to the group for the full week, and
Nadel.

The Shuberts aren’t disposing of their costume company. Stage
Costumes, or of the Century Library, which controls rights tp shows.
All they're doing is selling off some surplus costumes. Kathryn Lynch
is in charge of Century Library, which handles leasing of shows and
rental of material (“Student'Prince,” “Firefly,” etc.). Veronica Blythe,
in charge of Stage Costumes, is out currently due to a broken ankle*

Rose Tempkin is subbing.
*

Backers of the Anthony Parella production of “Mardi Gras,” which
folded during its out-of-town tryout, included Leo Kerz, who did the

sets, costumes and lighting for the show, $1,650, and Peter Kass, who
directed the play, $275. All but $2,475 of production’s $55)000 capitali-

zation was put up by Dorothy E. Sykes. She’s not in show biz. Limited
partnership agreement called for 20% overcall.
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Who Operate Own Boarding House
By JERRY GAGHAN

Philadelphia, March 23.

A unique company of repertory

actors which operates its own the-

atrical boarding house, provides

free doctoring 'for all members

and has a Board of Governors to

vote "pocket expense money” now
has, after 31 years, reached the

point of assuring the actors a full

year-round job. This is the He£$t-

row Theatre which began out in

rural Rose Valley, Pa., but now is

completing its Apt winter season

in downtown Philadelphia:
Hedgerow, thought to be Amer-

ica’s only repertory group at the

present time, is in,the Foyer of the

Academy of Music which Was ren-

ovated into a small playhouse by
New York’s . Circle-In-the-Round

troupe, which decamped after one
losing season. Hedgerow then
took over the lease, one plus being
that its scenery fits both country
and city locations.

'

Hedgerow’s first winter : season
in midtown Philly will result in a

$12,500 deficit but this had been
anticipated, "We were budgeted
for it/’ explains Ralph Roseman,
the actor who acts as chancellor of.

the exchequer for the group. ’’There
was an initial outlay of $8,500 just

to go into the Foyer, so we hardly
expected to break even the Arst
year:” This ends Saturday (27),

Company will definitely return to
the Foyer in the fall. It has been

(Continued on page 66)

Special Pool-Less ‘Wish’

Propped For Coast Tent;

‘New Faces/ ‘Okla.’ Added
Los Angeles, March 23.

Three shows not available before
for stock presentation will high-
light the Lewis & Young Music
Ciicus season in Sacramento this
summer. Musicals are “Oklahoma,”
“Wish You Were Here” amd “New
Faces.”
•. Joshua Logan is preparing a spe-
cial version of “Wish,” in which
the swimming pool will be elimi-
hyated so that the production can
be presented in the tent theatre.
It will also make it easier , to tour
the Coast with the show if such a
trek seems feasible at end of the
season.

Milton Lyon has been set as di-
rector for the season, with Simon
"Asen as music director, Peter Ham-
ilton choreographer, Don Sheffey
choral director, and Wallace Hayes
stage manager.
Season gets under way June 14

with "Paint Your Wagon,” to be
followed on successive weeks by
‘Rose Marie,” “Show Boat,” “One
Touch of Venus,,” “Wish,” “Faces,”
‘Where’s Charley?,” “Rio Rita,”
..2“Sad°on” and “Oklahoma/’
Rita” production will be brought
down to Santa Barbara for four
performances in the Santa Barbara
Bowl in connection with the Fiesta.

Canfield To Head Yale
Drama Dept. In July
New Haven, March 23.

As of July, the Yale Drama Dept,
will have a new chairman In F.
Curtis CanAeld, present drama di-
rector of Amherst College, who
will act as professor of drama and

’^director of the University theatre.

CanAeld will succeed Boyd M.
Smith as chairman of the depart-
ment. Smith is retiring from that
chair, but will remain on the Yale
faculty as professor of drama and
executive oAicer in the university
division of the arts.

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre indicated if booked)

Kings of Hearts, Lyceum, April 1.
Magic and Loss, Booth, April 6.
Anniversary Walts, Broaahurst,

April 7.

By Beautiful Sea, Majestic, April
Q.

New Faces (Road Co.—Limited
three-week engagement), St. James,
April 18.

Pajama Game, St. James, May 12.

Hollywood ‘Faceless’ Fnd Work;

Tents Shy Off Revues
Tent theatre operators in the

east reportedly have generally
thumbed down “New Faces” as
prospect for under-canvas produc-
tion. The revue was pitched at
^producers as a potential en-
tiy this summer and drew a gen-
erally negative response, feeling
Demg among majority of the op-^ovs that their showcases need-
ed book shows.

^'s understood the only
lehestration available on “Faces”
«y»e °.ne being used by the show," 1110,1 is currently touring.

New Home Play Is Set
For Glasgow Preem

v Glasgow, March 23.
*c\v comedy by Scot author Wil-

i
J

.

ani D°uelas Home, “The Manor
?} ^orthstead,” is set to bow at

vvI!m
* Theatre, Glasgow, April 19.

.W/e- not a sequel to Home’s “The
Hundreds,” play is a com-

an
1

-
^rllish party politics, set on

land
ed west c°ast of Scot-

4 -
Matthews, vet British actor,

s cast as Lord Lister and Charles
butler, Beechman.

v W1 ll have a short tuheup tour

hf Matthews- played
...

c.hiltern” in London, and was
iu

^ bn Broadway brleAy in
1949» when it was titled

Yes, M Lord.”

In Ufaltz’ Angels
Joseph M. Hyman-Bernard Hart

production of “Anniversary Waltz”
is another one of those shows with
a list of backers that reads like

a who’s who of show biz. Out of a
total of 57 investors, at least 42
are connected with the entertain-
ment industry. Show, which is

capitalized at $75,000, with no pro-
vision for overcall, is currently
trying out at the Plymouth Thea-
tre, Boston.

Backers include Madeline Blitz-
stein, pressagent associate of
George Ross, $750; Jerome Chodo-
rov, co-author of the play with Jo-
seph Fields, $3,750; actor Dort
Clark, $375; theatreowner Howard
S. Cullman, $4,500; former straw-
hat operator Francis L. Curtis,

$750; orchestra leader-contractor
Meyer Davis, $1,500; Elaine Ellis,

actress wife of Hal Eaton, critic of
the Newark (N. J.) Ledger, $750;
and producer - theatreowner An-
thony B. Farrell, $4,500.

Others are company manager
Leonard Field, $750; Marion
Fields, wife of Joseph Fields, $3,-

750; designer Frederick Fox, $1,-

500; Arlene Francis, actress and
tv femcee, $750; actor Nathaniel
Frey, $750; producer Max Gordon,
$750; souvenir program agent A1
Greenstone, $1,500; Robert Grif-
fith, stagemanager and co-producer
of “Pajama Game,” $375; Moss
Hart, author, director of the show
and also a general partner in the
production, $3,000; Theresa Hel-
burn, co-director of the Theatre
Guild, $750, and co-producer Hy-
man, $3,750.

Also, author-director George S.

Kaufman, $750; author H. S. Kraft,

$500; Lawrence Langner, co-direc-
tor of the Theatre Guild, $750; ac-

tor Henry Lascoe, $750; tv pro-
ducer Max Liebman, $1,500; Louis
Lotito, managing director of the
Martin Beck Theatre, N. Y., and
prexy of City Playhouses, $1,500;
Huey . McGauley, treasurer at the
Music Box Theatre, N. Y., $750;
producer Elaine Perry, $250; tal-

ent agent Barron Polan, $1,500;

Rim-legit director Otto Preminger,
$4,500; aCtor Allen . Reisner, $750;
actress Rosalind Russell, $1,000;
talent agent Gloria Safier, $375;
Max Sager, treasurer at the Broad-
hurst Theatre, N. Y., $375. and ac-

tress Natalie Schafer, $375.,

Completing list are Luise Sill-

cox, representative of the Authors
League Fund, $1,500; Hilda Silver-

son, /wife of Edward Kook, head of

Century Lighting, $1,500; Maxi-
milian - Slater, assistant to Otto
Preminger, $500; actor Jerome
Thor, $750; producer - director

Shepard Traube, $1,500; Doris Vi-

dor, wife of Aim director Charles
Vidor and daughter of Warner
Bros, prexy Harry Warper, $1,500;

producer Clinton Wilder. $750,

and actor Donald Wbods, $750.

Dallas Playhouse Inks

Glenn as Director
Dallas, March 23.

Betty Blanchard, managing di-

rector of Dallas' New Playhouse,

has announced that Robert Glenn
will be the group’s new director

and will alternate with Louis Veda
Quince in putting on its plays. He
will stage four of the group’s reg-

ular winter season productions and
supervise the* entire summer sea-

son.

Plans are reportedly in the
works to move “The Girl on the
Via Flaminia” into a Broadway
house. Show, at present, is without
a showcase as a result of the clos-
ing of the off-Broadway Circle in
the Square Monday (22) night by

,
the N.Y. Fire Dept. Shuttering will

. probably result in a complete
1 wrapup of the Greenwich Village
operation-T-at least at Its. present
location.

Theatre, which has been func-
tioning since February, 1951. had
been presenting the Alfred Hayes
play since Feb. 9 to sock atten-
dance. With an advance sale run-
ning into May. the producers of
Circle have issued a request to
ticket holders to retain their ducats
for future use at a new location
which they hope to decide upon
shortly.

Fire Commissioner Edward F.i

Cavanagh Jr. closed the spot be-
cause of inadequate safety facili-
ties. The 270-seat theatre operates
under cabaret license because of
zoning restrictions. Fire depart-
ment inspection of the premises
and

.
eventual shuttering of the

house stemmed from the complaint
of a playgoer to the effect that the-
atre was inadequately equipped
against the possibility of a Are.

Closing of the Circle for any
length of time to meet the de-
mands of the Fire Dept, would ap-
parently drain the operation’s fi-

nancial resources and it’s believed
because of this the setup will fold
completely until headquarters can
be set up elsewhere. Production
outfit has t 10-year lease on the
theatre.

22-Week Stock Season .

For Scottish Highlands
Pitlochry, Scot,, March 16.

Anne McGrath, currently in

“Alice Through, the Looking Glass”
at the Princes Theatre, London,
has been signed as leading lady of

the 1954 summer Festival Theatre
company here. Project, a semi-cam:

vas theatre in the heart of the
fccenically-beautlful Highlands, is

run by wealthy Scot John Stewart.
Actress will play the title role

in J. M. Barrie’s "-The Boy David."
Company of 25 has been assembled
for 158 ,performances during a 22-

week season.

Revised Toronto

D.C. Arena Stage To Run

Thru Summer; Schneider

To Direct Two In Spring
Washington, March 23.

Arena Stage, here, which has
been operating continuously since
beginning of its third season in

October, 1952, mil run through
the summer this year without a
break. This will give the theatre
oven 100 weeks of Continual oper-
ation by the time its fifth season
rolls around next October.

Zelda Fichandler, managing di-

rector, announced that the theatre
will put on, among other plays this

summer, a musical melodrama.
Titles being considered are “The
Fireman's Flame” and “The
Streets of New York.”
Alan Schneider, Arena’s produc-

tion director, who staged “The Re-
markable Mr. Pennypacker” And
is scheduled to stage Robert An-
derson’s “All Summer Long” on
Broadway in the fall, will direct

two plays at Arena this April and
May before heading for England
for the summer. Titles are not yet

set.

Toronto, March 23.

With an admitted $70,000 loss

last season; Melody Fair manage-
ment. promoter of tentshow musi-
cals here, is currently undertaking
a financial reorganization to wipe
out the deficit, plus obtaining new
backing which will see the fourth
summer musical series moving in-

doors to Mutual Arena. Scale will

be reduced from $3.40 top of last

Season to 50c-$2, with operation
commencing June 21 for 10 weeks
instead of previaus 16 weeks’ ten-

ure. and theatre-in-tbe-round seat-

ing jumped from 1,800 to 3,600.

Leighton Brill will be in as pro-
ducer for the fourth annual sum-
mer 'stanza. Signed for opening at-

traction, “Brigadoon,” are Law-
rence Brooks, Virginia Oswald and
Robert Smith. Brill has also signed
in Irra Petina for “Pal Joey.” with
Kathryn Albertson to star in “Kiss
Me, Kate” and “Roberta,” Also
irked are Mimi Kelly, Helen Scott,

Clifford HarvuQt, Eleanor Lutton,
Arlene Frank. Andrew Gainey,
Chris Robinson, Jet MacDonald,
Cynthia Latham and Stanley Carl-
son.

1

Bertrand Yarborough will again
be stage director; Arthur Lief,

music director; Bettina Rosay.
choreographer and ballerina, and
Grrnia Mortimer, stage manager.
R. Stuart Lampard, Toronto broker
and president of Melody Fair Ltd.,

who originated the idea of summer
tent musicals here, takes over as
general manager.
With first two seasons showing

neat profits when located in the
racetrack infield of midtown Duf-
ferin Park, Melody Fair ran into a
heavy deficit last summer when,
backers moved to the Canadian
National Exhibition grounds. It ran
into competition with stockcar
races, a newly-erected roller-

coaster, adjacency to the civic air-

port. and the fornight of CNE
grandstand show and midway. An-
other snag to be settled, this in

legal hands, is the five-year con-
tract between the CNE and Melody
Fair, this with four years to run,

with the CNE spending some $10.-

000 on provision of administration
offices, dressing rooms, etc.

By MIKE KAP1LAN
Hollywood. March 23.

After years of anonymity, Holly-

wood’s leglt-tralned veteran thesps

are beginning to come into their

own. It’s a slow process—arid it

probably will be some years be-

fore the new casting trend means
any substantial reward for the hun-
dreds of fugitives from the declin-

ing theatre. Morale-wise, however,
both feature pictures and tele-

vision films are suddenly becoming
more encouraging to actors who,
for years, have been little moro
than faceless and shapeless masses
in crowd scenes.

Hollywood’s film studios first re-

alized the value of the stage-

trained actor last year when the
sudden development of the wide-
screen processes created a demand
for actors who could handle more
than a small slice of dialog at a
time. Now, telefilms—particularly

the situation comedy filmed in

front of an audience—have made
the same discovery*

At the moment there are only a
few comedy telepix lensed before
an audience in a regular theatre*
The technique is being carefully
studied, however, and it’s gener-
ally expected that there will be
more of a switch to this type of
operation within the next year.

Jess Oppenheimer, producer and
head writer on the “I Love Lucy”
show, which pioneered the idea of
filming before an audience, be-

(Cpntinued on page 68)

Edinburgh ’54 Fed to Ron

Stage Garnet; Bard. Wilder,

NEW ‘DREAM’ SET FOR

GOTHAM BOW SEPT. 21
London, March 23.

Sol Hurok. who planed from
London to New York Sunday night

(21), announced details of the tour

of “Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
which will open at the Metropoli-

tan Opera House, N,Y„ Sept. 21,

only 10 days after closing at the
Edinburgh Festival. Entire cast,

costumes and scenery will be flown

from Britain to America. The new
production of “Dream,” Which will

have its world preem at the Festi-

val, is to be directed by Michael
Benthall and will star Moira
Shearer, Robert Helpmann and
Stanley Holloway.
The tour is skedded to run un-

til just before Christmas and will

wind up in Canada with three’ per-

formances each in Toronto and
Montreal, The itinerary is now be-

ing finalized but will be on a coasl-

to-coast basis.

Pitt Acting Duo Taking

Over Strawhat in Mass
Pittsburgh. March 23.

Fred Miller and his wife, former

Martha Lcwin, both graduates of

the Carnegie Tech Drama School
here, have taken over the Somer-
set; Mass., Playhouse and will op-

erate that strawhat jointly this

summer. Both are actors. Miller

loured last season with Van Heflin

in "The Shrike” and Mrs. Miller
is presently the leading lady at the
Rochester, N. Y., Arena Theatre.

The Millers will have an Equity
operation at Somerset and plan on
acting themselves throughout the
season. Miller was active at the

Pittsburgh Playhouse during his

undergraduate days at Tech and
had the lead in the Polish importa-
tion, “The Wedding,”

Sara Stamm, who operates the

Casino Theatre, Newport, R, I.,

had taken over management of the

Somerset strawhatter as well last

season. However, she didn't renew
her Playhouse lease and will con-

fine her activities this summer to

the Newport operation.

Edinburgh, March 16-

Scot dancing, singing and piping
has at last been officially recog-
nized by heads of the International
Festival of Music and Drama. Best
of Scottish, Highland and country
dancing, plus folk-singing, ballad-
singing and piping,* will be present-
ed in a tartan revue On the apron
stage of Edinburgh’s ancient As-
sembly Hall Sept. 6 to 11.

Show will .be directed by Nor-
man Marshall, legit producer, in
collaboration with Robert Kemp
and musician Cedric Thorpe Davie.

Decision to stage the tartan re-
vue answers critics who have
squawked that there had not been
enough lighter entertainment in
the official Festival schedule.

For the first two weeks of the
arts junket, from Aug. 23 to Sept
4; the Old Vic Co. is set to pre-
sent a new* production of “Mac-
beth” on the apron stage of the
Assembly HalL Stager is Michael
Benthall. who directed “Hamlet”
on the same stage last fall.

Announcing full plans here, Ian
Hunter, artistic director, said the
major contemporary play would be
“The Matchmaker.” by Thornton
Wilder, with Ruth Gordon and Sam
Levene in the cast. Eileen Herlie,
who appeared in the 1,948 Festival
in “Medea,” will also join the team.
< Wilder play was seen on Broad-
way some years ago as “Merchant
of Yonkers,” with Jane Cowl.)

Festival will also feature 16 per-
formances of “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” with full Mendel-
ssohn score, and costumes and
scenery by Robin and Christopher
Ironside. This production, with
Moira Shearer, Robert Helpmann
and Stanley Holloway, will after-
wards be taken by Sol Hurok to
America and given in New York.

Orchs lined up are the Statsra-
diofonien Orch from Copenhagen,
Orchestre National de La Radio
diffusion Franeaise, Nordwest-
deutscher Rundfunk Orch from
Hamburg, Germany, Halle Orch,
and the Philharmonia Orch.
Charles Munch, French conductor
who heads the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, will travel from Boston
to (direct the French group.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys : C (Comedy), D (Drama).

CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R ( Revue ),

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Mu*
sical Drama > , O ( Opera )

.

Pajama Game (MCI—Frederick
Brisson-Robert E. Griffith-Harold
S. Prince, Prods.; George Abbott-
Jerome Robbins, dirs,; Eddie Foy
Jr., Janis Paige, John Raitt, stars.



j

I Am A Camera
London, March 15.

Dotituar Production Ltd, (Donald- Al-

bery). ‘ with, Gertrude Macy and WfrlWr
Starcke, presentation of comedy-drama
In three acts by John van Dx'Uten, adapted
from stories- by Christopher Isherwpod.
Stars ‘ Dorothy Tutln. Directed by van
Drttten. Setting by, Boris ArtiMon; At
’New {Theatre. London. ‘March 12. 54;

•2.20 fop.
Christopher Isherwood . Michael Gywhn

. Frauleln Schneider Marianne Deeming
Fritz Wcndel . .. ..... Robert Cartland
Sally Bowles. •• Dorothy Tutln
Natalia Landauer ...... Ronee Goddard
Clive Mortimer Hugh McDermott
Mrs. Watson-Courtneldge . Evelyn Gregg

After a succession of straight

legit imports from Broadway which
have ranged from the mediocre to

the average, the arrival of “I Am
a Camera” on the London scene is

an event of theatrical importance.

First, it i£ a play of dramatic sub-

stance and. second, it firmly estab-

lishes Dorothy Turin in the star

class. .Even in the present de-

E
ressed state of West End theatre
usihess. Its boxoffice chances are

particularly rosy.

John van Druten has directed
his own play with marked vitality

and has obviously attempted to re-

produce his original Broadway
staging. The production is . taut,

well-poised and always polished.

The under-current of drama in the
background, of Hitler’s rise to

power effectively fits into the pat-

tern of the Christopher Isherwood
story 6f the English 'trollop who
leads an amoral life in the Berlin
of 1930.
The success of; the play is de-

pendent almost entirely on the sin-

gle performance in the femme lead
and Dorothv Tutin. with only one
major role to her credit (“The Liv-
ing Room”', emerges with top hon-
ors by her Dortrayal of Sally
Bowles. Allowing for inevitable
inexperiences in one so young, she
displays genuine dramatic abilities

which blend effectively with her
pert, appealing personality.

*

Michael Gwym*. in the role of
Christopher Isherwood—the cam-
era—plays with studied restraint.
Jilst prior to the opening he had
broken an ankle, but he carries on
with an extra line or two added to
exolain his hobble.

Robert Cartland and Renee God-
dard fill tbe parts of the young
Jewish lovers with sympathy and
understanding. and Marianne
Deeming admirablv suggests the
buxom landlady who falls easy
prey to the Nazi anti-Jewish propo--
ganda. Hugh McDermott tends to
be overpowering as the dollar-
happy American tourist. There is

an outstanding scene in which
Everley Gregg, as Dorothy Putin’s
middle-class mother, tries to get
her daughter back to tbe bosom of
the family.

Boris Aronson, who designed the

.

original set. has repeated this
chore with commendable results.

Myro.

Tli* Rond to the Isles
Glasgow. March 6.

Glasgow Citizens Theatre nresentation
of come^v in three acts hr Robert Mae-
Lellari. Directed by Michael Laneham.
Setttnc. John Wilson. At Princess Thea-
tre. Glasgow.
Mrs! Howie . ........ Madeleine Christie
Anna Helen Burns
William Howie Paul Curran
Mary Dunloo IrW Russell
Duncan CamobeU Lea Ashton
David Hawthorn ......... Brian Haines
Fiona Crichton-Maceachran

Elaine Wodson
J<wk Howie Andrew Keir
william Maclaren ...... Ronald Fraser
Ranny Madeod. ....... RMrtv MacMillan
John Wilkie Fulton Mackav
Sandv Co'quhoun .... John Fraser
Huehfe O'Leary John Calmey
Sally SUlars Mary Walton
James F.wle Reginald Marsh
Nancy Grav Jessie Barclay
Mrs. Prlnele Marjorie Thomson
Geordte Prinele ........ . Alastalr James

New play bv Robert MacLellan.
Scot playwright, pokes fun richly
at current trends, such as madcap
nationalists and kilted English-
men. While strong in characteriza-
tion, plav becomes diffuse in con-
tent. with result it is never exactly
clear where the particular road is
leading.

Setting (atrnosnhere of which is
well caught by designer John Wil-
son! is that of an old mansion-
house at Kilellan. This is occuoied
by. a sensible Scot couple, whose
normal life is interrupted by four
Idealists from the city who arrive
to settle themselves, as pioneers on

- the land. These are members of a
Society for the Rehabilitation of
the Highlands, intent on making
use of the idle moors and giving
back vitality to this part of Scot-

, land.
Humor lies in playwright’s In-

troduction of a German maidserv-
ant, sent to his rural area to learn
the good English and desperately
trying to make some sense out of
the Highland Scots that is SDOken.
Touch of romance is added by her
flirtation with an odd-job laborer,
and by the friendship struck up

I

between a visiting English actor
and the titled lady landowner, a
widow.

Play never gets anywhere except

•j
*

in clever delineation of the char-

acters, some 1 of whofh ean be
counterparted in real life in pres-

ent-day Scotland, v . - •

There is one authentic portrayal
of a Scot femme newspaper Writer

by Wary Walton, that is expertly
played. v

;

'

Andrew Keir .and Madeline
Christie are sound as the hospita-

ble Scot guest-house tenants,' and
Brian Haines plays the ultra-Eng-
lish actor effectively. There’s more
good work from Elaine Wodson as

the society-type lady-laird' not
averse to a spot of romance, and
from Roddy MacMillan as a Gaelic-
speaking member of the idealistic

quartet. Helen Burns has* Some
quite delightful: moments as the
maid with a German-Scottish ac-

cent. .

Michael Langham has directed
with a crisp touch. Play doesn't
lead anywhere in particular, but
it's well served by its large cast..

Gord.

J.'lSmioiiil
(The Enemy)

Paris, March 16.
Jacques Truchot production of drnma

in three acts (four scenes) by Julien
Green. Stars Marla Casares; features
Jacques Francois. Pierre Vaneck, Gabriel
Cattand, Staged by Fernand Ledoux. Sets
and costumes. Suzanne Lalique. At Bouf-
fes Par'slens; Paris; S3 top.
EUsabeth Marla Casares
Pierre ............... .

.

Pierre Vaneck
Philione ' * Jacues Francois
Jacques Gabriel! Cattand
Musis Georges Hedin
Nurse Germaine Delbat
Valet Henry Valayre .!

“The Enemy” is both God and
the Devil for the two divergent but
loving characters of this danse play
of carnal love vs. faith; The plays
of eroticism and faith, in which
good and evil enter as definite
motivations, need a more dramatic
cohesion than displayed by this

piece. Instead of growing from the
participants, this seems to be
neatly planned and drawn with the
characters rarely emerging from
the cocoon of faith and tragedy.
This lack of dramaturgy, plus the
rather static quality of the olay.
Will probably make this of unlikely
calibre for U S. chances.

.
Julien Green is an American,

born in Paris, who spent most of
his life in France. He writes in

French and this is his second play
here. Like the first, ‘‘South.” the
mystic events arg set on the eve
of a great historical event. Here it

is the rumblings of the French
Revolution. In an isolated chateau
this drama is played out by four
people.

Elisabeth is the wife of Philippe,
the village lord, who due to a war
wound is now impotent. His
younger brother. Jacoues, has be-
come the sensual wife’s lover. Into
this scene comes Pierre, an illegiti-

mate half-brother who was study-
ing to become a priest but threw
up his calling for a woman. In
Pierre's ardent courting, Elisabeth
suddenly finds her faith and illu-

mination and the two get inex-
tricably bound together, with tragic
results.

The play’s few dramatic moments
are due to the intelligent, scrupu-
lous direction of Fernand Ledoux.
who has gotten a maximum of
movement into this play of ideas,
faiths and philosophies. Though
"South’.’ was also literal in con-
cept, it had a firmer base of char-
acter setup, atmosphere and
dramaturgical progression.

• Maria Casares, top dramatic
artist here, can’t do much with the
hysterical character of Elisabeth,
which is never clear or completely
molded. Pierre Vaneck lends a
diabolical air to the ex-priestling,
and Jacques Francois is excellent
as the noble, glacial, impotent hus-
band. Gabriel Cattand is adequate
as the inconstant Jacques. Settings
and costumes are in fine period
feeling, find the. sombre setting is

perfect for the mood of this
.
un-

even, unusual play. This looks to
have a fair run here prestigewise,
but crix were split on this and it

will orobably not attain the level
of “South.” ' Mosk.

Marching Song
Glasgow, March 16.

Tennent Productions presentation of
drama In three acts by John Whitin*.
Directed by Frith Bianbury; set. Reece
Pemberton. At King's Theatre, Glasgow.
Harry Lancaster Hartley Power
Dido Morgen Penelope Munday
Matthew Sangosse ....... Philip Burton
Father Anselm Robert Sansom
Catherine de Troyes Diana W.vnyard
Rupert Foster Robert Flemyng
John CadmUs Ernest Thesiger
Bruno Hurst Michael David

Play by John Whiting, a new-
comer, is baffling in more ways
than one. Filled with wordy gab-
bing, it nevertheless grins for a
large portion of its time, but hard-
ly shapes up as a commercial prop-
osition.

Story is set in a mythical cen-
tral European state, and deals with
a general, Rupert Foster, who has
been imprisoned by a victorious
enemy. The general, newly re-

Full Year’s Wort For Actors
Continued from page <5

Salute to Don Glenn
;

Chicago
Editor; Variety:

' ’

During the past few weeks your
columns have repeatedly mentioned
New Haven and what a terrific

spot for theatre it has become. 1

am in full accord; I JknoW,- because

I have played it. We opened with

our road tour “Time Out For.

Ginger.” in N. H. on Oct. 1. What
prompts this letter is the fact that

not pnee have you given credit to

the person who, in my mind, de-

serves the salvos. I refer to Don
Glenn, p.a. and asssltant manager
of the theatre. If you know a man
who does a better job for his

house I would be glad„to hear of

it. . When a press agent leaves for

New Haven he knows that his at-

traction will be given the finest

exploitation that it is possible to

give. Glenn literally knocks him-
self out to do a job,

So why not give a guy a break
and let the world know what a

tremendous job he is doing in

New Haven. I know because I have
been around a few years.

Arthur. J. Lev>y.

leased from captivity, discovers
that he is to be tried in his own
country as a scapegoat for the de-
feat.

Play develops into wordy argu-
ing, one side suggesting that the
general stand trial and face the
music, the. other that he commit
suicide. The general recounts his

own experiences and particularly
how he had to massacre 400 : boys
who stood in the way of his tanks.
Military*manoeuvers are described
at great length.
Diana Wynyard brings a cool

grace . and beauty to the part of
Catherine de Troyes, the lady
awaiting the general’s

.

return,
Hartley Power is a dynamic U. S.

film producer who horns into the
affair. Ernest Thesiger is suitably
dignified and scheming as the
state chancellor who

,
wants the

general out of the way. Penelope
Munday is pensively simple as the
young girl picked up by the film
producer.
Main burden is assumed by Rob-

ert Flemyng in the part of Gen,
Foster, his acting catching all the
grim severity and intelligence in
the characterization.

Players are better than this

ofien-tedious piece. Chances of
survival seem slim, despite its

good points. Gord.

SI Vons Aimez Ceux
Qnl Vomi Alment

(If You Love Those Who Love You)
Paris, March 16.

Mme. E. Harry Baur production of
drama )n two acta (four scenes) by Claude
Baldy. Stars Georges Marchal. Michele
Alfa; features Louis Arbessler, Dominique
Page. Staged by Jean Marchat. Sets by
Michel Juncar. At Mahturins, Paris; $3
top.
Pascal — Georges Marchal
Dominique Michele Alfa-
TaiTlandier Louis Arbessler
Sylvie Francolse Fleury
Brigitte Dominique: Page
Martin Pierre Leprux
Thouars Andre Dallbert
Thevenon Rene Hell
Paulin Luclen Guervll

This first play by Claude Baldy
is as unwieldy as its title. Though
treating a deep problem of faith
and love, this is too declamatory
and lacking in movement to make
for theatre. The characters never
disengage themselves from the
quotations and intellectual plotting,
and the essence of dramaturgy and
theatre never takes hold of this
conflict between the Church and
carnal atheism. There isn’t any-
thing in this for- exportation pur-
poses. It may have a moderate run
here on the names of pic star
Georges Marchal and dramatic
legit actress Michele Alfa.

Pascal is a country priest who
has begun to lose God. He thinks
his flock is composed of a flock of
idiots, and when he' has a pregnant
unwed girl appeal to him he set-
tles things with the father through
disdain rather than humility. Then
Dominique, a woman who loves
him, comes to him, and he decides
to give up his robe and become a
country; doctor again, living with
the woman. He becomes a bad doc-
tor and is mistrusted by all the
villagers. His relations with Dom-
inique have turned to hatred and
she finally leaves him when she
sees she can never really have him.
The Bishop, an old friend of Pas-
cal’s. comes to _see him and wins
him back to the Church.
With the theatrical aspects and

the interminable talk and philoso-
phizing not mating, the play be-
comes rather murky in intent and
feeling. Marchal plays Pascal on
one level and is rarely convincing
as priest or doctor. Mile; Alfa has
a tendency to declaim her rather
unclear role, and Louis Arbessier
is much to vapid as the supposedly
understanding Bishop. Jean Mar-
chat has directed this in conven-
tional manner and the settings by
Michel Juncar are ordinary.

Mosk.

averaging about 50 attendance,

needs 75% for fiscal health. A
chief advantage to the actors Is

that a new audience, taken off the

streets of midtown Philly, is be-

ing developed to supplement the

automobile audience of the rural

stand.
Three Unionists

Hedgerow gives four perform-
ances a week in the Foyer, which
has 291 seats scaled $1.30 to $3.25.

In Rose Valley the 167 seats scale

$1.25 to $2.50. At Rose Valley

there qre no costs whatever; but in

Philadelphia there is an advertis-

ing and publicity budget, and the

company had to hire three union
people—a boxoffice man, an elec-

trician and stagehand.
“Union labor costs at the Foyer

will run us $7,200 for the season,”

Roseman explained. “Our next

biggest expenditure is advertising

and publicity. Production-wise we
operate or a shoestring. We have

a very good arrangement with the

Academy of Music, since the Foyer

is always idle and they were happy
to get a reputable organization in-

stalled in it.”

The economics of Hedgerow
Theatre is a story in itself. No
one gets paid anything at Hedge-
row. Every one in the group is

either an actor or director, or both,

and doubles at extra jobs to keep
the organization going. Grant
Code, the pressagent, is a former
Englislf'professor at Harvard and
publicist in Brooklyn, but essen-

tially an actor.

Allan Cutler, actor, heads tbe
commissary—the Hedgerow group
lives in a b.ig house on a hill about
a half mile from their Rose Valley
playhouse. Ralph Roseman, actor,

heads the boxoffice department,
another tends to the dressmaking
and . costuming, another takes care
of the grounds, etc.

The communal style of life is

further instanced by the fact that
each member of the company has
an expense account, “according to

his needs,” Roseman explained it

this way. “Everybody lives well
and is dressed well. Our public
relations man needs more allow-
ance than a scene painter. For ex-
ample, someone needs $50 medical
care, while another might need only
,$2 for the same thing. Everyone,
however,, is assured the necessary
basics for living.”

There are 20 people in the resi-
dent company on a full-time scale,

earning their livelihood at Hedge-
row. The group has about 15
others on a part-time scale. These
people have other jobs. Of the 20
residents, 11 are partners in the
organization. There is no outside
labor for anything at Hedgerow
(excepting the electrician,- treas-
urer and stagehand) and the group
is self-sustaining. There are few
gifts, Roseman said.

Board of Governors
The partners elect a board of

governors responsible for the the-
atre’s policy. Morgan Smedley,
actor, is chairman of the board,
other members of which are Rose
Shulman and Ronald Bishop, direc-
tors; Roseman and Richard Keeler.
They select the new plays to be
done and the ones that are to be
continued in the reperatory.
The group generally has about

12 to 15 plays In its Working rep-
ertory, and has done over 200
plays in all. Financial success is

not necessarily the barometer for
keeping a play in the active rep-
ertory. If the directors think it

has artistic merit it stays in, and
the moneymakero-carry it along.
Hedgerow pays out $1,200 to

$1,500 a year in royalties. Eugene
O'Neill has given them all his
plays, royalty-free. The group’s
biggest draw at the moment is

“The Eriiperor Jones,” which
played all four nights last week at
the Foyer. Shaw had also given
them special dispensation.
Don’t Compete With Strawhats
They do not bother with the

Broadway successes. “Too many
summer theatres are doing them
and are better equipped and cast
for them.” The players spend
three to four months, and approxi-
mately 150 to 200 hours of re-
hearsal, on,a play. The directing
staff includes Jasper Deeter,
founder of Hedgerow and just back
from an 18-months’ leave of ab-
sence; David Metcalf, Miss Shul-
man and Bishop.
Hedgerow serves coffee and tid-

bits to customers, and at plays like
full length “Map and Superman”
serves a light supper. Kitchen fa-

| cilities and dressing rooms are

downstairs In Academy in quarters
that once served as Stage Door
Canteen.
Plays in active repertory include

Shaw’s “Heartbreak House” “Amis
'and the Man” and “Too True to
be Good,” the Anouilh-Fry “Ring
Around the Moon”; Lorca’s “The
House of Bema^da Alba,” Schnitz-
ler’s “Affairs of Anatol.t’ Sartre’s
“No Exit,” Fry’s “A Phoenix Too
Frequent,” and Rudolfo Usigli’s
“The Great Gesture,” which had
its American premiere at Moylan
last February. Thursday, March
11, Hedgerow will add “The Great
Big Doorstep,”

,
by Frances Good-

rich and Albert Hackett, to its

roster.

Extra union and advertising
charges entailed in Foyer means
company must average two-thirds
of a house to break even. They’ve
been averaging about 50%.

It’s the Greatest
Carlisle, Pa., March 16.

, Dickinson College Dramatic
Club presentation of musical com-
edy in two acts (11. scenes > wPh
book by Cardell Cook, music and
lyrics by Cook, Jay Hughes, Ham
Nedy. Produced by Ronald Gold-
berg. Staged by Cook; choreogra-
phy by Hughes and Judy Harvey.

Dickinson College annual musi-
cal, in the vein of U. of Pennsyl-
vania’s Mask & Wig show, will pro-
vide fun for alumni audiences. As
professional entertainment, it

struggles along unsurely, troubled
with inexperienced performers
and an uncertainty in orchestral
accompaniment. Somehow most
cast members failed, when caught,
to convey across the foots an en-
thusiasm for their chores.

Story sets out to satirize the big-

time promoter of national prod-
ucts.

.
This idea never really

strikes hot and. midway in Act I

loses itself. Author fails in tying
counterplot of smalltown boy in

love with N. Y.’s most popular
model to his bigtime promotion
lampoon.

Cardell Cook is a collegian filled

with valid ideas and evident
energy. His ideas are better than
their execution. Scenically ahd
lyrically' Cook hits his best stride,

his scenic effects being, original

and effective, his lyrics humorous
and worldly.
Post-Lenten tour should find

show more polished and perform-
ers more sure. Alumni are book-

ing the show in Washington, Bal-

timore, Harrisburg,. Philadelphia

and Allentown. Laina.

Bourgeoitv Gentleman
(Lafayette College)
. Easton, Pa., March 23.

The Lafayette College Little

Theatre here, which for some years

has had considerable success in

staging established plays, tried a

new approach last week. The group

presented a new musical adapta-

tion of Moliere’S “The Bourgeois

Gentleman,” with Dr; William W.
Watt, head of the school’s English

department, writing the lyrics, and
Gerald Bordman, David Schindler

and Charles Teske* all students,

composing the music., Sally How-
ell, a member of' the cast, did the

choreography.

The result was a pleasant sur-

prise, and all seven performances,
opening last Tuesday (16», were

sellouts. Production was highly

amusing and entertaining in the

main.
Louis XIV's courtly dancing was

replaced with a corps de ballet.

Only one original song was re-

tained, lyrics were added and the

score was completely new. The
dialog, however, was kept, with

some additional lines.

Among the novelties was a lamb-

wolf ballet, which went over big.

The settings and costumes were

colorful. Minott Lee’ Coombs, di-

rector of the Little Theatre, and

also in the cast, did a fijie job of

staging and designing the entire

production.
’

Standout performances Were
given by Dan Bryant as Monsieur
Jourdain; Jean Bryan^ as Mme*
Jourdain; Miss Howell as Nicole;

Anita Pascal as Lucille; Coombs
as the tailor, and Roger Nelson as

a master of philosophy.
The story, as will be recalled,

revolves around the efforts of

Jourdain, the bourgeois gentleman,

to acquire the refinements of aris-

tocracy and a title, Poivl
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10-Veeb Ron; Full Summer Tour Set

Th« N.Y. Clty B»U*t wound upf
h# most successful run In its his- 1

S?v
m
when it completed 10 weeks

K'ity Center, N.Y., Sunday (21),

«ith a $59,182 take (at a *3.60 top)

lor its final week. Thi« figure not

inly exceeded any ballet week In

thi troube’s career* but was also

the biggest week’s take at the Cen-

ter exceeding the sock “Cyrano de

Bergerac" legiter take of *54,763,

racked up by Jose Ferrer and his

theatre company last tall.

For the 10-week run, the ballet

outfit garnered a huge $435,105,

exceeding by far the $409,130

racked up by the terp troupe in a

12-week engagement a year ago.

On last season's 12-week run, the

troupe lost about $40,000. On . the

current 10-week sesh, it will lose

t nominal • $9,OQO to $13,000.

Reason for this is that the cur-

rent season was an exceptionally

expensive one. Troupe offered four

new works, all of which had to be
amortized this season. These were
“Nutcracker,” “Opus 34,” “Quar-

tet” and “Con Amore” (last-named,

though preeming a year ago, being

newly costumed and setted this

season), “Nutcracker” alone cost

about $90,000. It was a. tremendous
work, requiring an augmented or-

chestra, and a cast of 85, including

40 kids. These youngsters were all

paid. There were extra ad costs, as

well as other expenses., '

But “Nutcracker” paid off, being
the biggest hit in the troupe’s his-

tory. Final week of eight perform-
ances was devoted entirely to this

one work. There’s been a great

deal of national Interest in the
company, and especially in “Nut-
erkeker.” Life mag spent a whole
dav taking it in color recently.
The N.Y." engagement proved

several things, mainly that the
troupe has enough b.ov.pull to stay

10 weeks every season. It is now
set for a summer tour which has
proved some other points, namely
that the troupe can set up a na-
tional trek without the assistance
of commercial managements. It’s

an all-guaranteed tour, on which
the troupe will make money. •

. Troupe will play Chicago May
26-June 6 , Seattle June 10-16,
Frisco June 19-July 3, Los Angeles
July 5-Aug. 14 and San Diego Aug.
16-21.- It will be back in N.Y. to
open a five-week season at City
Center Aug. 31. Company played
L.A. and Frisco' last year, and has
been to Chi once. But this is its

first solid domestic tour. It’s been
abroad three times, for lengthy
stays.

Current Road Shows
( March '22-April 3 ) .

Anniversary Waltz (Kitty Car-
lisle, Macdona'd Carey) (tryout)—
Locust St!, Phila. (22-3) (Reviewed
in Variety, 'March 10, 1954).

By the Beautiful Sea (Shirley
Booth) (tryout)—Fortest, Phila.
(22-3) (Reviewed

,
in Variety, Feb.

17, ’54).

Dial M for Murder, (Maurice
Evans)—Nixon, Pitt (22-27); Cox,
Cincy (29-3).

'

^Evening with Beatrice Lillie
Beatrice . Lillie)—Biltmore, L. A.
(22-27); Curran, S. F. (29-3).

Good Nite, Ladies—Pabst, Mil-
waukee (22-27); Shubert, New Ha-
ven (29-3).

Guys and Dolls—Keith, Syra-r

£!,
,se (22-24); Aud., Rochester (25-

*7'; Royal Alexandra, Toronto (29-

.

KinA a"d * (Yul Brynner, Patri-
cia Morison)—Community, Her-

*29-3)
Pa * (22'27)

’ Music Hall, CIeve -

T ;

°* Hearts (Donald Cook,
ifi.

e S?°Per ( tryout)—Walnut St.,
I hila (22-27) (Reviewed in Variety
March 17, ’54).

1

0,r
!
n
s,c

x
and Loss (Uta Hagen, Rob-

ei L I reston, Lee Bowman) (tryout)
j-Hanna, Cleve. (22-27); Pitt. (29-

®*ue—New Parsons,

vpn Sl
d
oi?

2'24); Sllubert, New Ha-

3f
n (25-27); Plymouth, Boston (29-

Shnh. ? An*eb (Walter Slezak)--
ahubert, Detroit (22-3).

nirioif
aces"“^ass

* Detroit (22-3).

(22-3)
a *lonBa":“Opera House, Boston

apons
ff

^2*3?*
8“^LyCeUm

’ Minne_

-S?rn
n
„
Y*9i>bb (Eddie Bracken)

•

ganger, Chi (22-3).

Tiitni!
h Eaclfic (Jeanne Bal, Webb

TowhVhs?
0^* Atlanta (22-27);

(29-31 >

h p^ Aud- Columbia, S. C.

burg s.

R

C
em

<L3
al Aud” Spartan"

ron!n
* 17r~R?yal Alexandra, To-

T ml
22
« 7

i’ ?anna . Cleve. (29-3).

D0 r.°V for Dinger (Melvyn

Tw n FT?®"15 ’ Chi (22’3) *

treaT ?2? 3>
S^Her Ma*esty’s ’ Mon_

Modern-Dress ‘Othello’

$2*000 in Rochester
Rochester, N. Y., March 23,

Raves in the local press helped
boost the gross to almost $2,000 for
a one-week run at the Arena The-
atre's “Othello/’ its annual Shake-
speare show.

About 400 kids from rural
schools bussed in to see Dorothy
Chernuck’s modern-dtess, theatre-
in-the-round version of the Bard’s
tragedy, at a special $1 student
rate.

Miss Chemuck directed as well
as dressed the show. The Moor,
performed by Robert Blackburn,
wore a trim uniform of black
trousers, white coat with gold trim
and a -.red-lined black cape. The
various statesmen appeared as up-
to-date diplomats in morning
blothes. DesdemOna’s outfits in-
cluded a stylish ballerina-length
wedding gown, hostess coat and
evening goWn.
The U. S. preem of Noel Cow^

ard’s comedy, “Relative Values,”
begins a two-week run tonight
(Tues.).

Blackstone $9,500 (10)

;

‘Holiday’ $8,000, St. Loo
St. Louis, March 23.

Blackstone and his magic ex-
travanza wound up a one-week
frame at the American Theatre
Sunday ( 21 ) with a gross of ap-
proximately $9,500 for 10 shows.
The house was scaled to $2,44 with
a half^ate admish policy for kid-
dies. House is dark currently, but
is skedded to relight April 12 with
a one-week frame of “My Three
Angelsr.”

First of a two-week stand at the
Empress of “Death Takes A Holi-
day.’’ with Vincent Price, finished
Sunday ( 21 ) with an estimated
gross of $8,000. The usual $2.50
top prevails.

‘Waltz’ 26G, R*
Okla.’

‘Caine’ $32,700, ‘Cadflac' $27,900,

(V 9

Tea

Hearts’ 8G, IiiOy

Philadelphia, March 23.

Strong reviews and even better
word-of-mouth about the sock per-
formance of Shirley Booth in “By
the Beautiful Sea” gave the musi-
cal jl solid first week, and found
the second stanza virtually sold in
advance. Reception of musical
here would have led sponsors to
tack on a fourth week, but tuner
has to move to make way for
Azuma Kabuki Dancers, April 5.

“The King of Hearts” clocked up
good audience reception and fa-
vorable, if not rave, notices and
was off to a fairish start at Walnut.
Lone newcomer this week is the
MacDonald Carey -Kitty Carlisle
starrer,. “Anniversary Walt z,”

which opened last evening (Mon.)
at the Locust.

Estimates for Last Week
By the Beautiful Sea, Forrest

(1st wk) (M-1,760; $5.20) (Shirley
Booth. Runaway miming of star
makes this a natural for local song-
Snd-dance fans. Revisions still be-
ing made but acceptance is solid

here. $34,300 for first seven per-
formances.

King of Hearts, Walnut (1st

wk) (C-1,340; $4.55) (Donald Cook,
Jackie Cooper). Wealth of laugh
lines rated kudos for this one7 al-

though production still in forma-
tive stage. Half-hour cut from
original running time and a com-
pletely new first act was put in

Friday (19). Just under $8 ,000 .

with biz building current frame.

Boston, March 23.
“Anniversary Waltz” . set a

sprightly tempo at the Plymouth
last week, more than doubling the
initial week’s take. Comedy start-
ed to sell out latter part of first

week with second hand final) going
1 clean. “Oklahoma,” making a
“farewell visit” here, started off
slow at the Opera House, but
picked up toward end of week.
“Twin Beds” wound a three-week
engagement at the Wilbur in the
chips.
“Moon is Blue” is slated for a

two-weeker at the Plymouth start-
ing March 29.

Estimates for Last Week
Anniversary Waltz, Plymouth

($4.20; 1,200 (2d wk) (MacDonald
Carey, Kitty Carlisle). Finaled
with a hefty $26,000. House is

dark.
Oklahoma, Opera -House ($3.; 3,-

000) (1st wk). Following poor start,

wound with $18,500.

After a biz pickup the previous
session, Broadway took a general
dip last week. Caught in the slide

were some of the sturdier entries.

Shows registering just so-so

grosses, or falling under par, are
gradually being eliminated from
the boards, There were three clos-

ings the previous stanza. Last
week’s sole bowout was “The King
and I,” which closed Saturday (20)

to tour. “Burning Glass” and “Kind
Sir” will close Saturday (27), while
“Prescott Proposals,” “Me and
Juliet” and “Picnic” wapp up dur-
ing the first two weeks of April,
with the latter two shows set to

tour.

Only opening this week is the
start of the 10-week Gilbert Ac

Sullivan series at the “off-Broad-
way” President Theatre, wnich
teed off yesterday (Tues,).

Estimates for Last Week
. Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama) , R ( Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-

cal Drama), O (Opera).
,

Other parenthetic designations

300) (Deborah Kerr). Almost) $28.-
600 (previous week, $28,700).

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (23d wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,214;

$31,681) (David Wayne, John For-
sythe). Held at almost $32,200.

Wonderful Town, Winter Gar-
den (55th wk) (MC-S7.20; 1.510;

$54,173) (Rosalind Russell). Over
$41,800 (previous week* $46,700).

Miscellaneous
Golden Apple, Phoenix (2d wk)

(MC-$4.80-$3.60; 1,150; $24,067).
Nearly $22,800 (previous week,
$19,300 for six performances and
two previews).

M $17JO,

Chicago, March 23.
Lenten doldrums continued to

hurt Loop receipts last. week.

refer, respectively, to top prices; ', Freakish weather both the first

number of seats . capacity aross and i
and last of the week also hampered
window sales.

Estimates for Last Week
Good Nite Ladies, Great North-

ern (12th wk) <$5; f 1,500). Almost
S8.200. Exited Saturday (20).

Porgy and Bess, Civic Opera

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net:, i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Burning Glass, Longacre (3rd
wk) <D-$6-$4.80; 1,048; $26,817)
(Cedric Hardwickei. Near y *12.-

: House (3d wk) 1*4.80; 3;600). Over
700 (previous week, $10,000); closes $42,000. including 20% tax, which
Saturday (£7). M1 i non-profit troupe keeps. Left Mon-
Caine Mutiny Court Martial

; ,99 ,

r
. .

.

fnS?
'Vk

*

j
Seven Year Itch, Erlanger (26th

' <

5e
?
rry

.

F
^?

da
’ wk) ($5; 1,334) (Eddie Bracken),

i
Hodiak, Llovd Nolan). Over $32,-

1 «i 7 ?nn
i 700 (previous week, $32,700).

i Ttoe Out Tor Ginger, HarrisTwin Beds, Wilbur ($3.60; 1,200)
j

Can-Can, Shubert (46th wk) i (10th wk , (U . v on/,) melwn Doux-
(3d wk). Aided by twofers, wound I (MC-S7.20; 1,361; $50,160. Even
three-week stand with satisfactory $50,400 (previous week, $50,600). !

y

$11,500. House is dark.

’DOLLS’ SOCK $37,400

IN FULL N. HAVEN WEEK

Confidential Clerk, Morosco (6th
wk) (C-$7.80; 935; $30^00) (Ina
Claire, Claude Rains, Joan Green-
wood). Over $19,900 (previous
week. $22,500).

Fifth Season, Cort <61st wk) (C-
$4.80; 1,056; $25^27) (Menasha

New Haven, March 23.

Full-week stand of
Dolls” at the Shubert last week

j
Girl in Pink Tights, Hellinger

(15-20) hit close to capacity On
j <3rd wk i (MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000)

j

I

eight performances, at $5A0 top,
j (jeanmaire. Charles Goldner). Over ;

gross hit a sock $37 ,400. i $48,800, with theatre part'* com- {

Lineup of things^ to come )U-
: missions cutting into take (previous :

eludes this week s Moon Is Blue
j
week, $52 000).

(25-27) and next week’s full ses-
; Immoraiist, Royale <6th wki <D-

sion of “Good Nite Ladies” (29-3).^
« $6-$4.80; 1,035; $31,000) (Louis 1

On latter, in on. a twofer basis, I Joiirdan, Geraldine Page). Nearly -

omission of matinees will be made
:
$15,000 (previous week, $15,900).

up by double performances Fri-
; John Murrey Anderson’s Alma-

day-Saturday nights, i nac. Imperial (15th wk) (R-$7-20: :

House gets preem of Pajama
J i 400; $50,300). Over $32,700

TACmC’ OVER $19,700

IN S0UTHH1N SPLIT
Birmingham, March 23.

“South Pacific” took in over
Sfculnik’ Whorf). Ncarlj’ ;$19.700 last week, splitting its

7
,u

?
s

.. . ,
a

i $21,200 (previous week, $22,000). -playing time between the Memori-
; al Auditorium, Chattanooga, and
I the Temple Theatre here. Tuner
• drew over $10,700 for four per-
1 formances at the former locale
*15-17) and over $9,000 In four
performances here (18-20).

Jeanne Bal-Webb Tilton starrer
is current at the Tower Theatre,
Atlanta.

Lillie Socko $30,000

In Second LA Week
Los Angeles, March 23.

Beatrice Lillie continued to rack
up sock business last week in her
second frame at the Biltmore Thea-
tre. Tally emphasized the conten-
tion that the show should have
been booked here for more than a

three-week stand. It winds this

Saturday (27).

One show closed last week.
“Come On and Play,” revue which
quit after five red Weeks at Har-
out’s Ivar Theatre. There are no
newcomers this frame.

Estimates for Last Week
An Evening With Beatrice Lillie,

(2d wk) ($4.80; 1,636). Bounced up
to fine $30,000.
Come On and Play, Ivar (5th wk)

($3.60; 400). Finaled Saturday with

$1,400 for the frame, giving it $8,-

500 for five weeks, or a loss of

around $14,500. \

She Dood It in Dixie, Beaux Arts

f5th wk) (542) $1,000.

Tobacco Roid, Civic Playhouse,

(8th wk) ($3.60; 400) still around
$1,800.

'Butterfly* 7^40, Kaycee
Kansas City, March 23.

“Madame Butterfly,” second, pro-

duction of "the Philharmonic Or-

chestra Assn, in its tWo-week
spring opera festival, topped $7,-

500 in two performances Thursday
(18) and Saturday (20) in the 2,562-

seat Music Hall.„Top was $5.

Last week’s production, “La Tra-

viata,” played to about the same

| take.

Game” week of April 12, with an
extra advance paid preview on
Saturday. April 10.

’Murder’ $29,600, Balto;

Coburn-’Can’t’ $5,000
Baltimore. March 23.

“Dial M For Murder” grossed a

’Stalag’ Brmgs $11,000

In Quick Pitt Return(previous week, $35,700).
Kind Sir, Alvin (20th wk) (C-$6-

$4.80; 1,311; $39,460) (Mary Martin. Pittsburgh. March 23.
Charles Boyer). Almost $18,200 Quick repeat for “Stalag 17” last
(previous week, $18,700).

;
week at the Nixon brought around

King and I, St. James (156th wk) :$li,000 at $2 top ($2.60 including
<MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Yul J all taxes). Take, was pus'ied up by
Brynner, Patricia Morison). Almost ! some special stunts, as when on
$41,500 (previous week, $37,000); opening night tickets were offered
closed Saturday (20) to tour after

i
at half price to those who had Red
Cross donation cards, and played•

1

coo jTnn K S hcf 1 1’246 performances. Cross donation cards, ai
rousing $29,600 here at- Ford s last Kismet, Ziegfeld (16th wk) (MD- • to absolute capacity,
week. Take was one of the tallest

j7 20; 1.628; $57,908) (Alfred
j

“Stalag” had previous
ctraicrht-nlav presses in leeit an- ... ?

1

.1straight-play grosses in legit an-

nals here. Ford’s is dark currently

but is scheduled for “Oklahoma,”
April 5: a return date of “Guys
and Dolls,” April 12, and “Picnic,”

: May 3.

Charles Coburn in “You Can’t
! Take It With You” drew a mild

;

S5.000 at Don Swann’s Hilltop-

j

Parkway. Magda Gabor and Elaine
’ Stritch in “Pajama Tops,” a new
/script by Mawby Green and Ed
Feilbert, is current.

iously played
Drake). Almost $57,100 (previous :

the Nixon, with this same Leonard
week. $57,800). \

Altonbell” touring comnany, in

Me and Juliet, Majestic (43d wk)

‘Faces’ 24G, Detroit

Detroit, March 23.

“New Faces” grossed $24,000
(seven performances only) in the

first of a three-week stay at the

1 ,482-seat Cass. Top is $4.20.

The 2,050-seat Shubert relighted

Monday (22). with “My Three An-
gels,” which is booked for a fort-

night. Top is $3.60.

Greco 27G in One-Nite»

Los Angeles, March 23.

Jose Greco wound up a week of

one-niters here Saturday (20) with

a take of almost $27,000 for eight

performances.
Previous week, the show wound

up its second and final frame at

the Curran, Frisco, with almost
$25,600 for 10 performances.

PARIS BALLET 27G, D.C.

Washington, March 22.

Roland Petit’s Ballets de Paris

chalked up a dice $27,000 for its

first stana at the Shubert Theatre
Irtst week.

Biz looks stronger for current

(final) week.

(MC-$7.20; 1,510; $58,000). Just
under $30,000 (previous week, $31.-
000); closes April 10 to tour.
Oh, Men, Oh, Women, Miller

(14th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 920; $23,248)
(Franchot Tone), Almost $21,600
(previous week, $22,300).
Ondine, 46th St. (5th wk) (t>-

$7,80; 1.139; $39,512) (Audrey Hep-
burn, Mel Ferrer). Just $39,100, a
sellout, with theatre party com-
missions cutting into take (previ-

ous week, $40,600).
Picnic, Music Box (56th wk) (CD-

$6-$4.80; 1,010; $27,534) (Ralph
Meeker). Almost $17,800 (previous
week, $17,500); closes April 10 to

tour.
Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst

(14th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,160; $29.-

500) (Katharine Cornell), Nearly
$12,500 (previous week, $13,100):
closes April 3.

Remarkable ' Mr. Pennypacker
Coronet (12th wk) (C-$7.80; 1.027;

$28,262) (Burgess Meredith. Mar-
tha Scott). Over $17,700 (previous
week. $18,300).

Sabrina Fair* National f 18th wk)
(C-$6r$4.80; 1,172; $31,300) (Mar-
garet Sullavan, Joseph Cotten);
Almost $26,800 (previous week,
$28,800).
Seveh Year Itch, Fulton (70th

wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1.063; $24,400)

(Tom Ewell). Just $20,000 (previ*

ous week, $22,500).
Solid Gold Cadillac; Belasco

(20th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,077; $28,-

300) (Josephine Hull). Over $27,-

900 (previous week. $28,300).

. Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
ItfSth/Wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28.-

-r-' f middle of January’. It did close to
$15,000 at that time.
House is now booked solid until

mid May, with “Dial M for Murder”
current, followed by “Magic and
Loss,” “Guys and Dolls,” “Good
Night Ladies,” “South Pacific.” for
a fortnight, “Fourposter,” with
John Beal and Carol Stone, and
"Picnic,” week of May 10.

‘Magic’ $10*150 For Four
In Tryout At Hartford

Hartford. March 23.
In a three-day ( four-perform-

ance) tryout stance at the New
Parsons here Thursday through
Saturday ( 18-20 > , “The Magic and
The Loss” garnered a healthy
$10,150. Play by Julian Funt had
wide film and because of Robert
Preston aud Lee Bowman in thne
cast. Usual top of $4.20 prevailed.
House stays lighted this week

with duo offerings. Split week
has “Moon Is Blue” in for Monday
through Wednesday, and solo per-
formances of Ruth Draper skedded
for Thursday through Saturday.

‘Angels’ $19,200, Cleve.
Cleveland, March 23,

,Walter Slezak registered a per-
sonal triumph here in “My Three
Angpls,” which pulled a heavy con-
tingent of Hungarians to the Hanna
last week.
Eight performances at $3,75 top

brhught $19,200 Into the wicker,

highest take “of season so far for

a comedy.
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Sked With Feld Eros. Takeover

RAILROAD HOPS DON’T

SCARE tORtf’ TROUPE

Atlanta's A1 Fresco

Sets 6-Mnsical Run;
Continued from page M tT ' <A1 1 t m*|| f t «

A Kme lakPftVPr These are days^of'tough railrtad- like hot roiiders in non-matcliing
;

UKla. Will lCe July 1
i

.

A^A vUi A Hlkvv V VI
|ng for sojne touring legit attrac- coats and slacks.

; Atlanta, March 23.

tions. An exceedingly expensive There was a noticeable amount 'Municipal Theatre Ufider-t’nf».

Washington March 23. ” item for an offering like “Porgy 0f “byra-ya-all” neighborliness stars will kick off its 1954 six-

' Carter
’ Barron /Amphitheatre. t>o Tt/iill darifr»lrin<r Tn and Bess/' with three baggage cars among the members of the audi- show run with “Oklahoma" Julv t

which last yaar was^
1 hooked with a Xapcr

^

pwittuii & : *U M and a company of.some 75, it finds ence, but whether this is true of to be followed by five otherniusi-
siimmcr of musicals by* Constancy Straight Plays in Fall that show making the 4u7-mile legit generally here your de- cals.

Bennett's “Washington Festival." The Paner Mill Playhouse Mill- jump from Chicago here for a 10- ponent knoweth not. Apparently, This will mark the second sea-

will be controlled this summer by
, N T

*
u-lll switch from a lone- day l°cal engagement March 24- however, at $3.70 top Atlantans son for the open-air theatre, which

Super-Attractions, major booker of \tand inf! a musical show- April 3 -
'

are more racially tolerant than at puts on Its shows in the^B,700-seat
one-night and shortgun flash at-

ti

a

a
ctrai^ht-olav nolicv n^xt Then, after Minneapolis, the the elaborate mosquedike Fotf Chastain Memorial Amphitheatre*

tractions in half a dozen cii i is. onerator Frank Carrington show next plays Toronto, 9y2 miles Theatre down the street, where owned by the city, Municipal The-
Supor-Attrnctions, owned by the •

, * d nilt the straight- distant. In order to reach Toronto
f0r a .1*1 Atlanta Negro citizens are atre is a civic, non-profit organiza-

Feld Bros., of Washington, has al* ? P a
. . JL

t last v »ar but it has to double back through Clu- shunted off to a side-street “col- tion and gets the amphi rent free,

ready blocked in a season froin
didn’t 'foliow through It’s been a

®a3° asain
*

i v orded entrance." Maurice B. Seltzer is president.

June 10 to A«» 7. It ..exacts to Unusual and costly routing re-
At lhe T()Wer> all skins enter Peter J. Stelling vlee-proz, Hubert

exercise Its o’lUon for . an addition-
silowca<ie(j a non-musical produc- suited because Por^y and Be.s

through the some sacred portals, Ferst, secretary, and Nancy Me-
al month, up to Labor Day, accord-

t,0
°'VCi

“new Jersey wOration b-“ins »a« the time available after the’ .gSHScd Inside- tli. dsrfehaed dls- Larty public relations director,

in-: to Irvins Feld. ™’..S tSS°S »^ Chicago engagement, and when no g* D,.omDtlv into Umbo and Seltzer has signed up Eric Malt-

Minneapolis, March 23.
# ,

•
. ^

„

These are day's of tough railroad- like hot rodders in non-matching

ing for softie touring legit attrac- coats and slacks.;

tions. An exceedingly expensive There was a noticeable amount

time standing as a musical show
case to a straight-play policy nexl

ill mark the second sea-
le open-air theatre, which
ts shows in the 6,700-seat

orded entrance. Maurice B. Seltzer is president.

At the Tower, all skins enter Peter J. Stelling vibe-prez, Robert

ing to Lving Feld. '

.

,

"

'season ’ April 20 with Chicago engagement, ana .wy«u ii«
appear promptly into limbo and Seltzer ftas signed up Eric Matt-

Plan is to open with a 10-day “Oklahoma” An English-language °^ier towns enroute to Toronto
ai>e seen no more until final cur- s<

?
n as producer-director. Mattson

stand of the American Savoyards,
v ‘„jon oW“Carmen” is scheduled cou^ ^e booked and |^® Lyceum

tjm6( when they emerge from directed “Carousel" and “Kiss Me
who will come here with the Gil- V

*Tav 25 with “The Great here was dark, it decided that the ^ top shelf exclusively reserved Kate” last year. He also played
l o_ ^ Op»-<n IV1 kY J, W L Kt** 4umne urora nVAi^l’AllIp to IaV- - .. ^ «« « i onimr^l 1ao/1c AIKamF

Seltzer has signed up Eric Matt-

Stand oi tne American vn-ainn n»Tirmen" is scheduled LOUJU *V . S rriz?- tain time, when they emerge from uuocwru v«wu»ei
.
«uu iviss Me

who will come here with the GH- lp„n Mav 25 with “The Great here was dark, it decided that the ^ top shelf exclusively reserved Kate” last year. He also played
© c*.^i1L«ah ixiaArtiiom imhaA. ^ IVl y ''i I* Liw 4 m rvc tirAi*A ni'A^rillllp t"fl ljlV** * . - ^ __ « * _i oaiiAnal A IKam^ n l

bevt & Sullivan Waltz" slated for June 22.

Fort ran Playhouse also has twoYork run Playhoussalso has two new re-

Bookcd for 16 days is the Ballet views om tap for summer produc-

Theatre, while the Jose Greco tion. After a brief shuttering at

Dancers are slated for 10 days. the tall end of the summer season,

The Felds have made a ticup theatre will reopen Sept 21 for a

with Washington’s National Sym- 10-week season of plays. Each

phony Orchestra, which ..will be Play will be staged for two weeks. N.Y. Post, and Margo Jones,

brought to the Barron Amphitlie-

a'.re riage for a minimum of 10 oop
concerts, most of which will fea-

ture name soloists. Since the list

of 'si’*
*’ * hasn't. 1‘. r-i enm-

pleted, ro names are being dis- g.
closed yet. »

A probable entry in the summer
entertainment derby at the Amphi- Equity

tlfeatre will be the “Dancing a
“J®

Waters ” water ballet.
1

It is planned ^ exu °®

to use -the brilliantly-lighted danc- fjP
e'\ac

J
ing fountains to add color to sev-

,

eral attractions. The Felds also

Equity Show

Kiss 31<s Kale
(Lenox Hill PI’hse. N. Y.)

.

1 .» 11 1- 1,.., life tup OUC11 CAtlUOIVt>V tyowA-f VM ^
. , t

big jumps were pretcrable to lay-
for yiem> How much longer col- several leads. Albert Coleman

Ing off. - lege-brcd, war-trained young Ne- will be musical director and Pitt-

groes will put up with this kind n
)
aa Corry dance director and

ol unrealistic nonsense .will be. choreographer,

interesting to watch. At present,

they can stay away rather than

conunuea irom page ©« be subjected to it—and they' do,

ldrscly
the N.Y. Post, and Margo Jones, Fugitive Legit
Dallas, thcatre-in-the-round oper- Th . , fth v„ According
ator . Martha Larrimore has sue- The show? Oh, ye.>. Accoiaing „ .. . ^ . .

Legit Bits
Continued front page 64 I ‘Faceless’

Continued from page 63

operated twice monthly irom Penn- van, w
svlvania and New Jersey communi- rection The presentation is ap- firm believer in the idea that other

" ^ a. — ...1 4 4 2 ^ ^ A. 1* _.ii •,d Y ivdiiia auu ^tvtt wviwv^ m. vvvawi •! —. ^ --
•

• i « * . a ..

ties to Broadway tees off today' proved by the “AhneVant Society snows will have to follow suit.
* ° - . / A A 11 _ . ^ . ... . _ 'i’U A V ItlVlAMA MBAMA t A

at the Famous Artists Country using more all the time. They are

. . * _ v* wuMuvMKvwfw m »**v
j q L.U inQ yvamiua »u vuv nwi&iiwvi,iMb ww*

P1“n
inr

shrew” with their own brand of
a

charIes R Meeker Jr., manag- mines. Time of the play has been
ingmg from $1.2o to $2.o0 for lustiness. The staid walls of the nr Af fha Qtalo "Pair Mu- mnvp.i lin tn “Snring 1954:” but

ence we have in the theatre so
ranging from ?L2o to 52.00 for

;ustincSS . The staid walls of the in« director of the State Fair Mu- moved Up to “Spring 1954,” but that theywill in turn react prop-
n^stattractions and with a S3 top

j
^noxmn Playhouscarejumping

sic
g
als in Dalla? arrived in New how current can you get? erly and give us the laughs we

Caw U A I IAf I nA9r ro 1 •* mW tl« A m ai KamKaa/I ti’i I 1 m ai*a«* • _ _ . ^ • mmW 1 .
erly and give us the laughs we

for Ballet Theatre. and the neighborhood will never York Monday (22)' for^ 10-day want; and they are able to mem-E^d J. Kelly superintendent be the same. .jU <» orize an entire half-hour show with

„ R_ob'« Aus,i" sh‘"_e^ i". ,
.
eadi"S Schirmer Jr. regarding talent for . suLrfiCiai ,?,n-throuLh P®..*™

11
?

1*-.. Most
.
of the a

.
cto

r»landlord of the Carter Barron Am- man role as the Fred-Petruchio his Dallas musical se;
phitheai: t'e, fcc!<s that the Super- combo, his pleasing voice being at u i eH to get undenvay
. . . a* Ml : _ I * a I _ . 1 • 1111 ft V < I « • A AM* i

W* V* W o

season.
icm 1UI Ua-aIma a Ai.AAMfJAint 1MIM *L«A.irtL klXM lUUdl VI Lite dCLUlS

. sched-
a superficial njn-through

trained in film work can only do
which rather detracts from author -

*
June 14. a take at a time.”

Both “Lucy” and ‘Our Miss
• " i wivv UicQ LU Kvl UtlUCl >» Oj wuuw 'Ax*

. p * wt j f _ I m bunw uv a
Attractions season iNill prove a its best in “Where Is the Life That Robert Rounseville is rejoining *• Hu t»n «erperts original con- B0th “Lucy” and “Our Miss
popular one at the 4,000-seat out- Late I Led?” As his termagant the N. Y. City Opera Co. during cer? oye

r V1® Great
u
Co

,

n
.

sPlracy Brooks,” which are filmed under
door arena. sparring partner, Lilli-Katharine, its spring session at City Center, against virginity—with wmeh, in- thfa banner of prnrii,r.tinn«

Miss Bennett’s group, which had Buth Webb is right at homer hav- n Y. to sing Don Jose in “Car- cidentally, he has been preoccu

first refusal because it operated in2 d°oe lhe double part on the men” March 27 and Gaylord Rav- pied ever since. Fletcher plays

the amphitheatre Mast summer, summer circuit last year. Her enal in “Show Boat” April 8 ... the elderly admirer behind a smil
* * _

UVVim/i ivi4L A tiofim «A ama a( • « m . it 1 ,* Li. r... 1a AA.h i —- Li__. 1i I -1- 1. i ' L. ^i...

.

accustomed to hearing audience re-
couldn’t come up with financial Wunderbar with Austin is one of John Butler begins his fourth sea- mg sphinx-like mask which gives u on radio shows over the
guarantees and so was unable to 4hpw s lovelier moments, her Son as choreographer tor the New the role an enigmatic quality

acuon on raai° snows ovei ine
50 UnaDle

“I Hate Men” one pf its most York City Opera Co. Glen Tetley aDart from the scriot. Jameshold the spot. virile. s'nd Felisa Conde will again head
Betty O’Neill as Lois-Bianca the opera company’s dance unit.

<>mpc Donald Plans stopped the show opening night Richard Aldrich announced ap-ames vondia ridns
(i7) three times standouts in pointment of Patricia Butler to be

balvatore As Next lesser roles are George Cotton and associate producer
.
at Falmouth

Friinhnrcrh Marnh ifi |
Charles Welch as the goen squad, Playhouse. Coonamessett, on Cape

OAnatH ailArmanaaar =
with th®ir “Brush Up Your Shake- Cod, for the forthcoming summer

James Donald, actor manaQer
j
speare„ hilarious bit. Champ season. Miss Butler, who has been

• rKantlu onnaonna hf fha I I’aanm . . . . ^ . . . . , n. n ..

James Donald Plans

auu da Uiuicwfiia^uvi LUC 1 VIC ail Clllglliaili; UUdlllY voorc, nVnnnio cimi'lnM hoaa^aa AM
York City Opera Co Glen Tetley apart from the script. James J"
anri vaIIcs PatkIa will again head d...... j television shows which can b#and Felisa Conde will again, head Bhi-nx makes the- petulant ind ‘V~ ?

h<T 'W*
the opera company's dance unit. stormy her0 a routln? portrayal. ^ed

h
*°

Richard Aldrich announced ap- * ever, he adds, the dubbea-m

IDuo Wets Feet
Continued from pace 63 ;

ever, he adds, the "dubbed-in”
laughter track often defeats Us
own purpose since it drowns out
lines that follow. There, he points
out, is another instance where the
stage-trained’ thesp is an asset—he

currently appearing at the Ljceum Reynolds turns in a nice bit as a member of the Playwrights Co “- nueo iron. W* O y-a
delivers his line, waits for the. re-

here in the new Christopher Fry Harrison Howell, political sugar- press department for the past has been working with the Posts SD0nse 0f the live audience in the‘-Tko nc.tr Te T iokf ITnAiwiti'M .... ’ ? i
T A mi- c noe lhe r tolroA.mn sponge PI me llVe aUQienCe «1 U1B

play. “The Dark Is Light Enough,”
dad(jv three years, succeeds James Awe since their takeover of the spot in ^eatre and then moves on to edUA reimcii, nAciiinn * aaaaau,, meaire, ana men moves on xo me

plaps “Salvatore” as his next pro- gh
’

0
*

w hoofers register earlv and in th® Falmouth position a publicity and advisory capacity. next
*

duction. This is a new play by an pace t j ie fie jd al |
: Execut- Richard Kayne, Scottish - born Entire cost of refurbishing the the- ;,Th .

e. . . — • • » « 1 WII Vf r» IIWAV A J A V At AO AVI L,al 1 T /Illtl

duction. This is a> new play by an pace the field all evening. Execut-
Amencan author, Nathaniel Banks, mg Allen Waine’s firstrate choreog-
and concerns a famous Italian is- raphy, . they soar with a spirit and
land bandit. Title part will be verve that is class stuff. The sing-
taken by Peter Cushing, English ing ensemble is pleasing, if lacking
stage and tv thesper. Rehearsals in subtlety.

start July 5. Director Milton Lvon rates much
Donald recently formed Jaydon

Productions with his wife.

They do it well and they do it

[id tv thesper. Rehearsals in subtlety. in London, has been assigned by is a $16,000 lighting unit..
1

r
a
iv^f

11
»

ly 5. Director Milton Lyon rates much Metro to “The Loves of Lola,” Among productions offered a t |

alon8 the line.

Id recently formed Jaydon credit for mounting a complex pro- l?'
1"1 book by Cornel Lengyei. de Lys during the past year
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ADVANCE AGENTS

!

COMPANY MANAGERS l

W» ha y* been serving theemcal
shows for over 42 years: Ours is

(he oldest, most reliable and ex-

perienced transfer company on tha

West Coast!

• ftailroad privileges for handling

shows and thtalrital luggage.

•- Complete warehouse facilities!

• Authorized in California.. Equipped

to transfsr and haul anywhere in

V.S.I

• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th $trest

Los Angeles 13, Calif*

Mutual 8121 or Oxford 9-4764*

,dance. Only on the acting level
• _ A t . _ . . . .

W
is the company noticeably weak, musical, “Moon,” with some Brbad
Scene designer Robert Soule’s sug- way interest already shown,
gested sets are imaginative and
gay. Even an orchestra isn’t
missed, as duo-pianists Robert
Drumm and Norman Fields set the
mood at the overture that lasts
throughout the show. Richard
Hill did the costuming.

“Kate” is the fourth and last of
the season’s Equity Community
series. It seems too bad that the
Bronx and Queens are the extent
of this company’s travels. A wider
tour might help ELT raise oper-
ating funds they are now cam-
paigning for ($23,000). - At the
community $1.20 top, it’s a steal.
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i
e Man” and “Bullfight.” Both made

usical. Moon, with some Brbad- money during their limited runs.

Equity Show

'MOON' $17,800, TORONTO
Toronto, March 23.

“Moon Is Blue,” oh report en-
gagement here, grossed a fine $17,-
800 at the Royal Alexandra, with
the 1,525-seater scaled at a mod-
est $3 top.

FOR
THE

65 West 46th

NEW YORK
PLaza 7-0190

in

THEATRICAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

1619 B’ way at 49th

NEW YORK
PLaza 7-1527
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Current Londoo Shows
London, March 23.

(Figures denote premiere dates)
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct, (4-22-33).

Angels In Love, Savoy (2-11-34).

Anna Lueaste, Hippodrome (1-26-54).

As Long As Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).

Big Knife, Duke York's (1-1-34).

Birthday Honours, ICriterion (10-6-53).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Burning Glass, Apollo (2-18-54).

Charley's Aunt, Strand (2-10-34).

Confidential Clerk, Lyric (0-16-53).
Day By Th* Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).

Fifth Season, Cambridge (2-24-54).

First Edition, New Watergate (3-11-54).

Folios Berger*, Pr, Wales (9-24-53).

Fbr Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).

Guys end Dells, Colliseum (5-28-53).
I Am a Camera, New (3-12-54).

I Capture Castle, Aldwych (3-4-54).

King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53)
Lindsay Report, New Lindsey (3-22-54).

Love Match, Palace-. (11-10-33).

Moon Is Blue, Vaudeville (3-5-54).

Mother, Embassy (2-13-54).'

Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).

Old Vic Repertory, Old Vic (9-14-53).
Faint Your Wagon, Majesty's (2-11-53).

Pygmalion, St. James' (11-19-53).

Question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53).

Reluctant Haroos, Whitehall (9-12-50).

Ring OUt Bolls, Vic. Pal. (11-12-52),
Sleeping Prince, Phoenix (10-5-33).

Someone Waiting, Globe (11-23-53).

Wish You Wore Hero, Casino (10-10-53).

Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. 00-28-53).
You'll Bo Lucky, Adelphi (2-23-54).

SCHEDULED OPIN1NOS
White Countess, SavlUe (3-24-54).
Pal Jooy, Princess (3-31-54).

Enchanted, Arts (3-31-54).

Wedding in Paris, Hlpp. (4-3-34).

Marching Song, St. Mart. (4-8-34).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Alice Looking Gloss, Prlncea (2-9-54).
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Master Builder—^-Lenox Hill Play-

plugged nationally via a- spread house, N.Y. (24-28).
in Life mag and the spotlighting
of part of the play on Ed Sulli-
van’s “Toast of the Town” over the
CBS-TV net. “Threepenny Opera”
is current.

Bonnie Bows Out
Bonnie Marshall, who’s been an

outside representative for Actors
Equity for the past four-and-a-half
years, Is exiting the union Friday
(26) to return to her home in Ken-
tucky.

She’s being replaced by John
Schram.

The ANTA Album scheduled for
May 23 has been postponed until
fall, according to Willard Swirg,
ANTA's executive director.

BROADWAY ANGELS,

INC.

CommoR Stock

Prlct 50c a Share

Write or phone for an offering

circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 65th St., Now York 23

TRafatgar 4*1815

CAB CALLOWAY
NINETY-SECOND WEEK M Sportia

1 Uia

“Porgy and Bess”
CHITOfttly

LYCEUM THEATRE. MINNEAPOLIS

Mgt.i BILL MITILER, 1619 Broodwoy, New York

-. 21 ) iOt , 1«> '>,1
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Heimer’s Hot Typewriter

Mel Heimer Is -bidding for the

.Jennet of the American Dumas.

King FeatSres columfiist is out on

the assembly line prepping two

ISioks One is for Putnam and is

about five Broadway characters in

fSh 6f a racehorse Other is a

nold Medal non-flctlOner revolving

.round the Lonergair murder case

if a few years ago which Heimer

rovered oS. his N, T. World-Telly

.beat*
•'

Heimer has a story in Good
Housekeeping for March and has

done a piece 'for April 13 Collier’s

on the Kentucky Derby.

Coward’s Sequel Autoblog

Part 2 of Noel Coward’s auto-

biography, "Future Indefinite,” due

via Doubleday in July, as a sequel

to his “Present Indicative,” and
takes up his wartime touring ex-

'perlfences, 1939-1945,

Mutual's Offbeat Payoff -

Capitalizing on the fact that the
nation’s weekly newspapers often

can’t afford the price.of pix layouts

and wire services for personalities

in the news, Mutual has been aver-

aging heavy publicity placement in

the so-called “weak-sisters” among
printed media. On an outlay of

$7,800 for mats and manpower
every other week, the web has
gotten as high as ah estimated
$60,000 in space (figuring ad rates)

through just one issue of its “Flash
Feature’’ mailaways.

Recently 200-odd smalltown pa-
pers, representing about 6,000,000
readers, carried portions of “Flash
Feature.’’ All the publications did
was lift the picture . matrices
straight . from the Mutual supply.
The web sheet was begun by
former publicity chieftain Jim
O’Bryon six years ago, and now
goes out to 350 stations and 350
papers.

Sakall’g Autobiog
“The Story of ‘Cuddles*—-My

Life Under The Emperor Franz
Joseph, Adolf Hitler and the War-
ner Bros.,’’ by S. Z. (“Cuddles”)
Sakall will be published in London
in May by Cassell & Co., Ltd , ac-
cording, to word just received by
Sakall in Hollywood.
Autobiog covers Sakall’s life

fj’om early days in his native Hun-

t
arv to Vienna, Berlin, Holland,
Ingland, and eventually Holly-

wood, where he became an Amer-
ican citizen as soon as possible.
Comedian wrote thie first volume

of his memoirs in Hungarian; the
translation is by Paul r Tabori.
Camelot Press publishes in U. S.^ *

_ Shainmark’S'Mysterloso

n Shainmark, ad-pub v.p. of
Oinld Films, the telepix

.
produc-

tion-distribution outfit, and one-
time managing editor of the Chi-
ca?° Herald-American £nd assist-

to the publisher of Esquire
and Coronet, is moving back into
the publishing field with a maga-
zine of his own. In mid-April, he’ll
bring out Unsolved Murders, a 35c
*f

lc c m. -the mystery field, with
such writers as Craig Rice, Justin
filbert, Sid Gross and Douglas
Larsen represented.
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* .
Patrick’s Day

tan SaaQ
vl

lf
d *° talk on the saucer-

sa«a ^ members of the Irv-

ing Thalberg lodge of B’nai B’rith
at the Hollywood Athletic Club.
He prefaced his remarks by

pointing out that while in Holly-
wood an actor is only as good as
his last picture, In the publishing
world he is only as good as his
next book.

Advisors feared “Goose” would
not .go over too well at a B’nai
grrifh lodge, being geared for
Catholic kids primarily, hut mugg’s
defense' of his delousing of old
nursery rhymes got laughs And
proved a warmup for the latest
news ' from Outer space.
.Jules White* shorts producer at

Col, presided over the banquet.
%st of the members, in honor of
the- mugg’s ancestory, wore green
somewhere on their persons.

Consumers Report’s 1,000,000
? Consumer Report, the monthly
magazine of Consumer’s Union,
will hit a print order of 1,000,000
copies for May. Magazine is now
19 yqars old, went on the news-
stands about seven years ago. Cir-
culation has doubled in five years.

It carries, of course, no adver-
tising but has had a series of feuds
through the years with various ad-
vertising agencies and accounts
which attempted .unauthorized ifse
of “ratings” of product by CU in
copy placed elsewhere.

.A Prolix Show Biz Novel
Frances Clippinger in “Rocket in

the Night” (Random House; $3.95)
has written a prolix show biz novel
which traces the rise and fall of
an opportunistic young man whose
success is dazzling but brief.

The author’s principle difficulty
lies in the inability to make her
leading character believable— or
even very interesting. She supplies
a formidable gallery of “support-
ing” players (some of thein carica-
tures of well-known persons to
both coasts), but her hero remains
shadowy, less absorbing than the
people he knows.
While much of the book, devoted

to behind-the-scenes life on Broad-
way and in Hollywood, is accurate
and pungent, the writer com-
mences her novel in a summer
stock company, so flagrantly in-
credible in its setup and practices
that it is difficult to accept on any
terms. She writes of the quality
of the “season” at this barn—but
the company rehearses only about
an hour, each morning; they work
from “books” and have, to put it

mildly, quaint notions of stage
terminology; they play Shake-
speare; and apparently the actors
have their evenings free!

Of course, creating, such an im-
probable group solves ope of the
author’s problems. If readers ac-
cept her stock company, likely they
will believe it possible for the hero
of her tale, an inexperienced lad
who just “happens by,” to take
over as director of the outfit. Miss
Clippinger challenges general curi-

osity in her novel with her own
tagline, spoken about one of her
characters:' “Who knows? Who
cares?” , Down.

N.Y. Times’ Book Anthology
Francis Brown, editor of the

N.Y. Times Book Review, has
edited .‘Highlights of Modern Lit-

erature'’ (Mentor; 35c), comprising
essays from the Times’ Sunday lit-,

erary supplement. Selections of

special interest to show biz read-
ers: Sean O’Casey on Bernard
Shaw, and with another entry en-

titled “Always the Plough and the

Stars”; Thomas Mann on Andre
Gide; Budd Schulberg on F. Scott

Fitzgerald; and two pieces by
Louis Kronenberger, one called

“On Critics, Pedants and Philis-

tines.” >

Other “name” contributors to

the collection include W. H. Auden,
Elizabeth Bowen, Joyce Cary,

Henry Steele Commager, Christo-

pher Morley, A. B. Guthrie, Jr.,

Andre Maurois and Marcel Ayme.

Right of A Free Press
As an aftermath of a column by

tdevee editor Paul Price, criticiz-

ing Sen. Joseph McCarthy in the

Los Angeles Daily News, the Rev.

, Dr. James Fififeld and the First

I'Congregational. Church have with-

drawn their advertising from that

newspaper. This was revealed lw
the paper In an editorial headed:

“A Right of the Free Press.
’

The editorial said, in part: ‘We
have ourselves frequently -

.

ex-

pressed the same critical opinions

editorially, and consider it not

only the right but part of the

proper function of a radio and
television editor to express

#
opin-

ion in the course of his writings.

We regret Dr. Fifteld’s implied ob-

jection to our right to differ with

him, for this is a right we defend
not only for ourselves but for him

PGSieft
as well. We shall continue to ex-
ercise this right and to champion
it with respect to other*; as a sa-
cred obligation upon a free press,”

Radcliffe’s Pub Seminar
Some 36 executives in the pub-

lishing and advertising fields will
lecture and teach in Raddiffe Col-
lege s six-week summer course on
publishing procedures this year.
Course, which begins June 23 un-
der the supervision of Dudley
Meeks, will have no less than six.
presidents' of publishing organiza-
tions among its staff.

Among those on the roster are
Curtis Benjamin, president of Mc-
Graw Hill; Paul C. Smith, Crowell-
Cpllier prexy; Ian Ballantine, prez
of Ballantine Books; Edward A,
Weeks, Atlantic Monthly editor;
Louis C. Greene, v.p. of Publishers
Weekly; A. S. Burack, editor and
publisher of The Writer; Eleanor
Dobson Kewer and Mark Saxton,
editors of the Harvard U. Press;
Frederick Sv Gilbert, general man-
ager of Time; John. Morrissy, ad
manager of Life; Charles Furgu-
son, senior editor of the Readers
Digest, and Alice Thompson, for-
mer editor of Seventeen*

Manvell’s ‘On The Air*
Roger Manvell, widely known in

this country for his books about
films, has written “a study of
broadcasting in sound and televi-
sion” entitled “On The Air” (Brit-
ish Book Centre; $3.50).

Dr. Manvell supports the re-
freshing argument that broadcast-

:

ing is not an art form, but a means
of communication. He believes the i

point at which tv “begins to make
a unique contribution to artistic
expression is the point where the
artist begins deliberately to use
television’s particular limitations
as a medium of communication to
add to the effectiveness of his
work.” (The final portion of this
statement may be pondered at
length on Madison Avenue!).

“On The Air” provides not only
a concise history of the develop-
ment of the BBC, but it

. also ex-
amines' broadcasting in various
other countries, including the USA
and the USSR. Radio and tv are
given equal attention by the au-
thor in this very thorough survey,
which considers many technical as-
pects of broadcasting as well as- the
medium’s social and esthetic im-
plications. Down.

CHATTER
British poet W. A. . Auden in

Hollywood, guesting with Christo-
pher Ishenvood.

.
Meyer Berger has piece on Rock-

efeller Center, titled “Eighth Won-
der of the World,” in the April
Holiday.

Vernon Duke's autobiography,
"Passport to Paris,” will be pub-
lished in December by Little,

Brown, Inc.

Daniel D. Mich, editorial director
of Look, has been elected a vice-
president of Cowles Magazine, Inc.,

publishers of Look.

Dr. Winifred Pitkim, U. S. med-
ico-explorer now in her mid-70s,
lecturing in Scotland about the
ancient cities of Yucatan.

J. Russell Tippett has been ap-
pointed assistant to the publisher
of Hillman Periodicals Inc. Tip-
pett was formerly circulation di-

rector of Dell Publishing Co.

Mrs. Arthur Murray, veep of the
dance studio chain, has her life

story featured in the April 'issue

of Women's Home Companion,
titled “I'll Never Be Lonely Now.’ 8

Dell Publishing throwing a cock-
tail party at the Hotel Pierre, N.Y.,

April 12 to celebrate sale of Brett
Halliday’s 10,000,000th Dell book.
Dave Dresser, alias Brett Halliday,
will be oil hand.

Chicago Tribune is initiating a

dally film index on its motion pic-

ture pages. Index breaks down ttife-

atres into locales and suburbs, in-

dicating column and page on which
outlying ads are to be found.

Prolific Frank Gruber has just

signed a contract with Rinehart,,
for eight more, novels to follow his

"The Lonesome Badger,” which
Rinehart brought out in January,
and liis two forthcoming books/
“Bitter Sage” and “Salt River.”.

Bernle Harrison got berthed
pronto as radio-tv editor of the
Washington Daily News after 18
years with the Times-Herald,
which was sold last week to the
Post In the capital city in one of

the best-kept secrets in years. Em-
ployees. kpew nothing about the

sale in advance. a ....
Ted Patrick, editor of Holiday,

did the introduction to Jerome
Weidman’s “Travelers Cheque,”
pieces originally written for Holi-

day, which Doubleday is bringing

out In May. Same pub alsb issu-

ing Rose Franken’s hew novel,

“Rendezvous,” and longtime AP
correspondent in Moscow, Eddy
Gilmore’s humorous autobiogra-

phy, “Me and My Russian Wife,” is

due in June. 1
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! SCULLY’S
By Frank Scully

Economy, Ark.
• People who get a peek at silch things tell us that two-thh’ds of the
population, or at least that part of it which ever did anything, new
worthy, is in the files of the FBI. Hemstitched to their name* is some,
scurrilous, anonymous* comment which\would land the. informer, in,

the clink for criminal libel if published under his or her own name.
Even such economic views as “bad credit risk” are considered a* pos^
Sibly subversive. <

I wonder if credit firms have access to tiiis bilge? I ask because
Life recently glorified* bill-collectors and listed 42 professions apd
trades in the order of their ctedit-ratings. Business executives topped'
the list and farm-laborers labored on Jheir knees at the bottom. Law<*
yers and judges finished in 22d place, just above traveling salesmen,
and. plumbers. Musicians finished 39tb.
Nowhere in the list did 1 find actors or columnists. They apparently

had no rating whatever. •

It’s pretty difficult for sterling characters like myself to take such
an affront without reprisal. I have combed the columns of my con-'

temporaries and not one of them has let a peep of protest out of him.
I checked to find out why they had no crodib»rat{pg and learned

to my astonishment that most . of them were like me: cash-and-carry
customers. Unless you run up bills here and there, and after Being
dunned for them pay off with ill humor, you have no credit .rating.

Some merchant has to take a chance of your turning out to be a cheat
before the National Retail Credit Assn, will so much as look twice
at your name.

.Hot Credit Tip For Scribes

Looking back, we did buy one thing on credit about 18 years ago.

We were living near Toluca Lake, not far from the Warner studio,

which in those days were making things hot for their neighbors. The
freres seemed to be perpetually having a fire, a strike, or the hottest
picture in town.
We used to buy ice for the icebox of a rented "house, and it came

to about $4 a week, or a month, I forget which. We learned we could
“buy” an electric refrigerator on the installment plan for $3 a week,
or a mbntb, again I forget which.
Anyway, it seemed eheaper to “buy” a refrigerator than buy ice/

which melted awfully fast every time Warners got all steamed up
about something.
We figured to go back east in the spring and calculated that if we

paid the installments for a year and then turned the arctic gadget
back we would lose $10 to $50 less than if we stuck with the iceman
and all the'" old jokes connected with his love-life.

But at the end. of the year we decided to stay on. We asked how
much we.would save in interest-charges by paying all future payments
right then and there. We were informed we would save nothing. It

seems practically the whole of the first year’s payments were interest
charges. The setup was designed to catch just such smart transients
as us. jWe had another chance to get a credit rating through controversy
shortly afterward, but that didn’t come off either. Our landlord was
an oil tycoon who showed less interest in his property than if it were
a rock in the Rocky Mountains. The roof leaked. We begged him
to fix it. He ignored the plea. We withheld the rent—one month,
two months, three months..,
We then decided to repair the roof and take it out of the rent due

him. We did this and sent him the balance. And all we got was a
brief letter, of thanks. Jle obviously gave us credit for three months,
but we have not been able to find it listed anywhere among the credit
associations.

As he never complained about howT we had wrecked the furniture,
a common practice seemingly in Beverly Hills where stars, not quite
housebroken, are frequently sued for $4,000 for damages of this char-
acter, wve had no chance to get a rating—good or bad.
That wras the last time we tried to do anything on credit. After

that our policy became: Cold cash or do without That went for cars,
houses, ranches. As a result, we now find that we are not only without
a credit-rating, but are probably held suspect with the notation: “Sus-
pect pays cash, so no line can be got on his reliability as a citizen
or his loyalty to our economic system.”

Actors Sans Credit-Ratings Toot
The same thing could hardly be said of actors or performers gen-

erally. Much of their time is spent In putting on a front, and fronts,
as any set-designer will tell you, cost money. They frequently borrow
or buy on credit to establish their fronts. This certainly should rate
them as good or bad risks.

Many of them think marriage is like playing Eliza crossing the ice.

They jump from spouse to spouse and now and then find themselves
overburdened with past commitments as well as present financial obli-
gations, *

One of the ex-partners loses all sense of hiunor about the situation
and the next thing he knows the performer rusually an actor) finds
himself handed a script to read. It makes him think of the days when
he was unknown and had to pay to play parts in summer stock, be-
cause this script is a court order and he is expected to pay up or
appear before a judge „and explain w'hy his gross and his net prac-
tically wipe each other out these days.

If he outsprints the process-server, that’s a point in his favor. But
if he is tapped and ignores the subpoena, he may be clinked for con-
tempt. Sometimes this goes to pretty ludicrous lengths such as the
recent occasion when Dick Haymes couldn’t leave his hotelroom, be-
cause tw’o johnlaws were outside the door ready to jail him on a
warrant for non-payment of alimony in California.

John Carradine couldn't come in to California for years without
being arrested for non-payment of an alimony debt. These things
seemingly are never outlawed, but his must have been adjusted even-
tually, because he is now playing “Tobaceo Road” in a little theatre
Syd Cassyd is operating on La Cienega Boulevard; L.A., in the heart
of the best steakhouses in the country. Since the play is operating
in the black, which is a novelty for a Coast legit production, Carradine
has enough left after paying off on that debt, to buy a New York cut
now and then,

Errol Flynn has had a similar economic problem—in a much higher
bracket of course. So he has stayed abroad for years rather than face

American bill-collectors, process-servers and other moustiques on the
corps economique.
Some of these debts are hardly worth trying to collect. According

to Robert Hancock of the College of Commerce, U. of Illinois, a dollar

when past due depreciates in six months to 67c. In a year, to 45c;. in

two years to 23c; in five years to lc, and In six years to nonsense.
Even Mr. Big, who has at his disposal every device short of those

employed in the Inquisition to squeeze the last cent out of a backward
taxpayer, frequently finds it is cheaper to settle for 10c on the dollar.

Internal Revenue Commissioner T. Coleman Andrews has discovered
that from 59 to 77% of income tax returns are inaccurate, and it’s

dreadfully expensive to And out if they are- honest or dishonest mis-

takes. iBe task of making a personal check takes the average revenue
agent -so. much time that it costs the. Government $1,000,000 in wages
to collect $260,000 from citizens. .

Next year Andrews hopes to relieve 35,000,000’ taxpayers of the

obligation 'to file an individual income tax return. He plans to scrape

the money off the top through payroll deductions. This may apply to

’columnists and actors as well as old cowhands. In that case performers,

and those of us who live by reporting their spiced birdseed, may be

even further away from a credit|rating than ever.
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t*ura Lee (Payne), former WB
•tar, in from Hollywood at the

Savoy-Plaza.

WIlUam M. Judd,, veepee of
j

Co-
lumbia Artists Mgt., hospitalized

all this week for minor operation.

A mass will be held for the late

Mrs, Adele Blair, ex-Shap ro-Bern-

stein, at St. Malachy’s Friday (20)

at' 9 aon.

Dancer - choreographer David
Lichine artd his Ballet de la Ville

des Anges Jh from Europe on the

Liberte Monday (22).

Music biz execs are throwing a

S
arty ' for vet bandleader Russ

[organ on his 50th birthday April

29 at Hutton’s Restaurant.

Vet legit pressagent Joseph

Heidt to marry radio-legit actress

Joan Vitez in N.Yi Friday (26).

First marriage for her;. second for

him.

Charles Dingle, currently fea

tured in “The Immoralist” at the

Royale, N. Y., observes his 50th

year in the American theatre today

(Wed.);

Lucille Littel (ex-Mrs. Deems
Taylor) one-woman showing her

Paris art works—two years’ produc-

tion of 35 canvases—at Ward Egg-
leston Galleries until April 3.

Hildegarde gets “Person-to-Per-
8on’’ed on Ed Murrow’s CBS-TVer
May 7, which will also be her video

debut. She has vaudeo guesters

with new partner Johnny Johnston
slated to follow. .

Pegeen (Ed &) Fitzgerald into

the beauty preparation business on
,
her own with an imported Irish

lotion recipe which is being mer-
chandised on a mailorder basis but
may be bankrolled by a large
cosmetician.
The Ziegfeld Club, - Inc. holds

its 18th Annual Dinnet-Dance this

year at the Waldorf Astoria Sat-

urday, April 24. Meyer Davis will

supply the music and there will be
an all-star show. Tickets are $22
per. including dinner.

Hilton Hotels making a “pre-
miere” of the new lobby and ball-

room decor of the Hotel New
Yorker this (Wed.) afternoon, the
first standing since the chain took
over its management. Eleanor
LeMaire did the decorating and
Eugene Voit is resident manager.

Arturo* Toscanini Will mark his
87th birthday quietly in his home
in Riverdale, N. Y., tomorrow
,Thuss.), with his son, Walter,
daughter-in-law Cia, grandson
Walfredo, daughter Wanda (Mrs.
Vladimir Horowitz), granddaughter
Sonia Horowitz, and his daughter
the Countess Wally Castelbarco.

Equitable Life of Iowa, through
its Philadelphia office, trying to

local Robert Evans Schenck, whose
wife is Mildred Leo Clemens
Schenck, and formerly connected
with the Swarthmore Chautauqua
Association, Swarthmore, Pa., in
the late 1920s. Insurance company
has a small endowment policy due
Mr. Schenck.

Count Basie orch at the immense
Salle Pleyel April 3 and 4.

Two new Henry de Montherlant
g. “No One'* Son” and “Port-

London

*»oyai,” ‘ accepted for Comedie-
Francaise production next season.

“Kean,” Alexandre Dumas-Jean-
Sartre legiter, sold out until next

summer, with PierreBrasseur now
back on stage after his hospital

gi0ggt

Alex Joffe will do a color film

version of the hit legit, ‘The

Cavalrymen,” with Gina Lollobri-

gifla, Robert Lamoureux and
Jacques Fabbri.

Edith Piaf winds a highly suc-

cessful music hall stint at the

Alhartibra this week which then
becomes a film house operation

with stageshows.

Mitch Miller here for a looksee

at the Gallic disk and music biz set-

up; also huddling with U. S. Army
reps on the cultural aspects of U.S.

music and disks in Europe.
Andre Roussin, with three hits

now on the -legit stage here, prepar-
ing another to succeed himself
next season when “Helene” goes

on tour and quits the .Madeleine.
Jose Ferrer picked up the U.S.

legit rights to a second Albert
Husson play here, “The Pavements
of Heaven.” Show has had a suc-

cessful run, with Micheline Presle

and Jean-Pierre Aumont the chief
draws.

By Les Rees
Starlight club has comic Buddy

“Affairs of State” on tap at

Edyth Bush Little Theatre.
St. Paul Home 'Show, April 3-11,

will have Mills Bros, for its stage-

show*
Eddie Fisher here briefly ehroute

to Mayo clinic, Rochester, Minn.,
for checkup. *

'

Phil Spitalny and his “Hour of

Charm” orch wound up nine-day
run with Builders’ Show at Audi-
torium.

* '

Carl Brisson, in third week at

Hotel Radissoh Flame Room, will

be held ever for an additional two,
longest consecutive date ever
chalked up by any act there.

Additional Lyceum bookings are

the Abbey Players in “Pygmalion”
on April 29 and “Stalag 17” May
3. WithJ'Porgy and Bess” current,

house also will get “My Three
Angels” and “An Evening With
Beatrice Lillie” in April and May.
It already has lined Up “Picnic”

and '“The King and I” for next
season.

Peggy Taylor started this week
at the Colony.

‘ Viera opened a four-week cabs*
ret date at Quaglino’s and the Al-

legro Room this week, succeeding
Linda Gloria.

*

Gerry Femback, publicity di-

rector for Republic here, bedded
by jaundice and will be away from
his desk about a month. y ,

Anthony S. Grundr, formerly a
film editor, joined Sidney L. Bern-
stein’s Granada circuit in charge’

of press and :public relations.

Rex Harrison returned here to

star in a new Launder-Gilliat com-
edy. ‘‘Marriage a la Mode,” which
is to be lensed at Shepperton
Studios.
The Lyon family—-Bebe, Ben,

Barbara and Richard—will make
its first appearance on tele April

2 in a program being produced by
Henry Caldwell, - '

^Visitors to London last week in-

cluded Indian exhibitor Kiki Modi;
actress Ann Hunter; and Milton
Ritzenberg, La Salle Hotel, Wash-
ington, D C., prexy.
Ealing Studios sending a unit to

Austria and Yugoslavia for loca-

tion lensing on “The Divided
Hearts,” which co-stars Yy.onne
Mitchell and Cornell Borchers.
The dates of the regular Variety

Club luncheons are being re-ar-

ranged to enable Danny Kaye, who
is coming specially for the charity

preem of /‘Knock on Wood,” to be
guest of honor April 22.

Tribute to the late Noel Gay,
who died earlier this month, to be
broadcast by the BBC next Mon-
day (29), will include some of his

hit tuneslsuch as “The Lambeth
Walk” and “Run, Rabbit, Run.”

^
Preston Sturges, in London to

direct Katharine Hepburn in “The
Millionairess,” has' - been looking

around to locate the family apart-

ment where he lived as a youth.

He found it above Variety’s Lon-
don bureau; it’s the flat occupied

by Hannen Swaffer.
, ,

Errol Flynn inked by Herbert
Wilcox to co-star with Anna Nea-
gle in “Lilacs in the Spring,”

based on the musical play, “The
Glorious Days” which was at the

Palace last season. United Artists

will release in the western hemi-
sphere with Republic distributing

in Europe.

billy and western department at

the Leo iftLeo Theatrical agency.

Herbie Fields, currently with
combo at the Rendezvous, opened
nitery of his own near Ft. Dix, N.J.

Danny Kaye guest-cohducted at

the. Children's Concert of the

Philadelphia Orch Saturday morn-
ing (20).

Helen Tamiris replaced Donald
Saddler as dance director of “By
the Beautiful Sea,” current at

Forrest.

Guitarist Vince James, whose
outfit wae* broken up by death of

his pianist, joined Del Lucas
combo at Pacey’s Show* Bar.

Conte Condoli, trumpeter inr

lured in the crash of the Stan

Kenton band bus last summer,
making first appearance since ac-

cident at the Blue Note;

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Oscar Levant due in March *31

for the first of three stints with
National Symphony Orch:
Super Music has booked Tony

Bennett with the Percy Faith orch
Into 4,000-seat Constitijtion Hall
for a one-night stand Saturday (27).

Variety Club sponsoring mine
Arena preem of Hollywood Ice Re-
vue, starring Barbara Ann Scott,

April 6 for benefit of this tent’s

welfare fund.
RKO Theatres prexy Sol

Schwartz here the past week for
Department of Justice huddles
and a reunion with former RKO
staffer Col. Joseph Goetz.

Celeste Holm, currently break-
ing in her new show at Hotel Stat-
ler’s Embassy Room, taking time
out for some ward shows at Walter
Reed and other military hospitals
Washington Board of Traders an-

nual Theatre Week luncheon March
23 highlighted by presence of bal-

lerinas Leslie Caron and Colette
Marchand, current in “Ballets de
Paris.”

Paris
Colette’s “Gigi” big legit click

at Theatre deb Arts.
Colette Mars set for a repeat U.S,

nitery date next fall.

Marcel Pagnol preparing see
iiario for biopfc of Swiss novelist
C. F. Ramuz.
Jean-Louis Barrault adding the

Jean Anouilh hit of two seasons
ago, “The Rehearsal,” to the com
pany rep again.

Ancient meller, “Lyons Mail,”
to be lensed with Sophie Des-
marets, Charles Vanel and Georges
Marchal in leads. . .

Van Johnson, director Richard
Brooks and Metro crew to Riviera
for week’s location work on “Last
Time I Baw Paris.”
Ducats practically sold' out al-

ready -for the four concerts -of

Mexico City

Miami Beach

By Douglas L. Grahame
Andres Soler to Havana to make

wo pix. .

Oscar *Danciger to co-produce
a pic with Rizzoli. •

'

Marissa Belli, Italian actress,

here to play in a Mexican film.

Esther Fernandez inked to play

in a film in English with Burt Lan-
CdStGI*.

National University’s ballet click-

ing at the Palace of Fine Arts (Na-
tional Theatre).
Sara Garcia, vet stage-film char-

acter woman, recuperating from
major surgery in her home.

Sofia Alvarez, Colombian come-
dienne who’s a favorite in Mexican
showbiz, inked by the Reno nitery.

David Negrete, brother of the
late Jorge Negrete, new prexy of
Fimadora Atlantida, a top film pro-
ducer.

• Matilde Palou, vet actress, hos-
pitalized by fracture of her right

arm caused by falling off a ladder
during a performance.
Ana Eugenia Robinson, grand-

daughter of Gen. Plutarco Elias
Calles, ex-president of Mexico,
bows as piC actress in “Sittin**

Bull” which. Panoramic Films an
Tele-Voz are to make soon.

By Lary Solloway
Jana Mason a click at the Vag

abonds Club.
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene
Raymond in town, hoqse guesting
with friends. *

Eddie Albert and Margo break-
ing in their cafe act in Driftwood
Room of the Nautilus.

Phil Silvers at the Lord* Tarle-

ton prepping for world preem here
of “Lucky Me” on March* 31.
' Xavier Cugat orch, with Abbe
Lane, into Saxony Hotel’s Pagoda
Room March 26 for a six-day run.

Sophie Tucker to appear on Ed
Sullivan tv show April 4, with her
segment cut in from Saxony Hotel

stage here.
Jack Carson set for Olympia

Theatre, opening March 24. Los
Chavales de Espana and Trini

Reyes follow the next week.
Sans Souci Hotel will host

screensters coming in for launch-
ing of “The Miami Story” April

2, this oceanfronter being setting

for many scenes in pic. Barry Sul-
livan and Luther Adler will head
the contingent.

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass

Alois Uebelhoer appointed chief
of the Austrian radio system.

“Jazz at Philharmonic,” with
Ella Fitzgerald, played to full

house at Konzert House.
Ernst Lothar translating and

directing Oscar Wilde's “Bunbury"
for the Academy Theatre.
Film director J. A. Huebler-

Kahla will direct the pic, “Yblan-
the,” for Berolina Film Co.
Ljuba Welitsch and Fred Lie-

wehr will play the leads in “The
Bat” at Bregenz summer festivals.
Paramount and French news-

reels intend to compete here with
the Austria State newsreel com-
pany.
Dutch conductor Rafael Kubelik

directed Philharmonic and goes
with Amsterdam concerthouse
orch on U. S. tour.
Singer Vico Torriani will play

the part of the singing ski teacher
in^the next Sievering studio 'pro-
duction. Before discovered as vo-
calist, he earned his living by giv-
ing ski lessons.

. By Hans Hoehn
Jean Cocteau applied to Allianz

to send its pic “Tiefland” to

Cannes. . .

Hugo Hirsch, Berlin film and
operetta composer, observed his

70th birthday.
“Mamsell Nitouche” preemed at

Kurfuerstendamm Theatre ' with

Inge Konradi in the title role.

“Beggar’s Opera” (Wilcox) will

be shown in original version and
without subtitles at West German
art houses.
Alfred Braun appointed manager

of Sender Freies Berlin, new West
Berlin radio station, which starts

broadcasting in June.
“Die Gefangene des. Maharads-

cha,” second portion of the Veit

U. S. pix recently showing here
include “She Wore Yellow Rib-

bon” (WB), “Ride Vaquero” (M-G),

“Here to Eternity” (Col), “Apache
Chief” (Lip), “Big Heat” (Col) and
‘My Dream Is Yours” (WB)’.

Two musical comedy shows are

slated for the Berlin GIs soon.

First includes Two-Ton Tessie
O’Shea, Fran Dowie, Danny Ar-
nold, Johnny Matson, Mona Mc-
Call, Billy Baxter, Granger Bros.,

and . London-town Lovelies. The
other comedy outfit is the Boyd
Bachman band which will appear
with Jay Cameron and Gerard &
Ak Van Rooyen.

MARRIAGES
Joan Javits to Lieut. John Hui-

bert "Zeeman 3d, Palm Beach, Fla.,

March 20. Bride is a songwriter.
Evelyn Robinson to W. Nelson

Weitman, New York, Feb. 20.

Bride is a commentator and disk
jockey with WOV, N. Y.; he’s a
production assistant at ABC.

Julie Reily to Ben Rosner, New
York, March 5. He is assistant ad-
vertising sales manager for RCA
Victor disk division; bride was his
secretary.
Gwen Frutin to Alan Cohen,

Glasgow, Scotland, March 16. Bride
is daughter of Alex Frutin, owner
of Metropole Theatre, Glasgow,
and w.k. exhib.

Hollywood
Patricia Medina bedded by liver

trouble. -
.

...

/uver

John Steinbeck _hospitalized for
checkup. v

Bob Hope to Palm Springs for
10-day rest.

'Janet Leigh limping on a
sprained ankle.

. Liberace to St. Louis on start of
midwestem tour.

Billy Gilbert back in town after
five years in „N.Y.

A. C, Blumerfthal up and around
after serious illness.

Joan Crawford", hack in town
after coast-to-coast tour.

Virginia Grey suffered three
fractured ribs in a motor crash.

Russell Holman . in from N.Y. to
view VistaVision at Paramount.
Frank Daugherty resigned after

eight years as a Columbia publicist.

Merian C. Cooper to Detroit for
first anni of Cinerama in that city.

Don Hartman heads* out next
week for an extended tour of
Europe.
Dennis Morgan to Dallas forthe-

Variety Clubs International Con-
vention.

Harry Cohn to Phoenix to re-
cuperate from his recent throat
operation.

Phil Goldstone donated $125,000
to Mt. Sinai Hospital as a memorial
to his mother.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

palsy-wolsy again after brief mis-
understanding.
Ted Loeff signed Jeahette Saw-

yer to head his newly-opened N.Y.
publicity office.

Irving Berlin checked in from
N.Y. with completed score for

“There’s No Business Like Show

:

Business.”

Chicago
Max Cooper handling flackery

for new Blue Note.
Andres Segovia here in concert

at Orchestra Hall Sunday (21).

Crossroads abandoned vaude and
has switched to a stripper policy.

Phil'Regan flown in from Eire

to sing for Irish Fellowship Club
of Chicago on St. Patrick’s Day.
George Jessel and Melvyh Doug-

las spoke at Roosevelt College’s

ninth anni luncheon yesterday
(Tues.).

Ice Capades current at Arena
through April 1, at which time

house closes for conversion to CBS
Chi headquarters.
Irv Kupcinet, Sun-Times column-

ist, to Hollywood for Academy
Award presentations; then goes to

Hawaii for three weeks.
Alvin Etler’s Symphony No. 1

getting American preem by Fritz

Reiner and Chicago Symphony Or-

chestra tomorrow (Thurs,).
t

George Gobel to m.c^ at Ameri-
can Film Assembly .here April 1

for Goldeh Reel Awards Banquet,

with critic Gilbert Seldes and Dr.

Albert W. Trueman, film commis-
sioner of Canada, as keynote

speakers.

Ireland

By Maxwell Sweeney
“GlennJMiller Story” (U) opened

to big biz at Savoy, Dublin.
Roy Rogers in for four perform-

ances at .Dublin Theatre Royal.
Delia Murphy, wife of Irish Am

bassador to Australia, warbling
ballads for BBC Light Service, St.

Patrick’s Day.
Padraig Fallon’s “The Seventh

Step” set for preem by Dublin
Globe Theatre Co. at Cook Opera
House next month.
Paddy A. McNally, Chief Barker

of Variety Tent 4T, will visit 17
Tents in the U.. S. during 10-week
tour starting in April.
Lord Longford, prexy of Long-

ford Productions, awarded honor-
ary degree of Doctor of Literature,
for services to drama by Dublin U.

**r

By Jerry Gaghan
Singer Giselle McKedzie

. made
the rounds of the disk jockeys last

week. .

Betty Jane Bruce, former “Miss
Philadelphia,” joined Bill Davies
orch as vocalist.

Jack Casper, manager of Jaye
Brothers, Set duo for Palace Thea-
tre (N.Y.) debut, April 16.
Harry Dobbs, nitery orchestra

leader and booker, is recuping at
home following, heart attack.

- Jack Howard heads the new hill-

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. John Cole, son,

Burbank, March 12. Father is an
advertising executive.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Tarplin,

son, New York, March 21. Father
is a radio-tv actor.
.Mr. and Mrs. Irvjn Seyler,
daughter, Hollywood, March 18.
Father is with Fox West Coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Flannery,

'Son, Chicago, March 15. Father is

vice-president of Whiteway Signs.

. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Sundry,
daughter, Pittsburgh, March 12.
Father owns the William Penn
Tavern.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Rehfield, son,
Hollywood, March 14. Father is one
of the stars in “Frosty Frolics,”
Coast teleshow.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kodinsky,

daughter, Pittsburgh, March 13.
Father and mother are both in
public relations.

‘ '

Mr. and Mrs. Don Costello,
daughter, Dallas, Tex., Feb. 9.

Mother is dancer Ginnie Boucher;
father is a comic-emcee;

Mr. and Mrs. Jonas T. Silver-
stone, daughter, New York, March
7. Father is member of Silver-
stone & Rosenthal, theatrical at-
torneys.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Clarke, daugh-

ter, San Diego; Cal., March 7.
Mother is the former Peggy Tay-
lor/an adagio dancer; father’s an-
engineer. '

Mr. and Mrs. Rudi Fehr, daugh-
ter, Los Angeles, March 17. Moth-
er is the former Maris Wrixon, ex-
Warner contract actress; father’s a
Warner film editor.

Mr. and Mrs. Benny Weiss Jr.,
daughter, Reading, Pa., March 15.
Mother is Rosanne Drexel, dancer,
father is a singer and night club
emcee.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hoffman,

daughter, Seattle, March 19. Father
is a Paramount field man; mother,
the former Marilyn Goldstein, was
in press department of WCCO,
Minneapolis.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Colien

Max Shulgolds of Film Row
celebrated 18th wedding anni.

Nixon gets “The Fqurposter” with

John Beal and Carol Stone week
of May 3. .

Singer John Geary recovering at

West Penn Hospital after throat

operation. . _ ,

His doctor vetoed Carl Dozers

projected trip to Dallas for Variety

Club convention. ,

Johnny Harris to Europe for

second time this year in seacch oi

“Tee 'Capades” novelties.

Dr. Ralph Cohen, local dentist

acting in Catholic Theatre Guild

production of “Barabbas.” .

New cocktail
,
lounge opening

shortly in the Roosevelt Hotel will

be called the Gill ’N’ Quill.
t .

Morry Berman, Sun-Tele photog,

won $300 first prize in Variety

Clubs photographic competition.

Local designer Burton. Miller

made special costumes Carol Gnan-

riihg will Wear when she goes into

“Wonderful Town.”

Madrid
By Geeno Gairr

Pianist Alexandra Uninsky on »

concert tour of .Spain. m
Trini Moren and Nino Utrera off

to Buenos Aires to work in radio

and niteries until late in August.

Argentinian actress Pepita Ser-

rador at the Teatro Maravillas

with the legiter, “Bitter Victory.

Dancers Emilia Escudero ana

Rafael Farina are organizing J
new Spanish folklore songs ana

dances group. .

Spanish maestro Ataulfo Argen

ta and Italian pianist Alfredo Cic-

colini at the 1,200-seat Palacio MU
sica with the Madrid Symphony.

Poetess Gloria Fuerte, dancer

Fernando Guerra, composers
Dume and Jose Fradere, all from

Cuba, started a tour of recitals i

Snain.



JOHN A. BOCKHORST
tniin A Bockhorst, 61, : veteran

nefvsreeL 'cameraman,
died Mmxh

?? from bums suffered in rf fire

'}*
his apartment in Washington,

nc
b
He covered the White House

Sid' Capitol Hill for Metro* News

°f

A
h
warCorrespondent in the Pa-

cific and in Europe during World

War II, Bockhorst helped to or-

ganize the newsreel pool in Europe

S covered- Gen. Patton’s 3rd

Smy from the time it landed in

Normandy until the end of the Avar.

He had medals and citations from

the Army and Navy, including a

Freedom Medal given him by Gen.

Dwight Eisenhower, then Com-
mender in Europe#

A native of St. Louis, Bockhorst

15 years when he left Kansas City
shortly after the war. :

Lochman was a longtime sports
announcer and commentator for
stations KCMO and KMBC, and
spent most of his life in Kansas
City. He started in K. C. as a singer
on a then highly*, popular radio
program, the WDAF Nlghthawk
Frolics. In recent years he had
been in radio in Chicago, Wichita
Falls, Tex., and Topeka.
Lochman was shot through the

abdomen the evening of March 12.
He was examining a pistol with
a relative when the gun accidental-
ly discharged. A son, Walt Leh-
man Jr., is a salesman at station
KCKN. Survivors include his wife,
two other sons, a daughter, a sister
and his mother.

went to Los Angeles as a teenager

and broke into films, learning to

handle a camera. He “shot” such

early stars as William Famum.and
Tom Mix, and during the First

World War served in the Signal

Corps. After leaving the service

he commenced his career as a

newsreel lenser. Recently, he~ hacr

also been a cameraman for Edward
R. Murrow’s “See It Now" tv show.
A sister survives.

LOUIS BLASCO
Louis O. Blasco, 50, longtime

music publisher, died in Kansas
City March 17 after an illness of

about two years. He was president
of Blasco Music Inc., one of the
few successful music publishers
outside of New York or Hollywood.

IN LOVING. MEMORY

OF MY MOTHER

JENNIE
(Died March, 1953)

JOHN ROEBURT

He also produced a number of re-
cordings, including the now stand-
ard "My Happiness," “Piccolo
Pete/’ “Twelfth Street Rag” and
Time Will Tell,”

Blasco for 27 years was publica-
tions manager .of the Jenkins Mu-,
sic Co. in Kansas City, but founded'
his own firm in 1944. He was
credited with the discovery of a
number of names* including the
Andrews Sisters, who first sang for
him in 1933. ;

As a member of the original
toon-Sanders Orchestra, Blasco
Piayed banjo and guitar, and for
a lime performed on radio. Sheet
music soon became his interest,
however, and most of his career
,'fs. m that phase, of the music
business. He was a member of the
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ROLLO L. WAYNE
Hollo L. Wayne, 60, scenic de-

signer for Iroquois Amphitheatre
productions since 1938, died March
18 of a heart attack in Louisville,
Ky. He stalled designing stage
scenery when in high school and
continued it at the U. of Louisville
and later on Broadway in New
York. •

Wayne attended Harvard, where
he took his master’s degree. He
worked there in the “47 Work-,
shop” of Dr. George Pierce Baker.
Among his co-workers were
Thomas Wolfe, Philip Barry and
John Mason Brown. During his
Broadway career he designed sets
for more than .200 productions,
among them “Death Takes a Holi-
day” and “Boy Friend,”

With the Shuberts for 12 years,
Wayne also worked with Ziegfeld,
Lew Leslie and Max Gordon. He
was credited with designing the
first revolving stage ever used in
America, for the Shubert produc-
tion of “H.M.S. Pinafore” in 1926.

Survived by two aunts, and two
brothers.

WALTER C. HOWEY
Walter C. Howey, 72, editor-in-

chief of the Hearst newspapers
(The Record, The American and
The Sunday Advertiser) in Boston,
died March 21 in Boston. He was
seriously injured in an auto acci-
dent two month** ago. He was
credited with being the prototype
of Walter Burns, the managing
editor depicted by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur in their play,
“The Front Page.”

tn the Hearst org, Howey also
held the posts of assistant to W. R.
Hearst, editor of the The Boston

In Fond Mnmery
Of My D*ar Fri«nd

F. B. HAVILAND
Who Diod March 29. 1932

JERRY VOGEL

Record-American (1939), editor of

The Chicago Herald - American
(1942) and supervising editor of

"American Weekly. He also held
patents- on several typographical
inventions and was a pioneer in

the wire transmission of photo-
graphs and the electronic engrav-
ing of plastic cuts.

A son, a Mother and a sister

survive.

a

LOUIS LIPSTONE
Louis Lipstone, 61, head of Para-

mount’s music department for 15

years, died Of a kidney ailment
March 18 in Beverly Hills, Cal.

Prior to joining Paramount, he
was in charge of music presents*
tions in 40 Balaban & Katz thea-
tres.

He started his career In Chi-
cago as a violinist and in 1917 be-
came conductor of the Central
Park Theatre orch in Chicago. In
1920 the B&K chain, which built

the Central Park, gave Lipstone
overall charge of its music depart-

ment. #In 1930 he was named stage

production director for the 40

B&K theatres. His last major as-

signment for Pararap^pt
? t
>v^s

.

s
.™?,

e
,

rv*sion the scoring for
White Christmas.”
Wife, two sons, >hls mother and,

a sister survive,.

FREDDY BRETHERTON
i ,

Freddy Bretherton. 45,. con-
ductor and arranger for the Jack
Hylton organization for the past
25 years, died March 15 in London.
He had been conducting the Crazy
Gang, “Ring Out The Bells” show-
at the Victoria Palace until a few
days before his death.
--Born in Ramsboltom, Lanca-

shire, Bretherton was. a semi-pro^*
fessional pianist when he was
spotted by Hylton in a dance band .

contest, and subsequently joined
his band. He led his own band,
but turned in the dance side before
the war to concentrate on arrang-
ing and conducting.

Bretherton batoned all the Hyl-
ton productions, including “Hi De
Hi,” “Follow The Girls,” “The
Love Racket,” “High Button
Shoes,” “Kiss Me Kate,” and a
whole series of Crazy Gang shows.

RALPH C. WENTWORTH
Ralph C. Went\vorth, 63, a field

representative for Broadcast Mu-
sic, Inc., and a former singer and
radio announcer, died March 18 in
Broadalbin, N. Y. In 1923, he
joined WEAF, N. Y., as a singer
and announcer, remaining with
the station after its purchase by
RCA and after the formation of
NBC.

.
.

-

Wentworth later joined CBS as
an announcer and program direc-
tor. He also sang in several Shu-
bert musicals, headed his own ad-
vertising agency and was a partner
in Langlois & Wentworth, radio
transcriptions and productions. »

Wife and his mother survive.
’

SAMUEL SHELLABARGER
,

Samuel Shellabarger, 65, former
Princeton U. professor, historical
novelist and biographer, died
March 21 at his home in Princeton,
N. J.. after a heart attack. Among
his writing's were four historical
novels which brought the author a
return of $1,500,000 during the
past nine years.
• His latest book, “Lord Vanity,"
was recently acquired for filmiza-
tioii. Of the three other historical
novels, two were made into pic-
tures. They w’ere “Captain From
Castile” and “Prince of Foxes.”
Wife and two daughters survive.

ROGER M. KENNEDY
Roger M; Kennedy, second vee-

pee of the International Alliance
cf Theatrical Stage Employees,
died March 19 in Detroit after a
long illness. He started in show
biz in 1906 as a projectionist at
the old Comique Theatre in Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

~
In 1910, Kennedy joined the

IATSE and in 1919 w'as elected
veepee of Detroit Local 199. The
following year he was elected
prexy of the Local and in 1921
was made business manager, an of-
fice he held almost continuously
until his retirement early this year.
He had been an IATSE veepee
since 1934.

DAVID MELAMERSON
David Melamerson, 64, veteran

film distributor, died recently in
Hamburg. His connection with the
German film industry dated hack
to 1920 when he became manager
of the Deulig, a distributing com-
pany. He later joined Fox and in

1926 became a member of the
managing committee of UFA.
Melamerson w'as named head of

the foreign department of Cine
Allianz in 1933 and shortly there-

after emigrated to France. He
returned to Germany *in 1948. His
last post w'as that of manager of

the Europa Film-Export Company.

JOSEPH R. WILLIAMS
Joseph R. Williams, 80; theatri-

cal exec and pressagent. died
March 17 in New' York. HR was
the brother of the late Hattie Wil-
liams, musicomedy star in the

1900s. In 1907, he became associ-

ated with Charles Frohman and
later was manager of “Journey’s

! End” and “Tomorrow and Tomor-
! row.”

Williams had been company
manager of "Harriet,” starring

Helen Haves, and also worked in

that capacity with “Christopher
Bean” and “Stalag 17.”

WILDER E. SCIIMALZ
Wilder E. Schmaltz, 45, oboist

and music teacher, died March 16

of a kidney ailment in Boston. A
native of Wisconsin and a graduate

of the Eastman School of Music,.

Rochester, N. Y., he moved to the

Hub in 1937, subsequently joining

the teaching staffs of Longy School,

Boston U. School of Musife and
Brandeis U. In addition, he was
the house oboe and English horn
.player for the Shubert Theatre.

Survived by wife, two daughters

and his parents,

CLARENCE DOTSON
, .£) ipsdw/igi w J3.

fonner vaude terper, died March
17 in Boston, He had been a vaude
headliner during the 1920s and
had played Ifie Palace and Hippo-
drome Theatres in' New York. He
also toured the U, S. and Europe
but h.ad been lame for past four
years after injuring his leg while
playing a benefit in Boston. .

’ Dotson went into his retirement
about 1943 and since then had
.played occasional benefits.

ALFRED O’SHEA
Alfred O’Shea* 65, Australian

opera tenor, died recently, accord-
ing to a report received in London.
He began his career as a singer at
village concerts and made his New
York debut at the Guild Theatre
in 1929.
O’Shea later gave a recital at

New York’s . Carnegie Hall and
another at Town Hall. He had also
appeared in N, Y. in the 1931
Review' of the Barbizon Players.

BARBARA E. LLOYD
Barbara E. Lloyd, 25, for the last

two years assistant to the 'director'
of television and radio calling for
the Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn ad agency, died March 20
in New York. She formerly was
assistant to the. coordinator of
WABD, N. Y. tele station, and at
one time was with Music Corp. of
America.

Surviving are her mother and a
brother.

EMMETT E. ROEWEKAMP
Emmett E. Roewekamp, 48,

night studio engineer for radio sta-
tion KMOX, St. Louis, w'as killed
March 13 when his automobile
turned over after going o'ut of con-
trol near Collinsville, DL
Roewekamp, who lived at Glen

Carbon, 111., was on his way home
from work w'hen the accident oc-
curred. His wife and three daugh-
ters survive.

J. L LIEBERMAN
J. I. Lieberman, 57, supervisor

of Odeon Theatres’ operations in
midwestern Canada and manager
of the Rialto Theatre in Ed[monton,
Alta., since 1929, died recently in
Edmonton. He was a member of
the Edmonton Theatre Managers’
Assn, and the Alberta Theatre
Managers’ Assn.

Survived by two brothers and a
sister,

phony Orchestra, 'died* in Houston
March 16. She was the wife of
Stephen Gorisch, a cellist with the
Symphony, and had been associat-
ed' with the Symphony for the Past
six years.

"
1

*
. i*. •*

James E. Defoe, 73, founder of
the Friends of Muihc, died in
San Antonio March 17. A 'pianist
and organist, he and his •' wife
brought musical attractions to -the
city under the, Friends of Music
banner which was founded in 1933*
His - wife survives,

Margit Salmhofer; 57, a native
of Budapest and wife of the outgo-
ing state opera director, Frai

‘

Salmhofer. died March 10 1»

Vienna. She was a concert plan!,

under her maiden name, Margit
Gal.

Triplets, all boys, born last week
to Mrs. Rick Meyer (Milly Whacky
Wayne, night club comedienne) in
Buffalo, N.Y.. died less than 48
hours after their premature (six

months) birth.
'

Charles Tlreltf, 58, president of
the South Beach Business Men’s
Assn., who operated one of the
largest amusement centres at
South Beach, Staten Island, N.Y.,
died March 17 in Staten Island.

Three sisters survive.

Mrs. W. G. Harding, the former
;
Louise Harrington, ex-KFAB em-

: ployee in Omaha, died March 12 in

Cleveland. Survived by husband
and two daughters.

Wife of Andy Hamilton, former
i member of the Four Diplomats and
the Versatile Sextet, died March 14
in Newf

. York. * /

Christian Bagwell, 47, musician,
j died March 12 in Dallas. A pianist •

'

land organist, she was a former
: music instructor.
t

-

1 Louis Stark, for many years stew-
lard at the Latin Quarter. N.Y.. died

|
March 17 in New York after a
lengthy illness.

Joseph Bouffard, 65, motion pic-
ture

;
projectionist for the past 32

years, died in Nashua, N. H.,
March 14 after a brief illness.

THOMAS J. COLQUHOUN „ . „ „
'

.

Thomas James Colquhoun, 81, Hariy K. Horgan, 57, owner of

former cinema owner, died at j
1?® .

Newport (R-L) Opera House,

Glasgow March ID. At one time he died^ March IB in Newport of a

owned the Tivoli Theatre in An- cerebral hemorrhage,
derston, Glasgow, now a cinema. .

and the Queen’s Theatre, Glasgow, j .

Father, 81, pt Robert W. Coburn,

Linked with an old theatricai
]

photography at

family, he was a grandson of Mrs. Columbja. died March 14 in Sun-
Bayliss, who built the Scotia The-

_

land. Cal.

atre, Glasgow*, now the Metropole. _ „ ' 1 ' '— _ , ..

Father, 70, of Ivan Black, legit-

LEE MARION niters' publicist, died March 19

Lee Marion, 49, playwright ra- in Atlantic City,

dio scripter and short story writer, __ ..

died March 16 in Brooklyn. At the Mother, #4, of Harlan Ware,
time" of her death she was man- .

screen wTiter, died March 13 in

ager of the Actors Thrift Shop in
1 Santa Monica, Cal. <

New York. : ————

>

In 1953. Miss Marion's play.;
~ ~

j

“Sweet Fire.’’ w?as produced at the ifi ?i—

*

Barter Theatre, Abingdon* Va. ifGO bl6iHlI|
j

PAUL BRILLIANT Coottnoed from page I s=
«“d« »nd

v
caf? comers at no charge. Throngs lined

performer, died in New* York „„ _
March 22. Brilliant, who began his ^ S
career as an entertainer 14 years ?PJ

more had to be

!

ago, was at one time a member of I
0 *** there was no room for the

the team of Klass Sc Brilliant. He ® P-m * show’.

had been doing a single of late. From a cash standpoint, the re-

j

Funeral services today (Wed.) at suit was surprising. The theatre
the Riverside, N.Y took in $80 from concession, sales,

* and to quote Tartoriello: “We’ve
ARTHUR L, BROWN shown them where the theatre is.

Arthur L. Brown, 77, composer We think they’ll keep coming,
and chemist, died March 19 in Charge it up to mass psychology.”
Elmira, N. Y., after a lohg illness. Reverting to the regular paid ad-
He composed more than 125 selec- mission policy the next day, the
tions for the piancrand. organ. His exhib found biz better than the
works included "Piae Sketches.” usual Tuesday take.

*nd Plxle Good Under his pact with Columbia,
iNignt song.

Tartoriello had pacted for the pic-

AGATHA RUSSO lure for five days^t 50%. What Col

Mrs. Agatha Russo, 54. seam- '"»nted to know is ’how do wejet
stress for the Metropolitan Opera Pa,<* f°r the free Monday night.

Co. in New York, and mother of A Col spokesman said he didn’t

Marie Russo, N.Y. opera singer, know how. it will work out, but
died at her home in St. Louis “he's not going to get away with
March 18. 'it." He termed it a publicity stunt

In addition to her daughter, her* which is unfair to the distributor
husband and two sons also survive. and sets a bad precedent. Col, he

• ,77”—
' r indicated, would collect m one of
"enn®?y* two ways. It w’ould either base its

9
isn<

Ly
£
°iT wr ;

5r
aiu claim on the number of people in

or
1 11e Uveatre and get Us cut of the

plwVn n nJcr h »
C

npvf\t a S’
* normal’ .admission price or it would

Hennesy headed the art. depart- h»ll Taitonello on the basis of his

ment of the Washington Times. f>unday night business.^ with the

His wife, son and stepdaughter hitter regarded as the most hke-

survive. ly” solution

i Exhib acknowledged that “I’ll

Rosario Maceo, 66, cafe owner, have to pay them something,” but
died in Galveston, March 15. With he was inclined to settling on the
his brother Sam, he opened the bas i s 0f the take of another night
Balinese Room, Studio Lounge and Sunday. He doesn’t expect to

iH^rests in Galvestori. make £ree admissi0ns a regular
The holdings are presently opeiv

prac^ce |jUj »i*ji pun a surprise
ated by a nephew, Anthony Fer-

eyery 0
’

nce in a while. It creates
uua

' good will and It’s the only way to

Mrs. Eunice J. Gorisch, violinist get people who are glued to their

and violist with the>iHhW§t0Ui.S.yPT i
at honie.’/o’ * i - ^ * •
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RECORDS by the

Wc<W«d«y, March 24. 1954

“Tell Ms Yoi’ro Mine” “Tell Me That Yn Love Me Tenighr “Strings of Hy Hearl”
«

™*i ««»ft>ir-»FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE”

BY TALENT IN TRIPLICATE

!

• ENTERTAINERS • MUSICIANS •

One”

— Exclusive Representation —

GAY GROSSES

GALORE . .

.

CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago • CAPITOL THEA-

TRE, Washington * SEVILLE THEATRE, Mont-

real • LATIN QUARTER, Boston • CASINO

'ROYAL, Washington * GLENN'S CASINO,

Buffalo • CORA, Pittsburgh • RENDEZVOUS

ROOM, Philadelphia * STAGE COACH INN,

Hackensack, New Jersey • DUDE RANCH,

Atlantic City • MOE'S MAIN STREET, Cleve-

land • PALM GARDENS, Columbus * TRITON

HOTEL, Rochester * GATINEAU COUNTRY

CLUB, Hull, Quebec- • MARTINIQUE, Wildwood,

New Jersey • SPA ATHLETIC CLUB, Erie * GAY

HAVEN, Detroit * CLUB 86, Geneva, New

York • SCIOLA'S, Philadelphia • STATE

THEATRE, Hartford

Currently—FALCON LOUNGE, Detroit

v •

Apr. 2- HOLLYWOOD REST:,'Akron
</

,

Apr. 16- CASA LOMA B.R., St Louis

Apr. 19- LATIN CASINO, Philadelphia
I

May 3 - TRITON HOTEL, Rochester

May 10- CELEBRITY CLUB, Providence

• Exclusively—

MERCURY RECORDS!

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
CHICAGO

203 No. Wabash
Central 6-9451

JOE GLASER, President

NEW YORK
745 Fifth Avenue
PLaza 9-4600

HOLLYWOOD
8619 Sunset Blvd.

Crestview 1-8131
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DEATH OF THE TELEVISION STAR

As index to $15^000,000 Jove Market

Upped U. S. birthrate in the past4-

couple of years is expected to pay

off heavily for the kldiskers. Offi-

cial figures put the newborn baby

count at 3;800,000 in 1952. (The

1953 figures have not yet been

compiled but it's expected to top

’52). The moppet Record-makers

are anting on this new market

to. bring this year’s take over last

year’s $15,000,000 tackup.
,

The increased concentration on
home entertainment via the high-

fidelity hypo and new phonograph,
buyers has already gotten the

kidisks off to a fast start this year.

The new phonograph owner, ac-

cording to Hecky Krasnow, Colum-
bia Records kidisk division chief,

is building a record library to fit

the demands of the family group.
Albums and classicals for the
adults, pops for the teenagers and
children’s records for the toddlers.

Modern home has become extreme-
ly record conscious, adds Krasnow,
and. the post-war parent is realiz-

ing the importance of disks in

bringing up baby.
' All the majors as well as the
indie labels in the kidisk field are
expanding their output) to include
platters that fit into such varied
classifications as entertainment,
education and

.
participation.

'

Col’s juve record operation ran
at high speed last year, topping
volume of the hillbilly and west-

u ern field by as. much as 3%. Si
Rady, DeccjuiS^iMyof' the moppet
division,JU^pBMga|||fcO'step up the

, 4 kidisk^um^9^i|g the other
strong,

v'-'^rlmarily^i^pj^ipP’lt Disney tie-
& ifp, 'Capitol l&B^been a standout

in the field with its Bozo line, and
Mercury has been clicking steadily
with Childcraft series.
The kidisk indies* that have be-

come potent factors in the field are
(Continued on page 52)

Marlene Dietrich’s Pic

Comeback in ‘Lido’ Film
Marlene Dietrich may make her

film comeback In “Premiere at the
Lido” (tentative title), the Raoul
Levy-Charles K. Feldman (Colum-
bia Pictures) package, built

around Le Lido, w.k. Paris nitery.

It will be shot in VistaVision. Ac-
tion, in whodunit and chase style

'Of solving an intra-cabaret mys-
tery, will parallel the actual un-
folding of an hour-and-a-half of

the 'Lido’s floorshow, with back-

stage and front-of-the-house police

and other meller characters.

. French director Levy will meg,
in tWo versions, with Jean Marais,

current No. 1 French film juve, as.

the lead and with Yves Montand,
top French singing fave, costarred.

IDLE PIX PERFORMERS

AS AGENCY MIGRAINE
Major talent agencies are faced

with the problem of keeping an
entirely new set of performers
working at salaries .they’ve become
accustomed to. The problem comes
from the fact that the film studios
have released most of their con-
tract players, and the immediate
aim is to continue their habit of
collecting paychecks.
For many, the majors have been

attempting to blueprint vidfilm
shows, but the field has been able
to absorb only a limited number
at this time. The problem is

further aggravated by the fact that
the guest appearance field in ra-
dio and tele has shrunk consider-
ably, and there isn’t as much vaude
and nitery time around as there
used to be.

Agencies have been attempting
to get the toppers interested in the
Personal appearance field via the
lush Las Vegas coin. However, the

(Continued on page 60)

With 700G m Year
Eddie Fisher, who exited the

U. S. Army last March, has be-

come one of the top money earn-

ers in show biz during the last year

via his multiple activities as re-

cording, video and nitery perform-
er. Since donning mufti, it’s es-

timated that he’s grossed about

$700,000.

In the last year, Fisher has sold

5,000,000 Victor disks, including

two 1,000,000 sellers in “I’m Walk-
ing Behind You” and “O, My
Papa.” His take from this end is

about $200,000. In addition, Fisher

has his own NBC “Coke Time”
show, besides making numerous
guest shots on other tv stanzas for

another $250,000. Fisher also has

been doing club and theatre dates

at top, prices, sometimes getting

$7,500 for a weekend date only.

His estimated take from this field

is another $250,000.

Granite State Invalid Is

Cited; Directs Own Orch,

Coaches Town Ball Team
Lisbon, N. H., March 30.

Two musicians took the lime-

light in this area last week.

At her local hotel quarters, Miss

Adelina Hibbard, onetime concert

singer and pianist, who worked
here and abroad, celebrated her

92d birthday.
In Lincoln, 28-year-old Kenneth

Stewart was cited for his unusual

courage in the face of great handi-

caps. Although he has been con-

fined to an ambulance cot for the

past 10 years, he directs his own
five-piece orchestra, coaches the

town baseball team and engages in

various other activities.

‘GETYOURSELF

By GfcOpGE ROSEN

Nothing is more indicative of
television’s present status as a new
medium grown prematurely old
than what’s been happening to the
tv stars. In sharp contrast to three
years ago when the ’5Q-’51 season
saw. the emergence of such top-
flight tv personalities as Jimmy
Durante, Eddie Cantor, Donald
O’Connor, Martin & Lewis, Bob
Hope and Abbott & Costello, today
it’s the vehicle, not the star, that
counts,*

.Video by now has practically

gobbled Up the whole range of tal-

ent ^ availabilities, with perhaps
such few exceptions as Danny
Kaye, Betty Hutton, Judy Garland
and one or two others. But if even
these names fail to generate the
same high anticipatory excitement
among the networks as they would
have back in ’51, it’s because t|ie

web program_impresarios are less

concerned about how they’ll regis-

ter on their initial show, but
“what about their fifth and sixth

show?”
Today it’s conceded that even

the best of the star, crop is only as

good as the vehicle; that the “star

system” as the film industry
knows it, hasn’t

,
got a chance in

a medium that uses up personali-

ties at such a clip. That the big

names are no longer the attrac-

tions they were three-four years
(Continued on page 46)

70,OW View

R&H Cavalcade
Trendex 10-city qvernlght rating

on the four-web General Foods-

Rodgers & Hammerstein Cavalcade
amassed a 66.5 score which is fig-

ured to have fixed attention from
70,000,000 viewers. This was rough-
ly nine points over the two-network
Ford anni show of last spring. In

terms of Nielsen, the rating would
have been in the 80 class.

CBS led NBC all the way in the

three half-hour segments <8 to

9:30), with 33.9, 32.3 and 33, ver-

sus 23.4, 24.2. and 29.4, latter mark-
ing NBC’s biggest stride in narrow-

ing the wide gap. Overall scores

for the rivals were 33.1 for CBS
and 25.7 for NBC. Sets-in-use was
at its peak at concluding 9-9:30,

pegged at 70.5, with 65.2 for the

(Continued on page 63)

Sinatra as Assassin!
Hollywood, March 30.

Sterling Hayden has been inked

by Robert Bassler to co-star with

Frank Sinatra in Bassler’s first in-

die production, “Suddenly.” ,

Hayden will play smalltown
sheriff who attempts, to halt Sin-

atra’s efforts to kill a president of

United States.

Olf-B’way Legit Barns at Fire Dept

Crackdown; Squeezeplay Ancles?

Mary Garden’s TV Debut

54 Years After Opera Bow
Onetime opera star-manager

Mary Garden, who admits to being
70 and is probably nearer 80, will

make her tv debut Sunday (4) on
Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV “Toast of
the Town,” to talk about her career
and opera in general. Tele debut
will follow her opera debut by 54
years.
Miss .Garden will also appear on

the Met Oper^ intermission broad-
cast Saturday (3). Currently on a

lecture tour, she’ll wind up in

Plainfield, N. J., dn Monday (5)

and ' fly back to her Aberdeen,
Scotland, home April 8. But she
plans to return in October for a

four-month cross-country lecture

tour again.

Ban Telethons

Los Angeles, March 30.

No more telethons in this city
j

except in dire emergencies. That
was the edict handed down by
Thomas Dockweiler, chief of the

Social Service Commission, who
accomplished something the talent

unions of show biz have been try-

ing to do for years.

Announcing that the four tele-

thons staged here last year will not
be permitted this year, Dockweiler
added that any future telethoh will

be solely “to meet disaster neeCs,
such as are created by earthquakes
or extraordinary epidemics.”

Recent disclosure of charity op-
erators with collection charges and
overhead running to 77% is be-
hind the local ban. Worst telethon
was for the Heart AsSn. County
drive garnered $28,374, but spent
$21,973. United Cerebral Palsy

!

Fund did best via telethon, spend-
j

ing 12%, or $66,952, to roll in

;

$521,819.

Is the squeeze I>ejng put on off*
Broadway? If'so, wlufs the angle?

That’s the reaction of legit trade*
sters to last week’s shuttering of
three off-Broadway theatres. Two
of the spots, ’CircIe-in-the-Square
and the Club Theatre, were closed
because of fire Violations. Manage-
ments of both operations have is-
sued a release to the effect that the
theatres were arbitrarily shut down
after the violations had been recti-
fied.

Broadwayites and off-the-Stem
producers are wondering why it
took the N.Y..Fire Dept, three years
to realize that operation of the
Circle,' located in Sheridan Square
fGreenwich Village), constituted a
fire hazard. Theatre, which
opened in February, 1951, was
closed March 22, 1954.
Another source of puzzlement in

the trade is why the Club Theatre,
situated on West 52d Street, has
attracted so much attention from
the municipal authorities. Edward
Strum, manager of the Club, had
been summoned to appear March
16 in Magistrate’s Court on police
charges pertaining to his opera-
tion’s theatre license. Charges
brought against the spot were dis-
missed by Judge William Ringel
and the theatre was permitted to
reopen March 19. House had been
showing Jean Cocteau’s “The In-
fernal Machine.”
However, Fire Commissioner

Edward F. Cavanagh Jr. pulled the
blinds on the theatre Saturday (27)
because of fire violations. In a re-
lease issued Monday (29), Strum
claimed the Commissioner’s charge
that the scenery for “Machine”
was not fireproofed was untrue, as
he had personally watched the proc-
ess. He also stated that the in-

specting fireman, realizing the
physical impossibility of putting in
a sprinkler system in the dressing

(Continued on page 68)

Murrow’s ‘Show Stopper’

As Overseas. Press Club

Makes Annua! Awards
Although scheduled to accept

his award “fourth in line” at the

Overseas Press Club Monday night

,

(29) at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
1

Edward R. Murrow’ was put on as .

the closing; act. When the CBS j

commentator entered the room, the
;

diners dropped their knives and
j

forks and he was given a thunder-

ous standing ovation. Award com-
mittee thereupon got into a fast

huddle and decided on the closing

spot on the theory that Murrow 1

l (Continued on page 46)

NEW LIU ST. CYR PIC

LATEST FILM EROTICA
With censorship still prominent

both within and beyond the trade,

along comes an outfit named Beau-
tiful Productions Inc., to offer a
64-minute feature suggestive of
N. Y.’s now-shuttered 181 Club and
the blue lights at any 52d Street
cellar trap.

Film, starring Lili St. Cyr, was
shown in rough form in N. Y. Mon-
day (29) to a private audience at
the Moviclab Studios. Distribution
deal and theatre dates will be
sought. Title: “Musical Varie-
tease.”

Produced and directed by Irving
Klaw, the pic* on the basis of the
rough print exposure, is a cheaply
made one-setter, in color, in which
10 performers simply do songr
dance and strip turns before the

camera. Included is a transvestite.

Unless Miss St. Cyr is cut entirely

and other extensive scissoring is.

done, the film obviously stands

little chance of getting by.
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The ‘Oscars’ Traierize Oldsmobiie?
By SAM R1NZLGB

(Pres, of Randforce Theatres)

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Editor, Variety :

As Jack Webb would say—This
Is Friday, 8:30 a.m., the morning
after the Academy Award show
was presented on television last

night (25). My office is in

Brooklyn. I live in Manhattan.
However, this morning I did not
have- to get up. The fact, is, I

don’t think I went to sleep, because
most of the night was spent in

thinking about the television show
and the awarding of the Oscars.

The Motion Picture Academy of

The Oscars and the Gener-
al Foods* sdfute to Rodgers &
Hammerstein over all tv net-

works, save the AFM strike

-

bound Mutual link in New
York (WOR),' were two with-

in - the - same week standout

cuffo shows which dented the
pix b.o. nationally, as further
detailed in this issue.

Arts k Sciences put on an incom-
parably beautiful show last night.

It was “showmanship” in every
sense of the word. The manner of

presenting scenes of last year’s

great pictures, and putting across

the outstanding song hits nomi-
nated for Oscars, was all magnifi-
cent. The parade of stars who
came before the microphones and
television ' cameras were glamor
personified.

I rushed home last night in or-

der to relax and watch this great
how on television. I’m sure that

millions of people (this morning’s

(Continued on page 13)

Groucho Marx Makes It

‘Black Thursday’ for One

Fan Who Didn’t Pan Out
Show biz intimated know that

Groucho Marx has a penchant (1)

for proving he can ad lib, despite
the so-called inside stuff that his

comedy quiz shows on radio and
tv are “rehearsed ad libs;’ and (2),

that he is a nonconformist as re-

gards that -segment of the public
Which invades his privacy, when he
also is trying to dine or attend the-
atre or other public amusements.
In fact, Marx makes a fetish. of not
being kind to his public. His caus-
tic wit is frequently misunderstood,
and not without some justification

to hear the talk of the nervous
huckster set, who figure that win-
ning friends and influencing cus-
tomers should be a continual ca-
reer. Marx’s reaction to a fan at

Rumpelmayer’s, the Central Park
South (N.Y.) confectionery, where
he happened to run into WalteF
Winchell last Thursday, was typi-

cal.

Fan: “Oh, Mr. Marx, we think
you’re the funniest comedian and
we never miss your program on
television,”- etc.

Groucho: “Fine, but if what you
say is true how come you’re not
home looking at ray show; if you
are such an ardent fan, in case you
don’t know it tonight’s Thursday
and my show is on the air.”

Exiubs Offered Combos

Of Osear-Wmners, But

No Compulsory Pkging.
In an effort to cash in on the

Academy Awards publicity. Para-
mount this week began setting up
package deal* with exhibs,. making
available combinations of any two
pix which copped honors. Except
where legalistics prevent it (dis-

tribs are enjoined from condition-
ing the sale of one pic on the sale

of another)rtheatremen may book
a combo program comprising any
two of these three: “Roman Holi-

day” (Audrey Hepburq), “Stalag
17” (William Holden) and “Shane”
(George Stevens, producer-director
who won the Irving Thalberg
award).

Loew’s chain in N. Y. already
has begun re-runs of the entire

three, plus a fourth. This week the
circuit is programming “Holiday”
and “Shane” together. Next week
the dual will be “Stalag” and “A
Place in the Sun,” also Stevens.

Meanwhile, Par now has plans
to. spotlight the Acad angle in sell-

ing “Sabrina Fair” next summer.
Film co-stars Holden and Miss
Hepburn, who’ll likely receive,

“king” and “queen” billing, along
with Humphrey . Bogart.

Holden-Hepburn Release Due
While it Was a Columbia Pic-

tures* sweep, the happenstance of
William Holden and Audrey Hep-
burn both costarring in Para-

, mount’s forthcoming “Sabrina
1 Fair” (summer release) is probably

j

a first jackpot of this sort for any.

major studio.

[
.
Sinatra’s Ovation

Frank Sinatra’s bounce-back,
and the attendant rooting section
within the- profession that he ap-
parently enjoys, is another first of
a sort. The ovation and enthusiasm
for his comeback was of the gloss
of which show biz stardust is made.

That Sea-Green Makeup
Only trade insiders knew why

Audrey Hepburn had to risk an
optically unfortunate appearance
on tv because of her final curtain
with “Ondine” at the 46th St. The-

( Continued on page 13)

U.S. TOURISTS SHELL OlfT

$1,300,000,000 ft 1953
Washington, March 30.

The pleasure-seeking American
is spending more for travel than
ever before. Last year, reports the
U. S. Commerce Dept., he poured
out nearly $1,300,000,000, which
was $1^5,000,000 more than was
spent for travel in 1952.

Bulk of the coin—$908,000,000

—

was spent in foreign countries,
with another $181,000,000 for fares
on foreign ships and airplanes, and
$202,000,000 for fares on American
ships and other carriers.

Biggest spending increase was
for European sightseeing, with
Mexico and Canada also taking a
bigger share of the American dol-

lar last year.
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ies Down:

Las Vegas, March 30.

“You can’t hold an act down. A
performer can get lucky overnight
with a record or a picture and his

salary zooms way up. . Any organi-
zation that tries to prevent him
from capitalizing .upon his * over-
night success would be in restraint

of trade,” declared Jack Entratter,
managing director of the Sands
Hotel here.

Entratter has refused to go along
with bonif&ces of the other spots
on the Route 91 strip and stated
that he would join no group or-
ganized for the sole purpose of
keeping the actor down.
He pointed out that, despite the

fact that he wouldn’t go along in
any “conspiracy” with other hotel-
men, he has paid less for talent
than most of the others. He cited
the fact that the maximum price
he has ever paid for an act is r$20,-
000 for Tallulah Bankhead. On the
other hand, he says, other hotel-
men on the Strip have gone corn-

siderably higher for talent. The
Sahara reportedly paid $30,000 for
Marlene Dietrich. Other salaries
include $25,000 for Betty Hutton
and same for Abbott & Costello.
Eddie Cantor has a contract for the
-Sahara at $30,000. •

Entratter stated that to. the best
of his knowledge there is no formal
organization among the innkeepers.

J

The hotel organization, the Resort
Hotels Committee, deals mainly in
charities, does a Chamber of Com-
merce type job for the town and
does publicity for the resort. En-

(Continued on page 58)
j

R&H-TV Sloughs

The Rodgers & Hammerstein
show on the major video nets Sun-
day night (28) decimated nitery biz.
around New York. Virtually every
cafe lost a considerable amount of
trade due to the draw of this all-

star show. ^Those that didn’t have
to go out, settled themselves down
at the tele set and remained there
most of the evening. '

The Latin Quarter sold out its

first show on Sunday in advance.
But the late business was way off.

Other spots that didn’t have a
hefty advance suffered.
One byproduct is seen In the

case of a show and dance at Man-
hattan Center, tickets for which
were sold . out long in advance.
However, few showed up. General
feeling was that there was no per-
centage in going out to see club-
date acts when tfie top talent was
available for free.

Chicago Says ’Ouch!’
Chicago, March 30. .

No question that special tv ex-
travaganzas hurt Ohi film biz, as
two such shows last Week took
definite large bites out of theatre
b.o. on their respective evenings of
broadcasting,
On Sunday night (28), for the

Rodgers and Hammerstein spec-

(Continued on page 69)

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Russian Stars Finally

Relaxed at del Plata;

Fete Benefitted Yanks
' Buenos Aires, March 22.

The Mar del Plata filth festival

is Over and the various parties in-

volved now have had, a chance to

assess the wider implications of
the fete. Certainly, what with the
interest roused amongst the public,

both European and American, dis-

tribs at' least have the certainty of

more favorable treatment in the
future. From the U.S. angle especi-

ally, .the event hypoed such inter-

est in the pictures entered at del

Plata, as these are released, they
should make for a good b.o. year.

If the Americans have had proof
that their pictures and stars are
still the favorite entertainment in

Argentina, European producers
aiid directors were Impressed by
the possibilities for - co-production ;

in Argentine studios. They have

'

also had a chance to intro new.
stars; quite a few of whom actual-

ly got jobs as a result of their at-

tendance.. here.
From the Argentine angle, the

festival highlighted to Americans
that Europe is ready, willing and
able' to compete here. The Germans
even went to the length of enter-
ing a picture originally held for
the Cannes competition.
Many thought it significant that

a Russian film week—skedded
from March 18' to 25 at the Opera
Theatre in Buenos Aires—has been
a complete sellout. The day the
b.o. for the film week opened, long
lines surrounded the block where
the theatre is located. However, the
consensus of opiniop is. that this
doesn’t mark special enthusiasm
for Communism but special curl-

j

osity and interest in new pix
awakened by the festival.

Heavy drinking on the part of
some of the Americans—-females
included—and particularly a cer-
tain exhibition at the party for
-Mary Pickford came in for nega-
tive comment.

READY BIOPIC IN HAWAII

Tracy ’Ideal* for Peg-Legged
Admiral, Sez Auer

Honolulu, March 30.
John H. Auer, Republic producer-

director, plans September oV Octo-
ber for start for Hawaii filming of
pic based on exploits of Rear Ad-
miralJohn M. Hoskins, famed “peg
legged admiral.”
Here with William Wister Haines,

who’ll write screenplay, Auer said
both he and Hoskins want Spencer
Tracy for top role.

Hoskins lost his right leg below
the knee during Pacific combat in
World War II but has continued
Navy career at undiminished pace.
He recently relinquished Pacific
command of Military Air Transport
Service and is now commanding
Fleet Air, Quonset Point, Rhode
Island.

Auer, producer of Hawaii-filmed
Hell's Half Acre, plans to shoot air-
craft carrier scenes off Oahu, and
evacuation of Korean war wounded
will be enacted at Hickam Air
Force Base.

Kaye as ‘Court Jester’
Hollywood, March 30.

Danny Kaye’s second independ-
ent picture, “The Court Jester,”
will be released by Paramount. It
will be filmed in VistaVision,
starting in July,
Norman Panama and Melvin

Frank, who wrote, directed and
produced Kaye’s first Dena pro-
duction, “Knock On Wood,” will re-
peat on “Jester.**

Seek Ferrer for ‘World’
.

Hollywood, March 30.
Alexander Korda, through his

Hollywood agent, Kurt Frings, is
'negotiating with Jose Ferrer, to
star in the Jules Verne -story,
“Around the World in 80 Days,”
to be produced in England, start-
ing in July.
Because of his numerous film

commitments, Ferrer has given up
liis interest in “The Dazzling
Hour,” a legiter which he had in-
tended to produce in N. Y.

Cannes, March 30
The seventh Cannes Film Festi-

val opened last Thursday (25 ) to
good weather and good feeling
With photogs acting as catalysts in
herding together TJ. S„ French
English and Russian stars and dele-
gates for the first batch of official
photos. Plus its international status
as a competitive apd. technical get-
together of 36 nations contributing
43 features for viewing by oVer
400 journalists, plus visiting fiim
personages, the fest showed' its
tourist draw In the sudden crowd
that sprang up here Thursday when
the day before had seen this resort
city practically deserted.

Visitors were promptly received
and placed, and first day passed
without any friction or mishaps,
with the opening . ceremonies aS
brief welcome by the Mayor of
Cannes and then into the first
showings, given over to Cinema-
Scope with two 'shorts, “The Vesu-
vius Express” (20th), Walt Disney’s
“Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom”
(RKO), and "“Beneath The Twelve
Mile Reef” (20th).

A grapevine exam has disclosed
the leading choices for probable
kudos this year, “From Here To
Eternity” (Col) is a leading fave,
but its recent Academy Award
sweep will probably crimp its

chances, with pre-kudosed films
usually not given top awards here.

-

Of course this is not a rule, but
has held fairly, true, through the
various fests, though “All About
Eve” (20th) got a special jury
award here in 1951 in spite of its

Oscars.
Jap Entry

- Japanese again have one top
film in “The Door of Hell,” which
is purported to be an admirable
film plus possessing some of the
most impressive tinting seen in a
long time. Egypt and India are
both up with one top film each,
‘“Sky of Hell” and “Two Acres of
Land” respective’y. Russo films
have excellent Spec and technical
qualities, but nothing more, and
two Swedish films, “The Great
Adventure” and “Bread of Love,”
are also reported to be unusual.
Spanish “Anything Can Happen In
Granada” is also tapped as the
most amusing film of the festival
and “Toot, Whistle, Flunk and
Boom” is’definitely in for a special
prize.

At opening midnight dinner the
biggest personality turnout was by
France, yvhich is doubling as both
host and guest, with Michelo Mor-
gan, Francoise Arnoul, Lise Gour-
din, Edwige Feulllere, Nicole
Courcel, Dora Doll and Claude
Farrell on hand. U. S. reps were ’

Lizbdth Scott, Robert Mitchum,
(Continued on page 24)

U. S. REFUSES PASSPORT

TO PLAYWRIGHT MILLER
Washington, March '30.

State Dept, disclosed today
(Tues.) that it had refused to issue

a passport to playwright Arthur
Miller because it was “not in the

national interest.” Spokesman re-

fused to say where Miller’ wanted
to go and why, listing it as “pri-

vate information.”

State Dept, revealed Miller had

applied March 2 and was tenta-

tively turned down March 5. Al-

though told he could press the

case further, Miller withdrew his

application March 7, Miller is au-

thor of “Death of a Salesman,”
“All My Sons" and most recently,

“The Crucible ”

Jessel’s Summer Hiatus,

Set for Tour of Israel

George Jessel won’t originate the

remainder of his ABC-TV show
from the Coast for the balance

of the season, as previously

planned, but will go off the air for

the summer folowing the April 11

telecast, which will originate from

St. Albans Naval Hospital in N 4 Y.

Following completion of the tv

run, he’ll make a series of personal

appearances for BB Pens, his erst-

while sponsor of which he’s a v.p.»

combined with a speaking tour for

the United Jewish Appeal. He then

plays a two-week engagement at

I

El Rancho Vegas, then shoves off

for a tour of IsraeL



NO QUESTION ABOUT IT
No question about It—the film Industry itself should sponsor

the next Academy .Awards ceremonies. It is; embarrassing to

have the big night stolen by an outsider. Once having taken the

easy way ofadvertising sponsorship it's idle to complain-that an
Oldsmobile is over-interruptive and over-eager to get its money's
worth. The film industry was willing to sell its own multimillion

dollar decades-dld buildup Of glamour and namepower. Olds-

mobile was true to the Detroit idea of selling—with a baseball

bat. Maybe it wasn't so bad in 1953 when RCA was the sponsor,

since RCA is closer to show business and in some measure part of

it. But . it’s cheapening to the great film industry to be depend-
ent upon any outside coin.

j

Exhibitor Sam Rinzler of the Randforce Circuit on Long Island

sums it up neatly in his current vox pop to Variety. Can anyone
Imagine an Auto Show that sells moving pictures?

The picture business may scream “what’s video doing to our
Academy awards?," but this same industry—for divers reasons--

has done things Which almost scuttled the Academy. The in-

ternal jealousies, the factionalism, the being for-or-against-

Oscars—depending if they have or haven’t got strong contenders
—forced the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences to seek
succor elsewhere. If it weren’t for RCA lifting the mortgage last

year there might not have been any Academy showcase.' NBC
came through with $100,000, and for a time even the intra-

NBCites thought ifc~“got took." This year, instead of RCA Victor
taking the money from one pocket into another, Olds bought
$100,000 worth of NBC radio and tv time, and paid the Academy
around $115,000 for the “show."

So neither the picture business nor the television industry isn’t

particularly proud of this past week’s Oscar hoopla. It was bad
showmanship in spades, perhaps even more so

.
from video’s

viewpoint. The Hollywood proceedings left much to be desired,
particularly because of the general pacing, or lack thereof.

The industry otfght to pull itself together in 1955 and retain
its dignity., Abel.

NEW LAW OPENS

U& CHANCES IN

SO. AFRICA
Johannesburg, March 23.

Passage through the Union Par-
liament of the Regulation of Mon-
opolistic Conditions bill, framed
by Rt. Hon. Eric Louw and pat-
terned after anti-monopolistic laws
elsewhere ih the world, is of ex-
treme interest to U.S. film distribs.
Measure affects primarily the
Schlesinger organization which has
controlled the market here for
over a quarter of a century.
South Africa should be of in-

creasing interest to American film
companies soon. In June, it is ex-
pected that current import restric-
tions will be lifted. It’s likely that
this will be accompanied by the
dropping of currency exchange re-
strictions. It is noteworthy that the
anti-monopoly bill is not aimed at
a specific monopoly, but at every
tieup which created the Schlesinger
colossus.

i

spot for John Schlesinger
is that monopoly laws can operate
only if there are interests desirous
of competing. And the Schlesinger
interests are in a position where
they can very well take care of
whatever competition comes along.
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Closes $300,000 Purchase of Chesa-
peake Package

- In a privately" negotiated sale,

Chesapeake Industries has un-
loaded a package of 10 features
which previously had been offered
on

.
a sealed-bidding, basis. Bids

had fallen short of the amount of
coin which Chesapeake felt was
proper market value.

Buyer is Jerome Hyams who
paid $300,000 for five-year rights
in the domestic theatre and tv mar-
ket, according to William C. Mc-
Millen Jr., Chesapeake prez.
Hyams is prexy of both Samba
Pictures, Inc., and. an affiliated

outfit, Hygo TV Films.

Pix, originally distributed by
United Artists, include Walter
Wanger’s “Tulsa" and less-promi-
nent product made about five years
ago.

VistaVision Gifted To

Industry, But Other

Producers Ask ’When’
Hollywood, March 30.

Despite Barney Balaban’s offer

to give system to industry, VistaVi-

sion cameras may not be avail-

able to other producers for five

to six months. Only four cameras
are currently in existence, all

owned by Paramount, which is us-

ing them all on “Big Top," and
“Strategic Air Command."

Studio is building others but

these are not expected to com-
pleted for some weeks.

Technicolor also is constructing

six VV cameras but these, too,

.won’t be ready for some time.

Producers who’ve approached
Paramount to obtain process have
been given indefinite answers.

Some producers attribute this to

Paramount’s desire plenty “first"

with picture or pictures, in new
process as 20th wanted to be first

out in Cinemascope.
Next use of “Lazy 8" cameras

will be on Pine-Thomas’ “Hell’s Is-

land," April 19 - and “Catch a

Thief," May 15.

Broidy 3 With Lipped, Jr.

Hollywood, March 30.

First three of the dozen pictures

William Broidy will deliver for

Lippert release will be, produced
by Robert L. Lippert Jr., at the

new Broidy headquarters on the

KTTV lot.

Filming starts April 5 with “The

Big Chase.” It will be followed

May 10 by “The Black Pirates" and

June 15 by “The Gunslinger."

Eastern story editors and other
N Y. representatives of the Holly-
wood production s t u d i p s are
plenty puzzled these days, but
hasten to add “it’s really nothing
new." it just happens that history
is repeating itself in CinemaScope
terms. Quote: “We’re just being
ignored in a new aspect ratio."

Witty or not, annoyance is still

felt at being “consulted" only to
have studios invariably, but in-
variably, go right ahead, paying no
heed to the advice they asked for
and got. New Yorkers place the
blame on the studio structure of
authority which heaps a great deal
of responsibility on one or two
men and . leaves comparatively
little room for disagreement in the
lower echelons. The key men are
too busy to consult the east di-
rectly and their subordinates who
do are only a little less subordi-
nate than, the easterners. The only
defense is -to shrug the shoulders

(Continued on page 69)

Product Disparaged in Pic,

But' Judge Sees No Harm
Columbia Pictures last week won

dismissal of a damage suit brought
against it in N. Y. Supreme Court
by a manufacturer of toy airplanes
which charged that a scene in Col’s
1952 release, “The Marrying
Kind’,’’ held its product up to ridi-
cule. But although tossing out the
original action. Justice Thomas A.
Aurelio granted plaintiff Marxman
Pipes Inc. 10 days to serve an
amended complaint.

Marxman Pipes, according to the
complaint, marketed a patented
child’s toy resembling a miniature
plane which was sold under the
name, “Skyroplane.” Priced about
$3, the gadget is claimed to have
brought substantial profit to the
plaintiff until “Marrying Kind” a

Judy Holliday-Aldo Ray starrer
went into general release. What
plained by an excerpt from Jus-
tice Aurelio’s opinion:

“This movie," the judge wrote,
“relates the story of a young cou-
ple who, for various reasons are

(Continued on page 24)

Move to Get Toehold in U.S. Market

CURBING DRIVE-INS

Ontario Law Would Require Local
Consent, Perhaps Vote

Toronto, March 30.

Because of the current building
boom in drive-ins, an amendment
to the. present Theatre Act has
been introduced in the provincial
Legislature by ex-Premier Harry
Nixon calling for municipal gov-
ernment consent—and a possible
decision by municipal voters in the
area affected.

. Under current leg-
islation, issuance of a license per-
mit falls within the jurisdiction of
the Motion Picture Censor Board,

(Continued on page 24)

And Patience to Indie Pix;

Has3 linns Working
Hollywood, March 30.

An independent producer who
ventures only his own money is a
rarity in Hollywood. When he
combines this unusual trait with a
knack for work rather than words
and sets up three companies ac-
tively preparing seven productions
and a television series, he becomes
an almost unprecedented character
in an industry accustomed to much
more talk than action from new-
comers. '

But Allan Dowling, newest of the
town’s indies, sees nothing strange
in the way he has suddenly burst
upon the production scene. He has
moved quietly but with definite

steps because he “had nothing to
gain by a lot of publicity."

He and his brother Robert are
principal stockholders in New
York’s City Investirig Co., which
owns several legit houses. In ad-
dition, the firm has extensive inter-

ests in Lopert Productions and in

British Lion Films, the Alexander
Korda organization in England.

Now, he's in film production and
moving into high gear with the
start yesterday (Mon.) of “Night
Music." which co-stars Linda Dar-
nell. Rick Jason, Dan Duryea and
Faith Domergue. It’s based on an

(Continued on page 62)

National Boxoffice Survey
Key CityTrade Offish; ‘Rose Marie* in No. 1 Spot,

'Cinerama* 2d, 'Miller* 3d, 'Morgue* 4th

First-run film biz appears to be
marking time in current session,

with many keys reporting the

Academy Awards telecast hurt

trade last Thursday (25) night.

Other cities claimed the Rodgers-
Hammerstein tv show on Sunday
(28) was damaging to some extent.

However, the tendency of exhibs

to delay booking top, new fare Un-

til nearer Easter week probably

is an important factor. Return of

frigid weather to some sectors,

with heavy spow, was harmful.

“Rose Marie” (M-G), which was
thirtj a Week ago, is taking over

first place. Only “Cinerama (Ip-

die.) is in much the same class in

showings, and takes Second spot.

This roadshow “new dimensional’’

novelty stays about the same week
after week, playing in same 10

keys.

“Glenn Miller Story" (U), which

was first fo five successive weeks,

is dipping to third spot currently.

Vast majority of playdates were

on extended-runs, mairfly in third

week or longer. “Phantom of Rue
Morgue” (WB), sixth last stanza,

is pushing up to fourth.

“Night People" (20th), fourth a

week ago, is finishing fifth. “Riot

in Cell Block 11" (AA) has spurted

from among runner-up pix to take

over sixth position.

“Rhapsody’’ (M-G), just getting

started last week, is taking sev-

enth money. “Naked Jungle" (Par)

is showing enough to land eighth

spot. “Saskatchewan" (U) will fin-

ish ninth while “Happen To You”
(Col) is 10th.

, “Act of Love” (UA), “Julius
Caesar” (M-G), "Red Garters”
(Par) and “Hell, High Water”
(20th) are current runner-up pix.

“Lost Weekend” (Par), out on re-

issue, wound up nice on first week
at N.Y. Rivoli. “Haste To Love”
(Rep) is only okay in N.Y. “Siege
at Red River” (20th), oke in

Omaha, is highly disappointing in

i
Detroit.

“Best Years of Lives” (RKO), an
oldie, is brisk in Omaha and good
in N. Y. “Tanga Tika” (Indie)

looks fine in Minneapolis. “Dan-
gerous Mission” (RKO) is light-

weight in Toronto and L.A.

“Creature Black Lagoon” (U)
shapes nice in K.C. and St. Louis,
and okay in Frisco.

. “Jubilee
Trail” (Rep) looms okay in Provi-
dence. “Living Desert” (Disney),

with a lift from Oscaring, hit new
high in Pitt and is nifty in K.C.
and Toronto. “Eternity” (Col), via

same stimulus, looks big in Cincy
and fine in L.A.

“Man Between" (UA) looks nice

in Philly. “Border River” (U) is

fancy in Chi.

“Genevieve” (U), big in N, Y.,

shapes bright in Chi and Frisco.

Pairing of “Roman Holiday" and
“Stalag 17," two. from Par, on Qs-
car awards spelled smart takings
in LA. and Cleveland.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)

•

Number of important German
film producers and exporters, anx-
ious to reestablish their pix in th#
American'1

' market, have made ar-
rangements with Munio Podhorzer,
Casino Film Exchange prexy, to
rep them in the U. S.

Returned toN. Y. last week follow-
ing an, extended stay in Germany-
and Austria, Podhorzer reported
that he would set up a new com-
pany to look after the interests of
these German companies. While
he’ll not engage in distribution via
this new outfit, Podhorzet^s eon-,
tracts give him the pick of any film'
he wants from

,
most of the pro-

ducers covered by his deal. Prints
are to be delivered in N. Y. already
subtitled.

On the basis of contracts already
in hand, podhorzer. estimated he^s
presently agenting for around 40
to 50 pix. Apart from doing ex-
tensive promotional work for in-
dividual films and the entire Ger-
man industry as such, he’ll also
negotiate distribution deals, investi-
gate possible tv interest and dis-
cuss remake possibilities.

Podhorzer reported that German
production is making great strides,

(Continued on page 22)

Another Political Walk
' Taken By IA Boothmen

Against ’Salt of Earth*
International Alliance of Theatri-

cal and Stage Employees operators^
Y.,at the New Dyckman Theatre,
N. Y., staged a brief walkout last
week when the house opened “Salt
of the Earth,” the controversial
union pic which has been in hot
water with the IA before. How-
ever. the IA men returned to their
posts after a

v
brief flurry « of dis-

cussion and a threat that they
might be replaced with members of
the Independent Motion Picture
Machine Operators.
The New Dyckman is the second

N. Y. showcase for “Salt” which ia
(Continued on page 24)
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500,008RentaIs
In an important concession to

the American film distribs, the Bra-
silian government has cut to 50%
the volume of black-and-white
printing that must be done locally

by the U. S. companies importing
pix. The Bank of Brazil also has
approved the importation of raw
stock at the preferential rate of

exchange, thereby reducing the

cost of the lab work.
Arrangements were worked out

during Eric Johnston’s recent visit

to Rio de Janeiro on the occasion

of the Sao Paulo film fete. In the
past, all black-and-white prints

distributed by the U. S. outfits in

Brazil had to be processed locally,

an expensive .proposition, due, in

part, to the scarcity of raw stock.

The Motion Picture Export Assn,
also was notified last week of the
remittance of $500,000 from Ar-
gentina, the second thaw of U. S.

film coin within a few months. The
original agreement, made by
Johnston three years ago, provided
for the transfer annually of $1,100,-

000. However, it wasn’t imple-
mented. With $1,000,000 now hav-
ing been unlatched, the American
companies still are left With
around $2,000,000 blocked in
Argentina.

In Brazil, the government has
agreed to cancel a block of black-
and-white licenses which have piled

up and which are due to expire
April 11. The U. S. distribs, who
hadn’t been anxious to. use these
permits due to the costs attached,
had been concerned since a penal-
ty attaches to the non-use of the
licenses. Series of new permits is

to be issued. As for the lab work
in Brazil, it must now be done on
prices comparable to the U. S.

Brazilian remittances continue to
come through, amounting to 70

%

of coin earned by the Americans^
The remaining 30% continues
frozen for the moment. U. S. dis*
tribs in ’53 thawed $15,000,000 in
Brazil.

SOUTH AMERICA

BECKONING

-ABOAF
Despite the inflationary trend

and low admission prices which
in many countries, bear no rela-
tion whatever to the cost of living,
Latin America is still “a wonder-
ful market’’ capable of consider-
able improvement and expansion,
according to Americo Aboaf, Uni-
versal’s foreign sales manager.

Returned last week from an ex-
tended swing through that area,
which furnishes U with 26% of
Its foreign gross (Canada ex-
cluded), Aboaf reported that the
Industry in 1953 had shown a 10%
to 11% increase in the dollar value
of its Latin American biz. He
commented that, in view of pre-
vailing inflationary conditions, the
percentage of increase was even
higher in terms of income in local
currency.
U itself did record biz in Latin

America in 1953 and Aboaf said
confidently that an even better
showing in ’54 was “already in the
bag.” He attributed this to “com-
mercial product and distribution

(Continued on page 20)

The Berle Influence
Rivoli. (N. Y.) managing di-

rector Montague Salmon, who
flrst-runned Col's “Salome,”
wants to know, “Is it true that
when Abe Montague (Colum-
bia’s sales veepee) couldn’t get
the rentals he wanted for ’Sa-

lome’ when the picture played
the neighborhood houses, he
cut Rita Hayworth“s dance
down to five veils?

“And think of the oppor-
tunity Columbia missed be-

cause, at the time of ’Salome’s*

general release, it could not

show the picture in Sinema-
scope!”

20TH PUSHING

1(M VERSIONS

Undeterred by CinemaScope
which remains to be satisfactorily

developed in the 16m field, 20th-
Fox is expanding its narrow gauge
activities abroad and is consider-
ing operation in new territories.

Company’s reasoning Is that, in

most areas, its 16m release is

about two years behind regular
release so that there isn’t likely to
be a dearth of product.

.
Only in

one or two countries, like Siam and
the Philippines, is 20th’a 16m re-

lease sked up to date with the
regular 35m release.

There is a deal between 20tb
and Bell & Howell to turn out 16m
CinemaScope projection lenses.

However, B & H so far haven’t
demonstrated anything- to please
20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras.

This creates a problem not only
abroad but also domestically with
Films, Inc., which handles all of
20th’s pic in 16m for bookings to
schools, shut-ins, prisons, clubs and
the limited number of regular
theatrical situations in non-oom-
petitive places.

Abroad, 20th is exploring the
possibility of going into Peru,
Chile, Uruguay and New Zealand.
Last year the company established
itself in the 16m field in three
countries.
Meanwhile, the 20th homeoffice

is beginning to get requests for
16m prints of “The Robe,” only
one of the 20th ClnemaScopers on
which* a 16m version was pre-
pared. Company’s branch mana-
gers abroad keep writing in to
find out when they can get the
narrow-gauge “Robe.”

Universal Product In

16m. Set for Passenger

Universal has arranged with
several Italian shipping lines for
Its 16m pix to be shown aboard
passenger vessels that don’t touch
U. S. ports.

Deal doesn’t affect U’s contract
with Movies en Route which books
features of practically all the
majors on board ships putting in
at American ports. This service in-
cludes whaling boats and freight-
ers.

The Italian ships will be
furnished with dubbed U films.
Company expects to make similar
arrangements with other foreign
lines. Its 16m business, now a b.o.
factor in 32 countries, has grown
by leaps and bounds and is still

being expanded.

Htftjwrood, MaShSo,
After IB y^art *• executtvevee-

pee of Sol Lesser Productions*
Barney Briskin turned in Bis resig-

nation, affective June 1.
'

Currently he is negotiating for a

post as production supervisor on a

picture to be filmed, overseas by
a .major studio, - •

' _

Back bto NewsreelsAnd

Exhibs Ready Scissors

Newsreels apparently are going

back to the old practice of plug-

ging Individual features via clips

from ’premieres or other events

having to do with a particular film.

Latest example—-and it’s one of'

many—is the current issue of
Movietone News which has Bela
Darvi, in costume, judging cats for
a casting session for 20th-Fox’s
“The Egyptian.”

Exhibs in the past have objected
to these gratis plugs, particularly

if there’s a chance of their not get-

ting the film. Asked this week his

opinion about the newsreel inserts,

a theatre op commented that, if

they became too . numerous, he’d,

just cut them out.

Where the buildup Is for Cinema-
Scope pix particularly, due to the
still limited distribution of equip-
ment, exhibs feel they may be in a
position of boosting their competi-
tion. (

20TH DOUBLES NET,

AND OH COMING IN!

. Reflecting the CinemaScope up-

beat and the. great success of “The

Robe” and “Marry A Millionaire,”

20th-Fox yesterday (Tues.) reported

a 1953 net of $4,560,887,-more than

double its earnings in 1952.

Fourth quarter earnings bf the*

company more than tripled. Net
for the three months period ended
Dec. 26 was $3,127,850 which com-
pares to the comparable 1952
quarter take

1

of $900,849.

The 1953 net of $4,560,887
amounted to $1.65 per share on
the 2,769,486 share of common
stock outstanding. In ’52, the net
equalled 78c per share. Film
rentals in ’53 rose more than $12,-

000,000, from $93,166,603 in 1952
to $105,662,266 last year.

In a report to the 20th stock-
holders, prexy Spyros P. Skouras
dwelt at some length on the com-
pany’s oil drilling venture at the
studio. The discovery well has
been drilled successfully to a depth
of 7,000 feet and is delivering a
daily rate of 525 barrels of approx-
imately 24 degree gravity oil and
500,000 cubic feet of gas. Drilling
of a second well has started and
it is now at a depth of 3,300 feet.

Picker Finds Admissions Too Low

*

There’s a “crying need” for up-

ping admission prices throughout

South America, states Arnold

Picker, United Artists v.p. in

charge of foreign operations. He
said prevailing b.o. prices should
be raised 20% in some areas to

50% in others.

With the lone exception of Pan-
ama, all countries south of the
border are on sound economic
bases, business generally is favor-
able and much construction is in
progress, Picker found. However,
despite this overall upbeat, theatre
scales have been held at poverty
levels. He reported, for example,
that firstrdn houses in Lima are
charging a top price of only the
equivalent of 21c.* Throughout
Brazil it’s only 20c, and in Santiago
the cost of a ticket at the open
market rate of exchange is 13c.

Picker revealed that exhibs and
distribs are joining in petitioning
the various governments — which
control prices—for permission to
boost the tariff £nd he anticipates
some relief in a year,
The exec, following an extensive

tour of the Latino area, said he
found much confusion over, and
little penetration by, new screen
processes. CinemaScope has made
very little progress so far, he noted,
offering a territorial breakdown

showing that Buenos Aires has no
theatres at all equipped for that
20th-Fox system, only one theatre
in Rio de Janeiro is being equipped
now and situations with C’Scope
installations number as follow in
these other spots! Havana, two;
Puerto Rico, two; Venezuela, two,
and one each in Trinidad, Colom-
bo, Panama and Peru,
UA gross business has shown

marked improvement in S. A^
Picker stated. Last year the total
gross jumped 75% over 1952 and
the first eight weeks of this year
are ahead of the corresponding
period in 1953 by 26%, he report-
ed. S. A. represents about 20% of
the entire foreign market, said
Picker. Restrictions on dollar re-
mittances are imposed by Brazil,
Chile, Argentina and Colombia.
Exec said he’s plenty high on

Hollywood participation in film
festivals abroad. He related that
arrival of the Yank delegation at
the Sao Paulo fest had “tremen-
dous impact” upon localites and
was a substantial plus from the
standpoint of improved public re-
lations.

Picker, who is frequently on the
hop, leaves Friday (2) for a swing
of all accessible countries in Eu-
rope. He’ll be on this tour through
May. In September- he treks to the
Far East,

31. 1954
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Stuffed Ham
-«... Hollywood, March 30.

.

Scenery-chewing by a film
star on the Universal-Inter-
national lot not only caused a
production delay hut ruined a
handsome overstuffed, sofa.

The mastication was done by
the talking mule in “Francis
Joins the WACS,”
Through his interpreter,.

Chill Wills, Francis said he
thought the sofa was stuffed
with hay. . '

MATTY FOX 2D

BIGGEST IN

SKIATRON
Licensing agreement under

which Matthew Fox and his group
have acquired worldwide rights to

the Subscriber-Vision fee-tv sys-

tem grants Fox an option to buy
200,000 shares' of Skiatron stock at

,

$2 per share, the price of the
Skiatron stock at the time the deal
was signed.

I

This will make Fox the second-
largest stockholder in Skiatron,
the largest block of stock being
held by Arthur Levey, Skiatron
prexy. According to present indi-

cations, Fox and his syndicate will

not obtain control of the Skiatron
parent company. He is setting up
an operating, outfit—Skiatron TV
—which will not issue stock of its

own. -
j

Under the contract, Fox will pay
Skiatron a royalty of 5% on the
gross proceeds from any event ar-

ranged by Skiatron TV. In addi-
tion, the company is to get a mini-
mum of 50% from all coin derived*
from licensing Subscriber-Vision
in the U. S. and abroad and from
all royalties coming in from manu-
facturers of the coding and decod-
ing devices. This includes also the

(Continued on page 20) i

No Disney Theatre Film

Part of ABC Video Deal;

Too Valuable in Reissue
Walt Disney’s tieup with Amer-

ican Broadcasting Co. via a long-
term producer-partnership deal is

in one part designed as a hefty
plus for the filmmaker’s theatrical
product.

In no case will any short or fea-
ture bearing the Disney name go
to tele as a program in itself, it’s

stressed. However, in shaping spe-
cial tv material, Disney will in-
clude excerpts from his theatrical
pix in addition to background ma-
terial. In this way the producer’s

(Continued on page 62)

L. A. to N.Y.
Dana Andrews
Nancy Andrews

I George Axelrod
Frederick Brisson
Linda Darnell
Brian Donlevy
Anita Eckberg
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Pnil Gerard
Jean Hersholt
Miriam Hopkins
Anne Jeffreys
Ben Kalmenson
Charles Laughton
Jules Levey
Jeff Livingston
Terry Moore
George Raft
Morris Safier
Charles Simonelll
Robert Sterling
Dimitri Tiomkin
A1 Vaughan
George Weltner

Europe to N. Y.
Bernard Brader
Eugene W. Castle
Eddie Dellbridge
George Hamid
Henry R. Luce
Dave Morris
Walter Starcke
Tom Stathos
Rise Stevens
Eric Waite

panles—over who’s to have the do.
drive voicf -,In running the ut
tlon Picture Export Assn.-has
grown wider in recent months,
with some of the smaller outfit*
grumbling that.A&PEA policies are
being shaped to conform to the in-
terests of tyetjp, 20th-Fox and
Paramount

Latest Instance of this came in
Japan Where the government ha§
sharply cut import- permits and re-
mittances. MPEA members in
1954-55 will be. allocated 98 instead
of the former 110 licenses. As last
year, it’s the Japanese who’ll de-
cide who is to get what, and
there’s considerable disagreement
among MPEA members over the
basis on which the split should be
figured.

Dissension reached the point
where MPEA split into two groups
both of which prepared briefs. Lat-
ter were to,be handed to the Japa-
nese authorities . by Irving Maas,
MPEA’c Fareastem rep, who’s been
in Tokyo for some time. As it

worked out, Maas submitted one
brief—expounding the views of the
“big” companies—but didn’t go
ahead with the second brief until,
in the opinion of those who had
prepared it, it was too late to do
any good and the Japanese had
already made up their minds.

That, at least, is one version. Ac-
cording to MPEA, both briefs were
handed inat the same. time.
The Japanese fiscal year runs

from April 1, Last year, the split
of the 110 permits was arranged
on the basis local earnings and
the number of prior import?. Lat-
ter were figured for the film year

(Continued on page 20)

YANKS’ 98 OF

JAPAN’S 1(0

PERMITS
Tokyo, March 30.

The Foreign Film Import Com-
mittee of the Finance Ministry lias

determined the quota of foreign

films to be Imported into Japan

during the fiscal year ending March

31, 1954. A total numbdr of 160

basic 'licenses will be issued, rep-

resenting a 20% cut from the

1952-53 allocation of 208.

Slash is attributed to deteriorat-

ing foreign currency holdings of

Japan. The fiscal year film budget
also took a deep cut, from $7,000,-

000 last year to $5,500,000.

Breakdown of the 160 licenses

according to currency blocks is:

121 to the dollar area, 15 to the

sterling area and 24 to the open

account. U.S. majors are expected

to get 98 of the dollar quota pix

and the U.S. Indies 18* Other dol-

lar countries will get five.

Included in the dollar area are

(Continued on page 60)

N. Y. to L. A.
Jack Benny
Edgar Bergen
Ira Blue
Charles Boyer
John van Druten
Dale Evans
-Jack Goldstein
Lester Gottlieb
Gordon MacRae
Groucho Marx
Hubbell Robinson Jr.

Roy Rogers

N. Y. to Europe
John Abbott
Nancy Andrews
Anthony Bartley ,

Noel Coward
Arlene Dahl
Fred Day
Lee Eastman
Gerry Gross
Don Hartman
Richard Hearne
Arthur B. Krim
E. H. Morris '

Johnnie Ray
Don Sharpe
Harold Steinman
L. Arnold Weissberger
John Williams
Anna Deere Wiman
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(SONGS-C0ItQR)

Nifty Danny Kaye comedy with
•onffs, dances and plenty of
.pop appeal.

‘

Hollywood, March 30.
Paramount release t>f a Dena Produc-

tions presentation, produced, directed
and written by Norman Panama and
Melvin Frank. Stars Danny Kaye; co-stars
Mai Zetterling; features Torin Thatcher.
David Burns. Leon Askin,.' Abner Hiber-
nian. Camera Technicolor). Daniel
Fapp; editor. Alma Mqcrorle; music di-

rection. Victor Young; gongs. Sylvia Fine;
choreography. Michael Kidd. .Previewed
March 26. '34. Running time. 103 MINg.
Jerry a Danny Kaye
Ilse Nordstrom
Langston . ,

Marty Brown
Gromek
Fapinek
Car Salesman
Iti'odnlk ...

Dr. Kreugcr
Princess ......

Mama Morgan
Audrey

Mai Zetterlipg
Torin Thatcher

, . . .David Burns
. Leon Askin
............Abner Biberman

Gavin Gordon
. . Otto Waldia

. .Steven Gcray
. Diana Adams
Patricia Denise

...Virginia Huston
Chief Inspector Wilton . . Paul England
Langston's Secretary Johnstone White
2nd Trenchcoat Man. .... .Henry Brandon
Inspector Cranford Lewis Martin

(Aspect Ratio. 1.83:1)

Danny Kaye's Dena Productions

unit, releasing "Knock On Wood"
through*Paramount, gets itself off

to a good start with this nifty com-
edy. It’s the kind of crowd-pleas-

ing escapism intp- mirth that makes
for pop appeal at the boxoffice and

returns should be firstrate.

Madcap comedy, in familiar vein

but considerably freshened by the

Kay$ touch, marks the triple ef-

forts of Norman Panama and Mel-

vin Frank as co-writers, directors

and producers. Partnered with the

comic in the indie outfit, they have

come up with a fable about a ven-

triloquist, with a schizophrenetic

dummy, who gets himself involved

Bleplumt Wall;
(CQLOft)

Elisabeth Taylor, , Dana'Xn-
drew# in Ceylon-localed ro-

' mantle drama idth moderate ,

appeal and b.o. enancee,

.

•

1

Hollywood, March 30.
Paramount release of Irving Asher

production. Stars Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews, Peter Finch; features Abraham
Sofaer, Abner Biberman, Noel Drayton,
Rosalind Ivan, Directed by William Die-
terle. Screenplay, John Lee Mahint baaed
on the novel by Robert Standish; camera
(Technicolor), Loyal Grigga; editor,
George Tomaslni; scores Franz Waxman.
Previewed March 22, '34. Banning time,
10* MINS. .. ...

-

Ruth WUey Elizabeth Taylor
Dick Carver Dana Andrews
John Wiley Peter Finch
Appuhamy Abraham Sofaer
Dr. Pereira ........... Abner Biberman
Planter (Atkinson) Noel Drayton
Mrs. Lakln
Planter (Strawson)

ayi

Rosalind Ivan
Barry Bernard

Planter (Ralph) ......... PhUlp Tonge
Planter (Gregory) ...... Edward Ashley(Gregc .

"l.-nter (Chisholm) Leo Britt
Rayna Mylee Haulanl
The Madhyma Lanka Mandala Dancers

(Aspect Ratio. 1.85:1)

The novelty of the Ceylon back-

grounds and pictorial beauty are

recommendable points in "Elephant

Walk,” an otherwise leisurely-

paced romantic drama that strolls

through an hou» and 42 minutes.

There’s not enough dramatic wal-

lop in the yarn to caiTy that much
footage so,- overall,' the film’s ap-

peal and b.o. chances appear mod-
erate. Exploitation may brighten

its prospects . somewhat, since it

does have several ballyhoo factors

to help the selling.

Elizabeth Taylor and Dana An-
drews are the familiar names that

will do the most for the picture in

general release, along, with the

value to be obtained from the

Technicolor tints that make thewith a beautiful psychiatrist, a,

stolen blueprint for a weapon of
j

ybdncUan
war, and two rival gangs of espi-

onage agents.

To further abet the funfest such

a plot structure Suggests, thg mak-
ers have mixed in two wow com-
edy musical routines, a soft shoe

terp stint to the title, tune, and a

attractive. Hollywood newcomer
Peter Finch (seen previously in

several British-made films) is the

third topliner in the film and re-

mains an unknown quantity as far

as draw possibilities are concerned.
He’s a competent performer but,

.critically, one is always conscious
romantic ballad. AH of this mate- the is acting. Miss Taylor and'An-
rial, plus several takeoffs by Kaye

J
drews appear more natural in their

into situation laugh routines that,: star spots, thus have more impact.
click big, stretches the running
time out to 103 minutes, which is

a bit unwieldy for the general mar-

Robert Standish’s novel about
life among the pekoe-planters rates
a sprawling script from John Lee

ket but entirely satisfactory for the
, Mahin and direction that lacks

big single-bill key situations. i attention-holding pace from Wil-
“For the first hour and 15 min- liam Dieterle. Had both of these

utes of film, the comedy hits a
pleasant pace, highlighted with a
yocFhere and there, before wind-
ing up in high gear for the climax-
ing routines

.
and plot resolution.

The big laugh sequence is Kaye be-
coming part of a Russian ballet
troupe while it performs on stage
so he can dodge espionage gunmen
and the police. It runs approxi-
mately 10 minutes. Among other
high spots are his singing-drinking
bout to "The Drastic, Livid, His-
tory of Monohan O’Han” with a

j

hearty group of Sons of Hibernia
and his car-selling efforts, both
while dodging his pursuers. All
are Kaye at his funniest.

When Kaye’s dummy starts talk-

ing back to him and ruining his

love life, his manager, smartly
played by David Burns, suggests
they see a psychiatrist. Just about ! from the white usurpers the trail

contributors concentrated more on
the dramatic points along the way
and less on unnecessary detail* it

would have been a better show. Of
interest, tradewise, is the fact that
in some of the Ceylon-filmed long-
shots; Vivian Leigh is still seen,
although not noticeably so. Illness
forced the English star out of the
picture after about a month of
lensing, with Miss Taylor replac-
ing.

Elephants are the sympathetic
heavies in this story of a bride who
conies to Ceylon from England and
finds"her husband, the natives and
the tea plantation still under the
dominance of a dead man’s mem-
ory. Added to

. this tradition wor-
• ship is thp always present threat
that the pachyderms may even-
tually succeed in wrestling back

this time, the rival gangs are after
the blueprints and one group hides
the two papers in the heads of
Kaye’s dummys. It’s a cha^e pat-
tern that follows, Kaye going to

they had used for centuries in
coming down from the wilds to
water. The plantation mansion
had been built across the trail by

j
the bridegroom’s strong-willed late

1 (*. i. 1 . __* V « « m . • * ,

London, taking treatments from, i father, who had bowed to nothing,
and treating, the femme mind med-
ico, Mai Zetterling, finding bodies
of spies jn his room,' Deing pursued

man or beast.

The clinging to hidebound tra-
dition, more than the elephant

by police and intrigue tnastermind |.threat, almost defeats the bride
Torin Thatcher, all the while no

\
and her personal unhappiness in

opportunities for comedy are over-
looked. Needless to say, it comes
out right for Kaye at the finale and
he marries the doc, having cured
her of her neuroes while getting
rid of his.

the masculine world lorded over by
Finch Eventually turns her to An-
drews, readily-available plantation
overseer. An outbreak of cholera
prevents her flight with Andrews
and in the crisis that finds her

Miss Zetterling, Swedish film
,

husband being reborn and the
star Hollywood-debuting here, is

\

mansion destroyed by elephants
_ t_ J . «« I « Mil MM j ^ - J _ • « *| « .

a charming partner to all the wild
doings, and Thatcher scores as the
suave heavy, as do Burns as Kaye’s
worried manager, Leon Askin, Ab-
ner , Biberman and Otto Waldis,
rival spies, and Gavin Gordon, auto
salesman. Diana Adams dances
with Kaye in the ballet sequence
and Patricia Denise with him in a
flashback When he’s detailing his
unhappy childhood to the medicos.
Virginia Huston is seen briefly as
a girl Kaye loses because of the
neprotic dummy.

Sylvia Fine, in addition to the

and fire,-man and wife are able to
again stir up their love/ The only
action of note in the picture is the
six-minute climax when the ele-
phants reclaim .their walk.
Abraham Sofaer is type cast as

the native of India who is the
household majordomo. Abner Bi-
berman is good as the doctor. Noel
Drayton/ Barry Bernard, Philip
Tonge, Edward Ashley and Leo
Britt play neighboring planters,
and are presented in the picture as
alcoholic morons who gather week-
ly in the great hall of Elephant

two comedy songs, also defied the
j

Walk for drinking and bicycle
ballad, "AH About You,’’ which polo. The Madhyma Lanka Mandala
Kaye sings to Miss Zetterling dur- ' Dancers are seen in an interesting
ing a romantic stretch in the foot-'
age. The background score and
musical direction by Victor Young
is an asset, as is the Technicolor
lensing by Daniel Fapp. Michael
Kidd did the choreography.

Brag.

Make Haile tm live

Excellent, femme-slanted mllo*
dramatic thriller entertain*
ment; food b.o, outlook With
stout lelliof.

' Hollywood, March -30
Republic- release of William A. Setter

production. Star* Dorothy McGuire,
Stephen McNally; featurea Mary Murphy,
Edgar Buchanan, John Howard# Hon
Haferthyi Directed by Setter. Screenplay,
Warren Duff; based on the novel by The
Gordons;, camera, John L. Rutaett Jr.;

editor, Fred Allen; music, Elmer. Bern-
stein. Previewed March 24, '54. Running
time, 90 MINS.

.

Crystal Benson Dorothy McGuire
Steve . Stephen McNally
Randy Benson Mary Murphy
Sheriff Edgar Buchanan
Jo3h John Howard
Hack Ron Hagerthy
Rudolf* Gonzales Pepe Hern
Spud Kelly ............... Eddy Waller
Mary Rose ..... ....... Carolyn Jones

(Aspect Ratio, 1.85:1)

In the field of suspense Shows,

"Make Haste to Live" is a honey
and should score with fans of tight,

well-dohe, thriller entertainment.

Word-of-mouth potentials look

good for the femme-slanted melo-

dramatics and Will help to offset

a title that is not too suggestive of
the film’s worth. Strong selling is

indicated and can build this one to

better than average returns for

Republic.

The 90 minutes of footage is sus-

tained by a constantly building ex-

pectancy that gets thV most out of

the logical motivations and situa-

tions in Warren Duff’s expertly-

crafted screenplay. Basis for the
script was the novel by Mildred
and Gordon Gordon, the latter a
former 20th-Fox publicist, which
tells of a woman faced with her
past and what she dees about it.

Plot has substance in th§ fact there
is justification for the re-appearing
husband wanting revenge. After
all, .his wife had left him serve an
18-year prison term for supposedly
murdering her, while she disap-
pears to start a new life in the
west with a baby daughter. .

The dramatic elements are care-
fully developed under the pro-
ducer-director guidance of William
A. Seiter, with a deliberate, hut
never laggard, pacing that mounts
to the suspenseful climax. Fine
performances by porothy McGuire,
the wife, and Stephen McNally, the
husband, do their .part in maintain-
ing the drama’s interest. Miss
McGuire scores exceptionally well,
her character having audience sym-
pathy entirely, and McNally is back
with a forceful* heavy performance
that exerts a powerful pull. The
two play a. cat-and-mouse game in

a little New Mexico town as he
attempts to exact revenge through
their grownup daughter, now Mary
Murphy. Climax is a tingler and
sees McNally accidentally falling
to his death as he chases Miss
McGuire through the ruins of an
old Indian cliff village.

Miss Murphy, aptly cast as the
daughter, shows growing stature as
a film personality and actress and
Ron Hagerthy is good as her
earnest young suitor, Edgar Bu-
chanan -characterizes a western
sheriff excellently and John How-
ard does well by the archaeologist
with whom Miss McGuire is in
love.

John L Russell’s lensing, the
score by Elmer Bernstein, the edit-
ing by Fred Allen and . the other
production assists are firstrate,

Brog.

The Mad Magician
(3-D)

Fair mystery entry for the
program market.

Columbia release of Bryan Foy produc-
tion. Stars Vincent Price, Mary Murphy,
Eva Gabor; features John Emery, Donald
Randolph, Lenita Lane, Patrick O'Neal,
Jay Novello. Directed by John Brahm.
Screenplay and story. Crane Wilbur; cam-
era, Bert Gicnnon; editor. Grant Why*
tock; music, Emil Newman,- Arthur Lange.
Tradeshown N.Y., March 4, ,'54. Running
time, 72 MINS.
Galileo Vincent: Price
Karen Mary Murphy
Claire Eva Gabor
Rinaldi . ... John Emery
Orniond Donald Randolph
Alice Prentiss Lenita Lane
Bruce .

. *... Patrick O’Neal
Mr. Prentiss Jay NoveUo.

native ceremony dance.
Noteworthy among the produc-

tion values are Loyal Griggs’ color
lensing; Franz Waxman’s score,
and the dazzling Edith Head cos-
tumes that complement Miss Tay-
lor’s natural beauty. Brog.

"The Mad Magician," which re-
portedly may be Columbia’s last
3-D release; is standard horror fare
for the programmer situations.
Producer Bryan. Foy, who turned
out "House of Wax" as the first
major studio feature in 3*D a year
ago, has come up with a mediocre
road company to his initial effort.
Curiously, both of his pictures

|vcast Vincent Price in a top role,
'had Crane Wilbur as scripter and
Bert Glennon as cameraman. Lat-
ter, however. shared lensing chores
on "Wax" with Peverell Marley.

Wilbur’s current yam threads
the tale of a crazed magico Who
kills. three persons before perish-
ing in one of his own fiendish de-
vices. Plot is a fairly obvious one

juM contains few twists that the

average filmgoer will lie unable

Jo *nticipate« Whil*perfonnances
easily meet the demands *>f the

script,, * real fillip is pwivided via

Boh Haskell’s magical effects as
well as special effects of# David
Koehler.

Amid a turn-of-the-century * set-

ting, the gloomy atmosphere
abounds In such magico equipment
as whirling circular saws; various

masks and an incineratqr designed
to consume a. human body. These
props were intended as means of
illusions but Price, who portrays
the title role, used ’em for baser
purposes.

Price gives .a realistic Interpre-
tation of the warped magician,..

Mary Murphy impresses as his un-
suspecting assistant but at times
is too calm in face of the diabolical

goings on. Eva Gabor tosses in a

dash qf glamor as Price’s ex-wife
who establishes him as the killer.

John Emery scores nicely as «
rival sleight-of-hander.

Others contributing good sup-
port are Donald Randolph as one
of the victims, Lenita Lane as a

femme novelist with an amateur
Philo Vance complex, PatrickJ

O’Neal as the detective hoy friend

of 'Miss Murphy and Jay Novello
as Miss Lane*s husband. John
Brahm’s direction shows up best

in the horror sequences while Bert
Glennon’s 3-D camerawork throws
nothing into the audience save for

a few streams of water and some
playing cards. Other technical

credits are standard. Gilb.

The Miami Story

Fast paced meller with good
prospects In the programmer
market.'

Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-
duction. Stars Barry Sullivan, Luther
Adler; features. John Baer, Adele Jergens.
Directed by Fred F. Sears. Story and
screenplay, Robert E. Kent; camera,
Henry. Freullch: -editor, Viola Lawrence;
music, Mischa Bakaleinikoff. Tradeshown,
N.Y., March 25, '54. Running time, 75
MINS.
Mick Flagg Barry SuUlvan
Tony Britt “ Luther Adler
Ted Delacorte John Baer
Gwen Abbott Adele Jergens
Holly Abbott Beverly Garland
Frank Alton Dan Riss
Chief Martin Beaman . . , . Damian O’Flynn
Robert Sfshop Chris Alcaide
Johnny Loker Gene D’A**cy
Louie Mott 7 ..........

.

George E. Stone
Gil Flagg David Kasday
Charles Earnshaw Tom Greenway

“The Miami Story" is a suspense-
ful melodrama with good b.o. pros-
pects in the programmer market.
Barry .Sullivan and Luther Adler,
who are cast in top roles, provide
Spme marquee dressing while an
exploitable touch is lent by the
film's semi-documentary handling.

Apparently inspired by the U. S.
Senate’s frequent probes into
crime, the Robert E. Kent script is

a swiftly
.
paced chronicle of how

a gambling and white slave syndi-
cate was supposedly smashed in
Miami. A brief introduction by
Florida’s Sen. George A- Smathers
plus liberal use of background
footage of the Miami area give
added authenticism to the yarn.

Aroused over two gangland kill-

ings, a citizens’ "vigilante" com-
mittee- hires reformed gangster
Barry Sullivan to pin the goods on
syndicate chief Luther Adler. In
the drive to root out vice, Sullivan
poses as a rival Cuban racketeer
but actually is working in coopera-
tion with Miami and Cuban police.

Action scenes in which Sullivan
rqughs up the opposition are. well
staged under the taut direction of
Fred F. Sears. The ex-mobster,
who’s turned sleuth, relentlessly
presses toward his goal and even
solves a kidnapping of his own son
in stride.

Sullivan, a convincing undercov-
er man, grimly and methodically
plans and executes his blueprint
for smashing the syndicate. Adler,
for the most part, typifies .the av-
erage filmgoer/s conception of an
arrogant, .unlettered underworld
chieftain. John Baer, as Adler’s
youthful "pretty boy" killer, is
none too impressive.

Adele Jergens, in an unsympa-
thetic part, registers nicely .as a
femme heel and vice queen who
fingered her own sister. Latter is
ably portrayed by Beverly Garland.
She, incidentally, weds Sullivan in
a contrived Vbappy ending" which
wasnt necessary. Among others
lending okay support are George
E. Stone, as a stoolie; Dan Riss, as
a civic crusader, and Damian
O’Flynn as the police chief.

Viola; Lawrence edited the print
down to a crisp 75 minutes, Mischa
Baikaleinikoff’s musical direction is
a plus and Sam Katzman’s sound
production values are attested tr
oy the better-than-average physica.
mantling this modest budgeter ha:
ieen endowed. Special effects o
:ack Erickson and art direction o
aul Palmentola are also worthy o.

mention, Gilo.

; Im Rage Av Ceirp*

liSEJ&c iro.

Wf nl'pfc .Bjpilj, Screenplav
Compimeer^eHn<nAude Aur^J

adaption and dlalo*. Paul AndreoU; cam-
era. Rocer Hubert; editor, Glanabera a*Trlomphe, Pari#. Running time, 95 mins.

i-mm.,,.,.,., ._Franooise ArnoulTomo Raymond PellagrinAndro ..Tphulppe LcSS
efwnuilk' ••••••*•##•• Catherine Gora
Sehaetlan Balpetre

Sff?
“ * * • ’ Jean-ciaude Pascal

Polo *'«.•• Gerard Pourb

Nymphomania h the exploitable
Item director Ralph Habib now
tackles in thi* Jilin. As in all his
pix, Habib has turned this into a
clinical piece. This emerges less
than moving but capitalizes on a
touchy subject. Film 1

becomes case
history of a tainted gal and is un-
likely for U S. art house patronage
It might do in special spots when
heavily exploited.

Story concerns a pretty, young
femme working in the canteen of
a construction company. Her afflic-
tion is discovered one day when
one of the men dives on her to
save her from a nearby blast. Then
trouble starts asmen battle for her.
Finally, a friend gets her to a
psychiatrist rafter many affairs,
with the usual happy ending.

Habib’s lacklustre direction
throws away the filmic possibilites.
Francoise Amoul is uneven as the
nympho, but scores in her pash
scenes. Raymond Pellegrin does
fine as the confused husband while
Philippe Lemalre plays his familiar
role of the ladieq’> man. Lensing
and editing are only passable.

• Mosk.

Le Chevalier De La Nuit
(The Knight the Night)

^ (FRENCH)
Paris, March 23.

AGDC releara of Tolouet Film pro-
duction.. Stars - Renee . Salnt-Cyr, Jean-
Claude Pascal. Directed by Robert Da-
rene. Screenplay. Jean AnouUh, Darene;
camera. Reger Hubert; editor, Germaine
Artus; music, Jean-Jacques Grunewald,
At Raimu, Paris. Running, time, 90 MINS.
BeUa .Renee Salnt-Cyr
Georges,
Chevalier' .... ...... ..Jean-Claude Pascal
Commissioner Gregolre Aslan
Maid Annette Poivre
Legrand . .Pierre Destallles
HoEt ..Jean Servais
Valet Roger Blin

This pic is a half-toned, period
piece that lightly plays with the
supernatural in -a Jekyll-and-Hyde-
like theme. Treated with delicacy
in the slow-moving style of a 19th
century tale, this could only serve
for special situations in the U.S.

This is reminiscent of the early
German tales about ^ the duality
of man. Here a husbfind and wife
have come to a period of mutual
Spiritual

.
torture, the wife feeling

she has lost the wonder of the first

meeting with her husband. The
good half of the husband and bad
are depicted, finally with the good
half remaining alive with her.
Director Robert Parene has

given this fairy tale a light, at-

mospheric mounting which has
atmosphere of an unreal world.
Renee St. Cyr does not possess the
fragility necessary for the ballerina
(the wife), but Jean-Claude Pas-
cal acquits himself well in the dual
role. Lensing is diffused and just
right for the mood. A haunting
guitar strain by Jean-Jacques Gru-
nenwald also helps. Mosk.

Lcs Fruits Sauvagcs
(The Wild Fruit)

FRENCH)
Paris, March 23.

Clnedis release of Fllmsonor-Odeon-Ag-
iman production. Directed by Herve
Bromberger. Screenplay, Max Gallai,

Bromberger; camera, Jacques Mercanton;
editor,. Mltzi D’Esterno. At Madeleine,
Paris. Running time, 105 MINS.
Marla .. Estella Blaln
Michel Michel Reynal
Christine Evelyne Kcr
Hans Roger Dumas
Frederlque Jacques Moulicrcs
Lolita Tnllna Sauzer
Jose Jean-Pierre Bonnefou*

This story concerns a group of

adolescents and children who run
off when one daughter kills her
drunken father after a beating.
Story is not new, and general lack
of-direction on the story fails to

bring this across dramatically.
Downbeat theme and ordinary
moppet handling make it dubious
of art house consideration in the
U.S.

After killing her drunken father,

Estella Blain takes charge of her
brothers and a sister, and they run
away to the Italian border. Living
in an abandoned village, they are

helped by a young gypsy girl who
brings food to them. Two passion-
ate love affairs intervene. Finally,

lack of water forces them to sneak
into the village for refills. They
are discovered by the police, and
jailed.

Director Heirve Bromberger has
mounted this carefully but has

never imbued It with the intensity

needed. Lensing and editing are

.qpflight and moppets are okay but

tot spontaneous. Evelyne Ker,

.ogers Dumas and Miss Blain

I emerge as future film bets. Mosk.
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Exit to Spur MgL Negotiations

Handicapped in negotiations be-4

cause of a limited charter, the Mo-
tion Picture Homeoffice Employ-

ees Union, Local iff studying

proposals (1) to pull out of the In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical

Employees; (2) to stage a fight for

more autonomy. While the sec-

ond alternative is favored by the

white collar union’s leaders be-

cause of the influence of the IA

within the film industry, it con-

tains a major hitch. The Local

H-63 hierarchy has been told, in

essence, by the IA brass that there

is a “price” for autonomy and. that

‘•freedom,” in effect, has to be

bought. '

. . .

The payoff for autonomy consists

of an increased dues structure.

Presently Local H-63 forwards to

the IA 75c for each member. Un-

der a new charter, which, would

give the white collar union a free

reign in talks with distribs, the

cost would be $1.75. per member.
It’s no secret that Local Hr63

has been unhappy with its status

within the IA. Rift- was sharply

pointed up. recently during nego-

tiations for a mew pact for ex-

change and homeoffice collarites. It

took almost a year to ink a new
pact despite persistent appeals to

IA topper Richard F. Walsh for

more forceful intervention. Nu-
merous requests for strike per-

mission werg ignored by Walsh.

In addition, Local- H-63 leader-

ship has been confronted by beefs

from the ranks because of the slow

pace of the talks with the distribs.

Currently, homeoffice pub-ad staff-

ers at Paramount, Only publicists

affiliated with Local H-63. are

threatening to withdraw from the

union unless a satisfactory con-

( Continued On page 26)

EYE OKI PIX
Seeks Truce in film Biz Shutdown

White House C’Scoped
Washington, March 30.

A Cinemascope screen, com-
plete with stereophonic found
system, is being installed in
the White House screening
room. Equipment Is the gift

of 20tfi-Fox; it is a permanent
installation and not merely a
gift to one President,
During the Presidency of

Herbert Hoover, 20th made
White House gift installation
of sound equipment.

URYlOSS

PUBLICITY FIRE
Washington, March 30.

Allied States Assn/s “Watchdog
Committee” gives the nod to the
Tushinsky lens as “the best buy
for exhibitors desiring to make
widescreen presentations in either
enclosed or open air theatres.”
Committee — Wilbur Snaper,

Sidney E. Samuelson, Irving Dol-
linger, and Abram F. Myers-
reached the conclusion after wit-
nessing the Superscope demon-
stration in New York, However,
the decision is Mas of today,” em-
phasizes Myers in a report to the
Allied membership, “because this
is a fast developing art and one
never knows when something new
will be announced that will excel
all that has gone before.”
Report also takes a swipe at

20th and Metro. It points out that

.

all Metro and Paramount prints,
except for the pix Metro makes in
Cinemascope, will carry Perspecta
stereophonic soundtracks. Myers
explains this is different from the
magnetic track used with Cinema-
scope; Perspecta may be used
with conventional equipment if
The exhibitor does not desire to
make an installation of multi-
track sound equipment.

So, Myers advises his members,
. ( Continued on page 63

)

SIZE OF TAX ITEM

IN CIRCUIT AUDIT
Striking example of how the new

tax totting on admissions

t
S“WMp film exhibition (and dis-

rii i r
n * v

!
a boxoffice percentage

-J
° 1’ p *x * is shown in figures

Theatre
United Paramount

19^3 this major chain col-
*lom Public, and paid

non-
0 the Government, $21,450,-

ina
in .^mission taxation. Ojferat-
autpnomously, each local cir-
within the UPT corporate

nf M
ework

.
wUl decide how much

h»
16 indicated tax benefits vtill

ina
a ,°

I

r
1

1)ed and how much in sav-
t>s will be given to the public.

Washington, March 30.
House and Senate today (Tues.)

passed and sent to the White
House the compromise excise tax
bill, which becomes effective
Thursday (1), if President Eisen-
hower s^gns. Measure, which was
.whipped into final form Monday
by a House-Sefiate conference com-
mittee, ‘does the following in the
entertainment field:

(1) Tickets costing 50c or less
are exempted from the admissions
tax. The House had voted no ex-
emptions and the Senate had ap-
proved a 60c exemption.

(2) Tax on tickets over 50c drops
from 20% to 10% on the full price
of the admission. The tax is actu-
ally one cent on each 10c or major
fraction.

(3) The tax on night club checks
remains at 20%. The House had
reduced this to 10% but the Sen-
ate restored the full 20%.

f4) Tax on admissions to horse
and dog racetracks remains at 20%
with no exemptions.

(5) Tickets for college events
will be exempted from any admis-

,

sions tax, except for post-season
events.

Bill in clean and final form will

be laid on the president’s desk to-

morrow' with predictions that he
W'ill sign.

The overall tax reductions pro-
vided in the legislation will reduce
Federal revenue by an estimated
$999,000,000. This is $87,000,000
more than would be lost under the
original House bill and $20,000,000
less than would be lost under the
Senate version.

Metro Releasing 11 In

April-August Period;

‘Wind’ Single Tracked
Revising its release slate, Metro

will issue 11 pictures from April

to August. Included in the com-
pany’s program for the upcoming
five months will be the reissue of

David O. Selznick’s “Gone With

the Wind.”

Latter has been completely re-

framed" for widescreen presenta-

tion. No stereophonic Sound has

been added although original plans

w'ere to - add a multi-sound track.

Technical complications led to the

decision to maintain the single

sound track.

*«GWTW,” which will be re-

released in its original 220-minute

length, will be tested in Loew
houses in seven- cities during May
before going into general relesae

in July. Following a 15th anni

preem on May 21 in Atlanta, home
of late Margaret Mitchell, author

"of the novel, “Gone’’ will bow the

next day in San Francisco, Kansas

City, Houston, Providence, Toledo

and Syracuse.

Nine of 11 April-to-August re-

leases are in color, the two excep-

tions being “Executive Suite,” set

for the Radio City Music Hall. N.Y.,

and “Prisoner of War.” In addition

to the 11 pix, “Julius Caesar.” cur-

rently in release, will be sold for

special engagements.

Total of 9,000 film theatres will
win complete exemption from Fed-
eral admissions taxes as the newly
proposed cut . in excises goes
through, as. expected, tomorrow
(Thurs.). As agreed to by House
and Senate conferees, the com-
promise measure removes the en-
tire 20% bite on admissions up to
50c. and reduces to 10% the Gov-
ernment’s take on ‘ ticket prices
over that amount.

Robert W. Coyne, special coun-
sel for the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, stated
this week that the proposal
“actually is 90% as good as if the
entire tax load had been removed
for all theatres across the coun-
try. In addition to those houses
which charge 50c and less, num-
bering the 9,000, the great major-
ity of others have scales within that

i
range on matinees, according to
the exec.

[

So far as this latter group is con-
cerned, and excluded only are the
higher-priced firstruns in certain
key cities, matinees will be totally

free of the ' tax burden and only
evening admissions at over the 50c
mark will be subject to the 10%
Governmental participation.
Trade estimates have it that the

Government's 20% boxoffice nick
amounted to about $240,000,000 in

the last year. Going along with
Coyne’s figuring that the new bill

will equal 90% of total elimination
of the former levy, U. S. film the-
atres' could save $210,000,000 an-

(Continued on page 20)

GEAR GETS TOA

STAR SPOT AT

CHICAGO
. With equipment for the new
projection techniques again of ut-

most importance to exhibs. The-
atre Owners of America will again
join with the Theatre Equipment
and Supply Manufacturers Assn,
and. the Theatre Equipment Deal-
ers Assn, for a combined trade
show. Each association will also

hold separate annual conventions
concurrently with the trade show'

and will combine for open forum*
on theatre equipment and new
processes. Show and confabs* are
scheduled for Oct. 31 to Nov. 3 at

the Conrad Hiltpn Hotel, Chicago,
site of last year’s get-together.

“Probably more important than
at any. time in the history of ex-

hibition will be this year’s trade
show.” said TOA prexy Walter
Reade Jr., “because by November
both exhibitors and manufacturers
will have a reasonable knowledge
of what is the best investment for

both.”
Reade termed 1954 a year of de-

cision “because the new develop-

ments in projection, sound, and
screens will come to a head and
will govern our future investments

and our future policies of opera-

tion.”

Fred C. Matthews, prexy of

TESMA, and Ray G. Colvin, exec

secretary of TEDA. issued similar

statements pointing up the im-

portance of the upcoming trade

show.

MUSIC HALL CUTS ADMISH

Broadway-IIouses Mostly Will Pass
Benefit To Public

With the House and Senate con-

ferees agreeing on federal excise

! tax cuts, which would slash the

! film theatre admission tax to 10%
and eliminate any tax on tickets

costing 50c. or less, Broadway first-

runs were revamping their admis-

sion scales in lieu of the expected

changes on April 1. Many Broad-

way Cinemas plan passing the ben-

efit right on to their patrons, there-

by making all admission tickets

(Continued on page 63)
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o un i /I . . .0% London; March 30.

So Who i CojlSlstent? It looked last week as if both

Left hand at Warner Bros. sides had hoisted the white flag of

doesn’t always seem to know truce in the do-or-die struggle in-

what the right hand is up to. voiving unionized labor and 'the

To wit, the case of the exhib owners of Britain’s film-making
who walked into the WB Cin- and film-processing plants. Each
cinnati exchange and asked to side had accepted the Govern-
book “The Command" with. ment’s .1 1th hour intercession

standard sound. He was told, predicated on setting up a com-
emphatically, that the film mittee to “investigate.” This had
wras available in stereophonic, the apparent effect of averting a

four-track magnetic sound total shut-down and was supposed
only. to assure return of lab workers*
Meanwhile, the distrib’s to their jobs as of today (Tuesday).

Cleveland exchange has both At cable time for this issue of

types of prints and is per- Variety the situation remained
fectly willing to let theatre- clouded because of statements
men tali their pick. The WB made Sunday <28* to a mass meet-
homeoffice has said that ing of 2,000 members of the Assn.

“Command” is available in two of Cinetechnicians charging bad
sound versions. faith by British Film Producers— Assn., the Film Laboratories Assn.

________ _ ___ __ and the Technicolour Lab.

mil hIYmIi Kill If Implication of the latest union

ill# 1 IltJLL outburst may be a further delay in
“peace,” since the union expresses

All rn fir SIWAP suspicion that it is being fast-

• I Ini
.

I AY III I 1 talked out of its position without

Uil 1 XkxV VU I ;

concise assurances on employer re-

|

instatement of w'orkers and em-

Couneil of Motion Picture Or- 1

P}°yer withdrawal of notices. These
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1— Washington. March 30.

New C’Scope Lewes Dae
10™ ^

From B&L; 20th Ankles Thursday (1>, Bureau of Internal

I ' P 1J A v Ik--.— Revenue warns exhibitors.

WDS field, fYlCeS Urop Law provides the ticket must
At the request of 20th-Fox. carry the figure for cost of admis-

Bausch & Lomb have developed sion, the tax, and the total. Gov-
seven new and improved models ernment has been upheld in nu-

of Cinemascope taking lenses, en- merous court cases on this,

gineering samples of three of “Over-printing” doesn’t neces-
which are now' being tested. Spyros sarily mean that the rolls of tick-

P. Skouras, 20th prexy, disclosed ets must be shipped back to be,re-
Monday (29) in N. Y. printed. It is perfectly within the

He said further that Bausch & law to rubber stamp the new- fig-

Lomb would, as of April .1, take ures on them. Idea is to prevent

over distribution of the C’Scope the public from thinking .it is pay-

anainorpliic projection attachments ing a tax when it is actually not

W'hich will sell at $1,095 and $1,195 doing so.

a pair instead of the former $1,800. —;—

—

The switch is. being made despite aahua i/prn in n ai/
the fact that 20th admittedly hasn’t rOMPl)" KEEP AT RAY
recouped its large investment in

vviu* w. imiaui a a v

n

a
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s .res,-
TAX-HUNGRY CITIES

ment in Cinemascope to date, in- Assuming that the Federal ad-

cluding cash outlay and guarantees missions tax benefits are given a

op screens, lenses and sound, at final okay by President Eisenhow--

$15,900,000. It’s known that the er, as anticipated by tomorrow
company spent $650,000 alone to (Thurs.), next job ahead for the

get B&L to retool for the mass- Council of Motion Picture Organi-
«

C

1am f«Ar voH/mc mill a itrAffHom me! rtn Arlproduction of C’Scope lenses. zations will be a program designed

While Skouras listed several im- to block threatened new local taxa-

portant improvements in the new tion on theatre tickets.

CinemaScope taking lenses, Earl I. It’s , clear to COMPO-ites that

Sponable, 20th’s research topper, city and state governments haVft

disclosed that the company would been keeping a close w'atch on de-.

encourage manufacturers to make velopments on the Federal level,

a device that will permit exhibs Theatres being an easy revenue

to show lower-ratio prints via the source to tap, trade suspicion is

C’Scope lens which ordinarily is that numerous city and state ad-

set tor 2.55 to 1. Attachment goes ministrations likely will seek to

in front of the C’Scope prism, grab at least a portion of the box-’

(Continued on page 22) (Continued on page 69)
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Los Angeles* March 30.

Oscar-winning pictures, drawing
repeat first - run .bookings, on
strength of honors, are doing
smartly currently . in view of al-

ready having played this territory.

Despite the fact that only one new
bill was launched in the present
session, deluxers were unbothered
by Rogers-Hammeystein videocast

last Sunday night, some spots re-

cording rising biz even with hold-
over bills.

Combo of “Roman Holiday" and
"Stalag 17" shapes as best of Os-
car bills, with smart $20,000 in

three first-runs although also

screening in six nabes. “Eternity"
looms nice $17,000 in three delux-
ers, also showing in nabe houses.
Only new film, “Phantom of Rue
Morgue," looks neat $25,000 in two
spots.

“Living Desert" picked up a
little though in 15th round. “Cine-
rama" also is up to sock $33,400 in
47th stanza. Other longrun pleas-
ers are “Julius Caesar" and “Sum-
mer HaDpiness."

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Ho’lywood Para-

mounts (ABPT-F&M) (3,300; 1,430;

65-S1.35)
—“Phantom Rue Morgue”

(WB) (3-D) and “Miss Body Beauti-
ful” (Indie) (L. A. Par only). Neat
$25,000. Last week, L. A. Par only,
•‘Public Enemy" (WB) and “Little
Caesar" (WB) (reissues) (3d wk-6
days), $4,800; Hollywood Par in an-
other unit.

United Artists, Wiltern, Vogue
tUATC-SW-FWC) (2,100; 2,344;
885; 70-$1.10) — “Eternity" (Col).

Opened with Academy win bally-
hoo for repeat .first-run. Fine
$17,000. Last week, U. AM “Wild
One” (Col) and “Big Heat" (Col),

$3,000; Wiltem, Vogue, plus
Palace, “Yankee Pasha" (U), $18,-

'

200.
j

Palace, Iris, Uptown (Metropoll-
tan-FWC) (1,212; 814; 1.715; 70-
$1.10>—"Roman Holiday” (Par)
and “Stalag 17" (Par). Taking ad-
vantage of Oscar wins. Smart $20,-
000. Last week, in different units.
Warner Downtown, Beverly (SW)

(1,757; 1,612; 70-$1.10>—“Naked
Jungle" (Par) (2d wk). Fair $10,-
000. Last week, $15,800.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2.-

752; 2,812: 60-$1.10)—“Saskatche-
wan" (U) (2d wk). Light $13,000.
Last week. $20,300.
Loew’s State (UATC) (2.404; 85-

$1.25) — “Dangerous Mission”
(RKO) (3-D) (2d wk). Light $13,-
000. Last week, with Hollywood
Paramount (8 days), $9,500.
Los Angeles, Ritz (FWC (2,097;

1.363; $1-$1.50)—“Rhyber Rifles"
(20th) (2d wk). Modest $11,000.
Last week, $14,600.

Egyptian (UATC) <1,538; $1-
$1.80)—“Rose Marie" (M-G) (3d
wk). Okay- $10,000.^ Last week,
$14,000.
Fox Wflshire (FWC) (2,296;

$1.20-$1.80)
—“New faces" (20th)

(3d wk). Medium $7,500. Last
week, $10,900.

Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.80)
—“Hell. High Water" (20th) (4th
wk). Okay $9,000. Last week,
$11 ,200.

Globe (FWC) (782; 70-90)—
••Beachhead" (UA) (2d wk) and
•'Beat Devil" (UA) (m.o.). Good
$3,500. Last week, with Uptown,
Loyola, Fox Hollywood, $13,500,
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S) (2,213; 980; $1.10-$1.40)—
“French Line" (RKO) (3-D) (5th
wk), with second-run “Paris Play-
boys" (AA) added at Orpheum.
Nice $11,000. . Last week, $16,000.

El Key (FWC) (861; $1-$1.25)—
•'Summer Happiness" (Indie) (6th
wk). Good $3,700. Last week,
$4,600.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
—“Living Desert" (Disney) (15th
wk).. Upped to good $4,000. Last
Week, $3,700.
Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-

$2.40) — “Julius Caesar" (M-G)
(20th wk). Steady $3,000. Last
week, $3,200,
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,2/);

$l,20-$2.80) :— “Cinerama" < Indie)
(48th wk). Into 48th frame (28)
after sock $33,400 last week.

Woolner-Ormond’s 3
Hollywood, March 30.

Bernard Woolner and Bon Or-
mond formed tin indie production
company with a 1954 program of
three pictures starting with “Thun-
der in the Swamp," a tale of the
Louisiana bayous.

Others on the schedule are “En-
chanted Isle," a tropical subject,
and “Denver," a western adven-
ture story. Program will be shot
ib color.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . . ... ,$471,700

(Based on 23 theatres)
Last Year $1125,500

(Based on 20 theatres)

$18,(00 inPhiDy
Philadelphia, March 30.

Two telecasts, within' four days
proved one-two wallop for film biz
here. However, weekend weather
kept many people outdoors and
also Lent is rated downbeat factor.
Consensus was that the , Oscar
awarding hurt nearly all spots
Thursday since that generally is a
good night for femme trade, and
it was way off this week. R&H tv
show apparently did not hurt as
much. “Act: of Love" shapes as
strongest entry with big session at
the Midtown. “Red Garters" is

proving a disappointment at Ran-
dolph. “Glenn Miller Story” is pot
.being hurt, and still is socko in
fourth Stanley week.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) <625;*99-$1.50)—

“Julius. Caesar” (M-G) (8th wk).
Fair $5,500. Last week, $6,000.

Boyd (S&S) (1,459; $1.30-$2.80)—“Cinerama" (Indie) (25th wk).
Okay $17,000. Last week, $18,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 74-$1.50)—

“Night People" (20th) (2d wk). Off
to okay • $20,000. Last week,.
$35,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)——'“Saskatchewan" (U) (2d wk).
Good $10,000. Last week, $16,000.
Mastbanm (S-W) (4,360; 99-$1.30)

—“Riot Cell Block 11" (AA) (2d
wk). Down to so-so $16,500. Last
week, $21,500.
Mldtowh (Goldman) (1,000; 74-

$1.30)—“Act of Love" (UA). Big
$18,000. Last week, “Jivaro” (Par),

$8,500.
Randolph (Goldraan>rt2,500; 74-

$1.30)—“Red Garters" (Par). NSG
$14,000 in 6V£ days. Last week,
“Knights -of Round Table” (M-G)
(5th wk), $12,000.

Stanley (S-W) (2,900; 74-$1.50)—
“Glenn MiUer Story" (U) (4th wk).
Sturdy $20,000. Last week, $26,000.

Stanton (S-W) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Border River" (U) and “Tumble-
weed" (U). Fair $9,000 or near.
Last week, “Boy from Oklahoma"
(WB) and “Great Diamond Rob-
bery" (M-G), $6,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)
—“Man Between" (UA) (2d wk).
Nice $4,800. Last week, $6,000.

Trans-Lux JT-L) (500; 99-$1.50)
—“Beat thavDevil" (UA) (2d wk).
Fancy $6,500. Last week, $10,000.

HAPPEN’ OK $10,000,

PROV.; ‘MILLER’ 8G, 4TH
Providence, March 80,

Lenten lull Is starting to set Jn
with most stands dropping off al-

though biz is still considered good
for season of year. Topping the- list

is the State’s “Is Should Happen
To You." RKO Albee is holding a
fourth sesh with "Glenn Miller
Story." Strand, opened Monday
with reissues of Academy Award
winners "Roman Holiday" and
"Shane."

s

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 70-85)—

“Glenn Miller Story" (U) (4th wk).

Trim $8,000. Third week was
$9,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-70)—
“Boy From Oklahoma" (WB) and
“Annapurna" (Indie). Slow $6,000.

Last week, "New Faces" (20th),

upped scale helped to $11,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,200; 50-74)—

“Should Happen To You" (Col) and
“Saadia” (M-G). Okay $10,000.

Last week, “Beat the Devil" (UA)
and “Great ‘ Diamond Robbery"
(M-G), $12,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-70)— ‘Roman Holiday" (Par) and

''Shane" (Par) (reissues), Opened
Monday (29).' Last week, "Jubilee
Trail" (Rep) and “Sun Shines
Bright" (Rep), passable $5,500.

‘Riot* Fancy 11G

San Francisco. March 30.
Academy Award television show

socked Market Street b.o. as much
as 50% at some theatres last.

Thursday night. The~Sunday night
General Foods show on tv trimmed
trade about 30%. Motorama draw
at the Civic Auditorium also was- a
potent anti-film biz factor, with Or-
pheum only house benefitting be-
cause of its location. Plethora of
holdovers also Is slowing pace cur-
rently. "Saskatchewan" held okay
in second Golden Gate week. "Riot
in Cell Block 11" only new pic in
the larger houses looms fine at St.
Francis. “Genevieve" is rated fan-
cy at the arty Larkin. “Rose Marie"
also is fine dn initial holdover
round at Warfield.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 85-

$1) — “Saskatchewan" (U) and
“Monte Carlo Baby" (Lipp) (2d
wk). Held at okay $10,000 or close..

Last week, $15,000.
Fox (FWC) .(4,651; $1-$1.50)—

“New Faces” (20th) (2d wk). Off to
mild $11,000. Last week, $21,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 85-

$1.20)—“Rose Marie” (M-G) (2d
wk). Still fine at $18,000. Last
week, $32,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.10)

—“Creature Black' Lagoon" (U)
(3-D) and “Project M-7" (U) (2d
wk). Got okay $7,000 in 3 days.
Last week, $20,000..

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-$l)—“Ri>t in Cell Block 11" (AA) and
“Project Moon Base" (Lip). Fine
$11,000 Or over. Last week, “Bait"
(Col) and "Drive Crooked Road"
(Col), $10,000.
Orphenm (Cinerama Theatre,

Calif.) <1,458; $1.80-$2.80)—“Ciner-
(Continued on page 24)

Happen’ Hefty $28,080, Hub; ‘Jtmgle’

Hep24G, “Say No’ 17G, ‘Miller’ 15G, 4th
Boston, March 30. •

The Academy Award tele show
plus a heavy rainstorm* combined
to slug biz along the ,mainstem
here last Thursday (25) although
Friday And Saturday biz rebounded
strongly enough to compensate
somewhat. Of the newcomers, “It
Should Happen to You” at the
State and Orpheum shapes lively,
with “Naked .Jungle” at the Met
rated nice. “Glenn Miller Story”
in fourth week at the Memorial is

holding up strongly. “She Couldn’t
Say No" at the Paramount and
Fenway is only so-so. R&H tv show
on Sunday hurt a little.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1.500; 60-$1.10)—

“Long, Long Trailer" (M-G) (5th-
final wk). Fine $5,500 following
$7,000 in fourth.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;

50-$lV—“Living Desert” (Disney)
(8th-final wk). Good $3,500. After
$4,000 in seventh.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

(1.354; $ 1.20-5*2.40 ) - - “Cinerama"
(Indie) (13th wk). Very good $24,-
500 after $25,500 last week.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)

—

"Conouest of Everest" (UA) and
“Royal Tour" (Indie) (4th wk).
Down to lusty $6,000 after $7,000
for third. i

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l)-*-
“She Couldn’t Say No" (RKO) and
“Man in Attic" (20th). Fair $4,000.
Last week, “Creature From Black
Lagoon" (U) and “Javaro" (Par),
$8,500 in 9 days.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
“Glejvn Miller Story" (U) (4th wk).
Still in chips at $15,000 or near fol-
lowing $21,500 for third.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 50-
90) — “Naked Jungle" (Par) and
“Highway Dragnet" (AA). Fine
$24,000. Last week, “Hell. High
Water" (20th) (2d wk), $13,500 in
6 days.

Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90)—“Should Happen to Ypu" (Col)
and “Charge of Lancers" (Col).
Okay $17,000. Last week, "Beat
the Devil” (UA) and “Prisoners of
Casbah" (Col), $17,500.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
—“She Couldn't Say No" (RKO)
and “Man in the Attic" (20th). Fair
$13,000. Last week, “Creature
From Black Lagoon" (U) (3-D) and
“Jivaro" (Par), $19,500 in 9 days.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-80)—
"Should Happen To You" (Col) and
"Charge Lancers" (Col). Trim
$11,000. Last week, "Beat Devil”
(UA) and “Prisoners Casbah" (Col),

$12 ,000.

m* a* m
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Estimated Total Grose
This Week . , . . . . $2,440,000

(Based on 24 cities, aild 219
theatres, chiefly first rune, in

•

eluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Sama Week
Last Year . . . ..... . $2,212,400

(Based on 24 cities and 205
theatres.) „

Geve.; 'Jungle 10G
Cleveland, March 30.

;

Current take at mainstem houses
is almost as erratic as the Lake
Erie wlndfi here. Splitting lead
honors are "Rhapsody" at State
and the Allen's “Kiss Tomorrow
Goodbye," latter being very big.

This is the James Cagney meller
finally released in Ohio after being
held up by censors for four years.
"Riot In Cell* Block 11" is rated
hearty at Palace. "Naked Jungle"
is okay at the Stillmaii.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 60-90)—"Kiss

Tomorrow Goodbye" (WB). Fancy
$14,000. Last week, "War Arrow"
(U). $10,500.
Hlpp (Telem'ment) (3,700; 60-90)—“Killers From Space" (RKO) and

"Racing Blood" (RKO). Getting
juvenile trade but not muqh more,
lean $7,000 or less. Last week,
"Marry Me Again" (RKO) and “She
Couldn’t Say No" (RKO), $7,500.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90) —

“Stalag 17" (Par) and “Shane"
(Par). ^ Neat tieup for “Oscar"
awarding time. Sockeroo $12,000.
Last week, “Taza, Son of Cochise"
(U-I), $4,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 60-90) —

"Riot in Cell Block 11” (AA). Hefty
$18,000. Last week, ' "Nebraskan"
(Col) (2-D) and “Jesse James vs,
Daltons" (Col), $10,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 60-90) —
“Rhapsody” (M-G). Fair $12,000.
Last week, "Naked Jungle" (Par),

$11 ,000 .

Stillman (Loew*s) (2,700; 60-90T—
“Named Jungle" (Par). Satisfying
$10,000. Last week, “Rose Marie”
(M-G) (m.o.), $9,000.

‘Marie’ Rousing $12,000,

Mpls.; ‘Happen’ Nice 9G,

‘Roy’ Tall 8G, ‘Riot’ 4£G
Minneapolis, March 30.

Current newcomers’ lineup, holds
the heaviest boxoffice ammunition
of recent weeks and the aggregate
Loop take is impressive. This is
despite unfavorable weather, Lent
and stiff opposition from legiter
“Porgy and Bess,” the “Ice Fol-
lies," state high school basketball
championship tourney and Minne-
apolis Lakers basketball playoffs.

Strength among the fresh en-
tries is being displayed by “Rose
Marie," “Rob Roy” and “Should
Happen—to You” particularly.
Amazing “Glenn Miller Story" is
in its sixth week. Lone other hold-
over-is “Tanga Tika," in its second
week.

IV1 t A Ills vi CCA
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 65-85)-

“Riot in Cell Block 11" (AA). Oka:
$4,500. Last week, “Long, Loni
Trailer" (M-G) (5th wk), $3,800.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—“Glem

Miller Story" (U) (6th wk). Seem
ingly could run on indefinitely, bu
announced as final stanza. Soli<
$4,000. Last week, $5,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-$l)-

“Rose Marie" (M-G). Has benefi
of heavy ad exploitation, and pa
trons like it. Sturdy. $12,000. Lai
week, “Red Garters" (Par), $8,00
at 65-85c scale.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65-

85) — “Should Happen to You"
(Col). Praise for . this one. Solid
$9,000. Last week, “New Faces"
(20th). $11,000 at 76-$l scale.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—

“Crime Wave’’ (WB) and “Duffy of
San Quentin" (WB). Neat $5,000.
Last week, “Ride Clear of Diablo”
(U) and “Prisoners of the Casba”
(Col). $6;ooo.

State (Par) (2.300; 65-85)—“Rob
Roy’ (RKO). Tall $8,000. Last
week, “Beat the Devil" (UA),
$8,500.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)

“Tanga Tika" (Indie) (2d wk).
Rounds out a fine fortnight at
$3,000. Last week, $4,300.

Apove par reiqrns yms week on
three new bills and a nice encore
date by^Academy Award winner.
"From Here to Eternity," add ud
to a rosy Lenten hue for major
houses. "Biot in Cell Block ll"
is topping the town with a good
figure. Its producer, Walter Wan-
ger, received a fine press splurge
and spotlighting on .Crosley radio
and tv stations .for an opening dav
visit. "Red Garters" looms bright
at Palace, and "Hell’s Half Acre"
at the Grand'is rated good. "Glenn
Miller Story’* is. closing a big five-
week stay at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKQ) (3,100: 55-85)—

"Riot in Cell Block 11" fAA). Good
$12,000. Last week, "Hell, High
Water" (20th), $15,000 at 75-$l
scale.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
“Eternity** (Col). Another winner
at $9,000 or close. Last week,
"Alaska Seas” (Par) “Jivaro"
(Par), $5,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—

“Hell’s Half Acre” (Rep) and
“Flight Nurse** (Rep). Good $8,000.
Last week: "Boy From Oklahoma"
(WB) and* "Killer Ape” (Col),

$5,000 .

Keith's (Shor) <1,500; 85-$1.25)—
"Glenn Miller Story” (U) (5th wk).
Wihdlng up whopping engagement
at nearly $5,000 after fourth
frame’s ($7,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—

"Red Garters” (Par). Bright $10,-
000 or near. Last week, .‘Best
Years of Lives" (RKO), (reissue),

$9,000.

‘Say No’ Lively $15,000

In Toronto; ‘Desert’ 8G,

‘MiRer’ Wow 20G, 5th

,
Toronto, March 30.

"She Couldn’t Say No” and “Liv-
ing Desert" are topping the new-
comers with solid biz currently.
Holdovers are still pacing the town,
with the fabulous “Glenn Miller
Story" showing little change in its

top position for fifth stanza. “Rose
Marie" also is lusty in second
frame as is “Saskatchewan.’’ “Hell
and High Water" looms good, also
in Second stanzas. ‘

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059;

955; 470; 694; C98; 35-60)—“Go Man
Go" (UA) and “War Paint" (UA).
Oke $13,500. Last week, “Devil’s
Canyon" (RKO) and “Strange Fas-
cination" (Col), $11,000.

Eglington, University (FP) (1,-

080; 1,558; 40-75)—“Couldn’t Say
No" (RKO). Neat $15,000. Last
week, "Intruder" (Indie), $10,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)-^
"Hell, High Water" (20th) (2d wk).
Good $13,000. Last week, $18,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 75-$l)

—

"Rose Marie" (M-G) (3-D) (2d wk).
Lustv $19,000. Last week, $23,000.
Odeon Rank) (2,390; 50-90)

—

"Saskatchewan" (U) (2d Wk). Big
$12,000. Last week, $14,500.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-75)—
“Dangerous Mission" (RKO). Light
$8,000. Last week, “Blowing Wild"
(WB), $8,000.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 60-90)

—

“Living Desert" (Disney). Solid

$8,000. Last week, “Heart of the

Matter" (London), $4,000,
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 65-$l)—

“Glenn Miller Story" (U) (5th wk).
Still holding with little change,
wham $20,000. Last week, $21,000.

'

*

»

‘Riot’ Neat at $7,000,

L’ville; ‘Miller’ 9G, 2d
Louisville, March 30.

“Riot in Cell Block 11" at the

Mary Anderson and “Paratrooper"
at the State are the lone nevVcomers
here this Week. Both are okay.
Holdovers of “Glenn Miller Story’

at the Kentucky and “French Line’

at the Rialto are both strong.
Estimates for This Week

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 75-99)

—“Glenn Miller Story" (U) (2d wk>.

Pace is slackening some but still

sock at $9,000 after last week’s

$10 ,000 .

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—“Riot Cell Block 11" (AA).
Okay $7,000 or near. Last week,
“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) (2d

wk), $5,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

75-$lSk—“French Line" (RKO) (2d

wk). Good $15,000 after last week s

$26,000.
State (Loew's) (3,000; 75-99)—

“Rose Marie" (M-G). Opehed Sat-

urday (27). Last week, “Para-

trooper" (Col) and “Nebraskan
(Col), oke $11,000.
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38 FIELD MEN

ATMETRO TOPS

FOR BIZ
' / •

Hinterland field publicity staffs;

the first to feet the ax during the

industry's economy moves, are
returning to solid footing. Metro
retains the leadership in this -de-

partment, being the only -company
to maintain its staff almost Intact

during the slicing stanza. At pres-

ent, company employs a total of

38 field staffers, 29 of whom are
on a permanent basis and nine
who are specially assigned for

“Julius Caesar” bookings.

Metro’s ^otal of field staffers is

believed to be more than that of

all the other companies combined.
During the lush stanza of film
business, M-G retained 32 perma?
nent staffers, one for each ex-

change area. It’s the hope 9of

Emery Austin, field promotion
topper, to again place at least one
fieldman in each exchange zone.

Value of the field ballymen, ac-

cording to Austin, is generally un-
derestimated. They are not only
the company’s liaison between
theatres, newspapers, radio and tv
stations, he explained, but also
play an important role as good will

ambassadors. The field reps, he
noted, are the company’s contact
with local politicians, religious
and civic groups. “There's not a
fieldman who’s covered a territory
for some time who can’t get a
governor or a mayor to take part
in a dignified film tie-up,” he said.

More concretely the maintenance
of a hinterland staff pays off in

space. Austin cites, for example,
1.200 inches of newspaper pub-
licity space. 96 radio shows and 37
tv plugs for M-G^s “The Long,
Long Trailer." This was accom-
plished without any name stars.

Company toured a trailer with two
unknown starlets.

I
Film Biz Thrives on 1

ion
9
}

MARY McCALL ANSWERS

GOLDWYN ON WRITERS
Hollywood, March 30.

Former Screen Writers Guild
prexy Mary C. McCall Jr. chal-
lenged Samuel Goldwyn’s asser-
tion that only** 10% of the SWG
membership are good, saying it’s

true only if the producer is refer-
ring to extremely high . writing
standards. Had Goldwyn said only
one out of every 10 Writers pos-
sesses a major talent, he would
undoubtedly be telling the tsuth,
she added.

Miss McCall commented, “It may
be that 10% of the membership
can’t write; 10% are great writers,
in a rarified atmosphere, while
80% may never rise above a com-
petent mediocrity.

“The good but not great writers
are in this middle ground, but
they’re not chained there. Some
may rise to the upper 10% on oc-

casion, while some of the top writ-
ers may slip to the middle ground
on some stories. There’s some
traffic in between,” she remarked.

Referring to prexy F. Hugh Her-
bert’s contention that Goldwyn’s
comments “must have been off the
record,” the former SWG prez
observed: “Mr. Goldwyn is neither
shy nor devious. He doesn’t speak
off the record.”

Miss McCall, who has been doing
a good deal of telepix scripting re-
cently, particularly for Screen
Gems, opined that most telescript-
ers will come from the screen field,

and advised these, “Never patron-
ize—never condescend to any me-
dium. This is the uhforgivcable.

,
sin. If 1 were writing for bur-
lesque, I’d still do my best.”

She observed that “in .compari-
son with what actors get, writers
don’t receive sufficient pay. Anxie-
ty strangles creative work, and if

the writer tries too hard because
of financial circumstances, • he
doesn’t do as well.”

By GENE ARNEEL
Apparently there is nothing like turmoil to bring

the motion picture business out of a rut. Often billed

as one of the few industries that cam afford the lux-

ury of one crisis' after another, the film trade is

now marking gains on various financial fronts. (1)

Profits are better generally than in the last several

years. (2) Companies have tightened operations and
in many ways achieved a more realistic eoonomy,.
Official reports from circuits and distributors show
that audiences are growing. (4) Impending tax cuts

on. admissions represent another plus.

Charles Brackett, president of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, at the Oscar cere-
mony in Hollywood last Thursday (25) made this

point: “Tonight we celebrate a single year—1953.
We celebrate it exultantly, as a year* of rebirth,

revitalization, new techniques, new dimensions.. As
to the audience, it hasn't drifted, it has surged back
but with a new look, a more, knowing eye, an in-

sistence on showmanship, a demand for balanced
perfection in every department of picture making.
It seems that all their cantankerous hearts desired
was great, pictures. Well, they got them,”

.

,

The film colony's fascination with, but uncertainty
over, the new “scopes” appears an*example of where
confusion breeds coin. For all seem agreed that
Cinerama, Cinemascope and, in certain instances,

3-D have stirred new public interest in the entire
Hollywood output. *

The market 'is potentially the greatest it ever has
been for good Aims, says Samuel Goldiwyn. Leonard
Goldenson, United Paramount prez," makes the point
that more and more customer^ are on the way,
stemming from the postwar birthrate upsurge.
Jack Warner, in a recent Coast address: “Ours is

an industry that always comes through when the
chips are down. We’ve proved again aqd again that
in this business a crisis can have its positive side.

We’ve had them before and they always have been
followed by important gains.”

Following is a capsule account of the money-
making behavior of the principal film and theatre
companies:

b
Columbia—Net earnings jumped to $1,910,000 for

the 26 weeks ended last Dec. 26, from $247,000 in

the corresponding period a year ago. Studio embark-
ing on a substantially more elaborate production,
program whose cash requirements likely will rule
out possibility of an upped dividend for at least the
next six to nine months. Gross business appears Tis-

.

ing to $67,000,000 for fiscal 1954, or a gain of over
$6,000,000 in comparison with: 1953.
Loew'a—Possibility here of upped divvy within

the next six months. Company in June of 1952 cut
its distribution to stockholders to 20c /quarterly, per
share, from 37V£c. Saving $2,200,000 this year via
trimmed pension plan for employees. Earnings for
first 1954 quarter went up to 22c per share, com-
pared with 6c in first quarter of 1953. Very strong
financial structure. Production inventories now at a
low point, influencing decision to step up rate of
filmmaking by eight productions this year.

National Theatres—1953 net was $2,515,000, or 91c
a share, compared with $1,877,000, or 68c per share
in the previous fiscal year. Attendance dropped 6%
and theatre income was off 1% in consequence of

NT’s divestiture* of 31 houses, cutting the total to

385. Economies accounted for the earnings upbeat.
$1,100,000 shelled out for Cinemascope equipment
in 83 situations and total expenditure figures to

climb to $4,000,000 for entire chain. Continued earn-
ings improvement in prospect.
Paramount—Wall Street estimates place 1953

earnings* at $2.90 per share on gross business gf
$108,000,000. 1952 net was $2.52‘ per share, gross
was $104,800,000. Annual $2 divvy rate has been
maintained since company formed in 1950 via di-.

vorcement reorganization. Appears definite to con-

tinue. Diversified interests include heavy particlpa
tion in DuMont Labs, Telemeter (coinbox tv in
homes), Chromatic Labs, aiid ownership of station
KTLA in L. A.

RKO Pictures—Strictly downbeat now, future
plans unknown. Howard Hughes offer to buy out
entire assets at equivalent of $6 per share still

pending, strongly indicated it will go through (trad-*

ing price on the N. ' Y. Stock Exchange has been
$5.61*/$ per share). First nine months of 1953 re-

sulted in deficit of $3,740,000, compared with loss

of.$4,777,000 in same period of 1952. Some stepped-
up production is Indicated in tieups with indie film-
maker*. Hughes, personally, simply unpredictable.

RKO Theatres—Total income for 1953 up to $34,-

075,000, from $31,521,000 in previous year. Policy
of selling unwanted (meaning unprofitable) proper-
ties caused a net loss of $296,600 for the year. Chain
took a loss of $1,205,800 on sale of twW houses, two

.
real estate properties. Two theatres leased to other
interests. Now has 82 theatres, 58 of which have
been equipped for CinemaScope, Spent about $1,-
'500,000 on these installations ^over last yea *.

Stanley Warner—First divvy (20c per share) was
paid in January. Earnings for first 1954 quarter hit
21c. No comparisons available but all of 1953 brought
loss* of 17c per share. Strong upbeat for balance of
this year looks for sure. Tieup with Cinerama shap-
ing as important income .source. Possible is another
cash distribution to stockholders within next nine
months.
20th-Fox—Special djyvy of 10c per share declared

along with regular 25c payoff for first 1954 quarter.
Strong cash position and lessened capital require-
ments because of fewer productions prompted board
action authorizing/purchase of 100,000 Share .of com-
pany^ own stock at prevailing prices on N. Y. Stock
exchange beginning April 15. = Earnings for 1953
(calendar year) jumped to $4,560,000, or $1.65 per
common share, fo^ a gain of over 100%. Has strong
competitive edge in C’Scope market but continued
loss of many theatre outlets must be reckoned with
if C’Scope licensing conditions . are continued.

United Artists—Indie company makes no public
disclosures re finances. But reliable .sources indicate
volume of business more than doubled in last two
years. Understood all profits' being poured into com-
pany fund for financing production, rather than split

among limited partnership group. Heavy coin com-
ing from quantity of product (four releases a month)
and not alone a few tall 'money-making pix.
United Paramount (American Broadcasting)—De-

spite the lopping of 39 theatres over the year, op-
erating income of $114,926,000 for 1953 Was just
slightly under the previous year. As of start of 1954,
chain comprised 669 situations. ABC division show-
ing improvement but still for all of 1953 was a
deficit operation; Consolidated net for 1953 amounted
to $8,996,000, including $4,480,000 from operations
and $4,516,000 from cap gains, equal to $2,14 per
common share. No per-share comparison available
due to changes in capital structure of circuit as now
Amalgamated with ABC. Program of C’Scope instal-

lations is listed* as a $6,000,000 expenditure.
Universal—Excess profits tax nicked U for 45c

per -share last year. With this levy now removed
monetary picture still further brightened. Net of
'$772,979 for the 13 weeks ended last Jan, 30 was
highest quarterly report in eight years. Extra 25c
dividend was voted last December along with 50c
regular.. Another 25c special is looked ior . in not
top distant future. U has been steadily oh monetary
upbeat for the last five years.

.

Warner Bros.—Now appears * gaining ground
following setbacks stemming from domestic theatre
divorcement. For 1954 fiscal year, which .ends Aug.
31, profit at $1.60 per share foreseen by some ana-
lysts. *1953 net was $1.17 per share, exclusive of
capital gains. Divvy rate holding at 30c per quarter.

BIDDING CAUSES LOSS

That's Twist In Suit, of Liberty,

Michigan City, Ind.

* Chicago, March 30.

Metro’s petitioned in vain last

week that the Liberty Theatre,
Michigan City, Ind., pending ac-

tion in Federal District Court be
dismissed. Judge Julius Hoffman
intends to study the complaint

• further. Theatre seeks injunction
to permit the splitting of product
with its competition instead of bid-
ding against them for pix. This
represents a switch from normal
requests in court for bidding in

preference to ‘splitting.

Liberty is claiming q^hat .two
neighboring houses, both operated
by Illinois-Indiana chain, are bid-
ding themselves into losses in or-
der to" gain favbred product and
put the Liberty out of business.
Metro is involved because the ex-
change has been insisting on bids.

Caribe’s Virgin' Isle Film
Caribe Productions, new indie

outfit with headquarters in New
York, is planning a- series of theat-
rical films. First on the schedule
of the company, headed by Eugene
Gutowski, is “Trurik Bay,” slated
for filming in the Virgin Islands
this summer.
DuMaresq Clavell has "been

Inked to produce and direct the
film.

Film-Making Lectures
Hollywood, March 30.

San Francisco Museum of Art
will Sponsor a series of lectures on
film making, to be. delivered by
members of the Screen Directors
Guild of America. . Series starts
April. $ with Rouben Mamoulian.
Other directors slated to speak

are Mitchell Leisen, Cecil B. De-
Mille, Kenneth Macgowan, John
Ford, Fred Zinnemann, Vincente
Mlnellj, Stephen Bosustow, Willard
VimDyke and Parc Lorentz.

FUTTER’S ANAMORPHIC

LENS GETS 20TH OKAY
Anamorphic projection tenses

set for the 2.55 to’ 1 or z.66 to 1

CinemaScope ratio ajid approved
by 20th-Fox after extensive tests

are now being offered by Walter
Futter. Lenses sell for $900 a pair.

Futter, an industry vet; said last-

week He had received a large’ ship*
ment of the lenses from Germany,
where they are being made by the
Schneider plant. They're being sold
in the U. S. under the tradetitle
“Vidoscope.” Schneider outfit, via
Futter, also puts out regular wide-
angle projection lenses in all focal
lengths.

According to Futter, the variable
anamorphic

.
lenses -currently being

offered require improved projec-
tion lenses whereas the Vidoscope
lens can use lenses currently in the
projection machines.

Sandusky Repeals 3%
Sandusky* Q., March 30.

Sandusky City Commission, .by a
3-2 vote, has repealed the 3%
municipal tax on all admission
tickets selling, under 55c, effective
May l. The tax annually produces
.about $12,000 in tev.enue for the
city. The two commissioners op-
posing repeal said that attendance
had picked up in recent months,
due to better films and new equip-
ment. /

Theatre owners had cited loss
of revenue through declining at-
tendance. , ,

'HONDO' STATISTICS

24 Dates In 2-D Against Only’j
Three In 3-D

b —
Minneapolis, March 30.

Made available to Twin Cities

neighborhood houses both in 2-D
and 3-D after playigp its downtown
first-run as a depthie, “Hondo” so

far has landed 24 2-D and only
thr&e 3-D bookings. Many houses
equipped for 3-D are taking the
2-D print.

*

Last week, it played dayTand-
date in the earliest 2&-day subse-
quent run nabes and did equally
smash business in six as a 2-D and
in the only pair that offered it as
a 3-D, according to Myrbn Adcock,
Warner Bros, branch manager.
' The two theatres playing if 3-D,
including United * Paramount’s ace
Uptown, emphasized the third di-
mension in their newspaper ads.
But the largest amount of news-
paper advertising space was used
by the Volk Bros, for their Terrace
and Riverview, the former thiq
town’s top subsequent run, theatre,
where its 2-D «print held forth.

“This would; go to show itV the
picture that counts and the projec-
tion technique

: doesn’t apparently
matter when you have the gdods
otherwise,”, observed Adcock. '

-
' >

James Noblitt resigned' as trustee
of the. Hollywood Film Council and
was succeeded by George' J.’ Fla-
herty, 'business, agent of Studio
Projectionists, Local 165, IATSE.

BANKROLLING

Although numerous individuals
agree that the annual Academy
Awards ceremony should be strict-
ly an intra-industry project, to the
extent that the trade Itself would
sponsor radio and tv coverage,
there’s little prospect of this tak-
ing place in the foreseeable fu-
ture. (Beefs in the trade were that
the Oldsmobile commercials. on the
NBC exposure last Thursday *25)
had the effect of impairing the
show and detracting from the stat-
ure of the picture business).

Nix on the film industry as the
bankrolled is via the attitude of
some company execs. Officials at
Paramount, for example, are not
top keen on even the principle of
the Oscar derby, feeling it tends
to encourage artistic merit in pix
at the expense of commercial val-
ues.

.

-

Par would balk at any. proposal
whereby the Motion Picture Assn,
of America would present the Acad
program on the air. Thus,
MPAA sponsorship Is out. Council
of Motion; Pictute Organizations,
Whose membership comprises pro-
ducers, distributors and exhibitors
alike* simply doesn’t have the nec-
essary backlog of dollars to pay
the freight. CQMPO’s entire fund
has been used to finance the cam-
paign to obtain admissions tax re-
lief.

Only other organized group
which, oq the surface, might fig-

ure as. the coin s'ource (the com-
bined raido-tv pickup cost Olds
$275,000) would be the Assn, of
Motion Picture Producers but here
again the Oscar resentment felt by
some industry toppers would be a
stumbling block.

Actual dollar meaning of Acad
recognition of -pix is difficult to
figure, much depending upon the
timing. A film • just’ swinging into
release obviously would have the (

most to gain from Oscar publicity.
In last week’s race, the three most
prominent pix all have played out
their best dates. These are “From
Here to Eternity” (best pic),

“Stalag 17” (best actor, William
Holden) and “Roman Holiday” (best
actress, Audrey Hepburn).
But, eyen despite this, Columbia,

as producer-distributor of “Etern-
ity,” estimates roughly $250,000-
$500,000 in additional coin for the
pix. The Oscar spotlighting clearly
will bolster the b.o. as “Eternity”
moves into subsequent dates and,
in some, cases, where exhibs in
stronger locations will want to play
the pic a second time. The reissue
value for the years to come also is

enhanced, of course.

TRIAL OPENS AS EXHIBS

SEEK ‘OUT’ ON LEASES
Minneapolis, March 30.

Trial is under way in district
court of a suit brought by Dale,
Montgomery & Rydeen, circuit
owners operating as the Twin City
Theatre Co., to invalidate their
purchase of the St. Paul loop
Strand and Tower theatres from
the Minnesota Amusement Co.
(United paramount circuit).

They’re 'also seeking to recover,
from the MAC $75,000 that they
paid on the $150,000 deal for the
theatres’,, leases and equipment.
MAC sold the theatres 4o carry

out the Paramount consent decree
requirements. It,, denies* the plain-
tiff’s' allegation that it misrepre-
sented the eariiings of the show-,
houses in making the sale or that
the deal was in any way fraudu-
lent. •

After operating the theatres two
years* the plaintiff, still owing
$75,000, tossed them back into the
lap of MAC which was liable for
their rentals. Upon expiration of
the theatres’ leases, MAC, which
kept them dark for two years fol-

lowing their return* relinquished
the houses. They were recently re-

opened by the properties’’ owner
after being , shuttered for .a still

further lengthy period.

Called as • the first witness for

statutory cross examination, Harry
B. French, MAC 'president', testi-

fied regarding the theatres’ His-

tories.' Ben Deitlard Is counsel for

the plaintiff and Mandt Torrisqn
ror the defendant.



Studio Score oh Oscars
COLUMBIA

wpst Picture of theYear—“From Here To Eternity.”

S«t performance By -a Supporting Actor—Frank Sinatra.

Spct performance By * Supporting Actress—Donna Reed.

SaqI Direction—Fred Zinnemann.

fapst Screenplay—“From Here To Eternity.
1'

Sest Achievement in Film Editing—“From Here To Eternity.”

nest Achievement in Sound Recording—“From Here To Eternity”

Best Achievement in Cinematography (BJack-and-White)—“From Here
To Eternity.”

PARAMOUNT
Best Performance By an Actor—William Holden.

Best Performance By an Actress—Audrey Hepburn.

irvin° Thalberg Award—George Stevens.

Best Motion Picture Story—“Roman Holiday.”

Best Achievement in Cinematography. (Color)—“Shane.”

Best Achievement in Costume Design (Black-and-white)—“Roman
Holiday.” .

Special Effects—“War of the Worlds.”

20TH-FOX
Best Scoring of a Musical Picture—“Call Me Madam.”

Best Story and Screenplay—“Titanic.”

Best Achievement in Art Direction (Color)
—“The Robe.”

Set Decoration (Color)—“The Robe.”

Best Achievement in Costume Design (Color)—“The Robe.”

Special Award—20th Century-Fox Film Corporation.

Scientific and Technical Award—Class I, Earl Sporiable, Sol Halprin,

Lorin Grignon, Herbert Bragg, Carl Faulkner.

METRO
Best Score of a Dramatic or Comedy Picture—“Lili*

Best Achievement in Art Direction (Black-and-White)—“Julius Caesar.”

Set Decoration (Black-and-White)^-“Julius Caesar.”

One-Reel Short Subject—“The Merry Wives of Windsor Overture.”

Special Award—Pete Smith. I

BUENA VISTA FILM DISTRIBUTION CO.* INC.
Most Distinctive Documentary Feature—“The Living Desert.”

Cartoon—“Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Room.”

RKO
Most Distinctive Documentary Short—“The Alaskan Eskimo.”
Two-Reel Short Subject—“Bear Country.” ’

' '

WARNERS
Best Song—“Secret Love.”

CINERAMA PRODUCTIONS CORP.
Scientific and Technical Award—Class I, Fred Waller.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORPORATION
Scientific and Technical Award—Class II.

WESTREX CORPORATION
Scientific and Technical Award—Class III. •

PRODUCTION CODE ADMINISTRATION
Special Awaird—Joseph Breen.

BELL & HOWELL
Special Award. .:

Outstanding Production
"FROM HERE TO ETERNITY," Columbia.
Buddy Adler. '

Bast Performance By. An Actress
AUDREY HEPBURN. "ROMAN HOLI-
DAY.' 1 Paramount.
Best Performance By An Actor

WILLIAM HOLDEN, “STALAG 17," Para-
mount.
Best Performance By a Supporting

Actress
DONNA REED, "FROM HBRtt TO ETER-
NITY," Columbia.
Best Performance By a Supporting

„ Actor
FRANK SINATRA* "FROM HERE TO
ETERNITY," Columbia.

Best Direction
"FROM HERE TO ETERNITY," Columbia,
Fred Zinncmann.

Irving Thalberg Award
GEORGE STEVENS.

Best Original Film Story
^.
N HOLIDAY." Paramount, Ian

McLellan Hunter.
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Art Direction (Color)
“THE ROBE," 20th-Fox, Lyle Wheeler
and George W. Davis.
Sot Decoration (Black and White)

"JULIUS CAESAR." Metro. Edwin B. Wil-
lis and Hugh Hunt.

Sot Decoration (Color)
"THE ROBE." 20th-Fox, Walter M. Scott
and Paul S. Fox.
Costume Designing (Black and White)

"ROMAN HOLIDAY," Paramount, Edith
Head. ,

Costume Designing (Color)
"THE ROBE," 20th-Fox, Charles Le Mairs
and Emile Santiago.

Special Effects
'WAR OF THE WORLDS," Paramount.

Sound Recording
“FROM HERE TO ETERNITY," Columbia,
' Tfohn P. Livadary. '

•

Film Editing
“FROM HERE TO ETERNITY," Columbia,
William Lyon. .

Short Sublects (One-Reel)
“THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR
OVERTURE," Metro, Johnny Green.

Short Sublects (Two-Reel)
"BEAR COUNTRY," Walt Disney Produc-

tions-RKO, Walt Disney.
Short Sublects (Cartoon)

"TOOT, WHISTLE, PLUNK AND BOOM."
Walt Disney Productions-Buena Vista
Film Distribution Co., Inc.. Walt Disney.

Documentaries (Feature)
"THE LIVING DESERT."' Walt Disney
Productions-Buena Vista Film Distribu-
tion Co., Inc., Walt Disney.

Documentaries (Short)
"THE ALASKAN ESKIMO," Walt Disney
Productions-RKO, Walt Disney.

SPECIAL AWARDS
BELL & HOWELL, for its pioneering ef-

forts in the advancements of the in-

dustry.
PETE SMITH, for his merry efforts in

bringing laughter to the screen.
JOSEPH BREEN, for bringing dignity to

the Production Code Administration.
20th CENTURY-FOX CORPORATION, for
Introducing Cinemascope.

EZELL SOUND SHOWN
AT DALLAS DRIVE-IN

v, Balias, March 30.
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Women’s Clubs’ Ratings
Washington, March 30.

The top Two-Star rating of the

General Federation of Women’s
Clubs goes to only four films in

the organization's latest monthly
report* Metro’s “Executive Suite,”

“Holly and Ivy” from London
Films; Paramount’s “Knock on
Wood”; and “Riot in Cell.block 11”

from Allied Artists get the double

dazzle.

One Star winners are Para-

mount’s “Elephant Walk” and “Red
Garters;” Metro’s “Rhapsody” and
“Tennessee Champ;” 20th’s “New
Faces;’ and Universal’s “Saskat-

chewan.”

Kronenberger’s Morley Film

Frank Kassler, prexy of Contin-

ental Distributors, Inc., has named
Robert Krofienberger, of Manhat-
tan Films, Los Angeles, as distrib

for 11 western states of “The Final

Test,” British film starring Robert
Morley.

Film is a J. Arthur Rank produc-

tion for Which Kassler has the U.S.

RKO Execs Bum at Recent 'Guests’

&

Exhibi Complained About Screen at 86tb St. Theatre
—‘But Our Customers Don't’

’Eternity’ Ties Oscar

Record; 8 Awards Give

Columbia Studio Victory
Hollywood, March 30.

Columbia’s “From Here to Eter-
hity,” with a total of eight Oscars
to its credit, enabled that studio
to win the 26th annual Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-
ences race by a narrow margin.
Paramount and 20th-Fox were

tied for second place with seven
awards each, and Metro finished
fourth with five, one of which was
a special award to pete Smith, who
is retiring. RKO and. the Buena
Vista Film Distribution Co. regis-
tered two apiece and Warners one.
The RKO and Buena Vista awards
were created by Walt Disney, giv-
ing him a total of four.

Columbia’s Oscars, all derived
from “From Here to Eternity,”
were: Best Picture; Best Perform-
ance by a Supporting Actor, Frank
Sinatra; Best performance by a
Supporting Actress, Donna Reed;
Best Screenplay; Best Direction,
Fred Zinnemann; Best Film Edit-
ing; Best Sound Recording and
Best Cinematography in black-and-
white. These eight awards tied the
all-time Oscar record established
years ago by “Gone With the
Wind.”

Paramount's score was boosted
to seven by the Irving Thalberg
Award, which went to George
Stevens. Others were: Best Per-
formance by an Actor, William
Holden; Best Performance by an
Actress, Audrey Hepburn; Best
Motion Picture Story; Best Cine-
matography in color; Best Costume
Design in black-and-white, and
Best Special Effects.

More Special Awards
Another special award, for in-

troducing Cinemascope, helped
20th-Fox’s score. Other awards
were: Best Scoring of a Musical
Picture; Best Story and Screen-
play; Best Art Direction in color;

Best Costume Design in color, and
the Scientific and Technical Award.

In addition to the special award
to Pete Smith, Metro’s achievz-
ments were: Best Score of a Dra-

i

matic or Comedy Picture; Best Art
Direction in black* and white; Best
Set Decoration in black-and-white,
and Best One-Reel Short Subject.
Buena Vista scored with the

Most Distinctive Documentary Fea-
ture and the Best Cartoon, and
RKO with the Most Distinctive

Documentary Short and the Best
Two-Reel Short, all produced by
Walt Disney.
There was no surprise when Wil-

liam Holden and Audrey Hepburn
were announced as best actor and
actress. They had been heavy- fa-

vorites among the crystal gazers.

The same held good for Donna
Reed as best supporting actress

and Frank Sinatra as best support-
ing actor. Sinatra was given a big

hand and looked bewildered as he
clutched his Oscar.

Science and Technique
Only four scientific and techni-

cal awards were handed out this

year. George Pal won his third

special effects trophy with “War
of the Worlds.” Others went to

Cinerama, the ~Reeves Soundcraft
Corporation and the Westrex Cor-
poration. A special award went to

Joseph I. Breen for his adminis-
tration of the Production Code.
The Awards Presentation staff

consisted of Mitchell Leisen, gen-

eral director; Donald O’Connor,
emcee; Andre Previn, musical di-

rector; Daniel B. Cathcart, stage

setting; Richard Carlson, special

radio commentator; Raymond Burr,

special tv commentator; Hal Kan-
ter, script; Bobby Heifer, orches-

tra manager; Billy Lewis and
Louis DaPron, staging of musical
numbers; George Bertholon, busi-

ness manager.
Presenters of the awards and the

categories were: Elizabeth Taylor

and Michael Wilding, documentary
subjects; Jack Webb, sound; Mari-

lyn Erskine and Keefe Braselle,

short subjects; Esther Williams,

film editing; Tyrone Power, scien-

tific and technical; Arthur Freed,

music; Lana Turner and Lex Bark-

er, cinematography; Gene Tierney,

costume design; Marge and Gower
Champion, art direction; Kirk
Douglas, writing; Irene Dunne, di-

rection; Walter Brenqan, support-

ing actress; Mercedes McCam-
bridge, supporting actor; Gary
Cooper (clip filmed in Mexico),

best actress; Shirley Booth (live

tv pickup in Philadelphia), best-

actor; Cecil B. DeMille, best pro-

duction. David O. Selznick. a. for-

mer winner* handed the Thalberg
*to George Stevens.

Disney ‘Stormy’ Solo
In a policy switch, the. Walt Dis-

ney office is now selling “Stormy,”
45-minute entry, on its own. Orig-
inal plan was to sell the pic as part
of a

.
package with the feature-

length “Living Desert.”

As a result of the Disney experi-
ence with the shorter film, the sub-
ject of second features on double
bills may come up for reappraisal.

|

It’s figured that if a three or foiir-

reeler can hold up as the “com-
panion” feature, there will be more
Hollywood inclination to turn out
such material rather than the full-

length programmer pix.

‘Oscar’ Sponsorship
U555 CPntlnusd from page 1 ssssm

papers say about 43,000,000) did
same thing. Certainly the empty
seats in the theatres across the
country prove that these figures
are correct.'

What did our great motion pic-

ture industry show the 43,000,000
people who sat around their tele-

vision sets? Every picture dis-

cussed, every song hit that was.

heard, every credit that was an-
nounced, were naturally about
last year’s achievements. Was
there anything new on the pro-
gram last night? Yes, the only new
thing was the story, of the 1954
Oldsmobile.

Why a Sponsor?

As an exhibitor, as one who is

virtually interested in all aspects
of the motion picture industry, I

do not think that I am alone in

feeling that industry-wise, a much
finer accomplishment would have
been marked to ouj* credit, if in-

stead of having a commercial spon-
sor for this great show, it would
have been given to the American
public by the producers, distribu-

tors and exhibitors.

I know how happy it would have
made me, and the other exhibitors
of the nation, if Paul Douglas had
told the public something about a

few of the outstanding filips which
would be shown in 1954—pictures
which might be potential Academy
Award winners next year, instead
of a 1954 automobile.

Wouldn’t it have been infinitely

more thrilling if one of our beau-
tiful and'glamorous stars described
the great stories that would be .on
motion picture screens, instead of

|

talking about the inside or outside

|

of the car?
Wouldn’t the public have much

rather seen and heard about some
of the great developments in our
industry, such as Cinemascope,
Stereophonic Sound. "Vista-Vision,

Superscope and other technical

achievements which will raise mo-
tion pictures to an even greater
level than they are today, instead
of seeing the beautiful scenery
that one finds while riding around
the country in a new automobile?

I cannot recall when any auto-

mobile ' company has even spon-
sored a television show to adver-
tise motion pictures. Is our indus-

try so impoverished that in order
to present the greatest show of the
year, it must call upon the auto-

bile industry to advertise its prod-
ucts as a reward for bringing this

show to the public? To me, it

seems that something is wrong
somewhere.
Moreover. I think that some-

thing should be done about it —
and done right now, not next, year
when it is too late. I hope that a;

committee will be appointed that
will start at once to plan for the
radio and television presentation
of the 1954 academy award per-

formance—a show that should be
paid for by everyone who has a

stake in our industry, and that in-,

eludes distributors, producers, ex-

hibitors and all the others. After
the wonderful job that COMPO
has done on the tax situation, this

might be its next important task,

one that would bring everlasting
credit to the industry and
COMPO.

,

In conclusion, I want you to

know this—I loved every bit of

last night’s performance, but I

would have been so proud to have
been able to say to my friends this

.morning: “Our industry gave you
last night’s show. Hou) did you

Burned as a result of the un-
solicited beefs relating to its screen
at the RKO 86th Street Theatre,
N. Y>, the theatre chain has firmly
stated that “we’ve had no com-
plaints from the customers.” Com-
ment was in answer yto numerous
raps at the screen by exhibs who
visited the theatre last week for.

demoristrations of Superscope and
the Super Panatar variable anamor-
phic lens.

Particularly Irking RKO execs
was the opinion of Allied States
Assn, board chairman Abram F.

Myers who termed the screen “tho
worst I've ever seen.” Myers this

week made, it plain that he was
not condemning the brand of

screen, but was just referring to
tbe particular screen at the RKO
86th St. It happened that tho
screen at .the theatre is 20th-Fox*i

Miracle Mirror screen which made
Myers’ crack seem beauooup propa-
ganda. “The brand may be a very
good one,” Myers now clarifies.

View of an RKO
.
Theatres

spokesman is that it’s easy for

everybody to criticize, but “you
can’t buy a.new screen every time
a new one is brought out.” He
stressed that RKO was one of the
first to install the C’Scope screen
and that the one at the RKO
86th St., Theatre was one of the

first to be instaUed. “As soon as

the newest Miracle Mirror screen

is. perfected, we’ll put it in,” the

spokesman asserted, “In the natu-

ral course of events we ’ll probably
install new screens in all our
theatres. We always keep chang-

ing equipment. We try to keep
up with the best equipment that's

available.
.
We've got as good

equipment .as 99% of the theatres

in the country.”—

^

Exhibs Offered
Continue* from page 2 sss

atre and her race, with NBC po-

lice escort, across town in post-

theatre Broadway traffic, in order
to get .to the Center for the New
York pickup of her Oscar at 11:25

EST. The “Ondine” curtain is 11:10

and she just didn’t have time to

shed that sea-weed green makeup
that is part of her water-sprite role

in the legiter.

‘Daily Variety’s* 7 ont of 8
Contemplation of own finger-

nails while pretending not to

boast: Daily Variety, which does
an annual advance prophecy of the
winners in the Oscar Derby, tabbed
seven out of eight right on the
schnoz. Muffed on best song, pre-

dicting “That’s Amore” would get

the accolade but prize went to

“Secret Love.”

Hepburn Best Brit. Actress
^ London, March 30.

On the same night, last Thurs-
day (25», that Audrey Hepburn re-

ceived her Oscar for her perform-
ance in “Roman Holiday.” she w'as

voted, by the British Film Acad-
emy, as best British actress of 1953
for her work in the same film.

Presentation w'ah made at a gala
at the Odeon, Leicester Square*
and Jack Hawkins accepted tho
award on her behalf.

It was, in fact, a case of standing
for all the star winners, Margaret
Lockwood collected thee prize on
behalf of Sir John Gielgud, who
was nominated best British actor

for his portrayal of Cassus in

“Julius Caesar” (Gielgud is star-

ring in “A Day By The Sea” at the
Haymai'ket Theatre and was un-
able to be present'; Kenneth More
subbed for Leslie Caron who got
the nod as the best foreign actress
for her performance in “Lili,” and
Glynis Johns deputized for Marlon
Brando, voted best foreign actor
for his work in “Caesar.” The only
performer to collect his own prize

was Norman Wisdom, selected as
the most promising newcomer.

‘Genevieve’ Top British Film
Film awards went to "Les Jeux

Interdits” <“The Secret. Game”) as
the best pic from any source and
to “Genevieve” as the best British
production. “Conquest of Everest”
was picked as the best documen-
tary.

Presentations were made on be-
half of- the Academy by John
Hustoq.

1
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Thanks to the Academy members, my staff, and
our patient cameramen, ^ c7<o.
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Paris, March 30

The early year dip in fllirf pro-

duction here, because of the un-

settled status of the Film Aid LaW,

has been halted,* and now most
Paris studios

1

afe humming again.

It looks to be almost a normal year

production-wise, with films likely

to top the lOO mark this year. How-
ever, the lull has had producers

taking a close look at boxoffice re-

turns. The result may well be a

lowering in quantity and an at-

tempt to boost th? quality, with

spectacle, tinters and offbeaters

high on the production agenda.

Recent years have shown that

the quality film easily surpasses

the ordinary cohimercial films in

returns. The festival prize incen-

tives also have helped turn spe-

cialized films 1 into b.o. bonanzas.

Great take of H. G. Clouzot's bom-
bastic “Wages Of Fear” is a proof

of this point. Spectacle and color

have also come in for heavy atten-

tion. This year will probably see

40 tinters as against last year's 19.

Costume arid historical specs are

also going to come in for heavy
consideration because of sock re-

turns on Christian-Jaque’s “Lu-
crece Borgia” and Sacha Guitry’s
"If Versailles Were Told To Me,”
This may reduce the excess num-
ber of producers here, and lead to

mergers within France, and also

lead- to bigger coproductions.

Sexy Italo Pic Tops

, Rome lst-Run Entries
Rome, March 23. !

Italian film, "A Day at the Pre-
fect,” with Silyana Pampahinl and
Sophia Loren, topped the. field ip

grosses lasTweek in Rome. What
makes “Prefect’s” boxoffice show-
ing so surprising is that the
Minerva film had to battle two big

U. S. pix, “The Robe” and “Gentle-

men Prefer Blondes,” both 20th-

Fox films. I

In month of playing firstrun at

Corso Theatre, “Prefect” has aver-

aged nearly $2,000 a day. In' 10

days^ at /Metropolitan Theatre!
“Blondes” has averaged around
$1,600 per day. “Robe,” which has
been breaking boxoffice records

consistently in its 3V6-month stay

at the Capitol, smallerJiouse than

the Corso, has been grossing near-

ly $1,500 daily.

Prefer 0. S. Pix
Berlin, March 23.

Big Swing To Tinters

There are eight projects being
prepared for Eastmancolor lensing
with the success of this process in
“Versailles.” Easier lab facilities

and costs are also a plus factor for
this.

Jacques Becker starts his “Ali

Baba . And The 40 Thieves” with
Fernandel this month while Jean
Delannoy. is readying “Obsession,”
a circus story, with Michele Morgan
and Raf Vallone. Andre Hunnbelle
is preparing a big scale musical
comedy, “Cadet Roussel,” with
Francois Perier and Bourvil.

Claude-Autant-Lara has two big
scale costume tinters with a ver-
sion of Stendhal’s “The Black and
The Red,” with Gerard Philipe and
Daniele Darrieux, and a drama on
Louis XV in the “The Affair of the
Poisons.” Eastmancolor also has a
big period number in “Mademoi-
selle Pigalle” and another in
“French Cancan,” to be directed by
Yves Allegret. H. G. Clouzot’s “The
SeA And The Sky” will have Cine-
mascope. Georges Combret con-
tinues on color costumers with Tol-
stoi’s “Resurrection” and “Katia.”

Gevacolor and Agfacolor will
supply tints for another batch of
pix such as Jean Drevilles’ “La
Reine Margot,” based on an Alex-
andre Dumas novel. Dumas is also
being repped by a color version of
his play “Kean,” with Pierre Bras-
seur. Others are an Andre Cayatte
looksee at marital problems
through “For Better or For
Worse”; Andre Haguet’s life of No-
bel in “Panic In The World.” Al-
fred Rode has two actioners, “Les
Danseuses De Minuit” and
“Femmes Pirates.” Algo in color
is another version of ‘/The Thou-
sand and One Nights,”' and Chris-
tian-Jacque’s “Madame Du Barry,”
“Nana” and Robert Bresson’s “La
Princesse De Cleves.”

Unveiled in France
Paris, March 30.

A new projection process, Vari-
form, which can modify the size
ol the image and screen during
projection, was unveiled at the
Marignan here this week. By the
means of a synched screen and
projection lens, the operator can
change the size of the screen or
image at will to fit the concept of
the scene being shown. Variform
is reputedly, adaptable to all pres-
ent screen sizes.

A French copyrighted inven-
tion by Mi Picot and Emile Lopert,
this will be handled/ for the U. S.
by Ilya Lopert. Obvious advantages
are said to be doing away with the
distortion brought on by showing
normally shot pix on panoramic
screens. Installation, consisting of
screen setup and two lens, costs
$4,000. N. Y. demonstration will
soon be at the Astor Theatre.

Top cinemas here are currently
playing more American than jlo-

mestic films. Five out of the 11

preem houses are using Hollywood
pix as against three using German
and two French products.

Latest Yank films include “Mar-
tin Luther” (Europa), which re-

ceived advance Protestant Church
appraisal, and “Charge at Feather
Rivpr” (WB). Latter is the fifth

3-D pic shown in Berlin. “Feather”
looms as a good boxoffice draw,
although a comparatively small
percentage of local cinemas have
3-D equipment.

Two of the biggest U. S. money-
makers now, the same as previous-
ly, are “The Robe” (20th), now in
fourth -week at Filmbuehne Wien,
and “Gone With Wind” (M-G), due
soon to enter the fifth month at
Kurbel. Favorite film for crix and
.patrons “From Here to Eternity”
(Col), which is still running at the
Delphi Palast. German synchroni-
zation on pic, however, is generally
disliked.

Upbeat for C’Scope In

Aussie; Too Expensive
Sydney, March 23.

Robert Kerridge, managing di-
rector of Kerridge-Odeon, New Zea-
land cinema loop, here on business,
indicated that DinemaScope in
present form will not become a
standard method of presentation
for the film industry . in his terri-
tory. Others pointed up the uneco-
nomical aspects of the setup. Top-
per indicated that the K-O circuit
of 120 cinemas (25% of New Zea-
land’s total) would not go Nover-
board on the new medium.

Kerridge said that up to March
31 this year, which covers the
loop’s financial span over 1953-54,
anticipated admissions would reach
an alltime recofd of 46,000,000, an
increase of 4,000,000. (Population
of New Zealand is around
2,000,000.) "He- said ‘that the qual-
ity of product coming from the
U. S. and Great Britain was respon-
sible for the upbeat in paid admis-
sions. Kerridge feltThat , tv oppo-
sition abroad no doubt had put film
producers on their mettle to make
solid entertainment with mass ap-
peal.

Kerridge pointed out that 3-D
might have clicked in New Zealand
had the product been worthy of
the medium. Poor quality of many
of these films killed any chance of
continued success. Topper also
said that New Zealand’s patrons
had not taken too keenly to wide-
screen.

Kerridge is a solid believer in a
single bill policy. No dual bills

are played over the K-0 loop. J.

Arthur Rank is a 50-50 partner
with Kerridge in the K-0 setup.

,

’French’ Oka;lor Anssie
Sydney, March 23.

indications are that “French
Line” (RKO) will be given the
greenlight for Aussie,dating minus
a few censor ships of no great im-,

portance. It. it likely that ... the
dance - sequence with Jr le. ftus-

sell, which has copped ioadt of
local publicity,, will go on ; the
screens here minus minor;cuts. .

RKO spokesmen declined to coni-,

meht on “French I4he,” saying it

was, a matter entirely for ifee Board
Of Censors/ Inside is that churclv
authorities here will squawk
against “Line.” It will, go out on
the Hoyts’ loop.

-

'

£aris, March 30.

.

Last lap of an extremely prolific
legit season, both in quantity and
quality, is not holding up to the
earlier efforts, but has spawned a
few plays that look in for a run un-
til the end of the season, and also
a goodly number that are late start-

ers in all respects and look to fold
soon. A few more possible hits may
still be lurking on rehearsal stages
before the season tapers off in
May. Possible late, but good start-
ers, may be the Andre Puget “Ju-
das,” due at the Comedi-Caumartin;
a French version of “The Cocktail
Party,” due at" the Vieux-Colom-
bier, and “Eugenie, Les Larmes
Aux Yeux” (“Eugenie, With Tears
in Her Eyes”), at the Studio Des
Champ-Elysees. “Love of Four
Colonels” is also due for a French
version at the Marigny in June.

.

Julien Green’s “L’Ennemi”- got
mild but hedging reviews, and with
names of Maria Casares and the
highbrow appeal of Green, this
may have a fair run, though this
predominantly literary play about
good and evil, God and the Devil,
is lacking in moving dramatic
form. Steve Passeur is back on
the. boards with a melodramatic
play about murder and love during
the Fronde uprising against Louis
XIV in the France of the 17th cen-
tury. This has much plot but the
characters are rarely defined, and
the lack of solid core makes this
an unmoving and tedious piece
mostly distinguished for the high
histrionics of Madeline Robinson,
though she has a tendency to over:
act due to the play’s weaknesses.
Jean De Letraz comes a cropper

,

in his attempt at a more serious

!

version of his usual bedroom boule-
vard farces. . In “Le Plaisir
D’Aimer” ("The Pleasure of
Lovey ) Letraz will dupe his usual
clientele, who will see nary a bare
torso or a lover being chased by
an irate husband. Here everything
is discussed and psychology is rung
in to display the plot of two cou-
ples mixed up in their amatory af-

fairs, and
.
how it is settled by a

wily, almost sinister husband. This
is much too talky and obvious and
boasts only a slick performance by
Robert Vattier. Otherwise, it looks
in for a short run in comparison
to the usually seasonal runs of
Letraz comedies.

“Le Signe De Taureau” (“The
Mark of the Toro”), by Pol Quen-
tin, is a sagging attempt at a farce
takeoff on political events. A tiny

duchy between East and West Eu-
rope is the cadre for a series of
cliche characters and incidents that
are more operetta style than timely
comedy. This will have a very
short -legit life here.

A reprise- of a Georges Feydeau
farce always has a popular success
here and “Un Fil A La Patte” (“A
Fly in the Ointment”) looks to
have a successful run, though it is

not one of the master’s best. How-
ever it is given a hopped-up mount-
ing here and the farcial bits' are
played -to • the hilt for enough
yocks to give this good word-of-
mouth.

"

Resume Mex Union-Stalled Pic
Mexico City, March 23.

Production has been resumed on
the film which Antonio Nicoly is

making at the Clasa studios here
with the payment of $1,046 due the
technical-annual workers locals of
the Picture Production Workers
Union (STPC).
Non-payment of that debt

stopped work on the production
for four months, ending last

March 17.

'VARIBTY't^LOMDeM OPPICI
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Mex Tsarist Trade Off,

Spending, to New High
Mexico City, March 23.

Tourist trade is down but . isn’t

as bad os it seems because the dip
is only in volume. It is offset by
more spending, according to the
Bank of Mexico. Last year, 405.400
tourists arrived in Mexico. : That
compared with the ,445,500 in 1951,
top year in tourist volume,
i However, last year’s visitors

spent $34,973,000, a new peak for
Mexico. Visitors in 1951 left behind
$31,675,000. 'The bank works that
out per capita to estimate $762
spent last year and $610 in 1951.
.Higher spending by tourists is

most welcome, the bank stresses

t

because it means that much more
coin, particularly dollars, for Mex-
ico

- «

Czech TV Beats

U.S., It Sez There
Washington, March 30.

Czechoslovakia is moving ahead
with the installation of wired radio,
which will furnish a closed-circuit
operation for much of the nation
and enable increased jamming
against the programs of Radio
Free Europe and Voice of America.
What’s more, and thanks to Rus-

sian technicians, Czech television
is making progress, “being tech-
nically superior in comparison with
,U. S. . television, so much praised
by the enemy.”
These are highlights of a “first

national conference of radio and
communication workers” in Prague
last week. Vaclev Kopecky, Czech
Vice Premier and Minister of Cul-
ture, made the principal talk in
which he admitted also that broad-
casting material should have com-
munist propaganda as its prime
purpose.
“The main task of the broadcast-

ing program,” he said, “is to give
an encouraging and joyful accord
to the endeavors of the Communist
Party and the government to in-
crease the standard of living.
H Frantisek Necasek, director of
the Czechoslovakian Broadcasting
System, wanted the broadcasters
and nation to know that there is a
difference between the inter-
national broadcasts of the Czech
radio and those of the Western
World. >

“Ours,” he said, “are no gang-
ster' transmissions, invading other
people’s waves, as the United
States, British, French and other
capitalistic transmissions do. By
no means are ours a tub of calum-
nies or lies, poured out at other na-
tions. Our foreign transmissions
are the proud voice of the inde-
pendent Czechoslovak people.”

’Robe’ Scores in Japan;

’Moon’ Also Opens Sock
llmL

Tokyo, March 23.
“The Robe” (20th-Fox), has

scored an alltime b.o. record for a
single film shown in Japan with a
total gross from roadshows well in
excess of $300,000. The first Cin-
emascope film played Tokyo and
Osaka for the past two and a half
months to almost capacity houses
every screening.

In Tokyo, pic played the Yura-
kuza (now showing “How To Marry
A Millionaire” from the same
studio) for 75 days/ drawing 351,-
542 persons and grossing $200,000
or more. At Osaka it played the
Nangai Theatre for 71 days, earn-
ing better than $100,000.
Meanwhile, “The Moon Is Blue”

(UA) turned out to be a sleeper in
its first week at Tokyo’s Picadilly.
Expected to do poorly because of
the highly sophisticated slant of
the dialog, the film broke the
house’s previous b.o. record with
$27,000. Former topper was “Ter-
minal Station.” Excellent job of
translating English dialog into Jap-
anese titles is credited with the
success. In many cases, Japanese
in audience got the point quicker
than English-speaking foreigners
who frequently lost the gag in

yocks from Japanese which
drowned out the kicker.

> - London, March 30A week from today (April *ft)

the British fUrtj Industry will know
Jhe outcome of Its yearlong cam-
paign for admission tax relief
They will get the news when the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, R A
Butler, maker his annual budget
statement in the House, of Com-
mons immediately after question
time.

!

Rveri during the peak of last
week's industrial crisis, the indus-
try kept pegging away and sent
highagrade 1 deputations to the
House of Commons to underline
the urgency of the claim. It is re-
ported that there 1$ an increasing
measure of sympathy from all par-
ties, but the Chancellor’s receht
warning that he could not afford
tax

. concessions has dampened
much of the optimism that hitherto
existed.

Speaking with a united voice,
the industry put forward a relief
application which would cost the
Treasury $20,000,000 a year. The
entire benefit from the concession
would he shared by different sec-
tions of the Industry, but would
not be passed on to the public by
way of cheaper admissions. In the
first place, a substantial slice of
the relief would go towards in-
creasing the guaranteed income of
the Eady fund from the present
agreed figure of $6,450,000 to the
producers’ minimum requirements
of $8,400,000. Secondly, there
would be extra coin to be retained
by the exhibitors to enable them
to meet the steadily rising opera-
tional costs and the succession of
wage Increases which they have
agreed on during recent months
for managers, projectionists, etc.

The balance would be divided
among British and American film
distrihs via film rental payments.
The industry regards the cam-

paign as a life and death struggle
on which the entire prosperity of
exhibition and production depends.
Without a concession, the produ-
cers will have to be content with
the inadequate settlement, they ne-
gotiated on the Eady fund. They
would also be deprived of the addi-
tional boxoffice revenue which
they need to keep out of the red.
From the exhibition point of view
unless there is substantial relief,

the government may be faced with
a mass closure of unprofitable the-
atres, and a consequent loss of rev-
enue to the treasury. Last year J.

Arthur Rank warned the govern-
ment that almost half of his 550
theatres were running at a loss
and many would have to go dark
unless the Chancellor made a sub-
stantial gesture.

C’Scope Makes'Gains In

France Bat Big Chains

Ge Slew en Using It

Paris, March 30.

Thirteen companies are now op-
erating which can completely
equip film houses here for Cinema-
Scope. About 70 houses already
have converted to C’Scope in

France with nine in this city alone.

Solid biz done by “The Robe”
(20th) in Paris and in keys
is helping the conversion program.
Some French chains, such as the

Pathe, and Gaumont, apparently
are going slow on C’Scope and re-

lying on big Gallic productions for

their pull.

Average cost of local installation

is about $9,000 and most houses
have been taking the stereophonic
sound also. Henri Chretieh's opti-

cal company has been able to sup-

ply all the lenses needed.
There are now two projects in

the offing for the first French
C’Scope productions. H. G. Clouzot

has stated that He will do his next

film (“The Sea And The Sky”) in

C’Scope and Jacques Becker wants

to do his “Ali Baba And The 40

Thieves” with Fernandel also via

the same process.

Aussie Royal Tour Pic To Rank
London, March 30.

The Australian government’s
color feature of the royal tour,

“The Queen in Australia,” is to be

distributed in the United Kingdom
through the J. Arthur Rank Or-

ganization.
This was announced . last week

by the Australian High Commis-
sioner after discussions with John
Davis.
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In recognition of their

imagination, showmanship

and foresight, an honorary

award has been voted to

the 20th Century-Fox Film

Corporation for introducing

CinemaScope.”

Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences

In the Wonder of 4-TRACK HIGH-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND



Theatremen Grumble Cleveland Plain DealerPruduh
About Film, But' Not Merchant*, Business

Cleveland, March 30.

Local theatres arc doing a burn
at the Cleveland Plain Dealer's

crusade against bosomy film ad-

vertisements. What is particularly

annoying exhibs here is the con-

tention that the blue-pencilling is

aimed only at film art. It’s claimed

that mercantile advertisements,

many of which are said to be

bustier, escape , the blue pencil.

Nor does the Cleveland Plain

Dealer curb its own photographers

in cheesecake approach, Theatre-

men here emphasize that the ads

submitted to the newspaper all

have received the greenlight from
the Johnston office.

Real paradox in the situation

lies in circumstance that the Plain

Dealer has been one of the most
vigorous voices against film cen-

sorship. Ward Marsh, the veteran

filnT eflitor, and the paper's edi-

torial writers have "protested fre-

quently and loudly
,

against Ohio’s

film censorship set-up. Nonethe-
less the paper practices fastidious

standards on ad “art."

Most recent surgery was per-

formed on “Rose Marie" ads fea-

turing Ann Blyth and on Elizabeth

Taylor “Rhapsody" art. .Appar-

ently paper's censor is agitated

only by chests, not by long nyloned
legs. Revised versions of original

ads, accepted as satisfactory by the

paper, have, on several occasions,

carried more from-the-waist-down
art than the distributor’s originals.

Several times theatres have re-

fused to revise the ads and have
pulled large * display space, sub-

stituting a two Or three-inch an-

nouncement ad.

Pointing up the inconsistency in

the newspaper’s policy, exhibs say

that in the same issue for which a

busty film ad has been rejected,

there will appear cheesecake, inter-

views, photos, brassiere ads stress

ing the points and many other
retail ads featuring the female
torso.

CENSORSHIP ADVICE

Ohio Exhibs Told To Properly
Label 'Salt of The Earth'

Columbus, March 30.

Now that Ohio's censors have
approved “The Outlaw" and “Kiss
Tomorrow Goodbye," there are no
other pictures, with the produce
tion code ’ seal, which are still

banned for showing in the State.

Robert A. Wiie, executive secre-
tary of the Independent ' Theatre
Owners of Ohio, said the two pix
could be played anywhere without'
danger to public relations, but con-
cerning “Salt of the Earth," enters
Wile’s advice that anyone playing
the picture, if and when hitting

Ohio, should “prominently identi-

fy it, both in advertising outside
the theatre and by a trailer pre-
ceding its showing, as ‘Communist
propaganda,’ which reviewers who
have seen it, state that it defi-

nitely is."

Ed Arthur Presses Need

For Exhibs On Code
St. Louis, March 30,

Hollywood’s Production Code
Administration should be repre-
sentative of theatremen and nu-
merous non-industry groups, in the
opinion of Edward B. Arthur, gen-

eral manager of Fanchon & Marco.
The circuit exec urges: “Do not
limit the Code organization to the.

paid agents arid employees of the
very people making the picture,

the producers themselves."
In addition to exhibs, Arthur

would bring into the Code opera-
tion reps of all religious denomi-
nations, civic groups and com-
munity leaders. In an address
before a meetings of the Better
Films Council of Greater St. Louis,

the theatreman asked further for

a board of appeals whose members
would be “men and women of

outstanding reputation."

He also wants to drop the Code
seal, which, he charges, “is too

absolute. It leaves no room for

qualification. It tells us only that

a very limited group says either

'yes’ or ‘no’ and no qualifications."

As substitute for the seal, Arthur
appealed for a system of classifi-

cation of pix, designating for

which type of audience a film is

recommended; “Then,” he asks,

“let the people judge for them-
selves. And let the parents judge
for their own children.”

CALLS FILM SALESMAN

PEDDLER BY DEFINITION
Columbus, March 30.

A film salesman is a peddler,
legally and every which way, ac
cording to the attorney examiner’s
report in a film transit case^here
(Exhibitors vs. Huntington-Cincin-
nati Truck Lines).

James L. Fullin, Jr., the attor-

ney examiner for the Public Utili-

ties Commission of Ohio, in seek-
ing to determine in what areas
film moves within the state to
prove such movement is intrastate
and not interstate, cited the so-

called “Drummer" and “Peddler"
cases.

He cited Wagner vs. Covington,
251 US 95, in which a man bot-
tled pop in Cincinnati, -loaded it

in trucks and. drove into Coving-
ton, Ky., going from store to store
selling the soft drinks. He got off

his truck, solicited sales and de-
livered immediately from the
truck. The U. S. Supreme Court,
no less, held

,
that the city could

put a peddling'tax on him because
his business was intrastate.

Now a drummer, points out the
unflagging Fullin, "is a person who
goes about in the State soliciting

orders, which orders he then for-

wards to his home office in another
states so that .delivery of the goods
is made directly from the foreign
state into the state in which the
order was solicited.”

The attorney says the tehn ped-
dler applies to the salesman of
film. “. . . the producer of mo-
tion picture film prints brings them
into Ohio- in .their original pack-
ages and from this vantage point
(his exchange) in Ohio solicits the
sale and rental of these films. He
then makes delivery of the films
from his stock of the same in the
State of Ohio. These facts corre-
spond closely with the ‘peddler’
cases and indicate to this examiner
an abundance of jurisdiction to
regulate such a situation."

Warn Canadian Exhibs Of

$500 Fines If Exploiting

Adult Ratings Luridly

Toronto, March 30.

With, certain so-called “art"

houses the chief offenders in larger

cities, and shocked complaints

from newspaper readers in smaller

centres as the anvil chorus, film

advertising abuses haye drawn fire

from O. J. SUverthome, chairman

of the Motion Picture Censorship

|-Board. Says he: theati^ managers
and exchanges face penalty of a

$500 fine for violation; that they

must forthwith and immediately

obey the "new Theatre Act’s regu-

lations.

Situation has repeatedly arisen

froffi fact that films, mainly
foreign, and given an “adult" or
“restricted" rating by the Censor-

ship Board, saw theatre managers
stressing this angle in their news-
paper, and lobby advertising on the
“shocking and daring" nature of

fthe film—with “segregated audi-

ences" or “no one under 18 ad-
mitted.”

Specifically attacked was “The
Sinner," indie release of a Ger-
man picture, which recently com-
pleted a six-weeks’ run at the Hy-
land, Toronto, an Arthur Rank
house; and has done big business

elsewhere. Most of these imported
films lack “press books," this hand-
icapping the Censorship Board
when newspaper advertising and
lobby stands, are individually de-

signed to play up sex and/or vio-

lence • angles. Newspapers have
probably accepted such advertising

in belief that original copy had
been passed by the Board.

Vwknce Worsen Sex-London
,

London, March 30.
The new censorship, bill, drawn up by the New York State Legis-

lature, prompted, an editorial in the London Star which opined
that it was a pity some authorities seem so concerned with sex
that they overlooked the problem of screen violence. There was
still far too much brutality

s
in British, American and Continental

films.- '
.

The London evening newspaper argued that, in the end, censor-
ship should be a matter of good sense and good taste. “These
are hard to define," it adds, “but at least New York’s effort does
list some things which are unquestionably bad sense and bad taste."

La Lnpa’ Gets aV
“La Lupa,” Italian film imported

by Jules Levey, has been given a

Class ‘C’ (condemned) rating by
the National Legion of Decency.

States the Legion: “This picture

In the treatment of the story it

tells seriously offends Christian
and traditional standards of moral-
ity and decency by reason of gross
suggestiveness in costuming, situa

ticns and dialog. Moveover it con-
tains material morally unsuitable
for entertainment motion picture
theatres.”

Meanwhile, Legion reps last week
viewed the King Bfos.’ “Carnival
Story” for a second time and are
pondering the rating it is to re
ceive. Pic is an RKO release which
already has received Production
Code approval.

Set Valiant’ Sequel
Hollywood, March 30.

Darryl F. Zanuck is readying a
sequel to “Prince Valiant," titled

“Valiant and Aleta," for produc-
tion in. Cinemascope and color at
20th-Fox.

Robert Wagner and Janet Leigh
will repeat as cast toppers, with
Henry Hathaway as director and
Robert Jacks producing.

RKO IGNORES FINE

And Looks Like MPAA Also Doing
the Same

‘FRENCH UNE’ DEFIES

SAN ANTONIO FOES
San Antonio, March 30.

Operators of three local theatres

have stated that RKO’s “The
French Line,” with Jane Russell,

will open as scheduled on Thurs-

day (31) despite objections ex-

pressed in an editorial in the Fri-

day’s (26) issue of the Alamo Reg-
ister, official Catholic newspaper
for the Archdiocese of San An-
tonio. The pic is to be shown at

the Hi-Hi, Laurel, Olmos and Jo-

sephine, all nabe houses.

John Santikos, operator of the

Olmos Theatre, said he had no
plans to cut any of the objectional

scenes,- He pointed out that the

dance sequence in “Sadie Thomp-
son” shown-at other local theatres

was “a lot worse." A special

screening was held at the Olmos
for members of the Motion Picture

Review and Advisory Board, which
has Catholic representatives.

Tom Sumners, operator of the
Josephine and Laurel Theatres,

stated “that there have been sev-

eral pictures shown • at downtown
houses with a “C" rating and there

was practically nothing said about
them and I think this one should
run the same way."
Theatremen reported that the

pic opened at Dallas and Houston
earlier in the week with “no visi-

ble objections."
Santikos further pointed out

that “From Here to Eternity" was
considered “risque" by many view-
ers and yet was winner of the 1954
Academy Award,

Motion* Picture
,
Assn, of Amer-

ica and RKO are still going steady
despite the fact that the producer-
distributor organization and the
film company have yet to resolve
their differences over “The French
Line." It’s a unique situation

whereby MPAA imposed a fine of
$25,000 upon RKO, latter hasn’t
pai.d, and MPAA isn’t pressing vit.

It’s also .pointed out that RKO
has never taken an appeal from the
Production Code’s nix of the pix.

It was .
in the face of this rejec-

tions that RKO distributed the film

and, in turn, was slapped with the
so-far meaningless penalty,

.
Almost three months have passed

since the dispute first cropped up.
In the interim, RKO has been con-
tinuing in the MPAA membership
fold and at least one of its execs,,

distribution v.p. Charles Boasberg,
has been active in MPAA commit-
tee work.

RKO, obviously, feels uncalled
upon to take any action so far as
“Line" is concerned. The pic is

being placed into wide distribution
and MPAA is being ignored. "Al-
though continuing to stall, it’s felt

in the trade that MPAA eventually
will come face to face with the
matter.

WARNER PAYOFF HIKES

INDUSTRY’S FEB. DIVVY
Washington, March 30.

Film industry dividends came to
a husky $846,000 in February, com-
pared with only "$104,000 in Feb-
ruary, 1953. Difference, however,
is not attributed to better business
but to the fact that Warner Bros,
paid in February of this year and
in. January, 1953.

The dividend total ior the first

two months of this year aggregates
$2,047,000, a small decline from
the $2,074,000 figure of the com-
parable period in 1953, The Febru-
ary, 1954, payments were made by
Warners, $742,000; Loew’s Boston
Theatres $39,000; and Columbia,
$65,000.

Promote Jim Burkett
James S. Burkett has been

placed in charge of Coast sales for
Pathe Laboratories. He replaces
Charles Amory, who has resigned
to form a tv film distribution out-

fit. *
•

Before joining Pathe Labs last

December as sales manager under
Amory, Burkett was v.p. in charge
pf sales for Color Corp. of Amer-
ica. *

Picture bally of the type in vogue a generation, ago came Into
play last Friday (26) as Paramount placed 100 femme legs (50
girls, two each) on exhibition outside the Astor, N. Y., in com-
petition for “shapeliest” honors. Strictly cornball, definitely old-
fashioned, the stunt was devoid of any so-called modern tech-
niques.
The results were fine. Crowd of 500, or hear, mobbed the Astor

area. A good press play, including cuts of the “most beautiful
legs" winner, and some breaks on tv was the payoff, all as part
of the campaign for “Red Garters."

Cost to Par was nil. N. Y. dailies earlier had printed details
of the contest, along with . the other boilerplate On amusement
pages. Prizes, all promoted, lured some 800 contestants, who sent
photographs. Par sifted 50 and left the final judging to Earl Wil-
son (who picked Up material for his N. Y. Post syndicated column)-.
Gabe Sumner of the Par flackery staff handled the promotion.

Dallas.

Editor, Variety:

... It is almost* two years since

I left Time, Inc., but I’d like to an-

swer Julius Gordon’s recent blast

at Time as reported in Variety. I

feel, and I will always feel it was a

great^ privilege to work for a com-

pany that set such higl) standards

for their varous operations. At
no time was there ever an attempt

to “get back" at the motion pic-

ture industry. After all, 16 years

of production is a mighty fine rec-

ord. During these years the March
of Time made a real contributi&n

to the motion picture industry—
its Oscar is just one testimonial to

this fact. Henry Luce, Roy E. Lar-

sen, Howard Black, Charles Still-

man, C. D. Jackson and Arthur
Murphy are only some of the re-
spected Time, Inc., executives who.
over the years took an active inter-
est in March of Time affairs, and
I for one can attest that these men
are above such pettiness.

... Mr. Gordon is an important
and respected figure in the mor
tion picture industry, and I regret
he' hasn’t known the people of
Time, Inc., or he never would have
made such a statement.

Phil Williams:
(Formerly theatrical sales man-

ager for March of Time, Williams
is nou) central division sales man-
ager for Ziv Television, to which
post he was recently appoint-
ed,

—

Ed).

Passage in the N.Y. State legis-

lature of a bill tightening the cen-

sorship statute this week brought
expressions of frustration and dis-
gust in Manhattan, particularly
from indie distribs and hardened
the opinion that there would have
to be a test case to establish the
basic constitutionality of the cen-
sorship law.

Commenting on the bill, on
which he was consulted only after
it had already been drafted and
introduced, Hugh M. Flick, the
N, Y. censor, said' the Albany dis-

cussions proved that the legisla-

tors were solidly behind the
statute. He didn't think that the
changes in the law would make
very much difference in his eval-
uation of pix, but agreed that the
more definitive wording would
tend to make application of the
statute more strict.

Attempt to launch a test case
of state censorship per se .has been
made by Arthur Mayer, indie im*
porter-distrib and prexy of the In-

dependent Motion Picture Dis-
tributors Assn. Mayer has offered
to the Independent Theatre Own-
ers of Ohio several of his pix for
that purpose. Idea would be to
show a completely unobjectionable
film in Ohio without submitting it

first to. the state censors.

It’s learned that, independently
of Mayer, Ohio exhibs are working
on,* scheme for just such a test.

Some important aspects of it, in-
cluding the financing, are already
settled and the whole thing should
come opt into the open soon. If

the Supreme Court accepts such
a test case, it will have to decide
on the Whole question of censor-
ship and will not be able to narrow
its ruling to specifid pix as here-
tofore.

In discussing a possible test

case in N. Y., censor Flick said

one of the difficulties of his board
was that “only the border-line

cases are taken to court." Latter
is inevitably asked to rule on a
marginal case rather than a clear-

cut one which no distrib would
risk.

Back in Ohio, meanwhile, the
National Council of Catholic
Parents has circulated exhibs,

warning them not to book pix

made available to theatres as a re-

sult of the “M" case decision.

Films involved are “Ways of

Love," “The Moon Is Blue” and
“Mom & Dad."

RKO ATTORNEYS ACT

Seek Mandamus Against Chi Ban
On ‘French Line*

Chicago, March 30.

RKO has made good its resolu-

tion to carry its “French Line" tiff

with the Chicago City administra-

tion up the ladder of courts. Com-
pany attorneys last Friday (26)

filed In Circuit Court for a manda-
mus which would compel city offi-

cial to lift taboo on- the controver-

sial Jane Russell starrer. Hearing
is set for tomorrow (Wed.).-

Last month, Federal District

Court denied RKO an immediate
injunction to unlatch the city's ban
on the film. Earlier, Police Censor
Board’s okay of the pic was over-

ruled by Police Commissioner Tim-
othy O’Connor upon pressure from
Church elements here.

Ray Conner, former manager of

the Palace theatre, New York, into

Ambassador, St. Louis (Cinerama)
replacing A1 Rosen who has de-

parted for Minneapolis to open the

11th Cinerama house for Stanley-
Warner.
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EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE ARE SINGING. . .

And You'll Be Hearing This:

"JULIUS CAESAR” ("I Love Your )

Frisco, 12th Week Los Angeles, 5th Month • Detroit, 9th Week • Wash., D. C., 9th Week
Philly, 9th Week > 02113$, 4th Week * Toledo, 2nd Week • Columbus 2nd Week.

SENSATIONAL NEW OPENINGS: Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse.

EXCELLENT BIZ: Akron, Canton, Reading, Denver. And more on the way!

Arid Listen For This: "RHAPSODY” Cl Love You!”)

3rd Week at Music Hall swell! Off to a solid start throughout the nation!.
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‘Incompetency or Indifference
9

And WastefuUOperation of RKO Studios Conceded

But Judge Sustains Howard Hughes
, #

C'- Wilmington, March 30. attorney Bernard Reich, for ap-

Ihe only apparent present legal pointment of a Master to Investi-

barrier to completion of sale of. gate case, • .

RKO Pictures Corp. assets to Reich has contended that "pur-

Howard R. Hughes was removed chase offer was settlement for $23,-

on Friday (26) by Chancellor Col- 489,478 of about $38,000,000 in law

lins J. Seitz: who handed down de- suits now pending in four states.

“

cision refusing an injunction bar- _ v
vJntr cnip ;nf all RKO assets to the wins In. Las Vegas
M"* ® coo 4go 470 Proposed deal by which Howard
airman for $23,489,478^

.
• Hughes will buy out all- RKO as,

The trial in which tlm injunction
Eets at the equivalent of $6 per

was sought closed in. Court share this week appeared nearly
Chancery here two weeks ago. Last

certain of being Consummated.
week the

held In Las Vegas yesterday (Tues.)
special stockholders meeting he a.

jiUghes won still another round on
in Dover, Del., the RKO legalistic front, where

In a 34-page opinion the chan- exist the only possible hitches
cellor said the stockholders vote which could upset the deal. Eighth
shifted the burden of proof to the judiciary Court of Nevada threw
'plaintiffs, Louis Schiff and Jacob out the minority, stockholder ac-

Sack of New York, and that bur- tion against management Which
den was not sustained in the trim had been instituted by Eli and
earlier this month in the Court of Marion Castelman. Motion for dls-

Chancery. missarhad been made by Hughes,
Herbert L. Cobin of Wilmington, Quotations on the N. Y. Stock

attorney for the plaintiffs, said Exchange this week further re-

that he had talked to New York fleeted confidence that the preco-

counsel for Schiff and Sack after dental transaction will be wrapped
the opinion was filed and that up, RKO stock issue hit a; new
there was no decision reached on high of exactly the amount which
whether they would ask for re-ar- Hughes is willing to pay for it.

Aboaf
Continued from pace 4

gument or take an appeal. -

Hughes’ offer was for all assets -f7VhYFMIYC!1 VYTI O IJf
of RKO, and in return he offered IlK |K|l|||\ P If \ H
to pay stockholders at the rate .of I llIliAHelJ *m w U II
$6 a share. He set two conditions - •

( 1 ) that the sale must be approved |\fk i I*!1 AP
by a majority of the stockholders I lK ft p I l|M
other than himself, and (2) that l/itlll A VA
it must be completed by April 2.

The RKO directors approved the AAFllfFD
proposal, last February and rec- KKI*WI*K
ommended that stockholders vote AJPAmA4~VV AjAA
for it.

Hughes was then and remains Drive to '‘draft** Roy M. Brewer
the largest stockholder in RKO, for the presidency of the Interna-
owning 1,262,120 shares. At the tional Alliance of Theatrical and
stockholders’ meeting last week. Stage Employees is gaining tno-

77% of the non-Hughes stock mentum. The former IA interna-
voted to accept his offer.

Said the chancellor in his opin-

ion:

tional rep has picked up added
support in the east where James
V. Sipe, biz rep of Local 171 in

“This court recognizes that the Pittsburgh,. is engaged in a cam-
$6 cash redemption feature of the paign to win votes for Brewer.
Hughes’ offer was calculated to in- Sipe, whose loal is comprised of
fluence some stockholders to vote 300 members, is also secretary of
for approval who, otherwise," might the Tri-State Assn, which takes' in

have been less enthusiastic. I W. Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio
have . considered this fact and the and West Virginia. This week
fact that Hughes was in control of (29) he started mailing out 2,000
the branch of RKO which produced- pamphlets plugging Brewer for the
these large losses. In fact. RKO IA presidency to replace Richard
is apparently now losing' $100,000
per week. Had the burden rested

F. Walsh.
On the Coast, Harry Shiftman,

on RKO to justify the fairness of biz agent of Local 789, has been
the. sale a more serious situation elected head of the “Southern
would have confronted the court. California Committee for Roy M.
But, because of the stockholder ap- Brewer for president of the
proval the law shifts the burden IATSE." Purpose of the group is

to plaintiffs and I must conclude to cooperate with the recent
that on this record they have. “Draft Brewer" move which start-

failed to sustain the substantial ed in Northern California. Shiff-

burden of showing such a gross man commented that. Brewer
disparity as would warrant the would be in a position to Integrate

finding of constructive fraud." the Hollywood locals into the IA,
“I therefore conclude that plain- “something which has never really

tiffs have failed to sustain their
.
been attempted by a previous ad-

burden of showing fraud or "bad ministration. Hollywood needs the
.faith. It follows that they are not support of the locals throughout
entitled to an injunction restrain- the nation and by the sirne token
ing the effectuation of the Hughes' Hollywood can many times help
offer. them."

“Plaintiffs also sought a receiver According to Shiftman, formal
for RKO. They have not pressed pledges for Brewer have been re-

this prayer and I assume that it ceived from Pittsburgh, Washing-
was abandoned. ton, D. C„ Atlanta, Oklahoma City

“A judgment on the .merits in and communities in Massachusetts,

favor of the defendant RKO will Texas, Wisconsin, Iowa, Indiana

in depth” plus the fact that U
hasn't diminished -its output and
is supplying pix to everyone “and
not on a selective basis."

Aboaf is one of a number *of top
industry" execs who feel that the

industry should pay closer Atten-

tion to the Latin American market
which, in 1953, Is estimated to

have netted the U.S. distribs a
dollar return of around $40,000,-

000. * This, however, included a
hefty $15,000,000 remittance from
Brazil, representing coin accumu-
lated over a number of years.

Aboaf said low ceilings on ad-
mish prices in several countries
prevented distribs from getting

their fair share of the market but
that, .being guests in these coun-
tries, the Americans could do not
much more than give moral sup-
port to exhibs who are fighting,for

higher prices. He explained that

in a good many places the govern-
ment "was keeping admissions
down partly to check the inflation-

ary trend and partly as an obviohs
and tangible concession to the
poorer classes.

Situation is
.
particularly bad in

Mexico, he 'related, where the

U. S. .distribs are also suffering

from the tight control exercised by
one or two of the local circuits. In
Argentina, where he found the

outlook bright, admissions' have
gone up, Aboaf, said, and, in Bra-
zil, where U ranks as the first com-
pany on the basis of American pix

distributed, concessions have been
obtained paving- the way for an in-

crease. Situation is bad, however,
in Chile, where inflation is high,

and in Peru where, the admish
price structure Is jcausing a head-
ache.

Aboaf found Cinemascope pro-

f
’essing “very "slowly” in Latin
merica where the theatres that

are equipped are scrambling for

pix and getting them from distribs

with whom they actually don’t

deal. Latin American exhibs

aren’t rushing into new "screen

systems, he reported, partly be-

cause many of the theatres don’t

lend themselves constructionally

to the wide screens. “Flat and
wide screen will share the the-

atres of the world for a long time
to come,” Aboaf maintained.

European product in 1953 “made
heavy inroads” in the market, he
stated, and these imports are par-

ticularly well accepted in Argen-
tina, Uruguay and Chile. However,
he didn’t see these films as a

threat to Hollywood pix since

they’re apt to replace Mexican pro-

ductions rather than American
ones. 'U’s British releases in

Latin America are doing well in

the countries where foreign im-
ports are readily received. Else-

where, they do the same an Ameri-
can pic of the same type would do.

U is also distributing some Italian

pix which it acquired in Italy with
frozen lira-

Aboaf "credited Eric Johnston
and other film biz personalities

with doing a great public relations

job at the Brazil and Argentine"
film fest. And he praised Commdr.
Fred West, managing director of
J. Arthur Rank’s Overseas Dis-
tributors, for greatly aiding British

pix at U’s L. A. sales convention
in Buenos Aires.

f/V.Y# Stock Exchange

)

For Week Ending TuestfayfSO

)

1954*'
> High Loir
17*4 14*4
48*4 41%

‘ 48% 41*4
23% 1934
1034 9%
5594 ‘"46%

14% 13*4
7*4 6*4
30% 26*4
33% 28
27% 22*4

. 6*4 2%
5% 4*4

,

334 3
11% 10*4
14% 11*4
22*4 19%

Weekly Vol.
in 100s

AmBr-ParTh 174
CBS, “A" . . . 28
CBS, . . : 14
Col. Pic. . ... 61
Decon .138
Eastman Kdlc. 21$ ,

Loew’s ..... 265 .

Nat. Thea. . 680
Paramount .. 213
Phlico 94
RCA ........ 892
RKO Piets. ..6873
RKO Thea. . . 603
Republic .... 70
Rep., pfd. .. . 10
Stanley War.. 243
20th-Fox .... 302

Weekly Weekly
High Low
16*4
47
46%
23
10
55%
14%
7*4
3034
327/a

27*4
6*4
5%
3*4
1034
14*4

16
46*4
46%
21 .

934
54
13%
6%,
28*4
8134
26*4
534
5
3*4
lt>%
137/a
20

Tues.
Close
167/a
4634
4634
23
im

.65*4
14*4

V**4
•3034

32%
27
6
534
3*4
10%
14*4

20*4 18*4 Univ. Pix. ... 46 S 207/8 19% 20%
7034 6334 Unlv., pfd. .. 2 70 70 70
15% 13% Warner Bros. 67 15*4 14% 15
71*4 837/a Zenith ...... 30 70*4 68 69%

Amerucan Stock Exchange
6 4*4 Allied Artists ." 70 4*4 4*4 4%
10*4 9*4 Du Mont ... 41 10 9% 9%
14*4 12*4 Technicolor . 93 13*4 - 12% 127/s
3*4 2% Trans-Lux . . 5 3 3 3

Vver-th&Counter Securities
Bid Ask

Capitol Record* 9*4 10
Chesapeake Industries ......... 3 3*4
Cinerama .

.

> x •*

17/8 2%
C61or Corp. of Amer. . 7/16 7/8
Polaroid . .

.

86 38

Net
Change
for week
+ *4
4- Vs

+ *4

+ 1%— *4

+ *4

+ %
,+ %
.4-1%
4- %
,4- *'4

4- H
4- %
4- *4— Vs
4- %
4- %
+1

;

%

4- %— *4

U. A Theatres 934 1
Walt Disney' 11% u
* Actual Volume.

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

11%
12%

4 *4'

4*- >-4

4-1%

Fox 2nd In Skiatron
Continued from page 4

therefore be entered.’ and Nebraska. The IA convention.

Chancellor Seitz reviewed some where officers are up for election,

history of company. “There is evi- is skedded to start; in Cincinnati

dence from which it could be Aug. 9.
4

reasonably Inferred that Hughes -

was not only unduly wasteful In nr Train Ilf ITrrnntr n A
operating the production end of oLUIfll IN NllfcKY B.U.
RKO but because of his position

was permitted- to remain in con- WORSE THAN IN PIX
trol of production long after an-

HVI\JL Hlrtll 111 TIA
other person not so situated would Washington, March 30.

probably have been removed. The Figures on the 20% admissions
rather consistent failure of the pro- tax indicate that business is off in

diiction department to meet the the theatres ,an<T- elsewhere,
release dates and to operate even From July 1, 1953 to January 31,
near the picture budgets are 1954, says the Bureau of Internal
strong evidence either of lncompe- Revenue, receipts on admissions
tency or indifference. It is note- taxes came to 'only $153,838;000. ‘A
worthy that other movie produc- year earlier, for the same seven
ers and distributors were making months, the figure was $196,120,-

9,000 Housesi
7 1

a profit during the same period." 000. Internal Revenue estimates
that about 65% of the total comes

The Coast Angle * from motion picture theatre
Hollywood, March. 30, tickets.

Howard Hughes’ offer to "pur- The dive Is even worse for ni-

ctiase RKO was an attempted “Set- teries. The tax receipts for the
tlement" of butstanding minority first seven months of this Federal
Stockholder litigation, RKO attor- fiscal year amounts to $19,934,000,
ney Roy McDonald told Federal compared with $27,387,000 for the

• Judge Ben Harrison as latter con- same period of the previous year,
tinued all phases of tangled litiga- The decline in nitery tab excises
tion until April 19. Also post- is over 27%, as against 21.6% for
poned is request by Beverly Hillsthe general admissions tax.

S3 Continued from page 7 ss=J
nually. That is, If the net ticket

price uniformly were raised com-
mensurately with the tax reduc-
tion. Extent to which tax benefits

will be passed, along to the public
varies around the country, how-
ever.

In any event this new Congres-
sional action represents a major
and decisive victory for COMPO,
whose tak committee and Coyne
have been pressing for tax relief

for the past couple of years,
Coyne has been giving the matter
his attention to the virtual exclu-
sion of all other work and spend-
ing much of his time in Washing-
ton, away from his N. Y. home.
Key point underlined is that

,
if

the film industry had been tossed
into the same classification with,
say, jewelry, trade reaction might
be that tax advantages would have
been forthcoming anyway and the
COMPO efforts were meaningless.
This, of course, would have been
frustrating -for H. A. Cole and Pat
MeGee, co-chairman of the trade’s
tax committee, and Coyne.

set manufacturers who may even-
tually incorporate the Subscriber-
Vision attachment into the Circuits

of their receivers.

While implementation of many
provisions in the agreement is sub-
ject to Federal Communications
Commission approval of tollcasting

as a commercial service using al-

ready established channels. Fox in-

dicated this week that it contains
no cancellation clause in the event
the FCC nixes boxoffice tv.

He is already committed to ad-
vance Skiatron $300,000, the
money to be' repaid out of future
Skiatron earnings apd to be spent
in part on expenses incurred by
Skiatron in- the preparation of its

application to the FCC. In addi-
tion, Fox has agreed to pay 25c
per share on his option for 200,-;

000 shares Immediately, adding
another $50,000 to the Skiatron
till.

Of the 200,000 shares, he is com-
mitted to purchase 50,000 within
one year and the rest within a
three-year period, the option to be
evidenced by warrants.

Special meet of. Skiatron stock-
holders has been called for April 6
to (1) approve the licensing agree-
ment, and (2) the issuance of 250,-
000 shares of the company’s au-
thorized by unissued stock. Pur-
pose is to both.meet the obligation
to Fox and to have a block of stock
available for further financing in
connection with additional patents
held by the outfit.

Total of Skiatron’s authorized
shares is 1,500,000. Of these,
1.050,000 shares have" been issued.
With 200,000 shares going to Fox,
who of course is free to purchase
additional stock on the open mar-
ket, this leaves 200,000 shares still

in the treasury.
Skiatron stockholders are being

told that Fox ig committed to the
installation of 500,000._ decoder
units in the N. Y. area within 18
months of receipt of an FCC per-
mit and that tollcasting is to start
as soon as 50,000 decoders are in-
stalled. He is. also to bend every
effort to get 'Subscriber-Vision go-.

Ing In other key cities.

Procedure will be for Skiatron
to file ah application with the FCC
within 60 days. .Once-following
a hearing—the FCC makes up its
mind, and should its attitude be
positive, individual stations will
have to apply for a change in their
licenses.

Fox has agreed, according to
Levey’s report to the stockholders*
“during the first period pending
FCC approval to get a VHF-tv sta-
tion in the New York City area to
initiate the necessary applications
before the FCC." Asked last week
about reports that he was tying Up
with WPIX, the N. Y, Daily News

station, Fox flatly denied that any
such agreement existed. In the
past, Skiatron has had discussions
With WPIX execs. However, in
conducting its tests, it has co-
operated with WOR-TV.

It’s pointed out that it is ex-
tremely difficult for the Fqx group
to make any definite arrangements
pending the outcome of the FCC
hearings. Some attorneys believe
that the Commission, in approving
toll-tv, may limit the number of
stations any one pay-as-you-see
outfit can operate. This would re-
quire sublicensing arrangements
if any system is to get coverage.

Question being posed now is the
extent to which competing fee-tv
systems will collaborate at the
FCC hearings. Zenith, sponsors
of Phonevlsion, has had an appli-
cation pending with the FCC for
some, time but hasn’t pressed it.

The ..Commission could give
blanket approval to pay-as-you-see
and theb lbt competition take its

course.' Or else it might approve
a single system, such as it did in

greenlighting color tv. Also un-
determined as yet Is the extent of
opposition to tollcasting that
might be expected to develop at
the hearings. .

Rift in MPEA
as Continued from page 4 aa
and the former for the calendar
year. Total American allocation
for ’54-’55 Is 115 licenses which in-

cludes the indies. There’ll also be
some bonus permits for “excep-
tional" films.

Companies like Columbia, Uni-
versal and others take the position

that, unlike Metro and 20th, they
haven’t cut down on production,
and that their overall standing en-
titles them to a better shake than
what they’ve been getting In tho

past. * In this they
,
see themselves

frustrated by the overall MPEA
setup which,, they claim, favors the

bigger companies.

There’s even some argument
over what is -‘bigger." Execs
maintain that it is increasing dif-

ficult to distinguish on who does

what in the overall picture since#

where in some areas Metro re-

leases for. instance may do better

percentage-wise, in others the

smaller outfits with their less

sophisticated product may be on
top.

Less' prominent MPEA members
are becoming increasingly vocal in

expressing the view that the as-

sociation Is here to serve the in-

terests of all and they cite the

Maas Incident as an example of

the dice being loaded against

them.
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The producer and the company which gave you such boxoffko gion

: CHAMPION, HOME OF' THE' BRAVE and HIGH MOON
, ; / have oncemoreioined forces! ,

WITH HIS FIRST PRODUCTION

SINCE COMPLETING

THE CAINE MUTINY

AC A mRANfiFRMO
.
rt w I rvMINVJC.f\

UA

The property that re-united this team is destined to

take its place among the all-time industry greats! So

tremendous has been its popular appeal that it has

set the unprecedented record of skyrocketing to the

No. 1 spot on America's best-seller lists just 4 weeks

Book Club selection, this inside story of the intimate

life and loves pf a doctor is packed with the kind of

dynamite that sets off boxoffice fuses! And UA and

Stanley Kramer are sustaining the novel's amazing

popularity with a publicity and advertising campaign

guaranteed to pay off on Celluloid! Watch for more

hews about this important, presold filml

THE
Ml MOW’S

#1

Four top stars are slated

for the key roles . . , look

for important casting

announcements

A GREAT PRODUCER...* GREAT PROPERTY

THE KIND OF GREATNESS

YOU CAN EXPSCT FROM UA!
* OK
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TD Re-Light, If Yon DoF

Larry Buck of Cokato, Minn., Lay* It on Line

For Local Merchants *-
. '

Minneapolis, March 30.

An agreement by merchants to

reopen their stores on Saturday

nights was the price demanded by
Larry Buck, Cokhto, Minn,, ex- j
hibitor, for relighting his shut-

tered theatre. And the merchants,

rather than ‘have the town .con-

tinue theatreless, finally agreed to

“pay” the
.
price.

It’s the second recent instance

In this territory of am -exhibitor

waging a successful campaign to

bring about Saturday night re-

opening of stores as a boxoffice'
|

aid.

In Slayton, Minn., after the

stores started closing Saturday

nights and his theatre business fell

off as much as 50% on what was
formerly the week’s best boxoffice

evening, exhibitor D. G. Rauen-
horst used enough pressure to

bring the merchants to “time” and
get them “on the bqamM again.

And when the stores’* started do-

ling biz once more on Saturday
nights Rauenhorst’s grosses shot

back to normal.
Rauenhorst didn’t even have to

threaten to close his theatre—he
just explained his plight and us~d
persuasion, also agreeing to run
full page ads in the weekly news-
paper, listing the stores that would
be open.
Buck darkened his Cokato the-

atre in Cokato last January when,
after the stores started their Sat-

urday night dosings. He let the
public know the reason, too, and
many of the citizens bore down on
the merchants.

Animals Gel Oscar*
~ Hollywood, March 30.

’. Top four-legged film star of
‘‘

the lyear is Sam, the cahine
thVsp that played opposite
John Wayne in “Hondo,*7 Sam
finished first in the fourth an-
nual. PATSY Awards, nosing -

out Francis the Mule, even
though Francis’ voice, Chill.

Wills was emcee. Third place
went to Jackie, athe lion in
“Androcles and the Lion.”

Cocaine, a horse trained to

fall at command, won the

"Richard 6. Craven Award.
Awards of Excellence .were
presented td Tamba, the chimp
for “Valley of the Headhunt-
ers;” Jackie, the lion, for

“White Witch Doctor;” and
Wapi, the dog, for “Back to

God’s Country,” Woody Wood-,,

pecker won an Award of Ap-
'

preciation, and Metro received

3ftpermanent award ‘for Jackie,

the winner of last year’s

PATSY, for his emoting in

“Fearless Fagan.”

CHIDE

ONARBITRATION
Washington, March 30.

Film industry is urged to adopt

a voluntary arbitration system. In

a new version of the annual report

of the Senate Small^Business Com-
mittee. Report indirectly spanks

the Allied States Assn, for refus-

ing to accept any system which

doesn’t include arbitration of film

rentals, and eases off earlier print-

ed criticism of the Justice Dept.

Anti-Trust Division.

Report, issued last Thursday

improved resolving power, better (25) makes several other changes,

depth of field and better relative mostly minor, from an unapproved
definition at the edges of the field “committee print” version
•s wcU as improved corrections of leased a week before,
optical aberrations. .. ... . . ,. . ..

An important innovation is the committee would repudiate the

‘PHra’ G’Scope

New C’Sope Lenses
Continued from pare 7

However, it’ll take only anamorphi-
cally treated film.

The new camera lenses will

come in focal lengths ranging from
13m to 152m (122 degrees to 18.

degrees inclusive). They will have

which

That

mechanical mounting which will

make the objective lens and the
anamorphic components simultane-
ously adjustable from a single con-
trol. The different focal lengths
win make for much greater field- Senator Andrew. F. Schoeppel <R„
bility. Sponable commented that 1

committee print” as the work of

paid staffers and not of the Sena-
tors was predicted in last week’s
Variety. .

As the Annual Report was filed.

the new level of quality “won’t be
equalled by any other subterfuge.”
He predicted the eventual creation
of a similarly compact projection
lens.

Discussing variable anamorphic

KanS.), chairman of the! Small
Business * Committee’s monopoly
subcommittee. Which investigated
complaints of independent exhibi-

tors^made a speech in the Senate
denouncing the committee staff for

lenses. Sponable emphasized that I

the unauthorized versiOn

they couldn't be usedunle<s they I

he called J-unaatisfactory."
they couldn’t be used unless they
were fed prints made in the ratio

desired. He commented that pris-

matic lenses are limited to certain
focal lengths ancT that the use of
short focal lengths tended to ere
ate fringe effects. Long throws, he
said, are more expensive with
prism lenses than with cylindrical

* optics such as represented in Cin-
emascope,

Discussing the assignment of
lens distribution by B&L, Skouras
said 20th Was taking the step
‘after havirig discharged our obli-

Drive-ins to Participate
Operators of drive-ln theatres,

via repcesentatives of their na-

tional associations, will be invited
to participate in' upcoming indus-
try meetings on establishing a sys-

tem Of arbitration. First formal
session on the subject in some time
took place in N. Y. Monday (29)
with distribution and legalistic reps
of the film companies exchanging
notes.

.Confab agreed on May 11 as the
target date for start of the overall

gation on behalf of the motion pic- huddles, which will have the Mo-
ture industry in establishing Cin- tion Picture Assn, of America, The-
emaScope successfully throughout atre Owners of America and other
the world.” He also said that exhib outfits, excluding Allied
C’Scope “is the means to insure States, sitting in. Inclusion of the
the future of the motion picture ozoner ops further spotlighted the
Industry,” and later observed that growing importance of jthe drive-in«a certa in lead jn the field in picture business affairs.20th had
industry and we intend to keep it.” It was further indicated at Mon-

day’s meet that A1 Lichtman, dis

tribution director for 20th-Fox, in

future will have a key role in all

arbitration efforts, either as chair-
man of the MPAA committee or,

Kramer as Writer’s Alter Ego
Stanley Kramer will appear on

the “Author Meets the Critics”
DuMont tv show Sunday (4) as rep

[r}"% !?” P^”’ aU' P-ibTy. Thairmsmof^the full' joint

Writer died short* alter publi-
ses*0ns

,

with the exhib contingents,

cation of the novel, which Kramer was tentatively -set

is picturizing as an Indie release accommodate Eric A. Johnston,

through United Artists. Producer M
.

PAA President. He’s now abroad,

is spending a week in N, Y. will be back in the states Saturday
(3), but shortly after will be wing-

Premlnger’s N. Y. Office \
ing overseas again on Government

Otto Preminger has opened an business. It’s figured he’ll wind
office in the Alvin Theatre Bldg., UP the latter sufficiently in time to
N. Y., ‘where he’ll conduct prepara- tnake the May date,

tory work for “Carmen Janes.” Allied," miffed over the exclusion
Producer will lens the property in of film . rentals as an arbi-
CinemaScope for 20th-Fox. trable subject, is remaining aloof

Lina Abarbanel is handling N. Y. of film rentals as a proposed arbi-
casting of the pic, from the conferences.

ss Continued ftom 4

give it every possible considera-

tion,” •

Skouras said both Theatre Ovfal-

ers of America and Allied States

Assn, would be Jnyited to form

committees and bring in their own
findings on ‘the comparative merits

of stereo and single-track sound.

There will be lia comparison with

Perspecta Sound which also' uses ft<

single, cued optical track to

achieve “dimensional” sound.
'

’ v
Regarding Perspecta Sound,

which Loew’js International is us-

ing on all of its C’Scope pix abroad

and. which both Metro and Para-

mount will attaqh to aU but' Cine-

mascope prints ‘ in the U. S.,

Skouras emphasized
,
that it was,

cheaper only for the distributors.

He said he couldn’t help it . if

Loew’s decided on an inferior sys-

tem, and he recalled that Loew’s
International owns a 50% interest
in Perspecta.

On the subject of other systems,
however, Skouras. stated that be
welcomed “any new system that
can give support to the industry.”
He said this necessarily had to be
20th’s policy if it was honest in its

intention of wanting to help the
theatres, and he added that, if any
improvements come along, “we will
back them 100%. Every new de-
velopment fof the good of the in-
dustry is welcome.”

A1 Lichtman, 20th director of
sales, disclosed that the number of
C’Scope equipped houses .in the
U. S. and Canada now stood at
2,793. With seven ’Scope pix in

release by 20th alone,-dhe company
has 1,896 prints in the exchanges
and not one has been idle from

the first day of delivery,” he de-
cldredf

Lichtman provided elaborate
documentation to prove that 20th
CinemaScopers have, extensively
outgrossed comparable releases in
2-D and he refuted “uninformed
propaganda” that Cinemascope
isn’t suitable for small houses. The
only objections have come from
exhibs who don’t like the cost of
installation and equipment, he
said.

With the cost of stereo sound
for a small house now reduced to
as low as $2,950, he maintained
that such a theatre could install

CinemaScope for an overall outlay
of $6,000. Lichtman said 20th
would render exhibs. “the worst
sort of service” if it allowed the
system to be bastardized, by elimi-
nating any of its basic elements.

Re-stating the 20th policy of
guaranteeing every exhib a profit
on a CinemaScope film, Lichtman
obsenred that the public was the
boss’ “They’ll buy what they like
and they’ll reject what they don’t
like,” he stated. “The figures in-
dicate that the public likes Cinema-
Scope and that they are buying it.

Lichtman provided a rundown
on the b.o. performance of his
C’Scope releases so far to dem-
onstrate the extent to which they
are outgrossing comparable 2-D at-
tractions. “The Robe,” he disclosed,
in 1,370 bookings to March 20 had
grossed $24,600,000, bringing a
film rental of $13,263,238. By way
of comparison, “Gone With the
Wind,” in 5,450 bookings, brought
a film rental of $13,500,000.

“How to Marry a Millionaire,
in 813 situations, grossed $8,500,-
000 and netted 20th $3,728,001 in
film rental. The 2^D “Gentlemen
Prefer 'Blondes,” in 10,418 book-
ings, brought $4,433,981 .in film
rental. “12 Mile Reef” grossed $3,-

872,000' in 454 engagements for a
film rental of $1,558,006. “Anne
of the Indies” brought $1,271,400
in film rental in 14,1 17

:

dates.

Discussing the foreign market,
Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox In-
ternational prexy, disclosed 400
CinemaScope installations had
been made abroad since last Feb-
ruary. He thought C’Scope houses
in the foreign market would1 reach,
and likely exceed, the 5,000 mark
by the end of 1954, Only British
exhibs were complaining about the
cost of stereo sound and “steps
are being taken' to reduce the price
of -sound equipment there,”

Other’ speakers included Earl I

Sponable, 20th director of re-
search; W. C. Michel, 20th exec
v.p.; Charles Einfeld, ad-pub v.p
and Herbert Bragg, Sponable’s as
sociate, who discussed stereo
sound.

United Paramount Theatres, largest of all‘ exhibition chains, is near
L completion of the extensive whittling job it first undertook In March
1949, In accordance with the decree in the industry antitrust .suit. By
September, 1954, UPT is called upon to divest 29 Wholly-owned houses
and terminate joibt interest In another 41, five of wnich may be retained

|* as, wholly-owned- This will complete the job, leaving UPT with a
portfolio:of approximately 6QO situations.* Here’s the theatre lineup
as it .began and the scoreboard over the years.

Whtllx Ownjd Partly Own *invaitpn^
Wtth

. Total

1,424
1,298
1,019

867
708
669

(1)

,. Co-ownerships ^with other exhibs which were ordered dissolve#

by the U. S. Supreme
.
Court, V

(2)

. These'permitted sinpe the UPT pards are recognized iitf investors,

rather than other exhibs who might otherwise be in competition
with UPT.

March 3, 1949. . . . .. 9$5 20
jflQt Ij 1950 Vie 24
Jan. 1, 1951. ....... 284 27
Jan. 1952 . . 169 15

« •«»*«* 051 43 14
Jan. 1, 1954. ....... t«»t*4***i 016 41 12

*

t

Germans
Continued from pare S

with about 100 films lensed in 1953.

Difficulty encountered by postwar
German filmmakers is that they

have lost about one-third of their

export market, partly due to the

partition of the country. German
producers in recent months have
become increasingly vocal in their

demands tor a government sub-

sidy to help them promote their

output abroad. In this they are

obviously following' in the pattern

of Italian Films Export which pro-

motes Italo pix in foreign countries

and, in the U. S., also distributes

them.#
Situation in Germany is unique

iii that the government subsidizes

production but does it via distri-

bution which is in a better position

to put up guarantees. This makes
many other countries. Export
the distribs more powerful than in

Union has been formed by the Ger-
man industry, but it’s slow to get

going and a government subsidy
tor a promotional program' abroad

is a longrange proposition. ..

In view of this situation, Fod-
horzer said, he had found many
of the- German producers, distribs

and exporters receptive to his idea

for establishing a central U. S.

bureau to plug their product. Be-
fore leaving Germany, - he signed
up a newly-formed export outfit

in Which some important producers
and dstribs are represented. He’s
also tied up Export Film.

.Among the producing outfits

fife’ll rep are Carlton Film, Central
Cinema Co., Eichberg Film, Koenig
Film Production, Peter Ostermayr,
Schoenbrunn Film (Austrian),

Sonor Film, Neue Deutsche Film
Gesellschaft and Capitol Film. •

The Germans, like many other
Europeans, are confused re condi-

tions prevailing in the American
market, Podhorzer foufld. He
said one of the. widespread impres-
sions he found was that the U. S.

could be ideally developed for

dubbed pix. Germans believe this

since practically all foreign im-
ports in Germany are dubbed into

the native tongue and accepted this

way by local audiences. The Ger-
mans also find it difficult to com-
prehend that reception of their pix
In the U. S. is still tinged with a
degree of moral resentment stem-
ming from the war and prewar
period.
'Podhorzer indicated he had

found a good deal of talk among
German producers on ways and
means

.
of financing a foreign aid

program, and there is no denying
that the Germans are impressed
with subsidies granted the Italians
by the U. S. industry. However,
while subsidy is being talked, most
of the responsible elements in
the German film biz are aware of
the fact that trade agreements be-
tween America and Germany don’t
permit the type of financial assist-

ance—and possible local retalia-
tion—that is feasible in Italy and
even France. Therefore, most Ger-
man film men aren’t under any
Illusion that they will obtain sub-
sidy coin from Hollywood, PoV
horzer believes.

German industry has been doing
some heavy lobbying in Bonn to
point up the alarming drop in post-
war exports compared with the
tote thirties when the Third Reich
/Was riding high. Slick, brochure,
distributed to members of the Ger-
man Bundestag, points up that,
whereas Italian and French film ex-
port taken in 1952-53 were 28,000,-
000 and 20,000,000 German marks
respectively, the German share of
the foreign market came to only
6,000,000 marks. In the U. S., the
number of theatres that will play
German pix is strictly limited!

DRAWS PHOOEY
Chicago, March 30.

Bruce Trinz, general manager

of the Clark Theatre, one of the

five Chicago houses currently

being streamlined, criticizes exhibi-

tors for not using their own re-

sources in dressing up interiors.

Instead of reaching for fanciful

(and expensive) motifs—like Asi-

atic or New Orleans atmospheres,

whjch are not apropos things cine-

matic, Trinz suggests that theatres
exploit decorative values within
the industry. -

Walls in the foyer, fqr example,
might sport murals^ depicting the
production of pix with cameramen,
directors ahd booms. Pictures on
the walls, instead of framing ir-

relevant pastoral scenes, might be
eyecatching multicolored blowups
of well-known cartoon ^characters.
Trinz 'ia plotting an interior over-

hauling along these lines for his

house.

There’s been criticism in this

town' that theatres have been per-

mitting themselves to be outdone
in display showmanship by depart-

ment stores, automobile show
rooms, and various other competi-
tive edifices that seek to dazzle

the public eye. Against this, five

major theatres are currently put-

ting on new faces, with new,
bright animated lighting. Accord-
ing to Bob Flannery, v.p. of White-
way Signs, which does most of

the exterior decorating for the-

atres in Chi, it’s 'the first time in

five years that any film houses

have indulged in any kind of grand
scale refurbishing.

The Woods, Oriental, Rooseyelt,

Clark, and Four Star Theatres

each are estimated to be spending

around $40,000 for the installation

of canopies, marquees, signboards

and lighting. Late last year the

Chicago Theatre, B&K flagship,

shelled out close to $400,000 for a

complete overhauling of interior

decor—switching from the old

baroque vogue to the sleek mod-
ern.

Other Facets of Situation

Of some 150 houses that have

ceased to be film outlets since 1947

—converting to warehouses, fac-

tories, tv studios, and even ball-

rooms — only a few have upped
.their property value as a result

of the changd. At present' count

Chi has 162 theatres currently op-

erating in the city proper against

•an estimated 350 active in 1947.

The dropoff in seven years is over

50%. Excluding the suburbs and
out-of-town theatres, B&K has 34

houses now, and Schoenstadt leads

the smaller chains with nine. War-
ners and Essaness each -have eight

theatres in the city# H&E Balaban
six, Coston and Goodman & Har-

rison' four each, Van Nomikos
three, and RKO one. Rest classify

as indies.

George Sand Biopic
“Leila,” Andre Maurois’ • biog-

raphy of George Sand, has been
acquired for filming by indie pro-

ducer Bernard* Luber and will be

lensed in color in Europe later

this year.

Two other Maurois biogs—one
on Alexandre Dumas and the other

on Victor Hugo, the latter near

completion, also have been picked

up by Luber for screen treatment.

Maurois, in .addition to receiving

cash, will participate in the profits

of the films.
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Picture Grosses
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PITTSBURGH
’(Continued from page 9)

Dipping sharply to about $4,500.

La
&M*&ew5? <3,300;

heavy adcampai^' got this ant

?n Kia start. Great $22,000

near.
8
Last week, “‘r

J
ll

!i
IS

i»

C
2f

S
|iL

(M-G>, $21,000; couldn t hold ber

cause of locked bookings P*]®ce<*T

iSg sta-eshoy; Easter Week. Moved

t0
Soulr/ci Hill (SW)

U
(

n
900; 65-85)--

“Living Desert" (Disney). Every-

thing in its favor, including ecstatic

reviews and Academy Award night

jt opened. Heading for likely new

record at over $6,000, great Last

week "Turn Key Softly (Indie),

$3,500. Wou’d have held except

for "Desert" booking. May bring

ba-k "Softly" later.

Stanley <SW) '3,800;

•‘Phantom Rue Morgue .
<WB>*

There’s obviously still an audience

for these 3-D thrillers, and nice

$13,000 is enough to prove it. L-ast

week, "Rob Roy” (RKO), $6,500 in

6
Warner (SW) <1.200; $1.30-$2.80V

“Cinerama" (Indie) <16th wk».

Still solid at $15,500. Last week,

$16,000.

Wmi’ BIG $16,000,

BUFF; ‘GO MAN’ 11G
Buffalo, March 30.

"Phantom of Rue Morgue"
shapes neat at Paramount here this

stanza. "Go Man Go" is rated nice

at Century while "Night People"
looms strong on second week at

the Center. "Rose Marie" still is

big in second session at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo <Loew) (3,000; 70-$l)

—

•’Rose Mar e <M-G) <2d wk). Fine
$11,000. Last week, $20.00(0.

Paramount (Par) 1 3,000; ‘55-80)

—

"Phantom of Rue Morgue" (WB).
Neat 516.000 or near. Last week,
"Crime Wave” (WB) and "Duffy
San Quentin" (WB). $12,000.

Center (Par) <2.000; 55-80)

—

"Night PeoDle” <20th) (2d wk.
Strong $10,000 in 8 days. Last
week. $13,000.

Lafayette (Basil) <3,000; 50-80)

—

"Saskatchewan” (U) and "Nothing
But Women" <U) (2d wk). Oke
$7,500. Last week, $14,000.

Century (Ruhawk) (3,000; 55-80)—"Go Man Go” iUA> and “Dono-
van’s Brain” <UAL Nice $11,000.
Last week. “New Faces” (20th) (2d
wk>. $3,000 at Si top.

Teck (Loew’s) <1,300; 70-$l)—
"Julius Caesar” <M-G) <2d wk),
Nice $6,000. Last week, $9,000.

‘Hell’ Hotsy $19,000 In

/
K.C.; ‘Lagoon* Trim 8^G,

‘Desert’ 62G, ‘Moon’ 8G
Kansas City, March 30.

Pacing the current session is

"Hell and High Water” getting a
big play in four Fox Midwest
houses. "Creature from Black LA-

f

foon” is okay at Paramount, play-
ng in 3-D. Fox Midwest switched
its suburban Apollo to first-run for
"Living Desert" which is sturdy,
"Moon Is Blue’? continues great in
third week at Esquire. Heavy rain
early in week is worth real money
to this area.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,050; 65-

85) — "Living Desert" (Disney)
Nifty $6,500, on Oscaring. House
temporarily out of subsequent-run
policy for this booking;

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 75-

$1—"Moon Is Blue" (UA) <3d wk).
Great $8,000, and hOlds. Last week,
$9,500.

Kimo' (Dickinson (504; $1-$1.24)—"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (1.1th wk).
Okay $1,500. Last’ week, $1,700.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 75-$l)
—"Rose Marie" (M-G) (2d wk).
.Fair $7,000. Last week, $19,000.

I Missouri RKO) (2,650; 60-85)—
"Riding Shotgun" (WB) and "Stran-
ger on Prowl” (UA). Fairish $5,-
500. Last week, "Man Between”
(UA) and "Donovan’s Brain" (UA),
$5,000.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
75-$l)

—"Creature from Black La-'
goon” (U) (3-D). Very good $8,500.
Last week, "Red Garters’* (Par),

$9,000.

Tower,’ Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

700; 1,217; 75-$l>—“HeU and High
Water" <20th). Big $19,000. Last
week, "Ma, Pa Kettle at Home"
(U) with "Dragonfly Squadron"
(AA) at Tower and Granada,
$17,000.

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)

—

"Conquest of Everest” (UA) (3d
wk). Oke $2,000. Last week, $2,300.

‘Faces' Mildish 10G,

Denver; ‘Marie’ 9G, 2d
Denver, March 30.

First-run biz is generally medi-
ocre here this stanza. "Julius
Caesar", good in second Aladdin
week, is only pic to hold again.
"New. Faces,” one of newcomers,
is disappointing with only fairishf

take at the Denver. "Rose Marie"
looms passable at Orpheum.

Balfo BnH- ‘S*skaich’

Okay S9.0OO, ‘Riot* 8{G
Baltimore, March 30.

Despite favorable ‘ weather, biz
continues uninteresting here this
week. The large number of hold-
overs ere drawing moderate re-
turns for the most part with the
second week of "Night People" at
the Town out in front of the rest
of the others. "Saskatchewan" did
okay ?t the Hmn. Second week 0*

•‘Phantom of Ru a Mor rru-”,is mild
at the Stanley. “F’ot. in C n1

l Block
11” d’d, nicely In 10 ^avs at Keith’s.

Estimates for T»* ?s Wc*k
Century (T -new's. UA) (3 000; 20-

80'—"Beat The Devil” <TTA) (2d
wk). Dipping to mild $6,800 after
$10 000 opener.
Hinpodrome (Rappaort) (2.100;

35.9O)—“Wild One” (Col). Open-
ing tomorrow (Wed.) aft°r "Sas-
katchewan” <U) d’ri okay $9,000. In
ahead. “Glenn Miller Story” (U)
(5fV» wk). 36 000.

Kerb’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 25-
80'—“Yankee Pasha” (TJ). Starts

j

todav (Tnes.). Tn ahead. "B ;o+ Tp 1

Cell B’ock 11” (AA), nice S>8500 in
10 davs.

Tjit* in (Rannaonri) <310 ;
**5-$l)

—

•’Captain’s Paradise” (IJA) (4th
wk'. Still solid at $4,000 after
$4 200 for tb^d.

Mayf-ir (H’*ckO • (980: 2Q-70)—
•‘R ?de Clear of Diablo” <U). Orv>n-
ln ff tomorrow (V/pd.) after “Saadia”
fM-G), a barelv ok“v $4.^00. Last
week. “Taza, Son Of Cochise” (U),
$4.2.00.

New (Mechanic) (1 800: 25-80)—
"Should Happen To. You" (Col) (3d
wk). Holding fairly weU at $7,000
after $8,500 for second.

^la'dinuse (Schwaber) (420; 50-
$1 _“Moon Is B’ue” (UA) <7t.h

wk). Firm $4,500. Last week,
same.

Stanley (WB) (3.200; 40-90)—
“Phantom Rue Morgue” (WB) (2d
wk). Mild $7,500 after $11,500
opener.
Town (Rappaport) (1.600: 35-

$1.2*)—“Night People” (20th) (2d
W’k). Pleasing $10,800 after loud
$14,000 opener.

Estimates fpr This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—

"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $5,000. Holds aagin. Last
week, $9,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)

—"Riot in Cell Block 11” (AA) (2d
wk) and "Loophole” (AA). Fair
$6,000. Last week, $8,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)

—

"New Faces” (20th). Fairish $10,-
000. Last week, "Should Happen
to You” (Col) and "Prisoners Oas-
bah” (Col), $15,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 50-85)—
“Rose Marie” (M-G) (2d wk). Okay
$9,000. Last week, $13,500.

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50-
85)—“Boy From Oklahoma” (WB)
and "Tennessee Champ" (M-G).
Fair $9,500. Last week, “Glenn
Miller Story” (U) (4th wk), $11,-
500.

Vogue (Pike) (442; 60-90)—"Mur-
der Will Out” (Indie). Mild $900
Lin 4 days. Last week, “Man Be-
tween” (UA) (2d wk), $1,700.

i •

SEATTLE
(Continued from* page 9)

Fine $10,000. Last week, "New
Faces” (20th) <2d wk), $7,200.

Liberty (Hamrick) <1,650; 65-90)
—“Gypsy Colt” (M-G) and "Ten-
nessee Champ” (M-G). Drab $3,000
in 6 days. Last week, “War Arrow”
(U) and "Forbidden” (U), $5,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90-

$1.25) — "Conquest of Everest"
(UA). Good $4,000. Last week,
"Living Desert" (RKO), $3,800 at
$1.50 top.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90-

$1.25)—"Glenn Miller Story” (U)
(3d wk). Great $11,000 after $14,-
300 last week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 65-

90)—“Creature Black Lagoon” (U)
(3-D) and "Project M-7” (U) (2d
wk-3 days). Light $1,500. Last
week, $6,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90)—"Act of Love” (UA) and
"Scarlet Spear” (UA). Light $6,000.
Last week, "Dangerous Mission”
(RKO) and “Casbah" (Col). (2d
wk-4 days), $2,600.

Mangle’ Hotsy 16G, D.C4

’Morgue’ 10G, ’Riot’ 8G
Washington, March 30.

Two major television programs
la6t week, the Academy Awards
and the Rodger ft Hammerstein,
hit. in-town film business and kept
grosses well below what they
might have been. Best of new pix
likely will be “Phantom of Hue
Morgue" and •’Naked Jungle.*’

“Night People" and “Julius Caesar”
shape as top holdovers.

Estimates for phi* Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-$l)—

“Naked Jungle” (Par). Good $16.-
009, and holds. Last week,.?Hell,
High Water” (20th) (2d wlc),

$12 ,000.

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 35-85)
—“Alaska Seas” (Par). So-so $6,-
000. Last week, “Long, Long
Trailer” (M-G (5th wk), $6,500.

CASE FOR ’SELL’ MADE

BY TANGA T1KA’
Minneapolis, March 30.

If any demonstrations were need-

ed as to what boff selling can do

boxofficewise for ‘ a picture that

possesses selling angles; “Tanga

Tika’* at the local sureseater, The
World, has been’ providing it

'

They’re, pointing out here that

the boxoffice results should serve

as an example as to how other such

exploitable /‘different” pictures

should be handled*

Coming here unheralded, sans

cast names, and an off beat docu-

mentary type picture filmed in *
land, Tahiti, that , wouldn’t ordi-

narily intrigue the average film

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 90-$1.2S)

—

“Julibs Caesar” (M-G) (8th wk).
Strong $6,500. Last week, $7,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 60-85)—
“Riot in Cellblock II” (AA). Nice
$8,500 . Last week, “Glenn Miller
Story” (U) (5th wk), $9,500.
' Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 90-
$1.20)— “Phantom Rue Morgue”
(WB). Fine $10,000. Last week,
“Fightings Pimpernel” (Indie), $3,-
500, with house closed matinees be-
cause of remodeling.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$l)

—

“Night People” (20th) (2d wk).
Handsome $14,000 after initial
$22,000. Stays again.

Playhouse'(Lopert) (435; 53-$l)—
“Man Between” (UA) (3d wk). Nice
$5,000 after $7,000 last week.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)—"Cinerama” (Indie) <21st wk).

Sock $19,000 with an extra show
thrown in for school youngsters.
Last week, $18,500.
Trans-Lux <T-L)_(600; 55-$l)—

“Wild One” (Col) (2d wk). Firm
$6,000. Last’ week, $8,000. Holds
on.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 8)

ama” (Indie) (13th wk). Big $30,-
200. -Last week, $28,500. -

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l) — "Beachhead” (UA) and
"Clipped Wings” (AA) -<2d wk).
Fair $6,000. Last week, $10,500.*

Sftagedoor (A-R) (400; 85-$1.50)—
“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (14th wk).
Playing at popscale, okay $5,500.
Last week. $6,000. *

tain’s Paradise" (UA) (4th v
Nice $3,000. Last week, $3,000.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85

“Genevieve" (U). Fancy $3,500
better. Last week, "Moulin Rou
(UA) (2d wk), $2,400.

fans, “Tanga Tika" nevertheless
grossed a big $4,300 its first week
and also will chalk up a healthy
take this second and final stanza, -

World owner Ted Mann credits
the boxoffice groundwork laid by
the picture’s co-producer, Dwight
Long, in large part for the film’s

brisk business.. Long came to town
two weeks in advance and arranged
for permission to talk to pupils’ as-
semblages in all of the public paro-
chial and Schools, telling about the
picture and showing still slides;
from it

.

"

During the fortnight, too. Long
also addressed civic and other
luncheon club meetings daily and
appeared before parents-and-teach-
ers* associations, plugging his film.

It all paid off at the boxoffice,
says Mann who points out that
while the picture is good and de-
serves support, other equally meri-
torious offerings of similar type
and fire-rate lesser screen offerings
are failing .to attract substantial
patronage in these, C’Scope days
when only the very top pictures
usually click big.

‘Snlt of Earth*
Im5 Continued from page 3

also running at the Grande Thea-
tre. Latter is serviced by the indie

|

ops. Once before, at the Preview
Theatre, N. Y., LA ops refused to

run “Salt,” leaving a couple of
newspaper critics stranded. IA has
never made it clear officially what
its position in re the -pie. It’s gen-

erally believed, however, that the

Toy Airplanes
Continued from page 3

having difficulty in their marital
life. One of the factors in this
marital difficulty is the death by
drowning of the couple’s small son.
The. portion of the picture com-
plained of and with which this ac-
tion is concerned consists of an in-
cident occurring shortly after the
drowning.
"The sequence in question takes

place in the late afternoon after
the completion of the day’s work
of the husband and shows him
walking along a city street on
which a street vendor is demon-
strating" and selling plaintiff’s
product . . Preoccupied with his
troubles, the husband stops to
watch the vendor’s demonstration
and absentmindedly buys one of
the toys for his son and carries it
away in the Skyroplane box.
"Suddenly remembering that his

son is dead, he turns to return the
toy but changes his mind and solil-
oquizes, “Why do that, I paid only
69c for it.’ It is then alleged that
this Sequence carried great emo-
tional impact and contributed to
greater public interest in the mo-
tion picture, with consequent great-
er profit to the defendant.

"It is claimed that by this se-
quence the thought was conveyed
that plaintiff’s article could be
bought from street hawkers for
69c and that as a result there was
a wanton, reckless and malicious
disparagement of plaintiff’s ar-
ticle . .

.

In dismissing the complaint,
Justice Aurelio0 held that “it is

questionable whether the film se-
quence complained 01 can in and
of itself be reasonably regarded as
a disparagement or slander of
plaintiff’s productor as finpugning
its quality. Moreover, the court
add&d, it js essential to show a
"willful intent to cause injury,"
and the complaint is insufficient in
that respect. •

IA doesn’t like the political color-
ing of either the film itself or of
the people behind it.

- “Salt" was made by Herbert Bi-
berman and Paul Jarrico, both
members Of the Unfriendly Ten
who refused to answer questions
before the House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee in 1947. Pic had
the full support of the Interna-
tional Mine and Smelter Workers
Union which got the CIO boot due
to alleged Communist domination
in its leadership. "Salt" has gen-
erally been labelled a pro-labor
propaganda effort.

’

Operators at the New Dyckman
ran the first show of "Salt" but
balked at continuing. After con-
sultation with IA headquarters,
Phillip Steinberg, who also runs
the Grande, informed the IA reps
that he had .men from the indie
union standing by to take over if

the IA persisted in its refusal to
handle "Salt" at the Dyckman.
Spokesman for the IA projectionist
local No. 306 offered to substitute
another IA operator, but .was
turned down by Steinberg.

"Salt" is being distributed by
Independent Productions Corp. Ac-
cording to a spokesman for the
company, the film, which has dis-
crimination against Mexican mine
workers by an American company
as one of its main themes, is due
for a Mexico City opening by the
end of this week. Many of those
who have seen it have expressed
regret at the thought that "Salt" is
to be shown abroad. It’s feared
that the content and message of
the pic will be deliberately dis-
torted in the foreign market to
serve the ends of antl-U. S.
propaganda.

First threat of picketing came
last week on the heels of reports
received by the Yorkville Post of
the American Legion that “Salt"
was a Commie film. D. C. Cabeen,
the Post Commander, went to the
Grande to see the film. According
to Independent Productions, he
couldn’t find fault with it and the
picketing was called off.

Cannes Fesl
Continued from page I -1

—

Preston Sturges ahd Harold Rus-
sell.

meetings of producers, writers
musicians • and tv reps, another
“•fk the shifting trends of fiim
is in the division o£ foreign stars
in many of the films: entered. Merle
Oberon spouts Spanish in ’’Every-
thing Is Possible Jn Granada," Zsa
Gabor coos French in “Sang Et
Lumlere" (“Blood and Light”)

7ore?,
sighs in Italian in

Maddelena, Nicole Maurey pines
English in “Little Buy Lost" (Par)
and the topper is French director
Rene Clement’s fllitf, “Monsieur
Ripois,” with top ranking Gallic
star Gerard Philipe, being entered
as an English film. Film was shot
in England in two versions and
chauvinistic French are mumbling
about this one.

Pie Accord Huddles
Marc Spiegel is here repping the

and will huddle with Jacques
Motion Picture Assn, of ‘America
Flaud of the Centre Du Cinema
on the lagging Franco-American
pic accord talks. Eric Johnston had
to bypass Cannes due to his politi-
calchores and saw Flaud in Paris
Albert Cornfield, 20th-Fox conti-
nental manager, was here for the
opening of “Reef," and taped a
radio recording with jury presi-
dent Jean Cocteau.

Robert. Mitchum ^and Preston
Sturges missed a photography date
with the photogs Of the French pic
mag, Paris-Match, due to the at-
traction of the casino, and Lizbeth
Scott just made the opening of the
test, with Terry Moore cancelling
at the last minute due to illness.

Russfen delegation is headed by
Grigor Alexandra, ex-assistant of
Sergei Eisenstein, and also has
three actors and actresses. Delega-
tion has been doing a lot of sight-
seeing

Incidents have been practically
nil so far and only, a few changes
of program have upset the even
tenure of the fest Changes were
usually due to lateness ofofficials
or film copies.

Empty Seats for Russ Pic
Second-day had an afternoon de-

voted to an Indian film, “Pomposh,
The Lotus Flower,” which was a
simple, banal tale of a little mute
girl living with foster parents on
a large river. Evening show was the
first Russian film to be presented,
"Scander-Beg, . Albanian Warrior,”
and house showed a lot of empty
seats. Film about the lifelong fight
of Scander-Beg to free his people
from the invading Turks and
Viennese in the 15th century shows
a perfection in the Russo color
system and a technical and opulent
finish that denotes top budgets and
modern studios.
Third day (27) had “From Here

To Eternity” (Cql), which did turn-
away biz and found many fest
guests without seats. Film was well
received and may figure in kudos
in spite of the Oscar dumping on
its shoulders. Fourth day (28) had
first Italo pic, “Maddelena," in the
afternoon. It shapes .as a rather
pretentious film on a miracle in
a small town, which transforms a
loose woman into a saint during a
holiday. Swedish film, "The Great
Adventure," is documentary maker
Arne Sucksdorff’s

(
first feature-

length pic and it has all the care
and visual beauty of his short na-
ture films. It concerns a child’s ad-
ventures among animals and bene-
fits from superb photography and
careful making that put this in line

for a special prize. 'Fifth day (29)

had the French “Avant Le Deluge”
(“Before The Deluge") in the after-

noon.

may arise.

Nixon amendment would also
1

cover all cinema construction, now
also governed by the Board, and
without local area opinion being
considered by latter.

Under present legislation, a mu-
nicipality may decline to issue a

drive-in building permit on
grounds of traffic congestion even-
tuality or protection of existing

cinemas etc. but, if the applicant

secures a provincial censor board
permit, he need only appeal ih

.higher court for a writ of manda-
mus which compels the municipal
authorities to bow.
Canada had three s drive-ins in

1946; thiq zooming to 104 by 1952,

with another 78 added in 1953.
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CHICAGO
Jack Skirball, film director, ad-

dressed fund-raising dinner, for

American Union of Hebrew Con-
gregations last Wednesday (24).

;

Pre-trial hearing of Essaness
antitrust suit, against, the major-
chains set for April 23 by Federal
District Court Judge William
Campbell.

Bugg Theatre, longtime Shut-

tered, to reopen April, 1 7- «

Paul A. Watkins took over
operation of the Lux Theatre, East
Peoria, III.

Van Nomikos off last weekend
for six-week visit to Greece.
Bob Allen, Paramount exchange

manager, out of Evanston Hos-
pital.

Mort Green, vet theatre man-
ager in Chi, ailing in Michael
Reese Hospital.
Harry and Elmer Balaban vaca-

tioning in Florida with their fami-
lies.

John Balaban,' Dave Wallerstein,
and Bill Hollander, B&K top execs,

all in Hollywood for funeral of

Louis Lipstone, former musical di-

rector for theatre chain.

Paramount ' staging a “pageant”
screening for the industry here to-

day (Wed.) at Lake Shore Theatre.
Preview pix will be “Elephant
Walk,” “About -Mrs. Leslie” and
“Knock on Wood.”

BOSTON
Universal camera crew due in

shortly for outdoor location shots
for company’s forthcoming pic of
the Brink robbery. Scripted by Sid
Boheirr. film is based on the series
of articles penned bn Boston
Globe’s Joe Dineen.

At conclusion of a speech about
the film industry before a group of
Harvard law students recently,
Charles E. Kiirtzman. Loew’s The-
atres northeast division manager,
when ask&d about the relationship
between pix and tele quipped, “we
are engaged and apt to be married
shortly.”
Tom Dowd, freelance tubthum-

per, handling campaign for double
Dili, “Heidi” and “White Mane,”
s’ated for Majestic Theatre Easter.
Easter.
Myron J. Segal, son of UA’s

branch manager. Harry, has joined
the exchange’s booking staff. The
younger Segal formerly was a thea-
tre manager.

MINNEAPOLIS
Cinerama, now definitely sched-

uled to open at Century here April
19. will be scaled at $2.80 top in
this theatre which will have 1,140
seats after alterations are com-
pleted. All .seats will be reserved,
the same "as the 10 other keys
where now playing.
The Richfield is latest Minneap-

olis indie nabe house to capitulate
to C’Scope, making a total of 13

New York Theatres
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Twin Cities* subseqiifent-run situa-
tions to date..

Bill Diehl celebrating his fourth
anni as St. Paul Pioneer Press-
Dispatch film editor and critic.'

Reopened St. Paul nabe Ray
theatre, offering regular schedule
of Spanish features once weekly;

“Glenn- Miller Story” proving
one of all-time top grossers in

1

territory, outdrawing “Quo Vadis”
and “Knights of Round Table” in

a number of situations.

Paramount held i n v i t a t i o n
screenings of “Elephant Walk,”
“About Mrs. Leslie” and “Knock
on Wood” at St. Louis Park The-
atre here March 29.

. Warner Bros, scheduled invita-

tion screening of “Lucky Me” at

the .Uptown here April 12.

Stan Kane, North Central Allied
executive counsel, called to Wash,
ington to participate in fight to re-

peal federal admission tax.

Bill Diehl, St; Paul Dispatch-
Pioneer Press film editor, off on
45-day flying European tour during
which he will visit film studios
overseas.

Dwight Long, producer of

“Tanga Tika,” currently at World,
preceded film into town and spoke
at public schools and civic clubs.

|

Earliest • openings ever for terri-

tory’s drive-ins indicated by fact

that some of northern Iowa and
western Wisconsin ozoners already
have stolen march on summer and
started doing business.

William* Shartin, former Minnea-
politan and one-time WB district

manager here, now a Seattle,
Wash., independent film distrib,

paying first local visit in 12 years.
He’s an uncle of Arnold Shartin,
Paramount booking manager.
Back from United Paramount

New York homeoffice visit, Harry,
B. French, Minnesota Amus. Co.
prexy, enthusiastic over Vista-
Vision and the Tushinsky lens
which he saw demonstrated.

DALLAS
A three-day meeting was held at

Galveston by executives and man-
agers of .the Ezell & Associates
Drive-In Circuit. A1 Reynolds, gen-
eral manager, revealed plans for
installation of the new Ezell speak-
er system for stereophonic sound
and Cinemascope within the next
60 dpys in all circuit ozoners.
Avalon Theatre in Houston con-

verted into an arty house.
Lew Btay, Jr., took over as man-

ager of the Queer! Theatre at Mc-
Allen. He recently returned from
Army service. Succeeds Mrs.
Katheryn Verser who. was trans-
ferred to the State at Mercedes tb
replace Mrs. Flo McDonald.
Don G. Bowen took over the Val-

ley Theatre at Valley Mills which
he purchased recently from Les
Whitehoiise. Lloyd Raburn contin-
ues as manager.
The Amett-Benson Theatre,

owned by Preston Smith, rlopened
at Lubbock. House was complete-
ly renovated after extensive dam-
age by fire last December.

Victory Theatre at Malakoff
shuttered temporarily, according to
Robert Mann, manager for the
Athens Amus. Co., which recently
purchased the house from Earl
Jenkins.
Arrangements completed for use

‘of the Don Drive-In at Port Arthur
April Iff by the Lutheran Laymen’s
League for Easter sunrise service.

ST. LOUIS
Joe Brooks shuttered his Della

200-seater in Creal Springs, 111.

for indefinite period.
Frisina Amus. Co., Springfield

111., relighted ozoners near Spring
field, Litchfield, Effingham, Robin
son, 111., Keokuk, la., Hannibal an<
Mexico, Mo.
Two ozoners in the Ozark area

one near Arcadia, Mo,, owned bj
Irwin Degonia and William Bas
den and one near .Hoiston, Mo.
owned by Hubert E. Lay, startei
operations for year.

Residents of Greenview, 111.

were cuffo guests of manager o
the Linda, 400-seater, as part 0
the fifth anni of house’s operation
Waldo Evans, former manager o

the Varsity, Decatur, 111., now resi
dent manager of two houses ii

Mexico, Mo., and an ozoner out
side of city for the Frisina Amus
Co. Evans succeeds Joseph Nepott
.who 'has been upped to field super
visorship.

Fritz Goodwin, public relation
director for Metro here, lecturini
at high schools as part of bally fo:

“Julius Caesar” now at Loew’
Orpheum.
The Tiger, 435-seater in Colum

bia, Mo., shuttered. House 1

owned by Byron E. Knight.
« . k u .nr » v, it i *

Bring Back Business?
Chicago, March ' 30;,

Ziegfeld Theatre, one of la
major first run houses in Chicago,
is bringing back "Llli” on April
2 after the pic Has completed its

full outlying * cycle. House had
milked “Lili” for 12 weeks through
August of last year but hasn’t had
a hefty grosser with durability

since.
'

Ziegfeld evidently is hoping the
pic still has some life (luring the
lean-jLenten weeks as a general-
audience attraction. Originally, the
pic ran^at the house as art fare.

Erie Johnston
L— Continued from page 3—

J

understood SIMPP’s position and

gave the Society and its new ex-

port assn.’s objectives “proper, de-

served and just recognition and

treatment.” #

Observers see the Faris mission

as a preliminary move in what may
shape into an open clash between

MPEA and SIMPP In the foreign

market over the question of sub-

sidies. Reached at his home in At-

lanta last week, Arnall commented
that the indies had no, quarrel with
MPEA over permits and that their

only beef concerned possible finan-

cial MPEA assistance to industries

abroad, Arnall considers this a
bad precedent and a violation of ^
principle which, he feels, the U. S.

industry must stick by.

If Johnston succeeds in Paris in

restoring to active implementation
the agreement he signed there last

fall, and which involved a subsidy
to the 'French, SIMPP has already
indicated it will move against any
such agreement via the proper gov-
ernment agencies- in Washington.
Rather than France, however, the
sorepoint appears to' be Italy,

where the government - and indus-
try currently benefit to the tune of

10% of MPEA earnings. While
it’s generally felt that the Ital-

ians will insist on retaining some
such assistance, they now will also

be aware of the opposition MPEA
faces at home.

It’s been ArnalPs point in the
past that, rather than hampering
MPEA, he is actually helping it

and strengthening its hand since
Johnston has on various occasions
indicated that he oppose subsidies.

He has °made it clear also that,

while this is his personal convic-
tion, it is. The MPEA board which
sets policy. Latter is guided pri-

marily by. economic considerations
rather than “principle.

Outlining the purposes of Faris’

trip for SIMPP, Arnall said that,

apart from contacting government
officials and acquainting theln with
the views of the Society, he would
also obtain the latest available info
on monetary and film restrictions

and would contact Importers with
whom SIMPP members may wish
to do business.

Nome Office Union
aSS Continued from page 7

tract is quickly inked with the film
company. Similar protests were
registered

,
previously by other

white collarites.

Reaction of the rank and file has
led Local H-63 to listen to over-
tures from other AFL unions,
Strongest pitch so far has been
made by Office Workers Interna-
tional, AFL, which has argued
that the collarites are rightfully
within its jurisdiction and do not
belong to the IA craft setup. Dave
Beck’s Teamsters Union and the
Sign, Pictorial and Display Union
are also wooing Local H-63. It’s

admitted that the Office Workers
International is the strongest con-
tender. Affiliation with this group
would cost H-63 90c a member as
compared to $1.75 for full auton-
omy within the IA.

Not An *A* Union
When it joined the IA in 1945,

Local H-63. was designated as a
special department local and was
not considered an “A” union as,
for example, the stage hands, pro-
jectionists or cameramen. This
status limited the collarite outfit’s
power, thereby giving the distribs
what Local H-63 contends is the
upper hand in negotiations. Under
Local H-63’s charter, it cannot call
a strike without Walsh’s okay, a
factor which the union maintains
has unnecessarily delayed Contract
negotiations.

* v
Plastorama, system being privately shown on the Coast now, is not

il Riiss system, as erratuihed from Berlin, but invented by Stephen
Garutso, whose optical balance lens was used on Stanley Kramer’s
“Cyrano” and other Hollywood product to achieve depth of focus.
It’s being -shojvn in Hollywood by John E. Pofnmer, veepee of Erich
Pommer Films, Inc., which made its first film with a Garutso lens,
“A Love Story,” German-language pic starring Hildegarde Neff. Pom-
mer and attorney Paul P. Schreibman claim lens, called Multiscource
Realife, produces a picture with depth effect which can be shown on
anything from home equipment to Tushinsky-equipped projector with-
out added expense to exhibitor. It was shown on standard screen with

'

standard lens or widescreen with standard wideangle lens. Actually
consists of five lenses of varying focal lengths. Pictures picked up by
four secondary lenses are united in one optical axis on single negative;

Mystery surrounding the theme of Joseph Mankiewicz’s ’’Barefoot
Contessa” has been cleared up. There was talk around Hollywood
tljat the picture, currently filming in ’Italy , is based on

f
the“career of

an American film actress. It’s about a Spanish dancer working in a
Madrid honkytonk where she is discovered by a hasbeen film- director.
When she rises (to stardom the gal becomes a cohtessa by marrying
into Italian nobility. By that time she has shoes.

Howard Dietz, Metro’s ad-piub v.p., pulled a nifty this iveek in the
form of a press mailing piece designed to draw attention to M-Gi’s 30th
anniversary. It’s a stapled booklet reproducing cuts of scribes who
have been reviewing pix (including M-G’s, of course), for 30 years.
Captions include brief background material.

\
'

•20t-h-Fox is testing .the reissuance of “Keys to the Kingdom” in local
nabe houses in Minneapolis. And the oldie is showing enough box-
office that Saul Malisow, branch manager here, believes his company
will re-release it nationally.

Hollywood, March 30.

Jeyrey'Stone joined*Cleo Moore,

Lisa Daniels and Lee Marvin as a

member of Leonard Goldstein’s

"Stock company.” , . . Elbert " Steele

will portray. President Eisenhower
in present-day scenes' for “The
Long Gray Line” at Columbia, .

.

Hugo 4Has sighed Cleo. Moore as

femme lead in his indie, “Tur-

moiL”. . . . RKp dickering with

Robert Strauss for one of the top.

roles in “The Conqueror” , . .

Eugene Igleslas will play Betta St.

John’s . husband in Josef Shaftel’s
indie, “The Bandit” ... Henry i

Morgan drew a key role in Para- 1

mount’s “Strategic Air Command,”
his fifth picture with Janies Stew-
art . . . Lippert’s “Woman With a-

Gpn” will be released as “The Un-
holy Four” . . . UI is negotiating
with June Allyson asfemme lead
opposite Jose Ferrer -in “The
vShrike.”

Warners assigned Allyn McLerie
to a role in “Battle Cry’' . • . Walter
Wanger will produce “The Strange
Case of Officer X,” a crime story,

for Allied Artists . . . Sam Kats-
man signed Nancy Gates as femme
lead opposite George Montgomery
in “Bat Masterson, Bad Man” . . .

American Cinema Editors accept-
ed four new members: George
Tomaslni, George Glttens, Henry
Molin and Daniel Calm . . . Milburn
Stone will play the role of Capt.
John J. Pershing in Columbia’s
“The Long Gray Line” . . . Pano-
ramic switched from . “The Kid
From Outer Space” to “The Rocket
Man” ... Joe Relchler, sports
writer, plays one in Paramount’s
“Strategic Air Command” . . .

Merle Oberon signed with Metro
for the role of Dorothy Donnelly in

“Deep In My Heart,” biopic of the
late Sigmund Romberg.
Nick Ray will direct “Run For

Cover,” James Cagney starrer, to
be filmed in VistaVision and Tech-
nicolor at Paramount ... Aaron
Rosenberg draws production reins
on “The Long Hunters,” a tale of
the War of 1812 at UI . . . Henry
and Phoebe Ephron checked in at
20th-Fox to script “Daddy. Long
Legs,’’ co-starring Fred Astaire
and Leslie Caron . . . Rayford
Barnes joined the cast of - Sons of
the Navy” at Allied Artists . . .

Jerry and Susie Mather signed for
moppet roles in Allan Dowling’s
indie, “Night Music.” ... Mari Al-
don will play opposite. Richard
Conte in “A Race for Life,” to be
co-produced by Exclusive . Films
/and Lippert Pictures in London.

Lance Fuller, recently released
by UI, will play the male lead op-
posite Cleo Moore in Hugo Haas’
indie, * “Turmoil.” ... “Top Ba-
nana,” “Red Garters” and “Hell’s
Half Acre” were handed “B” rat-
ings by the National Legion of De-
cency . *. . Budd Boettlcher and
Carroll Case will make “The Num-
ber One,” bullfighting film, in Vis-
taVision and in color . . . Rick
Jason drew the male lead opposite
Linda Darnell in Allan Dowling’s
“Night Music.” . Hal Wallis
bought “Showdown,” a western
yarn by Les Crutchfield . . . Don-
ald Murphy snagged a featured
role in Columbia’s "Bat Masterson,
Bad Man.” . . . Casey Adams plays
a key role in “Case File. F.B.I..” to
be ^roduce^Jndependent|.y

t
by Ar-

thur Gardner and Jules Levy for

UI .release.

Esther Williams, currently as-

signed to Metro’s. “Jupiter’s Dar-
ling,” will follbw it “Say It In

French,” to be
.
produced by Joe

Pasternak . . .' Sandy Sanders set

for a role in “Bat Masterson, Bad
Man” at. Columbia ... Family
F i 1m s, previously confined' ' to
church and teevee tnarkets, goes
into the theatrical field with
“Christ Is My Cellmate.” . * . Ar-
lene Dahl and Pine-Thomas called
off their contract which called for
three more pictures in the next
two years ... Paul Marion joined
the “Green Fire” cast at Metro . . .

Xavier Cugat and Abbe Dane will
do a musical for Sam Katzman at
Columbia this summer . . . Hoynln-
gen fluene signed as color con-,
sultant on • “The Adventured of
Hajji Baba” at Allied Artists.

Gloria Grahame to star in four
pictures at .UI, starting with “The
Troubled Stream.” . .

.' Martha
Hyer plays the other woman in
“Case FHe, F.B.I.” for Edward
Small . . . Carlos Thomas will play
one of the top roles in Metro’s
“The Glass ' Slipper.” , . . Chick
Chandler a circus pitchman in Hat
Wallis’ “The Big* Top.” . . . Colum-
bia set Kim Nbvak in “Phffft.” . . ;

I Eduardo Clannelli a Greek fisher-
man in Warners’ “Helen of •Troy.*
... Pro footballer Johnny Olszew-
ski portrays a Roman god in “Jupi-
ter’s Darling” at Metro . . Fred-
erick Brisson made arrangements
to shoot “Girl Rush” on the
grounds of the Flamingo in Las
Vegas . . . Mary Young signed for
a character role In Allair Dowling’s
indie, “Night Music.”

Cedric Hardwlcke snagged the
role of King Priam in Warners’
“Helen of Troy” ... Juan Garcia
signed for a featured role in
Hecht-Lahcaster’s “Vera Cruz,”
currently filming In Mexico . . .

Marlin Skiles composing the score
for “The Bowery Boys Meet the
Monsters” at Allied Artists . . .

Johnny Florea, photographer,
plays one in “The Country Girl” at
Paramount ... . Richard Heermance
will produce “The Green Hills of
Idaho,” starting In July at Allied
Artists . . . Stephen Wayne drew a
role in Allan Dowling’s “Night Mu-
sic” . . . Mickey Rooney will star
in “The Atomic Kid,” to be pro-
duced-at Republic by his manager,
Maurice Duke . . Mike Mazurki
cast as John Wayne’s brother in
“The Conqueror” at RKO.
Berman Swarttz bought “Success

Stbry,” written by Glenn Rose, for
indie production as a starrer for
Keefe Brasselle ... Gary Cooper
plays a love scene with Denise Dar-
cel entirely in French for the
Hecht-Lancaster film, “Vesa CrUz”
. . . Frank Sinatra signed to star

in “Suddenly,” Robert Bassler’s
first indie production, with' Lewis
Allen directing . . . Next Frank
Ross production at 2Cth-Fox will

be “Alexander the Conqueror,”
based on a story by Louis de Wohl,
German historian ... Vincent
Sherman will direct “Ghost of a
Chance,” basej on a prison story
by Ned Young, at UI with Stanley
Rubin assigned as producer ...
Donna Reed will play thp role on
Mrs. Sigmund Romberg in Metro’s
“Deep in My Heart,” her first offer

since winning, the 0^ar
4_ w .
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Last Sunday night (28) undoubtedly set a new record for either

radio or television on a single agency's virtual monopoly of an
entire evening's programming. Agency in this instance is Young
fc Rubicam, which single-handedly dominated the networks clear

through from 6:30 p.m. to 11 p.m., with Y & R clients represented

by eight different shows (only one of them local) within the four
and a half-hour span.

Here*s how the "Y & R Night On TV" came off;

At 8:30, the Roy Rogers show on NBC-TV for General Foods;
At 7 o'clock the Paul Winchell show on NBC-TV for Procter &

Gamble;
At 8 (to 9:30) the Rodgers & Hammerstein Cavalcade spectacle

on all networks for General Foods;
At 9:30, the Television Playhouse on NBC-TV for Goodyear

Rubber Co.r '

Also at 9:30, "The Man Behind the Badge" on CBS-TV for
Bristol-Myers; „

At 10 o'clock, the "Web" on CBSiTV for Kent cigarets;

At 10:30, “What’s My Line" for Remington-Rand Co.
(In addition there was the locally-sponsored "City Detective"

series on WPIX, N.Y.)
~

Radio to GF: “We Wuz Robbed
1

Miffed Over ‘TV Only* Spread
9
for 750G R&H

Extravaganza
4— 1

;

Exclamations of indignation

have been aired by N.Y. radio men
this week because they felt the

General Foods' $750,000 Rodgers &
Hammerstein extravaganza of Sun-

day (28) night should have included

audio as well as video. It was felt

that GF products, like Jello and
Maxwell House Coffee, for exam-
ple, built their biz via radio, and
that radio should have come' in for

some share of the recent large nut.

One of the radio supporters men-
tioned that with GF already spend-
ing $750,000, perhaps little more
than an additional 7% for audio
coverage would have added many
people to the audience, especially

-in markets not covered by the
270 tele stations Contracted for the
spectacle.

Mutual Broadcasting’s ad chief-

tain Bob Schmid went to Y&R, GF’s
agency for the affair, a few days
before the telecast with a proposi-
tion for the inclusion of his radio
web, but he was informed that at
such a late date it was impossible
to consider since too many talent
contracts would require renegoti-
ating. The Y&R man who spoke
with Schmid indicated - that there

^
already had been some difficulty
with pacts without the additional
headache.

Almost as important as the

coin angle in annual report of

CBS, Inc., to its stockholders this

week is the booklet in which the

statistics are contained. It’s a

handsome, breezy job, profusely il-

lustrated,; with one plate in vivid

color. A shareholder reading the

tome, might figure himself in the
midst of perusing a novel as he
goes through the ftrisp prose cover-
ing the company’s component com-
panies. CBS prexy Frank Stan-
ton took a personal role in blue-
printing the format and text.

That ’53 was Columbia’s most
prosperous year was perhaps part
of the inspiration for the lively
compendium. Gfoss revenues and
sales reached $313,908,800, a 24.8%
hike over the $251,594,500 for ’52.

Consolidated net income was $8,-

894,642, highest in CBS records.
Figure equalled $3.80 per share
on 2,340,896 shares outstanding,
compared with $6,445,506 and $2.75
per share in '52.

Report gave these three events
as "having a significant and bene-
ficial’’ effect bn the company’s fu-
ture growth: Appearance of 228
new tv stations on the air, approval
of the NTSC color tv standards by
the FCC, and "the extraordinary
upsurge" of public Interest In hi-fi

sound reproduction.

m w

Dave Garrbway’s radio stanza on
NBC will be a two-hour Sunday
entry instead of Friday as. original-

ly carded. The 8 to 10 p.m. show
will be partly a taped affair

stemming from his "Today” pro-
gram with other material original,

including deejaying from his huge
platter collection. Jim Fleming is

editor and Mort Werner is produc-
ing. -

Tees off April 18 as "Sunday
With Garroway.’’

P&G TV Biz Cues

Drastic Reshuffle

* In CBS Schedule
CBS’ $11,000,000 daytime tv re-

shuffle in the switchover from
NBC of P & G’s "Welcome 'Trav-
elers’’ and "On Your Account’’
(plus Columbia’s added

.
quarter-

hour strip with the soaper under-
writing) will see several shows and
personalities unaccounted for as-

of the July 5 installation of the
new deal. .. No provision has been
made, for instance, for the Robert
Q. Lewis Show, which moves out
of the 4:30-5 slot for "On Your Ac-
count," latter berthed in that time

j

on NBC. Another prospective cas-

ualty is Jack JPaar, who was put
into the Friday 10 to 11 period
some months back. Garry Moore
goes in there Monday-thru-Thurs-
day 10-10:30, Friday 10-11:30. The
4 o’clock strip goes to "The Brigh-

ter Day’’ (currently 1 p.m.), thus

pushing out "Woman With a Past.”

Garry Moore’s slotting is prob-

ably the most surprising on the

(Continued on page 46)

Toni Takes Berle Half,

Tarty’ Qtr., for Summer,

Also Shops for Fall Time
Chicago, March 30.

Toni division of the Gillette Co.

is losing no time in moving in on
NBC-TV. The firm last Week or-

dered the 6: 30*6: 45 p.m. (CST)
Monday period ("Arthur Murray
Party*’ slot) for April 26 delivery

and the first half-hour of the Mil-

ton Berle summer replacement for

June delivery. Meanwhile Toni and
its agencies are still shopping for

regular evening half-hour on NBC-
TV for the fall.

While it’s not firm yet as to the

shows that will go into the time

slots, it’s understood the client is

interested in the Tennessee Ernie-

Helen O’Connell- package for the

Monday night quarter-hour. Toni
bankrolls the duo on CBS Radio

on*the Coast. For the Berle sum-
mer spot, several situation come-
dies are ufader consideration.

*

Flock ofNew CBS-TV Entries As

Oh Yeah?

Whatever ambitions the present
regime at NBC may have cherished
about elevating the tastes and
standards of the daytime television
viewer beyond the established spap
opera pattern appear to have flown
out the windofw in the wake of the
costly. ($8,800,000)' switchover of
Procter & Gamble billings to the
rival CBS-TV. (All told, CBS says
it adds up to an $11,000,000 wind-
fall, including the sale of a 15-

minute strip to - P&G along with
inheritance of "Welcome Travel-
ers" and "On Your Account" from
NBC.)
For there’s no doubt but that the :

decision of NBC, as result of the
P&G defection, to. move In with
two solid hours of late afternoon
tv soap operas, which even means
scrapping the present Kate Smith
hour show in the 3 to 4 segment,
represents a retreat from the
avowed intentions of prexy Pat
Weaver to bypass the soaper for-
mula and dress up the daytime
spectrum along the more courage-
ous lines of "Today" and "Home."
While it’s conceded that "Today"

and "Home" are "doing very well*

thank you," nonetheless NBC’s
complete reversal in planning
eight successive quarter-hour soap
opera strips (3 to 5 p.m.) is an
obvious attempt to help close a
widening gap which, on the one
hand, finds CBS-TV just about SRO
daytime while NBC-TV is left

holding the bag with a big sustain-
ing void. It would appear, too, an
obvious attempt to help make its

peace with such plushy bankrollers
as P&G, whose major tv stake, as
in radio before it, lies in the soaper
formula. (However, in the case of
"Travelers" and "Account/’ neither
are weepers.)

It’s conceded . that P&G, in

switching its brace of half-hour
afternoon shows to CBS, felt the
latter web was in a better position
to deliver a stronger rating. Also,
P&G wanted to get off the 4 to

4:30 hook. Claiming that the rat-

ing delivered by the Kate Smith
show in the preceding 3 to 4 time
•wasn’t doing "Travelers" any par-
ticular good. Some, however, are
inclined to attribute the P&G
moveout to a repudiation (by the
biggest sponsor in radio-tv) of the
NBC non-soaper daytime concept;
which now gets the heave.
The P&G decision will have the

effect of bringing out of camphor
the proposed "Hometown, USA",
project (a series of four quarter-
hour soap operas all patterned to

a continuing theme). Ortjthe NBC
agenda for soipe time, because of
its costly elements it was put on
ice pending some Sponsor interest/

However, the web now plans to

roll with it in the fall from 3 to 4,

with another hour of soapers in

the succeeding (4 to 5) hour.

DANZIG JOINS MINER

ON TOM EWELL TV’ER
Jerry Danzig, in the producing

stable of CBS-TV for six years, has
joined Tony Miner on the Tom
Ewell-starring comedy series, "The
Education of Mr. Blandings,’’

based on the Eric Hodgins book,

"Blandings „Way." Miner will kin-

nie first script (his own) for NBC.
next week. Clark Jones Will direct

the kine and Danzig produce the

Miner package.
Oddity in Danzig’s hookup with

Miner is that it was the latter who
first hired him as senior producer
when Miner was director of tv for

CBS.

Cronyn-Tandy Carriage’

Armstrong Summer Sub?
"The Marriage" is being con-

sidered as a prospect to fill the

summer gap at 9:30 p.m. Tuesday
on NBC-TV. That’s the "Arm-
strong Circle Theatre’* slot.

Show is the Hume Cronyn-
Jessica Tandy Mr. and Mrs. starrer,

with their radio version of "Mar-
riage" having been axed.

Two suspected killers on
last week’s NBC-TV "Martin
Kane" were' characters named
Stanton and Crandall.

Just a coincidence, presum-
ably, that their “other net-

work" counterparts are Frank
Stanton, CBS, Inc., prexy, and
George Crandall, director of

press info of CBC Radio.

NCAA Grid Plan

Similar to ’53;

No Tanoramas
Kansas City, March 30.

The NCAA tv committee has
evolved a plan for controlled tele-

casts of college, football games
similar to the arrangement used
last year. The 12-man group drew
up six major points for general
NCAA approval In seven days of

meetings that will end tomorrow
(Wed.).
Video sponsors will not be con-

sidered for the 13 telecasts offered
until two-thirds of the association’s

colleges and universities vote their

approval via ballots mailed to them
yesterday (Mon.). Returns must be
in by April 9. Last year’s games
were aired by General Motors on

;

NBC-TV.
Essentially only two points bf

the plan utilized in ’53 were
changed in the current NCAA tv

committee proposal. Use of "pano-
rama" or cuts from one game to

another on the same Saturday has

.

been rejected. Also being elimi-

nated are last-minute telecasts of

games sold out at the box office.

"Panorama” scheme was aban-
doned in midseason ' last year.

The six facets of the plan sub-
mitted by the Committee are: (1)

12 Saturday games between Sept.

18 and Dec. 4 and one on Thanks-
giving Day, Nov. 25, which is the
only one in which a panoramic
treatment may be used; (2) of the

12 games, at least one shall origi-

nate in each of the eight NCAA
geographic areas, preference to be
given by the sponsor to teams
which did not have network tele-

casts in ’52 or '53; (3) small col-

leges may be telecast at will; (4)

sponsor or sponsors must choose
games for the *13 dates in con-
formity with the plan's rules, mak-
ing arrangements for tv coverage
directly with the colleges involved;

(5) colleges, with exception of

smaller schools, may appear ^on

"simultaneous" (as Opposed to de-
layed exposure) only once during
the coming football season,"and
(6) "simultaneous” tv may be had
by colleges on Friday or Saturday
nights and holidays (except Thanks-
giving) if the one-appearance rule

is followed.

Cantor’s ‘Mystery’ Guest
Hollywood, March 30.

Eddie Cantor’s . "mystery" guest

on next Sunday’s "Comedy Hour"
is so subrosa that only he and
NBC Coast topper John West
know his identity. When NBC in

N. Y. and Colgate asked to know
who the guest was, to pass on ac-

ceptability, Cantor balked and
finally agreed to confide in West,

who would pass judgmetf for both

network and sponsor without re-

vealing his identity.

West accepted. Those close to

the show are wondering if it’s the

"Maxie the Taxi" bit kinnied last

week in which Cantor plays the

cabbie, passenger and the cop,

cueing the query: "Could other

‘two Cantors’ be his mystery
guests?" Scene, done in process,

required 10 and a half hours.

There’s a "baker’s dozen" of so

of major nighttime fall entries on

trie way at CBS-TV, all designed

as sponsor-bait, and to strengthen

the ’54-’55 roster. Meanwhile
there’s a gleam In that Columbia

eye which hopes to convince pres-

ent clients harboring some dubi-

ous programs that the new prod-

uct may give them and CBS more
stature next season.

Network’s tv program veepee
Hubbell Robinson, departed for
-the Coast over the weekend for
wrap-up huddles with his chief
TV City factotum, Harry Ackerman
and to finalize plans for the sum-
mer replacement rides.

Here, among others, are the *54-

’55 "new attractions" highlights
(assuming they all work out as
anticipated):

'

New half-hour shows by Phil
Silvers, Celeste Holm and Jack
Carter. Robinson already has initi-

ated the conversations with Sil-

vers and they've even agreed on a
format. Miss Holm still has to shed
herself of her present NBC con-
tract, but at the moment it looks
like there’s a Columbia in her fu-
ture. Ezra Stone is currently whip-
ping the Carter show into final
shape. All three will be live N. Y.
originating shows.

Also out of New York: A new
production, this one a situation
comedy, by Irving Mansfield, titled
“The Girl From Milwaukee." It’ll

star a tv unknown, Charlotte Rae
by name, a cafe comedienne.
Two half-hour drama shows out

of N.Y. will also br ready to go,
both tv versions of CBS Radio
stanzas. These are "21st Precinct,"
which will star Paul Kelly, and
"The Lineup," with Tom Tully.

On the West Coast Ackerman
agenda is an equally formidable
lineup for the new season, includ-
ing:

"December Bride," ex-radio sit-
uation comedy series with Spring
Byington duplicating her lead role;
a nighttime Bob Crdsby musical
show (in addition to his afternoon
cross-the-boarder); a new Cy How-
ard-Ralph Levy situation comedy
series called “Uncle Louie," with
Howard scripting and Levy produc-
ing; the long-in-preparation "Pro-
fessional Father" situation.comedy
series with Steve Dunn (currently
playing Corey in "Favorite Hus-
band") and Barbara Billingsley.
All are scheduled* as live origina-
tions with exception of "December
Bride,” which will roll as a Desilu
film entry. In practically all cases,
too. accent will be on "book"
shows.

Plans in Balance
.
This is "Deadline Week" in

terms of the radio-tv commitments
for Jack Benny and Bing Crosby
for the ’54-’55 semester, and the
answers will probably be forthcom-
ing within the next few days. Pend-
ing a final decision, best guess
around CBS Radio is that both
Crosby and penny will be checking
in, come September, for another
"seasonal whirl on the AM kilo-

cycles.

While in N. Y, the past weekend
foY his participation in the General
Foods-sponsored Rodgers & Ham-
merstein Cavalcade, Benny hud-
dled with American Tobacco prexy
Paul Hahn in an effort to resolve

his radio-tv status. Apparently it

all simmers down to a question of

bookkeeping and finding a suitable

price structure for Lucky Strike

in determining Benny’s continuing

in radio, though Benny himself it

not averse to another season.
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Maggie’s Next April 19
Margaret Truman's sixth tv ap-

pearance under her NBC pact will

be on the Kate Smith show
April 19.

Actress-singer has three more to

go under the contract,

Washington, March 30.
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‘Stork Qub’ To

ABC, Sat. at 10

Sherman Billingsley takes his

“Stork Club” video show to the

ABC network in the fall, on a Sat-

urday night 10 p.m. slot, with the

same format as now on WNBT,
New York under Chrysler spon-

sorship.

The deal, set up by MCA's
Sonny Werblin, is a firm 26-weeks

with options to three years. It

will be full network, either

with national or locally partici-

pating sponsorship. After Billings-

ley’s shift from CBS to NBC. for

1 the Chrysler chore, the latter web
found it difficult to clear time na-

tionally because of the Wednesday
at 7 p.m. slot. ABC figures the Sat-
urday-at-10 a more realistic time
both for the nitery’s atmosphere
ad for network hookup. Same for-

mat will obtain otherwise, with
Billingsley as his own emcee, plus
guests.

and introduce compatible color
j

Sunday -afternoon tv sked starting

tele and may spend another S30,
,

4 and running until the fall.
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Lansing, March 30.

The bill to censor beer and wine
advertising, which had been .ap-

proved by the House of Repre-
sentatives, has been killed by the

Senate Judiciary Committee.
But rumblings from the bitter-

est fight for Michigan Legislature
has had in years are still being
heard. Sen. George Higgins, who
voted to kill the bill in commit-
tee, said he plans to introduce a

resolution asking that a special

committee “confer with all inter-

ested parties and arrive at a code
of ethics which would not require
government regulation.”

Higgins added that “self-regula-

tion on the part of advertisers and
broadcasting industries should be
given first consideration. Responsr
ible executives in those Industries

are capable of solving their own
problems without government in-

terference.”
However,0 the Rev. E. C. Pretty-

man, director of the Michigan Tem-
perance Foundation, indicated

backers of the bill would call on
tv executives to conform to the
National Assn, of Radio and Tele-
vision Broadcasters code. “If they
follow that, it may be all, right, but
the stations haven't done anything
about it yet,” he said.

DuM Joins Hub

NBC Ups Jim Nelson JV Race Vs. CBS
Jim Nelson, former manager of

advertising and promotion for NBC
Radio, has been appointed staff as-

sistant to the president.

In his upped capacity. Nelson

j

will report directly to prexy Pat
1 Weaver. •

On ‘Wetbacks’
CBS Radio’s 11th program, in its

Feature Project scries will be “The
Wetbacks,” a Sunday 5 to 6 p.m,
clotting April 11. As with the pre-

\ious 10 documentary stanzas, it's

out of the Stuart Novins public
affairs mill, with narration by Ron
Cochran of the web s Washington
news roster and reportage by Don
Kellcrman, Jack Beck, Bob Ferris

and Rod Voigt. Latter three are
staffers of KNX. Los Angeles, CBS
owned, with Beck its news director.

“Wetbacks” will take up the
problem of Mexican border and
Rio Grande infiltration in general
and particularly . U. S. vulnerabil-
ity stemming from enemy agents
operating along the 1,600 miles of
boundary between Brownsville,
Tex., and San Diego, Cal. To get
the story, Feature Project report-
ers worked with the U. S. Border
Patrol on this side and undercover
on the Mexican end.

, It’s, claimed
that in taping material in Mexico.
Novins and Kellerman found
themselves in jail for a few hours
but talked their way out. There
were a number of other swash-
bucklinpradventures, including sur-
prise raids in which CBS reporters
figured.

do la Ossb's Fund Roprisa
WNBC-WNBT <N. Y.) manager

Kmest de la Ossa has been named
elwirmun of the Greater N. Y.
$*' vfad in charge of employee solid-

in the entertainment field

f*>x M* *econd year In the post.

includes radio-tv, film and
^’^butfng companies, music

and other show

Washington, March 30.

Increasing concern over ultra high frequency television and
FCC’s responsibility in the development of the sendee will get

Gongressional consideration
.
at hearings to begin April 27 before

the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
' Although the hearings were scheduled to receive testimony on

a so-called “two-for-one” bill by Sen. Edwin ‘C. Johnson (D.-Colo.)

which would allow % network to own two UHF’s instead of one
VHF station (or a total of 10 stations providing they're all UHF),
the Committee has let it be known that it will utilize the occasion
to explore the whole UHF situation.

It’s expected *hat a considerable part of the Committee’s dis-

cussions will, be devoted to examining FCC’s allocation of UHF
channels in VHF markets and its justification of intermixture on
the premise that it is necessary for development of a nationwide
competitive tv system. Ultra high stations and permit holders in

VHF-UHF areas, it’s learned, are preparing to challenge Com-
mission statements that it can’t be concerned with the competitive
aspects of VHF vs. UHF in view^of the agency's intermixture
policy.

The hearings will likely provide the first opportunity for the
FCC to present the results of a current survey of UHF operations:
This study, which covers ultra high station operations fropv the
lifting of the freeze through this month, was undertaken following •

a strong protest by Sen. Johnson to the Commission’s proposal to
relax the five-station limit on tv ownership* to allow networks to
have seven stations providing at least two UHF.
What recommendations, if' any, will be made by the FCC In

behalf of UHF will likely depend on just^how serious the ultra
high situation turns out to be—in the light of the agency’s survey,
the testimony of broadcasters, and developments in UHF equip-
ment, Comr. George Sterling has already proposed that the Com-
mission call a halt to issuing authorizations for low-power stations
and the agfney has called for comments on a plan to allow no
new permits for less than 5 kw stations.

It’s likely, however, that the Committee will be faced with-
demands for more drastic action. One suggestion from UHF sources
is that FCC freeze further authorizations of VHF stations or that
Congress legislate such a freeze to take FCC “off the hook.”
The suggestion that

1

the;FJVl band be turned over to VHF is not
considered a solution to the UHF' problem. Even if the eittlre<a88-
108 me band could be appropriated, it’s pointed out. only three
VHF channels could be added, allowing only about 100 more sta-
tions. Besides, existing tv sets have no provision for additional
VHF channels and theiVwOuW We 'another conversion probilrii.'"'

c '

Washington, March. 30.

With DuMont as the newest
entry, in the race for channel 5 in

Boston, in which CBS and three
other applicants are contesting, it

i

appears that Paramount Pictures,

which FCC has ruled is in “con-
trol” of DuMont, has deferred to

Dr. Allen B. DuMont on plans for
tv expansion.

It was DuMont's withdrawal of
an application for Boston in the
pre-freeze era, after Paramount
filed through its then theatre sub-
sidiary, New England

.
Theatres,

Inc. (now an affiliate of AB-PT),
which set off the FCC proceeding
on the control issue. The Com-
mission held that Par’s ownership
of DuMont’s Class B stock, plus a

small amount of A stock, consti-

tutes control.

DuMont’s turn-in of the license

(Continued on page 46)

’JUNIOR OLYMPICS’

GETS ON-AIR AUDITION
Gerry Gross and Norman Baer

are prepping a new wrinkle in

sports shows, a “Junibr Olympics”
program which will have an on-the-

air audition April 10 (5:30-6 p. m.)
on WNBT, N. Y. Show will play
host to kid athletes from boys’
clubs in and aroundi N. Y., and a
famous sports guester will give
pointers to the youngsters. Other
features are a news roundup of

boys’ clubs activities, and a sports-
quiz, with sporting-goods prizes go-
ing to winners.

i

Carter Renews NBC
Carter Products has put in for

52-week renewal on NBC’s “Three
Plan” in radio effective Mon-
day (5),

Shows and slots under the setup
are “Second Chance” (Mondays),
“Fibber McGee & Molly” (Wednes-
days) and “It Pays, to Be Mar-
led” ( Fridays )» Agency is. Ted
Bates.

Washington, March 30.

It looks like Edward O. Lamb,

broadcaster-publisher and Demo-

cratic. contributor, will have to

wait for hearings before the FCC
to learn the source of the agency’s

information that he was once a

Communist, Lamb petitioned the

Commission for the Identity of his

accusers to enable him “morr pre-

cisely to ascertain the evidence

which should be submitted to re-

fute the allegations.” In an opinion

issued last week, the Commision

turned him flat down,

The Commission differed with

Lamb’s contention that under a

provision in the Communications

Act it is required to advise- an ap-

plicant “of all objection? made to

the application as well as the

source and nature of such objec-

tions.” The agency held that this

applies only in cases where oppo-

sitions have been filed to the grant

of an application.

In refusing- to grant the renewal

application of Lamb’s license for

his tv station WICU in Erie, Pa.,

agency said, it acted on its own
motion and the question raised

with respect ‘ to the application

were by the Commission itself.

“Such questions,” it declared,

“have been raised by the Commis-
sion in the light of information in

its records concerning the appli-

cant and upon further investiga-

tive ’inquiry by the Commission.”

Lights Not Curbed
The Commission said

.
that its

denial of the information does not
deprive Lamb of the opportunity
to “explore fully” the ^charges it

made in its letter of March 11 in

which certain questions regarding
Lamb’s loyalty were asked. If

Lamb’s response to this letter does
not “resolve the problems raised”
and hearings are ordered, the Com-
mission said, Lamb “will be af-

forded all of the safeguards of due
process, including opportunity to

Hxamine such individuals as may
testify.”

Lamb could go to court on the
Commission’s interpretation of the

(Continued on page 35)

WCOP For 210G
Bosibn, March 30.

Acquisition of mdie WCOP and
WCOP-FM by John Fox, owner of
the Boston Post, for a reported
$210,000 was announced here last
week. The sale is subject to ap-
proval by the FCC. Station, a 5,-

000-watter, formerly the local ABC
outlet, was purchased from A. C.
Beaman and T. B. Baker, Jr., of
Nashville, and Roy Whisnand, who
has been based here as the sta-
tion’s general manager since the
trio took ft over about three years
ago following the loss of its; net-
work affiliations to WLAW. (WL'AW
is now defunct with WVDA the lo-

cal ABC outlet). If the FCC okays
the deal, this will give the Hub
two newspaper-owned-and-operated
stations, the other being the
Herald - Traveler’s 50,000 - wait
WHDH.

According to a spokesman, Whis-
nand will stay on as general man-
ager under the new setup and the
format, which leans heavily to-

ward hillbilly music, Sports events
and newscasts will, for the time
being at least, continue basically
the. same alhtough it’s expected
news coverage will be hypoed in
an effort to plug the Post, which
had been in the doldrums until

financial Wizard John Fox took
over and injected new. life into it.

Although it has long been ru-
mored that the station was “avail-
able” for the right price, negotia-
tions Were carried on in such a
hush-hush fashion that the major-
ity of .statioQ and sheet’s employ-
ees, as well as radioites, were'un-
%\yare of the transfer proceedings
Until the Post broke the story late

Jest week. .
/•
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BID FOR THE BIGTIME
Person to Person

Minneapolis, March 30.

KSTP newsman Lowell Ludford came up with a new way of

covering a fire when, from his desk in the studio, he telephoned

an apartment to which the fire department had been called and
got the details from a fireman who answered the phone.
When he phoned, Ludford thought he was getting the fiat of

the burning apartment’s nearest neighbor which information had
been fijrqished him. Instead, it was the apartment itself and the

following conversation ensued:
LUdfdrd: Hello, is this the Owen apartment?
Voice:. I don’t know-whose apartment this is.

Ludford (bluntly): Well, who are you?
Voice: I’m Just a fireman. There’s a fire burning here.

Ludford: Zat so?. How’s the fire coming?
Voice: Oh, it’s quite a fire all right.

And with that Ludford proceeded to get the details from one
who was fighting the fire with one hand and holding a phone to

describe it with the other.

Needless to say, KSTP had a complete and direct report of the

blaze which drove nine persons into the early morning cold.

Cy Howard’s 'Radio Writers Backbone

Of Video' Vs. 'Snobbish’ Scenarists

Hollywood, March 30.. 4-

Angrily lashing back at a dec-

laration by former Screen Writers

Guild prexy Mary C. McCall Jr.

that radio writers are not suited

for tv, that the medium must rely

on screen writers, CBS-TV pro-

ducer-writer Cy Howard asserts

radio scribblers form the backbone
of tv. Screen writers, on the other

hand, are sniffing at the medium
with a snobbish country club at-

titude and are ill-fitted for tv,

Howard adds.

Howard, who began as a radio

writer, said of Miss McCall’s state-

ment that radio scribes “write for

the blind”: “If we are' writing for

the blind, then there are an awful
lot of blind people having a good
time." He is currently prepping
two new series, “That’s My Boy”
and “Uncle Louie” for CBS-TV.
Of screen writers, Howard

cracked, “They became like sea-

sonal workers, like cotton pickers.

They would do one script, then go
off some place to talk about that
novel they always intended to

write. They’re not really creative
—they come in and pick berries
for so much an hour.

“Miss McCall is being ridiculous
in her remarks about radio Writers.
Screen writers Will never take
over tv. We can’t wait two-years
for a screen writer to readjust
himself. I know of no program
where you can announce ‘there
will be no program—we are sorry,
but the writer is in Palm Springs
working on the script for from
four to six weeks.*

“I’ve written for radio, tv and
the screen. The years screen
writers wrote from four to six

pages a week are coming back to
plague them. You have to think in
capsule terms in writing for tv.

I have jobs open for $1,000 a
week for writers, and I can’t find
them. Yet Miss McCall says
writers are underpaid in tv.

“It has been my experience that
radio writers are best equipped to

(Continued on page 34)

Eddie Albert Subs

Summer replacement of “Show
of Shows” has been set with Eddie
Albert heading up the 90-minute

^ BC-TV stanza from the Coast un-
de 1, the' house tag of “Saturday
^ ight Revue.” It kicks off June 12.

In addition to Albert, who’s
Permanently slotted, the show will
have a couple of rotating comics
in Alan Young and Ben Bluei and
the w'eb will use the spot as a show-
caser for other funmaker talent. It
V’as during last year’s hiatus ses-
sion, starring Hoagy Carmichael,
that George Gobel was unearthed
to become one of the most promis-
ing in NBC’s stable of pactees.

Ernie Glucksman,' producer <Jf
the Martin 8c Lewis - “Comedy
Hour,” will rfeln the show for its
13-week ride.

' ' ‘

NBC’s Indpls. Switch
NBC will terminate its af-

filiation deal with WFBM-TV,
Indianapolis, July 1, and go
WTTV, serving the Blooming-
ton-Indianapolis area. Latter
station is 'the Sarkes Tarzian
operation (he’s the electronics

manufacturer). . A rate rise

from $600 to $1,000 on WTTV
will become effective June 1.

WFBM-TV is a CBS station
but has been an optional NBC
market with affiliation contract
dating, back to July, 1949.

AFTRA’s Unfair

Charge Vs.AFM

- In ABC Hassle
Jurisdictional hassle between the

American Federation of Television

8c Radio Artists and»the American
Federation of Musicians, which

came close to creating a strike

situation at A*BC last week, took a

new turn yesterday CTues.) with

the filing by AFTRA of a charge

of unfair labor practices against

the AFM with the National Labor

Relations Board.

Brief, filed in Chicago, the scene

of the dispute, charges the AFM
with threatening musicians with

loss of employment if they join

AFTRA. Broadcasting union had

demanded that musicians who per-

form join AFTRA. Last week ABC
decided to restrict the musicians
to their instruments rather than
make them join AFTRA and face

the wrath of the AFM. It thus

averted a threatened walkout by
AFTRA, which had demanded the

network either make the musicians
join or stop using them in per-

forming roles.

ABC, unhappy at being placed in

the middle, is also preparing to

file a brief with the NLRB. Net-

work’s brief Will not accuse either

side, but will ask NLRB for a clari-

fication of the entire issue. NLRB
recently ruled in favor of the

musicians in a similar dispute at

KEX in Portland, but AFTRA had
no permanent unit there while the
AFM did, and the current issue

raises a national rather than local

question.

Consistently plagued by a. dearth
of first-rate network casings, ele-
ments of the DuMont staff are
plugging to get the biggest 'bundle
of quality shows on the camera
ever gathered at one time in its

sporadic history. Backed by Jim
Caddigan, programming topper at
the web, a group of program and
production braintrusters are lay-
ing plans for no less than six pro-
grams, embracing variety, mysteri-
oso, quiz, drama and perhaps a
public affairs stanza. If all goes
well in the budget department the
potential blue-chip material should
be airwise by early summer.

Iilient is to convince the front
office that sufficient coin outlay to
carry the programs as sustainers
until they’re sold is the kind of
gamble necessary to bring the net-
work to eminence. Hubbub and
stir about the project has been kept
at a minimum in the programming
department. Instead the creators
are moved by a quiet and very.fer-
vent hope, avoiding ballyhoo.

Ted Bergmann, the new network
chieftain, who has to give the
financial stamp of approval, is

looked upon as the great white
hope. The six shows should cost
plenty, more than the web has
spent to date. How much nobody
knows yet because formats and
personalities haven’t been finalized.

But whatever the figure it is ex-
pected to strain the limited coffers
of the web. Insiders figure Berg-
mann for a helmsman against
status quo and one willing to run
the risk if there’s any possibility
of being able to do it.

It’s reported that Caddigan is

sifting a number of network oij-

paper creations and several from
the packagers until the top six are
finally decided upon. This
shouldn’t take more than a few
days and no more than two or
three weeks before the budget is

(Ccutinued on page 38)

,000 Nut, No Profit;

on

Color TV Schedule
NBC-TV

Home (Cherry Blossom Fes-
tival, Washington)—March 31,
11 a.m.
Eddie Fisher — March 31,

7:30 p.m.
Today (2 inserts from Wash-

ington)—April 2, between 7
and 9 a.m.
Paul Winchell Show—April

4, 7 p.m.
Dint Dong School—April 9,

10 a.m.
Youth Wants ip Know —

April 11, 1 p.m.
Easter .Parade—April 18,

noon to 1 p.m.
Frontiers of Faith—April 18,

1:30 p.m,
Kraft TV Theatre—April 21,

9 p.m.
American Forum of Air

—

April 25, 2:30 p.m.
CBS-TV

New Revue—April 2, 5:30
p.m.

ABC,life Mag’s

Immediate Hearings
Chicago, March 30.

Chicago regional NLRB an-

nounced today > (TuesJ it would
hold immediate hearings on
AFTRA’s charges against the

AFM. NLRB examiner Raymond
Jacobson will begin calling wit-

nesses tomorrow (Wed).’

AFTRA complaint charges AFM
with “coercion, restraint arid in-

timidation"’ iri th‘e jurisdictional
'

‘

l dispute.
. .Jl**7 ftsb-

Liebman Series
Max Liebman, who retains his

9 to 10:30 Saturday night periods
next season (on a three-weeks-out-
of-four schedule) is going after
some top film names for his series
of “book” shows as the NBC-TV
successor entry to “Show of
Shows.”

He’s been talking to Judy Holli-

day, and it’s understood that Co-
lumbia Pictures already has given
its okay on the star doing a mini-

mum of four shows next season.

(Miss Holliday did a recent guest
shot on “Goodyear Television
Playhouse,” with her performance
on that occasion cueing a flock of

tv demands for her services.)

ABC wrapped up months-long
negotiations with Life mag this

week and will present
.
thq, first of

a series of at least 26 “Tho World
We Live In” radio shows based on
the yeateand-one-half-pld series of

articles on natural history this Fri-

day (2) in the 9:30-10 p.m. slot.

Web is making a special pitch to

stations on this one, to the extent
of preparing station promotion
kits, an unusual measure for a sus-
tainer. It’s also airing four quar-
ter-hour promotional stanzas this

week, one featuring atomic physi-
cist Robert Oppenheimer and an-
other ABC prexy Bob Kintner and
Life publisher Andrew Heiskel.

Sherman Dryer will package and
produce the series, which will

cover all phases of life, on earth
from its beginnings. Initial seg-
ments will cover the creation of

the earth, the atmosphere,, the age
of dinosaurs, evolution, sea life

and weather phenomena. Ralph
Norman, ABC conductor, is waiting

j

original scores for the programs. I

which will be documentary in tech-

nique. .

A. C. Nielsen, the rating service,

has sunk $11,000,000 in national
radio and video measurement and
still is not making a profit, so the
topper, after whom the firm Is

named, is taking it cautiously with
his proposed local service. Bear-
ing in mind that his outfit can’t

afford the new deal, unless it g«ts-<

wide industry acceptance. Nielsen
is going very slowly. He will fol-

low a simple strategy—that of go-

ing into a few local markets each
month with the operation if he gets
enough all-rdund backing.

Mailing of 8,000 copies of a spe-

cial Nielsen Station Index issue of
the Nielsen Newscast last Friday
(26) was construed by some to

mean that the local service was
actually underway, but the firm
reports that it was merely the be-,

ginning of formal promotion. Until
now, the company has only out-

lined the plan for local ratings to a
handful of people, including web
officials who control the habits

of the o&o’s; last week to indi-

vidual rep organizations, first two
being Petry and Katz, and some-
time back (before the plan was.

even announced briefly to the pub-
lic) to a couple of ad agencies.

However, the majority of the agen-
cies will start receiving the pitch

soon, since Nielsen feels that if

time buyers accept the deal, local

radio and tv stations will be more
inclined to follow suit.

Presentation of plan, prices and
contracts to the nets was begun
this week. Some meetings were
held on Monday or Tuesday. Mean-
time. A. C. Nielsen is in Europe,
visiting his offices in Oxford, Am-
sterdam and Brussels^

Basically, the Nielsen service

plan will be pitched to the webs in

this way: complete local area rat-

ings for o&o’s, including “auto-

plus” (data on cars by quarter-hour
periods): audience composition for

both radio and video network
shows, and auto listening habits on
a national- basis. These facets are

just part of the proposed Nielsen
service. "-

Gleason Producer

EIGEN MAKES THAT

‘CLEO KISS’ PAY OFF
‘ Chicago, March 30.

Jack Eigen of marathon kiss

fame is negotiating a return to tv,

this time on WOKY-TV in Milwau-
kee. Gabber is about set with a

deal to emcee an early evening

show, probably Friday nights, on

the UHF’er. He’ll commute be-

tween there and Chi, where he
conducts the WMAQ remote from
the Chez Paree nitery six nights

weekly at 11:15 p. m.

Eigen’s previous teleshow on

WBKB came to an abrupt end last

month when the station itfanage-

ment took a dim view of the

smooching marathon lie conducted

before the cameras with pic star-

let Cleo Moore.

Meanwhile, WMAQ Is drawing
up a new contract for Eigen, whose
current pact expires next month.
The new paper reportedly spells

out In some detail the new ground
rules for his ntike activities on the

* i *i -s i**vn<>*

TOM DUGGAN QUITS

CHI JOB FOR COAST
Chicago, March 30.

Sports commentator Tom Dug-
gan, who during the past five years

became something of a national

figure because of his attacks on the

sports world’s sacred cows, casu-

ally announced on his WBKB show
Friday night (26) that lie’s quit-

ting Chi tv and returning to Cali-

fornia. Describing his Windy City

career as “one continuous row,"
gabber said he was leaving for the

Coast after his show tomovrow
night (Wed.) for some “peace and
quiet.”

Departure leaves a considerable
hole in WBKB’s commercial sched-

ule. With his four 45-minute late

evenings shows plus two Saturday
quarter-hours, Duggan was the sta-

tion’s top individual grosser with
his own take figured between
$40-50,000 a year. He says he hasn’t

j

anything lined up on the Coast but
|

was emphatic that any new broad- 1

casting assignments lie takes on
won’t involve any “crusading.”

His original Chi berth was with

NBC’s WNBQ where he first caught
dialer attention with his needling

of the sports world and personali-

ties. He was fired from WNBQ.
just a year ago over his charges
leveled at James Norris, prexy of

the International Boxing Club. He
signed on with WBKB shortly after

>9^^! bnr >! im-w j

Although he’s laying off this

summer as a performer on his Sat-

urday night 8 to 9 show on CBS-
TV, Jackie Gleason will retain his

identity with the slot, showing up
as the producer on the scheduled
replacement show.
Summer program will be built

around Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
and their band and will be an hour
variety showcase featuring top
guest stars. It will mark Gleason's
initial venture as a producer on a

regular weekly series.

New show was kine auditioned

last Friday night (26). It’s antici-

pated that the regular Gleason
sponsors will stay through the

summer for the Dorsey series.

‘THEATRE OF TODAY’

FOLDS AFTER 13 YRS.
April 10 will mark the swansong

of "Theatre of Today” after a 13-

year run on CBS. ’ Radio stanza

was underwritten by Armstrong
Cork from 1941 until last Septem-
ber. when Cream of Wheat
stepped in.

Under the Armstrong wing the

show was a noon to 12:30 airer

that was shaved five minutes (start-

ing at 12:05) when Cream of

Wheat took over. Not known now
what the web will fill in with.

Liebman’s 1st Client

Benrus Watch Co. is first to hop

the Max .Liebman bandwagon for

next season by sponsoring a 10-

minute segment of the producer's

Successor to “Show of Shows” on

NBC-TV.
,
Cecil & Presbrey ad

agency made the dqal for the three-

out-of-four-week 90-minute Satur-

ftyy stanza. .*jt>
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WATV Puts Stress On

fotertamment Values

In Talent-Laden Telethon

Wednesday, March 31, 1954

TED STEELl SHOW
WHIi Jerry Jereae 0«fc, BUI taw-
-VMiSfj fflfcevi' '‘‘V;

Pndaeer'difeiotpri 'il Hirttfu
2 Boon; Mon,-thru-Fri„ S ajo,
Partielpatinr
WPIX, New York

Ul uiiuvu iv.v»«v-
rimmmnn u Wk In video was liquor. He then okays the mar- Kendall’s courtesy as the propo-

,
Ted Steele hasbecome WPlX’s

There were a lot of good lea- Jackie Gleaton is hack in video was i q ri
nent of the Moderator Vir- prize property. The video outlet,

lures to the telethon aired for the business following his prolonged
jn,;htweicht. to be sure, but a gilia Peterson, who is generally owned by the N. Y, Daily News, is

Assn, for the Help of Retarded hiatus while recovering from a whimsical enough plot to give effective in pacing the proceedings, parrying the salesman-musician in

Children over WATV Sunday (28). fractured leg sustained on the Cummings, Lockhart, Hull and had to chide the enthusiastic al- a solid three-hour block daily, five

From a viewer standpoint, this
show. Gleason is understandably Mort Stevens as the judge enough though effectively vocal Bozell to times a week, and its been esti-

marathon show was unique in that more cautious since the accident, opportunity to punch it over as permit answering one question at a mated that he grosses the station

you didn't have to stay up all night He showed sketches that didn't satisfying entertainment. Cum- time. Buckley’s illness kept him $400,000 yearly or more from bet-

to get a looksee at the top names necessitate sustained and violent mings got In some delightful mo- away from the Sunday evening Du ter than 15 participating and full-

making auickie appearances since physical activity. The comic came ments in a drunk sequence; Hull Mont stint, Abel, program sponsors, '

it was slotted between the waking back with a fairly strong show dur- gave the bootlegger some hurnor^ „
~

„ Station has Steele doing two

hours of 10 a m and 7 p.m. And ing the first two-thirds. Again ously cantankerous edgings; and For its season 8 windupprogram straight hours of music, gah and
nrnriuption end it was a Gleason made like a maestri) for Lockhart and Stevens scored as last Sunday (28) on CBS-TV, “Om- games for the housefrau, in addi-

Affair that’eschewed the last portion of the program, shrewd oldtimer& Pat Smith as nibus” had an interesting two-part tion to a half-hour immediately
smooth-flowing affair tn

. Leadlng an augmented orch of the girlfriend was satisfactory Jh show—one-half devoted to an origi- following for teenagers and then a
the hlt-em-on-the-nead pitc x r

symphony proportions with some her few moments. And Daniels’ di- nal play, ‘Apollo of Bellac, by closing segment of equal length
coin and stressed the entenain- w.k sidemen, Gleason provided rection left few dull spots in the Jean Giraudoux, in Maurice Valen- f0r juves between three and eight
ment values. The nine-nour^snm- some tasteful music—none of stanza. cy’s translation, and the other half years young. For the two-hour
dig added up to more than jiDd.wu which was sufficiently outstand- obviously, a half-hour dramatic a cavalcade of highlights from show he had 14 sponsbrs last week
In pledges which is a neity lake ing to warrant all that splash. how js going to be as good as its previous shows this season. carrying 44 participations. (When
for a local airer on a fair-weather

In the sketch department, Glea- scripts and players—there isn’t too “Apollo” proved to be a delight- show was only 90 minutes long re-

Sunday. son utilized that fact that he knew much room for other production ful fantasy. A thin tale about a cently, he had 65 participations in

The telethon was formatted on
j,ow t0 behave like a man whose values to have much effect. If Dan- would-be secretary who learns that one particular week), Pepsi Cola

a round-robin of six likeable em-
ieg is in a cast. In “The Honey- iels can keep a high level on that the secret of success is to flatter carries the second show directed at

cees Joey Adams, Morey Amster- mooners” with Audrey Meadows side of the picture he ought to be males, it scored strongly by its re- teenagers, and for the last segment

dam’ Steve Allen, Milton Berle, and Art Carney, Gleason was con- a shoo-in. Chan. freshing dialog and engaging per- there are three or four under-

Jan Murray and Jack Barry. The valescing from a tough break. The — formances. Gaby Rodgers, in the writers, ranging from a candy

sextet shared the hours of pitch- bit came off well. Gleason also had Volume 8 of “New York Album,” lead role, was an eye-filling, ear- company to_a fresh fruits and

(Bioio)

of tele savvy that holds on to a Of course • all this made for a produced-directed quiz, as another rqle so deftly and surely as to make Since the television commit-

viewer The guest performers .show with comparatively little segment of Columbia Univ.’s bicen- it.a *V treat. SJ1 '6 E®'t strong sup- ments eat up three solid hours of

wire there of course, and their movement, a fact that was made teinial celebration, had Jean Port from Claude Dauphin as the his day (airtime, alone), Steele has

STIts wire eenerally pleasing. up by the energy displayed by the Dalrymple, Gilbert Seldes and disguised god-counselor, Francis decided to terminate his deejaying

r!..rf.reren thl remit from Cap- June Taylor Dancers. Jose. ciarenbe Derwent as panelists. Compton as a susceptib e execu- for radio indie WMCA on April }
£VI vm.I ml th.

g
?uv« tl double-

~ • They were clearly IdentiHed even “ve and Oscar Karlweis_ as an (after seven years with the Gotham
I
s

.
1”

’fll h«Ktore * A major disappointment to NBC- though quizmaster Lyman Bryson equally impressionable VIP. Dons audio outlet, with the exception of
talker Al Kelly for .the hepsters.-

TV and^ampbeirSoups has been wasn't. So much sothat, unless g*11
,

0" was Properly pompous as a recent hiatus).

^
Program w-as aired tom the wte?r"unSs Sound- you tuned in on the basic credits, K"lweis’ wife- art other, lesser Apparently sppnsors are, happy

Hotel Capitol (N. Y.) and was .
.

» pridav night dramatic se'g- that, remained a secret for the roles were well cast. with Steele’s diversified sales ap-
directed by Bill Vallee, of the Ben-

ment ’

j^’s s^jj t00 early to tell rest of this otherwise informative Emcee Alastair Cooke next took proach. One hour he’s Ted and
ton & Bowles ad agency. Other how ’much of a job ^arc Daniels late Saturday afternoon q. & a. home viewers on a tour of thd “Om- : ^

^

B&B staffers on hand for the pro- can do in his new producer-direc- over WNBT, N. Y. Obviously the nibus” studio, with its planning DANCETIME
duction were Qllie Barbour and post ( but his first effort last queries wero of the show biz gen- board, its backstage props, its Ted Steele, Jeaiiie O’Brien,
Len Levin. Pressagent Budd week (26) was a highly creditable re, and informative even though crews and cameras, before dipping others
Granoff also rates a bow for his one. If he can retain the type of restricted to the legit aspects. It into kinnies of highspots from Producer-directors: Herb Homes,
production chores as does Jack budgetary allocation involved in was marred also by continuous former programs. To audiences Jerry Baker
Pleis, Decca Records musical direc- his preem production, Daniels mav talking over everybody’s lines. Crit- that had watched previous “Omni- 30 Mins.; Mon.-thni-Fri., 5 p.m.

tor who was in charge of the orch yet be able to bring “Soundstage ’ ic Seldes and Miss Dalrymple bus airers, these brief shots had PEPSI COLA
harking Gros. up among the top half-hour live seemed particularly errant on that, nostalgic value, but otherwise, out- WPIX, New York1— —— dramas. A. • matter of fact this topdUte (Biou,) '

GET HAPPY Initialler was “The Test Case,” a and/or unorthodox habit cropped
With Ed McMahon, Don Piindle, Joseph Cochran comedy that while up on two other . weekend prp- Kah!jki

en
J!-nrmf

y 8
taT?

1 ?! the next “Uncle Ted.” When a

Sandy Stewart, Tommy Fergu- light on characterization and dia- grams. Henry Morgan, perhaps L*» +uT°c+
s commercial calls for a film spot, he

son Trio. log, was a winning script because knowing this was the “Leave It To Pai?v5 surrounds it with chatter of hit

36 Mins., 9:15-9:45, Mon.-Fri. of a neatly contrived situation. The Girls” finale, was so thorough- U
oEio’ °wn. When it’s all Steele in the

Participating Robert Cummings, a tricky and ly relaxed, informal and unabash- ph,
niCKen LJlue musical laoie,

sa^es pitch, he makes the most of

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia mercenary lawyer, is in love with ed by nothing that he took the play aron. man-with-integrity-who-won’t-
“Get Happy,” the new assign- Pat Smith, the granddaughter of away from moderator John Henry VA M . „DO steer - you - wrong approach. He

ment handed the indefatigable Ed Gene J^ockhart, an uprighteous Faulk, and mayhaps irked the .<Ppr_n„ varies it slightly for each of the

McMahon, has all the time-tested county* prosecutor who frowns on glam babes on the panel. True, it nfouf TorV
0
/;!,™™. *T1

i!r
ay three shows, which briefly are:

ingredients that the hausfrau rel- the affair. To prove himself to was refreshing not to be studiously Steele .Show” (3-5 p,m.),

ishes from giveaways to slapsticks, Lockhart, Cummings offers to de- gallant to the ladies—Morgan ap- -If*
1111® - “Dancetime” (5 p.m.) and -Kar-

lus the familiar faces of staffers fend the next case that comes parently wanted to make sure that ®n<"her interesting toon Kluh” (5:30-6 p.m.).

__ on. Jack Valentine, Jean along free of charge, provided he’s a guy like this: even if Geor- 'yno starts
jn the “Ted Steele Show” the

Corbett and the Tommy Ferguson Lockhart gives his consent to their gia’s Gov. Talmadge’s attractive mff rival NBC- ejnCee is, at the piano, organ aiid

Trio. Newcomers are Don Prindle, marriage if he wins it. blond wife is on the panel he does pi
J
kea drums from time to time, along

comedian, and Sandy Stewart, teen- Unfortunately, the case is that not care who knows that he thinks lacl
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«i °? u with stints as .moderator for the

age canary from the defunct Ernie 0f Henry Hull, the county boot- hominy and grits and southern- “i?».
“i..|ier aljno

J
t s.ny games and panels he has made a

Kovacs network show. legger, who comes down from the yams and all that from-Dixie cook- w cnattev^ with dauy part of the format. This en-
Prindle, a recruit from radio, hills every year to get caught and ing bit is overrated. He even chid- ^

er
,

1oreaK-m on tne tire portion is relaxed and for the

has adopted for sight comedy such thrown into the warm, comfortable ed Eloise McElhone in no uncer-
,
i
ler

.
noDDies and her most part unrehearsed. Contests

items as the loud tie and the rac-
jaii. it’s a town joke, but Cum- tain manner about her cuffo com- iff*

1 yiaeo as an enter- range frofti a simplified 20-queS-
coon coat. From radio he has mings goes ahead and convinces mercial for PanAm (on which she ^

rr
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j tion quiz called “Who Am I?” to a
brought the broader variety of Huli that he, should be acquitted as flew out with, her husband on a w

^
S
u/r-

n^ar •» pantomime dfeal and a panel num-
gags. He works with McMahon in a matter of principle. In the court- European holiday.) sunicient to rgveal Miss Coca s es- ber designed to answer the honie-

the “Oh, Yeah.” “You Gonna?” room, after claiming that the con- In the same idiom, L. Brent Bo- sentiai numan qualities. body’s problems. In session caught
“Yes, I’m Gonna” belligerent style fiscated bottle contains tea (a prac- zell, coauthor with William Buck-

,
A more unsual twist was used (25), panel, comprised of do-all

of approach. Miss Corbett does tical joke on one of Hull’s custom- ley Jr., of “McCarthy and His m Murrow’s interview with 'Em- bandsmen and a couple of femme
the commercials in friendly homey ers, he claims), Cummings drinks Enemies” (just published book) mett Kelly, top clown with the thrushes who spend most of the
fashion and brand name prizes get the evidence, But Lockhart, after wouldn^t shut upon “Author Meets Ringling Brosi-Barnum & Bailey day just standing around, parlayed
plenty plugs and lensing. putting up the steam, also puts on the Critics” when anti-critic Leo Circus which opens today (Wed.) an inconsequential query into a

Kiddies are included in the fun the pressure and forces the by- Cherne was on. This was in mark- at Madison Square. Garden, N. Y. convivial five minutes,
on “Useless Day,” bringing old now-drunk Cummings to admit it J ed contrast to Yale Prof. Wilmor In his quarter-hour segment, Kelly Jerry Jerome’s pleasant music
electric bulbs, transfers, foreign I was AVI V rfnv< Vt rv 4- I AWAAAAjI ««A 1M rAfTimOnf rtt

money, etc. Other days are de-

voted to dramas, with cast princi-

pals recruited . from audience.

There are also handbag snooping
and similar stunts. Tommy Fer-
guson Trio is heard in a couple
numbers and Valentine sings a

cowboy ballad, utilizing a drop left

over from “Action in the After-

noon.” Panning of the studio au-

dience reveals a happy and sur-

Color TV Review

GILLETTE CAVALCADE OF
SPORTS
(NBC)

was shown in ordinary garb at propped up in every segment of
the outset aiid then proceeded to “Show.” He and his small outfit

don his tragic clown’s makeup sounded best in the dixieland
while answering Murrow’s queries groove, but they carried other
about life with a travelling circus, types music off well also. Two of
The process of Kelly’s transforma- the tooters even delivered a lively
tion was striking and added a commercial in Italian for some

.. . .. , . . ,
' clever visual factor to the running winery. All of them are utility in-

tively, it subtracts,' since b&w is gab. Herm. fielders and fill every position sa.t-

sharper and, curiously, stronger m isfactorily. Others are Lois Span-
the flesh dimensions. It might “Motorola TV Theatre” on ABC-- Herman, who did a sparkling harp
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group.
^ way they had to be seen "by ear” tongue-in-cheek version of * ‘"Fnr ^

treatment to the Gustav Scholz-Al and there weren’t enough good eign Intrigue” tvDe sdv 2^*5 Ted Steele,

Andrews middleweight scrap at closeups to fix their features in a drama. Title of the slfow was fn*
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New York’s Madison Square Gar- viewer’s mind. “Niphtrnare in 1° Mln«.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:30 p.m.

York

THE STORYTELLER Andrews middleweight scrap at closeups to fix their features in a drama. Title of the show was 30 lSSna • Mon -thru-Fri
^ 5*30 p.m.

With Roy Franklyn, guests New Tork’s Madison Square Gar- viewer’s mind. ...... “Nightmare in Algiers” and it had PaiHcluatine
’

Producer: Carol Levene den. It was the first sporting event Perhaps no one anticipated that to its credit two performers of ap- wpiv npw York
Director: Jim Eakins in compatible hues and initial east- a southpaw (Scholz) versus an peal—Rita Gam and Tonv Randall
30 Mins.. Sat.. 2 n.m. ern employment of the webs orthodox stancer would work The smaller Dari* tnn r

KPIX, San Francisco $600,000 color mobile unit, thus against the color motif—the right- telligently cast with Francis L solo, and ex-“Little Godfrey’ Bil*

Narration and eye appealing dra- also marking the maiden trip in hand lead of Scholz and the left Sullivan a heavy heavv and Steve Lawrence, who with the exception

atization of children’s books that sector of the remote wagon paw forward of Andrews meeting Hill very good as the head of a of overly-filled-out checks was tne

rings this show into an upper (mobile unit preemed New Year’s at frequent intervals to put a spy racket same pleasant-voiced kid who was
matization of children s bo<

swings this show into an upi
bracket of artistic achievement. Day on the Coast for the TOurna- shroud over the action. As an addi-
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For the “Dancetime” segment

another while the 4:45 news wasjecuon oi material. w«n assists n i au m-. a .
: going overhnnrH nn j uu

from local Jr. League and reps of the Garden boxing program gives m this Monday morning quarter- J JJJ ,

1S on. Second place was filled with

public libraries, producer Carol way to the Ringling circus which backing, the cameras would have v*
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ed
-
1° hi6h school kids in their Sunday

Levene taps a rich storybook field opens today (Wed.). Instead
,

of been better off concentrating This portion of Steele's

for her adaptations. Libraries re- waiting for a major ring attraction mostly on the mitts to extract the nan plfrlo
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rector afternoon is loosely concocted and

port that many books have been in the fall, the decision was to' color \ values therefrom.
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n" Visually unattractive. How«ver,Jt

elevated to popularity through vis- “come out fightin’” before the When caller Jimmy Powers men- be ieVab e
’ has appeal for teenagers who like

ual prompting by “The Story- spangled shenanigans take over tioned that Scholz’ eye was black- e
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es over“ to see how a rival school makes out

teller.” Frequently children make the arena. Thus NBC found itself ing up, it was not observable, nor „ipyfr i"„
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x or just prefer watching Johnny
school projects of corresponding going color on a pair of unknowns was there any confirmation by a ^siamisn inc; comic-strip at- and Gertrdde dance,
with hnr»ir mithnrc —the German Scholz in his Ameri- viewer that any blood-letting wks ? we^come change t« inst half hour, devoted to
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r" years of age, Steele doffed hi?

contrived sets. For “Thunderbold the Superior (Wis.) creampuff that blue and gold trunks were trpuble in
jacket and donned a colorful

House,” by Lois Lenski, Borden’s puncher with a graph Of 26 wins, worn by the principals instead of
hi

E
kr* »ii him ^Lr f
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Crooks sweater to become “Uncle Ted.

drawings of early San Francisco five losses and one mexstandoff, the traditional black and white
,

son
J® He showed an easy way with the

homes and interiors created solid with Scholz grabbing the decision (with gray canvas instead of the ,,^,rcf^rLai+i„e aircase. It s ob-
juveS| and even the tiniest recog-

realism. It was difficult to distin- in the 10-rounder. usual white and same color for ,
in® ,*tart that they ni?ed him and followed his words

guish between borrowed props The full route afforded oppor- seconds, referee, towels, etc.) was v®" * JJJJ Jv
ey |ive Ran- carefully. Show was built around

from the De Young Museum and tunity for an extended study of meaningless in terms of tint. And ®J{*
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u.y time before he a couple of barnyard animated car-

Borden’s art work. color, but there was no Improve- how did the Garden crowd (a slim g^s
.M
Dack 10 selling refrigerators toons, sans words but "With lots of

Roy Franklyn gives a quiet bal- ment from the go. Tint adds vir- 3,210 who paid $9,298) like the new a*“,n^ o11 . .. music and sound effects. He man-
ance to show with easy narration, tually nothing to boxing, if this look in gladiatorial gladrags? itanaaii, wno got a lot of atten- aged ln 30 minutes to interview
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Too Many ‘Also Ran’ Oscars Slow Dp

TV Pace in Academy Awards Hoopla
By Gene arneel

Academy Award presentations

televised by NBC Thursday (25)

was a mammoth technical job.

Fluffs were few and hardly notice-

able despite the complexities of

the format, varied origination

points, split-screen trickery and

extensive use of film clips. It was
unusually deft organization, skill-

fully prepared and executed;

Subject- matter is another con-

sideration.' dlearly* the audience

gets its ;
kicks out of the major

Oscars; key interest and excite-

ment focus on popular pix and
players. There’s no suspense in-

herent in the outcome of scoring,

scientific, sound recording, etc.,

voting. Contenders in these fields

deserve recognition, of course, but

the spotlighting might. welOe left

within the realm of the trade it-

self.

Program ran smoothly but cov-

erage of the lesser and technical

awards — many of them being
vague terms to non-filmsters—was
dull and slowed the pace, in this

respect the show had all the im-
pact of scholastic graduation exer-

cises. Jt’s great to watch friends

and relations (and performers)
cited magna cum laude. But total

strangers? Hardly.
New stress was on the vide this

year. Embellishments were via

showing of a little footage from
films tied in with the awards. This
idea presents interesting possibili-

ties. Concentrating on fewer win-
ners—the more outstanding ones—
and giving them a genuine Buildup
with “surround”, material—either
the players in live readings or
rounded pic excerpts—might give
the ceremonies more entertain-
ment Wallop.
Andre Previn - batoned orch

opened the ho.uf-and-a-half special
event with “Lullaby of Broafdway”
and introductory comments were
made by Charles Brackett, ACad
prez. He spoke of the revitalized
film business, new audience de-
mands and sounded a ’thoroughly
optimistic note.
Donald O’Connor, introed as pic

Vet of 17 years (“Have my wheel-
chair pick me up at 12,” he
quipped) took over as Coast emcee.
Personable and talented, he did
an agreeable job but would have
registered sharper

! if he were not
seen reading from a ' script. This
took away any show of spontaneity
in an exchange of patter with
Fredric March, who cut in from
N. Y.

There were some imaginative
touches along with the gags. A
few notes from “Don’t; Fence Me
In” were played as Joseph I. Breen
was given a special award for his
handling of the Production Code.
Jack Webb, whose “dum dee dum
dum” soundtrack has been echoed
and reechoed throughout the land,
was given the chore of announcing
the sound citations. Of his formal
togs, Webb said: “These are police
fatigues.”

A few of the cracks probably
had meaning only for the trade.
At one point where there seemed
some uncertainty about seguing
into a commercial, O’Connor inter-
jected, “Darryl Zanuck asked me
to say a few words about ‘Wilson’.”
That’s a pic which producer Za-
nuck would prefer to forget, on the
basis of its poor b.o. showing.
March made with a funny about
20th-Fox doing a remake of “Riri-
Tin-Tin” in Cinemascope. They’ll
be casting a dachshund for the
part, said the actor.

Shirley Booth From Philly
Cutin from Philadelphia had

Shirley Booth (appearing at the
Forrest Theatre, Philly, in “By the
Beautiful Sea”) announcing the
best actor kudo for William Hold-
en; O'Connor was lost in a split-
screen conversation with .Miss
Booth, this being one of the few.
technical errors. Holden’s accept-
ance

> incidentally, was a puzzler
In that he breezed on and off stage
'vith a barely audible word of
acknowledgement. O’Connor later
attributed this to nervousness.
Also underlining the visual, pro-

fessional models demonstrated rep-
licas of the costume designing en-
tries as Gene Tierney read from
the scorecard.
Show had a loaded cast all

around, as to be expected from
Hollywood’s glittering once-a-year
blg night. Awards were handed
put, in addition to the aforemen-
tioned, by Elizabeth Taylor and

Michael Wilding, Marilyn Erskine
and Keefe Brasselle, Lana Turner
and Lex Barker, Kirk Douglas,
Irene Dunne, Walter Brennan,
Mercedes McCambridge (to Frank
Sinatra, “best supporting actor,”
who, like Holden, received un-
usually heavy mitting), Merle Obe-
ron, Tyrone Power, Jean Hersholt
(in N, Y.) and Arthur Freed.

In Gotham, Audrey Hepburn was
particularly gracious as she accept-
ed the “best actress” Oscar. Back
in H’wood, George Stevens said he
was especially pleased that the Irv-
ing Thalberg award, which he
won, was presented by David O,
Selznick.

Film clip lensed in Mexico City
had Gary Cooper,

.
now making

“Veracruz” below the border, an-
nouncing the preliminaries to Miss
Hepburn’s presentation.

C’Scope’s Award
A1 Lichtman, distribution topper

for 20th, also got a mention. In
taking the special award for
C’Scope, Zanuck said he repped
Spyros P. Skouras, Lichtman and
“millions of theatregoers.”

Acknowledgements, such as Bud-
dy Adler’s for “From Here to
Eternity” as best pic, in many in-
stances included tributes to vari-
ous persons associated with the
prize property, Probably the most
modest was Walt Disney, who actu-
ally seemed embarrassed by being
called four timei^ to the stage.
The producer, a shy personality,
cracked, “Maybe this is the year
for me to retire.” .

More in the entertainment vein
were renditions of the five song
candidates. O’Connor and Mitzi
Gaynor lip-moved through “Moon
Is Blue” (the tune had been
canned) and offered a modest
dance routine with agreeable ef-
fect. Connie Russell did a sultry
voicing of “South Pacific Blues,”
Ann Blyth won big- audience re-
sponse with “Secret Love,” Mar-
garet Whiting was pleasant enough
with “My Flaming Heart” and
Dean Martin^piped “That’s Amore”
(the winner, and a smash Capitol
platter) in his by-now well familiar
fashion.

Entire show, supervised by Mitch
Leisen, was a series of plugs for
the picture business, of course. It

socked across the message that the
year provided much fine product
from Hollywood. William Kayden,
producer, and William Bennington,
who directed, are to be credited
with a splendid job of presenting
the full, complex program.
The paid-for commercials (Olds-

mobile picked up the check for

$275,000, covering both radio and
tv) wrere in such abundance that
the sales pitches lost impact to-

ward the end. Paul Douglas, who
did the audio “sell” last year, was
convincing in his messages for

Olds. He shared the W’ork with Bob
Lemond and Betty White, both of

!
whom are skilled touters.

GEORGE SKINNER SBOW
With Toby Deane, Tommy Furtado,
Mort Lindsey Trio

Director: Charles Hinds
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 9 a.m.
Participating
WCBS-TY, New York
George Skinner, the Philly find,

is set into an hour long stanza on
CBS’ New York flagship as a segue
from the web’s “Morning Show.”
Commercially, he was “in” before
the 9 o’clock mark on Monday (29)

by virtue of participation deals
which in the next couple of weeks,
will amount to 33 spots out of a
possible 50 on the W’eek. . It ain’t
saturation, but Skinner is an un-
known in Gotham. He won’t be in
that category for long because this
is a sincere, well spoken, high
minded (but not lofty; character
who figures to make an imprint on
on his audience. Neither an actor
nor traditional m.c. (translated as
morning conversationalist), he has
an easy going style, eschews the
tempting joke along with the obvi-
ous, and has a wholesome air about
him. Surrounding him are some
pretty fair talents, all song and

R&H B’way-to-TV Cavalcade a Case

Of $750,000 Disenchanted Evening
By GEORGE ROSEN

Big business and show business

got together Sunday night (28), but

the parlay didn’t quite jell. It de-

livered to the nation's television

audience (no doubt the largest in

iv or radio annals) the most rich-
ly endowed bundle of show biz

components ever assembled for a
commercial video entry. But if

anything, it demonstrated anew
that names alone, no matter how
powerful in marquee value, can-
not make for a standout show
Without a vehicle.

The Rodgers & Hammerstein 90-

van) for a dubious entre'act “man
in the box” joust, not to mention
a slick musical backgrounding of
the whole by Harry Sosnik and the
orch, and the 90 minutes added up
to (a) tops to date in multiple cast-

ing for a tv one-shot on such a
star level; (b) a show desperately
in need of imaginative pacing and
a well-rounded, more lively-tem*
poed vehicle that should have in-
cluded dance and rhythm numbers
for more variety.

A “puzzlement” even topping
Brynner’s was w*hy they brought
on such major comics from the*.

Coast for this N.Y. origination^

minute Cavalcade; riding all four !

onl >‘ l° dissipate their

tv networks and upwards of 270 ;

contributions as between-acts.

^ stations (overnight Trendex rating
j

^enep'-changin,, s
>.

'indicated 70 ,000,000 viewers t made ] ^ a brighter^display
°J[

*

ifhic tho hiatrpQt mstiipst v>nmm<»r- ’ unique comedic Rifts, properly .in*

pleasant, cheerful style .and not
too bad on the orbs. Tommy Fur-
tado is a good balladeer and clean-
cut. Another song soloist is Mort
Lindsey, who leads a trio consist-
ing of bass and guitar with himself
bn piano. Lindsey’s “workout on
Blue Pacific Blues” (from “Sadie

the too-evenly tempoed book.
sponsor

,

jampacked with a flock of tv. ...
“firsts,” including bow of Rich-

j

The show played m the same
ard Rodgers and Oscar Hammer- 1

chronological order as the six R
stein 2d as video entrepreneurs on 1 & H Broadway attractions (inter-

their own. It showcased the peak !
Spersed with the “comedy” rou-

moments of. the peak R & H at- i
tines J. and this, too. was a mistake,

tractions of perhaps the most fabu-
,

for a greater emphasis on rou-

i loiis decade in Broadway musi-- lining, with the standout “Souih

magic
|

the now-fabled Mary Martin-Ethel
Merman -songfest on last year’s
memorable Ford '50th anniversary

and such for change of pace, and
Skinner is not immune from these
chores, joining Miss Deane and
Furtado, for instance, on “Heart of

j tv InstMy Heart.” A daily must for I

t\^St
!
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M Uhroueh was ^Tapped up* in ^Misl the most tender, memorable scenes

SS.WM* ““ “iSS in the whole R & H repertoire.

come

A Beautiful Morfim?*’ for ‘ the
“Oklahoma” intro. Raitt and Miss
Clayton were spotted No. 2 for the
“Carousel” medley, including the
If I Loved You” gem. in one of

Relieving the tune sessions are •

Skinners chatter and some films.-
Skinner sounded off on horror
comic books, doing it quietly and
effectively. For preschool kid fod-
der there was an animated cartoon.
Another film showed Skinner’s son.
DaVid, getting his first haircut, a
neat touch. There'll be some guests
now* and then, first one being Earl
Charles Hall, a comedian, tomor-
row (ThursJ. Trait,

Role, others.
Producer: Ralph Levy

PI M .
Writer: Sain Perrin

McELHONE SHOW
| Musical Director: Harry Sosnik

With Eloise McElhone, John Till- (90 Mins., Sun., 8 pjn.
man; Jack McCarthy, announcer GENERAL FOODS

Producer-Writer: Barbara Walters
j
ALL NETWORKS, from N.Y.

Director: Freddie Bartholomew tYoung & Rubicami
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:30 pjn. :

Participating
WPIX, N.Y,

PRESENTING #

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN
With Mary Martin, Ezio Pinza,
Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney.
Jack Benny, Groncho Marx, Ed
Sullivan, Edgar Bergen, Yul

j

with Miss Martin's “Gonna Wash
Brynner, Patricia Morison. John < That Man Right Out of My Hair.”
Raitt, Jan Clayton, Gordon Mac- Pinza's “Some Enchanted Evening”
Rae, Florence Henderson, Janice, and Miss Martin socking across “In

Hayes and Miss Rule, with a choral
assist, did the “Allegro” love song,
which unfortunately for the time
consumed wasn’t one of R & H’s
more inspired efforts.

“South Pacific*” came closest to
approximating the show stopper.

i Love With A Wonderful Guy” pro-
(viding the. kind of multi-faceted
1 moods and iempoes that needed
;
apportioning- ?in other segments of
•the Cavalcade. “King and 1" found
I Miss Morison surrounded by the
I King's Siamese brood doing the
(“Getting To Know You” (original-
:3y created by the late Gertrude
Lawrence*, with Brynner coming

through her role as femcee of the on the “Puzzlement” number*v, •* xY-t-ii. i- .
> mrougn ner roje as remcee oi me nmuucw

,hn

-

and festivities, reprised her standout °n its own. as an “insert ” these
a tunes from “South Pacific” and as

John Tillman, her sidekick, is _
handsome and virile lure for wo-

, w o ' 3 bonus song tossed in the R 8c H
nnt

husb3nds can “State Fair” film tuneclick, “Mightnot afford $37.50 dresses.
.
Together » a s typii Be Snrine”

they rattle through, a sometime ;
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- - - But overaU the show suffered

;

n a johnny-
the

ASK THE DOCTOR
With Elizabeth Hart, Dr. W. W.
Bauer

Executive Producer: Jules Pew-
awar

j

Producer: Bernard Miller

j
Director: Dick Locke
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WBKB, Chicago
WBKB lias a tidy parlay for the

hausfraus with this medical ques-
tion and answer session backstop-
ping the preceding “All About
Babies” info tidbit. Both are
properties of the Herbert S. Lauf-
man packaging shop. Since the
medical show bears the stamp of

approval from the American Medi-
cal Assn. and features Dr, W. W.
Bauer, the AMA’s director of

health education, there’s no de-
ceiving flim-flam or questionable
advice tossed out here.
Format is simple with Elizabeth

Hart serving as 'hostess in a pleas-

ant and alert fashion as she fun-
nels the viewers’ written questions
to Dr. Bauer. As one of the AMA’s
most widely traveled forum reps,
the medico projects a nice neigh-
borly glibness that makes him a

natural for such an assignment.
Topics range wide on any given
day. While careful not to touch off

faulty self-diagnosis by the dialers,

Dr. Bauer « delved into arthritis,

diabetes and heart impairments on
segment watched (23). Miss Hart
and the physician work smoothly
as a team, breaking down the medi-
cal mumbojumbo into meaningful
layman language. A few simple
charts and pix are used as visual

aids. Dave.

were hardly the cherished mo-
ments of the legiter. Miss Clooney
and Tony Martin, in the Isabel Big-
ley-Bill Hayes legit leads, failed to

meaningless fluffv fashion Vhou- But overall tne snow suffered
; ^

comprised in session viewed of from a johnny-one-note tempo as ! .

Rehearsal scene of Me
Lompnsea in session viewed of

. and Juliet.” which encompassed
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< Xo °iher Love” and Black
a la Tillman, plugging ‘Mr. Fred’s” tWe k ere i hSS If

* Giant ” Show reverted back to
hats and somebody^elses

i “Oklahoma” for the finale, with
dresses. And sometimes their ma-

, J?” SSrtnotice on whirif the MacRae and Henderson duet-
ter

i
al 1S a.H^etive enough to sight 4 “®

s ^Ruhi- ing ‘ People Will Say We're In
and sound to hold mother to the 'vas together «.xoung Kuoi t

q
living room chair • cam

.
didn t get the go-ahead until ;^uxc *

On this half-hour ctrin ihat'c • 12 days before showtimet. But the' It was a costly party, and on the

been around for f ZbTj i prodiictlon. highliKhtirs exeerp! = ;
basis of the Trendex ratings GF

months the aeeeit % no tation I

six R 4 H shous and all bought out more peonle for a slice

Apparent^ Miss McElhone gen??: «•*«« as Broad* ay audl- of lh«» *H*Ae than any eyent

allv sounds out adult female ences had originally seen them in show biz annals. But the cak«

but asapre^udetotheEaster's^ *o ^neratethe kind of ex-
,

needed more spice,

son she brought in three little !

dement one should have expected,

girls and had them work the twists
considering the fabulous credits m- w

and smiles that identify manne- ;

vo *veo*

quins, regardless of age, to her! The Cavalcade was rso gilde,*’.

brief commentarv about cotton, drapery-laden"" spectacle of giant

calico and juve “class” for the com- scenic proportions: rather, it was
Unpretentiously staged, with the
accent w here it belonged—on taste,

and mostly on talent, with some ol

the most surefire soi.g material
that's been tossed tv's way. But in

(he process of stringing together

ing season. Midway through the
program the distaffer exposed a
novelty line in handbags, travel-
ling chess sets, etc.

To accentuate his role as the at-

tractive male, Tillman -artfully

fumbled through a description on
j

the out-of-context numbers from
. .• „ 1 V, *1 . .. I s n a tr j _ i

baby care for “expectant fathers.”
In showing how? to burp junior,
Tillman awkwardly placed a sub-
stitute doll across his shoulder and,
as he patted its rear, (also the
wrong place) he told the audience,
which is presumably all women.

the renowned R&H show catalog,
the whole emerged as a well-exe-
cuted though unimaginative variety
stanza, lacking that extra dividend
of sparkle.

Obviously a show* can’t miss too
badly with (D Mary Martin and

WEEKEND NEWS
With Allan Moll
Producer: Dan Rainger
Director: Chauncey Powis
Writer: Jack Goodman
30 Mins.. Sat. 9:30 p.m.
REDMAN VAN & STORAGE
KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City

( Adarison, Bachman'
This is a neatly packaged half-

hour roundup of top local and
regional new*s of the week. Team-
work of editor-writer Jack Qood-
man and photographer Don Chris-
tianson covers a . wide range of
items that fall into the general
classification of semi feature news.

In session caught. (13 • camera

hit him “here, right on the chest.” : Ezio Pinza again carrying «iw,. covered a flying farmers convention
in'- • . « t > • _ _ • : a i. _ _

.

Such tomfoolery shouldn’t even ! “South Pacific” torch in reprising ,n ld3h°. commg ^
of sprmg with an

fool the ladies. It’s this occasional , their original Nellie Forhush-Eniiie ^ anal.vsis of snow cover in nearby

note of studied phoniness that
; de Becque roles; ‘2) Yul Brynner i

niountams and predictions of

casts a blur oh the show*. Freddie
! and Patricia. Morison for the “King * ava^ab^e water for dry months.

Bartholomew* does a fair job in and I” segments: (3« Tony Martin
his hew post as tv director,

BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
With Rollie Johnson
Producer-director: Roger Gardner
90 Mins.; Sat. (27), 9 p.m.
Participating
WCCO-TV,. Minneapolis
Two sponsors picked up the

check for this in-demand telecast

of the state high school basketball
tournament’s championship decid-
ing game. An event of monumen-
tal importance throughout Minne-
sota and attracting throngs here
from all parts of the state, it fills

the 18,500-seat U. of Minnesota

and Rosemary Clooney for the “Me
and Juliet” sequences; (4* John
Raitt and Jan Clayton back for

their original leads in “Carousel;"
(5) Gordon MacRae and Florence
Henderson in the “Oklahoma'’
scenes, and (6^ Bill Hayes and
Janice Rule vocalizing and terping,

respectively, in the “Allegro” bit.

rebuilding of Lagoon, fun spot
partly destroyed by fire last year;
making of a ghost town as a result
of mine shutdowns and ground
breaking for new office building.

Goodman chooses his news with
care to provide as much general
interest as possible w’hile his com-
mentary provides narrator Moll
with an easy-reading script that

a here-we-go-again vignet of going
for a $6.60 rap for a single admis-
sion ticket to “Carousel”); Groucho
Marx (playing an uninspired “You
Bet Your Life” round of byplay

. .. ...
j
with Rodgers and Hammerstein),

Williams Arena each of its three and Edgar Bergen and Charlie Mc-
(Continued on page 46) 'Carthy (later joined by Ed Sulli-

Adrt to the<u» the IntersDersed

!

covers the situations well. Moll

comedic^IdrtiS?of“Jack ^ Benny dn i
gets plenty of life into his chores
and has the knack of switching
mood to fit the situation without
getting hammy.*
Commercials pitch Redman's na-

tionwide service and highlight

extra care that costs no more. Tw o

well executed singing jingles fit

neatly into the package. Berl.



McNeill’s the answer...
Here's the obvious one: What daytime TV personality has just been hired by Philco

• for an important selling job?

McNeill's the answer. Don McNeill. Just two days ago, his famous Breakfast Club

started selling for Philco on TV ; : . demonstrating big-ticket appliances in millions of

homes every day. (In his first week on TV Don McNeill visited 2,500,000 different homes,

according to Nielsen.)

But this suggests many more questions for which McNeill is also the answer.

For example: Who's been the hottest property in daytime radio for over 20 years?

McNeill’s the answer. In salesmanship, ratings, dealer influence, by cost or any yardstick,

Don McNeill’s Breakfast Club has been the outstanding show in morning radio history.

What man has millions of women hanging on his every word, every day of the week?



now what’s the question?
McNeill again. To two generations of American housewives, Don McNeill is as real, as

believable ... as there ... as their husbands. They, take his word on ranges, refrigerators,

air conditioners . . . or—here comes the commercial— meats, cereals, dairy products,

or what-do-you-sell.

Who is the right salesman for you in daytime TV? If your market is women, the answer

is certainly McNeill! Partly because he has a proven selling record for products of every

Bhape, size and price tag. Partly because he comes factory-equipped with a built-in sales

promotion personality. (Just ask his radio sponsors about the many ways they’ve used that

McNeill appeal.) But mostly because McNeill is . • . well, McNeill, and Can do things for

your product that nobody else does quite so well.

There are several quarter houirs available on the Breakfast Club, butrif you’re planning

to pop the question, better do it fast. ,

TELEVISION NETWORK
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THE HEART OF THE NEWS
With Jim. Fleming, Joseph C.

Harsch, Ray Scherer; Morgan
-Beatty, others

Producers-editors: William McAn-
drew, Joseph O. Moyers, Chet
Hagan

15 Mins.; Mon.thru-Frl., 10:15 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from New York
The new accent in radio and

television on “interpretative re-

porting" is responsible for “Heart
of the News," NBC’s grandiose-
planned cross-the-board survey of

significant developments in world
news. Idea is to spotlight one
story each night, using the NBC
worldwide . news setup to deliver
on-the-spot phases of the back-
ground and developments, in their

areas of the particular story un-
der study.
That such a project is “pure

radio," as the saying goes these
days, is obvious. That it’s good
radio (or radio doing what televi-

sion can’t) is dubious. At least

that’s the way the first program
Monday (29) came off. It was a
study of the McCarthy-Army con-
troversy, and had three commenta-
tors focusing the background of
the situation.
Joseph C. Harsch, NBC’s State

Dept, expert, went into the consti-
tutional and Congressional back-
ground of McCarthy’s permanent
investigations subcommittee; White
House correspondent Ray Scherer
trudged down to the Senate Office
Building to tell about the staff and
work of the committee; and “News
of the World" commentator Mor-
gan Beatty did a quick profile of
Sen. Karl Mundt, who is heading up
the investigation of the current,
row.

All boiled down, the segment wa$
no different from any of the com-
mentary programs that have dis-
tinguished radio over the past 15
years, with the exception that
there' were three commentators in-
stead of one. The NBC news de-
partment took no advantage of ra-
dio’s opportunity for mobility and
speed-—all the material was strict-
ly from research and personal
knowledge. Scherer’s description
of the committee’s staff room and
personnel had little value for the
program, but it could have been
done better with a tape recorder.

This is not to say that the in-
dividual commentary wasn’t good
in its own right—Harsch’s descrip-
tion of the subcommittee (which
got an appropriation of $2i4,000
compared to the $10,000 given to
its parent whole committee) as the
“tail that wags the dog" was a sam-
pling of his topnotch reportage,
and narrator-host ’Jim Fleming’s
introduction and recap were fluid
and to the point. But NBC could
just have easily assigned one com-
mentator to do the whole job, as
it were. The program isn’t going
to make anybody turn off his tv
set and run for the bedroom radio.

Chan.

UNITED NATIONS SERIES
With Alma Dettinger; Ernest

Weissmann, Charles Abrams,
guests

Producer-Director; Alma Dettinger
30 Mins!; Tues., 2:30 p.m.
Participating
WQXR, New York

This WQXR series when caught

(23) was in the' eighth week of a

17-week run and. it dealt primarily

wjth reflections on the social wel-

fare duties of the UN and care-

fully skirted the more eruptive

political problems. However, as one

of the guests pointed out, solutions

for items like international hous-
ing, which was the seession’s pre-
occupation, can have a strong bear-
ing on matters of diplomacy and
enduring peace.

For this one WQXR grouped
three intelligent and reasonably
eloquent people: regular moder-
ator Miss Dettinger, whose queries
were incisive ana well-placed;
Ernest Weissmann, head of the
UN housing and town and country
planning section, and Charles
Abrams, faculty member at the
City College of New York and spe->

cial UN appointee to the recent
housing conclave in New Delhi.
One of the most interesting facets
of the program to show biz was
the brief mention made by Weiss-
mann of an upcoming'bibliography
on theatre construction. He advised
that most countries are interested
in possessing national theatres and
that the UN was backing up such
projects.

Largely, though, the “United
Nations Series" was a dry affair

that even for listeners with above-
average interest in the social wel-
fare activities of the UN might
have become dull before the 30-
minutes were over. Show was kept
on a high academic plane and sub-
stituted pretty well as a text for
students. Aluminum roofs for vil-

lagers in India and discussion of
the . New Delhi housing confab
couldn’t have been especially excit-

ing topics for the biggest share of
the Gotham audience.

DIXIE CLUB
With Virgil Brinnon
30 Mins.; Sat. 6:15 p.m.
WJW, Cleveland

This 30-minute segment of jazz
favorites should be a must for
lovers of melodious themes, and
subtly syncopated dance rhythms
with highly colorized orchestra-
tions. For the stint is jampacked
with blues and dixie .music includ-
ing. among pieces in stanza caught,
“Maple Leaf Rag," Eddie Condon;
“Tiger Rag," Pee Wee Hunt. v
What’s more, Brinnon’s smart

presentation that includes very
short back ground notes leading
to the upcoming shellac adds a
flavor that makes the stanza a wel-
come dessert for a. Saturday eve-
ning roundup. Mark.

WOMAN’S PAGE
With Barbara Reinker and Tom
Carson .

45 mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:15 p.m.
WJW, Cleveland

The busy housewife who 'wants

to keep abreast' of the women's
news of the day along with gettihg

welcome household tidbits and sug-
gestions would do well to listen to

Barbara Reinker, this year’s'

AFTRA winner of “Best Radio
Woman’s Show."

The 45-minute stanza opens with
a series of brief reviews of daily

happenings in the women’s world.
Presentation is neat, concise and
easy to take. Pleasantly spliced

into the stint are musical record-

ings by Cy Coleman’s piano offer-

ings from Rodgers and Hart. As
other breaks in the stanza, Mrs.
Reinker-chats with announcer Tom
Carson .who serves .as straight man.

In stanza caught (23) "Mrs.
Reinker had backstage interview

with Robert Preston and Lee Bow-
man, currently on Hanna Theatre.

Chitchat was not taxing and Mrs.
Reinker was able to explore sev-

eral, homey bits in Preston’s back-
ground.
Frequent commercials are tact-

fully placed throughout segment.
Mark.

SPELLBOUND
With James D. Baker, others

3g Mins., Tues.; 8 p.m.
WTRY, Troy

. . _ _

Spelling program, which should
invoke for older listeners nostalgic

memories of an era that posed no
threath from thermonuclear bombs,
pits in competition teams from
area' organizations, with Station
Publicity-Promotion Director
•James D. Baker as chairman. Gals
of Albany Chapter, National Secre-

taries* Assn., matched skill with
mothers of a St. Mary’s Church,
Waterford, group, on broadcast
caught. Show has been presented
for sometime.

Feature impresses as a mildly di-

verting, moderately educational

half-hour, of some local interest,

*

no challenge, for instance, to the

Milton Berle television show, orig-

inating at the same time, and not

intended to be. There seemed an
element of unfairness in putting

housewives against women whose
livelihood depends upon ability to

spell well, but this was not inten-

tional. Some awkward -moments,
marked by floundering on rather

tricky words, developed, but there

were brighter spots, too. Baker,

smartly and perhaps logically, sug-

gested nervousness as a factor. The
latter part came off better. It

might be wise for Baker to define

the meaning of each word and per-

haps demonstrate usage—he aid so

intermittently. A more Individ-

ualized introduction and inclusion

of easier words are other possibili-

ties. Baker is friendly, informal,

lightly humorous, with a' clear

though twangy voice.

MR. ED SULLIVAN
-/or your great kindness and would you

please convey my regards and thanks to

all the members of your staff for their

patient cooperation

Good-bye—see you in May

!

t

RICHARD (MR. PASTRY)

Direction: EDDY (London Evening News) ELKORT

ALL NIGHT SHOW
With Joe M«lviht]l
330 Mins.;' Mon.-thru-Sat. (mid-

night) r

FILLIPS & ASSOCIATES
WTAM, Cleveland

Gpod music, the latest weather
and road reports, as well as up-to-

the-minute news are the ingredi-

ents well mixed with disker Joe
Mulvihill in his “All Night Show”
over WTAM.

It’s a lot of time, but, neatly

paced by Mulvihill, assisted by the
WTAM news staff, the five-and-

one-half hour midnight to dawn
spiel should not “make the night

so long" for those battling through
the a.m.

In his music selections, Mulvihill
sticks closely to the popular clas-

sics, the favorites of the day, and
the blues. There’s a minimum of
jabber between selections, except'

when Mulvihill hits the sales pitch,

for towels, bunnies^, thread, • saws,
Nescafe, etc., averaging at least six

commercials per hour. 'Also on the
hour, there is five minutes of news
including the latest highway report
for Ohio and adjacent states.

What makes this overall pitch

distinctive is Mulvihill’s easy
tempo; his relaxed mike-appeal,

and his pleasant personality.
' ' .Mark.

ISLAND SERENADE
With John K. Almeida
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
90 Mins.; Sat., 10 a.m.
Sustaining’'
KGU, Honolulu
On the gamble that people in

Hawaii like Hawaiian music, KGU
Has given over some important
morning time to John K. Almeida,
dean of Hawaiian music and must-
dans. -

It’s an informal session, with
the venerable composer-musician
spinning nothing but Hawaiian
disks, interspersed with recollec-
tions,

r,and it’s a cinch that the six

days a week stint is gaining a solid
'ollowing.
Weekdays, Almeida fills the

breach between two terrific draws:
the early morning jocks who go
off at 9 a.m., and the soap, serials

which begin around 10 a.m. Sat-
urday stanza additionally is picked
up by hundreds of country-bound
motorists who find Island melodies
relaxing,
Almeida sticks to old and new

Hawaiian tunes and shows no prej*
udice for or against any of the
combos -he has known over the
years. He’s the father of another
prominent musician, Fua Almei-
da, incidentally.

There’s irony in choice of Ken
Alford as announcer, for he is one
of Hawaii’s top professional jazz
exponents, doubling as leader of
a solid Dixieland band when not
on the KGU board. Some sponsor’s
missing a good bet. Walt.

RCA Colorsets
Continued from page 28

Cy Howard
sss Continued from page 29 -

—

work in tv, and if you look at the
top shows such as T Love Lucy/
’Mr. Peepers, ’Bums and Allen’
and others, you’ll find they’re writ-
ten by' former radio writers. But
where are /these great screen
writers Miss McCall is talking
about? Tv has developed, and we
have had a great part In its devel-
opment. —
Crusaders? Where Are They?
“Yet Miss McCall holds out- the

picture Of screen writers as the
salvation of tv, the crusaders com-
ing to save’ us. But where are they?
Radio writers have adapted them-
selves to tv faster than anybody,
especially in live tv, which is the
most difficult to do.

“Screen writers for
4

years have
spoiled their talent, by turning out
only a few pages a week. They
can’t readjust themselves now. It

isn’t important in tv to write it

fast and bad—it is Important to
write fast, under the limitations
allowed. Screen writers simply
cannot write that fast, .

“The country club atmosphere
of the screen writer is completely
out of focus with the economics of
tv. A newspaperman always meets
his deadline, without excuse, and
the same is true in tv. By the
time the screen writer goes
through his psychological prob-
lems and takes off for Palm
Springs to think about What to

write, I’m in my second season on
tV;

’

No Snobbery Wanted
“Lets quit this snobbishness

where they consent to come into

the medium.
.
After all, they must-

adjust themselves'to tv; not tv to

them.
;

I have 12 writers on my
two shows, only one team coming
from pictures, the rest from radio.

This is because we need 50 pages
in five days.

“Screen writers keep talking and
thinking about that picture they’re

going to write for Cary Grant. Tv
has been built up as a great

medium, and we have no interest

in the crusaders coming to save us.

We want them, but not as snobs.

We want writers; come in, the

water and money ’s -fine.

“A good writer can write in any
medium, and. a good screen writer

can write good tv, but his attitude

must not be one of condescension,"

concluded Howard crisply.

try through the need for studios,
transmitting equipment and the
factories to build them.

CT-100 has a single knob con-
trol that switches the picture from
color to black-and-white and vice
versa. Test patterns and still pic-

tures generated by the plant’s own-
closed-circuit colorcasting equip-
ment were shown. CT-100 is an
open-face console with a tricolor
tube using red, blue and green and
requiring three guns in synchron-
ization. Assembly line is geared to
produce 2,000 sets a month within
six to eight weeks. Price of 19-inch
screen receiver coming in July will
be only slightly higher than the
CT-100 because production experi-
ence will cut costs, Elliott pre-
dicted. The plant now has four
production lines running, one for
color receivers, three for black-
and-white,

CT-100 will be sold on a policy
calling for installation, unlimited
service calls and parts replace-
ments for a year and costing
$149.50, Elliott said. Two other less
expensive and .Inclusive service
plans also will be offered. He pre-
dicted that 125 tv stations will be
equipped for color, by the end ' of
the year and that it will be avail-
able then to 75% of the nation’s
homes.

Eileen BARTON
Latest Coral Record 1

"JESSE JAMES"
B/W-

"SIGNPOST"
Dir.: William Morris Agency

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Mgt.i William Morrls^Asency

PAUL DRAPER
LESSONS IN BALLET TAP and STAGE TECHNIQUE

ADVANCED ... Mon . Frl., Sar., 4:30 to 4:00 P.M.
At CHESTER HALE'S STUDIO

159 West 56th Street — COL 5-4070

INTERMEDIATE . . . Tues., Wed.. Thun., 4:30 te 6:00 P.M.

At THEATRE STUDIO of th« DANCE
137 West 56th Street — COL 5-4070
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Jessel oo Another

Chicago, March 30.

George Jessel is now: roadshow-

ing his one-man campaign against

the radio-tv rating services. Vet

show biz personality who speaks

from a career that has spanned all

facets except the hurley and cir-

cus fields applied one' of his

patented kidding - on - the - square

hotfoots to the electronic nose-

counters before a near-record turn-

out of over 200 at the Chi .Tel*

vision Council last week.

'

Although larded with the typi-

cal Jessel gags, the discourse had

its serious overtones that struck

some responsive chords among the

industryites present concerned with

the same problem. Jessel recounted

how in his recent ambassadorial

junkets for ABC he had visited

some 70 cities around the country

and has yet to find a single person

who has been called or checked by

a rating service. He says he has
plugged the query on all of the

radio-tv appearances he has made
in each city without a nibble.

He tossed jrnt a couple of perti-

nent questions About the radio-tv

reliance on rating figures. He
asked if the real yardstick of a

given show’s success isn’t Its abil-

ity to Sell products. Also he posed

the query as to how the new tv

personalities are to be developed
in this rating-happy era.

Bowles' WNHC-TV Series
New Haven, March 30.

Chester Bowles has completed; a
cycle. The ex-Gov, of Connecticut
and former ambassador to India
has been signed by WNHC-TV
here to star in a weekly discussion
program on world news, with em-
phasis on developments in Asia.
Program begins April 7, and is

slotted on Wednesday from 6:15 to
6:30.

Program marks a return to
broadcasting for Bowles, who was
one of the founders (with another
Nutmeg State politico, ex-Sen Wil-
liam Benton) of the Benton &
Bowles ad agency.

JesselV Logic ~

Chicago, March 30,
Addressing the Chicago Ad

Club and veering to his dia-
tribe against the “Fllntex,” as
George Jessel satirizes the
sundry ratings, the comedian
observed:

“If one Englishman has tea
at four you multiply it by
20,000,000 Englishmen and
they’re all having tea at four.
If two Frenchmen say this is

what we’re gonna do tonight
you may multiply it by 50,000,-

000 Frenchmen and not be
wrong. But America is too in-

dividualistic — because one
Yank eats prunes at 8 o’clock
some.Tuesday or Sunday night
you can never convince me
that every American, or a
great majority of them, are do-
ing the .same thing at a cer-
tain giveii hour. And so, be-
cause somebody phones 12
people and says that's the rat-

ing' doesn’t convince me, or
even them, because it just
doesn’t make any sense.’’

DuPont Awards Go

To Pauline Frederick,

Hub, Iowa Stations
Washington, March 30..

NBC commentator Pauline Fred-
erick, Westinghouse stations WBZ
and VVBZ-TV in Boston and WOl-
TV (Iowa State College) in Ames,
Iowa, were named winners of the
11th annual Alfred I.' DuPont
Awards in Radio and Television
for “meritorious service to the
American people” in 1953. Win-
ners were announced at a dinner
last week at the Mayflower HoteL

Miss Frederick, first woman to

receive the duPont commentator
award, was honored for “exempli-
fying the best traditions of news
commentary” and “avoiding the
slickness, automatic orthodoxy and
superficial sensationalism charac-
teristic of much news commentary
today ... without making conces-
sions to a vulgarization of either

thought or style.” -

v The Westinghouse stations were
cited for “consistent, well-planned
programming designed to serve the

needs of an informed and pro-

gressive community and to develop

and encourage good citizenship.”

The Iowa State College station

was praised for having “pioneered

in showing tv’s potential in "'the

service of education and citizen-

ship” for “its outstanding record

of leadership in the development
of programs of practical and cul-

tural value to the people of Iowa."

Lotsa Shuttling Off

From ’Grand Central’

Unless ABC Radio can find a client

for “Grand Central Station,” which
Campbell Soups is exiting April 5,

by that date, the web is prepared

to make a complete overhaul of its

11 to noon morning strip to get

off the sustaining hook with the

dramatic package. “Central” cur-

rently occupies the 11 to 11:25

strip.

Network will move “Modern Ro-

mances” down from 11:25 to 11.

following that with “Ever Since

Eve” from 11:15 to 11:30, 25 min-

utes earlier than its current slot.

At 11:30, it will insert a new soap

opera, “Follpw That Woman.” a

house package being prepared by

Jack Mitchell. Windup quarter-

hour will be a three-way news
show, pegged on Bryson Sash’s cur-

rent five-minute “White House Re-

port.” Two other capsule segments

will- fill out that strip. “Follow

That Woman,” as yet uncast, will

follow the customary ABC morn-

ing format of a complete story in

five days.

Peter Roberts Joins

WNBC-to-WINS Shifts
the WNBC ranks to follow Bob
Leder to N. Y. indie WINS. Leder,
the station’s new manager, has
hired the network newscaster to

become his director of news and
special events.

Appointment of Roberts, who
begins officially in his WINS post

on April 5, caps off Leder’s im-

portation of four other NBC local
execs and the Vweb’s ex-team of
Bob & Ray,. Roberts’ role will be
chiefly' to boost local news cover-
age, which seems to be a big facet
in the new administration.

RADIO«TELlSVISION

FCC-Lamb
Masisssssssss Continued from past 28

law but that would only further government agency, Congressional
delay the proceedings which have committee or court that he is not
now been dragging for nearly a or never was a member of the
year and also further hold up ac- Communist Party,
tion on his applications for tv chan- jn a recent column in his new3-

nels in Toledo, Orlando and Pitts- paper, the Erie Dispatch, Lamb
burgh, (by purchase). said he was never even “remotely”

It’s more likely that Lamb will associated with the Communist
move to expedite the hearings. Party. “Anyone who says I be-

Former Atty. Gen. J. Howard Me- longed to or contributed to the
Grath, who . is now executive vee- Communist Party,” he asserted,

pee of the Lamb Enterprises, re- “is a vile liar and that again goes
ceptly stated that Lamb is ready for my business competitors, and
to' testify under oath before any anyone in or out of government.”

WWJ-TV WNBC’s ‘Spring Tryouts

NBC Tihvltion Ntfwork
DETROIT

Asieclete AM*M SteH*n WWJ
Owntd and Oporotod by THE DETROIT NEWS

./

« m

National Repritmitativ*

the GEORGE F. HOUINCUlV CO.

“Operation Search Warrant,”
NBC’s talent dig-up in New York,

will be launched next Saturday (3)

in the first of a series of one-shots

called “spring tryouts.” Preemer
will be a “Let’s Make Music”

stanza. Also on the sked is an eti-

quette panel show headed by

Charles Ventura, society editor of

the N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun.

Slotting is 5:30 to 6 p.m. on the

NBC Gotham flagship;
- * —

Albany— Naomi Rector, associ-

ated with WPTR since it went on

the air in 1948, first as traffic

director and later as program di-

rector, has resigned to become
assistant program director of

KFIA-TV in Anchorage, Alaska.
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The great Kansas City TV mar-
ket b swinging right along with
its favorite stars on WHB-TV

—

as Channel 9 presents a full

schedule of CBS-TV network
programming—plus a variety of
talent-packed, locally produced
shows. Your spots are in the spot-

light when you let WHB-TV’s
star-studded airwaves do the sell-

ing to 380,450* television homes!

•Feb. 28 report, Kntrsas City Electric Atsix.

• s

'

Pi,A

Hera's a good strip sfory . . . Now that the head-

lino has gotton you into this paragraph, wo hayo

to confess that wa'ro talking about key strips

from Butlar-Nut Coffee cant. During Butter-Nut's

1953 Christmas Club campaign, the coffee people

used WHR-TV's popular weatherman, Shelby

Storck, to request Jtoy strip mailings from viewers.

WHB-TV promotion and merchandising brought

in a total of 106,470 koy strips—more than three

l/mes the amount received from the previous

year's campaign on another Kansas City TV sta-

tion . at that time the only television outlet

In the market. Talent and format were unchanged
far the '52 and '52 campaigns.

WHBTV

1922-1954

Represented Nationally by TV
- 5





early returns onLHE
MORNING
SHOW
It’s off to a great start! In its first five days. .

.

It increased sets in use by 39%.*

It won over 45% share of audience.*

It covered areas—including all major markets—

with close to 23 million television homes.**

It offered the largest early morning station line-up.

It sold at the lowest over-all price in all television.

\

It brought its first sponsor 16,558 replies to a

single announcement!

Whether your budget is large or small, you can get

big returns on “The Morning Show.” Try it once. .

.

or once a day. . . once a week. . . once a month . .

.

or as often as you need it.

CBS TELEVISION

gHgiM
*

$

V

» <k

*Trendex,

March 15-19. ,

**With outlets in the

Pacific Time Zone

through the

companion program

“Panorama Pacific!*

I
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Television Chatter

NeW York
John Henry Faulk subbing for

Elotse McElhone next week on her

WPIX daytimer . . . Joan Roberts

guesting on WOR-TV’s “Man From
Times Square" Friday (2) after ap-

nearing on radio version same

date, same station . ; . Eight-year-

old Adele Newton making the

switch from tv to legit via Jerome
Robbins' “Tender Lamb at City

Center tomorrow (Thurs.) . . .

David Mayer, former national mer-
chandising manager of Calvert Dis-

tillers, joined Grey Advertising as

director of the sales promotion di-

- vision . . . Barbara Karen in the

cast of last night’s (Tues.) “U. S.

Steel Hour" ... Arthur O'Con-

nell, featured in “Picnic" on
Broadway, left the show this week
after 460 performances to devote

his time to a new John McNulty
tv script titled “Mr. Madigan’s
Manhattan” , . . Will Mastin Trio

featuring Sammy Davis Jr. guested

on Milton Berle show last night.

Warren Cromwell, away six

months, returned to NBC press in

old job of asst, mag editor under
acting ed Eileen Lange . . . Kajar
the magico booked for WCBS-TV’s
new “George Skinner Show" April

7.

Board of directors of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau held a two-day
meet In N. Y, yst. (30) and Mon-
day . . . Weed’s radio and tv rep
firms moving to new quarters at

579 Fifth June 1 . . . Therese
(Terry) Lewis, story editor for

NBC’s Television Playhouse out of

Talent Associates, departs that or-

ganization April 1. She'll spend
next few months preparing several

televisipn properties of her own.
Fall plans cal! for the setting up

. of her own agency.

Eugenia Rawls into featured role

on “Motorola TV Hour” Tuesday
(6) on ABC .'

. . Philippa Bevans
into “Robert Montgomery Pres-
ents" on NBC April 12 . ; . New
baseball strategy game, “Line
Drive," being packaged for tv . . .

Martin Newman into “Eternal
Light" April 11.

It’s three in one week for Max
Wilk, who scripts the Tuesday
“Janet Dean" vidpix; the CBS-TV
“New Revue" color show on Fri
day, and “Campbell Soundstage,’
likewise next Friday.

Chicago
Chi NBC-TV program chief Ben

Park and producer Don Meier co-
authoring a text book on tv to be
published in the fall by Houghton-
Mifflin . . . Latest Electric Assn
survey reports 23,571 tv sets sold

in the Chi area during February,
bringing the total circulation to

1,618,145 . . . Marty O'Shaugh-
nessy, edjtor of TV Today, and
wife have adopted a baby girl . . ;

Dr. Frances -Horwich, hostess of
NBC-TV’s “Ding Dong School," to

Baltimore April 10 to receive an
award from the Women’s Ad Club
there . . . Tom Osborne new
WBKB office manager vice Ken
Christiansen who’s joined NBC...
Louis G, Cowan office prepping
tele package for gospel singer Ma-
Balla Jackson . . . Dlnny Bruce
(Virginia Butts), formerly asso-
ciated with the NBC Dave Garro-
way radio show in New York, now
a' WBBM-TV staffer subbing next
week for femme gabber Lee Phillip
vacationing in Florida . . . Chi
American home economics editor
Mary Martensep today (Wed.)
debuts a weekly cooking show on
WBKB, Hank Richards is handling
production . . . WGN-TV bought
Consolidated TV’s package of 13*

Hollywood Half-hour" and “Front
Page Detective” vidpix and
promptly sold the 26 half-hours to
National Credit Clothing . .. . Home
Federal Savings & Loan renewed
Alex Dreieris Sunday night news
on WNBQ for another year . .

Phil Patton, exec producer of
ABC-TST’s “Super Circus," off for
a couple of weeks of Florida sun
. . . ABC-TV's “It’s About Time"
moves into the Sunday night 6:30
to 7 berth next week with a re-
vamped panel comprised: .of sports-
caster Joe Boland, Chi Trib scribe
Bill Leonard, Fran Allison and
Sheri Stern.

DuMont Names Lowe

In Rosten Exiting
With Irwin Rosten having quit

DuMont to head for the Coast,
Jim Caddigan, program chief for
the web, has handed David Lowe
acting managerial reigns of the
public affairs and news depart-
ment. Other shifts have taken
place too. Cameron Cornell has
been made chief editor of news,
William Dalzell has been assigned
his assistant and Ann Powell will

handle the scheduling of public
service announcements.

Lowe will retain a diversity of
other duties while acting as news
and public affairs chief. He is the
producer of the upcoming “Love
Story," writer-producer-director of
“What’s the Story?” and special
administrative, assistant to Caddi-
gan. Rosten did not indicate any
future plans when he left for the
Coast

DOW WANTS MAJOR BOW

Chemical Outfit on Prowl For
'Big Prestige' TV Show

Dow Chemical Co. is on the

prowl for a “big prestige” show in

television and is giving a Ipng and

hard look to some bright new stan-

zas being unfurled by the various

webs. The chemical outfit wouldn’t

be averse, of course, to a hitch onto

a current property where the spon-

sor is ready to relinquish its hold

come the fall. But the Dow think-

ing in this connection is on a

strictly bigtime level—such as a

dramatic hour or half-hour in the

U. S, Steel or Motorola TV Hour
class (both 60-minuters alternating

on ABC-TV).
x

It would be Dow’s baptism of

fire as a program backer, being al-

ready a heavy investor -in partici-

pations on sundry shows.

No Conunl TV In

Britain If Labor

Party Gets Power
London, March' 30.

The government has won the

first round in its bid to launch
commercial television in Britain,

but the Labor party has renewed
its threat to scrap the whole plan

if it is returned to power before

its introduction. It has also

threatened to restrict licenses if

it comes back to office after the

scheme is working. -

Herbert Morrison, M.P., who has
led the Labor opposition, told the
House of Commons during, the sec-

ond reading of the commercial
television bill last Thursday (25),

that his party would not feel

obliged to pay compensation to

any program companies who have
made a financial stake in the pro-

posed new enterprise.
a

In this way the Labor opposi-

tion is hoping to deter potential

investors and wreck the scheme,
even though it may secure support
through both Houses Of Parlia-

ment. The supporters of the gov-
ernment bill are not taking the
Labor threat too seriously and
question whether they would, if

back in power, interfere so dras-

tically with tbe public’s entertain
ment.

Wediittd«yt March 31, 1954

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
First test of the effectiveness of Jerry Marshall in Martin Block’s

old “Make Believe Ballroom'’ slot at WNEW, N.Y. indie, has been
made, and according to the station, the deejay has exceeded Block’s
annual mail pull in the Ballroom’s music popularity poll. Station has
been contending ever since Block's moveover to ABC' was announced
that Marshall would prove as strong an audience draw in the Ballroom
slot as Block has been.

Station claims that (1) the poll pulled more mail than ever before;
(2) total mail for the last seven days of the poll was 15% higher than
all mail tabulated-during the entire five-week poll of a year ago; (3)

last-minute voters in the last day’s mail count equalled 50% of last

year's entire mail count; and (4) the poll broke all station records for
mail pull for any purpose.

Indicative of the rapid rise of tv reporting arid columning in the
nation’s daily press is the growth of Eve Starr’s syndicated (General
Features) daily column, a year old this month. Formerly a motion
picture columnist on the Hollywood Citizen-News, Miss Starr a year
ago switched to tv, anticipating an accelerated demand for regular
news of the industry. Her “Inside TV" is now carried by some 70
newspapers, among them the Cleveland Plain Dealer

^
the Boston Post,

Detroit News, Montreal Petit Journal, Houston Post and the Portland
Oregonian. Former actress and scripter claims a readership of about
20*000,000 daily.

Stage Managers Club, N.Y., this year Is including radio-tv casting

heads on its invitation list for “Talent *54," which will be given at

the Mark Hellinger (currently housing “Girl in Pink Tights") on April
12 matinee!
SMC presents the event annually as a showcaser for non-featured

Broadway talent.

Listener reaction was so strong against the recent announcement
by WHLl;FM, Long Island, that it was going to cut out its nighttime
airings that the station was forced to drop the plan. As a matter of

fact, on jthe basis of 6,000 letter replies to the announced curtailment,
the station toppers have decided instead to extend its evening schedule
by four hours.

Starting last week, WHLI-FM added an hour of concert music,
bringing signoff time up to 10 p.m. By late in the spring or early this

summer, the outlet expects to stretch the sked to 1 p.m., using the
heavy mail returns as inducement to potential sponsors.

WNBT’s Tet Puzzle’
Coming, up In a oouple of weeks

on WNBT, N. Y., is a takeoff on
“What’s My Line" dubbed “Pet
Puzzle’’ ift which panelists would
determine the identification of

headliners who own the animals
exhibited. An offscreen voice will

answer for the pooches, etc. As in

the case of “Line,” there’ll be a
“mystery guest” in the form of a
crated animal with idea being to

guess what kind of quadruped is

within.

Johnny Stearns and Steve White
are producing “pet’s my line.”

NBC RADIO STANZAS

UNDERGO RESHUFFLE
NBC is in the throes of reshuf-

fling a few of its radio skeds. “The-
atre Royal" moves from 7 p,m. Sat
urday to 7:30 p.m. Sunday starting
April 4, while “American Forum"
goes from 2:30 to 6 o’clock on the
Sabbath, effective April 11, with
“Youth Wants to Know,” currently
Monday at 10:30 p.m:, taking the
slot vacated by “Forum.”
Reports From the White House,”

a 10:30 p.m. Wednesday stanza,, is

cancelled and a new D; C.-slafited

show, “Keys to the Capital,” re-

placed it last week. Golden
Voices" (Lawrence Tibbett) and
“Music by Mantovani” in the 3 to 4
Sunday slot give way to “The Gold-
en Hour" on April 4.

AMERICAN WOMEN IN RADIO & TELEVISION

extend a cordial invitation to

WOMEN BROADCASTERS AND EXECUTIVES

i
°f

STATIONS, NETWORKS AND AGENCIES
v

4

to attend the third AWRT annual convention

Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City, Missouri

April 22-April 25, 1954

WORKSHOPS • PANELS • SPEAKERS • INTERVIEWS • ENTERTAINMENT

Registration: Members *15.00, Others *20.00

RSVP:
AWRT, Room 5634, 70 East 45 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Sidney Reznick burst forth last week with “How to Write Jokes"
that’s beamed at the newcomer to radio-tv; It’s a 36-page booklet
published by Townley Co., N.Y., and covers such subjects as

.
coin, the

seven basics, formulae, “switching,” wording, censorship, selling the
material and three chapters on the “how to."

First annual international seminar for producers and directors of

educational and cultural television programs will be held in London
from July 5 to 24 under the joint auspices of the BBC and the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
Invitations have gone out from UNESCO’s Paris headquarters to

broadcasting organizations in the U.S., Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
France, West Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and Switzerland.

Conference will discuss the possible* dangers of television to society

and the possible methods of using video for educational and cultural
purposes while at the same time meeting the* demands of the mass
audieilce. - *

DuMont’s Bid For Bigtime
Continued from page 29

formulated and then sent to the
biz minds for approval.

Part of the stimulus has come
from trying to keep pace with Du-
Mont’s new inheritance, the fiigh
calibre Gertrude Berg show. Crit-

ics and plushy sponsors have mani-
fested little interest in web airings
to date. Some of the better tele-

casts to come in for kudos and
coin were the Bishop Sheen show
(soon to be replaced in the Tues-
day evening slot by Mrs. Berg),
for the summer at any rate, Mrs.
Berg’s offering itself and “Colonel
Flack,” which is admired but no
great money maker yet.

‘Love Story’ Set
Last week Caddigan got an okay

j

to go. ahead with a half-hour
drama, “Love Story." This one,
paying top prices for scripts, will
be put in the time period on Tues-
days just after Mrs. Berg in order
to gain it a ready-made audience.
It goes oh April 20 or shortly af-
ter and will be offered as sustain-
ing fare to as many of the affili-

ates as will take it. Original in-
formation was that it would be a
slick stanza, but now it turns out
that it will be a boy-girler that can
and will have an unhappy ending
and many a somber note, provided
it’s sensible fare.

If this major summer campaign
is. cleared, the various shows will
help fill the vacation gaps being
made by “Opera Cameos," Sheen,
“Man Against Crime,” the shows
already slated to go off, plus those
that are to leave. A possibility is
that all of the proposed exposures
will get an okay, but that budget
restrictions Will be tight enough
to cut out some of the quality
while permitting most of the quan-
tity. This portends a similar re-
hash of former programming steps,
but it’s definitely not what the
show-builders are looking for be-
cause they’re afraid such stuff will
live unsponsored from outset to
end. On' the other hand, perhaps
one or two of the six might get
through unscathed.
The public service feature,

should it come off, sounds like Du-
Mont’s edition of the Ed Murrow
berthing at CBS-TV, “See It Now.”

DuMont intends to use a great

deal of current film material to

round out the show.

If “Project Summer" can b®
held on through the fall, DuMont
stands a chance of gaining new
stature and new spqnsor friends.

BOB CARROLL
Xurrently

Fred Allen Show
NBC-TV, Tuesdays, 1 0 P.M.

• DERBY RECORDS •

Management: VAL IRVINO
Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

57th Street. 118 West Cl 7-1900

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room With Private Bath

from 95.00
2 Rooms and Kitchdnetto

from 160.00
Monthly on Least

Full Hotel Service for One or Two
“ Persons Included

A/so Moderate Monthly Arrangementi

SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS

AND TITLES
On FIRESIDK THEATER
Television Show

by

RAY MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Aye., H'wood 29, Cal.

Send for Free Optical Effects Chart
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an6 voi6; and darkness was

upon the face, of the deep

The biggest words-stupendous, colossal,

gigantic— are too small to tell the biggest

ever.

— three billion years in the making, with a
. X

,

cast of unnumbered billions of beings — is

drous series; THE WORLD WE LIVE IN.

.

And now—with sound, drama and original

music/coupled with the listener’s imagina-

tion-ABC Radio will give dramatic new
. j ,

dimension to this, the most fabulous tale of

all time. THE WORLD WE LIVE IN will be

1954 at 9:30 PM (NYT).

winning Sherman H, Dryer. ..the cosmic de-

tective story of man’s search for knowledge

of his past, and his earth’s past, and of the

morning oftime when the earthwas formed.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . .

.

Rosa Rlq and Bill Yeoman of ABC doing a Mr. Sc Mrs. Music Satur-

days 9 to 9:30 a.m. over WELI, New Haven . . . CBS' Galen Drake to

talk at 10th annual Public . Relations Assn, meet Monday <5) at Biltmore

Hotel ... General Foods repaCted “Second Mrs. Burton," CBS day-

timer . . . Harry Maizlish in from Coast on biz huddles and stays over

In east for dinner-tribute to Justin Miller tonight (Wed.) in Washington

. . . Red Barber back from Yanks' training camp next lyeek (5) . , .

Irving Fein, Hollywood p.r. chief for CBS-AM, in town for a visit . .

Ben Cross, Daily News radio-tv ed, guest speaker yesterday (Tues.)

at dinner of Gamut Club, the theatrical org . . “Our Gal Sunday"

entered its 18th year this week . . . Teresa-Keane new to “Helen Trent"

. . Mary Jane Hi<rby added to “Young Widder Brown” . . In new
“Front Page Farrell" sequence are Joan Alexander, Eleanor Sherman,

Horace Braham, Charita Bauer and John Griggs.

Gladys Finke of CBS and daughter Patsy planed to Nassau for holi-

day . . . Until mid-May when he takes over “On. A Sunday Afternoon"

for CBS, producer Lou Melamed is loafing at Fire Island . . . Walter

Craig, now the Serutan man, fishing in Bimini with his boss—a hard

life . . . Col. C. K. Nelson lining uo air dates for Armed Forces Day
May 15 .... . Sheldon Stark’s stage play “Time of Storm"' extended at

the Greenwich Village Mews until. mid-May . . . Leon Levin's one-year

contract as public relations-program setter-upper for Columbia U.

nearly up; he’s bargaining for continuance . . Under pressure from
Hub Robinson, producer Al Sihser completed four Peter Lind Hayes
tapes, plus a tv audition, then needed a vacation.

Marian Carr cast for “Casey-Crime Photog” on WCBS today (Wed.)

and is booked for an appearance on the CBS “Hallmark Playhouse"
starring Helen Hayes . i . David Beilin, a copywriter in NBC ad-promo-
tion before going into Army, was elevated to first lieutenant before

his discharge last week at Camp Gq£don, Ga., and returns to the web
next month’

IIS CHICAGO . . .

?

WGN news director Spencer Allen appointed to the Illinois Associ-

ated Press freedom of information committee which holds its first

clinic in Springfield May 14 . . . Doro'hy Hartung, ex-Sun-Times
staffer, conducting a Saturday morning half-hour garden show on
WNMP, Evanston, with a Sears neighborhood store lifting the tab . . .

Merry Merryfleld’s noontime show on WMAQ being expanded to 45
minutes next week .. . . Fohrman Packard bankrolling a nightly 45-

minute disk session on WGN-TV in the 11:15 to 12 foidnight slot^as

of next week . . . Bob White new member of the Needham, Louis &
Brorby copy department . . Eloise Hummer and Billy Leach joining

talents on a new midafternoon quarter-hour music&chatter strip on
WBBM „ . . Art Kellyer ha,s resumed his Saturday and Sunday morning
deejay shows via WMAQ for Downtown Nash . . . Marhoefer Packing
has renewed its Tuesday and Thursday ride on WGN’s “Cliff Johnson
Family" for another 13-week cycle . . . Ell Henry, Chi ABC promotion-
publicity director, and family off to Washington, D.C., for brief vaca-
tion . . . George Stone’s Monday night “Promenade Concert" on WMAQ
ticked off its 10th anrii . . Burr Tillstrom guested on WMAQ’s “The
Northerners" Monday night (29) . . . Gabber Don Gordon heading up
the Windy City promotion for Ronson’s new ciggie lighter.

IN DALLAS
Linn Sheldon emcees “TV Auction," new weekly half-hour WFAA-

TV show . Viewers bid on merchandise with “tv bucks" obtained
from participating stores . . . KRLD’s agriculture director, A. B. Jolley,

with Wilson Shelley assisting, heads “Rural Mailbox," cross-the-board
early ayem 15-minuter, giving farm news, weather and market quota-
tions . . . WFAA announcer Bob Tripp, promoted to news editor. He
replaces Sid Pietzsch, who exited to join a local pubbery . . . Singer
Ted Stanford, who quit tv here to join Jan Garber’s orch,.has returned
to WFAA-TV as staff vocalist ... Sam Holmes, Jr., Dallas News biz

editor, has a Sunday 15-minute slot on WFAA, with comments and
analysis of southwest biz picture . . Oilman H. L. Hunt, backer of
radio’s “Facts Forum," has an FCC permit to build a tv'er on Channel
43 at Corpus Christi.

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .

Clayton Kaufman, WCCO radio assistant promotions and publicity
director, promoted to director, succeeding Fred S. Heywood who held
post since Feb. 1951 and who resigned to return to CBS. Richard F.
Stuck, formerly with Campbell Advertising Art Studios, takes over as
assistant director . . . WMIN-TV program director taking over morning
disk jockey stint of Bill Diehl while latter is absent on 45-day European
flying tour ... St. Paul Sunday Pioneer Press running story of Liberace
serially and advertising it over radio and tv stations . . . WCCO tv
and radio ace Cedric Adams back from a three-week Jamaica vacation
. . . Don Riley, WTCN tv and radio personality, in hospital suffering
from strep throat . . . WCCO-TV televised both local and regional
finals of state high school basketball championship tournament here
. . . Eric A. Rehnwall, formerly with Frederic W. Ziv productions in

$ I 0 I n m a n

Station
Salts Roprosontotivo MEEKER

New York

Chicago

Lot Angolet

San Francis**

Minnesota, newly appointed KSTP-TV account service head, Same

station has named Don Klrchfessner, former KNPT, Newport, Ore.,

sales manager and sports editor, as radio account exec and transferred

Roger L. Harrison from radio to tv account executive. *

IN PITTSBURGH ..."
Saturday segment of Ken Hildebrand's 11 p.m. news strip on WENS

has been taken over by Dorothy Fuldheim/who has a five-times-a-week

telenewscast for the same sponsor, Duquesne Brewing Co., on WEWS
in Cleveland . . . Sidney Stjrotz named ehairman for the Variety Club
telethon over WDTV April 24-25 . . . CJhiick Taylor/ who graduated
from the U. of Pittsburgh, has opened a tv scenery shop in Philadel-
phia .. . Stork booked for another landing this summer at the home
of Jan Andree;WPIT deejay . . . Ford Dealers have renewed Carl Ide's

daily 6;30 news on Channel 2 for another six months . . . Kay Neumann
at the bedside of her husband, Donald Comer, -who underwent a back
operation in Chicago, and Flora Dowler is pinch-hitting for her on the
tv “Kay's Kitchen" over WDTV . . . Lionel Poultoii, KDKA producer,
had minor surgery done at Mercy Hospital last week . . Two local

ballerinas on big network shows, Virginia Conwell on “Your Hit Pa-
rade" and Shirley Eckl on “Your Show of Shows."

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .

.

Art Baker briefed in (26) for weekend visit .v. KGO-TV loses one
of its platinum commercial boys when Les Malloy quits that station
April 9. Unable to negotiate new contract terms, Malloy elected to
resign and devote, future activities to his newly-purchased radio station
KVSM (San Mateo). Singer Bill McGraw replaces Malloy on the week-
day, 90rminpte stanza ... KCBS flack Bill Cullenward recovering from
back operation .. . . Rusty Draper back home for a three-week stay at
Hermle King's “Rumpus Room" (26) . . , New public Service program,
“Golden Gateway" preemed (28) on KRON-TV . . . KGO-TV axed
their music-quiz, “Melodies and Money" for third time . . . Oaks base-
ball manager, Charlie Dressen, pitches new sport' show (April 12) on
KPIX . . KFRC booked Sid Chatton into local radio spot vacated
by Jack Kirkwood and gang.

IN CLEVELAND . . .

Brooke Taylor has resigned as program director of WTAM-WNBK
to freelance. No successor has been named , . . Sidney Nadler, formerly
WXEL film director, now assistant manager of Meadowbrook Mer-
chandise Mart ... WGAR's Paul Wilcox signed to WEWS 10-minute
Monday-thru-Friday “Cities Service Sports Page" at 6:45 p.m. . . .

WJW’s Shirley Ricn moving to WTAM as secretary to advertising di-
rector Hal Waddell . . . Virginia Calahan, WSRS, now heading WJW
traffic . . . Perfection Stove Cq. moved into* tv market with late film
purchase over WXEL ... WJW fiack Flo Roth and Cleveland Press
radio-tv editor Stan Anderson in major opera contest promotion .

WGAR 6 p.m news stanza with Charles Day cut' to 10 mins, to make
room for 6:10 five-minute Maurice Condon’s chitchat column . . .

WTAM-WNBK announcer Joe Finan resigning to move into Paul War-
ren agency. s

IN WASHINGTON ...
President Eisenhower, Secretary of

.
State Dulles, and Postmaster

General Summerfield are expected to take part in a televised ceremony
launching P.O.’s new 8c stamp bearing motto, “In God We Trust” on
April 8 . . . Nancy Osgood, WRC-NBC femme commentator, celebrates
the 10th anni of her top rated airer April 16 . . . Arthur Bellaire, radio-
tv copy boss at BBD&O, will be headliner at town’s Ad Club Televisiorif
Seminar today (31) . . . Robert Montgomery drew an SRO crowd of
260, mostly on distaff side, when he spoke before Women’s Ad Club
past week . . Francis V. (Vic) Guidice has been named program man?
ager and liaison with White House and Congress for WTTG-DuMont,
replacing Roger M. Coelos, who left station to become manager of
KONA, Honolulu . . . Joseph Goodfellow, director of sales for WNBW-
NBC, reports a record breaking booking of

r
$50,000 in time sales for

the single day of March 25 . . . CBS prexy Frank Stanton in past week
for a White House huddle with President Eisenhower and to 0.0. Broad-
cast House, new plush h.q. of WTOP, web’s capital outlet.

US PHILADELPHIA ...
Bill Hart will take over Alan Scott spot in “Cinderella Week-end"

at WCAU-TV. Scott recently switched to George Skinner post at WPTZ
. . . Chris J. Whiting, new president of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., was in town for inspection tour of KYW . . . Mike Horton, of CBS-
TV, discussed color video at monthly luncheon of Philadelphia Public
Relations Association (25) . . . Morton Wishengrad, scripter for “Eter-
nal Lj|ht” and “Frontiers of Faith," received Fellowship Commission
citation (24) . . . Gail Kathleen Manning, vocal and drama student,
has been added to WPEN’s traffic department . . . Benedict Gimbel, Jr.,
president and general manager of WIP, attended Mutual Broadcasting
System execs meeting in Palm Beach . . . The Bob Mitchell show, now
a nightly feature on WIBG from the Hotel Adelphia, switches to KYW
and Harvey’s Restaurant, April 12.

Nashville Dailies’ Nix

On AM-TV Logs Boon

To Court News Weekly
Nashville, March 30.

Axing a few weeks back of radio-

tv listings by Nashville's two
dailies, the Tennessean and the
Banner, has upped the stock of the
Nashville Record, a court news
weekly which is going whole hog
on the logs. Town’s eight AM and
two video outlets have been urging
their sound and sight audiences to
read the Record, with result that
the sheet’s circulation has been
hiked to the “amazing" figure of
30,000.

Weekly has hired Red O’Donnell,
erstwhile “Top O’ the Morn" col-
umnist of the Tennessean, whose
switch is credited in part with the
Record’s rise. O’Donnell is also
doing a daily ayem radio stanza
piped from his home and aired
over. WMAK, the Mutual outlet.
Interesting here is that O’Donnell
was always given the cold shoulder
by his former sheet whenever he
attempted to double in brass.

Frank Farris Jr., lawyer-stock-
holder of WMAK, was a leading
force in nixing paid logs pushed
by the two dailies, which are joint-

ly owned-operated. - Latter issued
this' statement: “Our newspapers

have always in the past carried
logs of the radio and tv stations in
Nashville and given time for their
commercially sponsored programs
free of charge. This has been done
at a heavy cost to the newspapers
here. The broadcasters have been
given an opportunity at extremely
reasonable cost to them—far bei

low our cost—to share the ex-
penses to which we have gone to
continue these logs,"
One local broadcaster said the

Record is mentioned on all station
breaks coupled with special addi-
tional programs and spot satura-
tion.

Columbus—Frank N. Jones, lo-
cal account exec and regional sales
rep for WBNS-TV, has been named
local sales manager of the station
with Ray Reisinger appointed as-
sistant merchandising manager
specializing in marketing research.

Loss in 1st Year
ABC division, of American Broad-

Casting-Paramount Theatres dorp,
operated at a loss in its first post-
merger year, despite a gross bill-
ings increase of over $5,000,000
over the year before, the first AB-
PT annual report reveals. Devel-
opment pf new programs, capital
investment in improvement of
facilities, advertising and produc-
tion expenses combined to bring
expenses over.income for the year.
(Major details of the report in the
Pictures! Section.)

While the report didn’t break
down operating expenses of ABC,
it specifically mentioned expendi-
tures of U) $8,201,000 to retire
most of ABC’s funded debt of
$10,567,000; (2) capital expendi-
tures of $1,344,000 for Initial im-
provement of transmitters of the
five ABC o&o’s and renovation of
the Eagles Bldg, which houses
ABC fs o&o in San Francisco. Re-
port estimated that capital ex-
penditures for 1954 will total
$3,500,000.,

Key difficulty facing the ABC
division, according to AB-PT prexy
Leonard Goldenson, is the station
clearance problem. With sale of
many programs contingent on
proper clearance, the network in
many cases has. been unable to
swing many projected sponsorship
deals because of its inability to
clear key stations. Chief difficulty
occurs in one- and two-station mar-
kets, Goldenson said, but added
that the situation should become
“less acute" within theYiext two or
three years as the FCC begins to
authorize more stations in the
larger markets.

KCMO-TV’s Exec Shuffle
Kansas City, March 30.

Realignment of execs at KCMO-
TV, division of Meredith Broad-
casting, was completed last week
with announcement by E. K. Har-
tenbo.wer, general manager, that
Sid Tremble has been appointed
commercial manager for television.

He. has been with the company
since 1946, and for several years
was program director of KCMO.
Recently he had been working in

television production.

Post of program director for

KCMO-TV goes to Ken, Heady
with the company since 1939 and
former production director for

both radio and television. March
15 George Stump, Jr., took over as

program director for radio, com-
ing over from KCKN.

Kansas. City — Mid - America
Broadcasting Co. has brought in

Steve Labunski as commercial
manager of KUDL here. Appoint-
ment was made by Dave Segal,
owner and general manager, last

week. Labunski formerly was
sales rep for KCMO.
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7-YEAR ABC-TV DEAL
WBs ‘Star Is Born’ Spectacular

Hollywood, March 30.

Warners may get Into the television spectacular sweepstakes

with an hour long* one-shot to plug '"Star Is Born/’ Studio and
NBC are dickering for a show to spotlight Judy Garland and
others, with budget reportedly, ground $100,000, although neither

of the principals will admit that costs have been discussed.

. Show would 1 be timed to break just ahead of the picture's na-

tional release. Up to now Miss Garland has resisted all offers

for her teleshow but she is said to have agreed to whatever the

studio wants done as promotion tyr her own picture. Wfiat the

studio has in mind is said to be a musical based on the picture’s

theme with Miss Garland supported by other talent both on and
off the studio roster.

.

Reruns’ Cited By

Need for hew quality vidpix

product and a warning that there’s

a limit to the number of times a

syndicated series can be rerun was

sounded last week by Stanton Os-

good, production manager of the

NBC Film Division? Osgood pre-

dicted that the eventual rerun pat-

tern would resolve itself to the

point where a series could be

shown a maximum of four times

over a three-year period before

losing its effectiveness. He spoke

at the monthly meeting of the Na-

tional Television Film Council.

Coupled to this warning was a

plea ior a “mild sort of crusade

wherein all elements of production

will attempt to furnish new, dy-

namic and less costly methods Of

handling old problems.” The syn-

dication business, he said, is like

any other business— “the quality

products, will have to carry along

the inferior products.” He called

on producers to find new ways of

making quality pix at lower cost

because new production is “essen-

tial” to keeping the business

alive.

Syndication business hasn’t ma-
tured to the point where distribs

can accurately predict the “cutoff

point,” the point of diminishing re-

turns, on a telepix series, Osgood
said. But 10 and 12 > runs on a

series won’t be the eventual in-

dustry pattern, he asserted. He
]

paralled the vidpix business to the

theatrical industry in pointing up
the limit to which, the vidpix can
be played.

Because of this need for new
product, Osgood said, the industry
must find new ways to cut produc-
tion costs; He cited some advances
—the use of synchronous camera
setups with advantage of instan-
taneous viewing of rushes; use of

trackless camera doelies, and new
new lighting improvements. “In
making motion pictures for televi-

sion the producer must take some
techniques from each of the other
forms of visual entertainment —
and adapt and invent, where the
needs be, to produce a quality film

j

program.”

Top 25 Vidpix Jackpot
ARB’s March ratings .give

telepix 11 spots out of the first

25 with NBC’s “Life of Riley”
moving into sixth (up from
eighth) among network shows
on a 46.1 score. NBC took five

other places against CBS* five.

Celluloid is 1-2-3 in “Lucy”
(CBS), 67,2; “Dragnet” (NBC),
62.1, and Groucho Marx’s “You
Bet Your Life” (NBC), 57.2.

Other seven are: “Our Miss
Brooks” (CBS-7th), 44.6; “Fire-

side Theatre” (NBC-13th), 40.6;

“Playhouse of Stars” (CBS-
nth), 37.6; “Big Story” (NBC-
18th), 37.0; “Burns & Allen”
(CBS-21st), 34.9; “I Married
Joan” (NBC-22d), 34.8; “Pri-

vate Secretary” (CBS-25th),
33.5.

Telenews Into

In Fanner Bid

Hal Roach, Jr., Sejs

Telenews Productions Is step-

ping into the specialized market
vidpix field in the near future,

with the flagship series being de-

voted exclusively to the farmer, an
audience for which little or no
telepix or national video program-
ming has been done to date. The
company has decided, since selling

its daily news coverage operation

to Hear^t Metrotone at the year’s

beginning, to devote the better

part of ,its current activities to

shows along the women’s program
and feature news line in addition

to the agricultural show\ the first

of which has been canned and ten-

tatively title “Farm Report.”

Planned as a 15-minute show,

“Farm. Report” is being pitched to

a handful of national sponsors, one

(Continued on page 45)

Hollywood. March 30.

First major step in the long-
anticipated wedding between the
major motion picture studios and
the television networks came this
week when Walt Disney became
the producing partner of ABC in
a seven-year deal with options in-
volving production of 'new product
specifically for television, partner-
ship in the new 55-acre Disney-
land studio and amusement park
setup and integration in the new
tv series of old Disney product.
Marking the most dramatic de-

velopment to date in the relations
between pictures and television,
the deal is also significant In that
Disney becomes the first major
producer to enter television on a
large scale.

All the details of the deal aren’t
clear, but presumably a separate
corporation involving “millions of
dollars” will be set up with Disney
and ABC equal partners. Disney
will produce a weekly series of
hour-long cartoon and live-action
telepix shows, reportedly budgeted
at $100,000 each, for the network.
Likelihood is that ABC will use
them in Sunday night at 8 slot, in
direct competition with NBC’s
“Colgate Comedy Hour” and CBS’
“Toast of the Town.” Series will

use running characters, and will
be shot specifically for tv, but
some of Disney’s oldies will be
integrated.
Web also is understood to have

a major food bankroller interested
in the Disney shows, hut the food
outfit would sponsor the series and
would not be a partner in the en-
terprise. Sponsorship deal hasn’t
been inked yet.

The food outfit would also
have a large stake in Disney-
land, the 55-acre tract in Ana-
heim. Area would serve as
studios for Disney-ABC, would
furnish storage space for the web
and would be a majpr tourist at-

traction, with amusement park fa-

cilities and replicas of the Disney
cartoon characters “in action.”

Food outfit would share a major
identity in the project, which is

expected to be completed in
1955-56. Speculation on the iden-
tity of th.e food firm centers on
General Foods, General Mills and
Standard Brands.
Terms of the deal, months in the

making, were set over the week-
end by ABC prexy Robert Kintner
and Walt and Roy Disney at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. Kintner flew

back to N. Y. Sunday (28), and the
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres board of directors okayed
the deal Monday (29) morning.
Disney board met here Monday,
but adjourned without ratifying

the deal. Second meet was sched-
uled for today (Tues.). Meanwhile,
ABC was keeping mum on details

of the deal.

Oops, Wrong Number
NBC prexy Pat -Weaver an-

ticipated a Walt Disney tele-

vision deal, but he didn’t quite

realize it was so close or that
it would be ABC that would
come up With it. In his state-

ment of a couple of weeks ago
concerning NBC’s schedule of
spectaculars for next fall, he
said:

"We have been discussing
and negotiating for a long time
with the finest creative brains,
we think, that are available

—

with the Walt Disneys, the
David Selznicks and the Rod-
gers Sc Hammersteins. . .

On Janet Dean’
Motion Pictures for Television

and Cornwall Productions may be
pioneering a new concept in tv-film
production and distribution—the
making, and sale of general enter-
tainment films with a specialized
angle that appeals to a certain cate-

gory of sponsors dealing in that
field. MPTV’s sales experience
with Cornwall's “Janet Dean, Reg-
istered Nurse,” has found drug
manufacturers and chains and even
Blue Cross setups latching on to

the films.

MPTV has sold the series to two
Blue Cross outfits and is dickering
with a third. Pic is set in Jackson-
ville and Harrisburg for the medi-
cal groups there, and the third is

for a New England medical plan.

Additionally, it's sewed up Sun
Drug Stores in Pittsburgh and is

negotiating a second chain in the

south. Big sale for MPTV on the

series, however, constitutes Bromo-
Seltzer’s 26-market buy consum-
mated a few weeks back.

Princeton Ups Bradford

To Nat’! Sales Chief
Princeton Film Center last

week upped Bradford K. Cross to

national director of sales and pro-

motion. He was formerly eastern

sales chief of the firm and before

that was an account exec in Phila-

delphia ad agencies.

Princeton recently rented studio

space on the Coast, indicating an
upbeat in production and syndica-

tion, latter to be supervised by
Cross.

Hollywood, March 30.-

What’s believed to be the most
ambitious telefilm operation ever
undertaken by a single producer
Was announced last week by Hal

j.0 !
1 Jr

» who will produce 10
additional vidpix series in addition
jo the five he now has on the air.

.n
verall budget for the telefilms is

$8,850,000.

Roach announced also he plans
seven feature films for theatrical

n!m
ribution

’ budgeted at $2,600,-
uuo. David Dortort scripted the
first, still untitled.

“Public Defender,” first of
«o<vch’s new tv Series, Is now in
Production, Reed Hadley starring;
oiner vidfilm properties upcoming

“Blondie,” with 35 to startm May,

AiFo
X
rr,,

sei,*es *° be produced for
'^V are:

.

13 “
Alias Mike Her’

']es. stamng Hugh Beaumont,
amahe, with Frisco locale;

(Continued on page 4§)

FIRST ANNUAL TT FILM AWARDS

In The 21st Annual

Survey of Radio-TV Showmunagement

OUT SOON

In a move to give greater oper-

ating independence to its vidfilm

syndication division, American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres

this week set up the syndication

operation as a separate corporate
entity under the name ABC Film
Syndication Inc. While maintaining
headquarters at ABC, it will oper-
ate as a self-contained unit of
the network.

George Shupert, who’s been
holding the title of ABC v.p. in
charge of the film syndication di-

vision, is president of the new
corporation, while Don Kearney,
who’s been national sales manager
of the division, moves up to tne
post of v.p. in charge of sales.

Edward Craessle, a member of
ABC’s financial staff, becomes
treasurer while Raphael Scobey of
the web’s business affairs depart-
ment. is secretary. Board members
are ABC prexy Robert Kintner,
exec v.p. Robert O’Brien, Sbupert,
Kearney and Graessle.

New setup continues with all its

film - properties, the “Racket
Squad,” and “Schlitz Playhouse”
reruns and the recently acquired
“John Kieran’s Kaleidoscope.”
Shupert is currently dickering for

j
a couple of new series, which he

, hopes to have wrapped up within
the next week or so. Outfit also
gets rerun distribution of the prop-
erties being produced for network
showing by Hal Roach Jr. under

j

his Rabco Inc. partnership with

j

ABC.

Campbell Soups

In lassie’ Option
Campbell Soups this week took

an option on Television Programs
of America’s upcoming “Lassie”

; vidpix series for a network ride, if

\
and when the time can be cleared,

j
BBD&O, which set the property, is

looking for a Sunday slot.

Vidpix as yet haven’t been pro-
duced, and won't go before the
cameras for another month or two.
TPA, the Ed Small-Milton Gordon-
Mickev Sillerman combine, has
rights to the properties, hut hasn't
set a definite production date or
staff. Young Tommy Rettig, how-
ever. has been signed for the
series, and a canine successor to

the motion picture Lassie has been
set-

TIM HOLT TELEPIX

SERIES FOR PFC
Gordon Knox, head of the

Princeton Film Center, vidpix pro-
duction-distribution outfit, has
pacted Tim Holt to star in a quar-
ter-hour series on the stories of
famous rifles. Series, titled “Shoot-
ing Straight With Tim Holt,” is

being produced with the National
Rifle Assn. Two films have already
been completed at the Princeton,
N. J., studio.

Knox is going to screen the two.
for officials of the association at
the Shoreham in Washington this
week. He'll theij put the series

up for national sale or syndication
via his own outfit and will resume
production on the remainder of the
initial cycle.

’Made in America’ As

Cuffo Pubservice Series
Tele-Division of Association

Films is offering another 13-week
i vidpix series for public service air-
ing on a free basis, “Made in
America.” Series, compiled from
various sources, including

.
indus-

try, foundations and civic groups,
covers historical, economic and
social aspects of American life.

Association is now offering more
I
than 70 films to stations on a free*
loan basis.
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opens the door to higher ratings

for TV stations everywhere

Smart local and regional advertisers in 71

markets have bought “INNER SANCTUM.”
First reports for this exciting new series

already show its audience pulling power.

in every case where information is available,

“INNER SANCTUBT has drawn a higher

rating than the .program in that time period

before. For proof, look at the figures for these

big, competitive markets!

ARB ratings for the “INNER SANCTUM” time period.

before and after start of the program.

MARKS! STATION TIME MONTH REFORE CURRENT, WITH
“INNER SANCTUM” “INNER SANCTUM”

Chicago WNBQ Sat. 10:00 14.4 (Dec.) 20.8 (Feb.)

Houston KGUL Thurs. 10:00 7.8 (Oct) 15.7 (Jan.)

Los Angeles KTTV Sat. 9 :00 6.4 (Dec.) 9.3 (Feb.)

Milwaukee WCAN (UHF) Thurs. 8 :30 2.1 (Dec.) 7.5 (Jan.)

Pittsburgh WDTV Wed. 9:00 3U (Oct.) 40.6 (Jan.)

And ratings for the rest of the 39 thrilling half-hour episodes wiH
be much higher, as soon as the public gets to know about the show.

With “INNER SANCTUM,” NBC FILM
DIVISION again proves its leadership in Syn-

dicated TV. It has one basic commodity: the

finest show you can buy on film—from quarter

or half hour series to feature pictures new to TV.

For top production, you can depend on NBC
FILM DIVISION—and be assured of:

1. Widest choice of high-rating, hits in the
industry.

2. Million-Dollar production for exclusive local

sponsorship at local budget prices.

3. Market-tested advertising, promotion, pub-

licity, exploitation and merchandising as an
integral NBC FILM DIVISION service.

t

NBC FILM DIVISION
SERVING ALL SPONSORS .... SERVING ALL STATIONS

I

••C FILM DIVISION— 30 Rockefeller tUuP, N. V. 20. N. Y. • MouhandUo Mart, Chlcogo, III. • J«n**t ft Vim St*.. Hollywood, Calif. • la Conadat RCA Vidor, Royal York Hotel, Toronto
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Gity-By-City Syndicate! and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city rating* of syndicated and na»

tional spot film covert 40 to 60 cities reported by American Retearch Bureau
on a monthly basis, Cities wilt be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shows listed in each cate9 and their competition shown opposite. All

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports•

TJtis VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa•

tion about film in each market9 which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—-day and

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

time slot, i.e,, a Saturday afternoon children’* show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an .audience composed largely of children, with cor

•

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the childrenV market,
. Abbre-

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv,), adventure; (Ch), children?*;

(Co), comedy ;
(Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Hus), musical;

(ftfyst), mystery; (Q), quit; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s* Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the stam

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF• Those ad agencies listed as

distributors handle the national spot for which the film is aired.

LOS ANGELES Set Count—1,723,181 0 . KABC
Stehotw—KJVXT

(7), KCOP (13), KHJ (9), KNBH (4),

(2), KTLA (5), KTTV (11)

Top 10 Programs
and Types ra Distrib.

Day and
Time

isaEH
COMPETING PROGRAMS

Program
|

Sto.
>|

Rating
J

Program
|

Sto.
|
Rating

1. Badge 714 (Myst)....... KTTV.. NBC... .. Sat 7:30-8:00 ...... .32.7 Harry Owens . J .. ..KNXT 12.0 Hometown Jamboree ...... .KCOP ...... 5.2

2. Life of Riley (Com) KTTV., NBC .. .......... Sun 7:00-7:30 . .28.9 Medallion Theatre . KNXT . . .. .11.8 Tex Williams . . ...... .KNBH • » * • 4.0
3. Superman (Adv) ..... . .KABC .

.

Leo Burnett,....,. Mon 8:30-9:00 ...; .25.3 Talent Scouts ..KNXT 14.5 Voice of Firestone ..... w . .

.

.KNBH 11.3
4. Amos ’n’ Andy (Com) .

.

KNXT. . CBS....... ....... Tues 0; 00-8: 30 . . .

.

. .23.9 Milton Berle. ..... .... ... . .KNBH Favorite Story •KTTV
5. Kit Carson (W). ... KABC .

.

MCA Mon 7:30-8:00 .... . .20.0 Studio One . . . . . . , . . . . . .. ..KNXT .. .. 22.8 Dollar a Second KTTV
6. Cisco Kid (W) ........ KABC . Ziv., ........... ,Mon 7:00 7:30 . . 17.0 Studio One. . . ... ........ . ;KNXT • . . • 22.2 Art Unkletter ............ .kttv

!

:

*
t Fulton Lewis, Jr........ .KTTV

7. Wild Bill Hickock (W) .

.

.KABC . Leo Burnett. ...... Sun 6:00-6:30 . . . . ..16.4 Twenty Questions. , KTTV . 8.3 You Are There-: .KNXT ..... 5.5

8. Liberace (Mus) ........ KCOP .

.

Guild . . . . Wed 7:30-8*00 . . 14.5 Rill* nlhhnn RhiiIq
. KNXT , , • , 24,6 Jamie /. .KABC

• • Sports Spot . . !knxt .. ... 9.2
9. Gene Autry (W). ....... KNXT . CBS Sun 5: 30-6:00 . .14.0 Hall of Fame ........... 1 . .KNBH . . . 5.3 Hank McCune.. KCOP .i . . .. 2.2

10. Foreign Intrigue (Dr) .

.

KNBH J. W. Thompson . .

.

Thufs 10: 30-11: 00 . . .13,3 City at Night. . KTLA 9.8 News . i • • • • • •

»

KNXT 2.7

DETROIT
%

Set Count—1,150,310
•

•
- -

*
4

p »

Stations—-WJBK (2), WWJ (4) , WXYZ (7)

1. Badge 714 (Myst). WWJ . . . NBC. . . Sun 7:00-7:30 .37.2 Meet UAW-CIO . . :. 4 . ..WJBK . ..... 0.7 You Asked for It. .... . . . .

.

.WXYZ ...,.160
2. Cisco Kid (W) WXYZ

.

Ziv . . .Thurs 7:00-7:30 ... . .30.2 Meet Mr. McNulty' ..WJBK . ...... 8.8 Liberace ............... .WWJ
3. Superman. (Adv) ....... .WXYZ

.

Leo Burnett Wed 6:30-7:00 . . 27.9 Telenews Ace . .WJBK . ..... 1.1 Time Off for Sports .WWJ . • «««»• 3.2

Weather .......; ..WJBK : 1.8 Man About Town .......... .WWJ .

4. 1 Led Three Lives (Adv)

.

.WJBK . Ziv ; Thurs 10:30-11.00 . . 24.9 Michigan Outdoors . .WWJ . . ; 14.1 Hockev .WXYZ .... .10.9

Mad. Sd. Garden Highlights WXYZ ..... 2.1
5. Range Rider (W) .WXYZ. CBS Fri 7:00-7:30 ...... . 24.1 Life With Fathei .

.

. WJBK . . . 7.1 Art Unkletter WWJ . ...... 7.4
« Adventure Special Delivery . WWJ . «••••• 4.2

6. City Detective (Myst) . .

.

WJBK. . MCA Fri 10:30-11:00 . .23.2 Fight Scrapbook . ,WWJ .. 15.1 Chevrolet Showroom WXYZ .....12.0
Scrapbook Varieties..,, ..WWJ .. ..... 8.1

7. Ramar of Jungle (Adv) .

.

WXYZ .TPA... Fri 6:30-7:00 . 22.8 Telenews Ace . . ...... ..WJBK . 0.4 Time Off for Sports WWJ .

. Wpafher . .WJBK . . » . . . 18 Man About Town ..... 2.5

8. Biff Baker USA (Adv) .

.

WXYZ MCA • Tues 7 : 00-7 *30 .... 22 5 This Tq Rhnw -Rnsinpss . . . .WJBK . .... 6.7 Tolpnhonp Storv Rnok . . . .WWJ . 8.1

Jane Fulton...... »»•••• 4.9

9. Wild Bill Hickock (W) .

.

WXYZ Leo Burnett Mon 6:30-7:00 .... 22,3 Telehews Ace ..WWJ .. ..... 2.5 Time -Off for Sports. ...... .WWJ . ...... 0.7

Weather ..WWJ .. 1.8 Man About Town .......... .WWJ , ...... 2.1

10. Heart of the City (Myst)

.

WXYZ UTP Wed 7:00-7:30 . . . 21.8 Carpet Theatre ..WJBK . . .... 6.7 D. Fairbanks Presents ..... .WXYZ .....21.8

DAYTON Set Count-

—

295,797 Stations—WHIO (7), WLW-D (2)

1. Kit Carson (W) ....... wi.w.n Mf!A ... Sun 6:00 6:30 ... .. .>32.5 TV Hour.,. r.WHIO . 10.7 %

2. Superman (Adv) WLW-D Leo Burnett .Fri 6:00-6:30 ...... . 27.2 Barker Bill’s Cartoons.
. v- ..WHIO . 3.7

Captain Video ..WHIO ..... 1.0

3. 1 Led Three Lives (Dr) WTTTD Ziv- Tues 9:00-9:30 .... . 25.9 Fireside Theatre , .WLW-D . . .33.9

4. Wild Bill Hickock (W) .

.

WLW-D Leo Burhett. Wed 6:00-6:30 .... . . 25.4 Western Theatre . .WHIO ..... 4.7 /

Captaiji Video ..WHIO . 3.0

5. City Detective (Myst) . . .WHIO.

.

MCA Fri 10:30-11:00 .... . 24.3 Cavalcade of Sports ..WLW-D ....19.0
Greatest Fights. . . . . WLW-D ..... 9.0

6. Liberace (Mus) .WHIO . Guild. Tues 7 : 30-8 : 00 23,4 Dinah Shore . .WLW-D ... .21.3

News Caravan . ..WLW-D ...25.3
7. Range Rider (W) .wlw-d cbs Tues 6:00-6:30 .'...

. 21.5 Barker Bill’s Cartoons .... ..WHIO . ..... 4.3

Captain Video ........ ;

.

WHIO . 3.7

8. Badge 714 (Myst) WLW-D NBC Mon 10: 30-1 1:00 ... . 20.0 Studio One ..WHIO . .....22.2

9. Boston Blackie (Myst) . .

.

.WLW-D Ziv Wed 10:30-11:00 .. . 20.0 Blue Ribbon Bouts . .WHIO . 21.7

Sports Spot .^ ..WHIO . ..... 8.7

10. Times Sq. Pl’yhouse (Dr) WLW-D Ziv. Fri 9:30-10:00 . . 17.5 Our Miss Brooks . . . . WHIO . ...,.37.9

OMAHA Set Count—189,152 Stations—KMTV (3), WOW (6)
1. Cisco Kid (W) .WOW . Ziv- Th 7:30-8:00 Penny Auction . . KMTV 18.1

2. Superman (Adv) KMTV Leo Burnett . ...... Fri 7:00-7:30 . .41.0 Dave Garroway ..WOW . 18.4

3. City Detective (Myst) .

.

.WOW.

.

MCA Sat 9:30-10:00 .... . .32.5 Pepsi Cola Playhouse . . KMTV 15.4

4. 1 Led Three Lives (Dr) . . WOW. . Ziv. . Thurs 9: 10-10: 00 .. . .30.2 Plaqe the Face , .KMTV 24.2

5. Wild Bill Hickock (W) . .WOW. . Leo Burnett Sun 5:30-6:00 ...... . .30.0 Life With Father . . KMTV 9.8

6. Range Rider (W) WOW . CBS Sun 5:00-5:30 . .24.6 Captain Midnight '.
. . KMTV 7.9

7. Liberace (Mus) KMTV. Guild Tues 7 : 00-7 : 30 . , .

.

.

.

24.2 Milton Berle ..WOW . 42.2

8. Hopalong Cassidy (W) . . . WOW. . NBC. Sat 5:30-6:00 . .23.0 Dottie Mack . . KMTV 7.7

9. 1 Am the Law (Myst) . .

.

WOW .

.

MCA Mon 9:30-10:00 ... . 13.1 Studio One . . KMTV .. .. .35.8

10. Play of the Week (Dr) . . WOW. . NTA Fri 10:30-11:00 . . . . .16.7 What’s Your Opinion . . KMTV .... 2.3

PORTLAND, ORE. Set Count—132,842 Stations—KOIN (6), KPTV (27)

1. Favorite Story (Dr) . .

.

. KOIN . Ziv .Mon 8:30-9:00 . . . .47.2 1 Voice of Firestone . . KPTV 16.2

2. Badge 714 (Myst) . KPTV.

.

NBC. Mon 7:00-7:30 46.4 [Studio One ...KOIN .14.4

3. Amos V Andy (Com). . .KOIN . CBS .Fri 8:00-8:30 .. 44.4
j
Dave Garroway . . .

.

KPTV 13.6

4. Cisco Kid (W) . KOIN. . Ziv..... .Thurs 7:00-7:30 41.4 Sports Thirty ...... ...... 8.4

5. Captured (Myst) . KOIN . NBC Tues 9:00-9: 30 .38.0 Fireside Theatre . .

.

....... .KPTV .23.2

6. Range Rider (W) . KOIN. . CBS .Tues 7:00-7:30 33.2 Liberace ........KPTV
Wild Bill Hickock (W) , KPTV.

.

Leo Burnett Mon 6:00-6:30 . 33.2 Weather, Sports .... 1*16.4 4
'

Look Photo Quiz. .....; 8.4

7 . Kit Carson (W) . KOIN . MCA Wed 5:30-6:00 32.0 Bar 27 Corral . . . . .

.

. . . .. . 88
8. Liberace (Mus) ...... . KPTV.. Guild.. Tues 7: 00-7 :3Q 30.0 Range Rider. ......33.2
9. Gene Autry (W) . KOIN . CBS. Sun 5:00-5:30 .. .... 29.6 Hall of Fame ...... KPTV
10. Victory at Sea (Doc) . . . KPTV . NBC Sun 6:00-6:30 ... 29.6 You Are There. . . .

.

..... .. .KOIN . .. .17.6

WINSTON-SALEM Set Count—11^,035
1. Death Valley Days (W).

.

,WSIS

Str/tinns
W*MY (2 ) (Greensboro)

stations WSJS (12), WTOB (26 ;

McCann-Erickson, . - Wed 9:00-9:30

2. Badge 714 (Myst) . .

3. Ramar of Jungle (Adv)

. . . 42.7 I Big Picture . . . v WTOB 1.1

14. Favorite Story (Dr)
5. Kit Carson (W)

6. Range Rider (W)
7. Hopalong Cassidy (W)

8. Cisco Kid (W)
9. Boston Blackie (Myst)

10. Wild Bill Hickock (W)

• NBC Sat 7:00-7:30 . . .

..WFMY. TPA Tues 6:00-0:30 .

’ wf\! Y xir

\

80.7 : 00 .

.

• 'MM\. MCA. Wed 6:00-6:30 .

...30.8

. .

.

18.9

. . . 17.8

. . . 17.6

. . .17.3

« . .17.1
WFMY Sir

• • Thufs 5:30-6:00HIM! Mon 6:00-6:30 ..^ * . ,

’ wciF v ‘ * • • • • ; • Fri 5 : 30-6 :00 ....

U Fri 9: 30-10: 00 ..WFMY Leo Burnett Sat 6:00-6:3

Mr. Wizard WSJS
Roundup Time. .W$JS
,
News .... .

' WSJS
This Is the Life WSJ

S

Roundup Time... .....WSJS
, Neivs t

.WSJS
Howdy Doody. ..... .V. ...» .WSJS
Rtmhdup 'Time ............ .WSJS
News ... .WSJS

Howdy Doody .WSJS
Our Miss Brooks. ...... , . .

.

• V'FLTY
Sagebrush Theatre^v: :

:.
'! - WSJS- r

Let’s Visit WFMY 2.

What’s Your Trouble WFMY ..... 3.

Going, Gone, Gone WTOB 1.

Boots and Saddles ....WTOB 3.

... 5,4

...13.5
8 . 1

,

... 8.6 (George Jessel . WTOB

. . .11.9 {Boots and Saddles. ... . ... . .WTOB

. •

.

5.4
{

,

. ^

.

17.1
[

Boots and Saddles ......... .WTOB
. .

.

9.7 Boots and Saddles . . . WTOB
... 7.0 iv'

. . . 13.8 Boots and Saddles.
. v . .

. f
. .WTOB

. . .47.0 . Lincoln Rediscovered*. ..... .W’TOB
. y . 18.7t

J

unior Jamboree ..... WTOB
»ss»»nsest

• • • • •

• f • • +

« 9 • •

2 .

4,

1.

5.
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"Fireside Theatre/’" the grand-

daddy of network film dramas now

Jn
syndication* got its third dis-

tributor this week \vhen Screen

Gems nabbed the entire network

achedule for next season for dis-

tribution 13 weeks after showings

on NBC for Procter & Gamble,

peal is unique in three ways—it

marks the first time a network se-

ries has been handled simultane-

ously by as many as three distrlbs;

it's the first time rerun rights have

been sold before actual production

begins on a series and it’s the first

show to get such a short clearance

between network, and syndicated

showings.

Under the Screen Gems deal

with producer Frank Wisbar and

P&G, distrib will get the ^.“Fire-

side” pix shown on NBC\ between
October and July. They’ll be avail-

able to Screen Gems for distribu-

tion after each 13-week cycle, sO

that those vidpix playing the net
between October and December
will hit the rerun market in Jan-

uary. Shortness of the clearance

period is due primarily to the fact

that it’s a dramatic anthology se-

ries with no running theme or
characters.

Screen Gems is the third distrib

with “Firesides.” Ziv has most of

those produced by Wisbar, .and has
capitalized on them strongly, to

the extent Of wrapping up a re-

gional deal with Kent in some 40
markets, where the. pix are run
under the title “Kent Theatre.”
This is above and beyond regular
syndicated sales. Initial batch of
"Firesides,” owned by Bing Crosby
Enterprises and made during 1950-

51, are still distributed by United
Television Programs.

Talenaws
Continued from page 41

of which, according to Telenews,

is trying to lineup a web airing

Circa 1 p.m. on Sabbath afternoons.

Concept is that the farm families

are most readily accessable after

church on that day.

Charles Burris, general manager
of Telenews, pointed but that there

are oyer 6,000,000 farm families of

which about 45% 4iave, video re-

ceivers. Number of sets among
farmers, located largely in the mid-,
west, has increased since January,
’52, from 9% to about 20% in July,
’53. Obviodsly heaviest purchase of
tv sets has occurred in agricul-
tural markets within the last nine
months. Upsurge indicates the
growing trend toward television
stations opening in the smaller
townships throughout the country.

“Farm Report” has been de-
scribed as a telepix “journal” of

j' farming, reporting late develop-
ments in the agricultural industry.
Telenews' has been working on this
one for between four and six
months and the first show in the
series will be used by Ed Lewis,
company’s sales head, to push pur-
chase. If “Report” is not picked
up fbr national exposure, Tele-
news intends doing its own syndi-
cation for the cycle.

DREW PEARSON
Drew. Pearson is the latest tv

personality to latch onto the Mc-
Carlhy-Army controversy, via his
Motion Pictures for Television
weekly syndicated telepix series.
Last week’s quarter-hour session
delved into the Senator’s early
Washington career, before he “dis-
covered” Communism as an issue,
with Pearson charging that Mc-
Carthy gave comfort to the Com-
mies abroad through his charge
some years back that the Army had
tortured confessions out of the
Nazis guilty of the World War II
Malmedy Massacre.
Backing up this charge were two

guests, one a former sergeant who
was a victim of the massacre and
later a witness in the trial of the
Nazis and a witness before the Sen-
ate committee which probed the
trials upon the insistence of Sen.
McCarthy. The other was Sen.
Estes Kefauver, a member of the
committee, who told how the group
lound McCarthy’s charges un-
founded and pointed out how these
charges had given comfort to the
Commies. End result of the Mc-
Carthy charges—the dozen Nazis
are still alive, despite their convic-
tion and death sentence.
Pearson also went into the Lus-

tron ease in which McCarthy re-
ceived $10,000 for an article on
housing at a time when Lustron
'vas contracting to the Government,
and into a $20,000 note which Mc-
Carthy received through Pepsi-
Cola’s Washington lobbyist after
he had campaigned for lifting of
sugar rations. And Pearson prom-
ised more for next week.
A comparison is inevitable be-

t\veen Pearson’s and Ed Murrow’s
television

. techniques when it
comes to the McCarthy contro-
yeisy. and Pearson’s effectiveness
is pale by that comparison. It’s not
mat Pearson is attempting to car-
bon Murrow’s work by any means,
but it lies in the fact that the
p '"light interview technique lacks
impact. No effort was made to use
the visual medium to dramatize the
cnarges—reading Pearson’s column
v on Id have been as adequate as
hatching the program. Chan.

NBC Film Chi Additions
Chicago, March 30.

.
NBC Film Division central sales

topper H. Weller Keever signed on
two new salesmen for the midwest-
ern territory this week. They are'
iMiik Howell and Robert Miehle,
foih of whom came from outside
mdustries.

fij
hey11 work-out of the Chi of-

Deming’s Coast Shift

Fress of production on the Coast
Is necessitating the. transfer of Bill

Deming, Filmcraft Productions

eastern v.p., to the homeoffice, ac-

cording to Isidore Lindenbaum,
Filmcraft

.
prexy. Lindenbaum de-

cided on the shift while in N. Y.,

before returning to the Coast last

week.

Deming, an indie producer . on

the Coast and abroad for many
years, has been active In eastern

film production since 1948.

Hal Roach
Continue* from page .41

“Code 3,” factual dramatic, con-

cerning L. A. County Sheriff’s

officer; 34 “White Collar Girl,”

Laraine Day stirrer; “Tales of a
Wayward Inn,” Brian Aherne;
“It Seems Like Yesterday,” James
Lydon; 26 “Guns of Destiny,” an-

thology series; 26 “Parole Chief,”
Pat O’Brien, based on tome of

same name by David Dressier,
with first telepic rolling April 19;

series of half-hour vidpix, “Bozo
the Clown,” being produced ift

conjunction with Capitol Records,
and aimed at the moppet market,
due for an.early April start. _
Program will give the Roach

Studio a 300% production increase.

JANET DEAN, REGISTERED
NURSE

With Ella Raines, others
Producer: Cornwall {^reductions
Producer: Joan Harrison
Directors: Jack Gage, Peter God-

frey, Robert . Aldrich, James
Nielson

Writers: Frans Spencer, Max Wilk,
Harry Junkin, others

39 half-hours
Distrib: MPTV Syndication

Motion Pictures for Television’s

new . syndication setup, after a

couple of dubious entries in the

half-hour class, has come up with

what looks like solid adult pro-

gramming in the “Janet Dean” se-

ries, The Ella Raines-Bill Dozier

Cornwall Production series, star-

ring Miss Rair.es, moves into a spe-

cialized field with sureness and

finesse, endowing the pix with a

good story values that should give

it general adult dramatic appeal.

Show caught, the ihitialler, had
Miss Raines nursing a returned

Korea vet still mentally affected by

his wounds. Heavy in the story is

his mother, a domineering type

who keeps him under the impres-

sion his fiancee is still in France
and tells, her he's still in Korea.

Realizing that the best way to cure

the vet is to reunite him with his

girl, Miss Raines goes about doing
it, first testing the girl to see if

she’s the sort who’ll understand
and help the vet, Everything ends
happily, but the Franfc Spencer
script maintains interest through-
out. It’s superior writing well di-

rected hy Jack Gage and smoothly
played by a good cast.

Miss Raines dominates the pro-
ceedings—she looks the part and
does a restrained but effective job.

Cast in the inltiallcr included
Stella Andrew, Charles Noite, Dor-
othy Peterson and Curtis Cooksey,
all who acquitted themselves well.
Joan Harrison has gotten good all-

round production values Into the
pix. Sets are realistic, as was a
location visit to the Brooklyn Vet-
erans Hospital, photography is ex-
cellent, and scoring follows the
dramatjc tempo nicely. Quality of
the series, incidentally, ought to

boost the merits of production in

the east—pix were shot at Marion
Parsonnet’s Long Island City
studios.

An added touch is a public serv-
ice trailer at the end, in

.
which

Miss Raines does a pitph for the
nursing profession. Lot of drug
sponsors have been latching on to

the series, but its treatment makes
it a good bet for nearly every. type>
of bankrolled ‘ Chan.
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RKO PATHS ha.

the answers on truly

professional TV
film commercials!

RKO PATHE . . . the organization that gives every

inch of film the magic touch of visual excitement born

of 31 years of successful movie-making. ...

RKO PATHS . . . the outfit with the know-how and

mechanical facilities to meet today's challenge of

making action-impact on eyes and ears tired of the

pounding of the commonplace. ...
t

RKO PATHE . . . with the advertising grasp to give

you exactly what you hope to get in the visualization

of your selling ideas . , . without question, without

quibble/without worry as to quality.

Lawrence Cowsn, President

•f The Lionel Corporation,

writes:

“The spot commercials

you filmed for qs proved

to be extremely successful

. . . The quality of the

photography as well as the

format reproduced beau-

tifully and had fine public

acceptance."

For exciting

TV commercials

—for 4tny films

from a foot

to si feature . • •

tr's

RKO PATHE, Inc.

« 99The Professional Company

625 Madison Ave., Now York 22, N. Y.

Phonos PLaxa f-3600
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BAB BnMng AM What Am’ Chi Biz

Via Shakedown Rons (or Dep t Stores

Chicago. March 30.

Sparked by the Chi office of the

Broadcast Advertising Bureau, the

gix-raember BAB stations here

have launched a cooperative ven-

ture to prove to the major depart-

ment stores, individually^and col-

lectively, that radio deserves a

place in the retailing ad budgets.

Predicated on a “give us a

chance to show what we can do"

thesis, WBBM, WMAQ, WON,
WIND, WCFL and WLS-WENR are

currently taking part in a BAB-
conducted test campaign fdr two

retailers with the expectation that

other key State St. merchandisers

will eventually be brought into the

plan. Using a spot schedule drawn
up by BAB's Gale Blocfci from the

stations* availabilities. Goldblatt s

is spreading some $2,000 weekly

on the six member outlets in 'an

11-week test The Henry C. Lytton

stores are spending a like amount
on WBBM. WMAQ.WLS and WGN
over a five-week period.

For the first three weeks of the

Goldblatt spot -campaign.' the copy

is being prepared by BAB as a

service to the store ad personnel.

In both instances, the plan is de-

signed to establish specific case

histories of radioes selling ability,

both from a flexibility and an im-

pression standpoint.

The project which BAB is spon-

soring in other cities, including a

Winchell-Sokolsky
INS editor-in-chief Barry

Faris put it oil the news serv-

ice wire that, following Wal-
ter Wincheirs AM and tv

broadcasts a week ago Sunday
(21). in favor of Senator
Joseph ~ R. McCarthy, the

ABCasts drew a large audi-

ence. Hearst columnist George
Sokolsky Was on the air with
Winchell.

of the calls were pro,"

Winchell said and INS so

quoted.

Freres Cassini to Ride

SnndayNight ‘Carousel’

As Tans in N.Y.’ Theme
The chichi will vie with the

posh when the Cassini brothers

—

Oleg and Igor—preem their tv

show on WNBT, N. Y., next Sun-
day (4>. Kickoff is being tied to

“Paris in New York" theme for the
freres* “Sunday Night Carousel."

slotted 11:20 to midnight on the
NBC tele flagships Parisian setup
revolves around the April 21-30

benefit for American aid to France
Student Center in Paris, the Amer-
ican Library in thq French capital

arc-tvsmm
SCHEDULE FDR FALL

ABC-TY again wrapped up tele-

vision rights to the Chicago Cardi-

nals and Chi Bears pro football

home games for next falL Net-

work, which telecast the gridiron

sessions of both teams last year

over a Split net (Standard Oil of

Indiana on limited skein and co-

oped on the rest of the network),

has grabbed off rights to 12 home
game* (six each) and three pre-

season exhibition tilts.

Under Federal district court rul-

ing In the. Government’s antitrust

suit against the National Football

league, the league can impose

limited blackout conditions on the

games telecast. Chi will be blacked

out all season, since there’s a home
game there every week. Other
league cities will be blacked out

when home games occur in them.
Web is peddling rights to the

games at $300,000 net with extra

charge for facilities and of course

time. Red Grange and Collier’s

sports editor Bill Fay will handle

color commentary, with either Bill

Stern or Harry Wismer handling
play-by-play.

Death ofTV Star
Continued from page 1

DaMrat Mat Hah
Continued from peg• tt s=

of ultra high station KCTY In

Kansas City, Mo,* which it acquired

--—

”

«.__ vnrt »« - and various relief projects of the
toeup mth m New York, is

of
Wives. Fete is under auspices of
French Ambassador Henri Bonnet*
Mayor Robert F. Wagner and vari-

ous social lights. Caroline Burke,
chairman of special events com-
mittee of the festival, is producing
the Cassini series, with Larry Roe-
mer directing.

Billed for the premiere are Lilo
(“Can-Can"), Jeanmaire ("Girl in

considered significant beyond the

actual coin the stations are picking

up during the "trial runs." It’s

hoped, of course, that the tests will

alert the retailers to the AM val-

ues on a regular basis.

LOTSA HOOPLA FOR

BEACOM’S UHF PREEM,‘“7
!
Pink Tights”), painter Salvador

Fairmont, W. Va.. March 30.
' Dali, singers Marcel LeBon and

Central West Virginias first Dann, Hungarian pianist
local television outlet went on the

; George Feyer, CoL Serge Obolen-
air Sunday ( 28

'

with a delegation
, Steve Allen, Ed Sullivan,

of the state’s to£ .brass participat-
1

Anita Colby, Robert Q. Lewis,
ing in the opening ceremonies. Sta-

; Dave Garroway and Mrs. Leopold
tion, WJPB-TV. a UHF’er owned

j Stokowski. Batoning Will be Chauxfr-
by J. P. Pat ) Beacom. gives the

; cey Gray of El Morocco,
area its first local service. Up to

! This will be. the second time
now, the regional has been fed pro-

j. arminri for Igor Cassini (Cholly
grams from Wheeling on a closed-

_ Knickerbocker of the Hearst so-
circuit system owned by Jock Whit- pages > on the station, where

from Empire Coil in an end-of-the-

year tax deal for $1, paved the

way for its Boston application last

week. Had DuMont retained KCTY
it would have been unable to file

for Boston because of the FCC
five-station limit. Par and DuMont
together own four stations.

prior to the control ruling, Du-
Mont planned to file for stations

in Cleveland and Cincinnati. Para-

mount had an application filed for

San Francisco, but did not pursue
the application when the freeze

was lifted;

•Under the post-freeze allocation

plan, no additional commercial
VHF channels were assigned to

Cleveland or Cincinnati but one
was allocated to Frisco (channel

2) and is being sought by four

applicants.

- Paramount5!®- failure to reapply

for Frisco would indicate that it

is deferring to DuMont on tv ex-

pansion and is apparently going

along with the latter on the selec-

tion of Boston as the likeliest place

to win a VHF channel.
Hearings on the contest will soon

be scheduled.

ney.
Delegation of brass and show

people was headed by Gov. Wil-

liam Marland and Sen. Matthew
M. Neeley, with local mayors. Con-
gressmen and other officials par-

ticipating. Entertainment included

'

singers Dorren Lane and Dick Bet-

ton from N. Y^, local Sammy Bet-

tim Trio, and station continuity

director Emily May Peed doing a
quarter-hour children’s feature

from ^tory-a-Day, the weekly chil-

dren’s mag.
Beacom expects UHF conversion

to go at a rapid rate, what with
[

a local appliance dealer offering

to install strips at $19.75 each.

This compares to an installation

fee of $137.50 and a monthly rate

of $3.75 for the closed-circuit hook-
up. Station, incidentally, was
equipped at one of the lowest
costs of any in the country—$i 17,-

565 for the entire setup. Outlet
,
_ . ... _ . . „ . .

will pick up programs of all four 1

^|
nes' Indusfry, begins a

1 13-week nde on WABC-TV, the

he conducted a stanza last year
for a brief run’. Brother Oleg is

the fashion designer. They’ll in-

terview guests, preview legit open-
ings, make with the couture and
social register chat. etc. Oleg will
specialize in presenting models
bearing the latest creations from
his collection and other stylists,

with the manikins to wear jewels
from- the house of Harry Winston,
Sponsors of “Carousel" are Cinza-
no Vermouth, Buitoni Products and
Parfum Evyan.

10ST INDUSTRY’

AS CIO VIDEO SERIES
CIO is moving back into the

New York television scene with a
new interview-panel segment on
the plight of laborers whose fac-
tories move to new locations.

nets via an off-the-air micro-relay!
pickup system.

Jacoby to Produce

CBS-TV Variety Show
Herbert Jacoby* who operates

the Blue Angel, N. Y., in conjunc-
tion with Max Gordon, is set to

produce a variety show for CBS-
TV. Kine will be made. April 13.

Current plan is to showcase new
talent in the same manner as done
at the Blue Angel. Johnny Green-
hut, of Music Corp. of America,
agented the deal!

Kiggins to Storer
Keith Kiggins, former v.p. of

ABC and onetime station relations
director of NBC, joined Storer
Broadcasting Co, this week as ad-
ministrative assistant to president
George B. Storer. Kiggins, cur-
rently living in La Jolla, Calif.,

will headquarter in Miami Beach,
at the Storer homeoffice.

Kiggins joined NBC in 1933, later
becoming a v.p. of the Blue Net-
work and moving over to ABC
when it split as a separate com-
pany. He starts with Storer tomor-
row (Thurs.).

ABC flagship, on Saturday (3) in
the 6:15-6:30 slot Series is being
cosponsored by the United Furni-
ture Workers (CIO), with packager
Paul Miner producing and Louis
Volpacelli directing,
WABC-TV is also starting a new

health and beauty segment featur-
ing Elizabeth Rae Lamont tomor-
row (Thurs.) in the 2:30-2:55 slot.
Joe Franklin, best known for his
discography shows on WABC-TV
and WABC, is producing, his first
try at that end of the business. Lee
Davis directs the segment, first

show of which is sold out on a
participating basis.

WICC Hikes Rates
Bridgeport, Mar. 3.0.

WICC, claiming the heaviest au-
dience concentration in its 28
years, raises national rates around
the clock effective April 1.

Reflecting the change in AM tun-
ing habit, WICC’s Class A time is

in morning from 6:30 to noon,
when the new tariff is $250 an hour
and $25 an announcement. Class
B, from noon to 10:30 at night, is

$180, and the remaining time
(WICC is on all night) is Class C,
$125.

ago is reflected in the whole fu-

ture program pattern currently

being evolved at NBC, where the

accent for ’54-’55 is not on stars;

as such, hut on such creative ele-

ments as writers and producers.

Major negotiations going on to-

day at NBC are not aimed at ex-
panding the performer roster, but
in lining up producers and writers
with an appreciation and under-
standing of show Values. The fact

that the network can flaunt a Ice-

land Hayward, a Bob Welch, an Ed
Beloin, a Nat Hiken or a Goodman
Ace, among others, within its

scripting-producer ranks, appears
to be the web’s principal cause- for
rejoicing. *

Not that the Durantes, O’Con-
nors, Martin & Lewis, etc., won’t
be back for next season’s Colgate
ride. But the accent, as with the

;
other major NBC entries, will be

i on book shows using top writer-
production credits, as with the re-
cent “Anything Goes" presenta-
tion. Just as the reemergence of
Milton Berle Into the Top 5 Niel-
sen columns was attributed in

large measure to the Goodman Ace
scripting aissist, and the Martha
Baye ascendancy indelibly stamped
with the Nat Hiken writer-director
contrib, similarly the same type of
creative elements will characterize
the new Max Liebman 90-minute
series next season.

Star to Fit the Vehicle

Liebman will
tWse top guest

stars, but they’ll have to fit into
the vehicle, not vice versa. Lieb-
man, too, will stress major writing
credits, with less reliance on the
stars, as through the Sid Caesar-
Imogene Coca tenure. Parting of
Ed Beloin, who did the Imogene
Coca half-hour audition comedy,
again reiterates the writer empha-

> sis. Even the Pat Weaver-blue-
printed “Color Spectaculars" for
next season will deemphasize stars

in favor of other creative credits,

notably writing and producing.

For CBS “transition” from stars

tb vehicle presents a much simpler
problem, since there’s much less

of a reliance on top personalities
on the Columbia program rosters.

Either through sheer necessity be-
cause of a. lack of the Hopes and
the Durantes, or perhaps, through
intuitiveness, or again perhaps
recognizing the inherent values in
ready-made radio properties, CBS
long btfck hit on the successful
formula, backed by strong writers,
that hoisted the tv network into
top ranking through the “situation
comedy years."

But even at CBS. some of-the top
comics have required “book” re-
furbishings. as with the overhaul
of the Red Buttons show (in this in-

stance,. however, a still dubious
transformation). Even on the
Jackie Gleason show, there’s been
a tendency this past season to ac-
cent script and “book" material.
What has happened to Danny

Thomas on his ABC-TV situation
comedy show this season, in con-
trast to the days when he was ro-
tating as a staudup comic on the
ex-“Saturday Night Revue" on
NBC again offers further testi-

CBS-TV Reshuffle
Continued from page 27

In ‘Opes Hearing
With dramatics, panel shows and

quizzes failing to make a dent in
“Dragnet’s" Thursday ,at 9 domi-
nance, ABC-TV is trying a new
twist on the “all we want is the
facts" theme by slotting John
Daly against the Jack Webb*NBC
starrer with a half-hour film-and-
text analysis -ef -the 4week’s sig-
nificant news happenings. New
show starts tomorrow (Thurs.); it’s

called “Open Hearing."
While it’s the only half-hour

analytical news show on the air
besides Ed Murrow’s “See It Now,"
it won’t be patterned after the
Murrow segment. Instead, it will
carry subjects more of a spot news
nature, will be less editorialized
in approach, and will act as a
supplement to the regular news:
shows on the air. First topic will
be the McCarthy controversy with
the Army* with Daly giving back-
ground to the dispute and up-
dating it With news of the launch-
ing of the Senate subcommittee
probe of -the controversy. Actual-
ly. segment will be devoted to one
question each week that’s been
skimped over in regular news
shows.
Daly and ABC-TV news and spe-

cial events managing editor Fritz
Littlejohn will produce, while the
staff of Daly’s regular network
newscast will script.

new agenda. He’s been a cross-

board fixture * 1:30-2, with that

berth being made available for

“Welcome Travelers,” considered
better than its 4-4:30 exposure on
the web which is losing the P &
G’er. Moore not only gets two
hours of the first four days and the

Paar hour but an additional 30
minutes on Friday that he inherits

from the shaving down of Arthur
Godfrey to 60 minutes (though
Godfrey will be In his regular 10
to 11:30 spot on CBS Radio). ‘TIL
Buy That" is axed in the Friday at

11 spot.
,

Intra-web checkerboarding gives

“Portia Faces Life” a 1 o’clock

physiognomy, with “Brighter Day"
out of there for the 4 p.m. post.

Soap outfit’s new strip is pegged
for 1:15 and there’s a Tuesday and
Thursday half-hour gap at 2 o’clock

with “Double or Nothing" slotted

on the other days in that time. The
odd days are not figured for either
Robert Q. or Jack P., although a
possibility for another type of for-

mat alternating with “Double or
Nothing." “Portia” starts for Gen-
eral Foods next Monday (5).

P & G will virtually dominate
the stretch from 12:30 to 2 and
pick up steam again in the late

afternoon with its “Brighter" and
“Account" stanzas.

tion when he appeared' opposite
Judy Holliday in “The Huntress"
on tv recently, proved again that
he is an unusually fine actor. The
part was demanding for precisely
the things that were not .obvious on
the screen, and Randall handled
himself in his u$ual, highly capa-
ble manner. Miss Gam, a tv grad-
uate to Hollywood, is a looker but
was curiously disappointing as the
beautiful opportunist. In part this
was the script’s fault.

Sullivan gave a standard per-
formance that fitted well into the
frame Of this comedy-mystery.
Hill is a young actor of obvious
promise who has been seen quite
a bit on- tv lately. He handled his
part expertly, bringing to the
crooked American a certain steely,
brutal quality that set. the perform-
ance apart and brought it a notch
above routine thespingr
“Nightmare in Algiers" had its

slow spots and Miss Gam’s fadeout
scene lacked logical explanation,
but on the whole it was

1

fun. Those
Motorola commercials could stand
a change. Hift.

Marrow
Continued from page 1

would stop the show if placed as
scheduled.
Murrow received the top citation

for giving the best consistent tele-
vision presentation of foreign af-
fairs, with John Daly, ABC-TV,
second. Howard K. Smith, Colum-
bia’s European news chief, was No.
1 for radio reporting from abroad
and the web’s Paris chief, David
Schoenbrun, was second. Best in-

terpretation of foreign affairs in
radio went to Elmer Davis, ABC-
TV, with CBS’ Washington chief,
[Eric Sevareid, second. (Latter goes
;
tv in ‘The American Week" next
month.) Murrow was also recipi
ent of a gold membership card for
his sendee as chairman of the com-
mittee on the Overseas Club’s new
building.

Jane Pickens’ TV Client
It looks as if ABC-TV will re-

tain Jane Pickens in the Sunday
night at 9:15 post-Walter Winchell
slot after all. Web had been pitch
ing a number of packages as pros-
pective clients for the time, but
Monsanto Chemical this week
picked up Miss Pickens’ segment
in N. Y., so the web will carry the
show co-op over the remainder of
the country.

Network had been pitching, be-
sides Miss Pickens, Martha
Wright, Bob Considine and a cou
pie of other shows at various bank-

— * —.v wi.v.i, ,v4h
I

rollers. . Monsanto deal was se.
mony that “a comic’s only as good through Needham, Louis & Bror-

las his materiaL” • I by agency. .

TV Followup
Continued from pace 30

Tele Reviews
Si Continued from pig^31 55

days and nights and, lands Page 1
newspaper coverage in all towns.

This was the first time that any
telecast was permitted although
capacity attendance always has pre-
vailed and the video didn’t keep
the arena from being packed as
usual. With thousands unable to
obtain tickets and interest running
high, as always, it’s a cinch there
must have been a tremendous tv
audience for the bankrollers and
station.

WCGO-TV's veteran and experi-
enced sports director, highly capa-
ble Rollie Johnson himself, did the
spieling. He. supplemented the
visual neatly as two Minnesota
small towns’ high school teams bat-
tled it out for top honors in a close
and exciting contest, with Brain-
erd emerging victorious over Hib-
bing.

. Johnson has the voice and flu-

ency that are boff for the airways.
And in his always adept fashion
he sized up situations swiftly, kept
the viewers fully informed as to

the names of the players handling
the ball and doing the SQoring,

came through with expert analysis

and commentary generally, helped
to emphasize the excitement gen-

erated by the crowd’s cheering and
the suspense inherent in the game
itself. He expressed himself clear-

ly and well.

Camera work by a pair of East-

mans left nothing to be desired,

either. And with the bulk of the

commercials restricted to the be-

tween halves period, the selling

was smartly unobtrusive. Rees.

Rochester—Lou German, form-
erly a deejay with WORL, Boston,

joined the staff of WHEC here as

deejay of the station’s “Open
House" and “Midnight Mayor’
shows.
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Disk Companies €et *h die Mood*

“Mood Music” is the latest catch-

phrase to preoccupy the record

companies. With reports coming

in from distributors and dealers

around the country that the

“mood” albums are building into

hot sellers, the diskeries’ pop al-

bum artists & repertoire men have

begun to focus their production

guns on background music sets.

Decca, for example, has stepped

up its -‘mood” album releases in

the past month and RCA’ Victor

currently is mulling an expansion

in its “mood’’ output. The new
Decca releases are pegged along

such lines as “Invitation to Dining,"
• Invitation to Cocktails," etc. The
platters feature such current and

. former Decca pactees as Victor

Young, Camarata, .Meredith Will-

son and Tommy Dorsey. Victor’s

“mood" output thufr .far , has been
centered on the Melanchrinp
Strings.

"

Columbia and Capitol have been
sharing leadership in the field for

the past couple of years. Both
diskeries also have been spear-

heading the new approach to the

“mood" album covers. They’ve
been giving their covers a sex ap-

peal touch, and according to

George Avakian, Col’s pop album
chief, it’s become an important
factor in peddling the sets.

Playing up the cover appeal
,

is

a throwback to the title page tech-

nique devised in the 1920s by Stas-

ny Music for its sheet copies. Stas-

ny’s title pages were usually done
in four colors with plenty of s.a.

art work. Music biz vets say that

the public bought the Stasny sheets

primarily for the title page.

Dealers, too, report that the at-

tractive covers help them' merchan-
dise the albums. Most' dealers ad-
mit that they give Choice display
spots on counters and in the win;
dows to the eye-appealing covers
of the “mood” albums, while the
more conventional cover is general-

ly relegated to the shelf. '

Also moving in on the “mood”
music sweepstakes are MQM and
London. MGM already has several
albums out on the market and
London, which has been pushing
the instrumental album etchings of
Mantovani and Stanley Black, is

propping increased album produc-
tion for release in the U. S, an*
are even mulling adaptation of the
American album-cover plan.

Varnay’s Decca Deal
Astrld Varnay, Met Opera so-

prano, has been signed by Deutsche
Gramophon for an extensive series
of recordings,, to be released in
America under the Decca label.

First studio sessions are set for
first week in June in Munich.

Her Disks
With Glenn Miller getting a big

post-mortem buildup via . the Uni-

versal film biog and numerous al-

bum reissues, a couple of disk

operators are currently trying to

cash in on the late bandleader’s
new vogue via release of some
bootlegged sides. Most of . these
pirated Miller disks have been
taken from airchecks of broad-
casts made by the Miller band at
outset of the last war.

It’s understood that Harry Fox,
publishers agent and trustee, is

now focusing Qn one particular
label, AFN Records, which report-
edly has been most prominent in
Issuing the Miller* airchecks. To
date, however, it’s been impossible
to locate the AFN’s base pf opera-
tions and it’s feared that this is an-
other casfe of a fly-by-night diskery,
which has/ already moved into
some other field under another
name*

Laine Cuffos Concerts

For Kids in LA. Parks
,
Los Angeles, March 30.

Six free outdoor concerts for
youngsters who can^ go to night-
clubs have been arranged by
Frankie Laine with the Dept, of
Recreation and Parks. In addition
to singing gratis, Laine will pay
the costs of the accompanying
band.

First concert will be April .3 at
j

Benning Park in connection with
the annual Wisteria Day celebra-
tion. Laine said he'expects to giye
similar concerts for kids in other
cities while he is on the r^fj.,

f

Fox, Aberbachs

In Hassle Over

“The Happy Wanderer," new
German-Swiss- tune imported by
way of England, has become the
focal point of a hassle between
Sam Fox Music and Hill & Range
over ownership of the American
rights. Fox claims to have sealed
a pact with the British publishers.
Bosworth & Co., on March 9, but
Jean and Julian Aberbach, H&R
chiefs, are contesting that deal and
are planning to issue their own
copies of the song.
Bosworth execs have .cabled the

Aberbachs that “you hold nb valid
authority for publication of the.

‘Happy Wanderer,’ ” but H&R con-
tends it owns the song on the basis
of its • acceptance of Bosworth’s
terms for the tune on March 11.

H&R has asked the disk companies
to hold any royalties on the tune
in escrow until the question of the
tune’s ownership is settled.

Fox, meantime, has notified the
diskers and all music jobbers that

“the actions of Hill & Range
should not, in the slightest degree,

(Continued on page 55)

McConkey Agency Sets

Own Publishing Firm

For Artists’ Buildup
Chicago, March 30.

McConkey Artists Corp. has
formed its own publishing affil-

iate called Windy City Music Co.

Dick Shelton , and Bill Black, prez

and v.p., respectively, of McCon-
key, hold like titles with the new
publishing organization until it be-

gins operating as a separate unit.

Now in its third week, the com-
pany has already cataloged 15

titles, among them one country
ditty titled “Fair, Fat and Forty,”

which was waxed for Mercury by
Captain Stubby and Buccaneers,
Most of the other tunes were
penned by such Chi cleffers as A1
Trace, Dave Bohme, and Saxle
Dowell. Availability of the pub-

lished songs is not exclusive to Mc-
Conkey talent, but the new tunes

are helping the agency’s artists to

pick up record contracts.

Recently, the BBS label inked
chirper Ann Gilbert, and the Ray
Pearl and Larry Faith orchs, large-

ly as a result of their Windy City

material. RCA’s label X pacted

Russ Carlyle through McConkey,
and Chance signed the Don Ragon
or.ch recently. Miss Gilbert’s mas-

ter on “Our Favorite Waltz," first

Windy City entry, was picked up
by BBS.

SAM COSLOW’S LONDON

PLAY AND PIC CHORES
London, March 30.

The Sam Coslow-Eric Masch-
witz musical version of the 1928

comedy, “By Candlelight,’’ is due
to be produced by Emile Littler

at the latter’s theatre, the Palace,

this fall. New work will be titled

“King for a Night,” after one of

the songs in the score by Coslow.
Maschwitz is doing the libretto.

“By Candlelight” was written by
Harry Graham and ran for two
years in London in the late 1920s.

Coslow has also written the

score for Associated British pic-

turization of the current London
legiter, “For Better or Worse,”
novy in its second year.

Willard Robison has set up his

own publishing firm, Deep River
Music, in N, Y. as ah ASCAP affili-

ate.
• ^ X. J £ t

LAWRENCE WELK.A
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
135th Consecutive WeeK, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

Exclusively on Coral Records
DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL

and .

I LOVE YOU
With Jimmy Wakely

Problem of unauthorized long-
hair disk releases in the U.S.
flared up agam this week with
suggestions that Allegro’s 21-long-
play record set of Wagner’s “Ring"
Cycle was lifted from last year’s
radio broadcast of the Bayreuth
Festival. Allegro claims that the
recording, was made by The Dres-
den State Opera Orchestra &
Chorus under the direction of Dr.
Fritz Schreiber.

' Claims that the Allegro series

was taken ’ from the Bayreuth
broadcast were made by Edward
Cushing in his review of the set

for the Saturday Review mag. The
cast of^he Bayreuth performance
included such w.k. Metop singers
as Regina Resnick, Ramon Vinay
and Hans Hotter. They’ve cor-
roborated Cushing’s

.
contention.

The Allegro set does not identify
any of the singers.

The “Ring” cycle was aired via

the Bavarian Radio, which head-
quarters in Munich.

Several weeks ago orch con-
ductor Wilhelm Furtwaengler filed

suit in N.Y. Federal Court against
Urania Records, alleging that the
diskery was" peddling an unauthor-
ized version of Beethoven’s Third
Symphony. Furtwaengler elaimed
that the Urania platter was taken
from the tapes of a 1944 broadcast
over Radio Berlin. *

Mercury to Step Up

Recording Schedule

As Backlog Wanes
Mercury Records will step up its

cutting schedule for the coming
month. Label had been keeping its

new waxing sessions at a minimum
since the first of the year but will

swing back into a full schedule '.o-

morrow (1).

Merc’s waxing holdback 'was due
to the overload of platters in the
can. Majority of the disks had been
cut during the recording strike

threat in December. The disk
stockpile has been taken care of
via Merc's regular release sched-
ule during the first quarter of this

year.
Richard Hayman, diskery’s pop

artists & repertMfe chief in the
east, headed for Merc’s Chicago
headquarters yesterday (Tues.) for
confabs with a&r chief Art Tal-
madge on the upcoming recording
schedule.

Hotsy Toacy
After 33 years, Arturo Tos-

canini is still leading RCA
Victor’s longhair bestseller

lists with three albums.
The 87-year-old maestro now

•4s“ riding with Beethoven’s
“Missa Solemnis,” Which
topped all Victor album sales

during February; “The Pines
& Fountains of Rome,” which
is No. 4 on the company’s list,

and Beethoven’s Ninth Sym-^
phony, a two-platter set which
has topped the 140,000 marker
since its release,& 185& „ . *

Decca Hits Back at Lloyd as Annual

Report Shows $1240,000 Net Profit

Hamp’t ‘One Whirl’
Lionel Hampton’s new orch

Is setting up a United Nations
combo in his band.

"

Sidenien of scattered na-
tional origin are Bassman A.
Greenstein (Israel), Wallace
Davenport-T (French Moroc-
co), Flu&’e Williams (Jamaica),
Rue k n i e .. Bauer (Germany),
Jackie Grown (Norway), Herb
Pomeroy (England), and Dick
Twardzik (Poland).

Some major disk company execs

are burning at pop publishers for

licensing their tunes to low-priced

labels at cut rates. They don’t like

the idea of paying the full 2c and
giving the major exploitation to a

song, only to have the low-priced

lines cut into their business with

the competitive advantage ' of a

royalty deal.

Publishers, on the other hand,

look on the Coin they;receive from
the minor labelsjis “found money.”
In cases where they do impose a

2c royalty deal, the pubs believe
that these diskers give them a
short count anyway, so that the
total amount .remains the same
whether or hot there’s a cut rate.

The major diskers, however,
want a tighter check on

.
the cut-

1

price lines and will press this point
with Harry. Fox, publishers’ agent
and trustee. It’s understood that

the problem was raised yesterday
(Tues.) at the meeting of the Rec-
ord Industry Assn, of America with
the aim of getting the industry
formally behind a drive against the
corner cutters.

Victor Nabs Cast Album

Rights to ‘Golden Apple’;

Decca Okays Ballard
RCA Victor has nabbed the orig-

inal cast album rights to the off-

Broadway musical “The Golden
Apple.” Musical, which preemed
at New York’s downtown Phoenix
Theatre, is set to move uptown to

the Alvin Theatre next month.

The legituner was penned by
John Latouche and Jerome Moross
and features Kaye Ballard, Bibi
•Osterwald and Jonathan Lucas.
Miss Ballard, who had been tapped
to- a Decca Records pact last week,
will get a release from the diskery
to wax the original cast album for
Victor. She’s also etching “Lazy
Afternoon,” top tune from “Apple”
as a pop release for Decca. Cutting
date for the album has not yet
been set.

Manie SacK.sis also mulling a
T^inch EP of the Club Versailles

(N.Y,) show produced by George
White, with its Irving Caesar-
Jack Yellen-White score and with
the original cast. Floorshow is now
in its second season and plans
unit dates in Las Vegas and kin-
dred spots.

KAPP INKS ALBERT

TO EXCLUSIVE DEAL
Dave Kapp, who launched his

own Kapp label this week with the
release of his religioso set, "One
God,” has inked Eddie Albert to

an exclusive recording deal. Albert,

who stars in the “One God” album
in a dramatic role, will be show-
cased as a singer in fourthcoming
albums.

Kapp has also tagged song-
writer Jimmy Shelton for an album
in which he sings his own numbers.
Also in the pop field, Kapp is

planning a buildup for a young
pianist, Roger Williams. Diskery
will issue from 12 to 14 albums a

j

year with occasional singles ex-
‘

i traded from the sets.

Decca Records’ management
launched its offensive against dis-

sident stockholder George L. Lloyd
last /Week following release of the
company’s annual financial report,

showing a net profit of $1,240,000
with an additional $600,000 from
undistributed earnings of. Uni-
versal Pictures. Lloyd, meantime,
suffered a setback on‘ the legal

front when N. Y. Supreme Court
Justice Morris Eder ruled that
Decca’s directors acted within the
company’s bylaws, in removing
Jldoyd from the board Feb. 11. The-
judge, however, moved to appoint
a referee to determine whether the
ouster was made in “good faith.”

In a special letter to stockhold-
ers, Decca’s board hit alleged “mis-
leading" allegations by Lloyd about

~

Decca’s earning capacity during
the past year. Underlined was
Lloyd’s statement that Decca’s
earnings for the record division
alone for the first nine months
were only about $131,000 and that
these earnings amounted to “under
10c a share." This was contrasted
to a 92c per share figure earned
by Decca for the year both from
its disk division and Its majority
holdings in Universal Pictures.

Rackmil Upheld
The administration of prexy

Milton R. Rackmil, who has been
Lloyd’s chief . target, also was
strongly upheld by the company’s
dividend policy since Rackmil be-
came company topper. For the two
years preceding Rackmil’s promo-
tion fo president, Decca declared
50c per share dividends; for the
past three years, under Rackmil,
the melon was boosted to 70c.

Lloyd’s criticism of Decca’s earn-
(Continued on page 56)

Prep New Push

For EP Albums
Although extended play disks

have been making a steady dent ln^
jthe market, record company sales"
*execs have been devising promo-
tional campaigns to acquaint both
the dealer and the consumer with
the EP line. Diskeries’ EP educa-
tional kick has been sparked by
dealer requests for new marketing
techniques to step up consumer
interest.

The major*” disk companies have
been increasing their EP output in
the past couple of months with re-
leases including single pocket as
well as double pocket sets. In an
effort to get the EPs moving on
the de&ler level, diskeries like Lon-
don have been offering special
sales deals. London, for example,
is winding a special merchandising
plan today (31) in which the deal-
ers were able to get its EPs at
25% off.

Columbia, on the other hand,
has geared its EP merchandising
program at the consumer as well
as the dealer. Col has devised a
disk inventory control system
which consists of 48 cardboard sep-
arators in varied colors containing
the artist’s name or the tune title.

Cards will be placed in 'browser
boxers and will^be available for a
consumer 0 ;0 .

,
Diskery also has Issued a new

cross-indexed catalog of all its EP
releases as well as special kits and
racks. The cards and catalog will

be sent cuffo to dealers who placet-

orders for a minimum of 100 EPs
until April 5.

ASCAPers File Infringe

Suit Vs. Florida Clubs
Tampa, Fla., March 30.

Three ASCAP publishers, Irving
Berlin Music, Chappell and Bourne,
have filed suit in Florida Federal
Court for copyright infringement
against the Paper Doll Club here,

alleging that their songs were per-

formed without a license. Plain-

tiffs ask for statutory damages of

$250 for each performance, plus

court costs and attorneys’ fees.

In a similar suit in Gulfport,

Fla., Harms Music and New World
Music hit the Music Box with an

infringement action.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

Bobby Wayne-Gene Baylds: “Oh,
That’ll Be Joytul”-“How” (Mer-
cury). Crooner Bobby Wayne aqd
nitery comic Gene Baylos turn

‘‘Oh, That'll Be Joyful” into one of

the happiest disks of the year. It's

good for solid yocks and plenty .of

spins. “Joyful” is a tongue-twist-
ing novelty item that gets an added
sparkle via Baylos’ rib*tickling pat-

ter interpolations. Wayne takes a

solo .fide on “How” on the bottom
deck. It’s a big ballad and he belts

it accordingly.
Danny Kaye: “All About Yoti”-

speciallsts on jump tunes and “It’s

You” is right up their alley. They
give it a big spinning potential
with their catchy harmony style

and driving attack. A natural for
the jukes. Oldie on the flip gets

a solid workover.
Frank Murphy: “Madalena”-

“How” (Epic). Add Frank Mur-
phy’s -name to the list diskers
who’ve taken on “Madalena,”
(There are 27 disk versions out
now.) It’s a fiery tune with a Lat-
ino flavor and Murphy has the pip-

ing euipment to do it justice. It

BOBBY WAYNE-GENE BAYLOS
( Mercury ) . . .................

OH, THAT’LL BE JOYFUL
Hon)

“Knock On Wood” (Decca). Cou-
pling of tunes from, the forthcom-
ing Danny Kaye pic, “Knock On
Wood.” doesn’t stand to make
much noise in the wax market. Tie*

up with pic will probably get spins

for each side but platter’s overall

commercial chances are slim.

Kaye’s wax projection lacks imoact
of his live delivery but he does
manage to get a bounce into the
title song and a lilt into “All About
You.” Both songs, incidentally,

were penned by his wife. Sylvia
Fine.

Pat Reed: “Don’t Go To Stran-
gers”-“Too Marvelous For Words”
(Epic). “Don’t Go To Strangers”
will attract attention to young Pat.

Reed, an upcoming thrush. She’s
got a warm warbling style and a

neat phrasing technique that brings
the tune’s appealing lyric and mel-
odic strain into proper focus. Her
workover of the oldie, on the re-

verse. also is firstrate.

Sandy Solo: “Come and Take
Me”- Out of My Mind! Out of My
Mind!” (Jubilee). Sandy Solo dis-
plays more of his wax. versatility
on this coupling. He gets a jaunty
beat into “Come On and Take Me.”
a neat rhythm number, and deliv-
ers the flip side ballad for good re-
sults. The rhythm tune has the
better commercial potential and is

due for a good deejay ride.

Pearl Bailey: “What Happened
To The Hair (On The Head Of . The
Man I Love)”-“She's Something
Spanish” (Coral). The title. “What
Happened To The Hair etc.,” is

more intriguing than the song it-

self. Pearl Bailey makes the most
of the comic picture but the writ-
ers fail to sustain the idea. Don
Redman's orch gives her a rowdy
beat to work with. “Something
Spanish” also is in the special ma-
terial groove-and should go over
well with Miss Bailey’s partisans.

Jill Corey: “Should I Tell”-
4

*

A

Goodnight Kiss Is A Good Night’s
Work” (Columbia). Jill Corey gets
an okay showcasing mo “Should I

Tell.” Her style is warm and ro-
mantic and should appeal to the
disk jockeys. She’s got a coy slice
on the reverse that’s also* appeal-
ing.
The Lancers: “It's You. It’s You

I Love”-’! Never Should Have Let
You Go” (Trend). The Lancers are

could make some noise for him
with the disk-spinners. He changes
pace neatly for a smooth workover
of the okay ballad On the bottom
deck
The Taylor Maids: “Nu, Nu. Nu”-

“Bandana” (Eureka), The Taylor
Maids, femme trio, -are off to a

good start with “Nu, Nu, Nu.” It's

a lively entry, reminiscent of “Bei
Mir Bist Du Schein.” and the gals

give it a flavorsome reading. Good
juke material. Combo shows up
well on the reverse side which is

sprinkled with a chile beat.

Mario Lanza: “I’ll Walk With
God” - “Beloved” (Victor). It’s

doubtful if Mario Lanza's emotional
etching of the religious tune, “I’ll

Walk With God” will make the pop
yrade despite Lanza’s hefty tenor
belting. Big ballad bn the reverse
gets all of Lanza’s lung power, but
also lacks commercial impact.

Album Review
“Rose Marie” (MGM): Latest in

MGDrs series of soundtrack album
releases is a natural. The blending
of such top pic names as -Ann
Blyth, Howard Keel and 'Fernando
Lamas on the fave Rudolf Friml-
Otto Harbach-Oscar Harmerstein 2d
melodies makes for topnotch disk
fare. Eight tunes from the Metro
filmusical are spotlighted on this
10-inch longplay disk and all come
across excellently. Bert Lahr
brings some levity to the shellac ip
two spottings.

“The Boys From Syracuse”
(Columbia): Goddard Lieberson,
Columbia veepee, has been carry-
ing a torch for old Rodgers & Hart
musicals in his wax output for the
past couple of years and has man-
aged to produce each with taste
and imagination. The R&H fans
will forgive the mediocre vocal de-
liveryJbecause the set amply show-
cases Larry Hart’s socko lyric 'touch
and Richard Rodgers’ delightful
melodies. Lehman Engal’s orch
gives the 1938 legituner score a
sparkling workover.

. Other Albums of Interest: Bobby
Hackctt gets in some stimulating
trumpet licks, on Capitol’s “Soft
Lights and Buddy Hackett” . . .

For the mood music fans, Decca ’s

“Invitation To Cocktails” offers a
potpourris of the lush instrumental

Bed British Sheet Sellers
[Week ending March 2S0)

London, March 23.

I Set the Moon. . . . ..Feldman

Hgppy Wanderer—Bosworth
Don’t Laugh At Me Toll

Oh My £apa Maurice

Changing Partners . . . .Mellin

Tennessee Walk . . . . F. DJfe H,
BelLBottom Blues. .... .Reine

Swedish Rhapsody . .Connelly

The Book ......... .Kassner

That’s Amore. Victoria

Cloud Lucky Seven .Robbins
Ebb ° Tide . .......... .Robbins

Second 12
Rags to Riche*. Chappell

If You Love Me. World Wide
Luxembourg Polka. .... .Dash
Answer Me . * Bourne
The’ Jones Boy • -Wood
Blowing Wild Harms-Connelly
Here to Eternity Dash
Heart of My Heart . . .F.D.&H.
Golden Tango .Wright
Bimbo Macmelodies
Heartless .... . .Ideal

Cuff of My Shirt. . . .Connelly

melodies of Victor Young, Tommy
Dorsey, Carmen Cavallaro Mere-
dith Willson, Harry Horlick and
Peter Yorke for some effective

background music . . . Also in the
cocktail vein, gourmet Maurice
Drelcer tells you. how to mix’era

(also long drinks) on a 10-inch

longplay platter released by the
indie Premier label. It’s all nar-

ration but it’s a good item for

someone who’s got a disk machine
with a bar attached , , . For the

folk fans Cavalier Records has a

nifty set in “LeMure Time With
Stan Wilson’* ... . Jo Stafford’s “My
Hearts In The Highlands” on Co-
lumbia is in the folksy groove, too,

but with a Scottish accent. Robert
Bums’ poetry has been set to some
charming melodies by Alton Rink-
ler and Miss Stafford delivers with
at captivating warmth.

Platter Pointers

Jerry Vale will win deejay
attention for “The Ghost In The
Wine” (Columbia) . . - Harry Bela-
fonte has a charming coupling in

“Acorn In The Meadow” and
“Pretty As A Rainbow” (Victor) . .

.

Morty Craft’s orch woifltover of
“Persian Market” on the indie
Benal label is a good bet for jock
fand juke spins . . . Hillbilly Sheb
Wooley could crack into the pop
field with “Blue Guitar" (MGM) . . ,

Pat Laird and Bob' Crewe make
some noise with “The Steps of

Saint Marie” ^Original) . , Jill

Whitney has a catching slice of
“My Friend The Ghost” (Coral) . .

Stuart Foster’s “Dammi Amor” on
Nightingale Records rates spins . .

.

“No Mama—No Papa” could be
the takeoff slice for Patti Jerome
on the Central label ... Jack! Fon-
taine will win some soins for
“Gonna Cry No More” (Forecast).

Handel: Messiah (Westminster, 3
LP; $17.95). A moving, gentle, im-
pressive reading of the w.k. ora-
torio/ in the original 1742 Dublin
version, by the London Symph,
Philharmonic Choir and soloists

under Hermann Scherchen’s gifted
direction. Choral and orchestral
sections, are vividly heard, while
balance is fine between them. Ac-
complished soloists are headed by
a fine tenor in^William Herbert.
Handel: Concert! Gross! (Lon-

don; $4.95). Boyd Neel arid his
orch in brisk, clean performances
of two of Handel’s Concerti Gross!
(Opus 6), the sturdy well-woven
No. 11 in A and the softer, more
melodic No. 12 in B Minor.

Mozart: Concertos No. 20 in .dO

Minor and No. 9 in E Flat (Vox;
$5.95). Pianist Guiomar Novaes in
two persuasive diskings with the
Pro Miisica Symph. There’s a
sprightly reading of the No. 9,

while the familiar No. 20 (K; 466),
with its lovely Romanza, gets a dra-
matic performance that is musical
as well as romantic. Some surface
noises distract.

Donizetti Arias (Cetra; $4.95).

Met tenor Cesw-eValletti shows off
his light but lyrical voice, well-
coached and styled, in familiar airs
from three Donizetti operas, for a
very attractive album. “Una fur-
tlva lagrima” is. especially choice.
Johann Straus* Polkas (London*

$2.95). Clemens Krauss and the
Vienna Philharmonic bring au-
thority as well as informal gaiety
to fiv«T charming, light works.

Paganini: Quartet in E & Kreis-
16r: Quartet in A Minor (Philhar-
monia; $5.45). Two engaging string
quartets by virtuoso fiddlers, the
Paganini lively, melodic and some-
what showy, the Kreisler warm,
sentimental and more modest. Both
are well-played by the Stuyvesaftt
Quartet, with violin standout in the
Paganini and some fine cello work
in the Kreisler. An interesting
disk. Bron.

Irving Mills to N.Y.
Irving Mills', Coast topper of

Mills Music, is due in New York
tomorrow (Thurs.) for confabs with
firm’s homeoffice brass.

.He’ll be in Gotham about 10
days.

Waring Hits Road
Fred Waring will hit the road

i

after his Easter Sunday CBS-TV

j

show April 18. Waring’s orch will

trek through New England, Can-

ada and Pennsylvania.
,

Tour will run about three weeks;

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

WANTED (4)

MAKE LOVE TO ME (9)

YOUNG AT HEART (5)

SECRET LOVE (9)

I GET SO LONELY (7)

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE (5) .. .

NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT (2)

FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE (3)

OH, MY PAPA (15).

TILL WE TWO ARE ONE (8)

Second Croup
ANEMA E CORE
SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL
ANSWER ME, MY LOVE
A GIRL. A GIRL .

MAN WITH THE BANJO
STRANGER IN PARADISE
•TILL THEty . .

FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE
SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL
HERE
DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL
HEART OF MY HEART .....

MELANCHOLY ME
LOVIN’ SPREE
THAT’S AMORE ’*

\* V

(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song

+ + + + » + + »»»»»

Perry Como Victor

Jo Stafford Columbia

Frank Sinatra Capitol

Doris Day Columbia

Four Knights Capitol

Patti Page Mercury

Tony Bennett ... Columbia

Hilltoppers * Dot

Eddie Fisher Victor

Georgie Shaw . Detca

Eddie Fisher Victor

Eartha Kitt . Victor

Nat ( King ) Cole ...... Capitol

Eddie Fisher Victor

Ames Bros Victor

Tony Martin Victor

HiUtoppers Dot
Gaylords ; . Mercury
Georgia Gibbs ........ Mercury
Tony Martin Victor

Lou Monte Victor

Four Aces Decca
Eddy Howard Mercury
Eartha Kitt Victor

D$an Martin Capitol

has been in the Top 10]

T ^^vvTTTTTTTTTYTTTTTTTY

The top 30 songs of week Xmore in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index,

Published by Office of Research
,
Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Director, alphabetically listed.

Snrvey Week of March 19-25, 1954

A Dime And A Dollar—t“Red Garters’’ Famous
And This Is My Beloved—*“Kismet” ............. Frank
Angela Miar . . . .... .... ; . .

.

. . .....

.

. Chappell
Answer Me My Love .. .. ........Bourne
Bell Bottom Blues . . .

.

Shapiro-B
Changing Partners ,. Porgie j

*

Cross Over The Bridge Laurel
Darktown Strutters Ball Feist
From The Vine Came The Grape Randy-S
Granada .Southern
Heart Of My Heart . . Robbins
Hey Brother Pour The Wine Frank
I Get So Lonely Melrose
I Speak To The Stars—t“Lucky Me” ....... Witmark
Jones Boy ...... Pincus
Lost In Loveliness—*“Girl In Pink Tights” ....... Chappell
Make* Love To Me Melrose
Man With, The Banjo . Mellin
Melancholy Me ; Sheldon
My Restless Lover . : . ,

.

Chappell
Oh My Papa Shapiro-B
Sadie Thompson’s Song^f“Miss Sadie Thompson” . . Mills
Secret Love—t“Calamity Jane” Remick
South . Peer
Stranger In Paradise—“Kismet?' Frank
That’s Amore—t“The Caddy” Paramount
Till We Two Are Oiie ... .’ Shapiro-B
Wanted Witmark
Woman (Man) * Studio
Young At Heart Sunbeam

Second Gronp
AJone Too Long
Am I In Love
Baubles Bangles And Beads—+“Kismet” .

Bimbo /.

Brave Man
Breeze And I Y
Dream Dream Dream
Hold Me .

I Live For You
I Love Paris—“Can-Can”
I Really Don’t Want To Know
If You Love. Me

• Jilted ;

Little Things Mean A Lot
Man Upstairs
Our Heartbreaking Waltz
Pine Tree Pine Over Me
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell
That’s What A Rainy Day Is For—t“Easy To Love
Till Then
Where Can I Go Without You
You Didn’t Want Me When You Had Me
You Made Me Love You
Zoo

Morris
Miller
Frank
Epirway
Famous
Marks
Feist
Robbins
Chappell
Chappell
H & R
Dutchess
Sheldon
Feist
Kelly-S
Village
Miller
Morris
Robbins
Pickwick
Mogul
Marks
Broadway
Midway

Top 20 Songs on TV
( More In Case of Ties )

A Girl A Girl
And This Is My Beloved
Answer Me My Love
Backward Turn Backward .

Cross Over The Bridge
Dream Dream Dream
From The. Vine Came The Grape
I Get So Lonely ..........
I Really Don't Want To Know
Jones Boy
Make Love To Me
Man With The Banjo . .

.

Oh My Papa
Sadie Thompson’s Song
Secret Love
Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding Bell
Stranger In Paradise
That’s Amore
Wanted '

Young At Heart
You’re So Much A Part Of*Me

t FVmusical. • Legit musical.

ValandO
Frank =

Bourne
Sheldon
Laurel
Feist
Randy-S
Melrose
H & R
Pincus
Melrose
Mellin
Shapiro-B
Mills
Remick
Morris
Frank
Paramount
Witmark
Sunbeam
Frank
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Chicago, March 30.

Importance of an educational

catalog to a music publisher’s

pocketbook was spotlighted this

week at the Music Educators Na-
tional Conference when more than

12,000 teachers showed up for the

confabs and exhibits. Meet teed

off last Thursday (25) and Will

wind up tomorrow (Wed.).

Unusual aspect of this year’s

MENC conclave was the high turn-

out of pop music publishers. The
pop pubber expansion into the

educational field has been grow-

ing steadily in,the past couple of

years and it hds developed into a
steady source of revenue for them.

Many of the pubbers how regard
their educational department as

the “bread and butter” part of

their operation. The Income from
the educational catalog has helped
cushion the ups and downs of the

pop biz.

The educational market has
grown to such an extent in the

past five years that even the

younger pubs, who originally came
into the biz for a pop cash-in, are

hopping on the bandwagon with
books and folios for school use.

Heretofore, the educational field

had been the sole province of the

major pubs.
Of the gross retail take from

sheet sales, which is estimated at

$30,000,000, pop sheets account for

about $4,800,000 annually, or 16%.
The remaining 84% is split be-

tween educational, religious and
longhair.

MENC’s confabs and exhibits

were held at the Gonrad Hilton
Hotel. On the gab agenda were
new marketing and merchandising
techniques yhile the displays

showcased publishers' new catalog
items. The MENC meets bi-annu-
ally. Curfent Conclave is its 33d.

FJASTAD NAMED PAR’S

, STUDIO MUSIC CHIEF
Hollywood, March 30.

Roy Fjastad, assistant head of
the Paramount Studio music de-
partment for 25 years, has been
upped to the top, succeeding the
late Louis R. Lipstohe.
Although he had studied music

in his native Seattle, Fjastad
joined Paramount as an accountant
in 1927. He was transferred to the
music department when sound in-
vaded pictures.

Warbler Carol Richards

Files 400G Suit Vs. Decca
Hollywood, March 30.

Chirp Carol Richards filed $400,-
000 suit in Federal Court against
Decca, Music Corp. of America and
15 John Does, charging unauthor-
ized use of her work in releasing
album containing “Song of Resur-
rection.” She originally recorded
tune for soundtrack of 20th-Fox
film, “The Robe.” She claims re-
cording last April was authorized
only for film soundtrack, a “fact
reflected in compensation.”
Around November, according to

the complaint, defendants issued
two albums which included her
soundtracked disking. In addition to
using her work and name, the ah
bums created mistaken belief she
was a musician and not a vocalist,
she charged, citing labels reading
“Carole Richards, Alto Soloist,”
and “Carole Richards and Harp.”
In each case label put ”E” on her
first name, although her complaint
doesn’t spell her name that way.
She claims defendants acted in
“wanton” disregard to her rights,
and asks accounting of profits as
well as a restraining order pre-
venting further sale of albums.

Victor’s ‘Caravan’ to Tee/
In Ashville April 25

“The Country Caravan,” RCA
Victor’s troupe Of country and
western artists, will tee ofiLits two-
week concert tour in Asheville,
N.C., April 25, and will play 14
other dates hi the south.

Victor distributors in each city
are tying in with the “Caravan”
for artists’ promotion.

Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTEi The current comparative tales strength of the Artiste and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

toith Vamity. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored : two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music). ~ -

TALENT
POSITIONS
Thin Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNS

1

2 4

3 5 ,

4 3

5 6

6 2

7 7

8 8

v
9 9

10 . 10

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1 2

2 3

3 4

4 1

5 6

6 5

7 7

8 8

9 9

10 10

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

PERRY COMO (Victor)

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) . . .

.

DORIS DAY (Co'umbia)

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol)

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) .................

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol) ..........

, i

*'

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
0

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)

. Make Love To Me
Wanted
Young At Heart

Secret Love
I Get So Lonely

(Gross Over The Bridge
{Changing Partners
(My Restless Lover

fOh, My Papa
{A Girl, A Girl

[Anema E Core

(Answer Me, My Love
)Why
(Stranger in Paradise

’

)No Teardrops Tonight

(Vine Came The Grape
)Till Then

TUNES
(•ASCAP. fBMl)

TUNE. FtJBLISBER

MAKE LOVE TO ME Melrose

{YOUNG AT HEART. . .Sunbeam

‘WANTED Witmark

SECRET LOVE Remick

I GET SO LONELY. ... Melrose

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE .... . Laurel

ANSWER ME, MY LOVE. Bourne

STRANGER IN PARADISE Frank

OH, MY PAPA ... Shapiro-B

FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE. ...... Randy-S

La Scala Opera Inks

3-Yr. Deal With EMI
Milan’s La Scala, Italy’s top

opera company, will continue to

reach the U.S. wax market via

Angel Records. ‘ The Milan opera

group recently inked an exclusive

three-year pact with England's

Electrical & Musical Industries,

Ltd., for which Angel releases ex-

clusively difr the U.S,, Canada and

Mexico.
*

'

.

Pact calls for a minimum of

four operas a year and the use of

the Scala Opera House for the

cutting sessions. The new three-

year deal follows the current one-

year pact in which Angel released

six la Scala operas.

Angel also added Amalia, Portu-

geese warbler to its roster. Amalia

has played the nitery circuit in

the U.S.

Joe Candullo’s Lombardo
Encore in Freeport

Key West, Fla., March 30.

Joe Candullo’s band, at the Casa

Marina (“southernmost hotel in

the U. S.”) all winter, returns to

Guy Lombardo’s roadhouse in

Freeport, L. I., in May.

Candullo’s '54 Long Island re-

engagement will have added sig-

nificance because of bandleader-

showman Lombardo’s new venture

as impresario of the nearby Jones

Beach outdoor amphitheatre which

he is presenting.

MUSIC BIZ IN

SPRING SLUMP
After a good start in the first

months of this year, the music biz

has gone into a slump. Disk sales

have fallen off the last couple of

weeks, while pop sheet music has

been suffering even more acutely.

Disk industry execs are blaming
the dip on general economic con-
ditions rather than any lack of

good material. There are plenty of

hits and potential newcomers, but

the customers are cutting back
their purchases to only one or two
numbers where previously they
bought a handful.

At the 'current pace, it’s expect-

ed that the disk biz will equal, or

slightly exceed, last year’s take of

approximately $225,000,000 on the

retail levfcl. Sheet sales are way
down, with the top hits struggling

to hit the 300,000-copy marker.

Epic to Release Hit

Brit. Version of ‘Book’
Epic Records, Columbia subsid,

has picked up the British hit disk

coupling of “The Book” and “Yid-

disher Tears” by Robert Early and
Wally Stott for release in the U. S.

Platter was issued in England
by Philips. It’ll hit the U. S. mar-
ket sometime this week.

O’Seas Taped Shows Set

For Miller’s WNEW Airer
Mitch Miller, Columbia Records’

artists & repertoire 'chief, who re-
turned from Europe last week, has
brought back four taped shows to
be aired on his weekly WNEW
“The Money Record” series. Tapes
include interviews with the top
music biz personalities on thfe Con-
tinent.

First show on Miller’s European
experiences will tee off Sunday
(4).

Indie’s ‘Joyful’ Slice

Spurs Major Covers
“Oh, that’ll Be Joyful” is the

latest tune to step out of an indie
disk label origin for a wide spread
by the major record ciompajnies.

Tune was kicked off on the Coast
by the indie Combo label and has
been covered so far by Columbia,
Mercury and MGM. Both Decca
and RCA Victor are readying spe-

cial sessions to cut it sometime
this week. Atlantic also hopped on
with a rhythm & blues version.

Song was written by Jack Me-
Vey, Jake Potter and Paul Camp-
bell. Combo, incidentally, is owned
by Porter, while McVey etched the

vocal. “Joyful” is being published

by Ludlow Music, Howie Rich-

mond’s BMI firm.

Sol Yaged, clarinetist, heading a

new series of jazz sessions at the

Hotel Earle in Greenwich Village,

N. Y. t every Sunday.
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40th Anni ASCAP

Dimer Salutes

The American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers
marked the 40th anni of it$ found-
ing last night (Tues.) with a unique
tribute' to its veteran songwriters
at its annual dinner at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel, N. Y. Nine, old-

timers were brought on stage to

.

hear the assembled ASCAPltes do a
community-sing rendition of their
top songs in parody form.

L. Wolfe Gilbert was emcee and
parodist.! The vet tunesmiths and
the songs associated with them
were Jde E, Howard,: “I Wonder
Who’s Kissing Her Now”; Ernie
Burnett, “Melancholy Baby”; Al-
fred Bryan, “Peg O’ My Heart”;
Jack Norworth, “Shine On, Harvest
Moon”; George W. Meyer, “For Me
And My Gal”; Leo Edwards repping
his brother, the late.Gus Edwards*
"School Days”; Harry Tierney,
“Alice Blue Gown,” and William C.
Handy, “St. Louis Blues.”

For the first time In many years,
ASCAP opened its annual dinner
affair to the press.

BERNIE WAYNE PACTED

FOR 20TH FILM SCORE
Composer-conductor B e r n i e

Wayne, who’s been specializing in
disk instrumentals for the past
couple of years, has been tapped
by film . producer Robert Alan
Franklyn to pen the score for his
upcoming pic. Film, as yet untitled,

will star Vanessa Brown and will

be released via 20th-Fox.

Wayne, who is a Coral Records
pactee, will also etch the score
for the diskery. The score will be
published by Tommy Valando.
Wayne will begin his assignment
on the Coast in June.

802 Pitches Paid B’cast

Debate Idea in W0R Case
Getting nowhere

;
in

,
its efforts

to renew negotiations with WOR,
tv and radio, to end the present
deadlock, N. Y. .Local 802, Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians, is

willing to pay to talk to the sta-
tion's management Union execs
offered to meet WOR execs in a
paid broadcast debate on the merits
of the month-old dispute that has
seen the end of live music on the
WOR outlets.

A WOR spokesman 'stated that
the debate would serve no use-
ful function, but offered to submit
the case to arbitration. Local 802
has been asking for the rehiring
of 40 staff musicians plus wage
hikes similar to the ones granted
by the other webs in recently
signed contracts. WOR countered

|

with a demand to drop the quota
system and has followed through
by not using any live musicians
while the dispute has been in prog-
ress.

Buddy Morris, Eastman
To O.O. Music Biz O’Seas
Pub topper E. H. (Buddy) Morris

headed for Europe Monday (29) tc

o.o. the music biz scene there. Mor-
ris also expects to set up new af-

filiates on the Continent. He’ll be
accompanied by his attorney Lee
Eastman.

Morris will be gone about six

weeks. Meantime, his New York
headquarters is readying a move
from its longtime home in the Brill

Building. Switch to hew offices on
West 51st St. will take place next

month.

Italo Label Goes Pop
Sparked by the recent rash of

Italo-styled hits, Nightingale Rec-

ords, iridie Italian disk label, is

stepping into the pop field. Initial

release In the pop groove is Stuart

Foster’s etching of “Give Me
Love,” adapted from the Italian

original, “Dammi Amor.” -

Label, which headquarters in

New York, is headed up by Livia

G. Cerabino. Anthony Cerabino

handles the artists & repertoire

chores while Charles' Reade is in

the sales manager’s spot. ’Nightin-

gale currently is setting up na-

tional distribution.
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The FIRST record of the sensational new marching song

THE HAPPY WANDERER
The No. 3 English smash!

and his Musette, Chorus and Orchestra •

tr*

A fabulous ballad!

MY IMPOSSIBLE
LOVE 20/47-6716

a***".

RCA VlCTO
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Widespread practice among ac?

cordion teachers of making special

arrangements of pop tunes for

their students is cuing a move
among publishers to augment their

catalogs for the accordion. Idea

was sparked by a recent exchange
between the Music Publishers Pro-

tective Assn, and the Accordion
Teachers Guild over charges tiiat

some teachers were making Unau-
thorized arrangements for cuffo

distribution to their students.

While denying that accordion

teachers were alone guilty of this

practice,' .'.the guild stated that it

was sometimes pressed'by the lack

of accordion arrangements on the

market. It’s estimated that there

are several hundred thousand stu-

dents of that instrument. Although
publishers have issued many works
in accordion arrangements, jt’s

believed that the full potential has

not yet been tapped.

The MPPA, meantime, is taking

steps to stop the unauthorized ar-

rangements. In, many cases, the

teachers^include the cuffo mimeo-
graphed* copies as part of their

total fee. In such cases, the pubr
lishers of the pop tones receive

nothing. »

Gramercy Rye in

Artie Shaw’s Gramercy Five goes
into the Falcon Theatre Lounge in

Detroit today (Wed.) for a 12-day
stand and follows with one-week
dates at the TeiTace. Lounge,
East St. Louis, and the Sahara, Las
Vegas. •

Shaw, meantime, has replaced
Tal. Farlowe on guitar with Joe
Puma. <-

'

Juve Disk Market
Continued from pare 1

Golden Records, a Simon & Schus-
ter operation, Peter Pan and the
Children’s Record Guild. Latter
outfit peddles via a subscription
list which is now over 100,000.

Increased interest in platters

pegged for tots has sparked Col’s
move into the lowprice field. Kras-
now is now producing platters for
three price ranges, 25c, 49c and
98c.

The only hitch in ’54 ’s big take
potential is the dealer. Many re-

tailers around the country are still

brushing off children’s records by
considering them a Christmas item
only or by allotting them back of
the store display if any display at
all. Distribs have been briefed to
educate The dealer on the kidisk
potential and to inform them of
instances in which imaginative
merchandising and important dis-
play upped the sale of moppet
platters by 30% during an off sea-
son.

Pubs, too, look to the building
kiddie market as an added income
source.' Although the juve tunes
don’t bring in top revenue, except
when they break through as a pop

BETAR DISK BEST SELLEIS

Survey o/ retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob
tamed from leading stores in

19 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating lor this

and last week.

National
Rating

Ttys Last
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JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
“Make Love to Me” ........... 4 2 5 2 8 ’2 3 1

'

1 5 2 2 1

’ T 1

1 r' 9 4

* Wd

1 2 9 136

2

i
1

5

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

“Young at Heart”. 3 4 3 1 4 5 7 6* 2 .z 2 5 7 / 4 1 5 8 6 122

3

; N
4

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Wanted” 2 8 2 5 V 1 9 1 6 7 1 13 3 6 4 * 0 4 \ • .. 109

4 ; 3

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
"Secret Love”. . . 1 7 9 3 2 9 1 8 3 4 4 4 • • 4 * 44 6 3 6 2 3 1 99

5 6

FOUR KNfcHTS (Capitol)

“I Get So Lonely”. 8 6 «« 6 5 2 3 2 • 4 6 .

»

2 2 2 3 3 8 94

6 2
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Cross Over the,Bridge” . . . . 3 • • • 4 3 3 .. 4 4 4

4

1 4 5 4 9 7 7 85

7 • 7
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol) :

“Answer Me, My Love”.

.

10 1 8 7 6 10 8 7 9 4 • 0 8 .

.

5 8 3 8. 9 2 70

8

r

10
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Oh, My Papa” . . . 7 • • • • .. 3 4 8 4 4 • 4 ,4 4 4 • 9 9 4 4 4 4 4
.

4 10 30

9 8
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Stranger in Paradise” . 5

9

• • 4 1
* •* • . . 4 4 4 10 4 4 4 4 4 • 4 4 4 4 7 4 4 7

4

4 4

10 18
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“A Girl, A Girl” .. 10 4* 4 • • 4 6

.
• « .4 4 ' 4 # 4 9 4.4 41 4. 4 * 4 * * * # . * 0 .. 27

11 16
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
“Vine Came the Grape” b • • • * •

i

• * .. 10 5 4 4” 4 • '4 .4 4 4 4 4 9 4 4 8 . '4 * 6 4 24

12 9
GEORGIE-SHAW (Decca)
“TiU We Two Are One’*. ; , . . . . . .

.

.« • • 8 7 • • 4 0 9 .'7
4 4 8 4 4 0 4 10 * * .. 22

13 25
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Amor” . m m 9

\

•

‘
l «

'

• • • • 8 ,3 .. 4 4 3 • * * • .. 21

14 12
TONY MARTIN (Victorr
“HereH ... . , . r • • 1 9

*

4. • • 4 10 10 9 % • .44# # 4 * # * * • • * 0 ,. 16

15 11

RONNIE GAYLORD (Mercury)
“Cuddle Me” ......... 9 •

y
• •

r

• . • • • 4 4.. 4 4.. 4 4 4 5 0 # • * 0 0 • * 4 4 .. 13

16 17
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Anema E Core”. • • • • • • # • 4 * 4 4. « 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * • * •

.
• • .. 12

17A
LOU MONTE (Victor)
“Darktowp Strutters Ball * • • • • • • • • 4 4. « • # 4 ' 4 4 4 8 4 * * * • • * * .. 10

17B
FOUR ACES (Decca)
"Stranger in Paradise” * • » •

a

• •

%

4. • 4 4 # 4 4 4 4 4 4 4’ 4 4 4 4 4 * 1 .. 10

19A 19
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“No Teardrops Tonight”. • « * • • • « • 8 .. 9 7 4# 4 4 .. * 4

_

4 • k * • 0 # 9

19B 13
CROWS (Rama)

‘

“Gee” . . : • « • • • • 9 • • 2 .. 4 4 4 • 4 4 4 4 # 4 4 # 0 • 4 * 9

21 22
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“That’s Amore”1

• • • 9 • > 5
K

m m • # 4 4 4 4 4 4 10 _.
4 4 # • * • .. 7

22A 21
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“So Long” 4 • * • 7 • 4 • • 9l 4 4 9 » # 4 4 * * 0 6

22B 12
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Vine Came the Grape”. . • •

/

' • a 10

r

4 4 4 4 ' O 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 * ,. 6

24 14
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
“Till Then” * • • « ... * » .

• • 4 4 4 • • 4 4 4 • • 4 4 4 4 10 • 4 7 4 4 * 0 5

23 # *

EARTHA KITT (Victor)
“Stole De Wedding Bell”. • • * • # o * *

*
* 4 * * ‘ * O * * • 0 * • 0 * O • O'O ' 9 • 0 • • 10 .. 3

SIX TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 * 3 4. S

GLENN MILLER GLENN MILLER SONGS FOR MUSIC FOR KISMET
STORY' MEMORIAL YOUNG LOVERS LOVERS ONLY

film Soundtrack Glonn Mitlor
t

• (.

Frank Sinatra Jack!* Oloasan
.
Broadway. Cat!

Decca Victor , Capitol Capitol Columbia

DL 5519 LPT 3057- H 488 8352 ML 4850

«

I BELIEVI

Parry Com*

Victor

LPM 3188

hit as “Rudolph, the Red-Nosed
Reindeer,” they’re solid catalog
items and bring iii a steady in-

come, Even such a major pubbery

as the Warner Bros, group has
given its moppet tune division top
consideration. And some of the
younger pubs are building kiddie

catalogs only with an eye on the
longrange take.
Many of the>pop artists, who’ve

undertaken kidisk assignments,

claim it’s like an annuity for thei

since the juve platters aren't sul

jected to same vagaries as the po

platters. V

THE BIGGEST, fASTEST BREAKING NOVELTY HIT SINCE "THE THING"I

N

With These Terrific Records

Tht Original Record

JACK McVEA
Combo ,

THE FOUR LADS
Columbia

MOREY AMSTERDAM
FRANCEY LANE
MIITON OE IUGG Orchnlra

M-G-M

JESSE STONE
Atlantic "

.

BOBBY WAYNE
GENE BAYLOS

Mercury

w

Wordi and Music by Jack McV«a, Jaka Porter and Paul Campbell

More Coming!

Ludlow Music, Inc. • 151 West 46th Street, New York 36, N. Y. • Coring Buzzoll, Now York • lucky Wilbor, California
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WSM's Opry artists played 2,895 stage shows to

capacity audiences last year throughout the United

States and Canada . . .
proof positive that

they're pulling stronger than ever.

So the old story still holds true: there's nothing

the matter with show business that good

shows can f
t cure. Grand Ole Opry units on

the road are consistent money makers.

To find out how they can be money-makers

for you, check with Jim Denny, Director,

Artists' Service Bureau, WSM,

Nashville, .Tennessee. 1
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‘Alcoholic Blues’ Legal Row Recalls

By JIM WALSH
An old/pop song may be down

but it’s never out.

Foregoing cliche seems to apply

to Tin Pan Alley in view of the

recent suit brought by Broadway
Music, against Mercury Records.

Broadway charges Mercury with

copyright infringement by record-

ing Edward Laska and A1 Von
Tilzer’s 1919 tune, “The Alcoholic

Blues." (Incidentally, Broadway is

currently engaged in another has-

sle with Mercury over the release

of a record called “That’s the

Price I Paid for You," which the

publisher claims is really Charles

McCarron & Ray Walker’s 1914

ditty, “The Price I Paid for You.")

If any group of songs, in Ameri-

can history has appeared obsolete

and doomed beyond redemption,

th~ batch inspired by the immi-

nence and advent of national pro-

hibition would seem the victims.

Yet here, 35 years after pro-

hibition barged in to dampen the

spirits of the bibulous boys and
girls, a . recording of “The Alco-

holic Blues" shows up to touch

off court action.

This looks to be a good jumping
off point for surveying the history

of booze ballads, with particular

reference to the deluge of ditties

that was touched off by the 1919

drought. The topical song was in

its heyday then, and probably for

genuine cleverness and humor
there never has been a better out-

pouring than the prohibition era

laments. That may be because the

boys, smiling through their tears,

put their hearts into what they

were writing.

Prohibitionists of course haveM
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BOCA CHICK (Sunbeam)

BNIE WAYNE (Coral)

CRAZY MIXED UP.SONG (Trinity)

PETER UNO MAYES A MARY HEALY

(Essex)

ELEANOR! (Tannan)

PERCY FAITH (Colombia)

I WENT OUT OF MV WAY hmd

BOR STEWART (BMI)

V YOU LOVE ME (Dachau)

KAY STARR (Capitol)

I’M GONNA HAVE SOME FUN
(Eastwkk)

BUNNY PAIR (Essex)

J

IT HAPPENS (BMI Canada)

MARY MAYO (Banida)

JILTED (SbaMon)

TERESA BREWER (Coral)

LTTTLE bonne bunny (Glonwood)

JIMMY BOYD (Columbia)

LONESOME LOVER (Trinity)

PETER UNO HAYES. R MARY HEALY

v (Essex)

>

RIDIN’ TO TENNESSEE
* (Johnstone-Montei)

GISEIE MacKENZIE (Capitol),

TEDDY PHILUPS (Darby)

ROBERTA LEE (Dacca)

R00 R00 KANGAROO (Milbar-Edgar)

RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)

JIMMY ROMA (Rainbow)

UES ELGART (Columbia)

THE STEPS OF ST. MARIE (Lowell)

BOB STEWART (MGM) .

SUCH A NIGHT (*oi.igh>

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbio)

CLYDE McPHATTER (Atlantic)

BUNNY PAUL (Euax)

DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury)

JANE TURZY (DeCca)

THIS IS WHY I LOVE YOU
(Highland)

ROSEMARY BELAN (Bello)

Btffboard Cash tax
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Sleeper of

the Weak Bast Bat
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Sleeper of

the Week Very Good
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Spotlight

Disk of

the Week xceBent

•0
(Excellent)

Sleeper of

the Weak

Satisfactory Bast Bet Good

BestBuy
Disk of

the Weak Best Bat

74 (Good) B (Vary Good) ExcoHont

80
(ExcoHont)

Sleeper of

the Week Vary Good

Tuna

Spotlight C-f- (Good)

i

Good

Sritisfactory

74 (Good)

B (Vary Good)

l

Very Good

80
(ExcoHont)

Tuno
Spotlight

;

74 (Good)

Bast Bat

-H

(Excellent)

Bast Bat

Good

75 (Good) B (Very Good) Vary Good

Bast Buy
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(ExcoHont)
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Spotlight

76 (Good)
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the Wook

Sleeper of

the Week

B (Very Good)

C-f- (Good)

Vary Good

Very Good

Very Good

Talent

Spotlight Best Bet

long had their musical assaults on
the Bum Devil, ranging from
Henry C. Work’s time-honored
“Father, Dear Fafnei , Come Home
With Me Now" to .."Do Brewer's
Big Hosses" and “Molly and the
Baby, Don't You Know?" which
Homer Rodeheaver used to sing at

Billy Sunday’s “hit the trail" re-

vivals.

In the '90s and early 1900s
there were several schooners full

of songs singing the praises of
malt beverages. Reginald De Ko-
ven’s “Brown October Ale," intro-

duced in “Robin Hood,”, was one.
Then around 1902 came Dan
McAvoy’s “The Beer That Made
Milwaukee Famous" and Heelan

.
&

Helf’s “Beer, Beer, Beer."

,But the top beer number was
Vincent Bryan & Harry Von Til-

zer’s ‘‘Down Where the Wurz-
burger Flows,” which gave Nora
Bayes one of her greatest hits.

Nora, never a gal to chant the
praises of total abstinence, made a
hit a decade later with a German
dialect opus, “What Good is Water
When You’re Dry?” (Ray Goetz,
James Kendis & Herman Paley)
and in the bone-dry era, she did
the music to Ring Lardner’s words
for an unsuccessful “Prohibition
Blues."

It was soon obvious that Bryan
and Von Tilzer had hit on a good
tling, So they followed with “Un-
der the Anheuser Bush,” and “On
the Banks of the Rhine With a
Stein." Von Tilzer may then have
lost interest in beer ballads, but
Biyan hadn’t, for he ganged up
with Seymour Furth in “Bud-
weiser’s a Friend of Mine" and
with J. B. Mullen in “Over the
Pilsener Foam. Stanley Murphy .

came through with one called
“Beerland," recorded by Josie
Sadler. With the coming of the
dry laws, beer sopgs died ouf. Tor-
mented by visions of a Great
Thirst, which proved worse in an-
ticipation than reality, the boys
clamored for hard likker or
nothin’. But in the dying days of
the Volstead Era, in 1931, Harris
Shawn wrote “We Want Our Beer,"

;

which got recorded by some of the
minor companies. It expressed
the sentiments of a lot of people,
but wasn’t a hit.

Noble Experiment Tunes
And now to the days of the

Noble Experiment itself. In 1916,
three years before war-time pro-
hibition went into effect, Will J.

Hart, Ed Moray, Malvin Franklin &
Ray Walker combined on “Ever
Since That Town of Mine Went
Dry.” It could have gone bigger.

In 1919 the same four names were
affixed to “Ever Since the Coun-
try Went Bone Dry,” presumably a
revise of the 1916 number.
One of the cleverest dry law

dirges, “Everybody Wants a Key
to My Cellar," was by Ed Rose,
Billy Baskett 8c Lew Pollack. J.

Keirn Brennan, Gus Edwards 8c

Paul Cunningham expressed the
sentiments of irate returning
servicemen when they did “Amer-
ica Never Took Water (And Amer-
ica Never Will)." The possibility

of emigration to less arid lands
was discussed in “I’m Goin’ to Set-
tle Down Outside of London
Town" (Joe McCarthy & - Fred
Fisher), ‘Til See You in C-U-B-A”
(Irving Berlin), “Bimini Bay” (Gus
Kahn, Raymond Egan 8c Richard
Whiting), and “It Will Never Be
Dry Down in Havana" (William
Tracey and Halsey Mohr).
But the biggest hit undoubtedly

was Laska and A1 Von Tilzer’s “Al-
coholic Blues.” The words were
clever, and the tune catchy. It was
one of the smash hits of 1919 and
here it is back. 35 years later, caus-
ing a suit about that Mercury
record!
There was real humor in “Sa-

hara, We’ll Soon Be Dry Like
You,” by A1 Bryan 8c Jean
Schwartz, and in “How Are You
Goin’ to Wet Your Whistle (When
the Whole Darn

.
World Goes Dry)?"

by Francis Byrne, Frank McIntyre
8c Percy Wenrich.
The feminine angle was also

prominent in “Please Don’t Take
Away the Girls” (Bryan &
Schwartz), “I Married the Boot-
legger's Daughter" (Frank Crumit)
and “She Was the Moonshiner’s
Daughter But I Loved Her Still"
(Burke & Johnson). As evidence
of the popularity of moonshining
and bootlegging in the South, Co-
lumbia issued a long series of
“Corn Licker Still In Georgia” rec-
ords by hillbilly- talent, and the
Georgia cracker fiddler, John Car-
son, made records with his daugh-
ter, Rosa, on which she called her-
self “Moonshine Kate."
The dangers of drinking home-

made wood alcohol concoctions
was pointed out in 1921 by Lew
Brown & Brandon Walsh In “Oh,

Broadcast Music, Inc.
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Disk Companies* Best Sellers4H
CAPITOL ARTIST

. . . .Four Knight*1. I GET SO LONELY
I COULDN’T STAY AWAY FROM YOU

2. ANSWER ME, MY LOVE Nat (King) Cole
WHY -

3. YOUNG AT HEART ............. ; . Frank Sinatra
TAKE A CHANCE N* »

1 i I REALLY DON'T WANT TO KNOW . . Les Paul-Mary Ford4
’ SOUTH
< 5. I’D CRY LIKE A BABY >Dean Martin

HEY BROTHER, POUR THE WINE

COLUMBIA
1* MAKE LOVE TO ME Jo Stafford

ADI, ADIOS AMIGO
+ 2* SECRET LOVE ...... ....... Doris Dav
* DEADWOOD STAGE
4 3. -EASTER' PARADE . ...... .......

,

,

,

Ltberace
THE ROSARY

4. KID’S LAST FIGHT v . Frartkie Laine
LONG DISTANCE LOVE

5. THERE’LL BE NO TEARDROPS TONIGHT . . Tony Bennett
MY HEART WON’T SAY GOODBYE

CORAL
1. JILTED . „ Teresa Brewer

LE GRAND TOUR DE L’AMOUR
2. SIGNPOST .Eileen Barton

JESSE JAMES
3. SIZE 12 Don Cornell

HOLD ME
4. THE ZOO Johnny Desmond

WOULD YOU LET ME HOLD YOUR HEART
5. I LOVE YOU -. Jimmy Wakely-Lawrence Welk

I STOPPED LIVIN’

;;
DECCA

. , 1. AMOR ..... Four Aces
SO LONG

f 2. YOUNG AT HEART . Bing Crosby-Guy Lombardo
^ I GET SO LONELY '

o 3. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE Georgie Shaw
’’ HONEYCOMB

4. LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT Kitty Kallen
< I DON’T THINK YOU LOVE ME ANYMORE
;; 5. MORE THAN ANYONE ."Jeff Chandler
. I SHOULD CARE

s

t

< LONDON
1. CRYSTAL BALL . .

• > THE CREEP
” 2. IF YOU LOVE ME
1 C’EST LA VIE
4 8. MY LITTLE MUSTARD SEED .

;; MY LOVE FOR YOU
o 4. JUST A DREAM OR TWO AGO
“ I WAS A FOOL IN LOVE

5. FLIRTATION WALTZ .

<• PRELUDE TO A MEMORY

• ; 4 • • Johnston Bros.

^ Vera Lynn

Lee Lawrence

. Lita Roza

Frank Chacksfield

MERCURY ;
O 1. CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE : : Patti Page

MY RESTLESS LOVER ^
:: 2. FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE Gaylords <
« STOLEN MOMENTS
’’ 3. CUDDLE ME Ronnie Gaylord <1

<» OH AM I LONELY f
4. MELANCHOLY ME Eddy Howard

”

« : I WONDER WHAT’S BECOME OF SALLY ‘ >

o 5. MY SIN . Georgia Gibbs “

;;
I’LL ALWAYS BE HAPPY WITH YOU ”

m-g-m
'

1 . AM I IN LOVE , Joni James ’’

" MAYBE NEXT TIME
o 2. LOST IN LOVELINESS , . . Billy Eckstine “
° DON’T GET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE ”

4 > 3. YOU BETTER KEEP IT ON YOUR MIND . . Hank Williams «

LOW DOWN BLUES '

' V
’’ 4. SING IT PAkSAN . .Nocturnes <»

4. I SAW A STRANGER .

”5. I HAVE A SECRET Ivory Joe Hunter
’’

: ;
I FEEL SO GOOD

RCA VICTOR
’’ 1. WANTED
, . LOOK OUT THE WINDOW

2. ANEMA E CORE
;; A GIRL, A GIRL
< 3. HERE
” PHILOSOPHY
o 4. SOMEWHERE (THERE IS SOMEONE) ....
- WON’T YOU FORGIVE ME -

;;
5. SOMEBODY STOtE DE WEDDING BELL

LOVIN’ SPREE

.Perry Como

Eddie Fisher

Tony Martin

. .Lou Monte

. .Eartha Kitt

They’re Such Nice People," and
the conniving law enforcement of-
ficer was shown up in song when
Harry Pease, Ed. G. Nelson &
Howard Johnson wrote “In the Old
Town Hall,” which mentioned a
sheriff with enough hootch stored
away to last 35 years.

After a year or so the torrent
of booze songs slowed to a trickle,
but jeers at the dry laws continued
to appear at intervals. Billy Rose,
Mort Dixon & Harry Warren had
a successful one in 1928, “Hello,
Montreal." Then, just twenty years
ago, came repeal^-and about all
the yearning lads could do wa*
come through with “It’s Time to
Sing ’Sweet Adeline' Again"!

“The finest sound on record"

America's- Fastest

^Selling :Records!
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Tunesmiths are continuing to get In on the dishing act. Latest

writers to etch their product on waxjsre Bob Wells, Ralph Blaine and
Joseph Myrow, Trio penned the score for the UI filmuslcal, “French

Line ” Using the nora-de-disk of The Bon Vivants, the combo waxed
“With a Kiss” and “Looking For Trouble 1

* on the indie American label.

Blaine also .went solo on the same label with a coupling of “Wait Till

You Bee Paris’* and “The French Line.” American, incidentally, is

Mills Music subsid. Mills is publishing the score. ^
Broadcast Music Inc. has made a tieup with Seventeen, the juve

mag. tor sponsorship of a contest among young composers of concert

music. Winner will get his work recorded by a major company under

a subsidy provided by the mag. Contest will be incorporated in the

BMI Student Composers. Radio Awards, which offers $7,500 in

scholarships and subsistence prizes to student composers in the U. S.

and Canada.

RCA Victor has now dipped Into its archives of wax* masters for a

new album of “suave swing” framed around Jack Hylton’s British

dance band of the 1930s. Hylton at that time fronted one of England’s

more sophisticated crews for the Mayfair and West End trade. Cur-

rently, Hylton is a legit musical producer in London.
• 1

In a special disk jockey promotion for the Ames Bros.’ VMan With the

Banjo.” RCA Victor is issuing a special disk with the current pop on
one side, backed with a 1901 banjo solo of “Tell Me Pretty Maiden”
by Vess Ossman. Latter cut the first side ever released by the Victor

company. Promotion is also tying iri with National Banjo Week, start-

ing yesterday (Tues.).

1
*

Stadium Preps 37th Year;
Kosty, Monteux to Baton
The 37th season of Stadium Con-

certs at Lewisohn Stadium, , N. Y.,
will begin June 21 and extend six
weeks.

Pierre Monteux has been reen-
aged to conduct five concerts;
lexander Smallens will also re-

turn to conduct four, while Andre
Kostelanetz will again be on hand
for two.

Sir Adrian Boult will baton ,for
four. In line with Stadium policy
of introducing a new American con-
ductor each season, Thomas Scher-
man, musical director of the Little
Orchestra Society, will make . his
Stadium debut, to conduct five con-
certs.

Sam Fox, Aberbachs In Hassle
Continued from pane 47

interfere with recordings of the
song. ... We will Indemnify all

recording companies and all of our
licensees against any damage that
they sustain. .

.” At least one other
publisher in the U. S., besides. Fox
and H&R, believes that he also had
the rights to the number from
Bosworth but does not plan to
press his claim. Sonny Cox, of Box
Sc Cox, alleges that. he. had a verbal
commitment from Bosworth when
he was In England last month.

Interest in the tune for the U. S.

has been spurred by its rapid climb

to the No. 2 spot on the British
bestseller lists. Number, written by
F. W. Moeller with English lyrics
by Antonia Ridge, was introduced
in England a couple of months ago
at the Welsh music festival. Six
British wax versions have slncjS

come out, with RCA Victor getting
(he first U. S. etching via Henri
Rene’s orch and choral rendition.

Jack Shalndlln, freelance pie
musical director, into New York
Hospital (N.Y.) this week for minor
surgery.

—
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On One-Niter, Vaude Circuit Route
London, March. 23.

Dance bands are on the crest

of a wave in Britain just now.
Their wartime boom was followed

by a postwar slump, but there are

now clear signs that this is over.

Not only are one-niters' coining

plenty of shekels for the wander-
ing bands, but. the new trend for

bands in variety Is developing

along healthy financial lines.

The Jack Parnell orch are the

pioneers of this new' trend with

the roafl-show, “Jazz Wagon,”
which is scoring heavily around
the country; and now alto-saxo-

phone leader Ken .Mackintosh
started a variety tour at Notting-

ham yesterday (Mon.). Johnnie
Gray has also signed up his band
to tour in the Stanley Dale va-

riety show, “Musical Express,”
which takes the road id May.
Singer Tony Brent is, also on the
bill.

Geraldine’s orch has signed for

a new production, “Star Time,”
which opens at Coventry Hippo-
drome on June 12, and further
evidence of the trend is the fact

that top-ranking British dance
crews are being booked to accom-
pany the American singing stars

on their visits here.

Vic Lewis will play with Nat
(King) Cole for his variety dates
at the Empire, Glasgow (week
April 12) and Empire, Liverpool
(week, April 19) plus Sunday con-
certs and, will do their own, 25-
minute spot on the bill. Johnny
Dankworth and his combo are also
scheduled to do likewise for John-
nie Ray's one-niters at the end
of April.

As against all this, a warning
note has been struck by band-
1 ader Ted Heath who, having just
completed two click weeks at the
London Palladium, has announced

A Solid Ballad Hit!

»/(/ i ,u.

inti: t u.
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that he is not accepting any more
variety dates. Reason, he says,
is that in a theatre, a band has
to cater for a very different audi-
ence which is usually difficult to
please, and also the playing of a-
set show tends to make 9 band
stale.

Bookers' attitude, however, is

more . concerned with the possi-
bility of bringing teenagers into
the variety theatres, and thus cre-
ating a new audience for variety.
At the moment, the signs are that
the established routine of a few
acts* thrown on one after one is

creating an apathy among usual
variety-patrons; now, it is hoped,
the bands will bring in a new
public and so revive interest in the
British music-hall.

BBC Band Kick
Significant support for the new

trend is coming from the BBC who
announced their program sched-
ules for the April-June quarter
this week, and show that they
have gone all out for dance music
and popular music shows. There
will, in fact, be regular dance
band shows every day of the week.

The Billy f Cotton Band Show
returns on Sunday, March 28, fol-

lowed by a series, “Concert
Grand,” in which

#
all kinds of

piano-playing, from jazz to classi-

cal, will he featured.
|

On Mondays, the BBC Show
Band Show continues its run, as
well as a live series of regular
jazz broadcasts, commencing
April 12, with the Ronnie Scott
orch, the Tony Kinsey Trio, and
pianist Dill Jones.

On Tuesdays, starting March 30,
Ted Heath and his music have
their own “Swing Session” pro-
gram, lasting over an* hour, to
which an audience to being in-

vited.

On Wednesdays, half-hour of

dance music by the leading bands
will be heard at lunch time and
Thursdays features the Kenny
Baker Dozen band show, as well
as Eric Jupp and his Society Music
combo. Friday nights features the
BBC Show Band, directed by Cyril
Stapleton, and Saturday afternoon
sees a new jazz-record program,
“The World* of Jazz,” starting
April 17. First consists of extracts
from Benny Goodman’s Carnegie
Hall Concert in 1938.

. On Saturdays evenings, late-

night dance takes the shape of

bands and cabaret in one of those
pseudo-nitery settings under the
general title of “Club Piccadilly;”

Forthcoming “Invasion” by the
top U.S. recording-stars is also
making plenty of work for British
dance crews. Johnny Dankworth
and his combo are accompanying
Johnnie Ray for concerts in April,

and also Nat (King) Cole for two
concerts on April 26.

Eric Wlnstone orch will be act-

ing in a similar capacity to A1
Martino for Sunday concerts dur-
ing May and June; while the- Ron-
nie Scott band is doing a fifteen-

days’ concert tour backing Guy
Mitchell in May. Vic Lewis is ac-

companying Cole in variety at

Glasgow and Liverpool during
April, and they are also being
readied for a projected tour here
by June Christy. '

WOR WANTS MUSIC-

BUT NOT THE MUSICIANS

WHO CREATE IT

WOR-TV
ChoniMlO

WOR
710 Kilocyd*i

Mutual

Broadcasting System

LOCAL S02
Amaricon Federation

of Murlctani

LIVI MUSIC
IN AMERICA

TMM AM fM MClSt
• /

"" ABC, CBS, NBC and WOR-MUTUAL have employed musicians (0

1

many yeari. Tb#
first three still employ at least 65 musicians each.

' iw

*“ But WOR-MUTUAL, despite admitted profits of well over $1,000,000 in 1933, bis

locked out its 40 musicians.

Because it must have music, *WQR uses records. They are not WOR’s records. It

does not spend or invest a penny in their manufacture/ They are made by record com*
panies for home use—not for radio or TV.

Yet WOR parasitically uses over and over this product of others, at tremendous profits

for itself, while it refuses to employ the men without whom the product could not

have been created.

x,
On March 12, 1954, Now York Suprama Court JutHca Email E. t. Hammor
(tented WOR's motion for an injunction to provont local t02 from picketing.

In his written dodslon Justlco Hammor sold:

“.The nutter involved here is of great interest not alone to thd broad-

casting industry and to musicians but also inyolves the public ... In '

addition public education, culture and entertainment are matters

which should receive the solicitous concern and consideration of all

theparties to this litigation as well as those outside who are watchfully

awaiting tjte outcome hereof.”

Wl SUGGEST YOU ASK WOR THESE BASIC QUESTIONS!

ASK WOK— if its policy of doing away with live music is in the public interest.
*

ASK WOR-if it has no responsibility for keeping music alive in America.

A^K WOR— how it justifies using without pay—and in a deliberate effort to destroy

him—the mechanical substitutes which the musician himself creates.

ASK WOR— how long it will take, with this policy, to do away with live musician!

altogether—so that they will no longer be available to create even these mechanical

instruments of self-destruction.

. TO THE PUBLIC!

"Yes, we are fighting for our fobs—that's our problem.

"But, at the same time, we are fighting for live music in America— that's yout

problem.

"In this fight, Local 802 cannot pit itself financially against the Mutual Broad*

tasting System. We can ill-afjord even the cost of this advertisement. But we
tan whs—with your active intervention and support, You, the people, oum the

channels on which WOR and WOR-TVoperate. You have the right to demand of

WOR and WOR-TV that these channels are used in your best interest—and not

against it.

"We respectfully ask you to exercise that right."

Al KMOff,

CHARIJS t. IUCCI, Uutfff
HY JAW*,

%

EXECUTIVE BOARD, LOCAL 802
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS, A.FA.

&L —
Al MANUn, totUm*
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Itew York
The Four Esquires, Epic Rec-

ords’ vocal combo, inked to a man-
agement pact by Jerry Field ...
Roberts Distributing named to
handle the Audiqo* Record line in

St. Louis . . . Thrush Verna Leeds
visiting deetoysjn Connecticut . . .

Pianist Miml . Warren currently at
the Biltmore Hotel, Providence . . .

Warbler Joan Roberts pacted to
Quality Records ... Bertlce Read-
ing began a. week’s engagement at
the Alamo Supper Club, Detroit,
Monday (29) . . . Dean Parker.
MGM Records’ pactee, opened an
engagement at the Carousel Club.
Pittsburgh, Monday (29>.

Joe C'ida, Joy Music exec, back
from Chicago after a quickie busi-
ness trio ... Nitery team Sammy
Davis Jr., and The Will Mastin
Trio have penned “You Can Be
Anyone You Want To Be" for the
U-I pic “Three Gobs In Paris” . . .

Doree Nelson, dancer in Metro’s
“Rose Marie.” made the rounds of
the New York deejays Monday (29)

in Indian garb plugging MGM's
soundtrack album of the filmusical
. . . Crooner Jerry Vale to be feted
at a cocfctailery tomorrow (Thurs.)
by Times-Columbia at the Hotel
Warwick . . . Ted Weems orch into
the Hotel Statler’s Cafe Rouge
April 9.

Chicago
Claude Thornhill on one-niters

In this territory through April . .

Pee Wee Hunt set for Angelo’s,
Omaha. April 3 for one frame ...
Terry Gibbs ouartet into Stream-
liner. Chi. April 20 for three weeks
. . . Al Morgan extended at Pre-
view Lounge through May, with a
two month option remaining . . .

Leo Peepers tapped for Lakeside
Park Ballroom. Denver. May 14 for
fortnight. He’ll open the Lakeside
season . . . Buddy De Franco head-
ed for three weeks at Streamliner
beginning June 1. 0

London
Dickie Valentine, singer with

i

Ted Heath for five years, embark- !

ing oh a solo variety career at
i

Manchester on April 19 . . . Man-

j

tovani to record music for two

!

German films, parting June . . .

!

Agent Gerald . Cohen leaves for
business trip to New York and
Hollywood April 8 . . . During its

European tour, the Woody Herman
: orch will play U.S.A.A.F. camps in

England. Dates fixed for Scul*
thorpe. Lines, are April 13 and 14,

when the British combo; Ronnie
Scott orch, will play opposite Her-
man . .. Lena Horne negotiating
for variety tour here in the sum-
mer.

Pittsburgh
Nat Cole booked for the Twin

Coaches the week of May 17 ...
Brad Hunt orch landed the Grove
City College Pan-Hellenic Ball for
the second straight year . . vJean
Matthews threesome into the Villa

Cafe in Dormont for anindefinite
stay. Villa Cafe is owned by a mu-
sician, Vince Sortino. who played
trumpet in Stanley Theatre’s old
house band for years . . Billy
Merle's . Tune Toppers signed for
extended stretch to provide week-
end music at Gakhurst Tea Room
in Somerset . . . Bands of Johnny
Roberts and Marty King set for
William Penn Tavern when spring
season opens at Jimmy Sundrey’s
big room on April 21 . . . Baroft
Elliott’s orch get the next two
weekends at Vogue Terrace before
theatre-restaurant goes back to
week-long operation with Lionel
Hampton . . . Buddy Hodgkiss, or-
ganist. has joined A1 Fremont com-
bo at Merry-Go-Round . . MAD- i

moiselles follow Mimic Men into
the Monte Carlo Monday (5) for
three weeks . . Art Farrar band
signed for jazz concert being spon-
sored by The Guardsmen at Syria
Mosque April 19.

Dallas
Jimmy Joy's local orch into Dal-

las Athletic Club’s Mayan Room
. . . Truett Jones, ex-Harry James
sideman, one-nighting at home
with his own orch after daytime in-
surance biz . . . Layton Bailey, ex-
local maestro, assigned to MCA
branch here for vidpix sales after
eight years in the Chi office . . .

Pee Wee Hunt orch due at Lou-
ann’s. May 3-9 . . . Sammy Kaye
orch and show inked for May 3

SETAE SHEET BEST SEUERS

Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based pn

,
reports

obtained from leading stores in *

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this,

and last week.
* ASCAP t BMI 1

~ P
2 fl« ***

S 2

National
Bating

This Last
wk. wk.

1 2

2 1

3 4
4~3
5A 8

5B 10

7 5

8 9

9

10 11

11 6

12

13 13

14

15 12

Title and Publisher

tYoung at Heart (Sunbeam) . .

.

Secret Love (Remick) . . .. .

Wanted (Witmark)

Make Love to Me (Melrose) . .

.

Cross Over Bridge (Laurel). ..

I Get So Lonely (Melrose). . ,

.

Stranger in Paradise (Frank) .

.

Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B). . . .

.

tCbanging Partners (Porgie) . .

.

Answer Me, Love (Bourne) . .

.

Heart of My Heart (Robbins) .

.

tHere (H&R) ,

Vine Came Grape. (Raridy-S)

A Girl, A Girl (Valando)

That's Amore (Paramount)
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one-nighter at North Texas State
College, Denton. Tex. .... . Jazz at

the Philharmonic” returns Sept. 29
at State Fair Aud . . . Community
Course has pacts with Yma Sumac
and Yehudi Menuhin for concerts
at McFarlin Aud this fall.

Omaha
Claude Maxwell, backed by Wal-

ter Harrold's orch, opened at the
Off Beat . . . Ak-Sar-Ben signed
New York Philharmonic orch for
a May 15 concert . . . Muriel Lynne
Trio held over at the Colony Club.

San Antonio
Frankie Carle coming in town

for engagements at military bases
in mid-April . . . Tex Benecke orch
slated for the town’s annual Po-
lice Benefit Ball at the Coliseum,
May 29 . . . Sammy Kaye booked
May 3 at North Texas State Col-
lege at Denton for two shows.

Fantasy Fancies Folk

Singers; Inks Mohrs
Fantasy Records, Coast diskery,

has stepped out of the jazz field

to ink Odetta Jc Larry Mohr, folk

singers, now’ at the Tin Angel in

San Francisco.
Fantasy has been chiefly active

in the progressive jazz field with;
the Dave Brubeck combo. 1

Dacca
Continued from page 47

bigs and Rackmil’s salary from
Decca and Universal was rapped
as an “obvious and unfair distor-

tion of the true facts.” As against

Lloyd’s tagging Rackmil as Decca’s
“parttime president,” the board
stated that Lloyd “neglects to tell

you that he devoted his full time
to the combined operations of both
Decca and Universal Pictures.”

Decca board’s statement accused
Lloyd of attempting to seek “con-
trol of the company for his own
selfish interests.” Lloyd is tagged
with “admitting,” in a letter dated
March 17, 1953 to Rackmil, that he
“specifically demanded that he be
made chairman of the board of

directors; that the president of the
company report to him on all ac-

tivities; that he be one of the Decca
directors to be elected a director
of Universal Pictures; that his per-
sonal attorney be

t
appointed gen-

eral counsel, not only to Decca but
to Universal Pictures.” The state-

ment continues that “at the time
Mr. Lloyd was making these de-

,

mands, he was also seeking to have
his wife made head of one of the
most important departments in the
record division.”

In a rundown of Decca’s earn-
r.gs since Rackmil became prexy
in 1949, the statement gave the
following figures: $820,475 in 1949;
$1,005,177 in 1950; $703,670 in

1951; $933,265 in 1952, and $1,240.-
438 in 1953.

Decca Sets Up Branch

As St Louis Outlet
Decca -Records will henceforth

operate in St. Louis out of a fac-
tory-owned branch. Diskery re-
cently ended its distrib tieup with
the ARA Co. in that city. Bob
Snell, formerly with ARA, has
joined Decca to manage the St.

Louis branch.

Decca now has 26 wholly-owned
branches and 21 distribs in its sales
setup.

Al Donahue Leases

Santa Monica Ballroom
Al Donahue has taken a five-year

lease on the Santa Monica Ball-
room, Cal., where Spade Cooley
winds an eight-year stand at the
end ,jof this month. Cooley had
been featuring oatune material but
Donahue will stress a straight
danceband policy.

Orchster, who’ll manage the spot
himself, plans a renovation job on
the ballroom. He formerly was in-
volved in the management of. the
Totem Pole Ballroom outside of
Boston. *

Bop to Bach
Chicago, March 30.

Observations of a prominent
music educator are that bebop
is decreasing and longhair
music increasing in popularity
with American youth. This was
told to 15,000 members of
Music Educators National Con-
ference, which met here last
week, by the conclave’s prexy
Ralph E. Rush.

Rush said: “In many high
schools bebop is no more pop-
ular today than serious or clas-
sical music," and he points out
that educational programs in
schools are creating a greater
swing towards the longhair
mode. Interest In music gen-
erally is getting a big hypo
from television, he explained.

FRED DAY, JOHN ABBOTT

SAILING BACK TO ENG.
The Fred Days and the John Ab-

botts, execs of Francis Day &
Hunter, English music pubbery,
are sailing back to London the
hard way. They must embark
aboard.the Queen Mary from Hali-
fax which departs Friday (2), with
special boat trains from New York
leaving today and tomorrow
(Thurs)., due to the Gotham dock
strike.

, Day and his managing director
Abbott have been in the U. S. and
Nassau on business and pleasure.

SPA Council Elections

Skedded for May 6
Elections for one-third of the

council of the Songwriters Protec-
tive Assn, has been skedded for
May 6. SPA council consists of 21
members, each serving for a three-
year term, with seven elected annu-
ally. Naming of officers will be
held directly after the council
election results are in.

SPA currently has 2,300 song-
writers in its ranks, a. peak for the
organization. Among those who
have signed up recently are Ogden

Nash, Eric Korngold, Lil Arm-
strong and Sophie Tucker,

/
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. Washington, March 80.

To facilitate the, routing of en<

tertainment units to overseas

points the Dept of Defense will

grant a special privilege in April to

a 10-performer unit * Put together

by WOR, N. Y. (Nat Abramson),

this unit will get free military

transportation and ' board during

some three weeks of dates in U. S.

garrisons in Germany, France, Brit-

ain and Belgium. But contract

provision has been made for the

unit to take a “delay in route” of

some four months. Thereby the

talent can play European, dates

commercially without confronting

the overseas showmen with salaries

large enough to include travel.

This “delay in route” provisos is^

expected to be widely adopted in

future troop shows.
Performers will benefit and Jhe

Defense Dept, will benefit, getting

a better grade of turns since the

losr is balanced by gain.

During past week, three units

have checked into the Pentagon

for briefing by Col. Joseph Goetz

before fanning out to hospitals in

this area and as far north as Maine.

Chantoosey Eusan Zanuck headed

up a Trio with pianist George
Dunne and comic Tommy Noonan.
Another troupe is headed by Chico

Marx and Kay Marx, ex-wife of

Groucho.
.

. .

'

Others in this Hollywood unit,

which made a stopover at Fitzsim-

mons in Denver before coming
east, include Lenny Sherman, Bell

Sisters, Nash Sisters, - Merry An-
ders, Larry Roberts and • Edith

Strother. .

A third unit left a week ago for

Limestone, Maine. Includes Johnny
Grant, Jerry Colonna, Penny Sin-

gleton, Jack O’Connor, Walter
Ames, Joe Rotandi, Lee Cook, Paul
Nero, Olin Walker, Dolores Dorn
arid Lucy Ann Polk.

WEEKEND VAUDE BACK

IN BUFFALO THEATRE
Buffalo, March 30.

Old Vienna, former Gayety bur-

lesque and subsequently devoted
to pictures and bingo, has an-

nounced re-opening April 9 as a

weekend vaudeville house “for the
entire family.” Theatre has been
dark since bingo was banned here
two years ago.
Lenny Page, formerly emcee at

the Casino here, made the an-

nouncement that performances
would be given every Friday, Sat-

urday and Sunday, the operation
to be known as “weekend jubilee.”

Baby Mistin Jr. Starts

A Wave of Moppet Xylos
John Ringling North’s visit last

year to Europe, where he bought
Baby Mistin Jr. for a featured spot
in the Ringling Bros. Barnum &
Bailey Circus, has given rise to' a
complete new batch of prodigy
acts. 'Result is that two of these
child-genius turns are currently
appearing in spots as far as 6,000
miles apart.

' Baby Mistin Jr. (billed as Mr.
Mistin Jr. during his tenure with
the circus last year) is current at
the Sahara, Las Vegas. A similar
turn, Mr. Ralph, is now at the
Bobino,. Paris vaudery. Both are
virtuosi at the xylophone, their
major instrument. The Mistin mop^
pet is also a conductor, while
Ralph does a turn at the harpsi-
chord as well.
During Ringling’s negotiations

with Mistin, whose father handles
the business affairs and accom-
panies^ him on tour; word got
around"’ that Ringling was in the
market for juve talent. Result was
that geniuses (JG) "of every de-
scription flooded Paris seeking au-
ditions with Ringling. Many of
these castoff turns are now play-
ing the pro circuits.

Paris, March 23.
Two new niteries haye opened

here, with the accent on offbeat
light rather than enveloping shad-
ows.

,

„ First one, “Le Bee De Gaz”
( The Gas Jet”), is lit only by gas
for that Dicker feeling, and the
second, “The Bidule,” features
Jean-Pierre Maury and his collec-
tion of rare and strangely-shaped
candles. ’

London’s Albany Club
Manages to Stay Open

London, March 23.
The Albany club, favorite haunt

of show biz personalities, which
was threatened with closure last
weekend, is to continue after all.

An arrangement has been made
with creditors to enable' it to con-
tinue business.
News that the club was In finan-

cial difficulties to the tune of over
$100,000 came as a surprise to
members who* had always regarded
it as "one of the prosperous spots in
the West End,

Jack Benny has signed to do a
|.
series of two-a-day vauders during
his summer hiatus from radio and
video. Comic has already signed
Gisele MacKenzie and the Will
Mastin Trio featuring Sammy Davis
Jr. Three more acts are still to
be set.

Troupe will start at the State
Fair Auditorium in Dallas June 15
and remain until June 27. He’ll
continue with a four-day stand in
Portland on July 4 at the Audi
torium, and will play the Audi-
torium, Vancouver, July 7, for four
days. Then a two-week session at
the Metropolitan „Theatre, Seattle,
July 12, to wind up' the tour.
Benny’s pacting of this tour in-

dicates that he may yet go into the
Palace, N. Y. There had been con-
siderable negotiating between
Benny; Music Corp. of America,
which handles Benny, and Sol A.
Schwartz, RKO Theatres prexy.
Deal was almost set at several
points but was never consummated.
Audience reaction and boxoffice

response, along with his ability to
get around his tele and radio com-
mitments, will determine Benny’s
availability for the Palace in the
fall or winter.

PARNELL, BBC-TV TIFF

SNARLS SHAWN ON TELE
* London, March 30.

Because ol a row between Val
Parnell, London Palladium boss,

and the BBC-TV, Dick Shawn had

.

to cancel out of a video program
last weekend. The ban is expected
to apply to all other American
stars who come to play his vaude
circuit.

Dispute stems from the BBC’s
alleged refusal to give a Sunday
night telecast of the last Palla-

dium pantomime, although they
were, apparently, prepared to

agree to weekday transmission.
This couldn’t be accepted because
the show would have to be given
before an invited audience and the
theatre was committed to advance
bookings. Parnell’s complaint is

that, although he was turned down
for a Sunday night date, the BBC-
TV network gave weekend screen
time to their circuses and two
iceshows.

Massey Latin Tour Is Off

With Advance Not Posted
.South American tour for Ilona

Massey has been called off because
of failure of promoters to post
three weeks’ salary and transpor-
tation costs in advance. According
to Eddie EJkort of the Lew A Les-
lie Grade Agency, N. Y., the pro-
moter, Otto Garcia, of Rio de
Janeiro, was scheduled to put up
a total of $16,000. By deadline,
only half of that sum had been
deposited.
Miss Massey was slated to get a

$4,000 weekly guarantee for a

series of concerts and radio stands.

Singer Ann Crowley has been
signed for the Danny Kaye spring
tour in South Africa. Pacting
completes the talent lineup for the
jaunt, starting in Johannesburg,
May 3.

Others set for the tour are Dun-
hills and Senor Wenceg, . » . - j

Youngman Gets2 Bids
ForLondon Appearances

London, March 30.
•

Henny Youngman, currently
playing his first London engage-
ment at the Palladium, Is dicker-
ing for a cabaret aeason at the
Cafe de Paris.
• John Wildberg also baa ap-
proached the comic to star In a
London revue, and is now on the
prowl for suitable material.

Atlantic City Preps For

Big Year,Conventions

Heavy In Summer, Fall
Atlantic City, March 30,

The long, dull winter season Is

past and all amusement, hotel and
restaurant interests here are look-
ing forward to a bright spring and
summer season, both convention
and vacation-wise* Good breaks on
the holidays, Palm Sunday, Eakter
Sunday and Memorial Day, plus
the. crowds due to he attracted by
the added Centennial year events,
should do much to make 1954 a top
year.

So far, the resort’s convention
bureau has booked 101 meetings
and exhibits for April, May ana
June. In addition to. these, the
beachfront and avenue hotels,
working for convention business on
their own, have added as many
more smaller meetings.

Biggest of them all is the Im-
perial Council of the Mystic
Shrine, which comes in for a week

|«on June 27 with its 20,000-plus
free-spending* delegates, colorful
bands, drill teams and Councils, to
turn the resort into a Shrine City
for a week.
During April, 26 big conventions,

all slated to bring in 1,000 or more
delegates, have > been"" booked. In
May, 45 will come in, and in June,
30 are slated. Top convention in
April is the American Management
Assn.’s Packaging Show, with 5,000
due. In May .the big one is the
Textile Workers of America, with
2,000 listed. Seventy-two convenr
tions are listed so far for the au-
tumn and early winter months.
The resort, for the' first time in

years, will make an effort to get

the 1957 national convention of the
American Legion to come here in

September. Albert H. Skean, man-
ager of the convention bureau,
with Mayor Joseph Altman and
Ezra C. Bell, president of the bu-

reau, will attend a conference with
top Legion officials in Indianapolis

April 29.

LONDON NITERY SETUP

WORSENS; CIRO’S FOLDS
London, March 30.

The London nightclub depres-

sion, spotted in last week’s (24)

Variety, took a turn for .the worse
with the news that. Ciro’s, West
End bistro, shuttered at the week-
end. Management intimated it

may reopen at another location

later.

The club premises, off Leicester
Square, regarded as among the
most elegant to be found anywhere
in Europe, are likely to become a
Warehouse. It’s understood that
M. Berman, Ltd., theatrical •cos-

tumers, are negotiating a crown
lease for the property. The prem-
ises would, it is believed, be used
mainly for storage. They virtually
back onto the Berman showrooms,
in Irving Street, Leicester Square,
and could be connected with only
minor alterations.

Frascati’s, -one of London’s
famed restaurants, threw a fare-
well champagne party Saturday
night (27). Closed eatery was one
of the few remnants of London’s
luxurious Edwardian era.

•i » ^

lii Middle on Show; May Slot Rodeo
. V:

Atlantic City Getting
First Circus Since 1950

Atlantic City, March 30.
For the first time since 1950, a

circus will play in the resort this
spring. Ringling Brothers, Bar-
num A Bailey will invade the city
for afternoon and evening per-
formances on Wednesday, June 2.

Application had been made to
play the resort over the Memorial
Day weekend, but was rejected
because of the feared competition
with local amusement enterprises
at that time. Circus will pitch its

tents pn city-owned property on
one of the boulevards leading into
city.

to

N.Y. Carnival

Bar Yank Skating Star

From Work in Brit. Pic
Lqndon, March 23,

The Ministry of Labor has
clamped down on Gloria Nord and
Vetoed an application for a work
permit to appear in a British film.

The American skating star has just
closed a season in “Humpty Dump-
ty on Ice” at Wembley Stadium,
and the government department
wilt not sanction her doing further
work during the current fiscal year.

The film company would have
been willing to indorse the appli-

cation if the pic could be post-

poned until April, but it has a
rigid shooting schedule starting

next week, which couldn’t be var-

ied, The film pic, “Pigs Have
Wings,” is being made by Romulus
Films. - .

Alan Gale has finalized a deal
with the Capitol Hotel, N. Y., to
reopen the Carnival Room as a
nitery. Gale, who took over Copa
Cjty, Miami Beach, as a base for
his winter operations, recently sold
his previous N. Y. site to Harry
Adler and Nat Dunn, who are now
operating the Celebrity Room.
Gale will be partnered in this

venture with Hal Lashin, who runs
the Carnival bar and is in charge
of the function rooms at the Capi-
tol Hotel. .

v Gale will continue his one-a-
night show format at the new spot.
Just what he’ll call this room isn’t

yet known, since the Celebrity
Room tag now goes on his previous
spot, located on the site of the old
La Martinique. Adler & Dunn are
now operating the Celebrity Club
on a three-nights-a-week basis.
The Carnival was originally op-

erated by Nicky Blair, who estab-
lished this spot as one of top
cafes with the long run by Milton
Berle in 1944. Berle went in for

l$7,500 which, at that time, was the
highest price ever paid an ente:>
tainer working in cafes.

Spot also had a run under the
aegis of Harold Minsky, who now
operates the Adams Theatre, New-
ark. However, that attempt didn’t
last too long and the Carnival has
survived on rentals for private
parties and has housed dance pro-
motions.

+ Current fracas between • the
American Guild of Variety Artists
and the American Federation of
Musicians is endangering “the
grandstand sbotv at ’the Canadian
National Exhibition to ty* held in
Toronto the latter part of August.
Fair officials, have been quoted as
saying that unless the inter-union
tiff is cleared up, the show that
has been booked will be cancelled
and a rodeo substituted. Roy Rog-
ers and comedian Pat Henning are
among those booked for the lay-
out. \

According to AGVA spokesmen
Walter Murdock, head of the
Toronto AFM local and a power in
national AFM circles, is now or-
dering his local’s okay on all
musician contracts. If a band is

playing for a show then the acts
must be listed on the pact. Thus*
according to AGVA, Murdock could
circumvent the recent injunction
which ordered his musicians to
fulfill their contracts . in spots
where AGVA acts are playing. Mo-
tive behind that procedure, accord-
ing to AGVA, lies in the fact that
if a contract has never been for-
mally ratified, it can’t be broken.
This procedure also would give
Murdock the right to okay con-
tracts with AGVA members Who
joined the AFM auxiliary for ac-
tors, sponsored by the Toronto lo-
cal.

Jack Irving, AGVA’s national
administrator, declared that he will
resist Murdock's attempts to get
AGVA members into another
union.

If the CNE books a rodeo, the
services of acts as well as musi-
cians would he dispensed with.
Rogers could conceivably be used
in the rodeo. By this method, CNE
would take no sides in the con-
troversy between both unions. It

would mark the first time that
union troubles interfered with the
CNE show.
The Canadian difficulties started

when Murdock ordered his mem-
bers not to play for any performer
that didn’t belong to the auxiliary
he set up. Two acts sought to en-
join Murdock from acting in that
manner and were successful in

getting an injunction. Murdock is

now appealing the order.

COLE ONE-NITERS SET

FOR BRITAIN, CONTINENT
. London, March 23.

Nat (King) Cole, after finishing
two weeks at the London Palla-
dium, 'which could easily have been
extended to four weeks, goes on a
seven-day tour of one-night stands.
Then he plays two weeks for Moss
Empires, one each at Liverpool
and Glasgow.

This is to be followed by a. series
of one-night stands on the Conti-
nent, comprising Paris, 1 Amster-
dam, Copenhagen and Oslo. Copen-
hagen is for two days, which his
agents, Lew & Leslie Grade, are
trying to cut down to one day, so
as>jto satisfy Helsinki, which is beg-
ging for a date.

Pitt Radioite Turns
Agent for Quartet
Pittsburgh, March 30.

Rege Cordic, top radio man here
via his highly-rated three-hour
early morning show on indie sta-

tion WWSW, is branching out into

the personal management field,

Cordic has just taken over the
business end of the Bob Trow
Quartet, local singing group which
has been doming up fast after be-

ing discovered only last summer
at an AFTRA picnic, and has al-

ready signed them to a recording
contract- with the Zodiak label.

TroW foursome has waxed Its

first two sides and has an option
for four more. Cordic is also find-

ing some use for them .on his pro-

gram, which recently won him a

citation from the Junior Chamber
of Commerce as the “Man of the

Year” in Pittsburgh radio. Trow
combo is made up of three boys

and a girl, and they’re likewise do-

ing a lot of commercial work for

Pitt advertising agencies.

ARMY-WIDE SEARCH FOR

TALENT GETS IN GEAR
Washington, March 30.

An Army-wide search for enter-
tainment talent has gotten under
way, with every Army Installation

in the world holding local contests
before April 1.

From this point there. will be a
series of area and regional elimi-
nations to select top acts which
will compete in the All-Army
finals to be held in New York in
June. In the Washington area, for
example, winners from the installa-

tion contests at Forts Belvoir, Myer
and McNair; Arlington Hall Sta-
tion, Vint Hill Farms and Waltey
Reed Medical Center, will compete
April 19 for a top act to represent
this Section In the finals.

Versailles, N.Y., Show To

Stay on Indefinitely

The Versailles, N. Y., ;will con-
tinue its current show, “Nice to
See You,” indefinitely. ' Layout
Was originally scheduled to bow
out mid-April, but unit has been
renewed for six weeks and will

most likely continue beyofid that.

Georgle Kaye, who has made other
commitments, will leave the Show
and be replaced.
The Versailles has Edith Piaf

booked for Sept. 24 for 12 weeks.
There’s chance that the George
White-produced unit wil\, continue
until the chanteuse moves in.

San Antone Bookers
San Aptonio, March 30,

Dude Skiles, former manager of

the city auditorium, and formerly
musioiai\ with several top name
bands, bag opened a theatrical

agency here. He 'will book the

southwest territory for Chic Scog-

gins of Dallas.

Moe Rosenblume, formerly op-

erator of the Flamingo Loynge
hfre, has returned to open up a

talent booking agency.
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Omaha, March 30.

Omaha’s American Legion Post

Nb. 1, the largest in the world
with some 12,500 members, has

gone into the nightclub biz in a

big way to replenish its coffers

that once were bulging with slot-

machine loot.

Other Legion posts over the na-

tion have their own niteries—but

few, if any, are on the scale of this

spot that boasts a nine-piece orch,

an eight-girl line and a feature-act.

Adjutant Tip Saggau, former

WOW sportscaster who took over

the Legion post two years ago;

limits the room’s attendance to

members and their guests. Drinks

at the cocktail hour go for 25tr,

and are hiked to 45c when the

orch starts playing for dancing at

8 p.m.

The room, called the Palm Gar-

den, boasts a large floor and seat-

ing capacity of 400.

Don Romeo of the Paul Moor-
head agency handles the bookings

and works on approximately a

$1,000 budget. He strives to grab

name acts heading eastward from
Vegas and some of his recent tal-

ent have been Jerry Murad’s Har-
monicats, Lenny Colyer, Johnny
Verdi and Joanne & Stanley
Kayne.

But Romeo’s top feat was ac-

quisition of the chorus line, the

first local outfit of its kind in a

decade. He got the gals from the

Polly Pennington studio here, la-

beled them the Darling Debutantes,
costumed them adeptly for several

numbers and wound up with a hit

on his hands.
The eight femmes are all lookers

arid good hoofers. They’re now in

demand for dates throughout the
state and aren’t going to lack for
bookings.
Romeo now is working on bring-

ing in the Hollywood Icearama
Revue, a hitery-sized outfit with
its portable rink.

So apparently vaude is not as
dead as slot machines now.

Libby Holman Launching
New Song Tour In Boston
Libby Holman is starting a new

tour 'of her "Blues, Ballads and
Sin Songs” in Boston’s New Eng-
land Mutual Hall for three per-

formances April .8, .9, 10, with

Gerald Cook, accompanist ' and
composer of the musical settings.

Next stop will be New York early

in May under auspices of Mrs.

Lytle Hull’s Hospitalized Veterans
Service.

Show is presented as a theatre

piece with special lighting, an

adaptable set by Oliver Smith, and
gowns by Frank Stanley and Main
Bocher.

Gray’s Coast Dates Prior

To Palladium Trek
Chicago, March 30.

Comedian Paul Gray opens the

Desert Inn, Las Vegas, tomorrow
' (Wed.) for three weeks, following
1 which lie’ll tap other Coast spots

before trekking to the London Pal-

ladium late in May.

A much sought-after club date

,

attraction here, Gray is trying to

l

readjust the London date to mid-

I
summer in order to cash, in on N

Chi

j

club bookings during the early

;

season convention upbeat.

M&L Set 1-Niter T*our

Of 11 Cities for May
Hollywood, March 30,

Martin & Lewis leave on an
11-city one-niter tour after the

Colgate tv show May 2, opening in

Houston May 7. They get $10,000
1 against 70% each date.

After Houston, San Antonio,
New Orleans (two nights^ Okla-

.
homa City, Kansas City, Des

]

Moines, St. Paul, Milwaukee, Mo-
line. 111., Indianapolis and St.

Louis, five more dates may be
added.

NX Dkte in Some Years
Jane Froman will play her first

New York nitery date in several

years. She’s slated for the Copa-
cabana, starting April 29. Miss
Froman is currently on video on a

CBS show {sponsored by General
Electric* ;

Miss Eroman’s last nitery date

in the New York area was at the
defunct ‘ Riviera, Fori Lee, N. J..,

several years ago.
. __ ‘ f

"WITH BIG RESPECT //

THE SENSATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL STAR

HARRY

MIMMO
COMEDIAN DANCER

Now Appearing

and

HELD OVER
a!

La Vie En Rose
New York

Closing: March 30

PfatlETY
March 17, 1954

"Impressionist Harry Mlmmo
comas In for a good sharo of

plaudits. Ha's got lots of material,

comic gams. His mobile face and
body are put Into good uso to

build the yocks. Socko bits. . , .

In all, ha's an amiable buffoon."

Gros.

TELEVISION:

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" 5 Times

PICTURES: ' N

"Down the Hatch" (Columbia)

Eiduslv# Managgmtnt:

MERCURY ARTISTS CORP.
730 Fifth Aveuue New York 19, N. Y.

By MILBOURNE CHRISTOPHER

Wheri the curtain
.
goes up on my

quicker-than-the-eye show April 19.

at the Longacre Theatre^ on Broad-
way, it will be exactly 210 years,
a month and a day since the first

known hocus-pocug^r in Manhat-
tan announced his exhibition.
The pioneer presto performer

Joseph Broome, “a German artist,”

ran through his repertoire at the
house of Charles Sleight, in Duke
Street, in 1743. Pre-revolutionary
touring tricksters performed main-
,y in taverns and rented rooms.
The majority advertised European
origin and had to contend with op-
position from the superstitious seg-
ment of the population Which con-
tended they were in league with
Beezlebub.
Most versatile of the fate 18th

century magicos was Signor Fal-
con!, who each season had a nov-
elty or two up his' sleeve to in-

trigue the public. He stopped and
started borrowed watches at a dis-

tance of 12 feet, lit candles with
the touch of a sword, and 'caused
messages to materialize on blank
sheets of paper. In 1794 he of-

fered a miniature sea scene show-
ing the battle between the Ambus-
cade and Boston Frigate to capital-

ize on current news. Later when
J. J. Rousseau died Falconi adroit-

ly conjqred up his "ghost” until

public curiosity abated.
Blitz, who arrived in New York

from England in 1834, featured
the bullet-catching trick. Once a
malicious spectator dropped a
handful of tacks down the barrel

of the gun. Twelve tacks struck
his hand, 40 more were driven Into

the wall behind him. He finally

omitted the trick for "self-preser-

vation.”
Long before the movies took up

(Continued on page 60)
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The recent Friars’.. dinner to George JesseV on occasion of tfi«
cbmedlan’s "49 years in' show business/* is the ?third* such Shindig
including one on . the* Coast In 1927, however. Jewel was honored
by the Friars at the time when George M. Cohan was the abbott and
there ‘was no such thing as the Hollywood branch of The Friars. On
the dais were toastmaster William Collier and among the distinguished
showmen In attendance, either on the dais or in the audietice, were
Cohan, A1 Jolson, Sime Silverman, Sam H. Harris, A1 /Lewis, Sam
Forrest, William Morris Sr., Gene Buck, Max Gordon,’ David Warfield
Ben Bemie, Gus Edwards, Mayor James J. Walker, Bugs Baer and
Walter C. Kelly. More than half of these have since gone.

Uniqhe in the 300-year history of Lloyds Of London are two policies
just issued insuring the total anatomies of Chiquita & Johnson, dance
act now a|i the Moulin Rouge, Hollywood, against injuries sustained
in the performance of their spectacular stage routines. Two separate
policies have been issued to the dancers under their real names, Johann
Julius Kralik and Erna Grabler, covering any possible loss of time,
physical mishaps, and permanent injuries growing out of their pro^
fessional dancing which features vigorous leaps and other acrobatics
Each policy pays up t

v
o $20,00Q.

El Morocco, New Nitery

In Montreal, Set to Bow
. A new Montreal nitery' is set to

open April 17 and will be* booked
by Dick Henry out of New York.
Tagged* El Morocco, it will be
operated by Eddie Quirin, who is

connected ’ with the
r

operation of
the Forum, which is the Montreal
version of Madison Garden. New
nitery will be situated across the
street from the Forum. At pres-

ent, the cafe site Is being con-
verted from a private residence.

There* had been an El Morocco
in that town some time ago, but

l*spot closed down and is now oc-
cupied by another type of business.

Initially, spot will operate along
intimery lines. When the major
room is completed, El Morocco will,

book , name and production shows.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N.Y., March 30.

Jeff Clark, former Hit Parade
chirper now on Kat Smith program,
and his wife, Jeanne Romer, for-
merly of Ken Murray’s "Blackouts,”
took time out to visit the shutin
gang.
Marion McCrea, of legit, and

vaudeville, registered from N.Y.
for the general onceover.

Forbes Dawson, legit actor and
author, beat the rap in less than a
year; he is a two-timer here, hav-
ing graduated here in the class
of ’35.

As a salute, to the memory of the
late William Morris, the Sisterhood
of the Jewish Community Center
handed out special greetings and
personal gifts during Purim to the
ailing gang of the actors colony.
Sam Smith, of the Stewart-

Everett Theatre Circuit, In from
Charlotte, N.C., for the o.o. period,
Joseph Shambaugh, film distrib-

utor, is a new guest from Cincin-
nati.

Robert Yiniello, of Metro’s photo
publicity departirient in N;Y., ended
a siege of hospitalization at the
local general hospital following
major surgery. He’s back at the
Will Rogers recuperating after he
mastered the serious setback.
Birthday • party at bedside ten-

dered to Norma Cloos, former
dancer of Ziegfeld’s’ "Sally” and
"Scandals,” and Peggy McCarthy,
ex-Roxy theatre cashier, both
progressing nicely.

Williahi Joyner, owner-manager
of Dixie & Gilmont theatres, Troy,
N.C., took two years to definitely
beat the rap; now back home to
work.
Refreshments and food were the

feature of the party tendered to
Jacqueline Fondran. assistant man-
ager of Riverside Theatre, Cleve-
land, and Larry Quinn, of Vale &
Stewart.
Write to those who are ill.

Entralter

SS Continued from page 2

tratter’s pressagent, A1 Freeman,
attends the meetings of this group.

However, Entratter declared
since much has been made of an
organization in Las Vegas, he will

call a meeting Of the hotelmen to

find out what it’s all about. And,
he said, if its purpose is to. keep
salaries down and restrict his
movements in buying talent, he
will have nothing -to do with it.

Entratter said that because of
his wide experience in buying
talent, he is the best judge of what
would fit his spot. If the price isn’t

right, he’ll turn it down. He said
that he would pay an act whatever
it’s worth since he wants to^be fair
not only to the talent, but to the
agencies that represent them.

According to Entratter, Martin &
Lewis, originally slated for July,
will play the Sands in October or
November for three weeks at $17,

-

000. .He conceded it’s a low price
for that duo, but he pointed out
that he was instrumental in bring-
ing them into the bigtime via
a five-year deal he made for them
at the Copacabana, N. Y., when he
was its general manager. The team
played the Flamingo a little more
than three years ago at $6,000.
Entratter said that he originally
made a commitment / with them
while the team was playing the
Texas State Fair at Dallas, but they
were unable to keep the original
date and thus he’s getting, con-
sideration when they will be able
to play it.

Other salaries that Entratter has
shelled or will shell out include
$17,500 for Milton Berle; Red
Buttons at $12,500 (up $2,500 from
last year); Frank Sinatra was slated
to open May 12, but his upcoming
picture for Robert Bassler, "Sud-
denly,” makes that an open date.
He’ll play the Sands June 30
iristead for four weeks.

Chi Nitery Critic Forms

Act for Offbeat Room In

Chicago, March 30.
The offbeat seems to know no

bounds with nitery attractions.
Black Orchid, chichi room here
more or less preoccupied with the
unusual, has pegged a . Chi .night-
club critic for an afternoon show-
in a longhair recorder session. The
recorder is a medieyal musical in-

strument, precursor to the modern
woodwinds, resembling a piccolo
and turned in oniy one key. Sam
Lesner, film and nitery watchdog
for the Chicago Daily News, is

bolstering his cafe "act” with an
ensemble of ‘TO footers whom he
tutors in the instrument at Cen-
tral YMCA College.

.

Orchid is staging the Lesner
unit on a Sunday afternoon early
in May and will then consider
whether or not the group could be
booked for one • of the

1

regular
shows. Lesner’s recorder cats last

week cut up before an SRO. crowd
at the College of Complexes, north-
side bistro.

Sauter Expands
USO-Camp Shows prexy James

Sauter has expanded his volunteer
Red Cross activities to include the
chairmanship of the committee
contacting artists and^ dramatists.
He had been chairmaning the

theatrical committee as well as

serving ap head of the public in-

formation committee of the cam-
paign.

LEW

BLACK
and PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
Ae naif)

A new not* In
Glamor Comedy

Staged by
Mervyn Nelson

Mat. Cass Franklin
Lou Walter* Ent.
1570 Broadway
New Yard

HAIR GOODS
by America's Leading

__ Authority...

I MJ..GOLDSTEIN

I fRLlS IVIGS-CHIGnonS

I TOUPffSBRfllDS
“Everything In Reel Human Heir”

CHICAGO HAIR GOODS COMPANY

428 So. Wabash Ave Chicago 5, II

TRIXIE ESCO LA RUE
Juggling Star Unpredictable Comedy

Headlining

BELLVUE CASINO
MONTREAL

May 20 N Junt 2

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY or ESCO LA RUE
1740 Broadway, N. Y. 405 E. 54th St.. N. Y. C.
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7 ASHTONS’ LATIN QUARTER ENGAGEMENT
HELD OVER to SEPTEMBER -

"But probably the fastest act in

show biz is the Seven Ashtons, an
Australian risley turn who go
through some, of the most amazing
stunts in the entertainment sphere.

Tho Ashtons perform some unbe-

lievabl® antics, doing balances and
transfers that arouse an ovation."

VARIETY
Jose.

"Seven Ashtons, surely one of the
"most astonishing acrobatic acts
•ver staged. This Australian team
gave the audience some completely
new, exhilarating entertainment,
and fully deserved the great re-

ception given to them. It was not
until they made their curtain call

hat one could confirm that thUre
were only seven Ashtons; during
heir act there appeared to be at
least 15. The Ashtons provide the
best inducement to visit the Em-
pire this week."

EMPIRE THEATRE, London.

"Show got off to a fast start with

the Seven Ashtons, certainly the

best risley acts around. Their jet-

paced acrobatics and toe-twirling,

done against a lush-looking East

Indies background, was standout."

' VARIETY
Stal.

"The Seven Ashtons, Australian

acrobats, are the best act of their

type. to appear on the London Pal-

ladium stage in many months. Their

routine was smooth, fast moving

and novel in many points."

BILLBOARD
Kenneth H. Waggoner.

"Although they were last on the

bill, the Seven Flying Ashtons were

both the 'hit* and the 'highlight.'

These clever youngsters brought

vitality, precision, and ease of

presentation to a programme

which lacked those qualities in

many of its items."

TIVOLI, Melbourne.

"The Sensational Ashtons, a team
of seven acrobats who top fhe bill

at the Theatre Royal this week,

fully deserve that overworked ad-

jective. Their act is one that may
well have required a century of

circus tradition to perfect. It is

done at breathless speed, and their

split-second timing is something to

wonder at and is alone worth the

price of admission."

DUBLIN, Ireland.

"Lou Costello mumbled something
about the next act coming from
Australia and making its TV debut
—and then it happened. Seven

« young men and a girl, dressed in

spangled circus costumes, exploded
onto the stage, and in the first 10
seconds of their phenomenal acro-
batic routine had the audience
cheering wildly. The audience
never let up in their unrestrained
handclapping and cheering until

the act was. over."

BROOKLYN EAGLE, N. Y.

Bob Lonigan

This spot is playing a novelty
acrobatic act, the Seven Ashtons,
as' headliners in perhaps the first

time it's been done at Ciro's. The
Australian team rates the spot all

the way, for after their eight min*
utes of top thrills,- it would be hard
to find an act to follow. The stage is

returned to its normal intermission
dinner leveland the six boys and a
girl work within inches of the
diners. Tho the space is cramped,
they work with tremendous speed
and daring in a series of risley bits
that are breath-taking and scream-
provoking. Acfi probably the
greatest Risley turn ever, got a
terrific closing mitt, for turn is so
fast that there's little applause
during it, lest somebody miss a ter-
rific trick while they're palming."

BILLBOARD
Johnny Sippet.

"The Seven Ashtons Aero the
greatest 'risley* (foot-balancing
act in which a man lies on his back,
supports, tosses, and twirls others
with his feet."

TV GUIDE
Ed Sullivan.

INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED!!
••

Television: ED SULLIVAN'S "Toast of the Town,"

CBS-TV (4 Times)

Colgate Comedy Hour, NBC-TV

"SPADE COOLEY," Los Angeles (2 Times)

"I MARRIED JOAN," NBC-TV

PALLADIUM, LONDON (10 Times)

and ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE

LEW & LESLIE GRADE, LTD., INC
.250 W.*t 57th St., N.w York 19, N. Y.

JUdson 4-4190

8580 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

CR 1-5251
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Washington, March 30.

Senate refusal last Friday (36)

of the House action reducing the

20% bite on nitery tabs to 10%,
reflects political thinking that such

places are only for the idle rich

and should be socked good—
especially in a Congressional elec-

tion year.

Senate action was on an amend-
ment by Senator Harry F. Byrd

(D., Va.‘ to restore the 20% figure.

He said it would bring the Govern-
ment an additional $23,000,000 in

revenue.

However, the political thinking

showed up a couple of days earlier

in a statement by Senator Paul H.

Douglas iD., 111.) In which he
claimed the Republican tax re-

visions were only for the benefit

of the rich.

4 What about the cabaret tax?”,

be demanded. “Is it the poor folks

who spend their money on such
things?”

Sen-tor Eugene Millikin (R-.

Colo. ‘
protested: “The cabaret tax

is not a den-of-sin tax.”

“I do not say it is -a den-of-sin

tax.” retorted Douglas, to but how
many working men go to the Stork

Club, the 23 i Sic) Club, and other

such places, where gay blades like

the Senator from Colorado are

wont to congregate: Let me say I

have never been in a night dub in

my life.”

“The 23 Club, is that the right

rame?”, asked Millikin,

“The 23 Club, according to

Walter WLnchelL,” insisted the

Senator, who’s never been in a

night club in his life.

’’Senator,” said Millikin, “this

tax hits the people who provide a
little modest entertainment in an
effort to keep their restaurants go-

ing. They are people, like everyone
else. They have employees. They
employ cooks, chefs, waiters, dish-

washers and housekeepers. They
have taxes to pay. They must pay
interest at th? bank,”

“In other words,” sneered Doug-
las/ who is up for reelection this

year, “the luxuries of the wealthy
furnish the maintenance of the

poor.”

Cutii Atmrcof CtnwJy Star

%
,
r

RITA DIMITRI
OPENS TONIGHT

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
LE RUBAN BLEU, Ngw York

VARIETY (November 4, 15S3H

"Continental songstress has poten-
tials for tho more expensive rooms
of the Persian, Maisonette, CotHIfon,
Empire and kindred' penre. She is an
author ifaflve chanteuse who medleys
her stuff in English, French ‘and
Greek, looks well. Rashes a nifty
chassis." Abe/.

Mgt.: H. ST. GEORGB
JU 2-3127 New York

The Theatre Restaurant Owners
of America organized a major last-

minute effort to eliminate the 20%
tax on cabarets while a joint House
and Senate Committee was confer-
ring on the measure. Committee in

session Monday (29) voted to retain

the 20% impost on cablets, dog
and horse tracks and club dues.

Dave Fox, TROA executive sec-

retary, over the weekend sept tele-

grams to all. members as well as

nitery operators in areas where
the organization isn’t represented.
Fox asked them to contact, club
owners in their areas to wire mem-
bers of the House Ways and Means
Committee and those on the Sen-
ate Finance Committee asking
them to eliminate or at least re-

duce the tax to the lower figure in
' order to save the jobs of thousands
of employees.

Fox asked the niterymen to point
out that many spots have been

i
forced to close and the lower tax

would be an incentive for many to

return to cafe-going babits.

Fox also sent wires to theatrical

craft unions and the culinary trade

|
groups asking their support in the

\

tax reduction fight, since the wel-
fare of their membership will be
affected by the measure.

New York
'

Gene Bayloa to play the Latin
Quarter, N. Y., May 23 . . . Martha
Davis & Spouse ' to ' entertain in
the Blue Angel Lounge from ‘ 2
a m. . Earths' KItt pacted for
the Frolics, Salisbury Beach, Mass.,
next Aug. 22 . . . Vic Damoue
tapped for the Fairmont, San Fran-
cisco, April 27 . . . Paul WlncheU
to play the Sahara Hotel, Las
Vegas, end of July ... Channing
Pollack to the Jefferson, St. Louis,

j

April 14, and Palmer House, Chi-
cago, May 6 . . Dick Shawn has
two dates in Buffalo. He goes to
the Town Casino, April 26, and
Glen Casino, Williamsvllle, on the
outskirts of that town, July 12 . . .

Joe E. Lewis down for El Rancho,
July 14. . . . Valerie Noble Is ai
holdover at the Esquire, Montreal.

Chicago
Dolores Gray taking over Pal-

mer House oh May 8 for forir

weeks, followed by* Mata ft Hart
and Yvonne Adair on May 6 for a
month . , Jessie Elliott and Jim-
my Janies comprising tyro acts of
Black Orchid triplet on April 13
for a month . . . Georgia Gibbs
pegged for next display at Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers May 3-8 . . * Roy Rogers
and Dale Evans due at Soldier’s
Field for three-day stand begin-
ning April 30 . . . Mills Brios. and
Haydocks playing St. Paul Food.
Show April 3-11 . . Mel Toime,
who' recently went back to GAC.
opens Casa Loma Ballroom in St.

Louis April 6 for one week . . .

Don Cornell into Eddy’s, Kansas
City, April 2 for fortnight . . . KBy
Thompson set for Adolphus, Dal-
las, April 9 for 10 days.

Japan
Continued from page 4

Mpls. Nitery Mgr. Guilty

In Mann Act Violation
Minneapolis. March 30.

Joseph E. Rosenfield, 45, for
many years floor manager at Vic’s,

a leading loop nightclub, was
found guilty by a Federal court
jury on two counts of violating the
Mann Act. He faces a maximam

; sentence of 10 years and a $10,000
[fine. Judge G. H. Nordbye ordered
' a pre-sentence investigation,

i Rosenfield was convicted of
transporting a femme from Minne-
apolis to Hudson and Superior,
Wis., for prostitution while he was
Vic’s floor manager. Helen Louise
Spalding, 27, now serving a bigamy
sentence in the state women’s re-
formatory, testified Rosenfield
placed her in the houses and col-

lected her earnings. Rosenfield
denied all the allegations.

GALI-GALI
JUST CONCLUDED FOUR SUCCESSFUL WEEKS

Tfcff MONTMARTRE—HAVANA, CUBA
T»<nigiit

SECOND AFPEABANCC WITHIN A WEEK
STORK CLUB, N. V.. Tbo*(u to BOIBY BRENNER, MCA

OPENING APRIL 2nd
EDDY'S RESTAURANT. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Thanks to All THEATRICAL AGENCIES AND BOOKERSLANCE

Russia (sic), Mexico, Austria, Den-
mark, and Spain.

In addition to the 160 basic li-

censes, a total of 20 more will be
allocated in various categories,

j

bringing the grand total to 180.

Six “bonus” licenses will be award-
ed, as was done last year, for “su-
perior” films selected by a board
of judges. Four licenses go to

small importers who had been in
business in Japan in 1952 or 1951
but who imported no films in 1953.
One each of these will go to dollar
and sterling areas and two to open
account countries.

Finally, 10 “barter” permits will

be given to smaller countries out-
side the dollar, sterling and open
account blocs who show a favor-
able import attitude towards Jap-
anese features. These ten will go
almost certainly to Southeast Asia
nations.

The Japanese government, as in
the past, will make the company-
by-company allocations for the
U.S. outfits. As in the past, they
will be figured on the basis of local

biz done and number of films im-
ported.
A last minute effort was made

late yesterday by the six smaller
U.S. majors here to have the sys-
tem of deciding allocations changed
from the current system of past
revenue figures. The group sub-
mitted such a recommendation to
the FFIC. but Metro, Paramount,
20th-Fox arid Warner Bros, didn’t
sign it. Observers here predict
that the' petition will be nixed by
the Japanese.

i 3
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CeeKiaeed from part M
Bingo, Screeno arid Country Store
Night, magicos stimulated box-
office sales with gift shows. Nor-
wood gave away live pigs, sewing
machines and tons of coal, J. M.
Macallister enticed customers with
free sofas, easy chairs and bolts of

cotton, goods. Even John Henry
Anderson resorted to conundrum
contests with silverware prizes to

build business. In New York An-
derson was' a success, but his Scot-

tish billing, “The Great Wizard of

the North,” caused riots as the
Civil War brewed in the south.

Robert Heller, born William
Henry Palmer in England, delight-

ed mid-19th century New York
audiences with his amusing chat-

ter, rapidfire telepathy and non-
magical pianistics.

Harry Kellar, the Erie (Pa.) boy
who ran away from home and cir-

cled the globe with his mystery
show, is still fondly remembered
by oldiimers.
Most people think of a magician

as a slim gentleman with a goatee,

mustache and diabolical expression
because of the long popularity of

the Herrmann family. Carl, Alex-
ander and Leon were look-alikes

Thrown at M&L
A $250,000 breach of contract

suit has been filed against Dean
Martin & Jerry Lewis by Holly-
wood Enterprises. Inc,, prexied by
C. E. Carrier. Suit, originally filed

in the N.. Y. Supreme Court, was
transferred to the N. Y. Federal
Court becayse both performers are
now California residents.

Suit charges that tbe Hollywood
firm entered into a contract with
the comedy team fori a 16-month
deal in which the coiripany would
represent them in commercial tie-

ups and endorsements. It’s charged
that many deals were subsequently
presented to them for. signature
and all were disregarded. During
the term of their contract from
June 1, 1950, to October of the
following year, "M&L failed to re-
ply to any offers made them, it’s,

claimed.
Judd & Gurfien, attorneys repre-

senting the comics, stated that suit
will be contested. There were no
clauses for indemnification in the
basic contract.

and one succeeded the other in
public fancy;

Houdini, Thurston, Kellar
The greatest publicist was Hou-

dini with bis sensational escape
tricks, spirit exposes end war on
frauds. • He vanished an elephant
at the N.Y. Hippodrome and sulked
When the Police Dept, refused to
permit him to drop, handcuffed
and shackled, wearing a parachute
from the top of a downtown build-
ing to the street.

Thurston, Kellar’s successor,, had
a successful stand at the old Cen-
tral Theatre in 1927. Blackstone,
played the vaudeville houses with
great success, but, though he still

tours the legitimate houses outside
of New York, has never ventured
into a Broadway bouse with his
full-evening show.
Dante, who trouped Thurston’s

No. 2 show through Europe, Asia
and South Airierica, returned to the
U.S.A. when Hitler’s activities in-
terrupted his Continental book-
ings* He opened to acclaim at the
Mordsco in 1940.

[, Since then magicians have been
busy in vaudeville, hotels, niteric*
and on tv, but no wizard’s name
has hung, on the marquee of a
Broadway legit theatre in 14 years.
Unlike Herrmann, Kellar, Thurs-

ton, Houdini, Dante and other
greats, I will not be backed with
a staff of box-jumpers, extensive
paraphernalia and the customary
trappings at the Longacre. It will

be .a strictly solo venture with a
minimum of equipment.
The only assistants will be vol-

unteers from the audience—no
stooges. One of the tricks will be
sawing a spectator in half without
the usual covering box. Any vol-
unteers?

COMEDY MATERIAL
For AH Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
IHf OMGfNM.SHOW-MZ 646 Nil

(ThaServIce of tho STARS)
First of 1* fllo»j$7.0a—All 35 Issuos $»
Singly: fl.M lath IN\SEQUENCE ONLY
SoRlnnltia with No. 1—No Sklpplngl
• 3 Bks. PARODIES# per hook. .Sit o
• MINSTREL BUDGET.. . ..... .515 O
O 4 BLACKOUT BKS.# N. bk...$35 o
o BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 o
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

S3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS# $300.' Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D/S .

BILLY <pLASON
300 W. 54th St., Now York If—Dapt. V

Circle 7-1130

RAJAH RABOID
Great One-Man Mind Reading Act

MAHOGANY club
THROUGH APRIL

ST, THOMAS, VIRGIH ISLES

N#w York—DICK HENRY Chieagi-lEO SAIKIN

/

;

*
/
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Need Storecard
Continued from page 5

Idle Performers
; Continued from page 1

the workings of SuperScope and
came up with the surprising state-
ment that “if a fellow has a the-
atre with a standard size screen
, . . and he wishes to play a picture
shot in the extreme 2.66 to 1 pro-
portions of Cinemascope, he can
do so with this little gizmo (Super-
scope) by simply twisting a con-
venient dial.” That’s not the way
exhibs understood it from Joseph
Tushinsky.

Perspecta Sound, which hasn’t
been demonstrated yet, and the
theory inherent in Paramount’s
VistaVision with its exposure of a
twice-normal negative area, has
trade heads spinning and wonder-
ing how to keep pace with the de-
tails. Their point of view was aptly
summed up this week by. a corii-
ment from an exhibitor:'

.

4,1 may not know yet what this
is all about,” he said gaily, “but if
it brings the public in, that’s all
that counts.’V

.1 ftt)' -bMi o '9,1 r- 1 vj i“>. »Hi M 1

percenteries haven’t been able to
induce too many to go out on dates
when there’s less money involved.
So far, the percenters haven’t

found any medium which can ab-
sorb the comparatively large num-
ber of idle in the film capital. One
major percentery is now .attempt-
ing to organize a unit to comprise
a large number of well-knowns.
Basis for this pitch lies in the fact
that those that have had a recent
picture will probably have to go
out to plug the film. They might
as well make it pay off in a larger
way than from the film’s basic
revenue.

It’s believed that a good unit will
be able to play many niteries
across the country as well as open
a few more houses for spot vaude
presentations.
The theory behind this move is

that there will be safety in num-
bers. Thus the agencies can take a
number of players who haven’t too
good an individual act, and through
writing and production whip up a
presentable show. With added ex-
perience, some of them could de-
velop into passable singles with
name value, it’s claimed.
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WHEN IN BOSTON
It's Hie

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Shew Folk

Avtiy A Wortfaqtoa Stf*

"Creators of Spoclal Comedy Material"

A. GUY VISK
1/ : . Writing Enterprises .

54 Hill Stroot Troy, N. Y.

(Tho Mlrthplace of Showf^BIx)

Particulars Fro#

HELD OVER AGAIN!
4th Smash Week

Direct from Havana

CESAR ALONSO’S

“SANS S0UCI REVUE”
Currently DI LIDO HOTEL, Miami Beach

Tkanlu to JRVlNG COHEN
. ,

_ .
Far«onal Management: ROLAND MUSE

1003 Olympia Dldg.

\tvl

Miami, Fla.
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i«tel Pierres N. Y.
june Havoc, Frakson; Stanley

Melba and Chico Kelli Bands

;

$2
and 12.50 convert. ^ •

June Havoc has the attributes

but not the material 'for a Click

saloon act. Legit and film person-

ality is right in folloxVing the

trend of picking up some of the

easy loot in the nitery circuits, es-

pecially if making 'the Las* Vegas
league, blit she requires complete

rewrite and reroutining. ' Sue
finishes strong but hag tough go-

ing from the tecoff because of in-

ept material. Personable and au-

thoritative, she is sartorially stand-

cut in a purple-hued gown and
then switches to a Chaplinesque

•The Kid” (Jackie Codgan) getup

that is cute excepting that she has

ho sock script to back it up.
Legit actress can chirp and evi-

dences sturdy floor presence
which only requires proper ma-
terial. She hits better • stride

towards the end with “Eadie Was
a Ladv” and “Caldonla,” her cos-

tume change putting proper accent

on her trim chassis. It’s evident

that Miss Havoc has been revising

her sequencing and should hit a

better compromise with . the pro- 1

gressive days.
*

Cofeatured is Frakson. vet magi-
cian. who still makes with the '“dis-

appearing radio.” the coin manip-
ulation. and other tidbits in ef-

fective style. *
Maestro-impresario Stanley Mel-

ba paces the show in his standard
slick style, giving his “Cotillion
Strings” Orchestra good sway, al-

ternating with Chico Relli’s La-
tuners for the relief sets. Abel.

StAtler Hotel, D. C.
Washington; March 24.

Celeste Holm

,

Charles Fisk Orch
(10J; cover Mon.-Thurs. $2, Fri.,

Sat., holidays, $2.50.

Forty minutes of Celeste Holm
proves to be, if anything, not
enough for this engagement, which
has them doing sock biz in the
Embassy Room. Miss . Holm com-
bines slick showmanship and a fine
handling of her songs.
She mixes special vocal material

with pop numbers and, with a sin-
gle exception/ scores strongly all

down the line. Highlights of the
act are “A . Girl Who Can’t Say
No.” which she introduced in “Ok-
lahoma”: the comic striptease num-
ber from “Pal Joey ,” and a special
number about love and'modern art
which has the audience calling for
more.
What Miss Holm apparently

thinks is something extra-special,
a torch song called “I Get Alpng
Without YOU,” impressed at show
caught as one the singer can get
along without. It brought virtually
no applause.
Act starts smoothly with the

singer entering by the main door
of the Embassy Room and walking
the length of the room, with a spot-
light following her. until she
reaches the stage, Signoff takes
her back through the room to the
main gate. But there she pauses,
and picks up a conveniently-
planted portable mike for an en-
core. “A Feller N^eds a .Girl.” to
send her out the door to heavy ap-
plause. « hovoe.

Reaehcombcr, Miami B.
(FOLLOWUP)

Miami Beach, March 20.
Betty Hutton has been brought

back for what 'may be the stretch
run for this largest nitery in the
area. -It's a quick return (she
w orked the spot six weeks ago), and
one calculated to maintain the prof-
it pace set all season, "with Sophie

^J^er “presenting” for the 14
weeks. Two-frame date also marks
nnis for Miss Tucker, and unless
a {solid topllner or two can be
obtained to follow, Norman Schuy-
ler and associates figure to shutter.

Miss Huttofi returns with the
same book purveyed last time out,
albeit it’s a faster-paced, tighter
performance that keeps tablers’
enthusiasm mounting through the.
.f>0/ minutes' she pounds out her
neyer-let-up tempo. With three
lads, Jerry, Jack and Bill, serving
*;s a frame for the bigger items.
5tne sets up onA of the best acts
to be seen here this, or any other
v- inter, from time she is introed»by
Miss Tucker, through her long
catalog.

Wham bowoff brings her back for
tj ib to La Tucker and- brings on
the vet star for the big payoff for
the aud, the teaming of the two
in There’ll Always Be A Red Hot
Momma,” with comedy lyric in-
terchange and struts that has them
nowling and pounding through the
eight-minute segment. Notable is
duplication of Miss Tucker’s man-
nensms and vocal inflections by
Miss Hqtton, indicative of propping
as announced) for her starring role
in the Tucker film lifestory.

In owh spot Miss Tucker sets up
her staples, the compound' of
Nostalgic, aneht her *50"years' in the

biz; the liberal and broad comedic
lines in dispensing advice to young
and old of both sexes, which in-
cludes the badinage with invaluable
accompanist - straight man Ted
Shapiro; medley of the hits she’s
been associated with through the
years and for the zlnger, revival
of an old special, still potent,
“Horse’ Playin’ Poppa,”
The De Marfas, tee off proceed-

ings with a skillfully devised set of
terps that feature unusual lifts and
spins. Harry Richman, per usual,
is the suave conferender, introing
the show and setting a class mood.
Leii Dawson and his orch are fine
on the showbackings. Lory.

Clover Club' Portland
Portland* Ore., March 26. .

Beatrice . Kay ('with Sylvan
Green ) , Mandrins ( 3 ) , Dale Bray

,

Russ Hackett Orch (5), with Jean
Hackett; no min., cover, $1.50.

Town's oldest nitery has re-
opened under completely new man-
agement after being shuttered for
nearly two’ months. Spot has had
a

.

partial facelifting and new boss
Jack Carpenter has^set a name act
pOllcy.

. Beatrice Kay took the opening-
niters in hand from the time she
got onto the floor and held them
handily, for the«full 40 minutes that
she was on. The five-footer displays
the energy of a rocket, knocking
out the Gay ’90s tunes. with plenty
of bounce as well as nostalgia. She
displays fine change of pace by
breaking up hef chirping with a
smatter of terping and sharp dia-
log with spouse. Sylvan Green. Her
impresh of different song stylists
is sQcko, Audience participation
stuff, gagging and chirping are all

topdrawer. '

Green does a nifty job on the 88s
and in conducting the band. He
also serves as a good foil and
straight man for- .Miss Kay. The
Mandrins open the show with some
offbeat juggling, balancing and
aero stuff, the twb guys

:

and a gal
displaying some sock stuff in the
control department* Dale Bray
does a nice job as emcee. Russ
Hackett and the boys play a neat
show and set the tempo for danc-
ing. Jeannie Hackett is on for a
bit of chirping during the dance
seshes. Feve.

Edgewater Beaeh, €hf
Chicago, . March 26.

Clifford Guest, Beachcombers
(3) Sc Natalie, Roulettes (3), Dor-
othy Hild Dancers (8), Bob Kirk
Orch; $3.50 minimuiq, $1 cover.

This, three-weeker tastefully
combines Song, dance, humor and
novelty and leans comfortably on
the pleasant side. It’s a choice
card for this posh hostelry, as the
consistent zealous returns testify,
though its name values may do
little to help the room out of a
Lenten slump.
Helming the bill, Clifford Guest

gives a masterful demonstration of
ventriloquism that particularly de-
lights the outfronters for the de-'
lineation of distances via voice
pitching. Largely Guest works with
dummy Lester, who is first heard
as a muffled voice from within a
suitcase, emerging in time with a
credible boyish personality. Tor
gether they engage in quick-witted
repartee, fraught with mildly amus-
ing Britishisms (Guest halls from
Australia), which evolves into a
rapid three-way conversation with
an echo. Fox hunt, wherein Guest
represents hounds, huntsmen and
horses in the distance, approach-
ing and passing the mike, is lauded
by the crowd, and simulated babe
in arms crying, gagging and burp-
ing makes for a solid getaway.
Beachcombers Si Natalie score

repeatedly on five nicely-fashioned
numbers of sock harmonizing. Each
takes on production stature as a
result of smart staging by Tony
Charmoli, which has the foursome
in simple terp and. general show-
manly -movement about the mike.
Diminutive Hawaiian charmer Nat-
alie Is the focal point of the group,
vivaciously airirjj the leads while
the three male voices of Jerry,
Graff. Don McLeod and husband
Bill Shepherd blend smoothly be-
hind her!

Roulettes are a sleek roller-skat-
ing trio of two guys and a fetching
gal, comprising an adagio team and
an aero soloist. Bob and Sis Ritz
make up the former, and Terry
Taylor the latter, alternating, the
fore in expert ball-bearing exhibi-
tion and climaxing together in a
speed tfpin. Theirs is a snappy ses-
sion overall that draws a good
volley of mitting.
Dorothy Hild Dancers open and

close the show with polished pro-
ductions that have no less impact
thanthe acts they sandwich. Closer
is , a “Prince Tjhr” extravaganza
with Jerry Moore, sole male mem-
ber of the line, featured and with
Beachcombers piping “Stranger Jn
Paradise” accompaniment.
Bob Kirk orch hahdle$ the mu-

sical chores, •' including .refined
vintage dance sets. Let;

dr*'*, IttllywMd
Hollywood, March 24.

Peggy Lee, Blackburn Twins
with Evelyn Ward, Dick Stabile
Orch (7), Bobby Ramos Rhum•

baud (5); $2 cover.

Back at work after an illness,
Peggy Lee is concentrating on

1

what appears to be^a more sophis-
ticated jazz styling. As result, her
appeal may well be limited to the
chichi audiences, such as those
ivhich frequent this Sunset Strip
plushery. The fans that rated her
highly for the socko jazz singing
that was once the Lee hallmark
will be baffled "by this new Lee.

The difficulty here is over-pro-
duction. She’s backed by a sextet
that’s fine musically, and even de-
serves its own spot in the show.
But they’re too loud and too much
of a distraction to-be backing Miss
Lfee, who fared best with the sim-
ple rhythm accompaniment. Her
best efforts are oi> such familiars
as “Do Right,” “Lady is a Tramp”
and “Lover,” which still serves as
an encore to an encore to an en-
core, thus Vitiating its impact.

Blackburn Twins return this
time with Evelyn Ward as a show-
opening team. They're using much'
of their familiar material, includ-
ing the “mirror routine,” but the'

vocal stuff isn’t as zingy as it could
be and the accent is more on. terp.
They’re good; but Miss Ward ap-
pears to be the weakest partner
they’ve had.

Dick Stabile and Bobby Ramos
crews share the dance assignment;
with the former backing the show
while Stabile himself emcees. He
could use better material, but
that’s been true for more than a
year. , Kap.

La Vie on Rose, X. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

Mary Kaye Trio, a pleasant
enough act, is carrying too much
of a burden in this Monte Proser
bistro. As part of a varied bill or
production layout, they would ap-
pear to better advantage. But cur-
rent two-act setup, with Harry
Mimmo starting the post-dinner
proceedings as one„of the twro hold-
overs (other is singer Harry (“Al-
manac”) Belafonte as the midnight-
attraction and not caught), puts
the song and instrumental three-
some in a position where they have
to deliver strongly. They don’t
have that kind of impact in the
structure of their turn, which is

undisciplined to begin with and of
a character that defies definition.

Miss Kaye, a slim, striking Ha-
waiian, handles the juiced guitar
well,, contributes humbly to the
song session and is well groomed.
Her brother, plus a non-islander,
seems bent toward comedy and sun-
dry shenanigans in need of a script.

The brother makes with Billy Dan-
iels at times, without much effect,

and his big try is at a deliberately
offkey - “Begin the Beguine” that
doesn’t prove that he or the sup-
ports can do a job on the Cole
Porter tune in a straight vein.

Group work a number of instru-
ments, including accordion and
bass, and go through antics be-
tween and amid songs that* are
culled from the cornpone circuit.

Miss Kaye and the frere do an in-
gratiating job on “Funny Valen-
tine” and . third member takes off

on Louis Armstrong in “Can’t Give
You Anything But Love” with an
okay growl- employing a miniature
trumpet that looks promising be-
fore it's interrupted by clowning.
They also try on “April in Paris”
for size but the melody gets lost

in a fog of side issues. •

A talkative table and a half-

house on night caught may have
inveighed against the trio’s per-
formance. They would have to be
judged under more suitable condi-
tions. Trau.

Sands, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 26.

Peter Lind Hayes ft Mary Healy,
Hal Leroy, Calypso Joe St Coco-Te,
Chuck Nelson, Copa Girls (11),
Ray Sinatra Orch (11); no cover
or minimum. (,

The exuberance and long-proven
talents of Peter Lind Hayes and
Mary Healy insure three weeks of
top biz in thfe Copa Room. The duo
invests 35 minutes of songs and
sketches and reap rich rewards in

laughter and applause.

“Movies Are Better Than Ever"
gives stars a chance to bring back
oldtime film bits with Hayes shin-
ing as Gary Cooper and a horror-
villain who turns out to be a sissy.

As a flapper and then Louella
Parsons, Miss Healy scores in

pleasing fashion. Pathos and
whimsy also find their place in

career of a boy who goes to Holly-
wood, achieves an Oscar and then
fades away.

“Gee, I Wish I Could Have a
Place of My Own” is a clever duet
in which 'Hay'eS stubbornly seeks a
retreat where he can Smoke a pipe
ill the face of the ambitious build-
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ing plans of his mate. Pair’s topper
is Hayes as Russell * Nype.- and
Miss Healy as Ethel Merman in
bits from “Call Me * Madam,”
segued to a Helen Traubel-Mario
Lanza songalog that rates the big
laughs netted. Hayes does his
Punchy Callahan, emulating the
oldtime prizefighter who narrates
his experiences to a crowd ‘in Cen-
tral Park, before getting the bum’s
rqssh,

Hal Leroy is a crowd-pleaser in
taps and softshoe with a nice per-
sonality. Hoofer performs a chair
dance with the aid of drumsticks
in a clever turn, and his ioose-
limbcd steps to “Night and Day”
result In a good bowoff.

Copa girls shine in an unusual
Calypso number choreb’d. by Bob
Gilbert and Renne Stuart. It fea-
tures the dance team of Calypso
Joe & Coco-Te, clever Interpreters
of this form of dance, while Chuck
Nelson is good on vocals. Bob.

Latin Quarter. Boston
Boston, March 23,

Dorothy Dandridge (with Nick
Perito ), Billy Vine, Ray Malone,
Bob Conrad Dancers (8), Guy
Guarino, Harry DcAnaclis Ordi
(8), Zarde Bros. Trio; $3P min.

It’s unfortunate that this bill,

comprised of thrush Dorothy Dan*
dridge, comic Billy Vine, and a,

terp single, Ray Malone, was
booked in on the heels of a similar
bill, for the current layout, with
the exception of Malone, who is

standout, suffers by comparison.
(Last week’s lineup consisted of
Joyce Bryant, Larry Storch^aud
ballerina Janet Grey).

V Topbilled, Miss Dandridgo is a
svelte thrush of the Lena Horne
school of chirpery but. judging
from her opening night’s outing,
is still an undergrade although in
the main her songology is satisfac-
tory. A gorgeously-gowned looker,
she has plenty of the attributes
necessary to score w'ith such ditties
as “Fine and Dandy,” “Taking a
Chance on Love” and a sexy “Talk
Sweet Talk to Me.” Her main fault
opening night was the occasional
skipping of a beat, which while
p.-sibly premeditated, is neverthe-
less annoying. Balance of her stint

is studded with standards, buildin^
to the slyly gimmicked bowoff,
“You’ve Got to See Baby Every
Night."

Vine, who plays this spot each
season with varying degrees of
success, scores okay at the initial-

er. nabbing yocks w'ith his patter
and panto routines. Guy works
hard for his laughs but includ°s
enough: variety of material to walk
off to nice customer reaction. In
the opening slot, Malone, recent-
ly here, in the legiter, “By the
Beautiful Sea." displays some ter-

rific terping to score strongly. Guy
is an agile terpster and most

t
of

his stuff consists of untorhoded
whirls, spins and leaps. A slick bit

is his terping to a clarinet solo
played by sidemsn Tony Viola sans
band backgrounding. Elie.

Tale Society* X. Y.
Eydie Gorme . Pee Wee Hunt

Orch (6), Pat Terry, Goofers ( 5);
$4 minimum.

Show at Cafe Society last .week
added up to a generally" pleasant
presentation. Eydie Gorme and Pat
Terry, who wound up limited oner-

week stands Sunday (28), handled
the vocal assignment nicely. Pee
Wee Hunt Orch, continuing at the
spot, dishes out some peppy instru-
nientalizations. Also holding over
are The Goofers, who’vc been at
the nitery for several weeks dis-
playing their frantic, unsophisti-
cated brand of humor.

Miss Gorme, who topped the
card, has been around for several
years, with tele showcasing on the
Steve Allen WNBT, N.Y.,

p
program

a hypo. Singer makes a" nice ap-
pearance, shying away from the
sexy motif. Her songalog is well
piped, with such showmanship bits

as a derby hat in one number and
strawhat and cane in another pay-
ing off effectively.

^
Dislaffer’s repertoire is confined

mostly to tunes in the bounce vein.

Miss Gorme tees off with “It’s a

Most Unusual Day,” moving into

“I Wish" I Were in Love Again,”
followed by “Secret Love.” Other-
numbers include “The Gypsy in

My Soul.” “Sometimes I’m Happy”
and “It All Depends on You.” Key-
board accompaniment is dished out
by Fred Elton. Terry, who also

worked over the vocals, is under
New Acts.

Pee Wee Hunt’s crew, comprised
of a horn, clarinet, bass fiddle,

piano, drums and bandleader on
the trombone, gets show off to a

lively start via their sizzling Dixie-

land deliveries. Numbers offered
include “Dark Town §tvutters

Ball,” “Sugar Blues” and “Oh.”
Hunt gives aggregation a visual

boost by play^g the trombone
with his foot while silting in a
chair. Jess.

—, r— .

Xew Golden, Heit
Reno, March 25.

Frances Langford, with The Fel-
las • ( 4 ) , Rowcn Si Martin, Johnson
Si Madill, Will Osborne Orch

;

no
coi.cr or minimum. «

Except for a few fine minutes of
just plain singing, the Frances
Langford turn is the most elabo-
rately-produced, flashy act the
Golden has ever had. Miss Lang?
f< d is accompanied in her new act
by the Four Fellas. As a backdrop
to her numbers they are overly
prominent, not in the individual
numbers, but during the overall
stint. They frame her with atten-
tion, herald her entrances, and in
general almost obscure her by try-
ing to point her up. .

Rut the individual routines
themselves get some interesting ef-
fects. Best of them probably are
“Flame Was Her Name” and “Mil-
lionairess.” But “Flame" is also an
example of oyer-production. ’Too
often’ the Fellas are in action for’
no apparent reason.
Toward the end of the long dis-

play. Miss Langford perches atop a
stool and sings quietly. (The Fel-
las are lit repose at h**r feet or
sitting around Her). “I’m In the
Mood for Love”, gets respectful np-
nreciation for her Identifying num-
ber. “Chattanooga Ghoo Choo,”
which she does In "The Glenn
Miller Story,” will get the same
recognition once she follows the
picture into locales. It hasn't been
here yet. •

Two new acts make an impres-
sion in this show. Rowen & Martin
are a couple of good-looking guys
with some fine material, some of it

already tried and proven by other
comics. But they have plenty of
their own, and rack up good laffs.

Johnson St Madill are two male
hoofers who do everything they
can to appear different, limited
by a small stage, the duo still pulls
off some' pretty flashy aero. A se-
quence with tomtoms gets strong
resnnnse.

'

. Will Osborne's orch Is -In to re-
nlace Sterling Young. The band Is

better equipped with some dance
music at the moment and will prob-
ably sharpen up in the show de-
partment quickly. \Mark.

Birdland, X. V.
Sarah Vauqhan, Benny Green

Onintet, Johnny Smith Quartet;
$2.50 minimum, $1 general admis-
sion.

With Sarah Vaughan headlining,
Birdland has come up xvith a solid
show with a. wider apDcai than the
straight jazz attractions usually
shou'cnsed here. Miss Vaughan is

one of the few thrushes who has
successfully blended both the pop
and jazz idioms into a top b.o.
style. - -

Over the last several years. Miss
Vaughan settled into a stylistic
groove marked by her unusual vo-
cal mechanics on sliding notes and1

nlentv of savyy before the mike.
She works over every kind of tune,
from ballads to scat bop numbers,
with flawless polish, although
sometimes she seems to be substi-
tuting pure technique for real
emotion. For her current stand,
she works with a rhvthm trio back-
ing on a fine ronertoire of stand-
ards including. “E-ist of the Sun,”
“Just Friends,” “Easy Come, Easy
Go,” “Summertime” and “Linger
Aw-hile,” among others.
Two excellent combos are also

snotted on this bieger-than-usual
Birdland bill. Benny Green fronts
a swinging quintet comprising sax,
piano, bass, drums and his own
slide horn. Crew plavs with drive
and some humor for top reception.
Guitarist Johnny Smith heads. an
interesting bop quartet, featuring
Teddy Charles on vibes, for some
authentic cool sounds. Hcrm.

Hotel Cliascv St. IM
St. Louis. March 22.

Marty Allen St Mitch DetVood,
Joe Schirmcr Orch (6); $1-$1.50.

Pair of young comics are throw-
ing customers of the Zodiac Room
here into almost continuous yocks
during their 25 minutos before the
mike. The lads - possess about
everything—swell nines, a fine
flair for satire, nimble hoofing,
amusing roughhouse antics and a
fresh line of chatter.
Of ’ singing, they don’t do

enough. Every ditty they launch
into is butchered for the satirical
effect until Mitch DcWood. a neat
baritone. w>ows 'em with “Why Was
I Born." Their softshoe, aero and
eccentric dancing on and off a
‘mall platform is sock but like

(he singing, there’s too little of it.

One of their best satirical bits oc-

curs when one, as Frankie Laine,
and the other, as Johnnie Ray, do
a zany duo, each maintaining his

own. song.
'Marly Allen’s satire and gab of

King Faroiik’s ‘ romantic ' career,

dressed in odd garb, is another
winner. Duo also scores with their
satire on tv giveaway programs.

Sahu.
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NEW YORK CITY
Mutlc Hall (I) 1

Arnaut Broa
Eric Hutaon
Courtney Wright
Margaret Baxter
Nancy Carnariua
Kockettea
Amin Bros '

Jacqueline Langes
George Sawtelle
Alan Howard ~

Delia Deatlnian
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore .

Palace (It) 1

Rolando
Tenner A Betty

Ray Douglas
Annell St Break
Maurice Colleano
Norman A Parker
Lowe Hite A S

CHICAOO
Chicago (P) 1

Ella Fitzgerald
Illinois Jacquet Gp
George Kirby
Peg Leg Bates

MIAMt
Olvmola (P) 31

L Chavales do E
Trim Reyes
Eddie Garson
1 t» flU

AUSTRALIA

AUCKLAND _
St. James (T) B

Walton A O’Rourke
Charly Wood Co
Lowe A Ladd
Cook A Jeans
Daresco 3
Guy Nelson
Chevalier Broa _

B Vaughan
Renita Kramer
Bouna
Bert Duke A Joy
Sonya Corbeau
Dorothy Hall
Show Girls
Nudes

MELBOURNE
Tivoli m 39

Guns Bros
O'Hagan A. Stead
John Blythe
Balcombes
Gloria Dawn

Merenoa
Muracs
Max Blake
Seyler Heyten
Betty Meddlngs
Frank Cleary
John Blutbal
Male iBallet
Ballet Girls .

SYDNEY
- Tivoli (T> 39
Tommy Trlnder
Toni -Green
Joe Lee
Dagenham Girl P
W Latona A Sparks
6 De Pauls
Mary Priestman
Littlejohns
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Tom Lamond
Maureen Helman
Ballet Girls

BRITAIN

ASTON
4

llppodrome (I) M
Monarch*

ictor Seaforth
illy Tborbirn
ay Marino
Barnes A Jeanne

udrey Jeans
eter Raynor
onway A Day
BIRMINGHAM

llppodrome <M> 39

arry Lgster Co
ayseeds
oofos
illage Slickers
armers Daughters
BRADFORD

Alhambra (M) 29

H Elliott
eslie Welch
ick Tripp
elga Barry
MernT_Micks

[anley £ Austin

BRIGHTON
llppodrome (MV 29

jrd Seymour Ore
jhnny Lockwood
Tonne Prestige
1 Granadas A P
[arettas
iebard .

Sis

or Jefferies
ocalettes

BRIXTON
Empress (» 29

lelbeins Bears
rine A King

CARDIFF
New <S> 29

dys Morgan Co
ly Brent
i Geldray
ax St Chico
i Youngsters
r Johnson
ity -
> P Kaye
>by Collins

CHELSEA^
Palace (1> 29

rothy Squires
itt Sanders
rle A Vaughn
ersens Bears
a Fyffe Jr
Id . A Cordell
tan A Katz
t Roper A Pat
CHISWICK

Empire (S) 29

ne Sheldon
Ired Marks
Skyliners
in White A Ann
iting Sayers
ace Forsythe
A J Penn
die Le Roy

OERBY _
ppodrome (S) 29

ly Cotton Bd
aton A O'Dell
s BUck
hw„ Dennis ,

WilliSta*

29

Beg Russell

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 29

Grldneffs
Eleanoe 8
Gaye A Van
2.Mareyyas.
Metropolitan (I)

5 Smith BrosSAM Harrison
Rita Martell
P Fishers Puppets
Patsy SUva
8 J's A June

EDINBURGH
Empire (M> 29

David Whitfield
Bonar Colleano _
Wilson Keppel A B
Pan Yue Jen Tp
David. Berglaa
Rlchman A Jackson
Fred Atkins
Dot A Maureen

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 29

K Mackintosh OreNAP Dundon
Maurice French
Austral
Slsto Co

E
reddle Sales
es Ricards

Jimmy Wheeler
GRIMSBY

Palace (0 29
Laurel A Hardy
Derek Rpaaire

Nlcol A Kemble
Ursala A Gus
Alan Rowe
Keefe Broe A A
3 Jllla
Roy A Ray
B Kayes Pekes

HACKNEY
Empire

.
<S) 29

Jewel A Warriss
Benson Dulay Co
Cycling Astons
De Vere 3
H Paulo A Betty
Rio Ron A Rita

LEEDS
Empire (M) 29

David Hughes
Peter Cavangh
A A D Aldott
Hylda Baker
Dennis Bros A J
Kenways
Des O'Connor
David Hurst

. LEICESTER
Palace (S) 29

Vic Oliver
Sylvia Campbell
Clifford Stanton
Terry Hall
Pierre Bel
Robey Buckley
MeAndrews A Mills
Lewis Henry
Stephanie iU"r
Ernie Brooks

LONDON
Palladium (M) 29

Nat King Cole
Henny Youngman
Fayne A Evans
Michael Dentine
Bassi 3
Morlider 3
Wazzan Arabs
Devine A King
" Hellos

Tiller Girls

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M> 29

Lee Lawrence
6 FlamingoesBAB Adams
Mzzet A Eddie
Harry Bailey
M Mitchell 3
Sandow Sis
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (Ml 29,

Beverley Sis
Tommy Fields
A A L Ward
Clarkson A Leslie
Freddie Harrison
3 Lesters
Alex A Nlco
Bob Murray

PORTMOUTH
Royal (M) 29

2 Sterlings
Jon Pertwee
F Harris A C
Semprini
Mongadors
Joyce Golding
R»dio Revellers
Williams A Shand
SOUTHAMPTON
.
Grand (I) 29

Issy Bonn
Cardew Robinson
Eno Sc. Lane
Robertl
Copa Cousins
Rexsnos
BlIIv Bartholomew
N'c-olettes

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 29

Frankie Vaughn
Dawn White Co
Geo Doonan A Ann
Dasha Chimps
Peggy Cavell
Francois St ZandraPAS Sherry
Newman Twins
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome (I) 29
Prince Zahoor
Joe Stein
Noon Bros
Jack Grieve
Marsh A Lorraine
Billy Gay
Moullc Rouge Girls

YORK
Empire (1) 29

Suzette Tarrl
F Jover A J Lytton
Lascelles A Nadia
Eva May Wong
M A M Mills
Nelson Lloyd
Steven Merrick
Ba/u A Rao
Pctter L Carol#

, ,

•sin St.
Louis Armstrong
Velma Middleton

Blue Angel
Jonathan Winter
Felicia Sandera
Marjane
Martha Davis
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

•on Sotr
Jimmie Daniels
Thelma Carpenter
Oliver Wakefield.
Kaye Ballard
Dolores Brown

Cato Soclaty
Jerry Vale
Pee Wee Hunt

Celebrity. Club
'

Morty Cunty
Alfred A Lenore
Reger StSel Ore

Chateau Madrid
Three Galanes
Marta Nlta
Jose. Pillar Ore •

Freddie Alonso
Sarita Herrera

Ciro's
Josh White
Mary Sullivan

CopaCabanaW .Mastln T*rio
Mary Small
Page A Bray
Lorraine A Brunner
Sandy Evans
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti vOre
Hotel Ambassador
lotes Lande Ore
No. 1 FIHh Avo
Bob Downey
Harold FonvlUo-
Hazel Webster

’

Old RoumaMab
Sadie Banks
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aqoila Ore

two Guitars
Vladimir Rozben
Lubov Hawnshay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia Karavaoff
Misha Markoff
Hofei New Vorlrer
Ed A Wilma Leary
Jo Barnum
Bqn Dova
Steve Kisley Ore
Dee Drummond
A Rollinf Trio
Holer Pk Sheraton
Jose Metis

Hotel Pierre
June Havoc
Frakson
Gale Sherwood
Stanley Melba Ore’

Cabaret Bills

Saxony Hotel

Dioaa Costello Co
Mandy Campo Ore
Val Olmatt Or#
Helene
Tony Da La Crus

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Vagabonds
Vagabonds <*> -

Marls Naglla
Jana Mason
Mary Ann Bentley
The Dunhllls _
Frank Llnala Ore

NEW YORK CITY

Mlseha Burr Ora
Chico ReUI Ore

Motel Plaza
Celeste Holm
Ted Streater Ore
Monte Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. . Regis
Shlrl Conway

.

Milt Shaw nre
Ray Bari Ore

Hotel Sherry*
Natherlano

Estelle Lorlng .

Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Brunesco Ore.

Hotel Statlar
Horace Heidt

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quarter
Bernard BrosLAM Murray
Mon Toy
Dsrvas A Julia
Lee Sharon .

T Ashtons
Ruby Richards
Art Wane; Ore
B Harlow* Ore.
La Vie En Rosa
Harry Belafonte
Harry Mimmo
Mary Kaye Trio
Van Bmith Ore
Jovita Ore

Lo Ruban Blau
Julius Monk
Kirkwood A Good'
man

Day. Dawn A Dusk
Dorothy Loudon
Leigh Roberts
N Parris Trio

Versailles
‘Nice To See Yon*
ray DeWitt
Don Liberto
Georgia Kayo
Al Norman
LoO Nelson '.

Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Margy Duncan
Paula Stewart
Carol Obmart
Salvatore Glo# Ore
Panchlto Ore

Vlllaqa Barn
Rachel- Ellen
Jack Malone ,

Carell A Carlyle
Larry* MacMahon
Joe Font
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Artie Johnson
Trade Adams
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Marthi Wright
N Brandwynna Ore

Desert Inn

Jimmy Durante
Jackie Miles
Les Charllvels
Betty Reilly

El Coftox
Charley Chaney
Beverly -Richards
Roberto

• Flamingo
Ban Blue Rev '

Last Prantlar
Howard Keel
Blackburn Twine
Evelyn Ward
Carsony Bros.

Golden Nugget
Briney A Carter
Jill Adame. .

Dude Kimball
Joe Venutl Ore

Sanda
Peter Lind Hayefe
Mary Healy
Hal Leroy

Mapos Skyroom
Jack Smith
Maurice Rocco
Skylettes
E Fitzpatrick Ore

New Golden
Frances Langford
The Fellas
Rowen A Martin

Montmartre
M de Paris Orq
Michelle Due
Pedro Vargas
Bergaza A Terraia
Rosendo Rosell
Monsigneur Orq

Antunaa Orq
.

de la Playa Orq
Sans Soucl

Olga Chaviauo
Frank GiOlll
Estrella Perez
Ray. Carson
fondelayo
Actu A Cellini

CHICAGO
Bluo Angel .#

V Duncan Dcrs (3)
Linda Romano
Val Navaro
Jimmy Mills
Bob WeDyck Trio

Black Orchid
Josephine Premice
Bob McFadden
Jerri Winter-
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez Pare#
Danny Thomas
Joyce Taylor
C Ayers A Escorts
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hon
Margie Lee
Adele Inge

Lippe A Baliscb
Bobby May.
Bob Bromley c

BIO Griffin
N A J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears (7)

Boulevar-Dons <ff)

F Masters Ore
Edgewaver Beach

Clifford Guest
Beachcombers
Dorothy Hild Dcrs
Bob Kick Ore

Palmar. House
Kay Thompson
Marshall A Farrell
Bobby Brandt
Empire Eight
Emil Coleman Ore

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

Mindy Carson
Jack Durqnt
Centeys
Henry King Ore

Band Box
Mickey Katz
Bas Sheva

Bar of Musla
Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Blltmora Hotel
Connie Haines
Gil Lamb
Hal Derwin Ore

Ciro's
Peggy Lee
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charley Foy'j
Arthur L. Simpkins
Rita Retam

Marguerite Padula
A. Browne Ore

Mocambo
DeMarcos (2)

Paul Hebert Ore
MoOlin Rouge

B Minevftch H R
De Castro Sis (3)
Dominique
Chiqulta A Johnson
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (5)
Gina Genardf
Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancers

Statlar Hotel
Sportsmen (4)LAE Roberta
Renards (2)

S Ennis' Oro-
Ron Perry Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Bar of Music

Bill Jordan
Guy Rennie
Harvey Bell%
Beth Challls
GJna Valenta
Ethel Davis
Fred Thompson

Blrdland
Key Mambo Ore
The Tempos
Do-Ray-Me 3

Beachcomber
Sophie Tucker
Betty Hutton
De Marloa
Harry Rlchman
Milt Ross
Charlie Carlisle
Louise Brown
Len Dawson Ore

Black Magic
Sammy Walsh
Mickey Roselle
Arden Young

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
Larry Foster
The Williams (2)

Teddy King Ore
Ciro's

The Treniers
Jo Thompson

Clovor Club
J Billy. grey

. ..

Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Betty Luster
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury

Dl Lido Hotel
Sans Souci Rev
Zig A Vivian Baker
Freddie Calo Ore

Lord Tarleton
Jack Stuart .Ore
Jeannle Moore
Leon A Eddie's

Lois De Fee
Lynn Star
Arlene
Rita Marlow
Charlotte Waters

Nautilus Hotel
Joyce Bryant
Andre D’Orsay
Antone St Ipa
Sid Stanley Oro

Patio
Singing Strings
Sans Souct Hotai
Byron Palmer
Jay Lawrence
Sacaraa Oro
,Ann Herman Dcrs

LaRua's
Charly Reya Ore

Roney Plaza
MUt Hterth Trio
Georgo Hines Oro

El Rancho vegae
L Paul A M Ford
Artie Dann

Sahara
JQdy Canova Show
Kathryn Grayson
Jack Carter
Sujata - A Atoka
Cee Davidson Oro
S Henle Ice Rev

Silver Slipper
Maxle Rosenbloom
Hank Henry
Sparky Kaya
Nicholas Trio
Bill Willard
Jimmie Cavanaugh
Virginia Dew
Bill Willard
Joan White
Q Redman's Ore

Thundorblrd
L Compagnons Da
La Chanson

Mata &f Harl
Los Gatos

RENO
Will Osbotne Ore
Johnson A Madill

Riverside

Keete Brasello
Gene Wesson
Pat Henning-
Riverside Starlets
Bill Clifford «Orc

HAVANA
Marcel Pefore
Cachla
Jacqueline Lerol
R Ortega Orq.
C Rodriguez Orq

-Troplcana
S da Espana Orq
Celia Cruz
Rene A C Delaine
Mano Lopez
Marta A . Alexander
Paulina Alvarez
Bertica A Rolando
Orlando de la Rosa
Kiko Gonsalves
Senen Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq

.

I Disney
|)===. Continued from page 4 sssl

expansion„to tv will develop into

much traiierizing for the cartoons

and live actioners he has been
making, and will continue to make,
exclusively for. theatres.

Leo F. Samuels, worldwide sales

supervisor of the Disney organi-

zation, underlines earlier experi-

ence along these same lines. Dis-

ney has done several One-shot tv

programs, including two Christmas
Day specials, which were built

around his pic activities generally.

These shows socked across unusu-
ally heavy plugs for “Alice in Won-
derland" and “Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs.”

Militating against presentation

of Disney’s theatrical works on tv

is the timelessness of the product.
Most of Disney’s oldies, such as
“Fantasia,” “Alice” and “Snow
White” can be relied upon ‘as

heavy revenue producers in the re-

issue theatrical market at intervals

of every few years. Potential coin
from these re-runs surpasses by a
very wide margin the money that
would accrue from tv.

Another point is that Disney
has a heavy stake in' new thea-
trical production, including “20,000
Leagues Under the Sea” (anticipat-

ed negative cost is over $4,000,000)
and an expanded program of -fea-

ture cartoons and “True Life Ad-
venture” briefies. Deals directing
Disney’s earlier pic to telecasters
doubtless would Stir exhibitor re-
sentment. This, in turn, could tend
to jeopardize the producer’s invest-
ment in new product. -

Allan Dowling,
Continued from page 3

original story by Hugh Brooke,'
who will also produce.

Dowling arid associates have set
“Night Music” and “The Sea Is a
Woman,” which rolls May 7, for
RKO release on a deal arranged af-

ter the firm’s first venture. “Dono-
van’s Brain” was released by
United Artists for them.

After these two pictures, to be
filmed on the Republic lot, Dowling
has three pix slated to go in
Europe, all to be made with Ameri-
can and European all-star casts in
bilingual versions that will take
c-are of the exhibition needs of both
hemispheres. Pix are “Hedda
Gabler,” based on the Ibsen classic

which was filmed in Europe back
in the silent days but has not been
made since; “9:15 to Freedom,” the
story of the train that crashed the
Iron Curtain; and “Stranger in
Munich,” an intrigue, yarn.

Simultaneously, Deutsches Dowl-
ing Films GMBH (Ltd.), will launch
a television film series, “A Man in

EyW .Sort,” 44

EDDIE ALBERT A MARGO &
CO. (3)

Sonrs-Comedy-Dance
45 Mins.
Nautilus, Miami Beach

Despite handicap of a. small stage
in an oddly planned room which,
at times, hinders sight values for
mobile acts, Eddie Albert and
Margo shape up as a potentially

sock duo with an overall pattern
obviously slanted for the class

cafes. . Video possibilities are also

on the plus side.

The material and staging has
been carefully handled, with a con-
tinuing pace that holds aud in-

terest throughout. With the week’s
engagement here under their belt,

and more polishing until upcoming
engagement at the Waldorf Astoria
(N.Y.), they should make a wel-
come addition to the circuit. But-
tressed by two guitarists and pian-
ist, the oompote contains intelli-

gent route that combines song and
dance, with Albert keying the
tempo. He handles the tablets in

smooth easy manner, with amiable,
almost shy approach quickly estab-
lishing rapport. Wife Margo pro-
vides the Latino effects with the
two joining on guitar-singing bits

and in dance segments. Mixture
contains straight and humorous
with “Never Marry an Actor-Never
Marry a Dancer" serving nicely
as a warmer-upper in the husband-
wife interchange catalog; straw-
hatted, nostalgic “We’re Back at

the Palace Again”
.
with tongue-

in-cheek thanks -to tv’s bringing
back the small time vauders from
retirement, and calypso lined lyric

idea in “Man, Man, Is For Woman
Afoide ”

.

~On their owq Margo essays a
flamenco bit, bnef and well hand-
led; standout of the session is Al-
bert’s version of “September Song”
and’ reading of “John Henry” to
musical background, for the wrap-
up item.

Portions of the act are still in
the rough stages, some spots need
upbeat in tempo, but overall, work-
ing in a spot that normally features
vet comics for the hep patronage,
they walked off to solid reception.
There’s plenty know-how evidenced
by the„team, plus aud-savvy that
should aid in quick polishing, to
make for a top turn. Lary.

VAN GRONA DANCERS (4)

11 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.
Van Grona, who served a term

at Radio City Music Hall, N.Y., as
a dancer and choreographer, has
returned to the vaude marts with
an act performed with three look-
ers. Unfortunately, the blueprint
of the act doesn’t fully utilize
either his nor his group’s capabili-
ties as terpers.

The routines are sufficiently
commercial to get across, but the
material hasn’t sufficient substance
to make good in the flossier spots.
The act does indicate that con-

siderable. effort has been put into
its creation. There’s special songs,
the costumes 'are both serviceable
and sexy, and the skill with which
the terping is executed shows a
great deal of rehearsal and disci-
pline. All the act lacks at this point
is some bigtime thinking,' Jose.

GLORIA IRVING
Songs
10 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Gloria Irving is strictly for the
rhythm Sc blues market. Colored
thrush bas a way with the rockin'
rhythm and knows how to whip up
plenty of indigo innuendo.

,
Her

piping attack drives the fast-paced
numbers into the winners’ circle.

She loses some of the Impact
when she tackles a slow ballad like
“Nearness of You” but is solid on
the r&b stuff.

She’s a big gal, attractively
garbed and should do well in r&b
locations. Also a good bet for the
r&b diskers. Gros.

PAT TERRY
Sour*
12 Mini.
Cafe Society, N. Y.
Pat Terry Is a personable piper

with song-selling knowhow. Singer
who Abound up a week-long engage-
ment at Cafe Society Sunday (28)
knows how to handle himself on a
•itery floor and mixes ballads and
bounce numbers for neat results
Performing in a single breasted tux-
edo, Terry impressed as being a
good- bet to stir femme interest
and with the proper promotion
should have little trouble building
up a sizeable teenage following.
Vocalist, incidentally, waxes for
Jubilee Records.
At nitery show caught, he started

off with a rhythmic “Great Day”
and then slowed down for a nice
rendition of “Stranger in Para-
dise.” Other tunes included “Saw
You Last Night,” “Will You Still
Be Mine?” and “Gonna Live Till I
Die.” Songster should register as
an Okay entry for most visual me-
dia. Jess.

^
. m

4 COLLEANOS
Juggling __

10 Mins. %
Palace, N. Y.
The 4 Colleanos, members of the

theatrical family' w.k. in the out-
door fields, comprise two Young
couples, who have the basis for a
good act. Foursome concentrates
on juggling and in this medium
perform fairly well. Their youth
precludes too much pro experi-
ence, hence their tricks are still in
the standard category*.

A major asset is their seeming
desire to please. They impress as
being niqe kids and willing work-
ers. With more experience around
the circuits^ and acquisition of
some juggling patterns not gener-
ally performed, they’ll take their
places among the prominents in
the Colleano fairly.. One lad, ap-
parently, the older of the two boys
in the turn, does a fairly sharp jug-
gling solo. He provides the indica-
tion of the'turn’s potential, ’dsof

THE RICHYS (4)
Aero-Contortion
15 Mins.

'

L’Olympia, Paris.
This is a good aero act featuring

some extremely well conceived
contortion interludes to make this
a nice item for any U.S. vaude bill

with good possibilities for revue
and cabaret work. Group first goes
into a series of good balancing and
then two men with malleable bodies
go through ax series of twists and
bends that work into the bar work
and more polished and straight
aero work of a man and woman
team.

Contortos hang from the bar by
their feet and group works into
various unison stands and balances
that makes this an aud: pleaser.

Mask.

5 DANGOLYS
Juggling
20 Mins.
L’Olympla. Paris
Three men and two women have

a colorful, eyefilling act in this
fast paced original iuggling setup.
In “three,” they flash a rapid In-
dian club juggling and throwover
routine for a fine beginning, and
keep up this fine pace in a series
of more and moffe daring and un-
orthodox juggling. Balls, hoops and
mouthpieces '-are used for telling
effect and a comic aspect is well
handled by one recalcitrant mem-
ber who walks into the midst of all
the coordination to break up things
and emerge a sudden topper. This
is a fine entry for U.S. vaude. tv o*
Cabaret slotting for It is a breezy
dumb act to add to or accelerate

,1 proceedings. Mostc. .

.

MARGO HENDERSON
Impressions
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Young, fresh-looking Scottish

1

femme, working as single now in

place of her former double with
husband Sam Kemp (now her man-
ager), is a honey of an impressions
act, with top possibilities, for vaude,
radio-^v and films.

Showing her versatility, she
tinkles the ivories to solid effect

in “The Flirtation Waltz,” and
winds with a number titled “Per-
sonality,” leading into a series of

takeoffs in which she highlights
the gimmicks and personalities of

a dizzy blonde, then Renee Hous-
ton (Scot-born comedienne), Billy

Daniels, Maurice Chevalier and
Winston Churchill. . » Gord.

CATHERINE SALVAGE
Songs
25 Mins. >

Aux 3 BaUdets, Paris
Catherine Sauvage is a heavy-

set, dynamic-looking singer who
has found her style and feeling in

a well-chosen rep of earthy, down-
beat poetic numbers, And racy and
more„ slowstyled' ballads. She
makes good use of her stance, and
arms and body are intelligently re-

sehved, but add to the song con-

tents in a clawlike manner and
emphasis. She has a strong throb-

bing voice but keeps it well-modu-
lated. Her act shapes as a likely

offbeat French singing number for

possible special placing in U.S.

spots.

Her “Paris Canaille” (“Low
Down Paris”) has put her in the

top ranks here diskwise. Mosk.

Ilona Massey began a nitery tour

Monday (29) at the Casino Royal.

Washington, moving over to, trie

Alpine Village, Cleveland, April 12.
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Nat (King) Cole (with' Charles

Harris. John Collins Sr Lee Younfl),

Henny Youngman, Michael Ben-

tine Tony Fayne & David Evans,

Trio Basst, Devine Sc King, Three

Hellos, Wazzan Arabs (1), Morli-

dor Trio, Palladium Tiller Girls

(16), Eric Rogers Sc Skyrockets

Oreli.

After opening the yapde season

with a British headliner, the Pal-

ladium has reverted to the familiar

format of having an American

star and a blend of British, Conti-

nental and U. S. acts. Nat (King

)

Cole, Who tops the current layout,

makes a much greater impact than

on his initial engagement nearly

four years ago. He's supported* by

his musical trio, Charles Hams;
John Collins and Lee Young, who
back the star on stage alongside

the resident Skyrockets Orch.

Cole takes the safest road to

su ccess, concentrati *ig almost ex-

clusively on hiS disclicks which

are known to most of the audi-

ence and evoke familiar squeals of

delight from the .gallery. It’s a

smartly-paced songalog, in which
the romantic tunes are evenly bal-

anced with the lighted numbers.

Act is virtually a Recital of some
of his best recording^. Standout

among more than a dozen offer-

ing's is his rendition of “Calypso
Blues,” accompanied only by a

hand-drum. Other hit tunes in-

clude “Pretend,” “Lover Come
Back To Me,” ^Unforgettable,”
“Walking My Baby Back Home
and “Tenderly.” He finishes with
an amusing gimmick novelty in

which he pretends to sing without

a mike, but only mouths the words.

Another American Is Henny
Youngman, who had been g^ven a
substantial buildup by regular
transatlantic commuters. Perform-
ance doesn’t ouite come up to ex-

pectations. Comic starts slowly
and occasionally finds the going
difficult, although he succeeds in

’ building to a strong 'bfegoff situa-

tion, It’s a case in which, for the
most part, the material has a tpo-

familiar ring. When the gags, are
1

fresh the audience resuonds vigor-

ously, but the tired jokes evoke
only a lukewarm reaction.

British comic Michael Bentine
relies on his scarecrow appearance
and unusual props to provide the
basis of most of his situations. A
plumber’s plunger, for example,
enables him to be either Long
John Silver or disguised as a
trolley-bus, while a few connect-
ing rods provide all the props for
an amusing dramatic narrative.
Mainstay of act is familiar but
Audiences still respond generously.

Tony Fayne and David Evans, a
local team of impressionists, spe-
cialize In their takeoffs of snort-
ing radio commentators, but their
gallery of victims includes Billv
Daniels and Winston Churchill.
Also familiar, but still popular.

The Trio Bass!, two men and a
gal, are a nimble team of foot
jugglers, using variOus-Sized balls
and barrels. Act is enthusiastically
received and deserves high rating.
Devine and King are a so-so pair
of comedy musicians' whose act
needs severe streamlining. They
have a few intriguing bits of busi-
ness but, taken as a whole, it

doesn't make the grade.
The Three Hellos, two men and

a gal, have a smart acrobatic rou-
tine on bievcles. -.The Wazzan
Arabs are a fast-moving sentet of
tumblers with a familiar bag of
tricks expertly carried Out. The
Morlidor Trio is a strong novelty”
attraction in which the one male
member, dressed as a golliwog,
submits to a’most incredible con-
tortions. An 1 import from tbe^ Con-
tinent, this w'ould be surefire at-
traction at most spots.

The Palladium's resident daqc-
tng line does its regular two soots
on the bill with teroing skill, while'
Eric Rogers. W'ho batons the Sky-
rockets Orch, is now conducting
‘with all the assurance of a Palla-
dium vet. Myro.

.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, March 26.

_ Joe Louis, Leroy Myers, Norma
Miller Dancers < 10), George Kir-
vy, Revelaires ( 4 ) , Ernie Morris,
Archie Stone’s House Orch; “Big
Heat” < Col ),

On novelty marauee lure, Joe
Eouis is' in for hefty name draw
for a fiye-a-day stint, but it’s the
spirited all-Negro surrounding bill
mat sustains the 75-minute stage
proceedings once 'the customers
are m. The Brown Bomber is cur-
rently breaking in an act here
'v!jn a new partner, Leroy Myers,
with Louis as stolid straight man
and simply a verbal punching bag
lor ms diminutive partner and the
oig boy gettirfj^over oqjy .on burly.

stoicism and the nostalgic memor-
ies of the fight fans.

: Aparfcfrom cross-patter between
Louis and Myers, plus some medi-
ocre time steps into which the
fighter is enticed because he alleg-
edly has the stage bug, most of
the pleasure for the patro'ns is

the vicarious thrill of witnessing
a former idol being pushed^round
by a cheeky half-pint foil who
slaps the ex-champ’s chops and
dares him to fight. \

Throughout, Louis takes the
mayhem for an embarrassing pu.sh-
around spectacle that is only re-
lieved by his good-natured charm.
The Bomber has plenty of evident
b.o. draw but, once the customers
are in, it’s a pitiful exhibition
entirely lacking on personal en-
tertainment .values. It’s a comedy
triumph, however, for Myers as
the diminutive challenger. Lad,
who also acts as emcee through-
out, can live on this turn no matter
who is the straight vis-a-vis.

Surrounding rbill is meatily
spirited, with all acts oyer to hefty
reception and the Norma Miller
Dancers, five men and. five girls,

especially, scoring. Troupe opens
the bill in formal garb,, men in
toppers and tails, for & hot eccen-
tric, with Miss Miller doin^a^swift
solo to top returns and group later
back for a Cuban voodoo dance
'sesh that is hefty on speed and
flash ' costuming. Jessie Young
comes out in eye-filling white gown
and strip to briefies for a seven-
minute torso-tossing and arm-wav-
ing that is not only artistic in de-
livery but scores a wham audience
begoff.

George Kirby, a fave here, is
over big for his vocal impressions
at the mike of truriipet, cello and
sax; and sock in his screen and
radio impersonations via an Arthur
Godfrey talent show format. Also
big is Ernie Morris, in clown garb,
for his harmonica stylings of a
Southern skat medley, his “Peg o’
My Heart” and a wham “St. Louis
Blues” finale, dll interspersed with
patter to Irish, Yiddish and Cock-
ney dialects that scores boffo
response. McStay.

L’Olympia, Paris
Paris, March 21.

Jacqueline Francois, Champi,
Geo. Dorlis,» Paul Arland, Three
Stevil Sisters, Raoul, Five Dan-
golys, Richys (4), Danicle Dar-
mance & 'Paul Larau, . Three Dowi-

tas, Gaston Lepeyronne Orch (20),
Dany Revel, Yvonne Solal; $1,25
top.

. This two^week semester harbors
an uneven show, but with enough
new bright acts and pop topping in
singer Jacqueline Francois and flin
in patter comic Champi to keep
this house well attended. -

Show opens with magico Paul
Arland who confines his sleight-
of-handllng to producing an in-
numerable amount of fish which
go into a centrally located and lit

bowl. He pulls his finny props
out of everywhere. This is an ac-
ceptable opener. The Three Stevil
Sisters portray a well-coordinated
acro-terp act with well-mounted
balancing, timing and triple splits

and stands that make this a pleas-
ing item. Raoul is next with a
singing waiter stint. Though he
is more at home in cabarets, with
his insouciant turn-of-the-century
chants, he gets the and with his
manifest poise and well-modulated
handling of his songs.

Show goes up some notches
with the colorful juggling act, The
Five Dangolys, and a solid aero-
contortion act in The Richys (4).

Both are under New Acts. Daniele
Darmance & Paul Larau essay an
aero ballroom terp. number which
is a bit too diffused in styles to
make for a standout affair. How-
ever, Miss Darmance. formerly
with the Ballets de Paris, supplies
a fine terp and ‘ stance flair ad-
mirably put in relief by Larau’s
background partnering. The Three
Dowitas are a good knockabout
item with two drunks going
through ' an acceptable series of
pratfalls abetted by a furious
iemme armed with a broom. *

Comic aspects arc supplied by
Belgian radio star Geo. Rorlis and
Gallic* ch'ansonnier Champi. Dor-
lis is a patter comic whose mfitc-

rial Is too light to ignite this aud,
but a piping Voice and some in-

ventive material do draw an ap-
preciable number of laughs. Cham-
pi, a droopy-eyed raconteur, scores
with an easy delivery and good
material as he spins the story of

his life and gives an ingratiating

blue tinge to his material which
always stays in the range of good
taste and is good for solid yocks.

Miss Francois ties up. the show
with her flashy presence and ex-

cellent pipes that aid her hep
songalog for a fine chant act. She
looks sleek and imposing and her
weil-timbred voice shows range
and clarity in realistic ballads of

life and love. i Moslc.

Palace, N. Y.
Four Colleanos, Nivcllis (2),

Buddy Clayton, Harris St Shore,
Sherman ("Scat Man") Crothers,
Van Grona Dancers (4 ), Benson &
Mann, Louis ,& Oliver Sisters (3),
Jo Lombardi House Orch: “Wicked
Woman” (UA), reviewed in Vari-
ety Nov. 25, '53.

,
The Palace provides an even

level of entertainment this semes-
ter. There's little that’s outstand-
ing and thus iio focal point is evi-
dent on this show. Most of the acts
have been around previously, and
the strangers to the house (Four
Colleanos and Van Grona Dancers,
both under Ne>v Acts) fall in with
the pattern of the proceedings
With this kind of layout, virtually
every act gets the message across
and there’s a general aura of satis-
faction.

Nearest item to a hit is Sherman
(“Scat Man”) Crothers,. who has
been • wintering on the Donald
O’Connor vidshows. Crothers. an
experienced hand at singing, makes
his mark with the crowd with a
series of tunes engagingly worked
over. He Injects a mite of comedy
with his version of “Ghost Riders”
and hits it off well with such odd
tunes as “Shiniest Mouth in Town”
and his version of “Walkin’ My
Baby Back Home.”
There are touches of comedy in

several other acts. Major spot is

by Benson & Mann, youngish vets
who work as if they’ve seen serv-
ice on burlesque circuits. They’ve
still to get a firstrate act, but they
make the most of what they have.

Harris' & Shore show a cute set
of comedy ballroomistics. The
petite femme projects the comedy
excellently, assuming several com-
edy postures that contribute to a
fine response.

Buddy Clayton has a series of
impressions that registers on the
basis of fidelity. He dwells in the
standards, giving authentic por-
traits of personalities who have
been done frequently by impres-
sionists. He makes good headway
with me crowd.

Novelty is by the Nivellis, com-
prising a magico and femme assist-

ant. Man is a smooth, imaginative
worker and gets off some applause
winners.

Louis & Oliver Sisters do well at
their aero chores. Turn consists
of a series of head-to-head stands
with windup having one of the
femmes support the other two in

the act.

Jo Lombardi, after a four-week
absence during which time he con-
ducted the Danny Kaye two-a-day
in Philly, is back at his familiar
post and. per usual, does rightly
the acts.

;
Jose.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, March 30.

Jack Carson, - Connie Tower,
Ralph Sc Lorraine, Viggo Jahn, Les
Rhode House Orch; "The Big
Night."

Current layout contains potent
;marquee lure in Jack Carson, who
heads up a short, albeit, diverting
lineup.
The Carson compote, overall,

sits well with the stubholders, with
the big filmster taking over the
.emcee spot, handling the chore in

okay manner. He works,in a series

of yarns with varying results on
the laughmeter, some of the mate-
rial being slightly blue-tinged.
Adds special song lyrics for a
brighter segment of his ramblings,
and for the extra fillip works with
blonde looker Connie Tower in a

fast exchange of lines. Delivery
and aud approach are on the genial
side, to help wind him a winner.

Miss Tower is an eye-catcher,
and with it, purveys a carefully

contriVed set of pops, skillfully ar-

ranged. Needs work on vocal tech-
nique to bring her up to current-
day standards for thrushes. As is,

she’s a bet for better things once
the vocalistics are rounded out to

match the physical and mechanical
facets of her act. In the biz with
Carson., she reveals aptness on
handling gab crossfire.

Acro-dancers Ralph & Lorraine
spark steady mitting from the

stubholders, with imaginatively
conceived routines. Femme is

plenty okay on figure and achieves
the contortionist tricks smoothly
to add to eye-impact.
Second of the novelty turns.

Viggo Jahn, is a well-versed
magico, his sleight-of-hand tricks

keeping them gasping. Works
smoothly in setting up his fastcr-

than-the-eye standards to garner
plenty palming. Les Rho^e and
house «orch showback in expert
style. Lary.

Apollo, N. Y.
Drifters (5), Lucky Millinder

Orch < 14 ) , with Dottie Saulter;

Leonard Reed St Girls (13), Leon-
ard & Leonard, Gloria Irving, Clay
Tyson; “East Company" (M-G ).

Lively assortment of comedy,
song and dance in the current

Apollo outing adds up to zlngy
fare. Accent is on rhythm & blues
and* the aud goes for it in a big
way.

The Drifters, current hot wax
r&b combo, carry the marquee load
and they don’t disappoint. Sparked
by Clyde MacPhatter, the boys
whip through such torrid items as
“Come On With Me,” “Lucille”
and “Such a Night.” They encore
big with “Bells of St. Mary’s” and
“St. Louis Woman.” It’s a well-
coordihated group and they’ve got
the r&b styling down pat. Mac-
Phatter gets a lot of emotion Ipto
his vocalistics and even drew
femme wolf calls on opening night
(26).

Another okay act on the bill is

Leonard Reed assisted by 13
femmes. Turn is a medley of com-
edies and dance. It’s not liighpow-
ered stuff but it fits the demands
of the . house. Reed’s zany antics
are excellently complemented by
the gals’ hoofing. They’re all

lookers, too.

Leonard & Leonard are socko
steppers and so-so gabbers. When
they stick to the terp end of their

act, it’s a knockout. The overlong
turn, however, lags when they
concentrate on comic patter. Some
of their acrotricks are easy mitt-
grabbers. Comedian Clay Tyson
gets a quick hold on the aud when
he starts his banter and never lets

go. He’s a surefire yock-winner,
especially in the windup When he
pantomimes a fellow taking his girl

out for i ride. R&b songstress
Gloria Irving is in New Acts.

Lucky MlllLnder’s orch (three

rhythm, six brass and five reed)
supplies* a snappy showbacking as-

sist. Also does well in several in-

strumental specialties. Thrush
Dottie Saulter comes across fine

with “Make Love to Me” and.

,

“Gabriel.” Gros. i

Allied Fire
|SS Continued from page 7—

“The pnholy plan to force all ex-

hibitors to convert to Cinema-
Scope, with its trimmings of

stereophonic sound and Miracle
Mirror screen, has been given the

humpty-dumpty treatment and can
never be put together again. The
announcement with respect to

Perspecta sound is welcomed by
Allied. This leaves 20th-Fox as

the only, company holding to the

position * that the exhibitors, in-

cluding the drive-ins, must install

stereophonic equipment in -order

to play the pictures produced by
it.”

Slam at Metro is the charge that

'that studio, like 20th-Fox, is con-
verting small exhibitors into “sec-

ond class citizens” by refusing to

sell them product made in Cine-
mascope, unless the theatres are

equipped lor stereophonic sound.

“But with respect to foreign ex-

hibitors, it’s different,” comments
Myers, “Overseas theatres desir-

ing to play Metro’s j Cinemascope
pictures are required only to con-

;

vert to the cheaper Perspecta
sound. In other words, Metro’s
Cinemascope prints for foreign

use will carry Perspecta sound-
tracks instead of the four-track
magnetic sound foisted upon the
domestic theatres. This, it seems
to me, has the effect to make sec-

ond class citizens of the American
independent exhibitors.”

Music Hall
Continued fft>m page 7 5m

10% less. Several managements
deferred decision until the com-
promise tax bill is finally passed
by both houses of Congress (likely

today).

The Music Hall plans to pass the

full 10% directly on to its pa-
trons, making present $1.25 tickets

cost around $1.14 or $1.15. For
higher priced ducats, like $1.80

coupons, it would represent a sav-

ing of around' 18c. per ticket.

The Paramount, while not en-

tirely set on its policy so far, prob-
ably would pass part or all of the

tax reduction on to the public, de-
pending on the ticket price to

some extent. The Roxy was un-
decided but naturally would follow

the policy laid down by National

Theatres which operates it.

The Capitol and State are ex-

pected to follow, likewise, the plan
j

laid down by Loew’s.
j

For the few Broadway first-runs

which now have a starting price of

70c, the elimination of tax alto-

gether on lower-priced admissions
might tempt some houses to open
daily"weekday onerations with a.

50c admission. However, this Js

still in. the conversational st^ge.

first 30 minutes and 6513 for the
second. The rating here was 70,

The overall SIU was 67.0.

ABC and DuMont exploited
their participation in the four-net
deal with large display space but
drew 5 2 and 5.4, respectively, be-
ing highest in the middle segment
when each neared a 6. , 5

Post Morfems
Show biz agrees that not until

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d see the kinescope on
the 90-minute General Foods' tel-

extravaganza Will they realize, in
retrospect, what a yeoman assign-
ment it was to compress 11 years of
their rich and versatile career into
an hour-and-a-half on video. The
postmortem show biz reactions
veered sharply from the Oscar
sweepstakes last Thursday (25)—
that’s like yesterday's newspaper
now—to hot-stoveirig . the R&H
show.
The $750,000 plus show makes

this easily the peak cost, one-shot
entertainment in the* ,entire his-

tory of show business, and that in-

cludes the kicknacks ' Marie An-
toinette used to. whip up for her
one-nighters at Versailles—France,
not the nitery on East 50th St.,

N. Y.
The R&H “grand lights” fees

alone for usage of their works —
“Oklahoma,” “Carousel,” “Alle-
gro,” “South Pacific,” “King and
I” and “Me and Juliet”—ranged
between $100,000 and $150,000. The
preempting of the two established
Sunday night vaudeos—Ed Sulli-

van’s “Toast of the Town” on CBS
and the Colgate "Comedy Hour”
on NBC—plus Philco Playhouse,
the Fred Waring show and 'Walter
Winchell, represented a tidy sum
as none waived fees. General Foods
was lucky in the case of the Col-
gate and Sullivan variety programs
because both could set back cer-
tain acts, else the rap would have
been higherl
The time on the four tv networks

represented around $300,000; the
basic talent around $200,000. There
is uncertainty about the size of
R&H’s personal fee,

11 Years Into 90 Ming.
The postmortems on the show

including a general appreciation of
the tough chore in compressing
such a wealth of material into 90
minutes. There were virtually three
performances on Sunday, counting
the two run-throughs at the old
Loew’s Lincoln Square Theatre,
N. Y., from which NBC telecast
Even the final dress found it 14
minutes overtime with slashes to

the Jack Benny, Groucho Marx and
Edgar Bergen comedy, resulting
in the dominance of the R&H bal-
ladeering, with which none would
find fault other than that it had
no change of pace through dance,
comedy and the like.

Lone singing outsiders were
Rosemary Clooney and Tony Mar-
tin, booked for their namepower;
virtually all the others were from
past or concurrent productions.
The teledramatics, by R&H instruc-
tion; followed the play format with
result that many thought Miss
Clooney was vexed in her “No
Other Love” duet with Martin
when she flounced off—actually it

follows script of “Me and Juliet.”

Latter’s “Big Black Giant” (the-

atre audiences) was also out of
libretto context of “Juliet.”

Sharpest intra-trade opinion re-

volved around wisecracks that
“money alone will not entertain
you”; “Irving Berlin Is gonna ask
for equal time to* answer back
Rodgers & Hammerstein”; and “it

didn’t hove to be the only game in

town,” referring to the preempt-
ing of all networks, leaving no
choice, excepting on the indies, for
anything else.

General Foods was happy about
the. whole thing. It cleansweeped,
the "country. It hosted the stage-
hands, et al., with a backstage
party at the Colonial Theatre, and
had snootier soiree at the St. Regis
Hotel for the cast and other VIPs.

Guinness Opposite Katey,

For Pic ‘Millionairess’
London, March 30.

Alee Guinness has been inked to

play the male lead opposite Katha-
rine Hepburn Id the J. Arthur Rank
film production of Shaw’s “The
Millionairess” to be directed by
Preston Sturges.
Film Is scheduled to go into pro-

duction at Pinewood on April 20.

Date is conditional on the settle-

ment of the current industrial dis-

| pute in the British film trade *
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N. Y. Times dance critic John Martin toftk 4 few raps at the N. Y
City Center of Music It Drama in hi» column last Supday (28)’

charging it with going commercial, and watching the b o. Instead of
its artistic progress, “When the Center presents 'Charley's Aunt’
in its^drama season and 'Show Boat’ in its opera season,” he .wrote
“one cannot help wondering.” Main Martin beef, however; was
against the ballet division at the Center; Column was devoted pri-
marily to the recently-closed Season of the. N. Y. City .Ballet, and to
the terp troiipe’s problems and future. Martin called "Nutcracker,”
the company's big b.o, hit, .and first full-evening work, "the greatest
peril of the season” because it is, according to the Times pedant, “an
inferior ballet.” ''It is rather terrifying,” Martin pontificated, to find
the troupe going in for such: "inferior” stuff. "Nutcracker” was in
such b.o. demand, that the final week of the troupe's 10-week winter
run has to be given over to eight performances of it alone Instead of
the usual nightly repertory change.

Citations for oustanding contributions in the field of speech were
awarded Saturday (27) at a luncheon, in De Witt Clinton Hotel, Al-
bany, climaxing the annual meeting of the New York. State Speech
Assn., to Lawrence Langner, Edward R, Murrow, Jpse Ferrer and Dr,
Buell Galligher (president of City College of New York). Langner,
chief speaker, wps cited "for his constant diligence in the furtherance
of the best in the theatre for the good of the theatre.” Murrow drew
praise "for outstanding excellence in the preparation and oral present
tat'ion of news events and special features through the media of radio
and television during the year 1954.” Ferrer was lauded "for out-
standing- excellence in character portrayal and distinguished per-
formance? in the best tradition *of. the theatre during the year 1954.”

The „ 12-year-old association, at its 1953 convention in Rochester,
selected only one person, Adlai Stevenson, for ^citation.

J> ' -

A cast "revolution" at the intimate Circle Theatre in Hollywood
came to a head last week when four non-Equity members walked and
two Equity members handed in their notice. Dissidents complained of
"intolerable” conditions in connection with, the world premiere pro-
duction of "Once Upon a Tailor,” the, gripes centering around the re^
placement of the femme lead. Producer George Boroff kept the the-

ater alight with a replacement cast. Which had begun rehearsals a
few days earlier for a second company which Boroff said had been
intended for Monday night performances. House currently is dark
Mondays. Since the production opened, there have been disagree-
ments between Boroff and Lou Brandt, who directed the show. Brandt
and his wife, who created the femme lead, have since departed. Some
of the departing actors are related to Brandt, but all insist his situa-

tion has nothing to do with the revolt.
: 4

Fourth anniversary party 'of the national company of "South Pacific”
will be held April 24 in Pittsburgh, site of its second birthday shindig.

.

Musical was playing Nixon in Pitt on that date in 1952 and returns
for the first time since then on April 29 for another two weeks. First
anniversary was observed in Chicago, and third in St. Louis. Observers
figure it’s good for at least two or three more years on the road since
there’s a lot of territory that hasn’t even been fouched yet. Touring
"South Pacific,” with Janet Blair in. the role Jeanne Bal’s now' playing,
first opened in ^Cleveland on April 24, 1950.

Albany, March 30. ’

"Shakespeare has been affected

by the high cost of living. Every
type of expense has gorie

v
up so

greatly—40% in railroad fares.

200% in trucking coats, a jump in

stage ' costs—that Shakespeare is

really banished from our stage.”

So Lawrence Langner, founder and
co-administrator of the Theatre
Guild and founder of the Ameri-
can Shakespeare Festival Theatre
& Academy at Stratford, Conn.,
said at a luncheon Saturday (27) in

the De Witt Clinton Hotel here,

closing the. annual meeting of the

New York State Speech Assn.

Langner, who outlined plans for

training*American actors in Shake-
spearer.n plays during a 10-week
summer season at the Connecticut
site, with the objective of giving
not on' y added vitality to $ard pro-
ductions but also of fostering a
revival of . "poetic writing” by
American dramatists, cited the’

Theatre Guild’s experience with
the presentation of "As You Like
It,” starring Katharine Hepburn.
The production cost $106,000.
Headed by- a popular name and
supported by a fine cast",

-
the play

drew large audiences for two years,
and yet yielded a profit of only
$3,000. Langner reported. "In the
free enterprise system, such a
small return on a large investment
is not a good risk,” he said.

Producer expressed the belief
that an integration of the fine
speech characteristic of English
actors with the more robust char-
acterization peculiar to American
actors, would produce a better
Shakespearean production, one
nearer to the original. This is a.

principal aim of the American
Shakespeare Festival Theatre spon-
sors.

Poetic Writing Drops
The speaker deplored the “drop

In poetic writing” among Ameri-
can playwrights, contrasted with
the fine skill in that field shown
by T. S. Eliot and Christopher Fry.
He attributed the high English
level to the Stratford-on-Avon the-
atre aqd the tradition it perpetu-
ated in that country. Langnej
hoped to bring about a “renais-
sance” in poetic writing at the
American Shakespeare Festival,
and to revive the teaching of "clas-
sical speech” to American actors.

Mentioning the difficulties wi$h
English company importations.
Langner revealed that when John
Gielgud’s unit was brought here,
"seven days were spent in a Bos-
ton theatre ' writing down words
they used which we could not-un-

1

derstand.” -

He spoke humorously and some-
what apologetically of the role of
actors as speech teachers. Twice
Langner said that “they probably
teach more bad speech than any
group in the world:” This is be-
cause the modern theatre-—stage,
films, radio and television—oasts
actors in roles of gangsters, FBI
men, cowboys and the like. They
must speak in the idioms peculiar
to those fields, Langner pointed
out.

'Fhminia’ Costs $20,000

To Make Its Uptown Move;

Weekly Nut Now $7,300
Move of "The Girl on the Via

Flaminia” from the shuttered Cir-
cle in the Square in Greenwich
Village to Broadway’s 48th Street
Theatre is being made at a cost of
about $20,000. Show, which opens
at the. 48th Street tomorrow
(Thurs.) night, will havea 'weekly
operating nut of around $7,300.
"Weekly cost of running the produc-
tion at the Circle was around
$1,700.

At a $3,60 top during the week
and $4.80 on Saturday nights,
"Flaminia” can pull in a capacity
gross of $18,500 at the 925-seat
Broadway house. In line with the
uptown move, Paul Vroom has
been appointed company manager,
Elliot Martin stage manager and
George Petrarca assistant stage
manager.

Original cast of "Flaminia” will
remain intact. Main Stem presenta-
tion will have a new production
and lighting scheme by Klaus
Holm. Jose Quintero, who directed
the arena offering, has revamped
the production for proscenium
ahowcasing.

Finger Lakes Season To
Spot Hammerstein Works

Skaneateles, N.Y., March 30.

Oscar Hammerstein 2d musicals

will open bnd close the season at

the Finger Lakes. Lyric Circus this

summer. Musical tent will light in

mid-June with "Show Boat” (Jer-

ome Kern music) and finale with

a two-week stand of the same li-

brettist - lyricist’s "Oklahoma”

(Richard Rodgers score).

Also skedded for the spot are

"Great Waltz,” "Pal Joey,” "High

Button Shoes,” "Paint Your Wag-
on,” "Wizard of Oz,” "Desert
oOng,” "Allegro,” "Whereas Char-
ley?” and "Rosalinda.” “Desert
Song” and "Allegro” also have
Hammerstein lyrics.

Gratis use of the Candlelight
Room of the Victoria Hotel. N. Y„
is now available for legit-auditions.
-Hotel management isn’t even re-
quiring users to order food or
drinks, or make any other payment;
It’s available Monday - through -

Thursday after 9:30 p.m., by reser-
vation through Demby Productions.
Spot seats 250.

On the theory that rental of ho-
tel rooms for auditioning, legit
shows for prospective backers costs
up to $200 a night, it’s figured that
the free use of the Victoria room
may involve savings of several
thousand dollars to some musicals.
It could amount to a total saving
of $40,000 or so a year to produc-
ers. it’s estimated.

Initial occupant of the room un-
der the n^w setup will be the Stage
Managers Club, for this week’s
tuneups of its Talent ’54 showcase,
to be„ held April 12 at the Mark
Hellinger, N. Y. Also, play agent
Bertha Klausper has booked the
room for an audition April 20 and
producer Gala Ebin for April 27. .

Equity Show

The Master Builder
(Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y.)

Henrik. IbqenV ‘‘The Master
Builder” has been revived by
Equity Library Theatre in a new
translation by Else Stem and
Terese Hayden. The play is made
contemporary. - the dialog is
pleasingly colloquial, no curtain is
used, and the back wall is a mass

i

of blueprints. Yet the production
,

put into this framework is studious
and slow.

'

Solid acting by the two principals
helps. As the gamin, Hilda Wangel,
whose destiny it is to destroy that
which she most loves, Eva Stem
is excellent. She plays with an ex-
hilarated persistence that lends
the play both its.humor and trage-
dy. To the title role of Halvard
Solness, Si Oakland brings percep-
tion and force.

Karl Light has a determined
intensity in the part of Ragnar
Brovik, young rival of Solness. As
the dying elder Brovik, Allan S.
Hancock is good, and Monica
Lovett’s Kaia Foslt' is believable.
Anne Boley as Aline, Solness’ wife,
gives a performance that suffers
from lack of focus, and Ray Gordon

S
lays Di*. Herdal with a strange
atness. He shares with Miss Boley

a lack of expression that sometimes
becomes inaudibility, a fault hardly
forgiveable in the small Lenox Hill
Playhouse.
.As well as sharing in the transla-

tion, ELT stalwart Terese Hayden
has directed the revival. She has
provided herself with a modernized
script, uses a fluid method of stag-
ing that brings the production right
to the front row, and has cast for
the most part with care. But she
has set a stolid pace that detracts
from the play’s immediacy.

Designer Edgar Lansbury has
fallen into a similar trap, placing a
stodgy set in front of his fine wall
of blueprints. Both he and Miss
Hayden, however, share credit for
using the entire pit, apron and
stage as playing space, allowing a
neat continuity of action.

Selden Drama Set For
’

Preem In Greensboro
Greensboro, N. C„March 30.

"The Outsider,” second in the

Carolina Playmakers’ new series

of premiere productions, will be
offered here April 8-11. The
work of North Carolina play-

wright Emily Crow Selden, wife

of' Playmakers director Sam Sel-

den, drama of the Florida sponge
fishermen, will be presented in the

Playmakers Theatre under direc-

tion of Kai Jurgensen.

Mr3. Selden Is also putting

finishing touches on "Green A-
Growlng,” a pageant which she’s

co-authored with Melvin J. Healy,
Allendale, N. J. and It will be
presented at the Reynolds Coli-

seum in Raleigh in June, in con-
nection with North Carolina Farm

j

St Home Week.

Dallas, March 30.

Jack Benny will top a variety

show at State Fair Auditorium for

14
#
performances, June 14-27, open-

ing the 13th summer season ' of
State Fair Musicals. Comic will
emcee the show, expected to in-,

elude acts backing Benny in an
earlier June show in Seattle.

Musicals, produced by Charles R.
Meeker Jr., State Fair veepee-as-
sistant general manager, deviated
in 1952 when the Blevins Davis-
Robert Breen revival of "jporgy
and Bess,” 4 N. Y. production,
opened the 11th local season be-
fore junketing in the U. S. and
Europe.

Benny date drops "Top Blnana”
from the announced six-show sked.
To follow in . the 12-week season
are “Wish You Were Here,” June
28-July 11; "Vagabond King,”
July 12-25; “Hazel Flagg,” July 26-
Aug. 8; "Panama Hattie.” Aug. 9-

22, and "Wonderful Town,” Aug.
23-Sept. 5.

• Meeker, with a 1954 budget of
$450,000 for the six productions,
and his assistant, David. Blackburn,
are currently in N. Y. to sign tal-

ent, assisted by Gus Schirmer Jr.,
N. Y. agent for SFM.
Production staff includes musi-

cal director Franz Allers. returning
for a second season; stage director
George Schaefer, in for his third
season; and Peter Wolf, technical
director and scenic designer, set
for his eighth consecutive season.
A new choreographer will be
chosen.

N.V. City Opera Starts

.

Well With Sexy ’Salome’

Snaring Sofid $5,570
The N. Y. City Opera Co. got

its spring season off to an auspi-
cious start last Thursday (25),
with an almost sellout house at
City Center, N. Y., racking up a
$5,750 take at a $3.60 top, and its
presentation of Strauss' "Salome”
scoring a hit. Revived after a six-
year absence, the lengthy one-act
"Salome” proved a vivid, stark
music-drama in' the Gothamites’ in-
tense production. Opus was. care-
fully cast, studiously staged and
smartly conducted, so that it held
one’s interest throughout.

.
Phyllis Curtin brought a warm,

dramatic if light voice to the title
role, saving herself for the big
moments, and sounding clear above
the angry orchestral Vistually, she
made a striking figure, and 'in the
Dance of the Seven Veils was quite
a sexy one. Walter Cassel made
an impressive Jochanaan opposite
her. Ernest McChesney was' a
striking,, clear-tenored Herod and
Mary Kreste a sturdy Herodias.
Joseph Rosenstock conducted with
gusto, yet with sensitive care for
the arduous tasks set for his
singers.

Aaron Copland’s first opera,
"The Tender Land,” will be given
its Wor^d preem tomorrow (Thurs.)
night. Libretto is by Horace Ever-
ett. Opera is set on a midwest
farm, in the early ’30s, in spring
harvest time. * Jerome Robbins is

stager, John Butler choreographer
and Thomas Schipper conductor.
Jean Handzlik, Andrew Gainey and
Jon Crain will sing the leads.
Opera will be double-billed with
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s "Amahl and
the Night Visitors.” Bron.

The Mikado
Gilbert & Sullivan Festival Theatre

production of 1 musical in two acts, with
Tibrdtto by W. S. Gilbert. . music by Ar-
thur Sullivan. Staged by Dorothy
Raedler. Musical conductor, Lucille Burn-
ham. At President Theatre. N.Y., March
23 .

^54; $3.60 top. „

Mikado , :..... Ronald Bush
Nanki-Poo Norman Paige
Ko-Ko RUe Kn&pp
Pooh-Bah Francis Barnard
Pish-Tush John Brldson
Go-To Henry Fltzglbbon
Yum-Yum Sally Knapp
Pltti-Sing Joan Brower’
Peep-Bo Virginia Bower
Katisha Mary-EUen Thompson
School Girls and Nobles: Raymond

Allen; Virginia Carroll. Kenneth Dou-
brava. Georgia Lyke. Herbert Moore. Lore
Reckel, Marilyn Sofia. Eunice Wilcox,
Glenn Wilder, Henry Fltzglbbon.

American Savoyards, tag under
which this Gilbert & Sullivan com-
pany functions, is taking on the
guise of a^Yankee D’Oyly Carte.
Group, originally labelled the
Masaue & Lyre Co., began as a
non-Equity off-Broaaway venture
several years ago.. In 1952 the out-
fit, whiefy operates under the di-
rection of Dorothy Raedler, joined
Equity and has since toured the
hinterlands and played a season of
summer stock In Monmouth, Me.
In its preem last week at the "off-
Broadway” President Theatre, unit
indicated that the past years have
paid off well in molding an experi-
enced, competent organization.

Scheduled for a 10-week run at
its present locale, the Savoyards
kicked off with "The Mikado,” at-
tractively costumed and effectively
sung. Performances in the opener,
which wound up Sunday (28), were
a little overboard on the funster-
ing and could have used some ton-
ing down. But, for those who dig
the G&S song output, the piping
in "Mikado” should have been a
pleaser. Potent musicalization was
provided by a piano and Hammond
organ, player, respectively by Lu-
cille Burnhafii and Keith Verhey.
Former, incidentally, is also the
show’s musical conductor.
Rue Knapp’s characterization of

Ko-Ko was polished and humorous,
while Francis Barnard also turned
in a stout performance as Ko-Ko,
Both Ronald Bush and Mary-Ellen
Thompson were thoroughly sinis-
ter as the Mikado and Katisha, re-
spectively. Pert appearance of
Sally Knapp, as Yum-Yum, made
it quite obvious why the "Mikado’s
son set his sights on her. As the
heir to the throne of Japan, Nor-
man Paige, algo did an okay job.
Performances by the remainder of
the cast and chorus filled the bill.

"Pirates of Penzance” is current.
Jess.

Camino Real
(SILVERMINE (CONN.) GUILD)

Revised version of Tennessee
Williams’ "Camino Real,” with,

three characters and a new begin-

ning added, was given a first-rate

production over the last two. week-
ends by the Silvermine Guild Play-

ers, at ‘Silvermine, in the Station-

wagon area of Connecticut/
The new opening stresses that

the work is non-realistic, * and
therefore to be taken symbolically

rather than literally. The goings-

on on the Camino Real are now a
dream of Don Quixote’s, the old
knight-errant *being the first to ap-
pear in the play, accompanied by a
new character, Sancho Panza. He
reads from his travel map that he
has pome, to the end of the rough
road and the beginning of the real
road, stressing at the outset the
play's recurring -contrast between
the ideal and the actual.

feesides Pancho, who deserts Don
Quixote, and whose place is taken
by Kilroy at the end of the play
when the Don awakens, two old
friends of Camille’s ' make an ap-
pearance in this new- version, Pru-
dence and Olympe, who fill in the
heroine’s background and charac-
ter. Omitted at Silvermine was the
character of the perverted Baron,
frowned upon by some of the
Broadway crix when the show was
originally produced a year ago at

the National, N, Y.
Under the direction of Basil Bur-

well, the Silvermine production was
outstanding by off-Broadway stand-
ards, with a fine, evocative set de-
signed by John and. Patrick Barc-
lay. Small auditorium helped to

make the play’s excitement con-
tagious, the aisles being used effec-

tively for entrances and exits.

Acting In three instances topped
the Broadway portrayals , , . vet-

eran pro Stefan Schnabel as the
cynical hotel manager, Wendell
Clark as the aging Casanova, and
Ann D’Zamba as Esmeralda, the
Gypsy’s daughter. Tom Watson was
an effective Kilroy.

Play is still caviar, but the Sil-

vermine production indicates that
this fantasy, with the new revi-

sions, might have a successful pro-

duction future with university and
community theatres. It is available
to these groups through Dramatists
Play Service, and new version was
recently published by New Direc-

tions. sm
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London, March 30. 4

A “free trade*’ attitude towards

hf employment of foreign artists

n Great Briain is belng.adopted

by British Actors Equity. That is

EL BAE describes its activities
#in

he executive council’s annual re-

port to members to be considered

It the annual meeting next month.

Claiming that the existence of

the permit system discourages

frivolous applications, the Equity

report explains the procedure

adopted by the Ministry of Labor,

The union is consulted on all ap-

plications except those in respect

to opera singers and film stars of

international repute.
.

‘‘In these cases, says the report,

we are sometimes informed of the

issue of permits instead of being

consulted. Equity sometimes dis-

agrees with the Ministry on

whether or not a particular foreign

film actor or actress can properly

be regarded as coming within the

star category. But otherwise it is

fair to say that the system works

smoothly and that the council’s op-

position to any application on

which we are consulted is-normally

effective in insuring that no per-

mit is issued by the Ministry/’

. Commenting on the interchange

of talent with America, the ex-

change of figures throughout the

year with Equity and the Screen
Actors Guild appears to be con-

vincing the former union that ’’in-

terchange is reasonably fair and
even.” A breakdown of permits

granted during 1953 shows that

249 American performers were al-

lowed to work in Britain unop-
posed by Equity. They objected

to seven U. S, applications in the

same period. Germany was next
on the list with 155 applications

granted and Italy with 116.

The annual report also refers to

attempts to secure legislative' con-
trol of theatrical managers and
agents. Two bills are in prepara-
tion and it is hoped to find an
M.P. willing to sponsor bills in the
next Parliamentary session.

A long report on the employ-
ment situation, summarized in a

recent issue of Variety, adds the
comment that the Equity council
is considering a simplified form of
regulated entry which would limit
the number of newcomers allowed
in any given production.

Arlen-Mereer Musical

Hinges on ‘Porgy’ Film;

Eye Summer Production
Plans for production this sum-

mer of a new Harold Arlen-Johnny
Mercer musical by Blevins Davis
and Robert Breen, with the touring
“Porgy and Bess” company, are
being delayed by a possible film
version of the latter folk opera.
Picture would be done on the
Coast following the show’s Civic
Light Opera subscription engage-
ments in San Francisco and Los
Angeles.

New musical, tentatively titled
Free and Easy,” will be produced

it the film project doesn't work
out. It would be rehearsed during
the Coast engagements of .“Porgy”
and. done in repertory with the
uershwin-Heyward opera bn tour
in Europe next fall. Show will have
some of the music from the 1945<
.5® Arlen-Mercer musical, “St.
Jouis Woman,” but with a new
book instead of Countee Cullen

1

adaptation of the “God Send Sun
day” novel.

HatTu*, Won’t Travel
For the first time in his 30-

odd .years as a legit press-
agent, Richard Maney is with-
out a show during the regular
Broadway season. He’s staying
at his home at Westport,
Conn., intensifying his al-

ready voracious reading and
waiting for the start of the
baseball season.
The vet p.a. concedes that

he’s crawling with prospective
shows fqr next fall, but says
he’s been around too long

* to count on any of them as
definite.- As always, he flatly

refuses to take any touring as-
signments.

Extend ^Threepenny* Ta I

12-Week Off-B’way Run
Run of “Threepenny Opera” at

the off-Broadway Theatre de Lys,
N. Y., originally skedded for four
weeks with a four-week option, has
been extended to 12 weeks. Tuner
is now set to run at the Greenwich
Village showcase through May.
Show has been doing hefty biz
since its opening March 10.

Production of a double bill, com-
prising a one-act opera, “The
Stranger,” and. a revue, “Cross-
town,” skedded to open at tfie de
Lys in May, has been postponed.
Theatre has passed Fire Dept, in-

spection in? the recent checking
drive.

Weigh 'Juliet' Chi Run Chances Due To

For TOng Preem
Legit and newspaper circles on

Broadway are having a field day
over the fact that Walter F. Kerr,
drama critic of the

.

N.Y. Herald
Tribune, is staging and his wife
Jean Kerr is

.
co-author of “The

King of Hearts,” opening tomor-
row night (Thurs.) at the Lyceum,
N.Y. There have been instances of
critics writing Broadway shows,
but this is believed to be the first

time a first-string reviewer has di-

rected one- written by his wife.

Indicative of the press interest

in the situation is that Life mag
has assigned a reporter and photog-
rapher to spend all day and eve-
ning tomorrow with the Kerrs, ac-

companying them from breakfast
time until the final weary hour
when the reviews are in. As Mrs.
Kerr remarked to an associate;

“They’ll probably get a beautiful

picture of me going out during
the second act and throwing up in

the gutter—as I always do at my
own shows.”

The N. Y.- Times assigned a

former critic, Lewis Nichols, who
subbed for .Brooks Atkinson dur-

ing the latter’s leave of absence
as a foreign correspondent in

World War II, to interview the

Kerrs for a feature in the drama
section last ’ Sunday (28), The di-

rector-critic revealed in the piece

that his wife and the play’s co-

author, Eleanor Brooke, were both

former students in his drama
course at Catholic U.

,
Kerr was also quoted as making

a perceptive observation. “The
husband and wife combination
threw off a lot of people,” he said,

-referring to the fact that “King of

Hearts” had been passed up by a

number of Broadway managements
until Elaine Perry optioned it for

this production.
“It does look like a closed cor-

poration and that scared them,

he explained. “The director in

many ways should represent the

manager, and. when you have a

husband and., wife in there, the

manager would feel he hadn't a

(Continued on page 68)

Antioch College
Bard Fest Takes Shape

Yellow, Springs, Om March 30.

,

rlhqr Lithgow, managing i»»-
rect°r °f the Antioch Area Theatre
,

e
J

Pe
.’ has been in New York for in

views, and conferences prelimi-
ary to casting the third annual

th, ,
esp

?
ar'an Festival opening oh

an
6 College campus June
u

r He conferred with David

in “n*
?°hert Ryan’s understudy

tn who is planning

Thf

,

urn this -summer 'to the Area
nejitre as director-actor.

aw* *

va ^’ which in five years ex-
peets to present all ot Shakespeare’s

snn
run 11 weeks this sea-

®n. Repertoire will include “Ro-

to*

0 ; Juliet/* “Othello,” “Tam-
Vpn\°J

Shrew,” “Merchant of

na
ce

' Two Gentlemen of Vero-

inri ..,Sf?
rry Wives of Windsor”

Midsummer Night’s Dream.”

1ST L’VILLE LEGIT TRAIN

GETS 186 COMMUTERS
Louisville, March 30.

Town’s first Theatre Train proj

ect, to New York City to gander

Broadway stageshows, will be on

the way May 17. Boyd Martin,

Courier-Journal theatre critic, first

broached the idea to his readers

two weeks ago. Fifty minutes after

the railroad ticket office opened

the next day, 26 tickets for the

trip and shows were taken up, Two
days later there were 186 reserva-

tion; 160 more than there were

theatre tickets.

After some leg work and ma-
nipulation at the New York end,

the present waiting list of 160 will

be accommodated. B&O R.R. is

hinting at making up a special

train, but does guarantee deluxe

reclining chair coaches, club car

and diner, and the train provided

will be air-conditioned.

Martin, local instigator of the

Theatre Train project, still main-

tains it would be better if Louis-

ville could draw its neighbors to

see shows rather than have to send

its own people out of town to see

good theatre.

Kerr in N.Y. Tea
Hollywood, March 30.

Joan Fontaine will make her
Broadway debut as successor to
Deborah Kerr as star of “Tea and
Sympathy.” The film actress,

whose only, previous stage appear-
ances were in Coast productions
of “Kind Lady” and “Call It a
Day,” will take over June 7 as the
hodsemaster’s wife in the Robert
Anderson drama, currently a sell-

out in its 27th week at the Barry-
more, N. Y. She is signed to con-
tinue the assignment through next
season.

Miss Kerr, who made her U. S.

legit debut in. the part, will not
return to the original company, but
after starring in a fikn adaptation
of Graham Greene’s “The End of
the Affair” in England this sum-
mer, will head a touring produc-
tion of “Sympathy,” opening- in
Philadelphia in mid-October and
staying on the road through the
balance of the 1954-55' season.
“Sympathy,” staged by Elia

Kazan, was produced by the Play-
wrights Co. and Mary K. Frank.

Canadian Femme Support

For Mason in Stratford

Bard Fest; Casts Are Set
Toronto, March 30.

With Barbara Chilcott the final

choice for the femme lead of Kath-
erine in “The Taming of the
Shrew,” all ‘ casting is completed
for the six-week, three-play series

of the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespear-
ean Festival’s second season, with
James Mason in as star of “Meas-
ure for Measure” and ‘‘Oedipus
Rex.” Latter is an obvious mis
nomer in an advertised setup of
the Bard’s works but Mason wants
to do the Greek tragedy. He is due
in from Hollywood on May 17 with
his wife, Pamela Kellino (who will

not be in the company, despite pre-
vious reports).

Maintaining the nationalistic

angle of the Festival, the three
leading women are Canadian-born,
all with considerable London West
End experience, Playing Isabella
opposite Mason in “Measure for

Measure” will be Frances Hyland.
Eleanor Stuart will be Jocasta in
“Oedipus Rex.” To give Mason a
breather in the triple-play Festival,
Mavor Moore, recently-resigned
top tv producer for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., will play Pe
trucchio in "Shrew,” with Miss
Chilcott opposite ns Kate.

CeciT Clarke, artistic director of
the Festival, is here from England
already. So are Tom Brown of the
Old Vic, in ns new production man-
ager, and Jacqueline Cundal, Ray
Diffen, Annette Gebcr, stage and
wardrobe designers. Arriving May
15 are Tyrone ^uthrle, ; director,

arid his wife, and Tanya Moise
witsch, costume designer of the
three plays, Rehearsals then com
inence immediately, with “Mea-
sure" for opener. The six-week
season of nightly alternate plays
tees off June 28; with the 1,600-

seater tent setup scaled at $6 top.

Guthrie will stage "Shrew” and
"Oedipus” and Clarke "Measure.”
Among principals in the casts

will be Donald llarron, Lloyd Boch-
ncr, Robert Christie, Eric House,
Peter Mews, Mary Sowby, Peg!
Brown, Lucille Walker/ Pauline
Galbraith, Jo Hutchings, Marionne
Johnston, William Needles, Donald
Davis, Toby Robins, Neil Vipond,
Roland Bull, Joan Watts, Jack
Northmore, Aimc Annapun, Crest
Ulan, Lynn Wilson, Rolalnd Hew-
gill, Kenneth Pauli, Beverley Wil-
son, Neil Carson, Don Gollan and
Jonathan White.

Borscht a la Basil
When the one-hour tab ver-

sion of “Wish You Were Here”
opens as part of John H. Har-
ris* touring “Ice Capades"
show, with the'swimming pool
now switched to an iceskating
rink, there’ll be some amusing
nomenclature shifts as well,

When Arthur Kober first au-
thored “Having A Wonderful
Time/’ on which “Wish” is

based, a central character was
then called Sam Rappoport. In

the Harold J. Rome-Joshua
Logan musicalization he be-

came Herman Fabricant. But
in the “Ice Capades” switch
the character will be billed as
Basil Metcalfe—which Kober
only deduces must be the
Swiss Alps or Canadian
Rockies version of the original

borscht belt label.

Rink for Pool In

Frosted 'Wish’

Pittsburgh, March 30.

John H. Harris, producer of “Ice
Capades,” has bought the frosted
rights to the Broadway musical,
“Wish You Were Here,” and it

will be the big production number
j

in the 1955 edition of his skating
J

extravaganza. Locale - is being
changed from a summer camp in

the Catskills to -a winter resort and
the swimming pool that was fea-

tured in the show in the theatre
Mill, of course, become an ice rink.

This is the second time Harris
lias gone to the new Broadway
field for the piece de resistance
in “Ice Capades;” Two seasons ago
he did a condensed version Of
“Brigadoon.” Previously he has
dipped back into the library, as in

“Student Prince/’ or gone in for
duplicates of Walt Disney, clicks
like “Snow White” and “Cinder-
ella.”

Harris had started dickering for
“Wish’’ some months ago, but pro-
ducers' wanted to wait and see if

the Chi engagement might augur
r.n extended road tour next season.
However, when the musical folded
In Windy City without making any
kind of a showing, Harris was able
to wrap up the deal immediately.
“Wish” is the Harold J. Rome^

!

Joshua Logan musicalization of the
Arthur Kober comedy, “Having a
Wonderful Time.” Rome’s music
will be retained for the ice-show.

.'Will “Me and Juliet” have a suc-

cessful run in Chicago or take a
dive into the “Wish You Were
Here” tank? That’s a matter of

speculation not only in legit man-
agerial circles but also in the mu-
sic-recording- trade.

Point is that both musicals drew
disappointing reviews in New York,
but went on to profitable Broadway
runs, presumably with the exploita-

tion-plugging from RCA-Victor
and NBC a potent factor in each
case. With only modest ballyhoo
from the record company and net-

work in Chicago, however, “Wish”
failed to catch on there, after get-

ting another thumbsdovvn from the
local critics. It folded there after

a brief run, dropping a substantial

amount of profits earned on Broad-
W8V*
Both “Wish” and “Juliet” obvi-

ously benefitted greatly from the
RCA-Victor and NBC . buildup.
Both musicals opened on Broadway
during the early summer period
and thus had to weather the tra-

ditionally tough July and early-
August doldrums. “Wish” had an
initial start from benefit previews
and a moderate mail order advance
for the July spell. “Juliet” had no
theatre parties, but had a good
mail order advance.

Exploitation-plugging from RCA-
Victor and NBC provided a tre-

mendous push, however. In the
case of “Wish,” the fact that the
title song, recorded by Eddie Fish-
er, was a smash hit undoubtedly
added extra help. But “Juliet” got
a boost from even greater spot

. (.Continued on page 68)

300G INN TO ADJOIN

NEW HOPE PLAYHOUSE
New Hope, Pa„ March 30.

Playhouse Inn, being construct-
ed as an independent adjunct of
Ihe Bucks County Playhouse here,
is being capitalized at $300,000.
Unit price of $100 includes two
shares of stock and $60 in deben-
tures. * >

Spot, which will be on a plot of
ground adjoining the Playhouse,
will be managed by New York
nitery ' operator Monte Proser,
president and director. Others
heading the project are Broadway
composer-orchestrator Don Walk-
er, yice-prez and a director (he’s

also president of the Playhouse);
Benjamin L. Snyder, treasurer
and director; Robert C. Bodinc,
secretary and director; Harry W.
Haqnigsen, director, and Arthur J.

Ricker, director.

Playhouse, operated for the last

14 years by the late Theron Bam-
berger, will be managed this sea-
son by former Broadway producer
Michael Ellis, Season opens May
27 with “Cocktail Party,” starring
Edna Best.

Cabaret-Tinted Legit

Idea Spreading in N.Y4

Diamond Horseshoe Set
Policy of offering legit produc-

tion in a cabaret atmosphere ap-
pears to be catching . on in New
York. Early -last month, the Open
Door, Greenwich Village bistro,
showcased a double bill comprised
of Jean Paul Sartre’s play, “No
Exit,” and a troupe of Haitian
dancers. Following up on that

.

move, producer Anthony Parella
has worked out a deal with the
lessees of the old Diamond Horse-
shoe nitery to put on legit attrac-
tions at that spot.

As is the case at the Open Door,
the operators of the club cash in
on the sale of food and drink,
while show's producer gets the
gate receipts. Productions at the
Village spot are put on by Cabaret
Theatre, with an Afro-Cuban dance
program current. Admish at the
Paramount location will be $3.60'
during the week and $4.80 on
weekends.
“Indoor Sport,” authored by

Jack Perry, and tried out on the
summer circuit last year, will kick
off the new setup April 28. Pro-
ducer Parella expects to put the
show on for around $20,000. He’s
currently meeting with the Fact
Finding Committee, repping the
craft unions, to determine if any
concessions will be given the oper-
ation. Set to appear in the play are
Lionel Stnnder and Stephen Hill.
Howard Orms will direct.

Similar to the Open Door, the
Paramount spot will spotlight a
dance orch after the show and pa-
trons will also be seated at tables.
Location is currently being used
as a terpery Frldays-Sundnys.

’Crooked Man’ Preem
“There Was a Crooked Man,”

new play by William Ashbrook;
will preem at the. Stephens College
Playhouse, Columbia, Mo., begin-
ning April 14. Play will be pre-
sented by the school’s Dept, of

Theatre Arts and will run for three
weeks in a Wednesday-Saturday
sked. Productions at the theatre
are put on by The Playhouse Co.,

a resident professional unit.

Group recently wound up a pro-
duction of “Othello/’

THREE-A-DAY SUNDAY

STINT FOR N.Y. LEGiTERS
A group of professional actors

will give Sunday performances of
Christopher Fry’s “The Boy With
a Cart" at the Broadway Taber-
nacle Church, N.Y., beginning Sun-
day (4). Included among the per-
formers are Bill Penn and Helen
Alexander, who’ll be sandwiching
the church • presentation between
their matinee and evening per-
formances In "The Fifth Season.”
Billed as the Broadway Chapel
Players, group will offer the pres-
entation at the 5:30 p.m. Vesper
services,

Organized by Penn, the Players
are patterned after the Bishop’s Co.
of California. Other performers in
the unit include Florida Friebus,
Cynthia Latham, Robinson Stone,
Sylvia Davis, Charles Aidman, Elsa
Pohl, Alex Berko and Ward As-

i

quith. Richard Barr Is director.
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, ‘Afenanac’ (36,4(0

Broadway perked up last week.

Practically all shows registered in-

creases over the previous session.

Musicals scored the biggest* rise,

gaining as much as $5,100 in one
instance.

There were two closings last

week. “Kind Sir’’ and “The Burn-
ing Glass." Another pair of shut-

terings are slated for Saturday (3),

-Prescott Proposals" and “Me and
Juliet,” latter going out on tour.

Opening this week are “King- of

Hearts,” which bows at the Lyceum
tomorrow (Tluirs.) and "Girl on
the Via Flaminia " which moves
up.ow i to the 48;h Street.

Another opener this week is

“Pirates of
.
Penzance," second

presentation in the 10-week Gil-

bert & Sullivan series, which
bowed at the “off-Broadway" Pres-
ident Theatre yesterday (Tues.).

Estimates for Last Week

.

Keys: C (Comedy ), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue)

,

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-

cal Dramas, O (Opera).
Other parenthetic designations

refer,
respectively, to top prices;

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Burning Glass, Longacre (4th

wk* (D-$6-$4*80; 1,040; $26,817)
(Cedric Hardwicke). Nearly $14,-

800 (previous week, $12,700); closed
last Saturday (27) after 28 per-
formances at an estimated loss of
$40,000 on a $60,000 capitalization.

Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth (10th wk). (D-$6-$4.80>;

1,062; $33,500* (Henry Fonda, John
Hodiak, Lloyd Nolan). Held at

$32,700, with theatre party cora-
euttip" in '.o’ take.

Can-Can, Shubert (47th wk)
CMC-$7.20; 1,361; $50*160). Held at

$50,400.
Confidential Clerk, Morosco (7th

wk) (C-S7.80; 935; $30,200) (Ina
Claire, Claude Rains. Joan Green-
wood*. Just $20,800 (previous week,
$19,900*.
FifA Season, Cort (62d wk) (C-

$4.80; 1,056; $25,227) (Menasha
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Almost
$21,100 (previous week, $21,200).

Girl in Pink Tights, Hellinger
(4th wk) (MC-$7.20; L527; $53,000)
(Jeanmaire. Charles Goldner). Al-
most $51,200, with 1 theatre 'party
commissions cutting into take (pre-
vious week. $48,800*.

Immoralist, Royale (7th wk) (D-
$6-$4.30; 1.035; $31,000) (Louis

!

Jourdan, Geraldine Page). Over
$16,100 (previous week, $15,000).
John Murray Anderson's Alma-

nac, Imperial (16th wk* (R-S7.20;

1,400; $50,300). Almost $36,400
(previous week, $32,700).
Kind Sir, Alvin (21st wk) (C-$6-

$4.80>l t311; $39,460) (Mary Martin,
Charles Boyer). Nearly $18,400
(previous week, $18,200); closed
last Saturday (27) after 165 per-
formances, with a slight profit

probable on a $120,000 production
cost, initially capitalized at $75,000.

Kismet, Zfegfeld (17th wk) (MD-
$7.20; 1,628; $57,908) (Alfred
Drake). Almost $57,800 (previous
week, $57,100).
Me and Joliet, Majestic (44th

Wk) (MC-S7.20; 1,510; $58,000).
Nearly $33,500 (previous week.
$30,000); closes Saturday (3) to
tour.

Oh, Men, Oh, Women, Miller
(15th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 920; $23,248)
(Franchot Tone). Over $21,800 (pre-

vious week, $21,600).
Ondine, 46th St. (6th wk) (D-

$7.80; 1.139; $39,512) (Audrey Hep-
burn, Mel Ferrer). Just $38,600,
with Theatre Gui'd subscriptions
and theatre party-commissions cut-
ting into take (previous week; $39,-
100 ).

Picnic, Music Box (57th wk) (CD-
$6-$4.80; 1,010: $27,534) (Ralph
Meeker). Almost $19,900 (previous
week, $17,800); closes April 10 to
tour. .

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst
(15th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,160; $29,-
500* (Katharine Cornell). Nearly
$11,600 (previous^week, $12,500);
closes Saturday (3).

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,
Coronet (13th wk) (C-$7.80; 1,027;
$28,262) (Burgess Meredith, Martha
Scott). Over $18,300 (previous
week, $17,700).

Sabrina Fair, National (19th wk)
(C-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $31,300) (Mar-
garet Sullavan, Joseph Cotten).
Nearly $27,700- (previous week,
$26,800).

Seven Year Itch, Fulton (71st
wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400)
(Tom Ewell). Over $21,700 (previ-
ous week, $20,000)*

** Solid Gold Cadillac, Belasco
(21st wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,077; $28,-

1

225) (Josephine Hull). Almost 28,-

300 (previous week, $27,900.

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
(26th wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28 -

300): (Deborah Kerr). Held at alv

most $28,600.
Teahouse of the August Moon,

Beck (24th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,214;

$31,681) (David Wayne, John For-

sythe)* Held at nearly $32,200.

Wonderful Town, Winter Garden
(56th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,510; $54,173)
(Rosalind Russel’*). Over $46,900
(previous week, $41 ,800).

Miscellaneous
Golden Apple, Phoenix (3d wk)

(MC-$4.80-$3.60; 1,150; $24,067).

Nearly $23,800 (previous week,
$22,800).

Opening This Week
Girl on the Via Flaminia. 48th

Street (D-$4.80-$3.60; 925; $18,500.

Circle' in ' the Square production
of drama by Alfred Hayes moved
uptown from Circle in the Square;
opens tomorrow (Thurs.). Cost
about $20,000 to move show, which
can break even at around $7,300 a
week.
King of Hearts. Lyceum (C-$6-

$4.80; 995; $24,300) (Donald Cook,
Jackie Cooper). Elaine Perry pro-
duction of comedy by Jean Kerr
and Eleanor..Brooke; opens tomor-
row (Thurs.). Financed at $60,000,
with a production cost of $40,000
exclusive of bonds. Can break even
at $13,000 a week.

lit Third LA. Stanza
Los AngelesT, March 30,

Beatrice Lillie departed over the

weekend after a triumphant three-

week stand, leaving the Biltmore
theatre dark for this frame. -

Two of the small-seat offerings

continue and “Stalag 17" rekindles
Las Palmas tonight (Tues.) to give

the town three houses alight.

Estimates fpr Last Week
An Evening With Beatrice Lillie,

Biltmore (3d wk) ($4.80; ' 1,636).

Great $30,000 for a three-week
total of $93,200.
She Dood It in Dixie, Beaux Arts

(6th wk) ($2.40; 542). ftroifnd $900.
Tobacco Road, Civic Playhouse

(9th wk) ($3.60; 400). Off a bit to

$1',500.

Sock Vial’ Take

Chicago, March 30.
With only two shows currently

holding forth in the Loop, both
properties registered an upbeat
despite absence of any major con-
ventions and unseasonable weather
most of last week.

Shutyert lights up again next
week with the arrival of “Me and
Juliet," which comes in with Thea-
tre Guild subscriptions.

Estimates for Last Week
Seven Year Itch, Erlangef (27th

Wk) ($5; 1,334) (Eddie Bracken).
Topping $18,300.
Time Out for Ginger, Harris

(lltft wk) ($4; 1,000) (Melvyn
Douglas). Almost $16,500.

Pittsburgh, March 30.

Maurice Evans’ “Dial M for
Murder" clocked the biggest gross
of its career last week at the Nix-
on, jiist a few dollars short of
530,400. Show has never done that
kind of business, not on -Broadway
in over a year nor on the road 'so
far. Playing under subscription
auspices, it opened to an advance
of nearly $21,000 and then coasted
home, winding up to absolute ca-
pacity the final three performances.

Stiff top of $4.55 ($3.50 plus
Federal and city taxes of 30%)
was at first figured, too much, but
it didn’t turn out that way at all.

Affectionate notices helped, too, of
course, and biz surprised nobody
any more than Evans himself, who
was a little : wary of Pittsburgh
after the slim $15,000 he did his
last time around, “Man and Super-
man" at the old Nixon.

“Magic and Loss" is current but
has little advance and chances will
depend on the reviews. It’ll be
followed by “Guys and Dolls" and
mail order hasn’t been heavy, may-
be because musical had four big
weeks here just a year ago.

TORGY’ HEFTY $37,050

IN CHI, MPLS. SPLIT
Minneapolis, March 30.

Splitting a week between Chi-
cago and Minneapolis, “Porgy and
Bess" copped a hefty $37,050 for
eight performances. This includes
tax, which is retained.
In Chicago, Sunday matinee and

evening and Monday night the take
was $12,240. At the 1,860-seat
Lyceum here for four nights and
one matinee, after a Tuesday lay-
off, attraction hit $24,810, helped
by a $4.80 top for the entire huge
lower floor and part of the bal-
cony. Saturday night was a com-
plete sellout.

‘Pacific’ Almost $19,300

In Week at Atlanta
'' Atlanta, March 30.

“South Pacific" took in almost
$19,300 at the Tower Theatre here
last week.
Jeanne Bai-Webb Tilton starrer

is splitting current week between
the Township Auditorium, Colum-
bia, S*C. (29-31) and the Memorial
Auditorium, Spartanburg, S.C. (1-3).

‘Oklahoma’ Okay $22,500

In, Second Boston Week
Boston, March 30.

" Hub’s lone legit last week was
the venerable “Oklahoma," at the
3,000-seat Opera House, making its

eighth visit here. Scaled at $3 top,
the oldster surged ahead of last
week, winding with a satisfactory
$22,500, due to strong weekend
biz.. Final week of the “farewell
visit" is current.

. Newcomers this week are “Moon
is Blue" which opened last night
(29) at the Plymouth for a two-
weeker, and the Kabuki Dancers
Sc Musicians, who bowed into the
Shubert same night for a bne-week
stand.

‘King’ $41,400, flershey
Hershey, Pa., March 30.

“King and 1" racked up almost
$41,400 in the first seven perform-
ances of its road tour at the Com-
munity Theatre here last week.
Yul Brynner-Patricia MoHson

starrer is current at the Music
Hall, Cleveland.

‘Death’ $5,000, St. Loo
St. Louis, March 30.

With the local legit field to it-

self, the Empress wound up a two-
week stand of “Death Takes a
Holiday,” with Vincent Price, Sun-
day (29). Show grossed a mild Es-
timated $5,000 for the final stanza,
at $2.50 top.

Price is paired with Marsha
Hunt ,in “The Lady’s Not for
Burning," which tees off a week's
stand at the Empress' tonight
(Tues.). •

Show Finances

WONDERFUL TOWN
(As of March 13, ’54)

- K

Original investment $ 250.000
Production cost . • 224 612
Gross for last five weeks !.!.!!! 234,271
Total N.Y. gross to date (430 performances) 2,873,590
Profit for last five weeks 21,992
Total net profit to. date 192^246
Distributed profit ’

[
*

100 000
Cash reserve 25800
Bonds and deposits

f m 17,382
Miscellaneous assets v

3,854
Available for distribution .*..'!!!! 46 010

(Note: The Robert Fryer production's currently in its 56th week
at the/ Winter Garden, N.Y.)

y

‘Faces’ 330 In 2d Detroit

Week; ‘Angels’ $12,800
Detroit, March 30.

“New Faces" did „a terrific* $33,--

000 in the second week of a three?,

week run at the 1,482-seat \Cass.
Top -is $4.80. At the 2,Q50-seat
Shubert, “My Three Angels"
grossed $12,800 in the first week
of a fortnight’s /booking. Top is

$3.60.
#

v

Shubert has set "Stalag 17" for

two weeks starting April 4‘. Prices
without tax will be $2 top evenings,
except Saturday, when it’s $2.50,

and $1150 top for matinees. The.

Shubert has booked “Guys and
Dolls” for two weeks beginning
May 10.

“Porgy and Bess" will be at. the
Cass for three weeks beginning
April 19. Top is $4.20.

‘Moon’ $5,600 in 4, Htfd.;

Ruth .Draper $5,800 (4) j

Hartford, March 30,

Split-week
.
legit attractions at

the. New Parsons taped up a weak
$11,400 last week. First half, in

four performances, “Moon Is Blue"
grossed a poor $5,600. Show was
booked at the regular. $4.20 top.

Last half of the week had Ruth
Draper in, to a top dropped to

$3.80. In her only outside of New
York appearance before embarking
for Europe shortly ' she grossed' a
light $5,800.
Next week the Gypsy Rose Lee

starrer, “The Naked Truth," is

booked for a full week starting
Monday (5).

Current Road Shows
^March 29-April 10)

Anniversary Waltz (Kitty Car-
lisle, Macdofiald Carey) (tryout)-r-
Locust St., Phila. (29-3) (Reviewed
in Variety. March 10, 1954).
By the

.
Beautiful Sea (Shirley

Booth) i tryout)— Forrest, Phila.
(29-3* (Reviewed in Variety, Feb.
17. ’54).

(. Dial 31 for Murder (Maurice

I

Evans)—Cox, Cincy '(29-3); Hanna,
Cleveland (5-10).

|

Evening with Beatrice Lillie

;

(Beatrice Lillie)— Curran, S. F.
(29-10).

|

Good Nite, Ladies — Shubert,
New Haven (29-3); Aud., Rochester
(5-10).

'

Guys, and
. Dolls—Royal Alexan-

dra, To'rOnto (29-3); Nixon, Pitt (5-
10 *.

King and I (Yul Brynner, Patri-
cia Morison>-^Music HalL Cleve-
land (29-10).

Magic and Loss (Uta Hagen, Rob-
ert Preston, Lee Bowman) (tryout)
-—Nixon, Pitt (29-3).
Me and Juliet—Shubert, Chi (7-

10 ).

.Moon Is Blue—Plymouth, Boston
(29-10).
My 3 Angels (Walter Slezak)

—

Shubert, Detroit (29-3); Cox, Cincy
(5-10).

New Faces—Cass, Detroit (29-
10 ).

Oklahoma—Opera House, Bos-
ton (29-3); Ford’s, Balti (5-10).
Porgy Sc Bess—Lyceum, Minne-

apolis (29-3); Royal Alexandra, To-
ronto (5-10).

Sabrina Fair (Diana Lynn, Wen-
dell Corey).—Biltmore, L. A. (5-10).
Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)—Erlanger, Chi (29-10).
South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb

Tilton)—Township Aud,, Columbia,
S. C. (29-31); Memorial Aud.,
Spartanburg. S. C. (1-3); City Aud.,
Raleigh, N. C. (5-6); Reynolds Aud.,
Winston-Salem (7-10).

Stalag 17—Hanna, Cleve. (29-3);
Detroit (5-10).

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Harris, Chi (29-10),
Twin Beds—Her Majesty’s, Mont-

real (29-3); Shubert, Wash. (5-10).

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre indicated if booked)

Kings of Hearts, Lyceum, tomor-
row (Thurs.).
Magic and Loss, Booth, April 6.
Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst,

April 7.

By the Beautiful Sea, Majestic,
April B.

.

Pajama Game, St. James, May 12.

Saratoga Barn Readies
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., March 30.
John Huntington will. present a

12-week season in his ninth year
of operation at the Spa Summer
Theatre here, from June 28 to
Sept. 18.
A guest-star policy will again be

in effect.

i

Philadelphia, March 30.
Despite Lent and tv competition

stage business continued on up-’
beat here. Shirleys Booth's new
musical starrer, “By the Beautiful
Spa,” profited from town’s enthu-
siasm fbr musical fare and played
first full week at the Forrest to
capacity audiences.

, “Anniversary Waltz," domestic
comedy at Locust, had the benefit
of Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Society subscription, plus okay
audience, reception. Favorable com-
ment also helped “King of Hearts

"

the Eleanor Brooke-Jean Kerr
comedy At Walnut, to pick up and
better first week’s dismal take.

Estimates for Last Week
By the Beautiful Sea, Forrest

(2d wk) .(M-1,760; $5.20) (Sliirlev
Booth). Star carrying ball all the
way in this «ne> Changes plentiful,
with Gaby Monet in a5 lead
danseuse and Helen Tamiris taking
over as choreographer. Boxoffice
unaffected; $45,700.
Anniversary Waltz, Locust (1st

wk) (C-1,580; $4.55) (MacDonald
Carey, Kitty Carlisle). Critical re-
ception mixed for Jerome Chodo-
rov-Joseph Fields study of upper-
braekets married life. Public recep-
tion better. Over $15,900.
King of Hearts, Walnut (2d wk)

(C-1,340; $4,55) (Donald Cook,
Jackie Cooper).- Revisions helped
and solid laugh content brought
patrons in for second stanza.

$11 ,
000 .

‘DOLLS’ OVER $39,700 IN

TWO N.Y. STATE STANDS
Rochester, March 30.

“Guys and Dolls” drew over
$39,700 last week, splitting its

playing time between the Keith,
Syracuse (22-24) and. the Audi-
torium here (25-27). Playing four
performances at each spot, musical
topped $23,000 in Syracuse and
over $16,700 here.
Tuner is current at the Royal

Alexandra, Toronto.

Hagen-‘Magic’ $19,000

In Cleveland Tryout
Cleveland, March 30.

Uta Hagen’s new Broadway-
bound play, “Magic and the Loss,"
built up a satisfying $19,000 for

eight performances at the Hanna
last' week on the second stand of its

tryout ,tOur. Robert Preston and
Lee Bowman added boxoffice
weight to the cast, which drew
brighter critical notices than the
Julian Flint .drama.
Hanna this week has “Stalag 17."

with George Tobias, in its 1,500-

seated house, in addition to spon-
soring another attraction against

itself. It brought -in “King and I,"

starting its national tour Monday
(29) at the 3,000-capacity Public
Music, Hall for a two-week visit.

tt

‘Moon’ Fair $7,500 for Four

In Return to New Haven
New Haven, March 30.

Repeat stand of “Moon Is Blue"
hit fair paydirt on its visit to the
Shubert last weekend (25-27). On
four performances at $3.60 top,

gross hit an approximate' $7,500.

This week sees a full stanza of

“Good Nite Ladies” on twofer
basis, with no mats and double
shows Friday and Saturday nights.

Next week gets final rehearsals
of “Pajama Game,” with . a paid

preview set for ' Saturday (10).

Regular run of April 12-17 follows.

The John Beal-Carol Stone ver-

sion of “Four Poster" is due April
21-24.

‘Pajama’ $7,500, Balto

Baltimore, . March 30.

“Pajama Tops," hew farce by
Mawby-Green and Ed Feilbert,

grossed a pleasing $7,500 at Don
Swann’s Hilltop-Parkway here last

week, in the first of a two-week
booking. Magda Gabor amji Elaine

Stritch top the cast fojc this winter

stock operation.
“The Women," with Sylvia Stone,

Edith Atwater and Catherine Dou-
cet, follows on April 6, for two
weeks.

‘Stalag’ $10,100, Toronto
Toronto, March 30.

Though Academy A'tVard for pix

version saw a weekend pickup in

biz, “Stalag 17," starring George
Tobias, grossed only a fair $10,100
last week, with the Royal Alexan-
dra, 1,525-seater, scaled at $2.50

top.
, v

“Guys and Dolls" is back for us
third visit, at a hefty $5.50 top.
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Robert Breen, 'director and co-

producer of "Porgy *nd Bess,”' Is

in town for a few weeks . ; . Ger-

trude Macy In vacationing in the

Scandinavian countries this and

next week . . Recostuming of

“King and I” for the.current road

tour cost approximately $25,000 .. .

.

Company manager Joe Roth, re-

cuperating at Park West Hospital;

N Y., after emergency surgery last

week, is not yet permitted visitors

... Producer Michael Grace vaca-

tioning in Mexico . . . Maxwell
Clanville and Ruth Jett will launclr

Skyline Theatre at the Hotel
Theresa in Harlem, N. Y., May 4
with a new play, “The Jackal," by
Sallie Howard and Evelyn Cornell.
Nancy Andrews, who withdrew

last week from the role of Sister

Bessie in John Carradine’s produc-
tion of “Tobacco Road” on the
Coast, arrived east Monday (29)

and planes tomorrow (Thurs.) to

London for an Army-sponsored
tour of European bases as solo
comedienne-singer . . . Frank Good-
man, recently associate^ to press-
agent Richard Maney, is working
with Ben Washer on publicity for
“Oh, Men, Oh, Women” and the
Incoming “Magic and Loss” ...
Ralph Herbert, appearing this

week in “Marriage of Figaro” at
the N.Y. City Center, has signed
for a -principal role in Guy Lom-
bardo's production of “Arabian
Nights” at Jones Beach, N. Y., this
summer.
Howard Atlee has been engaged

by producers- Robert Fryer and
Lawrence Ccrnuto-^tandle-^ales-of
blocks of “By the Beautiful Sea”
tickets to visiting conventions and
organizations . . * Nancy Davids
and Edgar Lowell announce plans
for the Broadway production of
“Mr. Whistler,” by Pauline Hop-
kins and Sara Curry . . . Robert L.
Joseph has optioned the English
language rights to “La Guerre de
Troie n'Aura pas Lieu” (“JN* War
in Troy”), by Jean Giraudoux, and
hopes to produce it in London and
the U. S.

Producers Theatre (Roger L.
Stevens, Robert Whitehead, Rob-
ert W. Dowling) is figuring on do-
ing “The Girl from Boston,” a
comedy by Joseph Hayes, next fall
.. .Peter Cotes, who will do the
staging and be partnered with

Anna WlmanMh the London pro-
duction of “Sodom, Tennessee,” this
summer, has signed Stefan de
Haan to compose the background
music for the show, which is aimed
for Broadway a year hence. . .Jul-
ian Claman, who made money on
“Cdrnival in Flanders” (he had
the idea for the musical, but sold
it to Paul% Stone and Mike Sloane),
is readying a production of “Mon-
key Trial,” a drama by N. Richard
Nash based on the Scopes- case,
possibly for this season if casting
can be completed in time.

Sylvia Siegler's defunct Show-
of-thp-Month Club was tabbed with
a $124 judgment last week by the
N.Y. Telephone Co. ... T. Edward
Hambleton and Norris Houghton
are mulling a revival of “The Sep
Gull” as the season's finale of their
Phoenix Theatre. .-.Brooks Atkin-
son; drama critic of the N. Y.
Times, discussed in last Sunday’s
(28) column his guest appearance
on the Eugene O'Neill memorial
program aired recently by Cana-
dian Broadcasting Co. . .

.

Leonard
Sillman has dropped plans for a
return engagement of his “New
Faces,” so the revue folds Satur-
day night (3) in Detroit.

Chorus' Equity has given a life

membership t« Charles Mantea, a
member for 34 years and the un-
ion’s bonding secretary. It also
presented a desk set to its attor-
ney, Rebecoa Brownsteln . . . Gail
Hillson will reopen June 28 for
her third strawhat season at, the
Triple Cities Playhouse, Bingham-
ton, . N. Y. . . . Hayden Talbot in
New York from Washington for
[two weeks, pitching his .newest
play, “The ‘Common- Enemy,” at
various producers.

Anna Deere Wlman.is leaving
for Europe tomorrow (Thurs.) to
co-produce “Sodom, Tennessee” in
London in June with Peter Cotes,
who will also direct. Play, which
was done in the U. S. barn circuit
a couple of seasons ago, was writ-
ten by Howard Richardson and
William Berney.

Bill Meader, director of the Kan-
sas City light opera summer sea-
son, is producing a special show
for Topeka’s centennial celebra-
tion, MaY 22-25. The four perform-
ances, utilizing a symphony orch
and chorus of 500, will be con-
ducted by Franz Steimger, as mus-
Sical director.

Audrey Hepburn Dittos

With a Tony’; David

Wayne Also Honored
Audrey Hepburn,who last Thurs-

day (25) won filmdom's Oscar as
best actress for 1953 for her per-
formance in th® pic, “Homan Holi-
day,” added further, honors Sun-
day (28) when, she copped the
American Theatre Wing’s “Tony”
for most distinguished; perform-
ance by a female star on Broad-
way for the period from MarCtrl,
1953,"to March 1, 1954. David
Wayne won in the male category.
Both Antoinette (“Tony”) * Perry
awards Were made for dramatic
portrayals. Miss Hepburn is cur-
rently in “Ondine,” while Wayne
is in “Teahouse of the August
Moon.”
• “Teahouse” was tabbed the out-
standing dramatic play, with au-
thor John Patrick receiving a
“Tony.” Producers Maurice Evans
and George Schaefer were given
scrolls. “Kismet” was named the
outstanding musical play, with
Charles Lederer and Luther Davis
( book authors ) , and Robert Wright
and George Forrest (musical ar-
rangers) winning “Tonys.” Led-
erer also won a scroll for produc-
ing’ the tuner.

Other “Tony” winners were
Dolores Gray (“Carnival in Flan-
ders”) and. Alfred Drake (“Kis-
met”), for distinguished perform-
ances by a female and male star in
a musical; Jo Van Fleet (“Trip to
Bountiful”) and John Kerr (“Tea
and Sympathy”), distinguished fea-
tured actress and actor ^ perform-
ances; and Gwen Verdon (“Can-
Can”) and Harry Belafonte (“John
Murray Anderson’s Almanac”), dis-

tinguished featured musical actress
and actor performances.

Also, Peter Larkin (“Ondine”
and “Teahouse”), outstanding set
designer; Richard Whorf (“On-
dine”), outstanding costume de-
signer; Alfred Lunt (“Ondine”),
outstanding director; Michael Kidd
(“Can-Can”), outstanding choreog-
rapher; John Davis (currently with
“Picnic”), outstanding stage tech-
nician, and Louis Adrian (“Kis-
met”), outstanding musical direc-.

tor. Awards were made at a Wing
dinner at the Plaza. N. Y.

Plays Out of Town
Pajama Tops

Baltimore, March 24.
Don Swann Jr. presentation of farce in

three acta hy Mawby Green and Ed Fell-
bert, adapted front the French "Mqu-
*noul by Jean de Letra*. Stara Magda
Gabor, Elaine Strltch: features Peter
Paean. Chandler Cowles. Directed by
Bobert Hermann; settinR bv Stun ft
Whyte. At Hilltop-Parkway, Baltimore.
March 23, *34; $3.60 top.
Claudine Terry Clemes
Inspector Legrand. . .Robert Van Hooton
Yvonne Chauvlnet Chandler Cowles
Georgia Chauvlnot Chandler Cowles
Leonard JollJoli .. Peter Pagan
Babette Latouche Elaine Strltch
Jacques J. Talbot Holland--
Mawby Green and Ed Fellbert

have adapted “Pajama Tops” from
“Moumou,” Parisian play by Jean
de Letraz. Where audience de-
mands are not high, their farce
stands a good chance to score. For
the discriminating audience it

emerges as vintage stuff lacking in
originality. It’s strictly f or the
sticks.

While Paris might still be amused
by the familiar amatory crossfire
of two couples with liberal morals
spending a hectic weekend at a
Deauville villa circa 1905r U. S.
audiences usually expect a fresher,
less - exhausted starting point.
There are a maximum of farcical
intricacies and mistaken identities
per act here, but they all add up to
an uneventful total.

The farce spirals around George
and Yvonne Chauvinet and what
transpires when George’s mistress,
Babette, descends on their villa on
the lam from her husband, who is

wanted by the police for some bad
checks. George is at a loss to de-
scribe his inamorata’s presence to
his wife until an old school chum,
Leonard Jolijoli, turns up stranded
in Deauville and gets talked into
impersonating Babette’s husband.
Later, the real husband .turns up
and is hired as butler by the in-

nocent Yvonne. There are further
complications, with results to be
expected.
As with the typical French

farce, the comedy is larded with
broad situations and obvious
humor. The swish school chum
provides much of the comedy as he
reluctantly becomes, involved in
the two femmes*' plotting. ’

Magda Gabor is attractive as
well as adequate in the straight
part of Yvonne. Elaine Stritch is

energetic as Babette but has a
torwV'pnr'v fn H^npnH nn manm>r-

isms to win audience support.
Peter pagan milks the part of Joli-
joli in the * manner of a minor-
league Clifton Webb. Chandler
Cowles, Terry Clemes, Robert Van
Hooton and J. Talbot Holland are
effective in support.

Stager Robert Hermann is adroit
in handling the material at hand.
Stuart Whyte’s set fights a losing
battle with a shallow stage that has
been enlarged from a former
screen platform. Burnt.

Relative Values
Rochester, N.Y.-, March 30.

Dorothy Chernuck St Omar K. Lerman

R
roduction of comedy in three acts by
oel CowHrd. Directed by John (Sedwick.

Setting by Ann Kelly. At Arena Theatre,
Rochester, N.Y.,- March 24, '54; $2.40 top.
Crestwell ..... James Harwood
Alice .......... t . i. .....

.

Joan Carter
Mrs. Moxton Martha Miller
Felicity . . Sarah Scott
Lady Hnyling Lucy Hope Lyons
Hon. Peter Ingleton Russell Whitney
E'trl of Marshwood .... Stratton Willing
Miranda Frayle Barbara Barrie
Don Lucas ............. Phillip PruneaU

.
Noel Coward’s “Relative Values.'*

now in a two-week premiere U.S.
run at the Arena Theatre here,
shapes as a pleasant, but rather
slow-moving evening of Coward
drawing room comedy. %

In spite of a bright, snappy thea-
tre - in - the - round production by
Omar K. Lerman and Dorothy.
Chernuck, its potential as a healthy
ILS. boxoffice entry is about as
slim as the vehicle itself.

Coward, as usual, has some
amusing things to say and this time
he puts his observations on social
equality into the mouth of a cyni-
cal butler, who like so many Brit*

ish butlers is king of the castle.

Author also has thrown in several
guffaw-type gags which are a help.
Still, the story has trouble getting
off the ground and staying off for
more than a few minutes at a time.

All action takes place in the
drawing room of a country estate

in Kent. The Countess of Marsh-
wood, a frank, witty matron, has
just learned her son is bringing
borne a famous Hollywood actress

and intends to marry her. First act
discusses this annoying news at

length and. ends with the announce-
ment by the Countess* maid that

the actress is her younger sister.

Second act unveils the stuffy son
and his scatterbrained fiance. Ail

(Continued on page 68)

NOW AVAILABLE!
For SUMMER STOCK and AMATEUR PERFORMANCES
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Book by
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HAROLD ROME
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Mad Anthony Players

Prep Toledo Season
Toledo, March 30.

Mad Anthony Players are plan-

ning their third successive season

EclaUvc V»Iiim
attempt to cover up her elder sis-

ter’s identity and lowly status fails

and the two girls clash. In the third

act, mama’s successful campaign to

break up the nuptials Is aided by
the appearance of an ex-beau of

the actress from Texas.
Sarah Scott does well by the

meaty role of the Countess. Jatfies

Harwood Is fine as the butler. Rus-

sell Whitney is perfect as the

monocled nephew, Stratton Walling

fits neatly into the son’s shoes, and
Barbara Barrie and ' Lucy Hope
Lyon do nicely as the film star and
older sister.

Ann Kelly’s drawing room set

Indicates show is ideal for intimate

arena staging. Small

Off-Bway Burns
Continued from pa;e I

The Ballad anti the Tale
Hollywood* March 24.

Call Board Theatre presentation of

J
latform piece .In two- acts- featuring

amei Parker. Leslie Turner. Frances
Archer. Beverly Gile. At Cop Board The:
atre. Hollywood,. March 24, 1953,

The revived interest , in the

Chautauqua circuit has spawned
* several Coast offerings designed to

tour the smaller towns or play

college . and university auditoria.

They've met with varying degrees
of success, but all; have had at least

one element more than “The Ballad

and The Tale,” which is breaking
in at a Coast intimate...

theatre in

preparation for a planned tour.

This one has no names to serve as

booking bait.

. Programwise, It is no better aind

no worse than some of the other
platform presentations which took
a new lease on life after Paul
Gregory proved it could be done
with “Don Juan* In Hell.” Vet
thesps James Parker and his wife,

Leslie Turner, do most of the work.
Each has a solo spot in the first act

and they team in an adaptation of
Chekhov’s ‘The"Boor” as a finale.

Midway there are folksongs from
several nations by Frances Archer
and Bteverly Gile.

Unfortunately, the choice of
dramatic material isn't in the com-
mercial vein and neither thesp has
been adeouately directed (appar-
ently thdy staged each other’s
soloings*, so that there’s more
declamation than drama. And
^Chekhov even in a watered-down
version has limited aDpeal.

Ballad singing by Miles. Archer
and Gile is good and they use some
good material, but at least one or
two familiar numbers would help.

Kap.

The Oi»en Window
Phoenix, March 22.

Ann Lee Sc Richard Charlton presenta-
tion of American Production Co. drama
In three acts (five scenes), adapted "by

Lenore Coffee ?nd William Joyce Cowen
from the novel, “Vera." by Elizabeth
Russell. Stars Victor Jory. Mary Wickes,
Mary Anderson; features Peter Hanson.
Barbara .Morrison; Betty Paid, Leonard

. Cireyv Directed by John O’Shaughnessy:
sets by Hal Shafer. At Sombrero Play-
house. Phoenix, March 22, *54; 23.60 top.
Lucy Thorpe .....Mary Anderson
Mr. Wilkins Max Slaten
Mrs. Perkes ..Pauline Crell
Everard Wemyss ...... Victor Jory
MiUicent Thorpe Cora Witherspoon

* Buckle MaTy Wickes
Margaret Huntley-Cooper : Barbara Mor-

rison
Charles Huntley-Cooper. .Leonard Carey
Hr. Peter Randall..... Peter Hanson
Hilda. MacGregor. Betty Paul
Postman Bill Butler
Woman . : , . Ruth Quain
Woman Shari Gordon

pected to point” to a Ne\y York of summer productions at the To

opening next October. Play is a ledo Zoo Indoor Theatre. Murray
better-than-average psychological Stahl, Of the V, of Toledo faculty*

meller that may pull its weight has taken bver the producing and

at the boxofffee after the cutting business managing chores for the

shears have been applied. It’s, over- playhouse, replacing Robert Feindt,

long now. formerly of WSPD-TV, Toledo,
Playwrights have given point vh is now studying at the Sor-

,n<l .substance to Wl"dow in bonne ,n Parls

^Elizabeth* Russell, but similar- Greg FallSbnd William West, di

ity to past productions in the psy- rectors for the group s first two

chologlcal gen^p may militate -seasons, expect to return, Stahl

against its chances. Withal, ploy said,

is a provocative drama that main-
'

mr -

tains a high level of interest des-

pite. a rather obvious denouement.

•Plot revolves around a megalo-

maniac who drives his first wife

to . suicide and who badgers and
dominates hor successor, his serv- rooms (another of the raps against
ant, and everyone else that crosses the place) on such short notice,
his path: A psychotic frenzy evenr had suggested the installation of
fually leads to his. death through a fjre extinguisher in each of the
the open window -that- claimed, nis two dressing rooms would be satis-

fy
;
st wife, leaving the

.
way -dear

fact0ry. According to Strum, the
for the tuture happiness^, of the

instruments were purchased and
subjects he’s kept under his heel.

t .

Despite grimness of theme, play »nsiaiiiea.

has been leavened with a sufficien- Current Stages, on 6th Avenue,

cv of subtle humor to relieve sus- between 43d and 44th Street, was
tained tension without diverting the third operation to close last

the courses of the basic plot. There week after Actors Equity informed
are moments, in fact, when “Win- the management Iftiat the theatre

dow” follows the broad sweep of would not be able to continue
comedy rather than the channels functiohing on an off-Broadway
of drama. contract. According to an Equity

Victor Jory, in the lead role, rep, the group had been permitted
lends conviction to the paranoic, to operate at the 6th Avenue lo-

playing the part with gusto and cation On the assumption that a
broad overtones. With the excep- move to a definite off-Broadway
tion of brief sequences in the first location would follow,
and third acts, he’s on stage al- More Conditions
most constantly, carrying the bur- However, since no move was
den of the play. made, Equity informed the outfit

Mary Anderson is convincing that future productions at the
and. well cast as the girlish wife, house would have to be on a thea-
aod Mary ^Wickes gives a good tre contest. -as .is .the ease' at the
account . of herself as the forbear- President Theatre, which operates
ing, sly servant. Subsidiary roles under union concessions but at a
are all in. good hands. higher scale than prevails oif-

John O’Shaughnessy’s direction Broadway. Current Stages, a 50-
of the American Production Co. seater, had recently ' wound up a
vehicle for Dick Charlton and Ann successful run of “The Climate , of
Lee is paced at an even tempo, Eden” and was mapping plans for
and Hal Shafer s sets provide the a new production.. Equity , has also

Lm HtMiarili
(The Cavalrymen)

Paris, March 24,
Fernand Volturin '

production of comedy
In three act*, by P. A. Breal. Staged by
Jacques Fabbri; v sets ,

and coptuinea by
Dominique Gacuel. At Noctambules,
Paris; $3 top,

1
", _ .

.

La Gouca Jacques Fabbri
Fltcot Jacques Grello
Coslma Rosy Varte
Joseph Gabriel Jabbour.
Mario .Germaine Delbat
Raphael /....Raymond Devdx
Cesar Jean Laugler
Elisa ..... Colette* Cot!
Pietro ........Michel Rouleau
Bagllone. Jacqueline RoulUaril
Captain ^ . Jean Vibletfe
Soldier .....Philippe Tlry

proper fin de siecle backdrop.
Jona.

Life With Kerrs
Continued from page *5

formed a Commttee to study the
off-Broadway . situation for any
polishing up that might be needed.

Another recent off-Broadway
casualty was the Shakespeare Guild
Festival, which switched to a non-
Eqiiity policy early this month

Written five years ago by hus-
band-wife writing team of Lenore
Coffee and William Joyce Cowen,
“The Open Window” preemed here
prior to a road junket that’s ex-

BROADWAY ANGELS,
INC.

Caramon Stock

Price 50c a Share

Writa or phono lor an Offering

circular to>

BROADWAY ANGELS. INC.

29 W. 45th St., Now York 23

TRofalgor 4-1115

, ,, after failing to come to an agree-
chance. The critic-direct a ment with the Fact Finding Corn-
revealed that he and his wife are

repping the craft unions
working on a musical show to be

on ^ arrangement whereby the
called Goldilocks,^ but mjJst ^first

pr<jduc^-on outfit would employ
. . personnel of- the various unions,

the theatre. Group, which operates at the Jan
The Kerrs Co-authored and he Hus Auditorium on East 74th

directed the revue, “Touch and street, had a successful 15-week
Go,” produced by George Abbott run with a partially 'professional

in 1949-50, and “The Song of Ber- company (in line with an Equity
nadette/' produced by Victor agreement) in “Othello.” Along
Payne-Jennings and Frank McCoy with the crackdown of negotiations

in 1945-46. Mrs. Kerr was solo au- with the Fact Finding Committee,
thor of “Jenny Kissed Me,” pro- outfit lost out on the right to em-
duced by James Russo, Michael ploy Equity personnel since the
Ellis and Alexander H. Cohen, in actor’s union has a policy whereby
1948-49, as well as two sketches in an off-Broadway operation has to

the current John Murray Ander- reach an agreement with the craft

son’s “Almanac.” Kerr also au- unions before a bond can be posted

thored and directed the book of with Equity.

Sing Out. Sweet Land,” produced closing of the Circle-in-the-
by the Theatre Guild in 1944-45, Square and Current Stages
and co-authored with Leo Brady heightens a problem already -in

the book of “Count. Me In.” pro- existence off-Broadway—a theatre
duced by the Shuberts, Olsen & shortage.
Johnson, Richard Krakeur and Niteries and Eateries Too
Horace Schmidlapp in 1042-43. Commissioner Cavanagh's an
As sub for Kerr for the review nouncement Saturday (27) that he

of '“King of Hearts.” the Herald would conduct detailed investiga-
Trib has assigned Hobe Morrison tlons of all theatres, restaurants
(Hobe), of Variety. He will write night qlubs, dancehalls, etc., is a»
a different notice, for the HT, pected to bring about more shut-
rather than repeat the ones writ- terings off-Broadway. Incidentally,
ten for the Friday (2) issue of several news reports relating to
Daily Variety on the Coast or the Commissioner’s announcement
next week’s issue of Variety. noted that he denied any motiva-

tion in the closing of the two off-
Broadway theatres other than
carrying out his duty. The Commis

Keys : C (Comedy), D (Drama), sione
f

has also
.

assigned city fire

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), Rien to cover at least 15 of the off-

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Mu- Broadway houses as is done on

sical Drama), 0 ( Opera). Broadway.
As a result of the tight theatre

Pajama Game (MC)—Frederick situation Off-Broadway, “The Gir
Brisson-Robert E. Griffith-Harold on the Via Flaminia,” which had
S. Prince. Prods.: George Abbott, been doing capacity business at
Jerome Robbins, dirs.; Eddie Foy the Circle is being moved to Broad-

The fortunes of war; and rela-

tions between occupiers and con-

quered serve as basis of a sprightly

comedy. Though the subject is

intrinsically serious, and even
tragic, the author’s dwelling on th^
essential silliness of his charac-

ters at war, and a group of savory
quips and situations, makes this

into a funny play. Though it does

not hold its fast-paced dramaturgy
throughout, it has some high comic
morsels with an underlying pathos

that -makes this good entertain-

ment.
Though lacking the wit and

brilliance of George Bernard
Shaw’s similar play, “Arms And
the Man,” this Iras a commercial
feeling and pacing that might
make it a Broadway bet if combed
of its many local allusions and bits,

t has already been bought for

Jims, with Alex Joffe to make an
Eastmancolor version here with

Gina Xollobrigida, Robert Lamou-
reux and Jacques Fabbri.- It’s a

natural for films with its action,

costume and color spec a fitting

framework for pic possibilities.

Comedy concerns the Napoleon-

c occupation of Italy in 1796. Two
French cavalrymen lose their

worses and barge into the home of

a> frightened Milanese' merchant.
Their stay in the household leads

to a batch of laugh-provoking situ-

ations.

Play is studded with neat ironic

asides on war and its consequences,
and manages to create some re-

freshing life-sized portraits of the

characters.' Jacques Fabbri is fine

as the corpulent, beefy-headed La
Gouce, and Jacques Grello is per-

fect as the clever Flicot whose
knowing finagling sets things

aright to avert near-tragedy. Rosy
Varte exerts fire, temperament
and passion as a servant. Rest of

the cast is good, and ably keeps to

the fast-paced proceedings n\eted

out by director Fabbri. Costumes
and sets have good period flair.

v Mosk.

Show in Rehearsal

'-wjgj

CAB CALLOWAY
NINETY.THIRD WEEK at Sportin’ Life

it “Porgy end Best"
Cnrrontly

LYCEUM THEATRE, MINNEAPOLIS
Mgt.: BIU MITTLER, 1419 Breedwey, Hew York

it bows at the 48th Street Theatre.
Show, which was originally done
in-the-round, had to be revamped
slightly for proscenium showcasing.

Off-Broadway. theatre shortage
was also highlighted by the illabil-
ity of “Bullfight,” which recently
had a successful limited run at the
Theatre de Lys in Greenwich, to
find another off-the-Stem location
Production had received hefty
publicity via a spread in Life mag
and incorporation of a condensa
tion of the play in Ed Sullivan’:

video show, “Toast of the Town.”

The White Conntesft
London, Ma^ch 25.

Anthony Vivian (for Cochran Produc
tlons Ltd.) presentation of comedy in
three acts by J, B. Priestley and Jac-
quetta Hawkee. Stars Viveca Undfors.
Directed by Hugh Hunt. At Savllle Thea
tre. London, March 24. *54; $2.25 top.
Sophie Viveca Llndfors
Maxmillan Geoffrey Dunn
Hugo Klaren Robert Harris
Frederick Owen Holder
Andre Varennes Maurice Teynac
Trudle Brenda Belth
Karl David Yates
Captain Chauvet ... John Slartell

This is the second time J. B.
Priestley has collaborated with
Jacquetta Hawkes, who is now his
wife. This one vlves the impres-
sion of an early effort dusted off to
cash in on his reputation. Follow-
ing a wholesale panning at its Dub-
lin tryout, cuts and cast changes
were effected and a new director
took over for the London produc

tion. It was* received with com-
mendable patience, but has no
hope of surviving sharp criticism'
or-of succeeding in the U, S.

'*

Idea 6f a woman who only real-
izes after sleeping with one man
that’ she is in love with another
shapes as a possible one-acter but
dragged 'out through discursive
dialog for an entire evening it

pvbves tiresome and at times
farcical. .

' Set in the days when Napoleon's
tentacles were spreading over Eu-
rope, an Austrian countess pre-
serves a dignified aloofness within
sound of enemy guns. Although
restless and anxious for a change
of, scene; she stays with her hus-
band, who is 30 years her senior.
A virile French general com-
mandeers the castle and the bored
chatelaine succumbs to his charms.
Hen husband is complaisant, but
her young soldier cousin threatens
to kill the intruder, and is ignom-
iniously disposed > of.

Viveca Lindfors, who was flown
here from Hollywood to ' replace
Google Withers, is unfortunate in
making her debut in such poor ma-
terial. She has the requisite
gracious bearing plus feminine ap-
peal, and with a better vehicle
might establish a name here. Rob-
ert. Harris makes* human, lovable
personality of the musician and
Maurice Teynac is contrastingly
vigorous and overpowering as the
general. Geoffrey Dunn, as the
count, ambles in

v
a mildly protest-

ing fashion through the intricacies

of* his wife’s misbehavior, and
Owen Holder makes an even more
foolish character of the gun-
brandishing cousin than the author
intended. Clem.
(Show . closed Saturday (27)

after five performances).

‘Julie!’ in Chi
Continued from page U

plugging on NBC radio and tele-

vision.

Both shows crossed up the crit-

ics by going to sellout business,

“Wish” building steadily after sev-

eral weeks’ uncertain pace, but

“Juliet” going clean from the start.

It was considered Significant, how-

ever, that after the intensive radio-

tele plugging was discontinued, at-

tendance for the legit show began

to decline in each case, though

whether that reflected the normal

falloff was naturally a matter, of

opinion.
In any event, “Wish” crossed up

the critics by becoming a hit on

Broadway, with radio-tele-record-

ing exploitation a valuable asset.

But it couldn’t survive a critical

shellacking in Chicago, with only

minor radio-tele-recording help.

“Juliet,” under somewhat similar

circumstances, had a successful

Broadway run. It closes Saturday

night t3) at the Majestic, N.Y.. and

opens next Wednesday night w)

for an indefinite engagement at

the Shubert, Chicago.

Equity Shows
(March 29-April 11)

Kiss Me, Kate—Bryant HS*
Queens, N.Y. (2-3). .

White Wings—Lenox Hill PlaJ*

house, N.Y, (3,1-4). ^

Current London Shows
Londpn*, March 30.

(Figure* denote premier* dates)
Airs Shoestring* Royal Ct. (4-22-53). .

Angels In Love* Savoy. (2-11-54).
As Long As Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).

llg Knife, Westminster (1-1-54).
Birthday Honours, ICriterlon (10-6-53).
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-33).
Burning Glass, Apollo (2-18-54).
Charley's Aunt, Strand (2-10-54).
Confidential ' Clark, Lyric (9-16-33).
DaV By The tea, Haymarket (11-26-33).
Fifth season, Cambridge (2-24-54).
First Edition, New Watergate (3-11-34).
Fellas Berger*, Pr. Wales (9-24-33).
For Bettor Worse, Comedy (12-17-32).
Guys end Dolls, Colliseum (5-28:33).
I Am a Camera, New (3-12-54).
I Capture Castle, Aldwych (3-4-34).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-33)
Lindsey Report, New Lindsey (3-22-54).
Love Match, Palace (11-10-53).
Mean Is Blue, Vaudeville (3-5-34).
Mother, Embassy (2-13-34).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-32).
Old Vic Repertory, Old Vic (9-14-53).
Feint Your 'Wagon/ Majesty** (2-11-53).
Fygmallon, St, James* (11-19-53).
Question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53).
Reluctant Heroes, Whitehall (9-12-30).
Ring Out Bells, Vic. Pal. (11-12-32).
Sleeping Frlnce, Phoenix (10-5-53).
Someone Waiting, Globe. (11-25-53),
White Countess, Savllle (3-24-34).
’Wish You Were Her*. Casino 00-10-53).
Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).
You'll Be Lucky, Adelphl (2-23-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Pal Joey, Princess (3.-31-34).

Enchanted, Arts (3-31-54).
Wedding In Peris, Hlpp. (4-3-54).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54),

Marching Seng, St. Martin’s (4-8-54).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Anna Lucaita, Hippodrome (1-26-34).

SUMMER THEATRE

AVAILARLE
Fin* Location in Popular

Resort

STRAIGHT WHARF
THEATRE

Nantuckot Islcfrid, Mass.

MARGARET GEORGIA FAWCETT
Qwiwr

WANTED

PUBLICITY MAN
Live wire for established star poll«Y

summer tjieatro In Now, York Stats-

State qualifications end salary

V-32954, 1S4 W. 44th St., N. Y. 34, N. T.

MARION WALLACE
or emyono knowing hor whoroobouN

ploose commnnclate with hor «**•'

Joan Johniton, 2234 Ryor Ava.

Now York City. Phono WE. **382J

-‘-Urgent.
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Fowler’s Minutes' this Information into terms that

Gene Fowler, delineator of the would intrigue even tiie reader

lives and times of a’ rare and van* n°f intimately familiar with the

ishing Bohemia, has penned in

“Minutes -of the Last Meeting*’ Sadoul didn’t lack material, the
(Viking; $3.75) what in many re* French having led the field of ctn-

spects is his finest book. . ematographlc development for a
While attempting, in Hollywood, great many, years. But he is at his

to do a biography of Sadakichi best when he relates the work xrf

Hartmann, German*Japanese poet,: such great directors as Jean He*
critic, playwright, eccentric and noir, Duvivier, Carne, Feyder, etc.

Herculean sponger, Fowler was in- and traces the deep undercurreent
terrupted with charming frequency of pessimism that runs through the
by his faithful ' little circle of French film of the late ’30s.

friends—a group comprising Jack Best chapter by far is the one
Barrymore, W. C. Fields and the on the French industry during the

date feature editor of Vogue,
named feature editor of Glamour
mag. Also joining same mag's fea-
ture

.
department Is Mrs. Jeanne

Raue, previously with the Milwau-
kee Journal. *

Metro's “Executive Suite” re-
ceived the front cover of Pictorial
Review last Sunday (28), yith the
principals, in. - caricatures by
Jacques Kaprali^*

June (Mrs, .Walter) Wincheli is

building in Arizona, near Phoenix,
and when asked “was it the climate
which got you put there?” she re-
plied, “No, the people.”

Broadway actor James O. Shel-
burne will be narrator for the"
Dallas Lyric Theatre’s modern-
dress platform mounting of Verdi’s
“La Traviata” on April 5.

Publicist Lee Solters lecturing
artist,-John Decker. Their meaning German occupation when , some ex- on publicity and public relations
to the author s

,
life is woven into traordinary films, including “Les before the journalism classes ofa« 14 ai*fmawn I nn j vk * 4 . •• ^ .

memorable. history of the French film 'com- pointed editor of the New Projects
Despite the presence of Barry- pletfely up-to-date but stops with division of Pines Publications, sue* « Ml .< J 1 i.1 4 ACA TT*i> •• . M M > ..

more and Fields who, in the para
graphs of a less-gifted writer would
steal top billing, “Minutes” permits
the strange story of Hartmann to
be told vividly and completely.

1950. Hift.
|
ceeding Tony Gray, recently named
editor of Screenland and Silver
Screen.

Fawcett is axing its men’s mag,
Adam, which this month covered
Lilly Christine. Editor Joseph
Corona, for whom it was an extra
chore, continues to pilot True Po-

Ireland Nixes Fan Mags
Three fan mags have been

banned from circulation in Ireland,
Author of “History of American Filmland, Movie Life and Movie

Art” (1901) arid “Japanese Art” World, on grounds that they have
(1903), Hartmann had known and contained matter considered inde-

. ^
written of such men as Ibsen, cent or Obscene by the Censor Cas

®L
sv ,

Debussy, Whitman,. Eosetti, Morris Board. Joan Roberts, who appeared in

and Mencken, A figure on the Con- In a wholesale bluepencil fest in i?
a Broadway production

tinent in the '90s, and later in which they gaVe the redlight to 160 j
m

«
t
.5T
ored fl

?,
au ^

Greenwich Village as “The King of books, the censors banned “The b^Sr^Phy , titled Never Alone,

Bohemia,” he eventually gravitated Lives of Harry Lime,” by Orson McMullen Publishing Co. is

to a hovel near a decaying Indian Welles, and others.
bringing out May 26.

reservation at Banning, Calif. From - — *f
a P£

;
ck>

ex-Dell Pub., named
this retreat he moseyed, when Paris Bestsellers

editor of the new projects di

supplied .with funds (usually by Bestsellers In Paris this year, sic«ed°
£
Toot* GMv^’rewntWFowler), to the charmed circle that in order of sales arp fipnrpp/ Ar

succ€®a A0”y recently

often gathered, at pecker’s studio nau^’s •‘Le Salairf De Ta
gpe^ fanTand Snve^^^mags"

6'11

Story Editors I

Continued from page S ssJ

too felt almost no pinch on the oc-
casion, largely because advance
publicity of the General Foods
shdw didn’t ocbur in time to cut off
the Palace’s advance sales.

Effect of the Academy Awards happened thereafter Is best pv.

S«?blv mllSro„
a
.

yvS)WaS «n§ ™» patShi phssiwl.

H pwdWat MOomraiS' While they’re on the lookout for

sloughing what story .material- with fresh slants,

there normMly is herelt that time
eastern story editors of the film

of week
y * that time

.
companies make no ’bones', about
the fact that they are considerably

‘ handicapped by th£ studios’ i efusal'
to tackle even the mildest of con*

Boston Stays Home In Droves
Boston, March 30.

General Foods big tv whoodedo
troversies.

•«

At the same time, there Is muchSunday night very definitely bashed ’ inere 18g,u
grosses at the local sprocket par- f

*°«n« ,?* «

%

lors. An educated guess would
cpn

J®
out °*

place the diversion of Sunday f£
d
S

1^q
l!?J

i0
-

n
‘i^5

en

night payees at an average ol 30% knowand some houses, notably something was wrong
those

with holdover features, were off

up to 50%.
Surburban areas suffered In

about the same ratio but with the
family-trade drive-ins least hit.

with it?”

Regarding the ban on contro-
versy, eastern story' execs say no
one sent down a memo on the sub-
ject, but it’s tacitly understood
that there’s to be nn fooling
around with “difficult” themes
that might be misunderstood and
might generate criticism. “You

TTnrfmunn Mv, ffrpaf HmI in i !u
Puu

Sir
V’

*he Jesse Core, ex-Dallas reporter

'V
1® piC

iX
er" and former State Dept: rep in In-H

f‘£r»,
Cl0U

A
0t

«

he
l
pi
n g: kes dia, inked with Macmillan for pub-

chapter opens with an excerpt from Betes (“The Animals”), with liration of hie first novel “The
the poet’s work. Fowler has done 145,000, with the Goncourt literary L^rdgod Bird ” Storl of Arkansas
justice to his friends, to several re- kudo a big aid, and Albert Simon- plantation life it’s^due on book-
markable eras and to the various in’s “Touchez Pas Au Grisbi” steUs tWs fall .

(“Don’t Touch the Dough”), sell- The Recorder,- Britain’s first new
^6 130,000 and helping the recent- daily paper in 23 years, which was

lief
e ly-released pic version. Zoe Olden- launched last October, folded last

7(?5
e
{5

a
wne bourg’s “La Pierre Angulaire” Thursday (25) after a printing dis-

T2***i2?* /IS? t
4‘The Angular Stone”), another pute. Paper was started by Wil-

SSSlw* ’«« Prizewinner, getting the Renaudot, liam J. Brittain, who will continue
Meeting ,1s a treasured report is up to 120,000, and Ernest Hem- publication of the weekly Re-

ingway’s “The Old Man and the corder.

..
Sea” has passed 115,000. Malvin Wald is writing a 10-part

Chambers Joins Holt Three gossipy books by femme series on Hollywood’s top screen
Stanley Chambers, assodate«east- journalists, each going beyond writers for Films in Review, kick-

ern story editor of Metro, has re- 45,000, are Francoise Giroud’s inS off with a profile on Dudley
signed to join Holt’s editorial tr&de “Tout Paris,” France Roche’s “A
department. A successor to William Nous Deux Paris” and Caro Cana
Raney, who resigned as' editor-in- file's “Les Etoiles Tout Crus”
chief recently to align with Dut-

|
(“The Stars Well Done”),

ton’s .as an executive editor, has
yet to be named.
Chambers .was exec ed of Little,

Nichols. After series is completed.
Wald will assemble all 10 chapters
in book form, to be sent to. colleges
as text for screen scripting.
The Rumford Press in Concord,

N. H., which prints a number of
the nationally circulated maga-

Brown & Co., promotion director Weekly Scotsman in Edinburgh, is
for Lippincott before joining to print that journal in Canada as
Metro. . . -

Two Continent Printing
Roy Thomson, new boss of the I

“£
es TadT*record ' buslSess

‘
voll

ume of $7,058,647 durmg the. past
year, president J. Richard Jack
man reported. Figure topped the

Bernard Sobel Resting
Small world department; Ber-

nard Sobel, convalescing in the

t? Previous year’s business by nearly
be printed -at Oshawa, near To- ^ 000 000 '

ronto. A consistent bestseller has been
Canadian production will serve the souvenir program of “This K

south of France, traveled with his leadership in that Dominion, Cinerama.” At 50c per copy, it’s
sister, Lorraine, to San Remo, the where the paper’s circulation is the been selling on the average of
French-Italian Riviera border highest outside Scotland. Also ex- 2,000 copies a day. Third corn-
town, and ran into playwright Sam pected that Australian and New pletely revised edition, which hits
Behrman who is Writing*a book on Zealand readership will be serviced the lobbies of 10 Cinerama the-
Max Beerbohm. Incidentally, the from Canada. The two-continent atres .next week, will have an
latter’s “About Theatres,” personal printing begins in April. initial printing or 1,000,000.
recollections of his British stage —:— Having sold most of their house
career, has just been published in ‘Memolres d’Une Starlett hold belongings, although still own-
the U.S. Gaby Bmyere, who used to do a ing the physical house in Surrey,
Ex-Broadwayite Sobel’s heart dance act as part of the between- which was their longtime English

condition necessitates resting on halves floorshow that generally country home, the Robert E. (Made-
the Riviera for some months to travels with the Harlem Globetrot- leine) Sherwoods this spring arid

come. His address is the Hotel ^ers *n their worldwide junkets, is summer will reside chiefly in a
Scribe, Nice. hack from Paris, en route to Holly- London flat. They have yet to sell

wood to" make some vidpix. She the house and adjacent farmland.
/\irn.r arrived on the Liberie over the Bob Williams, assistant city edi-

Pnhiir miT nt weekend and has had her “Me- tor of the Philadelphia Evening

both nf np
le ° w/ncnv»K moires d’Une Starlett” just pub- Bulletin, has taken over Harry

hnnV« °
o»i tt c' hshed in France in paperback for- Harris’ television column for the

a"ilr.a’e • dally. Harris left (29) to take.post

roval. te happeMd
m
when

P
a'

sta
^."

ec<iote covers
-

* wou,dbe as associ«te_edltor ot Triangle Pub
l ss “usr- * —
all Kinsey’s works on hand along F

with other volumes and photos the thattfr
cops regarded as pornographic, Composer Irvlng <5,^ assignod

s career in Paris, New York lications’ TV Guide. Harris also

won a court decision.

acted as drama columnist and. this
chore will be assumed by Dudley
Jenkins, of the Bulletin’s amuse-
ment department.

Pressagent Beverly Kelley’s

The judge ruled that the Kinsey ture Music” for College mag.
books are fit arid proper for pub- T/.t._

lie sale, but he ordered that the
Jonn

to write a series on “Motion Pic- book, “The Clown,” the life story
of • Emmett Kelly, famed funny

a Farrow’s latest book, “The ™n the Big Top, will be put to-

othpr vninmoo on^ niv'thn wins Story of Sir Thomas More,” wifi be “ay f wed.), coinciding with annual
other volumes and pix the cops published in the fall bv Sheed & opening of Ringling Brothers-Bar-
had corraled be destroyed, be-

(yard
m lfte lau Dy bneea &

num & Bailey Circus at Madison
Peggy Christidis, formerly, with Square Garden, N. Y. Kelley is

Random House, joined Simon * & back with it handling radio and tv

Schuster as assistant to publicity promotion after spending most of

director Larry Vinick. the season in Chicago^tub thump-

“Greeri Grow the Rushes,” first in8 Wisll Yop Were Here.”

cause he agreed that they were
pornographic.

Good ‘French Film*

enU
l

Seriet
S
«/h?ph^U ween wow me xvus/ies, msv

novel by Nelson and Shirley Wol-

"Sh,:!

,

d
H2

riaLlU^er^s
i^.i°r ford, will be published In the fallBritain s able Hocer Manvell. by DoM Me4^ & Co

Frank Gruber has delivered his
34th novel, “The Limping Goose,”

able Roger Manvell,
French Film,” by Georges Sadoul

(Falcon Press; British Book Centre;
N.Y.; $3.50) Is a concise and color-
fully analytical record of the cin-
ematic art in France.

to Rinehart.; It’s the 13th' of bis
“Johnny Fletcher” whodunits.
Mary Frazer off on a round-the-

R&H-TV
Continued from pago t

mu. « • - - , ... . ... x- viL vii o xvuuu-VHCTm book, replete with film titles world writing junket for the Hous

tacle, Loop traffic stopped cold at

7:00 p.m., the hour at which the tv

and names’of'partormers and di- tin^‘p^TIWtoS*' “pto blggl
,

e I'M and >ate

reo’ora ».at have bewme the lead- Scripps*Hiward MdNEAsyn&a-ers In their field, is extremely tion markedly. Chicago Theatre, for

5®!^® despite the avalanche of A.‘ G. Williamson named editor. J"*’AA
l5^ps

1i
i,nated

1 ,
have lost

intA fS!l
d
,o^

ta cr«nimed by Sadoul of the Dumfries (Scotland) Stand- *80?
°* weekly purse as a^ 1

?
1
f

He is a man ard, succeeding James Reid, who direct result of the show. Most

IdSl & ?f
hpIa^f knowl- retired after 34 years in the edl- nabes were similarly stung, though

•r’« i ; 5i
8 subject and the writ- torial chair. several "Off-the-main-stem arties

» intuitive knack for digesting] Mrs, Kate Lloyd, formerly asso- suffered hardly at all. “Cinerama’ 1

Which Oscar Do You Mean?
St. Louis^March 30.

The Academy Award tele and couldn’t get any one to make a
radio airing did not hurt St. Louis picture like ‘Gentleman’s Agree
film business at the big cinemas ment’, ” was one comment,
since most pictures wind up runs Hesitancy to tackle anything that
on Thursday and trade usually as couldn’t be labelled “enteriain-
limp that day. However, it was a ment” Without a message extends
different story on Sunday for the to anti-Red features, mostly be-
saluting General Foods tv program cause those that have beeri made
with Oscar Hammerstein and haven’t done -any great b.o. biz.

Richard Rodgers. Program was Eastern brass of 2Qth-Fox, for in-
well publicized here. Because hit- stance, protested violently when
ting this city at 7 p.m., biz dropped first apprised by the studio that
off. before this hour and never it intended to make “Night Peo-
picked up again. pie” which deals with the East*

Despite this Sunday night crimp. West struggle in divided Berlin,
trade at first-runs this session “When it comes to controversial
shapes generally good with several themes, we want to play It safe/*
houses reporting sock or nice re- one story editor observed recently,
suits. Even the weather showings “As for politics, we feel that peo-
were fair to good.

Basketball More Important

Minneapolis, March 30.

Town film houses weren't par- . -

ticularly hurt by television’s big H s also pointed up^that anti-Com-

Academy award show Thursday or munist pix, even if well done, ere

pie get enough of that in their
newspapers and over radio arid tv.

That’s why they don’t go for it in
the theatres. The order of the day
is big, escapist entertainment’*

General Foods’ Rodgers-Hammer-
stein special Sunday. But “Porgy
and Bess” at Lyceum figured both
counter-attractions did boxoffice

very poor bets for the foreign
market which finds 6Uch “propa-
ganda” distasteful.

Of late, there’s been some pro-

British Unions
Continued from page 7

damage, hurting grosses to extent nounced criticism of films—par-

of at least 10%. ticularly a couple of the Cinema-

Loop film theatres actually had Scopers—coming out of Holly-

better Thursday (25) night than wood,

normal for Thursday and grosses
jumped from previous day which
ordinarily brings higher figures.

This, however, was undoubtedly
due in considerable part to fact that

thousands of transients were here demanded compete reinstatement
for state hi§£i school basketball without victimization and the re-
championship. tournament and scinding of all notices issued by
flooded downtown. For example, the producers and the newsreels.
Riot In Cell Block 11” opened That was regarded as a necessary
Wednesday at Gopher and pulled precondition to holding an inquiry
$400 more Thursday than on open- in a reasonable atmosphere. The
ing day while “Glenn Miller GFPA and the Newsreel Assn.
Story” in fifth week at Lyric was have agreed to cancel the notices
up $150 Thursday over Wednesday, as soon as normal lab working is

restored.
D.C. Double-Dented

Washington, March 29.

Televising of the Academy
Awards hit D.C. boxoffices sub-

The biggest industrial cris is in
British film history stems from a
wage demand submitted to the
Film Laboratories Assn, by the

stantlally, both along the Main union, seeking a $4.25 weekly in-
Stem and in the nabes. Decline crease for all adult workers and
from normal ranged from 15-25% three weeks’ paid holiday a year,
in most houses. However, it Labs rejected the demand outright,
bounced back next day. for such but volunteered to go to arbitrav
Academy winners as “Here To tion. The union countered by say-
Eternity” which, is doing a roaring ing there could be no artritration
biz in 20 nabes, and for “Julius without prior negotiation and in-
Caesar,” which won a couple of ^tructed its members to slap ban
Oscars and is holding forth sturdily on any overtime work. After six"
in a midtown artie. weeks, when the workers’ slow-
Impact of the televised salute down was seriously affecting out-

to Rodgers & Hamifierstein was put, the employers retaliated by
considerably less on the flicker giving more than 2,000 workers
houses Sunday bright. Decline one week’s notice. The firings did
ranged from 10-15 /o. Lesser impact not embrace some 400 maintenance
is partially due to the fact that workers, but these were pulled out
Sundays have been slow for pic-

]
by the union.

tures ,anyway in gast couple of
years.

G0MP0
Continued from page 7

office moriey which the U.S, Treas-
ury is now relinquishing.
COMPO will map the same sort

of campaign against potential lo-

cal revenooerg as was conducted
againri the Federal 20% b.o. slice.

That is, the all-industry organizar
tion will provide exhib groups
around the country with data pur-
porting to show that any form of
governmental “partnership” in the-
atre income is unfair and discrimi-
natory. Facts and figures, in turn,

will be presented to the sectional

law-makers.
COMPO leaders and theatremen

in the field contacted virtually

every Senator and House Repre-
sentative in its campaign to in-

fluence sympathy for relaxation of

the 20% Federal take.

Within 48 hours the British film
producers convened an emergency
session and decided that absence
of daily rushes would seriously
hamper production and warned
that, unless a settlement were in
sight they would give two weeks'
notice to more than 5,000 studio
employees last Friday (26). The
next day the newsreel assn., which
had been first victim of the go-
slow and the lab shut-down, fol-
lowed suit.

It was at this juncture that the
Minister of Labor personally in-
tervened and announced the set-
ting up of a committee of investi-
gation. Lab owners gave an on-the-
spot assurance that they would
withdraw notices if the union with-
drew its overtime ban. Cinetech-
nicians were unable to give an im-
mediate answer but agreed to con-
vene a special session of their ex-

ecutive. This took place last Thurs-
day night (25) «nd a four-hour con-

fab resulted in the relaxation of

the ban and the adoption of their

resolution.



CRATTE*

Theatrical attorney Ira* Blue to

the Coast Sunday (28) for a week
on blr.

Montague Salmon Jr., son of the

Rlvoll Theatre managing director,

back from service In Japan, *

George Jessel toastmastering the

Beth David Hospital dlnndr at the

Waldorf-Astoria on Saturday (3).

Herbert L:' Gaines, WB Buffalo

salesman, engaged to Dabby Ad-
verse, of the Noel Shfrman Dane-
'Ci*s*

The Jules C. (Doris) Steins

(MCA board chairman) to Europe
on a three-week flying trip, first

to London, then Paris,
|

The Tony Martins (Cyd Charlsse)

to the Virgin Islands for a 12-day

holiday following his Rodgers &
Hammerstein video singing stint.

Eve and Irving Brecher making
their first European hegira, sailing

April 24 on the S.S. Liberte, and
due to return on the lie de France,

sailing June 1.

Bob Downing, Broadway stage

manager and mag writer, back to

Gotham as a Manhattan resident

after being a Mt. Kisco country
squire for some five yeays,

. Bill Hardey out of Lebanon hosp
and convalescing home following

surgery for stomach polyps. Boni-

face of Bill's Gay 90s “just must"

take it easier,” according to M.D.’s

orders.

The Ed (Sylvia) Sullivans are
first-time grandparents. Mrs. Eliza

beth (Betty Sullivan) and Lt. (j.g.)

Robert H. Precht Jr. named him
Robert Edward aftcy the father

and granddad.

As part of the 35th anhi celebra
tion of UA, the Film Library of

the Museum of Modern Art is

partying Lillian Gish next week-
end in the N.Y. guest house of

Mrs. John D. Rockefeller 3d.

Producer Max Gordon would
like to have Groucho’s son, Arthur
Marx write his biog. They've been
diOTuaing it. Young Marx did
"Groucho” for Simon & Schuster,
which Satevepost will first serialize,

Groucho Marx -cut his theatre-

J

'Oing session short this week, foll-

owing the Rodgers & Hammer-
stein video salute, in order to get

ready for the Ed Murrow “Person
to Person” pickup on Friday a
week (9).

John Y. Kohl, editor of the Al-
lentown (Pa.) Sunday Call-Chroni-
cle, doing a feature, on the old
Orpheum (latterly the State), now
being razed, but' which was a reg-

to 1958. He bat seven films coming
up as well at a legiter. :

,

Slmdne Volterra lays her Thea-

tre Marigny will bouse the Marc-
Gilbert . Sauvajon adaptation of

Peter Ustinov's “Love of Four
Colonels" frpm April to October.

Louis Ducreux stepping into the

director spot of the Theatre Em-
pire's revival of the Bertold Brecht-

Kurt Weil “The Beggar’s Opera”
when Jan Doat walked out after a

hassle with one of the leading

players. »

Paulette Goddard is walking a

real 1900’s Parisian sidewalk for

her role of Lady Beryl In the first

of the 39 vldpix in the “Sherlock
Holmes” series being produced
here in Eastmancolor. by Sheldon
Reynolds and directed by Jack
Gager The sidewalk in this first pic

has been especially repaved in

turn-of-the-century style by the

City of Paris.
.

Katherine Kath, who played the

Goulue in John Huston s “Moulin
Rouge” (UA), is doing a real bicy-

cling stint between London and
Paris every day. Married to a film

producer in London, she comes
here every day to rehearse “Eu-
genie, Lee' Larmes Aux Yeux”
(“Eugenie With Tears In Her
Eyes") and then flies back to Lon
don every night. When play opens
April 2, she will only go back to

London once a week.

PAjklBTi

London

Wmlneiclay, March $1, 1954

Nat "King” Cole guest of honor

at this week’* Variety club lunch-

Madrid
By Geeno Garr

“Shane” (Par) a hit in Madrid
and provincial cinemas.

'

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)

at the Callao cinema still doing
strong biz after nine ^eeks

Portuguese actress Maria Dulce,
who is also known as a film star

in Spain, is on a provincial tour.

Harry Flemming at the Alcazar
nitery with a floor show comprising
Parisian chantoosies and dancers.

Cuban songstress Maria Angeles
Santana, who for the last three
years has been starring in revues
iu this country, planed back to

Havana.
Songstress Conchita Piquer, who

is touring Spain with her company
after five years in the U. S., had
the street in the town of Valencia,
where she was born, named .after

her.

U. S. Indian company, “Red
the Rocky Mountains,”

e
°T. S. Eliot's "Confidential Clerk”

moves from the Lyric to the Duke
of Yorks Theatre next week, .

Second volume of Noel Coward’s
autobiog, "Future Indefinite,” to be

published in London this week.
, Richard Conte arrived last week

to take up role in "Mask of Dust,

an Exclusive release in which he

will play opposite Mari Aldon,

William J- Kupper, who retires

next month ss m.d. in London for

20th-Fox, hostdd a small reception

to local newsmen last night (Tues.).

James Algar, director of Walt
Disney’s True Life Adventures,
spending a week in London on his

way back to Hollywood from Afri-

C3»

Armand and Michaele Denis do-

ing their second tele spot April 10

when they’ll introduce their own
film sequences on the capture of

wild animals.
Herbert Yates back In London

from Continental jaunt with his

wife, Vera Ralston; Richard Alt-

schuler and Bill Saal; he is due
to return to the U. S. April 2.

• John H. Harris is here to line

up novelties for his ice shows. Goes
on to Garmisch, Germany, to con-
tinue his search. He expects to

return to America next month.
' Ingrid Bergman preems at Stoll

Theatre July 1 in the Rossellini
production of "Joan of Arc at the
Stake,” which is being presented
under Jack Hylton's management.
Don Hartman, Paramount pro-

duction executive, arrived here
over weekend on first leg of Euro-
pean tour,, and was honor guest
at a Dorchester cocktailery Mon-
day.
Shani Wallis, currently featured

in Jack Hylton's “Wish You Were
Here” at the London Casino, book-
ed to play three weeks in the
Dorchester Hotel cabaret; opens
April 12.

The Robe,” which ran three
months on its West End preem,

due to return here where it

metropolitan area population, as

Of April 1, 1953, to b$ 1,258,225,

gain of 72,531, or 6%, over- 1950
federal census compilation. State's

population is up from 45,982,483 to

3,089,904.

Best patronized recent entertain-

ment event was last week’s state

high school 'basketball champion-
ship tournament with each of three
days sold out nearly a month in

advance.; Affair was staged in

Minnesota U.’s Williams Arena;

Lisbon
By Lewis Garyo

Cinema Sao Jorge doing capacity
with “Quo Vadis.”

“Sword and the Rose” opened
SRO at the Triridade and Batalha
of Oporto.

Cinema Rivoli, of Oporto, is

prepping Us Cinemascope installa-

tion for “The Robe.”

Comedian Raul Solnado, Helena
Vieira and six chorines formed a

new vaude act now at the Miami
Richard

Clifton Webb hospitalized with
virus;

George -Seaton laid up with
|ever.

Lou Silvers ill the hospital with
heart ailment.

Fernando Lamas recovering from
sciatic neuritis. .

Chick Chandlers celebrated, their
23d wedding anni.

Edmond O’Brien and Olga San
Juan returned from Italy.

Gene Tierneys canyon mansion
on the market for $30,000.

Bing Crosby and his sons will

tour France starting in May,
Chiquita and Johnson received a

Six-month extension Of their visas.

Forrest ‘ Tucker booked for six

weeks of summer stock in the Mid-
west.

Alan Ladd presented with the
Foreign Press Assn.’s International

nitery,

German Symphony of Hohner
accordions left for Coimbra and
Oporto after six concerts at the
Coliseu.

Legit company of Brazilian

actress Alma Flora started a
month’s season at Teatro Sa Ban-
deira of Oporto.
Comedian Carlos ALves, back

rom a - year’s tour in Portuguese
Africa, joined the legit company of
Teatro Monumental.

Ballet Margarida Abreu of 18
members inked by impresario
vasco Morgado to appear at

Avenida Theatre in Easter revue.

Widmark ankles 20th-
Fox after his current role in

“Broken Lance.’’

Skins of
starring dancer Reginald Laubin

i nr,- - » Tri—

a

; and singer Gladys Laubin, a hit at
Alvarez Quintero Theatre. Conrado

stand which played most of to- i>iniirn tourim? the troune in
day’s surviving show biz greats.

Composer -conductor David
Broekman, winner of the Alice M.
Ditson Award for 1953 for “dis-

tinguished service - to American
music,” received the $1,000 award
from Dr. Grayson Kirk, president
of Columbia U., at a concert at the
Cooper Union Forum Sunday (28).

Eugene Lerner, of Rome’s talent
and publicity agency, Kaufman-
Lerner Associates, planed into

Blanco is touring the troupe in
Spain.

,

Australia

New York for a three-week busi- Eiizabeth.
4 — M IjAf11 nk lirvlA ’ 4%'ATWrAAM • . ...

By Erie Gorrick
“Moon is Blu^’ (UA) proving one

of the big hits of current season,
George Mooney appointed to do

J. Arthur Rank publicity; in New
Zealand.

Newsreel houses doing sellout
biz with clips of the visitby Queen

ness trip. He’ll shuttle between
Gotham and the Coast to confab
with directors of pix and tv series,

scheduled for production on the
Continent this year and next.

Groucho Marx broke up Mary
Martin and Ezio Pinza’s first re-

Trotting is hitting a new popu
larity high in Adelaide and hurting
cinema trade.

Police tracking down illegal sex
film screenings in private homes
of Melbourne.
Metro comes into the St. James
/Jma«t «ari4k vi 1 rtlifn DAimrhearsal for the Rodgers & Ham- Sydney, with Knights of Round

merstein cavalcade with his open- Table” in Cinemascope
ing gambit, “Norman Krasna sent “The Robe” (20th) has drawn
me.” (Krasna’s “Kind Sir” play, over 1,000,000 patrons to 2,200-seat
costarring Miss Martin and Charles Regent, Sydney, for Hoyts.
Boyer, just closed.) His next crack Ealing's “Cruel Sea” did 10
to Pinza and Miss Martin was, “So weeks’ socko biz at Greater Union
you too finally got together after Theatres’ State in Sydney

will follow “12-Mile Reef” at the
Carlton, house recently leased by
20th-Fox.
A private screening of “The

Command” being set for exhibs
tonight (Wed.) at the Warner when
half will be presented with
stereo sound ’ and the other half
with the normal single track.
Pete Collins, who has assembled

his curios, unit, a big hit a. couple
of years ago, is dickering with
Roberta Cowell (who recently reg-
istered a change of sex) to join the
outfit. Roberta is asking $750 per
week.

Frederick Lloyd, general man
ager of the D’Oyly Carte Opera
Cd.f planed to New York last Sun
day (28) to launch preliminary ne-
gotiations for an American season
of Gilbert 8c Sullivan later this

year.
Big British delegation to the

Cannes Film Festival, apart from
the usual flock of newspapermen,
includes Robert Clark, the Elstree
Studio topper; Arthur Dent, Leslie
Frewin, Richard Todd and Yvonne
de Carlo.

Gerald Cohen, provincial agent
with a ' London office, sails for
U. S. April 8. Cohen specializes
in one-night stand bookings of

name bands in the North of Eng-
land. Expects to be away for four
weeks and to visit Hollywood.

Sam Stratton flacking ahead of

“Me and Juliet,” which opens
April 7 at the Shubert.

Robert O’Brien, American Broad-
casting-United Paramount veepee,
here for confabs on broadcasting
and theatre biz.

Clarence Shapiro, formerly with
Metro iit Hollywood, joining Chi
Conservatory of Music to .head the
new radio-tv department.

Aaron Cushman again handling
flackery for Star Nite, an assem-
blage of top pop attractions slated

By Bill Barker to play stadiums this summer in
National Square Dance Festival chi Cleveland and Detroit,

set for April 8-10 at State Fair
showcase Theatre in Evanston

season. It’s the first stage adapta-

WFAA “Early Birds,” nation’s ^[dsfh^uthor
5 ^ D°r°thy

oldest live breakfast show, cele- Sayers, BriUshauthor.

brated 24th anni with weeklong Gerry Breen,_Val Navaro. Flem-

open house
Spyros and Charles Skouras in

ing Brown and Ronald MaoMurray,
all but the latter appearing in Blue

for Claude Ezell’s tryout of his Angel’s Monday Night Singalong,
. . _ M— a ' 1 Acir Ciin/ioil

new drive-in speaker at ~ Buckner
Blvd. ozoner.
Melba opened “The French

Line” uncut, while Fort Worth’s
city censor board ruled dance
scenes out if film plays there.

gave folksong concert last Sunday
(28) at College of Complexes,
northside bistro.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Joyce Bryant opens at Nautilus
Hotel tonight (Wed.). *

N. Y. Herald Tribiihe columnist
Hy Gardner at the Saxony.

Diosa Costello and her new
group current at the Saxony with
M*ndy Campo heading up orch.
Barry Sisters drew heavy biz dur-

ng week’s date at the Sans Souci.
Byron Palmer followed them in
March 30.

Don McNeil bringing his crew
o thi Di Lido hotel for series of
“Breakfast Club” simulcasts from
he oceanfronter.

three years on television.”

Paris
Moscow Ballet set for the Opera

May 8.

Erich Maria Remarque here from
Switzerland.
Mick Micheyl into Alhambra on

two-week stint.

Sam Neufield to direct "Captain
Gallant” vidpix with Buster Crabbe.

Otto Preminger to Rome before
beading for U. S. and his next film
stint, “Carmen Jones.”
Jean Anouilh’s “Colombe” will

be revived here this season with
original star Daniele Delorme.

Marcel Came hospitalized after
« car accident. Will hold up pro-
duction on his next film, “L’Air De
Paris.”
Jean - Louis Barrault - Madeleine

Renaud Co. to wind up rep season
at Marigny April 23. Troupe to
tour South America this summer.
Comedie-Francaise accepting two

plays by Henry De Montherlant for
presentation in the C-F rep next
season. They are “Port Royal” and
"Nobody’s Boy.”

Bill Roach to Cannes for the film
fest before heading for Spain for
legal confabs with Orson Welles
who is finishing off “Mr. Arkadin,
his latest pic there.

Daniel Gelin is the busiest
thespian here with pic and legit
roles lined up to carry him through

'Zip Goes a Million” follows the
Tommy Trinder Show into Tivoli,

Sydney, forTDavid N. Martin.

.

Glenn Langan, U. S. tele actor,

here unde.r contract to Grace Gib-
son Productions for radio disks.
Fred Crouch appointed West

Australia branch manager of Brit-
ish Empire Films; formerly was
chief booker. -

Harry Wren doing advance pub-
licity for Olsen & Johnson on
debut soon at Palladium, Sydney,
for Celebrity Theatres.

'Roman. Holiday” (Par) opened
solid at State, Sydney, for Greater
Union Theatres. Press raves for
Britisher Audrey Hepburn.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Pianist Artur Rubinstein here
for concert.

Starlight Club has Buddy Lester
for second stanza.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre offer-

ing “The Silver Whistle.”
Carl Brisson in fourth week at

Hotel Radissoii Flame Room.
‘Pdrgy '8c Bess” opened 10-day

Lyceum date to $30,000 advance
sale.

Billy May orchestra with Sam
Donahue conducting played Prom
Ballroom one-nighter.

Persian Palms holding over Fos-
ter 8c Harris, Jean Idell, Bobble
Jean and Carl Dennis.

William Donnelly, local AFL
stagehands* union business agent,
elected an international- veepee at
international’s New Orleans board
meeting.

In change of heart, St. Paul
newspapers now accepting ads for

By Matty Brescia
Billy Eckstine played two shows

at the Hippodrome on Beale Street. I legitimate attractions' despite fact
here.
Ralph Flanagan and his crew in

here for one-nighter at Memphis
State College.

Isobel Jones, manager of Arena
theater here, now with the Capitol
at St. Petersburg, Fla.

Clarence Camp, Jr., now singing
with Chuck Foster’s orch at the
Peabody Hotel’s Skyway.
Hoyt Wooten, WREC prexy, and

Harold Krelstein and Abe Plough,
toppers of WMPS, back after five

weeks of battling before the FCC
for Channel 3 here.

»

they play their Twih Cities’ dates
exclusively here.

Minnesota U. concerts and lec
tures department booking “Doc”
Evans’ local Dixieland band for
tour of colleges and ' various of
territory’s towns. Outfit now is at
Williams’ nitery.

David Daniels, son of wealthy
Twin Cityite, who played Russell
Nype role in touring “Call Me
Madam” company, appeared as
Minneapolis Symphony orchestra
soloist at twilight pop concert.

Latest figures snow Twin Cities

- San Francisco

By Ted Friend
Harry James at the Diamond

Knee.
Harry Davies* advancing for Bea

Lillie. •

Lester Young into the Black-

hiwki
Joe Frisco set for the Diamond

Knee.
Rusty Draper into the Rumpus

Room.
Christine Jorgensen into the

Ajax Club.
Mickey O’Shaunessey topping

Bimbo’s 385 Club.

Omaha

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Ticket sales for Edinburgh In-
ternational Festival set to open
April 5.

New Scot vaude programme
Spring Salad” tees-off on radio

April 15.

Jimmy Logan, S/cot comedian,
playing straight part in new radio
thriller series, “Currants for Cav-
iare.” .

Margaret Morris, leader of Celtic
Ballet of Scotland, sailing to Bos-
ton June 16 on three-week ballet
stint for Ted Shawn.

Karl Rankl, Scottish orch mae-
stro, off to direct concerts in
Austria by 4he 100-strong Graz
Philharmonic Orchestra.

H. P. Sheppherd named new
controller in West Scotland for
Odeon and Gaumont, succeeds
William Simpson, who resigned.

David. Hughes, recently at Em-
pire, Edinburgh, has U. S. dates
this summer at the Mocambo,
Hollywood, and the Sahara, Las
Vpgas.

By Glenn Trump
Pianist Molly Craft at the

Dundee Dell.
Gil Gray’s indoor Shrine Circus

wound up a week’s stand at Sioux

City to good biz.

Debra Paget and Jeffrey Hunter
here for in-person stints with

preem of "Siege of Red River” at

the Omaha.
, .

Don Romeo of Paul MoOrhead
agency booked Elaine Carvel into

the Colony Club last week, and
also has her set for the Chevrolet

show at Paxton Hotel today (Tues.)

along with Moore & Mayo, come-
dy dancers.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen

Jeff Chandler here for a day to

plug his “Yankee Pasha.”
Sherry Britton tops the Carousel

next week and Nejla Ates comes
back to the Coj)a.

Wally Marks and Nan Wilson,

husband-wife nitery team, acting

in “Happy Birthday” at Playhouse.

Dave Crantz, Playhouse p.a*.

wrote an original musical for Tem-
ple Sinai’s Sisterhood and Mens
Club. . „ „ . .

Jackie Heller, back from 17-day

West Indies cruise, sailed on’jan-

other for 42 days to the Meait-
i tcrrdnsdiii

Hotel owner Eugene C. Eppley,

Portland, Ore.
Five Tones and Juanita Brown

held over at Jack Lawler’s Tropics.
Tempest Storm packed the Cap!-

tol nearly every show the first I who^owns the' William Penn here.
week, and stays a second- stanza.
Tony Hartman comes out of re-

tirement this week *to appear in
new Harry Carroll Show in at
Amato’s Supper Club.

Beatrice Kay with Sylvan Green
and The Mandrins held for a sec-
ond, week at The Oregon Clover
Club. Dick Contino inked to follow.

Harry Carroll & Polly Baker,
LeBrack* & Bernice, and The

gave $500,009 to Culver Military

Academy. . ....

Harry Schirra and Tom Kelly,

former Post - Gazette circulation

men, now own Schirra's Bar ana

Grill in East End. ,

Astere Claeyssens, Tech profes-

sor Of English, will have Marlon
Brando role in Curtaineers’ “Street-

car Named Desire.”
'

A1 Butler in town again beating
Sparkletts into Amato’s Supper the drums for “South Pacific.

Club for two weeks. The Ink Spots which returns to the Nixon for two
follow. weeks on April 19.



HARRY c. tfOPF
Harry C. Kopf, 51, NBC vlqe

president and geperat monoger of

stations WMAQandWNBQ ia Chi-

cago died of a heart attack March
or' in Evanston, 111. A veteran of

over 22 years in the broadcasting

industry, he was long considered

one of NBC's top salesmen His

career as a sales and administra-

tive exec spanned the network’s

historical growth in both the radio

an
Kopf

fi

join
S

ed NBC’s central divi-

sion as a salesman-in 1931. It was

during this period that Niles Tram-

Si subsequently to become

mexy of NBC, was projecting the

midwest NBC operation into the

front ranks and Kopf early became

one of his proteges. When Tram-
mell was shifted to New York,

Kopf took over as central division

sales manager in 1939 during the

Sidney Strotz regime.
When Strotz moved to New York

Ing and .musical direction of “One
Night of Love.”
Moving t© 20th-Fox, Silvers di-

rected the music for such produc-
tions as “To. Mary With Love,”
“Sing Baby Sing,” “Lloyds of Lon-
don” and severed uShirley Temple
films. He also .(served for 13 years
as musical -director for the Lux
Radio Theatre over CBS, In 1943,
Silvers and Buddy de Sylva, pro-
duction manager for Paramount
Pictures, created an edition of
“This Is the Army” for the Royal
Canadian Army.

Wife, five brothers and a sister
survive.

/GILBERT LIDDLE
Gilbert Liddle, 64, president and
general manager of CKGR, Kitch-
ener, Ontario, died in his sleep at

Montego Bay, Jamaica, March 25,

a few hours before he ‘ was to re-

turn from a month’s holiday.
Liddle, who launched his radio

On Hi# melancholy morning of Hits March 26th there left this

scan* Lon Stivers, composer, creative musician and Os swatt

and sonsIHvo a man as avor your hand did clasp. Ha taught me
. *

gantla music and life's niceties whan I was a little boy, far

which I have always bean grataful. I deeply grieve with his

brothers, Sid, Willie and Eddie. Lika them I shall never forgat

Lou. Like them I loved him so much.

Georgia Jesse!

the next year Kopf became general

manager and was made veepee in 1

charge in 1941, He Was called into

the NBC homeoffiCe in 1946 and
elevated to the. post of network
sales veep. His duties were. ex-

panded the following year to in-

clude direction of-the.national spot
sales - setup and the owned and
operated stations.

Kopf returned to Chicago in 1950
as- veepee in charge of the' two
Windy City NBC7 stations. Under
his stewardship the past four years
WNBQ developed into one of the
nation's top tv operations in terms
of both income and prestige. Like-
wise WMAQ continued an impor-
tant factor in the Chi radio picture.

Sister and brother survive.

LOUIS SILVERS
Louis Silvers, 64, longtime com-

poser, died March 26 in Hollywood'
of a heart ailment. He penned
tunes for numerous Broadway pro-
ductions and was active in films

In Mcmoriam

MARY D. CHASE
April 5, 1953

*s a director of music. He com-
posed “April Showers,” which A1
poison introed in “Bombo.” Among
ms other songs are “Sweet One,”
Heart O’MJne;” “Old Time ” “My
Madonna,” “Interlude” and “Moth-

of Mine.”
^While still In his teens, Silvers

Tnio
U
in
ted an °rch on Broadway,

ir j?
e

-
became musical director

oi the Gus Edwards revues where
J°lRon and as a result was

emp]°ye(i t0 direct the music of
Jolson starrers as “Bombo,”

binbad” and “Big Boy.” For 10
Soars, he also directed the musical

,

s
,^

res i°r Harvard U/s Hasty Pud-
ding Club productions.

ass®ciation with films includ-
ed the post of director of music
{or the original “Jazz Singer.” He
\r!^

r became musical director of
iV°tro for three years and from
*,u'

re went to Columbia Pictures
'

,,

e
re he served as composer and

Musical director for the 1934
Award winner, “It Hap-

vb-
n
°u °ne Night.” In the same

jedr won an Oscar for his scor-

station 24 years ago, was also asso-

ciated with the- recently opened
CKCO-TV in that city.

Survived by wife, two sons, three
daughters. <

EDWARD G. WYMAN
Edward G. (Jerry) Wyman, 54,

whose voice was familiar all over
the Pittsburgh area in radio’s pi-

oneering days, died In that city

March 22 of a heart ailment. Dur-
ing the 20’s, he was chief announcer
at WCAE in Pittsburgh, which was
then owned by the Kaufmann and
Baer department store before the
station was acquired by the Hearst
interests. He left radio in 1931 to

go with the Wall Street Journal
' and he served as that newspaper’s
industrial and financial news rep-

resentative in Western Pennsyl-
vania until 1946.

In April of that year Wyman
joined the Public Relations and
Research Service as an account ex-

ecutive and later returned to radio

for a time as news editor of

WMCK in McKeesport, Pa. He-
originally came to Pittsburgh from
his home ih New York after World
War I, in which he served in the

Navy. In the last few years pre-

ceding his death, he had been a

salesman.

Survivors include three brothers

and a sister.

ETTA LEON
Mrs. Etta Greenberg, 66, one-

time tight wire artist who appeared
in circuses and vaude under her
stage name of Etta Leon, died

March 16 in Rockfort, Tex. Shortly
after the turn of the century she

was a member of such acts as the

Lozano Troupe, Seven Leons, Leon
Sisters and tne Two Leons, a tight

wire turn.

Mrs, Greenberg was a headliner
with the Hagenbeck-Wallace, Ring-
ling Bros. Bamum & Bailey, Sells-

Floto, Glasscock and other cir-

cuses. She also trouped on the

Pantages and Keith-Orpheum cir-

cuits. A widow, she wed W. D.

Glasscock in 1904 and later mar-
ried Sam Greenberg.

Surviving are a daughter, Mar-
garet, and a son, Leon D. Glass-

cock, general, manager of a Texas
theatre circuit bearing his name.

i

*

OMAR K1AM
Omar Kiam, 60, fashion designer,

died March 21 in New York of a

heart ailment after a seven-month
illness. Kiam, whose first name
was Alexander, had worked in

Hollywood from 1935-1940 creating

designs for film actresses. His

originals were worn by Janet Gay-
nor, Loretta Young, Ruth Chatter-

ton, Merle Oberon and others in

films.

In recent years and up until his

death, Kiam was chief designer

for the Ben Reig Corp., wholesale
dress suit and coat concern in N.Y.

_ WILLY FERRERO
Willy Ferrero, 47, American-

born Italian conductor and com-
poser, died March 24 in Rome of
a^ liver §ilment. Bom in Portland,
Me., he jived most of his life in
Europe. At the age of four, he
began his conducting career as a,
child prodigy by fronting, an orch'
at the Folies Bergere in Paris:

The following year, Ferrero ba-
toned a 100-man orch at the, Cos-
tanza Theatre, Rome. At the age
of seven, he made ft guest appear-
ance with the Imperial Russian
Orch in St. Petersburg. When only
19 he was appointed leading con-
ductor at the La Scala in Milan and
the Augusteo Philharmonic, in
Rome.

BILL DUNN
Wilbur H. “Bill” Dunn, 43, for-

mer vaudevillian and radio per-
former since 1930, died March 23
in Cleveland. He was noted in the
Youngstown, O., area for his

; “Breakfast With Bill” show, aired
over WKBN. Starting his show biz
career at the age of eight, he ap-
peared in an act with his parents
tagged “The Dunn Family.” The
turn toured until 1927.

Dunn joined WKBN in 1936.
Late in 1953, he left that station
and moved to Akron to be closer
to his family. For a short time he
was associated with WCUE, Akron.
He served in the Army during the
war.
Wife and two sons survive.

OTTO GEBUEHR
Otto GebUehr, 77, vet screen and

legit actor, died Marph 13 in Wies-
baden, West Germany, where he
was working in the film, “Rosen-
Reslie.” Starting" his picture career
in the early 1920’s, he later gained
international plaudits for his por-
trayals of “Friedrich der Grosse”
(Frederick the Great) whom he
strikingly resembled.
Among his last films are “Dr.

Holl,” “Die Luege,” “Fritz- and
Friederike” and “Das Ewige Spiel.”
Aside from his picture assign-
ments, he frequently appeared on
the German stage.
Gebuehr, whose wife died three

years ago, is survived by a nine-
year-old son.

ALBERTO C. ^ COLOMBO
Alberto C. Columbo, 65, motion

picture music conductor and ar-
ranger, was found dead in his auto-
mobile March 24 in Hollywood. Po-
lice began an investigation follow-
ing disclosure that Columbo had
been beaten before he died.
According to County autopsy

surgeon Dr. Frederick Newbarr,
Columbo had received a “heavy
blow” on the head. No robbery
had. been committed. , He was a'
cousin of the late singer, Russ
Colombo.

Surviving are his wife, Elizabeth,
and son, Albert Jr., an assistant
cameraman at RKO.

CARL FISCHER
Carl Fischer, 41, accompanist

and arranger for singer Frankie
Laine, was found dead March 27
by his wife in their Sherman Oaks,
CaE, home. He died in his -sleep,

presumably of a heart attack.
Fischer, who had also been

Laine’s conductor, was associated
with the vocalist for the past eight
years. He Was the composer of
such tunes as “Who Wouldn’t Love
You?,” with Bill Kerry and “^e
Amo,” with Laine.

Surviving, besides his wife, are
two daughters.

thomas b. McDonald
Thomas Bernard McDonald, 78,

former prexy of the T. B. McDon-
ald Construction Co., New York’s
oldest existing theatre scenery
building outfit, died March 28 in

Katonah, N.Y. /’

In 1898, MdDonalcj tfiuHife father
formed the concern and initially

did the sets for,“Florodora.” Later
projects included the construction
.of scenery for all Florenz Zicgfeld
productions and many other Broad-
way presentations. .

Wife; a daughter, * a brother,
three half-brothers and three half-
sisters survive,

JACK DELMAR
Jack Delmar, 77, former vaude-

ville actor and theatrical booking
agent, died March 24 in Phila-
delphia. He was a member of Du-
mont’s Minstrels and was later a
partner in the agency of Delmar &
Griffith.

He was also associated with "Sev-

eral film companies in the Philjy
area, including Stanley Warner,
Triangle Film Exchange, Boyd En-
terprises and MGM.

Survived by wife, half-sister and
daughters.

JUNIUS FISHBURN
Junius Fishburn, 58, prexy of

the Times-World Corp. of Roanoke,

|
Va., died March 24 in Washington

1 after suffering a cerebral hemor-

rhage. He was stricken as he was
leaving a Federal Communications
Commission hearing where he tes-
tified on competing applications by
his company and Radio Roanoke,
Inc., for a Roanoke tv station.

Times-World publishes The Roa-
noke Times, The Roanoke World-
News and- operates radio station
WDBJ. Fishbum had been prez of
Times-Wprld since 1923.

Wife, a son -and a daughter sur-
vive.

FRANCIS B. YOUNG
Frances Brett Young, 70, British

author-playwright, died March 28
in Capetown, South Africa. Among
books he wrote are “A Man About
the House,” “Portrait of Clare”
and. MMy Brother Jonathan,” which
were made into films.

Young had also written two
plays, “Captain Swig” and “The
Furnace.” In addition, he composed
the music for a collection of
“Songs of Robert Bridges.”

JAMES RICH
James Rich, manager of the

Regal Cinema, Brechin, Scotland,
since 1936, died March 8 in that
town. A native of Edinburgh, he
joined Hengler’s Circus on leaving
school and later became a prop
boy at the Theatre Royal, Edin-
burgh.

Rich married Edith Meek, one
of the Original John Tiller Girls,
and they formed a double comedy
act, Rich & Russell. His wife died
two years ago.

GEORGE D. FRANKLIN
George D. Franklin, about 60,

a vetern exhibitor, was killed in-

stantly at Argyle, Tex., on March
24 when a Wall of his Colonial
DriVe-In Theatre fell on him. He
was trying to brace the wall which
gave way under the impact of tor-
nadic winds.

i

Franklin had operated the
j

"zoner for the past five^years.
Shuttered for repairs, it was sched-
uled to reopen on April 1.
*
His wife survives.

•

i

NANCY BURNE
Nancy Burne, 41, British legit

and film actress, died March 25 jd
Maidstone, England, after a long
illness. She made her London stage
debut in 1926 and had since ap-
peared in numerous musicals and
in vaude.

In 1935, Miss Burne played her
first film role. Thereafter she was
seen in numerous pix as a singer
and dancer.

GILBERTO GONZALEZ
Gilberto Gonzalez, 48, Mexican

pic heavy, died of a heart attack
March 21 while working on loca-
tion at Palenque, Chiapas state,
Mexico. He was appearing in a
film version of B. Traven’s, “The
Rebellion.” He ; started his pic
career in Metro’s “Vlca Villa,”
made ini Mexico in 1933. ~

His wife- and two sons survive.

BILLY HESS
Billy Hess? 78, vaude performer

for 60 years; died March 24 in
Elmhurst, L.I. Working as a Swiss
bellringer and tap dancer, he
toured the major circuits and
played in Billy Rose’s shows at the
Texas Centennial and the New
York World's Fair. He had also
appeared bn television recently.
A son and two brothfers survive.

FRED REETH
Fred Reeth, 58, veteran city

manager for Stanley-Warner The-
atres in Madison, Wis., died in that
city March 23. He had been sta-
tioned in Madison for S-W since
1945 and' earlier supervised circuit
theatres in other Wisconsin cities

for several years.
Wife survives,

EARL E. STEELE
. Earl Edward Steele, 61, onetime

minstrel man and former restau-
rant operator, died in Columbus
March 25. As a young man he was
a dancer for 11 years in the A, G.
Fields minstrel shows. "

Survived by wife, half-sister and
half-brother.

FRANK JKUHL
Frank J, Kuhl, 53, onetime drum-

mer and bandleader, died of a heart
attack recently in Milwaukee.
Forming his orchestra in 1917, he
batoned the crew for nine years
throughout Wisconsin.

His wife, three daughters and
four sisters survive.

H. LAWRENCE FREEMAN
H. Lawrence Freeman, 84, opera

composer, died March 25 in New
York of a heart ailment. His com-
positions included the symphonic
poem, “The Slave,” and about 12
operas. He was a winner of the
Harmon Medal for distinguished
service in music.

Wife and a son survive.
v

GEORGE If. GOODRICH »

George H. Goodrich, 66, vet film
,

projectionist, died March 23 in

Hillsdale, N.J, At the time of his

death he was eriL,, _ .
Eighth Street PlayhouseT**

Starting his career ixi 1914 with
Kalem Motion Pictures in Florida,
he subsequently became a charter
member of* the Motion Picture
Pioneers Club and of Local 306,
Motion

, Picture Projectionists,
AFL. \ i.

Wife, three . sons, three sisters

And two brothers survive. ,

'

Paul W. Gilmore, 34, musician,
Was killed March 26 in Ogden,

.

Utah, when the tru^k in which he .

was riding skidded into a tree, A,

trombonist, he was travelling with
the Buddy Morrow orch.

Frank Carino Beccarls, 60, head-
waiter at El Morocco, N,Y., for the

1

last 21 years; died March 24 in

N.Y. Wife, a daughter'and a son
survive. He was best known ai
’Carino.’

Mrs. Lora Elaine Wolf, 48, for-
mer newscaster with WSPD, To-
ledo, died March 20 . in Cleveland
of a heart ailment. Her husband,-
three sons, And two daughters
survive.

. Son, 18, Of Warner Bros, publicist
Mrs. Eli Beaumont, was killed in
Los Angeles March 19 in an auto
accident.

Leonard E. McNamara, 47, radio
engineer, died March 21 in Los An-
geles. Surviving are his wife, son
and daughter.

Father, 79, of Larry Jonas,
Phoenix, Ariz., Variety rep, died
in Newark, N. J., March 19.

Father, 84, of cameraman Nor-
bert Brodine died March 20 .in

Hollywood after a long illness.

MARRIAGES
Jane Pickens to William C. Lang-

ley, New York, March 26. Bride is

the siqger.
Primavera Chiappe to Marvin

Frank, New York, March 27. He’s
a pressagent.-

Marilyn Stone to Charles C.
Baldi, New York, March' 2. Bride
is an actress-singer.

Elizabeth Montgomery to Frede-
ric Gallatin Cammann, New York,
March 27. Bride is actress-daughter
of actor-tv producer Robert Mont-
gomery; he’s a casting director.

Mrs. Margaret P. Rex to'Maxwell
A. Kriendler, New York, March 27.
He’s president and managing direc-
tor of the 21 Club, N.Y.
Joan Vietz to Joseph Heidt, New

York, March 26. Bride is an actress;
he’s a legit pressagent.
‘ Sandy Lee Neiburg to Julian
Rosenberg, New York, March 28,
Bride' Is the daughter of songwriter
Al. J. Neiburg.

Linn Abner to Arnold Kupper-
smlth.'New York, March 28. Bride
is daughter of Ben Abner, Warners
N.Y. branch manager.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Cassell, son,

Hollywood, March 19. Mother is

the former actress, Marcy McGuire.
Father is an actor,

Mr. and Mrs. Jerome (Tad) R.
Reeves, daughter, Columbus,
March 25. Father is program di-
rector of WBNS-TV there.

Mr. and Mrs. William Martin,
daughter, Los Angeles, March 25.
Father is a film editor.

Mr. and Mrs. John Carradlne,
son, Hollywood, March 24. Father
is an actor,

Mr. and Mrs, Sidney Prosen,
son, New York, March 15. Futher
is a music publisher.

Mr. and Mrs, Perry B. Frank Jr.,

son, New York, Feb. 15. Mother is

the former Jounne Schenck, daugh-
ter of Nicholas M. Schenck, presi-
dent of Loew’s Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. Ian Gourlay, son,
Glasgow, Scot., March 22. Father’s
a songwriter, arranger and radio
singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Wulter Boughton,
son, Rlpon, Wis., recently. Mother
is actress Georgia Aune; he’s drama
dept, head at Ripon College,

Mr. and Mrs. John McTaggart,
son,

.
Stornoway, Isle of Lewis,

Scotland, March 16. Father is man-
ager of Playhouse Theatre, Storno-
way.

Mr. and Mrs. Audie Murphy, son,
Santa Monica. March 23. Father is

a screen actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Slotkin,
son, New York, March 25. Mother
is Shirley Eder, deejay, and show
biz commentator,
Mr, and Mrs. Robert H. Precht

Jr., son, March 29, at George
Washington Univ. Hospital, Wash-
ington. D. C, Mother is Betty
Sullivan, daughter of the colum-
nist Ed ^Sylvia) Sullivans; father
is a USN Lt. fj.g.).

Mr. & Mrs. Lioyd Greenfield,
daughter, N.Y,., March 25. Father
is personal manager with Mannie
Greenfield office.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace McMahon,
son, Chicago, March 25. Mother is

former film actress Louise Camp-
bell; father is plc-tv actor.
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